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Worth
rather firm conviction has
so-called deluxe operation? Only the
adversity of recent years forced a
grown in some film offices — and
even among some affluent exhibitors
large segment of the exhibition field
to the realization that the public
— that the little neighborhood and
small town theatre no longer serve
would patronize only modernized,
attractive and comfortable houses.
any good purpose for the industry at
Everyone agrees that there is no
large, that they are doomed by ecoroom for poorly maintained, poorly
nomic factors beyond their control
operated theatres. That is not the
— and that they aren't worth saving
issue.
anyhow.
The let-the-small-houses-fall
A strong enough case can be established on purely moral grounds
theory is based primarily on the
premise that a vast section of the
to preserve the sub-runs. It could be
argued with righteous fervor that
masses, the lower-income element of
many of the exhibitors operating
the population, has been weaned
small theatres are among the earliest
away by television, and is permapioneers of this industry. It could be
nently lost. This may be so; inexorclaimed that fair play entitles them
able economic factors may ultimately militate against the survival of
to every chance to exist and to prosthe
neighborhood and small town
per. Certainly, justice would be outraged if they were deliberately
sub-runs. Only time will tell.
pushed into oblivion by a hard, dolThe questions to which we seek
lar-inspired conception of our indusan answer here are these : (1) Should
the industry, by design, hasten the
try's future course.
demise of the sub-runs? (2) Are
Fifteen months of swelling earnthey
worth saving for the welfare of
ings statements has apparently fostered the conclusion in some circles
our industry as a whole?
The most basic objective of any
that optimum film grosses can be extracted from a limited number of top
industry is to cultivate and keep
pictures playing extended engagealive the consuming habit. Certainly
ments solely in first-runs and sethis is everv bit as applicable to our
lected neighborhood houses. The
business as to any. By foreclosing
sub-run theatre, we hear, can conon thousands of sub-run theatres
tribute nothing to the future of the
business as it seems to be heading.
We can question the wisdom of
BULLETIN
this thesis — and not on moral or sentimental grounds.
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that more than a few operators of
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sub-runs have themselves to blame
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Newton, Business Manager; Robert D. Lauder,
for the "who needs them" attitude.
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But wasn't this also true of many a
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Saving
*?
over the nation, the advocates of
limited exhibition outlets would hinder, not help, the perpetuation of an
already reduced movie-going habit.
The neighborhood and small town
theatres have long been an integral
part of American community life.
Folks go without dressing up. They
encounter fewer parking problems
and consume less time than a visit
downtown would require. The very
proximity of a nearby theatre is an
incentive to many people. Elimination of conveniently located movie
houses would deprive a large section
of the population of exposure to
the lure and the habit of going out
to a film show.
Is this an argument detrimental to
the welfare of the deluxe downtown
theatres? Of course, not. People are
creatures of habit, and if the appetite
for movie-going is incubated in the
sub-runs, it can do naught but redound to the benefit of the first-runs,
not to mention the film companies.
Consider this factor, too. The
existence of thousands of sub-runs
provides outlets for many films that
cannot garner sufficient revenue
from the deluxe situations alone to
show a profit. Loss of the sub-run
bookings would hobble the production incentive among enterprising
film-makers lacking the funds to
produce big pictures.
Lower-budget films have long
served as the proving ground for
talents in all phases of production —
writing, acting, direction, music,
photography. It has been the source
of a steady stream of tested personnel to producers of class-A films.
The pattern — and the needs — of
our industry is akin to organized
baseball's. Without a farm system
(Continued on Page. IS)
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NOW

THEY'LL

AUTOGRAPH,
In our national magazine

BE
MR.

ASKING

that when

ads and in countless outlets of

there's a community

service to perform,

the theatres have always been there. Soon you'll hear of
many stunts, tours and promotions acquainting the public
with the Celebration
Size "How

To

your Branch.
M-G-M's

that salutes you! Press Book,

Pocket-

Sell" and all accessories available FREE

at

It's up to you, Mr. Exhibitor, to capitalize on

nationwide

YOUR

EXHIBITOR!

publicity we're telling the public about M-G-M's 1955
MOTION
PICTURE CELEBRATION. We're reminding
them

FOR

ballyhoo!

CELEBRATION

RELEASES!

Ask your Branch for other fine films available!
"BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK" (January)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Spencer Tracy • Robert
Ryan • co-starring Anne Francis • Dean Jagger • Walter
Brennan • John Ericson • Ernest Borgnine • Lee
Marvin • Russell Collins
"GREEN FIRE" (January)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Stewart Granger • Grace
Murvyn
Vye Douglas • co-starring John Ericson • with
Kelly • Paul
"MANY RIVERS TO CROSS" (February)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Robert Taylor • Eleanor
Parker • with Victor McLaglen • Russ Tamblyn • Jeff
Richards • James Arness
"JUPITER'S DARLING" (February)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Esther Williams
Howard Keel • Marge and Gower Champion • George
Sanders • with Richard Haydn • William Demarest
"HIT THE DECK" (March)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Jane Powell • Tony
Martin • Debbie Reynolds • Walter Pidgeon • Vic
Damone • Gene Raymond • Ann Miller • Russ Tamblyn
with Kay Armen • J. Carrol Naish • Richard Anderson
Jane Darwell
"INTERRUPTED MELODY" (March)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Glenn Ford • Eleanor
Parker • with Roger Moore • Cecil Kellaway
"THE GLASS SLIPPER" (April)
(Color) • starring Leslie Caron • Michael Wilding • with
Keenan Wynn • Estelle Winwood • Elsa Lanchester
Barry Jones
"BEDEVILLED" (Apr/7)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Anne Baxter • Steve
Forrest • with Simone Renant • Maurice Teynac
Robert Christopher • Joseph Tomelty and Victor Francen

(Above)
POCKET-SIZE "HOW TO SELL'
fUftJ
THE PRESS BOOK

ITS

ROLLING

ALONG

"THE PRODIGAL" (Date To Be Announced)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Lana Turner • Edmund
Purdom • Louis Calhern • with Audrey Dalton • James
Mitchell • Neville Brand • Walter Hampden • Taina
Elg • Francis L. Sullivan • Joseph Wiseman • Sandra
Descher

TO

YOUR

BOX-OFFICE

"Vera Cruz"
ScuiHCM &<xtu$ O O O
Roaring action show. Sock grosser, except for arty houses.
Cooper and Lancaster provide marquee luster. Superscope and Technicolor another plus-factor.
The screen rumbles with action and violence as two
of the leading action-men are pitted against each other.
The effect, in wide-screen Superscope — which is very much
like CinemaScope — is almost shattering in its fierceness.
Thrill fans will love it; others will be fascinated. Plot is
laid at time of popular reaction to Emperor Maximilian in
19th Century. Gary Cooper, a Southern gentleman, arrives below the border to fight on the more profitable side,
and meets gunslinger Burt Lancaster, who has much the
same idea. They decide to fight for Maximilian and make
the trip to Vera Cruz for the purpose of getting arms, in
company of a dashing Marquis (Cesar Romero) and a
beautiful Countess (Denise Darcel). Complications
abound, and end result is that Lancaster, infatuated with
Darcel, reveals himself as a thoroughly ruthless opportunist and is killed by Cooper, who has decided to help the
revolutionary cause. Picture effectively sets up opposition
between two strong and fearless men, one without moral
standards, the other at heart a gentleman. Interesting sidelight is conflict between Darcel, playing both ends against
the middle, and Lancaster, as they try to outwit each other
and gain the upper hand. Newcomer Sarita Montiel adds
fine local color as a revolutionary. Superscope is introduced
in the filming of this picture and, in combination with
Technicolor, reveals impressive shots of the broad Mexican

landscape. Robert Aldrich's direction keeps film moving
from start to finish at a brisk pace.
UA ( Hecht-Lancaster)
94 Minutes.
Gary James
Cooper,Hill.BurtDirector
Lancaster,
Darcel,
Sarita
Montiel, Cesar .Romero.
Producer
RobertDenise
Aldrich.

"Prince of Players"
3ci4iK€4& TR.atiK$ O O
Rating is primarily for class situations. Will
exploitation in general market. CinemaScope
help promote entertainment vlues.
A noteworthy attempt to dramatize the

for A

Lost

City"

Rating is for dual bill support. Engrossing documentary
should serve well as second feature. Will appeal to general,
as well as class, audiences. Technicolor heightens effect.
Sol Lesser's presentation of the search by two explorers— Dana and Ginger Lamb — for a lost Mayan city in
the deDths of the Guatamalan jungle. In Technicolor, this
documentary ably conveys the scenic wonders of territory
largely unknown to us and creates excitement in portraying elements of nature beyond one's usual conception. The
hardiness and endurance of the explorers under primitive
conditions, their uncanny adjustment to the natural hardships of jungle life and travel, may strain the belief of
urban dwellers, and is a somewhat less interesting feature
of the film than their own well-photographed scenes of
jungle environment and stunning natural sights. But what
their adventures suggest — man's adaptability to nature and
his success in converting disorganized nature to his own
use — is indeed enlightening and gratifying. The film is
exciting because it reveals sights that are nowhere else to
be seen. In an introduction, Tom Harmon, ex-football star
and ex-pilot, tells the importance of the Lambs' travels in
suggesting a plan for adjustment to jungle life by shotdown military personnel.
RKO.
Minutes. Sol Lesser Production. Narrator Hal Gibney. Producer
Dorothy 60Howell.

life and work

of America's great actor, Edwin Booth. While essentially
a conversation piece, CinemaScope and the vivid Deluxe
Color endow "Prince of Players" with plus-factors for the
general audience. Moss Hart has provided a theatrical
script, based on the Eleanor Ruggles' biography, but the
dialogue is somewhat below his usual standards. Standouts of the film are numerous readings from Shakespeare
and a very fine performance by Richard Burton in the title
role. Story deals with the decline of the elder Booth —
Junius Brutus (Raymond Massey) — stricken with alcoholism and a touch of madness — and the emergence of his
two sons, Edwin and John Wilkes, as actors. John, playing
in the shadow of his brother's greatness, suffers an increasing feeling of inferiority and turns to politics, defending
the Southern cause. Film thus provides psychological explanation of the Lincoln murder. At the end, Burton upholds the acting profession, which is under fire as a result
of the assassination. Maggie McNamara plays Edwin's inspiring wife but her performance suffers from lack of appropriate style, a defect also present in John Derek's
Wilkes Booth. Raymond Massey is effective as Booth Sr.,
and is the key to an interesting (and exploitable) facet of
the picture : its emphasis on the relation between genius
and the taint of madness. Charles Bickford and stage
veteran Eva Le Gallienne furnish competent support.
20th Century-Fox. 102 Minutes. Richard Burton. Maggie McNamara, John Derek,
Raymond Massey, Charles Bickford. Producer-director Philip Dunne.

"Underwater"
"Quest

O
require unique
and color will

(Superscape)

3u4UU44 Rati*? ©GO
Ballyhooed underwater spectacle, with pictorial splendor of
Superscope and Technicolor, appealing for general market.
Jane Russell name and visual assets, plus action and suspense should draw good grosses in most situations. Values
less in class houses.
Exciting underwater adventures of diving for sunken
treasure is considerably enhanced by brilliant photography.
Gcod suspense, action, and romance is generated in film
which describes in picturesque detail trials of aqua-lung
equipped divers to find remains of treasure ship off coast
of Cuba and transport gold to the water's surface. Richard
Egan, together with wife Jane Russell and friends Gilbert
Roland and Lori Nelson, set out on their quest after previous investigation establishes existence of sunken hoard.
Plot abounds in complications: Natural difficulties of salvaging treasure; presence cf three native fishermen, equally
interested in the gold ; Egan's avarice in exploiting the discovery, which threatens Roland's life and his own marriage. Action highlights depict dynamiting of underwater
obstacles in which striking upheaval of ocean bottom is
viewed; Russell and Roland trapoed in debris. Principals
are well-cast, with Roland particularly convincing. Special
mention to Lamar Boren for effective camera work. Roy
Webb's musical score a noteworthy asset.
RKO 90 Minutes. Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland, Richard Egan. Lori Nelson, Robert
Keith. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Film BULLETIN
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"The Bridges at Toko-Ri"
S«4Ut€te
GOO
Should appeal to all classes. Stirring drama, with plenty of
good action shots, aerial bombing sequences, coupled with
sensitive story and moral insights to please adult audiences.
Cast of top-drawer stars lend marquee power.
A

compelling, highly creditable, adult version of

James A. Michener's short novel about Navy fliers in
action in Korea. Tragic aspects may deter younger element, perhaps, the fern trade. William Holden is cast in
the leading role of Lt. Harry Brubaker, who has had to
give up comfortable civilian life and questions the purpose
of what seems an insignificant "police action." Picture
brings out the human side of the fliers. Holden-Grace
Kelly marriage points up sacrifices to be made by those
fighting and those then left behind. Interesting feature is
relation of the Admiral, commander of Hclden's force, ably
played by Fredric March, to the Lieutenant, whom he
identifies with his own dead son. He provides rationale of
warfare to both Holden and his wife. Mickey Rooney and
Earl Holliman are helicopter pilots who rescue fliers who
have
with
been
The

had to "ditch" their planes. At the end they die, along
Holden, attempting to rescue him after his plane has
hit in a mission to destroy the bridges at Toko-Ri.
end is powerful and moving. Audience is led to anticipate the helicopter to make its rescue and the failure is all

the more effective because it's unforseen. Principals give
consistently fine performances, and Charles McGraw, as
the determined but understanding flight commander, is
also outstanding. Mark Robsons' direction is sensitive,
skillfully synthesizing diverse elements in plot — action,
love, comedy, personal awareness. Technicolor adds to
effectiveness of air and sea action.
Paramount 103 Minutes. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey
Rooney. Perlberg-Seaton Production. Director Mark Robson.

"The

Americano"

Aimed for the action market. Fast pace, good cast, interesting South American setting, Technicolor, are exploitables.
Producer Robert Stillman encountered many difficulties while making this film in Brazil, but it emerges as a
satisfying outdoor melodrama. It has good pace, a wellbalanced cast, and some exciting photography, in Technicolor, of the Brazilian jungle and its rivers infested with
man-eating reptiles. Plot is fashioned after the American
western, being concerned with plight of the small farmer,
who is being pushed aside by native cattlemen who want
his land for grazing. Glenn Ford, Texas cattleman, comes
to Brazil to deliver prize bulls and becomes embroiled in
local problems. He finds himself fighting on side of Ursula
Thiess, lovely overseer and protector of small farmers'
lands. Struggle ends in overthrow of wealthy Brazilian
(Frank Lovejoy), who is usurping neighboring lands, and
in bringing police authority to previously lawless land.
Cesar Romero is cast as a heart-of-gold bandit, who always
fights on the right side. Local color is provided by the
Lating singing and dancing of Abbe Lane.
RKO. 85 Minutes. Glenn Ford, Frank Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess Abbe
Lane. Producer Robert Stillman. Director William Castle.
Page 6
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"Tonight's the Night"
SuaCkcm Rating O O O
Rating applies to art and class houses, and where Irish population is heavy. This gay, colorful Irish frolic can be exploited to good grosses wherever comedy clicks.
"Tonight's the Night" is a rollicking Irish comedy,
rich in the simple humor of the Hibernian village and the
sophisticated humor of David Niven. The story has an offbeat quality that is rewarding and, at its best, delightful.
It opens with the arrival of the new squire (Niven) at the
ancestral estate in the small Irish town of Rathbarney,
which he has inherited. The villagers, who regarded the
former squire as drinking companion and provider of entertainment, find Niven ruthless, out to "squeeze the lemon
dry." He generally makes their lives miserable. The townsfolk make huomrous attempts to kill him. They fail, of
course, but a new will is discovered which strips the young
opportunist of his inheritance. The quality of the film is
occasionally marred by the romantic complications, involving Yvonne DeCarlo, and by some obvious situations — i.e.,
villagers dressing as the ghost of the manor and frightening each other — but most of it is far above such cliches.
The scenes in the pub are genuine, high-level comedy, in
which Barry Fitzgerald, A. E. Matthews, and other character actors shine. Niven is his usual suave self and provides
fine contrast with the shrewd antics of the rustics. Technicolor brings out the beauty of the Irish landscape, which is
a beauty to behold. Brightness is the film's main virtue.
This ought to please everyone who enjoys good, imaginative fun, and particularly bubbling Irish spirit.
Allied
Artists. 85Mario
Minutes.
Producer-Director
Zampi.David Niven, Yvonne de Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald.

"Battle Taxi"
*Su4ute44 'Rating Q

Q

Has obstacles to overcome — poor title, complete absence of
romance, glamor. Should bring fair-to-good profits in action
houses. Suitable as second feature in twin-bill houses.
This United Artists' release, dealing with the helicopter rescue crew in Korea, neatly integrates actual flying
and battle scenes with the narrative line. Picture unfortunately invites comparison with the more elaborate and
complex "Bridges at Toko-Ri," but actually does well in
its own simplicity. Plot concerns commander of Helicopter Element (Sterling Hayden) faced with problem of adjusting ex-jet-flyer (Arthur Franz) to the life of a helicopter pilot. Franz rebels because he regards rescue crew as
insignificant compared with his former work. Development
of narrative centers about his gradual education and acceptance ofhis new assignment. At the end, shot down, he
is rescued by Hayden, thereby gains true understanding of
the rescue aspect of war. Film provides interesting examination of the helicopter detail and casts light on a littleknown aspect of the Korean struggle. Franz, a rather sensitive young actor, contrasts effectively with Hayden's
more vigorous portrayal. They help translate this essentially descriptive vehicle into human terms and make it
occasionally moving. The title will be no asset. Air Force
cooperation provided air of authenticity to flight scenes.
United Artists. 82 Minutes. Sterling Hayden, Arthur Franz, Marshall Thompson.
Producers Ivan Tors and Art Arthur. Director Herbert L. Strock.
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
JANUARY 10
19 5 5
By Philip R. Ward
THE STORY OF MOVIE STOCKS, 1954, can best be
told in figures — cold, black and white statistics. These
little things are often imbued with more simple drama
than thousands of written words. And never more so
than in the breakdowns to follow. Study them well.
They serve as graphically as any criteria — boxoffice
grosses, attendance figures, company earnings or what
have you — to chronicle the sweep of industry history
through amazing 1954, filmdom's Year of Recovery.
Let's first examine the chart below for a month by
month review of stock movements.
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

A profit of 34^8 points is quite a play for two month's
trading. But the loftiest rise of all was reserved for
August (22y8), a month given to doldrums and narrow
fluctuations in general market activity.
For an illustration of genuine dynamic growth, observe the exhibition chart. With but one exception —
October — a small and solid gain was registered in every
month in chronological sequence. Finally at year's end,
it actually outsprinted the more sensational film companies shares in terms of overall percentage gain —
77% to 60%.
How did the individual companies fare and who
showed the most zip? Let's look them over in terms of
net change in market price as well as net percentage of
change :
FILM COMPANIES
Close Close Net
1953 1954 Change
Allied Artists
Columbia
Loew's
Paramount
RKO Pictures

SV2 SVs - V»
203/4 34'/2 +13%
13
21 5/s +8%
2bl/i 40 '/a + 1 3 5/s
3
87/s + 57/s

Republic
20th-Fox
Universal
Warner Bros.
FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

*Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
Compare the first and last bars in each grouping, Film
Companies and Theatre Companies. Between the two
is the range from December 31, 1953 to December 31,
1954.

Quite impressive! Here's how the figures read:
Close
Close Net Percentage
1953
1954
Change Change

Film Companies
I I I 5/s I 7 8 '/2 +bbVs
+ 60%
Theatre Companies
22%
403/s
+17%
+ 77%
The Cinema Aggregate really staged a calendar performancestarted
:
the year (first '54 trading date, Jan.
4) at its 12 month low point, finished at its high. In fact
four companies, Columbia, Loew's, Paramount and
RKO Pictures, sizzled to their year-long peaks on December 31. A few others, 20th-Fox, National and RKO
Theatres, were but fractions away. Because of this last
day buying pressure, the collective cinema slate was
never higher than at 3 :30 PM, the shut-down hour, New
Year's Eve.
Although the film company category showed a walloping 66^8 point overall gain, it chose several selected
months for its major outbursts. May brought the first
big uprising: up 167/&. November and December were
lulus too, showing 17% and 17^ advances respectively.

THEATRE
ABC-Paramount
National
RKO

3'/8 6'/2
2OV2 293A
l9'/a 31
13 %
203/s
COMPANIES
l4'/2
67/s
AVa

+
+
+
+

33/s
9 'A
I I 7/s
65/s

25
+IO'/i
lO'/s + 3 'A
97/s + 5'/s

Stanley-Warner
I I '/s
SPECIALTIES

20

+ 87/u

Technicolor
W. Disney

1 5 5/s
24

+ I Vs
+16

14
8
O

O

What's ahead in movie securities? Listen to H. Hentz
& Co. in its Annual Review and Forecast: "Amusement
issues are still in a favored position. Certain of the motion picture production shares still have room for further
advance, since price-earnings ratios are reasonably conservative, profits point higher and most leading companies are operating on a relatively efficient basis."
But, as stated in recent Financial Bulletins, 1955 will
be the year in which movie stocks will follow more
closely the general pattern of stocks at large. Our
theory: as the market goes, so also will go the fortunes
of industry shares. Watch out for sharp sell-offs. Cinema issues may not show the resistance to these outside
forces as in '54.
Film BULLETIN
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INSIDE
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OF PRODUCTION
Size-ups

^BULLETIN

?e*tun

By JAY ALLEN

The production report in this issue is an attempt to
provide a comprehensive survey of the product picture for 1955. In so far as possible, the plans of each
studio, as well as those of independent producers,
have been carefully examined. Details on specific
features, those in work and those in the planning
stage, include an up-to-the-minute report on types of
stories, casts, directors, and producers. Big projects
will continue to dominate the efforts of major studios
— and even the lesser ones.

ALLIED

ARTISTS

AA Slates 32 for '55
Big Names Big Question
ALLIED ARTISTS IS SCHEDULED
to produce 32 pictures during the 1955 calendar year — an increase of four over the previous 12-month period. From an over-all
standpoint, it will be the most impressive
program ever undertaken by the company,
with far less emphasis on the low-budget
product which AA has concentrated on in
the past.
Whether it will reach the heights indicated
a few months ago, however, seems somewhat
doubtful. Despite all of the ballyhoo, William Wyler nor Billy Wilder have not actually signed the participation production
pacts which were slated to go into effect this
year. Nor will John Huston be able to get
his unit operating on the lot as early as had
been anticipated, due to the repeated delays
on his current Warner Brothers' release,
"Moby Dick", and his other commitments.
AA execs have taken a very cagey stand
in discussing the Wyler and Wilder deals,
still staunchly maintaining that the contracts
will be signed, but hesitant to predict any
dates for the start of their productions.
Nevertheless, the program that has been set
offers much for exhibitors to be thankful for.
Within the first two months of the new year,
two high-budget CinemaScope-Technicolor
features will roll, along with a half dozen
less important projects.
Page 10
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In regard to volume, the general trend — if one is
apparent — is in the direction of a slight increase,
which is encouraging news for the product hungry exhibition field. On the basis of blueprints drawn by
the established studios, however, it is evident that
theatremen, who are clamoring for at least 75 to 1 00
extra pictures during the year, will have to look to
independent production units for relief. Hence, major
le
inde groups will play an ever increasing role in the
distribution segment of the industry during 1 955.

President Steve Broidy, commenting on
the 1955 plans, tells Film BULLETIN: "The
exhibitors have asked for a new major source
of product, and we are ready to deliver it.
We have the utmost faith in the industry
and in ourselves, and it is this faith which
enables the company to undertake what must
be considered its most ambitious program,
date."pictures will go before the cameras
to Five
during January: "Wichita" (Joel McCrea,
Vera Miles), CinemaScope & Technicolor —
executive producer Walter Mirisch personally producing, Jacques Tournieur directing;
"Dark Venture" (still being cast) — Lindsley
Parsons producing, Harold Schuster directing; William F. Broidy's "Neon's Rainbow"
and "Women's Reformatory," both of which
are in the process of being cast; and "Royal
Rogue" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall) — Ben
Schwalb producer, the director to be announced in a few days.
In February, the second CinemaScope &
Technicolor production, "Gunpoint" (Fred
MacMurray) is scheduled to get underway,
along with Bill Broidy's "Swamp Fury"
(Carole Mathews).
Others definitely slated for 1955 filming
are: "Hold Back the Night" (Richard Basehart, Neville Brand), Hayes Goetz producer;
"Body Snatchers," Walter Wanger's next
production, based on a Collier's magazine
story, Don Seigel director; Samuel Bischoff's
first inde for AA release, "Phenix City," in
Technicolor, and probably CinemaScope;
"Massacre at Dragoon Wells" (Barry Sullivan)— Lindsley Parsons production; "The

Hijackers" — John H. Burrows associate producer, Harold Schuster director; "Son of
Jack Slade," — Lindsley Parsons producer;
and "The Desperate Women," also to be
produced by Parsons.
When questioned as to the possible starting dates on some of the big pictures to be
turned out in '55 by Wilder, Wyler and Huston, a high source at the studio indicated
that none of the Huston properties will be
set until his return from Europe in the
spring. If the Wilder contract is signed, as
the studio still insists it will be, there is a
possibility that his first picture may roll in
early summer — depending on when Warner
Brothershe schedule
"The toSpirit
which
is scheduled
direct.of St. Louis,"
COLUMBIA
Story & Process Diversity,
New
Faces Keynote
'55 PROPERPlans
OUTSTANDING
STORY
ties and new faces will keynote Columbia's
1955 production program, which is shaping
up as the most ambitious slate ever undertaken by the Gower Street studio.
Jerry Wald, vice president and executive
producer, in outlining the new year's program for Film BULLETIN, declared: "It
will be our aim in 1955, to bring forth a
diversification of fine entertainment based on
solid story values, plus a gallery of fresh,
appealling, youthful talent."
Elaborating
on
(Continued
on Page 12)
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RICHARD
BURTON

in Color, Widescreen
Starring Richard Burton
Written, Produced and Directed by
Robert Rossen

SUMMERTIME
FACT

#8
(Based on the Broadway hit, "The Time of the Cuckoo")
Color by Technicolor

KATHARINE
HEPBURN

Starring Katharine Hepburn • Rossano Brazzi
Produced by llya Lopert • Directed by
David Lean • A Lopert Films Presentation

THE

FACT*})

OF

THE

NIGHT
HUNTER

Starring Robert Mitchum • Shelley Winters • Lillian Gish
Based on the best-seller by Davis Grubb
Produced by Paul Gregory
Directed by Charles Laughton

ROBERT
MITCHUM

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Size-ups
Studio
(Continued
from Page 10)
the need for new faces, Wald continued: "If
there has been one spot where the major
studios have lost a bet during the past few
years, it has been in developing a promising
crop of newcomers to step into the shoes of
the old, established stars. At Columbia, however, we are doing something about it."
Wald pointed out that the studio has under
contract, at the present time, some 16 new
names — or, at least names which were new
until a few months ago. Included in the list
are nine players who have already won their
spurs and received star billing, as a result of
key roles they have played for the studio,
opposite big name stars. In this category
are: Phil Carey, Dianne Foster, Robert
Francis, Brian Keith, Jack Leramon, Kim
Novak, Betsy Palmer, Aldo Ray and May
Wynn. Others being groomed to follow suit
are: Adelle August, Vince Edwards, Kathryn
Grant, Lucy Marlow, Jana Mason, Kerwin
Mathews, Connie Towers.
Although Wald indicated that CinemaScope will play an important role in this
year's slate, he made it clear that no one system will predominate. "Now that most of
the tumult and shooting have died down,"
he said, "Columbia, along with most other
companies, is settling down to the conclusion
that the story itself should determine the
method of shooting it— as ought to have
been obvious from the start."
Neither Wald nor anyone else in authority
at Columbia will hazard a guess as to the
total number of pictures to be produced by
the company, or any of its independent units
this year. However, it seems certain that
there will be a slight increase over 1954. Releases also will be increased during the year,
with 39 films either completed, before the
cameras or definitely planned for production.
A sizeable contribution can be expected
from such independent units as Sam Katzman's Clover productions, which will make
15 pictures in '55; William Goetz' new unit;
Andrew Stone's company, and the Tyrone
Power-Ted Richmond's Copa Productions
unit.
Among the big productions scheduled for
filming this year are: "Joseph and His
Brethren," listed as the most expensive project in this studio's history, with Rita Hayworth slated to make her first starring appearance since returning to the company
under a new two-picture pact; "The Wheel,"
based on the life of Mahatma Gandhi, to be
filmed in India by Otto Preminger; "Battle
Stations," described as Bryan Foy's most
ambitious production to date; "The Eddy
Duchin Story," Moss Hart's story of the
famed pianist and orchestra leader, to be personally produced by Jerry Wald and directed
by George Sidney; "Captain Calico," Technicolor drama of the Barbary Coast's heyday, starring Clark Gable, which William
Goetz will produce.
Other big projects are: "The Babylonians,"
another Goetz production, in CinemaScope
& Technicolor, to be filmed in the Near
East; "Picnic," based on the Pulitzer Prize
Page 12
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Coming of Inde Units

JERRY WALD
''Our Aim — Diversification"
winning play; "Pal Joey," from the Rogers
and Hart musical hit; "Reminiscences of A
Cowboy," based on the Frank Harris book,
in CinemaScope & Technicolor; "The Stalk"
(Tyrone Power), in CinemaScope & Technicolor, to be made on location in Rio de
Janeiro; "The Queen Bee" (Joan Crawford),
based on the Edna Lee novel; "The Franz
Liszt Story."
Also on the 1955 schedule: "The Prisoner"
(Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins), based on a
London hit pay; "Against the Sky," story of
an air defense system for Canada and the
U. S. via the North Pole route, in CinemaScope and color; "Port Afrique," to be filmed
in Europe by David Rose's Coronado Productions; "The Young Virginians," a dramatic story of the youngsters who fought
under Stonewall Jackson in the Civil War —
based on the James Warner Bellah novel,
"The Valiant Virginians"; "The Brothers
Rico," to be produced by William Goetz
from the best-selling novel by Simenon;
"The Gentle Wolfhound," story of a Japanese orphanage adopted by American infantrymen; "Jubal Troop," Paul Wellman's
best-seller, with William Fadiman producer.
"The Gilded Rooster" (Victor Mature),
based on Richard Empry Roberts best-seller,
William Fadiman producing and Anthony
Mann directing; "Lorenzo, the Magnificent"
(Tyrone Power), another Copa Production,
based on the story of the De Medici under
whose patronage the Italian Renaissance
reached its height; "The Solid Gold Cadillac"
(Judy Holliday), from the George S. Kauffmaii Broadway hit; "Safari," a Warwick
production in CinemaScope & Technicolor,
to be made in Africa, with John Gilling directing; "The Dollmaker," Harriet Simpson
Arnow best-seller, to be produced by William Wright; "Flame-Out," story of the Air
Force's jet training program; and "Reprisal,"
suspense novel by Arthur Gordon, to be produced by Arthur Gardner and Jules Levy.
At present there is one feature now filming, "Deadlock" (Jean Simmons, Stewart
Granger) — a Mike Frankovich production,
Maxwell Setton producing, Arthur Lubin
directing.

To Mark Big Change Here
1955 WILL BE A YEAR OF GREAT
changes for MGM. Some policies which have
governed the company since its inception are
about to be discarded in favor of a more
streamlined basis of operation.
One of the most important changes in the
wind is the incorporation of independent
production units into the studio's framework.
For years, Metro has been the sole hold-out
against the indes, preferring to rely entirely
on its own organization. Changes in the
general production situation, however, is
forcing this company to change its course.
Talent controls Hollywood today, more than
ever before, and manpower cannot be held
fast under contract anymore.
Within the past month, one independent
contract has been signed with Lucille Hall
and Desi Arnaz; another is near the inking
stage with David O. Selznick. And now that
the ice has been broken, still others are ex-,
pected to follow.
Dore Schary, who has been ordered to bed;
for three weeks with an ulcer condition,1
could not be reached for comment on this,
trend. However, studio sources close to him,
tell Film BULLETIN that the M-G-M management isresolved to adopt the idea of indeunits to augment the studio's own output.
Although terms of the deal with Selznick
are being closely guarded, it is understood!
that Metro would participate in the financing]
of a limited number of pictures, beginning!
with "War and Peace," which Selznick hopes
to place before the cameras within a matter,
of weeks.
To what extent these new deals will increase Metro's release, is uncertain, but
Hollywood, generally, is of the opinion that
the output will be above that of last year. No
definite number of pictures has been set for
1955 filming, although it was announced at
the beginning of the new fiscal year, in Sep-(
tember, that releases would be upped fron:
25 to 27. The increase may be greater, wel
believe.
The company holds upwards of 50 proper-,
ties, at the turn of the new year, of which ai<
least 20 seem definite for '55 filming. In thi^
group is the Life of Gautama Buddha, whicf
Dore Schary has described as "the most im
portant international picture in Metro his
tory". Included also are several current outr
standing
Broadway
(Ann Blyth,
Howard stage
Keel, hits:
Dolores"Kismet'
Gray)
to be filmed in CinemaScope and color; "Te:
and Sympathy"; "Teahouse of the Angus
Moon", and "The Tender Trap".
Others on the '55 program: "Mary Anne,'
a best-selling novel; "Quentin Durward'
(Robert Taylor, Grace Kelly); "The FeJ
male" (Ava Gardner), another top-rankinj
novel; "Charlemagne"; "Ben Hur", sched
uled to be the most costly picture ever mad,
by the studio; "Digby" (Spencer Tracy)!
"Hhowani Junction" (Ava Gardner, Stewrar
Granger); "Lost Planet," Metro's initia
scien^.-fiction picture; "The Power and thl

REPUBLIC

•v

Size-ups
Studio
Prize," still high on the best-selling novel
lists; "My Most Intimate Friend" (Lana
EA1 Turner, Ava Gardner); '"Green Mansions"
(Pier Angeli).
"In Missouri" (Gene Kelly), based on the
Mark Twain "Huckleberry Finn" classic;
"Jeremy Rodock" (Spencer Tracy); "The
Long Day," "Mail Order Bride" (Robert
Taylor); "Diane" (Lana Turner); "St. Louis
Woman" (Frank Sinatra, Ava Gardner,
Sammy Davis, Jr.); "Robin Hood (Howard
in Keel, Jane Powell), a CinemaScope musical,
and "Bannon" (Spencer Tracy, Montgomery
Clift), a drama of American labor union
movements.
The following three are already before the
cameras: "King's Thief" (Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, David Niven, George Sanders)— Edwin H. Knopf producing and Hugo
Fregonese directing, in CinemaScope & EastmanColor; "The Cobweb" (Richard Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Gloria Grahame,
Charles Boyer), CinemaScope & EastmanColor — John Houseman producer, Yincente
Minnelli director, and "Love Me or Leave
Me*' (Doris Day, James Cagney, Cameron
Mitchell), CinemaScope & EastmanColor —
Joe Pasternak producer, Charles Yidor director.
No definite decision has been made on the
total number of productions to be lensed in
CinemaScope, but one executive of the company has estimated that it will be approximately 50 per cent of the year's slate.

Rush" (Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas)
— Frederick Brisson producer, Robert Pirosh
director; "The Court Jester" (Danny Kaye,
Glynis Johns, Basil Rathbone) — Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank producing and
directing; "The Rose Tattoo" (Burt Lancaster, Anna Magnani) — Hal Wallis producer, Daniel Mann director, and "The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey Bogart, Frcdric
March, Matha Scott) — William Wyler producer-director.

PARAMOUNT
Hartman

Sees No Revenue

Ceiling for Quality Product
ACCORDING TO EXECUTIVE PROducer Don Hartman, Paramount will make
only big pictures in 1955 — and then, only'
when the right combination of story, cast
and production talent can be assembled. This
means, of necessity, a limited output.
In attempting to justify this policy in the
face of an over-all product shortage throughout the industry, Hartman argues that only
the big pictures will pay off in the current
market, and that any attempt to pad the release slate with run-of-the-mill product, is a
losing proposition not only for the production company, but for the exhibitor as well.
"It only stands to reason that what is good
for Paramount is good for the exhibitor," he
declared, "and, after all, we are in the business to make money."
Although no definite ceiling has been
placed on the number of pictures to be filmed
during the coming year, it is expected to run
somewhere in the neighborhood of 22. This
figure, according to Paramount executives,
does not constitute any cutback, inasmuch
as the total output for any of the past five
years has not exceeded 26. Releases during
1955 will total only 20.
In a statement summing up the general
prospects for the coming 12 months, Hartman said: "Without presuming to be an

Plan Sharp Increase

DON HARTMAN
"There Is Xo Revenue Ceiling"
oracle, I venture to say that business in 1955
will be as good as the pictures themselves.
"All economic factors in the free world
point to promising conditions. Given good
pictures, it remains only for the intelligent
showmanship effort of exhibitors to make
1955 a record year.
"Our policy is to select only the best possible ingredients for every production, and
to make each picture honestly, on the wellfounded premise that there is no revenue
ceiling for quality."
In carrying out the 1955 production program, Paramount will be aided and abetted
by the seven independent producing units
which operate on the lot. Actually, there are
more independents committed for Paramount
release than in 1954, despite the fact that
Pine-Thomas has just severed its relationship. Those which will be producing at the
studio this year are: C. B. DeMille, Hal
Wallis, Dena Productions (Norman PanamaMelvin Frank-Danny Kaye), Frederick Brisson, Scribe Productions (Jack Rose-Melville
Shavelson), Bob Hope Enterprises and Sol
C. Siegel.
Among the pictures definitely scheduled
for 1955 filming are: "Anything Goes" (Bing
Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmaire) —
Robert Emmett Dolan to produce; a remake
of "The Covered Wagon" (Alan Ladd) —
Irving Asher producer, Michael Curtis director; "Artists and Models" (Martin and
Lewis) — Hal W allis producer, Frank Tashlin director; "The Mavericks, "from the bestselling novel — Irving Asher producer; "The
Ten Commandments" (Charlton Heston,
Anne Baxter, Yul Brynner, Yvonne DeCarlo,
Edward G. Robinson)— Cecil B. DeMille
producer-director; "The Alagnificent Devils"
(William Holden, Deborah Kerr)— a Perlberg-Seton production; "The Loves of Omar
Khyam" — Frank Freeman, Jr., producer;
"Intermission" (Danny Kaye) — Paul Jones
producer; "The Mountain" (Spencer Tracy),
from the best-seller; a re-make of Eugene
O'Neill's "Desire Under the Elms".
The following five carry over from late
1954 starts: "The Yagabond King" (Kathryn
Grayson, Oreste Kirkop) — Pat Duggan producer, Michael Curtiz director; "The Girl

In Quality Films— Yates
AFTER THE SLOWEST PRODUCtion year in Republic history, president Herbert J. Yates is forecasting brighter prospects for 1955 — not so much in volume as
in quality.
The number of features to be made during
the new year is expected to total around 20.
Although this represents a small increase
over the '54 output, Yates contends that the
number of high-budget productions on the
slate will be much higher than last year,
when most of the pictures were in the lowprice range.
In a cautiously worded message to Film
BULLETIN readers, Mr. Yates said: "With
boxoffice grosses mounting and exhibitors
demanding more pictures, every indication is
that 1955 will be a year of opportunity for
Republic as well as the other Hollywood
production companies.
"Republic, in line with the current trend,
is discontinuing the production of low-budget
pictures and increasing our quality product
about 300 per cent. It follows, however, that
the constantly increasing costs of deluxe pictures, the boxoffice returns must continue
to advance.
"In 1955, Republic will try to produce the
type of pictures exhibitors believe their patrons wish to see. It has always been our
policy to have our field men advise us of exhibitor needs, knowing that they are directly
in contact with the fans.
"The current back-to-the-theatre movement is certainly an optimistic signpost.
Coupled with all-out selling campaigns especially conceived and executed to stimulate
the public's interest in our new and improved
product, this could mean a happy new year
for the entire film industry.
Yates has signed Anna Marie Alberghetti
to a term contract. Her first picture will be
"The LTnconquered Territory," a story of
the Alamo which rolls in February — Frank
Lloyd producer-director. The 18-year-old
Italian born star will sing only one song in
the picture, having decided to turn dramatic
actress as the result of extensive tests made
at Republic. Yates has instructed his story
department to be on the look-out for additional properties in which she can be starred.
Other productions slated for the year arc:
"Man From Texas" (John Payne, Mona
Freeman), to be lensed in Trucolor — Joe
Kane associate producer-director; "Rebel
Island," also in Trucolor — Edward Ludwig
(Continued on Page 14 J
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to serve as the associate producer and director; "The Gunman" (Ray Milland), in which
the star will make his debut as a director;
"The Long Watch," a sea story to be filmed
in color — Robert Mirvisch producer; Zane
Grey's "The Maverick Queen," which was
first published only four years ago by Harpers; "Annie Jordan," a story of Seattle's
skid row, taken from the Mary Brinker Post
novel of the same name; "Smokejumper," a
story of air-borne firefighters in the national
forrests — to be filmed on location in Montana; "Jaguar" (Sabu), to be produced for
Republic release by Mickey Rooney's inde-

H. J. YATES
"Increasing Our Quality"
pendent company; "Lay That Rifle Down"
(Judy Canova) — Sidney Picker associate producer, and one other Rooney Enterprise's
feature, "Something That Happened At Our
House" (Mickey Rooney, Laraine Day),
based on a published short story — Rooney
also directing.
RKO
Program of 25 Features
Scheduled, All from Indes
IT'S SAD BUT TRUE, THAT THE
beginning of 1955 finds the future of RKO
as indefinite as it has been for the last year.
Rumors of new offers to buy out Howard
Hughes controlling interests continue to
spread through the trade, although well-informed leaders of the industry doubt that a
transfer will be effected. And through it all,
the tremendous operational facilities of the
plant — so badly needed as a source of product for theatres — remain comparatively idle.
During the past year, the company released 16 new films, 17 reissues. A tentative
slate of 25 has been set this year. That slate
will be comprised almost entirely of features which the company will release for independent producers, among them Edmund
Grainger, Benedict Bogeaus, David Butler,
Page 14
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Nat Holt, Sol Lesser and the King Brothers.
Not one single RKO production is definitely
slated for filming this year, although a
limited number of properties which have
been held by the studio for almost a year are
still discussed in vague terms.
As reported a few weeks ago, the only
bright spot on the immediate horizon is the
impending pick up in inde production, slated
to get underway this month. A minimum of
seven, and possibly as many as 12 features
were forecast for January and February production. Only seven of the films were
enumerated in the announcement, however.
Nor has there been a single new one slated
since then.
There is another encouraging note, too, in
the signing, a few days ago, a new deal between Hughes and Jane Russell. The contract, which has been in the hands of lawyers
for over two months, calls for Miss Russell
to make a series of six pictures over that
many years. It is understood she will receive $50,000 a year in $1,000 weekly payments over a period of 20 years as compensation for the half-dozen films.
The independent productions which are
definitely scheduled, include: two Technicolor and Superscope features from Edmund
Grainger Productions: "Oh Promised Land"
(Alan Ladd), from the James Street novel,
and "The Treasure of Pancho Villa," to be
lensed on location in Mexico; King Bros.'
"The Boy and the Bull" (now being cast), to
roll in Madrid on February 15 — Maurice
King to produce, Irving Rapper to direct;
David Butler's "Miracle At Santa Anita"
(not cast) — Butler to produce and direct; a
Benedict Bogeaus film, as yet untitled, with
Barbara Stanwyck starred; and one each
from Nat Holt and Sol Lesser.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Top Novels, Broadway
Backbone

Hits

of Fox Product Plans

20TH CENTURY-FOX WILL INcrease its film output by approximately onethird in 1955, with a program to be made up
almost entirely of pictures based on bestselling novels and Broadway stage hits.
During 1954, production for the company
dropped to a low of only 14 pictures — due
largely to the transition to an all-CinemaScope program. 1955 will see as many as 20
to 22 features, and possibly even higher, if
independent producers come up with suitable
packages for studio financing and releasing.
Releases, however, will be about the same
as for the previous 12 months, when 30 pictures were distributed — 17 in CinemaScope
and 13 in the old standard ratio. This year,
there will be only a limited number of features in the standard process — all contributed
by independents.
Darryl F. Zanuck summed up the new
year's plans as follows:
"After evaluating the business being done
by CinemaScope in its first year, we have
decided that it is to the best interests of all
concerned to limit our output to 20 to 22
films. By so doing, we will be able to insure
that every production will be important in

content, story and entertainment value. We
can assure exhibitors and the public that the
1955 program will comprise the largest aggregate of star names as well as the bestselling stories and stage hits in studio hisTo back up his statement, Zanuck listed
19 properties already scheduled for '55 filming— practically every one a familiar literary
or theatrical work. Among the popular novels
tory."
to be filmed are: "Katherine," to be produced
by Philip Dunne; "The Left Hand of God"
(Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney) — Buddy
Adler producer, Edward Dmytryk director;
"The Tall Men" (Clark Gable)— William
Beacher and William Hawks to produce and
direct; "Sir Walter Raleigh" (Bette Davis,
Richard Todd) — Charles Brackett producer,

DARRYL F. ZANUCK
"20 to 22 Films"
Henry Koster director; "Tigrero;" a re-make
of "The Rains Came" — to be produced by
Frank Ross; "The View From Pompey's
Head" — Philip Dunne producer; "Good
Morning, Miss Dove;" Zanuck's personal
production of Fulton Ousler's "The Greatest
Story Ever Told;" "The Girl In the Red
Velvet Swing" — Charles Brackett producer;
"A Many Splendored Thing", and "Lord
Vanity" (Clifton Webb, Robert Wagner) —
Brackett producer.
Other properties on the year's slate are:
the Rogers and Hammerstein Broadway
musical hit, "The King And I," for which
Yul Brynner is tentatively set for the star
ring role; "India," the story of Alexander
the Great — Frank Ross producer; "How To
Be Very, Very Popular" (Marilyn Monroe)
— Nunnally Johnson writer, producer and
director; "Pink Tights" (Dan Dailey, Sheree
North, Johnnie Ray) — Samuel Engel producer, Henry Levin director; "House ol
Bamboo" (Robert Stack, Robert Ryan)
Buddy Adler producer, Samuel Fuller director; "The Wandering Jew," and "The Gur
the shortage of good story mai
andRealizing
the Cross."
terial, which has necessitated so many remakes in Hollywood during the past yearj
Fox is taking the initiative in the develop
ment of a new crop of screen writers. Dur
ing the new year, the company plans t
(Continued on Page 16
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option a number of new novelists and playwrights, according to David Brown, head of
the Fox story department, even though their
work may not be of immediate and tangible
benefit to the studio.
Three pictures are now in work, all of
which started before the turn of the year.
They are: "Violent Saturday" (Victor Mature, Richard Egan, Stephen McNally) —
Buddy Adler producer, Richard Fleischer
director; "Soldier of Fotune" (Clark Gable,
Susan Hayward, Michael Rennie) — Buddy
Adler producer, Edward Dmytryk director,
and "Daddy Long Legs" (Fred Astaire,
Leslie Caron, Terry Moore, Thelma Ritter)
— Samuel D. Engel producer, Jean Negulesco
director. The entire slate is, of course, in
CinemaScope and color.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Will Lead in Output
Again; Expect 60 Films
UNITED ARTISTS, WHICH SHOWED
the greatest volume of releases during 1954,
again will lead the field in 1955. Tentatively
slated for release this year are 47 properties
from a number of independent producers. Although this is four less than in 1954, it is expected that the program actually will surpass last year's slate as new releases are
acquired.
Production during the year is expected to
hit a new peak of 60 or more films. These
will be contributed by such independent
companies as Hecht-Lancaster, Stanley Kramer, Paul Gregory, J. Arthur Rank, Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr., Robert Jacks and Robert Goldstein, Ilya Lopert, Bryna Productions (Kirk
Douglas'), Green-Rouse, Herbert Wilcox,
Aubrey Schenck, Robert Bassler, Robert Aldrich, Russ-Field-Voyager Productions (Jane
Russell-Robert Waterfield), Robert Rossen,
Samuel Bischoff-David Diamond, Richard
Sale, and Edward Small.
To help promote inde production and thus
bolster its own releasing sale, UA will utilize
a $30,000,000 revolving fund.
The latest production unit to be acquired
by United Artists is Bryna Productions,
originally organized by Kirk Douglas several
years ago. Under the terms of a deal consummated about a week ago the actor will
produce six films for United Artists release,
with both parties participating in financing
and profits. Douglas is to star in two productions, "Viking Raiders" and "Van Gogh".
It is difficult to project a complete years'
program for this company, since production
plans are in constant state of flux. However,
following is a tentative list of features slated
for release during '55. Several are completed
and some have release dates set.
Hecht-Lancaster Productions will deliver
"The Kentuckian" (Burt Lancaster, Dianne
Foster), CinemaScope and Technicolor,
based on novel "The Gabriel Horn" by Felix
Holt; "Marty" (Ernest Borgnine), based on
Page 16
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Nassour Brothers will have "Beast of Hollow Mountain" (Guy Madison, Patricia Medina), CinemaScope and Eastmancolor.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
To Continue Successful

ALFRED E. DAFF
"Will Produce in Any System"
prize winning TV play by Paddy Chayefsky;
"Trapeze" (Burt Lancaster).
Leonard Goldstein Productions, now being
operated by Robert Goldstein and Robert L.
Jacks, will have a program of at least five
films, including: "Black Tuesday" (Edward
G. Robinson, Jean Parker), for January release; "Stranger on Horseback" (Joel McCrea, Miroslava), in Pathe-Color produced
by Robert Goldstein; "Robbers Roost"
(George Montgomery), based on the Zane
Grey novel; "The Killer Is Loose"; "A Kiss
Before Dying" based on novel by Ira Levin.
J. Arthur Rank will present "The Beachcomber" (Glynis Johns, Robert Newton),
from the W. Somerset Maughan novel, and
"The Purple Plain" (Gregory Peck). Both
are in Technicolor.
Aubrey Schenck will have "Big House,
USA" (Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker),
and "The Swamp Fox", which he will produce in collaboration with Howard W. Coch.
The latter will produce "Desert Sands"
(Ralph Meeker), CinemaScope and DeLuxe
Color.
Paul Gregory has already completed "Night
of the Hunter" (Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters), directed by Charles Laughton. Another important project already completed
is "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Alan Young), produced
by Robert Bassler and Richard Sale.
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. plans to start within
two months on "Sharkfighters", an original
based on an incident of Naval heroism in
World War II. This will be followed later
in the year by two more Goldwyn productions, "Linnett Moore", and "The Dancing
Detective".
One of the important '55 releases will be
Stanley Kramer's "Not As A Stranger"
(Olivia DeHavilland, Robert Mitchum,
Frank Sinatra, Gloria Grahame), based on
Morton Thompson's famous novel. This
marks Kramer's first directorial effort.
Ilya Lopert will deliver "Summertime"
(Katherine Hepburn, Rossano Brazzi), from
Arthur Laurents' stage hit, "Time of the
Cuckoo". The Sam Bischoff-David Diamond
program will include "The Kill" (Edward
G. Robinson, George Raft, Audrey Totter).

Policy; Stars The Problem
A SLIGHT INCREASE IN THE NUMber of films to be produced, and a steering
away from the "shaky A" type of feature
through purchase of quality story properties,
highlight the 1955 production policy of Universal-International. The general plan is to
continue its successful policy of turning out
a program made up of Technicolor westerns
and adventure films, "spiked" with specials
made with topflight stars.
During the past year, the company turned
out 30 films, whereas in 1955 that figure will
serve as the absolute minimum. Reliable
sources at the studio confidently predict the
total output will reach 33 or 34. It is expected that there will be 32 films distributed
during the new year, as compared with 28
in 1954.
As reported last issue, the overall budget
for 1955 production will exceed $40,000,000
—42-year
highesthistory.
ever approved in the company's
Among properties being readied for '55
production are 13 best-selling novels and one
Broadway musical hit. Edward H. Muhl,
vice-president in charge of production, assures Film BULLETIN that the most potent
list of star names ever assembled by the
company, will head up the casts on these
properties. Part of the stellar talent will be
brought in on single picture, straight salary
deals, while others will be handed percentages. Clark Gable and Alan Ladd are two of
the stars discussing percentage propositions,
at the present time. However, U-I is going
to find the competition for top-drawer stars
stiffer that ever. And this factor poses the
studio's most serious problem.
A limited number of productions on the
1955 slate will be lensed in CinemaScope, although itis possible that other of the new
systems may be employed, also. Alfred E.
Daff, executive vice-president of the com-,
pany, stresses the point that neither he nor
any of the other top executives, is committed to one system.
"We will produce in any system the exhibitor and public demands," Daff says. "Our.
primary concern is to give the public the
best we can in subject matter, performances
and production value, because we believe thej
motion picture audience buys its entertainment on the basis of these three vital factory
— and they (the public) are influenced in th<
order indicated."
Summing up the year's outlook, in gen
eral, Daff concluded: "General economiij
conditions throughout the world give everjj
indication of maintaining the upbeat trencj
the industry experienced in 1954. The ami
bitious program we have planned for thJ
coming year will provide the exhibitor witlj
the product he requires to take full adj
vantage of the improved market conditions. 11

H:!.

Share," with Clark Gable amost definite for
the starring spot, and the currently filming
"The McConnell Story" (June Allyson, Alan
Ladd) — Henry Blankc producer, Gordon
Douglas, director.
Almost the entire slate will be in CinemaScope and WarncrColor.

Studio
Size -tips
Of the 30-odd properties to be filmed during the year, the following 22 arc already in
various stages of pre-production planning:
"Raw Edge," an original story set in the
Oregon Territory during the 195()'s; "Away
All Boats," a best-selling Kenneth Dobson
novel; "New Heaven, Xew Earth," a novel
by Arthemise Goertz; "1011 Fifth Avenue"
(Rock Hudson, Julie Adams), a musical remake of the William Powell-Carole Lombard comedy hit, "My Man Godfrey;" "All
That Heaven Allows" (Jane Wyman, Rock
Hudson), a best-selling novel by Edna and
Harry Lee.
Also, "There's Always Tomorrow" (Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett); "The Galileans" (JefiF Chandler), the
popular Biblical novel of a few months ago,
written by Frank G. Slaughter; "The White
King," also based on a book, by Samuel B.
Harrison; "The Benny Goodman Story;"
"The Outer Darkness," a W. R. Burnett
novel; "Dolly Hessian," written by MacKinlay Kantor; Rex Beach's classic, "The
Spoilers" (Anne Baxter); "The Rawhide
Years," by Norman Fox; "So This Is Rio"
(Tony Curtis, Gene Nelson), a musical follow-up to "So This Is Paris;" "The Life of
Charles Russell," based on the life of the
West's most famous cowboy artist; "Song of
Norway," the hit Broadway musical of a few
seasons past; "Law Man," by Lee Leighton;
"The Private War of Major Benson" (Charlton Heston); "Dead Man Pass," by Peter
Lawson, and "The Navy Gets Francis"
(Donald O'Connor).
In addition, the following productions,
which started last month, have carried over
into the new year: "Female on the Beach"
(Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling)— Albert Zugsmith producer, Joseph
Pevney director; and "Ain't Misbehavin' "
(Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie, Jack Carson),
in Technicolor — Sam Marx producer, Eddie
Buzzell director.
WARNER

BROTHERS

'55 Schedule Looks Good
Indes Loom Large In Program
1954 WAS NOT A WHOLLY Successful year for Warner Brothers, as the
company sought to re-establish itself as one
of the foremost producers of top-flight entertainment. 1955 looms brighter for this studio.
That's our view, based on the number of important properties scheduled to be filmed
during the year. WB will bear watching, for
'55 is a rather crucial year here.
As in 1954, independent producers, who
are partially or wholly financed by the
studio, will play an important role in the
overall production program. It appears that
approximately one-fourth of the big pictures
to be turned out this year will be contributed
by these inde units.
Whether there will be any increase in the

INDEPENDENTS
Large Inde Output Needed
To Crack Product Drought

JACK L. WARNER
"Only Standard — Quality"
output, however, is a matter of speculation,
even among top executives of the company.
Jack L. Warner repeatedly has maintained
that the slate will remain flexible, so that
more productions can be added when, and if,
the right kind of properties become available.
In a New Year's statement to Film
BULLETIN, Warner declared: "It has been,
and will continue to be, the Warner Brothers
policy to refuse to bind ourselves to any
definite number of pictures. We will commit
ourselves to only one standard, and that is
the standard of quality. We have pioneered,
true to the company's tradition, in the development ofthis elastic production schedule,
which has permitted us the utmost freedom
to seek out the best story properties and
bring them to the screen when they are vital
and timely, with the best talent the show
world has to offer. We will continue this
policy in 1955, and thereafter, because we
have found it the most satisfactory answer to
the demands of the public and the needs of
theLast
exhibitors."
year, 18 pictures were made, either
by Warner's or by the independent units releasing through the company. Thus far, 15
properties definitely scheduled for filming in
1955 are: George Stevens' "The Giant," from
the Edna Ferber best-seller — Rock Hudson
is set for one of the top starring roles; Jack
W ebb's next production, "Pete Kelly's
Blues;" "I Died A Thousand Deaths," an
original prison story, to be produced by
David Weisbart and directed by Walter
Doniger; Batjac's "Blood Alley" (Robert
Mitchum, Lauren Bacall) — William Wellman to direct for producer Robert Fellows.
Also, Louis Hay ward's "The Spirit of St.
Louis," a biopic of Charles Lindbergh;
"Prince Bart," a best-selling novel with a
Hollywood background — David Weisbart to
produce; "Sincerely Yours" (Liberace); an
Irwin Allen documentary, "Animal World;"
Milton Sperling's "Daniel Boone;" "Rebel
Without A Cause." a story of juvenile delinquency— David Weisbart producer, Nicholas Ray director; "The Jagged Edge" (Jack
Palance) ; "Adam and Eve;" "Serenade," the
James Cain novel, which will mark Mario
Lanza's return to the screen; "The Lion's

ALTHOUGH MOST MAJOR PROduction companies are planning increases in
their output for 1955, the increases will be so
slight — as indicated in the foregoing columns
— that it is evident that the exhibitors, who
are clamoring for at least 75 to 100 extra
pictures during the year, will have to look to
the indes to help them out of the product
To what extent independent production
pinch.
will be boosted this year, cannot be definitelyascertained at this early date. In recent
months, more independent companies have
been formed than at any time in motion picture history, but there are many difficult
hurdles to be cleared before they can actually get into operation.
First and foremost problem, of course, is
the matter of financing. Although banking
sources are definitely more receptive to
movie loans than they have been for several
years, they are demanding that completed
packages be assembled before considering
any financing deals. And it is here that the
independents are facing a serious problem.
Due to the drain which television is making on all types of creative talent — not to
mention actual filming quarters — it is almost
impossible to assemble packages far in advance. Dozens of inde producers have told
Film BULLETIN that they could get into
operation within a matter of weeks, if they
could only pry loose the casts, and production crews from previous commitments.
Nevertheless, there are hopeful signs developing via new independent distribution
setups which arc beginning to come to the
fore — many of them with slates already blueprinted. The Makelim Plan, backed by exhibitors, may be one major source of new
product this year, although it is slow getting
off the ground. Another, is Fred Schwartz's
Distributor's Corporation of America, which
has fine top properties lined up — almost all
of them boasting stellar names.
One important inde, who asked that his
name be withheld, estimated that independent production will increase by as much as
25 per cent during the year, in spite of the
foregoing problems. Although the Independent Producer's Association could not supply
an accurate figure on the number of inde
films made in 1954, the total is believed to
have been between 75 and 100.
As soon as the many properties held by
independents are scheduled for production,
Film BULLETIN will keep its readers informed, so that they may know to what
extent this branch of production can be expected to alleviate the product shortage.
Film BULLETIN
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to develop future talent, and minor
league ball parks to perform in, the
major league system would be shattered. Which teams win pennants?
The ones with solid farm system
support, of course. And, more to the
point, fans for big league baseball
are nutured in the minor league
parks scattered from one end of this
lovely land to the other. That's why
baseball has earned the honored title,
"America's National Game".
One more point.
Showmanship is a cumulative
thing. The public's response to filmdom's attractions does not derive
from one film or one theatre, no
matter how impressive they may be.
Rather, it grows from, and is kept
alert by, continuing impressions —
the sum of the efforts put forth day
after day by thousands of showmen
— in the big cities, in the neighborhoods, in "the sticks". Absence of
theatres close to the pulse of community life will leave gaps in the
chain of movie-consciousness.
And movie-consciousness is fundamental to the perpetuation of this
industry as America's most popular
entertainment,

fwoltlmggn
P.

R.

\

Project

In an industry where long-range
public relations projects oftimes take
a back seat to the immediate problems of selling pictures, it is most
stimulating to find an outstanding
institutional promotion nearing completion in Philadelphia.
A reconstructed Nickelodeon, designed as a shrine to the motion picture business, will be dedicated at
the Franklin Institute, co-sponsored
by the Institute and the Motion Picture Associates of Philadelphia, on
January 18. The dedication cere('Continued on Page 19)
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I am one of the unfortunates who last
year spent the best part of a month haunting the corridors of the Central Criminal
Courts building in New York trying to
pick up scraps of information about the
notorious Jelke trial. In common with
other reporters, I had been barred from
the court by Judge Valente. He considered the Jelke case, in which a number
of high-heeled beauties gave testimony,
too indelicate for newspaper publication.
*
S
*
Now Jelke is to be given another — and
a public — trial, and the newspapers
promise this time to tell all, including the
names of the well-known Hollywood personalities who figured in the 'little black
books' of certain sought-after young
ladies.
*
*
4
Those names are already well-known
to the Press. By means it would be unwise to disclose, we learned them all during our nefarious prowlings on Center
Street last year. We didn't print them
then because we hadn't actually heard
them mentioned during the proceedings.
Legally therefore, they were dynamite.
I can tell you this, however: there is
only one Hollywood name of any consequence among them. As far as I can
recall, there's one actor who in recent
years has declined at the boxoffice so far
that the only work he can get now is on
television. There's another, who was technical y a"producer", but has been out of
the business for a long, long time.
While the motion picture industry may
rest easily, in the knowledge that none of
its top brass will be involved in the fruity
disclosures about to be made in the interests of justice, it is a pitiful thing to find
the more sensational newsorgans so willing to blacken Hollywood by associating
it, on the flimsiest possible pretext, with
one of the filthiest cases of recent years.
It is even more pitiful to realize that
this might never have been possible had

Press

Goodwill

our industry had a properly planned,
properly executed public relations policy.
*
*
*
As a newspaperman, I shudder at the
weaknesses of our present public relations
program, and at its consequences.
I find, on investigation, for instance,
that the leading magazine editors of this
country today rank films far behind television as a "must" on their editorial
schedules.
*
*
*
Why is this? The newspapers and magazines are engaged in a cut-throat war
for circulation. The magazines, particularly, are playing "footsie" with TV interests. By giving editorial plugs to TV
shows and TV personalities, they can
usually get a free advertisement over the
air for a particular issue of their magazine. Many newspaper publishers own
TV stations, and they lose no opportunity to exploit the medium. Thus, television
tends to monopolize that portion of newspaper and magazine editorial space devoted to entertainment interests. Movies,
being unable to offer the circulation manager asuitable quid pro quo, naturally are
relegated to second place.
*
*
*
This is one aspect of movie public relations which needs correction — and it
could be corrected if the combined genius
of our own publicity experts could be
harnessed, and if we were to spend some
money on advertising. The newspapers
and magazines should be fed an abundance of interesting publicity stories. And,
to be bluntly realistic, advertising can buy
an awful lot of publisher goodwill.
Heaven knows, we need that goodwill
today, with movies beginning to boom,
and with public interest in them mounting to a new high pitch. Now is the time
to cash-in, to restore the balance of sanity
in the publishing world, and to persuade
the Fourth Estate that, both from a reader point of view, and a revenue-producing
point of view for the publisher, Movies
Are More Interesting Than Ever.— Coulter

THE
Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 18)
monies will be highlighted that evening by a banquet honoring several
Quaker City movie pioneers. This is
a project worthy of the best offered
by American industry.
Guiding light behind the event,
and contributor of the replica, is
veteran exhibitor William Goldman,
an astute showman who views the
film industry as an integral part of
the American way of life. He could
have chosen no better way to perpetuate the legends of our industry
than by bringing to life again the
stars of the early movie era, in a setting of the time when movies first
flickered.
Franklin Institute is a crossroad
for visitors from all over the globe.
This Nickelodeon will serve to inculcate the legends of the motion
picture, one of the greatest sociological influences the world has ever
known. Here, through the magic of
Mr. Goldman's film library, the ambassadors of another era — Mary
Pickford, Theda Bara, Douglas Fairbanks, Pearl White, among others —
will forever carry on an institutional
campaign, building invaluable good
will for the industry.
Mr. Goldman is to be congratulated on sponsoring this wonderful
public relations project.

The

Set
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CinemaScope
We can add little to the encomiums that already have been heaped
upon the modest head of Charles
Einfeld for his magnificent job of
merchandising and institutionalizing
CinemaScope. The tribute recently
paid him and his fine organization
by the American Newspaper Publishers Association (reported in the
What the Showmen Are Doing department, this issue) is another fitting tribute to the enterprise and
drive that translated a photographic
device into a dollar-coining household word.
The promotion of CinemaScope
was truly a historic example of
showmanship. As Mr. Einfeld would
be the first to admit, a team is only

MAIL

Mr. Mo Wax
Film BULLETIN
Dear Mo:
Your provocative survey on
"What Exhibitors Think About
Government Regulation" in a recent
issue of Film BULLETIN should
be read and studied by everyone in
all areas of our industry.
Its important results, derived from
the considered opinions of many exhibitors on such vital topics as
government regulation in film rentals and the creation of an industry
arbitration system, reflect the pulse
of the times.
The fact that so large a majority
of theatremen do not favor government regulation in the affairs of the
film industry, and that they believe
a workable arbitration system can be
evolved, indicates clearly the conviction that producers, distributors
and exhibitors can work out their
problems as sensible and responsible
businessmen unhampered by outside forces.
Sincerely,

BOX

Mr. Philip R. Ward,
Associate Editor
Film BULLETIN
Dear Mr. Ward:
Regarding the series of P. R. articles which you have been publishing
in Film BULLETIN.
We believe you have done a great
service to this industry. Your analysis of the public relations problem is
a sound one, your survey of industry
information is thorough and your organization of your material is perfect. You and the publishers of Film
BULLETIN are to be congratulated
on doin^ a fine job and one which
long needed to Sincerely,
be done.
Charles E. McCarthy
Council of Motion
Picture
Organizations,
Inc.

Would
to

send

you
a

like

copy

of

S. Charles Einfeld
Vice-President
20th Century-Fox
Mr. Mo Max
Film BULLETIN
Dear Mr. Wax:
Enclosed find check for a twoyear subscription to your most valuable trade magazine. I always read
it with interest and with a deep
sense of appreciation.
Allow me to congratulate you on
your recent "Poll, What Exhibitors
Think About Government Regulation" and please send a copy of both
your issues of November 29th and
December 13th to each president and
general sales manager of the film
producers and distributors with my
compliments and send me the bill.
Kindest regards,
Thomas James
Comet Theatre
St. Louis, Mo.
as strong as its weakest player, and
the selling of CinemaScope was certainly ateam victory. There is glory
enough in this accomplishment to
reflect brightly on every member of
his expert staff.
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your compliments?
FILL OUT THIS FORM,
MAIL IT TO US, AND
WE WILL DO THE REST.
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1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Penna.
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SPYROS P. SKOURAS, whose magic
CinemaScope wand turned the industry's
squashing pumpkin into a golden coach,
feels that the happy spell cast on moviegoers in 1954 will work even greater wonders in the coming year. Mr. Skouras
based his prognostication on the reception
of CinemaScope product both here and
abroad. Of Fox's first 18 C'Scope releases, he stated all have been profitable.
Commenting on his recent European
jaunt, the 20th-Fox president said, "50 to
75 pictures will be made in CinemaScope
in Europe and Great Britain in 1955." He
revealed that there are now approximately 3000 theatres equipped for C'Scope,
abroad, with the prospect of over 7500 by
the end of the year.
On the touchy question of selling films
to TV:
"Theatres should be given every opportunity .. . Our future depends upon the
prosperity of theatres."
20th-Fox's gross foreign earnings last
year, he estimated, would total well above
$41 million, as against $38 million in 1953.
Domestic grosses for '54 were about $65
millions, down $2 million from the previous year when nine more features were
released.
Mr. Skouras predicted that Eidophor,
the Swiss theatre television system, in
color and in CinemaScope dimensions,
would be ready by early '56.
0
ARTHUR B. KRIM & HAROLD
HECHT, UA prexy and chief of HechtLancaster productions, respectively, review the glad boxoffice tidings registered
by "Vera Cruz" in the Superscopic's premiere engagements. Mr. Hecht conferred
with UA execs before sailing to Europe to
film "Trapeze," the next H-L production,
starring Burt Lancaster, and possibly
Gina Lollobridgida. Discussing future
projects the producer announced that the
unit has three more features planned for
'55: "Operation Heartbreak," (starring
Alec Guiness) ; "Until They Sail," from a
story by James Michner, with Lancaster
directing, and "The Last Chukker."

THEY.

SKOURAS
E. D. MARTIN, TOA president, in NYC
last week for exhibitor-distributor negotiations with the Defense Department on
release of new features at military establishments, waxed enthusiastic in regard to
BARUTH, RACKMIL, GAM
MILTON

ADOLPH ZUKOR, Paramount's venerable board chairman, told the press recently that if exhibitors think they need
quantity (of product) to stay in business,
"they're on the wrong track." He poohpoohed the importance of projection processes. "They only draw people if the

MARTIN

MAX

fag". 20
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received a

special testimonial saluting U-I's CinemaScopic "Sign of the Pagan" from Mrs.
Charlotte Baruth, representative of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs, at
a luncheon in NYC. Salute should help
to build considerable fern interest in the
spectacle. Miss Rita Gam, one of the
"Pagan" stars, accompanies the U-I chief.
o

theatre business in the coming year.
Martin voiced the view that the public's
swing back to moviegoing in 1953 will
continue to snowball, if more quality product is available in the months ahead.

HECHT, KRIM

R. RACKMIL

E. YOUNGSTEIN,

picture itself is good."

who manages

to be one of the industry's busiest execs,
nevertheless finds time to help the unfortunate. Here, in his role of entertainment chairman of the drive to aid the
Jewish National Asthmatic Home for
Children, Mr. Youngstein and Denise
Darcel discuss entertainment arrangements for the first annual benefit show to
c>
aid the foundation. Miss Darcel, co-star
in Hecht-Lancaster's "Vera Cruz," was
among the Parade of Stars show held
January 8 in NYC.

YOUNGSTEIN, DARCEL

MADE

THE

UNITED ARTISTS, already sitting on a
barrel of money, may have to buy new
vault space in the banks, if its first 1955
release is any indication. Distribution v. p.,
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, reports that
"Vera Cruz" is toppling boxoffice records
all over the country and showing signs of
being the biggest grosser in the company's history. The Hecht-Lancaster
Superscopic has shattered all-time marks
at the Chicago Theatre; Palm State, DeGopher Theatre,
Minn.; Loew's
State, troit;
in Norfolk
and Cleveland,
and
topped or equalled marks set by other
great UA
across
the grossers
country. in a host of theatres
*
*
*

NEWS

DISNEY

LIPPERT
ROBERT L. LIPPERT made headlines
when he tossed responsibility for the
gradual extinction of program pictures
into the lap of the exhibitor, during a
luncheon with Chicago circuit executives.
The Lippert Pictures president stated,
"Unless you are willing to pay higher
rentals for program pictures, to make
them profitable, they will continue to disappear."
0
STEVE BROIDY announced the signing
of a new banking arrangement to help
finance Allied Artists" new production
program. A one-year revolving loan
agreement for $1,750,000 was made with
Security-First National Bank of L. A.,
with Bankers Trust of N. Y. participating. Deal permits AA to cover bank loans,
up to $500,000 to producers releasing thru
the company.

WALT DISNEY has cause to view the
future in a bright glow of optimism. Our
financial man, Ward, reported across his
desk the other day that Walt Disney Productions stock, Over-the-Counter, showed
the greatest percentage gain (200%) of
any film company security for the year
1954. At the close of trading in '53, the
Disney share went for $8; it closed at $24
last December 31 — a spirial of 16 whopping points. Disney forces claim a gross
of almost $1,800,000 for the first seven
days57 of
"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea"
in
theatres.
0
SIMON H. FABIAN presented SPYROS
P. SKOURAS with a special award from
The American Fund for Israel Institutions in recognition of his leadership on
behalf of Israel through the American
Fund. In making the presentation, Dinner Concert Chairman Fabian stated, "Mr.
Skouras' devotion to the American Fund
and to Israel comes from a profound
understanding that education and culture
are basic to the development of a democratic nation." Funds raised at the $100
a seat event go toward the support of
leading cultural and educational institutions in Israel.

A. MONTAGUE announced an unprecedented number of promotions among Columbia's sales force throughout the country. Involved in the shuffle are managerial
changes
in six Montague
of the company's
domestic
exchanges.
revealed
that
WAYNE BALL has moved from L. A.
branch mgr. to division chief for Southern
California and the Rocky Mountains area.
HAROLD GREEN, went from his Salt
Lake City manager's post to replace Ball,
while SLC salesman 'SAM McFADDEN
stepped into the branch mgr. slot. MEL
KLEIN, veteran San Francisco salesman,
has been named manager of that branch.
Dallas salesman, MON WHITCHER, assumed managerial duties in his bailiwick.
JEROME SAFRON, Minneapolis salesman, has taken over the Cleveland branch,
succeeding the late OSCAR RUBY. The
newly-minted Houston branch will be captained by JOHN WINBERRY, veteran
New Orleans salesman.
*
*
*
AMOS HIATT, financial field exec, was
appointed special assistant to the MPEA
treasurer to handle foreign exchange and
compensation agreements, it was announced by ERIC JOHNSTON . . .
DICK LEDERER, of Warners advertising staff, has been made copy chief under
ad mgr. GILBERT GOLDEN . . . WILLIAM J. GERMAN, president of W. J.
German, Inc., was named chairman of the
Film Laboratories Committee of the National Conference Drive in observance of
Brotherhood 1955.
*
*
*
DICK PITTS, former p.r. director of
TOA, has been named ad chief of Filmack
Trailer Co., it was revealed by company
president, IRVING MACK. Pitts replaces
LOU KRAVITS, now v.p. in charge of
sales.
*
*
*
ARNOLD M. PICKER, UA foreign distribution topper, is on a 24-day LatinAmerican tour of company exchanges in
eight countries . . . UA's West Coast
operations chief, ROBERT F. BLUMOFE, is in Europe to survey the company'sExploitation
production abroadProductions,
. . . JACK Inc.
H.
HARRIS,
v.p., is touring the country to confer with
EPI franchise holders in Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Denver, Des
Moines, Seattle, and Los Angeles.
*
♦
•

BROIDY

FABIAN, SKOURAS

UPA — the animated cartoon company —
will release its entire 1955 short subjects
program in CinemaScope, it was announced by company prexy STEPHEN
BOSUSTOW, after completing negotiations with Columbia Pictures. Following
release of CS versions, UPA shorts will
also be released in the standard process.
Film BULLETIN
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A copy of the brochure commending 20th Century-Fox for the effective advertising the company has done in American newspapers on behalf of CinemaScope is presented to Spyros P. Skouras by representatives of the American Newspaper Publishers Association. Also present (l-r) are Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox vice-president in charge of advertising, publicity, exploitation, and ANPA executives William Solch, Norman Greer, Robert McLauchlen.
ABiPA

Sttltttvs

"A dejected and worried Hollywood has
almost overnight regained much of its old
spirit and 'colossal' optimism. The arrival of
CinemaScope has undoubtedly played a
prominent role in this revival."
These words were not justified boasting
in a 20th Century-Fox publicity release, but
came in a salute to the film company by the
American Newspaper Publishers Association. The commendation accompanied release by the Bureau of a colorful brochure
citing 20th-Fox's use of newspaper advertising in selling CinemaScope.
The brochure details the growth of the
anamorphic movie process "from a bright
idea with lots of promise to a new screen
technique which has built a notable success
at the boxoffice."
In recounting the tremendous promotional
task undertaken by the film company, and
carried through by Charles Einfeld, 20thFox vice-president in charge of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, ANPA reports
one of the film company's ad men as saying:
"Not only did we have an expensive motion

20th\s
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picture to sell ("The Robe"), but we had to
introduce a new product, educate the public
to a new type of motion picture screen, make
them accept a sight-and-sound revolution
that was the biggest thing since the coming
of ANPA
talkies." points out that newspaper advertising shouldered the bulk of this promotional load. So successful was the campaign that
a pattern was set for future CinemaScopics.
METRO'S E & P SALUTE' AD
To aid theatremen in putting on
local Movie Salutes tied-in with MGM's
1955 Motion Picture Theatre Celebration, Howard Dietz is placing a fullpage ad in the Jan. 15 issue of Editor
& Publisher. Headlined, "There's
News In Them Thar Thrills!" the ad
informs editors that "There is a good
story in the local history of the movie
theatre in your town."
(More SHOWMEN on Page 26)

i tttttpttitftt

"We learned our lesson with 'The Robe',"
Charles Einfeld is quoted. "We've been
sticking to our formula ever since. It recognizes the fact that the newspaper is the backbone of any movie ad campaign. In big
cities and small towns alike, people look to
the amusement page of their local paper
before they go out to buy a movie ticket.
That's the big reason why we depend so
strongly on newspapers."
Looking back, ANPA reports, "The promotional drive which propelled 'The Robe' to
boxoffice records was followed in the 12month period with newspaper campaigns of
equal merit. Such productions as 'Prince
Valiant', 'Three Coins in the Fountain' and
'Woman's World' also benefited by broad,
comprehensive newspaper campaigns — and
all achieved big grosses in every type of
Fox president Spyros P. Skouras credits
"a lot of people" for the success of Cinemaplaydate."
Scope, "and at the top of our list is the consistent advertising support we have received
from the nation's newspapers."
Film BULLETIN January 10, 1955
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A typical hard-hitting United Artists campaign has been developed for this hard-hitting
Superscope action spectacle in Technicolor.
Boasting two great boxomce personalities,
Gary Cooper and Burt Lancaster, a sure-fire
showmanship blueprint is worked around the
catchline, "The Battle of the Giants in the
Biggest Spectacle of Them All!"
A"blockbuster" pre-selling campaign has
already paved the way for effective exploitation on the local level. Moreover, UA
showmen have jam-packed the pressbook
with hard-selling ads, displays, tie-ins and
stunts.

Rugged art, which
sets virile tone of all
illustrations, here depicts Lancaster as
gunslinger Joe Erin,
who feuds with . . . ♦

The pre-selling campaign kicked off with
ads in Look, Life, Redbook, This Week and
Metro Comics, and received editorial spreads
in a host of other top mags such as Collier's, The American Weekly and Companion,
reaching over 185 million readers. "Vera
Cruz" also received nationwide publicity via
TV salutes on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town," Edward R. Murrow's "Person to
Person," and Dave Garroway's "Today."
Numerous merchandising tie-ins have been
set up with manufacturers of men's and women's clothing, jewelry and accessories.
These companies are running co-op ads in
major publications and providing their dealers with window pieces and display cards.
Promotion material features stars from the
Hecht-Lancaster production and liberally
credits the film.
Another facet cf the comprehensive campaign is a title song promotion on records
and sheet music. Six recordings of the tune,
"Vera Cruz," are in release from companies
like RCA-Victor, Capital, and Mercury,
which are triggering potent publicity for the
Superscopic thru disc jockies, music stores,
and record shops.
The pressbook offers a triple-angle stunt,
worked around five sexy poses of newcomer
Sarita Montiel, which can be used as a newspaper feature, contest or throwaway. Provocative questions accompany each still, the
answers to which are found in Miss Montiel's
expressive features.
♦ Newspaper ads strikingly illustrate the violence and spectacle of the Hecht-Lancaster
production and generate plenty of want-togo-see power by playing up the climactic clash
between two of the screen's most popular
action stars, Gary Cooper and Burt Lancaster.
This 24-sheet is a >
sample of the eye-catching pictorial sweep contained in the posters and
lobby displays available
on "Vera Cruz." In addition to projecting actionful elements, it prominently heralds Superscope.
Feature is the first to be
released in the new anamorphic process, an angle
which should play a major
role in selling campaigns.
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. . . Gary Cooper, as
Trane, the
federateex-ConArmy officer whose guns are
for hire — to the
higgest bidder.

TEASERS
SHADOW
TO
THINGS
GREAT
COME
t
OF
}
VERACRUZ
Soon!
A set of four teaser ads and two teaser
posters are available to precede or complement campaigns. One of the ads is
shown above. The teaser 1-sheet and 6sheet can be used for cut-outs, mobile
displays, and lobby pieces.

The Battle Of The Giants
In The Biggest Spectacle Of Them All !
GARY
BURT
COOPER -LANCASTER
VERA CRUZ

'Vhis
ER
quick-on-the-trigger soldier of fortune, Lancaster unleashes
fury
A at a ball given by the ill-fated Emperor Maximilian, as Cooper looks on.

Based on the Mexican Revolution of 1866, which exploded the rule of Emperor Maximilian, "Vera Cruz"
seethes in violence and spectacle against striking, authentic backgrounds of old Mexico. Adventurer Gary
Cooper joins the renegade forces of Burt Lancaster,
who is planning to deal himself into the revolution on
the side of the highest bidder. Complications set in
when Cooper meets spitfire Sarita Montiel, a beautiful
rebel who gives the gunfighter plenty of reasons to
fight on her side. Cesar Romero, an aide to the Emperor, tries to swing the renegades in his favor and
invites them to the palace. There, Lancaster and

Cocper meet Denise Darcei and agree to escort her to
Vera Cruz. Enroute, they learn Darcei is carrying a
gold Ushipment
the Emperor's army and she offers to
Z' stealto the
help
gold. Romero, however, thwarts
CR them
the plot. New committed, Cooper and Lancaster join
the rebels and play active roles in pitched battles with
government forces. Under Sarita's influence, Cooper
acquires sympathy for the revolutionists, but Lancaster still has larceny in his soul. The rebels eventually storm the Emperor's stronghold, and Lancaster
escapes with the gold. In a smashing climax, the giants
clash, with Cooper emerging the victor.
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(Continued from Page 23)
^ RKO exploiteers, who have
set up what must be the most
unusual motion picture premiere in history by holding
the debut of Howard Hughes'
production
underwater, are"Underwater"
having the
unique stunt payoff handsomely in mountains of publicity. Editors, columnists and
commentators all over the
country are intrigued by the
idea, and RKO invited 200 of
them to be on hand for the
watery festivities. At right,
the citizens of Silver Springs,
Fla., site of the premiere, are
shown mailing Mr. Hughes a
postcard of congratulations
at the city's underwater postoffice. "Underwater" stars
Jane Russell and Gilbert Roland, and will be released in
Superscope and Technicolor.
Pinanski's 'V-M' Campaign
When Columbia's "Violent Men" bowed
at Boston's Pilgrim Theatre, flagship of
Abner Pinanski's American Theatre circuit,
boxofficer Paul Levi used every trick in the
book to build his exploitation campaign.
Local radio promotion included two contests
and open-end interviews with star Barbara
Stanwyck and Edward G. Robinson.
A book tie-un was made in conjunction
with Dell's pocket edition of "Smokey Valley," from which "Violent Men" was adapted.
Posters and displays were used wherever the
book was sold, and banners, crediting the
playdate, were flown on New England News
Co. trucks.
In addition to merchandising and window
displays arranged with downtown merchants,
two "cowboys" galloped horses around city
streets carrying banners heralding the film.
A false front was built on the Pilgrim, featuring color scenes from the CinemaScopic.
IFE Builds Star Interest
IFE is building a wealth of want-to-gosee interest in its current and upcoming productions via effective magazine exploitation
of a glamorous line-up of Italian actresses.
Gina Lollobrigida graces the current cover
of "See" and the mag devotes a spread to
Italian stars and films, including IFE's
"Aida" and "Theodora, Slave Empress."

Scout Week Promotion
National Boy Scout Week begins February 7, and, as the Schine circuit publicity department isnotifying its agressive showmen,
now is the time to set tie-ins with local scout
troops. A co-op with the scouts will not
only send a theatres' P.R. stock soaring in
the community, but can result in important
ticket sales.
The Schine chain's Jake Weber, held a
two-day Scout Jamboree, during December,
in a string of Mohawk Valley (N.Y) towns,
for which area scouts sold 2044 tickets. The
circuit flack-staff points out, "These boy
scouts are great little workers and will get
behind any project of theirs 100%. When
one manager can report ticket sales in the
thousands, you can well believe that any tieup you make with them will succeed."
U I s Paris' Radio Tie-In
In a four-week promotion backing opening
dates of its Technicolor musical, "So This
Is Paris," Universal is participating in seven
network "giveaway" radio programs beamed
at an estimated millions of listeners. The
shows are: Harry Wismer's "Wonderful
City" on MBS; Red Benson's "Take A Number," MBS; Jay Stewart's "It Pays To Be
Married," NBC; Toe King's "Platterbrain",
ABC; Johnny Olson's "Second Chance",
NBC; Tom Moore's "True Or False", MBS,
and Don Peterson's "Farm Quiz", MBS.
♦ This elaborate advance
lobby display heralded the
openinq
Warner atBros.'
"The Silverof Chalice"
the
Metropolitan Theatre, Boston.
Use of metal foil obtained a
striking luminous effect highlighting stills, cutouts and
CinemaScope letters. The
display utilized three important selling angles: pre-sold
values
of Thomas
B. Costain's
best-seller;
Virginia
MayoJack Palance marquee, and
the plusCinema
boxoffice
Scope. element
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Santa Claus rolled a Wells Farqo stage coach
thru the canyons of Manhattan (top) for the
opening
of UA's
"VeraCapitol.
Cruz" during
the Christmas holidays
at the
Atop this
mobile
bally, Santa distributed candy imprinted with
details of the Superscopic's debut. (Bottom)
Beauty mentscontest,
will back
engageall over thewhich
country,
kicks "Cruz"
off at the
Capitol. Winner will receive a $10,000 modeling
contract, a trip
Hollywood
Miss toExquisite
Form. and the title,'
'Prince of Players' Contest
To build interest in the NYC premiere ol
"Prince of Players," 20th-Fox ran a letter
writing contest on the subject, "Who in youi
opinion is today's Prince of Players?"
Dan Finn, publicity rep for the Astor in Boston
set up this impressive street display to heralc
the New England premiere of U-I's "Sign of th«
Pagan." Aided by U field man John McGrail
Finn hired a large sound truck and bannered i
with six and 24-sheets.

Metro's Campaign Kir
With Metro's "1955 Motion Picture Theatre Celebration" fast gaining momentum.
Howard Dietz's boxofficers are providing a
useful showmanship package of accessories
with which to power the promotion.
In addition to a variety of theatre pieces
being made available to exhibitors (illustrated, right), MGM exchanges are being
provided with a silk valance heralding top
company product to be released during drive,
specially designed badges for exchange employees, and special stamps for all out-going
mail.
All material prominenttly showcases the
campaign's slogan, "There's More Fun At
The Movies!"
Commonwealth
The Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C,
tied in with local Sears stores on a neat Christmas stunt which should be filed away for use
next year. Santas in Sears toy departments gave
the kiddies cards bearing a number. Theatre
posted a number list daily and lucky card holders were admitted free to Columbia's Alan
Ladd's starrer, "The Black Knight."
Kiss Me Deadly' Book Tie-In
Publication of Mickey Spillane books have
reached the 25 million mark, which will be
the basis for a special book-movie campaign
on the film version of the author's "Kiss Me
Deadly," to be released by UA. Dutton Publishers are cooperating for nationwide use of
more than 5,000 bookstores to help sell the
new Spillane picture.
Florida State Theatres scored a solid break for
circuit engagements of "Hansel and Gretel" by
screening the RKO release for members of the
Dade County Council of PTA, representing 86
local groups. Shown with council women are:
(seated) producer Michael Myerberg and FST
circuit manager Harry Botwick.
■■■■MiHM^HM

Urges Effort

In a New Year's editorial addressed to the
circuit's theatre managers, the Commonwealth "Messenger" (house organ) urges an
extra push in showmanship for 1955.
"The New Year is almost upon us. What
lies ahead? Well — there is an uptrend in
business. Good pictures have had a major
bearing on the increase in business. So has
showmanship. Managers have used more
ideas in the last six months than the circuit

Theatre accessories, available for the promotion
of MGM's "1955 Motion Picture Theatre Celebration," include: (top) special badge for
ushers, doormen, and other theatre personnel;
(below) striking lobby standee which may be
displayed effectively at a number of points in
the theatre, and (bottom) eye-catching boxoffice stickers suitable for display on the windows of cashier's cubicles. Other accessories
are also available for exchange use.

THEATRE
MOTION
PICTURE ^

has seen in some time."
The editorial knowingly observes, "It is a
strange thing, but the bug has to bite a guy,
or his indifference can cost him lots of
The Messenger urges, "If it is possible to
dollars."
encourage you to take a chance on more
ideas and stunts — then let us do so. The element of chance — the challenge of more ideas
can only reap more profit for you. Try it,
won't you in 1955?"
Florida Chain Sells H & C
Florida State Theatres exploiteers, under
district manager Harry Botwick, set off a
powerful promotional barrage for RKO's
"Hansel and Getel" to herald the Myerberg
production's bow in three of the circuit's
Miami houses, the Florida, Sheridan, and
Coral.
In a tie-in with the National Biscuit Company, which has a "H & G" cookie on the
market, co-op ads were arranged for posters
carried by local distributor's trucks, and
point-of-sale material.
Playdates were plugged on radio and TV
by a boy and girl dressed in Hansel and
Gretel costumes. A professional puppeteer
gave two performances a day at six supermarkets around town. Shows were advertised in the supermarket's newspaper, radio
and TV spots.
Producer Michael Myerberg addressed a
special press and radio luncheon which
triggered picture and editorial breaks in all
leading Miami papers. The producer also
made n.a.'s at local radio and TV stations.

M-G-M's

MOTION
PICTURE
THEATRE
21

OH

■■THERE'S MORE FUN AT THE MOVIES!
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ARTISTS

October
BOB MATH IAS STORY, THE Bob Mathias, Melba Mathias, Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography
Decathlon
champion from high
school days ofto Olympic
present. 80
min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterl ing. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 32 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
serving long term for crime he didn't commit
after
seeks revenue
against men who framed him. 83 min.
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning, Virginia Gray. Producer Herman Cohen. Director
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded Sherman
by army of robots
from the planet Venus.
75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark, Marole
Mathews Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama
.
Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked Port
freighter has atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist
plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT Technicolor. David Niven
Yvonne
de Carlo.
Barry 88Fitzgerald
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min. . Comedy. Irish
January
BIG COMBO. THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney
Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Harmon.
syndicate
wipes
out his own gang in effort Frantic
to evade police. boss
89 min.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magic lamp and resulting
adventures take them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer William
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start
that valuable country. 71range
min. war to gain control of
Coming

ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch!
Director Don Siegel. Drama.
who graduated
from Annapolis together splitBrothers
over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
during
combat
as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
DIAL 116 Bill Elliott, Keith Larson, Helene Stanley
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes
hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. from
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 Her
min. subsequent
GOD'S
Raymond
Debra Paget,
Jefferey ANGRY
Hunter. MEN
Producer
VincentMassey,
M. Fennelly.
Director Charles M. Warren.
Action drama.
Deals with
John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT 8arbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Melodrama. Realizing he was responsible for convicting
innocent
her name. woman, detective sacrifices career to clear
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selatider. Western. Deputy sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.andMarshal,
plicated by gun-runners
Apaches.with"80 the
min. trail comTWILIGHT ALLEY Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked fund-raising charity and attempted murder.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
vin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again fair
to bring
between England and France and
save
damselpeace
in distress.
Film

on Current

PRODUCT

&) Coming

COLUMBIA

September
BLACK DAKOTAS, THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING, A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. MeloPlane crash strands
sheriffViolence
and suspected
murdererdrama.
in California
wilderness.
flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman
sells selfish
herselfends.
and 90becomes
murder towhoachieve
min. a partner in
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel
against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT. THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom is even worse. 88 min.
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed, Robert
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
of fellow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
orators in Korean
prisonofficers
camp masquerade
in order to as
spy colon
the Communists. 80 min.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Mastersod saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war. 73 min.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry officer leads small ranchers against
encroaching land baron.
96 min.
Coming

Features

CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 91 min.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis ICoronado). Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
hate,loves.
jealousy, and
love
destroys
the onedrama.
womanMan's
he ever
FIVE AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Loony plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns into real thing.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,William
Richard
Denning.
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
Castle.
Western.
Tale
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Direcord Richard Qulne. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
explosion
the Pacificcreates
Coast. enormous sea monster which threatens
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancinet civilization.
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducerPower,
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,
Robert Arthur.
JohnRobert
Ford. Francis.
Drama. ProMAN FROM LARAMIE. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical comedy. Adf two city.
small-town girs who seek their fortunes in theventures obig
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterfront hijackers and convict their leader for murder.
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Paul Henreid, Patricia Medina.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix Feist. Costume
adventure. Morrocan princess enlists aid of pirate
leader to help drive savage hordes from her kingdom.
PRIZE OF GOLD. A Technicolor. Richard Widmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson. Melodrama. G-I's plot to steal part of Nazi
gold hoard discovered in Berlin.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
ascapture
a boy. warring Indian chief whom he had known
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn
Brando,Bruce
Richard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonie &Taps.
H. C.Jack_ Potter.
friend
Musical.
Musical
Korea returns
homecomedy
to findwriter
wife reported
remarried killed
to bestin
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Clec'
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis Seiler.
Story of mis-run prison whicr
contains
both Melodrama.
men and women.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leadei
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straigh
old
are gang.
complicated when he becomes involved witt

CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
I. F. E.
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
of honor and justice. 92 min.
CELL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined six
October
years in death house.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvan.
Pampanini,
Eleonora
Rossi Drago,
CHICAGO
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Producers Dino
De Laurentis
& CarloViHorio
Ponti. Gassman
Directo
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring involv
ing
girls
who
enter
dance
marathon.
75
min.
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

(I. F. E. Continued )
November
Lois Maxwell,
VIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia F.Loren,
laliet Corps of Rome. Producer De Martino. Director
;iemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story offorrivalry
love be-of
slave girl
princess
f ween
min. and
olficer. 95
i,d' . Egyptian
December
HEODORA. SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
I talo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
reda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
hecome Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
January
OVE IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Faro Film
j'roduction.
Omnibus.
various
ways ofin
love
and women
who Portrayal
practice ofthem
presented
March of Time'' sfyle. 110 min.
VAYWARD WIFE, THE English, Gina Lollobrigida.
'roducer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Ronantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
>eautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
nother man. 95 min.
INDEPENDENTS
September
•RIVATE
HELL Duff.
36 (Filmakers)
Luplno,
SteveDirector
Cochan, Howard
Producer Ida
Collier
Young.
>on Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
-lurder
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 81money
lly trapped
min. and are eventnOctober
ANISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Proucer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS (Continental MP Corp.)
erraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Sirvana Pampanini, Reato Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, Exeisa-Roma
Folms.
Musical.
urrent century
is told
in song.History
95 min.of Italy during
January
3,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA (Buena Vista) CineTaScope. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
aul Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Direcorlassie
Richard
Fleischer.
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 min. Filming of Jules Verne's
Coming
/IAD AT THE WORLD [Filmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
rasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
sse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
orillnanq.
min.
:RASHOUT (Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kenedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
rail of violence with only two surviving to reach
ache of stolen money. 90 mon.
LIPPERT
October
lEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges Producer, Robert
>unDar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
ovelist
in southern
Spain ofbecomes
involved in63murder,
nd smuggled
microfilm
secret formulas.
min.
November
.IEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
if the Spanish "Joan of Arc," who persuades Spain's
•rmy
to resist
but 63diesmin.as a besieged city
alls and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
December
tACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Prolucer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
Irama. Former auto racing champion
vhen his best friend crashes to death.quits
He big
makesracea
omeback
and
wins
back
his
wife
bv
winning
the
irand Prix. 69 min.
LACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
.on Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lip-pert, Jr. Diector Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
orcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
oung townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
ilLVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
on Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Sartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
irst gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
gun duel.
n a showdown
HEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr,
^elodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ing escapes and enlists aid of
'ealthy Brazilian as ringleader. American who exposes
February
'LASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
finds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sidehow barker key figure in slaying of a young girl.
Vith numerousis carnival
among
suspects
he mystery is resolved characters
the glass tombthewhere
the
■arker presents his latest atattraction.
Min

Coming
AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean, Don Haggerty. Producer-director Cy Roth. Action drama. Commander of Navy jet fighter squadron aboard aircraft
carrier copes with conflict among his men, resolved
when pilot leads to safety rival lost in fog.
METHD-GOLDWYN-MAYEII
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gabie, Lana Turner. Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airi becomes involved in espionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. 108 min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Tayloi . Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England durina Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. 113 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leiqh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to rtagedy. 116 min.
December
CREST Or THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of immortal composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war. 82 min.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart
Paul Douglas.
Producer Armand
Deutsch. Granger,
Director Andrew
Marton. Adventure
drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia,aandtreasure
another
kind.
100 min.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historicalness romance.
frontiersman enjoys his wilderlife untilasKentucky
finally
in the woods
he is. trapped by woman as proficient
March
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Debbienak. Director
Reynolds,
Martin.
Producer
Joe from
Paster-a
Roy Tony
Rowland.
Musical.
Returning
not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set about
to untangle their romances on the home front.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Young opera
star almost has her career destroyed by polio.
Coming

JANUARY SUMMARY
January release plans appear stabilized with 25 new features scheduled
for the month. Columbia, United
Artists, Universal, and Allied Artists
will each distribute three new features; all other companies are releastwo or less. CinemaScope releases
have reached a one-month high with
six scheduled: two each from Metro
and Fox; one each from Columbia and
Buena Vista. Fifteen of the new films
are in color.
Slated for release are:
8 Dramas
3 Adventures
6 Westerns
3 Musicals
3 Melodramas
1 Fantasy 1 Comedy

PARAMOUNT
September
REAR WINDOW Technicolor.
James Stewart. Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
October
SAERINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn.
Wi'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Ce-medv. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
RoDt.
c. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War II buddies team as entertainers after war, become involved with siste*" ^ct which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. ExGl's
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
a clown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
romantic triangle. 110 min.
January
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
aflainst
background of Korean airFebruary
raid. 103 min.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
Eric Fleming. Producer Georce Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie. Vittorio
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the way.
March
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton.
Drama. Once-great
star finds104he min.
has
lost
self-confidence
when heBroadway
tries comeback.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken fromComing
the Odessey.

DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home
and terrorize residents.
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
of Cinderella.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
HELL'S
ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary MurKellv. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
phy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
Melodrama.
Going to South America to locate pricemedium of the dance.
less ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Heston, Claire
PineCharles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
Thomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
BULLETIN — THIS
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PARAMOUNT (Continued)
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends young man only to be rewarded with doublecross and attempted murder.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story of
children
into showbusiness
whenEddie
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE VV-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WE'RE Bennett,
NO ANGELS
VV-Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan
Aldo Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart,
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Comedy.
Escaping
Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors whofrom
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
YOU'RE Jerry
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Dean
Martin,
Lynn, VV-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUBLIC
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
dpopIo
of Shannhai's
against Red
police.
90 min. International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
Novmber
SHE-WOLF, THE Kerima, Ettore Manni, May Britt.
Producers Ponti-De Laurentiis. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. Passion-driven woman competes with
her daughter for love of a man. 93 min.
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime. 90 min.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner. 91 min.
Coming
ADMIRAL HOSKINS STORY, THE Sterling Hayden,
Alexis Smith, Dean Jagger. Producer-director John H.
Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval
hero who distinguished himself in World War II and
the Korean conflict.
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer.
CAROLINA CANNONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilot of steam driven trollev car, Canova becomes involved in plot to steal atomic missile.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE (J. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Dirk Bonarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of a medical student during training to become
a doctor.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
TIMSERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama.
Youngfromengineer
to recover
timberland inheritance
tycoon fights
who killed
his father.
TROUBLE IN STORE IJ. A. Rankl Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock clerk engages in comedy of errors surrounding
plot to rob store.
Film

RKQ
AFRICA ADVENTURESeptember
PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month
44 min. safari through unexplored sections
October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. South American vaquero sets out on mission of
vengence when his family is kliled by bandits. 84 min.
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes
involvedis massacred.
in Indian 88
warmin.and cattle rustling
when
her father
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that willframes
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
HANSEL & GRETBL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Profamous ducer
fairyMichael
tale.Myerberg.
75 min. Director John Paul. The
January
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas
cowboy 85becomes
and romance.
min. involved with murder, bandits
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.
Director
Harold
Adventure.
February
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt Coming
for sunken treasure. 99 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
G»mez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
ven Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min.
SEVEN BAD MEN Superscope, Technicolor. Randolph
Scott, Mala Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt.
Director Tim Whelan. Western.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Fprrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S
HARBOR
Richard
Arlen,7! Greta
director C. Dean. Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER
WOMEN,
THE
Hugo
Haas,
ducer-director Haas. Drama. 81 min. Cleo Moore. Pro-'
THERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
Siegel
Director
Walter
Lang.O'Connor.
Musical. Producer
Married Sol
vaudeville
team
ingrain their
show business.
1 17 min.three children with the love ol
January
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. C«lor by Deluxe
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Ray1
mond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalban
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murdei
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of severa
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirl
Douglas,
Bella Darvi,
Blaustein. Director
Henry Gilbert
Hathaway.Roland. Producer J
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic I CinemaScope, Techni
color. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Rober
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersmar
overcomes Indian warriors
and helps to bring peact
between savages and Coming
whites.
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe
Jean Peters, Richard Todd.
OUR GIRL FRIDAY Color. Joan Collins, Kenneth More
Producer Langley. Director Minter.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia d«j
Havilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Barlett
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyron<|
Power,
tor
HenrySusan
King.Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Direc
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victo
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Produce
Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher.
UNITED

ARTISTS

GOLDEN MISTRESS,September
THE Technicolor. John Agar, Rose
marie Bowe. Producers Richard Kay & Harry Rybnick
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fight
Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure o
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE
WOMENPanorama
Print by production.
Technicolor. Directo
Peggi,
Castle, JAMES'
Jack Beutel.
Don Barry. Western. Another retelling of the adven
tures of the famous outlaw. 83 min.
KHYBER PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventur
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevent
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
SUDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Produce
Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama
20TH CENTURY-FDX
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 mir
October
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphre
September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Bogart,Director
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro produc
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewicz.
drame
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Pro- tion.
Story and
of poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie staij
ducertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan dom
finds true love which leads to tragedy
bi
cause she gives her husband an heir he was unabh
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
to
beget.
128
mins.
October
LITTLE KIDNAPPERS. THE Duncan Macrae. Jean Andeif
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope De- son. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacoclj
luxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer WalComedy-drama. Story of two little boys who "steal
ter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-centur
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
in seek
of adventure. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
OPERATION
MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jenseil
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexande
Drama.
Based
on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igc
WOMAN'SJune WORLD
Technicolor.
Webb,
Allyson,CinemaScope,
Van Heflin, Lauren
Bacall,Clifton
Fred
Gouzenko since going in hiding under protection <
MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde. Producer
Canadian government. 77 min.
Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco. Comedy
SITTING
EastmanColor.
Da!'
drama. President of auto company seeks a new genRobertson, BULL
Mary CinemaScope
Murphy, J. Carrol
Naish. Producii
eral manager and places three candidates and their
wives in situations for observation. 94 min.
W.
R.
Frank.
Director
Sidney
Salkow.
Western
dram.'
105 minutes.
November
November
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
SHIELD FOR MURDER Edmond O'Brien, John Aga)
Maria English. Producer Aubrey Schenck. Directc
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
O'Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomr
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
involved
in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
SNOW
CREATURE
Paul Langton, Leslie Denison. Pr]
Young
girl
goes
to
New
York
to
become
writer
and
falls into love affair which leads to her murder. 95 min. ducer-director W. Lee
Wilder.
mountain monster terrorizes
New Melodrama.
York 70 min.H'rmalayi
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'au- TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergera
stein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of NaProducer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Rj
mantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involve!
poleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the with
crooked international business man on Frem
general is never fulfilled. 110 min.
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 mi
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
HITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
jdigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
aorg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
< Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
•U KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
■niroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
gers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
fish sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawner's sign,complications.
welds it to 8?foreign
h hilarious
min. destroyer s deck
December
MEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
tan Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
stellaai. Romantic drama. Him version of Shakesare's immortal classic. 140 mm.
EEL
CAGE.Swartz
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
>ducers
Director
Walter
niger. Drama. Deals with needs and desires of
in confined to prison. 86 min.
RA CRUZ IHecht-Lancasterl Superscope Technicolor,
ry Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Denise Darcel, Cesar Roro. Producer James Hill. Director Robert Aldrich.
titern drama. Two American soldiers of fortune bene involved in 94themin.Mexican Revolution against Emror Maximilian.
January
TTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
thur Frani. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. DirecHerbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
uadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
ACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
ynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacOuitty I J. A. Rank)!
ector Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
leastin and
ind
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-stricken
ACK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Graves,
an Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hugo
gonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from lap
electric chair, gangleader takes hostages to hideout
ere bloody siege occurs. 80 min.
Coming
AUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Phiiipe, Gina Lollogida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
ama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
aliies "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
>OD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
sehart. John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
wis Gilbert. Melodrama.
HELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Sume Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles,
ama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
RPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Procer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
F pilot fighting in Burma disintegrates under presses of Burmese
war. Regains
gripmin.on life thru contact with
autiful
girl. 100
BAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, June
•ay.
Producer-director
lodrama.
Indian elephantFrank
trainerFerrin.
avengesAdventuremurders
sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 77 min.
JER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
Jial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
>ry
woman's Illheroism
ht foroffreedom.
min. in 19th century Indian
UN1VERSAL-INTL
September
ACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope,
chnicoior. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
3ducer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
venture. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
young knight
treason.
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
iWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor, ftory Calhoun, Piper
urie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sheri. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
family feud which resolves into one of the most
nous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
GH AND DRY (J. A. Rrank) Paul Douglas, Hubert
egg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
icKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
en consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In track1 down boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
kKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Procer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama,
tective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
ough murderer's machinations. 86 min.
November
NGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
hi. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
nod adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Jian service, learns of threatened native
uprising
i subsequently regains honor. 87 min.
UR
GUNS
TO
THE
BORDER
Technicolor.
Rory
Caljn, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. DirecRichard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
ormed from bankrobbing by woman's love. 83 min.
"OCHET
MarjorieWilson.
Main, Chill Wills.
Proer RobertROMANCE
Arthur, Richard
Charles
mont. Comedy. Zany owner and staffDirector
of dude ranch
•ort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests. 80 min.
Film

December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope. Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex 8arker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs.
volved in war Western.
with crookGold
who mine
tries owners
to force become
them fromintheir gold claims. 78 min.
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard.
Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
entertainer, cashier and French heiress. 94 min.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rankl Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves tribe being exploited
by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
Coming

WAHNE11

BHUTHEUS

BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
September
Mane Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb. Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal. 89 min.
October
NO RELEASES
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. Ill min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hun
ter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have their
lives 102
altered
invades
the area.
min. when huge mountain lion

A & C IN THE MUMMY Bud Abbott. Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
a rcheologica I treasures.
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
December
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
RE ISSUES ONLY
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood
the early 1 900'
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
whiles and
tracking
January
swindler volved
of inS5000.
STAR IS BORN, A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy GarCAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
land,
James
Mason.
Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
chance
at
movie
stardom
by prominent star. She
Toung Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to marries him but can't prevent
his drinking which
throw off yoke of English oppression.
leads to disaster. 154 min.
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Vic- YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day, Frank
tor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Di- Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
rectorand George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-of Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
gold,
famous
chief
leads
his
band
in
all-out
war
and heart-tugging complications.
February117 min.
against soldiers and prospectors.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
wreaks
of Asiaticvengeance
snake cult.on Americans who violated secrets
Storybehind.
of World War II Marines and the girls they
left
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
SILVER
CHALICE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance.
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
smith
who
fashions
cup
used
at
Last
Supper
also beplays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
comes
involved
in
cause
of
Christianity.
137
min.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
UNCHAINED Elroy Hirsch, Barbara Hale, Chester MorDuryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
ris. Producer-director Hall Bartlett. Prison drama. Story
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of of
confined
in California's
the men
Institution
for Men
at Chino. prison without bars,
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
March
O'Hara,
GeorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
Victor
McLaglen.
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
Robert Arthur.
Lubin.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Harris,
James
Dean,
Raymond
Massey. Producer John
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
Steinbeck. Director Elia
CoKazan.
mingDrama. Story of young
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
man's efforts to win love of domineering father.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rankl Technicolor. Jack Hawkins,
Glynic
Johns.
Producer
George
H.
Brown.
Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
pioneers in New Zealand.
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot great
about
his downfall
when small fortune is found on plane.
STRANGE
LADY IN TOWN Greer Garson, Cameron
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
LeRoy. inAction
of young womanSholem. Comedy. Kettles CO to Hawaii where Pa
doctor
Santa drama.
Fe duringAdventures
frontier days.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
overplant.
takes
processing
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Lex Barker. Mara Corday,
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Jack Stephen
Arnold. McNally.
Western. Producer
Lawman Howard
setting Pine.
out toDirector
solve
stage
robberies
brings
peace
between
warring
cattle
men and sheepherders.
NEW JERSEY
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
MESSENGER SERVICE
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron RosenDirectorranch
King owner
Vidor. tries
Western.
Range in
wargrazing
flares
Member National Film (furriers
when berg.
small
to fence
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
250 N. Juniper Street
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
NelPhiladelphia 7, Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
son. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Drama.in UnFerrer.husband
Aaron Rosenberg.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
love of wifeDirector
an
destroys
almost Jose
attemptednaturalsuicide.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
HIGHWAY
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews. Piper
EXPRESS LINES, ING.
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let
to
safety
by
army
captain
subject
to
court
Member National Film Carriers
martial for desertion.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidWashington,
D. C: DUpont 7-7200
napped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
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Today, continues the Texas critic,
film production is both variable and

Critic

Speaks
New

at

Respect

We have just read a most interesting column by a film critic that expresses at once this industry' steadily increasing stature, and its changing face. Passed along to us by
Paramount vice-president Jerome
Pickman, who was greatly impressed thereby, the piece advances
this provocative proposition: the
traditional Hollywood of our memories is fast slipping by the boards ;
what remains is a system dedicated
not to the fashioning of "product"
as such, but to a wholly different
concept of entertainment design.
Written by John Rosenfield, of the
Dallas Morning

News, the com-

ments stem from that paper's altered
policy regarding movie reviews.
Henceforth, the Dallas News will no
longer lump reviews together as reports on the current screen. The
shifting patterns within filmdom,
Mr. Rosenfield writes, is creatine a
type of output that requires each
major motion picture to be regarded
and treated as a "highly individualized piece of entertainment. It competes not alone with other pictures,
but also with everything else in the
broad theatre including stage plays,
musical events, ballets and opera,
and even television and radio."
Under the newly formed concept
of film-making, the shop-worn term
"product", says Mr. Rosenfield, "belongs to an ante-bellum day when
each studio set itself a quota of pictures, as an automobile factory sets
itself a goal of new models."

flexible. Higher standards of quality reauire studios to make deals
with the best independent producers,
without regard to pre-set studio
quotas. They must seek the best
stories, without regard to their own
property libraries. They must track
down the best players for the parts,
without being saddled with their
own stable of stars.
Mr. Rosenfield sees a new breed
of producer — "inspired to make the
picture because he wants to" — as the
key figure in this encouraging
scheme of things. If he can't get
what he wants on the Hollywood
scene, he can go outside to bring in
the best ingredients. "And what he
finally gets into the can as completed film is likely to be off-beat, in
the sense of the old Hollywood formula, also fresh, resourseful and
integrated."
Mr. Pickman's personal note, attached to the Rosenfield column, ob-

note, it is rather uncommon, coming
from a lay-press that has contributed more than its share of carping
film critics, who seem to find it difficult to reappraise cur industry in
its new light.

Toll-TV

Fight

Gvttiny

Hotter

Over the past fortnight, the forces
of toll-TV marshalled their greatest
fire-power to date. The bombardment was capped by the angry blast
of Zenith president Eugene F. McDonald, Jr. at Hal Fellows, president of the National Association of
Radio and Television Broadcasters,
charging the latter with aligning his
group with exhibitors in an effort to
cit.h or pos'pone toll-TV.
Commander McDonald took the
occasion, too, to lash out against
Trueman Rembusch, describing him

serves: "The new dignity and meaning the piece gives to motion pictures makes me feel that it acknowl-

as the same Mr. Rembusch "who
threatened to boycott motion picture producers that made their pro-

edges the importance and vital place

through television."
duct available
ed his acid attack by
He conclud

our industry occupies today."
We, too, find below-surface analysis as this encouraging. And, let us
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labeling opposition to the toll program as diametrically opposed to not
only the best interests of the television broadcasters, but to the general public as well.
McDonald

is no push-over. He

represents — for all practical purposes— the leader of the opposition,
and a very tough and redoubtable
one at that. As indicated by the
above approach, he is not averse to
taking the offensive and slugging it
out. After all, in the struggle at
hand, the Zenith stake is high, and
(Continued on Page 22)
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By Philip R. Ward
WHITHER COLUMBIA, 1955? The season of postmortems isat an end. The season of prediction is only
just begun. And no matter how you slice it, Columbia

(b) Well-heeled financial position with net working
capital amounting to $26 a share of common, after deducting all debt.

Pictures turns up as the early '55 pet of the financial
presagers. This is remarkable for a number of reasons:
(1) This company gained a thumping 1334 points
through 1954, rose 66% above its 1953 close. (2)
Climbed at breakneck speed over the final two months
of last year to ring up 8x/4 points of its total rise. (3) Is
stationed presently only slightly below its all-time high
of 36^4, posted in booming 1946.

(c) Management controls some 300,000 shares, representing a35%-plus interest. This is usually the best
type of stewardship.
(d) At current price level, Columbia sells at only 6
times estimated annual earnings. Compare this with an
average of some 11.4 times earnings among 5 other major motion picture industry stocks. This, we submit, is
the KEY FACTOR.

Now all this, you might imagine, would leave a company rather limp and exhausted — at the very least, satisfied to level off and advance by more gradual increments. Not Columbia. There are facts and figures to
sustain a repeat performance in the months to come.
Brokers who once regarded this situation as a strictly
speculative
proposition are adjusting their pince-nez'
for
another look.
Among the more bullish advocates of Columbia Pictures in the investment trade is Arthur Wiesenberger &
Co. This firm foresees a rose-tinted future — in the near
term at least — on these grounds :
"1) A sharp rise in current earnings to an estimated
$3.50 a share for the 6 months ended December 31 from
$2.41 a year earlier.
"2) Likelihood the current record level of earnings
can be maintained over the next 6 months.
"3) A fast-expanding subsidiary that produces and
releases television films (Screen Gems).
"4) Good chance of either an increased cash dividend,
additional stock distributions or possibly a stock split."
0
One fact making the estimated $3.50 per share earnings figure even more impressive is that it is spread
over approximately 5% more stock than the $2.41 in the
prior year. However, at its annual December meeting,
stockholders voted to increase authorized common
shares from one to two million. Under this circumstance astock split is likely. It will take a heap of earnings to distribute something like the same $3.50 per
share over a doubled capitalization. What's more, a
split of 2 for 1 will sharply enchance the marketability
of Columbia shares.
Other plus factors :
(a) "The Long Gray Line" promises to be another in
this company's parade of super-million dollar grossers,
joining "From Here to Eternity," "Caine Mutiny," and
"On the Waterfront."
Page 6
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JUST ONE MORE SET OF FIGURES. Here's one
projecting a broad picture of last year's prosperity. The
figures below indicate the percentage of appreciation or
decline in movie industry stock prices from the beginning to the end of 1954. The companies are ranked by
order of finish. You will find more than a few surprises.
Walt Disney, gain 200%. RKO Pictures, gain 195%.
Republic, gain 108%. RKO Theatres, gain 108%. Stanley Warner Theatres, gain 80%. ABC-Paramount Theatres, gain 73%. Columbia, gain 66%. Loew's, gain 66%.
Universal, gain 61%. Paramount, gain 51%. Warner
Bros., gain 48%. National Theatres, gain 47%. 20th
Century-Fox, gain 45%. Technicolor, gain 12%.
The two losses: Allied Artists, loss 29%. Cinerama,
Inc., loss 29%.
O

O

LOEW'S FINE STOCK RISE (66%) is aptly rationalized by its consolidated net profits figures for the fiscal
year ended August 31, 1954. In that term profits increased to $6,577,311 from $4,380,603 in the preceding
year. Earnings per common share amounted to $1.28
compared to $.85 the year before. The company kicked
off its new fiscal year in high style by announcing 1st
Quarter (ended November 25, 1954) profits of $1,521,349
a gain of some $387,000 over corresponding quarter prior
year. This works out to $.30 vs. $.22 per common share.
O
STANLEY

WARNER,

O

ANOTHER

HOT

MOVER

in

'54 (up 80% from ll^g to 20) shows earnings up in geometric progression. Profit for the quarter ended November 27 totals $1,110,144 or $.50 a share. The equivalent
prior year term showed $523,117, or $.21 a share. Accolades for this sturdy performance are due not only to
SWs prospering theatre division, but Cinerama and
International Latex as well. These diversified interests
— each a solid bet in its own right — continue to underscore Stanley Warner as one of 1955's more attractive
stock prospects.
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

Huston Setting Up First AA

Top Show

Casting Snarls Jan. Schedule
ALLIED ARTISTS' PLAN FOR TOPflight productions moved a step closer to
materializing, when Steve Broidy and AA
v.p.'s Harold Mirisch and G. Ralph Hanton.
met with John Huston for conferences on
the producer-director's first feature for the
company, "The Man Who W ould He King."
There were reports that Huston is interested
in filming his first AA project in the ToddAO process, but there was no confirmation
here as this was written.

To Handle Big Story Properties
OPERATING ON THE THEORY
that important story properties must be
backed up by strong producer and director
talent. Columbia has started lining up some
of the most important names in show business to execute its 1955 production slate.
Within the past fortnight, Harry Cohn and
executive producer Jerry \\ aid have corralled Otto Preminger to direct the Rita Hayworth starrer. "Joseph and His Brethren";
John
"Picnic";
Markfeatures
Robson toLogan
handleto adirect
minimum
of two
during the year. In addition, the company
aided Allen-Broccoli's Warwick Productions
in lining up Jose Ferrer to direct and star in
their upcoming Columbia release. "The
Cockleshell Heroes."
At the same time, Wald started negotiations for Noel Coward to co-star with Judy
Holliday in a newly-acquired Terrance Rattigan comedy, "The Sleeping Prince", which
was introduced on the London stage a year
ago by Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh.
Warwick has added another feature to its

This year's production program continues
to be slow in getting off the ground — due.
primarily, to casting snarls. Only two of the
five pictures slated to start this month have
actually begun. However, crews on the remaining three, are assembled and ready to
start work as soon as casting can be completed.
January starters, to date, are: "Wichita"
(Joel McCrea. Vera Miles), CinemaScope &
Technicolor — Walter Mirisch producer. Jacques Tourneur director, and "Dark Venture"'
( Fank Lovejoy, Forrest Tucker) — Lindsley
Parsons producer, Harold Schuster director.
Held up for casting are: "Neon Rainbow."
producer William F. Rroidy, director Sidney
Salkow; "Women's Reformatory," William
F. Rroidy producer, director not set. and
"Spy Catchers" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall)
— lien Schwalb producer.
With "Gunpoint" (Fred MacMurray) already set to follow "Wichita" in CinemaScope, president Steve Broidy has now
scheduled a third production in the anamorphic process. It will be "Legionnaire," an
original by George Waggner, dealing with
the exploits of an American Marine flyer
who machine-guns his own troops by mistake. Broidy is negotiating for a top male
star to head the cast, and hopes to get the
picture in work during late February, with
Richard Heermance producing.
A deal has been completed with Tony
Owens, head of Talon Productions and
Anglo Amalgamated Film Distributors, Ltd.,
for western hemisphere distribution of "Case
of the Red Monkey" (Richard Conte)— Alec
Snowden producer. Ken Hughes director.
The film was lensed last summer in London.

Business Names

'55 slate, to follow "Cockleshell Heroes," and
"Safari" — both slated to be filmed overseas
<luring the spring and summer months. The
new property is "Zarak Khan." a novel by
British author A. J. Bevan, to be filmed on
location in Burma and India.
A total of six pictures will go into production during the next month — all but one on
the home lot. They are scheduled to roll in
the following order: "Bring Your Smiles
Along" (Frankie Laine, Keefe Braselle) —
Joni Taps producer, Blake Edwards director;
"Jail Bait" (Molly McCarty, Frank Griffin)
— a Sam Katzman production. Fred Sears
directing; Copa Productions' "Calico Pony"
(Van Heflin, Joan Woodward). CinemaScope & Technicolor — Ted Richmond producer. George Sherman director; "Ten
Nights In A Harem" (not cast) — Katzman
production; "The Gilded Rooster" (Victor
Mature) — William Fadiman producer. Anthony Mann director, and "The Gentle Wolfhound" (Aldo Ray) — Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard Murphy director. The latter is to
be filmed in Japan.
A late winter or early spring start also has

been scheduled on the first of two pictures
to be made this year by Randolph Scott.
The only picture now in production for
Columbia release is Mike Frankovich's "Rebound" (Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons),
shooting in Shepparton Studios, London —
Maxwell Seton producer. Arthur Lubin director.

INDEPENDENTS
Inde Product Plans Mushroom
12 Add'l Features Announced
IF PLANNED INDEPENDENT PROductions continue to mushroom during the
months ahead, as during the first three weeks
of the new year, there should be no problem in supplying the additional 75 to 100
pictures
clamoring. for which exhibitors have been
An even dozen new productions have been
announced for the year within this short
space of time. According to executives of
the units, most of these projects will fall in
the better-budget category, employing name
casts, producers and directors. Included in
this line-up: four in CinemaScope and Eastman color, to be turned out by Burt Balaban,
son of the Paramount president; one, and
possibly more, from a new independent unit
headed up by Richard Fleischer, who recently directed Walt Disney's "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea"; four from a new company
headed by screenwriter Paul L. Peil and
veteran film editor Igo Kantor; one each
from Gregory Ratoff, Red Horshorn, Eugene Frenke and Whitney Ellsworth.
Balaban is now en route to England to set
up final production plans on his slate — all
original stories and all to star American
casts. Fleischer will announce the name of
his first production within a few days. The
Peil-Kantor combo, has already started negotiations for casts on the first two features
on their slate of four. First to roll will be
"Big Bend," a color western from an original by Peil, to roll in early spring, followed by
"Berserk," a crime yarn by Gil Frye. Ratoff
will produce, stage and star in "The Fifth
Season," the Sylvia Regan comedy which he
directed on Broadway, and which ran for
(Continued on Page 8)
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(Continued from Page 7)
654 performances. He plans to film it in
CinemaScope.
The Red Hershorn project, which will
star Maureen O'Hara, is based on the French
novel. "Chantal." and will be filmed in London this spring, using partial British financing.
Eugene Frenke's production also will be
filmed abroad, both in English and German,
and will be jointly financed by American
interests and Constantin Films of England.
It is based on the Dostoievsky novel,
"Brother Karamazov", for which Niven
Busch has already completed the screenplay.
Negotiations are underway to get British
star Joan Collins for the starring role.
Producer Whitney Ellsworth's project is
a theatrical production of his vidpix series,
"Superman," starring George Reeves. It will
roll in late spring.
Although it is not certain whether the picture will get underway this year, another important hide is being readied by Dick Powell
and June Allyson. Powell will produce and
direct, with Miss Allyson starred. The
property is "The Floater," an original by
Lawrence Taylor.
Lippert Productions has acquired a pair of
new releases starring Jon Hall which will
bolster their lagging release slate. The new
features, both produced by Leon Fromkess'
Arrow Productions, are: "Thunder Over
Sangoland" and "Phantom of the Jungle."
Filmakers is attempting to negotiate a major release for two of its upcoming pictures,
" The Hound Dog Man" and "The Quick
and the Dead". Since breaking with RKO
18 months ago, the company has operated its
own releasing organization.
Three inde feeatures are shooting at the
present time, which are either uncommitted
for release, or will be handled by other than
major companies. They are: "I Am A
Camera" (Julie Harris, Shelley Winters)— a
Remus Production for DCA release — John
and James Woolf producers, Henry Cornelius director; "Wiretappers" (Bill Williams,
Georgia Lee), a Great Commission Films
production — Richard Ross producer-director; and "Special Delivery" (Joseph Cotten,
Eva Bartok), a Rathvon production shooting
in Germany — Stewart ichulberg and Gilbert
de Goldschmidt producers, John Brahms director.
Coming up in the next few weeks: "The
Buckskin Lady" (Lance Fuller), a Howco
production — Carl K. Hittleman producer-director; "The Lonesome Trail" (not cast), a
Lyon and Bartlett production — Earl Lyon
producer, Richard Bartlett director; "Bright
Shadow," to be co-produced by Harry Tatelman and author Robert Wilder; "Miracle At
Santa Anita" (Jack Carson) — Kling Features
picture, David Butler to direct, and "Mustang" (Jack Buetel), in Eastman Color — a
Vanessa Production, Robert Franklyn and
Sam Abarbanel co-producing, Tom Gries
directing.
Page 8
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May Increase '55 Output
Acquires British Inde Film
ALL SIGNS CONTINUE TO POINT
toward a slight increase in both the production and releasing schedules at MGM, this
year, as new properties are added to the program of 20, announced here last issue.
In addition to the three new projects added
to the production slate since the turn of the
year, releasing rights have been acquired on
a completed British-made film, "Svengali"
(Donald Wolfit. Hildegarde Neff), produced
by George Minter of Renown Pictures, in
Eastman Color. Only twice, within recem
years, has Metro taken on the distribution of
outside films, in 1952, "Pandora and the Flying Dutchman", and in 1953, "Mainstreet to
Broadway".
Two of the three new properties placed on
the slate were purchased this month, while
the third, "Raintree County," is a re-activated property, having been acquired five
years ago. The two new acquisitions: "A
Thing of Value." forthcoming book by
Robert Ruark, dealing with the Man Maus
and racial strife in Africa, and "Protection
of A Tough Racket," short story by Cordelia Baird Gross, published in the December Harper's Magazine. The latter has been
assigned to producer Henry Berman for production around mid-year.
Four pictures now in work, all in CinemamaScope and Eastman Color, are: "It's Always Fair Weather" (Gene Kelly, Dan
Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Michael Kidd) — Arthur Freed producer. Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen co-directors; "Love Me or Leave
Me" (Doris Day, James Cagney, Cameron
Mitchell) — Joe Pasternak producer, Charles
Vidor director; "The Cobweb" (Richard
Widmark, Lauren Hacall, Gloria Grahame,
Charles Boyer, Lillian Gish) — John Houseman producer, Vincente Minnelli director,
and "King's Thief" (Ann Blyth, Edmund
Purdom, David Niven, George Sanders) — Edwin H. Knopf producer. Hugo Fregonese
director.
Scheduled to roll within the next month
are: "Bhowani Junction" (Ava Gardner.
Stewart Granger), CinemaScope & Eastman
color, on location in Pakistan — Pandro S.
Herman producer, George Cukor director,
and "Quentin Durward" (Robert Taylor,
Grace Kelly), CinemaScope & color, to be
lensed in England — Berman also producing,
Richard Thorpe directing.
One production slated to go before the
cameras in early spring, was erroneously
ommitted from the year's production slate,
announced here last issue. That was "The
Bar Sinister" (Jeff Richards, Jarma Lewis),
Richard Harding Davis' classic dog story —
to be produced by Herman Hoffman.
PARAMOUNT
New Wyler, Wilder Pacts Set
Five Rolling, Two to Go in Feb.
W ILLIAM WYLER AND BILLV WILder have been placed under contract by
Paramount on multiple picture deals, which

will continue over a period of years. Both
pacts carry a profit-participation clause.
Wilder's last Paramount film was "Sabrina." which he completed a year ago, before moving to the 20th Century-Fox lot to
produce
and been
directat "The
Seven Year
Wyler has
Paramount
since Itch."
1947,
and is, at present, directing and producing
"The Desperate Hours." Assignments under
the new pacts will be announced in the near
future.
At present, five pictures are shooting for
Paramount release, with two more definitely
slated to roll in February. From one to three
are tentatively on the March schedule. Now
shooting are: "The Vagabond King" (Kathryn Grayson. Oreste Kirkop, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke. Walter Hampden, Rita Moreno)
— Pat Duggan producer, Michael Curtiz director; "The Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell,
Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert, Gloria De
Haven) — Frederick Brisson producer,
Robert Pirosh director; "The Court Jester"
(Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury, Basil Rathbone) — Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank producing and directing;
"The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey Bogart,
Fredric March. Martha Scott) — William
Wyler producer-director and "The Ten
Commandments" (Charlton Heston. Anne
Baxter, Yul Brynner. Yvonne DeCarlo, Edward G. Robinson, Debra Paget) — Cecil B.
DeMille producer-director.
Hal Wallis has set February 14 as the
starting date on his next production, "Artists
and Models" (Martin and Lewis), which
FYank Tashlin will direct. And on February
17, the cameras will roll on "Anything Goes"
( Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmarie,
Mitzi Gaynor). which will be Paramount's
highest-budgeted musical of the year. Robert
Emmett Dolan will produce and Robert
Lewis, who has staged such Broadway hits
as "Teahouse of the August Moon," "Brigadoon," and "Witness for the Prosecution,"
will make his Hollywood debut as director.
The one feature definitely scheduled thus
far for March is the Irving Asher production
of "The Maverick's" (John Forsythe), which
Michael Curtiz will direct. This will be Forsythe's first assignment under a new sevenyear contract just signed with Paramount.
He reports to the studio on February 12.
after leaving the cast of his Broadway hit.
"Teahouse of the August Moon."
REPUBLIC

Yates Pacts 'Dr. Fu Manchu'
For Theatre, TV, Radio Series
HERBERT J. YATES INKED A $4,000,000 deal, for exclusive rights to "Dr. Fu
Manchu." with author Sax Rohmer, creator1
of the world-famous character. Three fulllength theatre features are planned for Re-j
public release, based on the most popular of]
the Rohmer novels, "The Insidious Dr. Fu
Manchu," "The Return of Dr. Fu Manchu,']
and "The Hand of Dr. Fu Manchu." In addition. Hollywood Television Service — a Re-J
public subsidiary — will produce 78 half-hour]
TV shows. Half-hour radio programs art
also being planned.
(Continued on Page 24,
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are persuaded

to extend

editorial

sponsorship to the official "Go to the Movies"
ballyhoo. With this practical beginning, theatres
will find it easy to inaugurate their own local
Celebration. (See Proclamation in Press Book).

will have
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to tie-in with

your

CITY-WIDE "SALUTE"
In some situations theatres are collaborating on a

the public

city-wide Celebration. A "Salute" to the theatres
is organized by a committee and civic tributes
are encouraged. Luncheons are arranged through

to convince
MORE

Here's

IT, TOO!
(Left) From Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle

In many localities it starts with a "GO TO THE
MOVIE MONTH"
proclamation by the Governor or by a Mayor. At press time it's happened
already in Rochester, N. Y. (see above)
Wisconsin, Illinois and more every day. Local
newspapers
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THE

Lions, Kiwanis,

Rotary

to pay tribute to the

theatres for their service to the community. Don't
say it can't be done in your city until you've given
it a good try — just get it started and watch it
snowball into a fine box-office promotion!
(continue

SEE "WARD
MARSH
STORY"
In the press book is a story of the history of tr
movies in Cleveland. This is a good example (
how a local history of the movies, starting wit
the very first film theatre, can be made an inte:
esting newspaper feature in your town. Nearl
every place has a comparable local story to tel
MAKE
FREE

ACCESSORIES!

1. FREE KITS
Containing 1 -sheet , over- 1 he-wire streamer, stickers,
buttons,
"How To Sell" booklet, press book and
other
items.
2. SPECIAL TRMLER
M-G-M Stars pay tribute to your theatre. Scenes
from many pictures.
3. COLORFUL 40 x 60 POSTER
Eye-catcher for your lobby.
4. RADIO PLATTER
15 minutes running time. Comprising highlight
commentary on the "Celebration."
5. FREE 24-SHEETS
Center display is a "Celebration" announcement.
Nine titles are spread around it in simulated
marquee effects.
6. PRESS BOOK
Ads, publicity and exploitation suggestions.
7. "HOW TO SELL" BOOKLET
Handy pocket-size compendium of promotions
for "Celebration."
8. GIANT 40 x 80 LOBBY STANDEE
For first run theatres in larger cities.

IT'S EASY TO GET A "SPONSOR"
You will find it easy to get your Chamber of
Commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions or other
civic organization to propose the "Salute" and
assume leadership and sponsorship for this
tribute to the local movie theatre.

TV, RADIO

COVERAGE

Having arranged for your "sponsor," provide
news story for the press, TV, radio, etc. (Sample
story in Press Book).

GET
Ask

THE

PRESS

your M-G-M

Branch

for the Celebration

Press Book and the handy pocket-size "How To
Sell" Booklet. Read them carefully. Everything
is covered in detail in them.

OPENING

NIGHT

TO

The regular luncheons

HONOR

THEATRES

of your civic clubs can be

turned into "Salute" affairs honoring exhibitors.
(Speech data in Press Book).

CEREMONIES

Plan a gala occasion with lights, local banc
special guests.
NEWSPAPER

COOPERATION

Seek editorial comment based on communit
angle. Contact advertising manager to sponso
cooperative page with stores under a Celebratioi
headline. This would include display of curren
and coming attractions.
SCHOOL

TIE-UPS

Because of community importance, ask assis
from high school publications; arrange forums 01
radio or TV for general movie discussion, levellinj
on Celebration attractions. Request cooperatioi
of teachers, use of bulletin boards; tie-in witl
important local sports events where a banner 01
score-card or leaflets may be used.
LOBBY

IDEAS

up lobby panel with star heads with cap

tion: "Send Your Greetings To The Stars. Sigr
Here and Share in M-G-M's 1955 Motion Picture
Theatre Celebration." List your pictures or
extra side panel and indicate that signatures wil
be sent to studio.
UP

FRONT

Give theatre festive air by "flying" strings
pennants up from marquee. Give your theatre i
gay, inviting appearance
MERCHANDISING

LUNCHEONS

MATERIALS

special locally produced items— special "Salute
trailer, window and pole cards, etc. (See Pres
Book for copy suggestions).

DRESS

BOOK

SPECIAL

While M-G-M is providing complete FRE:
accessories, many exhibitors will want som

Make
NEWSPAPER,

UP

for your Celebration.

OPPORTUNITIES

January White Sales, February

Furniture Sales

Washington's Birthday, Lincoln's Birthday, St
Patrick's Day, Easter — all of these occur durin
the period of M-G-M's Celebration. Tie-in wit
them for store events, windows, co-op ads.

"JUPITER'S DARLING"

HIT THE DECK

2->

Never in M-G-M history so many spectacular pre-selling projects. M-G-M's Celebration pictures nationally
promoted in magazines, newspapers, radio, TV.

^
M-G-M's 1955 MOTION PICTURE
***** THEATRE CELEBRATION
"THE GLASS SLIPPER'

WATCH FOR the sensational ballyhoos below. These promotions will visit as many places as possible. Their
impact will benefit every box-office in the nation.
]# Birthday
"Jupiter's Attraction
Darling" — will
Big have
Washington's
elephant
ballyhoo. Terrific ad campaign. Full
color page in Sunday Supplements (99
million readership); Pictorial Review,
American Weekly, This Week, Parade,
plus M-G-M's column in national magazines, fan magazine ads. Esther Williams
in Person on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" and Ed Murrow's "Person To
Person."
2. The ella
giant
"Glass Slipper" and the Cindercontests.
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3. Robert Taylor's Traveling Gun Collection
for "Many Rivers To Cross." Taylor in
Person on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town."
4. The touring M-G-M make-up expert to
promote "Interrupted Melody."
5. The gigantic wheel of fortune and girls
from "The Prodigal."

■ LID AY

The Saturday Evening
Advertising M-G-M's Gala Celebration tothe millions, the full -page,
full -color ad above will appear in
The Saturday Evening Post, Feb. 19th with 20

POST

SHOWS

4 merchants on special kid shows in conjunc9 with one of the holidays or a special Saturday
icning or matinee. Stores pay for the tickets;
j^enirs can be promoted.
ilDIO AND

TV

Ah your community

. FORWARD

million readership. Just part of M-G-M's constant "Celebration" advertising including
M-G-M's Column in national magazines (readership 93 million!). See box (top left) for more.

let's

Celebrate

SALUTE
angle you can approach

i| jockeys for plugs to promote the Celebration
J your pictures. If it's a musical, and there are
"it musicals in M-G-M's Celebration releases,
•crdings are available. Other suggestions in
rjs Book.
■:ORD

Together!"
\ \

DEALERS

ll.tiful opportunity with M-G-M's Celebration
licals to tie-in with record stores, windows,
I stressing, of course, play date information.
•HER IDEAS IN PRESS BOOK
;lhave just skimmed the surface. The
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i>l launching your
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"BAD DAY AT BLACK
(CinemaScope— Color) • starring
Ryan • co-starring Anne Francis
Brennan • John Ericson • Ernest
Russell Collins

OF

EVERY

M-G-M

THEATRE!

Branch!

CELEBRATION

PRODUC

Start

Your

Celebratio

RELEASES!

"HIT THE DECK" (March)
(CinemaScope — Color) . starring Jane Powell - Tony
Martin . Debbie Reynolds - Walter Pidgeon . Vic Damone
Gene Raymond - Ann Miller . Russ Tamblyn . with Kay
Armen • J. Carrol Naish . Richard Anderson - Jane Darwell

ROCK" (January)
Spencer Tracy • Robert
• Dean Jagger • Walter
Borgnine • Lee Marvin

"GREEN FIRE" (January)
iCinemaScope— Color)' starring Stewart Granger • Grace
Kelly • Paul Douglas • co-starring John Ericson • with
Murvyn Vye

"INTERRUPTED MELODY" (March)
(CinemaScope — Color) . starring Glenn Ford
Parker . with Roger Moore • Cecil Kellaway

"MANY RIVERS TO CROSS" (February)
(CinemaScope— Color) • starring Robert Taylor • Eleanor
Parker • with Victor McLaglen • Russ Tamblyn • Jeff
Richards • James Arness

"THE GLASS SUPPER" (April)
(Color) . starring Leslie Caron . Michael Wilding . with
Keenan Wynn • Estelle Winwood . Elsa Lanchester
Barry Jones

"JUPITER'S DARLING" (February)
(CinemaScope— Color) - starring Esther Williams- Howard
Keel • Marge and Gower Champion • George Sanders
with Richard Haydn • William Demarest

"BEDEVILLED" (April)
(CinemaScope— Color) . starring Anne Baxter . Steve
Forrest . with Simone Renant . Maurice Teynac
Robert Christopher . Joseph Tomelty and Victor Francen

Eleanor

"THE PRODIGAL" (Date to be Announced) . (CinemaScope-Color) • starring Lana Turner
Edmund Purdom • Louis Calhern • with Audrey Dalton • James Mitchell • Neville Brand
Walter Hampden • Taina Elg • Francis L. Sullivan • Joseph Wiseman • Sandra Descher
AND

THESE

CURRENT

"BETRAYED" (Color)
starring Clark Gable . Lana Turner • Victor Mature • co-starring
Louis Calhern
"ROGUE COP"
starringForrest
Robert • Taylor
• Janet Leigh • George Raft • co-starring
Steve
Anne Francis

"CREST OF THE WAVE"
starring Gene Kelly • with John Justin
Richards

"BRIGADOON" (CinemaScope— Color)
starring Gene Kelly • Van Johnson - Cyd Charisse • with Elaine
Stewart • Barry Jones - Albert Sharpe
"THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS" (Technwoior)
starring Elizabeth Taylor • Van Johnson . Walter Pidgeon
Donna Reed • with Eva Gabor • Kurt Kasznar
"BEAU BRUMMELL" (Color)
starring Stewart Granger • Elizabeth Taylor • Peter Ustinov
with Robert Morley
AND

THESE

BIG

PRODUCTIONS!
"ATHENA" (Color)
starring Jane Powell - Edmund Purdom • Debbie Reynolds • Vic
Damone • Louis Calhern • with Linda Christian • Evelyn Varden
Ray Collins
Bernard Lee • Jeff

FUTURE

"DEEP IN MY HEART" (Color)
starring Jose Ferrer • Merle Oberon - Helen Traubel • and Guest
Stars: Walter Pidgeon • Paul Henreid • Rosemary Clooney
Gene & Fred Kelly • Jane Powell • Vic Damone • Ann Miller
Cyd Charisse • Howard Keel • Tony Martin • with Doe Avedon
Tamara Toumanova • Paul Stewart • Isobel Elsom • William
Olvis • James Mitchell

"MOONFLEET" (CinemaScope-Color)
starring Stewart Granger • George Sanders • Joan Greenwood
Viveca Lindfors • with Jon Whiteley • Melville Cooper

M-G-M
ATTRACTIONS !
"THE SCARLET COAT" (CinemaScope-Color)
starring Cornel Wilde • Michael Wilding • George Sanders • Anne
Francis • with Robert Douglas • John Mclntire • and Bobby
Driscoll

"IT'S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER" (CinemaScope-Color)
starring
Michael Gene
Kidd Kelly • Dan Dailey • Cyd Charisse • Dolores Gray

"THE MARAUDERS" (Color)
starring Dan Duryea • Jeff Richards • Keenan Wynn • Jarma
Lewis

"BLACKBOARD
JUNGLE"
starring
Francis • Louis Calhern
• Margaret
HayesGlenn Ford . Anne

"LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME" (CinemaScope-Color)
starring Doris Day • James Cagney • Cameron Mitchell • with
Robert Keith • Tom Tully . Harry Bellaver

"THE KING'S THIEF" (CinemaScope-Color)
starring Ann Blyth • Edmund Purdom • David Niven • George
Sanders • with Roger Moore
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The hero of this story is a dog, a humble animal, dead
some 50 years, and not even known by name. Because
he belonged to a man named Pavlov, he is remembered
simply as Pavlov's dog.
What, asks the gentle reader, does a dog have to do
with public relations and with the problems of the motion picture industry? Well, oddly enough, there is an
association, and, with your kind indulgence, we shall
proceed with our tale of this portenteous pup.

went right along happily salivating. Food . . . Bell. It
made no difference. They were fused into one overpowering impression.
At that moment one of the great canons of modern
science was born: the Conditioned Response.
Proof of a conditioned response meant one thing.
Under certain conditions, a controlled stimulus (such as
the clanging bell) can evoke highly predictable reactions (like salivating) in living things. It suggested that
in one way or another man, himself — yes, glorious, vain
man — might be susceptible. To advanced thinkers occurred the outlandish proposition that perhaps otherwise sophisticated humans might be trained to respond

Around the beginning of this century Pavlov's dog
made history in a most unpoetic way : he slobbered.
Now, hungry hounds have done so since time immemorial, but Pavlov's dog provided the modern world with
one of its first scientifically tested lessons in the mysteries of habit. And habit, as the oracles of economics
confess, is far more often than not the reason why
people buy a product.
Where did it all begin? Well Pavlov was a curious
man. It seemed perfectly natural for his little pooch to
salivate each time he set a feeding tray before him.
What startled Pavlov was that the dog also salivated at
sights and sounds frequently associated with food. He
got an inspiration. Pavlov began to clang a bell with
each new presentation of supper, repeated the process
over and over, 30, 40 times. Finally he withheld the
food entirely, but continued to sound the bell — and held
his breath.

Pavlov's precognition was right.

The dog

to other bells under other circumstances — in the great
laboratories of the marketplace, perchance.
And indeed they could be trained, as the then growing field of psychology soon learned. Though in a somewhat different way.
A basic distinction exists between conditioning man
and animal. The latter responds entirely through reflex
mechanisms, is absolutely incapable of resistance by
dint of nature's laws. Pavlov's dog enjoyed no control
over his unsanitary actions. His nervous system said
(Continued on Page 14)
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slobber — and he simply accommodated. Man, on the
other hand, is reputed to have intelligence, is conditioned bythe process called learning. Simple physiological force, alone, does not dictate his response. He
can resist any stimulus that human intelligence can devise. God has made him a creature of free will. Theoretically, free will means people do what they want,
speak as they like, buy what they chose. But, in reality
it doesn't quite work out that way.
Man is also a creature of habit. So much so in fact,
that he spends the better part of life performing a good
deal like Pavlov's drooling dog.
Slave To Habit
The drama of habit is never-ending. Every day, virtually every hour, man stages unthinking little rituals, unconscious little actions. He wakes at 7, shaves, brushes
his teeth, sips coffee, reads the paper. Endowed with
free will, he is completely free to alter this pattern. He
might allow his beard to grow. Drink cold beer for
breakfast. But he doesn't — as a rule.
Many things he does he has learned to do because
they are proper. Many others he does because of conventions (the habits of other people). Habit is always
connected with those two reasons. It is always a matter of pleasure or pain. He's in the habit of avoiding fire
because it is painful. He's in the habit of smoking
Luckies because — well, because he's in the habit.
By subscribing to habit, man finds life far more comfortable, less complicated. Picture it otherwise: he'd be
bogged down all the livelong day in continuous mental
conflict. Every fresh move and current that came across
his vista would become a matter of deep, deliberate
introspection. Man has neither the time nor make-up
for such as that. Habit, said William James, is merely
Mother Nature's way of "steering day to day living
unto paths of least resistence."
Along the economic frontier, habit is to business what
the conditioned response was to Pavlov. The trick is in
finding some latter-day equivalent of the clanging bell,
to train the consumer to respond through his pocketbook. Virtually no manufacturer functions on one-time
sales. Turnover, repetition is everything.
Some may look at this bell business cynically. Well,
just look around. Note the stereotypes in your own buying habits, in those of your friends. You may note with
pleasure how many an otherwise hard-shelled business
operator, perhaps even the most tightfisted purchasing
agent you know, will doggedly fall prey to undeviating
consumption ruts in the simplest everyday purchases —
cigarettes, razor blades, beer. No one's above it.
Norman L. Munn, one of the nation's leading authorities on behavior and human adjustment put the scienPage 14
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tific cap to this discussion by stating: "Most of our attitudes— our tendencies to react positively or negatively
to objects, situations, persons or ideas — are acquired
through the conditioning process at some point earlier

life." you ask, is the movie industry so especially seninWhy,
sitive to habit? It is accepted fact — borne out by the
ever-swelling boxoffice receipts of this hour — that the
better production will always return a profit — habit or
no habit. The realistic conclusion would seem to be this
injunction : make better pictures, and habit will take
care of itself.
This is true, of course. Quality is always the ultimate,
uncompromising answer to all industry problems. But
it is an over-simplification. Here' why: Habit, by definition, isa near-mechanical, unthinking response by the
human being to certain situations. Folks will fall victim
to the habit of coffee or cigarettes because they feel sure
that one pleasant experience will be substantially like
the next. Obviously, this reaction does not apply to
movies.
Filmdom is a unique merger of the techniques of art
and the techniques of industry. Because the product is
a creative one, it lacks the attribute of the mass-production product — sameness. Artistic atttainment cannot be
turned on or off like a vacuum cleaner, controlled like
the cut of a turret lathe or the size of an ingot mold.
Hollywood always has, and always will turn out product of varying degrees of quality. In this unique artindustry, that is as immutable as nature's laws.
Under this circumstance, the need to develop in some
degree a habit of movie-going assumes critical importance. Lacking it the public will simply patronize only
the select films. The vast investments and properties of
the film industry demand a continuing day-to-day revenue. Theatre and studio overheads go on no matter
what is produced by the creative elements. Is the average theatre to succumb in time to a climate in which its
doors will unlock only for the exhibition of the top-

flight movie? And what about the studios? Can they,
likewise, function securely in that kind of atmosphere?
The motion picture industry must find and establish
some broader, more basic element than the quality of
individual films — some common denominator — that will
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impel oeople to go to the movies. It must seek to rebuild the movie-going habit, between attractions, to
evoke a common response from the movie-going experience.
The mission of this conditioning process is to sell the
broadest possible attributes of the medium — the personal profit to be derived from going. It might be pure
pleasure. It might be relief from everyday tensions, or
physical relaxation. It might be education values.
Whatever these general rewards might be, they constitute the "sameness," the common denominator of motion pictures. It is on some such basis that this industry
must institutionalize itself.
In examining how movieland might tune up its habitconditioning bells, let's survey what some industries are
doing in this vein. We shall see how effectively other
industries institutionalize themselves as a means of nurturing an acceptance habit for their products. And let's
note, too, how the stimuli they project might have even
sharper meaning if applied to an institution as intrinsically romantic and exploitable as the motion picture.

far
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likely product a major sociological change in the face
of the land. And this is no mere melodramatics. Would
it be difficult to prove to the country that movies are an
integral part of America's enriched standard of living?
"In This Friendly, Freedom-Loving Land of Ours . . .
Movies Belong — Go Out To See One Today!"
If there is some other product less romantic than
waxed paper, the manufacturers of that handy stuff
would like to hear of it. Notwithstanding, the Waxed
Paper Merchandising Council is not too self-conscious
to search for some angle that will glamorize it, make it
seem an essential of our daily lives. "To Be Sure It's
Fresher . . ." reads its terse slogan. At once the public
is made aware that the food it eats pleases the palate so
much because of the wrapping. Thus does waxed paper
become an institution of public pleasure and good
health!
Against this, would anyone deny that the attributes of
the movie medium fairly shout with dreamy enchantments? As waxed paper fights the encroachments of
cellophane, while leather battles to hold its market
against the advances of plastics, while railroads boast of
their advantages over planes and trucks — we must implant in the public mind a firm conviction that going
out to the movies is a rewarding experience. "To Be
Sure It's Bigger, Better Entertainment ..."

It's always timg
for Florida
From Beer ... to Waxed Paper

Oran
Juice...
your best youtkMfge
needsourceewyof +fv
day vrtamm C.

The United States Brewers Foundation (see cut) is
composed of many of the nation's leading brewers. The
constituent companies earmark substantial budgets for
the purpose of advertising their individual labels. But
management recognizes, further, that the advertising
campaigns of each brewer will be vastly enhanced if a
beer-drinking taste is widely cultivated. By initially establishing an acceptance climate, Pabst, Schlitz, Budweiser, and all other brewers carry their individual messages into a receptive market. The Foundations' aim is
simple: to identfy the institution of beer-drinking with
our everyday American tradition. The advertisement a
hand reads, "In This Friendly, Freedom-Loving Land
of Ours . . . Beer Belongs — Enjoy It!"
Try to envision life in America without the Motion
Picture Theatre. It's so much a part of the national custom, the folkway, that its passing from the scene would

net*!) fesf, fnBAftMCTtnfc.

. . . Even the Humble Orange

Let us turn now to the humble orange. Comes breakfast, or a steaming summer day, or a common cold, that
(Continued on Page 18)
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BROTHERHOOD, the
annual drive for interfaith understanding, was
launched by the amusement industry in grand
style, as more than
1,000 leaders of show
business gathered at
New York's WaldorfAstoria to pledge their
support for the ninth
annual inter-faith campaign sponsored by the
Amusements Division
of the National Conference. A star-spangled
assemblage paid homage to J. Robert Rubin,
permanent chairman of
Amusement Division.

BROTHERHOOD, 1955
S. H. FABIAN had glad tidings for Stanley Warner stockholders in the financial
report at the company's annual meeting
in Wilmington, Del. Net profit doubled for
the first quarter of the current fiscal year
ended Nov. 27, 1954, rising from $523,100
to $1,110,110, in comparison to the same
stanza in 1953. Figures include the operations of International Latex Corp., acquired last April 30.
0
EDMUND C. GRAINGER is welcomed
to Republic Pictures by RICHARD
ALTSCHULER, director of world wide
sales. Grainger takes the post of sales
manager in charge of circuit operations.
He was formerly an RKO Theatres executive and president of Shea Enterprises.

GRAINGER & ALTSCHULER
Page 16
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Top: Barney Balaban (r.),
dinner chairman, presents
aRubin
gold plaque
to J. Robertof
in recognition
his achievements. Center:
(l-rj W illium J. Heineman.
distribution chairman of
the drive, chats with John
H. Harris, national chairman, and George C.
Hoover. Paramount Enterprises executive. Bottom :
fl-r) Sol A. Schuartz.
George P. Skouras and
Mr. Rubin at reception
preceding the dinner.
ALFRED STARR & TRUEMAN REMBUSCH, co-chairmen of the Joint Committee on Toll-TV, report that leading
circuit heads are voicing enthusiastic response to the committee's anti-Toll-TV
campaign, terming the action "long overdue." The co-chairmen also revealed that
public relations counsel has been retained
to counter the propaganda of Toll-TV
interests to get FCC approval of subscription television without a public hearing on the issues involved.
O
BERNARD JACON, IFE v.p. in charge
of sales and distribution, revealed that the
company is expanding its sales operations
to cover the 34 exchange areas in the
U. S. including Alaska and Hawaii, and is
ready to make distribution deals for
American-made product. Six new district
offices will be opened, and the home office
will expand its facilities in NYC.
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, KIRK DOUGLAS, and MAX
YOUNGSTEIN met
the press to announce
that Douglas has re-activated his Bryna Productions unit and will
turn out six features for
United Artists release.
The actor's entry into
production was marked
by a gala reception attended by press and
radio-TV representatives. Douglas will star
in two of the films, one
of them "Van Gogh."

THEY.

SILVER
M. A. SILVER, Stanley Warner Pittsburgh zone manager, has been named for
the annual Man-of-the-Year Award by
the Pittsburgh Junior Chamber of Commerce. This marks the first time the
Chamber has cited an individual in the
entertainment field. Mr. Silver was nominated for bringing Cinerama to the city,
and for his charitable activities thru the
local Stanley Warner theatres. With 11
winners in other fields, he will receive his
award at the Man-of-the-Year Dinner in
Hotel William Penn on January 31.
O
MERLIN LEWIS, veteran trade journalist, and recently a v.p. of The Film Daily,
has been elected executive secretary of
the Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association by the TESMA
board, it was announced by Fred C. Matthews, president. Lewis will headquarter
in New York City.

HEINEMAN, DOUGLAS, YOUNGSTEIN

Mmm
MAGNA THEATRE CORP., whose first
Todd-AO for
production
scheduled
a mid-May"Oklahoma,"
premiere, hasis
. MADE

THE

announced the development of an "all
purpose"
designed toprocess,
handle G5
mm film projector
used in Todd-AO
35
mm film, CinemaScope projection, and a
flexible combination of multi-soundtracks.
It was reported that the projector will be
ready for volume distribution about a year
V
♦ of 4"Oklahoma."
after the premiere
runs
Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount
Studio chief, is in NYC for week-long
conferences with home office executives
on upcoming releases . . . JAMES R.
GRAINGER embarked on a swing thru
Mexico City, Havana, New Orleans and
Dallas for a series of RKO sales meetings.

NEWS

GOLDMAN
WILLIAM GOLDMAN, prominent
Pennsylvania exhibitor, made all kinds of
news last week by sponsoring one of the
greatest p.r. projects in movie industry
history. A historic shrine to the movie
industry, in the form of a Nickelodeon
replica was donated by Goldman to the
famous Franklin Institute in Philadelphia.
(ForDoing!)
details, see What the Showmen
Are

KRIM

ARTHUR B. KRIM, United Artists
president, whose company has already
stored up a flock of blockbuster productions for 1955 release, is still bent on
stocking the larder with Grade A grosseries. His latest deal has Joseph L. Mankiewicz' Figero production unit set for
four pictures to be released by UA. Two
will be written and directed by Mr. Mankiewicz and the first, "The Story of
Goya," will roll as soon as he completes
"Guys and Dolls" for Samuel Goldwyn.
0
J. F. "JACK" O'BRIEN, former manager of RCA Theatre Equipment, has
been appointed manager of the Theatre
and Industrial Marketing Department,
Engineering Products Division, RCA.
Widely known throughout the theatre
field, Mr. O'Brien is now in charge of
product planning, marketing, and sales of
RCA theatres products and equipment.

O'BRIEN

STANLEY WARNER board re-elected
the following officers at the annual stockholders meeting: SIMON H. FABIAN,
president; SAMUEL ROSEN, executive
v.p.; DAVID G. BAIRD, chairman finance committee; HARRY M. KALMINE, v.d. and gen. mgr.; NATHANIEL LAPKIN, v.p.; W. STEWART
McDONALD, v.p. and treasurer; DAVID
FOGELSON, secretary; FRANK J.
KIERNAN, controller; JAMES M.
BRENNAN, assistant treaturer; MILES
H. ALBEN, assistant secretary.
♦
♦
*
HARRY COHN gave impetus to his
recent announcement that Columbia will
finance the production of stage plays by
revealing that MAX GORDON, noted
Broadway producer, has been appointed
as a consultant to supervise the program
... J. RAYMOND BELL, p.r. executive
for Columbia, has been voted a member
of the board of managers of the Montclair, N. J. Community Hospital . . .
Regional chairmen recently named for the
National Conference Brotherhood Drive
were: New York area — SPYROS S.
SKOURAS, president of Skouras Theatres; Hollywood — G. RALPH BRANTON, Allied Artists v.p.; N. C, S. C. and
Florida— EDWIN D. MARTIN, president of Martin Theatres . . . WALTER
C. AMENT, Warner Pathe News v.p.,
has
been Committee
named chairman
Newsreel
for 1955. of MPAA's
CHARLES J. FELDMAN may pull off
the distribution surprise of the year with
the March release of U-I's "Revenge of
The Creature." The general sales manager announced that the film will be in —
of all things — 3D! Feldman stated that
he believes audiences are ready for a 3Der.
EUGENE F. McDONALD, JR., president of Zenith Radio Corp., fanned the
flames of the Toll-TV controversy, when
he charged HAL FELLOWS, president
of the National Association of Radio and
Television Broadcasters, with attempting
to align the NARTB with motion picture
theatres in an effort to scuttle or delay
subscription TV. McDonald referred to
a letter sent by Fellows to the FCC which
the Zenithmission topresident
said asked
"the comfollow a course
of action
that
would delay as long as possible giving
the broadcast industry access to a whole
new field of competition for the box office
audience." McDonald further charged
Fellows with only expressing a personal
opinion and not those of his membership.

JACK L. WARNER
corralled one of showbusiness' most talented
individuals, Elia Kazan,
signing the famed film
("On the Waterfront",
etc.) and stage ("Streetcar Named Desire",
etc.) director to a long
term WB pact. Kazan
has just completed
"East of Eden", from
John Steinbeck's bestseller, for Warners.
At the signing: Ben Kalmenson, Kazan. Warner.
Mort Blumenstock.
KALMENSON, KAZAN, WARNER, BLUMENSTOCK

Died: FREDERICK W. DuVAL, 62,
MPAA treasurer, of a heart condition.
MAURICE N. WOLF, 75, retired p.r.
representative for MGM, in Boston.
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simple little fruit turns out to be an American institution. Drinking orange juice is a national habit, and it
would take something more than an act of legislation
to controvert that fact. How come? Well, messages
such as that styled by the Florida Citrus Commission
("It's Always Time for Florida Orange Juice") do much
to propagate and nurture the orange juice tradition.
Though this body is aware of the nation's orange thirst
today, it refuses to rest on its oars lest some agency like
prune growers steal a march and usurp its dominance.
Hence, the Florida Citrus Commission supports its conditioning program by stating that oranges not only taste
good; they are good for you: "Your Best Daily Source
of the Vitamin C You Need Every Day."
Happiness

❖
❖
K'
There are two noteworthy, basic similarities in the
institutionalizing advertisements just illustrated :
(1) The Organization. The undertakings usually
are cooperative. Competitive forces from without impel
individual companies from within industries to band together for mutual protection and advancement. They
ring bells heralding the broad, overall values of the commercial institutions of which they are part. The basic
aim of the group is to irrigate the fields of public acceptance, so that they might be more fertile for their individual products.
This costs money, of course. But it is far cheaper to
institutionalize collectively, than stubbornly to merchandise alone in markets that might be unresponsive,
perhaps even hostile. If the vast public fields are furrowed and fertilized in advance, the seeding is simpler,
the harvest more abundant.
(2) The Message. The simple aim is to represent the
institutions of beer-drinking, waxed paper or orange
juice as indispenable elements of our everyday life.
They seek to condition people to take them for granted
— like brushing teeth, or reading the morning paper —
habits beyond studied thought or serious appraisal. The
idea is to convey the impression that it's perfectly natural, always has been, always will be.
How can the movie industry make the public responFilm BULLETIN
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sive? Institutional advertising — as we have seen — is one
answer. But there are literally hundreds of others. The
individual tactics of successful conditioning are of less
importance to this discussion than the over-riding injunction behind them: ring a sharp and convincing bell.
And this translated into practical terms means the
movie industry — both the film and theatre branches —
must institutionalize the habit of going to the movies.
To this end, filmdom's avenue of approach is threepronged. First, study must be made as to precisely why
"occasional" has replaced "habitual" in the nation's
movie diet. The answers will go far in helping to engineer the bells we would ring. These will constitute
the second and third steps: one bell to sound the
"whats" of the industry, another bell to clang out the
"whys." Let's follow this program step by step.

Compulsory

"It's Always Time To See A Good Movie." How easy
to say. Makers and growers of prosaic, utilitarian products spin romanticized stories about their industries
with such overpowering persistence that the great bulk
of the populace comes to believe — firmly, unwaveringly.
This business of ours offers the most attractive product
of all : Pleasure. A campaign to institutionalize moviegoing could be as persuasive as a political platform
abolishing drudgery, making happiness compulsory. No
one could be agin it.
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Once upon a time, folks actually went to the movies
without even consulting the theatre pages. After dessert— two, maybe three times a week — they put on their
hats and coats and went. The bill of fare was unimportant. It was simply the thing to do, and just about
everybody did it. Movie-going was habit. As late as
1947 a serious student of esthetics, Professor Erwin
Panofsky, speaking at Princeton, made this assertion:
"In modern life the movies are what most other forms
of art have ceased to be, not an adornment but a necesLoss of Necessity
Somewhere along the line movies stopped being a
sity."
necessity.
Economic circumstances had little or nothing
to do with it. Folks had the money to go to the movies,
but fewer and fewer, it seems, had the inclination. Perhaps these are a few reasons why :
(1) Intellectual Snobbery. There has always been an
element in the public which finds it the height of good
fashion to assiduously avoid films made in Hollywood.
They will laud mediocre foreign films while turning its
nose up at Hollywood's best. Then there is the clique
that brags, "Why, I haven't been to a movie in a year."
This is said in tones connoting the pinnacle of cultural
and artistic discernment. You'd think they earn a Pulitzer Prize in letters for such abstinence. This breed is
not totally lost. They can be conditioned with their own
medicine. Snobs are like that.
(2) Lack of Faith in Movies. Many intellectually
honest persons became bored with the calibre of films
hacked out during the lush war and first post-war years.
Let us admit that quality did reach a pretty low level in
those "anything goes" years. Just as the movie-going
habit became strongly fixed in the '30s and '40s, so did
the habit of not going become entrenched in the '50s. A
down-to-earth, sincere campaign, free of hyperbole and
committed to plugging the new-found maturity of
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movies can re-capture their attention.

standard of living. These words of Professor Panofsky

(3) Indifference. Another element views movies with
the same interest college coeds regard advice from home
— not at all. The reason is simply that there is no communication between them and this industry. They are
indifferent to movies because movies are indifferent to
them. We have never cultivated their interest in the
medium. The mission here is basically educational and
informational.

bear repeating: "Whether we like it or not, it is the
movies that mold, more than any other single force, the
opinions, the taste, the language, the dress, the behavior,
and even the physical appearance of a public comprising
more than 60% (in 1947) of the population of the earth.
If all the serious lyrical poets, composers, painters and
sculptors were forced by law to stop their activities, a
rather small fraction of the general public would become aware of the fact and a still smaller fraction would
seriously regret it. If the same thing were to happen
with the movies the social consequences would be cata-

(4) Competition. Of course, this is the major reason.
No one can deny that television had made the deepest
inroads into the movie-going habit, and the medium is
here to stay. Thirty million TV sets and nightly audiences reaching many millions are hard figures to water
down. The simple question is this : Where does the
movie industry go from here?
Without

False Pride

The task is to prove that movies in a theatre have got
what television ain't. And, without false pride, a long
list of advantages can be enumerated. Were an all-industry campaign, financed cooperatively by film and
theatre companies, innaugurated to institutionalize
tested values of movie-going, were it powered by half
the drive put behind picture-by-picture selling, much of
th so-called "lost" audience would be regained, and, perhaps, millions of "never-found" filmgoers discovered.
Upon learning something of the nation's non-movie
habits, the industry can ring its bells at last. The conditioning process begins. We must sound the "whats"
of filmdom.
People do not regard an industry or its achievements
sympathetically unless first it knows something about
it. What does motion picture business stand for? What
are its objectives? What kind of people mave movies?
What goes into film production? What does its existence mean to you? The public must be told!
In the average industrial enterprise, answers to such
questions might make woefully dull story-telling. The
movie industry is blessed with as intriguing a tale of
commerce as any under the economic heavens. This a
fascinating creative business, the making of movies, a
medium designed to transport people into a fanciful
world far removed from the humdrum of their routine
lives. It brings not only pleasure, but relaxation, physical and mental. The talents of many artists go into the
production of a movie, called by some the greatest of
the arts. The motion picture has brought surcease from
battle to fighting men, diversion to the distraught, comfort to he anguished. The impact of the motion picture
goes far beyond these few rewards.

It's time to tell the world of the role of movies in our
modern everyday life. Its effect upon our customs, our

"Catastrophic" to be sure. Picture Times Square sans
stropic."
its
movie palaces. Imagine small towns without bright
marquees to flood their Main Streets with warmth. Going out is an American pastime. Where would folks go?
And how about the youngsters? These are questions to
be posed in conveying to the public the importance of
the cinema.
Ringing the bell of "whats" is one thing. It sells the
motion picture as a commercial establishment, strives

THE

MOVIES
ARE

GOOD

EOR

YOU
ion refresh men and women mentally and

They
lift . ire. . they
the heartgive andytm minda great. . . they
like arefresh
gleam
of welcome tight in the drab monotony of Your local movie* are the Nation's beat . . .
everyday affair* . . .
physically. find all the desirable eleMovie* are a tonic for yon . . . They bring In themments oyoufthe will
present-day arts and sciences,
yon entertainment, newi from every corner the messages and entertainment of which
of the world, impressive drama, and all the will give you renewed strength and hope for
beantie* and challenges of the genius of tomorrow Attend ihe movies and enjoy life
imagination, all of which in welcome fash- at its beat . . .
" iw rolumnt tow icUJ find 4ail\ t uidc
'note* tt Kreen «f/*ringi <ron\ ■ \ lo ' - Jsabannal) Mofnina
,\"cto<>
SAVANNAH
EVENING PRESS
"Don't sell the steak, sell the sizzle."
to rationalize its very existence as a needed and indispensible industry. The other bell serves to sell the other
facet of filmdom : the medium.
If the objective is to portray the movie-habit as a
habit well worth acquiring, the public should be told
"why." Most people have vague and undefined notions
about their liking of film entertainment. These reasons
are seldom expressed. By spelling out forcefully and
(Continued on Page 29)
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Every man,
them

woman

and child . . . every occu-

pied seat ... is your "captive audience" ! Add
up and they give your trailers 100%

readership ... an advantage

unrivalled

other advertising medium.

by any

So, when you're thinking of where to put
your advertising dollar . . . put it on the screen
.100
. . because that's where it scores in front of
of your sold customers. And, of
course, that means Trailers . . .
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"Six Bridges

to Cross"

G<uiKete 'Rati*? OOO
Exciting crime melodrama. Sock for action houses. Aboveaverage generally. Strong exploitables in revelations about
functioning of the police underworld information system.
This Universal release is a better-than-average crime
melodrama, which moves rapidly and is filled with genuine
excitement. Based on Joseph Dineen's "They Stole $2,500,000— And Got Away With It," it is a kind of fictional
account of events in the life of the mastermind of the
Brinks robbery. Sydney Boehm has provided a clever
script, and the production is competently acted and well
directed by Joseph Pevney, who maintains a spirited pace.
Story concerns the growth of criminal Tony Curtis, from
a delinquent in youth, to a cunning thief in maturity, tracing his amazingly prolific career in crime. He is shot at
the age of fourteen by cop George Nader, an incident
which initiates a life-long association between the two
men. Nader befriends the young hoodlum and tries to get
him on the straight and narrow and, at the same time, receives information from him leading to the conviction of
criminals. Film thus interestingly explores the little-known
story of police-"stoolie" relationship. In and out of prison,
Curtis finally ringleads huge robberies, always managing
to establish alibies for himself. Nader, now a lieutenant,
is, despite the alibies, no less suspicious of Curtis' connection with a $2,500,000 robbery. He gives him the choice
of confessing or being deported. Curtis, cornered, allows
the cop to recover the stolen money. He is killed in a gunbattle with members of his own gang. Curtis turns in his
best performance. Nader is effective as the cop.
Universal. 94 Minutes. Tony Curtis, Julie Adams, George Nader, J. C. Flippen.
Producer, Aaron Rosenberg. Director, Joseph Pevney.

"Carolina

Cannonball"

OK for the duallers in metropolitan naborhoods. Rates much
higher in hinterlands. Will probably howl.
This corny comedy with a topical flavor is chock-full
of slapstick. Fans who like Judy Canova and her brand of
rustic humor will have a field day as she clowns and roars
in her inimitable style. Judy stars as one of the two inhabitants ofa ghost-town out West. She and her grandfather (Andy Clyde) man a steam-driven trolley car, which
is the only means of transportation in the area. Plot involves the landing of an atomic missile in desert near
Roaring Gulch, and the emergence of three enemy agents
with a U. S. Government agent (Ross Elliott) pursuing
them. Pursuit is hot and heavy with Elliott trying to capture the enemy, and love-sick Judy trying to capture
Elliott. When the trolley breaks down, Judy and Grandpa,
discovering the missile, decide to use it as a new boiler.
In hectic conclusion, all the characters are on the Cannonball which is streaking towards Las Vegas, endangering
the lives of the city's inhabitants. Air Force drops bombs
trying to sidetrack the speeding trolley, and Judy, Grandpa
and Elliott jump to safety before the whole thing explodes.
The Atomic Commission requests Grandpa to build a
model for future atomic-powered trolleys.
Republic.
74 Minutes. Judy Canova, Andy Clyde, Ross Elliott. Director, Charles
Lamont. Associate
Producer Sidney Picker.

"Tronhlr! in Store"
Scc4tHe44 RcUiK? OOO
Fine English comedy rates high for art houses and class situations. Ifproperly exploited, it might get surprising grosses
in the general market.
This J. Arthur Rank presentation is a hilarious —
sometime brilliant — comedy about the goings-on in a large
London department store. Featured are a talented young
comedian, Ncrman Wisdom, and Margaret Rutherford. Director John Paddy Carstairs keeps the fun rolling at almost breakneck speed. It will certainly be the choice for
the art house trade, and, with strong exploitation, might
do well as general classification comedy. The hilarity
starts quickly when a new executive (Jerry Desmonde)
takes over store management and immediately becomes
involved with stock-clerk Wisdom, who has a magnificent
talent for doing the wrong thing. Desmonde's other
troubles include large-scale shoplifting (with Rutherford
as the very prolific thief) and a plot to loot the store. Wisdom, alternatley fired and re-hired and in love with shopgirl Lana Morris, happens upon the plot and "straightens"
everything out. During riotous scene, depicting behavior
of women in a "bargain sale," would-be thieves are caught,
alcng with shoplifter Rutherford, and Wisdom wins the
girl, along with a promotion. Real fun arises in scenes in
which Wisdom's awkwardness is displayed — setting fire to
himelf, skating after a bus, accidentally squirting executive
in the face, and the like. Humor is down-to-earth, a potent
selling-point for mass audiences.
Republic Release. J. Arthur Rank Production. 85 Minutes. Norman Wisdom, Margaret Rutherford, Moira Lister, Lana Morris, Derek Bond, Jerry Desmonde. Director, John Paddy Carstairs. Producer, Maurice Cowan.
"The Good

Die Young"

Sututete Rate*? O O
Fair dualler. Above-average cast is strongest selling-point.
Exploitation can play up action elements of plot to advantage, but script is weak and film poorly paced.
An impressive cast is featured in this Remus Production, but it does not compensate for a rather poor screenplay. Film is overlong, moves slowly. Set in London,
story opens with four men preparing to rob a post-office.
Then, through a series of flashbacks, their meeting and the
events that lead up to the robbery are revealed. Flashes
are not very well handled, producing jarring effect in rapidity with which they succeed each other. Connection
amongst the four men, all of whom come from different
walks of life, is that they are in desperate need of money.
One is an ex-fighter (Stanley Baker), who has had a hand
amputated and can't find work, another a man (Richard
Basehart), with a pregnant wife who must return to America, the third an Air Force pilot (John Ireland), whose
wife (Gloria Grahame), is unfaithful, and the fourth a dishonest n'er-do-well (Laurence Harvey), married to a rich
wife (Margaret Leighton), who refuses to finance his
debts. Harvey plans the robbery, convinces the other three
to join him. They get away with the money, but Harvey
kills Ireland and Baker. In film's conclusion, Basehart
and Harvey exchange shots and both are killed. Margaret
Leighton and Gloria Grahame stand out.
Released through United Artists. 100 Minutes. Richard Basehart, Laurence Harvey. Robert Morley, Gloria Grahame, Margaret Leighton, John Ireland, Stanley
Baker. Director, Lewis Gilbert. Producer, Jack Clayton.
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answer in tones both uplifting and

the fiery McDonald will play rough.
To add to the weight of battle
comes another blow from the Justice

impressive.

Department.

To

its complaint

against producing companies, charging restraint of trade in their refusal
to sell films to television, has been
added the names of COMPO and the
Allied States Association. This
move must perforce cast serious suspicion upon the influence of toll-TV
proponents, coming as it does at this
crucial hour. In the words of Allied
general counsel A. F. Myers: "The
timing of the motion, in view of a
recent announcement that the tria^
has been postponed until next September, indicates a purpose to afford
Commander McDonald ammunition
for his propaganda campaign for
Toll-TV."
If, as implied, the Justice Department is allowing itself to be used by
one side in this battle, it is an abuse
of authority that should be exposed.
A study of this situation by Congress would certainly be warranted.
It is incumbent for all members of
exhibition — and production as well
— to remain firm against this opposition. The joint committee on tollTV is stoutly returning salvo with
salvo. Campaign plans have been
mapped and a fighting fund is earmarked. This body deserves — indeed, commands — your fullest cooperation.
l#f
To

Event
Hem

em

her

How deeply rooted is the motion
picture in the American tradition?
Is it merely a minor outcropping, or
a major symbol of our times? Out
of Philadelphia last week boomed an
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Within the walls of august Franklin Institute, one of the nation's
loftier pillars of culture, not 100 feet
removed from Benjamin Franklin's
massive marble likeness, was dedicated a shrine to one of the industry's earliest artifacts, the nickelodeon, circa 1910. By incorporating
this exact replica in so distinguished
an institution, movie public relations
received a decided boon. It was an
event to remember.

THE

MAIL

"I have

Sharing the spotlight with the
nickelodeon itself was the ceremony
surrounding it. One speaker after
another from without our industry

show business

paid glowing homage to the movie
medium. Some for its contribution

since 1900

to the community weal, national and
armed forces morale. Some commended itin terms of art and educa-

. . . started in

tion, others for its continuing alertness to humanitarian causes. It was
truly a moment to make a member
of the industry proud.
Prime mover behind the dedication was William Goldman, whose

BOX

been around

motion pictures
in 1914.

sensitivity to broad projects aggrandizing the name of moviedom should
serve as inspiration to leaders in
every branch. No sooner had the
nickelodeon been dedicated than Mr.

The BULLETIN

Goldman embarked upon another
stimulating campaign. At a banquet

with this

is TOPS

that evening, he called upon the industry to give thought to a cinema
Hall of Fame which would enshrine
figures of merit from every phase of
the business — creative, management,
exhibition, et. al. — for posterity to
honor.
More power to Mr. Goldman and
to others in our trade, who, by their
words and deeds, strive to make the
motion picture a living, growing
American institution.

H. D. Shre filer
writer."
Castamba Theatre
Shelby, Ohio

n
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Dear Marilyn Monroe:
As one who has read the manuscript of
your yet-to-be-published autobiography,
with its sordid revelations of your childhood, I quite apreciate your ambition to
rise above such cultural achievements as
sexational movie roles and cheesecake
publicity (like the bath-tub scene in youi
next picture, "Seven Year Itch")- How
they must make you blush!
Considering the architecture with which
the good Lord blessed you, however, I
am astonished to discover that you have
not learned very much about homo
sapiens (no, honey; it's not something
you eat It means MAN). Thanks to
Twentieth Century-Fox, you have become a hot commercial property, and
though it would be rather misleading to
say you are a bone of contention, the fact
remains that your own hard work and the
company's exploitation genius have made
a lot of people envious.
Some of them have kidded you into believing you could become a great dramatic actress. Only the other day you said
yourself that you'd like to appear in a
film based on Dostoievsky's "The
Brothers Karamazov". Have you ever
read the book? Do you know that Feodor
Mikhailovitch Dostoievsky was an epileptic genius who, in addition to "The
Brothers", wrote such gay little things as
"Memoirs of a House of the Dead",
"Down-trodden and Oppressed" and
"Crime and Punishment"? Please, Marilyn, don't do this to your devoted public.
Why not choose some pleasant trifle like
the balcony scene in "Romeo & Juliet"?
That would be fun.
Frank Delaney and Milton Greene, the
gentlemen who have been acting as your
advisers, say your Twentieth CenturyFox contract is invalid. So you have been
made head cook and bottlewasher of
Marilyn Monroe Productions, Inc. (What
do you know about cooking? Let's ask
Joe.)
President Monroe, huh? Maybe it's all
a gag, because if I recall my history correctly, James Monroe's Presidency of
these United States was known as the
Era of Good Feeling, and the kind of
feeling you've been promoting since you
came to Hollywood with your wiggle is
good in its way, too.

Don't let them fool you, Marilyn. Now
that Fox has suspended you for failure
to
report for work, you'll have plenty of
time for contemplation. I hope you will
realize that there's a lot to be said for

Junk

It's weeks after the event, but I'm still
wondering whether it was Howard
Hughes who insisted that the 197 guests
who went junketing down to Florida's
Silver Springs for the underwater premiere of "Underwater!" should travel to
Jacksonville by air, and thence to the
Springs by road. If so, it was a piece of
publicity wizardry.
Because of the bus trip from Jacksonville, which took a contrastingly tedious
three hours or more, everyone in the
party was lauding the earlier 'plane ride
— by TWA (which Mr. Hughes owns)!
And what a ride it was. Luxury in excelsis. Individual bottles of champagne
(four to each guest) liqueurs, steak, baskets of fresh fruit, nuts, olives, canapes,
cocktails to order — the works.
As soon as we arrived and had showered
in our various motels, we were feted by
local damsels — college queens — cocktailed
again, dined, wined and dolled up with
camelias. Even the Florida cops served
the Press party as unofficial taxi-drivers
when other transportation was lacking.
The actual underwater screening of the
picture was an unimportant part of the
operation. Everything worked all right
mechanically, but everyone could see at a
glance that an aqualung is even worse to
wear than a bunion. So only a few brave
souls braved the crystal clear waters, and
the film played to a practically empty
"house".
Lou Berg, motion picture editor of
"This Week", almost won himself an
obituary. While skin-diving he lost his
mouthpiece, and in trying to reach for it,
found that one of the aqualung straps had
slipped off. Lou decided to shed the
heavy gear, but succeeded only in wrapping it around his feet. He was trapped
26 feet down, and helped up only just in
time by a technician who happened to
spot him.
Jane Russell was a real sport. She got
to the Springs late, and the water was
icy. But that wonderful gal slipped into
her bathing togs, donned an aqualung and
did a few dives while the spectators goggled. Then, after changing, she came
down to the bar and mingled democratically. But she looked overworked, and
over-tired.
Debbie Reynolds dropped in from the
the old Monroe
listening to your
decide to toss it
forget to send a

Doctrine. But if, after
new-found friends, you
overboard, please don't
new calendar to:
Your Hopeful Admirer

\l <>st r<><>

vt— Delu

xe
West Coast, en route to meet her sweetheart, Eddie Fisher, who was in Miami.
Asked about the wedding, she blushed
prettily and said "It won't be before June
— and I ought to know".
Not being addicted to plain water, I
saw the film at the Marian Theatre in
nearby Ocala, riding there with Richard
Egan, who co-stars with Miss Russell,
and a blonde bombshell named Jayne
Mansfield, who was rooming with Mala
Powers at my motel. When we arrived
Dick had to squire Jane Russell, so somehow I found myself escorting Miss Mansfield. For the remainder of the junket I
had her monopolized.

At my age (same as Jack Benny's), a
man can't afford to be too discriminating,
but there was I entertaining a young lady,
with a multi-millionaire footing the bill,
and her 21 years old and, with a vital
measurement of 39, which did full credit
to her bright red Bikini!
"Variety's" correspondent reported he
didn't quite understand how Miss Mansfield got into the party. I can tell him.
The young lady's first picture, made by
an independent producer, and called "Girl
Murdered", is being released through
RKO, which has her in line for a contract.
She told me, when buying a baby alligator to take back to California, that
she'd owned one before, but it died. "It
got frozen".
Looking at her I couldn't
believe
it!
A guy from the Flamingo, Las Vegas,
was handing to all and sundry fake onethousand dollar bills. As a gag, RKO
publicity chief Perry Lieber tendered one
at
a bar in Ocala and all but got the
change.

The party consisted of two planeloads
of newspapermen from New York, and
one from California; admirable organization was shown by two West Coast
gentlemen who used the opportunity for
a free trip eastward, by missing the Coast
plane and hopping aboard the one bound
for New York.
As they say in the local sheets, a good
time was had by all, RKO got a mountain
of publicity, and Mr. Hughes got a
mountainous bill.
Oh yes! The picture (release Feb. 9)
is exciting.
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actresses can squeeze the work into their
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udio
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(Continued
from Page Si
8) ze-u
John Ford has scheduled another top-budget film to be made in Ireland, along the line
of his 1953 hit, "The Quiet Man," for Republic release. This will be one of the biggest Republic pictures of the year, reportedly
budgeted at well over a million dollars.
The property, titled "Three Leaves of A
Shamrock," will have two top male and one
female star in the cast. Ford, who is now in
Ireland scouting locations for the producis negotiating
with Maureen O'Hara
for the tions,fern
lead.
It appears that production will be slow at
R< public through the remaining winter
months, with only four films definitely scheduled between now and the end of March. All
of the productions, however, will be in the
high-budget class, employing the calibre of
casts seldom seen in Republic pictures.
One of the quartet, "Man From Texas"
(John Payne, Mona Freman, Lee J. Cobb,
Ray Middleton), Trucolor, is shooting on
location at St. George, Utah. Joe Kane is
associate producer-director on the picture,
based on a Saturday Evening Post story by
Bill Gulick.
Startitig next week will be "Rebel Island''
(Yvonne DeCarlo, Howard Duff, Zachary
Scott), Trucolor — Kdward Ludwig associate
producer-director. It will be filmed entirely
on location in t lie Bahamas.
Following on March 1 is "San Antonio De
Bexar" (Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard
Carlson), Trucolor — Frank Lloyd producing
and directing. "The Gunman," Trucolor,
which Ray Milland will star in and direct,
rolls March 21.
Writers start work this month on three
new properties to be added to the summer
and fall shooting slate. The are: "The Ghost
Breakers," a Judy Canova starrer for associate producer Sidney Picker; "The Big
Jackpot," original screenplay on the schedule
of associate producer William J. O'Sullivan,
and an untitled screenplay produced by
Rudy Ralston.

heavy
This schedules."
is no exaggeration of the situation.
Many an independent production has gone
before cameras on only two or three days
notice, simply because the right star found
that he or she had four weeks to spare between other commitments.
"Boy and the Bull," CinemaScope & Technicolor, will be filmed on location in Spain.
Director Irving Rapper is completing extensive tests of Seranti Cherif, the ten-yearold Egyptian actor, for the title role.
Howard Hughes and Red Skelton are
talking a term deal, whereby the red-haired
comedian would make a number of comedies
for the Gower Street studio. Hughes reportedly wants to co-star Skelton with Jane
Russell in a high-budget comedy, this spring.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Fox Enters TV Film Field
'55 Theatre Production Upped
20TH CENTURY-FOX IS TAKING
the plunge into television production with
the formation of its own TV subsidiary, to
be
patterned
alongunit.theThelines
of Columbia's
Screen
Gems TV
entire
Fox Western Avenue lot, which has been used in the
past for overflow theatrical production, will
be converted to TV — partially on a rentai
basis to outside producers, and partially for
the company's own program.
Sid Rogell, 20th studio exec, will head up
the new television operation. As an incentive to outside producers, the company plans
to make available to rental clients, its own
vast library of stock footage, certain story
properties, and studio personnel.
A Fox executive tells Film BULLETIN,
however, that theatrical production will take
precedence at all times, and no employee
will be released for a television assignment
at the expense of a feature film.
Marilyn Monroe has been suspended for
failure to report for pre-production work on
the upcoming "How To Be Very, Very

RKO
Talent Scarcity Slows
Inde Production For RKO
THE ANNOUNCEMENT, 2 WEEKS
ago, that a minimum of 12 independent features would be shooting by the end of February for RKO release, now appears to have
been somewhat premature. Thus far, only
King Bros.' "The Boy and the Bull" — has
set a definite starting date, February 10.
Most independent producers are running
up against casting problems, a situation
which has affected production even in the
major companies. As one independent producer said recently: "Casting pictures, these
days, is strictly a catch-as-catch-can proposition. The only thing we can do is complete all other phases of pre-production planning, and then wait until the right actors and
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Popular", to be produced and directed by
Nunnally Johnson from his own screenplay.
Darryl Zanuck assigned Sheree North to
the role, and production will begin on February 14. "Pink Tights," in wThich Miss
North is also scheduled to star, has been
pushed back. General impression here is
that Miss Monroe will recover from her
flight of fancy and temperament and return
to this studio, where she was made an international star.
Two new properties for 1955 filming have
been added to the company's schedule, reported here last issue. The are: "Anastasia,"
the Broadway hit, for which Zanuck paid
$500,000, and "The Man Who Never Was,"
a British best-seller by Ewan Montague.
This brings to 21, the total number of productions now definitely slated for '55.
Of these, nine will start within the coming five months, including the above mentioned Nunnally Johnson effort. All are in
the high-budget category, and half have been
set for overseas lensing — at least in part.
The group includes: "House of Bamboo"
(Robert Stack, Robert Ryan) — Buddy Adler
producer, Samuel Fuller director — to be
20; "Sir Walter Raleigh" (Bette Davis,
made on location in Japan, starting January
Richard Todd, Jay Robinson) — Charles
Brackett producer, Henry Koster director —
slated to go on February 14. Miss Davis,
who had trouble deciding whether or not to
accept the assignment, is now definitely set.
Also scheduled for production are: "The
Left Hand of God" (Humphrey Bogart,
Gene Tierney) — Buddy Adler producer, Edward Dmytryk director — to be shot partly in
Hong Kong, starting February 28; "A Many
Splendored Thing" (William Holden, Jennifer Jones) — Buddy Adler producer, Henry
King director — to be made in Japan, starting
March 7; "The Tall Men" (Clark Gable)—
William Beacher and William Hawks to
produce and direct, starting in late March;
"The View From Pompey's Head" (possibly starring Gregory Peck) — Philip Dunne
producer, no director set — starting in April;
"Seven Cities of Gold" — Charles Brackett
producer, starting in May; and "Lord
Vanity" (Clifton Webb, Robert Wagner,
Martine Carol) — Charles Brackett producer,
Delmar Daves director, starting in early
June. The latter, originally slated to go in
January, was postponed until the June date
in order to secure Miss Carol for the lead.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Figaro Signs For Four
Mankiewicz

JOSEPH L MANKIEWICZ
Four For L A

to Direct Two

LATEST PRODUCTION DEAL EFfected by UA is one with Joseph Mankiew*cz and his Figaro unit. The deal provides for four features to be made for United
Artists' release, two of them to be produced
and directed by Mankiewicz himself. The
first of these will be "The Story of Goya",
which he will start upon completion of his
"Guys and Dolls" production for Samuel
Goldwyn. "Goya" will be made in Spain.
Figaro produced "The Barefoot Contessa."

Studio
Size-ups
With Robert Rossen's decision to film his
upcoming high-budget feature, "Alexander
the Great" in CinemaScope, United Artists
now has a total of six releases set in the anainorphic process.
Rossen already has set up production headquarters in Spain, and has signed Richard
Burton, Fredric March and Claire Bloom for
the three top starring roles. He expects to
get actual filming underway within the next
60 days. The feature is budgeted at upwards
of $2,000,000, and is expected to be one of
UA's top releases of the coming year.
Casting also began this month on another
of the year's big productions, "The Comedian," which George Glass will produce,
starting early this summer. Jackie Gleason
is tentatively pencilled in for the starring
role, provided the actor can work it in
around his heavy television schedule.
Two independents for UA release are now
shooting, with a minimum of three slated to
start in February. Those working are: "The
Beast of Hollow Mountain" (Guy Madison,
Patricia Medina), in CinemaScope & Eastman color — William and Edward Xassour
producer, Edward Xassour director, and
"Top of the World" (Dale Robertson, Frank
Lovejoy, Evelyn Keyes) — a Landmark production, Michael Baird producer, Lewis R.
Foster director. The latter deals with the
actual operations of the U, S. Air Force
weather personnel being evacuated from
an ice island breaking up in the Arctic. It
will employ some 20,000 feet of film shot by
a Warner Bros, camera crew two years ago
at the experimental weather station 200 miles
below the north pole.
Pictures scheduled for February filming
are: "Pistolero" (Jack Palance), produced
by Waxman Pictures Corp. — Philip A. Waxman producer, David Miller director; BelAir's "Desert Sands" (not cast), CinemaScope & DeLuxe color — Aubrey Schenck
executive producer, Lesley Selander director; and Edward Small's "The Brass Ring"
(Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn) — director
to be announced within the next few days.
Although no starting dates have been set,
as yet, for Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.'s slate of
three films to be made this year, writers
have been assigned to do the screenplays on

SHOWMEN
Send

WARNER

the first two features. First will be "The
Dancing Detective," based on a short story
by Cornell Woldrich, to be followed by
"Sharkfighters." Goldwyn hopes to be in
production some time early in March.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
New Story Buys Bolster
1955 Production Schedule
UXIVFRSAL HAS BF.EX BUYING
up new story properties at the rate of one
per week since the turn of the new year,
further indicating that the company will fulfill its predicted output of 32 to 34 films during 1955.
Latest story buys are: "Runaway Bomber," aSaturday Evening Post yarn by Frank
Harvey, which has been placed on Aaron
Rosenberg's slate, and "Motel," an original
screenplay to be produced by Albert J.
Cohen starting early this summer. "Bomber," will be given a high budget and cast
with top male stars. It tells of a B-52 Stratofort whose crew has been accidentally
killed, leaving the plane flying across the
Pacific toward the United States with a live
H-bomb in its bay.
The studio's re-make of "The Spoilers"
(Anne Baxter, Jeff Chandler, Rory Calhoun), gets underway this week — Ross
Hunter producing in place of Robert Arthur, announced last issue, and Jesse Hibbs
director. Arthur withdrew from the picture
after a disagreement with Miss Baxter.
Now shooting ae: "Female on the Beach"
(Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling)
— Albert Zugsmith producer, Joseph Pevney
director; "All That Heaven Allows" (Jane
Wyman, Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorhead),
Technicolor — Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director, and "The Private War of
Major Benson" (Charlton Hcston, Julia
Adams) — Howard Pine producer, Jerry
Hopper director.
Following "The Spoilers", the company
will launch "The Rawhide Years" (Tony
Curtis, Arthur Kennedy) — Stanley Rubin
producer, Rudy Mate director.
Within the past fornights, Sam Marx
terminated his U-I producer contract to join
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz' Desilu Productions.
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Studio, Inde Production
Plans Due for Expansion
ALTHOUGH OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEment is being withheld for the time being,
Warner Brothers executives — according to a
reliable source — are planning an expension
of their own production slate for 1955, as
well as increasing their financing of independent units who release through the company.
Jack L. Warner has just signed Frank
Rosenberg to a term producer contract,
bringing to four the total number of producers on the studio roster. Rosenberg's
pact is for five pictures, the first of which is
"Illegal" (Edward G. Robinson), set to start
in about a month — Lewis Allen directing.
Following that, Rosenberg will handle the
production reins on "Miracle in the Rain"
(Jane Wyman), which rolls in the early
spring — Rudolph Mate directing.
The releasing slate has been given an unexpected boost by the acquisition of distribution rights on Edward Small's "New
York Confidential," (Broderick Crawford,
Richard Conte)— Clarence Greene producer,
Russell Rouse director. Production is based
on the Jack Lait and Lee Mortimer bestselling book. It had been expected that
United Artists would release the picture, inasmuch as Small has a releasing arrangement with that company for the majority of
his features.
Three pictures are shooting for WB release at the present time. They are: "I Died
A Thousand Deaths" (Perry Lopez, Walter Abel, Beverly Garland) — David Weisbart
producer, Walter Doniger director, Batjac's
"Blood Alley" (John Wayne, Lauren Bacall), CinemaScope & W'arnerColor — Robert
Fellows producer, William Wellman director, (Robert Mitchum fired from the cast of
"Blood Alley" six clays after the start of
shooting, and was replaced by Wayne), and
"The McConnell Story" (Alan Ladd, June
Allyson, James Whitemore), CinemaScope
& WarnerColor — Henry Blanke producer,
Gordon Douglas director.
Coming up in the next fewr weeks will be:
"The Jagged Edge" (Jack Palance, Shelly
Winters), CinemaScope & WarnerColor —
Willis Goldbeck producer, Stuart Heisler director, and probably either "So Shall I
Live," or "U.S.S. Marblehead" — both on the
production slate of Frank Rosenberg.
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Shrine

Monument

A showmanship and public relations promotion was born in Philadelphia which
promises to stand as one of the greatest institutional monuments ever devised to perpetuate contributions made by the motior
picture industry to the American way oi
life. Through the vision of William Goldman, prominent Pennsylvania exhibitor and
film producer, a 130-seat replica of an early
Nickelodeon has been constructed at the
Franklin Institute, where it will stand as a
shrine to the motion picture industry to remind the world of filmdom's role in the field
of entertainment and education.
Prom sponsor Goldman's personal film
library will be provided silent films featuring such bygone stars as Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Theda Bara, Mabel Normand, Charles Chaplin, and Pearl White.
The early productions of David Wark Griffith and Siegmund Lubin will be presented,
stone Cops.
plus the
comedies of Mack Bennett's KeyIn conjunction with the dedication, actordirector Charles Laughtcn was honored by
the Franklin Institute. A gold medallion
was presented to him by S. Wyman Rolph,
president of the institute, to commemorate
learning.
Laughton's life membership to the center of
Following presentation of the shrine, the
Motion Picture Associates of Philadelphia
played host, at a dinner honoring local exhibitor pioneers, to a glittering assemblage
of Hollywood stars and top industry executives. Exhibitors cited at the banquet were
Alexander R. Boyd, Benjamin Amsterdam,
William C. Hunt and Abraham Sablosky.
Key speaker was Undersecretary of the
Navy Thomas S. Gates, Jr.

Top: Charles Laughton and William Goldman look on as S. Wyman Rolph, president of the
Franklin Institute, unveils the plaque dedicating the Nickelodeon, which Goldman donated as a
shrine to the motion picture industry. Center: Front view of the Nickelodeon and the throng that
gathered for the dedication. Bottom: Stars (l-r) Rita Gam, Esther Williams, and Joan Bennett
add additional glamour to the occasion as they ride thru Quaker City streets in this horsedrawn
coach, enroute to the Franklin Institute.
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Laughton, flanked by Rita Gam and
Goldman, balks at removing shoe for
imprint in cement in front of the
Nickelodeon's boxoffice.

/

4 The underwater theatre, at
which RKO's "Underwater!"
was premiered, had little
trouble hiring ushers, because
many of the fern patrons required this kind of service in
finding a seat. Shown here is
Jane Russell being escorted to
her watery throne of honor, at
the sensational screening of
the Howard Hughes production, in which she is starred.
Spyros P. Skouras, producer-director Philip
Dunne, and Charles Einfeld attend premiere of
20th-Fox's "Prince of Players."

moiumm.

THEATRE

Smash Underwater' Promotion
If the initial avalanche of publicity setoff
by RKO's sensational underwater premiere
of the Superscopic, "Underwater!" is any indication, Perry Lieber and his exploiteers
may have come up with the showmanship
stunt of the year. The watery debut was
covered by close to 200 representatives of
the nation's leading magazines, newspapers,
radio and TV programs, and trade publications. As a result, all of the top mediums of
communication are currently filled with
breaks for the Howard Hughes production.
While this promotion is snowballing interest on a national basis, RKO showmen are
busily compiling an idea-loaded pressbook
which contains ideas and stunts, suggested
by exhibitors, for local-level campaigns.
Reade, Metro Honored by Town
When Walter Reade reopened his Community Theatre in Kingston, N. Y., in conjunction with MGM's Motion Picture Theatre Celebration, the mayor proclaimed a "Goto-the-Movies" month in Kingston, honoring both Reade and Metro. Reade was cited
for providing "the finest in motion picture
and stage entertainment in theatres which
have been an asset and a source of pride to
ourMGM
city." was included in the proclamation
because it saw fit "to honor the City of
Kingston as part of its nationwide salute to
the outstanding theatres in the U. S."
UA boxofficers set up scores ^
of window displays in Gotham
shops to herald the American
premiere
engagement
"Romeo and Juliet."
The of
Doubleday Book
Store
on
Fifth
Avenue tied in the classic film

op: This bevy of beauties provided an extremely effective lobby display calculated to attract
II live males between the ages of six and sixty
o debut of RKO's "Underwater!". Bottom:
Jsher adjusts Miss Russell's aqualung enabling
her to submerge.

Unique
Premiere
20th-Fox 'Players'
showmen stirred
interest aplenty
by holding the NYC premiere of "Prince of
Players" in the afternoon to enable Broadway stage personalities to see the Philip
Dunne production. The unique performance
marked the first afternoon bow of a CinemaScopic cn Broadway.
The deluge of stage and screen stars, arriving at the Rivoli, drew large crowds to
witness the event and triggered tremendous
interest around town. National coverage of
the opening was made by newsreels, newspaper and wire service photographers, and
Maggie McNellis, who tape recorded star
interviews for her ABC radio program.
'Cinerama Holiday' Campaign
The second Cinerama feature, "Cinerama
Holiday," which will be kicked off with
special openings thru the month of February, is to be heralded via an extension promotion worked around the music from the
Louis de Rochemont production.
Morton Gould, who composed six original
themes for the picture, has recorded a special
album for RCA-Victor. Mercury Records
will also release an album recorded from the
soundtrack. Columbia Records will issue a
memorial record of Oscar Celestin, the jazz
"great" who died recently, and who recorded
two numbers for use in "Holiday." All will
be heavily pomoted in co-operation with the
Stanley Warner corp. release.
■
1

production with classic publications. A Madison avenue
glove shop used co-op ads in
a display of national fashions.
Florist shops, department
stores and jewelry outlets were
included in the campaign,
which will be duplicated in
other key openings throughout
the country.
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
DRIVE-IN CONVENTION
Allied States Association
On January 7 the National Advisory Committee on the above convention, consisting of
Hen Marcus, Jack Kirsch. Ruben Shor, Wilbur Snaper, Abe Berenson and Abram F.
Myers, met with A. B. ("Jeff") Jefferis, the
Convention Chairman, to perfect plans for
the Drive-in Convention which will be held
at the Chase Hotel, in St. Louis, February
8-10, 1955.
The amount of booth space already contracted insures the success of the trade show
and requests for hotel accommodations are
coming in at a pace which foreshadows a
heavy attendance.
W hile indoor operators and outdoor operators are both affected by basic problems
such as the film shortage, unreasonable film
rentals, print shortage, etc., so that each class
is to a degree dependent upon the other for
the safeguarding of its interests, yet the two
classes of operations do differ in important
particulars and outside their projection
booths are interested in different kinds of
supplies and equipment.
Allied, therefore, welcomes the drive-ins
as members of its regularly established units
so that they may join forces with the conventional operators in the solution of their
common problems. But in order that they
may discuss and act upon problems peculiar
to outdoor operation, and in order that they
may inspect equipment and supplies of
special interest to themselves, Allied now
stages a national convention for drive-in
operators in February of each year.
A good many indoor operators have
branched out into the drive-in business, and
that leavening of experience is valuable, but
the drive-ins have brought to the industry a
youthful, dynamic and resourceful group of
showmen who are adding immeasurably to
its strength and stability just when the need
is greatest.
At the First National Drive-In Convention in Cincinnati last year the delegates
pitched into the problem of compulsory
stereophonic sound with such vigor that the
film companies were quick to see the absurdity of their insistence upon that form of
sound for outdoor theatres.
This year the drive-in men have equally
pressing problems having to do with mounting film costs, print shortages, delayed availabilities and various forms of discrimination
practiced against them.
FILM

FINANCIAL
TOA

CROUP

The independent film financing production
corporation which was authorized by the
TOA Convention and its Board of Directors,
will be incorporated as a Delaware CorporaPage 28
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tion. It will be capitalized for $10,000,000
and will have as its temporary officers: President, Samuel Pinanski; Vice President, John
Rowley; Treasurer, L. S. Hamm; Secretary,
Myron Blank. The temporary Board of Directors will be made of these four plus E. D.
Martin, Walter Reade, Jr., and Alfred Starr.
The bylaws will provide for a Board of
Directors and an Executive Committee. The
permanent Directors will be elected at the
first meeting of the stockholders. Also at
that time the officers and members of the
Executive Committee will be elected by the
Directors.
It was decided that the new finance production company will be called "Exhibitors
Film Financial Group, Inc.". Thus to a long
list of famous abbreviations may be EFFG.
You'll see it often in the days ahead.
It was voted to compile and to file an application to the Securities Exchange Commission for authority to sell the stock of the
new company in all States. It customarily
takes three to four weeks for the granting
of such an application. Under the proposed
by-laws the purchasing of stock will be open
to all exhihitors, everywhere — and to exhibitors first!!
At the first meeting of the trustees they
explained, "The only purpose for the formation of this corporation, the stock of which
will be owned by the exhibitors of America,
is to stimulate independent production to the
end that the sellers market will be broken!"
The trustees emphasized that this is a
TOA project only to the extent of getting
the Corporation off the ground. Thereafter
it will be the project of all those exhibitors
who purchase stock.
It has been suggested that since it is the
intention of this new plan to stimulate additional production, supplementing rather
than substituting for the line up of product
available, that the pictures should not be
given to the major companies for distribution.
The permanent Board will undoubtedly
take into consideration more economical
channels of Distribution, thereby avoiding
hiked film rentals as a result of high distribution overhead. The stockholders will of
course make the ultimate decision.
SNOOPROOF TICKETS
ITO of Ohio
Ed. Note: In an earlier organization bulletin. Bob
Wile, executive secretary of ITO of Ohio, informed the membership of a new type of admission ticket which he said had been okayed by the
lucid Internal Revenue Department. Following is
Mr. W He's correction :
Since writing you about Snooproof tickets
recently, we have learned that the office of
the Director of Internal Revenue here didn't
know that a decision against them had been

made in a Federal Court in Utah in 1950.
While the litigation was pending, general!
counsel for one of the distributors asked the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue for an
opinion as to the use of the tickets and he
was informed that the Commissioner regarded them as illegal. The suit was del
fended and judgment was entered againsl
Ungerleider and McGhan. So you can onl)
use these tickets if your admission is 50c oi
under.
However, in this case, you are better of
using Cryptix, because with them you cat
check your house. Cryptix, however, at thi
present time, are also illegal in theatre:1
where the admission is 50c or more. Effort:
are being made to legalize their use as note<
below.
Cryptix have a great advantage ove
Snooproof in that the manager or owner ha
a way of checking his house.
Willis Vance, 430 Vine St., Cincinnati says
"If a theatre charges more than 50c ant
wants to use Cryptix the chance the exhibi
tor takes is that the government may, a
some time, prior to our getting a favorabl
court decision, require him to discontinu
their use. If his records are such that th
government can easily determine the taxe
clue (and Cryptix allows a positive number
ing system) we feel that all theatres have
right to protect themselves in this mannei
We are currently preparing a new case t
take through the courts as a test case fo
theatres charging more than 50c."

ED SULLIVAN'S
ITO of Ohio TOAST'
In one of his columns last week, Ed Su
livan says, " 'There's No Business Like Sho'
Business' is a fine musical picture, one c
the best. It would have been even finer ha
they scissored two of Marilyn Monroe
dance numbers. One of them, 'Heat Wav<
frankly is dirty . . ." Well, Mr. Sulliva]
Ohio's exhibitors say, give us more pictun
like "There's No Business Like Show Bus
ness," "Heat Wave" and all.
One of my favorite quotes before servic
clubs is an Ed Sullivan column from 19.
when he criticized David O. Selznick f<
"Gone With The Wind." "Had the pictu
been made when the country was at fev
heat over the Margaret Mitchell book,
would have rolled up one of the greate
grosses in the history of celluloid," said t
Sullivan on June 28, 1938. "David O. Sel
nick," he continued, "really fumbled the b;
on this one, a black mark on a fairly cor
manding production record. The memory
it will rise to haunt him through the balan
of his career and he deserves it." The indu
try can stand a few more "black marks" I
Ed Sullivan like that. We think "There
No
Like Show Business" will
such Business
a one.
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(Continued from Page 19 J
clearly the virtues of movie-going, the industry would
not only help to confirm the judgment of millions of its
present customers, but would provide food for thought
for its disparagers, as well.
"Don't sell the steak, sell the sizzle." This is the
advice of Elmer Wheeler, one of America's top authorities in the art cf customer persuasion. Picture by picture exploitation sells all steak, no sizzle. Over the years

Moriv-iioiny
taking one's mind off his worries or ailments.
(See what the Pan American Coffee Bureau advertisement, 1954 prize-winner, suggests. This is a line
movies might use to profitable advantage. "A Tired
Housewife Takes a Movie-Break" could have real sigThe pure physical relief is a "why" aspect
well worth nificance.
study.)
4. ) Provides a Place to Go. The theatre in most
locales is one of the focal points of community glamour.
There for a modest sum the patron buys an admission
to brightness, cheer extravagance, excitment. Nothing
else offers so much for so little.
5. ) Heightens Social Life. Movie-going gratifies the
gregarious, socializing instincts of most people. They
like to share their tears, their laughter, their thrills with
others.
6. ) Emancipates the Female. A visit to a movie frees
her from household drudgery, the confines of home.
7. ) Educates. It brings the humanities to life, enacting unread classics, capturing and holding in its lens
the foreign land and its people, the alien custom. Sometimes itprovides a social message more productive than
the legislator's pen.
8. ) Interprets the Arts. Offering an audience of all
educational backgrounds a glimpse into the great art of

A tired nurse takes a "Coffee-break"

Tkrr' u rurtintf v MMmH <m 4 ntB of flood m§k
Why not a "movie-break?"
little mind has been paid to the numberless attributes
of the movie medium itself, the industry's sizzle. Belief
in the "sizzle" makes some steaks taste better than they
really are !
Tell the world "why." Tell why movie-going should
be cultivated. Tell of its rewards. Tell why movies offer
more for the money. The appeals to develop the habit
are many. Among the more persuasive are these arguments for movie-going:
1. ) Lifts the Spirit. A movie takes us outside of ourselves, offering hope of better things.
2. ) Relaxes the Tired Mind. It provides escape from
work-a-day routine.
3. ) Offers therapeutic rewards. Movies grant surcease from nerve-jangling tensions and anxieties, and
offer the simplest expedience known to medicine by

the ages, movies are capable of reducing these masterpieces to the most basic intellectual denominator without destroying the essential spirit of the originals.
9. ) Teaches the Social Graces. The movie dramatizes
modes of behavior under all possible circumstances.
When

the screen is cognizant of its social responsibilities, it can render highly beneficial lessons in morality
and ethics.
We have attempted merely to scratch the surface of
the problem. The motion picture industry boasts a
wealth of manpower far better qualified than this writer
to formulate a program of institutionalizing the motion
picture industry and movie-going. Our sole aim here
has been to point up these prime needs: (1) a long
range propaganda plan to condition the public's thinking about our industry as a worthy American institution, and (2) a persistent, persuasive campaign to dramatize the rewarding aspects of going out to a movie
show.
The principle established by Pavlov with his pup has
been applied by many industries less attractive than
ours.

Let's institutionalize.

Let's ring the right bells.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE
^JUST THE WAY IT HAPPENED!

BLACK
ROCK'
Metro has come up with one of those offbeat films that might prove to be a boxoffice
"sleeper." It boasts a topflight cast, headed
by Spencer Tracy and Robert Ryan, the
broad vistas provided by the CinemaScope
lens, and Eastman Color.
"Bad Day at Black Rock" contains plenty
of saleable elements for the action market,
but it is not a western. Rather, this is an
outdoor suspense-drama with strong moral
implications.
The Metro boxofficers have provided material in the pressbook for campaigns tailored
to various clienteles. Some of the newspaper
ad illustrations plainly tag the film as a
modern day drama, while others play up
angles that make this reminiscent of the
"High Noon" type of western.
An important point, not to be overlooked
in selling to discriminating audiences is the
fact that three of the stars (Tracy, Dean
Jagger, Walter Brennan) represent, among
them, a total of six Academy Awards.
Lobby Displays
In addition to a set of striking lobby cards,
a dozen 8 x 10 color prints are available to
work up attractive displays sure to catch the
eyes of passersby. The pressbook suggests
DOOR HANGER
This door hanger ad is available in either mat or
cut form and should prove to be a potent attention-get er for local engagements. Pressbook
suggests having these ad pieces run off on
colored stock and affixing a cord or splitting
upper left section for easy suspension on doors
of homes, offices, and handles of parked cars.

A
SLEEPER
creating excitement by fashioning a photocaption lobby display, using stills with appropriate teaser lines such as: "What Was
The Secret He Discovered At Black Rock?"
. . . "Could Murder Hide His Awful Past?"
Stunts
Print two-sided teaser cards and distribute them around town to disc jockeys,
newspaper men and local officials with the
catchline: "They're Going To KILL YOU
With No Hard Feelings." On the reverse
side is the explanation that this is a warning
received by Tracy in "Black Rock" and a
plug for the theatre is included.
Tying in with the Gold Medal Book promotion (see below), a neat street bally can
be worked by constructing a replica of the
pocketbook, and then parading the display
around town. Copy should herald the film's
theatre run and carry the bookstore name.
Metro exploiteers suggest advertising that
the first 25 persons to bring a black rock to
the theatre will be admitted free. Then
"frame" the first admission by having a large
black rock delivered to the theatre in a truck.
Have the newspapers cover event as a gag
story. Then paint a suitable ad message on
the rock and display it outside the theatre.
Tie-ins
Special sets of stills are available with
which to set up merchandising tie-ins. One
group shows Anne Francis using various appliances, such as an iron, toaster, percolator,
etc., and co-op ads with local dealers can be
worked around the photos. Shots of other
stars are geared for tie-ups with gas stations,
jeep dealers, jewelry shops, and men's stores.
TV Campaign
A three-way television ad campaign is
available which includes: two TV slides, with
accompanying 10-second spots; 20 and 60
second trailer clips, and special TV clips.

helium Mt'inii ■
Here's M-C-M'3

alesl suspense dra
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SPENCER TRACY • ROBERT RYAN
SAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK
mwia mm mamm
msmtmasm
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H E A T R
NEWSPAPER ADS
Newspaper ads are designed to provoke curiosity and then sell the mystery and tight suspense
angles contained in this Spencer Tracy-Robert
Ryan starrer. Copy uses an "audience-particiAnd Smellpation"Theapproach:
Fear "You
— AndWalk
Hate.DownYouTheCanStreet
See
It In The Eyes Of The Big, Sullen Brute ... The
Slim, Lovely Girl . . . The Tin-Badged Sheriff . . .
The Cool, Tall Killer. Suddenly You Realize This
Whole Town Is Guilty . . . GUILTY OF WHAT!"
Additional ads feature Tracy's name-selling
value and contain attention-getting catchlines
like: "Tracy . . . Taming A Town That Hated
His Guts!" . . . "The Picture That Screams

With Suspense."
Pocket book promotion, set up with Fawcett Publications' Gold Medal Books, not only provides a strong
national
"Blackdistributors.
Rock," but Frontis the
basis forselling
local campaign
tie-ins withfor book
and-back covers carry star illustrations and plug the
film. Fawcett distributors hive received 2,000 fullcolor news truck posters (see below) which contain
space for theatre imprints. Book shops also have received 10,000 three-color display posters designed to
herald local runs of this Dore Schary production.

GET YOUR COPY AT YOUR FAVORITE
Page 3i
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Spencer Tracy engages his chief tormentor, Robert Ryan, in a battle of wits, with Tracy's life as the stake.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

Walter Brennan looks on as Lee Marvin, Robert Ryan, and
John Ericson plot to thwart the stranger's search for the
missing Japanese farmer. The trio's plans include murder,
when Tracy eventually
pieces together ihe crime.

ROCK'
DAY AT BLACK
BAD
"Bad Day at Black Rock" is a suspense drama that
gradually winds up into a tension-wracked coil, then ciimactically explodes violence across the CinemaScope
screen. From the moment Spencer Tracy steps into the
arid, forbidding street of Black Rock, an indescribable
malevolence starts to build. A strange and intriguing
tale is unfolded about a community degenerating because of a crime committed by some of its members.
Tracy is actually stopping by to deliver a medal to the
father of a Japanese-American boy killed in Italy during
Wcrld War II. What he doesn't know is that the Jap
was murdered by a group of townsmen, led by Robert
Ryan, indulging in a patriotic orgy, right after Pearl
Harbor. Tracy meets open hostility, which eventually
blossoms into a murder plot, when the men suspect him
of being a detective out to solve the Jap's disappearance.
Fighting against tremendous odds, Tracy eventually
finds allies among the decent townspeople and the
killers are brought to justice. Effective CinemaScope
photography, depth performances from every member
of the cast, and astute direction by John Sturges maintain this Dore Schary production on a high plane.
Film BULLETIN
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THIS

IS
All The

ALLIED

Vital

YOUR
Details

on Current

PRODUCT

&> Coming

COLUMBIA

ARTISTS

October
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Marhias, Melba Mathias, Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present. 80 min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 82 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens. Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't83 commit
seeks revenge
againsttermmenforwhocrime
framedhe him.
min..
TARGET ducer
EARTH
Richard
Denning,
Virginia
ProHerman Cohen. Director Sherman Gray.
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark, Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven.
Yvonne d<? Carlo.
Barry Fitigerald.
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 88 min.
January
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 min.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
iBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic wardlamp
resulting
them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer Wifliam
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control of
that valuable country. 71 min.
February
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer
Wisberg.
Edgar
Ulmer.
Melodrama.Aubrey
Realixing
he was Director
responsible
for G.
convicting
innocent woman, detective sacrifices career to clear
her name. 70 min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE Technicolor. John Derek.
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea. 81 min.
BIG TIPOFF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
DIAL 1H Bill Elliott, Keith Larson, Helene Stanley.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
GOD'S
ANGRY
MEN
Raymond
Massey,
Debra Paget,
Jefferey
Hunter.
Producer
Vincent
M. Fennelly.
tor Charles
M. Warren.
Action drama.
DealsDirecwith
John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Bowery
Boys become
to stealComedy.
inheritance
of society
family. 61involved
min. in plot
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selancker. Western. Deputy sets out to
avenge murder of U. S. Marshal, with the trail complicated by gun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again fair
to bring
between England and France and
save
damselpeace
in distress.
Film

October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kaian. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALI N A, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Fra^nkovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
that dy.
their
even worse.professional
88 min. couple find
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed. Robert
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
of fellow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis. Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
officers masquerade as colorators in Korean
the Communists.
80 min.prison camp in order to spy on
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war. 73 min.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck. Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
encroaching
land officer
baron. 96leads
min. small ranchers against
February
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Weist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of prlate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingdom. 72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn Brando,BruceRichard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis Seiler.
Story 80of min.
mis-run prison which
contains
both Melodrama.
men andComing
women.

Features

CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director RoDert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 91 min.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
END OF THE AFFAIR. THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis ICoronadol. Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
hate,loves.
jealousy, and
love destroys
the onedrama.
womanMan's
he ever
FIVE AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Loony plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real thing.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST. THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Tale
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Kaleman.bombDirecord
Richard
Ouine.Tob«y.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
explosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
the Pacific Coast.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancinet civilization.
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducerPower,
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,
Robert Arthur.
JohnRofeert
Ford. Francis.
Drama. ProMAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical comedy. Adf two city.
small-town girs who seek their fortunes in theventures obig
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterfront hijackers and convict their leader for murder.
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Widmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson. Melodrama. G-I's plot to steal part of Nazi
gold hoard discovered in Berlin.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Western. Young army officer is assigned to
asBellamy.
a boy. warring
capture
Indian chief whom he had known
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
JackPotter.
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonie & Taps.
H. C.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend.
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Br'an
Keith.
Producer Lewis
J. Rachmil.
Director aids
Phil
Karlson.
Me+odrama.
Beautiful
woman convict
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evan* Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
old
complicated when he becomes involved with
are gang.
I. F. E.

CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
October
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for GIRLS
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman.
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
of horror and justice. 92 min.
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring involvCELL 2455. DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
ing
girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined six
November
years in death house.
AIDA
Color
Eng.
Nar.
Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell,
CHICAGO
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry beSears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love of
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
Egyptian otficer. 95 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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Coming

(I. F. E. Continued )
December
THEODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
January
WAYWARD WIFE. THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Romantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
another man. 95 min.
Coming
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhUipe, Gina Lollobrigida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasydrama. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
Readies
"good
old days"
alsoAllhavestarproblems.
84 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY
English.
cast. Faro
Film
Production. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of
love and women who practice them presented in
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
INDEPENDENTS
September
PRIVATE HELL 36 (Filmakers) Ida Luplno, Steve Cochran, Howard Duff. Producer Collier Young. Director
Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
murder
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 81money
ally
trapped
min. and are eventnOctober
VANISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Producer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS (Continental MP Corp.)
Ferraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Sirvana Pampanini, Renato Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, Excelsa-Roma Folms. Musical. History of Italy during
current century is told in song. 95 min.
January
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA IBuena Vistal CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
Paul Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Director Richard
Fleischer.
classic
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 min. Filming of Jules Verne's
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD I Filmakers) Frank Loveioy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Esse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
killganq.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
for
min.
CRASHOUT (Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money. 90 mon.
LIPPERT
October
DEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
novelist
in southern
Spain ofbecomes
involved in63murder,
and
smuggled
microfilm
secret formulas.
min.
November
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of
the toSpanish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
Spain's
army
resist
but 63dies
falls and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
min. a besieged city
December
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mar! Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
wins back his wife by winning the
Grand
Prix. and
69 min.
BLACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lip-pert, Jr. Director Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
forcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
Young townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
SILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first
gun-shy, but
cleans up pioneer town
in a showdown
gun eventually
duel.
THEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader. 80 min.
February
THUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
Director Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
friend trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
from native uprising. 73 min.
March
GLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the
mystery
the glass tomb where the
barker presentsis resolved
his latest atattraction.
Film

AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean, Don H0ggerty. Producer-director Cy Roth. Action drama. Commander of Navy jet fighter squadron aboard aircraft
carrier copes with conflict among his men, resolved
when pilot leads to safety rival lost in fog.
PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall. Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
and leads party to safety. 75 min.
METHD-GDLDWYN-MAYEH
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Marure. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved m espionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. 108 min.
October
BEAU bethBRUMMEL
Technicolor.
Stewart Director
Granger,C. ElizaTaylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist.
Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. 113 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leiqh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth
Taylor,
Donna Brooks.
Reed. Producer
Cummings.
Director
Richard
Drama.JackAspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to rtagedy. 116 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Heien
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of immortal composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war. 82 min.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia,aandtreasure
another
kind.
100 min.
February
JUPITER'S DARLING CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Esther Williams, Howard Keel, Marge 4 Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilder,
ness
life
untilasfinally
in the woods
he is. trapped by woman as proficient
March
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director RoyPacific
Rowland.
Returningset from
not-so-romantic
cruiseMusical.
three sailors
abouta
to untangle their romances on the home front.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Young opera
star almost has her career
destroyed by polio.
Coming

FEBRUARY SUMMARY
There should be a minimum of 22
new features available to exhibitors in
February, according to initial release
schedules. Complete Allied Artists and
Republic distributions slates for the
month are not yet available. Leading
20th-Fox,
suppliers will be Columbia,
UA and U-l, each with three releases.
Five features are in CinemaScope and
RKO will have one in Superscope.
Eleven films are in color.
Available in February will be:
7 Melodramas 2 Westerns
7 Adventures 1 Musical
*
3 Dramas
1 Comedy
1 Science Fiction
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner,
Charles Audrey
Schnee. Dalton,
Director James
RichardMitchell.
Thorpe. Producer
Biblical
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
PARAMOUNT
September
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. lance
Director
Alfred
Hitchcock.
Freephotographer becomes
involvedMelodrama.
with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
October
y Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Humphre
SABRINA
Wi'Mam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder. s
Comedy. Two rich brothers fall for their chauffeur
daughter after she returns from year in Paris. 113 mm.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Rosemary Clooney. Vera-Ellen. Producer Robt.
Kaye
Dolan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical. Twowar.World
E.
beteam as entertainers after
War IIcomebuddies
involved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Producer
Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor.
Jerry Lewis, Joanne
Comedy. ExHal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney.
becomee
to
strives
one
where
circus
join small
and the other becomes involved in a
clown triangle.
aGl's
110 min.
romantic
January
. William HolBRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor
March, Mickey Rooney. ProFredric
den, Grace Kelly,
Admiral's
drama.
and Seaton.
ducers Perlberg
backagainst
jet pilotsWarplayed
with Navy
relationship
raid. 103 min.
ground of Korean airFebruary

SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
CONQUEST
Eric Fleming.OFProducer George Pal. Director Byron
Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
Haskin.
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
Vittorio
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie,
& DePontiBeautiful
Shelley Winters. Producers
Gassman,
Drama.
Laurentis. Director Robert Rossen.
with
meets
but
success
attains
shopgirl
Venetian
broken romance along the way.
March
Crosby, William Holden,
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Perlberg.
Director George
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Broadway star
finds he has
Once-great
Seaton. Drama. nce
lost self-confide when he tries comeback. 104 min.
Mangano.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, .Silvana
DeLaurentis Director Mario
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
Produced byAdventure
Camarini.
Coming Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.

DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
home and terrorize residents.
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story FAR
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
of Cinderella.
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis
and Clark
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary MurKelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
phy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
priceMelodrama. Going to South America to locate
medium of the dance.
less ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
BULLETIN— THIS
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PARAMOUNT (Continued)
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire Trevor, Thelma Ritter. Producers PineThomas. Director Robert Parrish. Drama. Woman builds
tabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends young man only to be rewarded with doublecross and attempted murder.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Comedy-drama.
Story of
children
into showbusiness
whenEddie
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WE'RE
NO ANGELS
VV-Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan Bennett,
Aldo Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart,
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Comedy.
Escaping
Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors whofrom
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
YOU'RE
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Bean
Martin, Jerry
Lynn, VV-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Nerman Taurag. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUBLIC
November
SHE-WOLF, THE Kerima, Ettore Manni, May Britt.
Producers Ponti-De Laurentiis. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. Passion-driven woman competes with
her daughter for love of a man. 93 min.
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Ka-ne.Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in
rich pays
tungsten
mine learns
that friendship
people
off better
than crime.
90 min. of honest
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private rosd they had always used is closed
by the owner. 91 min.
January
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer.
CAROLINA CAN WONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilotvooflvedsteam
in plot todriven
steal trolley
atomic car,
missile.Canova becomes inSQUARE RING, THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game.
TROUBLE IN STORE (J. A. Rank) Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock clerk engages in comedy of errors surrounding
plot t« rob store.
Coming
ADMIRAL HOSKINS STORY, THE Sterling Hayden,
Alexis Smith, Dean Jagger. Producer-director John H.
Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval
hero who distinguished himself in World War II and
the Korean conflict.
DAY TO REMEMBER, A Stanley Holloway. Joan Rice.
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE (J. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Raloh Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of a medical student during training to become
a doctor.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MAN FROM TEXAS Trucolor. John Payne, Mona Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director Joseph
Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of cattlemen
in late 1800 ;
Film

REBEL ISLAND Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Zachary
Scott, Howard Duff. Associate producer-director Edward
Ludwig.
Melodrama.
Society romance and intrigue in the
fashionable
Bahamas.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama.
Youngfromengineer
to recover
timberland inheritance
tycoon fights
who killed
his father.
RKD
AFRICA ADVENTURESeptember
PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
Ruark's
3-month
safari
through unexplored sections
of Africa. 64 min.
October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer drama.Benedict
Bogeaus.
Director
Melo-of
South American
vaquero
sets Allan
out onDwan.
mission
vengence when his family is kliled by bandits. 84 min.
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father is massacred. 88 min.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that willframes
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
AMERICANO, THE January
Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas
cowboy 85becomes
and romance.
min. involved with murder, bandits
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana S
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in GuatemalanFebruary
jungles. 40 min.
TARZAN'S HIDDEN JUNGLE Gordon Scott, Vera Miles.
Producer Sol Lesser. Director Harold Schuster. Adventure.
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt Coming
for sunken treasure. 99 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
ven Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
SEVEN BAD MEN Superscope, Technicolor. Randolph
Scott, Mala Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt.
Director Tim Whelan. Western.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX

November
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van !
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director
Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
New York
become
writer
and
falls intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto her
murder.
95 min.
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean
Producer Story
Julianof B'austein. Simmons,
Director Merle
Henry Oberon.
Koster. Drama.
Na- I
DOleon's
rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled. 110 min.
OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams.
Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S HARBOR Richard Arlen, Greta Gynt. Producerdirector C. Dean. Melodrama. 7! min.
OTHER WOMEN.ducer-directoTHE
Hugo 81Haas,
r Ha s. Drama.
min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Siegel.
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married Solvaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
shew business. 117 min.
January Deluxe Ce+or. Harry
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-direc-tor Phikp Dunne. Drama.
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas,
Bella Darvi,
Blaustein. Director
Henry Gilbert
Hathaway.Roland. Producer J.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic) CinemaSsope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors
and helps to bring peace
between savages and Coming
whites.
MAN CALLED PETER. A CinemaScope, Cofer by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd.
OUR GIRL FRIDAY Color. Joan Collins, Kenneth More.
Producer Langley. Director Minter.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia de
Havilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Barlett.
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power,
Susan
tor Henry
King.Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. DirecVIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer
Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher.
UNITED

ARTISTS

October
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
Bogart,tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producDirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewicz.
drama.
Story domofand poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie starfinds true love which leads to tragedy
because she gives her husband an heir he was unable
to beget. 128 mins.
LITTLEson.KIDNAPPERS,
THE Duncan
Macrae,Philip
JeanLeacock.
AnderJ. A. Rank production.
Director
Comedy-drama.
Story
of
two
little
boys
who
"steal"
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, lr\a Jensen.
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
Drama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
Gouzenko since going in hiding under protection of
Canadian government. 77 min.
SITTING BULL CinemaScope EastmanColor. Dale
Robertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Producer
W.
Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama.
105 R.minutes.

September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
October
November
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer WalSHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
Maria English. ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
ter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
O'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooting
detective
becomes
Young Persian
barber leavesacfion
his shop
in seek
of ad- involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
venture. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
SNOW CREATURE
PaulWilder.
Langton,Melodrama.
Leslie Denison.
Producer-director W. Lee
Himalayan
WOMAN'S
Technicolor.
mountain monster terrorizes New York 70 min.
Webb,
June WORLD
Allyson,CinemaScope,
Van Heflin, Lauren
Bacall,Clifton
Fred
MacMurray. Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde. Producer
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco. Comedy
Producer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Rodrama. President of auto company seeks a new genmantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
eral manager and places three candidates and their with crooked international business man on French
wives in situations for observation. 94 min.
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
HITE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
ndigan, Peggie Cast:e. Producer-director Reginald
borg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
k Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
)U KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
miroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
gers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
itish sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnoker's
sign,complications.
welds it to 8?foreign
th hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
December
)MEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
san Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
sstellani. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakesare's immortal classic. 140 min.
EEL
CAGE,Swarti
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
oducers
Director
Walter
>niger. Drama. Deals with needs and desires of
en confined to prison. 86 rein.
RA CRUZ I Hecht-Lancasterl Superscope TeohnieoJor.
ary Cooler, lurt Lancaster, ftenis< IVaoeel, Cesar Roero. Producer James Hill. Director Robert Aldrich.
• stern drama. Two American soldiers of fortune beime
involved in 94themin.Mexican Revolution against Emror Maximilian.
January
TTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
thur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. DirecHerbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
uadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
•ACHCOMBER.
THE Wm.
Technicolor.
jlynis
Johns. Producer
MacQuittyRobert
I J. A.Newton,
Rank)!
"irector Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
Ijtcast
and
missionary's
sister
on
plague-stricken
lland in Indian Ocean. 82 min.
\CK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Graves.
;an Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hugo
|egenese. Melodrama. After daring escape from lap
Jihere
electric
bloodychair,
siegegangleader
occurs. 80 takes
min. hostages to hideout
February
ANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phyllis
|irk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Adenture-melodrama. Young prospector battles claim
imper
while aiding professor and daughter in search
>r uranium.

■OOD
YOUNG.
THERemus
GloriaProduction.
Grahame, Director
Richard
asehart,DIEJohn
Ireland.
ewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breaks
i life going against them, join adventurous playboy
|i disasterous mail holdup. 100 min.
IB AK A Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris
June
oray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin.Karloff,
Adventurefielodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murders
f sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min.
Coming
>THELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles,
'rama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
URPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Preucer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. war drama.
AF pilot fighting in Burma disintegrates under presures of war. Regains grip on life thru contact with
■eautiful Burmese girl. 100 min.
TAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walace.
Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
dventure.
TRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions)
nsco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robert
ioldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western.
IGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
ndial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
•tory
woman's 1 1 1heroism
ight forof freedom.
min. in 19th century Indian

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
October
MAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Prolucer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama,
detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
hrough murderer's machinations. 86 min.
November
3ENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Jahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred
from
Indian service,
threatened
and subsequently learns
regains ofhonor.
87 min. native uprking
FOUR
GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calnoun, Colleen
Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw
reformed from bankrobbing by woman's love. 83 min.is
RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main, Chill Wills. ProRobert Arthur, Richard Wilson. Director Charles
Lamont.ducerComedy.
Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests.
80 min.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN
pe. Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler Jack Palance, CinemaSco
Gam. Producer Albert J.
Oohen. Director DouglasRitaSirk.
Historical adventure.
Koman centurior,
near-disastorous
against the ravaging leads
Attila and Huns. 92 min. resistance
Film

YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker. Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims. 78 min.
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard.
Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corir.ne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
entertainer, cashier and French heiress. 96 min.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood
the early 1900'
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
whiles and
tracking
swindler volved
of inS5000.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depresera, man
to go straight after years of
crime sionthru
help isof Mped
understanding
Coming cop.

WARNER

BUL1THEHS

BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott.
September
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Tcth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
deal
ng with89 min.
commission of crime and detection
of criminal.
October
NO RELEASES
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd.
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. I I I min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have their lives altered when huge mountain lion
invades the area. 102 min.
December
RE-ISSUES ONLY
January
STAR ISland,BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James h«.ason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day. Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
and heart-tugging complications.
February117 min.

A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C are stranded in Egypt
where
they become
archeoloaical
treasures.involved with thieves out to steal
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush. Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young
plays oppression.
active part in attempting to
throw offIrishyokepatriot
of English
CHTEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Vic- SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor.
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producertor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Di- Virginia
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
rector George Sherman. Western. When treaty is vio- director Victor
fashions cup used at Last Supper also belated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of smith who
comes
involved
in
cause
of
Christianity.
137
min.
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch,
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 min.
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks
March
of
Asiaticvengeance
snake cult.on Americans who violated secre's
EAST
OF
EDEN
CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Julie
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer John
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseoh
Steinbeck.
Director
Elia
Kazan.
Drama.
Story of young
Coming
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of man's efforts to win love of domineering father.
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-ci'St? iter
finally brings them together.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. K.acre -n BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo
Mona War
Freeman.
Nancy Olson.
O'Hara,
GeorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
Victor
McLagle-..
Robert Arthur.
Lubin.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Itory Ray,
of World
II Marines
and theWargirlsdrama.
they
left behind.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack HawkCollins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
Johns. Adventure.
Producer George
H. Brown.
torins,KenGlynic
Annakin.
Deals with
story ofDirecthe adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
pioneers in New Zealand.
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
about
his downfall
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
NEW YORK
CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small! Broderick
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Crawford, Rich5rd Conte. Anne Bancroft. Producer
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Drama.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN Greer Garson, Cameron
when small fortune is found on plane.
Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
LeRoy. inAction
of young womandoctor
Santa drama.
Fe duringAdventures
frontier days.
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE. THE Lex Barker, Mora Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard Pine. Director
Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting out to solve
NEW JERSEY
stage robberies brings peace between warring cattle
men and sheepherders.
MESSENGER SERVICE
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Member Motional Film Carriers
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
250 N. Juniper Street
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
Philadelphia 7, Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from th» Black LaDEPENDABLE SERVICE!
Monster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Ferrer.husband
Drama.in UnHIGHWAY
natural love of wifeDirector
almost Jose
destroys
an
attempted suicide.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry HopEXPRESS LINES, INC.
per. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let
to
safety
by
army
captain
subject
to
court
martial for desertion.
Member .Xational Film Carriers
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidWashington,
D. C: DUpont 7-7200
napped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
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Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 7)
"The ability of the economy to adjust will depend principally upon the
attitudes and behaviour of businessmen, investors and consumers . . .
As our ability to produce increases,
and government defense purchases
level out, will businessmen and consumers go ahead with private plans,
or will they withdraw from the market out of fear or uncertainty about
the ability of the private economy to
go ahead without official stimulus?
If they do, it will not be from lack
of opportunities for growth and investment ..."
These words, applied to our own
industry mean just this :
If we are to benefit from a boom
ing economy such as is predicted for
1965, we shall have to set our sights
far, far higher than we have been doing, and go after the consumer dollar as aggressively as we can with
more creative advertising, merchandising and showmanship. We can
fail to capitalize these opportunities
of the future only if our thinking is
static.
Let us not play ostrich, however.
We have, as an industry, not even
begun to tap the possibilities. The
very latest figures out of COMPO
reveal a most disturbing fact ; namely, that in spite of the better and
bigger pictures now being offered to
the public, we are still deep in the
throes of an attendance slump.
There has been a substantial increase in the industry's dollar income in the past year or so, but only
a very slight step-up in attendance
figures. We are getting more money
— but from fewer patrons.
In 1946, which is always believed
to have been the "peak" year for our
business, the average weekly attendance total in the United States, according to COMPO, was 82,400,000.
From that pinnacle there was a long,
withering drop of about 44 per cent
until, in 1952, the weekly average
was a mere 45,900,000. Then the tide
began to turn. The weekly average
attendance total for last year was
49,200,000 — an improvement, to be
sure, but still way, way below that
of the boom year.

Now, since that boom year the
population has grown tremendously.
In July, 1946, it was about 141,389,000. Today's total is some 163,211,000 — a gain of 15.4 per cent.
Thus, if we contrast the decline in
attendances over the past eight years
with the rise in population, we discover the appalling fact that the real
decline in average weekly attendances is 48.2 per cent.
The ironic position, therefore, is
that although the United States
stands on the threshold of its greatest prosperity, offering our industry
prospects of which we have never
even dreamed, we have not yet begun to exploit those prospects. We
are spending an enormous amount
of time and effort on internecine
squabbles — all of them admittedly
important — when we should be battling the attendance slump with
every ounce of energy and imagination we can muster. It behooves the
film companies to do everything in
their power to encourage exhibitors
to meet this mission ; and, likewise,
the theatremen must face up to their
responsibilities as showmen by
meeting the public demand for firstclass theatre operations, and by merchandising their product to the hilt.
This is the challenge of our times.
If we are unequal to it, and if we
cannot restore the movie theatre to
its old place as the predominant
source of popular entertainment, we
are going to fritter away the golden
years which lie ahead.
Brotherhood
For one week each year we are
asked to devote a bit of our time and
effort to the practical practice of
Brotherhood, "to promote justice,
amity, understanding and cooperation among Protestants, Catholics
andBrotherhood
Jews".
Week is February
20-27. Under the leadership of John
H. Harris, chairman of the Amusement Division of the National Conference, we are against called upon
to do a fine and proud job in this
project. Do it.

Editor, Film BULLETIN

:

I have read the "Relations with
the Public and Ourselves" series. I
found them most interesting, informative and Constructive.
Robert S. Benjamin
Chairman of the Board,
United Artists
*

*

Editor, Film BULLETIN:
I have read with a great deal of
interest your editorial in the January
10, 1955, "Viewpoints" column of
Film BULLETIN, under the title
"Is the Sub-Run Worth Saving?"
I think the points you have made
are excellent.
If the sub-run is jettisoned, I am
quite convinced that the whole motion picture theatre business as we
know it will follow. It is all very
well to say that profitable runs of
expensive pictures can exist only in
the first run houses in large cities
and heavily populated communities
but after everything else is said and
done, it is the general attitude of the
entire public toward the industry
which is its salvation and to foreclose the millions of patrons in small
towns and rural communities from
the opportunities to see the motion
pictures which they have had in the
past and, to a certain extent still experience, will simply mark the beginning of the end for the industry.
L. S. Hamm
President. Northern
California Theatre Ass'n
Editor, Film BULLETIN:
Again, congratulations to Mr.
Philip R. Ward on the excellent
series of public relations articles he
has written for Film BULLETIN.
His latest, installment VI, is in
my opinion the greatest yet, and I
sincerely hope that
every onone
(Continued
Pagecon10)
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(Continued from Page 9)
nected with our business producers,
distributors, exhibitors will read it.
You have, or rather Mr. Ward,
used an institutional ad from our
newspapers here as an illustration of
"Don't sell the steak, sell the sizzle".
I'm going to show this to the publisher of the papers and I am sure he
will be complimented.
I sure wish someone would take
the lead to employ Mr. Ward as a
representative of all lines of our
business; so that he could put into
actual practice the suggestions he
makes in his last article.
From the time I entered the movie
business. 28 years ago, I wrote
letters to editors of the trade papers
urging the same things that Mr.
Ward suggests. My pleas fell on
deaf ears ; but because Mr. Ward
has brought up the question much
more effectively than I ever did,
may his efforts certainly not go unheeded.
Earle M. Holden
Lucas & Avon Theatres
?k
$
4
Editor, Film BULLETIN:
I read with great interest your articles, "Our Relations with the Public— and Ourselves", and feel that
they are excellent. As a matter of
fact, I think they are so good that I
would like to send them our Public
Relations men in the cities in which
e operate CINERAMA.
Would you be good enough to
send me 13 copies of these stories. I
will promise you that filmdom's
finest publication will receive credit.
Everett C. Callow
National Director
^tltrvrtising & Publicity. Cinerama
Editor. Film BULLETIN:
I read the article "Our Relations
with The Public — and Ourselves"
and found it highly interesting: and
illuminating.
May I suggest that reprints of the
article be distributed so that it gets
the great circulation it merits.
Charles Levy
W alt Disney Productions
Page 10
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Guess who it was who was backing the
bid, little more than a year ago, to seize
control of Decca Records and Universal
Pictures? None other than the late, playboy-financier Serge Rubenstein. He also
planned a sneak attack on the General
Aniline & Film Corporation.
Hollywood, Rubinstein apparently
figured, would have made a perfect
stamping ground for his techniques.
Part of his fantastic plot to establish
himself as a key figure there was to become the dominant stockholder in the investment and security underwriting concerns of Blair S: Co., and the First California Company. Using that position as
a jumping-off ground he believed he
would be able to challenge the powerful
Giannini banking empire.
It's a good thing for everyone concerned that Milton Rackmil and Al Daft",
Universal's bosses, called the bluff on
Rubenstein. But, for a time, it was touch
and go.
*
*
*
If you watch the financial pages you
may have seen, the other day, a full page
advertisement announcing the flotation of
Theatrical Subsidiaries, Inc., which, under
the aegis of Broadway producer Alexander H. Cohen, has been running a
series of Theatre Tours.
Cohen's idea poses the question of
whether such tours couldn't be organized
for film shows, as well as stage plays.
For instance, one recent Saturday night
five busloads of New Yorkers were taken
to New Haven for the opening of "Pajama Game" by the touring company.
The junket included a first-rate dinner,
a record of the show's music, an orchid
for each lady, a small flask of good perfume and orchestra seats for all.
The cost? Just $14,85. The party numaway. bered 225, and 7,000 had to be turned
Which motion picture company will be
the first to borrow this notion? I imagine
there'd be quite a line-up for a trip in an
air-cooled bus one hot August evening
to, say, Atlantic City, with a picnic on
the beach, a topnotch film premiere and
a comfortable ride back to town — all for,
say, $5 or so.
A flurry of excitement hit the 20th-Fox
home office when MGM's London office
announced that Metro would henceforth
screen all wide-screen pictures in Britain
in a 1.75 to 1 aspect ratio and that the
label MetroScope would be used on all
such films, including wide-screen versions
of CinemaScope product.
Question at Fox: Did this mean the
name CinemaScope. which the company
has spent a fortune to popularize, was
being abandoned by Metro?

A

I nirorsui

3Iavi&

Tours?

After the lawyers had huddled, there
were a few telephone calls, protestations
of goodwill and various assorted assurances.
The upshot: MetroScope is being
launched only for use in connection with
prints for exhibition in Britain in the nonCinemaScope dimension. In other words,
a CinemaScope picture released in the
2.55 to 1 ratio will still be known by the
name CinemaScope; the same film released for screening at 1.75 to 1 or less
will be promoted as MetroScope product.
Fox, apparently, has no objections. It
has always argued that only the true
CinemaScope ratio should qualify a film
being described as such.
There's a big renewal of activity on the
anamorphic front.
The Tushinsky brothers, Joe and David,
are sending letters out from the RKO
studios, reminding everyone that "Underwater!" and "Vera Cruz" both used
Superscope anamorphic prints.
They point out that these two films
were
with a "squeeze"
lens, not
such photographed
as is used for CinemaScope.
They were shot with a standard camera,
the negative was then masked off, and an
anamorphic print made in the laboratory
from the masked-off portion, for screening at a 2 to 1 ratio.
With their letter the Tushinskys issue
a small booklet containing three film
strips which illustrate the process. Amusingly, the booklet announces "Underwater!" as being "Ready Christmas!"
Question: Which
* Christmas?
*
♦
Vistarama, the 'Scope process developed
by Carl Dudley, and which operates in
exactly the same way as CinemaScope,
has won a new lease of life. We are going to hear a good deal more about it
from now on.
Bruce Newbery, who used to head the
Republic organization in Britain, and subsequently became Republic's sales chief
here, has taken Vistarama in hand. He is
executive vice-president of both Carl
Dudley Picture Corporation and Vistarama Productions.
With a $2,000,000 revolving fund behind them, Dudley and Newbery have
now set the first two of a series of 'Scope
films in Eastmancolor. One. a sciencefiction quartette, goes into production in
England in April, and the other, a
murder-thriller starts rolling in Rome in
April.
As go-ahead as they come, Bruce Newbery has just closed negotiations for
world-wide release of these Vistarama pictures, and has signed contracts for the
use of the process by several other producers.

In a recent Viewpoint, Film BULLETIN cautioned
against an attitude that seems to be gaining acceptance in some more affluent circles of our industry: "that the little neighborhood and small
town theatres no longer serve any good purpose
for the industry at large, that they are doomed
by economic factors beyond their control — and
that they aren't worth saving anyhow."
Our mailbox was promptly filled with the outspoken reactions of many prominent theatre and
film executives, the most pertinent of which are
quoted on these pages.

Thank you for stating so succinctly and so well the case
f the affirmative answer to "Is the Sub-Run Worth Savlg?" in the January 10th issue of Film BULLETIN.
The sum of your stated opinions — including the statelents of qualification — presents an accurate appraisal of
n attitude that must prevail in our industry.
Those who may think otherwise might find the case
lore simply stated if they would but follow the story line

Leading

Executives

Film

Echo

SAVE

and

Theatre

Viewpoint —

THE

SUB-RUNS!

urrently running these Sundays in the "Li'l Abner" comic
trip. The great mass of the American public had better be
llowed to have their "druther" or their hunger will be
lackened by another product. Already the edge is coming
ff their appetite.
MITCHELL WOLFSON
Wometco Theatres, Miami. Florida
o

o

"Is the Sub-Run Worth Saving?". I say, "Definitely
es".
Certainly, the industry should not hasten the demise of
he sub-runs. They are certainly well worth saving for the
welfare of the industry as a whole.
However, ill-equipped theatres with inadequate equipnent, bad seats and without proper ventilation have no
hance to survive as the public will not patronize such
heatres regularly.
You must also differentiate between sub-runs and theares in the small towns . Speaking of small towns, any
ommunity of sufficient size to support a theatre should
lave one.
When it comes to the sub-sub-runs in the big cities,
veryone that is modernized in equipment and progressive
n general showmanship will survive. But those that are
acking in such equipment and showmanship must fail beause the competition from better theatres in their neigh>orhoods with earlier runs get most of the business.
I might say in passing that the first-class sub-run theares in the big cities are doing bigger business today than
hey have for the past several years and some of them,
>rofit-wise, are excelling the first run theatres in downown areas.
AL LICHTMAN
Vice-President, 20th Century-Fox

Of course the sub-run theatre can and does contribute to
the success of our business and not only is worth saving
but must be saved. I would be a lot happier however, if
the sub-run and the small town exhibitor began to do
something, or, let me say, began to do more towards trying to save themselves.
I am sure you will agree with me that a greater effort
along more constructive lines is definitely necessary.
BENJ, KALMENSON
General Sales Manager, Warner Bros.
o

o

Your editorial, "Is The Sub-Run Worth Saving?" of
January 10 is an excellent exposition of the subject. Your
parrallels are well taken — tried and proven fact. I feel
that you have made a strong case for the sub-runs — that
they are worth saving ! That they are worth saving not
only for the investments, life savings and business efforts
of the exhibitors, as well as the jobs of their employees
and the effect upon theatreless towns and areas in cities;
but also for the support more of these sub-runs can give
to our entire industry.
I can appreciate the effect upon the leaders and policy
makers of this industry of the fabulous returns and net
profits of their present policies which include long runs at
high admission prices and ever-higher rentals, and ruinous
terms for the sub-runs after the long first runs have milked
the pictures dry. This process and its results today could
lead the unwary, as it obviously has led our policy makers,
into the belief that the first runs can, and are, getting the
(Continued on Page 12)
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(Continued front Page 11)
bulk of the profitable film business and that, therefore, the
sub-runs are no longer valuable and might as well go. I
can't quarrel much with the finding today — but what of
tomorrow, the future of this industry?
True, we sub-runs and smaller town theatres have lost
our senior customers to TV. They are not attending the
large first-runs to see their movies either. They are gone.
The vast majority of our patrons, AND those who attend
the first-runs are teen agers and young people. They have
the movie-habit; they are not married to TV. They are
our present. Unfortunately, there are not enough of them
in the areas and small towns to provide the former profitable sub-run operation; that's our trouble today, plus unjust film terms.
Our future, and that of this industry, are alike — it lies
with the increased birth rate, the children of today who, if
they are exposed to the lure, magic and entertainment of
the movies regularly while they grow up to maturity, are
a cinch to remain our regular patrons. TV does not have
the novelty value to them; they can take it or leave it—
for the movies; and they do. There is no shortage of
children in our theatres; only the adults who fell under
the spell of TV. In this future the sub-runs will play a
most important part if they are saved. If not, the industry
will shrink or fall in direct proportion to the lack of subruns, the "farm system" — for movie patrons !
LEO F. WOLCOTT
Allied Independent Theatre Owners of
Iowa and Nebraska, Inc.
O

0

Referring to your Viewpoint: "Is the Sub-Run Worth
Saving?" let me say that it's neither this company's theory
nor design to "let the small houses fail", hence we analyzed with much interest your reasons why they are worth
saving. We think you have done an excellent job of
answering your own question and we can't think of anything else to add.
CHARLES M. REAGAN
Loew's, Inc.
:0

edi-

torial, "Is the Sub-Run Worth Saving?" Needless to say,
I agree with it wholeheartedly.
Elimination of the sub-run theatres, it seems to me,
would make it more inconvenient for people to attend the
movies. Since television is the movies' greatest competitor, and the convenience of a show in one's own home is
television's greatest appeal, it should be obvious that any
film industry policy that makes it more inconvenient for
people to go to a movie theatre is suicidal. Furthermore,
as your editorial points out, the small subsequent run theatre is of immense importance in preserving the moviegoing habit, without which this industry cannot prosper.
ROBERT W. COYNE
Special Counsel, COMPO
Page 12
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These theatres were built in strategic points where si
burban developments were pin-pointed around the the;
tres. The suburban commercial development of these area
to a great degree, has not only contributed to the succes
of these sub-runs, but the sub-run itself, with its gaiet
and excitement, has meant a great deal to the suburba
situation.
I can assure you that we have never been guilty of s
phoning off the profits and neglecting these theatres. The
are as modern, in a small way, as Radio City.
We so heartily agree with many of your theories — an
it has always been our opinion that showmanship is an at
cumulative thing — and it is a constant injection of show
manship and excitement that keeps up the interest, despil
new inroads such as television, among our patrons.
R. J. O'DONNELL
Interstate
Circuit, Texas
0

0

I read with great interest the Film BULLETIN

"Is the Sub-Run Worth Saving?" We in Texas feel pai
ticularly strong about this point, as we feel we have d<
veloped, since 1935, some most attractive sub-run theatre
and, due to the fact that we are a single-feature territory
particularly in our first-run and most important sub-runi
the question of product has not as yet been a serious har
dicap other than those periods when first-runs get a rathe
extended downtown run and we find ourselves some week
with no product available. We have proceeded on the bas
that the income of these theatres is of great importance t
distribution and production, and we are assured by thes
two branches of our business that this is a fact.
Most of these theatres are more modern, or at least i
modern, as our downtown theatres because they are <
more recent vintage. During the early rush of 3-D into tr
inauguration of CinemaScope, more than 95 percent of oi
theatres were equipped not only with special wide screer
but stereophonic sound, which puts us in a position to pla
anything on the market today, with the possible exceptio
of Todd-AO.
We have had a policy of more than 20 years of makin
the sub-run — and by that I mean suburban and not subsi
quent — the incubator for our adult patronage of the futur
In all of our cities, we have wonderful Saturday nornin
kid shows. In many instances, these kid shows play to a
attendance of a thousand or more, and we have one theati
in Dallas that consistently plays to in excess of fiftee
hundred.

0

Would you think it worthwhile to try and avoid ampi
tation of the tip of your little finger? Your anwser woul<
I am sure, be "yes". Every sub-run, even the smallest th<
atre when it closes, is an amputation from the body of th
motion picture industry. Individually they amount to onl
a small part of that body; accumulatively, since 1948 the
add up to a leg and arm of that body, for since 1948 th
number of indoor theatres in this country have decrease
almost one-fifth. The demise of these theatres in the mail
has come about because of three things; the Feder;
amusement tax. The product shortage. And, the constan
ly increased demands of the film companies for highf
rentals.
At one time the motion picture industry was reputed t
be the sixth largest industry in this country. Today w
(Continued on Page 3-
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Following are main portions of the article appearing in the cur' rent issue of FORTUNE, reprinted by permission of the Editors.
he movie industry, greeting 1955 at the year's world
i niere, watched the January sun come up over Hollyn d through a sensational heliotrope smog. Brushing
ay a stinging tear, the trade was reminded of the dreadj plight it was in only a year or so before, and so was
li'ed to make a New Year's speech. "I'm well again,"
a' the trade solemnly, "and this is a thing, kiddies, that is
i good !"
his was not the usual, automatic overstatement. Movie
t ale are genuinely excited about the comeback of their
i ness. Aside from a group of exhibitors who feel abused
r are singing a high-decibel lament, the rest of the inDtry, which is always on the crest of the wave or in the
r'igh, appears vastly relieved, happy, and curiously alert.
he reason for the pleased relief is the obvious one that
h: public, returned from its long, unkind holiday, is again
f iding its pocket money at the movie houses. The fact
hi the spending is for particular movies rather than for
ni'ies in general suggests that there may be forthcoming
;althy new order of movie things, which in turn may
> lain the industry's taut, nose-to-the-wind manner.
he key fact is that certain pictures, not just one or two
»i a respectable number, are making money at the box
ifi:e in sums beyond even Hollywood's dreams. The allil2 monarch of the box office is, of course, M.G.M.'s
( ne With the Wind," which is more of a monument than
i cture, and which has grossed something like $35 mili' in its several go-arounds since 1939. Until 1953, neverr ess, any picture that topped $5 million worldwide was
i nash hit, and during more than thirty years up to that
i i all the producers, major and independent, probably
II not turn out more than 100 such hits.
l September, 1953, Twentieth Century-Fox released
I e Robe," which has since grossed better than $20 mil(Coniinued on Page 14)
FREEMAN LINCOLN
H writer of this article is a member of the Board of
M?TUNE. A graduate of Harvard, '23, he joined the
*j in 1946 after 5 years service in Office of Strategic
rv hington and Europe. He is a son of novelist Joseph
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How accurately do the Luce Publications
(LIFE, FORTUNE, TIME) chronicle the
ebb and flow of movie industry fortunes?
While

their writings have sometimes incurred the ire of movie people — who felt
the sting the more because they hurt all
over — a cooler appraisal forces the admission that Mr. Luce's historians of our industry have not been too far off base.

In April, 1949, FORTUNE asked—
"Movies: End of an Era?" and disputed the
contentions of film leaders that the industry faced no crisis. The article predicted
the spread of "large-scale independent production on Hollywood's big lots" — now a
fact. "Many good pictures made in Hollywood . . . were never really sold, or they
were sold to the wrong audience, or they
were sold with an advertising campaign
that misrepresented the picture . . . The
time may have come when it will take at
least two kinds of pictures and two kinds
of audiences — general and specific, unrestricted and adult — to ensure survival/'
In August, 1951, when it hurt most, the
title of a LIFE article wisecracked — "Now
It Is Trouble that Is Supercolossal in Hollywood!" But author Robert Coughlan made
some pertinent observations: "The kind of
movies that in the past have hitch-hiked
their way to a profit because of national
habit and a slick distribution system can do
so no longer . . . However, necessity is also
opportunity . . . The talented, intelligent
people (and there are many) , in the movie
business, who have so often and audibly
yearned to make better movies, will have
an increasing chance to do so."
— Editor's Note
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successful conclusion of a federal antitrust action aimed at
"Ccmeback c$ the
(Continued from Page 13)
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lion around the world and is expected to surpass $30 million. If it had stood even briefly unchallenged, "The Robe"
would have moved into the niche next to "Gone With the
Wind." Instead, before Twentieth Century-Fox had a
chance to shake its own hand, Darryl Zanuck had come up
with another mammoth earner, "How to Marry a Millionaire." So had Paramount ("Shane"), M.G.M. ("Mogambo"), Columbia ("From Here to Eternity"), and most of
the others. In the seventeen months since "The Robe" was
turned loose, nearly thirty pictures have grossed more than
the previously magic $5 million. The present upsurge of
the movies is not merely a recovery; it is a major boom.
Off With His Head
The last boom in the picture business was in World War
II, when dollars were plentiful while commodities were
not, and when the movies offered the best kind of cheap
entertainment. Domestic film rentals jumped from less
than $300 million in 1942 to over $400 million in 1946. The
weekly U.S. attendance in those years went from better
than 60 million to an all-time record of more than 80
million.
As business improved during the war years, pictures ran
longer and longer to full houses, with a significant result.
The industry made 546 pictures in 1942, but only 425 in
1946. In other words, more and more dollars were received
by the studios in return for fewer and fewer pictures. To
be sure, the cost of making pictures zoomed during this
period, but not so fast as the producers' profit margins.
These went sky high.
The ax fell in 1947, and it fell twice. By that time there
were plenty of ways to spend money other than at the
movies. This in itself might have crippled the victim. What
appeared at the time to threaten him mortally, however,
was the sale of television sets to people, soon to become
hordes, who promptly scuttled into their living rooms and
refused to come out.
The movie industry is notorious for its lack of accurate
statistics. According to COMPO (Council of Motion Picture Organization, Inc.), however, movie attendance
dropped steadily until the first quarter of 1954 (about a
year ago), when it leveled off at 45,900,000 per week. This
meant that from the 1946 peak there had been a loss of
36,500,000 weekly admissions. Along with this 45 per cent
drop in attendance, theatre net income slipped from $325
million in 1941 to $46 million in 1953.
There were other troubles. In the lush days the major
companies had acquired huge studio facilities, and had long
lists of high-priced actors, directors, producers and writers
under long-term contract. In mid-1947 all companies, in
accordance with industry practice, had inventories of
finished feature films still unreleased. These pictures had
been made at high costs and now had to be sold on a
crumbling market. Banks, which had never had much love
for the movies, were hurt (Bank of America was a heavy
loser), and disinclined to extend further credit.
What seemed in 1948 to be the coup de grace was the
Page 14
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divorcing the U.S. theatre chains from their producer-distributor owners. Some of the exhibitors, who had long
begged for relief from what they considered the monopolistic practices of the vertical companies, were exultant at
the prospect of freedom. Most of the producers, faced with
the loss of a sure market, were despondent. (Both parties,
as will be seen later, soon sang different tunes.)
Movie people, meanwhile, did the best they could, which,
as any practiced second guesser knows, was not good
enough. They cut costs with a big knife, with the result
that they made bad pictures. Bad pictures had short runs
in the movie houses so that it was necessary to make more
and more pictures, which became worse and worse.
The industry began to feel like a man with a loud humming sound in his head. The discomfort was maddening,
but there appeared to be no cure other than amputation at
the neck. Some of the movie people must have been thinking dark thoughts when, out of an indoor tennis court on
Long Island, bounced a thing called Cinerama.
The Big Picture
Cinerama (FORTUNE, January, 1953), a motion picture
that achieves a three-dimensional effect by the use of three
projectors and a broad, curved screen, was introduced ir
New York in September, 1952. It proved to hold such phenomenal public appeal that the original travelogue is still
playing to full houses in thirteen U.S. cities.
The picture industry shucked its winding sheet, flubbed
about with 3-D and large screens. It was Spyros Skouras;
president of Twentieth Century-Fox, then in the midst o:
a desperate stock fight (victorious) for control of his com
pany, who unearthed and purchased CinemaScope, a pro
cess invented by a Frenchman named Henri Chretien.
On CinemaScope, Spyros Skouras bet his company anc
his shirt. Once Twentieth Century-Fox has acquired thi
rights, it moved fast. It showed the new system to exhibi
tors and rival producers, and made it available to both
Speaking for Twentieth Century-Fox itself, Skouras anc
Darryl Zanuck stated in the spring of 1953 that all thei
company product would be in CinemaScope. (Theatre
owners would not invest heavily in CinemaScope equip
ment unless they knew the company was in for keeps.
They announced that the first of the new pictures woul<
be "The Robe," "How to Marry a Millionaire," an
"Twelve Mile Reef."
On September 16, 1953, on a memorable day in the movi
trade, "The Robe," in CinemaScope, opened at the Rox;
Theatre in New York City. It played at this theatre for i
crowded, exciting week. Then a hundred other "Robes
opened in a hundred other cities. "The Robe" did an un
heard-of business, and the Twentieth Century-Fox pictur
that quickly followed, "How to Marry a Millionaire,
passed the mystic smash-hit mark of $5 million by a coc
$2,500,000.
But not even Twentieth Century-Fox would say tha
CinemaScope alone was responsible for the public chang
of heart. * Television had seemingly reached what movi
people lovingly call "saturation." They explain with polit
venom that the novelty of the new entertainment mediur
(Continued on Page 25
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By Philip R. Ward
'AY BACK, 30 MAYBE 40 YEARS AGO a vaudeville
t used to stampede audiences with this quaint repartee :
)h, we're a couple of hale and hearty fellows. We're a
•uple of hale and hearty boys ..." To which a stooge
ould inevitably mutter in confusion: "Yeah, but who's
ale and who's Hearty?"
In turbulent January, motion picture securities were still
ale. But they were not quite so hearty. Losses extended
ross virtually the entire industry slate — film companies
d exhibition both. While the dip was narrow, fractionalin the main, the disturbing fact is this : for the first time
many months almost all industry shares fell victim. One
■table exception was Columbia Pictures. Let's study the
art below.
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

merely means that film industry shares have caught up to
—whole.
and are running in consonance with — the market as a
In figuring the film stock fortunes, pay a steady mind to
general economic conditions. These outside variables will
more and more exercise a bearing on cinema market movements. This is said in full cognizance of internal industry
conditions (which at the moment appear as bright as ever).
O

COLUMBIA STOOD FIRM in the January market.
Closing the month at 381, 2, the stock is now stationed at its
all-time historic high. Previous top price was 36^4, established in the bulltide of 1946. This is no mean accomplishment when you realize that no other major company is
even close to its all-time peak. Look at a few :
All-Time High Jan. '55, close
36y4
20%
85
38^

Loew's
Paramount

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
At the 1954 close, film company stock prices, as mealed by the Aggregate, rested at a seven and a-half year
ijh of 178^4, while theatre company shares showed 403/g.
|tst month the former category slipped
points to
1
and exhibition issues dropped to 39%.
In 1954, despite an overall ascendency of 60% in film
mpany shares and 77% in theatre shares, sharper denes than this January's were recorded — much sharper,
he difference is that the '54 dips, however, resulted from
avy profit-taking in several select issues. Over the month
Bt past, nearly every industry stock suffered a loss. Cineji investors are wondering if there is anything symptoi itic blowing out of the January winds.
There is not. In Financial Bulletin of December 27,
- 54, this comment was made: "Now that business is on a
I jher but more level plateau, cinema earnings, as well as
spurity prices will show a greater sympathy to outside
ijjnomic influences." Now,
skere breaks in the market
Sjjities manifested a stout
t en ran counter to these

January was the month of two
at large. A year ago cinema
resistance to general sell-offs,
trends with hefty advances —

tness August and September. The January, '55, setback

O

20th-Fox

63^

29H

Universal
Warner Bros

A97/8
80^

29s/8
19^

A thorough discussion entitled "Whither Columbia,
1955" appearing in Financial Bulletin, January 24, cited
this company as the early year stickout among cinema
situations. The principal plus-factor: an earnings-to-price
ratio of only 6, whereas other industry issues sell about
11 times earnings. By this yardstick, Columbia, historic
high and all, is still substantially underpriced.
0

«0

RKO DISPELS A MYTH. Over the centuries, mothers
have raised their sons with a firm but utterly revolting injunction: upon reaching manhood, hard work is sole means
of attaining income. A recent RKO financial release, offers
balmy comfort to those judging otherwise. In 1953, RKO
made a practice of producing motion pictures for profit.
In the process it lost some $15.8 million. In 1954 — owing
to circumstances entirely beyond management's control —
it did virtually nothing, ended up enjoying a black ink
balance of $47,391.
Howard Hughes owns the instruments of production,
RKO Radio Pictures Corp., formerly the subsidiary of
RKO Pictures Corp., which is presently little more than a
hollow corporate shell. For this he paid the parent company $23.4 million. Mr. Hughes thus ended up with the
mechanical and property assets — the studio — while RKO
Pictures Corp. ended up with cash. Without the implements to make use of the money, the cash has slumbered
snugly as bank deposits, garnering interest. Hence, the
non-labor income.
Film BULLETIN
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
OPEN LETTER
Dear Mr. Disney:

TO

DISNEY

For many years the hundreds of sub-runs
and small town theatres in our territory, as
well as the thousands of others throughout
the United States, have supported you,
played your short subjects and features, gone
along with you even when your distributors
deals were such that we lost money on them.
We felt your productions were of the wholesome, family type which did so much to
raise the motion picture to its once high
estate in public esteem. We feel we were an
important factor in your success. However,
during the last year, since you have set up
Buena Vista as your distributor, we have
generally been unable to deal for your pictures. Your sales representatives are not
located in our exchange centers and apparently come in only at intervals to deal
with the first-runs and important circuits.
When our people have made contact they
have been met with percentages and impossibly high terms and a curt, take-it-or-leaveit attitude. Now, it is true that these small
theatres can no longer afford the luxury of
percentage playing, but in the aggregate
these many theatres, at fair rentals also
profitable to them, represent important revenue to any producer. We do trust that you
will create ways and means whereby these
many small theatres will be offered your
productions, as released, at rentals they can
afford to pay, and thus be able to continue
showing your output to that important part
of the American people who are their patrons.
Very truly yours,
Allied of Iowa, Nebraska
Leo F. Wolcott, Chairman of the Board
BESSEMER

THEATRES,
vs.

INC.

CITY OF BESSEMER*
Herman M. Levy, General Counsel, TOA
The City of Bessemer, in Alabama, enacted an ordinance which levied a license tax
on all those who operate a motion picture
theatre in that city. The amount of the tax
was 1 cent on admissions over 10 cents, and
2 cents on admissions over 15 cents.
The plaintiff, a theatre owner, brought this
suit claiming that the ordinance "grossly and
unlawfully" discriminated against him as a
theatre owner and thus violated pertinent
provisions of the State and Federal Constitutions; that the ordinance selected the motion picture industry and burdened it with a
different and greater amount of license tax
than that imposed on any other class of business, and so much greater as to make it "an
arbitrary and capricious exercise of the
power of the city to raise revenue by that
means."
The Court sustained the tax, and in doing
so cited a portion of a decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court (Fox vs. Standard Oil Co.,
Page 18
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294 U.S. 87), wherein Mr. Justice Cardozo
said, in part :
"When the power to tax exists, the extent
is a matter for the discretion of the lawAnd a portion of the opinion in Magnano
makers."
Co.
vs. Hamilton, 292 U.S. 40, as follows:
"Even if the tax should destroy a business
it would not be made invalid or require compensation upon that ground alone. Those
who enter upon a business take that risk."
Comments: It must be kept in mind that
the decision in this care does not mean that
cities have the power to levy a tax on theatre admissions. That question was not before the Court — the City of Bessemer had
previously enacted an ordinance giving it the
power to tax admissions. The only effect of
this decision is that the particular tax was
found not to be so out of proportion as to
be discriminatory.
The Court adopted the philosophy that the
only limitation on the taxing authority of the
City of Bessemer was that the tax must not
be so "unreasonable" as to show "a purpose
to prohibit a business which is not in itself
injurious to public health and morals." The
Court held that the tax was not an attempt
to prohibit motion picture exhibition, nor to
oppress it, and, therefore, that it was valid.
The decision is limited in its scope to the
above. As stated, it did not decide that the
City of Bessemer had the power to levy the
tax, but only that the amount of the tax was
not discriminatory nor oppressive.
*Supreme Court of Alabama, October Term
1954-55
D of J PRESSURE?
Abram F. Myers, Allied
The motion to include various theatre associations, including Allied, as co-conspirators in the Southern California case was not
unexpected in view of the mysterious influence which the interests who instigated
and are supporting that lawsuit are exerting
in the Department of Justice.
So far as National Allied is concerned it
has taken no action savoring of boycott or
any form of restraint of trade. Allied and its
leaders have exercised their right under the
First Amendment to comment on the folly
and ethics of supplying films for exhibition
on television while the theatres are compelled to exhibit those pictures at a price.
If the Department of Justice which has
been so alert to protect the constitutional
rights of others is now determined to deny
free speech to the theatre owners, there must
be a reason that has nothing to do with the
law or the facts. The timing of the motion,
in view of a recent announcement that the
trial has been postponed until next September, indicates a purpose to afford Commander McDonald ammunition for his propaganda campaign for Toll-TV.
As a result of action taken in New York
on Wednesday, the misrepresentations and
distortions of fact in the pro-Toll-TV propa-

ganda will be exposed. McDonald's drea
of hustling through approval of Toll-T
before the public can be acquainted with tl
facts will be shattered and this assist fro
the Department of Justic will do him litt

good.
DEPRECIATING EQUIPMEN1
Allied of la., Neb., & Mid-Central
Exhibitors who have invested in ne i
equipment or construction will now ha^
three methods by which to depreciate su<|
equipment for income tax purposes. Tl!
new methods apply to equipment acquin
or put into use after December 31, 1953, ai
on construction, or that portion of constru
tion, started after the same date. Theat
owners will be allowed to depreciate su<
investment in any one of three ways.
1. The old straight line method whi<
spreads depreciation equally over the esi
mated life of the equipment or structure. F
example: Sound equipment that cost $20
would be depreciated at $200 per year f'
ten years.
2. The declining balance method whii
permits the exhibitor to charge off his u
depreciated balance at a rate twice as hi£
as the straight line method. For exampl
Instead of depreciating his sound equipme
at 10% a year, he would take 20% of tl
balance each year, or $400 the first year, $3.
the second year, $256 the third year, el
This allows 2/3 of the cost to be depreciat'
in Yz the normal life. At any point you c;
switch to the straight line method. For e
ample: At the end of three years under tr
declining balance method, a balance of $10.
remains undepreciated and this could 1
spread evenly over the remaining 7 years. \
3. The new "sum of the years' digit 1
method. The fraction of cost depreciat*
each year consists of a denominator (und
the line) which is a total of all of the yea
from year 1 to the years of life of the equi
ment, and a numerator which starts out 1
equalling the total years of life and decreas
by 1 each year. Thus, in our example l|
$2000 over ten years, the first year's depr
ciation would be 10/55th of the original co.'l
the next year 9/55ths, the third year 8/55tr
etc. (10 plus 9 plus 8 plus 7, etc. eauals 55|>
CUT

RATE

FOR TEACHERS
ITO of Ohio

Reduced prices for public school teache
have been offered by the Walter Reade Ci
cuit in New Jersey. This is an excelle
public relations move and also serves to o I
tain valuable publicity for your program
Special indentification cards are sent to tl
principals of the schools in the communiti'
in which the Reade Circuit operates as w(
as to adjacent communities. These cards w
admit teachers for about one-half the reg'
lar price.

THEY

MADE

THE

NEWS

DON HARTMAN greeted WILLIAM
PERLBERG & GEORGE SEATON as
the producing duo returned to Hollywood
alter a whirlwind promotion tour on behalf of their Paramount productions.
"The Country Girl" and "The Bridges at
Toko-Ri". The pair talked with scores of
exhibitors, newsmen, mag writers, and
MYERS
ABRAM

F. MYERS

and his co-members

TV-radio personalities on a month-long
swing around the country.

of Allied's Emergency Defense Committee made headlines with release of an
interim report on exhibitor-distributor relations. Organized last summer to pursue
Allied's efforts in the direction of modifying film pricing policies, EDC met in Chicago January 6 to check results. Gist of
the interim report is that small theatres
are still teetering on the borderline between profit and less, that sales policies
of some companies preclude a profit for
the sub-runs and small town houses. The
committee expresses disappointment that
plans for a meeting of exhibitor leaders
with film company presidents will not be
considered pending arbitration talks. In
conclusion, the report cites recent Film
BULLETIN survey of exhibitors as basis
for advising chief film executives "to take
a close personal look at industry conditions", and urges Al Lichtman to carry
through his plan for exhibitor-distributor
confab.

SKOURAS
SPYROS

P. SKOURAS

held a trade

press conference at the 20th-Fox studio
and made the news, by issuing a Toll-TV
storm warning and some interesting news
about CinemaScope. Skouras cautioned
that exhibitors are facing a formidable
battle against the Slot-TV forces and
urged production executives to back theatremen as much as possible in the fight.
In regard to CinemaScope, he said his
company is experimenting with a special
wide-angle lens which will be capable of
producing films to rival Cinerama and
Todd-AO systems.
o

HARTMAN, SEATON. PERLBERG
HARRY

MANDEL, RKO Theatres' advertising executive and chairman of the
COMPO press relations committee, revealed that newspaper editors around the
country are gaining a new respect for the
motion picture industry. In releasing the
results cf a nation-wide press survey conducted by COMPO regional press relations groups, Mandell said that work done
during the tax campaign "made many
newspaper editors realize . . . that it is

WALTER BRANSON, RKO world
wide sales manager, provided some welcome news for exhibitors with the announcement that the company plans to release 25 features this year. Four of these
will be made by RKO directly and 21 will
come from independent producers.
(Continued on Page 22)

very much to the newspaper's advantage
to fester the prosperity of motion picture
theatres." He cpinioned that COMPO
ads in Editor & Publisher have bolstered
this understanding. The survey revealed
(on basis of 122 replies from 268 question aires) :50 newspapers are carrying
more industry news than they did a year
ago; only 15 have reduced their movie
coverage; 75 replies stated that local
papers are sympathetic towards the industry; 40 described the attitude as better
— 1 1, worse.

BRANSON
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Outrageously

funny comedy!

Rich,
— N.delightful!'
Y. DA/LY

wWild, joyous! A stout rival for even that long-run wonder '»
— N. y. WORLD TELEGU
larious! Amusing

as all the Pat and Mike stories put togetw
— N. y. DAILY MIR*

ALLIED
ARTISTS

presents
DAVID

.JIVEN
YVONNE

[ CARLO
BARRY

A MARIO

ZAMPI

Production

Produced and Directed by MARIO ZAMPI
Original Story and Screenplay by
JACK DAVIES and MICHAEL PERTWEE
COLO*
IY

roroughly engaging!

Has the sure touch and

<|ig run!"

Ngem! The windup

-N.

ttCH

N/CO

lOR

should enjoy a

Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN

is a howl! Especially eye-filling - color
N. Y. \"
POST

^frolic... broad amusement! As it was in The
gt what they want!"

Quiet Man', they
— N. Y. TIMES

MARMQN • JOSE
PH LEIV/c

WMN • SIDNEY HARton u , Di™<«b>

Incidentally
THEY

MADE

THE

BURT STEARN & LOU HANNA. veteran film men and owners of Cooperative
Theatre Service and Hanna Theatre Service, respectively, have merged the two
companies and will operate as the StearnHanna Cooperative Theatre Service with
headquarters in Pittsburgh. The new
company has over 165 4-wall and drive-in
units, making it the largest inde buying
and becking service organization in the
U. S. . . . JACK KIRSCH, Allied of IIinois president, revealed that the Roseland Theatre in Roseland; the Skokie
Theatre, Skokie, and the Armitage Theatre, Chicago, have enrolled in both the
Allied organization and the Allied Buying
and Booking department

NEWS

(Continued from Page 19)
WILLIAM H. PINE & WILLIAM

C.

THOMAS, once known as Hollywood's
"dollar Bills", have joined United Artists
growing stable of producers. Deal, set
up by UA executives Arthur B. Krim,
Robert Benjamin and Max Youngstein,
calls for a maximum of three features
this year. First films under the agreement will be "Lincoln McKeever" and
"Mountains Have No Shadows". PineThomas recently ended a 14-year association with Paramount. Another deal
concluded recently involved producer-

WINIKUS & SKOURAS
FRANCIS M. WINIKUS presents SPYROS S. SKOURAS, JR. with the first of
19.000 theatre kits for the promotion of
Brotherhood week. Feb. 20-28. which the
nation's exhibitors will support with a
membership drive backed by lobby and
marquee displays. merchant co-ops.
Winikus is ad-pub chief for the drive;
theatre executive Skouras is NYC exhibitor chairman.
o

PINE & THOMAS
writer Norman Krasna and actor Van

DR. JOHN G. FRAYNE, president of
the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, revealed a plan for formation of a committee to deal with the
growing need for trained technical people
in the film industry. Dr. Frayne explained
that the industry is becoming increasingly
complex and that work once done by unskilled people now requires trained personnel. The committee, which will include representatives from all phases of
the industry, will determine where the
need for trained personnel is greatest,
make recommendations to help schools
that offer film courses.

Johnson, who formed an inde unit to produce at least four features. The company
is also negotiating with Cornel Wilde.
Richard Widmark, Van Heflin and Frank
Sinatra for participating deals. First on
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EDWARD L. FABIAN, Chief Barker of
the NYC Variety Club, Tent #35, announced the club will not reopen its penthouse at the Picadilly Hotel, but will hold
a series of five luncheons throughout the
year. Fabian said that savings made by
not
investing
in club
be
utilized
to develop
our quarters
industry "can
welfare
*

*
*
BEN ABNER and RALPH IANNUZZI,
activities."NYC and Boston branch mgrs.
Warner
respectively, have been promoted to district mgr. Dosts, it was announced by
WB distribution chief, BEN KALMENSON. Abner moves into the head spot in
the Metropolitan area, and Iannuzzi takes
charge of the Eastern district. These additional branch manager promotions and
transfers were also announced: Ernest
Sands, from Cleveland to NYC; William
Twig, from Pittsburgh to Cleveland;
Tack Kalmenson from Milwaukee to
Pittsburgh. Frank Reimer, former L. A.
sales manager moves into the Milwaukee
branch post. In Boston, William Kumins
succeeds Iannuzzi.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK has been named
by Downbeat magazine (music trade
sheet) as the "producer who has done the
most since the advent of sound to emphasize the importance of music to motion
pictures"ecutive v..p.. .ofE. IFE.
R. ZORGNIOTTI,
exreceived a special
award from the Italian Motion Picture
Newspapermen's
Guild Italian
in a citation
IFE
for promoting
films to
in
America.
J. R. GRAINGER returned to the RKO
studio after a two-week trip to Mexico
City
and Havana
South
and Latin
America,to asreport:
in this"Incountry,
good
pictures are
doing great
. . . GEORGE
MURPHY.
MGMbusiness"
studio
public relations head, is in the East on a
six-engagement sneaking tour on behalf
of
the company's
Picture
Theatre
Celebration 1955
... A.Motion
MONTAGUE
attendedin the
opening
Columbia's
branch
Houston
whichofbrings
to 33
the company's domestic exchanges.
JOHN WINBERRY takes over the Huston helm.

the Krasna- Johnson schedule is "The
Ambassador's Daughter", with the former doing the screenplay, the latter starring.
o
CARL DUDLEY, president of Dudley
Pictures Corp.. announced that the company is ready to launch production on a
series of 26 features, filmed in anamorphic Vistarama. to be turned out during
the next five years. The first, "The Nine
Billion Names of God", embracing four
science-fiction stories, is scheduled to roll
in Britain in April. Films will be made
in Eastman Color.

. • •

MIKE SIMONS. MGM director of customer relations, completed arrangements
with Coco-Cola's Charles Bourdelais
whereby CC will be luncheon host to all
exhibitors attending future MGM TicketSelling Workshops. There are 15 meetings definitely scheduled between now
and June 13.

FRAYNE

JOAQUIN D. RICKARD has been appointed special consultant to the Motion
Picture Export Association, it was announced by MPEA president, ERIC
JOHNSTON.

"The
Su4i*ete

"Battle Cry"

Racers"

TZatiK? O

O

O

lenty of excitement, thrills in CinemaScopic spectacle of
uto racing throughout Europe. Fine production values.
All the thrills and excitement of sports car racing are
uperbly captured in this 20th-Fox CinemaScopic producI on. The most important contests of Europe are re-created,
nth Kirk Douglas as the racing star. Gilbert Roland and
lesar Romero are his competitors. Bella Darvi is the woIian involved with Douglas, and Katy Jurado is Romero's
i/ife. Film has slow spots, but total effect is of an adeuately paced production, well acted, competently screenllayed by Charles Kaufman, intelligently directed by
lenry Hathaway. CinemaScope adds immeasurably to the
pectacle. Based on a novel by Hans Ruesch, plot turns
n Douglas' compulsive urge to win, to be the top European racing star. Film traces his steady ascent under the
nanagement of Lee Cobb, and describes his relations with
is fellow-workers, and with Miss Darvi. Seriously injured in a race, he quits, but soon returns. Story then
teals with deterioration of his personal relationships.
)arvi leaves him and his friendship with Romero is
>roken. In final sequence he leaves the track of a major
ace attempting to help friend Roland who has been inured. Plot thus ends on note of regeneration, with Darvi
eturning to Douglas.
Douglas turns in an interesting
haracterization as the tormented driver, and Roland also
hines in his role. Charles Goldner is another stand-out.
Good selling-point is ad emphasis on scenic effects of
lilm. Catchline: "A Love Story That Hurtles Full Speed
Across the Barriers of Convention!"
[ Oth Century-Fox. 112 Minutes. Kirk Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland, Cesar
| omero, Lee J. Cobb. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway.
"Unchained"
Satined* fcatt#9 O O
Jest suited to action houses. Exploitation of documentary
aspects should help in appeal to general market. Good title
"ill offset, in part, lack of star names.
Suggested by the life and work of Kenyon J. Scudder,
Denologist and author of "Prisoners Are People," this Hall
Bartlett production, which Warners is releasing, is con:erned with life in a model prison — California Institute for
Men at Chino. Film is neatly put together, in documentaryike fashion. Other interesting detail is conditioning by
wife Barbara Hale and son Tim Considine to Hirsch's imorisonment. Hartlett's screenplay is concise, and his direction well-paced. Plot centers about Elroy Hirsch (the
ex-footballer), one of a group of men transferred from
San Quentin to Chino, who has been convicted of severly
beating a man he suspected of stealing from him. Superintendent Scudder (Chester Morris) explains the system
and privileges of Chino, and points out that escape from
Chino is easy, that conscience is the determining factor.
Hirsch and a fellow-convict plan a break, but fellow
prisoner Todd Duncan persuades Hirsch not to jeopardize
the future of this ideal prison. Later, when a board refuses
to fix Hirsch's sentence, he decides to escape. A fight with
Duncan ensues, Hirsch starts over fence, but turns back.
WarnerTim Bros.
75 Minutes.
Elroy Hirsch, Barbara
Chester Morris, Todd Dun:an,
Considine.
Writer-Producer-Dircetor
Hall Hale,
Bartlett.
MORE REVIEWS ON Page 24

'Su4i*te44 ^atin? GOO
Chock-full of popular appeal elements culled from bestseller. Will attract all types of audiences, including family
trade if sex is not overexploited. CinemaScope adds to
sweep of Marine story.
Warner Bros, have filled the CinemaScope screen with a
broad, romanticized, WarnerColor version of Leon Uris'
best seller about the Marines in World War II. For most
cf its two hours and 27 minutes, "Battle Cry" moves at a
good enough pace, as it tells its episodic tale of a group of
marines. Intermingling light-hearted humor, personal
complications and an occasionally moving incident, it manages to hold the interest, despite a tendency to lean rather
heavily on cliches. Raoul Walsh's direction is spirited in
the popular vein, and this should strike the fancy of the
mass audience, particularly the important younger element. Unifying point of the episodic plot is that the men
portrayed are marines under the command of Van Heflin.
Aldo Ray and Tab Hunter are singled out for particular
description. Former meets Nancy Olsen, eventually
marries her; Hunter becomes involved with Dorothy Malone in San Diepo, where base is located, but gives her up
for sweetheart at home, Mona Freeman. Hunter-Malone
scenes are provocative and will draw comment aplenty.
Central theme is Heflin's devotion to Marine Corps and to
his men, his efforts to make his outfit tops in the Corps.
He is killed in Saipan campaign, and film ends with surviving men returning home, as another group of recruits
are shown leaving for training.
Heflin is fine as the complex colonel, and James Whitmore stands out as his sergeant. The entire cast performs
capably. Vitality is film's chief merit — and there is plenty."
Warner Bros. 149 Minutes. Van Heflin, Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olsen,
James Whitmore, Raymond Massey, Tab Hunter. Director Rauol Walsh.
"Ten

Wanted

Men"

Rating strictly for action market. OK dualler in family
houses. Technicolor Western has its occasional moments.
Scott will draw his legion of followers.
A fairly entertaiinng western melodrama, with plenty of
wide-open shooting to please action fans. The perennial
Randolph Scott heads an above-average western cast, including Jocelyn Brando, Richard Boone (of "Medic" TV
fame), Skip Homeier, Minor Watson. Scott is his forceful
self and still remains convincing as an outdoor-hero. Technicolor brightens the cattle country of Arizona and photography is competent.
keeps the action moving
tion is OK. Cattle baron
Matthews) and nephew

Bruce Humberstone's direction
at an even clip, and the producScott invites his brother (Lester
(Homeier) out West. They all

encounter trouble with Boone, who covets both Scott's
land and Donna Martell, who prefers Homeier. The last
third of picture provides plenty of action and some suspense, as Boone's hired outlaws take over the town, kill
Boone, and besiege Scott, Brando, et al.
Ad catchlines: "The Life and Death of A Reign of
Terror! . . . An Adventure That Teems with Excitement!"
Columbia. 80 Minutes. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn Brando, Richard Boone, Donna
Martell, Skip Homeier. Director Bruce Humberstone. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Film BULLETIN
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"Women's
"Many Rivers to Cross"
GcuiKCM Rati*} O O O
Strong cast will carry this to good returns generally. Has
humor for light comedy fans and outdoor drama for action
fans. CinemaScope and color added exploitables.
This is an amusing mixture of comedy and action, combining aspects of the pioneer-type film with the gimmick of
woman's pursuit of man. Robert Taylor plays a fabulous
fur-trader with a reputation through Kentucky, and Eleanor Parker is the girl in pursuit, CinemaScope and Eastman Color bring the Kentucky woods to life, although
obvious backdrops occasionally mar the scenic effects.
Film is well paced by director Roy Rowland, and it all
adds up to pleasant fare suitable for the general market,
with strong marquee support in the two top names. Plot
is extremely simple and refreshingly so. Taylor, wounded,
is saved from an Indian attack by sharpshooter Parker,
and accompanies her home. Father Victor McLaglen provides laughs as the head of an unusual household. Taylor
is independent and has no intention of staying, but Parker
tricks him into marriage. Remainder of film features
Taylor running away, with Parker close behind. At the
end, attacked by Indians, the two help each other to safety,
and Taylor finally accepts his eager wife. Parker is very
pretty as the young girl and perfectly amiable, while
Taylor plays the harried trapper with charm. Screenplay
by Harry Brown and Guy Trosper, and Rowland's direction, demonstrate how pleasant entertainment can be concocted from the most trivial material.
Ads say: "She's the Most Impatient Maiden in the
Virgin West . . . But He's Not the Marrying Kind!"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
92 Minutes.
Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Director Roy Rowland.
ProducerRobert
Jack Taylor,
Cummings.
"The Far Country"
Su4i4U44 'Rati*? O O O
Rating based on response of action fans and lure of James
Stewart name. Obvious plot will militate against appeal to
better class audiences. Needs strong exploitation.
Although not another "Bend of the River", this Universal offering in Technicolor has a fair share of exciting and
colorful action set in the outposts of Alaska. It is burdened with an obvious and unconvincing plot. The presence of James Stewart should serve to reassure exhibitors
that it will perform reasonably well at the boxoffice.
Stewart, accused of murder, flees to Alaska with his pal,
Walter Brennan, and a herd of cattle. In Skagway, selfappointed sheriff John Mclntire pardons him — through
Ruth Roman's intervention — but confiscates his cattle.
Stewart agrees to accompany Roman to Dawson, goldtown, and when Corinne Calvet joins them romantic complications flare. Mclntire and his henchmen arrive to jump

Prison"

Will rate higher in action and ballyhoo houses. Plenty ■
exploitables in violence and psychological reactions of jailc
women. Well-balanced fern cast.
A heavy melodrama dealing with life in a woman
prison, "Women's Prison" is a highly exploitable mel<
drama. It describes, in lurid detail, hardships of womt1
prisoners and their rebellion against sadistic matron Ic
Lupino, a frustrated psychopath who rules with a blood
hand. A collection of attractive women — among them Ja
Sterling, Cleo Moore, Audrey Totter, Phyllis Thaxterplay inmates, with Howard Duff a humane doctor wh
finally turns against Lupino's authority. Picture succeec
in being sensational, sometimes substituting large amoun"
of violence for dramatic honesty — but effectively. Actio
fans and those who seek the lurid will flock to this Colun
bia entry. Gimmick is that the women's prison is sep;
rated from an adjoining men's prison by only a wall. Th
provides constant temptation for men, who have wives i
the nearby prison, to break across. Warren Stevens su<
ceeds in getting over to visit wife Audrey Totter. Whe
prison authorities discover that Totter is pregnant, Lij
pino's job is threatened. Trying to extract informatio
from Totter, she beats her to death. Incensed womei
prisoners stage a riot and take control. Conclusion reveai
Lupino as insane, and prophesies that prison condition
will improve. Good pace, good performances give this lif
Ads exploit violence, revealing snapshots of wome
prisoners. Catchline: "Gals on Rampage in Prison Riot!
Columbia. 80 Minutes. Ida Lupino, Jan Sterling, Cleo Moore, Audrey Totter, Ph)
lis Thaxter, Howard Duff. Director Lewis Seiler. Producer Bryan Foy.
"A

Life in the Balance"

Murder-mystery will get average grosses as dualler. Enoug
action and suspense to keep mass audiences engrosse<
Weak marquee, but an intriguing title to sell.
Panoramic Productions' latest venture, released by 20t
Century-Fox, is a bit short on plausibility, but sufficient!
long on excitement. Filmed in Mexico City, this murde
melodrama moves quickly, and with good suspense
through its 74 minutes. It should prove quite satisfying t
action and suspense fans. Story turns on Montalban bein

settlers' claims. Stewart is aloof until Brennan is killed by
Mclntire's men, setting stage for gun-fist finale. Performances are better than the script, Roman and Calvet

suspected of a woman's murder because he was in the vie
tim's apartment shortly before her death. His son, Jos
Perez, watching a fire-work display from the roof of th
building, sees the actual murderer leaving the apartmen
and decides to follow him. Montalban, out of work an*
wandering through the streets, befriends Anne Bancroft
Later, he is picked up by the police. Rest of picture con
cerns frantic attempts of police, now convinced that Mon
talban is not the killer, to find fanatical murderer Le
Martin and Perez, who are together. By breaking polic

registering particularly well. Anthony Mann's direction
is so-so.
Pressbook ads feature a rugged Stewart with catchline :

'phone boxes with a slingshot, young boy suggests his gen
eral whereabouts. In thrilling climax, pursuit is on an<
killer is finally apprehended after battle with Montalban

"The Stranger with A Gun . . . Challenging the Klondike's
Snow and Sin and Greed !"
Universal. ?7 Minutes. James Stewart, Ruth Roman, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan, John Mclntire. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann.

Pressbook catchline: "A Killer with the Cunning of /
Maniac ... A Little Boy with the Courage of A Lion !"
20th Century-Fox. 74 Minutes. Ricardo Montalban, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvir
Jose Perez. Director, Harry Horner. Producer, Leonard Goldstein.
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d worn off, and that the sets had been paid for so there
tra is money available for the movies. They remark that
nit in is gregarious and likes to get together with his kind,
'oj Dther is tired after a week of cooking and housework and
n| ints to get out of the house. The folks can't punish their
loo ildren any longer by denying them television; the kids
r,| >t don't care. Nor could anybody blame the little var:ter nts for not wanting to ruin their eyes looking at a midgscreen, showing bad vaudeville in black and white and
32 westerns interrupted every few minutes with unbevably bad commercials.
'usic At The Box Office
Anyhow, by 1953 the people were ready to go back to
e movies and the Cinerama-CinemaScope combination
is attractive bait. Nevertheless, the customers were provg choosy. Rather than go downtown and pay to see a
cond-rate movie, they would stay at home and see it for
•thing, on television. A good movie was something else
ain. "The Robe" was only one of the pictures people
2nt to in droves. "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," "Mogami," "House of Wax" (3-D), "Hans Christian Andersen,"
'eter Pan," "How to Marry a Millionaire," and "Shane,"
leased in 1953, had a total domestic gross of about $44
illion. In the same year Columbia put out what it thought
as merely an average-good effort in black and white, a
ar picture called "From Here to Eternity." The trade is
ill talking about the $12,500,000 that "Eternity" brought
. The best guess at the total U.S. industry gross is $550
illion for 1953.
Last year was even bigger, with more smash hits than
n be mentioned. Columbia had "Caine Mutiny" and "On
e Waterfront." The latter was black-and-white, convenanal-screen, and with a cost of only $875,000. While it
eked all the presumed ingredients of sure success, it
ossed $7 million to $8 million. Paramount put out "Rear
Window," starring smart, personable Jimmy Stewart. It
»st $1 million and grossed $6 million. Although the critics
ere unanimous in their nasty words about Paramount's
st VistaVision picture, released last October, "White
hristmas" in its first seven weeks brought in about $6
'illion.
Some other 1954 bonanzas : "Seven Brides for Seven Brokers" (M.G.M.); "Three Coins in the Fountain," "The
gyptian," "Desiree," "No Business Like Show Business"
jPwentieth Century-Fox) ; "Glenn Miller Story" (Univer1); "Sabrina"
(Paramount);
"Barefoot Contessa,"
Apache" (United Artists), "Dial M for Murder," "Draglit," "A Star Is Born" (Warner). A rough guess at total
orldwide gross of these twelve pictures would be $100
illion. A rough guess at total worldwide industry gross
ould be $600 million. Since about 45 per cent comes from
•road, the U.S. gross was about $350 million. Both world
id U.S. grosses for 1954 were somewhat lower than those
r 1946, but a lot better than for any year since.

Lwema.Srope already has its rivals: Paramount's VistaVision and Todd

As a result of the performances of the big pictures,
grosses of the leading companies have jumped. To give
two examples : three tremendous box-office pictures sent
Columbia's gross from $60 million to $80 million during
1954; United Artists' gross went up from $18 million in
1951 to $43 million in 1954. Few of the pictures released
have been in the red. Profits have been high. Twentieth
Century-Fox, for instance, had a 1954 before-tax profit of
$16 million, which rivaled that of boom 1946.
This major boom, however, should be observed with
certain reservations. The recent big-profit pictures, for
instance, were made at low cost and released on a boom
market. On the other hand, the pictures that have just
been made and are still unreleased were made at relatively
high cost, so that unless movie attendance takes a really
big jump this year, the profits could all but vanish.
Since the movies have gone boom, bust, boom in something like eight years, now may be the time to lay in an
extra Mercedes-Benz against next year's bust. More to the
point, however, is the fact that in the course of this latest
get-rich period the movie industry has changed in a number of ways. Some of the alterations may be lasting.
New

Boom,

New

World

The original big five of the movie world, M.G.M., Paramount, RKO, Twentieth Century-Fox, and Warner Brothers,* still loom large on the Hollywood scene, but with
one exception their character has shifted. Only M.G.M.
still operates on the stock-company system, with its own
big stable of stars, producers, directors, writers, ond technical people, all under long-term contract. Dore Schary
and his men say that there are no plans to deviate from
this old system, but they will make no guarantees.
At the other studios the stock company was banished
from the scene after World War II, by the simple means of
not renewing contracts when they expired. Many of the
failures to renew were by mutual consent. In the panic
days the studios were anxious to get out from under murderous overheads. The big stars, on the other hand, decided
that working for salary was a poor thing. They had to
work too hard, often on pictures they did not like, for the
little they were able to keep after taxes on their huge weekly paychecks. Why not quit, and make one or two pictures
a year under some sort of arrangement that provided a
capital gain?
The breakup has not worked out to the complete satisfaction of either the studios or the actors. Now that the
good days are back and there are fat sums to be made from
a successful picture, the studios recall greedily the time
when it was possible to tap a contract star on the shoulder
and tell her to go to work. Now the competition for her is
hot, and she won't sign up unless she likes studio, producer, director, story, etc., and unless she gets a participation
in any profits the picture makes. It is easy enough to see
why the major producers would welcome a return of the
stock company.
Actors and directors have fared fairly well under their
(Continued on Page 26)
*Now that these companies no longer own theatres, the historic term "big
five" is not accurate. For example. Columbia Pictures, which never owned
theatres, is now larger than Warner Brothers, which did. Nevertheless,
the term sticks.
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(Continued from Page 25)
own auspices. The actors, for instance, have what may be
the best benefit of all : freedom. They can work or not, for
and with whom they choose. By participating in profits,
they have their income spread over a number of years.
Their security looks good just nw, even if the movies
aren't employing as many people as they used to. Important movie stars may never work for television, but it is
nice to know it is there. On the other hand, actors may not
have done quite so well financially as they hoped, because
it has been hard to convince the Bureau of Internal Revenue that a return for personal service, however disguised,
is a capital gain.
Built-in Irresponsibility
Ironically, the five big companies that lost their theatres
as a result of the antitrust action appear to have been virtually unhurt by the severance. Even more ironically, the
exhibitors who struggled for legal relief are now saying
that this may be the only case in history in which the relief
granted the complainant has worked exclusively in favor of
the defendant. Delivered of the 'ruinous" obligation to buy
an entire program of pictures (block booking), the theatre
man suddenly discovered that he had lost his inventory.
Then he complained that he not only was unable to forecast what picture he would be showing next April ; in order
to have one to show at all, he had to enter into "ruinous"
competitive bidding for a commodity that, he was convinced, was produced in minimum quantities so a higher
film rental could be squeezed out of him.
The two trade associations of exhibitors, Allied States
and Theatre Owners of America, Inc., are close to hysteria
over what they believe to be a new conspiracy by the producers. Allied States has issued a Declaration of Emergency, and has threatened to call in the federals again, this
time to regulate film distribution and to set fair prices. Alfred Starr, Nashville theatre-chain owner and spokesman
of the small, independent theatre owners, thinks that government intervention should be a last resort. His organization has a scheme to raise money for financing pictures
to fill the sortage. He is vehement in his disapproval of the
practices and the ethics of the producer-distributors.
Starr says that the figures speak
tures in 1948, 354 in 1953, and less
lieves this throttling of production
to pay exorbitant percentages and

for themselves: 405 picthan 300 in 1954. He behas forced the exhibitor
film rentals, and to run

pictures overlong.::: He points out that the steep, steady decline in movie attendance did not come to an end until
about a year ago, and argues that the improvement since
could not, by itself, possibly account for the huge rise in
producer profits. He is convinced that those profits are the
result of the squeeze put on exhibitors. He believes further
that the producers try to "force" people to look at highbudget "quality" pictures when often what they want and
like is "Francis, the Talking Mule," and "Ma and Pa
Kettle." He thinks that movies are a mass-market business
and should be supplied with an adequate number of lowrental, cheaply produced, little pictures.
Page 26
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In Starr's view, the movies may be the only industt
with a built-in irresponsibility — it looks to him as if tl
wholesaler sits up nights figuring ways to drive the retail)
out of business.
Big Is It
If the producers are sane, they must want to keep the e:
hibitors in business. There appears to be little realism i
the notion that in reducing the output of pictures, the pr<
ducers are conspiring. During the war, when the producei
owned their own theatres, they followed exactly tr.
present pattern of reducing output as business improve!
Moreover, a genuine shortage is not apt to last long i
American business if there is a way of filling it profitabl
Nevertheless, Mr. Starr is correct in saying that too fe
pictures are being made today to meet the need. Leonar
Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting — Par
mount Theatres, Inc., thinks not only that there are to
few little pictures, but that the business could use twent)
five more big pictures. He believes they will soon be sut.
Producers do not deny that exhibitors are paying muc
plied.
higher percentages of the box office than before for fill
rentals; they acknowledge cordially that producing coir]
panies are not above taking advantage of a sellers' marke
They point out, moreover, that big pictures are expensivt
and they account for their big profits as follows : Eve
though the improvement came late in the year, attendanc
in 1954 was up, and there was a slight rise in ticket price:
net after admission taxes (which were materially reduce
last year). Since almost all current films are rented on
percentage of the box office, these factors have helpe
profits. The big help, as the producers readily admit, ha;
been the very thing that the exhibitors complain about, th
reduced number of more expensive, more carefully mad
pictures.
One example will make the point. In 1953 and 195
Twentieth Century-Fox Pictures had about the same vol!
ume of film rentals, $106 million. In 1953 the compan
amortized $48 million of feature-picture negative costs. I]
1954, because of fewer pictures, the amortization was onl
$35 million. More specifically, in 1953 Twentieth had
before-tax profit of $8 million on thirty-two pictures, whil
in 1954 it had a $16-million profit on thirteen pictures. It i
small wonder that the producers like a few big picture
rather than a lot of little ones.
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount vice president and Holly
wood studio head, says that big pictures are more profit
able than little ones for a big studio, because the break
even point is relatively lower. The rule of thumb is that 1
break even a picture has to earn double its investment, bu
a little picture probably won't pay out even if it earns 3<
per cent more than double the investment. In the case of
$700,000 picture with a gross of $1,600,000, the distributioi
cost will be $480,000; prints $250,000; advertising and pub
licity $260,000. These, added to the $700,000 negative cost
amount to $1,690,000, representing a $90,000 loss.
Now, Freeman goes on, take a $3-million picture with ;
*Some 4,000 of the 18.000-odd U.S. movie houses have closed in recem
years, but these have been replaced by approximatly an equal number o
the new drive-in theatres that from 1952 through 1954 accounted for almos
half of the summer movie attendance.
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trillion gross. Negative cost of $3 million, plus $1,800,1 for distribution, $300,000 for prints, $400,000 for adverng and publicity, comes to $5,500,000, which means a
fi 0,000 profit. For a big studio with $30 million to invest
111 i year's production, says Freeman, it makes more sense
pt turn cut twenty-five pictures at $1,200,000 each, than,
, forty little pictures that have a high breakeven point.
The big picture, for all its risks, and in spite of the fact
t nobody knows its exact ingredients, is what everybody
the movie industry is shooting for just now. It is the
mmoth jackpot.
je Good Little Picture
'.t is evident that the B or C picture with a low budget,
distinguished cast, poor story, and shoddy direction is
the way out, because the public refuses to pay to see it.
t the other hand, there is a real movie need, which the
lependent distributor is not at all reluctant to explain,
the small, low-budget picture that is not shoddy.
The need is threefold. The little picture is almost a neti;sity to the exhibitor in a small town where most of the
(ailable audience has seen a picture after a three-day run.
le little westerns and other simple action pictures are imrg rtant in the many areas where the people genuinely
:^afer them to extravaganzas or to "highbrow" problem
c1tis. They are in heavy demand by the hundreds of exJritors whose audiences insist on a long evening's enter■jpf nment, and so must have a "second feature."
| Just now there is an acute shortage of good little pictures, but Leonard Gcldenson of Paramount Theatres is
Are that since there is a demand, there'll be a supply. The
I pply, Goldenson thinks, will probably come from am; jtious youngsters who are now in television and are
j | xious to get into the senior circuit. Either that, or the
ed will be met by one of the five alert companies that
Ben now are supplying not
tie pictures but also most
lese companies, all of which
i 1954, are: Allied Artists,
| rtists, and Universal.

only most of the industry's
of its new-generation tone.
had big and profitable years
Columbia, Republic, United

he Hungry Look
None of these companies is actually young, none of them
hungry, but they have the appearance of being both,
.hey demonstrate a willingness to depart from tradition
V experimenting with an unusual story told in an unusual
lay (e.g., "On the Waterfront"). They have the air of
(ring ready to make an honest buck, and never mind the
•and manner. Theirs is the land of the independents,
here the director is often the actor, and everybody tries
save a dollar because it is his own dollar.
All five of these companies are fine organizations, but
jnited Artists and Universal will serve to suggest what
ie next-generation Hollywood may be.
I United Artists is essentially a worldwide film-distributg company run by two New Yorkers, Robert S. Ben|min, chairman, and Arthur B. Krim, president. These
! en, both lawyers, took over this old firm (founded in 1919

by Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,
and D. W. Griffith) in 1951 when it was
As refurbished, United Artists is a highly
ization whose function is to give every

Charlie Chaplin,
almost bankrupt.
successful organsort of service to

independent, "package" motion-picture-making deals except advice on hew to make the film. Owning no Hollywood studios and paying no stable cf stars, United has
such a low overhead that it can and does make the good,
small picture cheaply enough to earn a nice profit. It can
make the bigger pictures inexpensively, too. Benjamin
and Krim estimate that their film "The Moon Is Blue,"
which in the U.S. alone grossed more than $4 million,
would have cost a major company twice as much as the
$300,000 it cost United Artists.
Benjamin and Krim, who in handling forty projects in
1954 ran directly against the trend of making as few pictures as possible, would like to hit the jackpot, naturally,
with a really "big" picture, but they are unwilling to
gamble wildly. They are growing from year to year, and
feel that they are contributing to the good of the industry.
At United, each picture is tailor-made, and since the cost
may be well in excess of $1 million, each picture is a considerable business of its own. Krim and Benjamin look forward to the day when half of the 400 pictures that may
then be turned out by Hollywood are independent packages, produced by 200 individuals with as many fresh, individual viewpoints. The movies will be rid of much of
the uninspired monotony of major-studio mass production.
Universal Pictures is quite different from United Artists
in many ways, but in many of its attitudes it is similar.
One of the oldest picture companies producing under the
original name, and owner of one of Hollywood's most extensive lots (370 acres), Universal is now the property of
Decca Records, and the personal concern of Milton R.
Rackmil, who bought it for Decca.
Helpful, Not Lethal
To Rackmil, a big bull-like man of tremendous energy,
his new picture deal is just a repetition of what happened
to him when he was with Brunswick Records in 1934.
Radio became important at that time and everybody in the
record business was sure the end had come. Who would
buy records when they could turn a switch and get music
for nothing?
Convinced that radio would be not only harmless but
helpful to the record business, Rackmil helped start Decca
Records and made a killing. When television came along
and everybody in the movie business was sure of ruin,
Rackmil was unable to resist an opportunity to buy Universal Pictures. Again he was convinced that the new
entertainment method could live side by side with the old
one, and be helpful rather than lethal, and again he has had
a windfall.
Rackmil is perfectly honest when he says that he never
thought cf television as a threat to the movies, but his
brother executives in pictures felt differently. Their present
scorn of television is the best evidence of their fear of it.
They are delighted that today's intellectual snob no longer
says he never goes to movies, but says instead that he
never turns on his television. It is nice that the pictures
have a younger brother to scorn, even if they hate his tripe.
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Here, the cadets of
West Point display their
marching form, as they
will on February 13 in
a parade down Broadway to the Capitol Theatre. Event will highlight celebration of the
NYC opening of "The
Long Gray Line."

MERCHANDISING

&

EXPLOITATION

'Line9
Gets
Notable
Campaign
A powerful double-barreled feat of showLeading figures of government, armed sernanship has been readied by Columbia boxvices, and society will attend the world prefficers to launch John Ford's "The Long
miere at the nation's capital, proceeds from
Iray Line". Under the guiding hand of which will be donated to the Soldier's,
foward LeSieur, director of advertising, exSailors', Marines' and Airmen's Club of
loitation and publicity, both the WashingWashington. Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
on, D. C. premiere and the NYC opening
honorary president of the club, is serving as
hape up as one of the most effective prohonorary chairman of the premiere, sponlotions ever turned out for a Hollywood
lm.
sored by the Wives of the Officers of the
Technical Services of the U. S. Army. Chairman of the event is Mrs. Charles E. Wilson,
wife of the Secretary of Defense.
On February 13, the Sunday following the
NYC opening of "The Long Gray Line," the
entire West Point corps and band will parade down Broadway in a tribute to the Columbia CinemaScopic. This event alone,
should precipitate a veritable landslide of
nationwide press, TV and radio publicity
which will echo around the country foi
weeks to come.
In addition to this illustrious exploitation
array, all former West Point cadets are
being urged to support promotion activities
in connection with local showings of the
Tyrone Power-Maureen O'Hara starrer. In
a letter to every former cadet, Col. E. W.
Richardson, academy public information officer, urges this cooperation. A recent communication from army headquarters to all
field commanders asked them to assist CoHOWARD LeSIEUR
lumbia and theatre owners wherever possible.

DEPARTMENT

f

STRIKING AD ART

This is outstanding ad art, geared to
stimulate interest in the Kirk Douglas
starrer, "The Racers". Dramatic illustrations of the winner's flag and the
provocative picturization of sex elements are combined to sock over the
action-romantic angles contained in
the 20th-Fox CinemaScopic.
(Continued on Page 32)
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Richard Burton's performance as the fabled Edwin Booth, has won him critical acclaim. He enacts scenes from "Hamlet", "Romeo and Juliet", "King Lear" and other Shakespearean classics.
EXPLOITATION

CLASS

SOME observers of the current cinema,
in both its artistic and commercial aspects, tell us there is no longer a so-called
"mass" audience, that the tastes of American
moviegoers have matured surprisingly in the
past few years. That being so, and this being
an era in which the "class" picture brings
not only prestige, but profit as well, 20th
Century-Fox's CinemaScopic version of
Eleanor Ruggles' best-seller about the "Mad
Booths" appears destined to enjoy a goodly
share of boxoffice success.
Truly, "Prince of Players" is a class picture— but with strong exploitation elements
for the general market. The Exhibitor's
Campaign Book, prepared by Charles Einfeld's staff of boxofficers, runs the range
from undertones of Shakespeare to overtones
of an impassioned and tragic love story between Edwin Booth (Richard Burton) and
Mary Devlin (Maggie McNamara), who became the great actor's wife, his inspiration.
"Was Loving Him Heaven or Hell?" asks
a catchline in some of the newspaper ads.
"No Woman Has Really Lived until She
Has known Something of A Love Like
This!" This is designed to catch the younger, the romantically-inclined audience. Another ad bears the list of distinguished artists
associated in "Prince of Players" under the
head, "Rare Talents Make Rare Motion Picture Achievements". This is for the class
trade.
Showmen will know immediately that
every library in the land is a natural spot for
display of material — old prints of Edwin
Page 30
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Booth, old theatre programs of the day when
he was a premier star of the American theatre, other memorabilia of that day, mingled
with copies of novel and stills from the film.
Don't overlook the schools, too. The literary and historical facets of this fine film will
interest educators. Invite the faculty to be
your guests, and suggest some of the natural
ideas for contests among students.
Book stores should welcome displays of
still and ad art centered around the new
popular-price ($1.98) version of "Prince of

Players" issued by W. W. Norton & Co.
coincide with the film's general release.
The press book presents a full-scale 1
and radio campaign to support this Cinerr
Scopic. 20th offers exhibitors two free te
vision trailers for 20- and 60-second spo
the latter including an actual scene from t
picture. Also available is a free radio sp
transcription containing 20-second, 30-seco;
and 60-second spots. The TV pluggers c
obtain two different slides or telops for 1
second spots.

"*"*H,sro,

Vof

SCREEN ENTCdt-

Philip Dunne
Moss ham
NEWSPAPER ADS
There is ample variety in the newspaper ads, two
of which are shown here. Above, the transcending
theme is love affair between Edwin Booth and his
"Juliet". At the right is an effective Management
Recommends ad. Others stress distinguished cast.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

"Prince

of

Players

Eleanor Rugeles' best selling novel, "Prince
Players" — biography of one of the most
;ndary figures of the American stage, Edi Booth — has been transformed into a note:thy romantic drama, enhanced by the
gic of CinemaScope and DeLuxe Color. The
1 first traces the early career of Edwin
chard Burton) as he travels the mining
ips cf the West and dramatic capitals of
n York and London with his alcoholic
ler (Raymond Massey) and half-mad bror, John Wilkes (John Derek). Burton comes
) his own as an actor. Massey's excesses
ig abcut his demise, and Burton carries on
h the help of his father's manager, Charles
kford. Burton establishes that he has inited his father's dramatic genius, as well as
father's fondness for drink. As his success
ws, so does his debuchery, until he luckily
s in love with a new leading lady (Maggie
Namara). She marries him and changes his
, inspiring him to greater triumphs.

Hot-headed Southern partisan, John
Wilkes Booth (John
Derek) hides out
after his infamous
murder of President
Abraham Lincoln.
J

'ragedy begins to stalk Burton, first when
Namara is struck down by tuberculosis, and
t when his brother assassinates President
coin. Returning to the stage, Burton's aprance is greeted with scorn by an audience
d remembers him only as the brother of the
n who killed Lincoln. Courageously carryon, Burton finally wins the audience with
magic of his dramatic genius.

nius Brutus Booth (Raymond Massey), father of the
fi ad Booths" regales an "audience" in his favorite tavern.

Burton and Maggie McNamara find real love in their
playing of tender scenes from "Romeo and Juliet".
Film BULLETIN February 7, 1755
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"escaped convict" street bally was dusted
off again to good advantage for UA's "Black
Tuesday" at the Fox Palace Theatre, Milwaukee.

j4ie *D<ti*ty>i
Workshops

MGM Ticket Selling Workshops continue
to roll up big attendances and enthusiastic
interest in these clinics is building across the
country. Mike Simons, director of MGM
customer relations, reports that between 250
to 300 exhibitors from the Virginia territory
are expected at the seventh workshop in
Richmond, Feb. 8. To date, 1615 from exhibition and allied fields have attended the
previous meetings.
Four exhibitor leaders from territories
where future workshops will be held were
at the last confab to acquaint themselves
with how Metro conducts the sessions. Rowley United Theatres executives, C. V. Jones
and W. L. Pullen, M. B. Smith ad-pub chief
for the Commonwealth chain in Kansas City,
and Beverly Miller, president of the Kansas-Missouri Allied unit all will participate
in the workshops when they are held in their
areas. One of the featured speakers at the
Richmond meeting will be William Filer,
manager of local station WTVR. He will
speak on TV as an aid to film promotion.

Bevy of bally-beauties
recently paraded Boston
streets to herald the
opening of Columbia's
"Phffft" at the Loew's
State and Orpheum Theatres. Placards spelled
out the title on one side
and when crowds gathered and flipped their lids
at the cuties, the gals
flipped their cards, giving a catchline and playdate for the Judy Holliday starrer.

Frank Irvin ( r. ) of the Richmond Theatre, Rockingham, N. C, was winner of the Wilby Kincey
Circuit theatre managers' contest with the best
MGM promotion campaign. Entry was on Julius
Caesar. Presenting prize check is Metro sales
rep. B. J. Ross.

Catchline of the Issue
"She's the Most Impatient Maiden in
the Virgin West ... but He's Not the
Marrying(MGM).
Kind! "—MANY RIVERS TO
CROSS

Bostonions were startled
by this jinriksha clattering around
the actor
city's
streets.
It was
Robert Strauss touring
newspaper offices, radio
and TV stations on behalf
of Paramount's "The
"Bridges
At Toko-Ri".
Strauss is currently
on a
multi-city tour promoting
the Perlberg-Seaton film.
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URGES

E. C. RHODEN
Elmer C. Rhoden offered some s^H
advice to exhibitors with regard to tJH
need for selling motion pictures to tfl
public, in a recent issue of "ShowmaS
National Theatres house organ.
"Our theatres are no longer priS
leged to cater to the movie-going publH
but rather, we are hosts to a discerniB
public that selects its pictures very car"JP
fully. I presume they weigh the pi I
tures that we have to offer with t
shows that can be seen gratis at hor

in their own parlors."
The National Theatres preside I
pointed out that obviously these peop
tend to compare the quality of T
entertainment with what is available
their local theatre. Therefore, Rhod<
said, "All of this tells us that we mu
sell our attractions for dear life . . . Tl
moment you get a booking of an attra
tion, start to sell it."

'Racers' Campaign
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Top left: Maurice Druker, mgr.
of Loew's Midland in Kansas
City, set up this I 2-feet high
"gun-duel" lobby display on
UA's "Vera Cruz." Right: Druker's tasy street bally whet appetities for the Gary CooperBurt Lancaster starrer as this
gay cabalero vended free hot
tamales to passersby. Bottom
left: Manager Jim Eschelman,
of the Strand, St. Paul, put this
frontier convertible on the road
to herald his engagement of
the Superscopic.

sxas COMPO's 'Oscar Race'
Credit Texas COMPO with a terrific stunt
ballyhoo interest in the forthcoming
ademy Awards. Called the Academy
vard "Oscar Race", the campaign, was
vised and copyrighted by the Texans, bin
11 be packaged and made available to exDitors throughout the country, it was anunced by Kyle Rorex, executive director,
lis highly effective promotion will preit theatremen with an excellent means for
mulating tremendous public interest in the
BOOTHIANA

This collection of playbills from shows in
which Edwin Booth starred was used in
lobby display by the Allen Theatre, Cleveland, for Mid-West premiere of 20thFox's "Prince of Players."

20th-Fox explciteers set up a comprehensive campaign for the world premiere of
"The Racers", including an important tie-in
with the upcoming Annual Universal Travel
& Auto Sports Show. A diversified program
of activities in co-op with the show has been
designed to herald the CinemaScopic on both
local and national levels. More than 200
members of the automotive press, sports
car dealers and racing enthusiasts attended
a special screening of the Julian Blaustein
production. Activities worked around sport
and racing cars have been set to prorr.oie the
film on radio, TV and in the press.
Top: Largest street banner ever seen on Broadway was used to herald the Roxy, NYC, premiere
of "The Racers" in a tie-in with the Annual Universal Travel & Auto Sports Show. Center:
Actress Ina Anders and fern race driver Valerie
Witalis stir up attention in the search for Miss
Racer of 1955. Bottom: Novelist Hans Rusech
(center) author of "The Racers", receives a
special trophy from Fred Pittera, AUTAS show
manager, as Miss Anders looks on.

nominations and selections of Oscar winners.
Every person attending the theatre participating inthe Oscar Race (starting March
3 through March 30) will receive an entry
blank to select the Best Picture, Best Actor
and Actress, Best Supporting Actor and Actress, and Best Director from the list of
nominations posted in the theatre. Winners
must correctly name the six Oscar winners.
Season passes to the participating theatre is
a suggested prize.
This promotion will not only create a
desire among patrons to see the stars and
pictures involved in the nominations, but will
whip up interest in movie-going generally,
the Texans believe.
The package to sell the campaign includes
two special tint-colored trailers, two 40x60
da-glow displays and 1,000 entry blanks. The
advance trailer publicizing the Oscar Race
is designed to run two weeks beginning
Thursday, Feb. 17. The second trailer, with
all the facts on the campaign, is to run from
March 3 until the Academy Award winners
are announced on March 30.
Cost of the campaign package is $24.90
and can be obtained only from Texas
COMPO, 2008-A Jackson St., Dallas.
'Underwater' Promotion Kit
RKO exploiteers have created a king-size
"Underwater!" promotion kit for local-level
exploitation by their fieldmen, it was announced by sales chief Walter Branson. Kit
contains all advertising and publicity material prepared to date for the Howard
Hughes production.
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(Continued from Page 12)
rate below radio and television as an
in 1953 amounted to approximately
and television's combined gross from
approximated $1,350,000,000. In 1954
billion seven hundred million dollars.

industry. Our gross
$940,000,000. Radio
advertising in 1953
it was close to one

If persons in production and distribution do not stop
preaching and practicing a false philosophy of "fewer pictures and fewer theatres will make a greater motion picture industry", eventually the day will come when there
will be no retail outlets operating to play the pictures
produced.
"Yes" an unqualified "yes", the sub-run or the smallest
theatre in the country is worth saving if the motion picture
industry is to be preserved from becoming a nonentity.
TRUEMAN T. REMBUSCH
Syndicate Theatres. Indiana
o

o

Personally I think it is ridiculous to sacrifice any exhibitor, whether he be first-run, sub-run or down the line. It
has been our Company policy to service them all and we
will continue to keep that policy.
As a matter of fact . . . the following article . . . was
dated August 13, 1931, and written by me when the
change-over was taking place in Australia from silent to
sound. I think it gives my viewpoint very clearly and it is
unchanged today — twenty-three and a half years later.
IS HE WORTH SAVING?
The Problem of the Small Exhibitor
All sections of the motion picture industry are being
faced with the fact that innumerable exhibitors are, week
after week, closing down simply because most of them are
not in a position to install new systems, and some of those
with enough money to do so are asking themselves
whether they dare. It is certainly a great problem for both
the present period and the future.
A general feeling amongst this type of exhibitor is that
it is better to close down altogether than to hope that business can be made payable if they install a new system.
They cannot afford to continue losing money and, even if
they could hold their own with the old conventional projection, there is a knowledge that this avenue cf possibility may soon be closed to them. Theatres which in the past
have been able to return a small margin of profit with low
grosses now find that, under present conditions, they cannot gross anything like those comparatively small grosses.
The small man has always been a vital phase in the film
industry. It is a pity to see him fighting a losing battle.
Film rentals to these showmen have been cut time and
time again, and to such an extent that it has become practically unprofitable for the distributor to continue to supply; but if the distributor is to go without profit to keep
his show operating until that mirage, Good Times, is
turned into the real thing, the distributor must be considered when payable business returns.
There must be a great amount of sympathy for men
who have, over a period of years, invested large sums of
Page 34
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money in their business and have been ultimately forced >
close down. Having spent many years as showmen, soi:
of them have neither the cash resources nor initiative
carry on in any other sphere of activity. Therefore, t:
result is even more depressing. The closing of these smser shows have a far-reaching effect. Now, when it is me
tioned that So-and-So (in a one horse town) has quit t:
business, the loss does not at first sight appear to
worthy of much attention, but when it is mentioned tr
some one hundred of a similar class have closed do\
recently, it offers much food for thought.
Keep the small man in business and he will help to ke
you in yours. Our industry will find it hard to live wit
out them and an analysis of the business will prove tr.
they are well worth saving; but the spirit of cooperati
must come to the fore if all branches of the industry s
to weather the present stress.
Common sense, understanding and cooperation betwe
all concerned should do much towards bringing about
happy state of affairs and ultimately result in a recove
which will benefit everybody. And let us paste this in o
respective hats— THE LITTLE MAN IS WORT
SAVING.
A. E. DAFF
Executive Vice President. Universal Pictu
o

o

"Is the Sub-Run Worth Saving?" I have a feeling
frustration whenever this subject comes up. I do not b
lieve ycu can receive an answer from any responsible mer
ber of the film distribution part of our industry who wou
answer this question "no". However, always I have f(
when this subject comes up for discussion that they a
giving purely lip service when they say that the small at
subsequent-run theatres must be kept in business. Pra
tically none of them really means it, in my belief, and th
is a very regrettable condition and a regrettable conclusic
I have reached.
Taking such theatres in their lowest echelon, I find fro
Sindlinger's reports 5,000 theatres in the United Stati
grossing less than $450 a week. If we confine our discu
sion to these 5,000-odd theatres, it is obvious that from
financial standpoint for the industry as a whole their vah
is infinitesimal. The value I attach to this group is pure
social and political ; or if you wish to expand that a litt
bit and really evaluate their worth on their bearing to tl
industry as a whole, undoubtedly they have the importanc
of the standing in the community and the feeling in tr
community that they do represent the motion picture ii
dustry. The last-named angle is cf importance but I doul
very much if you will get any film distributor to admit
or if they do, it will be purely a matter of "lip-service".
By taking a purely cold-blooded stand with regard t
politics and/or public relations (both of which even oi
most coid-blooded tycoons will admit) everyone, I thin!
realizes that the last tax campaign, for an example, w;
won practically by the "foot soldiers" in these small siti
ations. When I myself was propositioned recently upon
second tax campaign to wipe off the present 10 percer
now remaining, I told them they didn't stand a chano
that our army had been disbanded and that these 5,00(
plus just weren't interested. I think, incidentally, that mos
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them might have been interested had they received any
nd of treatment from film companies that would give
iem the opportunity to stay in business at even a small
ofit.
To tell the truth, it is my opinion that the film commies should undertake as their job to keep this 5,000
id perhaps another borderline 2,500 theatres in business,
'en on a salvage basis. Why should a film company quar, 1 with one of these 1,000-population towns over whether
,2 should pay percentage or not? Why shouldn't terms be
ade to sell flat that will guarantee their future? ... I
arted to say prosperity. I don't know the reason for the
lort-sighted policy of ignoring he importance of these
aerations because they take care of and contact more
aople and influence more people for the good of our injstry than all the big first runs in the country.
COLONEL H. A. COLE
Chairman of Board, Allied Theatre Owners of Texas
O

O

j It is somewhat difficult for the writer to believe that
lere could possibly be more than one viewpoint on this
ibject.

I The sub-run has been and still is of basic importance to
ar industry. There is a countless number of people who
^ldom patronize first-run movies but who are regular
itrons of the sub-run. There are many reasons why some
sople prefer seeing their movies at the sub-run.

Suburbanites find it inconvenient and impractical to
:>me home from the city and then take their wives or
i milies to a distant first-run when a neighborhood subKin is invitingly available. Aside from the admission price,
hich is oftimes an important factor, the average neighbored sub-run has most of its patrons arriving for the eve;ng show at the same time, thus eliminating most of the
mfusion and inconvenience prevailing at a first run house
ith people continually coming in and going out. All this
leans that a neighborhood theatre patron can enjoy
a
Jieter and more orderly performance than generally preails at a metropolitan first-run theatre.
There is no question but that neighborhood sub-runs
•eate and maintain steady movie patronage. Today
they
h more important than ever,
for they are the best means
attracting persons who are reluctant to leave their easy
hairs and view whatever TV may have to offer. Equall
y
aportant is the parking problem which in most neighbor30ds is both free and easy as against the inconvenience
id expense involved in attending a metropolitan first-run.
erhaps even more important is the time element involved,
ttending a nearby neighborhood theatre permits a worktg man and oftimes a school child to get to bed at a
lasonably early hour.

Almost everyone concedes that a child or teen-ager of
>day is the adult patron of tomorrow. A sub-run more
ian anything else is responsible for establishing and mainlining the interest in motion pictures that is so necessary
id vital to our industry.

In my opinion, only a short sighted person can possibly
believe that the elimination of the sub-run would be advantageous or beneficial to the industry. As a matter of
actual fact, it seems strange to me that this entire subject
can even be controversial for I have yet to meet any experienced distribution or exhibition executive who feels
that this matter is even debatable.
In conclusion, may I add the sub-run has more than
proven itself an essential and lucrative part of our business
It will remain so as long as it maintains itself as a clean,
comfortable and modernized theatre.
MOREY GOLDSTEIN
Allied Artists Productions
0
Having spent 41 years in the motion picture theatre
business and seen bcth the rise and decline of the legitimate stage and vaudeville, the present trend toward elimination of small and sub-run theatres gives me considerable
concern.
Are we approaching a new "cycle" in entertainment?
Will something as radical as the "talkies" rescue us from
our threatening predicament? Are the ambitions of production creating a careless disregard both for its own welfare and the billions cf dollars in theatre investment?
Motion pictures were conceived and prospered as mass
entertainment. Time was when customers eagerly awaited
program changes. All this is changed today when carefree
spending on elaborate, but not always widely appealing
features, and the "sheep-like" emulations, have lost us the
family type film, which once accounted for stand-out box
office.
True, TV is, and always will be, competitive. Even
more so, if pay-type becomes prevalent. The money spent
for televisions sets among the middle classes poses a budget situation, which of itself restricts previous theatre attendance. Many ether things also bid for customer time.
Unwise court appeal cut down booking freedoms and
divorcement has practically isolated us from the producers
need for theatre support. Exhibitors who embraced this
thinking — and who are still willing to compromise with
regulation — may rue the day that these things occurred.
They will learn that product will go to the more remunerative field — whether it be the present day theatre or pay
television. This is more than a threat right now.
Exhibitor-controlled production seems to be the only
answer — if it is that. They will have to invest for their
own security and must produce direct to be competitive.
Simply to encourage independent releasing will not eliminate the cry of outside stockholders for dividends. Cooperative planning with rigid cost control, free from big
executive salaries and expensive wastes, could be the salvation of both the large and small theatres. It is doubtful
if one can long exist without the other.
We in show business are up against a fast developing
reality. Sentiment has no place in our future. We are face
to face with facts. These challenge our best thinking and
utmost effort. It's a big order and time is the essence.
M. LOWENSTEIN
Majestic Theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
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ARTISTS

October
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathias, Melba Mathias, Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography
Decathlon
champion from high
school
days ofto Olympic
present. 80
min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 82 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Prod ucer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after serving long term for crime he didn't commit
seeks revenue against men who framed him. 83 min.
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning, Virginia Gray. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Sherman A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75is min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark, Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama.
Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter
ha; atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist
plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonna de Carlo,
Barry 88Fitzgerald.
Comedy Irish
fantasy with comic flavor.
min.
January
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magic
lamp64 min.
and resulting adventures take them
to Bagdad.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott. Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer William
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two
big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control of
min.
71
that valuable country.
February
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate
wipes
8? min.
out his own gang in effort to evade police. boss
"DIAL
RED
O"
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ley. Producer Vincent
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran
escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar
Ulmer.
Meiodrama. Realizing he was responsible for G.
convicting
innocent
woman,
detective
sacrifices
career
to
clear
her name. 70 min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE Techmcolor. John Derek
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama.
who graduated
from Annapolis together splitBrothers
over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
during
combat
as jet fighter
pilots in Korea. 81 min.
BIG TIP*FF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy.
Frank McDonald.
Melodrama. Newspaper manDirector
becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond
Debra Paget.
Jefferey Hunter. Producer VUicentMassey,
M. Fennelly. Director Charles M. Warren. Action drama.
Deals with
John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonn,e De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputv sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.andMarshal,
plicated by gun-runners
Apaches.with'
80 the
min. trail comWARRIORS, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again
to bring
between England and France and
save fair
damsel peace
in distress.
WICHITA Joel McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter
Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired
town leaders to enforce law, famous lawman Wyattby
Earp does so, but his strict rules affect merchants who
eventually plot his murder.
Film

Details

on Current
COLUMBIA

PRODUCT

&) Coming

Features
Coming

CANGACEIRO
Produced by Vera Cruz Producti
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Act
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil
almost 100 years and lived by their particular cc
October
of honor and justice. 92 min.
CELL 2455. DEATH ROW William & Robert Campb
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred See
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in years
in death house.
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel
against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to CHICAGO SYtKJrCATE Dennis O'Keefe, Abbe La
Xavier
Cugat. Producer Sam Katzman. Director ft
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins cri
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
syndicate toWITH
get proof
gangster's
THE ofATOM
BRAIN crimes.
Richard Dennii
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear CREATURE
his name.
77 min.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of m
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning
murder men responsible for his conviction.
November
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood,
rector
Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Come
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA, THE Maria Felix, Georges drama. Robert
made, with Guiness as whimsical prii
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min. in the G.British
K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven i
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 91 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia >■
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director V«
sword-maker rises up to became knight and saves King liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pire
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min. seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy a
then falls in love with one of its members.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller Judy Walsh.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnsc
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by Producer David Lewis (Coronadol . Director Edwa
savage cannibal tribe.
Dmytryk.
Romantic
hate, loves.
jeatousy, a
love destroys
the onedrama.
womanMan's
he ever
FIVE
AGAINST
THE
HOUSE
Guy
Madison.
Brian Kei
FIRE
OVER
AFRICA
Technicolor.
Maureen
O'Hara,
MacDonald Carey. Producer M. J. Frankovich. Director
Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Direct
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs offi- Kim
Phil
Karlson.
Comedy-melodrama.
Loony
plan
cials employ woman secret agent to help break up Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real tothinti
smuggling ring. 84 min.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST. THE Technicolor. Denr
D-ecember
Morgan,Katzman.
Paula Director
Raymond, William
RichardCastie.
Denning.
ProducTa
Sam
Western.
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancii
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeIT
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis. Fai
dy.
Bored
by
their
marriage,
professional
couple
find
Domergue, Kenneth Tob«y. Producer Sam Katzman. C
that their freedom is even worse. 88 min.
record Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bon
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed, Robert explosion
the Pacificcreates
Coast. enormous sea monster which threate
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byro
of feHow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. A
venture. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle prieste
who is lone survivor of ancinet civilization.
January
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolo
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy, Cathy O'Donnell. Pr
ducer William Goetz. Director Anthony Mann. Weste
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Army captain puts aside uniform to search fc
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
orators in Korean
prisonofficers
camp masquerade
in order to as
spy colon drama.
man selting repeating rifles to Apaches.
the Communists. 80 min.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jan
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George MontKohlmar
Director
RichardJackOuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy. FreAi
gomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
ventures
erf
two
small-town
girs
who
seek
their fo
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Master- tunes
in the big city.
son
wronglyof convicted
from hanging and
puts saves
down threat
Indian war. man
73 min.
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, M.
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mar
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Teefinicolor. Glenn
Robson.
plot to steal part of N»
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Pro- gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.
ducer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. WestSEMINOLE
UPRISING
Technicolor.
George Montgon
ern. Ex-cavalry
encroaching
land officer
baron.
96leads
min. small ranchers against ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Ea
Febr
uary
Bellamy.
Western. Young army officer is assigned t
ascapture
a boy. warring
Indian chief whom he had know
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicoloi
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Len
Tyrone ducerPower,
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,
Robert Arthxir.
JohnRobert
Ford. Francis.
Drama. Pro- mon.
Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Pottei
Musical.
Musical
PIRATES »F TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, Pa- friend
Korea
returns
homecomedy
to rindwriter
wife reported
remarried killed
to beii:
tricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid ofher oriate
to help drive savage hordes TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson
from
kingdom.leader
72 min.
BrTan
Keith.
Producer Lewis
J. Rachmil.
Director aid
Ph'
Karlson.
Metodrama.
Beautiful
woman convict
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Joce- court in convicting boss of crime syndicate.
lyn Brando, Richard Boone. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Bruce Humberstone. Western. Cattleman tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min.
I. F. E.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis Seiler.
Story 80of min.
mis-run prison which
contains
both Melodrama.
men and women.
October
March
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvan.
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Directo
Garland. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director William
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring involv
Castle. Me+odrama. Ex-sai(or helps to breakup watering
girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
front hijackers and convict their leader for murder.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
November
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Directoi
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
complicated when he becomes involved with
are gang.
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry be
old
tween
EgyptianEgyptian
ofiicer. princess
95 min. and slave girl for love 0'
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( I. F. E. Continued )
December
T ODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
I >-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
f ii. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
ame Empress of Byiantine empire. 88 min.
January
NO RELEASES
February
» DEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Silvana Pam; ni Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Pietro
C mi. Drama. Risgue adventures of beautiful showgirl
i her escapades with the law. 78 min.
Coming
l E IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Faro Film
F auction. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of
I and women who practice them presented in
of Time"
min.
\• irch
YWARD
WIFE,style.
THEI 10English.
Gina Lollobrigida.
f ducer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Ror tic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
dutiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
«• Iher man. 95 min.
INDEPENDENTS
September
HELL Duff.
36 (Filmakers)
Ida Lupine
SteveDirector
Coehrt /ATE
Howard
Producer Collier
Young.
C Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 81money
^rider
trapped
min. and are eventnOctober
■ WISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Procter Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
» .F A CENTURY OF SONGS (Continental MP Corp.)
Ii aniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Sirvana Pampanini, Rerl > Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, Exc a-Roma Folms. Musical. History of Italy during
cj ent century is told in song. 95 min.
January
I 00 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA IBuena Vista) Ciner .cope. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
■ Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Direct!< sic
Richard
Fleischer.
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 min. Filming of Jules Verne's
Coming
I D AT THE WORLD I Filmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
I. .selle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
m. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
1I gang.
min.
< VSHOUT [Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kent| y. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
I odrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
i I of violence with only two surviving to reach
C| he of stolen money. 90 mon.
LIPPERT
October
l.kDLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
I; bar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
ijelist
in southern
Spain ofbecomes
involved in63murder,
. smuggled
microfilm
secret formulas.
min.
November
■ THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
■ the Spanish "Joan of Arc," who persuades Spain's
•Islyand
to resist
but 63diesmin.as a besieged city
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
December
I IE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. ProI er Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
•Winma.hisFormer
auto racing
best friend
crasheschampion
to death.quits
He big
makesracea
jieback and wins back his wife by winning the
•jind Prix. 69 min.
WCK PIRATES. THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. DiI tor Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
] :ing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
ng townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
VER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
tlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
ti showdown
gun-shy, but
gun eventually
duel. 73 min.cleans up pioneer town
rY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr,
lodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
) escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
.ilthy Brazilian as ringleader. 80 min.
February
JNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montnery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
sctor Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
1 nd trke into the Jungle to save missionary girl
I "n native uprising. 73 min.
Film

March
GLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
barker presents his latest
attraction.
Comi
ng

FEBRUARY

Exhibitors will be assured of a
least 24 features in February, accor
ing to currently announced rel
schedules. Columbia. 20th-Fox. UA
and U-l will each release three features, making them the leading suppliers. All of the other majors will distribute two. Five of the month's releases will be in CinemaScope, and
RKO will have one Superscope film
available. Eleven of the 24 are tinted.
Slated for distribution are:
8 Melodramas 1 Western
7 Adventures 1 Musical
5 Dramas
1 Comedy
1 Science Ficion

PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall. Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
and leads party to safety. 75 min.
METRO-GDLDWYN-MAYEH
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zlmbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. 113 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE
Robert Nayfack.
Taylor, Janet
Leigh. Roy
George
Raft.
ProducerCOP>
Nicholas
Director
Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to rtagedy. 116 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development ofa new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of immortal composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war. 82 min.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia,aandtreasure
another
kind.
100 min.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness
life untilasfinally
in the woods
he is. trapped
92 min. by woman as proficient
March
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Debbienak. Director
Reynolds,
Martin.
Producer
Joe from
Paster-a
Roy Tony
Rowland.
Musical.
Returning
not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set about
to untangle their romances on the home front.
Coming

SUMMARY

PARAMOUNT
October
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Wi'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Comedy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Rosemary
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. ExGl's
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
a clown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
romantic triangle. 110 min.
January
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean airFebruary
raid. 103 min.
CONQUEST
SPACE George
Technicolor.
Eric Flemina.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke.
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vittorio
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
with
broken romance along the way.
March
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton.
Drama. Once-great
star finds104he min.
has
lost self-confidence
when heBroadway
tries comeback.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentU. Director Mario
Camarini. AdventureComing
Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama.
Escapedresidents.
convicts take refuge in suburban
home
and terrorize
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis
and Clark
HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to South America to locate priceless ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Comedy-drama.
Story of
children
into showbusiness
whenEddie
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his

GLASS SLIPPER. THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Young opera
star almost has her career destroyed by polio.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
BULLETIN — THIS
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PARAMOUNT (Continued)
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop tlight.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant.
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy
drama. Ex-jewel
thief tois catch
suspected
resum-to
ing his profession
and seeks
realofthief
clear his name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WE'RE
NO ANGELS
VV-Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan Bennett,
Aldo Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart,
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Comedy.
Escaping
Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors whofrom
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
YOU'RE
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Dean
Martin, Jerry
Lynn, VV-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school
REPUBLIC
November
SHE-WOLF, THE Kerima, Ettore Manni, May Britt.
Producers Ponti-De Laurentiis. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. Passion-driven woman competes with
her daughter for love of a man. 93 min.
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich pays
tungsten
mine learns
that friendship
people
off better
than crime.
90 min. of honest
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when
private91 road
by the aowner.
min. they had always used is closed
January
CAROLINA CANNONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilot of steam driven trolley car, Canova becomes involved in plot to steal atomic missile. 74 min.
TROUBLE IN STORE IJ. A. Rankl Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock
engages
in comedy of errors surrounding
plot toclerk
rob store.
86 min.
February
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer. 65 min.
SQUARE RING. THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game.
Coming
the Korean conflict.
DAY TO REMEMBER, A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of
a medical student during training to become
a doctor.
FOREIGN ADVENTURE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Associate producer-director
Edward inLudwig.
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue
the fashionable
Bahamas.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon, Ray Middleton. Producer William J. O'Sullivan.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Brother against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar.
ITERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and the Korean conflict.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MAN FROM TEXAS Trucolor. John Payne, Mona Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director Joseph
Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of cattlemen
in late 1 800'
SANTA
FE s.PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberland inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
Film

RKD
AFRICA ADVENTURESeptember
PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa.3-month
64 min. safari through unexplored sections
October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer drama.Benedict
Bogeaus.
Director
Melo-of
South American
vaquero
sets Allan
out onDwan.
mission
vengence when his family is kliled by bandits. 84 min.
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father is massacred. 88 min.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that willframes
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
January
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas
cewb»y 85becomes
and romance.
min. involved with murder, bandits
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in GuatemalanFebruary
jungles. 60 min.
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.
Director
Harold
Adventure. Tarzanslaughter
combats of
whitewildhunters'
to commit wholesale
game plot
for financial
gain. 72 min.
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt Coming
for sunken treasure. 99 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
G»mez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
RAGE AT DAWN Superscope, Technicolor. Randolph
Scott, Mala
Director
Tim Powers,
Whelan. Forrest
Western.Tucker. Producer Nat Holt.
SON
OF SINBAD
DaleProducer
Robertsen, Sally
Ferrest,SuperScope,
Lili St. Cyr,Technicolor.
Vincent Price.
Robertture.Sparks.
Director
Ted
Tetzlaff.
Romantic
advenFurther adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

October
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
Young Persian barber leaves his shop in seek of adventure. After horse-sword action in desert he rescues
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
WOMAN'S
Technicolor.
Webb, June WORLD
Allyson,CinemaScope,
Van Heflin, Lauren
Bacall,Clifton
Fred
MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco. Comedy
drama. President of auto company seeks a new general manager and places three candidates and their
wives in situations for observation. 94 min.
November
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
New York
become
writer
and
falls intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto her
murder.
95 min.
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Napoleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled. 110 min.
OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilBULLETIN
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December
DEVIL'S
HARBOR
Richard
Arlen,71 Greta
director C. Dean. Melodrama.
min. Gynt. Produ .
OTHER WOMEN, THE Hugo Haas, Cleo Moore. 1.
ducer-director Haas. Drama. 81 min.
THERE'S
NO BUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Scope, Deluxe
Color. Ethel
Marilyn Cine
Moni .
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
Siei
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married vaudev
team ingrain their three children with the love
show business. 117 min.
January
CARMEN JONES CineraaScepe Deluxe Cetor. Ha
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Produc
director Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows c
of opera and novel in new setting in which yot
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruir
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Defu
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, R1
mond Massey. Producer-direc-ter Philip Dunne. Drat
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalb
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Mur
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of sev
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. K
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Reland. Producer
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. 112 min.
WHITE FEATHER
Panoramic) CinemaScope, Tech.
color. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Rob
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersm
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring pea
between savages and Coming
whites.
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Delu>
Jean Peters, Richard Todd.
OUR GIRL FRIDAY Color. Joan Collins, Kenneth Moi,
Producer Langley. Director Minter.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia
Havilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Barle
UNTAMED
CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyro'
Power,
tor
HenrySusan
King.Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Dire
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Vict
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Produc
Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher.
UNITED

ARTISTS

October
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphre
Bogart,Director
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro produ
tion.
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewicz.
dranv
Story
of
poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie stabi
dom and finds true love which leads to tragedy
cause she gives her husband an heir he was unabl
to beget. 128 mins.
LITTLE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Andei
son. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacocl
Comedy-drama. Story of two little boys who "steal
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-centur
OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jenser
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander
Drama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igo
Gouzenko since going in hiding under protection c
Canadian government. 77 min.
SITTING BULL CinemaScope EastmanColor. DalRobertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Produce
W.
Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama
105 R.minutes.
November
SHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirecto
Agar
Maria English. ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective become
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
SNOW CREATURE Paul Langton, Leslie Denison. Pro
ducer-director W. Lee Wilder. Melodrama. Hrmalayar
mountain monster terrorizes New York 70 min.
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
with crooked international busfness man on French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Castie. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
Br'rHsh sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sign,complications.
welds it to 89foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's deck

December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellaoi.
drama.
Rim version of Shakespeare's Romantic
immortal classic.
140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,Swartz
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Producers
Director
Walter
Dwiiger.
Drama.
Deals86 with
men cenfined
to prison.
rein. needs and desires of
PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued^
' A CRUZ I Hecht-Lancaster) Superscope Tec-hnieoJor.
i y C»oper, Burt Lancaster, frenise Bancel, Cesar R»Hill. Director
Aldrich.
1j-o.
itemProducer
drama. James
Two American
soldiers Robert
of fortune
be<•
involved
in
the
Mexican
Revolution
against
Emtor Maximilian. 94 min.
January
ITLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
[ hur Frani. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. DirecHerbert Strode. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Kadron's rescue exploits in Korea. 82 min.
kCHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
•nis Johns. Producer Wm. Macpuitty |J. A. Rank).
■ ector Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
• |least
nd in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-stricken
kCK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Graves,
tin Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hugo
gonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from lap
.electric chair, gangleader takes hostages to hideout
■ re bloody siege occurs. 80 min.
February
NYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phyllis
k. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Adt iture-melodrama. Young prospector battles claim
iper
while aiding professor and daughter in search
uranium.
>OD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
I[vis
iehart,
JohnMelodrama.
Ireland. Remus
Production.
Gilbert.
Three men,
with theDirector
breaks
|I disasterous
life going mail
against
them,
ioin
adventurous
playboy
holdup. 100 min.
BAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, June
' ay. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. Adventurelodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murders
sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min.
Coming
i HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker.
. >ducer
Schenck. Director Howard Koch,
lodrama Aubrey
.
NTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
icaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
cht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
>S ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker. Producer-director
bert Aldrich. Suspense drama.
.ACS IN THE SPRING Errol Flynn, Anna Neagle.
Inducer Herbert Wilcox. Romantic drama.
VRTY Ernest Borgnine, Betsy Blair. Hecht-Lancaster
(loduction. Director Delbert Mann. Drama.
GHT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
nters, Lillian Gish. Producer
arles Laughton. Suspense drama.Paul Gregory. Director
, >T AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
! tchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. ProducerJ'ector Stanley Kramer. Drama.
: RPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Procer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
f.F pilot
fighting
in Burma disintegrates under presses of war.
Regains
grip
autiful Burmese girl. 100 min.on life thru contact with
>BBERS ROOST George Montgomery, Richard Greene.
cks-Goldstein production. Director Sidney Salkow.
?lodrama.
AR OF INDIA Technicolor.
Wilde, Jean Wal:e. Producer Raymond Stross.Cornel
Director Arthur Lubin.
■Jventure.
RANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions)
isco color. Joel McCrea. Miroslava. Producer
Robert
,>ldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western.
IMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn, Rasno
an. Brazzi.
Romantic Producer
drama. llya Lopert. Director David
GER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
dial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
woman's I 1 1heroism
min. in 19th century Indian
|ht forof freedom.
|ory
>P OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy
, elyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
■ster. Aerial drama.

UNIVEHSAL-INT'L
November
iNGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
jibl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek
inod adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
dun service, learns of threatened
d subsequently regains honor. 87 min. native uprising
5UR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Cal•un Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Direcr Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
formed from bankrobbing by woman's love. 83 min.
COCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main, Chill Wills. Proicer Robert Arthur, Richard
Director Charles
"Tiont. Comedy. Zany owner Wilson.
and staff of dude ranch
sort to hairbrain schemes to entertain
guests. 80 min.
December
GN OF THE PAGAN
, Technicolor. Jeff
landler, Jack Palance, CinemaScope
Rita
Producer Albert J
3hen. Director Douglas Sirk.Gam.Historical
>man centurion leads near-disastorous adventure.
lainst the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min. resistance
Film

YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims. 78 min.
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. EverttuaMy
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
entertainer, cashier and French heiress. 9& min.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR [J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninusual of79shenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler volved
of in$5000.
min.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska. Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death. 97 min.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding
Coming cop. 96 min.
A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeoJeejical treasures.
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression.
CHTEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
ofwreaks
Asiaticvengeance
snake cult.on Americans who violated secrets

WARNER

BROTHERS

BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
September
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal. 89 min.
October
NO RELEASES
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. WesVeteran Indianwithout
fighteruseis of
commissioned
by Presidenttern.to negotiate
arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. 1 1 1 min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure
Family onwhen
snow-bound
cattle ranch
have their drama.
lives altered
huge mountain
lion
invades the area. 102 min.
December
RE-ISSUES ONLY
January
STAR ISland,BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day, Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
and heart-tugging complications.
February117 min.
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who
fashions
cup
used
at
Last
Supper
comes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min.also beUNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch,
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 min.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story of World War II Marines and the girls they
left behind. 149 min.
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
Harris,
Dean,EliaRaymond
Producer
John
Steinbeck.James
Director
Kazan. Massey.
Drama. Story
of young
man's efforts to win love of domineering father.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director
Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Coming
Gangland wars involving
members of crime syndicate.

FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara,
GeorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
Victor
McLaglen.
Robert Arthur.
Lubin.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas,David
Kurt Kaszner.
Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack Hawkdrama. Recounting of battle at Dienbienphu.
ins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
pioneers in New Zealand.
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
great
pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot about his
downfall
when small fortune is found on plane.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN Greer Garson, Cameron
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mar|orie Main, Percy
Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
LeRoy. Action drama. Adventures of young womanSholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa doctor in Santa Fe during frontier days.
takes
over
the
running
of
his
rich
brother's
fruit
processing plant.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Lex Barker, Mara CorYOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
day, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard Pine. Director
Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting out to solve
NEW JERSEY
stage
brings peace between warring cattle
men androbberies
sheepherders.
MESSENGER SERVICE
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Member National Film Carriers
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
250 N. Juniper Street
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
Philadelphia 7, Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaDEPENDABLE SERVICE!
Monster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
HIGHWAY
attempted suicide.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry HopEXPRESS LINES, INE.
per. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let
to
safety
by
army
captain
subject
to
court
martial for desertion.
Member National Film Carriers
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidWashington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
napped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
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Your

Customers
The men who govern the affairs
of the major film companies must
face up to a problem that is growing
in gravity almost daily. It is the
problem of heeding the complaints
of their customers about policies
which they disapprove.
Complaining customers are not
peculiar to the motion picture business; every firm in every industry
experiences, in varing degrees, disaffection from the ranks of its clients. Enlightened industrialists prepare for such contingencies by building good-wil on a year-'round basis,
by instructing personnel in the art
and value of happy relationship with
consumers, and by employing expert "trouble-shooters" to patch the
breaks where they occur. Film company management, with a few notable exceptions, disdain means of developing relations. It it a pitiful fact
that some of the movie companies
seem disposed to regard their exhibitor customers as an annoyance,
a troublesome lot to be dispised because they seek to buy pictures at a
lower price.
This attitude has been responsible
for most of the internal strife that
has injured and retarded the progress of our industry. It is high time
that ALL film men adopted an enlightened view in regard to customer relations.
Right now this industry is threatened again with fratricide. A tide of
hostility is rising steadly in exhibitor ranks Allied States Association
is brandishing an explosive stick of
legislation. TOA is demanding
round-table talks on film terms. The
mail that crosses our desk from exhibitors these days, especially those
operating small theatres, shows
clearly that their temper is rising

steadily to a point where they will
be willing to accept even the harsh
and undesirable remedy Allied
suggests.
We offer this advice to the heads
of the film companies : listen to
those statesmen in your ranks who
would show you the way to win a
rapprochment with your customers.
No man is so powerful, no company
so mighty that they can forever endure the ill-will of a large segment
of the customer body. Sit down with
the exhibitor and heed their complaints.
Toll

TV

4

initial victory of theatremen acting
in organized force through the Joint
Committee on Toll TV. Subscription advocates would not have you
think so. They would have you believe— as their post-FCC decision
statements declaimed — that they
welcome this chance to conclusively
prove their case once and for all.
Certainly, Zenith's Commander
McDonald, for all his bravado, does
not desire protracted public hearings. His strategy was clear: a jetfast, rammed-through decision on
the wings of an extravagant and
crushing propaganda campaign. He
tried and failed. He will not be

parties to the toll-TV contest, means
that dame fortune shall no longer
smile on the side of the strongest
propaganda batallions, but on the
side of the strongest minds, logics
and truths. Exhibitor forces could

gratified by the prospect on a pointfor-point appraisal of the various
ramifications of the toll-TV program. From this point on, the odds
could favor those elements whose
thinking is clearly on the side of
law, sound economics and the public
good. But, regardless of odds, those
to a plunder of the free airopposedwill
lanes
have to establish their
case in no uncertain terms, for the
toll-TV propagandists have been
hard at work, lo, these many months.

ask for no more than this ruling together with the quashing by the

The major avenues of approach
from herein would seem to be these :

FCC

(1) An extended effort for campaign financing. Exhibitors whose
very futures are at stake must be
made to realize that this is far more
than another worthy cause requiring funds. It is a life and death
struggle. The exhibitor who fails to
pay his share of the cost needed to
fight this menace is contributing to
the death of his business. The issues
involved cannot be minimized, for
toll-TV amounts to a direct usurpation of the historic function and mission of the movie theatre. It is an

Showdown
The battle of the living-room boxoffice has reached the showdown
stage. The FCC decision to study
the written briefs of all interested

of Zenith's petition for immediate sanction of commercial

pay-as-you-see broadcasting.
The Commission's stand is gratifying and must be interpreted as the
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enemy with which co-existence is
politically or economically impossible. There shall be either a home
ce
boxoffi
or a theatre boxoffice — not
both!
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[Continued from Page 5)
(2) Refutation of the propaganda
that exhibitors are the sole special
interest opposed to toll-TV. Theatremen will considerably weaken
their stand if they allow themselves
to be trapped into appearing as the
sole — or most prominent — body battling commercial subscription television. Admittedly, there is nothing
dishonorable in one group striving
to protect itself against competitive
forces, but that is not enough in this
case. The merchants of pay-to-see
TV are making it appear that only
selfish, personal motives of theatre
owners are depriving the public of
toll-TV's wonderous benefits. They
aim to narrow down the issue as
being one between the special interests of exhibitors and the public
interest.
(3) The movie industry must
align its cause with business people
everywhere. Theatremen do not
stand alone in this fight. What about
the thousands of merchants situated
where movie theatres are the brightly-lit focal points of social life. By
transferring the boxoffice adjacent
to the fireplace, these retailers with
millions invested in their establishments would be robbed of so much
of the foot-traffic that can be converted into untold dollar purchases.
These elements must be drawn
into the fray — and not for mere reasons of added firepower or political
expediency, but because they represent interests every bit as directly
concerned as the theatremen. They
are natural, legitimate parties to the
fight. And while on this subject, let's
not overlook the manufacturer, the
wholesaler, the jobber — for all industry would suffer through reduced
sales. Their interests would be antagonized as well. In short, business at large has far more to lose
than to gain under the operation of
a device that would keep vast numbers of people home-bound.

Oh

realize the true nature of toll-TV.
The propagandists on the other side
have been blowing loud their trumpets proclaiming what they aim to
give to the public. Let those who
oppose the living room boxoffice put
the medium in this proper perspective :
Toll-TV gives not, it takes away.
It would deprive television set
owners of the right to pluck from
the free airlanes that which they are
now privileged to see without cost.
It would skim off — and put a toll
on — every worthwhile attraction
available to the public on the free
airlanes today.
It would give to a handful of men
a franchise to the God-given ether
— at the public's expense.
These points must be made clear
to the American people and to their
representatives in the Government.
Funds and organization are needed
to accomplish this.

This

Is

BROTHERHOOD

WEEK

The

Air

In this issue Film Bl LLETIS inaugurates a regular new feature — a report on
television and radio in their relations with
the film industry, as they compete with our
industry, and as means of promoting pictures and movie-going. U e feel this kind
of report will he useful to those associated
with film making and exhibiting.
— Editor's Notk
Oscar Nominations
The Academy Awards Nomination
program (Sat, Feb. 12, 6-7:30 PST,
NBC-TV) was a particularly unspectacular show. Frankly, it was dull.
With Jack Webb, mc'ing in a studio,
and pick-up points at Ciro's, Romanoff's and the Cocoanut Grove, the program limped along, halting, sputtering,
seeming on the verge of fizzling out
altogether at times.
In the first place, the lists of probable nominees were widely known; it
came as little surprise when the acting
and directing groups, were named —
and, of course, the selection of a group
of potential winners is not comparable
in excitement or interest to the selection of a single, final winner. The
show was not helped any by the fact
that the most likely candidates, the
outstanding figures whom the public
was certainly most anxious to see —
Grace Kelly, Crosby, Brando, Mason,
Elia Kazan, for instance — were not
present, some for admittedly good reasons, others for reasons that sounded
awfully lame. One got the feeling that
the whole idea had not been given unqualified support by the film colony.
A virtue of the show, I thought, was
its treatment of aspects of movie-making generally unfamiliar to the public
— film editing, art direction, etc., and
its suggestion of the variety of talents
(and their co-operation) that go into
making a film. Clips of the outstanding films of the year and of old prizewinning song hits interspersed
throughout the program help bridge
some of the dullest gaps.
Whether it served to arouse, or dull
interest in the big March Oscar show
remains to be seen, but at this point
Sam Goldwyn's fears about the effects
of the program might well have been

February 20-27

justified.
Columbia

Tribute

Ed Sullivan's tribute to Columbia
(Continued on Page 8)
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[Continued from Page 7)
Pictures on his "Toast of the Town"
show, Sunday night, Feb. 6, was a
striking achievement, publicity-wise,
for Columbia, and for the industry in
general. Clips from outstanding Columbia pictures — some old, some recent— served to remind the public of
the enduring tradition of top-grade
entertainment from Hollywood.
The show got off to a good start
with a fine dance routine by Marge
and Gower Champion from "Three for
the Show." Teresa Brewer, doing
songs from the same film, and Eddie
Fisher, bringing back memories of the
"Jolson Story", represented the top
singing talent around today. The show
then launched into the presentation of
brief clips from some of Columbia's
most memorable productions: the
Gable-Colbert comedy classic, "It
Happened One Night", Gary Cooper's
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town", "Born
Yesterday", "From Here to Eternity",
and "On the Waterfront." The scenes
were memorable ones, albeit fleeting.
This part of the program served,
again, to remind the audience, already
familiar with the pictures, just how
good they were, and to help support
the lead-in statement that Columbia
has made some "great" pictures.
The most successful segment of the
program was the conclusion, concerned with describing and publicizing
Columbia's current presentation, "The
Long Gray Line." A reasonably long
portion of the film was shown — an
entire scene — and Maureen O'Hara,
Donald Crisp, Robert Francis, as well
as Marty Maher, himself, and the
West Point Choir, were on hand to
support it. It all added up to good
entertainment for TV viewers and a
fine plug for Columbia and the movies.
The show was an example of movietelevision cooperation at its best. It
demonstrates again how movie people
can provide entertainment while selling themselves and their product. Both
Mr. Sullivan and Columbia are to be
congratulated.
TV-Radio

Promotion

Columbia has been making the big
news. "Long Gray Line" spots have
been featured nationally on a co-operative basis with theatres involved.
Steve Allen's "Tonight" and Dave
Garroway's "Today" (both RCA-TV)
highlighted some of the premiere activities atthe Keith, Washington, D.C.
Cleo Moore has also been appearing,
boosting "Women's Prison."
(Continued on Page 12)
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Lucky

Sam

Spiegat

The advance sale for the new Cinerama
film, I hear, is running ahead of the first
one in most cities, indicating that there is
still a strong public appetite for this phenomenon of show business. I saw the
new one.

warmth or intimacy of such events: the
photography is too sprawling for that.
The sheer piquancy of Paris has been
missed in the shots taken in that fair city,
but the High Mass in Notre Dame Cathedral far transcends in emotional effect

"Cinerama Holiday" is of the same
genre as "This is Cinerma", except that
its various elements are loosely linked together by having two young couples as
rubbernecks, one American pair travelling
Europe, and one European couple "doing" the United States. This device adds
absolutely nothing to the value of the
picture. The couples never come to life,
serving merely as onlookers; in fact, at
times they distract attention from the primary action of the film.
Presumably the success of the first
Cinerama offering influenced the ocmpany in its second choice of subject; it
would certainly have been taking a long
chance to toss overboard a formula which
had brought so many millions of dollars
to the boxoffice. Such a decision, however, risky as it may have been, would
have minimized comparison between the
present picture and the first one — to the
disadvantage, in our judgment, of "Cinerama Holiday",

the comparative portion of "This is
Cinerama" — the performance in La Scala,
Milan.

In assessing the merits of "Holiday" it
is difficult, even for a practised critic, to
avoid such comparison. It is almost impossible to evaluate "Cinerama Holiday"
without asking oneself how much of the
enthusiasm felt for "This Is Cinerama"
stemmed from the surprise impact of a
"first time" experience. The first sip from
a bottle of good champagne is always the
best. Thus, the bobsled ride in "Cinerama
Holiday" evoked fewer audience "oohs"
and "ahs" than the equivalent rollercoaster ride in "This is Cinerama". The
landing of a jet fighter on the deck of an
aircraft carrier, thrilling as it is, seems
less awesome than the 'plane flight
through the Grand Canyon shown in the
original film. On the other hand, "This
Is Cinerama" offered nothing as magnificent as the flight over the Swiss Alps depicted in the present picture. The skiing
sequence, though overlong, is magnificently done.
There was nothing as banal in the
original release as the nightclub scene in
"Cinerama Holiday", when the cameras
were taken into the Lido, in Paris, for a
floor show as conventional (and fullyclad) as they come. Shots of gambling
halls in Las Vegas are interesting as far
as they go, but the Swiss couple who costar in the picture don't go to the tables,
so that the whole impression is one of
superficial treatment. A country fair
scene in New England has none of the

A Grand Guignol puppet show photographed in the French capital is beautifully done, and seems to draw the audience from its collective shell. Another
strong audience reaction is caused by a
jazz band parade in New Orleans as a
group of Negro mourners return from a
funeral overjoyed by the knowledge that
a loved one has been removed from this
plane of toil and trouble.
Throughout the picture the quality of
the photography deserves all the superlatives that can be heaped upon it.
Cinerama is still a great show, especially
for those with dead-center seats who are
not plagued by the distortions noticeabk
from the side of the theatre. Whether,
however, "Cinerama Holiday" will do as
well as "This Is Cinerama" depends primarily on the size of the public's appetite
for travelogues — and on Todd-AO's ability— to produce as great a visual and aural
thrill with the super-size "Oklahoma" due
early this summer.
%
^
*
What a poor advertisement for motion
pictures the TV program covering the
Oscar nominations was. The less said
about it the better.
It's a safe bet that "On the Waterfront" will cop one of the top Academy
Awards, maybe for producer Sam Spiegal. If he does he'll fully deserve the
nickname "Lucky Sam", for he became
concerned with the picture by sheer accident. Elia Kazan, the director, had been
talking about "Waterfront's" possibilities
at the 20th Century-Fox studios, but Fox
turned the idea down because the company was concentrating on the more
spectacular CinemaScope type of product. Kazan met Spiegal in a hotel elevator and told him the story; they shook
hands and went into professional partnership on the venture, backed by Columbia.
*
*
*
"Lucky Sam's first Oscar — for "African
Queen" — was equally fortuitous. John
Huston badly needed $50,000 for one of
his projects and offered, in return, to
direct a picture. David Loew, who was
first approached, wasn't keen. Spiegal
took a chance and made the "click" film
which won him the Award. He got the
$50,000 payment to Huston on loan —
from
Loew! a company controlled by David
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By Philip R. Ward
TO THE EVER-ENLARGENING HOLLYWOOD
vocabulary has been added an old, yet new jingoish term
— "prosperity." Over the past 12 months or so that word
has been worked, reworked, chewed and savored with a
majestic relish, and also with an uncommon degree of
reckless abandon. In some ways this corner has been no
less guilty than the rest. And with pardonable reason. J.n
the pageant of 1954, each new tiding of profit and improvement whipped through the ramparts of the film industry
like a fresh wind in a dead man's house. The effect was
toxic. Who can blame a feeling industryite for growing a
bit choked with emotionalism, for hastily lapsing into exaggeration and overstatement?
It's time now to set things straight. Recent fact and
figures command a searching re-evaluation of the industry's surface prosperity. At the very least, let's determine
whether "prosperity" is the word we want.
The dictionary thus defines prosperity : "The state of
being prosperous; attainment of the object desired, material well-being." It defines properous: "successful,
flourishing." How well does the motion picture industry
measure up to these appellations? The Standard & Poor's
chart below may supply us with some clues:
Movie Attendance vs.
Motion Picture Stock Prices

tendance ran somewhat above the index of film stock
prices. Note, too, how cinema shares declined in sympathy
with the slump in movie patronage. Obviously, the present
comeback of industry equities is not being matched by a
comparable rise in attendance figures.
In 1954, Film BULLETIN'S own measuring rod, the
Cinema Aggregate, recorded a 60% increase in the price
of film company securities. This was matched by a 10%
gain in average weekly theatre attendance — estimated at
45 million in 1953 to 49.2 million in 1954.
How, you ask, is it possible for film company income,
and stock prices, to advance so much when attendance has
advanced so little? Many theatremen will tell you that
this paradox occurs because the film firms are skimming
the cream off current boxoffice receipts. One group (Allied
States Association) is threatening to go to Congress for
legislative relief. The film people will protest that they
are prospering so handsomely because of better product,
limited production that has enabled them to effect important operating economies, increased admission prices.
Whatever the true reason, an unhealthy disequilibrium
exists. So long as this unbalance between the success of
film companies and exhibition continues, the underpinnings of present-day prosperity remain tenuous and insubstantial. Ultimate, lasting, realistic prosperity demands
improved fortunes throughout the industrial organism as
a whole. That objective shall be reached only when the
rising statistics of movie attendance move in closer harmony with film company earnings. For the time being,
the movie industry, as a whole, hardly qualifies for the
dictionary's definition of "prosperity".
<0
O

_ MOTION PICTURE
STOCK PRICES +
1946 '47
' estimated

'48

49

50

51

'52 '53 '54
"F Standard & Poor's Index

From the foregoing one major — and apparently unchallenged— conclusion must be drawn:
0
CURRENT "PROSPERITY" IS OFF-BALANCE. It is
true that some segments of the motion picture industry are
currently enjoying good times, but someone is keeping the
glad tidings a deep, dark secret from rank and file theatremen the nation over. Notice the great gap between the
level of motion picture stock prices in the Standard &
Poor's Index and that of average weekly movie attendance. Look back to 1946, the greatest boom period in filmdom's history.

Observe how average weekly movie at-

COLUMBIA SMASHES PROFITS RECORD. President Harry Cohn has announced the greatest six-months
earnings in the company's history. Net profit after taxes
totaled $2,823,000 for the 26 week term ended December
25, 1954. This compares with $1,910,000 over the like
period in the prior year. Per-share earnings: $3.40 vs
$2.24. These figures tend more and more to justify the
Financial Bulletin's January 24 citation of Columbia as the
Number 1 early year play among cinemas in the market.
O

O

NATIONAL THEATRES 1st QUARTER SLUMP has
been arrested. After showing a decline in the first quarter
cf the current fiscal year, Elmer Rhoden, circuit president,
announced that gross income for 2nd quarter's first seven
weeks gained 4.2% over comparable 1954 period. Earnings
of the 1st quarter, ended December 25, 1954, amounted to
20 cents a share on net profit of $546,416, as compared to
24 cents a share on $655,582 for the prior year. Mr. Rhoden
emphasized the film shortage problem and stated that "we
are still in a sellers' market."
Film BULLETIN February 21, 1955
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Oh Ike AilI Continued from Page 81
20th-Fox: The "Racers" featured
song, "I Belong to You" has been getting abig radio play, in the Peggy Lee
and Ralph Flanagan recordings. Featured players in "The Racers," as well
as prominent racing stars have been
appearing both nationally and locally
to plug the film. And Terry Moore
made N.Y. TV rounds to support both
"Racers" and her own forthcoming
"Daddy Longlegs."
Paramount: Charles McGraw, featured in "Toko-Ri" has appeared widely (i.e., Luncheon at Sardi's (WOR),
Garroway show, Pulse (RCA), Barry
Gray show (MCA), and Igor Cassini's TVer (RCA) to talk about the
picture.
MGM: "Jupiter's Darling" has been
getting a play, with help from personals by Esther Williams (Sullivan
show, "What's My Line?") and William Tuttle, head of the make-up dept.,
as well as the appearance of baby elephant "Dorothy." Bob Taylor has
been doing promotional work for
"Many Rivers to Cross" in Boston
and New Haven spots. Also, John
Erikson for "Green Fire" and Anne
Francis for "Bad Day at Black Rock."
RKO: "Underwater!" selling has
been big news, with personals by Lori
Nelson and Dick Egan and a trailer on
the publicized trip to Silver Springs,
which has appeared widely, on a national basis. Coverage has also been
made of the huge Jane Russell sign
on Broadway.
United Artists: In the spotlight have
been Rudy Vallee, plugging "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" (Sullivan, I've
Got A Secret, (CBS), Life Beings at
Eighty (Dumont), and Steve Allen),
and Shelley Winters, for "Night of the
Hunter" (What's My Line?). An intensive campaign for selling "Sabaka"
on Smilin' Ed's Gang (ABC-TV), as
well as frequent spots on "Vera Cruz",
"Black Tuesday" and "Suddenly" have
been noteworthy.
Universal: Tony Curtis and George
Nader, of "Six Bridges to Cross," and
Rock Hudson of "Captain Lightfoot,"
have been appearing extensively on
TV and radio. Suzan Ball of "Chief
Crazy Horse", along with husband
Richard Long, were guests on Sullivan's Feb. 13 show.
Warner Bros.: Current releases
"Unchained" and "Battle Cry" are being plugged, with Elroy Hirsch working extensively on the former, and
Leon Uris, author of the best-selling
novel, and a host of the film's stars
working on the latter.
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Editor, Film BULLETIN
I am rather intrigued with the article
in Film BULLETIN, January 24th, by
Philip R. Ward with the title "Our Relations with the Public — And Ourselves".
This article treats of a subject which
has been very close to my heart for a
number cf years: namely institutional advertising. Seemingly, everyone in our industry is so obsessed with selling a single
item at a time, said item having a probable life of possibly three months, that
they miss the boat in selling the fundamental thing that should live for years
and years, but is showing every symptom
at the present time of dying: the habit of
going to a movie. Of course, this has
been done sporadically and in niggling
fashion at various times by certain individuals and for short periods with no consistency and no follow-through. Ours,
seemingly, is an industry so obsessed
with the "quick buck" that we appear to
have lost sight of the "long pull".
That, perhaps, is one of the reasons
why our attendance figures have been
going down and down. I speak, of course,
of the attendance figures for the motion
picture industry as a whole in the United
States and not for the particular run of
a particular picture. I will admit that during the past year there has been a slight
increase in the attendance following approximately ten years of decrease and the
increase noted is approximately 2%, according to my understanding. All that has
occured in a period when our population
has increased by leaps and bounds, our
economy is in the best condition it has
been in many, many years, every other
industry is showing tremendous increases
— why are we the exception? Of course
there is the excuse of television, which
is a pretty fair excuse but it dees not
measure up to being anything more than
just an excuse.
COMPO, for which I worked pretty
hard for a couple of years in the tax
campaign, has made a faint gesture or
two to tackle this problem and find its
solution. They have always been frustrated by lack of money. They have done
a pretty good job from one angle with

the advertisements in Editor and Publisher, which have put us in a pretty good
light with the publishers of this country.
They are to be congratulated on a job
very well done along this line but really
they probably are not to blame for the
failure to accomplish the job of selling
the public on the motion picture industry
as an institution.
The job would entail the expenditure
of millions and should be in the nature of
a campaign, not for a few months, but
consistently for several years. It should
be shared by production, distribution and
exhibition. It should enlist the top brains
of our industry and also the active cooperation of everyone in our industry.
That, of course, is possible only with a
tremendous organizational job being done
throughout the industry. Who is to
undertake that job and — most important
— who is to finance it and how, is not in
my capabilities or problems.
But keep the ball rolling! Perhaps
some day after I'm dead this shallowthinking motion picture industry will
grow up and do the job.
Colonel H. A. Cole
Allied Theatre Owners
of Texas
Editor, Film BULLETIN
I have read with interest your January
24th issue and with special interest the
sixth installment on "Our Relations with
the Public — and Ourselves". Please send
me the other five installments if you have
to back date my subscription to do so.
You have surely hit a point, in my
opinion, that the motion picture industry
has overlooked. I plan to start here in
my own town to sell the sizzle as well as
the steak. Thanks for this article.
I hope that COMPO will take this idea
up and tionaltry
level. to sell the Theatres on a naGeorge H. Goodwin
Rose and Swan Theatres
Bastrop, Louisiana

script was carrying him. Many spectators will feel that

The Long Gray Line"
SudiKeM IZatOt? O O O O
Has elements that will aoDeal to all kinds of audiences.
Menty of humor and heart. Standout performance by Power.
Spirited exploitation campaign will spark business.
This John Ford production has boxoffice written all over
t. Based on the life of Marty Maher, who served at West
Point for 57 years, the film describes the continuing endurance of the Academy, emphasizes the meaning of its
:raditions, and illuminates the personal life of Maher. It
nas snirit, humor, heart-throbs. Some sophisticates may
say it's "ccrney", but they will be caught wiping away a
tear. It is, in almost every way, a superior production.
The cast, is excellent, and Tyrone Power hits the high
point of his career. Ford's direction is superb, and CinemaScope highlights scenes at the Point that are moving
and exciting. Columbia can well be proud of this film.
Story unfolds with Maher's (Power) arrival at the Point,
fresh from Ireland, his enlistment and appointment as
athletic instructor under Ward Bond, his marriage to a
young Irish lass (Maureen O'Hara), his father (Donald
Crisp") joining them. The story proceeds through the first
world war, describing the loss of many of Marty's closest
friends. As the years pass, his devotion to the Point and to
the younger generations of cadets remains steadfast.
Through World War II, the tragic death of his one infant
son, the passing of his father, and his beloved wife, Marty
Maher is always a heroic figure. At the conclusion, he is
retired from the Army, but allowed to keep his job, and
witnesses a full military review in his honor.
Power reveals previouslv unplumbed talent — a performance of real Oscar stature. Miss O'Hara and Donald Crisp
turn in superb characterizations. Edward Hope's screenplay is highly effective, as is the musical score by Morris
Stoloff and George Duning.
Ads make pertinent references to "From Here To Eternity" and "Caine Mutiny". Catchline : "The Man Who
Had 10,000 Sons!"
Columbia.
Minutes.
Tyrone Producer
Power, Maureen
O'Hara,Director
Robert John
Francis.
Crisp, Ward138Bond,
Phil Carey.
Robert Arthur.
Ford. Donald

"East of Eden"

'Su4tKe44 ^4ti*$ GOG
Off-beat drama best suited for class houses. Will require
strong exploitation in general market. Rates lowest for
family trade.
It is difficult to regard this Elia Kazan production
moderately. The public reception is bound to be widely
divergent. Adapted for the screen by Paul Osborn from
John Steinbeck's recent novel, it emerges as an off-beat,
uneven drama. It certainly lacks the all-around smoothness and the impact of "Waterfront," but it has moments
of rare emotional intensity. This is not an "entertaining"
picture in the ordinary sense, but it is fascinating. The
problems it deals with are mostly psychological, some are
handled brilliantly and incisively, others vaguely. CinemaScope and WarnerColor are employed superbly, always
heightening the drama. The genius of Kazan for pictorial
and dramatic effects are much in evidence, but one cannot
escape the feeling that he was not always sure where the
MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 14

the best thing in "East of Eden" is the extraordinary performance by newcomer James Dean. Kazan has elicited
a characterization from this handsome young man that is
enthralling and thrilling in its emotional range and insight.
Net far behind him is Julie Harris, who creates a wonderfully sympathetic role as the girl torn between her love
for the two brothers.
In California, 1917, Dean discovers that his mother,
whom he and his brother had supposed dead, is running a
brothel nearby. Lacking the affection of his righteous
father (Raymond Massey) who favors his "good" son
(Richard Davalos), Dean identifies himself with the
mother who walked out on her husband and two boys. He
seeks to win his father's love, helps him in a business that
fails and decides to get the money back through his own
business ventures. Meanwhile, Dean's growing interest in
his brother's fiance (Julie Harris) stirs up animosity between the brothers. When his father self-righteously refuses to accept the money offered by Dean, the latter,
feeling wholly rejected, discloses his mother's existence
and way of life to his brother, shattering the latter's illusions. Davalos joins the army and Massey suffers a
stroke but, finally understanding his son, he requests that
he take care of him in his illness.
Warner
Minutes. Elia
JulieKazan.
Harris James Dean, Raymond Massey, Burl Ives.
Richard Bros.
Davalos.115 Director

"Smoke

Signal"

Rating is higher for action houses. Well-paced Indian war
melodrama in Technicolor will serve as good dualler in
general market.
Another plunge into the Indian wars period, but developed in fast-moving style and a better-than-average
plot. Dana Andrews and Piper Laurie star, with spirited
direction by Jerry Hopper. Technicolor photography particularly effective. Performances are average, but exciting
aspects of film are its colorful scenery and sustained plot.
Trip down the Colorado, with Indians surrounding, builds
suspense to raise this a bit above the level of routine
frontier drama. Andrews is an army deserter, who has
been captured and is being brought back to Fort Defiance
for court-martial by his vengeful superior (William Talman). It turns out that he has gone over to the Indian side
to try to prevent a war in the making. When Andrews and
a handful of cavalrymen are trapped in an outpost which
the Indians are preparing to attack, he suggests that the
river is the only possible means of escape. Major part of
film describes the flight down the river. Andrews strikes
up a romance with Laurie, daughter of the commanding
officer who has been killed, and kills her fiance Rex Reason in self-defence, but his evident courage wins over most
of the soldiers. Halman, however, is determined to prosecute him. At the end, the insistence of the remaining
soldiers and Talman's own realization that Andrews was
responsible for saving their lives, leads him to allow the
prisoner to escape. Andrews makes his way to the Apache
chief to bring about peace.
Universal. 88 Minutes. Dana Andrews, Piper Laurie, Rex Reason, William Talman.
Director Jerry Hopper. Producer Howard Christie.
Film BULLETIN February 21, 1955
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"White Feather" (CinemaScope)
SutiKCM IZati*? O O O
Good entry for action-western market. Should draw betterthan-average grosses elsewhere. Good action content, firstrate photography, interesting plot. CinemaScope and Technicolor added factors. Tepid name values.
A dynamic western above average both dramatically
and photographically. CinemaScope and Technicolor are
used with fine effect to catch the sweep of the Wyoming
plains and the charges of the Indians and cavalry battalions. "White Feather" aims at something more than
the formula western usually achieves — exploring the psychology of the Indian-U. S. Army battles and examining
personalities. It is extremely colorful and impressive in
its photography, loaded with action. The piot, while familiar, developes its characters in full dimension. The
cast performs capably and Robert Webb's direction is
competent. Boxofficewise, the film's weakness is the absence of a strong marquee name. Robert Wagner plays an
American surveyor who befriends Indian Jeffrey Hunter,
and is welcomed by the Cheyenne tribe. A romance between Wagner and Indian girl Debra Paget develops as
Wagner tries to avert war between the Cheyennes and the
U.S. cavalry, led by John Lund. At the end, the Cheyennes
are willing to accept a treaty and move south, but proud
Hunter and friend Hugh O'Brian refuse, challenge the
army, and are killed. Film emphasizes Hunter-Wagner
friendship and demonstrates their mutual loyalty. This
ranks as one of the "meatier" Indians vs. whites outdoor
dramas, surprisingly adult in its approach.

"New

York

Confidential"

Fair crime-melodrama. Rates better for action and ballyho
houses. Pace is fast. Cast above average.
A nation-wide crime syndicate with headquarters i
New York, hiding behind the "cloak of respectability", i
the subject of this Warner melodrama. Plot lacks cred
bility, but the action is fast, and should satisfy those ac
dieted to crime stories. Cast is above average, and so ar
their performances, lending some authenticity to the noli
too-credible goings-on. Russell Rouse's direction is de
signed for pace. Broderick Crawford is the gangland bos;
loyal, nevertheless, to the rules of the "syndicate." Rich
ard Conte, a professional killer, newly arrived in Ne\
York, soon becomes his favorite. Theme is the inevitabl
self-corruption of evil. Crawford finally alienates himse
from daughter Anne Bancroft, who commits suicide. H
also rejects close friend J. Carroll Naish for the good
the mob. When Crawford slips up, Conte is given order
to kill him. Latter is then set upon by other members
the mob. The killings fo on and on. Corruption in hig
governmental positions is another aspect of the stor
Marilyn Maxwell, as Crawford's moll, turns in a convin
ing performance along with Crawford, Bancroft and Cont
As a matter of fact, the players must be credited with giv
ing this melodrama a lift. Conte's killer role is somethin
for the showmen to dig their teeth into.
Warner Bros. 87 Minutes. Broderick Crawford, Richard Conte, Marilyn Maxwel
Anne Bancroft, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russel Rous

20th
102 Minutes.
Wagner,
Hunter.Century-Fox.
Producer Robert
L. Jacks.Robert
Director
Robert John
Webb.Lund, Debra Paget, Jeffrey
"Doctor
"Ahhott [\ Costello Meet The Keystone

Kops"

Nonsensical slapstick that will need strong top feature on
dual bills. Best suited for small towns and the kid trade.
Much too much of this runs along without laughs. The
"boys" are at it again in a situation that attempts to recapture the atmosphere of the early days of movie-making
— Mack Sennett, Heinie Conklin and Hank Mann are on
hand — but the sum total is a furious mish-mash of slapstick that labors to little or no avail. Most of the goingson are strictly on the juvenile level. It is pointless to describe the plot. Suffice to say that Costello gets assigned
as a Hollywood stuntman, is sent up in an airplane that he
can't fly, and has real bullets fired at him. The pair wind
up accidentally apprehending crooks Lynn Ban and Fred
Clark. Title derives from A. & C.'s dressing up as "keystone kops" and getting mixed up with originals. In the
most amusing scene of the film, a typical chase scene is
staged with everyone running after someone else. Audience reception to this sort of nonsense will depend on their
acceptance of the Abbott and Costello antics. This is not
one of their funnier shows.

Universal. 79 Minutes. Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari Maxie
Rosenbloom.
Director Charles Lamont. Producer Howard Christie.
Scatter
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in the House"

Good English comedy should do very well in art houses. I
properly exploited, might do surprisingly well in genera
market. Presence of leading stars from the popular "Gene
vieve" a plus factor.
This J. Arthur Rank presentation in Technicolor, whic
Republic is releasing, is an example of the kind of thin
that the British do so well. It is a fine comedy full of bot
charm and broad laughs, also possessing an adequate shar
of serious, thoughtful moments. A top money-maker i
England last year, it will find a receptive market here i
the art houses and in some better class situations. It lack
the universal humor of the popular "Genevieve", but ha
plenty to amuse fanciers of British humor. The directio
by Ralph Thomas is intelligent and the performances ar
uniformly good, especially that of Kenneth More, who wo
the British "Oscar" for his performance. Story deals wit
life of medical students in a London hospital. Dirk Bo
garde and Kenneth More share an apartment with fello
students Donald Sinden and Donald Houston. Thei
humorous exploits are both academic and extra-curricular,
and, right in the middle of the fun, a serious note of the
responsibilities of a doctor is sounded.
Republic release. 92 Minutes. Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow, Kenneth More, Donald
Sinden. Directed by Ralph Thomas. Producer Betty E. Box.
GOOD

©

©

AVERAGE

©

POOR

THEY

MADE

STARR
ALFRED STARR turned up the thermostat on the Toll TV war by announcing
that the Exhibitors Joint Committee will
receive complete backing of the TOA
membership. Addressing the mid-Winter
meeting of the exhibitor organization in
Washington, the TOA board director
said EJC will sent campaign kits to theatre owners "so our full membership will
be alerted to the situation and be prepared at the local level to expose inherent
fallacies of the subscription TV claims."
0
AL LICHTMAN & ARTHUR SILVERSTONE completed <0an estimated
$10,000,000 exhibition deal for 20th Century-Fox with Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Canada's leading circuit. The
agreement covers a three-year period.
HENRY FONDA, who recently ended a
seven-year absence from films by starring in "Mr. Roberts" for Warner Bros.,
has formed an independent production
company and signed with United Artists
for the release of a minimum of six pictures in 3 years. Fonda will star in at
least three of the films.

THE

NEWS

WILLIAM GEHRING sought to cast
oil on the troubled waters of the Allied
Drive-In confab in St. Louis in an effort
to head off Allied's government control
petition. After a telephone conference
with Fox distribution chief, Al Lichtman,
he predicted a roundtable meeting of exhibition representatives with film company presidents and sales managers will
be held within the next three weeks. The
Fox assistant general sales manager reported the knotty arbitration problem,
which has blocked the meeting until now,
is nearing a solution that will be acceptable to distribution and exhibition alike.

GEHRING
CHARLES SMADJA was elected vicepresident of United Artists in charge of
European production, it was announced
by president Arthur B. Krim. Smadja has
headed UA's European distribution setup
for the past two years. During the current year, seven UA films will be produced in Europe.

MYERS
ABRAM F. MYERS was very much in
the news as a result of addresses he made
at Allied's drive-in convention in St.
Louis. He discussed the Emergency Defense Committee's move to petition for
Federal control of film rentals, saying that
responsibility for the action rests with
distribution executives who failed to act
on Allied'., plea for relief from excessive
rentals last year. He intimated that
government action may be still averted
stating, "Our door is open every day for
the reception of any plan to get necessary relief." Myers said that if Allied has
to bring action on the bill, "It isn't going
to be a very pleasant fight. It would be
terrible if exhibitors have to go to Congressional committees and present evidence that the tax benefit has been confiscated by the film companies." He
called the "must" 50% picture "one of
our most perplexing unsolved problems."
Toll-TV was a prime target in the
Allied general counsel's annual report and
leveling both barrels he blasted: "The
blatant and reckless propaganda and aggressive tactics of those who are seeking
government approval for devices for
making televised programs available to
set owners only upon a pay-as-you-see
basis have forced toll TV to the fore as
theatres' most imminent and deadly men-

DANNY KAYE and
Paramount received
high tribute from
United Nations leaders
for the film, "Assignment Children", made
on behalf of the U.N.
International Children's
Emergency Fund. Attending studio showing
of film, (1-r) Don Hartman; Mrs. Norman
Chandler, wife of Los
Angeles Times publisher; Kaye; Adolph Zukor; Y. Frank Freeman.
FONDA
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,A Poised for Major Move
wo
C'Scopics
Release EFAFTER
MONTHS Near
OF HALTING
' jrts to get rolling into the big-time, Allied
irtists seems about ready to move. Two
:inemaScopics will be ready for release
hortly; John Huston is preparing his first
iA production, "The Man Who Would Be
king"; Jose Ferrer has started work on
Matador", in which he will star, as well as
roduce and direct; Walter Wanger, whose
Riot in Cell Block 11" was a big grosser,
i preparing "The Body Snatchers"; proucer-director William Wyler and Billy
Vilder are expected to announce concrete
tlans soon. All of which indicates that
Ulied Artists should be realizing some of
ts potential before long. Definitely, mark
lown this outfit as one to watch in the sec>nd half of '55, when several of the current
>rojects will come to fruition.
This company's second CinemaScope production, "Wichita" (Joel McCrea), personaly supervised by Walter Mirisch and directed
)y Jacques Tourneur, is nearly completed.
The Warriors", made in England and soon
o be released, was the first 'Scopic for AA
elease, although this studio also made "The
Adventures of Hajji Baba" for 20th-Fox.
McCrea's second film under his multiple
:ontract, "The First Texan," written by
Daniel B. Ullman, will start in the near
:uture, though Mirisch has just assigned Ullman to first complete the screenplay of "7th
Fleet," story dealing with current headlines
about the Tachens, and which will be rushed
into production.
Recently finished are: "Dark Venture," a
Lindsley Parsons production; "Las Vegas
Shakedown," a William F. Broidy production made entirely in the Nevada gambling
city. "Timeslip" (Gene Nelson, Faith
Domergue), a ToDon production made in
England, A. C. Snowden producer, Ken
Hughes director; "Seven Angry Men" (Raymond Massey, Debra Paget, Jeffrey Hunter), which will be world-premiered March
30 in Osawatomie, Kan., where hero of story,
abolitionist John Brown, has his first major
battle.
12th in the Bomba series, "Lord of the
Jungle" (Johnny Sheffield)— Ford Beebe
producer-director — was the only new film to
start here last week.

Hayworth Back for 'Brethren'
Warwick Signed to New Pact
BIG EXCITEMENT ON THIS LOT
is the return of Rita Hayworth to star in
"Joseph and His Brethren" — Jerry Wald
producing, William Dieterle directing — after
an absence of two years. It is scheduled to
start March 15. It appears that La Hayworth's return is associated in some way
with the fact that hubby Dick Haymes will
produce for Columbia. His first venture likely will be "The Wheel", with Mickey
Rooney.
Warwick Productions, inde unit headed
by Irving Allen and A. R. (Cubby) Broccoli,
has entered into a new pact with Columbia
for four features to be delivered during
1956-57. This outfit made the last three Alan
Ladd films abroad, and will provide Columbia with three releases this year.
Warwick's '55 program will consist of
"Prize of Gold" (Richard Widmark, Mai
Zetterling), Technicolor, yarn about a million dollar theft from the Berlin airlift;
"Cockelshell Heroes" (Jose Ferrer), CinemaScope & Technicolor — please change that
title!! — story of a World War II British
naval hero, to start about April 1 in England, and "Safari" CinemaScope & Technicolor, big game adventure story due to roll
on location in Africa by June 1.
Two 1956 Warwick projects have been
selected. They are "Zarak Khan", story of
a reformed bandit who aided British in Burma fighting, and Irwin Shaw's "Fire Down
After a few weeks of comparative lull in
Below".
production, Columbia has five features on
the agenda to start soon: "The Gentle Wolfhound" (Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kinura), CinemaScope & Technicolor, for which the cast
is on its way to join producer Fred Kohlmar and director Richard Murphy in Osaka,
Japan; "The Gilded Rooster" (Victor Mature)— William Fadiman producer, Anthony
Ouinn director — will shoot early in March
in Mexico; "The Queen Bee" (Joan Crawford, Brian Keith) Technicolor — Jerry Wald
producer, Ranald MacDougall director —
stating March 15; "The Houston Story"
(Dennis Morgan) — Sam Katzman producer;
"Renegade Roundup" — Wallace MacDonald
producing.
Recently finished are Copa's "Calico

Pony" (Van Heflin, Joan Woodward, Phil
Carey, Raymond Burr) CinemaScope &
Technicolor — Ted Richmond producer,
George Sherman director; "Bring Your
Smile Along" (Frankie Laine, Keefe Brasselle) Technicolor — Jonie Taps producer,
Blake Edwards director.
"The Ghost of Drury Lane" — Mike
Frankovitch producer, Arthur Lubin director— will be made this summer in England,
where Frankovitch also supervised "Rebound" (Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons),
which has no release set as yet.
INDEPENDENTS
Stars Form More Inde Units
'Guys & Dolls' Rolls in March
IF DIRECTOR JOSEPH MANKIEwicz recovers in due time from an emergency appendectomy which delayed the picture once again, Samuel Goldwyn's "Guys
and Dolls" will be rolling March 14. And if
the famed producer's calculations are right,
it will cost $4,500,000 by the time it's finished
(date unknown).
Actors continue to form their own companies. Fernando Lamas and his wife, Arlene Dahl, now have an inde called Regency
Enterprises, which will make theatre and
television pictures. Couple is scouting a suitfilm. able story in which to co-star in a theatre
James Mason has purchased film rights iO
Jame McConnaughey's novel, "Three for the
Money", in which he will star and produce
independently next summer.
There'? a great deal of enthusiasm around
about the projected Placid Productions'
"Finnian's Rainbow," to be made in cartoon
form but following the original play, with
the voices of David Wayne, Frank Sinatra,
Ella Logan, Ella Fitzgerald, Barry Fitzgerald, Jim Backus. It started Dec. 1 will
finish about Nov. 1, 1955. It's being produced by Maurice Binder, directed by John
Hubley and will be released by DCA Productions. Latter outfit will also release
Romulus Productions' film version of the hit
play, "I Am A Camera" (Julie Harris, Lawrence Harvey, Shelley Winters) — Henry
Cornelius director. Made in England, it
wound Feb. 10 and has a tentative release
date of June 15.
Shooting now for Lippert
release
is "The
(Continued
on Page
18)
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Lonesome Trail" (Wayne Morris, John
Agar, Magia Dean, Edgar Buchanan) —
Earle Lyon producer, Richard Bartlett director. This is the third picture in which
these two young men, ex-actors, also play
featured parts in their own productions. Also
ready for Lippert release is "The Glass
Tomb" (John Ireland) made in England —
Exclusive Films producers, Montgomery
Tully director.
Filmakers Releasing Organization will release on March 15 a prison break story titled
"Crashout" (William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy, Luther Adler, Beverly Michaels) — Hal
E. Chester producer, Lewis R. Foster director. This company will also release shortly
"Mad at the World" (Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
Brasselle, Cathy O'Donnell) — Collier Young
producer, Harry Essex director.
Filmakers plans to make six pictures in
the next six months. First three will be:
"Battle Hell," original infantry story by
Robert C. Lewin, to be produced by Chester;
"The Smoldering Sea," based on a merchant
marine novel by U. S. Anderson, and "FireYoung.bug," written and to be produced by Collier
Sam Spiegel, head of Horizon Productions,
who made the highly-honored "On The
Waterfront", has set "The Bridge for the
River Kwai", from a novel by Roger Boulle,
as his next. No starting date, probably July.
Josef Shaftel Productions' "The Hunted"
(Marsha Hunt, David Brian)— Shaftel director-producer— completed in the Philippines acouple of months ago, has no release
set. Same company expects to start "Portofino" in a couple of months.
"Charge of the Rurales" (Dane Clark,
James Craig, Hugo Haas) — Robert L. Lippert, Jr. producer, Louis King director, will
start shooting in Guatemala on March 1.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Metro Inks Second Inde Pact
Adds 'Pre sold' Yarns to Slate
MGM HAS FINALLY SUCCUMBED
to the surge of the independents. The partnership deals with David O. Selznick and
Desilu Productions (Desi Arnaz, Lucille
Ball) are probably only forerunners of more
to come. At this writing, little is known
about the DOS deal except that MGM will
finance and release two large-scale films
made by the Selznick Company and personally produced by Selznick; that in addition to full financing, MGM is make an advance to Selznick to be applied against his
partnership percentage. Selznick will continue to use his own studio, but will have
access to all Metro personalities and facilities
here and abroad. The next up for a participation pact of this type is said to be Sol
Siegel.
This studio is favoring more and more the
"pre-sold" pictures based on best-sellers. A
few recent buys are Rocky Graziano's
Page 18
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Co-writer, producer-director Melvin Frank
rehearses Danny Kaye for a scene.
"THE COURT JESTER"
VistaVision & Technicolor
Dena Production, Paramount Release
The same team that scored a box-office
home-run with "Knock On Wood" is really
swinging for the fences with this high-budget
comedy with music. Danny Kaye and his
writer-producer-director partners, Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank, are sparing no
expense to make 'The Court Jester". Story
places Danny Kaye in the 12th century as a
court jester involved in court intrigue. Kaye
gets a chance to sing and dance, but also
is shown as a swashbuckling duelist and Burt
Lancaster type hero. Picture liberally spoofs
the "knights in armor" epics, but mixes
comedy with real action and spectacle battle.
Started: November 22; due to wind March
1. Budget: a whopping S3, 700,000.
Cast: Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela
Lansbury, Cecil Parker, Basil Rathbone, Edward Ashley, John Carradine. Written, produced and directed by Norman Panama and
Melvin Frank. Words and music by Sylvia Fine
and Sammy Cahn. Cameraman: Ray June.

The famous American Legion Drill Team from
Jackson, Mich, were brought to Hollywood
to do their close-order drill for a scene in
"The Court Jester" in which they play the
King's honor guard.
Kaye clowns behind
the leader.

"Somebody Up There Likes Me," for whic
they reputedly paid $230,000; "I'll Cry Tc
morrow," the autobiography of Lillian Rot
for which Susan Hayward has been cas
Daphne du Maurier's "Dianne", as a vehicl
for Lana Turner.
Shooting at the present time and nearin,
completion: "It's Always Fair Weather
(Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse,
Michael Kidd) CinemaScope & Eastmai
Color — Arthur Freed producer, Gene Kell;
and Stanley Donen directors — expected t<
finish in March; "King's Thief" (Ann Blyth
Edmund Purdom, David Niven, Georg'
Sanders) — CinemaScope & Eastman Colo
— Edwin Knopf producer, Robert Z
Leonard director, and "Love Me or Leavl
Me" (Doris Day, James Cagney, Cameror
Mitchell) CinemaScope & Eastman ColorJoe Pasternak producer, Charles Vidor di
rector.
Two features were recently finished: "In-1
terrupted Melody" (Eleanor Parker, Glenr
Ford) CinemaScope & Eastman Color, storj
of opera star Marjorie Lawrence, is much
touted by studio; "The Cobweb" (Richari
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer
Gloria Grahame) CinemaScope & Eastmar
Color, has no release date set.
Starting soon: "The Bar Sinister" (Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis) — Henry Berman
producer, Herman Hoffman director; "Jeremy Rodock" (Spencer Tracy, Grace Kelly)
— Sam Zimbalist producer, Robert Wise director.
PARAMOUNT
Studio Reaps Coveted Awards
Nabs 20 Academy Nominations
THIS HAS BEEN A MONTH OF
coveted awards for Paramount. Apart from
20 Academy nominations, the company received an accolade from Redbook magazine
"for the excellence of its 1954 product and
its contribution to the art of motion picture
making"; Photoplay magazine's annual
awards to Y. Frank Freeman for VistaVision, to Bill Holden for his performances
in "The Country Girl," "Sabrina" and "The
Bridges of Toko-Ri", to June Allyson, Grace
Kelly, James Stewart and Jane Wyman, all
appearing in current Paramount pictures;
the United Nations tribute to Danny Kaye
and to the company for their aid to the UN
International Children's Emergency Fund.
Then there was that request from the Air
Force that Cecil B. DeMille help design the
uniforms for its new Academy.
Five pictures, all in VistaVision and Technicolor, totalling an output of $18,000,000
are in various stages of production here:
Cecil B. DeMille's mammoth spectacle, "The
Ten Commandments", is due to resume
shooting in Hollywood next month after
more than four months of locationing in
Egypt; Dena Productions' "The Court Jester" (Danny Kaye) — Panama and Frank
producers and directors; "The Girl Rush"
(Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas) — Fred
Brisson Production; "The Vagabond King"
(Kathryn Grayson, Oreste Kirkop) — Pat
(Continued on Page 26)
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useddirector
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TV Chalice"
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H. Lyday reports
that this kind of TV selling is just as effective in reaching a teenage audience today as it was
in attracting the same age audience 20 years ago via a street bally.
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Showmen throughout the industry are
seeking ways to make increasing use of TV
to sell their attractions. For one of the most
effective ideas to come along, credit Fox
Inter-Mountain exploiteers, headed by publicity director Paul H. Lyday, who have provided an excellent example of a local video
promotion that is paying off handsomely at
the chain's boxoffices.
In Denver, station KFEL had a regular

Attrtwvt

Teeners

old ballyhoo to sell not only current programs, but "to sell the glamor, excitement
and fun which is traditionally a part of the
motion picture industry."
Says Lyday: "We think a similar-type
show in other towns might be great for
someone else." So do we!

daily program called "Soda Shoppe" which
is m-c'd by Fred and Fae Taylor and makes
its pitch directly to teenagers. Since the majority of movie-goers are in their teens and
early twenties, the circuit showmen selected
this show to sell their screen attractions.
Lyday reports that the "Soda Shoppe" is
televised Monday through Saturday from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m., and, originally, they used
daily spot announcements on the program
with little result. Confident that the show
could be made to pay off at the boxoffice,
Lyday booked the entire Friday segment,
and concentrated on selling the circuit's two
big downtown first-run houses, the Denver
and Centre.

Top: Soda Shoppe m-c Fred Taylor interviews
star Mitzi Gaynor, who was in Denver for the
opening of "There's No Business Like Show Business" at the Centre. Bottom: High school dance
band appears on the circuit's TV show playing
tunes from current movies.

The publicity chief says, "We get the
teenagers, especially those still attending
school, on Friday night, Saturday and Sunday. And so we sell them that weekend program. And I mean we sell it."
Lyday and circuit showmen like metropolitan manager Ray Davis, Johnny Denman and Bob Sweeten, use gimmicks,
posters, stunts, contests, trailers and plain

Teenage usherette
interviewed about
public believes her
'super'," the Fox
Film BULLETIN

from one of the theatres is
a current attraction. "The
when she says the picture is
circuit publiciteers claim.
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RKO showmen, who have
been promoting
"Underwater!" in a great
big
way during recent weeks,
really gave the Superscopic a smash ballyhoo
by erecting the largest
movie sign to light Broadway in the past 10 years,
covering two corner walls
of the building housing
the Mayfair Theatre. A
50-foot figure of Jane
Russell is mounted on a
colored bcakground of
ocean, 85 feet wide by
81 feet high. The famous
form is hand-painted on
lucite with dramatic lighting directed from behind.
Construction of the mammoth spectacular received
extensive press breaks
and coverage by TV and
radio. Below: A striking
comparison in size can be
made as workman puts
the finishing touches on
La Russell's lips.

COMPO

Hits Press Treatment

COMPO's most recent Editor & Publisher
ad raps editors across the knuckles for their
tendency to consign important film industry
news to back pages of their papers. Headlined, "Just A Stick Of Type On Page 28
. . .", the ad reprints a N.Y. Times story
about help Hollywood personalities had
given worthy causes. The item was buried.

'Battle Cry' Premiere
Warner boxofficers set up one of the
flashiest motion picture premieres ever held
in Baltimore to launch their CinemaScopic,
"Battle Cry," at the Stanley Theatre. Proceeds from the opening went to the American Heart Association. Promotional events
were given added glitter by the presence of
some of the film's stars, Tab Hunter,
Dorothy Malone, Mona Freeman, and director Raoul Walsh. Also on hand for the festivities were Leon Uris, author of the best
selling novel about U.S. Marines during
World War II, and a host of top civic dignitaries from Baltimore.
Not only did the promotion trigger nationwide publicity for the Warner presentation,
but it served as a highly effective p. r. effort
to stimulate area interest in motion picture
entertainment. The charity tie-in and the
push given the premiere by the Warner publiciteers overcame a bad weather handicap.

She may not be the most glamorous movie sta
to go on a promotional tour, but Dorothy, thi
baby elephant, is building up plenty of interes
in
CinemaScopic,
"Jupiter's
Darling" J
On MGM's
a jaunt around
the country,
the campaigninc
pachyderm visits New Orleans to mail a lette
back home, receives the key to the city fron
Acting Mayor Victor Schiro.
Reward Your Newspaper
"The Messenger," house organ of th
Commonwealth Circuit in Kansas City, pro
vided managers with an effective method fo
obtaining local newspaper co-operation o
various campaigns. It suggests that a specia
trailer be prepared boosting the fine services
the newspaper renders the community, employing the front page or mast-head of the
paper as a background.
By running such a trailer, "The Messenger" says, the theatreman demonstrates to
the publisher his desire to reciprocate for the
help he has given you in theatre promotions.
"We'll bet a dollar to a doughnut that this
little gesture, costing you very little, will get
you a ton of stories and scene cuts."
mm

4 Top: American Legion bugle corps entertains
crowds in front of theatre. Bottom: Mayor
Thomas D'Alesandro signs document proclaiming February as "Battle Cry Month" in Baltimore
as film's headliners (l-r) Tab Hunter, Dorothy
Malone, Raoul Walsh, Mona Freeman, Leon Uris
and Sally Haines look on.
Top: Tab Hunter autographs copies of Leon v
Uris' best-seller for fern fans. Bottom: Hunter
greets patrons at the NYC Paramount opening.
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Above, our jets attack the bridges at Toko-ri, the
enemy life-line. Right, Grace Kelly and Holden
in one of the poignant scenes that express the
emotional conflicts stirred by the dangers of war.

Bridges At Toko-Ri"
e Michener's
Th
James
powerful story recounts
the personal drama of a World War II retread,
a Navy jet flier, whose personal life is shattered by recall to duty in the Korean "skirmish". As Lt. Brubaker, William Holden resents the forces that compel him to leave a
successful law practice and his family to fight
a war almost ignored by Americans at home.
But under the influence of Admiral Tarrant
(Fredric March), he eventually comes to accept the demands and the the injustice of war.
The emotional conflict increases with the arrival in Japan of Holden's wife, Grace Kelly,
and their children. A sense of impending tragedy develops as the couple clutch at every moment as though it were their last.
Flying a highly strategic bombing mission
against the enemy bridges at Toko-ri, Holden
succeeds where many others had failed, but he
is shot down. Despite a heroic rescue attempt
by helicopter pilot Mickey Rooney, Holden
makes the supreme sacrifice for his country.
(Continued on Page 22)
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'TOKO-HI'
POWER
STARS
ELEMENTS,
N
MA
HU
Seldom does a film go into release with as
many live-wire selling angles rs ?re contained in Paramount's "The Bridges At
Toko-Ri". Actually, it was being heavily
pre-sold long before the cameras began to
AT TOKO-RI
IWIbertf-SeatOfi production
THE BRIDAGES
grind, when Life magazine published James
Michener's novel, guaranteeing a readership
of many mil-ions.
The Michener name is synonymous with
success ("South Pacific" and a host of bestsellers), in itself a potent boxeffice factor.
Producers William Perlberg and George
Seaton, however, were not content with
merely a bright prospect. They set out to
Color by
make the film version of "Toko-Ri" a sure
.iniHAM GRACE FlUiDRIC MICKEY
MARCH ROONEY
KELLY
HOLDEN
thing by pouring in the hot marquee names
of Grace Kelly and William Holden, and
backing this glittering team with topflight
TECHNICOLOR
veteran performers like Fredric March and
Mickey Rooney.
HOLDEN KELLY ,PLE*MARCH
SM.RAtt kElM) ROONEY
A
Jerome Pickman's Paramount exploiteers
* PERLBEBC-ODlfiCE ?L'
tcok full advantage of all these selling po- The
tentials and designed a showmanship manual
. spaper ads are geared for mass appeal, with special attention given to attracting fern
aaudiences.
with a varied campaign geared to attract
Striking Grace Kelly-William Holden embrace sets tone for most of the art (left), with
d
dramatic action elements also worked into displays. At right, interest of discriminating patrons
every type of audience. The emphasis was
sure to be caught by the showcasing of principal players and references to the Michener novel.
put positively on the poignant human elements of the Michener novel, with the war
magazines with herolds containing similar
aspect in the undertone. The desperate emcopy and theatre playdate. Paramount has
brace of Grace Kelly and William Holden
already set a comprehensive tie-in with Ban(a couple torn asunder by war) keynotes the
tam Books (see below), that will result in
advertising art underscored with the typical
a wealth of nationwide advertising and pubcatchline: "They Kissed As If To Use Up
licity for the film.
All the Kisses of a Lifetime!"
Full-page two-color ads have been plugOther ads concentrate on the popularity of
ging the Technicolor feature in nine fan
the book with "Here They Are . . . All the mags through January and February.
desperate and Wonderful People of the
Available to exhibitors are free TV trailers
Novel — In this Drama Unforgettably Filmed
and station break cards to herald local thein the Vast, Violent Pacific Itself!"
atre runs.
To recall Life's publication of the story,
the manual suggests a lobby display headed,
All in all, "The Bridges at Toko-Ri" is
_
THE
"The Thrill Novel that Ran Complete in getting the 20-gun showmanship salute — a
Life Magazine." A tie-in with local newsfitting tribute to one of 1955's outstanding
dealers might also be worked by stuffing
motion pictures.
Bridges

i TOKO-Ri

Paramount has set a strong merchandising tiein with Bantam Books, Inc., publishers of the
pocketbook edition of "The Bridges At TokoRi". All books published during the release of
the film will carry a full-page ad. All display
material promoting the book will feature the
Kelly-Holden clinch and catchlines, "Read the
Book . . . See the Movie." Also being prepared
for Bantam outlets are giant blowups, window
Page 22
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streamers, one-sheets, window cards,
inq star and picture credits.
Bantam will use film clips on TV spots in conjunction with local playdates. More than 400
radio programs used by the publisher will carry
strong plugs for the picture. Local ads and displays are being arranged with drug stores, book
shops and other outlets, with a minimum of 1600
window promotions in key cities already set.

This attractive 3-sheet is a sample of the fine
pictorial interest generated by posters and lobby
displays. Every element — title, cast, air action,
romance — is graphically presented to stimulate
want-to-go-see desires on a mass scale.
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FDA
While star Vera Ralston
applauds, Missoula Mayor
James A. Hart presents
Herbert J. Yates with a
gift at one of the series
of civic events in connection with the "Timberjack" premiere.
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MMEW;
The Republic president is
honored by the Missoula
chamber of commerce
during the gian two-day
celebration which also
saluted the U. S. Forest
Service on its Fifieth
50th Annivery.

/

f ;
1

1 mm***
Herbert J. Yates and his Republic boxofficers had the whole state of Montana in
an uproar with the gigantic two-theatre
world premiere of "Timberjack" at the Fox
and Roxy theatres in Missoula. The debut
of the Vera Ralston-Sterling Hayden starrer
was tied in with a two-day "Timberjack
Days" celebration salute to the 50th Anniversary of the U. S. Forest Service.
Arrival of a contingent of Hollywood
celebrities set off festivities with an arclighted civic reception for the Republic
president, star Vera Ralston (Mrs. Yates) a
Ricketson Hails Premiere
The following telegram was sent by
Frank H. Ricketson to H. J. Yates:
"After 25 years experience with motion picture premieres in Montana, I
believe the inaugural of "Timberjack"
in Missoula was the most successful
that I have ever attended. In a city
of 30,000 population, you had 50,000
people on the street for the parade.
The governor and other leading officials not only participated but felt
the event. You not only sold the picgreat responsibility for the success of
ture, "Timberjack", but you developed
good will and excellent public relations
for our industry. My congratulations,
sincere appreciation and best wishes."
F. H. Ricketson. jr.
President Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres

group of "Timberjack" stars, F. H. Ricketson, Jr., president of Fox Inter-Mountain,
and Fox circuit managers from all the important cities in the far west. Later, Governor J. Hugo Aronston and his official party,
Missoula Mayor James Hart, and town officials, hosted Mr. Yates at the 61st Chamber
of Commerce banquet.
The "Timberjack Days" paiade was three
miles long and included 100 floats. It was
preceded by an aerial show of National
Guard jet planes and helicopters. The gala
procession terminated in the twin-theatre
bow of "Timberjack". Amid swirling arc
lights and excited crowds, stars and dignitaries arrived at the theatres to the music of
two brass bands. Ceremonies included microphone interviews at the theatre front, and
a show put on by the stars for the premiere
audiences.

1•

*

Above: crowds swarm around Fox theatre on
premiere evening; a window display. Below:
parade featured log loads and beard contest.

Missoula merchants cooperated with lavish
window displays, star blow-ups, posters (see
photos) and special "Timberjack Days"
sales for the influx of visitors. A recording
of the title song, released by Coral Records,
received heavy play on juke boxes, radio,
and TV stations. The campaign also included an amateur photography contest, with
Republic awarding prizes for the best premiere and parade shots.
The entire premiere campaign was loaded
with brilliant showmanship and generated a
wealth of publicity for the Republic release.
Just as important, the good feeling built up
by this promotion will live on to spark the
movie-going habit.

(Continued on Page 24)
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"Ravers"
itfititjhoo
Arriving in Denver for the
opening of "The
20+h-Fox's
CinemaScopic,
Racers", at the Denver Theatre, star Katy Jurado was
greeted by a fleet of 60
sport cars, arranged by
Fox Inter-Mountain exploiteers, which had local
residents buzzing.

Harry Sherman, of the
Fox Theatre, San Francisco, also arranged a sports
car cavalcade of the capand-goggle set to usher
in "The Racers". Exhibitors playing the CinemaScopic will find sport car
dealers and drivers eager
to participate in these
co-op campaigns.

In special lobby ceremonies at the NY Roxy, actress Ina Anders (left)
and race driver Valerie
Witalis took a Drivaquiz
test as flash bulbs flared.
Looking (left),
on ismanaging
William
Moclair
director of the theatre.

Neat 'Black Rock' Stunt
Jimmie Thames, boxofficer for Rowley
United Theatres, had a ready-made gimmick
for an effective teaser campaign on Metro's
"Bad Day At Black Rock." In his own
words, "I couldn't resist the temptation of
a tie-in with the name of our city (Little
Rock, Ark.)."
Thames spotted reverse line slugs in the
local newspapers reading: "It Will Be A
Good Day in Little Rock When It's A Bad
Day at Black Rock!" for three days prior to
the first advance ad in the circuit's campaign
on the CinemaScopic. The stunt kicked off
the picture to a good opening gross. The
same catchline was used on an effective
throwaway that stirred plenty of interest
around town. Chalk this one up as another
example of alert showmanship that capitalizes on a local gimmick.
Page 24
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Peter' Gets Big Mag Play
20th-Fox boxofficers are setting up the
most extensive national magazine advertising campaign used on any Fox CinemaScopic to date for the upcoming "A Man
Called Peter." Ads in 25 top-circulation
mags will herald the Samuel G. Engel production to more than 95 million readers in
advance of the Easter holiday release. During March, insertions will appear in Life,
Look, Saturday Evening Post, Colliers, Redbook, This Week, American Weekly, Parade
and Family Weekly. Six more general publications will carry ads during April, in addition to a host of leading religious magazines. The record ad campaign will be augmented by a vast amount of additional promotional and feature breaks for the Jean
Peters-Richard Todd starrer, giving it a
tremendous pre-release push.

"The Scorchingly Personal Story of
Loves and Longings When the Battle is
e.
TTLEtheCRYIss(WuB)
I Far Away . . ." — BAof
chline
t
a
C
I
'Convicts' Bally Black Tuesday1
Frank Manente, manager of Loew's Stillman Theatre in Cleveland, dressed up the
convict street bally to hypo his run of UA's
"Black Tuesday." For two days before the
opening, a team of convicts, placarded with
signs shouting: "Cons Seize Hostages in
Prison Break!" were marched around town
by a machine-gun toting guard, passing out
provocative heralds on the Edward G.
Robinson starrer. Complete coverage of the
downtown area — department stores and
parking lots — was made, and this durable
stunt again proved to be a reliable crowdstopper. It's one of those low-cost ballyhoos that any theatre can use. And it is
much more effective than merely scattering
heralds, because the shock effect of the stunt
stirs curiosity which can only be satisfied
by reading advertising message.

Cruz"
"Vera mobile
on UA's tting
pair ofinto24-sheets
<4t Aworked
this attention-ge
was
display for the opening of the Superscopic at
Loew's State in St. Louis.
TibbeHs,
manager
Loew'sto OrpheumJames
in Boston,
added
a Latinof touch
his
campaign
on
"Cruz"
by
dressing
his
ushers
sombreros and serapes to pass out entry blanksin
for the Mexican vacation cbntest conducted
to promote the Hecht-Lancaster production.
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f Continued from Page 16)

DAVID O. SELZNICK, after a long absence from film production, returns shortly via a financing-distribution deal with
MGM. He will make two features using
Metro facilities and personnel. The productions will be wholly financed by
Loew's, marking that company's first
venture into distribution of independent
product. (See Studio Size-Ups.)

COLUMBIA made
showmanship headlines
by launching John
Ford's CinemaScopic,
"The Long Gray Line"
amid a dazzling array
of leading personalities
from military, diplomatic, and political life in
the nation's capital.
Proceeds from the
world premiere, held at
the RKO Keith's, went
to the Soldiers'^ Sailors',
and Airmen's Marines'
Club.
Top : (l-r) Sol Schwartz.
RKO Theatres president:
Mrs. & General Matthew
Ridgway; Columbia v.p.
Jack Cohn view pre-premiere festivities. Belotc:
Mrs. Pearl Mesta chats
with Columbia's
Rube
Jackter
and A. Montague.

'LONG GRAY LINE' BOWS AT NATION'S
RUBEN H. SHOR, of Cincinnati, was
elected president of Allied States Association. Other officers elected by the
Allied board: general counsel and board
chairman, Abram F. Myers; secretary,
Julius Gordon, Beaumont, Tex.; treasurer,
Irving Dollinger, Linden, New Jersey.
Shore is also a member of the board of
Cincinnati Motion Picture Theatres, Inc.

CAPITAL
BEN MARCUS declined re-election as
president of National Allied paving the
way for Ruben Shor, Cincinnati, to succeed him. Marcus said his health and personal business make it physically impossible to carry on organizational activities.
The inroads of new TV stations in the
Milwaukee area ha; affected his theatre
circuit, he said.

HERBERT J. YATES received high
praise and approval for release of Republic's "The Eternal Sea" from
Navy
department and Secretary oftheDefense
after special screenings were held in
Washington. Film is based on career of
World War II hero Rear Admiral John
M. Hoskins. Defense chief Charles Wilson called it "An excellent motion picture
which justifies our cooperation."
SPYROS P. SKOURAS will chairman
the Greater N.Y. Red Cross Motion Picture Committee for the March 1955 fund
and membership drive . . . MAX E
YOUNGSTEIN has been nominated
president of N.Y. Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith. Elections will be held March 24.
BURTON E. ROBBINS held the post
for the past two
LOEW'Sto
THEATRES
paid years
a total. .of. $33,402
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.
Money was obtained via a lobby donation
campaign throughout the chain . . .
CLAUDE C. EZELL will be given a
golden jubilee banquet in celebration of
his more than 50 years in show business
on March 9 in Dallas. JACK SWIGER,
Phil Isley Theatres executive, is chairman
of the event . . . WILLIAM J. GERMAN elected chief1 barker of Variety
Tent 35, NYC.
20TH-FOX reports that CinemaScope installations have soared above the 11,000
mark in the U. S. and Canada. Theatres
being equipped have averaged 200 a week
during recent months. Of the total, 9586
are conventional theatres, 1508 drive-ins
. . . JOSEPH TUSHINSKY, president of
SuperScope, Inc., returned from Mexico
City to announce that the motion picture
industry below the border "will definitely
go anamorphic on its 1955 product."
ROBERT F. BLUMOFE, UA v.p. in
charge of West Coast operations, returned from Europe following an 8-week
survey of overseas production . . .
GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramount western sales mgr., retired after 33 years of
service with the company . . . RICHARD
HEERMANCE, assistant to Allied
Artists executive producer Walter
Mirisch, was
appointed
studio's
representative to the
Motion the
Picture
Research
Council, Inc. . . . JAY WREN, former
film buyer and city mgr. of AB-Paramount's Philadelphia theatres, was appointed general manager and film buyer
of
the
Viking,
city's newest
first-run house,theit Quaker
was announced
by
HARRY SLEY, president of the Viking
Theatre Corp. Sley is planning to build
another first-run house in Philly . . .
SID ROGELL, 20th-Fox production executive, will take charge of the conversion
of
the
company's
Western Avenue
lot to television
production.
VARIETIES: RICHARD F. WALSH,
IATSE president, will be honored at the
Second Annual Heart Award Dinner of
the NYC Tent 35 on May 2, it was announced by club executives EDWARD
L. FABIAN and WILLIAM T- GERMAN . . . The NY club honored U-I star
SUZAN BALL, "for her great heart that
enabled her to carry on under circumstances that would have ended the career
of
a
less
stalwart
person" at a special
luncheon last
week.
*
*
*
S. T. GOLDBERG, Wisconsin Allied
president, announced that Milwaukee exhibitors ANGELO PROVINZANO and
EDWARD JOHNSON will be chairman
and ad chief, respectively, for the organization's 1955 spring confab, March 28-30.
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Size-ups
Studio
(Continued
from Page IB)
Duggan producer, Michael Curtiz director;
"Artists and Models" (Martin and Lewis) —
Hal Wallis producer, Frank Tashlin director.
"Anything Goes", delayed by Bing Crosby's recent hospitalization, is slated to roll
mid-March, Robert Emmett Dolan producing, Robert Lewis directing; "Ulysses"
(Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano), based on
the Homeric legend and filmed in Italy, has
been shown in three European countries,
but no American release date is set. Reports
are that it was enthusiastically received
abroad.
Among new properties are "Gunfight of
the OK Corral", which Hal Wallis bought
for Burt Lancaster or possibly Humphrey
Bogart; "The Sons of Katie Elder," saga of
the Texas plains at the turn of the century,
to be produced by Sam Briskin; "L'Aiglon",
Edmond Rostand's story of Napoleon's son
who died very young, and for which William
Wyler is seeking Audrey Hepburn.
REPUBLIC
Top Names

Garnish Product

As Republic Steps Up Activity
THINGS ARE REALLY PICKING UP
at this studio. "The Texas Legionnaires"
(Sterling Hayden, Anna Maria Alberghetti,
Richard Carlson, J. Carol Naish, Ernest
Borgnine) Trucolor — Frank Lloyd producerdirector, starts shooting March 1 on location
at the Texas-Mexican border, where the
studio is sending about 500 players and
building a replica of the original Alamo.
Very little of this film, originally titled as
"San Antonio de Bexar," will be shot in the
studio.
"Gunman," starring Ray Milland and the
actor's first directorial effort, will start
shooting by the end of March. "Come Next
Spring," an original story bought from Steve
Cochran's independent company, and to star
him, will roll in May and be another highbudget production. "Lay That Rifle Down,"
the next Judy Canova opus, will start midMarch.
Now shooting in Nassau is "A Foreign
Adventure," formerly known as "Rebel Island" (Yvonne de Carlo, Howard Duff,
Zachary Scott, Kurt Kasznar) Trucolor —
Edward Ludwig director. "The Big Jackpot" (Victor McLaglen, John Baer) — William I. O'Sullivan producer, William Witney
director, is now on location in Big Pine,
California.
RKO

'Underwater' Sequel Planned
Three Films Near Shooting Stage
THIS STUDIO'S OWN FIRST TECHnicolor-Superscope film, "Underwater", with
its well-publicized stunt premiere is just the
shot in the arm the company needed. Boss
Howard Hughes already is planning a sePage 26
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quel, tentatively called "The Skin Divers".
And after two months of complete inactivity, the lot is starting to buzz a bit. However, most of the projects are still in the
tentative stage. Ben Bogeaus is preparing to
start "Black Pearls" (Virginia Mayo, Lance
Fuller, David Farrar) Superscope & Technicolor— Allan Dwan director, on location in
Hawaii or Mexico. King Bros, will start
"The Boy and the Bull" in CinemaScope &
Technicolor as soon as they find an IndianMexican boy for the title role. It is to be
shot in Mexico with Irving Rapper directing.
Edmund Grainger Productions plan to
start "The Treasure of Pancho Villa" in
April. This cne will be shot mostly on the
Texas-Mexican border. No cast or director
are set. Kling Pictures, Inc. will make
"Miracle at Santa Anita" on actual locale of
the race track, with David Butler as producer-director; no cast yet. Prize Productions (Sig Schlager) have an as-yet-untitled
picture in preparation, and Cary Grant, who
also has an independent company, is still
looking for +he right story.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Boosts Slate to 22
Six to Roll in Next Six Weeks
DARRYL ZANUCK ANNOUNCED
an increase from 16 to 22 in the number of
CinemaScope productions this studio will
make in '55. This is to meet exhibitor pleas
for more product. The total budget is to
run some $50 million.
Starting February 21, and within six weeks
thereafter, six pictures will go before the

cameras: "How To Be Very, Very Popular"
(Betty Grable, Robert Cummings, Sheree
North) — Nunnally Johnson producer-director; "Sir Walter Raleigh" (Bette Davis,
Herbert Marshall, Jay Robinson) — Charles
Brackett producer, Henry Koster director;
"A Many Splendored Thing" (Bill Holden,
Jennifer Jones) backgrounds are being shot
in Hong Kong now, interiors begin shooting
here on the 21st — Buddy Adler producer,
Henry King director; "The Left Hand of
God" (Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney) —
Adler also produces this one, Edward Dmytryk director; "The Tall Men" (Clark Gable,
Jane Russell) — William Bacher and William
Hawks producers, Raoul Walsh director.
To be filmed in the Northwest this summer is "Woman of the Woods" — formerly
tagged
"TheSheree
Lady North
and thereplaces
Lumberjack"
in which
Marilyn—
Monroe for the third time (the others being
"How to be Very, Very Popular" and "Pink
Tights"). Co-star will be Richard Egan,
Samuel G. Engel, the producer.
"House of Bamboo" is in production now
in Tokyo (Robert Ryan, Robert Stack,
Shirley Yamaguchi, Cameron Mitchell).
Company is expected back for some interior
shots the middle of April. Buddy Adler, the
busiest producer in town right now, makes
this one, too. Sam Fuller directs.
Darryl Zanuck is in London to see Sir
Alexander Korda and director Anatole Litvak about "Deep Blue Sea", and Andre
Hakin about "The Man Who Never Was",
two CinemaScopics to be produced abroad
for 20th. Spyros Skouras meets Zanuck to
have a look at the rough cut of "The Oasis",
first 'Scopic made in French and German.

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE'

(20th Century-Fox)
CinemaScope and Technicolor
This is Clark Gable's first picture for another
studio since he left Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer last
year, after reigning there as "The King" for
eighteen years. Six weeks of Hong Kong locationing in CinemaScope adds sensational
realism to the action-paced story. Gable plays
a man who deserts the U.S. Navy at the end of
World War II, sets himself up as a soldier of
Started: Nov. 22, 1954; due
fortune in Hong Kong. He aids Susan Hayward
to wind week of Feb. 21 ; Budlooking for her husband, a footloose photograget: approximately $2,500,000.
pher captured by the Red Cinese when he seeks
Cast: Clark Gable, Susan
some adventure shots for his magazine. ScreenHayward, Michael Rennie, Gene
play by Ernest K. Gann was written even before
Barry, Adler.
Alex d'Arcy.
novel of same name, which will be published
Buddy
Director,Producer,
Edward
almost simultaneously with release.
Dmytryk. Cameraman, Leo Tover.
Scenes: Gable in a torrid fight with Mel Welles; Gable
and Susan Haywa rd in a restaurant in Hong Kong.

Size-ups
io
Stud
UNITED ARTISTS
Fonda, Krasna Units Sign
In Latest Key Production Deals
UNITED ARTISTS' LIST OF PROduction units continues to grow by leaps
and bounds. Here are the latest additions:
Following his first film in seven years,
"Mr. Roberts", which Warner Bros, will release, Henry Fonda has formed his own
inde company and will produce six pictures
over a three-year period, starring in at least
three.
Norman Krasna has signed a two-picture
deal to write, direct and produce "The Ambassador's Daughter", to be made in Paris,
and "Red Roses," both original stories.
After 14 years of releasing through Paramount, William Pine and William Thomas,
once known as the two "Dollar Bills", now
bring their action-film unit into UA's ranks.
Their first will be "Lincoln McKeever,"
based on a novel by Eleavar Lipsky.
Crown Productions, organized by Robert
Jacks, Robert Goldstein, Spyros Skouras, Jr.
and Plato Skouras, plans to release several
features through United Artists. "The Killer
Is Loose" will be their initial project.
Sabre Productions, headed by Victor M.
Orsatti, with Frank Seltzer as vice-president,
Jos. Newman, sec.-treas., have signed a twopicture pact. First will be "Flight from
Hong Kong" (Anthony Quinn) written by
Leo Townsend, to start early May, shooting
in Hong Kong, Macao and London. Second will be "Mr. Tex," written by Franklyn
Cohen, slated for a September start.
One of the most interesting productions
currently in work for this company is "Beast
of Hollow Mountain" (Guy Madison, Patricia Medina) now in its sixth week of production in Mexico City, with Ed Nassour
making his debut as director as well as coproducing with brother William. The
"beast" is a prehistoric, carnivorous monster, and will be done in animation via Nassours' own process, known as Regiscope,
which reputedly adds depth and eliminates
jumpiness from cartoons and puppets. Studio
also announces this will be the first gimmick
picture done in CinemaScope & Eastman
Color. Company returns here mid-March
for trick photography. Nassour Studios are
also working cn, and have been for the past
three years, an all-animation subject titled
"Ring Around Saturn", which is shrouded in
some mystery.
Other projects in work for United Artists
are "The Brass Ring" (Farley Granger,
Anthony Quinn, Anne Bancroft) — Edward
Small Production, directed by Maxwell
Shane; Bel-Air Productions' "Desert Sands"
(Ralph Meeker, Maria English, J. Carrol
Naish) Technicolor — Aubrey Schenck and
Howard W. Koch producers, Lesley Selander director. "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes"
(Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady)
CinemaScope & Technicolor has tentatively
been set for August release.
Recently
finished:
"The Kentuckian"

(Burt Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster, John Carradine, Una Merkel) CinemaScope & Technicolor — Hecht-Lancaster
Productions, Burt Lancaster director, now
being edited; "Kiss Me Deadly" (Ralph
Meeker, Cloris Leachman) — Robert Aldrich
producer and director, based on story by
Mickey Spillane; "Night of the Hunter"
(Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters, Lillian
Gish) — a Paul Gregory Production, Charles
Laughton director; "Not as a Stranger" produced and directed by Stanley Kramer;
"Robbers' Roost," "Top of the World."
Future projects: Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. is
set to start "The Deadly Peacemaker"
(Robert Mitchum) — directed by Richard
Wilson.
Kirk Douglas' company, Bryna Productions, will roll "The Indian Fighter", Douglas starring, on location in April — William
Schoor producing; Hecht-Lancasters' "Trapeze" will begin shooting soon in Europe —
James Hill producing, Carol Reed directing.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Lot Rolls First CS Musical
Widmark Sets Percentage Film
PERCENTAGE DEALS ARE THE
big thing at this studio and Richard Widmark makes his first picture, "Fort Starvation", there on that basis, (50%, 'tis said) to
be produced in Technicolor by Aaron Rosenberg beginning the end of March. It will be
filmed mostly in the Southwest and is the
story, circa 1870, of a man in search of another who betrayed his father.
A promising project due to start about the
end of March is "Away All Boats", the Kenneth Dodson story of the Pacific during
World War II, to be made in Technicolor.
Most of it will be shot in the Caribbean in
cooperation with the U.S. Navy, when big
maneuvers are staged there in April. Howard Christie will direct.
The first CinemaScope & Technicolor
musical to be made by U-I starts by the
end of this month. It is "The Second Greatest Sex" (Jeanne Craine, George Nader,
Kitty Kallen, Bert Lahr) — Albert J. Cohen,
producer, George Marshall director. They
plan to make more big 'Scopic musicals here.
Since U-I president Milton Rackmil is head
of Decca Records, there would be a natural
promotion tie-in to ballyhoo the products of
both companies.
Now shooting: "The Private War of Major Benson" (Charlton Heston, Julie Adams)
Technicolor — Howard Pine producer, Jerry
Hopper director; "The Spoilers" (Anne
Baxter, Jeff Chandler, Rory Calhoun) — Ross
Hunter producer, Jesse Hibbs director; "The
Rawhide Years" (Tony Curtis, Arthur Kennedy)— Stanley Rubin producer, Rudolph
Mate director; "Francis Joins the Navy"
(Donald O'Connor), last of the series, and
"There's Always Tomorrow" (Barbara
Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett)
— Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director.
In featurette length, U-I is going to make
the life story of Nat "King" Cole, starring
the singer. It will start March 1, with Will
Cowan producing, directing.

WARNER
WB

Launches

BROTHERS
Talent Hunt

Emphasis on Building New Stars
EXCITED BY THE SENSATIONAL
performance by James Dean in "East of
Eden", and the promise shown by several
other newcomers in recent productions. Jack
L. Warner has despatched studio casting
head Solly Baiano on a nation-wide search
for more new faces. Baiano will, in the
words of the studio, "beat the bushes", seeking performers in areas usually not covered
by talent scouts.
Warner says he plans to give new personalities aspot in important pictures. "We
have found from experience that the best
possible training is actual work before the
cameras, with top performers, and under the
guidance of the industry's ablest directors."
Dean'sby outstanding
"Eden"
wasYoung
directed
Elia Kazan,work
who in directed
Marlon Brando in his most successful films.
A former farm boy, he was only in one
stage play, "The Immoralist", before Kazan
chose him for the lead in the John Steinbeck story. Others who Warner regards as
being potential star material are Tab Hunter,
in "Battle Cry", and two others from the
"East of Eden" cast, Richard Davalos and
Lois Smith.
Jumping on the juvenile delinquency subject bandwagon, this studio is rushing "Rebel
Without Cause" in production, with David
Weisbart producing, Nicholas Ray directing.
Jack Webb's Mark VII Productions will
soon start "Pete Kelly's Blues" here with
Webb as star and director, Peggy Lee and
Janet Leigh as co-stars. This CinemaScope
& WarnerColor picture was written by
"Dragnet" scripter Richard Breen.
Currently shooting: Batjac's "Blood
Alley" (John Wayne, Lauren Bacall), which
was in the San Francisco Bay area for five
weeks, then in Stockton, is now at the
studio (this is the CinemaScope & WarnerColor picture that had the Bob Mitchum
trouble) ; "Illegal" (Edward G. Robinson,
Nina Foch, Albert Dekker) — Frank P.
Rosenberg producer, Lewis Allen director;
"The Jagged Edge" (Jack Palance, Shelley
Winters) CinemaScope & WarnerColor —
Willis Goldbeck producer, Stuart Heisler
director.
Coming up in the near future: Rock Hudson has the lead in Edna Ferber's "Giant"
and Warner is seeking Elizabeth Taylor for
his co-star; George Sherman directing and
also producing in association with Henry
Ginsberg. "The Spirit of St. Louis" will be
shooting later in the year, directed by Billy
Wilder and produced by Leland Hayward,
whose "Mr. Roberts" was sneaked here recently and received with great enthusiasm.
"Sincerely Yours," Liberace's first theatre
film, is due to start early in Spring, with
Henry Blanke producing, no director set
yet. Jane Wyman's next for Warner's will
be "Miracle in the Rain," based on a Ben
Hecht short story, Irwin Allen producer,
Rudolph Mate director; "Animal World,"
described by studio as "a dramatic recital of
the evolution of animals."
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IS
All The

ARTISTS

October
BOB MATH IAS STORY, THE Bob Math. as Melba Mathias, Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present. 80 min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 82 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't83 commit
seeks revenge
againsttermmenforwhocrime
framedhe Kim.
min.
TARGET ducer
EARTH
Richard
Denning,
Virginia
ProHerman Cohen. Director Sherman Gray.
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark. Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles
harborwhich
learns
ha; atomic
bomb aboard
is todocked
be set freighter
off in communist
plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT Technicolor. David Niven,
d« Carlo.
Barry 88Fitzgerald
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min. 1/10- Comedy. Irish
January
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edwardlamp
Nernds. and
Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
tomagtc
Bagdad.
64 min. resulting adventures take them
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer William
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control of
that valuable country. 71 min.
February
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 mln.
"DIAL
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ley. Producer
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Meiodrama. Realizing he was responsible for convicting
innocent
her name. woman,
70 min. detective sacrifices career to clear
March
BIG TIP»FF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald
Melodra
ma. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey. Debra Paget
Jefferey Hunter. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Charles M. Warren. Action drama. Deals with
John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min.
April
ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE
John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Technicolor.
Producer Walter
Mirisch!
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
pilots in Korea.
81 min. during combat as jet fighter
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputv sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.andMarshal,
plicated by gun-runners
Apaches.with"80 the
min. trail comComing
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring peace
between England and France and
save fair damsel In distress.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Joel McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Western. Hired by town leaders to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, but his strict rules
affect merchants who eventually plot his murder.
Film

Details
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COLUMBIA
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel againstdomination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna
Dianne
Foster.Western.
ProducerFramed
Harry for
Joe murder
Brown.
DirectorReed,
Alfred
Werker.
three
years
earlier,
cowboy
returns
home
to
clear
his name. 77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur and Christianity from pagans. 85 min. I l/l.
CANNIBAL
ATTACK
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam
Katzman.
Director
Lee Sholem.
Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min. 10/18.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
couple find
that dy.
their
even worse.professional
88 min. I l/l.
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed. Robert
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
of feHow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
officers masquerade as colorators in Korean
the Communists.
80 min.prison camp in order to spy on
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson
saves
wronglyof convicted
from12/13.
hanging and
puts down threat
Indian war. man
73 min.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry officer leads small ranchers against
encroaching land baron. 96 min.
February
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducer
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RobertFord.
Francis.
ProRobert Arthur.
Drama.
Traces career of Marty Faher, Irish immigrant who
was assistant athletic director at West Point. 138 min.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIP®LI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of oriate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingd»m. 72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn
Brando,Bruce
Richard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
WOMEN'S PRISON Ida Lupino, Jan Sterling, Cleo
Moore, Howard Duff. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
Lewis Seiler.
Story 80of min.
mis-run
contains
both Melodrama.
men and women.
2/7. prison which

CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
of horror and justice. 92 min.
CELL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six
years in death house.
CHrCA&O
SYt*OhCATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
syndicate
to
get
proof
of
gangster's
crimes.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, LesCastle.
Barker.
ProducerDaughter
Sam Katzman.
Directorpirate
William
Adventure.
of reformed
seeks
revenge
against
class-conscious
aristocracy
and
then falls in love with one of its members.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis (Coronadol. Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
hate,loves.
jealousy and
love destroys
the onedrama.
womanMan's
he ever
FIVE AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith.
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Loony plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real thing.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director WiWiam Castle. Western. Tale
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Katzman.bombDirecord
Richard
Quine.Tobey.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
explosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
the Pacific Coast.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancinet civilization.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selfing repeating rifles to Apaches.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adf two city.
small-town girs who seek their fortunes in theventures obig
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson. Melodrama. G-I's plot to steal part of Nazi
gold hoard discovered in Berlin.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Western. Young army officer is assigned to
asBellamy.
a boy. warring
capture
Indian chief whom he had known
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
JackPotter.
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonie &Taps.
H. C.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
friend
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
BrTan Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate.
I. F. E.

October
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana
Pampanini,
Eleonora
Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman.
March
Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Di- Producers
Luigiing girls
Comencini.
Expose of 75vice
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
who enter Drama.
dance marathon.
min. ring involvdrama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
November
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell,
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterClemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry befront hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
Egyptian princess
Egyptiantweenolficer.
95 min. and slave girl for love of
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
December
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight THEODORA,
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
are complicated when he becomes involved with
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
old gang. 73 min.
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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(I. F. E. Continued )
January
NO RELEASES
February
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Silvana Pampanini. Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Pietro
Germi. Drama. Risque adventures of beautiful showgirl
and her escapades with the law. 78 min.
March
WAYWARD WIFE. THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Romantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
another man. 95 min.
A prilAll star cast. Faro Film
LOVE IN THE CITY English.
Production. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of
love and women who practice them presented in
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
INDEPENDENTS
November
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS (Continental MP Corp.)
Ferraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Sirvana Pampanini, Renato Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, Excelsa-Roma Folms. Musical. History of Italy during
current century is told in song. 95 min.
January
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA IBuena Vista) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
Paul Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Director Richard
Fleischer.
classic
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 min. Filming
12/27. of Jules Verne's
March
CRASHOUT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money. 90 mon.
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Esse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
killgang.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
for
min.
LIPPERT
November
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
armythe toSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and French rule prevails. 63 min.
December
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
wins back his wife bv winning the
Grand
Prix. and
69 min.
BLACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
forcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
Young townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
SILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
in a showdown gun duel. 73 min.
THEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring
escapes
and asenlists
aid of 80American
who exposes
wealthy
Brazilian
ringleader.
min.
February
THUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
Director Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
friend trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
from native uprising. 73 min.
March
GLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival
characters among the suspects,
the
mystery
the glass tomb where the
barker presentsis resolved
his latest atattraction.
Coming
LONESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar.
Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
to
his property
havefight
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers who
PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
and leads party to safety. 75 min.
Film

METflO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 116 min. 11/29.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min. 11/29.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
who murdered during the war. 82 min. 12/27.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Miningbia, engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columand bandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him to a treasure of another kind. 100 min. 12/27.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness
life untilasfinally
in the woods
he is. trapped
92 min. by woman as proficient
March
BLACKBOARD
JUNGLE
Glenn Director
Ford, Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle their romances at home. 112 min.

Release schedules for March reflect
the approach of Lent with only 25 feaures slated for distribution. Few features among this month's crop shape
up as boxoffice busters and it is apparent that most companies are holding back until after the traditionally
slow Easter season. Four are in CinemaScope and RKO will have one in
Superscope. Ten of the new pictures
are in color.
Available to exhibitors are:
7 Melodramas 3 Westerns
6 Adventures 2 Comedies
5 Dramas
1 Musical
1 Science Fiction

February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
War drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet 103
pilots
ground of Korean
air raid.
min.played
1/10. ajgainst backMarch
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Flemina. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.
A pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
Gassman,
Shelley
Winters.
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Director Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
with
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. DirectorComing
Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriends
young92 man
warded with attempted
murder.
min. only to be re-

DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
A pril
home and terrorize residents.
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell
Leisen.
Man preparing
for priest- Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
hood meets
womanMelodrama.
who is involved
in Paris underworld
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of faand murder. 89 min.
mous Lewis
and Clark
HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary MurGLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
phy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles
Walters.
Melodrama. Going to South America to locate priceof
Cinderella.
94 min.Musical fantasy. Retells the story
less
ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
Coming
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Young opera
Milly Comedy-drama.
Vitale. Producer Story
Jack ofRose.
Shavelstar almost has her career destroyed by polio.
son.
EddieDirector
Foy whoMeltakes
his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James SteKelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
drama,
comedy
and
pathos
told
entirely
through
the
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
medium of the dance.
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
PARAMOUNT
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
December
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Kaye,
Rosemary
Clooney,
Vera-Ellen.
Producer
Robt.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
E. Dolan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical. Two World
Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
War IIcomebuddies
team sister
as entertainers
war, their
be- Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
involved with
act which after
threatens
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
plans for Broadway show. 120 min. 9/20.
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
January
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge
bankruptcy.
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Ex- Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
Gl's
join
small
circus
where
one
strives
to
becomee
a clown and the other becomes involved in a Paul
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
romantic triangle. 110 min.
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

REPUBLIC
November
SHE-WOLF, THE Kerima. Ettore Manni, May Britt.
Producers Ponti-De Laurentiis. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. Passion-driven woman competes with
her daughter for love of a man. 93 min.
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron.
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
•n
rich pays
tungsten
mine learns
that friendship
people
off better
than crime.
90 min. of honest
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed o/ Herbert Wilcox. Adventure roriance
Story
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thech.ld,
Quietstays
Man".to
An American
in Scotland
to visitof his
chimpion the pe-ple whose livelihood is 'hreatened
private91 r-min.
= H fhey had niw^ys used is closed
by. h»"the jowner.
January
CAROLINA CANNONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilot of steam driven trolley car, Canova becomes involved in plot to steal atomic missile. 74 min. 1/24.
TROUBLE IN STORE (J. A. Rank) Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock
engages
in comedy
plot toclerk
rob store.
86 min.
1/24. of errors surrounding
February
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Prod ucer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African Jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer. 65 min.
SOUARE RING, THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game. 73 min.
March
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biognaval hero
who distinguished
himselfraphyinof famous
WWII American
and the Korean
conflict.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberland from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min.
Coming
DAY TO REMEMBER, A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box!
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE [J. A. Rank! Technicolor.
Dirk Bogarde, M Uriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of
a medical student during training to become
a doctor.
FOREIGN ADVENTURE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Zachary Scott. Howard Duff. Associate producer-director
Edward inLudwig.
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue
the fashionable
Bahamas.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon. Ray Middleton. Producer William J. O'Sullivan.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Brother against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MAN FROM TEXAS Trucolor. John Payne, Mona Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director Joseph
Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of cattlemen
in late I 800 ' s .
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Directorwagon
Williamtrain
Witney.
Western. inWilderness
guide counprotects
of munitions
hostile Indian
try and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
TEXAS LEGIONNAIRES Trucolor. Sterling Hayden,
Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Producer-director Frank Lloyd!
Western.
RKO
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes
involvedis massacred.
in Indian 88
warmin.and cattle rustling
when
her father
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue-. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister. She thereupon frames sister for husband's murder thinking that will bring boyfriend back. 91 min.
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
Film

AMERICANO, THE January
Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas cowboy becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance. 85 min. 1/10.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
February
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.
Director
Harold
Adventure.
Tarzan
combats
white
hunters'
plot
to commit wholesale slaughter of wild game for financial
gain. 72 min.
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10.
March
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stan wye k, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress ofwanted
plantation
falls and
in murder.
love with jungle adventurer
for robbery
A pril Technicolor. Randolph
RAGE AT DAWN Superscope,
Scott, Mala Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt.
Director Tim Whelan. Western. Lawman joins trainrobbers and leads themComing
into trap. 87 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance Dairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

November
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
Newto York
to become
writer
falls in girl
love goes
which toleads
her murder.
95 min.
11/15.and
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Naooleon's
rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled. 110 min. 11/29.
OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S HARBOR
Arlen,7! Greta
director
C. Dean. Richard
Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN,ducer-directoTHE
Hugo 81Haas,
r Ha s. Drama.
min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE
SHOW
NESS CinemaColor. Ethel Merman, BUSI
Marilyn
Monroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
Siegel.
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business. 117 min. 12/27.
January
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope Deluxe Cotor. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min. 11/15.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Detune.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama.
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min. 1/10.

A prilA Ricardo Montalban.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE,
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd.
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer
Buddy Adler. DirectorComing
R. Fleisher.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope. Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama.
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, De'uxe
Color.roll Case.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer CarSEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman,
Wilder.
Director when
Wilder.
room Billy
adventures
of husband
wifeComedy.
is away Bed-on
summer vacation.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH CinemaScope. Deluxe Color.
Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Henry Koster.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seeking husband missing in Red China falls in love with
man who helps in rescue.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia de
Havilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Barlett.
UNITED

ARTISTS

November
SHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
Maria English. ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomes
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
SNOW CREATURE Paul Langton, Leslie Denison. ProW. Lee Wilder.
mountain monsterducer-directorterrorizes
New Melodrama.
York 70 min.H'rmalayan
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Se4ton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
with crooked international business man on French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min. 12/13.
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
BrftVsh sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sign,complications.
welds it to 89foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Him version of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,
THE and
Paul Kelly,
O'Sullivan.
Producers Swartz
Doniger.Maureen
Director
Walter
Deniger.
Drama
Deals
with
needs
and
desires
of
men confined to prison. 86 min.
VERA CRUZ IHecht-Lancaster) Superscope Technicolor.
Gary Cccrper,
Lancaster,
Denise Dar-cel,
Romero. ProducerBurtJames
Hill. Director
RobertCesar
Aldrich.
Western drama. Two American soldiers of fortune become involved
Mexican
peror
Maximilian.in 94themin.
1/10. Revolution against EmJanuary
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur
Franz.
Producers
Arthur.
Director Herbert Strock. War Ivan
drama.Tors,DealsArt with
Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea. 82 min. 1/10.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty I J. A. Rank).
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
island in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-stricken
BLACK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Graves,
Jean Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from lap
of electric chair, gangleader takes hostages to hideout
where bloody siege February
occurs. 80 min.

RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts
of racestar.
driver
who 2/7.
desires to become top CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart. Phyllis
European racing
112 min.
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. AdWHITE FEATHER (Panoramic) CinemaScope, Techniventure-melodrama. Young prospector battles claim
color. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
jumper
while aiding professor and daughter in search
for uranium.
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahams, Richard
between savages and whites. 101 min.
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breaks
March
in
life going against them, join adventurous playboy
OUR GIRL FRIDAY Color. Joan Collins, Kenneth More.
in
disasterous mail holdup. 100 min. 1/28.
Producer Langley. Director Minter. 75 min.
SABAKA
Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, June
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Foray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. AdventurePower,
Susan
Hayward.
Producer
Bert
Friedlob.
Direcmelodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murders
tor Henry King.
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
March
BIG HOUSE. USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker.
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Koch.
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts in
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min.
MARTY Ernest Borgnine. Betsy Blair. Hecht-Lancaster
Production. Director Delbert Mann. Romantic drama.
Boy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, suddenly find it in each others arms.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions!
Ansco color. Joel McCrea. Miroslava. Producer Robert
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Young
circut judge brings justice to town controlled by onefamily empire. 66 min.
pril G. Robinson, George
BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Director
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Royal
Canadian Mounted Police track down atom-spy gang.
LILACS IN THE SPRING EastmanColor. Errol Flynn,
Anna
Wilcox.Neagle,
MusicalDavid
drama.Farrar. Producer-director Herbert
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Producer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
RAF pilot fighting in Burma disintrigrates under pressures of war. Regains grip on life thru contact with
beautiful Burmese girl. 100 min.
Coming
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy.
KENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster. Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker. Producer-director
Robert Aldrich. Suspense drama.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama.
ROBBERS ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery,
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney Salkow. Western.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn, Rassano Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
Lean. Romantic drama.
TIGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sIllheroism
fight
min. in 19th century Indian
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
Evelyn Keyes.
Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
Foster.
Aerial drama.

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor. 87 min. I l/l.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colieen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from bankrobbing by woman. 83 min. 10/4.
RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main, Chill Wills. Producer Robert Arthur, Richard Wilson. Director Charles
Lamont. Comedy. Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests. 80 min.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims. 78 min. 12/13.
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene NeHon, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
entertainer, cashier and French heiress. 96 min. 12/13.
WEST OF ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood of the early 1900' s and become inusual 79shenanigans
while tracking down
swindler volved
of in$5000.
min.

Film

FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska. Stewart
plays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 96 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTArN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min.
LAND OF FURY IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
by 88army
martial
for safety
desertion.
min. captain subject to court
pril
CHfEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope,
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching
big cattle interests. 89 min.
Coming
A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures.
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when he marries heir to financial empire.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks
of Asiaticvengeance
snake cult.on Americans who violated secrets

WAHNEH

BROTHERS

BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott.
September
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb. Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal. 89 min.
October
NO RELEASES
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Alan Ladd.
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. Ill min. 11/15.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright. Diana Lynn. Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have
lives 102
altered
when huge mountain lion
invadestheir
the area.
min. 11/29.

January
December
RE-ISSUES ONLY
STAR IS BORN, A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent
10/18. his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day. Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
ef three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
February117 min. 12/27.
and heart-tugging complications.
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance.
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch,
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
confined
in California's
without bars,
the men
Institution
for Men
at Chino. 75prison
min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman. Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story
of World
War 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left behind.
149 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min.

FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love
with Suspense
handsome drama.
adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
finally brings them together.
Harris,
James
Dean.EliaRaymond
Producer
John
A Kazan.
pril Massey.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Steinbeck.
Director
Drama. Story
of young
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
man's
efforts
to
win
love
of
domineering
father.
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
ProKurt Kaszner.
Sernas,David
Jacques
JUMP INTO
Coming
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerducer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Dirctor
Butler. War
ous trek thru American wilderness.
drama. Recounting of battle at Dienbienphu.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara,
George
Nader,
Victor
McLaglen.
Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Arthur Lubin. Historical drama.
CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
OF THE PHARAOHS
LAND Hawkins,
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
Jack
James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
great his
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
downfall
about
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot STRANGE LADY IN TOWN Greer Garson, Cameron
when small fortune is found on plane.
Mitchell. Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn
of young womanLeRoy. inAction
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Lex Barker, Mara Cordoctor
Santa drama.
Fe duringAdventures
frontier days.
day, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard Pine. Director
Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting out to solve
stage robberies brings peace between warring cattle
YOUR SERVICE — OUR RESPONSIBILITY
men and sheepherders.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter. Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
NEW JERSEY
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
MESSENGER SERVICE
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
Member National Film Carriers
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Tony
250 N. Juniper Street
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director' Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. MyPhiladelphia 7, Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
efforts
sterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's
to guillotine France's noblemen.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
HIGHWAY
Drama.in UnFerrer.husband
Aaron Rosenberg.
natural love of wifeDirector
almost Jose
destroys
an
attempted suicide.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidMember National Film Carriers
napped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope. Technicolor. Audie
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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211 Main St.
YUMA. ARIZONA

Sept.

6, 1954

Mr. Bernie Wolf,
National Screen Service
2018 So. Vermont St.,
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Dear

Mr.

Wolf :-

This

may

be a testimonial

letter

Mr.

Blumberg

will

prize.

Some weeks ago, we discontinued trailer service for a couple
of reasons.
(a) We had the opportunity in our contract,
(b) We wanted a test of their value, and (c) finances.
We have decided that we definitely made a mistake; that the
very least we can say for trailers is that they pay for
themselves, and no theatre should be without them.
In addition to their sales ability, they are a subject
comparable to a short subject; people like to see them and
miss them when they are removed.
Will you kindly write us up a new contract at the usual
terms, and get trailers headed our way as soon as possible.
Thanks

and

Sincerely,

regards,

m
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Skew
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radiant
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COLOR.

There's love and joy and beauty in this great M-G-M
entertainment. At the Music Hall and across the
nation it will enchant holiday crowds. Don't
for less than the perfect Easter attraction!

settle

Starring the "Li Ji" girl, and it is predicted her
new picture will be on the 10-Best lists, too!
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Directed Ly CHARLES WALTERS • Produced ky EDWIN H. KNOPF
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Pictures
One phase of current production
policies is a worrisome thing. It is
the tendency of our movie makers to
overemphasize the importance of
running time.
They seem to have drifted into a
stream of thinking, perhaps induced
by the bigger size of screens, that
the length of a feature is some barometer of its merit, or, at least, a
gauge of its value to exhibitors. The
result has been in recent months a
plethora of films that were too long
for their own good, or for the public's taste.
A check of the records in our current product section reveals that
those releases generally classified as
"A" pictures in the past four months
averaged no less than 111 minutes.
This is not intended to voice objection to long pictures — when the
running time is justified. Good films
never seem long. The objection is
to overlong pictures. Some of the
films we have seen in recent months
were transparently contrived — padded— to run beyond their logical,
dramatic bounds. Padding does not
produce "A" pictures; to the contrary, it sometimes destroys what
might be a film of "A" quality.
It has been suggested that the
movie makers are not alone to
blame for the trend toward longer
pictures, that some leading exhibitors are inclined to value product on
the basis of running time. Better
that the public's taste be heeded.
We urgently recommend to the
film producers that they stop thinking in terms of "required" length, or
"showing the cost on the screen".
The public will respond in far larger
numbers, and with far greater satisfaction, to a good, tight 85-minute
feature than to one dulled by 20 or
30 minutes of excess, costly, film.

5

Selling

Th e "Siz z #o 9
Film BULLETIN has

What Tky'te hiking About
□ □ □ In the Movie Business a □ □
long

plumped for an organized, all-industry campaign to institutionalize the
movie-going habit. The mail that
poured into our offices from theatremen throughout the land in response
to the 6 chapter series on "Our Relations with the Public — and Ourselves", in which author Philip R.
Ward set forth the need for a broad
program of merchandising the
merits of movie-going, indicated
how much such a program is desired by exhibitors.
It is heartening to see that National Screen Service has taken an

They say the Chaplin sell-out is a
sure tip-off that the United Artists
boys are planning a public stock issue
within '55. Belief is that the public's
money will go toward purchase of a
studio and financing to entice more of
the industry's top producers. UA's
hand will be strengthened considerably
if it can offer sound stages os part of
the deals. There is a strong pull within the executive circle to have UA
start its own production unit, and you
can look for this to happen when the
public comes in.

initial step in that direction by preparing an institutional poster (see
What the Showmen Are Doing department) that is being offered to
theatres. Enlivened by gay cartoons,

Theatremen will tell you that Disney's TV shows have helped plug his
feature releases immeasurably. However, many of them are of the opinion
that the cart-behind-the-horse release

it emblazons the line, "Take Them
Out To The Movies". Imagine the
impact of a network of 24-sheets
mounted from coast to coast heralding this theme !
National Screen is to be congratulated for making this move, and we
hope they will pursue it further. The
industry must start thinking in
terms of selling, not only the individual pictures it produces, but also

of his "Davey Crockett" TV films to
theatres will not come off so happily.

the movie medium's intrinsic appeals. It's a case, as Mr. Ward suggested, of selling the "sizzle" as well
as the steak.
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Right now, the oldie "Davey Crockett,
Indian Scout", starring George Montgomery, once released by UA, is making the rounds via states right distributors, riding the crest of the Disney
TV series — and taking the edge right
off the feature Disney plans to release
this summer. Exhibitors we've heard
say they can see only some residual
kid trade
for the Disney "Crockett's" lateleft
arrival.
*
*
A. W. Schwalberg's association with
the Paul Gregory-William Goldman
organization is being viewed as an indication that this new outfit does not
intend to hide in the shadows of the
business. What exists now is the
nucleus of a film company to be
reckoned with. Just that quick it
boasts top production talent, a front
rank distribution executive and money.
"The Naked and the Dead" is to be
only the first of a number of big picture projects. Several more important
story buys will be announced later.
Film BULLETIN
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This is a regular ncic Film BULLETIN
feature — a report on television and radio
in their relations with the film industry.
Excitement in Columbus
All the furor out in Columbus, Ohio,
over WTVN-TV's "Nine O'Clock Theater" rates some mention. The excitement
stems from a weekly two hour program
(in the 9-11 P.M. slot) devoted to the
screening of old movies, albeit they are of
more than routine interest ("Arch of
Triumph," with Bergman and Boyer, and
"Double Life," with Ronald Colman, have
been seen). It's the kind of thing that
New York viewers can see often, yet the
rating of the Columbus station's time slot
has jumped from 6 to 35 in a single
month, sales for the telecast have increased over 400%, and for the first time
in Columbus TV history a locally-sponsored film series was given Class A time
opposite strong, live competition!
The answer lies in the phenomenal promotion campaign that's been adopted. It
sounds like a page out of Hollywood's
publicity book, with trailers and clips
used to "prevue" the program, spot announcements made, stage bills "paying
the bearer $1 million of TV entertainment
upon demand" circulated, etc. If this
kind of campaign can make a program of
this sort an entertainment "must" for
Columbus televiewers, it begins to suggest the kind of support that similarly inspired promotion can gain for the real
thing — current movies in the theatres. The
motion picture boys might get some ideas
from this sort of TV-selling of the Hollywood product!
Set Sales U p
The recent report by the Wall Street
Journal that TV sales, generally, are running ahead of sales for the same period
last year (with five dealers out of six reporting increases) is an interesting bit of
news. On the surface it might appear that
the film industry can look for increased
competition this year from televiewing,
but the fact is that an overwhelming percentage cf new sales constitute replacements. Television is entering the "secondset" era, with replacement sales figured by
many dealers at 75%-99% of total sales.
With TV entertainment quality running at a fairly even keel, and with the
virtues and defects of the medium rather
firmly established, movie theatremen need
have no fear that television, as presently
constituted, will grow bolder as a competitor. Despite the high volume of set
sales, the reverse seems to be true.
TV-Radio Film Promotion
Columbia— "Three for the Show" is being spotted extensively in New York in
connection with its local showing. Harry
Carey, Jr. and Robert Francis, of "The
Long Gray Line" continue to do personals throughout the nation for the film.
Page 6
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If you're thinking of modernizing or
re-equipping, now's the time.
All the money experts say borrowing
from the bank can't be easier six months
from now — and might be a great deal
harder.
Why? Because the Federal Reserve
Board in Washington has started working
quietly to check over-inflation.
It is applying the traditional banking
measures to siphon off excess capital.
One of the reasons why exhibitors need
to refurbish their theatres is the changlation.ing life-pattern of the American popuDid you realize, for instance, that since
1900 the over-65's have quadrupled in
number? The 45-64 age-group has more
than tripled, and the number of people in
that group which is passing into the over65 category now totals around 400,000 a
year.
RKO — Gordon Scott, Sol Lesser's new
"Tarzan," making p. a. tour through the
South. Locally he has appeared on the
Godfrey morning TVer, "I've Got A
Secret" (CBS-TV), and Dave Garroway's
"Today" (NBC-TV). A radio appearance
on "Teenagers Unlimited" apparently
won fans for him from that set.
Universal — P. a.'s coming up for Kirk
Douglas on behalf of "Man Without a
Star," Barbara Rush for "Captain Lightfoot," and Chief Ben American Horse,
chief of the Sioux nation, plugging "Chief
Crazy Horse". "Ma and Pa Kettle at
Waikiki," current production in this
series, is being spotted locally.
United Artists — Win Min Than, co-star
of "The Purple Plain" will be seen on a
host of programs — Garroway, Strike It
Rich, the Ted Steele Show (WOR-TV),
and the Bill Leonard show.
Warner Bros. — Anne Bancroft, of
"New York Confidential," is in the spotlight with appearances on Down You Go
(Dumont), Strike It Rich, Hollywood
Preview (plus a film clip, on WOR), the
Maggie McNellis show, (Dumont), and
the Ted Steele show.
Republic — In connection with the NYC
opening, "Doctor in the House" was
clipped on Frank Quinn's Hollywood
Preview.
Fox — "Untamed" will get a big TV
campaign. Two short subjects have been
prepared. One is an eight minutes "TV
Prevue," consisting of five scenes from
the film, with commentary narrated by
the TV announcer; the other is a five
minute item, "Zululand," providing background footage in the film's location
spots.
— Dick Bretstcin
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One in every twelve persons in this
country is 65 or older, and by the law of
averages one in every seven will be in
that classification by 1980.
In terms of movie business, this means
that producers will have to shift their
strategy if this growing group of "oldsters" is to be lured to the box-office, and
that exhibitors will have to offer the
maximum of comfort.
There's another social trend of great
significance which has set me wondering
whether exhibitors in various areas of the
country
couldn't plan.
launch some co-operative baby-sitting
The American people are marrying
earlier and having babies sooner than
their grandparents.
In 1890 the average American male
married at 26y2. Now the marrying age
for men is 22^4. For girls it was 22, and
is new 20 — and getting lower each year.
More than 70 per cent of the girls in
American between 20 and 24 are married.
About 20 years ago a first baby came
when the mother was between 20 and 24.
Now 30 per cent of mothers giving birth
for the first time are 19 or younger.
Thus, it gets harder all the time to get
young couples, and those who have
reachedhomes.
the "comfortable" years, out of
their
*
*
*
The secret of filling the movie theatres
of America is not, therefore, simply a
matter of making better pictures, or
showing them on bigger screens.
Movie-going will have to be made
easier, as well as more attractive.
*
*
*
On the question of attractiveness a
friend of mine who for years controlled a
circuit of 27 theatres, and has since
moved into production, was protesting
the other day about the shabby treatment
he has lately experienced.
Only a very few people attending
Broadway shows buy loge seats, he
claims. Most of them take balcony tickets
and tip the usher a quarter for turning a
blind eye. "It's quite a racket", he says.
In the balcony of one of Broadway's
biggest showplaces he was stumbling to
find a seat in the semi-darkness when his
wife tripped and fell. No usher was in
sight. My friend went in search of one,
and found him reading a comic book in
the men's room.
"A little more courtesy and consideration, a little more care, a bit more
thoughtful organization", he declared,
"would do this industry a tremendous
amount of good at the boxoffice. We depend on the patron's goodwill, but we've
become careless of it."
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//( the Spring a young man's fancy
Lightly turns to Todd-AO.
If hen. with movie necromancy.
"Oklahoma
makes its bow.
Experts say that it s a charmer:
That the process is a dream:
Just as big as Cinerama.
But without a single seam.
Let us hope this new endeavor
Gets the public to agree
Films are still the best bet ever —
And to hell with Toll-TV I
Mike Todd is living it up. He was always extravagant,
even when hustling customers for his strip-tease shows at
carnival midways. But he's behaving like a big-shot now.
He commutes regularly between London, New York and
Hollywood. He has a private plane, his own personal pilot.
He eats in the most expensive restaurants, sleeps in the
most expensive beds, has cigars especially made, keeps a
stock of rare brandy, professes a liking for the Brahms
concertos and, on a business level at any rate, hobnobs
with such respected figures in show-biz as Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II. Way out in Minneapolis where he was born 48 summers ago come June
22, they wouldn't easily recognize Mike now.
The change in Michael Todd's social and credit strata
has come about as a result of the development of a system
of mammoth screen cinematography known by the cacophonous name of Todd-AO, the two initials representing
credit due the American Optical Company, which did all
the technical work. The public has not seen it yet. Only a
few in the trade have been privileged to have a glimpse of
it. It is due to make its Broadway bow (or should we say
"wow"?) next May in the form of the Rodgers & Hammerstein musical, "Oklahoma". If the prophets are right it is
going to be sensational.
"The Prime Cut"
Thus, Michael Todd, who dreamed up the idea, has
moved out of the category of "meat and potatoes" pro-

MICHAEL TODD
ducer. He still finds it difficult, however, to shed the
earthy idiom of the past. When he talks about Todd-AO,
he calls it "the prime cut of the beef." By this he means
that its giant form, resembling Cinerama, but without the
system's mechanical faults, is its natural medium. "But",
he adds, "there are other cuts for every purpose". In other
words, the large master prints can be reduced down to
varying intermediate sizes on 35 mm film. There will be
wide-screen versions of all Todd-AO pictures for eventual
release in conventional theatres, and there will even be
standard 35 mm prints, which Todd calls "the hamburger
of our process". If these promises are fulfilled, and if "Ok(Continued on Page 8)
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lahoma" and its successors can play effectively in every
situation, from road-show to downtown subsequent run
houses, Todd-AO may have an influence on the film industry even greater than that of Cinerama which, as everyone
knows by now, was the grandaddy of CinemaScope, VistaVision, Vistarama, SuperScope, et al.
When he first started on this project Mike Todd never
guessed what a slow, painstaking grind it was going to be.
By temperament he is an opportunist, a fast-thinker, and
a big talker. Like the time, in his early thirties, when he
first hit Hollywood. He'd had some success selling prefabricated houses out in the Middle West until a bank
failure brought the venture to disaster. The job, however,
had given him some knowledge of building trade jargon.
On arrival in Hollywood, where conversion to sound was
going on, Todd set himself up as an "expert" on soundpro fing. Itwasn't long before he picked up a contract for
building sound stages for the film industry. It didn't pay
much, but it fired him with the ambition to get into show
business on his own. So he headed back to Chicago, where
the World's Fair was being organized. There he launched
his first entertainment project, a concession known as
"The Flame Dance".
This ingenious contraption consisted of a flaming imitation candle of giant size round which a toothsome young
lady, dressed in an asbestos zipper costume and flash paper
wings, danced the classic legend of the moth and the flame.
At a given sienal the wings would catch fire, whereupon
the dancer un-zipped her protective covering and stepped
out unharmed, much to the relief of the startled audience.
Mike Todd denies the rumor that, in the course of developing this act, he burned up quite a few young girls.
His next stunt, which he owned outright, was "Bring
On the Dames", a travelling show starring a trained penguin named Pete. It ran successfully for almost a year
and Todd, 25 years old and full of pep, decided to invade
New York. He came a cropper with his very first show, a
leggy production entitled "Call Me Ziggy". It was so bad
that the curtain had to be rung down during the third act
of its opening performance.
In 1937 he discovered that the U.S. Army had a warehouse full of expensive reducing mirrors that had been
used for heavy artillery sights in World War I. He rented
several hundred of them for a dollar each and put together
a kiddie exhibit called Kute Kris Kringle. This was based
on the age-old peep-show illusion where, by means of reducing mirrors, a live miniature mermaid is seen reclining
in a fish bowl. Instead of a mermaid Todd used a Santa
Claus, who was shown in a tiny snow-covered bungalow.
Hundreds of these exhibits were leased by Todd to department stores and movie exhibitors, who installed them in
their lobbies. They earned Mike a reputed profit of $130,000 in a few weeks.

Back to Broadway
With the proceeds Todd put that great tap-dancer Bill
Robinson under contract in 1939 and after some experiments inwhich he used some electric hair dryers and a box
of soap flakes, produced on Broadway "Hot Mikado",
which featured a mirrored floor, an erupting volcano and a
Page 8
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Todd-AO Competition
We are on the threshold of sensational new technical
developments:
(1) Unveiling in May of the Todd-AO system — virtual y a"seamless" Cinerama;
(2) An entirely new system of making and showing
CinemaScope films;
(3) A mammoth screen for VistaVision projection
in super-giant size.
These three developments represent more than a
mass attack on Cinerama and a battle royal for supremacy in the movie road-show field. Even before
Todd-AO makes its bow it is faced with the stiffest
possible competition from two well-grounded major
producing companies. Todd-AO's very survival, therefore, may well hinge on the entertainment value offered
to the public by its first picture, "Oklahoma".
Once more we are getting back to fundamentals —
the show's the thing.
*
♦
Beginning in January all 20th-Fox product will be
photographed with a new CinemaScope "squeeze" lens
on 55 mm film.
Certain of the pictures will be retained for exhibition
on
road-show
basis,
startingdown
with to"The
King 35
and mm
I".
All a others
will be
reduced
standard
film for conventional CinemaScope projection.
Where the 1956 species of roadshow CinemaScope
will differ from all other "giant" systems is that it will
offer both big-film photography, plus the "squeeze"
principle. Theoretically, therefore, it should encompass
more actual picture than anything yet seen — anywhere.
Whether, however, it will adhere to the basic 2.55 to 1
ratio of normal CinemaScope is not yet clear.
*
*
*
Paramount's plan envisages the equipment of a number of key theatres throughout the world with horizontal VistaVision projectors like those put into New
York's Radio City Music Hall for "White Christmas".
In this system two standard 35 mm frames of film are
projected simultaneously.
"Monster VistaVision", as it may properly be called,
was first demonstrated last year in Hollywood where
Paramount converted one of its largest sound stages.
The huge screen area then used, and which won widespread acclamation, has not since been duplicated in
any theatre, but work is now proceeding at the Paramount Theatre, Times Square, which will result in a
screen at least 65 feet wide which, it is claimed, will
be the largest in the world. In this fantastic setting
Paramount
Air Command"
some time in will
Aprilpremiere
or early "Strategic
May.

mammoth waterfall of soap-suds. Gilbert & Sullivan provided the lyrics and music. It was an immediate hit, but
while it was still making money Todd moved it to the
New York World's Fair and subsequently put it on the
road.
The following season Todd went back to the Fair, this
time with several shows — "Streets of Paris", "Gay New
Orleans" and "Dancing Campus". They all caught on,
and when the Fair closed Todd, with substantial profits,
returned to Chicago and opened a night club, the Theatre
Cafe. It did well, but Broadway had an irresistible attrac(Continued on Page 10)
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tion for the boy from Minnesota. He opened a lusty legshow called "Star and Garter", then followed with "Something for the Boys", with Ethel Merman, Gypsy Rose
Lee's "The Naked Genius", "Mexican Hayride", with
Bobby Clark, and Mae West in "Catherine Was Great".
By 1946 he had four successes running simultaneously on
Broadway, Maurice Evans' "Hamlet", "The Would-Be
Gentleman", "January Thaw" and "Up in Central Park".
The last-named subsequently played at the Hollywood
Bowl and grossed $290,000. There were plenty of others
after that, including "Peep Show", which had all the girls,
in the cast taking a bubble bath at the finale. All this happened to Mike Todd before he was 40.
Meeting With Brian
He did a couple of
Beach, Long Island in
have continued in the

O'Brien
summer extravaganzas at Jones'
1952 and 1953, and would possibly
legs and laughs field he knew so

well if it hadn't been for Cinerama. One October day in
1952 Dr. Brian O'Brien, 56 year-old scientist and Research
Vice-President of the American Optical Company, was at
his home in Rochester, New York, when he received a
telephone call from a man he'd never heard of — one
Michael Todd. "He said he wanted to see me", recalls
O'Brien, "but I told him I was busy, and I'd think the
matter over."

"Listen", said Mike, "I'm busy, too, and I wouldn't be
wasting your time or mine if it wasn't important for us to
get together".
"I reluctantly", says O'Brien, "agreed to meet him", and
Todd's first question was, "Have you seen Cinerama?"

Dr. O'Brien said he hadn't, so Todd explained the process, pointing out that it required three cameras for the
original photography and three separate projectors for
screening.

Todd said bluntly, "I want everything to come out of
one hole — can you do it?"
"Yes, I think so", Dr. O'Brien cautiously admitted,
asking a few more questions, "but it'll take at least
years intensive work, and a great amount of money.
need a big organization behind us. This kind of thing
be done on a one-man basis."

after
three
We'd
can't

Michael Todd wouldn't be put off. "If the money's
what's worrying you", he said, "you haven't a thing to
fear. I'll take care of that problem."
Putting On The Pressure
O'Brien wasn't in fact, the least bit worried about the
financial aspect of Todd's idea. The thing with which he
was most concerned was the disorganization which would
ensue at the company's headquarters if it found itself involved in this kind of high-pressure job.
"I think you ought to meet Walter Stewart, our president", said Dr. O'Brien. Todd make the trip to Southbridge, Massachusetts. He won Stewart over. By December, 1952, the American Optical Company's experts were
designing the optical system involved in Todd's idea, and
Dr. Robert Hopkins of the Institute of Optics at Rochester
University was commissioned to design the first experimental lenses.
Todd, ever impatient, kept renewing the pressure. He
wanted fast results. Scientists and engineers were constantly added to the staff of American Optical. Between
January and May, 1953, a team of 100 experts were constantly at work. By midsummer the system was far enough
advanced to show some experimental shots.
The amount of labor involved on the technical side was
prodigious. Dr. O'Brien and his colleagues had to perfect
an entirely new geometric process for photographing and
(Continued on Page 26)
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WILDCAT WALLY is an old friend of ours. Don't let
the name throw you. He's no pal of Hopalong Cassidy or
any other cowpoke, real or fictional. He's a salty little old
Yankee, about 63 — if a day, proud owner of a dome-bald

Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

head — and in his time as slick a theatre showman as you'd
ever see. Wally doesn't exhibit any more. He sold his
two New Jersey theatres a few years back, figuring that
at his age he'd be happier to come and go as he chose.
Wally simply needed the time and freedom of mobility to
exercise his most natural (and extraordinary) talent : an
incredible (some of his friends say "impossible") feel for
the Laws of Probability.
That Wally manifests his rare gift in parks given to the
measurement of equestrian movement, in no way diminishes his bright repute. He has been known to forecast accurately such respectable happenings as elections,
the sex and other physical attributes of unborn babes,
weather, and to make educated estimates of national debt
and national income.
Withal, Wally's greatest coup to date involves his recent seemingly wanton invasion of the unfamiliar quarters
of the stock market. He will not touch a blue-chip stock.
"Not enough leverage," says this financial savant, as he
glares at you for a hint of appreciation for his new-gained
jargon. He drives brokers mad with his boundless curiosity for the seemingly small fact or the odd detail. As a
result of this and his somewhat curious demeanor in general, Wildcat Wally is not graciously received in some investment quarters. But this troubles Wally little. He
shuffles along happily, stuffing full his jeans with the likes
of penny uraniums, Canadian oils (whence the "Wildcat"
of his name derives), jazzy electronic issues — and now and
then a stiff plunge in movie stocks.
A month or so ago, we bumped into Wally and questioned him as regards his cinema portfolio. "Sold out in
December," he informed us without elaboration. "I'll buy
back later on." Before we lost him, he agreed to allow us
to publish — if we wished — his 1954 holdings.
Here they are — all purchased in early 1954:
Stock
Invested
Net Profit
Walt Disney
$2850 (300 shares) $4350
RKO Pictures
1615 (500 shares) 2625
Republic
937 (250 shares) 1625
RKO Theatres
1800 (300 shares) 1163
Cinerama, Inc
1400 (800 shares) 400 (loss)
Total
$8602
Not bad. And in less than one year.
0

$9363

Just why Wally sold out when he did is a mystery. But
it is interesting to study the trend of cinema stock prices
Over the first two months of this still young year.

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

* Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
You

will note that the downward

drift continued

through February in connection with film company securities. This reflects the general tone of the market, which,
while not as soft as some of the bears would have you
believe, can hardly be characterized as robust either. As
we told you at the beginning of this year, film stocks
henceforth should move in closer harmony with the general market, and the market is off. On the other hand, it
is encouraging to record the steadiness of theatre shares.
At 40%, they reside but an J/g off the peak figure at the
December close.
0
0
FINANCIAL

STATEMENTS

PARAMOUNT: A whopping $9 million net for the year
ended Jan. 1 set a new record for this company, as presently constituted, representing almost a 50 percent increase
over the previous year. This included $832,000 realized
from sale of investments in subsidiary and affiliated companies. Per share earnings, $4.10, compared to prior year's
$3.06.
WARNER BROS.: Quarter ended November 27, 1954,
shows post-tax profits amounted to $1,203,000 as compared
with $765,000 in .53's corresponding quarter. Surprisingly,
basing its judgment on December and January operations,
management does not anticipate as strong a showing in
the present quarter ended February 26. Product disappointments last year were responsible for this company's
failure to keep pace with the rapid rise of other picture
company securities.
REPUBLIC: For fiscal year ended October 30, 1954, company shows net income of $804,000 as compared with $697,000 in the year earlier. Total, while not smashing, appears
respectable enough in light of slow '54 year productionwise. An upsurge in '55 product should carry Republic to
its best year.
Film BULLETIN
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A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

by TECHNICOLOR

This wonderful 20 - minute featurette will do wonders for your theatre, for you and
for the children of the world. Danny Kaye, with all his humor, talent, warmth and
charm, was the ideal personality to be the United Nations' Ambassador - At - Large
to the youngsters of India, Burma, Hong Kong, Korea and Japan. You never put
on your screen a more appealing picture. And no picture ever offered you a more
unique programming opportunity. Entire film rental proceeds will go toward furthering the work of UNICEF.
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SCH WALBERG

BENJAMIN

A. W. SCHWALBERG occupied the
the news spotlight when his resignation
as president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. brcke cn the trade. Schwalberg will become associated with the production company recently formed by Paul
Gregory and William Goldman, and with
now being scripted and cast. Lopert has
resentative. The initial Gregory-Goldman
project "The Naked and the Dead", is
no wbeing scripted and cast. Lopert has
"Summertime" (Katherine Hepburn)
completed and "Richard III" scheduled.
Schwalberg will remain with Paramount
until the VistaVision special, "Strategic
Air Command" premieres at the NYC
Paramount Theatre early in April.
0

ROBERT S. BENJAMIN & ARTHUR
B. KRIM, who head the management
group controlling United Artists, added
impetus to the UA meteor through the
acquisition of Charles Chaplin's 25 percent stock interest in the company. In
announcing the purchase, board chairman
Benjamin revealed that the Chaplin stock,
4,000 shares, will be deposited in the corporation's treasury. Of the 12,000 shares
s'.ill outstanding, 8,000 are owned by the
United Artists syndicate and 4,000 by
Mary Pickford, the only one of the original (1919) founders (Pickford, Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks, D. W. Griffith) still
holding an interest. UA president Krim
started negotiations with Chaplin last
year while in Europe and Arnold Picker,
foreign distribution v.p., consummated
the deal in Switzerland on February 25.
The present management (Benjamin
Krim, Matthew Fox, WiLiam J. Heineman, Max E. Youngstein, Picker, Seymour Peyser), which took over UA operations in 1951, has restored the company
to a degree of the glory it once knew.
Financial sources anticipate a public issue
of United Artists stock within one year.
(Continued on Page 16)

CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ, Loew's
v.p. and treasurer, bore the brunt of minority stockholder ire as he presided at
the annual meeting Feb. 24 in NYC.
While there was no serious opposition to
management, caustic sniping by several
minority holders struck at the retirement
fund setup, executive salaries, employment contracts, and low stock holdings
by some officers.

BALABAN, WELTNER
GEORGE

last week was

appointed chief of Paramount's worldwide sales and distribution organization,
it was announced by president Barney
Balaban. The move was precipitated by
the sudden resignation of A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. Associated with the company for 32 years, 53 year-old Weltner
has headed the company's international
subsidiary since 1945. Announcing the
appointment, Balaban said, "In this era
of speed-up of communications and the
world-wide similarity of motion picture
appeal, our industry has truly become a
'cne-world' organization. Mr. Weltner's
outstanding record in the organization
and administration of the foreign operations of our company has put Paramount
Pictures in a most enviable position. As
a member of the board ... he has maintained asound working knowledge of the
company's over-all program, and has
been for many years a valued member of
Paramount's policy-making and executive
cabinet."

MOSKOWITZ

WELTNER

0

ALFRED CROWN, former president of
Moulin Productions, has joined Allied
Artists in the capacity of vice-president
and special studio representative. Crown
will headquarter in New York and will
repiesent the company with both American and foreign inde producers making
films for Allied Artists release. Crown
will maintain an advisory contact with
Moulin Productions until features he has
been supervising have been liquidated.

KRIM
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"Blackboard

Jungle"

&cai*e4* 'Rati*? OOO
Rating is strictly for ballyhoo houses. , Supercharged study
of teenage hoodlums in school. Sex, violence handy exploitables. Fast pace and plenty of action.
This drama about juvenile delinquency in the schoolroom is remarkably hard-hitting and direct. It will be
highly controversial and leave plenty of word-of-mouth in
its wake. For the most part, it makes a sincere attempt to
portray the problems objectively, and only in its melodramatic, "Hollywoodish" conclusion does it lack conviction.
Director Richard Brooks is to be credited for maintaining
a terrific pace and in developing a truly terrifying portrait
of teenage monsters. Some of the scenes and dialogue are
shockers. Its exploitables — sex (there is an attempted rape
of a teacher), crime, and violence — if capitalized, promise
good b.o. returns. A natural for action houses. Glenn Ford,
an idealistic teacher, takes his first job in a school with a

"Untamed"
Scotine** Rati*?

OOO

Flashy C'Scope spectacle OK for general market, but story
weakness will retard response of discriminating audiences.
Pictorially, and occasionally from an action standpoint,
this CinemaScope production, with color by De Luxe, is a
rather spectacular job. Set in South Africa, with location
scenes actually shot in Zululand, the scenic effects bear an
impressive authenticity that will probably serve to make
general audiences overlook the fact that the story is no
great shakes. Also glossing over the script's weakness is
the presence of two appealling stars, Tyrone Power and
Susan Hayward. However, discriminating audiences will
be quite conscious of the story's deficiencies. Director
Henry King has left in sequences that are absurd and dialogue that should have been cut. The performers handle
some of their scenes with what seems to be embarrassment. But the combination of good photography, an action

boys' performances are chilling in their reality. Morrow is
a real shocker as the head hoodlum. Poitier gives a fine
performance. Ford, Anne Francis, as his sympathetic wife,
and Louis Calhern, as a cynical teacher, all impress.

script, and top stars should carry "Untamed" through to
above-average grosses generally. Power is cast as the
leader of the commandoes fighting for a Dutch Free State
in South Africa. He meets Hayward in Ireland, and when
he returns to Africa, she follows him with her husband
(John Justin), companion (Agnes Moorehead) and baby.
The husband is killed fighting the Zulus, leaving the way
clear for Egan to make advances. Eventually, Power, his
work with the commandos finished, returns to kill Egan,
who has become an outlaw, and to marry Hayward, who
has borne him a child.

MGM. 101
Anne Producer
Francis, Pandro
Louis Calhern,
Richard
Kiley.Minutes.
DirectorGlenn
RichardFord,Brooks.
S. Berman.Margaret Hayes,

20th Century-Fox. I I I Minutes. Tyrone Power, Susan Hayward, Richard Egan, Agnes
Moorehead. Director Henry King. Producers Bert E. Friedlob & William A. Bacher.

"bad conduct" record. He encounters opposition from his
students, is severly beaten, and later discovers that his
wife is being persecuted by a teenage gang-leader.
Through dedication to the job and understanding, he finally wins over Sidney Poitier, Negro youth who is one of
the gang leaders, and in a classroom fight with vicious Vic
Morrow, rids the school of its worst influence. Some of the

"Three for the Show"
Su4i*teu TZctiiK? OOO

"Captain Lightfoot"
3u4iKC44 Rati*? O O

Lively musical 'Scopic will please mass market. Grable,
Champions provide good marquee values.

Disappointing costume 'Scopic filmed in Ireland. Will lean
heavily on Rock Hudson b.o. power.

This Columbia musical comedy is good, gay and big
enough fcr those who like musicals. Done in CinemaScope and Technicolor, and with a sprightly cast, it moves
along at a snappy pace, mainly on the dancing feet of its
principals. The triteness of the old chestnut about the wife

Subject of this CinemaScope-Technicolor offering from
Universal is the nineteenth century Irish rebellion against
the English. Shot entirely in Ireland, the rich landscape
is shown off to good advantage, but the story is somewhat
less distinguished. It lacks action and sufficient plot, motivation— a rather disappointing picture on the whole. Avid
adventure devotees will find enough derring-do to keep
them entertained, but the taik is more than most action

with two husbands doesn't seem to get in the way of
Grable, who is as good as ever, the dancing and singing
Champions, and comedian Jack Lemmon. High spots are
the colorful dance routines for which the wide CinemaScope screen is effectively employed. Musical score is rewarding, with Gershwin and Carmichael standbys woven
in. Some of the situations are suggestive, exploiting
Grable's embarrassing predicament, but the comedy generally isweak, which leaves the refreshing Mr. Lemmon
at a decided disadvantage. When Lemmon, Grable's first
husband, is reported killed in the war, the musical comedy
star marries his best friend, Gower Champion. But Lem-

fans want. Exhibition's returns on "Captain Lightfoot"
will depend to a large extent on the drawing power of

mon turns up and complications abound. Grable just can't
make up her mind. After a great deal of bedroom farce,
she finally takes hubby No. 1, while Gower chooses Marge,
who has been waiting for either one of the men. Jonie
Taps production values are first-rate.

Rock Hudson and on the theatreman's exploitation push.
Rebel Hudson flees from local soldiers and meets up with
the fabulous Capt. Thunderbolt (Jeff Morrow) who takes
him on as second-in-command. Morrow, a wealthy nobleman prominent in Dublin society, is running a gambling
establishment for the "cause". He introduces Hudson into
high fashion where he meets Barbara Rush, Morrow's
daughter. Plot traces mild difficulties the rebels encounter
with the law, with everything neatly (and unconvincingly)
resolved at the end. Performances are, for the most part,
routine. Supporting players — mostly Irish — give an air
of authenticity to the proceedings.

Columbia. 101 Minutes. Betty Grable, Marge and Gower Champion, Jack Lemmon,
Myron McCormick. Producer Joni Taps. Director H. C. Potter.

Universal. 92 Minutes. Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow, Kathleen Ryan,
Fmlay Currie. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk.
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Rating is for action houses. Plenty of fisticuffs. Colorful outdoor scenery in Trucolor. Good marquee values.

High quality, off-beat western, will do very well in action
market. Impressive cast, good story, Technicolor plus
factors in attracting better class audiences.

Herbert J. Yates' presentation, in Trucolor, a fast, furious, rugged adventure yarn set in the timber country of
the Northwest. Plenty of violence and hard-hitting action.
While cut to fit taste of action fans, fast pace will entertain ethers. Hayden, Ralston, Brian, Menjou names plus
factors. Hoagy Charmichael is on hand at piano providing

A topflight Technicolored western with all the elements
for doing good business in all situations. Interesting plot
concentrates on psychological aspects of the main character, lifting it above the ordinary western. Good cast
lends credence to tale and adds marquee value. King

tunes sung by Miss Ralston. One, "He's Dead But He
Won't Lie Down," by Carmichael and Johnny Mercer, is a
cutie. Sterling Hayden, coming home for his father's funeral, seeks to regain his timber interests which have been
apporpriated by villain David Brian. A running battle between the two ensues. Vera Ralston, not knowing whom
to trust, finally gives full support to Hayden when she discovers that Brian is a ruthless outlaw and has killed Hayden's father and her own father (Adolphe Menjou). In
concluding gun battle, Hayden kills Brian and sets to work
rebuilding his business. Performances generally are good.
Hayden and Brian look the part of the two-fisted outdoorsmen and put plenty of zip into their battles. Menjou
creates a dimensional character of the old lawyer, and Miss
Ralton fulfills the light demands of her saloon singer role.
Joe Kane keeps the action flowing at a speedy pace.
Republic. 91 Minute:. Sterling Hayden, Vera Ralston, David Brian, Adolphe Meniou,
Hoagy Carmichael, Chill Wills. Director Joe Kane.

Vidor's direction developes adult facets of script, which
contains more humor and human elements than usual outdoor film. Kirk Douglas is cast as a wanderer who moves
restlessly from place to place. He meets William Campbell, whom he identifies with his younger, dead brother,
and befriends him. They go to work as cowhands on a
ranch run by ruthless, beautiful Jeanne Crain, but Douglas
is ready to quit when the question of fencing in the land
comes up. His brother was killed in a dispute over fencing, and Douglas wants nothing to do with it. Crain turns
Campbell against him and has nearby fences ripped down
by hired outlaws, led by Richard Boone, so that her cattle
herd can graze at large. Douglas, urged by Trevor, gets
into the fight, and wins it. Douglas moves on, leaving both
women behind. Presence of the misses Crain and Trevor
in important roles, and their conflicting desires for footloose cowboy Douglas, give this more than average appeal
for the fern trade. Douglas plays the banjo and sings a
song. Frankie Laine's voice is heard singing the title ballad as the film opens.

"Land

Universal. 89 Minutes. Kirk Douglas, Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor, William Campbell. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor.

of Fury"

Offbeat English drama has good chance in U. S. market.
Colorful. Some good action. Exploitables in story, if capitalized, will bring this attention.
J. Arthur Rank presentation is engrossing, colorful.
Well-photographed in Technicolor, it tells unusual story
of English colonists in New Zealand at turn of the nineteenth century. Dramatically rewarding fcr general audiences, this stands a better chance in the American market
than average British import, despite unfamiliarity of cast.
Strong exploitation elements in story's off-beat quality,
colorful background, tribal dancing. Jack Hawkins turns
in effective performance as sailor who visits New Zealand
and return with wife (Glynis Johns) and friend (Noel
Purcell) to live permanently. Complication in plot is existing conflict between two native tribes and the desire of
one tribal leader for peace. Hawkins places himself in the
position of peace-maker, but after betraying Johns with

"The

Glass Slipper"

Su^hc^x "Rati*? OOO
Delightful version of the Cinderella tale rates high for both
class and family houses. Adults and children will love it.
Metro has another "Lili" in this version of the Cinderella story, a completely enchanting production, beautifully
photcgraphed in Eastman Color, with fine ballet work by
Roland Petit and the Ballet de Paris. The gimmick of the

wife, everyone is drawn into war. Both
are killed in the slightly shocking and
but prophecy of future peace is made.
better English productions, worthy of

film is that it takes a humorous "realistic" approach to the
story. For example, the fairy godmother secures a gown
for Cinderella by stealing it. The whole thing is whimsical
and charming — a delight for both adults and children.
Leslie Caron plays Cinderella with all the warmth and
charm of her "Lili". Elsa Lanchester, as the mother,
Michael Wilding, as the fairy-tale prince, and Estelle Winwood, as the godmother, are all outstanding. The photography is of special merit, with its soft and muted colors
always pleasing to the eye. Ballet sequences are first-rate.
Obviously best suited for the exclusive class and art spots,
this could be exploited to earn some surprising grosses in

Universal release. 82 Minutes. Jack Hawkins, Glynis Johns, Noel Purcell, Inia Te
Waita. Producer George Brown. Director Ken Annakin.

general family situations.
MGM. 94 Minutes. Leslie Caron, Michael Wilding, Keenan Wynn, Estell Winwood,
Elsa Lanchester. Director Charles Walter. Producer Edwin H. Knopf.

the chief's beautiful
Hawkins and Johns
unexpected ending,
This is one of the
U. S. playing time.
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(Continued from Page 13)

COLE

HAYMES, HAYWORTH
DICK HAYMES & RITA HAYWORTH have formed Crystal Bay Productions and will release its first two features through United Artists. The pact,
set with UA president Arthur B. Krim,
calls for the releasing company to finance
the first two Crystal Bay projects with
Miss Hayworth starring and Haymes
producing. Actual production will begin
following completion of the actress' current two-picture deal at Columbia, first of
which is "Joseph and His Brethren".
0
M. J. (Mike) YAHR was named to the
post of RCA Theatre and Sound Products manager, it was announced by J. F.
O'Brien, manager of Theatre and Industrial Equipment Marketing. Yahr will
coordinate all planning, promotion and
sales activities for the RCA Engineering
Production Division, including theatre
equipment and accessories.

COLONEL H. A. COLE disputed National Allied's recent charges that the
COMPO name had been misused by state
and regional units, declaring that Texas
COMPO has established an "enviable
record as strictly an industry organization
working not only for the benefit of the
industry in Texas, but all over the
nation". The veteran Allied leader added:
"Texas COMPO has always acted as a
public relations instrument for the entire
motion picture industry in Texas and has
never been involved in film rental arguments or other trade practices which
would tend to show partiality to any one
branch of the industry."
0
HAL ROACH, JR. purchased the entire
assets of Roach Studios in Culver City
from his father, Hal, Sr. The 18-acre lot
is the largest TV film production studio
in the world. It now faces stiff competition from major film companies which
are entering the TV field.
O
N. NEAL EAST has been appointed
Paramount's western division manager,
succeeding George A. Smith who retired
March 1. East will headquarter in L. A.

. . .

COMPO reports that the number of
active theatres in the U. S. has increased
1,637 to 19,101 since the Federal tax cut.
At the end of '54, there were 15,039 active
four-wall theatres and 4,062 drive-ins. Between the end of '53 and '54, there was a
net increase of 1,136 theatres of which
271 were open-airers and 865 were fourwall houses. At the March 1954 low point,
there were 13,553 four-wallers and 3,911
drive-ins . . . Meanwhile, the U. S. Department of Commerce released some interesting figures on motion picture theatres operating throughout the world as of
January 1, 1955. Since 1951, the number
of theatres jumped from 99,543 to 108,537,
an increase of nine percent. During the
same period, total seating capacity leaped
from 54 million to almost 57 million. The
survey also revealed the results of increased competition from foreign film
producers. In '51, U. S. films occupied
74 the
percent
screen time
time. had
As
of
first ofof the
the world's
year, playing
dropped to 68 percent.
#
$
*
HERE & THERE: Recently returned to
their home offices from Hollywood are:
Milton R. Rackmil & Al E. Daff (U-l),
Charles M. Reagan (MGM), and Al
Lichtman (Fox). Howard Dietz is at the
Metro studio for conferences on upcoming product. %
%
$
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, who is serving
as NYC MP chairman during the 1955
Red Cross Campaign for the seventh successive year, opened the drive at a luncheon May 28, for industry executives, Red
Cross officials, and film stars. The 20thFox president urged theatremen to aid in
the audience collections saying the Red
Cross "is eternally ready for any task
that may confront it, forever willing to
serve, and everlastingly your good neighbor and mine."
HAROLD LEWIS was appointed studio
manager of 20th-Fox's Western Avenue
lot, which is being converted and retooled
for TV production, according to SID
ROGELL, executive production mgr. . . .
JERRY WECHSLER, special sales rep
for J. A. Rank productions released thru
U-I, has been named Universal branch
mgr. in Buffalo, replacing DAVE MILLER,' retired . . . FRANK BRADEN,
veteran publicist, has been signed by UA
to make an eight-state promotion junket
to herald the upcoming release of Stanley
Kramer's "Not As A Stranger."
*
*
*
LEGAL NOTES: In San Francisco,
Federal Judge Michael J. Roche ordered
Fox West Coast Theatres and National
Theatres to open their financial records
(1937-1950) for inspection by Samuel
Goldwyn. Directive was issued in connection with Goldwyn's $5,750,000 antitrust suit against FWC, the McNeil and
Naify Circuits . . . The Federal Communilimiting
number cations
of TVCommission's
stationsrule
which
could the
be
owned by any one interest was declared
unlawful by U. S. Court of Appeals.
Limit had been set at seven stations, two
of which had i:
to operate
* on* uhf bands.
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DIED: Daniel A. Bizzoco, 51, National
Screen executive, following a long illness
. . . James M. Hone, 83, who organized
the
of Washington, Northern Idaho
and TO
Alaska.
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HERBERT

J. YATES

TIMBER

J ACK

STERLING HAYDEN
VERA RALSTON • DAVID B!
ADOLPHE MENJOU
• HOAGY CARMICHAEL
. CHILL Wl]
Associate Producer-Director JOE KANE • TRUCOLOR by Consolidated

TEXAS
LEGIONNAIRES
STERLING
ANNA MARIA
J.CARROLL
HAYDEN
ALBERGHETTI
NAISH
Directed by FRANK LLOYD • TRUCOLOR by Consolidated

THE
ETERNAL
SE
STERLING
HAYDEN
JAGGER
SMITH
Associate Producer-Director JOHN H. AUER

■
MAGIC
FIRE
YVONNE DcCARLO • CARLOS THOMPSON • RITA GAM
VALENTINA CORTESA • ALAN BADEL
Produced and Directed by William Dieterle • TRUCOLOR by Consolidated

SANTA
FE
PASSAG
JOHN
ROD
FAITH
PAYNE
CAMERON
DOMERGUE
Directed by BILL WITNEY • TRUCOLOR by Consolidated

MAN

from

TEXAS

JOHN PAYNE • MONA FREEMAN ■ LEE J. COBB
Associate Producer-Director JOE KANE ■ TRUCOLOR by Consolidated

THE

LONG
WATCH
TRUCOLOR by Consolidated
ADVENTURE
EPIC OF THE
YEAR ... FROM
ROBERT
F. MIRVISH'S BEST-SELLER!

REBEL

ISLAND

yvonne DE CARLO • zachary SCOTT • Howard DUFF
Associate Producer-Director Edward Ludwig • TRUCOLOR by Consolidated

THE

GUNMAN

starring RAY MILLAND
Directed by Ray Milland • TRUCOLOR by consolidated

£5.

THREE

LEAVES
°J SHAMROCK
A
JOHN
FORD
PRODUCTION
arnne
YRONE POWER. MAUREEN O'HARA • BARRY FITZGERALD

ANNIE
JORDAN
TRUCOLOR by Consolidated
FROM MARY BRINKER POST'S BEST-SELLING
NOVEL OF THE SEATTLE WATERFRONT!
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FOR

RELEASE

WEEK

AFTER

WEEK!

Productions listed below are but a part of the box-office pictures that will make

up

Republic's 20th year of entertainment.
Today, more

stories are in preparation or in work at the Studio than ever before . . .

Best sellers to be produced with famous

TROUBLE in the GLEN
Starring Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, and Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox in Trucolor by Consolidated. A romantic adventure by
the author of "The Quiet Man."
O

O

^lie ATOMIC KID
Co-starring Mickey Rooney and Robert (Stalag 17) Strauss. A laugh explosion
when someone slips a "Mickey" into Atomic tests. A Mickey Rooney Production,
directed by Leslie H. Martinson.
HELL S OUTPOST
Rod Cameron, Joan Leslie, Chill Wills. The most explosive action picture of the
year. From the novel, "Silver Rock," by Luke Short. Associate
Producer-Director Joe Kane.

o

AFRICAN MANHUNT
Danger and excitement as the hunt for a killer reaches into the untamed
jungles of Africa.

G

TROUBLE IN STORE
With the great international comedian, Norman Wisdom, and Margaret
Rutherford. A real belly-laugh comedy.

O

CAROLINA CANNONBALL
Hi-jinks with the inimitable Judy Canova in another great laugh hit.

©

f COVER THE UNDERWORLD
Trigger-fast action as a priest invades the underworld to reclaim his twin
brother, a big-shot racketeer.

©

MAGIC FIRE
Three women thrilled to his romantic fire, the world to his genius. The story
the life and loves of Richard Wagner.

©

MYSTERY
of the BLACK JUNGLE
The terror of the untamed, as men stalk the mysterious jungle country.

o

PHANTOM
RACKETEER
Mystery and suspense of a hidden killer in a crime-ridden town.
The BIG JACKPOT
A fast moving comedy romance of a big money payoff that made a marriage o
Lady Luck and Dan Cupid.
Q

REBEL ISLAND
Romance and intrigue in the lush tropical setting of the fashionable Bahama
TEXAS

LEGIONNAIRE

The
immortal story of the Alamo and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight
for freedom.

DOCTOR in the HOUSE
Universally acclaimed as the smash hit of the year, with the stars of "Genevieve."
An irreverent story of medical students-their trials, their errors, their loves.

CIUCUS GIRL
The spectacle of circus life against the exotic background of Ceylon and In

TIMBERS ACK
Robust adventure as wild as the north country which is its magnificent
setting. From the novel by Dan Cushman.

©

THE GUNMAN
Academy Award-winning Ray Milland will star in and direct this off-beat story
an original by Talbot Jennings and John Tucker Battle. Big-scale outdoor
drama, in Trucolor by Consolidated.

©

The BIG WHISPER
Virginia Van Upp will write and produce the film version of her original stor;
a high suspense drama of continental intrigue
THREE LEAVES of a SHAMROCK
John Ford, the only four-time Academy Award-winning director, once again brit
his magic touch to Ireland, setting of his boxoffice hit, "The Quiet Man."

DON JUAN'S NIGHT °' LOVE
Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of Madame Pompadour.
The ETERNAL SEA
The romance of the sea, the love of a woman, and the dramatic story of the
courage of a gallant Navy hero.
L

MAN from TEXAS
Roaring outdoor saga of the early frontier, from the Saturday Evening Post
story that thrilled millions.

The SQUARE
RING
Heart, sweat and tears, in a punch-packed drama of the fight game.

A DAY to REMEMBER
A fast-moving story of light-hearted romance.
O

stars and top directors.

The VILLAGE DOCTOR
A warm, human-interest drama about medicine and faith in a small town.
Trucolor by Consolidated.

YELLOW NECK
Rare suspense as five deserters escape from the battlefield, only to face death
in the Everglades. Trucolor by Consolidated.

©

SANTA EE PASSAGE
The oynamic story of fighting men and beautiful women, with heart-stopping
action, thrills and romance.

©

Discuss

Republic's

ANNIE JORDAN
The Mary Brinker Post novel has sold millions of copies. To be filmed with a
cast of great star names.
The LONG WATCH
Action and excitement aboard an old tramp steamer flying an outlaw flag.
From Robert F. Mirvish's best-seller Filmed in Trucolor by Consolidated

plans for you in '55 with "Mr. Republic"

in your territory

1
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The New York City Paramount Theatre,
flagship of the ABC-Paramount chain, is
undergoing a conversion program which will
give the theatre the largest motion picture
screen in the world, it was announced by
circuit v.p. Edward L. Hyman. Object of
the reconstruction project, said Hyman, is
to take full advantage of the horizontal projection VistaVision process recently developed by Paramount Studios. He reported
the decision was made following a recent
visit to Hollywood where they witnessed
demonstrations of horizontal VV on Paramount's experimental stage.
Hyman said that a new screen-projection
combination will incorporate the advantages
of other projection systems, plus the values
of VistaVision's clarity, sharpness and color
brilliance. Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
Pictures' v.p. in charge of the studio, said,
"Now, for the first time, we shall see the full
glory and magnificence of this new process."
Robert K. Shapiro, managing director of
the Times Square showcase, announced that
Paramount's "Strategic Air Command" will
be the first picture presented, following the
conversion. Premiere date of the James
Stewart-June Allyson starrer has not been
set, but Shapiro estimated it would be
about mid-April.

Oscar Nyberg, manager of the Portland, Oregon,
Fox, started out with only a bare idea and came
up with this cutie, who certainly harvested
plenty of attention for WB's "Battle Cry."

A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount distribution chief, and Edward L. Hyman, ABC-Paramount v.p. sign
the contract under which the NYC Paramount Theatre will play "Strategic Air Command" on the
theatre's huge new VistaVision screen, reported to be the world's largest. Looking on are (l-r)
Robert Shapiro, director of the theatre, and E. K. O'Shea, Paramount distribution vice-president.
Fox's Unique TV Merchandising
Charles Einfeld's 20th Century-Fox boxoffkers have set up a new merchandising
policy which makes the largest use of TV
for long-range promotion by any film company to date. The program is designed to
pre-sell CinemaScope productions months in
advance of national release.
Starting immediately, the video campaign
will be effected in three ways: (1) special
background material on pictures will be
filmed for TV while they are in production;
(2) film interviews with stars connected with
the picture will be made, and (3) live appearances on TV by company personalities.
The campaign is designed to provide exhibitors with a variety of promotional material for local use, supplementing TV
heralding on the national and regional levels.
The first CinemaScope to receive this
unique merchandising will be "Untamed."
Two short subjects, which will be offered
free to exhibitors for standard projection,
have been especially geared for advance
video promotion of the Tyrone Power-Susan
Hayward starrer. An 8-minute clip featuring
five of the most striking and dramatic scenes
from the adventure-drama, and a 5-minute
subject entitled, "Zululand," have been provided for local TV planting.
Six TV spot announcements — three 60second and three 20-second — have been
created, increasing by four the number of
spots now available for video advertising.

AA Films Get Major Budget
Allied Artists is now set to throw its
forthcoming product program into high gear.
This major move will be supported by a
$700,000 ad budget — biggest appropriation in
its history — for four films to be released between now and July 1, it was announced by
John C. Flinn, director cf advertising-publicity. He reported that the budget will be
expended in newspaper, trade publication,
TV and radio advertising to intensively merchandise "The Big Combo," "Seven Angry
Men," "An Annapolis Story" and "Shotgun."
President Steve Broidy and sales chief
Morey Goldstein will take the story of the
new Allied Artists "on the road" and personally tell it to exhibitors in 14 key cities
throughout the country. Broidy announced:
"We are now ready to launch our program
as a major company. The most important
group of pictures ever produced by our
studio will be available for release during the
next six months. Want to tslk to the theatremen in the field about these films and
discuss
our future
policies."
The four
pictures
in the group include
some important star names. "The Big Combo" beasts Cornel Wilde, Richard Conte,
and Brian Dcnlevy; "Seven Angry Men"
stars Raymond Massey and Debra Paget,
and "Shotgun" features Sterling Hayden,
Yvonne De Carlo. Zacherv Scott. "Annapolis Story" stars John Derek.
(Continued on Page 22)
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sure now that the youngsters have been
neglecting their small home screens in favor
of our giant panoramic pictures; for in a
series of programs sponsored from Thanksgiving Day on . . . attendance of children
from the ages of 6 to 14 has been on the upgrade succeeding activity bringing out more
and more of our 'patrons of tomorrow'."
S-W publiciteers Henry Burger and Phil
Katz report that the youngsters are once
more responding to giveaways. For one
special program, this publicity team promoted a total of 50,000 cans of a beverage
appealing to small fry, backed it up with
'SPACE' PROMOTER
20+h-Fox exploiteers
spotlighted
"The Travel
Racers"
in four
coming
attractions)
at the annual
Universal
and (and
Auto tied
Sports
Showother
in Madison
Square Garden, capturing the attention of thousands of persons visiting the event.
Institutional Poster

fake them out to the MO//£S/

foke them out to the MQW£S/

"Take Them Out to the Movies!" is the
theme of a new institutional poster (illustrated at left) created by National Screen
Service. Available in two sizes, 30x40 and
40x60, they are excellent for lobby, fronts,
and away-from-the-theatre promotions. Done
in attractive color, the posters contain six
amusing cartoons and appropriate copy describing those who would benefit by a visit
to the movies. These institutional pieces
may also be used effectively in window displays to herald specific features, contests,
and in co-op merchandising campaigns.
In making the posters available to exhibitors, George F. Dembow, NSS sales v. p.,
said, "These full-color displays are a natural
and inexpensive tool for exhibitors alive to
the exploitation possibilities for building
local good-will and the movie-going habit."

Joan Shawlee, featured in Paramount's
"Conquest of Space," is receiving national billing as "Space Girl" in connection with the campaign for the George
Pal production. Here, she and Pal appear
on a TV show with various space gimmicks, such as this space suit worn by the
f light-to-Mars crew in the science-fiction
feature, a March release.
strong advance selling — and the resulting
avalanche of kids triggered a rush-call for
more juice.
Schools have been willing to cooperate
when suitable features are playing, Burger
and Katz say. They have found that principals and teachers will actively aid in the
distribution of discount tickets and display
of bulletin board heralds. Libraries also have
pitched in to push appropriate films.
♦ The Palace Theatre in Milwaukee used this
striking lobby display to herald contest being
run to promote UA's Vera Cruz." Co-sponsored
by Exquisite Form Bra, the $10,000 modelling
contest was also trumpeted on radio, TV and
in women's wear outlets.
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Romeo

Cr julief

Marry in N.Y. Theatre Lobby
United Artist exploiteers and NYC Sutton
manager Tom McMahon promoted a St.
Valentine's Day wedding in the theatre
lobby which rolled up a wealth of publicity
breaks for UA's "Romeo and Juliet." This
time-tested bally was played to a fare-thewell and resulted in brisk action at Sutton
turnstiles.
Stunt was triggered via ads in the Times,
Herald Tribune, Journal-American, Post,
News and Mirror, requesting couples planning marriage to apply at the Sutton. Fifteen altar-bound lovers responded, plus a
lone gay blade who thought the theatre
was providing the Juliet. From these applicants, McMahon selected Hannah Swirin, a
19-year-old Bronx dental assistant, and Alfred Tanzer, a dental technician from Brooklyn. One of their important qualifications
was
that they had met on Valentine's Day
last year.
The wedding was performed in the Sutton's outer lobby as a battery of news photogs had a field day. The couple was
modishly dressed by concerns participating
in UA's national co-op merchandising campaign. In addition, the real-life Romeo and
Juliet were hosted by a plushy hotel, and
received a barrel of gifts.
Following the wedding, the newly-weds
set out on a busy schedule of p.a.'s plugging
the UA film. They appeared on the "Feather
Your Nest" TV show, the Barry Gray radio
spot, and engaged in press interviews. Result: Another top-flight business building
promotion.

Lavish "Romeo and Juliet" wedding
release. Top: Ad run in six Gotham
(I & r) Lucky couple, Hannah Swirin
appear on "Feather Your Nest" TV

in NYC Sutton Theatre drew plenty of publicity for the UA
newspapers which drew 30 altar-bound applicants. Center:
and Alfred Tanzer during ceremony. Bottom: (I) Newlyweds
show; (r) Sample of extensive newspaper coverage of event.

'Violent Saturday' Junket
A premiere junket (a rarity these days,
except for Howard Hughes) is being run by
20th-Fox to kick off the CinemaScopic,
"Violent Saturday." Promotion trek will be
made to Lancaster, Pa., in the heart of the
Amish country. Locale was chosen because
the suspense-drama is built around an
Amish family unwittingly involved with
gangsters.

Notables Usher At Eden' Bow
Warner Brothers exploiteers have lined up
one of the most distinguished group of
usherettes ever assembled to guide ticket
holders at the premiere of C'Scopic "East of
Eden." Heading a glamorous list are Margaret Truman, Imogene Coca and Mrs. Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt. Proceeds from the
Elia Kazan production bow go to the Actors
Studio fund.

Premiere of U-I's CinemaScopic, "Captain Lightfoot" was given a rousing sendoff via a stunt
and p. a. at the McVickers Theatre in Chicago.
Top: Local high school girls "picket" the theatre
with
placards
boosting
the Hudson
film's headliner,
Rock
Hudson.
Bottom:
Stars
and Barbara
Rush engage in theatre-front radio interview.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

BATTLE

CRY'

TELLS

THE

WAR!
OF
SIDE
PROMOTIONS AND STUNTS
Leon M. Uris' lusty, rousing story dealing with the love affairs of men at war has
The pressbook suggests a "Salute to the
been fashioned into a highly dramatic, hotMarines" celebration to launch opening enpassioned film by Warner Bros. From the
gagements, along with a host of stunts all
novel, which ranked high on the best-seller
geared to attract attention to local playdates.
lists for almost two years, has been torn
Contact the local Marine recruiting officer
four memorable romantic interludes — some
to help plan campaign; invite high-ranking
poignant, some torrid — in the hectic lives of military figures and civic dignitaries to officiate at premiere events; hold parade of
a group of newly-inducted Marines who find
themselves tossed together by the fortunes
local units; have sweethearts of servicemen
of war.
compete for Miss Battle Cry title; arrange
Around this quartet of fighting men Uris
for armed guard to deliver print of film in
(who also wrote the screenplay) revolves
a jeep; arrange a display of war trophies,
his high-voltage story. This is the personal
weapons and equipment in lobby.
side of war. Warfare is pushed into the
Enlist cooperation of local merchants to
contribute items of merchandise, pack them
background, and people — young men and
in a Marine duffel bag and display it in
young women, principally — are projected
lobby listing each article and its donor.
with emotional impact, on the broad WarnerColored, CinemaScope screen.
Patrons are asked to judge weight of prizeladen bag and winner is awarded contents.
in this rsvein that Mort Blumenstock's
is
It
WB boxoffice have drafted the campaign
PERSONAL

for "Battle Cry." The art graphically depicts the heart affairs of the four Marines,
underscored with provocative catchlines like:
"The Scorchingly Personal Story of Loves
and Longings When the Battle Is Far
Away!" One of the series of teaser ads
carries a jolter like this: "Smokey Patio —
Empty Bottles — and the More Elaine Tried
To Kiss Danny Into Forgetting the Girl
Back Home, the More Elaine Forget To
Listen for Her Husband's Step!" Throughout the pressbook — in ads, lithos, publicity
stories, promotions — the stress is on people.
TIE-UPS
Warner' exploiteers got the campaign rolling months ago when they set up a tie-in
with the Bantam Book Company, publishers
of the pocket book edition of "Battle Cry".
Last October, the first soft-cover edition appeared, heralded by a barrage of book and
department store displays and posters. The
publishers recently designed a new display
piece made up from one of the CinemaScopic's ads which also is being distributed
to all book outlets. G. P. Putnam & Sons,
publishers of the hard-cover edition of the
novel, have provided their dealers with stills
on the picture for window displays.
A tie-in was also made with Trimfit of
California, manufacturers of nylon stockings. The company ran a national mag ad
in Mademoiselle, prepared counter cards,
newspaper mats for their dealers, and are
cooperating on local openings with contests,
donating stockings as prizes for the "Miss
Battle Cry" contest.
Lux Soap ran half-page ads in This Week
and American Weekly featuring "Battle
Cry" star Nancy Olson and crediting the
film. MGM records are marketing a disc of
"Honey-Babe", the marching song from the
picture. Witmark Music Publishers are providing free title sheets of the song for use in
lobby displays and tie-ups with sheet music
stores.
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Another exciting piece is
this "See" board aimed
at rounding up the action
fans. Pacific map blowup
with battle scenes of famous World War II engagements issuitable for
window displays, pointof-sale heralding at book
stores, and in the lobby.
Combat stills will not only
capture the imaginations
of the violence addicts,
but are sure-fire to attract the millions of veterans around the country
who have personal memories of those Far Pacific outposts.

This inexpensive lobby piece is easily made effectively to showcase the virile ad art available
on "Battle Cry." Illustrations are mounted on
the back of a shadow box. Jagged holes are
cut in second board which carries copy and title,
and this is placed on front of box. Flashing
lights between the boards heighten the effect.

I very Guy Every Gin. Every Glory
of the Kst Seller
The Nation Coulont Put Down;

Newspaper ads pack a lusty wallop and dwell on the human aspects of the story. Four dramatic
highlights of the principal characters are illustrated at left. The ad at right effectively sums up
emotional impact of "The Scorchingly Personal Best-Seller The Nation Couldn't Put Down!"

E
R

Based on Leon M. Uris' best-seller,
"Battle Cry" deals with the personal lives
and loves of a Marine squad during
World War II. The group are tossed together on their way to boot camp in San
Diego. After rugged training, they are
assigned to a battalion commanded by
Van Heflin. Here they come under the
tough, fatherly hand of sergeant James
Whitmore. Subsequent liberties weld
friendship bonds as the squad become involved with an odd assortment of females
and engage in a few barroom brawls. Tab
Hunter meets up with a lonely service
widow, Dorothy Malone. The battalion
eventually is sent to New Zealand to prepare for combat. Here, Aldo Ray meets
Nancy Olson, a war widow, the first woman he has ever respected. Sent on a
mopping-up assignment at Guadalcanal,
the squad gets a brief taste of war, followed by another milk-run assignment at
Tarawa. Heflin chafes at being denied
the chance of doing battle, and the opportunity comes at Saipan. The squad is
devastated. Hunter and Ray survive
to return to the girls they left behind.

The scenes, from top:
Anne Francis, as Rae,
the B-girl who liked
books and babies —
and easy money. Aldo
Ray, as Andy, who considered women good
for only one thing. Tab
Hunter, as Danny, met
lonely Elaine (Dorothy
Malone) who almost
made him forget the
girl he left at home.

A

1
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(Continued from Page 10)
projecting film. They had to evolve a series of new-type
lenses ranging from the 128 degree wide-angle down
through 64.48 and 37 degrees. And they had to produce
specially-made 65 mm film for the cameras, since the projected picture was planned to have more than 3^4 times
the area of the standard Academy aperture. This meant
changing the style of perforation, projecting 30 frames a
second instead of the traditional 24, and making provisions
for magnetic sound tracks so that full stereophonic sound
or single track could be obtained when the master prints
were reduced down to standard 35 mm prints for subsequent run theatres.
The ebullient Michael Todd by this time had other activities to preoccupy him. He needed partners, and he had
to have a property to film. He had already formed the
Magna Theatre Corporation to develop his new widescreen process, which was known as Todd-AO. The next
step was to form the Todd-AO Corporation. Of that company's "A" stock Magna was allotted half, the other half
going to the American Optical Company. Of Todd-AO's
"B" stock 62^2 per cent was set aside for Magna and 37 ^
for American Optical. The function of Magna Theatre
Corporation was to exploit the new process, while the
Todd-AO company was intended to sell projection equipment to theatres.
Todd's Search for Backers
Todd, with this framework completed, went to Hollywood in search of backers. He found them in Joseph M.
Schenck and George Skouras, whose United Artists Theatre Corporation invested $1,050,000 in Magna. This gave
them half the common stock, and provided Michael Todd
with the finance he needed to close a deal for the purchase
of some outstanding property. The play he wanted was
"Oklahoma." Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
had consistently refused all offers for the musical's film
rights, but Todd was persistent. He persuaded Schenck
and Skouras to sell Rodgers and Hammerstein some of
the Magna stock they had previously bought — and at the
same price. Todd himself did the same.

Rodgers and Hammerstein drove a hard bargain. The
deal they finally closed gave Magna the distribution rights
to the film version of "Oklahoma" for ten years, with an
option for a further three years. Magna agreed to pay all
distribution and advertising expenses, after which it was
to get 60 per cent of the net, the other 40 per cent going
to Messrs. Rodgers and Hammerstein. It was also agreed
that Mike Todd himself, and American Optical, should be
cut in on the "Oklahoma" profits. This was arranged by a
contract providing for a 5 cent royalty, payable to ToddAO Corporation, for every person seeing the film in the
U.S. and Canada, with a slightly lower rate for overseas
admissions.
Mounting

Costs

As the months wore on, the financial structure grew
steadily more complex. It was found, for instance, that
development costs had been under-estimated. Loans and
debenture stock issues had to be arranged. For example,
last December United Artists Theatre Corporation agreed
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VARIETY OF RANGES IN TODD-AO LENSES
to advance half a million dollars to Magna if production
costs of "Oklahoma" exceeded $4,000,000. Current estimates are that it has, in fact, cost nearer $6,000,000. UATC
has since had to issue additional stock of its own to liquidate a$5,200,000 indebtedness to the Bank of America and
the Marine Midland Trust Co. incurred in connection with
its investment in Magna. And Mike Todd, almost buried
in a flurry of high finance, has started Michael Todd Productions, Inc., to make pictures of his own for exhibition
in the Todd-AO process — a venture in which he is partnered by Phil Reisman, former RKO foreign chief, and
until
recently
a business associate of financier Joseph P.
Kennedy.
The agreement by Rodgers
"Oklahoma" to be filmed in
demonstration of the process
1953. Not being technical men

and Hammerstein to allow
Todd-AO followed a test
at Buffalo on August 14,
themselves, they took the

precaution of hiring Academy Award winner Fred Zinneman, who directed "From Here to Eternity" and "High
Noon", and Hollywood cameraman Harry Stradling, to
accompany them to Buffalo and make a report on the process. Zinneman had been engaged to direct "Oklahoma",
which Arthur Hornblow, Jr., was to produce. After the
test "Zin" made his report to Hornblow. He wrote, July
27, 1953:
"... I must tell you my confidence in this medium is not
90 per cent but ten thousand per cent. This, incidentally,
is completely shared by Harry Stradling.
"So far as I'm concerned, there is nothing you cannot
do with this medium. This includes the use of close-ups
and complete mobility of the camera as regards pan shots,
dclly shots, etc. The tremendous importance of this is
that a story can be told by this process in motion picture
terms, and this to my mind is the difference between ToddAO and Cinerama in which the camera is static . . ."
R. & H., without waiting for Zinneman's report, turned
to Brian O'Brien and said simply, "This is for us". Later
that summer while Dr. O'Brien was grappling with the
last few remaining problems, Mike Todd telephoned him
again. There was to be another test screening in Hollywood. More money was needed, and the groups who had
it needed to be satisfied that Todd-AO really worked. Dr.
O'Brien was far from ready, but he murmured a prayer
and shipped to the Coast the antiquated pre-1929 German

TODD-AO

KLAHOMA

projectors which he had adapted, and which, he says,
"were held together with baling wire."
The New Process
Out in Hollywood, where "Oklahoma" had started production, MGM had agreed to allow Todd to use one of its
sound stages for the experiment. The first shot thrown on
the large, curved screen was — inevitably — a roller-coaster
ride. The next was a bullfight, followed by a gondola ride
in Venice. All these, of course, were intended to show how
Todd-AO compared with Cinerama. From his front row
seat in the make-shift theatre Oscar Hammerstein II rose
to introduce a series of test shots from "Oklahoma",
cautioning the small audience, "Bear in mind that these
are merely the finger exercises preparatory to the concert." The skeptics were convinced — absolutely, and Hollywood began to buzz with rumors that "Todd-AO has
everything".
The essence of Todd-AO, like Cinerama, is audience participation, but whereas the three 27 mm lenses used for
Cinerama cover a field 146 decrees wide, the huge "bugeye" Todd-AO lens developed for road-show use has an
angle of coverage of 128 degrees. According to Cinerama
spokesmen the peripheral illusion created by their process
cannot be duplicated by a one-lens system. The accuracy
of that claim cannot be assessed until both Cinerama and
Todd-AO are playing together on Broadway, when comparison will be possible. It appears, however, to be reasonable. The human eye embraces a field of vision exceeding
160 degrees — far more even than Cinerama.
It would not, however, be fair to compare these processes. They are not rivals, strictly speaking, but are complementary toeach other. The immobility of the Cinerama
cameras does not lend itself to the filming cf pictures in
which are blended ail the techniques so laboriously developed by the studios over the past years. It makes action (i.e., physical movement) hard to follow. Close-ups
cannot be snatched at will. On the other hand, the tremendous sweep of canvas achieved by Cinerama's linked
cameras, all three photographing at once, can create a
scene so stupendous in its visual impact as to be nigh on
overwhelming. The emotional effect is stunning.
Completely

Universal

The Todd-AO

process, using one camera and one projector, ishowever, completely flexible. It employs interchangeable
lenses which cover
every camera shot from
close-up to panorama,
thus eliminating the
need for additional
cameras for each scene
set-up. The negative is
70 mm wide, but allowing for the six channel
stereophonic sound
track, the picture area
is 65 mm wide, giving
three and a-half times
The All-Purpose Projector

the photographic area of standard 35 mm film. On the projection side, there is no need, as in Cinerama, to rip out
seats in the theatre for the installation of three booths. The
new all-purpose Todd-AO projector is not used from the
auditorium, it goes into the regular projection booth. It is
adjustable to CinemaScope and 3D, if desired, and for, or
without, stereosound.
The manufacturers, ELA (Cinema Department of the
famous Philips Company in Holland) state that the distance between the film in the gate and the projection lens
does not vary. A curved runner plate in the projector gives
the film a slight bend in a longitudinal direction, providing
extra stiffness. Speed can be changed in a few seconds, so
that the projector can be switched readily from a standard
24 frames to Todd-AO's 30 frames a minute. The aspect
ratio of all Todd-AO productions will be 2 to 1, compared
with CinemaScope's 2.55 to 1, thus providing additional
height to the picture while still preserving the panoramic
effect and eliminating distortion from the side seats in the
theatre. The 2-1 ratio means also that the new projector
can also handle VistaVision. All sprockets and rollers are
universal.
Still In The Dark
Todd-AO has made no announcement about delivery or
prices of equipment. There has been no official word about
the curved screens which the company recommends for
perfect reproduction, though there is gossip in trade circles
that the company is working out details of a universal
screen with "wings" which can be "flown" when added
width is needed.
All that is positively known is that equipment for instal ation in the New York Rivoli Theatre, where "Oklahoma" will bow "on or about May 15", is due for delivery
this month. After a short interval it will open in Hollywood and Chicago, and as soon as further installations become available it will be extended to 23 other U.S. cities
on a road-show, two-a-day reserved seat basis. If the picture has half the success predicted by Dick Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein, it will be a long time before it begins
playing the regular first-run houses and subsequent run
theatres. By then someone else — 20th-Fox, for instance —
device using extra-wide
may
film. have evolved a comparable

Perhaps that is why Mike Todd, who started it all, has
been careful not to store all his eggs in one basket. He has
a useful slice of every branch of the Magna-Todd-AO"Oklahoma" venture, but he likewise has his own film producing unit (Michael Todd Productions, Inc.). How will
he make out as a film producer? Very well, if Dr. Brian
O'Brien's view of him is any criterion. In his precise, casehistory speech the angular, Denver-born scientist and inventor says, "For a man with no technical training Mr.
Todd certainly gets the point like lightning. He has vision
and imagination, drive and determination. I have never
known him — yet — to ask for the completely impossible."
Deny M-C-M Distribution
Officials of Magna Theatre Corporation deny reports that
M-G-M will release "Oklahoma" in CinemaScope. They say
that the 'Scopic version was made only to cover any emergency such as a war or breakdown in manufacture of Todd-AO
projectors, which are being made in Holland.
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All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
Coming
ALLIED

ARTISTS

November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens. Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
didn't83 commit
seeks serving
revenue long
againsttermmenforwhocrime
framedhe him.
min.
TARGET ducer
EARTH
Richard
Denning,
Virginia
ProHerman Cohen. Director Sherman Gray.
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark. Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter ha^ atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonna
dp Carlo,
Barry 88Fitzgerald
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min. 1/10. Cemedy. Irish
January
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
(Bowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic wardlamp
resulting
them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer William
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control of
that valuable country. 71 min.
February
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey
Wisberg.
Edgarfor G.
Ulmer.
MeHodrama.
Realizing
he was Director
responsible
convicting
innocent woman, detective sacrifices career to clear
her name. 70 min.
March
BIG TIP»FF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
"DIALProducer
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ley.
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
Jefferey Hunter. Producer Vuicent M. Fennelly. Director Charles M. Warren. Action drama. Deals with
John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min.
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
pilots in Korea.
81 min. during combat as jet fighter
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Prod ucer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonn,e De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to
avenge murder of U. S. Marshal, with the trail complicated by gun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
Coming
CASE
OF THE
RED MONKEY
~ Richard Director
Conte, Rona
Anderson.
Producer
Alec Snowden.
Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in
murder attemot on nuclear expert.
DARK VENTURE Frank Lovejoy, Peggie Castle, Forrest
Tucker. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law
to trap public enemy.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
on the kinn's life.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirissh. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again
to bring
between England and France and
sflve fair
damselpeace
in distress.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Joel McCrea, Vera Miles Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Western. Hired by town leaders to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, but his strict rules
affect merchants who eventually plot his murder.
Film

COLUMBIA
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur and Christianity from pagans. 85 min. I 1/1.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min. 10/18.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
find
that dy.
their
even worse.professional
88 min. I I /couple
1.
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed, Robert
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
of fellow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
officers masquerade as colorators in Korean
the Communists.
80 min.prison camp in order to spy on
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Mastersod
saves
wronglyof convicted
from12/13.
hanging and
puts down threat
fndian war. man
73 min.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry officer leads small ranchers against
encroaching land baron. 96 min.
February

CALICO PONY, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War returns to become the hometown preacher.
CEIL
2455,Wallace
DEATH ROW
William Director
& RobertFred
Campbell.
Producer
MacDonald.
Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined sir
years in death house.
CHTCAGO
SYNOrCATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Xavier
Cugat.
Produeor Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
syndicate toWITH
get proof
gangster's
CREATURE
THE ofATOM
BRAIN crimes.
Richard Denning.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, LesCastle.
Barker.
ProducerDaughter
Sam Katzman.
Directorpirate
William
Adventure.
of reformed
seeks
revenge
afainst
class-conscious
aristocracy
and
then falls in love with one of its members.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis fCoronadol. Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
hate,loves.
jealousy and
love destroys
the onedrama.
womanMan's
he ever
FIVE AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Loony plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real thing.
GENTLE WOLFHOUND, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans eventually give soldier new perspective.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,WiWiam
RichardCastle.
Denning.
Producer
Sam Katzman.
Western.
Tale
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Katzman.bombDirecord
Richard
Ouine.Tobey.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
explosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
the Pacific Coast.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katiman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancinet civilization.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selfing repeating rifles to Apaches.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
Kohlmar.
Director
RichardJackOuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy. Fred
Adf two city.
small-town girs who seek their fortunes in theventures obig
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson. Melodrama. G-I's plot to steal part of Nazi
gold hoard discovered in Berlin.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
ascapture
a boy.
warring Indian chief whom he ....
had known
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor.
LemJackPotter.
Champion,
Gower Director
Betty Grable,
mon. ProducerMarge
Jonie &Taps.
H. C.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate.

LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducer
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RobertFord.
Francis.Drama.
ProRobert Arthur.
Career sistant
of athletic
Martydirector
Maher, atIrish
immigrant
who
was
asWest Point. 138 min. 2/21.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Technicolor.
Paul
Henreid,
PaProducer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of oriate leader to help drive savafe hordes
from her kino,d"om. 72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn Brando, Richard Boone. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Bruce Humberstone. Western. Cattleman tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
I. F. E.
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis
Seiler.
Melodrama.
Story
of
mis-run
prison
which
October
contains both men and women. 80 min. 2/7.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana
Pampanini,
Eleonora
Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman.
March
Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Di- Producers
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring involvrector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
November
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
Lois Maxwell,
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Nar. Sophia Loren,Martino.
Eng.
Color
AIDA
Director
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry beCastle. Mefodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterfront hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love of
Egyptian oificer. 95 min.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
December
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight THEODORA,
Italo-French
co-production
by Lux. slave
Director
are complicated when he becomes involved with
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful
girl Riccardo
rises to
old gang. 73 min.
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

(I. F. E. Continued )
January
NO RELEASE'S
February
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Silvana Pampanini. Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Pietro
Germi. Drama. Risque adventures ot beautiful showgirl
and her escapades with the law. 78 min.
March
WAYWARD WIFE. THE English. Gina Lollobrigida .
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Romantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
another man. 95 min.
A prilAll star cast. Faro Film
LOVE IN THE CITY English.
Production. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of
love and women who practice them presented in
"March of Time" style. 90 min.
INDEPENDENTS
November
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS (Continental MP Corp.)
Fen a.-.iacolor.
Eng. sub-titles.
nato
Rascel. Director
Domenico Sirvana
Paolella.Pampanini,
Minerva, ReExcelsa-Roma
Folms.
Musical.
History
of
current century is told in song. 95 min. Italy during
January
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA (Buena Vistal CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
Paul Lukas. Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Director Richard
Fleischer.
classic
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 min. Filming
12/27. of Jules Verne's
March
CRASHOUT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money. 90 min.
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Loveioy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Esse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
killganq.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
for
min.
LIPPERT
November
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of the toSpanish
who persuades Spain's
army
resist "Joan of Arc,"
but 43dies
falls and French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
min.as a besieged city
December
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
wins back his wife bv winning the
Grand
Prix. and
69 min.
BLACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lip-pert, Jr. Director Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
forcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
Young townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
SILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first
gun-shy, but
eventually
in a showdown
gun duel.
73 mincleans up pioneer town
THEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid of American
who exposes
wealthy
Brazilian as ringleader. 80 min.
February
NO RELEASES
March
THUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery,
Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
Director Sam Marjorie
Newfield. Adventure. White
doctor
friend trke into the jungle to save missionary and
girl
from native uprising. 73 min.
April
GLASS TOMB. THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Minds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival
among the suspects
the mystery is resolved characters
the glass tomb where the
barker presents his latest atattraction.
Coming
LONESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar.
Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
to fight for his property against land-grabbers who
have taken control of Western town
PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor
recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe,
and leads party to safety. 75 finds
min. missing archeologist,
Film

METRO-GDLDWYN-MAYER
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds. Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson. Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 116 min. 11/29.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science meloarama. Ang.oAmerican temperaments get a workout during the cevelopment of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min. 11/29.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
who murdered during the war. 82 min. 12/27.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Miningbia, andengineer's
against
the iungles
of Columbandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him to a treasure of another kind. 100 min. 12/27.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion. George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker. Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min.
March
BLACKBOARD
Glenn Director
Ford. Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer PandroJUNGLE
S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle their romances at home. 112 min.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell
Leisen.
Man preparing
for priesthood meets
womanMelodrama.
who is involved
in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min.
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Walters.
ofCharles
Cinderella.
94 min.Musical fantasy. Retells the story
Coming
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope. EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Young opera
star almost has her career destroyed by polio.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Tecnnicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom. Lana
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.

MARCH

SUMMARY

March distribution slates are apparently set with only 24 new natures
scheduled for release during the
month. Leading suppliers will be Columbia, United Artists and Universal,
with thiee picures from each company.
Allied Artists, MGM. Paramount, Republic, and Warner's will each release
two; all others, one. Five of the newcomers are anamorphics; 1 1 in color.
Exhibitors will have available:
7 Melodramas 3 Westerns
6 Adventures 1 Comedy
5 Dramas
1 Musical
1 Science Fiction

February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
Warplayed
drama. Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet 103
pilotsmin.
ground of Korean
air raid.
1/10. against backMarch
CONOUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
Eric Flemino Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby. William Holden.
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.
A prilMichael Rennle. Vittorio
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
with
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriends
young92 man
Coming
warded with attempted
murder.
min. only rc be reDESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director Wiiliam Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne. Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to South America to locate priceless ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
children
into showbusiness
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his

STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Bri skin . Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief tc
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
PARAMOUNT
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn, Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
December
of angles including pretty widow.
WHITE CHRISTMAS W-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Kaye,
Rosemary
Clooney,
Vera-Ellen.
Producer
Robt.
Produced
byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
E. Dolan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical. Two World
War II buddies team as entertainers after war, be- Camarini.
Ulvsses
as
taken
from
the
Odessey.
come involved with sister act which threatens their
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
plans for Broadway show. 120 min. 9/20.
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
January
verge
bankruptcy.
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Ex- Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
in a I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
romantic triangle. 110 min.
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

REPUBLIC
November
SHE-WOLF, THE Kerima. Ettore Manni, May Britt.
Producers Ponti-De Laurentiis. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. Passion-driven woman competes with
her daughter for love of a man. 93 min.
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime. 90 min.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
whon
private91 road
by the aowner.
min. they had always used is closed
January
CAROLINA CANNONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilot of steam driven trolley car, Canova becomes involved in plot to steal atomic missile. 74 min. 1/24.
TROUBLE IN STORE (J. A. Rankl Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock clerk engages in comedy of errors surrounding
plot to rob store. 86 min. 1/24.
February
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer. 65 min.
SQUARE RING, THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game. 73 min.
March
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biognaval hero
who distinguished
himselfraphyinof famous
WWII American
and the Korean
conflict.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Ycung engineer fights to recover timberland from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min.
Coming
DAY TO REMEMBER, A Stanley Holloway. Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE [J. A. Rankl Technicolor.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of
a medical
a doctor.
92 min. student
2/21 . during training to become
FOREIGN ADVENTURE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Associate producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MAN FROM TEXAS Trucolor. John Payne, Mona Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director Joseph
inKane.
late Western.
1800 s. Rough and tumble story of cattlemen
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
TEXAS LEGIONNAIRES Trucolor. Sterling Hayden,
Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Producer-director Frank Lloyd.
Western.
RKO
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes
involvedis massacred.
in Indian 88
warmin.and cattle rustling
when her father
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick
Duryea,Stuart
Faith Heisler.
Domergue.
Producer
Hugh Jason,
Brooke.DanDirector
Drama.
Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that willframes
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
Film

AMERICANO, THE January
Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stlllman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas cowboy becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance. 85 min. 1/10.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions- Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in GuatemalanFebruary
jungles. 60 min. 110
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.JUNGLE
Director
Harold
Adventure.
Tarzan
combats
white
hunters'
plot
to commit wholesale slaughter of wild game for financial
gain.
72 min. SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
UNDERWATER
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10.
March
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
A pril Randolph Scott, Mala
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor.
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim
leads Whelan.
them intoWestern.
trap. Coming
87 Lawman
min. joins train-robbers and
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gemez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis
Kahn. Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne.
JET PILOT
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Ferrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Terzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX

November
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director
Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Youngin girl
Newto York
to become
writer
falls
love goes
which toleads
her murder.
95 min.
11/15.and
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of NaDOleon's
rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled. 110 min. 11/29.
OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THE Barry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S HARBOR
Arlen,7! Greta
director
C. Dean. Richard
Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN,ducer-directoTHE
Hugo
Haas,
r Ha s. Drama. 81 min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Siege).
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married Sol
vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business. 117 min. 12/27.
January
CARMEN JONES CinemaScepe Deluxe Color. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows pIcH
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min. 11/15.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. C»lor by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director PhiH-p Dunne. Drama.
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min. 1/10.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 112 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 101 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power. Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King.
Boer
colonization
of the Adventure
Dutch Free drama.
State inStory
South ofAfrica.

VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer
Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense drama.
Lives of members of farm
community become enmeshed
Coming
in gangster's plot to rob local bank.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color.roll Case.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer CarSEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedroom adventures of husband when wife is away on
summer vacation.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Henry Koster.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seeking husband missing in Red China falls in love with
man who helps in rescue.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia de
Havilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Barlett.
UNITED

ARTISTS

November
SHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar.
Maria English. ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomes
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
SNOW CREATURE
PaulWilder.
Langton,Melodrama.
Leslie Denison.
Producer-director W. Lee
Himalayan
mountain monster terrorizes New York 70 min.
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Se"tton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
with crooked international business man on French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundlgan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min. 12/13.
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
BrrHsh sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sign,complications.
welds it to 89foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Producers Swartz
Director
Walter
Doniger.
Drama.
Deals86 with
men confined
to prison.
min. needs and desires of
VERA CRUZ IHecht-Lancaster) Superscope Technicolor.
Gary Cooper,
Lancaster,
Denise Darcel,
Romero. ProducerBurtJames
Hill. Director
RobertCesar
Aldrich.
Western drama. Two American soldiers of fortune become involved
Mexican
peror
Maximilian.in 94themin.
1/10. Revolution against EmJanuary
BATTLE TAXI Sterling
Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur
Franz.
Producers
Arthur.
Director Herbert Strock. War Ivan
drama.Tors,DealsArt with
Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea. 82 min. 1/10.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty (J. A. Rank).
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcastin and
istand
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-stricken
BLACK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Graves,
Jean Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from lap
of electric chair, gangleader takes hostages to hideout
where bloody siege February
occurs. 80 min.

CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Williamventure-melodrama.
Joyce.
Director Albattles
Werker. claim
AdYoung prospector
jumper
while
aiding
professor
and
daughter
in
search
for uranium.
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breaks
in
life going mail
against
them,100join
playboy
in disasterous
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, June
Foray. Producer-director
melodrama.
Indian elephantFrank
trainerFerrin.
avengesAdventuremurders
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min.
pril Joan Collins, Kenneth
ADVENTURES OF SADIEA Color.
More. Producer Langley. Director Minter. 88 min.
March
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel. BIG
Producer
Aubrey
Schenck.
Director Howard Koch.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts in
Presbyterian minister Peter Marshall.
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
vlARTY Ernest Borgnine, Betsy Blair. Hecht-Lancaster
'roduction. Director Delbert Mann. Romantic drama,
ioy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, sudienly find it in each others arms.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK Goldstein Productions)
^nsco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robert
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Young
:ircut judge brings justice to town controlled by oneamily empire. 66 min.
A pril
3ULLET FOR JOEY, A Edward G. Robinson, George
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Director
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Royal
Canadian Mounted Police track down atom-spy gang.
LILACS IN THE SPRING EastmanColor. Errol Hynn,
Anna Neagle, David farrar. Producer-director Herbert
Wilcox. Musical drama. Set in late war England, young
musical comedy star is forced to choose between an
'actor
a soldier.
min.
PURPLEandPLAIN,
THE 94Technicolor.
Gregory Peck. Producer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
RAF pilot
fighting
in
Burma
disintrigrates
under pressures of war. Regains grip on life thru contact
with
beautiful Burmese girl. 100 min.
Coming
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy.
KENTUCKI AN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dlanne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker. Producer-director
Robert Aldrich. Suspense drama.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy.
ROBBERS ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery,
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
both gangs as ranch hands hoping one will kill off
the other.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn, Rassano
Lean. Brazzi.
Romantic Producer
drama. llya Lopert. Director David
TIGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sI 1 1heroism
fight
min. in 19th century Indian
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
Evelyn
Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
Foster. Keyes.
Aerial drama.

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor. 87 min. I l/l.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from bankrobbing by woman. 83 min. 10/4.
RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main. Chill Wills. Producer Robert Arthur, Richard Wilson. Director Charles
Lamont. Comedy. Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests. 80 min.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims. 78 min. 12/13.
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
entertainer, cashier and French heiress. 96 min. 12/13.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood of the early I900's and become involved in usual shenanigans while tracking down
swindler of $5000. 79 min. 2/21.
Film

FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brtnnan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 96 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Color. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack HawkJohns. Adventure.
Producer George
H. Brown.
torins,KenGlynic
Annakin.
Deals with
story ofDirecthe
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
by 88army
martial
for safety
desertion.
min. captain
2/21. subject to court
CHIEF CRAZY HORSEA pril
CinemaScope, Color. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-cut war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching
big ng
cattle interests. 89 min.
Comi
A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures.
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when he marries heir to financial empire.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult.
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love
with Suspense
handsome drama.
adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance. Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty during dangerous trek thruin American
wilderness.

WARNER

BROTHERS

BOUNTY HUNTER. September
THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Winasor. Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewaras obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb. Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb!
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal. 89 min.
October
NO RELEASES
N ovember
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. Ill min. 11/15.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have
lives 102
altered
when huge mountain lion
invadestheir
the area.
min. 11/29.
December
RE-ISSUES ONLY
Januaryiechnicolor. Judy GarSTAR ISland.BORN,
A CinemaScope
James Mason,
Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luff
Director George Cuhor. Musical drama. Girl is givtn
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but
♦ prevent
leads
154 min.
10/18. his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day. Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
and heart-tugging complications.
February117 min. 12/27.
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope WornerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Savilie.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Succer also bocomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch
Barbara Prison
Hale. Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World
War 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left
148 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte. Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope.
WarnerColor. Julie
A pril Massey.
Harris, James Dean. Raymond
Producer John
Steinbeck.
Director
Elia
Kazan.
Young
win love of domineering father. 115 min.man's
2/21. efforts to
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas, Kurt Kaszner. Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Coming David Butler. War
drama. Recounting of battle at Dienbienphu.

LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
Di- LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
war through her famous horseback ride.
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
about
his downfall
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN Greer Garson. Cameron
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn
when small fortune is found on plane.
LeRoy. inAction
of young womandoctor
Santa drama.
Fe duringAdventures
frontier days.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
NEW JERSEY
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
MESSENGER SERVICE
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
Member National Film Carriers
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
250 N. Juniper Street
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. DiPhiladelphia 7. Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
rector Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
toREVENGE
guillotineOF France's
noblemen. 3D. John Agar, Lori NelTHE CREATURE
son. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black Lagoon".
Monster
is
brought
to
civilization
for
study,
where it escapes to wreak terror.
HIGHWAY
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Ferrer.husband
Drama.in Un-an
natural love of wifeDirector
almost Jose
destroys
attempted suicide.
EXPRESS LINES, INE.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidMember National Film Carriers
napped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interp
l
a
n
e
t
a
r
y
w
a
r
.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope. Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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All Sales on a Direct Factory to Exhibitor Basis . . . IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY !

Our appreciation to NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE for relinquishing its exclusive distribution rights. This gesture and world-wide acceptance of the Superscope lens permit
this new price.

Howard Hughes'
JANE RUSSELL
starring film

Harold Hecht's
COOPER -BURT LANCAS
starring film
"VERA
CRU2

GARY

"UNDERWATER!"
which co-stars
GILBERT ROLAND • RICHARD EGAN
and L0R1 NELSON
An RKO Radio Production

which co-stars
DENISE DARCEL • CESAR ROMERO
A Hecht-Lancasler Production
For United Artists release

Projection of these great pictures is, in our opinion, best with the Superscope lens —
but for the benefit of any exhibitor who has already purchased Cinemascope equipment, Superscope prints are compatible with all anamorphic lenses.
All sales F.O.B. Los Angeles. Enclose $100 for each pair of SUPERSCOPE

lenses

ordered — the balance C.O.D. Specify shipping instructions, Railway Express, Air Express or Air Freight.

address . . .
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Conflicting versions of French history attribute to both Madame de
Pompadour and her boyfriend, Louis
XV, that classic bon mot, "After
us — the deluge". Whatever its
arigin, the movie industry seems intent on paraphrasing it to "After
Disney — the deluge".
Chances are Walt Disney never
thought of the King or the Madame
that day last year when he committed his talents to the ABC network
and established the immense potential of television as a promotional
medium for movies. But now, a
scant six months following the initial Disneyland show, the deluge already has come.
Three major film companies are
actively engaged in near-to-signature discussions with the television
networks, while the others must certainly be doing plenty of hard thinking about TV shows. Plunging
ahead eagerly — and heedlessly —
each company is probably saying, "If
it's so good for Disney, why not for
us?" Well, let's think about it.
We face the prospect of having
three, four — or, perhaps even seven
— top-flight Hollywood programs
come next fall. It is unlikely that
they will compete with each other at
the same time, or even the same
night. If Disneyland is any criterion,
and the shows measure up to the
premise of which Hollywood showmanship is capable, audiences shall
be invited to spend every live-long
night in their living rooms. If you
will excuse the question : When will
they go to see the movies that are
being so cleverly advertised? Before
the film companies rush pell-mell
into this game of chewing their own
tails, they might give some fresh, enlightened thought to the TV plan

industry "spectacular", the film companies providing the entertainment,
outside sponsors picking up the tab.
The idea was, we understood, given
a hearty reception by most of the
film companies. Why not now reconsider the proposed one-shot
"spectacular" in terms of a regular
weekly, bi - weekly, or monthly
show?
The main stumbling block to the
O'Donnell plan developed when the
Screen Actors Guild demanded that
performers be paid for any telecasts
sponsored by outsiders. We believe
some persuasive talking might convince the SAG to reappraise its
stand. After all, only 9 minutes of a
90-minute show would sell the sponsors' products, while all the rest
would be devoted to selling motion
pictures and promoting our industry's public relations. When more
movie tickets are sold, more SAG
members secure employment, and
salaries grow fatter.
Whether or not the SAG goes
along, we appeal to the film company executives to coordinate their
TV promotional plans insofar as
regular programs are concerned.
One great combined film industry
show at regular intervals is a far
more logical answer to the problem.
Let's make all our engines pull together in the same direction, toward
the same goal.
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Theatremen who have long regarded Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as
the bellwether
our from
industry's
fortunes will take of
heart
the recent
signs that Leo the Lion is bestirring
himself and will soon be roaring
again with his old power.
It is exposing no trade secret to
say that Leo in the past few years
has been behaving like something
less supreme than the king of the
movie jungle. Truth is that the calibre of much M-G-M product has
been found wanting, putting a severe
strain on the distribution and promotional forces striving to maintain
the prestige of this great film company.
Now the Lion is on the prowl
again. Into his lair he has brought
two of filmdom's most illustrious
names — David O Selznick and Samuel Goldwyn. He is hunting others.
President Nicholas M. Schenck
has made a shrewd move in naming
Arthur M. Loew to make a study of
the company's production problems.
Mr. Loew is a keen film executive
with a view attuned to the world
market.
The home office staff at M-G-M
makes no secret of its pleasure with
the infusion of new blood and new
ideas into the company. Likewise,
Mr. Schenck's aggressive decisions
of recent weeks will be warmly welcomed by exhibitors, who always
look to Metro for quAlity, spelled
with that capital A.
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Reports from theatres in various
locations indicated that the televisPan"
"Peterpicture
Martin's
ing of Mary
on March
7 hit
the motion
boxoffice by between 10 and 40 per( Continued on Page 9)
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Let us understand quite clearly that
my views in this column about the move
towards lower admission prices for 'teenagers don'tis reflect
editor's opinion
at all. Mine
a voice the
of dissent.
Reduced admissions for youngsters is
not, in itself, a very important matter. But
what is important is the danger of it
creating a cut-price mood. It is a movement which could spread like wildfire under the stress of competition.
The moment we adopt a policy on admissions which can be construed as a
confession that we do not consider the
quality of the service and entertainment
we have been offering worth the price we
have been charging, we are going to be
in far worse trouble than we are today.
It would be an open invitation to producers to stop worrying about improved
product as a means of reviving public
interest in films, and to concentrate on
cheaper pictures which could be offered
to the public at cut rates.
Whenever the industry has had a tax
battle on its hands, it has always been
able to advance the potent argument that
movies provide popular entertainment at
popular prices. Truly, the cost of a theatre seat has not risen proportionately
with other items in cost-of-living index.
Put another way, this means that we
have failed to win an equal share of the
consumer dollar in competition with manufacturers and retailers, even though the
nation's economy has been expanding —
and still is — at a prodigious rate.
Everybody is earning more, and spending more, and I am far from convinced
by the argument that school kids are prevented from going to the movies when
they move from "child" to "adult" category because of the jump in prices.
Mcst children of today have allowances
and pocket money which would make
their grandfathers green with envy, and
fifty cents here or there means little or
nothing to them, in my experience.
If we begin price-cuts for children, it
won't be long before some ambitious operator starts slicing admissions for students generally — cheapening entertainment for those who already comprise the
bulk of our audiences.
* *
Irving Levin, President of Filmakers,
was telling me the other day that leading
circuit heads and buyers agree that film
audiences today are made up chiefly of
patrons in the 16 to 30 age group, with
an easy-come, easy-go philosophy.
Page 6
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They like pictures with young stars.
The famous "old names" of yesteryear
don't pull them into the theatre, despite
glib talk about "marquee value." That's
what's keeping many of them away from
movies today, not admission price.
It is sad to reflect that such talented
veterans as Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable,
Joan Crawford and other polished performers of similar vintage have only a
fraction of their former pulling power.
Today's average audiences are screaming
for relative newcomers like Marlon Brando, Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds, et al.
When Filmakers was formed in 1948,
says Irving Levin, the idea was to take
promising young players — unknowns,
even — and develop them. The policy was
only partially successful. Exhibitors had
not fully realized that the entertainment
world was falling under the domination
of the 'teen-agers. They went on asking
the routine question, "But who's in the
picture? What marquee value has it?"
Filmakers, in self-defense, was obligated to sign a few bigger, better-known
stars, but today most exhibitors appear
to have caught up with the march of
events and to have discovered that new
names can be big names at the boxotfice. So Filmakers' new policy is more in
accordance with its 1948 conception.
If further evidence is needed of the
soundness of that viewpoint it can be
found at Universal City. As Milton Rackmill, the company's President, told stockholders at its recent annual meeting. Universal has never spent $4,000,000 cn a
film, and doesn't intend to. It has built
up its own stable of heart-throbs — Tony
Curtis, Rock Hudson, Piper Laurie, Jeff
Chandler, Julie Adams and Lori Nelson —
and has expioited them magnificently.
With all due respect to those showmen
who favor the idea of lowering prices for
children between the ages of 12 and 18,
I am convinced that this is psychologically the wrong time to make such a move.
The industry is in the throes of revolutionary changes consequent upon the development of road-show processes. From
all present indications, some of these processes are heading for a land-office business on a two-a-day reserved seat basis.
The road-show merchants aren't thinking
in terms of cut prices. Their whole operation is based on the belief that the public
will pay more for what it really wants.
Any serious trend towards lower prices
at conventional theatres, so far from offsetting this upcoming competition, will, in
my judgment, accelerate it.

The
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This is a regular new Film. BULLETIN
feature — a report on television and radio
in their relations with the film industry.
Take A Leaf from TV
There's no doubt that Television's
Academy of Arts and Sciences is rather
directly and forceably stealing Hollywood's thunder when they stage an annual Awards program, and we can hardly
credit them with originality. But in spite
of the great debut that Television's annual Awards owes to those of the film industry, the presentation
"Emmy"
awards March
7 (NBC-TV,of the
8:30-10
P.M.,
P.S.T.) was a show from which the movie
people could learn a lot. It moved rapidly
throughout its 100 minutes. It never
lagged. While it lacked, to some extent,
the ballyhoo and traditional excitement of
the Oscar awards, it more than made up
for this in entertainment value.
The show was, for this viewer at least,
quite entertaining; it was filled with humor, and top-level humor at that. The
TV people were shrewd enough to get expert comics to keep the show moving
along at a gcod pace — something sadly
absent in the recent Academy nominations telecast. Steve Allen was fine as
m.c, Jack Benny and George Burns refreshing as they presented awards, and
Jimmy Durante was never better on T.V.
Most of the show originated from Los
Angeles' "Moulin Rouge", and the New
York remotes never amounted to much
more than an excrescence. But even the
slightly clumsy N. Y. pickups failed to
vitiate the fine showmanship of the production. What was most exciting about
the show was the fact, readily apparent,
that it wasn't taking itself too seriously —
humor was always appropriate and was
always present — yet receipt of the awards
was no less dignified.
The Motion Picture Academy should
take a leaf from the TV Academy's book.
An awards program of this kind can be
most effective on TV if conducted in an
atmosphere of raillery, handled by those
who best know how to carry it off in the
light vein. The TV people did it much
better than our Oscar nominations show.
20th's Diversification
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox advertising executive, told a recent press
conference of his company's TV sales
promotion plans, which he termed the
"ideal television advertising package."
Fox talks like it has indeed discovered the
most satisfactory means, to date, of using
TV to help sell movies, and maybe it has.
Einfeld's conviction is that TV ad material must be looked upon as a kind of entertainment itself, and that such material
will find willing exhibitors.
This is a sound idea, and the screening
(Continued on Page 9)
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'Continued form Page 6)
of the "package" advertising on the current release, "Untamed", indicated the
idea in operation. For a film that is not a
"well-established property" 20th's showmen reject the ten-second spot as unsatisfactory. Instead, a 60 second "spot"
has been substituted, which is designated
to decribe adequately what the picture is
really about, and do it in terms of visual
effect. A longer product, a "TV Preview,"
shows a group of scenes from the film
and supplies a script from which local
announcers do the commentary. "Destination Zululand," running five minutes,
provides interesting location footage on
the film's production, and also includes
shots from the picture.
An important idea underlying this kind
of ad package is that it actually exploits
the unique qualities of TV for promotion.
The men at 20th-Fox are convinced that
TV selling differs from other advertising
media, that the sustained visual quality
of the ad must be emphasized. We agree.
TV-Radio

Promotion

Warner Bros.: Capping the big publicity campaign on "East of Eden" was the
telecast of the premiere festivities direct
from the Astor theatre. M.C.'d by Martin
Block, and covered by WPIX, Jack L.
Warner, director Kazan, author Steinbeck, and other prominent celebs were on
hand. Film clips were shown on the program as well as on Lux Video Theatre.
Universal: TV campaign coming up on
the soon-to-be-released "Revenge of the
Creature." William Campbell, featured in
"Man without a Star" is currently making
radio-TV appearances in Philadelphia and
will soon be in New York.
RKO: Mala Powers, of "Rage at
Dawn," making p. a. tour. She has been
interviewed on "Strike it Rich," "Hollywood Preview," "Luncheon at Sardi's"
and several other network shows.
Fox: Along with work on "Untamed,"
a major campaign has been initiated for
"Violent Saturday." Both Sylvia Sidney
and Margaret Hayes are making p. a.s.
Miss Sidney was seen on "Masquerade
Party" (ABC-TV) and Miss Hayes was
seen on daily favorites, "Sardi's" and the
Maggie McNellis show.
MGM: Current campaign news is on
"Blackboard Jungle," with stars Glenn
Ford and Margaret Hayes making radioTV appearances. Ann Miller, plugging
"Hit the Deck" appeared with Sullivan.
UA: An extensive campaign on "Not
as a Stranger" is soon to be inaugurated,
with producer-director Stanley Kramer,
accompanied by his wife, in the spotlight.
Paramount: Blanket TV coverage in
selected areas coming up for forthcoming
release "Conquest of Space."
— Dick Bret.stein

tewpomts
(Continued /rum Page 5)
TV's competition with both the
cent, depending on the situation.
legitimate theatre and movie exhiSome houses reported as high as a
bition. That it will influence discussions
in the board rooms of those
50 percent "fall out", if we may borrow a term from the Atomic Energy
film companies which are moving
Commission.
into TV by the side door is equally
According to the ratings, the show
obvious. We can see Broadway imprssarios with shaky show investwas seen by an average of 3.5 persons in each of some 20,000,000
ments henceforth eyeing the possibilities of a TV subsidy. And it
homes — or a total audience of 65,would not be surprising if the film
000,000.
companies were to start considering
"Peter Pan" was bigtime stuff by
entering legitimate co - production
any standard — even Hollywood's.
deals that would give them priority
The sponsors were Ford and RCA,
on film rights and a foothold in netsplitting the cost between them. It
work TV.
reportedly set back each of them at
least $350,000. According to the TV
But — most important from the
statisticians, the show itself cost
viewpoint of movie exhibitors —
over $400,000 to stage. The network
"Peter Pan" was a unique television
undertaking. Despite all the talk
time totalled $160,000. Technical exabout this setting a pattern for the
tras incurred by the use of color
amounted to some $12,000. The two
future, it will do no such thing. The
"Peter Pan" performance cannot be
sponsors' commercials added $50,000
duplicated without enormous cost
to the budget.
and months (not weeks) of painful
Perhaps, however, the most interpreparation. It had the great adesting
aspectfact
of this
statistics
isthe
that program's
the Peter Pan
vantage of a prior Broadway engagement, athoroughly experienced
Producing Company, which precast, star, and a story that holds
sented the play on Broadway, was
able to stick a good stout prop under
huge charm for the vast family audience.
its sagging financial structure. It
Even the most case-hardened TV
was badly in the red, because not
enough people were willing to pay
critics thought NBC's excursion into
the admission price to see the stage
Barrie's Never-Neverland was teleplay. Out of the TV show Miss
vision's happiest hour, and that the
Martin cut herself a neat $35,000
performance outshone the Broadway
slice, and the Corporation received
show. "Perhaps", wrote Jack Gould
enough to wipe out an $85,000 dein the New York Times, "one exficit and show a profit.
planation may be that with TV
everyone had a perfect front row
What is the impact of this parseat and, in most instances, saw
ticular broadcast on the motion pic"Peter Pan" with their children, the
ture industry? Can it be written off
as just one of those occasional incidents which, from time to time, impinge themselves on our business?
One thing is certain : so handsomely did it pay off that, inevitably,

Let those who hasten to plunge
only way . . ."
into generalizations about how this
might influence future television entertainment pause. Expecting

it will radically affect television's
ambitious — and, to a lesser degree,

counterparts of "Peter Pan" every
week is like looking for weekly

its programming — in the months
ahead. And, in some quarters, it may
give rise to second thoughts about

duplicates of "Gone With the Wind"
from Hollywood. It just doesn't
happen.
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
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2 1, 1955
By Philip R. Ward
THE IRREGULAR TO DOWNWARD
DRIFT of
cinema securities is persisting well into the third month
of 1955 trading. Not since the December 31 close has
the combined movie list managed to generate even a minor
up-burst. Here and there you will find an individual stock
(notably Columbia through Jan. and Feb.) spark and then
ignite into a genuine gain, but for the most part the
broad cinema roster appears to be sputtering weakly.
Among even those gains actually realized, the lifting power has generally resulted from reasons of past performance
(virile income reports tracing back to 1954 successes)
rather than reasons of sustained or increasing prosperity.
The market may have already discounted cinemas to the
hilt.
If one factor can be singled out into prominence as the
whipping boy, it is theatre attendance — or, rather lack of
it. Thereby hangs the strange inconsistency. As cited in
Financial Bulletin, February 21, while movie stocks went
barrelling through dizzy '54, theatre attendance showed
little comensurate improvement. The net result has been
an unhealthy gap between film company prosperity and
exhibitor prosperity.
0
0
Recent reports indicate that the situation has failed to
correct itself. Attendance so far in '55 has shown no appreciable pickup over last year. In many key areas patronage is actually on the retrograde, in others the most
sanguine word is "spotty." It is unfortunate that the dynamic strides of the past two years in motion picture
technology and presentation have not been matched by
comparably dynamic gains in the national audience pool.
It is an economic paradox that film companies have profited so handsomely without it. That they have may be
attributed to careful controls at the production and distribution end of the business . . . i. e., skillful operating
economies, restricted output, expanded promotional
techniques.
By these means, film company securities were able to
soar some 60% over their depressed 1953 levels with but
a 10% increment in the number of ticket buyers. But that
was last year. Without a corresponding gain in attendance
in the present year, it is improbable whether film company
issues will come close to that happy effort. In 1955, more
than ever, the fate of stock prices and attendance seem
to be inextricably intertwined. The entire attendance problem requires highly thoughtful study.
o
o
SENATE MARKET STUDY & MOVIE STOCKS. The
Banking Committee symposium on the vagaries of stockswapping appears to hold no more special significance to
cinema investors than to those trading in other securities.
Prospect of higher margin requirements would likely effect activity in the celluloid group but little. Contrary to
Page 10
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some impressions, purchasers of the more speculative i
sues, such as amusements, seek credit to no greater exte
than blue-chip buyers. A spot-check of some half-doze
NYSE firms confirms this view.
O
O
DECCA RECORD'S MILTON RACKMIL would mak
a pretty interesting witness for that Senate inquiry, wer
it interested in probing the secrets of enlightened specu
lation. From where we sit, Mr. Rackmil's play in siphonin
some 72% of outstanding Universal Pictures shares int
Decca looks better with each passing income statemen
Just look: Deca's record division accounted for $1,170,92
of total net income (pre-tax). The investment in Universa
accounted for $1,685,795. Add another $200,000 or so ir
Universal dividends and you have a total Decca consoli
dated net income of $3,070,205. In short, the holding in th<
film company earned the parent firm about 60% of its nei
revenue. Not bad.
O
O
WALL STREET SPEAKS OF LOEWS. The NYS
firm of Walston & Co. has long been warm on Leo th
Lion. About a year ago it plugged Loew's (then 13%) a
a solid capital appreciation bet. Loew's is currently price
around $20: In a recent Market Letter, Walston foretaste:
some further potential . . . and in the process comes up
with ities : this interesting discussion of its "spin-off" possibil"Loew's is the only movie stock which hasn't yet "Paid
Out' or 'Spun-Off' to shareholders the stock of its theatre
company. As you know, Loew's is a big theatre owner
besides being one of the world's great movie makers.
Loew's either owns or leases about 130 theatres in the
U. S. and Canada, and 51 of these are in the New York
City area. When the stock of Loew's theatres is finally
paid out to Loew's shareholders, it will reveal very substantial 'hidden' real estate values in the Loew's company,
we believe. This real estate stock must be distributed to
stockholders sometime before March, 1957. It may be done
Walston is high on Loew's product line-up in the months
sooner."
to
come, citing "Tea House of the August Moon,"
"Kismet," "Ben Hur," "Silk Stockings", among others, as
potentially strong grossers. The Walston report
concludes :
"Loew's stock sold as high as 41 in 1946. Book value is
$27.40 although real estate values are probably quite a bit
more than stated
Stock earned $1.28 in fiscal year
ended August 1954. Just as a guess, this year's earnings
might rise to about $1.55 to $1.70, we think. Dividend has
been raised to $1.00 basis. In conclusion, we think that the
M-G-M

lion and all he stands for'll make favorable Wall

Street history."
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AA Busy Selling Completed
Films; New Production Slow
At present, this company is more occupied
with releases than with production. Five features currently are being given big pre-release campaigns, while activity at the studio
(which now calls itself the "New AA") has
slowed down again. President Steve Broidy,
sales chief Morey Goldstein and ad head
John C. Flinn are out on a tour of exchange
centers pushing the studio's completed product.
Latest word on the plans of the quartet
of topflight producers and directors who
have commitments to Allied Artists now has
their schedules arranged like this: William
Wyler is aiming for a June start on his project; Jose Ferre is readying "Matador" to
roll in September; Bily Wider has fixed October as the objective for the start of his first
for this outfit, and John Huston hopes to be
free by next January to start "The Man Who
Would Be King".
"Timeslip," a ToDon Production, (Gene
Nelson, Faith Domergue) — A. C. Snowden
producer, Ken Hughes director — is winding
up in England. Shooting in Hollywood after
a short location in Temiscal Canyon, Calif.,
is William F. Broidy's "Women's Reformatory" (Carole Mathews, Beverly Michaels)
— Robert Nunes producer, Edward Cahn director.
To begin early in April are "Hold Back
the Night" (Richard Basehart, Neville
Brand) based on a best-seller about war in
Korea — Hayes Goetz producer, Thomas
Carr director; "The Body Snatchers" (no
cast yet), a mystery with outer-space overtones— Walter Wanger producer, Don Siegel
director. "Doing Time" (Bowery Boys), and
"Massacre at Dragoon Wells" (Barry Sullivan)— Ace Herman producer.
This studio holds high hopes for "Phenix
City," co-producers Samuel Bischoff and
David Diamond's first for AA, which will be
shot in Phenix City, Ala. and other Southern State areas beginning next month. It's
the well-known story of the killing of Att.
General Albert Patterson in his attempt to
clean up gambling in that city. Diamond and
director Phil Karlson attended the trial of
two accused men in Birmingham, Ala, earlier this month.
Page 12
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COLUMBIA
Joseph' to Roll April 4
Other Projects Being Readied
With April 4 now definitely set as the
start of the much-heralded "Joseph and His
Brethren" (Rita Hayworth) CinemaScope &
Tecnicolor, this company is busier making
screen tests than with actual production.
This activity, claimed to be "the most extensive program of screen tests in the history of films," is in search of some 175 speaking roles to supplement a cast of 17,000 Egyptians. Natives were used on location last year
in the Valley of the Nile by director William Dieterle, who has been able to rearrange
his schedule and return to the Jerry Wald
production since previous announcement that
Otto Preminger would substitute for him
when picture resumed here. Preminger, incidentally, will now be able to produce the
story of Mahatma Gandhi, titled "The
Wheel," and described as one of the most
important 1955 productions to be released
by Columbia.
Dieterle and aids are currently scouting
the Mojave desert sites that will match the
backgrounds shot last year for "Brethren"
along the River Nile.
"The Gentle Wolfhound" (Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura, Phil Carey) — Fred Kohlmar
producer, Richard Murphy director — is the
story of a Jap-hating GI who, with aid of
his regiment, rebuilds a Jap orphanage and
marries a native girl. Company will be back
from location at Osaka, Japan in a couple
of weeks and resumes shooting here. "Last
Frontier" (Victor Mature, Guy Madison,
James Whitmore) — William Fadiman producer, Anthony Mann director — story about
an Army post in 1860 in Mexico — is also
due back from location in Mexico for added
scenes here. "The Queen Bee" (Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan, John Ireland) — Jerry
Wald producer, Ranald MacDougall writerdirector — story of a southern belle who destroys everything around her, will start
March 22. This reunites the trio— Wald,
Crawford, MacDougall — who won an Oscar
for "Mildred Pierce" in 1945.
Several current and upcoming films would
indicate that Columbia has decided to go allout on pictures about war and heroic figures.
To start soon:
"Warwick Film Productions' "Cockleshell

Heroes" CinemaScope & Technicolor (Jos
Ferrer, Trevor Howard) — Phil C. Samuc
producer, Ferrer director — depicts the adven
tures of a group of English Marines in war
fare against the Germans, and will be shot ii
Lisbonne and London starting March 28
"Battle Stations" filmization of the exploit
of the carrier U.S.S. Franklin, will be pro J
duced by Bryan Foy, starring contracts
Philip Carey who was himself a Marine ser
geant aboard the Franklin and wounded ir
action in which ship was sunk. Shooting
starts April 30 in San Diego. "The First ancj
the Last," an original screenplay by Laur-j
ence Stallings, deals with the Boxer RebelJ
lion of 1900, when U. S. Marines marchec
into Peking (now Peiping) to rescue inhab-|!
itants of the International Settlement there
set. Huggins will produce. No starting date
Roy
projects:
"Held's Angels,"
on Coming
an anthology
of cartoons
by John based
Held
Jr. will be a big-budget musical about the
Twenties and the F. Scott Fitzgerald era—
Jonie Taps will produce and Dick Quine.
who recently finished the musical version
of "My Sister Eileen," will direct. Jerry
Wald has assigned Fred Kohlmar to produce "Picnic" (William Holden) Pulitzerprize-winning Broadway hit which will start'
May 15 and will be shot somewhere around
Kansas City; Sam Katzman's "The Big
Shock," an original screenplay by Lou
Breslow with a chase in postwar Europe,
will start by the end of March; no cast yet.
Wallace Mac Donald will start production of
"Renegade Roundup" also by month's end.
This is from an original screenplay by David
Land, to be directed by Fred F. Sears.
INDEPENDENTS
Plenty Speculation About
Todd-AO
Now that Version
there's evenof a'Oklahoma'
tentative release
date for the Todd-AO version of "Oklahoma!"— they say May, but August or
September is a better bet — excitement is
growing steadily about it and there is much
speculation about its impact on movie business. Some industryites who have seen this
one-projector imitation of Cinerama say it
will revolutionize the industry. Others see
it only as a roashow competitor to Cinerama.
"Oklahoma" — produced by Arthur Horn(Continued on Page 14)
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blow, directed by Fred Zinnemann, with
dance numbers designed by Agnes de Mille
— was more than a year in preparation, was
produced between July 14th and December
6, 1954. Bulk of the shooting was done on
location near Nogales, Arizona, the rest at
MGM studios. Screenplay, written by William Ludwig and Sonia Levien, though adhering to the original story, extends the
scope of the play to take fullest advantage
of the new wider-than-widest screen. The
cast includes Gordon MacRae, Gloria
Grahame, Gene Nelson, Charlotte Greenwood, Eddie Albert, among others.
Magna Theatre Corporation will roadshow it in 75 theatres with special equipment
and 65 mm. deeply-curved screens (its
camera lenses range from 37 to 128 degrees,
projecting an unbroken image) ; this is expected to take about two years. After that,
it will have a general release in CinemaScope or regular 35 mm.
Though locale of the story is set in Oklahoma, Arizona was chosen as site of shooting because it offered more sceni: beauty
without running into commercial development. A two-story farmhouse, barn, windmill, smokehouse and hurricane cellar were
built at a cost of $100,000., which includes
cost of planting and cultivating acres of
corn and wheat and a peach orchard, plus
wells to irrigate this crop. Back in Hollywood, the Rodgers & Hammerstein company
converted an entire MGM sound stage into a
projection room in which to finish development of this so-called revolutionary sound
and optical system.
All in all, "Oklahoma!" is one picture
everybody connected with the industry looks
forward to with great curiosity and enthusiasm.
* * *
Samuel Goldwyn will release his upcoming
"Guys and Dolls" CinemaScope & Technicolor (Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank
Sinatra) — Joseph L. Mankiewicz director,
which recently began shooting at the Goldwyn studio, through M-G-M. Under the
terms of the contract, Metro will receive a
20% distribution fee for the worldwide
handling of the picture. RKO, which has
distributed Goldwny's films for the past
several years, received 19% of such fees.
Filmakers Releasing Organization will
shortly roll two of its six projected pictures
for this year: "Battle Hell"— Hal E. Chester
producer, Lewis R. Foster director — to start
April 12 and "The Smoldering Sea," based
on the U.A. Anderson novel, to start in
mid-May.
* * *
Lippert Productions have had trouble with
"Charge of the Rurales" (James Craig, Dane
Clark) — Robert L. Lippert, Jr. producer,
Louis King director — originally to be shot
in Guatemala. Script changes necessitated
a switch to Mexico because the former locale
was inaccessible to some of the required
equipment. Starting date was switched from
the beginning to the end of this month and
Page 14
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it's hoped they can recapture the personnel,
which left Guatemala and is now scatered
between New York and Hollywood.
Bert E. Friedlob, who produced "Untamed" for 20th Century-Fox, is now fully
independent and beginning preparations to
shoot "News Is Made at Night," Casey
Robinson screenplay, and "Acres of Hell,"
story of a Brazil rubber plantation which
will be filmed on location.
Armand Schaffer, co-owner of Flying A
Productions, who has been busy with telefilms, is planning to re-enter the feature
field this year.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
De-Centralization Trend
Will Continue; More Indes
Of course, the big news here has been
the deal with Samuel Goldwyn, whereby
M-G-M obtained the distribution rights to
the famed inde producer's big CinemaScope
musical, "Guys and Dolls", which is due to
be ready for release in November. This
furnished more concrete evidence that this
company is moving far away from its longstanding policy of centralized production under exclusive studio management. The trend
will continue. We look for Metro's 1957 program to be about equally divided between
studio product and independent product.
The naming of Arthur M. Loew to make
a "study" of Metro studio conditions is regarded by those "in the know" as further
evidence that M-G-M top management is
firmly convinced that the days of one-man
studio operations, ala L. B. Mayer, are gone.
Loew is expected to play an increasingly
important role in studio affairs from now on
in close liaison with Dore Schary.
Negotiations were virtually completed late
last week on the pact with Sol C. Siegel.
The former 20th-Fox producer (he made
"There's No Business Like Show Business")
will deliver ten features over a period of
three years, the program to be made on a
profit-sharing basis. Siegel will have complete control over his productions and all
Metro facilities will be available to him.
It is being reliably reported that Stanley
Kramer will set up a unit here, too. The deal
is said to be similar to that recently signed
by David O. Selznick, which provide for
Metro financing, use of this studio's facilities
and talent, and with the producer enjoying
virtual autonomy in production. The Kramer
deal, it is understood, will not interfere with
his multiple-picture pact with United Artists,
which will distribute the completed "Not
As A Stranger" and his next, "The Pride
and the Passion."
There will be plenty of action here in the
next few months. Fourteen directors have
just been signed to eighteen pictures to be
made in the next year. Six or seven of these
willMay:
be starting between now and the end
of

"Trial" CinemaScope (Glenn Ford, John
Hodiak, Arthur Kennedy) — Charles Schnee
producer, Mark Robson director, is a story
of a young attorney who becomes involved

with communism when he defends a ma)
wrongly accused of being a member of th
party. "Forbidden Planet" CinemaScope <
color (Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Die
Anderson) — Nicholas Nayfack producei
Fred Wilcox director, is said to be the big
gest cuter-space picture ever made. "Dianne
CinemaScope & color (Lana Turner, Roge
Moore) — Edwin Knopf producer, Dav
Miller director, in an intrigue adventure an \
romance in the French court. "Kismet
(Howard Keel, Ann Blyth, Dolores Gray
Vic Damone) — Arthur Freed producer, Vin
cente Minnelli director, is the adaptation o
the Broadway stage hit with Arabian back
grounds. "Jeremy Rodock" CinemaScope t
color (Spencer Tracy) — Sam Zimbalist pro
ducer, Robert Wise director, is a westen
epic about the days before landowners tool
over. "I'll Cry Tomorrow" (Susand Hay
ward) — Lawrence Weingarten producer
Daniel Mann director, is based on the best
seller autobiography by Lillian Roth.
Just finished are "It's Always Far
Weather" CinemaScope & color (Gem
Kelly, Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse) — Arthu;
Freed producer, Gene Kelly, Stanley Doner
directors, and "The Bar Sinister" Cinema
Scope & Eastman Color (Jeff Richards
Jarma Lewis, Edmund Gwenn) — Henrj
Berman producer, Herman Hoffman direc
tor.
Shooting abroad: "Bhowani Junction'
CinemaScope & color (Ava Gardner
Stewart Granger) — Pan Berman producer
George Cukor director, now on location ir
Lahore, Pekistan, later moving to MGM's
London studios; "Quentin Durward'
CinemaScope & color (Robert Taylor) — Pan
Berman producer, Richard Thorpe diector
now in London studios, moving to France
for exteriors.
PARAMOUNT
DeMille's 'Commandments'
Ties up Much of Par Studio
Only three pictures are in production here,
due to the space and work involved in making Cecil B. DeMille's biblical epic, "The
Ten Commandments" VistaVision & Technicolor (Charltcn Heston, Anne Baxter, plus
a dozen other stars) — produced and directed
by DeMille, who is now preparing interiors
and is due to start studio shooting about
April 28. "Anything Goes" VistaVision &
Technicolor (Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Mitzi Gaynor) — Robert Emmett Dolan
producer, Robert Lewis director, is now
filming production numbers. Book, calling
for Crosby's presence, will start April 28.
"Artists and Models," VistaVision & Technicolor (Martin and Lewis) — Hal Wallis producer, Frank Tashlin writer-producer, has
the comedy stars playing comic book creaturs who crusade against crime and horror
books.
Product recently finished includes:
"The Girl Rush" VistaVision & Technicolor (Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas)
— Fred Brisson producer, Robert Pirosh director; "The Court Jester" VistaVision &
Technicolor (Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns,

Cochran), and Ray Milland's first directorial
effort, "Gunman" (Milland), for which he
scouted for locations.

Size-ups
dio
tu
.ngela
Lansbury) — Norman Panama and
lelvin Frank, co-writers-producers-direcjrs; "The Vagabond King" VistaVision &
'echnicolor (Kathryn Grayson, Oreste
Cirkop) — Pat Duggan producer, Michael
lurtiz director; "Strategic Air Command"
'istaVision & Technicolor (James Stewart,
une Allyson) — Samuel J. Briskin producer,
inthony Mann director.
James Stewart will co-star with Doris Day
i his third picture at Paramount in little
nore than a year when producer-director
Vlfred Hitchcock starts "The Man Who
Cnew Too Much" some time in May. It will
>e shot partially in London and French
Vlorocco.
Though Paramount wouldn't confirm this
it presstime, it is understood the big tele'ision comedy hit, George Gobel, has signed
i contract with this studio and may star
n a remake of Preston Sturges' "The Lady
5ve" which, it's said, will be retitled "So
There You Are!"
Coming production projects: "Intermis;ion," biography of famed jazz musician Red
Nichols, to star Danny Kaye and be produced by Pat Duggan; the film version of
Tolstoy's "War and Peace," which will be
nade abroad by Carlo Ponti and Dino de
Laurentiis, and directed by King Vidor, is
:o start on July 1, will teke about 2'5 weeks
to make, and cost around $4,500,000; "Online" (Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer), based
on the hit play, will be produced and directed
by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger
in England.
For the first time since their Golden Cycle
of young players was disbanded about three
years ago, this studio is scouting for new
faces, both here and abroad, on stage, television, in nightclubs and wherever talent is
to be found. It's a program of selectivity,
with a pretty or handsome face alone not
enough, a studio spokesman says.
REPUBLIC
Four Top-Drawer Films on
Current & Coming Schedules
While production activity at Republic is
not heavy, the acent is very much on the
big picture side. Obviously, boss Herbert
J. Yates is determined to meet the demands
of theatremen for topflight films, if one may
judge by four features on the present and
future schedules.
Two grade-A features should be ready for
the hungry theatre market very soon. "A
Foreign Adventure" Trucolor (Yvonne de
Carlo, Howard Duff, Zachary Scott, Kurt
Kasznar) — Edward Ludwig director, is completed. "The Texas Legionnaires," Trucolor
(Sterling Hayden, Anna Maria Alberghetti,
Richard Carlson, J. Carol Naish, Ernest
Borgnine) — Frank Lloyd producer-director,
which started shooting March 1 on location
in Texas, will be back at the studio any day
and will finish about two weeks later.
Two more high-budget films are now set
to start in the near future: Robert Alexander
Productions' "Come Next Spring" (Steve

Shooting now: "Hell's Horizons" (Maria
English, Larry Pennell, both borrowed from
Paramount) — Wray Davis producer, Tom
Gries director-writer, which started at studio
March 8; "King of the Carnival" (Harry
Lauter, Fran Bennett), a serial which started
March 9.
RKO
Edmund

Wet, tired and hungry Betty Srable (I) and
Sheree North (r) peer in a dormitory window.
"HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR"
(20th Century-Fox)
CinemaScope & Color by De Luxe
Nunnally Johnson, who has been writing
and producing on the 20th Century-Fox lot
for more than 20 years, made his debut as
a director last year with "Night People" and
followed it up with equally successful "Black
Widow." For "How to Be Very, Very Popular," his first CinemaScope farce for Darryl
F. Zanuck, Johnson brought back Betty Grable to the lot she called home for 12 years,
moved Sheree North into her first major production since signing a Fox contract, took
comics Robert Cummings and Orson Bean
(Latter a top nite club entertainer), and
wrote what he considers one of the best
scripts. Sheree and Betty are strippers who
inadvertently witness a murder ar.d have to
race out of town with only the!r coats thrown
over their scanty strip costumes. The'r money
takes them only as far as a small college
and the fraternity house of same, where the
fun begins.
Started: Feb. 21, 1955; due to wind week
of April 13. Budget approximately S3, 000,
000. Cast: Betty Grable, Robert Cummings,
Sheree North, Charles Coburn, Tommy Noonan, Orsen Bean, Fred Clark. Written, Produced and directed by Nunnally Johnson.

Grainger Promises

3 in 1955; 2 Indes Shooting
Though this company is not making a
single picture itself at the moment, one of
the independent producers filming on the lot
is livening things up quite a bit.
Edmund Grainger Productions, Inc., which
recently announced it had a total of six de
luxe films budgeted at over $12,000,000. planned for 1956, promises to produce three
films, budgeted at over $5,000,000, this year.
Two of these are for distribution by RKO
and it seems likely this company will release
the third as well.
First of these productions will be "The
Treasure of Pancho Villa" SupersCope &
color (Gilbert Roland, and two other top
stars, to be signed) — Edmund Grainger producer, George Sherman director. It is due
to begin about April 11, shooting entirely
in Mexico with interiors filmed in the
Churubusco Studios there. "Great Days in
the Morning," an epic story of the west
based on Robert Hardy Andrews' best-seller,
will be Grainger's second SupersCope &
color production and that one is slated to
begin June 15, probably in Colorado. Grainger is currently negotiating with British
actor Richard Burton for the male lead. His
third picture, scheduled to start August 1,
is "Oh, Promised Land," the James Street
novel, and Alan Ladd is likely to star.
Benedict Bogeaus' "Pearl of the South
Pacific" (previously titled "Black Pearl")
SupersCope & Technicolor (Virginia Mayo,
Dennis Morgan) — Allan Dwan director, an
exotic adventure-romance which was to have
been made on location in Hawaii or Mexico,
is now shooting on an Hawaiian Island built
on several of the studio's stages.
King Bros.' "The Boy and the Bull,"
CinemaScope & Eastman Color (Michel
Rey, Fermin Rivera) — Frank and Maurice
King producers, Irving Rapper director — is
the story of a boy who inherits an unwanted
calf which becomes a great fighting bull and
the idol of the nation. It is being shot enin Mexico City. Rivera is Mexico's
famous tirelymatador.
20TH

Nunnally Johnson (r) writer-producer of
"How to Be Very, Very Popular" tells Betty
Srable and Robert Cummings just how he
wants a certain scene played in the comedy.

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Steps Up 'Scopic
Production To Record Pace
Darryl Zanuck was not speaking idly when
he recently announced an increase in the
volume of feature film production by this
studio. The largest number of pictures ever
(Continued on Page 26)
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"Seven

Angry

Men"

Off-beat drama most suitable for class houses. Intensity and
darkness of mood may deter mass audiences. Fair marquee
values in Massey, Hunter, Paget names.
A heavy, grim drama about the latter career of John
Brown, beginning in Kansas and ending in the ill-fated
stand at Harper's Ferry. Dramatic values are strong, and
film is tense from start to finish. Photography shrouds the
narrative in dull grey all the way through, ably emphasizing the mood of the story, but making it too grim, and
too unrelieved by lightness, to appeal to a large audience.
Many people will feel that it is too "talky." Raymond Massey's performance as the "divine liberator" is moving and
creates, with some skill, the portrait of a man who is inspired by high ideals but who is also a ruthless fanatic.
The names of Jeffery Hunter (who plays one of Brown's
six sons involved in his work) and Debra Paget, as his
wife, are fair marquee values that may help at the boxoffice. The rest of the cast plays well, and Charles Marquis
Warren's direction captures the mood effectively.
Allied Artists. 90 Minutes. Raymond Massey. Debra Paget, Jefrey Hunter. Produced by Vincent M. Fennelly. Directed by Charles Marquis Warren.

"Rage

at Dawn"

SuOmc^ 'Rati*? OOO
Rating strictly for action houses; less elsewhere. Randolph
Scott adds marquee value. Good dualler generally.
This falls into the category of westerns that are better
than most. Action is plentiful, pace is quick, Technicolor
photography is well-handled, the story line sustains interest. Marquee values are good, with Randolph Scott,
Forrest Tucker, J. Carrol Naish, topping cast. Provocative
title might serve to attract audiences that are not usually
receptive to western fare. Plot is built about the Reno
brothers, who, like the James' boys and other noted outlaws, terrorize the countryside with eminent success, allied
with croked politicians. Scott plays a special agent working on their capture, posing as an outlaw and joining them.
Complications arise when Scott and Powers, sister of the
Renos who harbors them, become romantically involved.
He is successful in having the brothers apprehended, but
in a tense, rather good scene at the end, helplessly watches
irate townspeople lynch them.
RKO. 87 Minutes. Randolph Scott, Forrest Tucker, Mala Powers, J. Carrol Naish.
Produced by Nat Holt. Dir. by Tim Whelan.

"Innocents

in Paris"

Rates better for class houses. OK dualler generally.
This Romulus Production is a charming and amusing
story about a group of Britishers spending a weekend in
Paris. A fine international cast has been assembled, studded with impressive names — Alastair Sim, Claude Dauphin— and their performances are rewarding It has charm
and gaiety, although parts move rather slowly and sometimes awkwardly. The plan is to trace the activities of
the rather large group through alternating sequences resulting in some clumsy sequences. But aside from the
technical lapses, direction is intelligent and the series of
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adventures emerge as clever and imaginative. It adds I
to more than amiable fun for art house patrons and lover
of off-beat comedy.
Alastair Sim appears as an official of the British govern

ment getting a taste of Paris' high life, Claire Bloom, ;
young English girl, who has a brief but exciting romancj \j&
with Frenchman Claude Dauphin. Margaret Rutherforc
is an elderly British matron who paints in Paris and quiti
accidentally sells her painting. In other sequences, Lau
rence Harvey plays a hotel butler who charms guest Man
Lane, and Jimmy Edwards is an army captain who spend? ■
his weekend in a British bar.
Romulus Production. 93 Minutes. Alastair Sim, Claire Bloom, Laurence Harvey
Margaret Rutherford, Claude Dauphin, Mara Lane. Produced by Anatole d
Grunwald. Directed by Gordon Parry.

"Ma

and

Pa

Kettle

at Waikiki"

Standard "Kettle" production rates highest in rural areas.
Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride return in this latesl i
of the series, another adventure about the mishaps of therural couple. This time the setting is Hawaii, and in 79
minutes the pair manages to commit innumerable faux-pas,
and get mixed up with a gang of crooks. It is on par with
most previous Kettle releases, and their fans, who are con-.;
siderable in number in the rural areas, will find a great
deal to laugh at.
Kilbride has been telling his successful brother in Ha
waii how effective an industrialist he, himself, is back in
the states. When brother Loring Smith asks him to take
over his business, the Kettles find themselves at Waikiki,
with Pa accidentally coming up with industry improve
ments, and Ma mingling, much to her discomfort, with
leading society women. The upshot is the inevitable flight
from crooks seeking to control the business, with the Ket- ties triumphantly apprehending them. Lori Nelson, Kettle girl, and Byron Palmer provide romantic interest.
Universal. 79 Minutes. Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride, Lori Nelson, Loring Smith.
Produced by Leonard Goldstein. Directed by Lee Sholem.

"Yellowneck"
Rating is for its value as supporting dualler. Mild adventure
yarn adequate for action fans. Lacks Marquee values.
This simple and unadorned story is not without merit
dramatically, but its pace is uneven, it has no cast names
with popular appeal — all virtually unknowns — and its production values are at a minimum. However, this RKO release does provide an interesting, sometimes moving, fable
of a certain kind of struggle that man faces. It is aided by
creditable photography, with Trucolor shots of the Florida
Everglades and their inhabitants, and this exploitable
might help.
Plot concerns five deserters from the Confederate Army
in 1865, men of different backgrounds and temperaments,
joined only in their common need of running away from
the war. Entire film describes their journey through the
Everglades, attempting to reach the sea and freedom. One
by one they falter and die, through lack of faith in life.
Only the youngest, whose innocence is a kind of virtue,
reaches the sea — a victory symbolic of his faith.
Republic. 83 Minutes. Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Pro. by
Harlow G. Frederick. Dir. by R. John Hugh.

"Hit

the Deck"

"Big

Scout** 'RatiK? GOO
ively musical comedy looks bigger and better in Cinemacope and color. Entertaining all the way. Will click especially with youthful audiences.
Based on the old Broadway success, "Hit the Deck"
urns up as a big, handsome, lively filmusical in Cinema>ccpe and Eastmas Color. Blessed with a wonderful mu.ical score, composed of some of Vincent Youman's top
lits, ably sung by the principals — Jane Powell, Tony Marin, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone, Ann Miller, and Russ
Tamblyn — it moves along with a lilt, and the dancing, esDecially by Miller, is first-rate. Under the knowing hand of
producer Joe Pasternak, the musical numbers are not alowed to submerge the people, who come through as a
lay, youthful, romantic group, despite a contrived, typical
-nusical comedy plot. It all adds up to fine entertainment
or the mass audience that buys this kind of pure escapist
'• fare. Story concerns the mishaps of three sailors on leave,
the troubles they get into with the Navy and with their
women. Gene Raymond, as a lecherous actor, Kay Armen,
: as Vic Damone's mother, and Walter Pidgeon, as an Admiral and Tamblyn's father, are all dragged into the proceedings. Everything is straightened out at the end, each
gob getting his gal. It winds up with a big production
number from the show "Hit the Deck," which is being
performed, and in which everyone takes part. One wishes
that some of the excess footage had been stricken to
tighten up several draggy sequences. However, producer
Pasternak and director Roy Rowland can be credited with
getting the most out of the hackneyed script written by
Sonya Levien and William Ludwig.
Debbie Reynolds
ljturns in the brightest performance, and she is abbetted
splendidly by Russ Tambiyn in several numbers.
MGM. 112 Minutes. Jane Powell. Tony Martin. Debbie Reynolds, Walter Pidgeon,
Vic Damone, Gene Raymond, Ann Miller, Russ Tambiyn. Directed by Roy Rowland. Produced by Joe Pasternak.
"Tarzan's

Hidden

Jungle"

Suitable only as lower half of dual bills in minor action
houses. Introduces unknown as new jungle man.
Latest Tarzan release is better suited to TV playing
time than theatre dates. Strictly class D stuff. Chief interest stems from introduction of a new jungle hero, Gordon
Scott, whose physical equipment, if not histrionic talent,
makes him adequate tarzan. The plot is standard, and
should please devotees of series. Setting familiar, with
Cheta, the chimp, on hand, as well as a plentiful supply
of jungle animals and a couple of crooks whom Tarzan
apprehends. Fortunately, there is a minimum of dialogue.
Story tells of attempt by ruthless hunters Jack Elam and
Charles Frederick to invade Sukulu country in search of
wild game. They pose as photographers and gain entree
with U. N. doctor Peter Van Eyck. The Sukulu natives
! will kill anyone who destroys or takes their animals, so
intruders round up some beasts, trouble starts and only
Tarzan's intervention gets things back on even keel. Vera
Miles plays a U. N. nurse, Van Eyck's romantic interest.
RKO. 73 Mintes. Gordon Scott, Vera Miles. Peter Van Eyck, Jack Elam. Produced by Sol Lesser. Directed by Harold Schuster.
OOOO

TOPS

OOO

House,

U.S.A."

Rating will be higher for action houses, if exploited strongly.
Pair-plus crime melodrama with snappy pace, good suspense.
A slightly above-average crime melodrama. It moves at
a good pace, is filled with suspense, and offers crimeaction fans some of the hard-hitting violence they enjoy.
The narrative combines this action with documentary sequences that lend a semblance of authenticity to the proceedings. The telling is offbeat enough to be interesting.
The photography — much of it in striking Royal Gorge
Park, Colorado — is impressive and visually exciting. Performances are above par for this type of programmer,
especially those by Ralph Meeker and Broderick Crawford.
Central incident in plot is Meeker's attempt to extort kidnap money from the father of a lost boy. The boy is accidentally killed and Meeker is apprehended leaving Colorado National Park, where he discovered the boy. The
second half of the film is concerned with prison life, and
the attempt of a hardened group of "lifters," led by Crawford, to escape with Meeker and share the money which
he has hidden in the park. Crawford's brilliant escape plan
is foiled by Meeker who, realizing that he will be killed
when he turns over the money, tips off the police. A blazing gun battles cleans out most of the escapees and the
F. B. I. gather up the rest.
UA. 82 Minutes. Ralph Meeker, Broderick Crawford, William Talman. Lon
Chaney. Produced by Aubrey Schenck. Directed by Howard Koch.

"Too

Young

for Love"

Exploitable subject matter heightens b. o. value of this
Italian import with English voices dubbed in. Should do well
in art houses. Good dualler in general market, if ballyhooed.
This I. F. E., release, an import from Italy, with good
English dubbing, tells the exploitable story of a young
girl who bears an illegitimate child. The tale is told so
delicately that it will not offend anyone. Showmen may.
as a matter of fact, complain that it is too delicate from
the box office standpoint. Its merits are refined, realistic
acting, appealing subject matter, and an enchanting
musical score. These elements will carry it to good returns in the art houses, but in general situations — where
it might serve as useful dualler — the sex angle will have
to be exploited. The story is about a 15-year-old girl and
boy, from divergent backgrounds, who meet, fall in love,
and have a brief affair. The girl, whose father is in prison,
gives birth to their child, but she dies in the process. The
boy's parents, who have refused to understand his problem, finally accept their responsibility and care for the
motherless child. Emphasis is placed upon the tyranny of
parents who, embroilled in their own concerns, are unable
to heed those of their children. It is they who are responsible for these tragedies of youth. The point is made movingly, ifsomething less than convincingly.
I .C.S.-COrmoran Co-production. I. F. E. rellease. Marina Vlady, Pierre Michel
Beck, D. — Lionello de Felice Producer, Niccolo Theodoli.
GOOD
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a

lot

of

attention

Never mind the "blue sky". . . stick to
realities and your audience will, too.
When

your patrons are in their

seats, your screen has their WOU

undi-

vided attention . . . and that's the kind
of "sell" an advertiser dreams about.
So use this 100 % attention to
greatest advantage by selling all your
shows in advance . . . features, promotions and special shows.
Contact your 1N.S.S. Salesman
Your

screen

today, and profit by the power-packed
sales possibilities of your theatre screen!
the

nmion<uArta?/?s
\JpmzfB»Br of memousmy

attention!

THEY

MADE

THE

NEWS

SAMUEL GOLDWYN grabbed the
headlines when he turned over to Loew's,
Inc. world-wide distribution of his forthcoming CinemaScope musical, "Guys and
Dolls". Contract details were handled by
Loew's executives Charles M. Reagan,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Arthur M. Loew,
for Loew's, and Goldwyn Productions
president,
JamesM. A.Schenck
Mulvey. announced
Loew's president Nicholas
the
pact with this comment: "We are pleased
that an important independent producer
like Samuel Goldwyn has shown such
confidence in our organization as to entrust his greatest production effort to
our distribution company." Goldwyn was
the founder of one of the companies that
merged to form Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
and he also introduced the Leo-the-Lion
trademark. "Guys and Dolls" (Marlon
Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra)
will be ready by November.

GOLDWYN

POLING, SKOURAS
SPYROS P. SKOURAS received an important boost for 20th-Fox's upcoming "A
Man Called Peter" when the Christian
Herald and the Protestant Motion Picture Council dubbed the CinemaScopic
Picture of the Month for April. Dr. Daniel A. Poling, editor cf the Herald, presented aplaque to the Fox president and
hailed the Easter release as "an epochal
production, visually magnificent and deeply impressive."
JACK L. WARNER, Max Fellerman,
operator cf the NYC Astor Theatre, and
Ben Kalmenson, read reviews of "East
of Eden" following the benefit premiere.
Proceeds from the $50-a-ticket debut went
to the Actors Studio, a non-profit group
dedicated to theatre advancement.
(More details in Showmen department.)

Warner, fellerman, kalmenson

REAGAN, MOSKOWITZ, MULVEY, LOEW
STEVE BROIDY, firing the opening
shot of his 14-city campaign on behalf
of Allied Artists current release program
told Dallas exhibitor leaders, "I am not
going to ask you to invest your money,
but I urge you to invest your playing
time." He cited six completed AA features, two of them in CinemaScope, as
evidence that the company must now be
regarded as a source of major films. The
AA president was accompanied on his
tour by general sales manager Morey
Goldstein, and advertising-publicity director John C. Flinn. Broidy expressed
gratification for past exhibitor support,
which he reports is greatly responsible
for AA's new and enlarged program. Seen
at right with Broidy are: (1-r) Claude
Ezell, Ezell & Associates Drive In Theaters, Jimmie Prichard, Southern Division Sales mgr., R. J. O'Donnell, head of
Interstate Circuit, and Goldstein.
(Continued on Page 20)
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Incidentally

THEY

MADE

THE

ARTHUR
M. LOEW,
president of]
Loew's International, has been assigned I
to makeactivities
a "comprehen
study of MGMl
studio
and sive
production
planning,]
and is now on the West Coast for that)
purpose. Appointment came at the request
of Nicholas
Schenck,
dent, and DoreM.Schary,
studioLoew's
chief. presiLoew
will supervise overseas activities, dividing
his time between the studio and NYC.

NEWS

(Continued from I'age 19)
UNITED ARTISTS again made the
news with the announcement that the extensive series of inde production deals set
in recent weeks will add approximately
90 important features to company release
schedules over the next three years. At
a press conference attended by president
Arthur B. Krim, sales head William J.
Heineman, board chairman Robert S.
Benjamin, vice president Max E. Youngstein and foreign distribution chief Arnold
M. Picker, it was reported that the company will not enter into the "creative
phase" of film making, but that financing
for inde productions will be supplied almost completely by UA, with about $40,000,000 set aside for 1955 product alone.
Krim stated that all of the stars involved
represent "proven boxoffice attractions"
and emphasized that exhibitors can look
forward to consistent releases of quality
films." Almost in concert with this executive report came the announcements that
stars Frank Sinatra, Joan Crawford, and
Robert Mitchum have formed their own
production companies and each will turn
out a slate of films for UA release. Victor Mature was another star-turned-produce late last week. He will make six
films in five years, starring in three.

NEWBERY, TANNEY
BRUCE NEWBERY & J. A. TANNEY,
Vistarama vice-president, and S. O. GCinema Supply Corp. president, respectively, inked a deal whereby SOS becomes the exclusive agency for the
Vistarama anamorphic photography system in the Eastern half of the U. S. Pact
also grants the NYC firm a non-exclusive
distributing arangement in the rest of the
country and overseas. Similar to CinemaScope, Vistarama can be projected with
any of the CS-type projection lenses up
to an aspect ratio of 2.66 to 1. Both
Warners and U-I have filmed a number
of one- and two-reel Vistarama subjects.

HEINEMAN, BENJAMIN, KRIM, YOUNGSTEIN, PICKER

MILTON R. RACKMIL told a meeting
of Universal stockholders that the company will definitely enter TV film production. The Universal president said,
however, that sale of old features to TV
is not immediately forseeable . . . 20th-Fox
has been holding meetings in NYC with
leading advertising agencies and TV networks to develop production, promotion
and merchandising plans for TCF Television Productions, recently-created 20thFox video subsidiary. The conferences
are blueprinting production and overall
handling of TV films at the company's
Western Avenue studio in Hollywood under the supervision of SID ROGELL
. . . PARAMOUNT, too, gave indications that it will jump on the TV filmmaking band wagon when company president BARNEY BALABAN revealed that
some studio stages are being readied for
video production, either by Paramount
or by outside TV producers.
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, UA distribution v. p., launched first of the comsales toconventions
Los
Angeles pany's
last1955 week
map releasein plans
on UA's array of forthcoming features.
Sessions will bring together all division
and district leaders, as well as key perof and
the Canada.
company's
branches sonnel,
in fromtheeach
U. S.
Meet-32
ings will be presided over jointy by
Heineman, MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN,
AND B. G. KRANZE. National director
of ad-pub-exploitation, FRANCIS M.
WINIKUS, will also participate, detailing
the
for will
the coming
The selling
next program
conference
be heldyear.
in •I
Chicago, April 1.
S. A. SCHWARTZ & ALBERT A.
LIST, president and chairman of the
board, respectively, of RKO Theatres
Corp., announced that the circuit showed
a 1954 net profit of $829,920. Figures released in the company's
annualthis
report
to
stockholders
revealed that
profit
compared with a loss of $296,570 in 1953.
The net income, before taxes and special
deductions, was $1,704,111, as against
$909,216 in '53.
PAUL GREGORY announced that he
and WILLIAM GOLDMAN have purchased the screen rights to three Thomas
Wolfe properties, "Of Time and the
River," "The Web and the Rock," and
"You Can't Go Home" for a reported
* * #
$300,000.

SINATRA, CRAWFORD, MITCHUM
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LESLIE R. SCHWARTZ has been elected president of the Century Circuit succeeding FRED J. SCHWARTZ, now
president of Distributors Corp. of
America. Former advertising industry
exec, HENRY C. MINER, Jr. is new
chairman of the board . . . MARGARET
HALLACK has been named assistant to
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warner v. p.
in charge of advertising.

:OMPO s Attendance Parley
The crucial problem of lagging movie atjndence was brought into sharp focus by
ne meeting of industry leaders called by
:OMPO on March 10th. The parley brought
ut a surprising array of the industry's top
xecutives, and resulted in several construc.ve measures being approved.
An OK was stamped on COMPO's pro■osal for a nationwide audience poll. The
uggestion of Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., Fox
ntermountain Theatres, that two co-chairnen be named to conduct the poll was ap>roved. The plan, explained at the session
<y Mrs. Alice Gorham, United Detroit Theters, is to have the public vote on these
bests": picture, male and female stars, and
irospects for future stardom. Ricketson retorted that his circuit has been successfully
onducting such a poll locally for years.
Leonard Goldenson offered a three-point
>rogram that won hearty approval: (1) speial admission scale for teenagers; (2) more
jroduct that will appeal to the 15-30 year>ld elements; (3) more new faces with whom
/oung fans can associate themselves.
The plan of Elmer C. Rhoden, National
Theatres president, to put on national tour
in official motion picture "Filmorama" exlibit also was endorsed by the meeting.
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Jack Wodell, manager of the Paramount, DenI ver, set up a pair of neat stunts to conjure interest in U-I's "The Far Country." Top: Preceding
and during
a gold-panning contestfirst
wasweek
held ofinfilm's
front run,
of the
theatre.
Person panning the most gold, in a given time,
won a free vacation. Bottom: During the second
week, a pancake-baking contest was held in cooperation with local radio station, jewelry store,
and the Quaker Oats company.
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Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox vice-president
and chief executive, is pushing his plan to
improve the techniques of merchandising
films via the TV medium. Launching a campaign to speed up the r.p.m. on ticket registers across the country, Einfeld has set a
powerful long-range television promotion

Martin Michel (standing) and Charles Einfeld
(center) outline 20th-Fox's program for diversified TV promotion of CinemaScope films.
S-W Philly Zone Campaign
Ted Schlanger, Stanley Warner Philadelphia zone manager, has launched a Spring
Movie Festival (April 1-July 2) in his bailiwick designed to stimulate the movie-going
habit. In a series of meetings with the 52
theatre managers, Schlanger pointed to the
fertile field of "TV Babies" — children who
have grown up in the shadow of video — as
a prime cultivation area for new theatre patrons. The SW managers were instructed to
gear their spring festival promotions to woo
juvenile, as well as adult, patrons.
Since public taste for motion picture entertainment isbecoming evermore discriminating, said Schlanger, "we must devise
ways and means of attracting more people
to purchase our wares by doing the odd and
unusual, and getting outside of the set routine for the selling of motion picture at-

program on both national and local levels.
Last week Einfeld and Martin Michel,
20th's TV-radio director, outlined the company's plans for offering diversified TV profilms. Beginning
with use;
"Untamed",
Fox willmotionissue,
free for video
special
background material filmed while the feature
was in production; film interviews with
stars, and special television spots. All clips
make provision for advertising local runs.
The Fox ad chief said that cnly 300 exhibitors in85 cities are now utilizing the free
TV 20- and 60-second spot trailers provided
by the company for boosting local playdates.
He urged theatremen to make greater use
of the television material available to them.

tractions."
Simons Boosts Trade Press
The importance of trade papers as a
source of ideas for building ticket sales is
being emphasized to exhibitors during
MGM's Ticket Selling Workshops by Mike
Simons, customer relations chief. Simons informs attending theatrement that there is a
business-boosting workshop going on in
every issue of the trade press advising, "You
can pick up valuable ticket-selling help by
reading them regularly. We recommend that
you do so."

(Continued on Page 22)

Elwood Jones, manager of the RKO Palace, Cincinnati, used this "killer" car to exploit his run
of Warner's "New York Confidential. Prowling
city
it offered to take patrons "for a
ride" streets,
to the Palace.
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.X tti ion 9s iYo/fi
Giving Warner Bros.' "East of Eden" on:
of the most distinguished and newsworth
premieres of the season, Mort Blumenstock
boxofficers tied in the debut with a benef
for the Actors Studio. Result was the cc
operation of a host of celebrities and dign
taries who paid $50 a ticket to attend th
opening of Elia Kazan's CinemaScopic.
All facets of the premiere were handle
in the grand manner with notables, such a
Margaret Truman, Mrs. Alfred Gwynn
Vanderbilt and Marlene Dietrich, serving o
the corps of celebrity usherettes who guide
the star-studded assembly to seats.

g
PRO!
EUA KAZA
STEl
TOHN
-theatre front —N
This ,striking
display
heralds
thi
"EAST
OF NNBEC
EDEN
Broadway run of "East of Eden" at the Astor
In addition to the wealth of newspaper anc.
magazine publicity Warner showmen gen
erated for "Eden", they set up extensive tel
evision and radio coverage of the event. Fou
networks and six different programs spot
lighted opening festivities, both at the Asto
Theatre and at the Sheraton Astor Roof

where an after-theatre supper and "stars-in
person" entertainment was held.
A live telecast featuring on-the-spot thea
trefront interviews with arriving celebritie
was m-c'd by Martin Block; film coveragi
was made for a feature on Dave Garroway'
"Today" program, and part of Steve Allen':
"Tonight" video show originated from th(
after-premiere party.
Result: A rousing selling job which shoulc
help pave the way for busy boxoffices wherever "East of Eden" is played.

Top: (l-r) Mrs. and Mr. Ella Kazan, producer-director of WB's "East of Eden", and Mrs. and
Mr. John Steinbeck, author of the best-selling novel from which the CinemaScopic was made.
Center: (l-r) Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L. Schneider, vice president of Warners; distribution chief Ben
Kalmenson checks Milton Berle's tickets. Bottom: (l-r) Celebrity usherettes Neva Patterson, Denise
Darcel, Maureen Stapleton, Beatrice Straight, Mrs. Fleur Cowles, Mrs. William Rhinelander Stewart, Margaret Truman part of the star spangled corps who directed premiere audience to seats.
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Tremendous crowds rock police barricades for a
glimpse of glittering array of notables from the
world of entertainment and society who attended
the Elia Kazan production's benefit debut.
(Continued on Pope 25)

Detective
captain, Come
Wilde, (right) awaits burlesque beauty who is an important link in crime syndicate's
operations.toInsets:
(Top) Wilde begins
move
in on ganglord Richard
Conte, seated, and his lieutenant, Brian Donlevy. (Center) Strongarm boys put the
pressure on society girl, Jean
Wallace.
(Bottom) Conte
and his henchmen torture
Wilde by plugging a hearing
aid into his ear and "rattling his brains."

"The

Big

Combo'

Lusty, melodramatic entertainment, "The Big Combo" recounts the dogged efforts cf a detective captain (Cornell Wilde)
to smash a crime syndicate. Action elements are heightened via a
romance between Wilde and Jean Wallace, a thrill-seeking society
girl caught in the syndicate's web. Out to get Richard Conte and
his lieutenant, Brian Dcnlevy, who control a vicious underworld
ring, Wilde is thwarted in his efforts until Wallace suddenly makes
a break to escape Conte's influence. From her, Wilde learns that
Conte has a wife whom he committed to an insane asylum because
she witnessed one of the ganglord's killings. Finding the woman,
Wilde begins to rock Conte's empire and the syndicate boss slaughters his henchmen in a futile effort to escape the law.
(continued on next page)

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

(continued from preceeding page)

ANGLES
SHOCK
In "The Big Combo" Allied Artists gives
showmen a rough, tough, sexy melodrama
that has plenty of those exploitable ingredients. The AA boxofficers, under the direction of ad chief John C. Flinn, have developed aslam-bang double-barrelled campaign— one aimed to sell the crime angle,
the other featuring the torrid romance and
drama. You takes yer cherce.
"The Big Combo" is an exploitation natural, itcould easily rack up surprising grosses in situations where showmen utilize
the lusty newspaper ads and other accessories illustrated in the pressbook.
Admittedly, "The Big Combo" is not exactly family entertainment, but the sensational operations of a crime syndicate, plus
the lurid implications of a three-sided romance (cop-wayward girl-gangster), provide
innumerable angles for developing high-powered, business-generating campaigns.
In addition to the emotion-jolting ads and
the striking Photo News Flash (illustrated
below), A A exploiteers have made available
a sock 4-page tabloid piece sure to stimulate
imaginations wherever circulated. Photo art
is effectively set off with provocative catchlines like: "Girl Confesses Life With 'Big
Combo' Boss"! The lithos are exceptionally
powerful, especially the 24-sheet. An effective
cutout can be made from the portion that
shows Cornell Wilde and Jean Wallace
caught in the big hand of the syndicate boss.
GIRL

WITH

CONFESSES

'BIG COMBO'

'COMBO'
SELL
The pressbook suggests a Movie Memory
Contest. A list of former pictures with the
word "big" in the title is circulated together
with the name of the film's star as a clue.
Contestants are asked to supply the word
following the adjective "big" in each listing
"The Big
Humphrey Bogart (Sleep).
An effective gimmick, which should also
be good for a few laughs around town, is
to announce that a distinguished-looking
man, dressed conservatively, and carrying
a brief case will appear in downtown streets
at specific times. The first person to identify
him as "the brains behind the Big Combo"
will be declared winner. Tie-ins on the stunt
can be made with newspapers and merchants.
Pressbook also offers these sure-fire showmanship suggestions:
(1) Exhibition of modern crime detection
equipment in lobby or store window. Set
newspaper interview for police chief or head
of detective bureau.
(2) Herald inserts in crime mags. Promote
back issues of crime or detective mags from
local distributor for giveaways, with sticker
on cover containing picture credits, theatre
name, playdates.
(3) Set up fingerprint station in lobby,
with background of genuine "wanted" police
posters, plus production stills. Small fry,
especially, will get a bang out of being
fingerprinted.

LIFE

BOSS
City Crime Barons
Exposed! Racket
King Pin Sought!

This photo news flash
herald is an important
item for building wantto-go-see interest. Provocative, hard-hitting scenes
in the 18" x 14" bally
piece are sure to grab
attention wherever disare Allied
availableplayed.
free They
from
Artists exchanges, and are
excellent for use in conjunction with window displays, co-op merchandising campaigns. Displayed
in hotel lobbies, on newsstands, bus and railroad
stations, they are sure to
stop traffic and hypo boxoffice action. The pressbook advises that the supply of these bally bulletins is limited, but exhibitors can, at reasonable
cost have them reproduced in offset. Reduced
in size, they will also
make effective handouts
and door-hangers.
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Sam Levin, manager of
the Roosevelt Theatre in
Chicago, used this eyecatching prison float for
a sock bally campaign on
UA's "Black Tuesday."
The
caged
was
mounted
on a "killer''
sound truck
and toured the downtown
district for three days in
advance and on opening
day. Loud speakers hypoed attention with siren
noises and pistol shots.
The "prisoner" also made
a round of TV appearances on behalf of the
Edward G. Robinson film.

Saturday' Junket Nixed
20th Century-Fox exploiteers were forced
3 cancel their "Violent Saturday" premiere
mket to Lancaster, Pa., but the whole aflir set off a gusher of publicity indicating
lat being "canned in Lancaster" may well
ave the same effect as being "banned in
>oston", insofar as public interest is conerned.
, Because the CinemaScopic involves an
vmish family, the heart of the Amish counry was chcsen for the premiere. Charles
^infeld's boxofficers had lined up a few busDads of stars and celebrities to make the
rip, and a gala time was planned for all.
vt the last minute, however, Lancaster city
athers burst into newspaper headlines with
he claim that the CinemaScopic was "too
exy" and "to violent", and might offend
the plain people," as the Amish are known.
20th-Fox officials were surprised by the
ity's action, pointing out that treatment of
he Amish in "Violent Saturday" was "very
:omplimentary." The premiere might be
•witched to Bisbee, Arizona, where the picure was filmed.
.oew's Orpheum in Boston used this blow-up of
= ary Cooper, with a mechanized arm swinging
i six-gun, to build interest in a jingle contest
-.ontest run in conjunction with the engagement
>f UA's "Vera Cruz." Winner of the contest,
•ponsored by the Boston Post, receives a week's
'acation in Mexico City.

Lichtman Urges Scopic Trailers
In releasing the results of a survey of
CinemaScope equipped theatres, 20th-Fox
distribution chief Al Lichtman said that in
many situations 2D trailers are being used
by exhibitors to advertise CS productions. In
a leter to Fox division and branch managers,
Lichtman termed the condition "using a
midget to sell an entertainment giant." He
urged exhibitors to correct the situation by
employing the "exciting and wonderful"
CinemaScope trailers now available.
Concessions Booster Stunt
The Messenger, house organ for the Commonwealth circuit in Kansas City, advised
its managers of a cute gimmick which could
be used to boost concession sales. As a case
in point, the Messenger told of a grocer who
kept an alarm clock ticking away beside the
cash register. The alarm was set to go off
periodically and the customer being checked
at the register at the moment the bell rang
got some of his groceries free. This stunt
could easily be adapted to hypo action at
theatre concession stands.
Catchline of the Issue
"I never thought much about being a
girl until I learned from a man what
a wonderful thing it was to be a woman!"—A MAN CALLED PETER (20;h
Century-Fox) .

Columbia's "Long Gray Line" triggered some
smart action on the showmanship front in
its opening runs around the counlry. From top:
Crowds jam into the St. Francis in San Francisco on opening day; a military window display set up by Boston exploiteer Carl Fasick
to fanfare the "LGL" premiere at the Stale and
Orpheum Theatres; Lester WuHele, Columbia's
Philly branch manager, welcomes two of the
army officers who cooperated in local bow of
the CinemaScopic, and Columbia star, Robert
Francis, is mobbed by teeners during p. a. at the
Rivoli, Toledo.

These are samples of the
ads on 20th-Fox's, "A
Man Called Peter," especially created to reach
religious and lay leaders,
and congregations who
knew and loved Peter
Marshall. The ads will run
in top religious and
church publications like
Christian Herald, Presbyterian Life, Christian Advocate, and The Lutheran.
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Moreno) — Robert Webb and Barbara McLean co-producers, Webb director — is story
of Father Junipero Serra, founder of California's missions, and will be made entirely
in Guadalajara, Mexico.

Size-ups
ioPage 15)
udfrom
St
< Continued
to be made simultaneously in CinemaScope
(and Color by Deluxe) are now in various
stages of production here. The list:

Two more 'Scopics are due to start soon:
"The Tall Men" (Clark Gable, Jane Russell,
Cameron Mitchell) — William Bacher and
William Hawks producers, Raoul Walsh director— story of a cattle drive from Texas
to Montana. The second unit is back from
that area, where it spent nine months shooting backgrounds to cover all seasons. "Pink
Tights" (Sheree North, Virginia Mayo, Dan
Dailey) — Samuel G. Engel producer, Henry
Levin director — is the much-publicized
musical which was scheduled for Marilyn
Monroe a few months ago.
In the more distant future, Buddy Adler
will start "The Camp Follower," which this
studio has reactivated for Tom Ewell to star,
with Frank Tashlin directing.

"House of Bamboo" (Robert Ryan, Robert
Stack, Shirley Yamaguchi) — Buddy Adler
producer, Samuel Fuller director — story
about the cooperation of the U. S. military
forces in occupied postwar Japan, is now
at the studio after six weeks' shooting in
Tokyo and will be finished the end of this
month; "How to be Very, Very Popular"
(Betty Grable, Robert Cummings, Sheree
North) — Nunnally Johnson producer-director— story of two strippers who witness a
murder and their flight from the scene, will
end about April 4; "Sir Walter Raleigh"
(Bette Davis, Richard Todd)— Charles
Brackett producer, Henry Koster director —
is the first picture Miss Davis, who plays
Queen Elizabeth, has made in three years;
"The Left Hand of God" (Humphrey
Bogart, Gene Tierney)— Buddy Adler producer, Edward Dmytryk director — story of
an American flier in China who escapes
from trouble with a war lord by donning
priestly garb; "A Many Splendored Thing"
(William Holden, Jennifer Jones, Gloria
Grahame) — Buddy Adler producer, Henry
King director— the romance of an American
newspaper man and a Chinese woman doctor
—company is back here after spending a
month in Hong Kong; "Seven Cities of
Gold" (Michael Rennie, Richard Egan, Rita

Dorothy Dandridge, sepia star of "Carmen
Jones," has been given a long-term contract.
20th's TV production goes on apace. Sid
Rogell, executive production manager, announced that the studio's subsidiary, TCF
Television Productions, Inc., would start immediately an anthology video show, including
a series of 30-minute programs featuring
"big" names. In addition, he added, his company would use for television many fine
story properties it already owns. Re-tooling
of the old Western Avenue lot is in progress,
as well as the conversion of one of the
larger stages into a theatre to accommodate
audiences who like to view a live show.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Flock of Star Producers
Gives UA Name Significance
This company really is living up to
name. Following on the heels of Burt La
caster, Kirk Douglas, Henry Fonda ar
other stars who have their own producir
companies and release through United A
tists, recent weeks have seen a host of otfo
stellar personalities joining the UA rank
Robert Mitchum has formed DRM Produ
tions and will make five pictures over
five-year period, starring in three himsel I
Joan Crawford will make six pictures und«
her own banner over a six-year period, al:
starring in three. Rita Hayworth and Die
Haymes, whose Crystal Bay Productior
will distribute its first two pictures throu
UA, has Haymes producing both and poss
bly co-starring with Miss Hayworth in on
Frank Sinatra plans to make five pictun
in five years; Cornel Wilde's Theodora Pr<
ductions
is making "Storm Fear", wit
Wilde
starring.
Now shooting for this company are "T
Brass Ring" (Farley Granger, Anthon
Quinn, Ann Bancroft) — Edward Small pr<
ducer, Maxwell Shane director, and "T
Deadly Peacemaker" (Robert Mitchum, J;
Sterling)— Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. produce
Richard Wilson director.
Two April starters are "The Big Knifi
(Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley Winter:
— Robert Aldrich, producer-director — whic
has a Hollywood locale and tells of a star'
fight to save his self-respect, and Bryna Pn
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— Albert J. Cohen producer, George Marshall director — a musical against background
of Jeff
Kansas
in thehas1880's.
Chandler
been set as the star of
the biggest and most expensive picture in
this studio's history, "Away All Boats," to
be made in Technicolor, mostly in the
Carribbean Sea during gigantic Navy
maneuvers which will be included in the
film, with Navy cooperation. Howard
Christie will produce, Joseph Pevney direct
this picture, which starts April 13. Budget
is
expected to hit %2l/2 million, tops for this
company.

Studio Size-ups
ictions "The
Indian
Fighter" (Kirk
ouglas) — William Schorr producer, Andre
■ Toth direction, which goes on location
J:xt month.
I Coming up next summer and fall are two
- Lancaster productions: "Trapeze"
I] echt Lancaster,
M3urt
Gina Lcllobrigida) — Carol
fleed director, which will be filmed in
ml urope, and "Elephant Bill," based on a
\\ook about the British Army, to be produced in Burma next November. Another
■ all starter will be "The Way of an Eagle,"
| ;cond Russfield Production, starring Jane
I Lussell and Jeff Chandler, if he can be borjljwed from U-I.
; Stanley Kramer's "Not as a Stranger"
■ Bob Mitchum, Olivia de Havilland, Frank
II inatra) will be released in July or August,
I fter which the producer-director will make
• The Pride and the Passion" in Spain.
JNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
imployment at Peak Here
:ive Features Now Shooting
Although the production pace of former
'ears has slowed down somewhat here,
IJ-I is still running ahead of most other
tudios in volume.
Right now, employment has reached an
ill-time high with 2238 employes on the
)ayroll. Set workers are now divided into
hree shifts working around the clock.
Studio's roster of producers, directors and
writers also is at a high level; the actor
ist shows 37 stars and featured players
inder long term contract and more than
)0 other name actors have single or multiple
Dicture commitments.
Studio set another record in promotional
ictivity for film premieres by sending twelve
personalities to 75 cities for the opening of
five pictures in the last two months. This
company has always believed in the efficacy
Df the personal appearance and its young
contract players have even been tutored in
the art of making friends of the press and
influencing audiences. Several have thus
started the avalanche of fan following which
increased box-office takes and precipitated
their own careers.
Five feature are now shooting on the lot:
"The Spoilers" Technicolor (Anne Baxter,
Jeff Chandler, Rory Calhoun)— Ross Hunter
producer, Jesse Hibbs director — a yarn of
the Alaskan gold rush; "The Rawhide
Years" Technicolor (Tony Curtis, Colleen
Miller)— Stanley Rubin producer, Rudolph
Mate director— frontier justice in the 1800's;
"There's Always Tomorrow" (Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett)—
Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director—a modern romantic triangle; "Fancis in
the Navy" (Donald O'Connor, Martha
Hyer)— Stanley Rubin producer, Arthur
Lubin director — probably last of the series;
"The Second Greatest Sex" CinemaScope &
Technicolor (Jeanne Crain, George Nader)

John Wayne and Lauren Bacall in tense
scene during flight of Chinese town to Hong
Kong aboard ferryboat piloted by Wayne.
"BLOOD ALLEY"
Batjac Production
(Released by Warner Bros.)
CinemaScope & WarnerColor
The same high-geared producer-directoractor team (formerly known as Wayne-Fellows) that scored so heavily with "The High
and the Mighty" is collaborating again on
another big-scale adventure drama. It should
have great topical value, considering circumstances inthe Far East.
This is the picture which began location
shooting in the San Francisco Bay with
Robert Mitchum in the starring role. When
the latter "misbehaved", he was replaced by
co-producer John Wayne. Company then
moved to Stockton for sequences on the
Sacramento River and are now in Hollywood
for interiors.
Story concerns (he mainland Chinese village of Chiku Shan, whose 180 inhabitants
tire of the Red Communist yoke, steal a
ferryboat and make a break down Formosa
Straits — known as "Blood Alley" — toward
Hong Kong and freedom. The villagers free
Wayne, an interned merchant sea captain, to
pilot the boat. Lauren Bacall is the daughter
of an American missionary doctor in the village, and during the perlous flight falls in
love with Wayne.
Started: Jan. 10, 1955; due to wind end
of March; Budget, approx. $2,000,000.
Cast: John Wayne, Lauren Bacall, Paul
Fix, Mike Mazurki, Henry Nakamara, Joy
Kim, Anita Ekberg. Producer, Robert Fellows.
Director, William A. Wellman.

Actual buildings at China Camp, a colorful locale on the Sacramento River,
is used for scenes of "Blood Alley."

than Before"
up: "Better
Also coming
r (Rock
Technicolo
Hudson) — Albert J.
Cohen producer, Jerry Hopper director — due
to roll April 4; "Fort Starvation" Technicolor (Richard Widmark) — Aaron Rosenberg producer, John Sturges director — to
start April 10.
WARNER
Warner

BROTHERS

Using TV Names

To Boost Theatre Boxoffice

Jack Warner is rather shrewdly capitalizing TV personalities for movie theatres. As
if to prove, during the general hubbub on the
subject, that union between motion pictures
and television is possible and profitable for
theatre exhibition, Warners recently announced that it would start production in
the near future of "The Lone Ranger" as
a theatre film, based on the 22-year-old
western thriller, of television, radio and
strip, with a reputed pre-sold audience
comic
90 million persons weekly.
of
Another product of television, Jack Webb,
is heading his own company, directing and
starring in his second theatre film on this
lot. It's called "Pete Kelly's Blues" CinemaScope & Warner Color (Webb, Janet Leigh,
Edmund O'Brien, Ella Fitzgerald)— story of
the jazz era in New Orleans. Webb, who
will be seen for the first time in five years
in a role other than that of Joe Friday in
"Dragnet," took his company on four weeks'
location in the Louisiana city. Musical numbers are now being recorded and shooting
studio resumes March 21.
the
at
Other pictures new in production: "Blood
(see Blue Chip Production) ; "Illegal"
Alley"
(Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch, Hugh
Marlowe)— Frank P. Rosenberg producer,
Lewis Allen director— a district attorney
sends wrong man to the chair, becomes
a criminal attorney to atone; "Jagged Edge"
CinemaScope & WarnerColor (Jack Palance,
Shelley Winters, Lori Nelson)— Willis Goldbeck producer, Stuart Heisler director— a
gangster falls in love with a crippled girl
and reforms; "The Animal World" Technil cast)— Irwin Allen procolor (all-anima
.
ducer-director

ll Story"
McConne
, "TheColor
y finished
Recentl
Ladd,
(Alan
& Warner
Scope
Cinema
June Allyson)— Henry Blanke producer,
Gordon Douglas director. Starting next
month is Ladd's second for Warner's, "The
Darkest Hour" CinemaScope & WarnerColor (Ladd, Edward G. Robinson) — a
Jaguar Production, Frank Tuttle director.
Film BULLETIN
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YOUR

PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
ALLIED

ARTISTS

November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't83 commit
seeks revenge
againsttermmen forwhocrime
framedhe him.
min.
TARGET ducer
EARTH
Richard
Denning,
Virginia
ProHerman Cohen. Director Sherman Gray.
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris. Dane Clark, Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonna
d» Carlo,
Barry 88Fitzgerald
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min. 1/10. Cemedy. Irish
January
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall,
IBowery Boysl . Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic wardlamp
resulting
them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott. Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer Winiam
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control of
that valuable country. 71 min.
February
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Melodrama. Realizing he was responsible for convicting
innocent
her name. woman,
70 min. detective sacrifices career to clear
March
BIG TIPOFF. THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min
"DIALProducer
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ley.
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
Jefferey
Hunter.
Producer V'uncent
M. Fennelly.
tor Charles
M. Warren.
Action drama.
Deals Direcwith
John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min.
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy,
DianaDrama.
Lynn. Producer
Mirisch.'
Director
Don Siegel.
Brothers Walter
who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
pilots in Korea.
81 min. during combat as jet fighter
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonn,e De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputv sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.andMarshal,
with"80 the
plicated by gun-runners
min. trail comComiApaches.
ng
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte Rona
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort
atomic
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved
in
murder attempt on nuclear expert.
DARK VENTURE Frank Lovejoy. Peggie Castle Forrest
Tucker.
LindsleyHijacker
Parsons.joins
Director'
Harold
Schuster. Producer
Action drama.
side of
law
to trap public enemy. 79 min.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall. Producer Ben
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
on the king's life.
WARRIOR, THE C inemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
between England and France and
to bring
again
in distress.
damselpeace
save fair
WICHITA CinemaScope. Joel McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Western. Hired by town leaders to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, but his strict rules
affect merchants who eventually plot his murder.
Film

COLUMBIA
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando. Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel
againstdomination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALI N A, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to became knight and saves King
Arthur and Christianity from pagans. 85 min. ll/l.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min. 10/18.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom is even worse. 88 min. Il/I.
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed, Robert
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
of feHow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
orators in Korean
prisonofficers
camp masquerade
in order to as
spy colon
the Communists. 80 min.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson
saves
wronglyof convicted
from12/13.
hanging and
puts down threat
Indian war. man
73 min.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry officer leads small ranchers against
encroaching land baron. 96 min.
February
LONG GRAY LINE. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducer
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RobertFord.
Francis.Drama.
ProRobert Arthur.
Career sistant
of athletic
Martydirector
Maher, atIrish
immigrant
who
was
asWest Point. 138 min. 2/21.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of oriate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingdom. 72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn Brando,Bruce
Richard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis
Seiler.
Melodrama.
Story
of
mis-run
prison
which
contains both men and women. 80 min. 2/7.

JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron
Producer Sam Katiman. Director Charles S. Gould. Ad
venture. Johnny breaks April
spell of white jungle priestes;
who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope. Technicolor
Betty Grable, Marge S Gower Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter I
Musical. Musical comedy
Comiwriter
ng reported killed in J
Korea
friend. returns
101 min. home
3/7. to find wife remarried to besl
CEIL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined sii
years in death house.
CHICAGO
SYNOrCATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane.
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katiman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
syndicate to got proof of gangster's crimes.
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Heflin. Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War returns to become the hometown preacher.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis (Coronado). Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
hate,loves.
jeabousy, and
love destroys
the onedrama.
womanMan's
he ever
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison. Brian Keith.
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant. Barnwell. Director
Phil Kanson. Comedy-melodrama. Loony plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real thing.
GENTLE WOLFHOUND, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans eventually give soldier new perspective.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST. THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,WiHiam
Richard
Denning.
Producer
Sam Katzman.
Castle.
Western.
Tale
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis. Faith
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Katzman.bombDirecord
Richard
Quine.Tobey.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
explosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
the Pacific Coast. 80 min.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adf two city.
small-town girs who seek their fortunes in theventures erbig
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson. Melodrama. G-I's plot to steal part of Nazi
gold hoard discovered in Berlin.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Bellamy.
Western. Young army officer is assigned to
ascapture
a boy. warring
Indian chief whom he had known
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson.
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
I. F. E.

March
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. DiNovember
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell,
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director
ClementetweenFracassi.
Opera. and
Verdi's
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
Egyptian princess
slavestory
girlofforrivalry
love be-of
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Egyptian otficer. 95 min.
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wifliam
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterDecember
front hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
THEODORA. SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Italo-French
co-production
by Lux. Director Riccardo
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
are complicated when he becomes involved with
January
old gang. 73 min.
NO RELEASES
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(I. F. E. Continued )
February
3EMOISELLE
GOBETTE
subtitles.Director
Silvana Pietro
Pam■ini. Producer Gulseppe Eng.Amato.
|mi.
Drama.
Risque
adventures
of
beautiful
showgirl
her escapades with the law. 78 min.
March
llYWARD WIFE. THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
■ iucer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. RoI (tic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
■ utiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
K ther man. 95 min.
A prilAll star cast. Faro Film
I II IN THE CITY English.
duction. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of
Is and women who practice them presented in
'arch
of Time"FOR style.
min. Lang. Marina Vlady. P.
3 YOUNG
LOVE90 Eng.
:hel Beck. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Liolo De Felice. Drama. Affair of fifteen-year-olds
i jse romance ends in tragedy when girl dies in
I d birth. 88 min.
INDEPENDENTS
November
'I >LF
A
CENTURY
SONGS (Continental
MP Corp.)
i ar.iacolor. Eng. OFsub-titles.
Sirvana Pampanini,
Rein Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, ExI sa-Roma Folms. Musical. History of Italy during
[■rent century is told in song. 95 min.
January
000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA IBuena Vista) Cinel Scope, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
IjI Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Direc| Richard Fleischer. Fantasy. Filming of Jules Verne's
I'Ssic adventure tale. 122 min. 12/27.
March
ASHOUT (Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur KenIdy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster,
lilodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
liil of violence with only two surviving to reach
I che of stolen money. 90 min.
Coming
' \D AT THE WORLD I Filmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
'asselle.
ProducerWhen
Collier
Director
Harry
|ie. Melodrama.
youngYoung.
hoodlums
accidentally
1 young couple's infant, father goes gunning
|• gang. 72 min.
LIPPERT
November
EGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
U■ mythe toSpanish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
Ills and French rule prevails. 63 min.
December
VCE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Protjicer
Director
Terence quits
Fisher.bigAction
ama.Mickey
FormerDelamar.
auto racing
champion
race
lien his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
wins back his wife bv winning the
II'meback
rand Prix. and
69 min.
ACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Derter,
[ >nctorChaney,
RobertPirates
L. Lip-pert,
DiAllen Jr.
Miner.Producer
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
1 rcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
I >ung townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
LVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
I in Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
lirtlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
I 'sta showdown
gun-shy, but
gun eventually
duel. 73 min.cleans up pioneer town
HEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
I elodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
i ig escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
' ealthy Brazilian as ringleader. 80 min.
February
NO RELEASES
March
■HINDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montjmery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
| rector Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
I om
iend native
trke uprising.
into the 73jungle
min. to save missionary girl
A pril
I LASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
I mds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sidej iow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
|I eithmystery
numerousis carnival
among
suspects,
resolved characters
at the glass
tombthewhere
the
Jrker presents his latest attraction.
Coming
IR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Producerirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
luadron
training problems
on carrierof copes
en and marital
iunior with
officer.conflict among
DNESOME TRAIL. THE Wayne Morris, John Agar,
•oducer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. WestI "n. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
|>
his property
lavefight
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers who
Film

PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall. Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen
fromparty
a iungle
tribe,75 finds
and leads
to safety.
min. missing archeologist,

METRQ-GQLDWYN-MAYER
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 116 min. 11/29.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
Jonn and Roy Boulting. Science meloarama. AngioAmerican temperaments get a workout during the oevelopment of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min. 11/29.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
who murdered during the war. 82 min. 12/27.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Keily,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Miningbia, engineer's
against
the iungles
of Columand bandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him to a treasure of February
another kind. 100 min. 12/27.
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD
Glenn Director
Ford. Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer PandroJUNGLE
S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle their romances at home. 112 min.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priesthood meets woman who isMa
involved
in Paris underworld
y
and murder. 89 min.
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.

APRIL

SUMMARY

Distrib
Distribution
schedules are again
the slim side with only 24 new fea
tures presently slated for April release.
jam that
on
It is interesting to note, however,
the month will carry the greatest number of CinemaScope films to date.
Seven pictures, nearly one third of
the total, wil be anamorphics. Metro
and Fox will reease two C'Scopics
each, with one each coming from Columbia, U-l and WB. Sixteen April
features are in color.
Slated for distribution are:
8 Dramas
2 Musicals
5 Melodramas 3 Comedies
5 Westerns 1 Adventure

February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral'i
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean air raid. 103 min. 1/10.
March
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Flemina. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.
A prilMichael Rennie, Vittorio
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. TwoComing
fisted Westerner befriends
young man only to be rewarded with attempted murder. 92 min.
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis
and Clark

HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne. Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to South America to locate priceless ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston,
PineThomas. Claire
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shaveldrama. Based on Parable
of the Prodigal Son.
Coming
son. Comedy-drama. Story of Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND VV-Technicolor. James SteINTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope. EastmanColor.
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Young opera
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
star almost has her career destroyed by polio.
Air
Command,
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. ProducerPARAMDDNT
director
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
December
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Kaye,
Rosemary
Clooney,
Vera-Ellen.
Producer
Robt.
Camarini.
E. Dolan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical. Two World
Ulvsses
as
taken
from
the
Odessey.
War II buddies team as entertainers after war. become involved with sister act which threatens their
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
plans for Broadway show. 120 min. 9/20.
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
January
verge
bankruptcy.
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Ex- Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
Gl's
join
small
circus
where
one
strives
to
becomee
a clown and the other becomes involved in a I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
romantic triangle. 110 min.
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
BULLETIN — THIS
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REPUBLIC
November
SHE-WOLF, THE Kerima. Ettore Manni, May Britt.
Producers Ponti-De Laurentiis. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. Passion-driven woman competes with
her daughter for love of a man. 93 min.
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron,
Asio.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime. 90 min.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner. 91 min.
January
CAROLINA CANNONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilot of steam driven trolley car, Canova becomes involved in plot to steal atomic missile. 74 min. 1/24.
TROUBLE IN STORE IJ. A. Rank) Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock clerk engages in comedy of errors surrounding
plot to rob store. 86 min. 1/24.
February
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer. 65 min.
SQUARE RING, THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game. 73 min.
March
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and the Korean conflict.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Ycung engineer fights to recover timberland from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min. 3/7.
Coming
DAY TO REMEMBER. A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of a medical student during training to become
a doctor. 92 min. 2/21.
FOREIGN ADVENTURE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Associate producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
RIDE TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen
I 800 ' s. Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
SANTA FEin late
PASSAGE
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
TEXAS LEGIONNAIRES Trucolor. Sterling Hayden,
Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Producer-director Frank Lloyd.
Western.
RKQ
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes
involvedis massacred.
in Indian 88
warmin.and cattle rustling
when
her father
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that willframes
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
Film

January
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas
cowboy 85becomes
involved with murder, bandits
and romance.
min. 1/10February .
TARZAN'S HIDDEN JUNGLE Gordon ScoH, Vera Miles.
Producer Sol Lesser. Director Harold Schuster. Adventure. Tarzanslaughter
combats of
whitewildhunters'
to commit wholesale
game plot
for financial
gain.
72
min.
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10March
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
A pril Technicolor. Barbara
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress ofwanted
plantation
falls and
in love
turer
for robbery
murder.with87 jungle
min. advenRAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan. Western. Lawman joins train-robbers and
leads them into trap. Coming
87 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis
Kahn. Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne.
JET PILOT
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robert,
son, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

November
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Youngin girl
Newto York
to become
writer
falls
love goes
which toleads
her murder.
95 min.
11/15.and
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Napoleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled. 110 min. 11/29.
OUTLAWS
DAUGHTER, W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S HARBOR
Arlen,71 Greta
director
C. Dean. Richard
Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN,ducer-directoTHE
Hugo
Haas,
r Ha s. Drama. 81 min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
Siegel.
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business. 117 min. 12/27.
January Deluxe Color. Harry
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope
Belefonte. Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Prodvcardirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min. 11/15.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama.
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min. 1/10.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 112 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic! CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 101 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Adventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. Ill min. 3/7.

VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victc
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Produce
Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense dramo
Lives of members of farm
community become enmeshe
Coming
in gangster's plot to rob local bank.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fre
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. D
rector Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor be
friends 18-year-old French orphan which leads
spring-winter romance.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope, Deluxe Coloi
Robert Stack. Robert Ryan. Producer Buddy Adler. D
rector Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE,
A Ricardo Montalbar
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Mur
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of seven
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2//
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Delux I
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
roll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer Cat
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Coloi I
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles k i
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. 8e<
room adventures of husband when wife is away o H
summer vacation.
SIR
RALEIGHTodd.CinemaScope.
Deluxe Bracket
Coloi Ij
Bette WALTER
Davis, Richard
Producer Charles
Director Henry Koster.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Coloiifi
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adlei
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seel II
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love wit m
man who helps in rescue.
THAT
LADY
CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Olivia
d> -- j
Havilland,
Gilbert
Roland. Producer-director
S. Barlet.l
UNITED

ARTISTS

November
SHIELD
FOR MURDER
JohnDirectc
Agai
Maria English.
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective become
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
SNOW CREATURE Paul Langton, Leslie Denison. Pre
ducer-director
Lee Wilder.
mountain monsterW. terrorizes
New Melodrama.
York 70 min.H'rmalaya!
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerae
Producer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Rc
manticcrooked
melodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
with
international
business
man on involve
Frenc
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 mir
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. Williat
Lurvdigan Peggie Caste. Producer-director Reginal
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographe
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min. 12/13
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akii
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Pett
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicate
Brrtrsh sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawn
broker's
sign,complications.
welds it to 89foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's dec
December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harve>
Suian Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renat
Castellani. Romantic drama. Rim version of Shake:
poare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,Swartz
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivar
Producers
Director
Walte
Doniger.
Drama.
Deals86with
men confined
to prison.
min. needs and desires c
VERA CRUZ (Hecht-Lancaster) Superscope Technicoloi
Gary
Lancaster,
Denise Daneel,
mero. Cooper,
ProducerBurtJames
Hill. Director
RobertCesar
AldrictRc
Western drama. Two American soldiers of fortune be
come
involved in 94themin.
Mexican
peror Maximilian.
1/10. Revolution against EnJanuary
BATTLE
TAXI Producers
Sterling Hayden,
Thompson
Arthur Franz.
Ivan Tors,Marshall
Art Arthur.
Direc
tor Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopte
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea. 82 min. 1/10.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty IJ. A. Rank)
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunke
outcastin and
istand
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-stricke
BLACK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Graves
Jean Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hug'
Fregonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from lai
of electric chair, gangleader takes hostages to hideou
where bloody siege February
occurs. 80 min.

CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phylli
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Ad
venture-melodrama. Young prospector battles clair
jumper
while 83aiding
for
uranium.
min. professor and daughter in seard
GOOD
DIE
YOUNG,
THERemus
GloriaProduction.
Grahams, Directo
Richar<
Basehart, John Ireland.
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the break
in disasterous
life going mail
against
them,100join
playbo'
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, Jun.
Foray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. Adventure
melodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murder
of
sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min
ADVENTURES OF SADIEA Color.
pril Joan Collins. Kenneth
More. Producer Langley. Director Minter. 88 min.
March
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel. BIG
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Koch
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts ii
Presbyterian minister Peter Marshall.
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
RTY Ernest Borgnine, Betsy Blair. Hecht-Lancaster
duction. Director Delbert Mann. Romantic drama.
and girl, to whom life has denied romance, sudlly find it in each others arms.
VNGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions!
sco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robert
Idstein. Director Jacques Tourneur Western. Young
jcut iudge brings justice to town controlled by oneI nily empire. 66 min.
A pril
LLET FOR JOEY, A Edward G. Robinson, George
'ft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Director
« s Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Royal
lunties track down atom-spy gang. 8S min.
.ACS IN THE SPRING EastmanColor. Errol Flynn,
' na Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert
Icox Musical
in late
England,
isical
comedy drama.
star is Set
forced
to war
choose
betweenyoungan
or and a soldier. 94 min.
RPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Procer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
if- pilot fighting in Burma disintrigrates under presfrei of war. Regains grip on life thru contact with
autiful Burmese girl. 100 min.
Coming
ENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope. Tech:olor. Jane Russell. Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Procers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale. Robert Waterfield.
ector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
} ris to escape romantic entanglements and become
volved with stage-struck millionaire.
•NTUCKIAN,
Burt
ncaster, DianaTHE
Lynn,CinemaScope,
Dianne Foster.Technicolor.
Producer Harold
echt. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
ntiersman and his young son have their trek to the
est interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
:iviliie"
SS ME them.
DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Producer-director
filbert
IGHT Aldrich.
OF THE Suspense
HUNTERdrama.
Robert Mitchum, Shelley
ii inters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
[harles
SuspenseOlivia
drama.De
OT AS Laughton.
A STRANGER
Havilland, Robert
Mitchum Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. ProducerII rector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zeal[Iis doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
1 ?rsonal tragedy.
3BBERS ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery,
! chard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
D dney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
lands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
lothother.
gangs as ranch hands hoping one will kill off
lie
TAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean WalII dventure.
ce. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
UMMERTIME Eastman color. Katharine Hepburn. Ras!>no Braiii. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
fiance
lenice. and new perspective on life vacationing in
IGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
•idial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
tory
woman's Illheroism
ght forof freedom.
min. in 19th century Indian
OP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
Iioster.
velyn Keyes.
Producer
Michael Baird. Director Lewis
Aerial drama.
UNIVERSAL-INTL
November
ENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
(>ahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
I 'eriod
Britishof officer,
unjustlynative
barreduprising
from
ndian adventure.
service, learns
threatened
I nd subsequently regains honor. 87 min. I l/l
■OUR Colleen
GUNS TOMiller.
THE Producer
BORDER William
Technicolor.
RoryDirecCal•ioun,
Alland.
or Richard Carlson. We«tern. Not-so-bad outlaw is
eformed from bankrobbing by woman 83 min 10/4
ilCOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main, Chill Wills.
Producer Robert Arthur, Richard Wilson. Director Charles
l.amont. Comedy. Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
\ esort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests. 80 min.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope. Technicolor. Jeff
-handler. Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
-ohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical
*oman centurion leads near-disastorous adventure.
against the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min. resistance
TELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become in*olyed in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims. 78 min. 12/13.
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun
toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO
THIS Gene
IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven,
NeHson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
entertainer, cashier and French heiress. 96 min. 12/13.
WEST OFSheila
ZANZIBAR
(J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel,
Sim. Producer
Leslie Norman.
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park Director
warden
saves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84
min.
Film

February
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A4C invade Hollywood of the early 1900 s and become inusual 79shenanigans
swindler volved
of inS5000.
min. 2/21. while tracking down
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
Roman Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska. Stewart
piays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 96 min. 1. 28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope. Color. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush. Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young offIrishyokepatriot
plays oppression.
active part 92in min.
attemoting
to
throw
of English
3/7.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken inAnnakin.
Adventure.
Deals
pioneers
New Zealand.
82 min.
3/7. with story of the
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry
by Indians
is let to safety by army captaintrapped
martial for desertion. 88 min. 2/21. subject to court
A pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope Color. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade
Indian
search of
gold, famous chief leads his bandlandin inall-out
war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles
Hawaii where Pa
takes over the running of gohistorich
brother s fruit
processing plant. 79 min.
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor.
Jearuie Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Kirk
AaronDouglas,
Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching
cattle
Comi
nginterests. 89 min. 3/7.

SHRIKE. THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unlove of wife almost destroys husband in an
attemptednaturalsuicide.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow. Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnappedplanebytaryspacemen
to aid foreign planet in interwar.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope Technicolor Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
WARNER

RRDTHERS

November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. Ill min. I l/IS.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have
lives 102
altered
when huge mountain lion
invadestheir
the area.
min. 11/29.
December
RE-ISSUES ONLY
January
STAR IS BORN, A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director Georne Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
cnance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but IS4can't
leads
min. prevent
10/18 his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day. Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe. Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
and heart-tugging complications.
February117 min. 12/27.
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo. Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch,
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo
Ray,
Mona War
Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World
left
148 min. 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21

A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott. Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where
they become
involved with thieves out to steal
archeolegical
treasures.
Calhoun, Piper
AIN'T
Laurie, MISEEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Ma rx. Director Edof showgirl
ward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials inancial
empire.in
society world when he marries heir to f
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue , Richard Long,
Producer Howard Pine. Director Franci s Lyon. Fantasy
rself into cobra
melodrama. Woman who can change he violated
secrets
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Julie
wreaks
A pril Massey.
Harris, James Dean. Raymond
Producer John
of
Asiaticvengeance
snake cult.on Americans who i
Coming
Steinbeck.
Ella father.
Kazan. 115
Youngmin.man's
win
love of Director
domineering
2/21. efforts to
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford. Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas. David
Kurt Kaszner
Prohe plots to kill her on wedding night.
ducer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama.
Recounting
of
battle
at
Dienblenphu.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Jack Hawkins James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
half-breed
mining
engineer
has
rocky
going
because
of
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
finally brings them together.
about his downfall.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN Greer Garson, Cameron
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
LeRoy. inAction
of young womandoctor
Santa drama.
Fe duringAdventures
frontier days.
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara.
George
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Nader, GODIVA
Victor McLaglen.
Arthur.
Director Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
NEW JERSEY
war through her famous horseback ride.
MESSENGER
SERVICE
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Member
Xalional
Film
Carriers
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
250
N.
Juniper
Street
when small fortune is found on plane.
Philadelphia 7, Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
HIGHWAY
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
PURPLE MASK. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. DiEXPRESS LINES. INE.
rector Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
Member .Xational Film Carriers
toREVENGE
guillotineOF France's
noblemen. 3D. John Agar. Lori NelTHE
CREATURE
son. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaWashington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Monster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
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Lightning
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Thunderfilmed in MEXICO
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colors. ..from sunrise

changing
to sunset!

A

Magnificent

Attraction

\Make
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Pass

of Death!

love

as

if there

is no

tomorrow!

Starring

MAUREEN

GLORIOUS

ANTHONY

COLOR

m

CINEMASCOPE
In the wonder

of STEREOPHONIC

SOUND

with THOMAS
GOMEZ
and Mexico's
Matadors
Jesus (Chucho) Solorzano
• Jeaquin
Rodriguez
(Cagancho)Top• Rafael
Rodriguez • Antonio,
Velasquez • Jorje CRanchero) Aguilar • Felix Briones ■ Nacho Trevino
Screenplay by
Co-Producer
Directed and Story by

|)th in MAY!

BUDD

BOETTICHER

• CHARLES

LANG ■ CARROLL

CASE

ft
f
LANA

TURNER

POSTCARD

Lana Turner's breath-taking "Prodigal" costume
makes an attention-getting card for local mailing.
LIFE-SIZE

LANA

TURNER

CUT-OUT

Eye-catching life-size Lana Turner photo in the much
discussed bead costume for lobby cut-out.
ADVANCE

VISUAL

SELLING

M-G-M sent special "Color Photo-Viewers" and color
slides to 600 newspaper and TV outlets to acquaint
the nation's best publicity sources with the magnitude
of the attraction and the exotic appearance of Lana
Turner.
TEASER

1-SHEETS

MONTHS

AHEAD

In many lobbies throughout America a special 1 -sheet {
has carried the message: "1955 Is The Year of 'The

GAL'
PRODI
HIP!
MANS
SHOW

LUX NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
Prodigal'."
A Lux tie-up with "The Progidal" is carried to millions of homes by way of full page ads in the four big
Sunday Magazine Supplements, This Week, Pictorial
Review, American Weekly and Parade.
GENERAL

Big

Promotion

M-G-M's
From

That

Giant

Sells

the enthusiastic Coast Theatre Previews

it is obvious that this tremendous

show, (two

years in the filming and a fortune to produce) is
destined to be a showmanship field day.
M-G-M has used every resource of promotion
to launch it in a big way.
ARMOUR'S BIG $100,000 PRIZE TIE-UP
Unprecedented publicity tie-up. $100,000 Prize Contest. 50,000 Armour & Company dealers spanning the
nation get kits with 1-sheet for window display,
streamers, data on contest. The First Prize, a completely equipped home will be shown for 17 days on
NBC-TV's "Home Show." Six Dodge cars for weekly
prizes offer continuous Dodge dealer tie-ups. Contest
advertised in Life and many other top circulation
publications, as well as on TV and radio and in newspaper co-op ads locally. 3,000 Armour field men will
cooperate with theatres in promotion. Many other
angles are described in "Prodigal" press-book.
TICKET-SELLING!
Here are the sensational materials to work with:
60 x 80 STANDEE
Exciting display for advance lobby sells bigness of
spectacle, romance and feminine allure.
40 x 60 LOBBY

MURAL

Full-color reproduction of big "Prodigal" painting for
lobby and other uses.
THREE

TEASER

TRAILERS

Three flash color teasers, brief enough to slip into
program several weeks ahead.
15 FOOT

LOBBY

STREAMER

250,000

PACKAGES

Enclosed in 250,000 Kix Cereal boxes is a "Prodigal"
tie-up sponsored by General Mills.
LUSTRE

Show!

MILLS

CREAM

IN NATIONAL

MAGAZINES

Full page ads in Life and 19 leading national publications give terrific circulation to "Prodigal" in the
Lustre Cream tie-up.
COSTUME

TEASER

FOR

EDITORS

One of many space-getters was sending one bead from
Lana Turner's "Prodigal" costume in a small box to
editors from Coast to Coast.
"HUMAN
WHEEL OF FORTUNE" FLOAT
One of the most unusual and most expensive travelling
promotions is "Wheel of Fortune" float with its
beautiful girls. It will cover 35 to 40 key cities
spreading publicity everywhere therefrom.

M-G-M

Presents in

and COLOR

THE
LANA

Starring
PRODIGAL

TURNER
LOUIS

EDMUND

PURD0I\

CALHERN
With

AUDREY DALTON • JAMES MITCHELL • NEVILLE BRAND
WALTER HAMPDEN • TAINA ELG • FRANCIS L.SULLIVAN
JOSEPH WISEMAN ■ SANDRA DESCHER
Screen Play by MAURICE ZIMM
Adaptation from the Bible Story by JCE BREEN, JR. and SAMUEL JAMES LARSEN
Photographed in EASTMAN COLOR
Directed by RICHARD THORPE ' Produced by CHARLES SCHNEE

Another fine special accessory for your lobby selling.
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

PRODIGAL

GIANT

CAMPAIGN!
NEWSPAPERS

! MAGAZINES!

RADIO!

TV!

w
A

FULL-PAGE, FULL-COLOR AD IS JUST PART OF THE BIG PROMOTION
It Appears in American Weekly, Sunday Supplement, May 8th Issues
Houston Chronicle
Huntington, W.Va. Herald-Advertiser
Knoxville Journal
Los Angeles Examiner
Miami Herald
Milwaukee Sentinel
New Orleans Item
New York Journal-American
Philadelphia Bulletin
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph

Albany Times-Union
Baltimore American
Boston Advertiser
Buffalo Courier-Express
Chicago American
Cincinnati Enquirer
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Corpus Christi Caller-Times
Dallas Times-Herald
Detroit Times
Akron Beacon Journal
Albuquerque Journal
Allentown Call-Chronicle
Augusta Chronicle
Baton Rouge Advocate
Beaumont Enterprise
Boston Post
Bridgeport Post
Charleston, W.Va. Mail
Chicago Sun-Times
Columbus, Ga. Ledger-Enquirer
Columbus, Ohio, Citizen
Denver Rocky Mountain News
Detroit Free Press
El Paso Times
Erie Dispatch

Also, in Parade, Sunday Supplement, May
Evansville Courier & Press
Fort Wayne Journal-Sentinel
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
Greenville, S. C. News
Harrisburg Patriot-News
Hartford Courant
Indianapolis Times
Jackson, Miss. Clarion-Ledger
Knoxville News Sentinel
Little Rock, Ark. Gazette
Long Beach, Calif. IndependentPress-Telegram
Long Island Press
Macon Telegraph & News
Madison, Wise. State Journal
Newark Star-Ledger

Portland Oregonian
St. Louis Globe-Democrat
St. Paul Pioneer Press
San Antonio Light
San Francisco Examiner
Seattle Post-Intelligencer
Syracuse Herald-American
Washington Post & Times-Herald
Wichita Beacon
15th Issues
New Bedford Standard-Times
Oakland Tribune
Pasadena Star-News
Peoria Journal-Star
Portland, Me. Telegram
Roanoke, Va. Times
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
St. Petersburg Times
San Diego Union
Scranton Scrantonian
Sioux Falls, S. D. Argus-Leader
Syracuse Herald-American
Tucson Star
Washington Post & Times-Herald
Wheeling News-Register
Youngstown Vindicator

Also, in Independent Sunday Supplements Appearing At Playdates
Denver Post
Des Moines Register
Oklahoma City Oklahoman
Louisville Courier-Journal
Minneapolis Tribune
Tulsa World
Atlanta Journal-Constitution Dayton News
Omaha World-Herald
Also, on May

15, N. Y. Daily News, Chicago Tribune, Philadelphia Inquirer

TEASER ADS!
Advance campaign in 31 top cities.
15 insertions in each newspaper
averaging 125 lines per insertion.
MAGAZINES!
'Picture of the Month' and 'Lion's
Roar' columns in national magazines (Readership 109,261,300).
Also Fan Magazines (Readership
10,979,200).

RADIO

COVERAGE!

The "Blair" Bulk plan 3 weeks
in advance in 41 markets with 12
one-minute spots weekly. Total
1,476 spots.
TV CAMPAIGN!
Spectacular TV footage radiating
from 32 cities with 12 one-minute
daytime spots weekly for 3 weeks.
Total 1,152 spots per week.

GET PRESS-BOOK!
Order free from National Screen
Service the big "PRODIGAL"
press-book. This is the biggest
picture ever produced in Hollywood and the press-book reveals
most extensive campaign since
"Quo Vadis."

i/iewpoints
APRIL 4 , 19 5 5

The
That baffling statistic known as
:he American Movie-Goer has established himself as the first order of
Dusiness on the industry's Spring
agenda. And with very good reason.
For research studies aimed at clocking movie attendance in this, the so:alled prosperity era of the motion
picture business, point up the fact
that our No. 1 problem is still The
Movie Fan That Got Away.
Most of us by now are familiar
with the oft-published comparison
between average weekly movie attendance in bustling 1946 and "recovery" 1954 — 82.4 million vs. 49.2
million. But there are these more
striking figures to be considered :
(a) last year's average weekly theatre population gained but a paltry
3.3 million over the weekly figures
of depression year 1953; (b) the population of the nation swelled by
some 22.5 million since 1946. Well,
we're not dead — but we're not robust, either.
The industry is not without recourse. COMPO has already set the
stage for remedial action by bringing
all elements of our industry to a
head-on confrontation with the problem, and calling for united action by
theatre and film interests alike to increase attendance. No enlightened
film executive today denies that an
audience drought, while first striking
the organs of exhibition, is any less
the problem of the production-distribution branches. Their help is essential, and it will be forthcoming,
we are sure. The film companies are
giving increasing evidence of their
awareness of this by vast national
pre-selling of their films.
Considerable progress along audience-building lines emerged from the
recent COMPO-sponsored meeting
in New York. That forum literally

Fun

VOLUME

Thai

~

Gat

bulged with the richest crop of attendance-stimulating ideas heard in
years. Out of this great cache of
prospective programs much that
is constructive in showmanship is
bound to emerge.
A word of caution: The temptation is great to plunge forward with
many boxoffice-stimuiating projects.
We suggest that it would be far better to concern ourselves with one or
two major, nationwide promotions
in order to insure optimum returns.
Let's not use buck-shot when an
atom bomb is needed. Effective nationwide campaigns require tight,
centralized control and this could
not be possible if the industry undertakes half a dozen promotions at
once. And, on the economic side,
there is always the question of funds,
which, as COMPO well knows, is always a critical issue.
The idea of a national audience
poll is so loaded with showmanship
ingredients that it must rank high
on the agenda. At the very least, this
project is calculated to inspire more
movie talk among patrons than any
stunt in some time. Whether or not
the present time-table for voting —
November 25 to December 7 — permits enough time to realize full po-
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1st at/
tential to be wrung from the project,
let's
ahead with this one. Exif
any.plungewill
oerience
iron out the kinks,
The other plan involving special
teen-age admission prices is also
highly ccmmendable. Findings of recent studies reveal that teen-agers
are tied to the video tube far less
than their elders. And psychologists
tell us youth is the age of asserting
independence, of seeking diversion
free from strictures of homelife.
These factors emphasize the availability of the vast youth segment of
the population. But the hike in the
price of a ticket is so precipitous
when a youngster comes of boxoffice
age that many cannot afford to meet
che tariff. A special price that will
attract these young people while
the gap to real adultthey bridge
hood strikes us as smart business.
As for ether avenues of audiencebuilding, the most practical course
calls for trial and experimentation
by individual theatremen. They
should install as many attendanceboosting plans as possible, purely on
the basis of self-interest and competition— then offer the successful one
to the industry at large.
As a natural corollary to this
would follow regular seasonal meetings attended by all industry leaders
for the purpose of exchanging ideas
and airing results. In this manner,
the most successful projects — thoroughly pre-tested and with the mechanical and administrative bugs removed— could be quickly introduced
into the national scene.
In this way we can move effectively and vigorously to recapture
The Fan That Got Away. Required
is only a community of effort by
men with a definite community of
interest.
(Continued on Page 8)
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AilIke
ThisOn
is a regular
new Film BULLETIN
feature — a report on television and radio
in their relations with the film industry.

The

Oscars

Second guessing is fun — all rules of
decency and sportsmanship to the
contrary. Therein lie the great commercial value of the Academy
Awards. An estimated 55 million TV
viewers (to say nothing of radio)
suggests 27.5 million heated arguments. Disagreements of this type
sell movie tickets. We should like to
bestir the frothing waters further.
Oscar — Best Motion Picture: "On
the Waterfront" dominated the Oscar's waterfront so completely one
conclusion fairly screams for attention. This film was not adapted from
a novel, play, magazine story or elsewhere. It was a distinct motion picture achievement. The screen is a
unique and singular medium, and
the industry may well benefit accordingly by fashioning more of its product to its own peculiar scope, form
and personality.
Oscar — Actor: It was worth handing Marlon Brando the prize just to
see him excitedly canter up to the
podium, thereby dispelling stories of
his aloofness to such industry matters. This electric young man has
been a bridesmaid too long.
Oscar — Actress : The Kelly named
Grace will set off more arguments
than the White House squirrels,
thanks to her cool queenliness. One
cannot shunt off the feeling that
Miss Kelly's Oscar was earned partially by the refreshingly wellscrubbed personality she brings to a
screen in which such quality is all
too rare. Yet there can be little contention that she is a consistently
superior performer. However, we
would have given the Oscar to Judy
Poge 8
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Garland, whose reading of "A Star
is Born" crackled like a bundle of
naked high tension wires. For sheer,
untrammeled energy and virtuosity,
Judy rated the Oscar.
Oscar — Direction: Elia Kazan is a
genius who can do no wrong — when
he is right. "On the Waterfront"
proved he will never be president.
Oscar — Story and Screenplay :
Few can challenge the brilliance of
Budd Schulberg's incisive writing of
the longshoreman's epic. He proved
Hollywood is capable of blending the
outspoken social message with pure
entertainment and showmanship and
stirring the batter to top boxoffice.
Oscar — Male Supporting Actor:
Edmond O'Brien, who doesn't really
look the type, is guilty of no less
than grand larceny in purloining the
Oscar from poor Rod Steiger,
brother of "On the Waterfront."
And before we forget, a great big
Public Relations Oscar to Bob Hope
for making this year's Academy
Awards show the finest job of selling
movies to America that has yet come
over the airwaves.

Big Night for Movies
It is a big night for Hollywood, and
for the film industry, when the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences comes up with a program that
matches, in quality and public interest, what is expected of a television
presentation put on by experienced
show people. They came up with just
such a show this time.
It was a fine show, moving quickly
and smoothly, with Bob Hope doing a
splendid job in his m.c. role. Hope kept
things rolling with consummate skill.
He filled in the pauses, never allowed
the proceedings to lag, and set a welcome tone in the program with his
easy-going, relaxed humor, counterpointing the tension that was in the
air. Most important, it was a truly exciting event. All the glamor and intrigue of movie-making in America is
focused in this event, and a show that
can boast the appearances of Hope,
Kelly, Crosby, Brando, Dandridge, et
al, is indeed, a glamorous show. For
anyone remotely interested in the
movie world, it must have been an exciting evening. Apparently, the general public loved it.
There were many fine touches — Eva
Marie Saints' truly charming acceptance of her award, the wonderful dialogue that Hope brought into play with
Crosby, Bogart, and Brando, and the
fine "coincidence" of having Brando
present Kazan with an award.
The plain fact is that Hollywood
couldn't have done a much better selling-job than they did. They advertised
the award presentations as one of the
biggest events of the year; they
matched that with a TV show that was
just about the best of the year.
If any additional evidence was
needed that TV is a wonderful advertising and public relations medium, of
which the movie industry should make
much greater use, it was furnished on
the night the "Oscars" were awarded.

"A SDLD1ER
DE FORTUNE"
10th c»nt«nr-Foi
ClnemoScope.Deloie
Goble. SuionBuddyHay-orAdd
Michael Rennle,Director
Gcn«Color,Edward
lorry.ClorfcDfnytryh.
Producer

...',N> ^
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Bouquet oi Orchids
Brighten Movie Season
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Let's
times examin the evidence.
EXHIBIT A Mass Exodus from the Home.
of
With Easter signaling the outpouring
Mr. and Mrs. America from their homes,
the family becomes fair game for movie
business. The good people, palled with the
eleand themovie
seigeinbythetelevision
long winter
open where
out
e
r
a
,
s
t
n
e
m
lures can reach them.
EXHIBIT B Product Instead of Processes.
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a
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EXHIBIT C Renewed Interest in Movies.
People are talking about movies once
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ison talking
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aboutliving
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It is to stimulate and encourage the
most active and aggressive type of show-its
manship that Film BULLETIN offers
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at this time
is possible
picturewithas which
has toofwork
the showman
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— his forthcoming product and the adverplans for
exploitation
and
tising,
publicity
it by both film and theatre experts.

Gable, Hayward, action, intrigue and romance are the
potent boxofnce combination in this CinemaScopic. It
stacks up as a real showmen's show. Based on the novel
natural forhastheputstars'the
K. Gann. theand story
Ernest
by"ghost
brand
of projection,
directoris a Dmytryk
emphasis
Gable, an hasadven-set
to making aelements.
buck dishonestly,
Reds, turer not onaversethe showmanly
up a little empire of his own in Hong Kong. When Miss
Haywardhis help—
arrivesinlooking
(orfor her
errantAs husband,
Gable
offers
return
favors.
they
spar,
their
^
vJi";relationship de<
Bin. HeChinese
takes
:
husband
from
that he will not have to compete with a
' for Hayward's love. In a danger-filled effort, he
hundredst hisof prey,
Chinesebarely
fishingmanages
boats tothatreturn,
block aided
pursuingby
Red gunboats. The realization that she can never have
him
happiness with her husband brings Haywardthe toStates.
in
theyhad willmanybe together
that
the promise
with
Producer
Buddy
Adler
scenestheshotpublicon
location and an alert publicity staffof hasthe kept
well informed of Gable's activities in China.
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and That
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ASTdoubt.
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picture that
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ly for
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around
Massey)beingfavor-unhis father's
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and ultimately Dean finds love with Julie and acceptance
from his father.
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"A man i;ai,i.i:ii
-.V .p. D.l... C.i« tlttor

tiii: \ii.m UtllvrforArtlittTOi: in vn.ii
BoWrt MltCrlVin,
Jome.
GUraion.
Producer Shelley
Paul Wlsfen,
Greqory. LllllosDirectorSilk,Charlet
Here we have one of thelaucjhTon
most promising of all Spring
releases.
Solid,as tangible
assets
point Weto "The
Nightfameof
the
Hunter"
destined
for
success.
have
the
of the long-time best-seller by Davis Grubb, a solid cast
in plum roles, the great producer-director team of Paul
Gregoryusual hiand
ts to theCharles
stage,Laughton
and a storywho ofbrought
violence,manypassionunand suspense that shaped up as ereat movie material in
book form. Robert Mitchum, as an itinerant soul-saver
bentteronthe means,
buildinghasa tabernacle
in the wilderness,
matthe most dramatic
role of his nocareer,
and weance.hearShelleythatWinters,
Laughtontoo. hasreportedly
elicited outdoes
a line performherself
a* the widow he marries and torments in his desperate
search for money, then slits her throat and weeps in
pious hypocrisy.

A w.irm, wonderful and tmolionally stirring movie i«
"Apowerful
Man Called
Peter" (See
reviewgivenin thisone issue.)
CinrmaScopic
haa been
of the This
biggest
pre-release
campaigns
in
the
annala
of
movie
ahow.
manahip,
Hated
on the two-year
beat aellerandby teara
Catherine
Marshall,
it
||
human,
full
of
laughter
anil
heart, at Mm Marshall hat written it. Eleanore Griffin
ho* adapted it, Henry Kotter hat directed it, and RichTodd andatoryJeanof aPeters
"A Man butCalledlove Peter"
i« theard true
paitorplaywithit nothing
in hit
heart,
for
God
and
for
hia
fellow-men
Me
it
at
friendly
with God a* with mortals, and hia familiarity with both
earna
it "rebelwherever
in the pulpit"
pineaa himhe brings
he goes reputation.
aeea him riteThefromhap-a
Georgia college campm to Chaplain of the U S. Senate
Hi* terming irreverence, actually directed at stuffiness
and pompottty, brings humoroua incidenta that thould
delight audiences. A beautiful love atory enhances the
whole The mammoth advance advertising campaign, including ful page newtpaper ada thould achieve a degre of penetration teldom matched by a him

The universally known parable of the Prodigal Son
with aittnce itthethemebasisofoftemptation,
thi* M-G-Mtransgression
tncctacle in andwide,repentwonderful CinemaScopc. Backed by a tremondous promoal puth. it givesThe promise
of ranking withEdmund
the year's
biggeattiongrosser*.
cant it top-drawer:
Purdom
at
the
prodigal.
Lana
Turner
as
Samarra.
High
Priettett of Attartc, foddets of the flesh; Louis Calhern as thecludingHigh
Priest, and Franci*
tterling tupporting
Walter Hampden.
L. Sullivan.castCecilinKellnway and Audrey Dalton in key roles. Maurice
telk
howhit slave
Purdom(Jamc*.
arousesMitchell)
the wrath
ofZimm's
Calhernscreenplay
when
he
buys
frees him Fascinated bv the temptress Turner, Purdomand
renounces his betrothed. Audrey Dalton. and pursue*
the high priestess, breaking the law* of his people to
j,ain
means to please her He finally signs away his life,
but
manages
escape and leads the slaves in an attack
ondeaththe idol toworshipper*,
stoned to
The repentant prodigalwatches
returns Turner
to hit home.

WONDERFUL

The Greatto Blue
Bets the big VistaVision
treatment—
strikingYonder
effect It is eye-filling, dramatic,
ells
spectacleMillerRe Story".
uniting the stars and director of "The
Glenn
James Stewart
and June Allyson
and Anthony M Str;
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aliveswar andstory,behind-the-s
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seasonedof vet-the
crans who make up the I division of the Air Force,
the atom bomb-carrying command. A wealth of popular
elements
have been injected into the screenplay: Stewa
r
t
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s
a
St
height a ofcommercial
his career
recalled to theLouisUSACards1 forstarSACat thetraining;
DC-3 staging a startling attack on the air base to test
alertness against surprise sabotage;
Stewart leaving
wife
Allyson
on
the
ground
for
a
"take
off andMightland"to
few minutes and winding up on a non-stop
Alaska and back; a thrilling crash and rescue in the
northernmain in SAC
wasteland;
indecisionballwhether
or returnthe toflyer's
his beloved
playing.latond"re-
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"DADDY LONG LLCS'
20; h Cenl ury-Foi
CinemaScope-OeLuxe Color. Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron,
Terry Moore, Thelma Ritter Producer Samuel G. Enrel.
Director Jean Negulesco.
Two of the most popular names in dancing entertainment, Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron, and a sure-fire
Cinderella story (originally made in 1931) chock-full cf
amusing episodes, gives "Daddy Long Legs" a high
rating on the Spring schedule. Added assets, boxofhcewise, are the names of Terry Moore and Thelma Ritter,
a lavish CinemaScope production by Samuel G. Engel
and the direction of Jean Negulesco, who can whip up
a delectable froth. Musical production numbers run the
gamut of dance techniques from ballet to sluefoot, form
an integral part of tthe story. Astaire, loaded scion of
a famous fc.mily, is charmed by the French orphen
Caron,, adopting the 18-year-old anonymously and bringing her to the States. In college, she adores her unknown
guardian, but never gets to meet him as such, Astaire
trying to win her affection on his own merits. After a
round of masquerades and misunderstandings, the pair
declare their love, dancing off to happiness.
TURN TO
MORE

ORCHIDS
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.GLASS SLIPPER"
Merro-Goldwyn- Mayer

Color. Leslie Caron, Michael Wilding, Keenan Wynn,
Estelle Win wood, Elsa Lanchesfer, Ballet de Paris. Producer Edwin H. Knopf. Director Charles Walters.
What a happy prospect this is for the Spring season!
Gay, light "Lili"-like entertainment in beautiful color,
"The Glass Slipper" gives the Cinderella story a humorous realism with delightful twists. And it's superb sequences bythe Ballet de Paris provide an added opulent
optical feast. This should be both a class and a mass audience picture. The star-producer-director-writer team
that made "Lili" have joined their efforts again for this
one. As scripter Helen Deutch conceived it, all of the
characters are represented and brought to life in playit-straight style that makes the onlooker believe it really
could have happened. Elfin Leslie Caron again displays
her fresh charm. Michael Wilding as the Prince Charming will give his fans a surprise with his terpsichorean
efforts, and the Ballet de Paris is an integral part of the
film to ensure the finest in dance performance. Edwin
H. Knopf has endowed the film with a lavish production.

"SUMMERTIME"
United
*Mrf
Print by Technicolor^ Katharine Hepburn, Rossano Brazzi,
Isa Miranda, Darren McGavin. Producer llya Lopert.
Director David Leafi.
The Arthur Laurents stage success, "The Time of the
Cuckoo," has been given deluxe screen treatment by
llya Lopert in this bitter-sweet romance. Katharine
Hepburn seems an ideal choice as the not-so-young
American secretary who comes to Venice as a tourist
without a past and goes home a woman with heart-lilting, heart-breaking memories. Filmed in Venice in Eastman Color under the feather-touch direction of David
Lean, "Summertime" is a study in contrasts between
American ethics and Continental thinking. It traces the
touching humor with which Miss Hepburn is introduced
to the broad interpretation of love by the Europeans,
personified by handsome Rossani Brazzi. As she gives
her heart to the brash Venetian, she finds terrible disap ointment inthe realization that he is married and a
father and completely realistic about his fling with her.
She comes to realize that this is a way of life, that the
romance she has gained could only be a fleeting treasure,
and returns richer in womanhood.
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"THE

END

OF,
THE-vAEEAIR"
Columbia

Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson. John Mills, Peter Cushing.
Produced by David Lewis. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.
There is much about "The End of the Affair" that
promises quality and boxoffice: the talents and popularity of stars Deborah Kerr and Van Johnson ; a poignant, turbulent love story from the best-selling novel by
Graham Greene; ace director Edward Dmytryk, and —
don't underate this — a sock title. A study in jealousy
and its ravages, wartime London provides the background. Thrown together by the blitz, writer Johnson
and Miss Kerr, married to ministry official Peter Cushing, fall unwillingly but desperately in love. Despite the
woman's deep love for him, Johnson is tortured by
doubts, even to the point of suspecting her grief at his
apparent death in a bombing is regret that he has survived and confronts her. He begins to hate her, employs aprivate detective to report her every move. As
her love for him draws her to the point of renouncing
her husband, the latter's need for her when he learns of
her illicit affair and Johnson's frantic hounding sets firm
her resolve to be rid of her lover. Too late Johnson realizes he lost a great love because of his lack of faith.

Allied Artists
Technicolor. Sterling Hoyden, Yvonne De Carlo, Zachary
Scott, Guy Prescott. Producer John C. Champion. Director
Lesley Selander.
An outdoor chase melodrama in which the weapon in
the title plays a key role, Allied Artists' "Shotgun'"
stands high in the action class on the basis of story and
cast. Good action values in stars Sterling Hayden,
Yvonne De Carlo and Zachery Scott, gruesome Apache
torture traps and a climactic shotgun duel staged by the
Indians with their captives as principals, portend plenty
in the thrill department. Hayden, a U.S. deputy armed
only with a shotgun, grimly stalks killer Guy Prescott,
similarly armed. In Indian country, Hayden is joined by
beautiful, fiery half-breed De Carlo when he releases her
from an Apache snake trap, and by Scott an unsavory
gunman. The latter meets his death when Indian arrows
pin him to a tree, and the girl is captured. Hayden
boldly enters the Apache camp, finds Prescott also a
captive of the Indians. Ordered to a duel as their price
for freedom, with their shotguns as weapons, stalker and
hunted face each other. Panic-stricken, Prescott bolts
and is slain as a coward by an Apache spear in his back.
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The Prodigal"
'SutlKCM IZctiUf GOO
CinemaScope spectacular will gross heavily in the general
market. Highly exploitable biblical setting with emphasis on
sex, violence. Turner and Purdom top name values.
Metro has turned out one of the most spectacular, most
violent, and sexiest of all biblical pictures. Based on the
story of the prodigal son, what this lacks in spiritual qualities, it makes up in sensuality and action — enough action
to keep any moviegoer on the edge of his seat. Photographed in CinemaScope and Eastman Color, there is
plenty for the eye to take in, as all the pagan rites of Bacchus and Astarte are celebrated. The film moves rapidly,
from one action shot to another, sparing its audience nothing in violence and chilling brutality. With all its exploitables — CinemaScope, spectacle, sex, lush backgrounds and
action — this big one will do well in the general market.
The religious-minded family trade may not be receptive to
the film's treatment of a biblical subject. It's not for the
kiddies. Edmund Purdom plays the prodigal who leaves
his father's house in pursuit of the beautiful Lana Turner,
pagan high priestess. His frank rejection of the pagan
dieties incurs the wrath of high priest Louis Calhern. Story
line is filled out with incidents describing the temple ceremonies and the inprisonment of Purdom. Leading an uprising against the idol-worshippers, he succeeds in destroying the temple, killing Calhern, and sending Turner to
self-destruction. The story concludes with his return home
to the girl he left behind.
MGM. II5 Minutes. Land Turner, Edward Purdom, Louis Calhern. Directed by
Richard Thorpe. Produced by Charles Schnee.

"Cult of the Cobra"
3ct4iKC4A &<tfi*$ O O

"A

Man

Gutiiete

Called

IZdUKf

Q

Peter'
Q

O

O

Powerful mass audience appeal. Fame of novel and vast prerelease exploitation campaign will help this stirring human
drama to big grosses.
Powered by a highly effective pre-release campaign, this
20th-Fox CinemaScopic should roll up big grosses generally. Book from which it was adapted was for two years
at top of best-seller list. In CinemaScope and DeLuxe
color, which are used effectively, it gives a broad, sweeping, yet intimate, story of the life of Peter Marshall, whc
became U. S. Senate chaplain in his later years. Richard
Todd ably conveys the man's humanity and his commonsense approach to religion and life. It is the kind of personality that audiences will love. The family trade will be
particularly receptive to this story of man and wife, liberally sprinkled with religious feeling and just plain sentiment. Despite its length and lack of action, the pace never
lags. Henry Koster's direction, as well as the playing ol
the large cast, are top-drawer. Plot traces Marshall from
his youth in Scotland, when he reaches sudden conviction
that his career is to be the ministry. In America, he meets
Jean Peters, marries her, and is called to Washington's
New York Avenue Church. Story proceeds through his
wife's illness and recovery, and, finally, Marshall's own
death, always emphasizing his highly personal approach
to religion and the difficulties his views sometimes cause
him. The religious aspects are beautifully woven into the
main human story.
20th Cenutry-F-oi. II? Minutes. Richard Todd. Jean Peters, Marjorie Rambeau
Les Tremayne. Produced by Samuel G. Engel. Directed by Henry Koster.

"The

Purple

Plain"

i
g«4*U44 Rati*? O O O
Absorbing drama with fine production values. Acting and
directing first-rate. Good entertainment for general market. 4
This J. Arthur Rank Presentation about a flier in the |
Burma of 1945 has been given a fine production and comes
off as a rather absorbing drama. Eric Ambler has supplied j
an above-average script, and the Technicolor photography \
is often brilliant. Gregory Peck plays the disturbed RAF
pilot with his usual skill, and newcomer Win Min Than i
is very appealing as the Burma girl with whom he becomes |
involved. Film is tense from start to finish. Height of ex- I
citement comes when Peck, with co-pilot Lyndon Brook
and passenger Maurice Denham, is forced to crash-land I
his aircraft in the middle of enemy territory. A full half- i
hour is devoted to his attempt to walk back through the \
desert to get help, with the injured co-pilot and the hyster- |
ical passenger. It is gripping narrative, expertly played
and directed. The first ha'l cf the film is almost equally I
exciting, with Peck playing a disturbed pilot who hcj lost
his wife in an air raid. Film ojens with the brooding Peck, j
tired of life, risking needless danger in his flights. He is I
taken to a nearby missionary where he meets Win Min
Than. She restores his interest in life, giv:s him something
to look forward to. The rest cf the film is concerned with

Fairly engrossing horror yarn should attract action and mystery devotees. Good subject for ballyhoo houses.
The first horror melodrama in some time, this Universal
offering should give lovers of the eerie a mild thrill. Based
on the Oriental notion that certain humans can be metamorphosed into snakes, it never quite reaches a pinacle of
suspense or great excitement, but manages to be moderately interesting and fast-moving. Chief market figures to
be action fans, who will like the Dracula-type fantasy.
Faith Domergue conveys a sense of the ominous as the
snake woman. Marshall Thompson and Richard Long are
adequate in the featured male roles. Direction and photography are average. Six G.I.'s in Asia enter a temple where
the cobra cultists are holding their rites. When one of
them attempts to take a picture, a curse is placed upon
them and one by one they die mysteriously. In America,
Long begins to suspect that Domergue, who now lives
next door to Thompson and himself, is responsible. Complication isthat Thompson is in love with her. After four
of the original group have been exterminated. Long gets
proof that Domergue is indeed a lady-cobra killer. As she
is on the point of murdering Long's fiancee, Thompson
breaks in and kills the snake which, in death, again assumes its womanly form.

the plane crash and Peck's ultimately successful return to
camp with Brook, Denham having killed himself.

,UJ!V.Tkrected"by Francis
c" Min,utes„Fai»h Domergue,
Lyon. Produced
by HowardRichard
Pine. Long, Marshall Thompson. Di-

UA release.
Gregor> Peck. Win Min "ih:n. Directed By Robert Parrish
Produced100byminutes.
John Bryan.
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"Marty"
Su4iKC4& ^OttHf O O O
uperb, production of human interest story. Fine for class,
rt houses. Strong exploitation, word of mouth will overcome
bsence of marquee names, lack of production values.

dv"
SutUete
KatlH?
GOO
ted Melo
Interrup
Rates higher for class houses. Heart warming, songful story
of opera star Marjorie Lawrence. Strong appeal for all but
action fans. CinemaScope and color plus factors.

' Paddy Chayefsky's now-famed TV play has been transerred to the movie medium with admirable success emergng as a realistic moving portrait of contemporarv life in
he big city. Produced on a very modest budget, it makes

Lovers of drama and music will applaud this fine CinemaScope-Eastman color offering. It is a colorful, heartwarming film biography of the life of operatic star Marjorie Lawrence. Eleanor Parker enacts with deep feeling
and charm the role of the singer stricken with polio, who
fights courageously to a comeback. Glenn Ford is appealing as her husband. Director Curtis Bernhardt always
keeps the dramatic story line front and center, while weaving a large number of operatic sequences into the plot with
skill and authenticity. The songs, arias and popular tunes,
will delight all lovers of music. Jack Cummings production is first-class. Eileen Farrell's voice is heard when Miss
Parker sings "Interrupted Melody" it's a glowing, moving
film that will stir all audiences. Story begins with Miss
Parker in Australia and traces the rise of her career in
Europe and the extraordinary success that she wins. When
she becomes the wife of a struggling doctor (Ford), the
conflict of their separate careers exerts pressure on their
marriage. When she is stricken suddenly with polio, the
agonizing illness brings husband and wife close together.
At one point during her slow recovery, she attempts sui-

i'lp in "heart" what it lacks in production values. Delbert
vtann's direction is brilliant. Chayefsky's screenplay is of
.ward-winning quality, Joseph LaShelle's photography is
lotable. Borgnine. in the title role, plays with delicacy and
varmth a splendid performance. The full boxoffice potenial will be realized only if theatremen exploit it properly.
There are no marquee names and very little action, but
he story is full of appealing, poignant human interest,
showmen will be wise to treat it as a unique offering.
.Vord-of-mouth will carry it to surprising grosses.
Plot revolves about Borgnine, a 34-year-old, unmarried
Bronx butcher, and his attempt to find happiness in an es;entially unsympathetic environment. He meets equally
irab, lonesome Betsy Blair at a dance and the two are imnediately drawn togethre. Climax of film turns on whether
pe will call her the next day. Realizing that this is his
I :hance to escape from the life he's been living, and despite
!:he unreasoning disapproval of his mother and friends, he
nakes the fateful decision to seek his future with the girl.
JA Hecht-Lancaster) . 93 Minutes. Ernest Borgnine. Betsy Blair Produced by
IHarold Hecht. Directed by Delbert Mann.

"This Island
3uti*U44

cide. Spurred on by Ford's devotion. Parker makes comeback, singing at the Metropolitan in a wheelchair. In a
beautiful concluding scene, she sings Isolde to the ringing applause of the opera audience.
MGM. 104 Minutes. Glenn Ford, Eleanor Parker, Roger Moore Directed by Curtis
Bernhardt. Produced by Jack Cummings.

Earth"
GOO

Highly imaginative science-fiction entry which should bring
good grosses generally, best in the action market. Strong
on exploitables.
Universal has an entertaining, engrossing science-fiction
: melodrama. Strikingly filmed in Technicolor, "This Island
! Earth" provides colorful and exciting views of a flying
i saucer trip through outer space and the scenery of the
planet Metaluna, while telling an imaginative tale of adventure in the unknown. William Allard's production is
top-drawer and Joseph Newman's direction conjures up a
wealth of fascinating, eerie atmosphere, while maintaining
a good pace. Technical effects are first-rate. It rates s~ c
lively boxoffice prospect generally. Metaluna's leaders
enlist Earth's most talented scientists in their quest for
atomic energy. They are to work on Metaluna, since the
planet is involved in a war with its own enemies. Faith
Domergue and Rex Reason are kidnapped and brought to
agent Jeff Morrow, who takes them to Metaluna, where
they become embroiled in combat with a Metaluna mon-

"The Wayward Wife"
3cui*te44 IQatiKQ Q Q
Italian, English-dubbed import good for art spots, OK duallcr in urban areas. Gina Lollobrigida is chief exploitable.
Chief attraction in this Italian import is, or course, the
glamorous Lollobrigida, who demonstrates that, given a
serious script, she is quite a competent actress. Adapted
from the novel by Alberto Moravia, the story pursues the
Mme. Bovary theme of the bored wife, not understood by
her husband, who takes up with a lover. With Miss Lollobrigida leading the way, the playing is uniformly good,
direction skillful, photography excellent. Although the
dubbed English language sounds forced occasionally, it is
a fairly impressive production and should not only do well
in the art houses, but serve well as a dualler in general

ster called the "Mutant." As the city crumbles under enemy attack, they leave in the saucer to return to earth.
Morrow, switching his alliances, returns with them, but
refuses to land on earth when they do. He ends up flying
the saucer into the ocean.

big city situations. Story opens with Gin's murderous attack on friend Alda Mangini, and unfolds through a series
of flashbacks that are very well handled. The unhappiness
of her past life is convincingly revealed: her poverty set
against her ambitions, her unfortunate marriage, her love
affair, and the stranglehold of her lover, who attempts
blackmail. At the end, husband Gabriele Ferzetti realizes
he has been at fault, forgives Gina.

Universal. 87 minutes. Jeff Morrow. Faith Domergue, Rex Reason. Produced by
William Alland. Directed by Joseph Newman.

I.F.E. release. 91 Minutes. Gina Lollobrigida. Gabriele Ferietti, Franco Interlenghi. Alda Mangini. Produced by Attilio Riccio. Directed by Mario Soldati.
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"THE
Universal- SHRIKE"
1 titer national
Jose Ferrer, June Allyson, Kendall Clark, Isabel Bonner.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg, Director Jose Ferrer.
On the basis of the stage success, the fascinating, offbeat theme, and stars Jose Ferrer and June Allyson,
there seems to be little doubt that "The Shrike" looms
as a well-aimed boxoffice hit. A shrike as you may know,
is a little soft, downy bird with a long beak on which
she impales her victims. This is the situation, a psychiatrist explains, that has brought Broadway stage director Ferrer to attempted suicide. The script traces step by
step the marital difficulties that are destroying him, the
gradual disintegration from promising success to a series of dismal flops, due to his wife's interference, her
reading aloud critical pans for his scrapbook — all this
under the protective guise of "helping" him. Just as he
reaches the breaking point, the real meaning of her
destructive protection dawns on her through the psychiatrist's aid, and the blocks to their love begin to be
removed. This is a film that is sure to be talked about.

"PRIZE

OF GOLD"
Columbia

Technicolor. Richard Widmark, Mai Zetterling, Nigel Patrick. Producers Irving Allen & Albert R. Broccoli. Director
Mark Robson.
This one has all the earmarks of gilt-edged suspense
entertainment. Made in England with Richard Widmark
in a tailored role and guided by the canny know-how of
director Mark Robson, it figures to put in a strong bid
for prominence among Spring's good ones. Widmark
plays an American sergeant in the British sector of Berlin delegated to escort a cache of Nazi gold to London.
He discovers a derelict brood of displaced children seeking funds for a home in Brazil and determines to get the
money for them. He evolves a plan to hijack the gold,
enlisting a dissolute British flyer to help him. The plan
goes awry when Widmark's cohort doublecrosses him
and escapes with the loot. In frantic chase, he catches
the flyer, surrenders to the military, knowing that the
kids are on their way to refuge.
Page 24
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"THE

ETERNAL
f «/ ^.

SEA"

Republic
Sterling Hoyden, Alexis Smith,
Dean Jagger, Ben Cooper,
Virginia Grey. Producer-director John H. Auer
The personal story of one of the great living heroes of
the U. S. Navy, Admiral John Hoskins, has the inherent
ingredients for popular appeal that point to its choice
as a headliner. His driving devotion to the Navy, the
ferocious tenacity with which he struggles against being retired, even after the loss of a leg in action, his
battle to overcome top-brass opposition to carrier-borne
jets, his brilliant naval rescue feats during the Korean
conflict, and his final renunciation of Navy honors to
devote himself to proving to the war disabled that no
physical handicap can overcome the spirit — all these
make for powerful screen fare. Sterling Hayden is given
one of the most challenging roles of his career in this
John Auer production. He has fine supporting talent in
Alexis Smith, Dean Jagger and Ben Cooper.
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Exploitation

TIGHT SPOT (Columbia)
Hot copy, teaser art in provocative ads will be powerful stimulant. Accent is on sex and suspense, spiced
with bold humor. Sleeper angle spotlighted. Values in
names — Ginger Rogers as brassy blonde killer-bait used
by cop Edward G. Robinson. Ad-line: "She's just a living
doll . . . but for how long?"

Winners

SHE: "I don't know what you're after,
but I will say I like the way
Entries in this Spring's Showmanship Classic
are among the most promising in a decade of
vernal seasons. Carrying the colors of all of the
studios, they bring a variety of exploitation
angles to challenge and stimulate the showman

you much
go after
it ! "
HE: "I'm
more interested
in what
goes before than after!

to bold ballyhoo effort. Some are "big" pictures,
others are modestly budgeted, many are being
bolstered by pre-selling to give them a running
start. All, however, have the potential to hit the
wire a winner, and the odds will pay off handsomely for the showmen who back these Exploitation Winners.
0
INTERRUPTED

i

O
MELODY

(M-G-M)

Musical and heart values in best-seller biog of famed
opera star Marjorie Lawrence who overcame crippling
polio to rescale heights. Ads (below) feature kudos,
touching romance, plug it as "the greatest musical drama
since "The Great Caruso"! CinemaScope and color.

Interrupted

THAT LADY (20th-Fox)
Olivia de Havilland's class power, another "different"
role (she plays a princess with an eye-patch in medieval
Spain', color and spectacle (in C'Scope) of the period,
marks this one for the showman. Added values in romance with dashing matador Gilbert Roland.

Melody
is a wonderful
motion
picture!^

"You'lAlPreview
LoReport
ve If
by
ANYA
SETON
author of the btsl-xlUng noixl KATHERIXE
This is an extraordinary picture. Its story, direction,
production and acting, all seem to me virtually flawless.
its <v ' '
^f "*urage. >-iw''.'
hr Though
a -r-

(Continued on Page 36)
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SEVEN LITTLE FOYS (Paramount)

u.-

The star's first serious effort as song-and-dance man
gives this Bob Hope comedy special slant. Pathos mixed
with laughs and music in Eddie Foy biogfilm. This one
has gotten a big pre-selling campaign by Paramount.
24-sheet below.

exploitation

Bob

Hope

%

Winners
(Continued from Page 33)
MAMBO

7 V

cow w TECHNIC810R

(Paramount)

Matr.bo and Mangano! M-m-m, best pair of M's in merchandising. Nationwide dance craze and the "Bitter
Rice" beaut. Sock ads, like one below, are jaw-droppers.
Added exploit angles in other stars, Shelley Winters,
Katherine Dunham dance troupe. The picture with a different beat.

v*» A

KISS ME DEADLY (United Artists)
Mickey Spillane brand of action and sex a natural for
hard-hitting ballyhoo. Smart title, terse copy, eyecatching art. Ad beow is typical of UA campaign. Novel
use of lips with title excellent for teaser adaptation.
Keep the Spillane name and all it implies in forefront.

RED
KISSES!
BLOOD-

VHITEI0T

THE

SEVEN

LITTLE

FOYS

DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE (Republic)
British Technicolor comedy with universal appeal. Woes
and wacky doings of medical students, perplexed by
babes and babies. Ad below notes dedication: "To the
female of the species without whose sensational anatomy this book could not have been written." Slew of
doctor promotions are clever, surefire. Pressbook chockfull of expoitables.

THREE FOR THE SHOW (Columbia)
CinemaScope Technicolor musical with Betty Grable
cavorting in style that made her filmusical queen. Added
values in Marge and Gower Champion, rising star Jack
Lemmon. Big campaign around Grable streamlined stems,
stressing harem production number good for blowup
display inside and out.

HRILLS!

LATEST
H-BOMB!

M
RALPH MEEKER
teSiwtti km mum
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BETTY MARGE
> GOWER
GRABLE
CHAMPION

V
JUMP INTO HELL (Warners)

Exploitation

First film of the gallant, ill-fated stand at Oien Bien Phu
offers timeliness, screaming action, meaty drama as
angles. Ads (rough sketch below) spotlight dramatic
action, provocative title, garnish starkness with romcnce.
Winners

THE PURPLE PLAIN (United Artists)
Gregory Peck name number one selling point in Technicolor thrill drama. Rousing adventure gives star his
best role since "Kilmanjaro." Unique tender romance
with beautiful Burmese, Win Min Than, capitalized by
UA in P. A. Punch-packed ads.

STRANGE

LADY IN TOWN

(Warners)

Greer Garson in a western! C'Scope and Warnercolor,
co-star Dana Andrews, strong title (wide-open for
stunts) added selling points. Off-beat story of lady doctor opening practice in frontier town makes special pitch
to femme trade a nalural. Lithos exceptionally good.
(24-sheet below).
Strange

BLACKBOARD

JUNGLE

(M-G-M)

Don't be afraid to go all-out on this juvenile deliquency
shocker — you can't oversell it. Metro ads among best
of year. Switch-blade figure (left below) is a real
crowd-stopper; use it in every form — on front, posters,
newspapers. Capitalize on word-of-mouth; there'll be
plenty.

Greer Garson Dana
MERVYN LeROV CAMERON Ml limit

Lady

JI4
JT^
Andrews

Town"
SON OF SINBAD (RKO)

Technicolor Arabian Nights frolic with flamboyant adventure and beauties. Latter is big angle, with famed
stripper Lili St. Cyr heading contingent. RKO plans huge
point-of-sale campaign, including stars transported to
openings by "Flying Carpet" plane for p.a.'s.

(Continued on Page 40)
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VIOLENT SATURDAY

(20th-Fox)

Off to a ballyhoo start with news stories about ban of
proposed premier in heart of Amish country, CinemaScope suspense thriller has stars (Victor Mature, Sylvia
Sidney, Stephen McNally) famed novel, current popularity of Amish, and "sleeper" prospects. Good exploitation angles in title.

fti'vIZPLOIIATION
A 'li
Winners
/,

"**

S

(Continued from Page 37)
A LIFE IN THE BALANCE (20th-Fox)
Dramatic battle of wits between maniacal murderer and
small boy gives this solid showmanship footing. Terror
and suspense as lad follows killer, leaving clever
trail, only to be caught by the brute, offers angles as
real edge-of-seater. Ads capture unique conflict.

AN ANNAPOLIS

STORY (Allied Artists)

Technicolor adventure-romance has strong title selling
aspects Brothers' competition for girl's heart, plus
training of midshipmen for combat offers pitch to youth.
'Teen-age heart-throb John Derek should be given the
big treatment.
W ~A
, .'/V
V

r0

CULT OF THE COBRA

(Universal)

Fascination of horror-beauty is caught superbly in ads
(see below) in chiller of snake-woman's relentless pursuit of five G.l.'s cursed by cobra cult. Wide open for
scare stunts — ushers with smelling salts, warning for
weak hearts, etc.
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THIS ISLAND EARTH

(Universal)

Bizarre science-fiction tale in Technicolor with spacetravel, imaginatively pictured interplanetary war,
thought-transference, horrible monster mutants from
outer-world and other exciting showmanship gimmicks.

spring,

PRODUCT

20TH

PROSPECTUS

CENTURY-FOX

A prolific program, strong in quality, variety and
showmanship makes the Spring lineup offered by 20th
Century-Fox outstanding. Of the nine offerings for
April, May and June, all but two are in CinemaScope.
The three Orchid pictures, one in each month, characterize the versatility and balance in the entire schedule.
The Easter attraction, "A Man Called Peter," is warm,
human drama that is already being talked about as one
of the top films of the year. May's Orchid, "Soldier of
Fortune" (Clark Gable, Susan Hayward and Michael
Rennie) is deluxe action drama. June's bloom is lighthearted musical comedy, "Daddy Long-Legs" (Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron, Terry Moore). These three big
ones are detailed in the Spring Orchids section.
In addition to "Peter," April has "Violent Saturday"
(Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally), an
off-beat CinemaScope Exploitation Winner sure to catch
attention. It details an ingeniously planned bank robbery in the Amish section of Pennsylvania. The Amish
ban on violence presents strange conflicts, not only with
the desperadoes, but within the people themselves. Produced by Buddy Adler and directed by Richard
Fleisher, this might very well be a "sleeper."
April also brings "The Adventures of Sadie," a British
comedy in color, produced by George Minter, directed
by Noel Langley. "Sadie" is played by sultry Joan Collins, who is stranded on a desert island with a cynical
journalist, a ship's stoker and an economics professor.
In addition to "Soldier of Fortune," May will see
' The Magnificent Matador" (Maureen O'Hara, Anthony
Quinn). The added factor of CinemaScope makes this
one look like a natural for visual excitement. Directed
by Budd Boetticher, who did such an excellent job with
"The Bullfighter and the Lady."
Also for May is another Exploitation Winner, Leonard Goldstein's "A Life in the Balance" (Ricardo Montalban, Anne Bancroft), murder thriller filmed in Mexico.
Directed by Harry Horner, it tells of a little boy's chase
after a fugitive to clear his father of a murder charge.
May's finale is the documentary "The Living Swamp,"
first exciting visit to the dread Okefenokee Swamp by
the CinemaScope cameras.
The month of June will bring not only "Daddy Long
Legs," but also "That Lady," a CinemaScopic romantic

drama filmed against the background of medieval Spain.
Selected as an Exploitation Winner, this might prove to
be one the season's real Orchids. Produced by Sy Bartlett and directed by Terence Young from Kate O'Brien's
best seller, "That Lady" gives Olivia de Havilland the
juicy role of Princess Ana de Mendoza, played by Katherine Cornell on the stage. Gilbert Roland co-stars.
0

o
f. r

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Strong entertainment values are prominent in MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's lavish line-up of Spring product. The
accent is on musicals, although the program is not lacking in diversity. While the two stand-outs named as
Spring Orchids, "The Glass Slipper" in April and "The
Prodigal" in May, shape up as the most likely boxoffice
prospects, several others are not far behind.
Eight features are definitely scheduled for Spring release, with a ninth, "The Cobweb," a likely prospect to
be moved up. Six are in CinemaScope and all but one,
"The Blackboard Jungle," are in color.
Launched in a few spots late last month, this juvenile
delinquency shocker is stirring up the kind of talk "On
the Waterfront" did last year, and undoubtedly will justify its choice as an Exploitation Winner. Glenn Ford,
Anne Francis and Louis Calhern have the top roles, but
the real stars are a bunch of errant youngsters, a powerful script and forceful direction by Richard Brooks.
April's program is rounded out with "Bedevilled," a
CinemaScope suspense drama produced by Henry Berman and directed by Mitchell Leisen. Steve Forrest and
Anne Baxter star in this tale of a young man, journeying to Paris to prepare for the priesthood, who becomes
involved with a mystery girl fleeing from thugs.
"The Marauders" (Dan Duryea, Jeff Richards, Keenan
Wynn) joins "The Prodigal" on the May release schedule. A color western action drama with newcomer Jarma
Lewis, the sole distaff cast member, the entire action
takes place within a 24-hour period. It concerns a
rancher's stand against a band of hired killers besieging
his cabin.

June brings forth "Love Me Or Leave Me," CinemaScope musical biography of Ruth Etting, popular singing sensation of the roaring twenties. Doris Day plays
(Continued on Page 42)
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the Etting role, James Cagney has the plum role of
Marty "The Gimp" Snyder, her cocky, tenacious, jealous
manager, and Cameron Mitchell is her adoring accompanist. Joe Pasternak's production has a wealth of nostalgic songs and a wardrobe for Miss Day that will have
the ladies goggle-eyed. Charles Vidor directed.
IT

Also in June is another CinemaScopic, "Moonfleet,"
(Stewart Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders).
This one introduces a sensational boy star, Jon
Whiteley. Based on the J. Meade Faulkner novel, its
background of the rugged English coast of the 18th century, the wind-swept, brooding atmosphere of its romance are reminiscent of " Wuthering Heights."
Expected to be moved into Metro's Spring program,
but not yet definitely set, are two more important CinemaScopics, "The Cobweb" and "Interrupted Melody."
"The Cobweb" (Richard Widmark, Lauren Bacall,
Charles Boyer, Gloria Grahame, Lillian Gish) shapes up
as a dramatic tour de force that could be one of the big
ones of the year. Directed by Vincente Minelli, it spins
a web of conflict around a psychiatric hospital clinic.
"Interrupted Melody" is the stirring story of opera
star Marjcrie Lawrence, who, stricken with polio at the
height of her career, gallantly struggled to overcome her
handicap. (See review this issue).
0

0
WARNER

BROTHERS

While not strong in numbers, Warner's Spring line-up
rates high in quality. Each of the quintet set for release
concentrates on dramatic action, with nary a musical
nor a comedy in sight. There is, however, considerable
variety in theme and background. John Steinbeck's
"East of Eden," one of our Spring Orchids for April is
powerful, provocative drama, raw and poignant. "The
Sea Chase," another Orchid, due for pre-release engagements in May, is a star-powered adventure, with John
Wayne and Lana Turner in the top roles. Both of these
are described in detail in the Orchids section.
Heading the two regular May releases is the Exploitation Winner, "Strange Lady in Town" (Greer Garson,
Dana Andrews, Cameron Mitchell). This romantic adventure was directed by Mervin LeRoy, in CinemaScope and Warnercolor. The gracious Greer is seen as
one cf the country's first female doctors who comes to
Santa Fe in 1879 to set up practice. Her romantic and
professional feud with the town medic, Andrews, her
trials with an impulsive brother, Mitchell, and the manner in which she ingratiates herself with the townsfolk,
gives promise of compelling and unusual entertainment.
Also Warners have another Exploitation Winner,
"Jump Into Hell," David Weisbart's production of the
historic, ill-fated stand at the fortress Dien bienphu in
Indo-China. The cast, headed by Jack Sernas, Kurt
Kasznar, Arnold Moss and Peter Van Eyck, offers little
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for the marquee, but the theme, still fresh in the minds of
America, marks this as promising exploitation material.
Sole June entry is "Tall Man Riding," WarnerColor
Randolph Scott starrer, also produced by Weisbart and
directed by Lesley Selander. Scott is a vengeful Montanan who meets and conquers both old and new foes
on his mission.
0
UNITED

0
ARTISTS

United Artists' Spring menu is composed chiefly of
hearty, solid fare, only two of the nine offerings being in
the lighter vein. Each of the poles is represented in UA's
Spring Orchids, "Summertime" (May) and "The Night
cf the Hunter" (June). The former, starring Katherine
Hepburn and Rosanno Brazzi, is an adaptation of the
celebrated Arthur Laurent's play, the bitter-sweet romance, "The Time of the Cuckoo." "Night of the
Hunter," a Robert Mitchum-Shelley Winters headiiner,
will bid for recognition as one the powerful dramas of
the season. Both are described more fully in the Orchids
section. Color brightens five of the Spring lineup.
April's trio boasts two Exploitation Winners. Heading
the list is the Gregory Peck starrer, "The Purple Plain"
in Technicolor. (See review this issue).
The other Exploitation Winner for April reunites Edward G. Robinson and George Raft in "A Bullet for
Joey," gangspy melodrama produced by Samuel Bischoff
and David Diamond, directed by Lewis Allen. Robinson,
a Canadian Mounted inspector, attempts to uncover a
kidnap plot against an atomic scientist.
"Lilacs in the Spring" (Errol Flynn, Anna
rounds out the April schedule. This Herbert
production in Eastman Color combines music,
and fantasy in dream sequences to tell a story
young entertainer who tries to choose between
and love. Wilcox also directed.

Neagle)
Wilcox
romance
about a
a career

The May line-up totals three, headed by "Summertume adventure in Technicolor, set in India, tells of the
struggle for freedom of a small Indian province led by a
young girl trained for this destiny. The modern-day
Joan of Arc finally succumbs to the overwhelming power
of the British, but not until her glory becomes an Indian
legend.
May will also bring a color western, "Robber's Roost"
(George Montgomery, Richard Boone). Montgomery,
an apparently hunted stranger, joins one of two rustling
gangs in order to seek out his wife's murderer.
June will be highlighted, of course, by "Night of the
Hunter." The other two releases are Mickey Spillane's
"Kiss Me Deadly" and "Top of the World." The Spillane thriller, an Exploitation Winner with Ralph Meeker
as private eye Mike Hammer, turns loose another blast
of rough stuff, lethal ladies and murder.
"Top cf the World" (Dale Robertson, Evelyn Keyes,
Frank Lovejoy) tells a tale of jet pilots flying dangerous
weather detail over Alaska.

SPRING
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PARAMOUNT
Paramount's heaviest guns will be fired in the warmer
ays, its big berthas being primed for June. Of the even
alf-dozen features scheduled for the Spring months,
April will have two, May will dip to one and June gets
he lion's share with three. All but one will be in VistaVision and Technicolor and half the output flies the
Pine-Thomas production banner. Concentration of
power in June is indicated both quantitatively and in
he fact that the Orchid selection and one of the Para-

COLUMBIA
Novel stories in a variety of hard-hitting dramatic presentations characterize Columbia's output of nine features for Spring showings. Except for the CinemaScope
musical, "Three for the Show," the program is replete
with serious fare in a wide range of theme and style.
Most of these have unusual promise, and at least two or
three could turn out to be surprising grossers despite
modest productions and casts.
Keep your eye on "Cell 2455, Death Row" and "5
Against the House" as examples of sleepers, Certainly
destined for better grosses are the pair of Orchid

iount Exploitation Winners fall in that stanza: "Strategic Air Command" (James Stewart, June Allyson) and
"The Seven Little Foys", a "different" Hope film.

choices, "The End of the Affair" (Van Johnson, Deborah
Kerr) in May, and "Prize of Gold" (Richard Widmark),
a June release. Both are in the Spring Orchid section.

The April leadoff release is Robert Rossen's "Mambo", well stocked with showmanship values and headlining the lusty Italian beauty, Silvana ("Bitter Rice")
Mangano. Others in the cast: Michael Rennie, Vittorio
! Gassman and Shelley Winters. We have chosen this as
one of the Exploitation Winners. Filmed by Dino De
Laurentiis in Italy for Paramount, it is about an obscure
but beautiful Venetian shopgirl, fired with dreams of
fame. The road to success as a dancer leads to great triumphs, love and tragedy.

Kicking off the Springtime lineup is April's "Three
for the Show," one of our Exploitation Winners, a "C
Scope musical frolic in Technicolor, starring Betty
Grable, Jack Lemmon, Marge and Gower Champion.
Some sock tunes and several imaginative dance routines
are worked in as part of the backstage background.

The Vista Vision cameras get their first taste of the
wide open old West in the Pine-Thomas Technicolor
entry for April, "Run for Cover" (James Cagney, Viveca Lindfors, John Derek). This action-laden western
drama develops the relationship between a veteran gunman and a young man he befriends. Cagney seeks to
overcome Derek's bitterness when the latter's leg is
crushed, but is finally forced to kill the lad, ironically,
just as he redeems himself. Nicholas Ray directed.
May's sole entry is another Pine-Thomas VistaVision
Technicolor entry "Hell's Island" (John Payne, Mary
Murphy), directed by Phil Karlson. The Maxwell Shane
screenplay details the adventure story of mystery and
treachery involving the search for a fabulous carved
ruby in the Caribbean islands.
"The Seven Little Foys" marks Bob Hope's first serious effort as a song-and-dance man in the role of Eddie
Foy. While songs play an important part in this VistaVision-Technicolor production, it is essentially the story
of the irresponsible entertainer who succumbs after a
long battle to marriage and, in quick succession, fathers
seven children. At the death of his wife, he takes the kids
with him on his road tours, raising them as part of the
act. Threatened with their loss as an unsuitable father,
the brood rallies to his defense in court and he wins approval, recognizes their love.
A third Pine-Thomas production, "The Far Horizons", is also on the big June slate. A cast headed by
Fred MacMurray, Charlton Heston, Donna Reed and
Barbara Hale portray this story of the Lewis & Clark
expedition, which opened the West for America 150
years ago. Filmed in VistaVision and Technicolor.

The other April entry is Sam Katzman's "Jungle
Moon Men," with Johnny Weissmuller in his familiar
role as a jungle guide. This time, he and his party
stumble into an ancient civilization of pygmy Moon
Men led by a gorgeous blonde high priestess.
May will bring a quartet from Columbia headed by
"The End of the Affair." The other three :
"Tight Spot" (Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Brian Keith) is a taut tale of a gangster's desperate efforts to prevent anyone testifying against him. This has
been named Exploitation Winner. With all witnesses
scared silent, U. S. Attorney Robinson pins his last hope
on Ginger, unjustly serving time, who can tell enough
to deport the menace. Given freedom, she backs off
until fury at the murder of her friend opens her lips.
"Seminole Uprising" (George Montgomery) is a Sam
Katzman western in Technicolor. Under Earl Bellamy's
direction, the story has Montgomery, an army lieutenant
who believes he is part Indian, assigned to quell an
Indian uprising led by his boyhood friend.
Based on the book by Caryl Chessman, "Cell 2455,
Death Row" is one of those prison melodramas that always find a ready market in action houses. It turns the
cameras on a condemned man, played by William Campbell, who has stayed his execution for six years by his
own legal efforts.
All three June releases, including the Orchid selection,
"Prize of Gold," have exploitable story angles.
Stirling Silliphant, William Bowers and John Barnwell have collaborated on an imaginative screenplay in
"5 Against the House" (Guy Madison, Kim Novak).
Four young men and a girl, college students, passing
through Reno, witness an abortive attempted robbery
of a gambling casino, are told that it's burglar-proof.
Accepting the challenge, with intentions of pulling the
(Continued on Page 44)
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coup and returning the money, three of the lads conjure
a fantastic plan. When the others try to discourage it,
one of the trio, a war-shocked veteran, takes over in
deadly seriousness.
Writer Curt Siodmak has taken the Frankenstein
theme for "Creature with the Atom Brain," a Sam
Katzman programmer, directed by Edward L. Cahn.
Dead monsters are brought back to mechanical life by
atomic energy and controlled via electrodes in their
brains by a scientist and a vengeance-mad gangster.
O

0

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Universal-International offers a bountiful supply of
standard product for the Spring months, with three regular releases in each of the stanzas, and the special release of "The Shrike." The last named, with Jose Ferrer
and June Allyson in the stellar slots, stands out as a
bright Orchid selection.
April looks like the strongest month for this company,
with the CinemaScopic "Chief Crazy Horse" and "Man
Without a Star" as promising attractions in the western
field and "Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki."
"Chief Crazy Horse" (Victor Mature, John Lund,
Suzan Ball) details the turbulent life of the famed Sioux
warrior. It tells of his rise to fulfill the prophesy that he
will become the great leader of the Sioux, the massacre
of General Custer, his tender relations with his squaw,
and his death at the hands of his half-breed cousin. In
CinemaScope & Technicolor.
Kirk Douglas, Jeanne Crain and Claire Trevor give
Aaron Rosenberg's Technicolor "Man Without a Star"
name value, with an added boost in King Vidor as director. Story embroils Douglas in a feud with ruthless
ranch owner Crain, after she uses him to further her
empire, then discards him.
The title is about as much information as any exhibitor need know about "Ma and Pa Kettle At Waikiki."
With Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride in their familiar
roles, the Kettles and their brood trek to Honolulu to
save Pa's cousin's canned fruit business.
May brings a double dose of horror melodrama in
"Revenge of the Creature" and "Cult of the Cobra," plus
an action thriller, "The Looters."
In the first named, the marine monster returns in both
3D and 2D with John Agar and Lori Nelson starred in
the William Alland production. "The Creature" is captured in the Amazon and returned for experimentation.
Fireworks start when he escapes, kidnaps the lovely
Lori and is finally sent back to the depths.
A more attractive "creature" offers chills in Howard
Pine's "Cult of the Cobra," with Faith Domergue as a
snake-woman, chosen one of the Exploitation Winners.
(See review this issue).
Howard
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Calhoun, Julie Adams), has a group of plane crash survivors terrorized by a "rescuer" with evil intentions.
June will see another Exploitation Winner from U-I,
"This Island Earth," science-fiction thriller in Technicolor. (See review this issue).
Howard Pine's "The Man from Bitter Ridge" in color
is another June release. It covers the gamut of western
action — stagecoach holdups, fights, lynchings, explosions
and gunplay. Lex Barker is a stage company agent in
conflict with a group of sheepmen led by Stephen McNally. They join efforts to rid the land of bandits.
Winding up the June slate is "Abbott & Costello
Meet the Mummy," a zany escapade among the pyramids. Bud and Lou, stranded in Egypt, find a precious
mummy's medallion. Lou swallows it and leads others
a merry chase among the tombs.
0
ALLIED

0
ARTISTS

The Spring story for Allied Artists starts to display
some of the new stature this company is aquiring with
every passing week. Since releases have not been set beyond May, this report does not include a couple of big
shows that are likely to break in June.
Of the five lined up for April and May, the most
promising is the Technicolor Orchid selection, "Shotgun" (Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De Carlo, Zachary
Scott) due for late April. The two top-drawer possibilities for June, both in CinemaScope: "The Warrior"
(Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru)) and "Wichita" (Joel
McCrae), but definite release dates are not set.
Vying for attention with "Shotgun," in April is
another Technicolor topper, "An Annapolis Story"
(John Derek, Diana Lynn, Keven McCarthy), an Exploitation Winner. The Walter Mirish production, despite the implications in the title, is essentially an actionromance war drama of two brothers and their interest
in the same girl. Derek is the cocky athlete, McCarthy
the serious, leader-of-men type. Action is centered primarily aboard ship and in the Korean conflict.
A minor April entry is "High Society" (Bowery
Boys). In this one, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall and the
Boys take up quarters in a rich mansion to break up a
plot to cheat a young scion out of his inheritance.
A pair of action melodramas are May's contributions.
"Las Vegas Shakedown" (Dennis O'Keefe, Coleen
Gray) is exactly what the title implies. O'Keefe, reputable owner of a Las Vegas hotel-casino, fights off a gang
determined to take over his business. In the process, he
takes some rough licks, finally decimates the mob, stalking the head man to his room. Miss Gray is a researcher
in 'Vegas for a psychological study of gambling.
"Dark Venture" (Frank Lovejoy, Forrest Tucker,
Peggie Castle) is an FBI vs. bootleg racketeers melodrama. Lovejoy, alcohol hijacker, and a three-time loser,
gets a chance to clear his record by aiding Internal Revenue agents in cracking down on Forrest Tucker's illicit
whisky syndicate.
(Continued on Page 46)
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REPUBLIC
Republic's Spring schedule confines itself to five films,
chief of which is the big naval drama "The Eternal Sea,"
an Orchid choice set as the lone May release.
"Santa Fe Passage" (John Payne, Faith Domergue,
Rod Cameron), Herbert J. Yate's Trucolor production
filmed on Utah location, is an April release, a tale of
heroism and romance based on the Esquire Magazine
story by Clay Fisher. Payne has the role of an Indianhating guide who transports a wagon train through the
territory where his family was massacred. The trip is
complicated with his feud, then romance with a girl
who turns out to be half-Indian.
The second April feature is "I Cover The Underworld," a gang-war melodrama with a piquant theme.
Sean McClory, in a dual role, plays a divinity student
who impersonates his twin brother, a gangland bigwig
about to be released from jail, in order to obtain evidence that will break up the city's mob rule.
Scheduled for general June release, although it has
had some openings in March, is "Doctor in the House,"
a gay British comedy of a medical student's academic
and personal tribulations that has earned critic's
plaudits and bids to be a surprise hit. We have classified
it one of the Spring season's Exploitation Winners. A
J. Arthur Rank production in Technicolor.
Finale for the Spring schedule is another western in
Trucolor, "The Road to Denver" (John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb, Skip Homeier). Payne has a
tough time keeping his younger brother, Homeier, out
of trouble. When a serious scrape forces them to move
to Texas, Skip promptly gets involved with a crooked
cattle dealer. The two brothers face each other in a
showdown and Payne subdues the youngster.
O
O
RKO
Only four new films comprise the sparse Soring program from RKO Radio. In addition, there will be five
reissues. It is the weakest major company spring lineup.
Of the four new features, one will be a warmed-over
release cf "Underwater", in June (it had its bow February). Most promising of the lot is "Son of Sinbad",
an Exploitation choice for May. An Exploitation Winner
"Escape to Burma", in Superscope and Technicolor, and
"Rage at Dawn", a Technicolor western, are listed for
April. The quintet of re-releases, two each in April and
May, and one in June, round out the slim schedule.
Benedict Bogeaus' production of "Escape to Burma"
has good cast values in Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Ryan. The Talbot Jennings-Hobart Donavan screenplay
YOUR SERVICE — OUR RESPONSIBILITY
JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
Office: 250 N. Juniper Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.: LOcust 7-4823
New Terminal: 2137 W. Jefferson Street, Philadelphia 21 Pa.
POplar 5-9400
NEW
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has Miss Stanwyck as head of a teak plantation in
Burma, Robert Ryan as a fugitive to whom she gives
aid. Ryan's efforts to clear himself lead to a series of
violent complications, ending when he proves his crime
Two of the screen's he-men, Randolph Scott and Forrest Tucker, are on opposite sides of the law in Nat
Holt's "Rage at Dawn", an off-beat western, Scott is a
special agent detailed to uncover bandit activities of
Tucker and his brothers,
O

O

INDEPENDENTS
At least 11 films will be on tap for the Spring from
independent sources. This number undoubtedly will be
augmented considerably, since inde release dates in most
cases are tentative beyond early May.
Lippert has five set for April and May, all in the action field. Most promising of the group is "The Glass
Tomb" (John Ireland) set for April, a murder melodrama set against a carnival background. Two other
April releases from Lippert: "Air Strike" (Richard Denning-Gloria Jean), tale of a Navy jet squadron commander's problems with his men. And "Thunder Over
Sangoland" (Jon Hall), jungle melodrama.
Two are due from Lippert in May: "The Lonsesome
Trail" (Wayne Morris, John Agar), western, and
"Phantom of the Jungle." (Jon Hall, jungle yarn.
Filmakers has a likely entry in "Mad at the World"
(Frank Lovejoy, Keefe Brasselle) probable May entry.
Produced by Collier Young and directed by Harry Esse,
it details the drama in a father's ruthless hunt for a
gang of young hoodlums who have killed his infant.
Walt Disney will release the theatre version of his
three-part TV series, "Davy Crockett, King of the Wild
Frontier", in June. Distribution by Buena Vista.
"To Paris with Love," a J. Arthur Rank Organization
presentation starring Alec Guinness in his first Technicolor comedy will be available during the Spring
months for Continental Distributing release.
A Gina Lollobrigida starrer headlines the quartet of
torrid dramas set by I.F.E. for April. Gina's vehicle is
"The Wayward Wife," dubbed in English, tracing the
adventures of a bored small town wife who seeks city
sexcitement in another man's arms. Another promising exploitation entry is "Too Young for Love", dramatic portrayal of an affair between 15-year-olds whose
romance ends in tragedy. The producer was Niccolo
Theodoli, director Lionello De Felice. "Love in the
City," a Faro Film production is actually an omnibus
of romance. Using a quasi-documentary technique, it
treats of the various ways of love. It has English subtitles. Rounding out I.F.E.'s April program is a melodrama of terror and sin, "The City Stands Trial." May
releases will be "Outlaw Girl" (Silvano Mangano) and a
likely-looking exploitation spectacle, "Green Magic."
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Member National Film Carriers
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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PETER"
\flAN CALLED
After launching the vast $500,000 national
agazine campaign on 20th-Fox's "A Man
ailed Peter," Charles Einfeld's boxofficers
t up key-city merchandising conferences
etween exhibitors and representatives of
ife, SatEvePost, and other top national
tags to pinpoint the big drive. Thousands
f circuit executives and independent thetrmen were acquainted with methods for
/ing in local sales drives with the national
ampaign. Meetings, which were held in nine
xchange centers, signaled the beginning of
comprehensive grass-roots promotional
rive on behalf of the CinemaScopic.

:xhibitors representing over 1200 theatres in
'irginia, Maryland and Delaware were on hand
n Washington for 20th-Fox's national mag pronotion meeting on "A Man Called Peter." Top:
'l-r) Harry Roth, Roth Theatre Enterprises; Pat
"Jataro, Silver Spring Theatres; Jack Fuchtman,
-exington Park, Md.; Bill Hoyle, District Theares ad-pub chielf, and John O'Leary, Fox D.C.
ales manager. Bottom: (l-r) Mapping plans for
he Detroit area campaign are: Dillon Krepps,
JA Theatres; James Sharkey, Cooperative Theatres; J. J. Lee, Fox branch mgr., and Jack
Haynes, UA Theatres.
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by Paul H. Lyday, Publicity Director
Fox Inter-Mountain Amusement Corp.
The coming of Spring to the Rocky Mountain region heralds a host of activities for
the men of Fox Inter-Mountain, just as it
does for alert showmen everywhere. Most
of our 65 theatres will be bedecked with the
brightly-colored pennants, posters and placards, traditionally a part of the Spring festivals. From the proscenium to the marquee,
the reds and ambers will be replaced with
the blues and greens and even the concession
counter will be bursting forth with the colors
and voice of Spring.
But above this surface change and hoopla
the dominant effort at Inter-Mountain will
be, as always, devoted to individual activities designed to produce revenue.
In most of our Inter-Mountain towns,
Spring Vacation for the schools falls in the
week preceding Easter and nearly every
manager has planned extra matinees with
programs and activities of special appeal for
the younger movie-fans. The "Bugs Bunny
vs. Donald Duck" theme will be utilized in
some 50 of our 65 houses.
Spring will also mark the kick-off on our
efforts to sell series tickets for Summer Vacation Matinees in every town in which we
operate a theatre. In La Junta, Colorado,
manager Joe Vleck has inaugurated a plan
in which a committee of 12 of the town's
most prominent women will select the movie
programs for these matinees and this committee has promised to SELL these programs to the parents and children.
Climaxing our Spring activities will be
our "Money-booking" showing of "Jamboree," the short feature production dealing
with the giant world-wide get-together of
the Boy Scouts. This feature will be booked
with a top feature of wide family appeal and
every manager playing this program has
promised to use every showmanly device at
his command in an all-out effort to make
this the top profit-producing Spring "moneybooking" in our history.
Spring has come to Fox Inter-Mountain

Metro showmen have developed some hard-selling promotions to fanfare the May release of
the CinemaScopic, "The Prodigal." Top: Home
office exploiteers (l-r) Joe Flynn, Emery Austin,
and Oscar Doob, check over this eye-catching
float which will be decorated with three beautous starlets and sent on a 46-city tour. Bottom: Giant standee, in full color and measuring 60 x 80, heads list of provocative "Prodigal" accessories.
and with it enthusiasm, a bright, colorful
new dress, money-making opportunities and
another chance for the managers of our
theatres to prove to the Motion Picture
World that they are still the greatest showmen on earth.
(Continued on Page 48)
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KATZ TELLS HOW
SW
PUSHED
DSLAR DERBY
by Phil Katz, Assistant Publicity Director
Stanley Warner, Pittsburgh Zone
"Oscar" contests, tied into the national
Academy Award choices, blossomed out in
many spots this year, but we here in Pittsburgh, with the experience of last season's
tie-up with "The Pittsburgh Press" under
our belt, truly had a big one going for our
downtown theatre group!
Sparked by the Stanley Warner office, on
behalf of its deluxe Stanley Theatre, all the
remaining downtown situations were combined for the popular poll this year. In addition, 23 neighborhood houses of the Stanley
Warner chain, as well as several of the Harris group, cooperated by running trailers on
their
lobbies.screens, and posting 40 x 60's in their

Highlight of Paramount's "Strategic Air Command" preview in Omaha was a birthday party
marking the ninth anniversary of SAC. Top: Gen.
Curtis E. LeMay, commander of the vital air
force unit, cuts the cake as the film's stars Frank
Lovejoy, June Allyson, and James Stewart look
on. Second from top: Samuel Briskin, producer
of the VistaVision film, LeMay and Paramount
president Barney Balaban chat during the reception.
Below: Back in New York, Paramount Pictures
Theatre manager Robert K. Shaprio and Frank
Lagrande, Paramount Eastern technical chief,
discuss the giant screen which is being installed
at the circuit flagship for the premiere of
"SAC." Vice president Jerome Pickman studies
the press' reaction. Bottom: Lagrande, aided by
distribution chief, A- W. Schwalberg, explains
features of the new production process and
operation of the VV projector.

The press devoted tremendous space to
print a daily ballot announcing the prizes,
and this year the rewards were most attractive. The top winner will receive an allexpense-trip for two by air to Hollywood;
be taken on a tour of all the major studios;
stay in the famous Knickerbocker Hotel, and
be given $300.00 spending money besides!
But this wasn't all — the owners of Station
KDKA-TV, the only VHF television outlet

?
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in this area, were hammered enough to take
the Academy Award telecast, after first refusing. As a result, the Lux program was
dropped for Wednesday, March 30th, and the
important "The World Tonight," popular
news program, was shifted to 10 P.M., from
its usual 11 P.M. segment, to permit the
Academy Award telecast to come through.
This left open a 15-minute slot directly
ahead of the Telecast from the coast — and
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Win Min Than, Burmese beauty who makes h
screen debut opposite Gregory Peck in U/
"The Purple Plain," kicked off the film's ope[
ing at the Chicago Theatre with attention-getti
p.a.'s. Top: Star models Burmese fashions f
members of Teen Club. Center: Miss Than
interviewed over local TV station, WBBM-T
Bottom: Circuit execs share a native dish wi
the Burmese actress: (l-r) Great States The
tres' John Dromey, Duncan Kennedy; Balaban
Kati" Harry Lustgarten, Abe Piatt, Bill He
lander. Miss Than is scheduled for hundreds
radio-TV appearances and press conferences
pronto — we grabbed it up!
So, the Downtown Theatres of Pittsburg
sponsored "Oscar Prevue," with the criti
of the three local dailies, Harold Cohe
"Pittsburgh Post-Gazette," Karl Kru
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph," and Kaspa
Monahan, "Pittsburgh Press," sitting as
panel and telling how they felt the Awar
would go. Their opinions were shown on
large ballot. A cute gimmick had ushe
breaking in from the various houses ai
bringing up-to-the minute results from tl
movie-goers polled by direct queries in tl
various lobbies.
In addition to the big first prize in tl
"Press" tie-up, other cash awards totaled
$300 and 110 of passes were distributed.
A real "Oscar" was shown on the pp
gram — the one Jimmy Stewart won for h
performance in "The Philadelphia Story
His dad, Mr. Stewart, Sr., resides in nearr.
Indiana, Pa., and consented to bring tl
"genuine" gold Oscar down for the pr<
gram's use.

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
19 5 5
APRIL
By Philip R. Waul
3IAL ITEM : "Investors in motion picture securities —
ell as friends — will be pleased to learn that the Cinema
k Family is hopeful of returning north to its familiar
itat within the vicinity of the New York Stock Exge. This group has enjoyed (???) an enforced three
ths vacation from market activity, lolling and relaxfollowing a strenous social whirl throughout most of
year. Admirers of the family have sorely missed its
amic presence during the late, uninspiring winter
on."
arketeers who have been asking themselves what in
world ever became of movie stocks, will be interested in
veying the following chart:
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

spurted to 413.17. True, the general market has been
mauled by several precipitious declines, but these have
been inevitably countermanded by fresh currents of buying strength. In the meantime, movie shares have exhibited little resistance to backslide pressures and almost no
recovery energy at all.
O
O
Explanations are many and varied. But for sheer truth
and simplicity, none can match the old stock apology which
declaims: "Business is off!" Yes, off at the boxoffice — and
off, too, at the sound stages. There has been little, very
little, in the way of top-flight product offered in recent
months. By dint of this product scarcity, together with improved programming ("spectaculars") on the part of TV,
filmdom has become a cropper of some icy winter business.
With the dawning of springtime, there comes fresh evidence pointing to a thaw-out at the boxoffice. More and
more, the pattern of the Television Age seems to indicate
a change in traditional movie-going habits. The tube in
the living room has become the principal reason for remaining in-doors on cold winter evenings. (What happened
to Love?) But TV's power diminishes with the first flush
of warm weather, and it becomes virtually impotent under
the steaming conditions of summer. Therefore, the reign
of old Sol marks the season for making boxoffice hay.
To top it off, an especially attractive crop of film entries
brighten the horizon. A summary of things to come in the

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
To further add to the annoyance, not one single share
nposing the F. B. Cinema Aggregate showed the slighttrace of gain throughout the month of March. Losses
tended across most of the slate, the exceptions being
CO Pictures, Universal and RKO Theatres, which held
changed from their closing February prices.
O
This holiday from market progress has an interesting
nt. All during 1954, movie shares ran well ahead of the
neral market — especially as depicted by the Dow-Jones
iustrial average. So far in 1955, movie shares have been
arching counter-clockwise.
Let's compare the ebb and flow of film industry stocks
th those of outside industrial stocks through the first
larter of this year. The F. B. Aggregate recorded film
mpany shares at 178^ on December 31, 1954. The Janry close was 176 '.y ; February close : 170^ ; March : 165^.
On the other hand, the New York Times' average of 50
xks has moved this way : On December 31 it read 271.46 ;
nuary close: 271.73; February close: 278.64; March
3se: 278:18. As for Dow-Jones industrial average, sufe to say the overall trend has been upward. At the close
1954 trading the figure was 404.39. By March 29 it had

three months ahead is spelled out elsewhere in the "Spring
Product
Under Prospectus."
these circumstance, we look for a regeneration of
activity and strength in movie shares within the near term.
Industry issues are now undergoing a condition of correction and consolidation following 1954's blazing rush up the
price ladder. Once the correction is completed a fresh base
should emerge from which new and exciting advances can
be realized.
O
0
20TH CENTURY-FOX PROFITS are beginning to take
on the big, big aspects of CinemaScope. Just listen. For
the 52 weeks ended December 25, 1954, 20th's net earnings
amounted to $8,044,524. The year before the figure read
$4,560,877. Interesting is the fact that "film rentals," the
major income-producing book entry, was up only $700,000
over the '53 figure. However, "other operating income"
showed an increase of some $1.5 million, and expenses were
pruned a neat $5.13 million. Fewer pictures, shrewd economies. This company enjoys the potential and leverage for
some happy market movements later this year. The pretax profit was $15,544,524, not far below Treasurer Donald
A. Henderson's prediction of $16,000,000 made last July.
He was even closer in his estimate of per share earnings,
which he figured to be $3.02. It hit $3.04. Mighty astute
calculating, Mr. Henderson.
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HEI NEMAN
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN & MAX E.
YOUNGSTEIN, United Artists vice presidents, sharec i.he news spotlight as they
concluded a three-day sales convention in
Los Angeles. Heineman outlined UA's
"Blueprint for Tomorrow," a new selling
program designed to place company releases in every theatre in the U. S. and
Canada during 1955. In setting this task
for UA division, district and branch personnel gathered at the meeting, the distribution chief cited gains made by the
company during the past year, and based
the success of the "Blueprint" campaign
on product to be released this year at the
average rate of four features a month.
Youngstein then gave the project an
additional boost by announcing that an
ad-publicity-explcitation budget of $6,000000 will be expended to promote UA releases during the next 12 months. He
said: "This new budget is a clear guarantee to exhibitors that every United Artists
feature will be supported by the strongest
ad-publicity-exploitation campaigns in our
36 year history. Every single feature will
be backed by a tailor-made campaign that
will guarantee the strongest possible longrange penetration in all situations."

YOUNGSTEIN
Page 50
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SELIG
ROBERT W. SELIG has been promoted
to the position of division manager of the
Fox Inter-Mountain circuit. His appointment was announced by Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., president of the chain and operational head of eastern theatres flying the
National Theatres banner.

ABRAM F. MYERS made the new
when the Allied general counsel issued
bulletin stating that since "the top leve
conference on the state of the industr
proposed by Al Lichtman seems to hav<
passed into limbo . . . exhibitors mus
now perfect their case for presentatio:
in other forums." The report stated
chief grounds for seeking outside help is
the charge that "film companies have
drained off all or nearly all of the tax relief claimed
granted by that
Congress
to the is
theatres."
Allied
the charge
backed
by soaring company profits when exhibitors are "barely holding their own and in
many cases are losing ground."

STEVE BROIDY, continuing his major-city tour to tell the Allied Artists story to
exhibitors around the country, held meetings in a number of exchange centers and wrote
headlines for AA's new production program. In New York: The AA president announced that $25 million will be allocated to produce approximately 38 films during the
next 18 months. AB-Paramount Theatres president Leonard Goldenson, introduced
Broidy and encouraged exhibitors to give AA and inde producers the same opportunity
to sell product as is given to the majors. Among company executives present was
Norton Richey, president of AA International. Boston: General sales manager Morey
Goldstein, who is accompanying Broidy on the campaign, had this to say: "The support
exhibitors will give Allied Artists from here on in will help keep theatres in business,
for this cooperation will enable our company to make the type of pictures so vital to
profitable theatre operation." Philadelphia: Broidy announced that John Huston's next
three productions will be exclusively for AA release and revealed: "In the case of Wil
Ham Wyler and Billy Wilder, we have them first and will rotate with Paramount on
their output thereafter." William F. Rogers, sales consultant and advisor to AA commented: "Allied Artists is the most progressive company in the industry, and its plans
and accomplishments bear me out on this." Heading the Quaker City exhibitor contingent was William Goldman, circuit president and head of Gregory-Goldman productions.

RODGERS, GOLDMAN

RITCHY, BROIDY, GOLDENSON

Incidentally
THEY

MADE

THE

CHARLES J. FELDMAN. U-I v.p. and
general sales manager, announced that the
company will up its releases to 34 during
the current calendar year, to meet the demands of the present market . . . JACK
L. WARNER probably made the casting
choice of the year when he awarded the
most coveted role in recent screen history
—the portrayal of Charles Linudbergh in
"The Spirit of St. Louis" — to James
Stewart. Leland Hayward's production of
Lindy's own Pulitzer Prize story will be
directed by Billy Wilder and will begin
rolling in Paris July 15 . . . SAM SPEIGEL, producer cf the Academy Award
Winner, "On the Waterfront" has signed
a three-picture deal with Columbia. First
feature
under the pact is scheduled for
Fall lensing.
*
* *

NEWS

BASSLER
ROBERT BASSLER, executive producer
f United Artist's forthcoming release.
Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," gave the
idustry's production brass some food for
hought, while discussing his Jan Russelleanne Crain CinemaScopic. Bassler reealed that the shortage of Cinema6cope
quipment abroad may result in a produclon bottleneck for U. S. companies planting to lens anamorphics overseas in the
ear future.
\LFRED E. DAFF, U-I executive v.p.,
vas feted by other studio executives in
ecognition of his 35th anniversary with
he company. Seen here at the surprise
sarty in Daff's honor, are N. J. Blumberg.
Doard chairman; Edward Muhl, studio
:hief, and David A. Lipton, v.p. in charge
jf advertising publicity. Daff joined the
:ompany as a film salesman in Sidney,
Australia, on March 17, 1920.

. . .

LOUIS B. MAYER made one of his rare
public statements when he spoke at the
awards presentation banauet of the American Cinema Editors in Hollywood. Speaking on the effects color televion will have
on the movie business he compared it to
the era when Technicolor was first used,
pointing out, "All you had to do was
shoot any old western in Technicolor and
you had a boxoffice hit. But the novelty
soon wore off, and a? always, it was
learned that nothing ever takes the place
of top entertainment values, no matter
how you dress it up." Mayer told the
movie makers that the industry's future
lies not in the shape or size of the screen,
but in the quality of the enterainment.
EDWARD MUHL, Universal production
chief, announced that his studio will adopt
the VistaVision process for "Away All
Boats." This marks the first use of VV
by any major American company except
Paramount. Commenting on the project.
Muhl said the decision was in line with
U-I's policy of making pictures for all
types of theatres and all types of screens.
He revealed that "Away All Boats" will
carry the biggest budget ever allocated
by the studio for any single feature. Filming is due to begin this month in the Caribbean in conjunction with extended
U. S. naval maneuvers.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES DEPT. A recent TOA Bulletin reports that UTO of
Illinois met at Starved Rock (near LaSalle), to discuss the "prohibitive film
rental" situation. TOA comment: "Many
years ago, a desperate tribe of Indians
chose death b" starvation at Starved Rock
. . . rather than surrender its freedom.
All of them (the exhibitors) feel akin to
the legend created by these Indians."
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, UA v.p., was
elected president of NYC Cinema Lodge
of B'nai Brith, succeeding BURTON E.
ROBBINS. NSS executive . . . WILLIAM GOLDMAN, prominent Pennsylvania exhibkor and president of GregoryGoldman productions, was appointed to
the Phila. Board of Education, the first
time a film man has been so honored . . .
STANLEY KRAMER will be feted by
his alma mater, New York University,
April 11, at a special reception to be held
in recognition of his film acievements . . .
RAY MURRAY, former Columbia
press contact, has been appointed
ant exploitation mgr. under AL
LANDER. Taking over trade press
is MARTIN BLAU . . .

trade
assistRYLduties

STANLEY WARNER zone mgr. TED
SCHLANGER announced the appointment of BIRK BINNARD as director
of the Phila. zone's ad-pub department . . .
MELVIN L. GOLD, president of Mel
Gold Productions, has been made Honorary Lifetime President of the National
Television Film Council . . . JACK
ROSE, Indiana-Illinois Theatres exec, is
amusement division chairman for the
JACK KIRSCH Testimonial Banquet in
Chicago, April 19. Kirsch is being honored
for his efforts on behalf of Israel . . . AL
LEVY moves over from 20th-Fox's Pittsburgh exchange to manage the Boston
branch. He succeeds John A. Feloney who
resigned after 20 years of service.
VARIETY TENT TOPICS: PhiladelTent 13 is honoring
BOB O'DONNELL,phia'sInternational
Ringmaster,
at an
informal reception. The Texas exhibitor
leader will be the principal speaker at the
annual dinner meeting of the motion picture division of the Allied Jewish Appeal
in the Quaker City.

BLUMBERG, DAFF, MUHL, LIPTON

DIED: Elias Youngstein, 71, father of
United Artists vice president. Max
Youngstein . . . Herman Hirschhorn, 48,
20th-Fox New Haven branch manager.
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IN PHILADELPHIA:

THE

S. BERMAN

IN BOSTON:

—Daily News

— Journal-American

"Powerful. .. Authentic. .. One

the most arresting films of the year."
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STATE,
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will be moved

as you rarely have been moved."

— News

NATIONALLY: "Shocking and unforgettable"
SayS Walter Winchell, (Syndicated Columnisf, Radio-TV Commentator)

C

YEARS

WOW!

"STAY

HAPPY

PHILLY

"KNIGHTS

— Globe

IN SAN FRANCISCO: "Packs dramatic punch
. . .Topical and timely drama."
— Examiner
IN CLEVELAND:

ORPHEUM-TOPS

AND

NATION!

IN NEW YORK: "Bound to be one of the most
widely discussed pictures of the year! A picture
you won't soon forget!"

A YEAR!

SENSATIONAL

"A real shocker ... Should

have the whole town talking."

IN

ROUND

(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA STEREOPHONIC OR 1 -CHANNEL SOUND)

SENSATION

— BEST

(Held! 3rd Wee

BOFF!

BOSTON

FRANCIS • LOUIS CALHERN
with MARGARET HAYES

RICHARD

!

Every New Opening Proves It's Sure-Fire!
Hold-Overs Everywhere!
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II here

Shall

Customers
Mienrtl*?
Be
When Walt Whitman asked, "To
whence shall the pent-up, aching
rivers flow?" — he had mind to those
coursing currents within the frustrated human breast. Exhibition's
thinking already laps at the banks of
self-restraint, threatens to wash unto
the public landscape sediments of
ruinous internal dissension, perhaps
to inundate even the hall of Congress.
The tide forecasts have been
clearly charted. Allied: "Since there
is to be no round table conference
the exhibitors must now perfect
their case for presentation in other
forums." The TOA: "It is now,
therefore, fcr distribution to choose
the road: along one lies peace, harmony .. . ; along the other lies strife,
jungle warfare, and chaos. We
prefer the former . . . but we shall
have the courage to accept the
latter."
We address to the presidents of all
major film companies this pertinent
question :
"Where shall your customers be
heard? In the halls of Congress? In
the newspapers of the land? In public forums? Whatever the merits of
their claims, they are customers entitled to the opportunity to present
their grievances and offer their suggestions directly to the men who
make ultimate policy on the other
side of the fence.

"The most elemental rules of
sound industrial relations prescribes
an airing of differences between buyers and sellers. If this can be accomplished bya round-table conference such as has been suggested by
the responsible leaders of exhibition,
why do ycu refuse them a meeting?
. . "Is it too much to ask for some of
the same kind of leadership in the

I VOL UME

23,

NO.

field of our industrial relations as
we so happily witnessed in recent
movie technology? No one demands
any commitment. No one asks that
you concede one scintilla of your
rights. You can contribute generously to industry harmony by hearing out your customers. Let's have
that round-table conference without
further delay.

8

presidency of the huge circuit, with
its multitudinous responsibilities, indicates his belief in the importance
of the audience poll plan as a public
relations project that will benefit the
industry at large. It entails a large
personal sacrifice, for which the industry certainly should be grateful.

Republics
8ihinli>Mims ip
Leaders!*

Nothing more heartening could
have been accomplished to start off
COMPO's audience pell on the right
foot than the selection of Elmer C.
Rhoden as national chairman of the
project. It was cf utmost importance that an executive of real
stature, respected by exhibition, production and distribution, with an acknowledged record as a showman,
be at the helm of this vital undertaking. Elmer Rhoden is such a man.
Far-seeing, keen and accomplished,
Mr. Rhoden has demonstrated by
years of progressive showmanship
that he is one of the top theatremen
in the country. A midwesterner with
more than a quarter century of theatre executive experience, he has
grown to nationwide prominence as
head of the big National Theatres
chain. That he has accepted the
great task of leading the COMPO
campaign so soon after assuming the
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Only

Solution

It is too early in the game to attempt a final verdict upon the
stewardship of Republic's affairs by
Herbert J. Yates. It is possible that
in latter years Mr. Yates' surprising
statement to the Republic stockholders may appear in a kinder light
than it does today. It is conceivable,
although we doubt it, that 10 years
from now events will have proved
that the condition cf the exhibition
market did, indeed, make the continued supply cf Republic films for
theatres untenable, and a plunge into
the expanding TV field the only
prudent course of action.
However, certain facts appear to
belie this possibility. Mr. Yates' alleged utterances do not so much
ring with an abysmal view of the
present or future status of movie
business as of the treatment accorded the product of his studio.
This point of view will strike
many as odd or inconsistent with
basic marketing practice. When a
firm is beset with difficulties of the
type vexing Republic, one must ask
the following questions: l) Is the
seller doing all he can to justify
better terms and conditions? 2) Is
the product itself worthy of more
than it is currently commanding.
Very few business failures are
known to originate with the customer. And in this case, it is doubly
unlikely in view of the severe product famine. Indeed, if there are any
deep, dark conspiracies among ex( Continued on Page 6)
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Viewpoints
{Continued from Page 5)

hibitors it is in the direction of forcing a larger flow of films from all
possible sources.
This current of thought is evident in the response to a Film
BULLETIN questionnaire by a
number of key exhibitors in this
issue (see Page 7) on Mr. Yates'
point of view, as reported out of
the company's recent stockholders'
meeting. In general, exhibitor sentiment reduces the Republic problem
to a pure economic equation: when
Republic product merits what Mr.
Yates believes it merits, they shall
gladly meet his terms. When they
believe it does not, they shall continue to behave like reasonable, selfinterested businessmen and offer
what they deem a fair estimate. In
this fashion of give and take, more
than a few other Hollywood studios
are prospering munificently.
To pinpoint the issue, exhibitors
standards of todays market and
ask Mr. Yates to consider his success with "The Quiet Man," "Sands
of Iwo Jima" and certain other
Republic films. Meet the qualitative
there is no problem.
If Republic Pictures is not indispensable to the continued health of
the motion picture industry, neither
is it easily expendable. Profit motives will always replenish the
vacuum left by a temporarily suspended supply. And today the profit
motive in the field of film production
is as acute as it has ever been. Demand runs high ; supply runs low.
The conditions for a good return on
investment are as bright as in any
industry we know. The secret is in
understanding what is meant by
"supply". That word is no longer a
statistical diget involving anything
placed in six or seven cans of celluloid. It means quality, workmanship,
artistry, audience appeal. Give Mr.
Exhibitor his due and he will respond amply.
Of course, this entire matter could
be a storm in a teacup, if, as Mr.
Yates contends, his words were miscontrued. In any event, the hassle is
unfortunate, coming as it did in
these days of all too limited supply.
Page 6
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Republic has earned a niche in the
film business ; it has the guns to entrench itself ever further. Most of
us hope it will.

The
Mail
Box
I enclose my check fom $5.00

1VSS
Far

Realigns
the

Future

In the best tradition of executive
leadership that has guided National
Screen Service for the past quarter
of a century and built it into a
unique organization in our industry,
the management personnel has been
realigned with an eye to the future.
Acting on the recommendation of
Herman Robbins, president and
board chairman since its inception,
the board of directors elected George
Dembow president and Burton E.
Robbins vice-president in charge of
sales. Mr. Robbins continues to
serve as chairman of the board.
Under the management of Herman Robbins, National Screen Service has established a relationship
with its customers which stands
apart in the motion picture industry,
and is mirrored in the shining good
will that long characterized the company's dealing with theatremen.
Mr. Dembow, as executive sales
chief for the past 15 years, has
worked hand in hand with Mr. Robbins in developing company's policies. His inevitable presence at exhibitor meetings, lending a ready
ear and cordial hand to their needs
and desires, has been a bulwark to
the company's continued popularity.
In Burton Robbins, the best of
youthful ingenuity and drive has
been coupled with a first hand
knowledge of the business to make
him an admirable choice to succeed
Mr. Dembow in the top sales post.
Well versed in the meaning of Service, affable and energetic, he conforms to the true executive pattern
set by the company's founder.
Thus, the enviable reputation enjoyed by National Screen in its customer relations is assured of perpetuation, while according just recognition to its proven executive
manpower.

in payment of two years subscription to Film BULLETIN.
Your series on Public Relations by Philip R. Ward was an
excellent and studied presentation.
"Is the Sub-Run Worth saving?" was very well timed for
the comments it elicited from industry leaders in exhibition and
distribution.
When
executives formulate
sales policies consistent with the
appreciation that theatre-going
as a habit is mainly formulated
in sub-run and small-town theatres, they will then reverse the
present trend of demanding more
and more. To date, their expressions via sales policies are inconsistent with their actions.
JOSEPHTheatre
P. UVICK
Burton
Enterprises
Flint. Michigan
* * *
Thanks for the fine report on
the Todd-AO system.
One detail you left up in the
air is the nature of the screen.
Is is deeply curved like Cinerama,
or a slight curve such as first used with CinemaScope installations?
WILLIAM B. WAY
Mid-State Theatres, Inc.
Clearfield, Pa.
(The answer to Mr. Way's inquiry
was sought
oration.from
Followingtheis Todd-AO
the reply:)CorpTo be very honest with you,
at this time we do not want to
divulge any specific information
concerning this screen, since the
latter is in its very final development stage and its final specifications have not yet been determined once and for all. I, however, can tell you that it will be
a curved screen and that the
depth of this curve will vary with
its width.
PHILIP PROPPER
The Todd-AO Corporation

XHIBITDHS

"Give

ANSWER:

Us

Product*

When we play any Republic product such as "Wake of
e Red Witch," "Sands of Iwo Jima," or anything of an
i" nature, we have paid the comparable terms with Metro
d Paramount.
Definitely, we think it essential that Republic and all
adios continue to make pictures.
J. O'DONNELL
'erstate Circuit, Inc., Texas

I have read Mr. Yates' announcement regarding RepubPictures. I do not believe that Republic can complain
■out either the liquidation or terms, including playing
ne, given Republic Pictures by this organization. I be;ve that this holds true pretty generally throughout this
rritory. We have given Republic product practically
0% liquidation throughout the circuit on the playing
ne justified by the product, the same as we would for
ty other distributor, and at terms justified by the business
>ne by each individual Republic picture.
We could not increase the rentals nor playing time on
spublic product unless Republic product was better and
justified or earned better terms and longer playing time.
Republic pictures are needed in this industry where a
ortage of product does exist. The elimination of any
>mpany would affect theatres generally because of the
esent shortage that exists. In fact, it is our belief that
1 distributors by increasing the number of their releases
•uld materially benefit the industry as a whole and therere, the elimination of Republic releases would adversely
feet the entire industry.
I believe nobody could determine whether Mr. Yates'
titude is sincere or whether it is his lead to an effort of
crease rentals and playing time. It is the writer's opinion
at Republic could materially improve their position if
ey planned in advance and determined regularly a play)le line of good feature product. Pronouncements of Reiblic and other distributors that they would produce and
lease a certain number of top quality A pictures during
certain year make good reading, but there are no sprocket
)les on trade papers. With conditions in the industry as
ey are today I see no reason why Republic could not
•ofitably distribute 20 or more good playable pictures and
seems to me that they would be in far better condition
)ing this than going into TV production 100%. The way
r Mr. Yates to secure higher film rental and longer playg time which he wants is to produce a line of consistentgood playable pictures that will gross sufficient business
produce the higher rental and justify the longer playing
■ me. I would be glad to tell Mr. Yates personally that
hatever product he makes in the future will receive exactj| those two things from this organization.
I. G. STELLINGS, President
| enart & Everett Theatres, Inc., Charlotte, N. C.

Mr.

Yates!"

Mr. Yates' problem is a simple one. He needs to make
more better pictures and concentrate less on making his
personal whims and wishes known to the American theatre goers.
WALTER READE, JR., President
It alter Reade Theatres. Oakhurst. Sew Jersey

Of course I have always been glad when an independent
was able to break into the charmed circle by making good
product. Our theatres have always given Republic a break
when they have turned out good product, and we have always given that company the maximum rentals and playing time that its features deserved.
As a matter of fact, we have leaned over backwards in
an effort to give Republic a better than even break, and if
the company thinks it has no future in the production of
motion pictures for theatres, its decision must be based on
other factors than the failure of theatre owners to support
it when it had good product. When this company came up
with a really good picture like "The Quiet Man," it received maximum playing time and top terms. But in today's market, exhibitors need top quality product.
As for my reaction to Mr. Yates' attitude, I can only say
that I am sorry to see him adopt a take-it-or-leave-it approach. That is hardly the way for any distributor, let
alone Republic, to deal with its customers.
BENJAMIN BERGER, President
North Central Allied T. ().. Minneapolis. Minn.

It is my understanding that the AB-PT affiliates have
given Republic a fair share of their playing time and I have
not been aware of any complaints in this regard.
With exhibitors today in need of a greater supply of product, every source of production is desirable and should
be encouraged.
In view of the preat opportunities that can be forseen
for our industry, I am sure that Mr. Yates upon careful
consideration, will find it worthwhile, and advisable to
continue in theatre production.
LEONARD

H. GOLDENSON,

President

American Broadcast ing-f 'a ra mount Theatres

Mr. Yates' problems are largely of his own making. Any
studio which gave us pictures of the magnitude of "Iwo
Quiet Man" and "Wake of The Red Witch,"
Jima," "The
should have no difficulty keeping in the swim. We paid
top terms for these pictures on the best of playing time,
and I am sure that they were profitable to Mr. Yates.
We have, in my belief, given Republic maximum rental
(Continued on Page 10 J
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Nothing

succeeds

N. Y. Critics Acclaim

like

On Sept. 30, 1952 when "This Is Cinerama" pioneered the
motion picture revolution and gave the screen a new dimension
inspiring the many technical improvements

that have

contributed to the re-birth of prosperity at the nation's boxoffices, Cinerama assumed the well-known penalty of leadership.
When a motion picture grosses $20,000,000 in only 14 theatres
0000000

(9 runs continue) . . . when one engagement

"Cinerama is able to
■take a sensational event
and give it to you in terms
that absolutely knock
you for a loop!
It is something the
movies as we know
them have never before
shown. It is an overwhelming sensory reality!"
— Wmsfen, N. Y. Pott
•
"A unique display of
spectacle.
A —Dandy
Crowfher, Show!"
N. f. Times

gave pictures movement!"
— Quinn, Dotty Mirror

York

plays to a gross of $4,500,000— what can you do for an encore!
Now that critics reports (see opposite column) and the early
S.R.O. box office returns are in . . . this second Cinerama
presentation: Louis deRochemont's "Cinerama Holiday"—
provides proof it will be even more fabulous than the first.
With Cinerama's unique power to "put you in the picture"—
to impart extraordinary emotional impact and the sense
of actual physical participation by the audience— it
is a writer's, director's, producer's dream.
Standard motion pictures in all aspect ratios come and
go . . . but month

"The best photographic
process since Edison

in New

after month

in the great cities of our land . . .

and in every world metropolis where we have opened . . .
Cinerama defies all box-office experience; creating new
patrons and reviving the interest in motion pictures of the
"lost" audience. Thus Cinerama is not in competition
with the established industry . . . but a new entertainment

(HIGHEST RATING)
— Comeron, Doify News

power ... a once or twice a year deluxe show for the
entertainment-loving millions of the globe.

"Practically lifts audience
out of seats. Terrific.
Don't miss it!"
— Petswick, Journol Amerkon

S. H. FABIAN President,
Stanley Warner Corporation

The
fabulous
record
of
"THIS
IS
CINERAMA"

STANLEY

WARNER

CINERAMA

New York 122 weeks • Detroit 96 weeks • Philadelphia 68 weeks
Pittsburgh 59 weeks • St. Lowis 51 weeks {These theatres now -playing
"Cinerama Holiday") Continued Runs ''This Is Cinerama" ♦ Hollywood
92 weeks ♦ Chicago 80 weeks • Washington 67 weeks • San Francisco
60 weeks • Boston 59 weeks • Minneapolis 4.3 weeks • Cincinnati $6
xceeks ' Dallas 35 weeks ♦ Montreal 10 weeks. Buffalo (Opened March 16.)
Now playing in London, Osaka, Tokyo ♦ Coming to Milan (April 9)
Rome (May 1) Paris (May 17).

CORPORATION;

DIVISION:

STANLEY

WARNER

CORP0RATI0

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
APRIL

18,

1955

By Philip R. Ward

ILDCAT WALLY'S BUYING ALLIED ARTISTS,
is news may not strike you as one of the great financial
lestones of the half century, but to those of us who know
s dome-bald little speculator the announcement must be
;eted with the unchallenged piety due the omniscient.
ie question is no longer : "Shall AA make a market gain
only when and how great?
For the benefit of those who missed Financial Bulletin,
arch 7, Wildcat Wally is a man apart. He is the film
lustry's contribution to that honored little congress of
zards who dedicate their very beings to making a sham:s of the laws of probability — laws, as they deem it,
viously in need of breaking. You never mention odds to
member of this fraternity. For as ex-exhibitor Wally
/s: "If a thing's gonna happen, it's gonna happen wheththe odds are 80 to 1 or 6 to 5." The track, as our fatidil friend would tell us, is simply in figuring is or ain't
ch-and-such bound to come about. To those of us of less
icular sensitivities, that's like trapping orangutans in
iting season.
0 .
Wally's credentials are without abrasion. He has cor;tly forecast the past 14 Congressional and Presidential
xtions; is mildly embarrassed for picking the Giants in
e games over Cleveland last fall. He is known to have
oken the spirits of half a hundred $50 cashiers in places
lere the horses run. Commodity dealers will tell you he
sn't been wrong on a wheat future in five years. Along
)re erudite lines, he has been piping close to actual tunes
M such statistics as national birthrate, national debt, in■ me, long-term weather, unemployment.
He will venire aprognosis on any matter even remotely guessworthy
- and somehow comes out right.
One of his more recent flings involves the stock market.
I> an ex-theatreman, one of his pet plays is the movie
joup, natch. In 1954 his excursions in this domain netted
In a captial appreciation of $9,363 on an original investjhnt of $8602 (see March 7 Financial Bulletin for breakjjwn). It is significant to report Wally liquidated his cinua holdings in mid-December. Film BULLETIN'S Cin!jia Aggregate reveals that film stocks have skidded 13^
jints from December 31 to April 1. Natch again.
O
IUnder these somewhat bizarre, though documented, cirmstances Wildcat Wally's plunge into the hitherto unjjpiring pale of Allied Artists is surely a matter to behold.
Die trouble, however, with Wally is that Wally never
jiks. Oh, he'll tell his friends what he's up to, but never
iy. That, good reader, we must reason for ourself.

The facts are these :

1. At 43 g Allied Artists is scratching close to bottom-hole
in price.
2. A swing into major, first-run picture production is imminent through the acquired services of a number of
front rank director-producer names.
3. Financially sound with unusual leverage possibilities.
Also dynamic management.
4. Recent establishment of first common dividend is
healthy symptom.
5. Recent report by sales chief Goldstein that billings beginning May will be at least 50% higher than any in
AA history.
6. Keen exhibitor interest, resulting in extensive line-up
of first-run play dates for new product.
7. Entry into a film starved market. In short, AA will be
fulfilling the great economic need of the current cycle
in film distribution, namely, the implementation of the
industry's stockpile of more Grade A films.
O
O
THE YATES-SMITH CONFLICT over the fortunes of
Republic will not be amenably resolved. Reliable financial
sources indicate a blood and guts finale to this affair which
has seethed beneath the surface for the past year or
more. According to these sources, conciliation is beyond
prospect, and only a clean cut victory by one quarter or the
other will clearly determine the future Republic management. It is interesting to note at this early stage that Wall
Street rates the battle one hard to figure. A more comprehensive analysis of this situation will appear in the following Financial Bulletin.
O
O
WHAT

THE

BROKERS

LIKE

DEPARTMENT:

Fahnestock & Co. (NYSE), in its periodic list of common stocks considered attractive at this time, cites Paramount Pictures around 38 (yield 5.3%) as a likely candidate. Eastman, Dillon & Co. (NYSE) is warm on American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc. Take note
that AB-PT's broadcasting division, in addition to housing
Disney, has Warner Bros, tied up and captured the
Wednesday Pabst fights beginning in May.
O
0
ECONOMICS

OF ACADEMY

AWARDS.

On the heels

of its virtual across-the-boards clean-up on "On the Waterfront,' Columbia estimates it will gross an additional one
million dollars as the result of renewed demand. Total
gross will likely run to $10 million or better. This is the
show which ran up a negative cost of some $875,000. Want
to make money? Ask the boys over at Columbia. The
Cohn studio's got the touch these days.
Film BULLETIN
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EXHIBITORS'
ANSWER:
(Continued from Page 7)
and playing time on pictures which deserved it and in
many instances on pictures which did not.
We could not increase rentals paid in the past for similar
pictures. We could, however, pay better terms for better
pictures with better names.
In spite of the shortage of film and in view of its current
record, we would not consider it essential that Republic
make films for theatres.
In conclusion may I say that Mr. Yates' attitude in relation to a national sales policy on top pictures is the same
as other companies. Small towns which I represent and
where a top picture will show an increase in business from
20%-40% over normal can not possibly pay the 40rr-50rr
terms paid in key centers where the possibility of increasing business on top pictures is unlimited.
MAURICE SAFFLE
Saffle's Theatre Service, Seattle, Washington
We have been doing business with Republic Pictures
Corporation for a lon^ number of years. We evaluate the
releases of this company in the same manner as the pictures released by major companies. Our principal concern
at all times is the potential grossing possibilities of any
production. If we feel that Republic has a top grossing
feature, we are perfectly willing to pay top rental terms
for it. The length of playing time is also dependent on the
grossing possibilities of a given picture.
Republic has furnished us with many fine pictures, and
their general releases have filled a much needed place in
the operation of our theatres. With the present shortage of
product, we feel that if Mr. Yates elects to forego production of pictures for motion picture theatres, it will add considerably tothe existing exhibitor problem with respect to
the shortage of product.
KERMIT C. STENGEL, President
Crescent Amusement Company, Nashville, Tennessee

Naturally, my first reaction to Mr. Yates' announcement
that Republic Pictures may quit the theatrical production
field was very disappointing because any lessening of production now, even to the limited extent which his company
has been releasing pictures, would certainly make conditions for exhibitors more intolerable.
However, I disagree with Mr. Yates' position that if Republic does not get more playing time and more money for
its pictures he will recommend this step to his stockholders
within 60 days.
First of all, when he speaks of playing time, it must be
taken into account the very few pictures which that company has released during the past year. Out of approximately 19 pictures released in the Chicago Exchange Area
in 1954, 7 of them were re-issues, one of British make, 4
were considered fair program pictures, 2 only suitable for
houses making 3 or 4 changes a week, one western which
is suitable in certain type theatres only, 2 which could be
considered fair-to-good attractions and used as the second
portion of a strong double-bill program, and 2 which could
Page 10
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be considered good. Now, with that kind of releasin
record how could Mr. Yates expect an exhibitor to give h
company better playing time?
As to terms, and speaking as a film buyer, I believe thi
Republic has received the kind of terms commensural
with the type, number and box-office appeal of the pictun
which that company has released.
Mr. Yates, as all of us know, has been flirting with teli
vision for some time. His company was among the first t
sell its pictures to TV and continues doing so and it
obvious that he thereby didn't make many friends amon
exhibitors. At a time when exhibition was virtually figh
ing for its life, that company certainly didn't take into a<
count the disastrous effect which its pictures shown on T"
would have on the theatre box-office. Fortunately, our h
dustry has made a phenomenal comeback due, in a larg
degree, to the vision of some of the leading executives i
production and distribution who, by way of the new dimei
sions, added life to our industry.
Despite all of this, neither I— nor any far-thinking e: \
hibitcr — would want to see Republic cease making ph ^
tures for theatre exhibition. With all of its ups and dowr >
our industry still enjoys a position of prominence and hi
a bright future in store for it. Republic, or any compan
for that matter, can make a place for itself in this industr
but any company must justify its existence by producin
the kind of pictures that will attract the greatest box-offic
potential. Under those conditions I am of the belief th£
exhibitors would be glad to pay fair and just terms.
I just want to make one more brief observation and thj
is : At one time Republic, led, what we termed the "ind«
pendent production" field, and were way out in front cf
such companies as Monogram (now Allied Artists). Mom
gram was virtually out of business until Steve Broid?
Harold Mirisch and others got into the company, rename
it Allied Artists and revitalized it by producing pictures i 1
the $1,000,000 class and over. Today Allied Artists, by fa1
outclasses Republic in the semi-major field. That compan
is steadily improving its production, the executives of th
company are travelling around the country acquainting e? f
hibitors with their future production plans and generall
are trying to promote support of their program by exhib J
tion and for which, I am sure, they will get the support c ;
the exhibitors all over the country.
JACK KIRSCH, President
Allied Theatres of Illinois, Inc., Chicago. III.

In this day of short supply, it is most disturbing to rea
Mr. Yates' statement to his stockholders. Apparently R(
public isn't getting representation in the big circuit
though I haven't the slightest idea why this should be. I
our territory Republic seems to be getting a very favoi
able play-off. Mr. Yates apparently wants more money fc
features
of his present type when they don't earn a prof
at the boxoffice.
For instance, I paid top terms for "Johnny Guitar" in
certain theatre in Oklahoma last summer. The pictur
grossed $14,213.63 in two weeks. We were glad to exten

the playtime. Three weeks ago "Timberjack" grosse
$1759.22. The one merited top terms and a split because
earned it at the boxoffice. If Republic had given us free c J
charge the run on "Timberjack", we would still have bee j

■ XH1BITDH5'

ANSWER:

I a loss. The way to get a good play-off is to make a picf re acceptable to the public.
I will now answer your questions. 1. Our theatres, as
>ted, have given maximum rentals and playing time to
epublic features of merit. We have extended the same
ling to questionable pictures on scale deals but in "A"
leatres. If the pictures didn't earn, it was the picture's
ult. 2. "Could you increase their rentals and playing
me?" Not at a loss. If that is to be our general condition
e might as well close the theatres. 3. We regard it es;ntial that Republic not only continue to make films for
•leatres but make films for TV. too. if that will reduce
jieir studio overhead. It is completely essential that other
ijmpanies make more pictures if the industry as consulted today is to exist. 4. My general reaction to Mr.
: ates' attitude is pretty well reflected above. It is my
;lief that Mr. Yates is trying to frighten some non-cus>mers into becoming customers, and in this he is probably
jrrect, if there are situations where he is being left out of
(ipresentative playtime. That condition doesn't exist in
le type of towns we operate.
AT McGEE, General Manager
ooper Foundation Theatres. Denier. Colorado

Our theatres have given Republic at all times rentals
qual to or greater than that paid to major companies.
We cannot increase the rentals and in few instances can
/e increase the playing time where the picture warrants.
We have been able to do without anything from them
:>r about two years, so if they were too essential, we would
ave starved before this time ! We need good pictures
rom anybody.
Apparently Mr. Yates is not too concerned with the
uture of this company or at least his production schedule
or the past few years does not reflect such interest, and as
ar as we are concerned, if he is not business man enough
,o see that there is a hungry market existing for good pic| ures at prices we can live with, then he does not have any
: 1 esire to either make money or serve the industry.
•ORREST WHITE, Manager
flnde-Ex Booking Service. Dallas. Te.xas

I 1. Have your theatres given maximum rentals and playng time to Republic features in the past?
Answer : We did, when Republic had a picture that
neant business at the box office.
2. Could you increase their rentals and playing time?
Answer: Only when the picture is deserving of such
' onsideration.
3. Do you regard it essential that the Republic studio
continue to make films for theatres?
Answer: For the good and welfare of the industry at
arge. Republic should continue to produce pictures. Let
I Mr. Yates pay more attention to picture making than to
panking. Eight major film companies are making millions,
vhy not he?
4. What are your general reactions to Mr. Yates' attitude?
Answer: Mr. Yates' attitude stems from the expectation

E. D. MARTIN

SPEAKS

FOR

TOA

Dear Mr. Yates:
We learned from yesterday's Trade Press that your
Company is contemplating withdrawing from the theatrical motion picture industry. You stated that one
of the reasons for this action is the lack of support
from your customers.
Mr. Yates, this is an inconsistent and unrealistic
position. Your motion picture theatre customers have
been supporting your Company and keeping your
Company in business since the beginning of your
career. Your Company's laboratory business, manifestly the backbone of your Company, was built, and
its success was maintained, by the processing of motion picture films primarily for theatrical exhibition.
Your Company, in my opinion, must bear the blame
for its lack of success. It has not kept pace with circumstances and conditions. It is not an accident that
the statements and reports of almost all other producers and distributors of motion pictures show a tremendous improvement and very profitable operations.
These profitable operations are based primarily on
their activity in the theatrical motion picture industry
and not in the field in television.
Perhaps. Mr. Yates, if your Company would make
more and better films that would suit the needs of
your customers your Company would accomplish
much more than heaping abuse upon your customers.
Very truly yours,
E. D. MARTIN, President
Theatre Owners of America. Inc.
that exhibition owes him something. On the contrary, it
is he who owes exhibition some measure of loyalty because the exhibitor kept him in business for three decades.
His invidious remarks at a time like this are highly injurious to the whole industry. His attitude is obvious. Now
that television is here, the exhibitor be damned!
JACK HATTEM
Interboro Circuit. Inc.. !\eic York City

I believe that the continuance of any independent studio
producing features for theatrical consumption is essential
to the continued operation of the smalltown, or subsequentrun city theatre. Numerically, we need every picture which
the studios can turn out, but numerical strength is not
enough. Without quality product, numerical strength of
"nervous" A & B type features will not keep theatres
operating, alone.
As an exhibitors' representative I deplore Yates' attitude, but as an individual businessman, I can appreciate
the position he is in, and the reason he views in prospect
an increased potential from TV over and above what he
has been receiving from theatrical product, because of the
inferiority of the product itself.
These are my own personal opinions.
CLIVE R. WAXMAN, General Manager
Independent Exhibitors Theatre Ser.. Grand Rapids. Mich.
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"Mambo"
"Violent Saturday"
ScitiKcu RaU*$ GOO

Exciting CinemaScope action film can't miss. Adult story,
fast pace, well-balanced cast assure this of good reception
in the general market.
20th-Fox has come up with a first-rate, unusual action
film that figures to bring in good grosses in all situations.
It is sparked by an unusual, adult story that gives this
strong appeal in better-class situations. CinemaScopeDeLuxe color photography is exciting and dramatically
pointed, providing a decided boost in telling of the story.
The complex plot, based on what happens in a small town
populated by Amish farmers over a 24-hour period, brings
together a group of parallel sub-plots. But the script is
even, and the separate story lines provide steady excitement as the plot's terrific pace is developed. Much publicity will be given to elements of peeping tomism and nymphomania, and while the film will appeal basically to the
action trade — and definitely will find solid support in that
quarter — the sub-plots have a more general interest and,
properly exploited, will carry the film to good returns in
the general market. Central incident is a bank robbery,
perpetrated by Steve McNally, Lee Marvin, and J. Carrol
Naish. Surrounding it are the stores of Richard Egan's
marital difficulties with Maggie Hayes, who is prolifically
unfaithful, Tommy Noonan's abnormal erotic interest in
Virginia Leith, Sylvia Sydney's thievery, and the domestic
problems of Victor Mature. As the plot moves along, Mature is captured by the robbers, who want his car, and deposited on the farm of Amish Ernest Borgnine, which McNally and Co. are using as a hideout. In the robbery scene
itself, Noonan and Hayes are shot, the latter being killed.
Mature then succeeds in killing the robbers when they return to the farm.
20th Century-Fox. 90 minutes. Victor Mature, Richard Egan. Stephen McNally, Virginia Leith, Tommy Noonan, Lee Marvin. Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed
by Richard Fleischer.
"The Looters"
Scttitte&t 'Rati*? O O
Fair action yarn will fill dual bill slot in general market Calhoun-Adams combo should appeal to the younger set.
"The Looters" is a modest-budgeted film which capitalizes on some standard, but inherently exciting, action situations— a plane crash in the mountains, mountain dumbing, and a trip down the mountains complicated by stolen
money, with the thief leading a group at gun-point. Story
moves at a good pace with sufficient suspense to hold interest. The presence of Rory Calhoun, together with exploitation ofthe melodramatic situation should carry this
to slightly above average grosses in the action market. It
is an adequate dualler elsewhere. Story takes place in the
Manitou Mountains of Colorado. Hunting guide Calhoun
and friend Ray Danton investigate reports of a plane crash
in the mountains. They find three passengers alive, one
being Julie Adams. When a large sum of money is found
in the wreckage, Danton, armed, takes over, and forces
Calhoun, the experienced climber, to lead the way down.
Solution is supplied when an artillery battalion, on target
practice, kills Danton.

Universal. 87 minutes. Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Ray Danton. Produced by
Howard Christie.
Directed by Abner Biberman.
Page 12
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Exploitation values and subject matter should carry this o
beat drama to fairly good grosses. Best suited for cl<
houses, despite story weakness.
This Italian production, released by Paramount, invoh
some top-drawer talent — Silvana Mangano, Shelley W:
ters, Katherine Dunham and director Robert Rossen — b
the result is disappointing. The script lacks cohesion a
the pace is uneven. The beginning is promising, and the
are occasional moments of flash, like the dancing of M:
Dunham's troupe, but a third of the way through the sto
bogs down, is confused, and just stops moving with si
ficient motivation. Miss Mangano, famed as the star
"Bitter Rice," does an interesting job, and the rest of t
cast does its best with a screenplay that is not in sha
focus. Mangano also reads a background narration th
jolts, and is worked into the film clumsily. This devi
should have been avoided. The question is whether the pr
duction's fine marquee values will offset the uneven na
rative, and whether the offbeat, continental quality of t
film will appeal to mass American audiences. Title ai
cast, though, promise fairly good b.o.
Mango plays an Italian girl of poverty, living in Venic
in love with ruthless Vittorio Gassman. Filled with shan
over her seduction by rich count Michael Rennie, and e:
couraged by Shelley Winters, manager of the Dunha
troupe, she joins the dancers on tour. When they retui
to Venice, Mangano's love troubles begin again. When si
refuses to leave with the troupe, she is accidentally r
sponsible for Winters' death. Gassman encourages Mai
gano to marry Rennie for his money. She does, and in
fight, Gassman kills Rennie, and Mangano rushes awa
from Venice, re-joining the dancers.
Paramount. 94 minutes. Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vittorio Gassma
Shelley Winters, Katherine Dunham. Produced by Dino de Laurentiis and Ca
Ponti. Directed by Robert Rossen.
"Jump
Scctutete

into Hell"
Rati*a O O

For lower half of dual bills. Contrived war story about si
of Fort Dienbienphu. Fair exploitation potential to help ove
come absence of names.
This unevenly contrived war yarn will be useful only a
supporting dualler. Concerned with the fall of th
French fort at Dienbienphu, it offers some material fo
exploitation, but will be disappointing to any discriminai
ing audience. While occasionally moving and forceful, a
in its conclusion when the fort is taken, it is overlong an
moves much too slowly and without logical motivatior
Absence of any marquee names is another deterrent. Jac
Sernas, Kurt Kasnar, and Peter Van Eyck are volunteer
for defense of the fort at Dienbienphu in Indo-China, al
for different, personal reasons. Arnold Moss plays the gen
eral in charge of the fort, who has requested reinforce
ments to stave off the rebel forces. Story concerns th
heroics of the men and the general feeling among th'
French of fighting to the death for the cause. Most of th
footage is devoted to war scenes, with only rare flashback
into the lives of the men involved.
Warner Bros 93 Minutes. Jack Sernas, Kurt Kasnar, Arnold Moss, Peter Van Eycl
Froduced by David Weisbart. Directed by David Butler.

"Strange

Lady

in Town"

ScUiKtte 'RcUiKf GOO
»reer Garson and CinemaScope-color chief boxoffice
actors. Western-action setting exploitation will atrract aeon fans. Should carry to good grosses in general market.
Greer Garson is the chief point of interest in this film,
rhich provides her best role in several years. The vehicle
; a big, colorful CinemaScopic about the old West, ocasionally amusing, and with fair action to keep it moving,
t could have been trimmed 10 or 15 minutes. On the
/hole, however, prospects are good: Miss Garson's name
'hould be a significantly intriguing b.o. factor, the story is
f sufficient substance, the light touches are highly enteraining, and the production is attractively photographed in
VarnerColor, in the best Mervyn LeRoy style. "Strange
^ady in Town" should do well in the general market, with
he action trade providing a big assist if the western element is exploited. Plot twist is built on Garson's being a
/oman M.D. — an unheard of thing in the West at the end
f the 19th century. She comes to New Mexico and gets
ito trouble with Dana Andrews, local M.D., who resents
ier professional invasion. Film depicts the semi-humorous
truggle of the two docs, each trying to gain the upper
and. Additional complication comes from Garson's
irother, Cameron Mitchell, an army officer who carries on
vith quite unprofessional ruthlessness. When he is shot
iter holding up a bank, Garson accepts Andrew's proposal
■f marriage.
/arner Bros. 112 minutes. Greer Garson, Dana Andrews, Cameron Mitchell, Lois
mith. Produced and Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

"The Eternal
ScUCHCM &*tiK$
Varm, appealing, thrilling biography
Joskins. Has elements to carry it
ituations.

Sea"
O O

O

of naval hero Admiral
to good returns in all

Based on the career of U. S. Navy hero. Admiral John
. ioskins, this Republic entry invites good returns with a
I tory that should have wide appeal. It is built around the
1 haracter of an attractive personality, and represents, con'incingly and touchingly, the virtues of courage, intelli) jence, and devotion. Naval scenes are well-handled, with
l| ome powerful shots of naval attack on aircraft during
/Vorld War II, and jet flights in the Korean war. Sterling
-layden, as Hoskins, gives one of his best performances to
late, with Alexis Smith, as his wife, and Dean Jagger, as
II lis friend-colleague, contributing fine assists. Photography
; i hines in the action footage, and pace is generally swift.
Republic should see top playing time on this one. Story
i races Hoskins career from Captain to Admiral. Assigned
I o the carrier Princeton, after successful training duty at
^uonset, Rhode Island, he sustains a severe leg injury, and
■ Is told he will have to retire. Displaying great courage and
letermination, he refuses to quit, and is awarded with
.kipper-ship of the new Princeton. Narrative proceeds
i hrough Hoskins' work on carrier-based jets and his deJ :ision, at the end of an active career, to devote himself to
i ransporting the wounded.
]!epublic. 103 minutes. Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean Jagger. Produced
J 1 md Directed by John H, Auer.

"An Annapolis Story"
SutUeu IRoUh? GOO
Good romance, fast pace and exploitation angles will carry
this to good returns in the general market.
While the title of this Allied Artists offering is a misnomer (there's not very much of Annapolis in it) on the
whole it's an entertaining film that will draw the youthful
element and should do well in the general market. In Technicolor, there is interesting footage on jet fighters leaving
carriers, and helicopter rescues at sea, as well as some of
the traditional ceremonies at the Naval Academy. These
will please, and there might have been more of this material, but the emphasis of the film is on the personal story
of two brothers and their conflict over a girl. Story provides no new insight into the problem, but performances of
Diana Lynn, John Derek, and Kevin McCarthy are competent, and the narrative is compact. Romantic facet will
please the younger folks, the pace is fast enough to satisfy
the demands of the action fans, and the family trade will
like the Annapolis setting. Brothers Derek and McCarthy
are a pair of popular classmates at the Academy with McCarthy the brilliant student. When Derek is injured on a
summer cruise, he is returned home and sees Lynn, his
brother's fiancee frequently. McCarthy's return and his
discovery of their romance turns him against his brother.
In a concluding action sequence, Derek saves McCarthy,
who has been shot down in a flight, and Diana realizes
that her heart really belongs to McCarthy.
Allied Artists. 81 minutes. John Derek, Diana Lynn, Kevin McCarthy. Produced by
Walter Mirisch. Directed by Don Siegal.
"The End of the Affair"
ScuiKeu, 1£*U«? GOO
Rating is for class houses. Will do less in general market.
Absorbing drama told in dialogue, but lacking action. Good
star values, provocative title to sell.
This David E. Rose production, filmed in England, is
adapted from Graham Greene's novel of the same name.
The story of a married woman who has a love affair, suddenly breaks it off and rejects her lover when she has a
mystical experience, and finds the solution of her problem
in Catholicism and death, is given a fine production. Despite adearth of action, it is dramatically effective, Edward
Dymtryk's direction is deft and subtle, and Deborah Kerr
is wonderfully moving as the woman in question. Class
audiences should find it highly absorbing, but perhaps
there is too much subtlety in the web of moral issues and
ironies here to have wide appeal, and there is certainly too
must talk for moviegoers who seek action. There is no action, and the talk will appeal to those who enjoy serious
drama with pronounced intellectual content. Van Johnson
meets Deborah Kerr during the London "blitz" and the
two immediately fall in love. They are together during an
air-raid, and when Johnson is hurt, Deborah, thinking him
dead, prays for his return to life, promising that she will
give him up. Johnson misunderstands her action and, his
jealousy aroused, has her followed by detective John Mills,
falsely accuses her of having an affair with another man.
Only at the end, when it is too late, does he learn of her
great love for him, and of her religious conversion.
Columbia. I04 minutes. Deborah Kerr, Van Jonnsoh, John Mills, Peter Cushing.
Produced by David Lewis. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.
Film BULLETIN April 18, I9SS
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YATES

ZANUCK

HERBERT J. YATES stirred up a hornet's nest at Republic's annual stockholders meeting when he announced that
the company was considering withdrawing from theatrical film production and
distribution, if Republic product isn't
given more playing time, at advanced
terms, by the country's leading circuits.
The resulting uproar among stockholders
and exhibitors brought forth a subsequent
statement by Yates that "Republic's production policy has been grossly misstated
and was not authorized by me or Republic's board of directors." Meanwhile, dissident stockholders were rallying forces
to unseat the management.
0
JACK L. WARNER will personally
supervise the production of the 39 onehour TV features involved in the recent
Warner Bros. -American Broadcasting
pact. The series, titled "Warner Bros.
Presents," will be developed around three
former WB films ("Casablanca," "King's
Row," "Cheyenne") and the program
kicks off September 13 on Tuesday nights
from 7:30 to 8:30 EDT. The format will
be designed to develop new screen personalities, exploit Warner theatre films.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK returned from
his European tour to release some important news regarding production plans
at 20th Century-Fox. The studio chief revealed that continuing technical improvements in CinemaScope, which cannot be
devulged, have provided "some startling
developments" and should be ready this
summer. Turning to Fox's TV film plans,
Zanuck said that the main purpose of the
shows would be to promote theatrical
films. Regarding production for theatres,
he announced that only pre sold properties such as hit plays and best-sellers will
be used, and there will be a trend toward
developing new screen personalities.
0

J. L. WARNER

MARTIN
E. D. MARTIN, president of Theatre
Owners of America, crashed the headlines with his blistering "Call to Action"
bulletin, which hotly blasted distribution
for failing to call the proposed roundtable conference to deal with intra-industry problems. Coming in the wake of
National Allied's threat to seek relief by
legislation, the TOA challenge now leaves
distribution facing a unified exhibition
front, on the need for face-to-face topechelon talks. While not dismissing the
need for arbitration, Martin completely
cast aside distribution's log-jammer that
a workable arbitration system must precede the industry round-table, saying:
"The crucial times and the crying need
for relief dictate that the industry conference be held immediately, and that a
constructive program of relief result from
it." The TOA president thus deplored
distribution's stand: "It is not possible to
think of an industry, other than the motion picture industry, wherein the sources
of supply display such indifference and
such callousness toward its customers."
Martin's statement ended on this pointed
note: "TOA and its predecessors have
been peace-loving people. Each administration has dedicated itself to long-view
thinking based on the philosophy that
this is an interdependent industry ... it is
obvious now that distribution has not
recognized that philosophy, or, having
recognized it, has refused to go along
with it. It is now, therefore, for distribution to choose the road: along one lies
peace, harmony, and the greatest good for
the greatest number; along the other lies
strife, jungle warfare, and chaos. We
prefer the former, by all means, but we
shall have the courage to accept the latter
if that is distribution's challenge."
(Continued on Page 17)

JACK KIRSCH, president of Allied Theatres of Illinois, announced that a committee of exhibitors in the Chicago exchange area has been named to widen
support of the fight against Toll-TV.
Theatremen are being urged to secure the
cooperation of business associations, real
estate boards, local chambers of commerce, veterans and fraternal organizations, and other citizen groups concerned
with the problem to inform the FCC of
their opposition to pay-as-you-see TV.

KIRSCH
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a little child shall lead them..."

Incidentally

. . .
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(Continued from Page 15)

ROBBINS
ROBERT J. O'DONNELL, executive
v.p. of Interstate Circuit, presented to
star Doris Day Interstate's first annual
Golden Script Award for consistently outstanding screen portrayals and boxoffice
achievement.

DEMBOW
HERMAN ROBBINS has served as
president and chairman of the board of
National Screen Service for 25 years.
Last week, the NSS chief executive announced he is turning over the duties of
president to George F. Dembow, while
retaining his position as board chairman.
Burton E. Robbins, was named to take
over Dembow's former position, vicepresident in charge of sales. In a letter to
company personnel advising of the executive changes, the NSS founder commented: "In July, I will be celebrating
my sixty-sixth birthday. There is a strong
urge in me to try to arrange things for
the best interests of all of us, while I am
healthy and active, rather than leave corporate leadership and authority to be determined when I am not as fortunate as
I am these days, blessed with good health
and an active mind . . . The arrangement
still keeps me active as your senior officer, but permits me to turn over to very
capable but younger hands the daily pressure of corporate management."

DAY, O'DONNELL
STANLEY KRAMER, producer of
United Artists' forthcoming "Not As A
Stranger," received a citation from Chancellor Henry T. Heald of New York University honoring his film achievements.
Kramer graduated from NYU in 1933.

COLOSSEUM OF MOTION PICTURE SALESMAN issued a report on
contract negotiations with distribution
much akin to other distress crys echoing
around the industry these days. The
Colosseum has been negotiating for an increase in salary and expenses for its
members, in addition to improved security
and vacation benefits. David Bartell,
counsel, declared: "We have here the
spectacle of the film industry enjoying
the highest profits in its history, belittling
the efforts of the salesmen, stifling their
enthusiasm, and destroying their efficiency
by failing to accord to them the consideration commensurate with their importance
in the industry." Bartell declared that
after meeting with the distributors committee from Feb. 7 through March 21,
"No substantial* progress
resulted."
9
♦
DAVID HANNA, industry publicist and
former Film BULLETIN Hollywood
editor, has been appointed to supervise
production
publicity
for announced
Paramount's
"War and Peace,"
it was
by
JEROME PICKMAN. Film will be
made by the Ponti-De Laurentiis organization in Italy, Finland and Yugoslavia
. . . HARRY SCHROEDER has been
appointed
representative
for
the Samuel producers'
Bischoff-David
Diamond production of "A Bullet for Joey," UA release starring Edward G. Robinson.
*
*
*
JACK L. WARNER, JR., will head production of Warner Bros, newly launched
TV film subsidiary Sunset Productions.
First project will be a series titled "Men
of the Sky," half-hour dramas dealing
with aviation in war and peace . . . IRVING BLUMBERG, former Stanley Warner ad-pub chief in Philadelphia, joins
Warner Bros, pictures as advertising field
rep for the Philly-Washington area, it
was announced by Warner ad-pub v.p.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK . . . LOWELL BENEDICT has been named national magazine publicity contact for 20thFox, replacing ROBERT FLEISHER,
resigned.
*
*
*
ABE BERENSON of New Orleans was
re-elected president of Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf States . . . JACK
CHISHOLM, former Variety Clubs International press guy, has been appointed
head of public relations and publicity for
Associated Screen News, Ltd. in Montreal, Canada . . . DENNIS CARLIN,
who resigned as ad-mgr. of Republic Pictures, joins Mel Gold Productions as an
executive producer of industrial and dramatic TV films.
*
*
*
ROBERT S. BENJAMIN & ILYA E.
LOPERT, United Artists board chairman
and Lopert Films president respectively,
announced that three Lopert productions
("Richard III," "The Lucky Kid," "The
Man Who Loves Redheads") will be distributed by UA . . . DAVID O. SELZNICK, who hasn't personally produced a
film since 1948, obtained rights to a new
novelplans
by Dexter
"Theunderway
Accident",in
and
to have Masters,
production
Hollywood by late summer. It is assumed that this project will be part of the
co-production-distribution deal between
Selznick Co. and
* Loew's,
* Inc.
*

MR. & MRS. STANLEY KRAMER, HEALD

DIED: Irving Sherman, 43, executive of
Columbia International.
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This is a regular new Film BULLETIN
feature — a report on television and radio
in their relations with the film industry.

Li
'Marty'

The big pitch which advocates of Toll
TV have been making to the Federal
Communications Commission is that the
system is commercially pure; in other
words, that it could afford to offer highergrade programs because there would be
no need to pander to sponsors.
That's the big pitch.
The big laugh is that some of Toll-TV's
strongest advocates — whatever they tell
the FCC — are hoping to get advertiser
support if the system is ever licensed.
Some of the biggest spenders on "free
television" have had conversations with
Toll-TV interests about the possibility
of including in their packages "punch
cards" or tokens which could be used to
unscramble the televised picture. They'd
buy the tokens, of course. In return, the
advertisers would be given so-called "free
commercials."
Everyone who went to the Paramount
Theater recently to see the reconstruction
work being done for the installation of
the new, huge VistaVision screen was
floundering in uncertainty as to its significance until Jerry Pickman emerged
from the side-seats and spoke his piece.
He explained that while the Paramount's equipment was intended for use
with horizontal VistaVision, which is suitable only for a relatively few "super"
theaters, the system can be adapted to all
nouses using standard projectors and
booking standard VistaVision 35 mm.
films.
By sharply curving the screen, and
fitting an aperture plate rounded at top
and bottom, the ordinary exhibitor can,
claimed Pickman, secure a degree of
audience participation, and some illusion
of a third dimension.

Mike Todd's decision to postpone the
opening of "Oklahoma!", with which he
will launch Todd-AO, from May until
July was a smart one. Neither the picture nor the process had been getting the
kind of top publicity necessary for such
a major event.
In private conversation, by the way,
Todd does not hesitate to admit, "The
most terrible thing is that, in all that has
been said and written about Todd-AO
and 'Oklahoma!', Joe Schenk's name has
sorta been lost in the shuffle. Honestly,
if it hadn't been for him I'd never even
have got off the ground."
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Incidentally, the vast superiority of the
film medium over TV in telling a story
was strikingly demonstrated in the recent
Lux Video Theatre production of Hitchcock's "Shadow of a Doubt." What was
a memorable motion picture, came off in
this adaptation as a clumsy, uninspired
job. It had none of the thrills and excitement of the movie version, primarily
because tension-building was restricted by
the limitations of the TV set, and all the
action had to be compressed into 50 minutes. There was neither scope enough nor
time enough to tell the story the way it
should have been told.

The discussion of the problem on the
"Omnibus" show (March 27) was disappointingly cursory, and an inadequate examination of what Subscription TV implies and entails. While Chairman Alistair Cook repeatedly raised the significant question — is Toll-TV in the public
interest? — the exploration just failed to
come to terms with it. Producer Jean
Dalrymple pointed out that Toll-TV
would benefit New York City Center, and
Admiral Tom Hamilton opined that it
might commercialize college athletics to
so great an extent that a profit could be
realized from a sports event played before
an empty staduim (a rather questionable
achievement!). TV station owner George
Storer was the least convinced of those
interviewed. He didn't see how you could,
morally, take a station off the air when a
subscription program was on. Immediately following the telecast, Storer complained, with much justice, that the film
of his interview was technically so faulty
that his remarks were not sufficiently intel igible. He demanded that time be made
available for his position to be re-aired.
The network agreed to give him time.
"Omnibus" was in the middle of the
controversy again the following week
when they objected to the content of a
"commercial" from sponsor Zenith Radio
Corp., developer of Phonevision, which
contained pro-Toll-TV sentiments. Zenith
withdrew sponsorship from the concluding "Omnibus" program on April 10. Interestingly, CBS pointed out that Zenith
had approved the discussion of March 27,
and that the only complaint received was
that the program appeared slanted towards the pro-Toll-TV side. The question
of whether a network can control the
"views" of a sponsor will likely reach the
F.C.C., ready to debate Toll-TV generally. But the entire "Omnibus" controversy
clearly indicates just what is ahead, and
the variety of problems that Toll-TV will
engender. Even more important, the main
issue has been, and will continue to be,
pushed into the background. This is the
question that must be dealt with, and
must be the deciding factor in an F.C.C.
decision.

'Omnibus'

Promotion

The Hecht-Lancaster production of
"Marty" represents something of a milestone in film production. It marks the
first translation of a major, single-performance, TV property into the screen
medium. The film more than fulfills the
expectations of one who had witnessed
the telecast, and points up, remarkably,
the advantages that the movie medium
can bring to a solid television story. It
gives promise of good things to come.
Author Paddy Chayefsky, certainly the
most significant writing talent to be developed by TV, is now under contract for
Hecht-Lancaster and the assurance that
he will now be working in Hollywood is
important news indeed. His "Marty"
screenplay is one of the freshest, most
sensitive pieces of film writing seen in
quite a while, and he may quite possibly
garner an Oscar for it.
The point here is that "Marty" demonstrates that TV bears promise of becoming a major source of quality films, and
that an original TV play can be developed
into a major motion picture achievement,
utilizing unique facilities of the movie
medium that television's limitations preclude. Joseph LaShelle's superb photography clearly illustrates this — it creates
mood and atmosphere as only the free
range of the film camera can. Now with
reports that Rod Sterling's much-praised
TV drama "Patterns" is to be filmed for
theatres, we have further evidence that
progress is being made in reconciling at
least one facet of the competitive mediums.

On the Spot

The difficulty that CBS' "Omnibus" ran
into when they came face-to-face with the
Toll-TV problem suggests the bitterness
and vehemence that will characterize future discussion of the issue. The problem
won't be solved easily and probably not
before most of the viewing public has
taken sides on it.

20th Century-Fox got in an excellent
piece of TV promotion for its forthcoming "Daddy Long Legs" on the April 10th
Sullivan show. Aside from the film clip,
introduction of the "Sluefoot" might provide extraordinary interest in the film, if
the public takes to the new dance like
they take to most others.

MERCHANDISING

SHOCK

ANGLES

SELL

CREATURE' IN DEI
any showmen booking Universal's "Rege of the Creature" have been using the
hly effective "shock treatment" to build
tling boxoffices for the current horror
One of the outstanding campaigns was
veloped by United Detroit Theatres exploiers under ad-pub director Alice Gorham.
special 24-hour midnight "Shriek Prew," at the Broadway Capitol, was built
ound "Creature" and another U-I thriller,
ult of the Cobra." Six eight-foot monster
touts were blown up from a still, were
otted around the theatre. Other cutouts
e made into A-board displays and placed
the street and in store windows by maner Dick Sklucki. An usher climbed into a
reature" costume and paraded the downwn area and also posed for photos with
trons on preview night. Monster also
de appearances on three TV shows plugg the opening. Result: a whopping big
oss for the engagement.

&

EXPLOITATION

DEPARTMENT

W

Multitude of neat stunts and promotions kicked off U-I's "Revenge of
the Creature" openings around the
country. Right: First-aid station in
lobby of Detroit Capitol for patrons
with shakey nerves. Below (Top left)
Jeff Livingston, Universal eastern ad
chief, discusses promotion plans with
Stewart & Everett circuit executives
in Charlotte, N. C. (Top. r. ) "Creature" makes TV appearance on Detroit's WXYZ. (Bottom I.) Stereo
Club of Detroit poses in Capitol
lobby for 3D pictures taken with
monster. (Bottom r. ) Denver Paramount mgr. (r) Jack Wodell ran a
"Most Horrible Costume" contest to
attract the kids.

" worm mm

I mZi*"*™

Co-Ops Power Three from UA
United Artists boxofficers under national
ad chief, Francis M. Winikus, have lined up
a variety of national co-op promotions to
pre-sell three upcoming releases, "Kiss Me
Deadly," "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" and
"The Night of the Hunter."
The screen version of Mickey Spillane's
best-selling thriller will be tied in with Signet's special
edition
with film
credits
on of
back"Kiss
coverMeandDeadly,"
special
display material directed to book outlets.
In a merchandising co-op with Nebel Nylons, the CinemaScopic "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes" will be spotlighted in full-page
ads in Mademoiselle, Glamour and Charm
magazines reaching 6,000,000 readers. Display material in retail stores will also credit
the Jane Russell starrer.
The Robert Mitchum-Shelley Winters
vehicle, "The Night of the Hunter," will also
receive a book promotion campaign by the
Dell publishing company, with emphasis on
truck banners and window displays.
(More Showmen, Page 20)
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WIRES

TO

PROMOTES

Tom McMahon (r), manager of the NYC Sutton,
got behind the music promotion on UA's "Marty"
in a big way. The first hundred patrons attending the world premiere of the Hecht-Lancaster
comedy drama received free recordings of the
title tune.

STREET CORNER

DISPLAY

GRADUATES
GOOD

WILL

A tip of the showman hat to Schine circuit boxofficer Bob Cox of Lexington, Ky.
for coming up with this sure-fire business
booster and p. r. promotion. Cox set up a
deal with Western Union to send congratulatory telegrams to every graduating senior
of the high schools with an invitation to be
guest of the theatre during graduation week.
By promoting a local merchant to pick up
the tab for the wires, cost to the theatre was
eliminated. This astute Schine showman has
worked the stunt for the past three years and
it could be adapted easily to any situation
having a Western Union branch.
Just to show you how a gimmick like this
can snowball, the Lexington WU district
manager advised agents in other towns to
contact local theatremen on setting up similar deals. With graduation days rapidly approaching, this is a worthwhile stunt for
theatremen everywhere.
Photo Contest- Promotion
With exhibitors around the nation putting
ever-increasing emphasis on "selling the
kids," Commonwealth Circuit showman
Charles V. Reed (Hays, Kansas) developed
an effective stunt which not only attracts
the small fry, but neatly exploits a universal
weakness
in parents — a Children's Photo
Parade contest.

Provocative cutouts like this were spotted
around Hartford, Conn., street corners by
exploiteers of the E. M. Loew's Theatre
to generate interest in Columbia's "New
Orleans Uncensored." Sure to catch the
eye of pedestrians, the display is geared
to detour passersby right to theatre b. o.

Reed tied up with a photo studio and then
promoted the cooperation of 20 local merchants who donated $500 in prizes. To enter
the contest, parents took their children to
the studio and obtained a photo, at nominal
cost. Photo was then placed in the special
theatre lobby display for one week, with
three winners each week. Participating merchants were publicized by the photographer
and the theatre. In addition to strong wordof-mouth generated, local newspapers helped
the stunt along with stories and photos of
the winners.
4 National Screen Service
is making available this
Travel-Ad auto top display which
gives theatremen an
effective
and inexpensive means of heralding their attractions
around town. The TravelAd frame takes a 24x82
banner, such as this one
on 20th - Fox's CinemaScopic, "A Man Called
Peter." A fin atop the
frame provides space for
display of theatre name
and playdate. A standard
cartop rack is used to
mount the frame and installation can be made in
a few minutes. Travel-Ad
is available on either a
sales or rental basis at
NSS exchanges.
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World
"A Manplenty
Calledof
Peter" premiere
at the NYCof 20th-Fox's
Roxy generated
publicity for the CinemaScopic. From top: (l-r)
Mrs. & Mr. Richard Todd, star of the picture:
Mrs. & Mr. Spyros P. Skouras; Mrs. Catherine
Marshall, author of the best seller, and her son.l
Peter John. Todd addresses audience during
stage ceremonies. Fox v. p. Charles Einfeld; Lady
Malcolm Douglas Hamilton and Lord Hamilton,
co-chairman of The Highland Fund of North
America, sponsor of premiere. Crowds jam |
Roxy front. Below: Eric Johnston entertains |
members of Congress at special dinner and advance showing
of "Peter"
in Washington
D. C.
(l-r) Mrs.
Marshall,
Johnston,
Senator Francis|
Case, S. D.

R.A.F. pilot Peck makes daring escape when he crashes behind enemy lines in Burma.
1

ple
Pur
Flying with the
R. e
A. F. in
Burma
during Pla
Worldin"
War II, Gregory Peck
Th
is thrown into despair when his wife is killed in a London bombing attack.
The added pressures of combat push him close to a mental breakdown and he
seems to be seeking death in reckless exploits. When he meets a beautiful
Burmese girl, Win Min Than, she helps him gain a new lease on life. Disaster
strikes when Peck is flying a routine mission and crashes in the jungle behind
enemy lines. One of two officers with him is badly injured, and the other goes
mad and commits suicide, as the trio fight their way back to the base. After a
perilous trek thru the jungle, Peck eventually finds safety, and returns to the
waiting arms of his Burmese girl with a renewed desire to live.

EXPLOITATION

PECK,

PICTURE

ADVENTURE

I Continued from Page 21)
United Artists is building a consistent
record for providing exhibitors with dynamic
exploitation features. Equally important are
the selling campaigns developed for each release. UA showmen, under the direction of
v.p. Max E. Youngstein and national ad director Francis M. Winikus, have been leaving no exploitable angle unturned in creating
serviceable pressbooks for films in the company's distribution stable.
"The Purple Plain," a J. Arthur Rank
presentation, is the latest UA release to
benefit from a shrewd and aggressive campaign that provides showmen with a host of
exploitables, and to suit any situation.
The Gregory Peck name, a potent asset
to any marquee, naturally gets top billing in
all of the ads, lithos, and the herald. The
campaign is two-pronged. The most important selling angle — and one designed to attract fern audiences, particularly — is Peck's
emotional conflict, resolved in a poignant
romance with the Burmese beauty, Win Min
Than. For action houses, there is material
that graphically socks over the adventure
and violence angles. Some exhibitors might
prefer to wrap their campaign around this
quote from a Louella Parson's article in
Cosmopolitan magazine: "Gregory Peck's
Greatest Performance Since 'David and
Bathsheba' and 'The Snows of Kilimanjaro'
. . . Should Bring Him Another Academy
Award Nomination."
Theatremen should not overlook the fact
that "The Purple Plain" has been heavily
pre-sold, the H. E. Bates story having first
appeared as a Literary Guild Selection and
also as an eight-part serial in the SatEvePost.
The Post angle can be played up via truckside posters, newsstands cards used with
local playdate copy: "You read it in the
Saturday Evening Post — Now See it on the
screen!"
The story is also a Bantam Book bestseller in more than 100,000 bookstores, drug
stores and newsstands throughout the counThe newspaper ads pack a powerful
visual punch and lend themselves to a
variety of selling angles. The one at
left accents the emotional elements of
the "east-meets-west" romance between the distraught, reckless RAF
flier and the delicately beautiful Burmese girl who gave his life new meaning. The other ad plays up hard-hitting
action with a striking illustration and
punchy catchlines: "The Merciless
Jungles of Burma's 'Purple Hell' . . .
The Mightiest of All Adventure Between Heaven and Earth!" Additional
ads feature the spectacle of passion
and war in the mysterious Far East.
And, of course, the strong boxoffice
power of the Gregory Peck name provides a potent spring board for attracting interest in all situations.
Page 22
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AND

A

BURMESE

BEAUTY

try, and hundreds of Curtis Circulation rep
resentatives have been advised to cooperat
on a local level with all theatres playing th
film. Pressbook suggests this attention-gel
ting mobile street display built around th
Bantam Book: blow up front cover of bool
mount on stiff cardboard, front and back, t
fo rm a walking bally-box. Man inside ca
also distribute heralds.

So effective was the "scratch board art" used
in
campaigns
on "Apache"
and made
"Vera Cruz",
thatad UA
exploiteers
have again
it the
basis for many of the eye-catching newspaper
postersset and
on "The
Plain."
Aads,special
of artheralds
stills (see
samplePurple
above)
are
available which can be used for enlargements.

A Magic Ticket novelty is available whic
can be an important business-boostei
Tickets contain a large star and copy herald
ing the film. Persons receiving the cards ar
instructed to rub a wet finger over the stai
If the star turns purple, the ticket is goo<
for a complimentary admission to the filrr
The UA exploitation department is pro
viding special aids for radio-TV and lobb
promotions. Radio spots include a 5-minut
recorded interview with Gregory Peck, an
1-minute, 30-second and 15-second announce
ments. Television trailers come in 1-minut
and two 20-second clips, all allowing time fo
local tag ending on theatre slide. For lobbj
heralding, there is a free record containing
special vocal effects, music and sound effects

This scene sets the motif for
the 24-sheet, 6-sheet, and 3sheet posters. A highly intriguing float, lobby standee
or marquee display can be
made by cutting out the illustration and showcasing it
with bally copy. As a mobile
display, it can be towed
around town by a purple car.
Pressbook also suggests
dressing models in Burmese
costumes and having them
ride on the float. As a theatre front bally, the piece
can be surrounded with a few
dancing girls with appropriate oriental music playing in
the background.

LOVED TOO MUCH I

if run

ji ^ECHNIcblOR I
■1^

The PURPLE PLAIN
TtCH HlCOLOH

SELL

Your

'his is a reminder page — a memo to
showmen who have fallen into a
e-for-granted lackadaisicality about
powerful boxoffice boon air cononed comfort is. There's a huge
Ich of ideas for alert showmanship
f| ids to draw on, but first they have
f jut their hand into the barrel. Dustii off the "Cool" flag, and inserting a
pele-line slug into their heralds and
ivspaper ads is like grinding up a
#|der filet mignon for hamburger, a
1 ful waste.
» Varning: don't wait for the heat to
ke before readying your equipment
a I publicity. Importance of an early
jfrt cannot be stressed enough. A
■jnfortably air conditioned theatre on
It first hot day of the Spring proles not only the ideal atmosphere for
ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THE ENTIRE FAMILY!

IR CONDITIONED
COMFORT...!
I Stanley Warner circuit admen worked up
t. above 40x60 for use in lobbies and store
Hdows. Special attention is being given to air
■F ditioning
in the chain's flashy Spring Movie
rival campaign.
US0K GET HOT YOU ONE-EYED
MONSTER FOX/ I'M
OOIN'TO
A
WICHITA
THEATRE
WHERE
it's REALLY

COOL

Air

ionditionimjl

utmost enjoyment of a good film, it
offers a delicious sample of the pleasant
summer to come. The favorable association of the movie house with comfort and enjoyment is one that will
linger through the dog days. Even tVie
best picture can be ruined when the
audience is uncomfortably squirming
through the heat — and that impression
lingers, too. It can alienate a sizeable
chunk of the potential audience and
leave a distaste for going to the movies
generally and to that theatre particularly.
MAKE

Group Selling
The enormous plus factor to a theatre's boxoffice represented by air conditioning appears to be a natural for a
united campaign by groups of theatres.
Since it is essentially an institutional
function, theatre organizations, or even
individual theatres banding together in
a given area, could logically create and
activate a territorial campaign.
Obviously, selling air conditioning
for one theatre will redound to some
extent to the benefit of other scientifically cooled houses in the same locale.
Sound showmanship would seem to
dictate that organized groups of theatremen spend some effort and money
on a unified drive to make the public
air conditioning conscious during the
warm weather season? The program
would be bigger and more elaborate
than any one theatre would or could
afford, while the cost, spread out
among the group, would be reduced to
a comparatively minor factor for each
theatre.
An

MARQUEE

TALK

Keycomfort
vantage ispoint
in selling Freshen
your theatre's
cool
the marquee.
it up
with new displays. Top sketch above builds
from the top of the marquee up. White or
light blue icicles or snow effect can be cutout frame for necn or fluorescent-paint
letters. Marquee-top display like this eliminates loss of under-marquee light from hangbanners, permits maximum vision for
front ingdisplays.
Both colorful and functional, waving banner flags shown in lower display will draw
the eye, shout out the "cool" message manifold. Simple, inexpensive, effective.

air conditioning campaign fits

neatly into any theatre organization's
function
well-being.of furthering its members'

Cartoon style eyecatchers were evolved
by the Commonwealth
Circuit for use in
newspaper ads, heralds
and programs. The
pair shown here were
among some most effectively used by the
Wichita Fox last summer. Simple line drawings like these are attention grabbers, laugh
getters, gluing the eye
that ordinarily slides
off the commonplace
air-conditioned signature.

*t fttftSr1 1

How

About . . .

* Bus and car cool cards to hit workers and
shoppers on the way home in hot, close vehicles,
where effect is most telling.
* Radio spots for auto travelers.
• Early trailers as a reminder: "It's always
Spring in the air-conditioned theatre."
• Street stunts with the weather apt for
lightly-clad cuties— even that hardy perennial,
girl in bathing suit on cake of ice, still grabs
newspaper space.
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THIS

IS

YOUR

PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Fi.lm BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
ALLIED

ARTISTS

December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark. Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Csmedy.
David Niven,
Y»onnj do Carlo,
Barry Fitzgerald
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 88 min. I / 10 .
January
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edwardlamp
Nernds. and
Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
tomagic
Bagdad.
64 min. resulting adventures take them
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer Winiam
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control of
that valuable country. 71 min.
February
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Le wis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Melodrama. Realiiing he was responsible for convicting
innocent
her name. woman,
70 min. detective sacrifices career to clear
March
BIG TIPOFF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder 77 min
"DIAL
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ley. ProdREDucerO"Vincent
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try
to talk
wife out blamed
of divorcing
murder
is mistakenly
on him.him.62 Her
min. subsequent
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
Jefferey Hunter. Producer Vi/icent M. Fennelly. Director Charles M. Warren .Action drama. Deals with John
Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN
Technicolor. John Derek
Kevin McCarthy.
Diana
Lynn.
Director
Don Siegel. Drama. Producer
Brothers Walter Mirisch.'
from Annapolis together split over awhogirlgraduated
but are
eventually
reconciled
pilots in Korea.
81 min. during combat as jet fighter
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonn,e De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputv sets out to
MMarshal,
ay
avenge murder
of U. S.and
plicated by gun-runners
Apaches.with"80 the
min. trail com-

DARK VENTURE
Lovejoy, Peggie Castle, Forrest
Tucker. ProducerFrank
Lindsley Parsons.
Director Harold
Schuster. Action drama.
to trap public enemy. 79 minHijacker joins side of law
LAS VEGAS SHAKEDOWN Dennis O'Keefe Coleen
Gray. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
writer on gambling fall in love and break
up plans
of gambling syndicate.Co77mi
min.
ng
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist
to U. S., special investigator is involved in
murder attemot
on nuclear expert
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Morris Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle advenJungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
huntersture commissio
ned by government
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz .Hall. Producer Ben
Jchwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy Exiled
kingthetakes
s life. with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
king refuge
on
WARRIOR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Errol Flynn
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring peace
between England and France and
save tair damsel in distress.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Joel McCrea, Vera Miles Producer Walter Mirisch.
Jacques Tourneur.
Western. Hired by town Director
leaders
law famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,tobutenforce
strict rules
affect merchants who eventually plot hishis murder.
Film

COLUMBIA
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom is even worse. 88 min. I l/l.
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed, Robert
Francis. Director
Karlson. Army
Producer
Western.
Doctor Phil
at frontier
post Lewis
incursRachm'l.
enmity
of fellow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Sailer. War
Drama. U. S. intelligence officers masquerade as collaborators in Korean
the Communists.
80 min.prison camp in order to spy on
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson
wronglyof convicted
from12/13.
hanging and
puts saves*
down threat
Indian war. man
73 min.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
encroaching
land officer
baron. 96leads
min. small ranchers against
February
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducer
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RobertFord.
Francis.
ProRobert Arthur.
Drama.
Career of Marty Maher, Irish immigrant who was assistant athletic director at West Point. 131 min. 2/21.
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, Patricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of priate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingdom. 72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn Brando, Richard Boone. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Bruce Humberstone. Western. Cattleman tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling.
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. Story of mis-run prison which
contains both men and women. 80 min. 2/7.
March
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood,
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with
Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Garland
Producer Sam Katzrrwn. Director
c^astle. Melodrama. Ex-saltcr helps to breakup Wiriiem
front hiiackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min. waterWYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
Diis released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
are complicated when he becomes involved with
old gang. 73 min.
A pril
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
.
Byron.
Producer Sam Katzman. DirectorWeissmuller
Charles S. Jean
Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of whits jimole
priestess
who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
THREE FOR THE SHOW MaCinemaScop
e, Technicolor.
y
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower
Champion Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported
killed in
Korea returns
3/7. to find wife remarried to best
101 min. home
friend.

CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denn
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. C
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of
scientist creates monsters from dead men plannini
murder men responsible for his conviction.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian K
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant,
Barnwell. Dire
June Loony plan to
Phil Kanson. Comedy-melodrama.
Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real tl
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark,
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director I
Robson.
G-I's
plot to steal part of
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discoveredComing
in Berlin.
CHICAGOCugat.STNOICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe
Xavier
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins c
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, TecViicolor.
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action dr.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War
turns to become the hometown preacher.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pi
seeks falls
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy
then
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
GENTLE WOLFHOUND, THE CinemaScope, Technic
Aldo Ray. Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hatinc
has life complicated by romance with beautiful J
nese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans e
tually give soldier new perspective.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. De
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond, WiMiam
RichardGastle.
Denning.
Prod
Sam Katzman.
Western,
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advan
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis. F
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman
record Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen b
explosion
the Pacificcreates
Coast. enormous
80 min. sea monster which three
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technic
James William
Stewart, Goetz.
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ducer
Mann. We!
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to searcl
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. J
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
Kohlmar.
Director
RichardJackQuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy.
ventures
two city.
small-town girs who seek their
tunes
in theof big
SPECIAL DELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. F
with
Curtaininternational
diplomacy. background. Burlesque oi
TERROR IN THE NIGHT Jack Kelly, Vince Edwd
Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
night of terror for son and family of we<
businessman.
I. F. E.
December
THEODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. Ene
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Rice
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rise
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
January
NO
RELEASES
February

MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Sllvana
panini. Producer Gulseppe Amato. Director P
CEIL 2455. DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Germi. Drama. Risque adventures of beautiful sho\
Producer Wallace MacDonaW. Director Fred Sears
and
her escapades with the law. 78 min.
Melodrama. Recounts
min. of criminal confined six
years in death house. 77 life
March
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
NO RELEASES
Producer David Lewis (Coronadol. Director Edward
Dmytryk. Romantic drama. Man's hate, jealousy, and
love
destroys the one woman he ever loves. 106 min.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George MontgomA pril
STANDS TRIAL, THE
English Language. Am. <
ery, KarinWestern.
Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl CITY
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini. Film Costellazione Pro:
Bellamy.
Young army officer is assigned to tion.
Director Luigi Zampa. Melodrama. A do1
capture warring Indian
chief
whom
he
had
known
slaying and death of a young man add to pi 1
as a bov. 74 min.
cutor's determination that justice shall prevail. 105 '
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phii LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles All star cast. <
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal of various wa>>
love
who 90practice
them presentee '
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate.
97 min.
"Marchandof women
Time" style.
min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

( I. F. E. Continued )
iO YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng. Lang. Marina Vlady, P.
chel Beck. Producer N iccolo Theodoli. Director LioHo De Felice. Drama Affair of fifteen-year-olds
lose romance ends in tragedy
when girl dies in
:id birth. 88 min. 3/21
AY WARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigida .
oducer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Romtic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
dutiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
other man. 91 min. 4/4May
tEEN MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Docu■ ntary. Filmed by the Bonii Expedition in South
-lerica from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min.
INDEPENDENTS
January
,000 LEAGUES
UNDER Kirk
THE Douglas,
SEA IBuenaJames
Vista)Mason,
Cine)Scope,
Technicolor.
I ul Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Direckrissic
Richard
Fleischer.
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 mm. Filming
12/27. of Jules Verne's
March
(ASHOUT (Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Ken' elodrama.
dy. ProducerSix Hal
E. Chester.
Lewis leaving
Foster.
convicts
escape Director
from prison
I ail of violence with only two surviving to reach
che of stolen money. 90 min.
I PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank (Continental
1st. Co.) Technicolor. Alec Guinness, Odile Versois,
i rnon Gray. Producer Antony Darnborough. Director
bert Hamer. Romantic Comedy.
I.VY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisney)
ne Fess Parker, Buddy
' sen. Technicolor. Producer
Bill Walsh. Director NorI m Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
ries about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
amo hero.
Coming
AD AT THE WORLD (Filmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
asselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Isa. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
IIr gang.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
min.
LIPPERT
December
ICE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Proicer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
•ama.hisFormer
auto racing
han
best friend
crasheschampion
to death.quits
He big
makesracea
>meback
and
wins
back
his
wife
by
winning
the
rand Prix. 49 min.
-ACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Derter,
inetorChaney,
RobertPirates
L. Lippert,
DiAllen Jr.
Miner.Producer
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
rcing villagers to dig for treasure under church,
iung townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
HEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr,
elodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ng escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
ealthy Brazilian as ringleader. 80 min.
February
NO RELEASES
March
LVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
>n Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
irtlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
rst gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
a showdown gun duel. 73 min.
A pril
LASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
inds. Director Montgomery Tu My. Melodrama. Sideiow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl,
'ith
numerousis carnival
among
suspects,
e mystery
resolved characters
at the glass
tombthewhere
the
irker presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
-HINDER Marjorie
OVER SANGOLAND
Jon Rudolph
Hall, RayFlothow.
Montpmery,
Lord. Producer
irector Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
iend trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
om native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
IR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Producerirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
piadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
en and marital problems of junior officer.
HANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montimery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Di■ctor Spencer
Adventure.
Facinggolden
attacks
by
>stile
savages, Bennet.
white doctor
recovers
tablet
olen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologlst,
id leads party to safety. 75 min.
3NESOME TRAIL, THEJuWayne
ne Morris, John Agar,
•oducer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. West•n.
Youngforsoldier
returned from Indian
wars is forced
|ivefight
his property
taken control
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers who
ING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant, Wanda Curtis. Producer
I Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science-fiction.
Film

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
MAY

December
C2E3T OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
Jonn and Roy Bouiring. Science meloarama. AngioAmerican temperaments get a worxout during the cevelopment of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART lechnicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Ooeron, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min. 11/29.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope. EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
who murdered during the war. 82 min. 12/27.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Miningbia, engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columand bandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him to a treasure of another kind. 100 min. 1 2/27.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 94 min.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD
JUNGLE
Glenn Director
Ford, Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell
Leisen.
Melodrama.
Man preparing
for priesthood meets woman who is involved
in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min.
May
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.
MARAUDERS. THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader try to take rancher's home in Arizona
wastelands.
'une Edmund Purdom, Lana
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor.
Turner, rector
Audrey
Dalton.
Producer
CharlesBased
Schnee.
DiRichard Thorpe. Biblical drama.
on the
Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
of
Roaring Twenties'
singing sensation
Ruth Etting.
MOONFLEET
CinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector search
for long lost diamond.
Coming
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, Color. Richard Widmark,
Lauren Baca II , Charles Boyer. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama. Conflict
about lives of sta§ and patients of small midwestern
psychiatric
INTERRUPTEDclinic.
MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
l
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack JCummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 105 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance.
PARAM0DNT

SUMMARY

New features scheduled for May reease total 26, one less than April.
Leading supplier will be Columbia
with 4. 20th-Fox, United Artists, Universal and Lippert each have 3 slated
for next month. Of the total features
available 2 are in CinemaScope, one
in SuperScope and one in VistaVision.
One of the Universal films will be in
3D. Eleven of the May releases are
in color.
Slated for release this month:
8 Dramas
1 Musical
8 Melodramas 1 Biography
4 Westerns
1 Documentary
3 Adventure

February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Hoiden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
War drama.
Admiral'!
relationship
with Navy
jet 103
pilots
ground of Korean
air raid.
min.played
1/10. against backMarch
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brook*.
Eric Fleming. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-mada
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY
THE Wm.
Bing Perlberg.
Crosby, William
Grace Kelly.GIRL,
Producer
Director Hoid.n
Gaorq*
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he hat
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.
A prilMichael Rennle, Vittorio
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Gassman,
PontiBeautiful
& DeyProducers
Laurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
RobertMaRossen.
Drama.
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends young man only to be rewarded with attempted murder. 92 min.
HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to South America to locate priceless ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis
and Clark
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope.
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. StoryJuofne
Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND VV-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command,
envolved in crash and historic
non-stop
flight. he isComing
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE VV-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarini.
Adventure
Spectacle.
Ulvsses as taken
from the
Odessey. Homeric feats of
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecDevil's
Escapingwhofrom
Curtiz. Comedy.
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge
bankruptcy.

December
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War II buddies team as entertainers after war, become involved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min. 9/20.
January
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Exjoin small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
romantic triangle. 110 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

May

PARAMOUNT (Continued)
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
1 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with Jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUBLIC
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring. 86 min.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron.
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
• n rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime. 90 min.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TruColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
Directed 07 HerDert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
wh«n a private m*d they had always used is closed
by the owner. 91 min.
January
CAROLINA CANNONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilot of steam driven trolley car, Canova becomes involved in plot to steal atomic missile. 74 min. 1/24.
TROUBLE IN STORE [J. A. Rank) Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock
engages
in comedy
plot toclerk
rob store.
86 min.
1/24. of errors surrounding
February
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer. 65 min.
SQUARE RING, THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game. 73 min.
March
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Ycung engineer fights to recover timberland from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min. 3/7.
April Sean McClory, Joanne
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD
Jordon, Ray Middleton. Producer William J. O'Sullivan.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Brother against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western.
guide proMay inWilderness
tects wagon train of munitions
hostile Indian country and finds romance with beautiful half-breed girl.
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and the Korean conflict. 103 min.
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
[J. A. Rank) Technicolor.
June
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow.
Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of
a
medical
student
during
training to become
a doctor. 92 min. 2/21.
Coming
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen, Jihn Baer,
Kathleen Crowley. Producer William J. O'Sullivan!
Director William Whitney. Crime melodrama. A young
lawyer
masterminds
a racketeer's rise to power, but
is regenerated
by love.
DAY TO REMEMBER, A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama.
Passion
and
intrigue
in
the
romantic
days
of
Madame Pompadour.
FOREIGN ADVENTURE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo. Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Associate producer-director
Edward inLudwig.
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue
the fashionable
Bahamas.
GUNMAN, THE Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's.
TEXAS LEGIONNAIRES. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden,
Anna Maria Alberghetti. Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and
the Texans' Trucolor.
never-to-be-forgotten
for freedom.
YELLOWNECK
Lin McCarthy,fightStephen
Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the min.
battlefield,
only to face death in the Everglades.
83
3/21
Film

HKD
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
AMERICANO, THE January
Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Loveioy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas cowbey becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance. 85 min. 1/10.
February
TARZAN'S HIDDEN JUNGLE Gordon Scott, Vera Miles.
Producer Sol Lesser. Director Harold Schuster. Adventure. Tarzanslaughter
combats of
whitewildhunters'
to commit wholesale
game plot
for financial
gain.
72
min.
3/21
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John
drama.treasure.
Action 99andmin.intrigue
centersSturges.
around Adventure
hunt for sunken
1/10.
March
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan. Western. Lawman Joins train-robbers and
leads them into trap. 87 min. 3/21
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar,April
Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan
Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls Minaylove with Jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan Jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest,
Coming Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gemez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis
Kahn. Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
JET PILOT
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

December
DEVIL'S
HARBOR
Richard
Arlen.71 Greta
director C. Dean. Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN,ducer-directTHE
Hugo
Haas,
or Ha s. Drama. 81 min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
SiegesDirector Walter Lang. Musical. Married vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business. 117 min. 12/27.
January
CARMEN JONES CinemaScepe Deluxe Color. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector
Musical
drama.
Followsyoueq
pie*
of
opera Otto
and Preminger.
novel in new
setting
in which
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min. 11/15.
PRINCE
OF PLAYERS
Ce4o<- Derek,
by Deluxe.
Richard Burton,
MaggieC'«e<naSe*pe.
McNamara. Johfl
Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama.
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min. 1/10.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 112 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic) CinemaScope, TechniRobert Wagner,
Producer
Robert
Jacks. color.
Director
Richard Debra
Webb. Paget.
Western.
Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 101 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Adventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. Ill min. 3/7.

VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Vict
Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Produc
Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense dram
Lives of members of farm community become enmesh
in gangster's plot to rob local bank.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fr
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. [
rector Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor b
friends 18-year-old French orphan which leads
spring-winter romance.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalba
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murd
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of seve
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, De'u
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
roll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer C
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Col
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adl
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman se
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love wi
man who helps in rescue.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHav
land,
Producer-director
S. Bartle
HistoricalGilbertdrama.Roland.Reckless
romance
cou
e II of between
JunPhilip
favorite of religious Coming
fanatic
Spain and
prime minister.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope, Deluxe Col
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan. Producer Buddy Adler.
rector Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama.
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Col
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Be
room adventures of husband when wife is away
summer vacation.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH CinemaScope. Deluxe Colo
Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Bracket
Director Henry Koster.
UNITED

ARTISTS

December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harve
Susan Shenta'l.
Producer
J. A.RimRank.version
Director
RenaCasteliaoi
Romantic
drama.
of Shake
peart 1 immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,Swartz
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sulliva
Producers
Director
Walt
D*niger.
Drama.
Deals
with
needs
and
desires
men cenfined to prison. 86 rain.
VERA CRUZ (Hecht-Lancaster) Superscope TechnicoJo
Gary
Lancaster,
&enise Darcel,
mero. Ceoper,
ProducerBurtJames
Hill. Director
RobertCesar
Aldric
Western drama. Two American soldiers of fortune
come involved in the Mexican Revolution against E
peror Maximilian. 94 min. 1/10.
January
BATTLE TAXI Sterling
Hayden, Marshall Thompso
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. Dire
tor Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopt
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea. 82 min. I '10.
BEACHCOMBER. THE Technicolor. Robert Newto
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty IJ. A. Rank
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunk
outcastin and
istand
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-strick
BLACK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Grave
Jean Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director Hue
Fregonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from la
of electric chair, gangleader
takes hostages to hideoi
where bloody siege February
occurs. 80 min.
CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phyll
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Ac
venture-melodrama. Young prospector battles clai
Jumper while aiding professor and daughter in searc
for uranium. 83 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richar
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Directi
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breal
in
life going mail
against
them,100ioin
playbc
in disasterous
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA
Technicolor. Nino Marcel,
Boris Karloff,
Jun'
Foray. Producer-director
Frank Ferrin.
Adventurr
melodrama.
Indian
elephant
trainer
avenges
murdei'
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 mfl
March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick
Crawford, Ralph Meeke
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Kocl
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner Joins other convicts I
Jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 3/2
MARTY
Ernest
Borgnine,
BetsyMann.
Blair.Romantic
Hecht-Lancast<
Production.
Director
Delbert
dram<
Boy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, sue
denly find it in each others arms. 89 min. 4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions
Ansco color Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robei
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Youn
circut Judge brings Justice to town controlled by on<
family empire. 66 min.

ADVENTURES OF SADIEA pril
EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of girl marooned
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
Robinson, Georg
pril G.production.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond
Directc
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Roy,
Presbyterian minister Peter Marshall. 119 min. 4/4.
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
.ACS IN THE SPRING EastmanColor. Errol Flynn,
na Neagle,
ilcox.
MusicalDavid
drama.Farrar.
Set inProducer-director
late war England,Herbert
young
isical comedy star is forced to choose between an
tor and a soldier. 94 min.
iRPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Procer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
Fes pilot
fighting
in Burma
under presof war.
Regains
grip disintegrates
on life thru contact
with
autiful Burmese girl. 100
Mamin.
y 4/4.
lEBER'SGreene.
ROOST Jacks-Goldstein
EastmanColor. George
Montgomery,
.hard
production.
Director
dney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
nds of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
■th gangs as ranch hands hoping one will kill off
e other.
MMERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Rasno Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
an. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
jnce and new perspective on life vacationing in
I nice.
I'GER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
■ dial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
[|l|ht
oryforoffreedom.
woman's97 heroism
in 1 9th century Indian
min.
une
SS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Albert
•kker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
ama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet of
;ugs, racketeers, deathtraps and
dangerous women.
Jl Mitchum, Shelley
IGHT OF THE HUNTER Robert
inters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
tarles Laughton. Suspense drama.
, >P OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
elyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
ster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowg experiences rekindles love for ex-wife.
Coming
.EXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor,
chard Burton, Frederick March, Claire Bloom, Danelle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
amatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror,
ocesslng plant. 79 min. 3/21
AST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
d Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
uy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
:tion thriller.
IASS RING, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
ine Shane.
Bancroft.Melodrama.
Producer Edward Small, Director Maxisll
EADLY PEACEMAKER, THE Robert Mitchum, Jan
erling. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richd Wilson. Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrizes town and is finally stopped by man known as
"town tamer".
ESERT SANDS SuperScope, color. Ralph Meeker,
aria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock producpn. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
, ENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Techcolor Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Projcers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
rector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
iris to escape romantic entanglements and become
volved with stage-struck millionaire.
ENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
ancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
echt. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure,
ontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
'est interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
civilize ' ' them.
OT AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
litchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealjs doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
ersonal tragedy.
STOLERO Jack Palance. Producer Philip Waxman.
irector David Miller. Western Adventure.
TAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walce. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
dventure.
UNIVERSAL-INT!
December
IGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScape, Technicolor. Jeff
handler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
. ohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Oman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
gainst the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min.
ELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
uff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
esse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become inilved in war with crook who tries to force them from
■eir gold claims. 78 min. 12/13.
January
ESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
/le Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
ean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
;sorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
|0 THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
eHaven, Gene Nefson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Alert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
lilors in Paris become romantically entangled with
ntertainer, cashier and French heiress. 96 min. 12/13.
'EST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank! Technicolor. Anthony
leel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
I arry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
ives tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
Film
;ivuv:

February
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A4C invadevolvedHollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninin usual ofshenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler of $5000. 79 min. 2/21.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 96 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Rcss
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part In attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack HawkJohns. Adventure.
Producer George
H. Brown.
torins,KenGlynic
Annakin.
Deals with
story ofDirecthe
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is let to safety by army captain subject to court
martial for desertion. 88 min. 2/21.
pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director
George
Sherman.
Western.
When
is vio-of
lated and whitemen invade Indian land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
y
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor.
Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where
they become
involved
with thieves out to steal
archeological
treasures.
June
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara
Corday, Jack
Stephen
Pine. Director
Arnold.McNally.
Western.Producer
Lawman Howard
setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
Coming

or Tony
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope. Technicol
Christie UiMiller. Producer Howardadventure
Curtis ColleenHumberst
. Myone. Historical
rector' Bruce
sterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon s efforts
to guillotine France's noblemen.
Allyson^ Producer
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Ferrer
Drama. UnAaron Rosenber
e.
cid
dnaturalsui
destroys husband
. . in .an
attempte
almost Jose
love ofg.wifeDirector
lor. Audie
CinemaScope, Technico
TO HELL AND BACK
Jesse
Director
rg.
Rosenbe
r Aaron
Produce
Murphy.
of Audie
account
hical
Biograp
drama.
War
Hibbs.
II.
Murphy's experiences during World War
WARNER

January
lor.r Judy
Technico
A CinemaS
STAR ISland,BORN,
Ujft.
Sid GarProduce
Carson.
Jack cope
James Mason,
drama. Girl is given
Cukor. Musical promine
Director George
ine
star,
nt
by
chance at movie stardomprevent his dnnkina. which
him but
marriesto disaster
. 154can't
leads
min. 10/18.
by Technicolor
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor, Print
Elhel Barrymore. Robert
Doris Day. Frank Sinatra,
DougBlanke. Director Gordon
Keith Producer Henry
sisters beof three musical gging
las Musical. Lovewithaffairs
comheart-tu
and
s
hilariou
come entwined
plications. 1 7 min. February
12/27.

olor.
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerC
Producer
Angeli.Young
Pierdrama.
.
Palance
Jack
Mayo.
silverVirginia
al
Historic
Saville.
director Victor
bealso
Supper
Last
at
used
cup
fashions
smith who
comes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 mm.
MorHale, Chester
Barbara Prison
NED Elroy
UNCHAI
drama Story
Hall Bartlett.
directorHirsch.
ris Producerbars,
without
prison
ia's
Californ
in
d
confine
men
of
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 mm. 2/7.
March
Heflin,
WarnerColor Van drama
Scope,
Cinema
CRY
BATTLE
War
, Nancy Olson
Mona Freeman
Aldo Ray.
they
girls
the
and
Marines
II
War
World
of
Story
left behind. 148 min. 2/7.
(Edward Small! Broderick
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
Bancroft Pr°du"r
Conte, Anne Rouse.
RichardDirecto
Crawford,
Me'°dra7a:
r aRussell
Clarence Green.
M
y
te. 87 mm. 2/l\
syndica
crime
g
Gangland wars involvin
WarnerColor. Print by
EAST OF EDEN CinemaS
A cope,
pril
MasJames Dean Raymond
Technicolor. JulieJohnHarris.
Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan
sey Producer
to .win the love of his domineerman'sI 15efforts
Younging father.
min. 2/21
ProKurt Kaszner.
Sernas, David
Jacques
JUMP INTO
Butler. War
t. Dirctor
Weisbar
ducer DavidHELL
phu.
Dienbien
at
battle
drama. Recounting of
Garson. Cameron
IN TOWN Greer -directo
STRANGE LADY Andrews
r Mervyn
. Producer
Mitchell Dana
of young womanLeRoy. inAction
frontierresdays.
Fe duringAdventu
Santa drama.
doctor
h Scott,
TALL MAN RIDNG WarnerColor. Randolp
. Director
Producer David Weisbart
Dorothy Malone.. Western.
Montanan
Revenge-seeking
Lesley Selander withComing
burning desire to right a wrong
returns obsessed
on him.
inflicted
June
WarnerColor.
HS CinemaScope.
OF THE PHARAO
LAND by
Technicolor. Jack Hawkins James Ju»'ee.
Print
Howard
r-direc
Produceing
Collins.
Dewey Martin,
the pharaOh
of tor
re. Recount
HistoricalJoanadventu
Hawks
queen
ruthless
the
and
great pyramid
who built first
who brouoht about his downfall.

AIN'T MISEEHAVIN' Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie, Jack Carson. Producer Sam Marx. Director Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when he marries heir to financial empire.
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty during dangerous trek thruin American
wilderness.
LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiArthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
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PRICING

)P OF THE WORLD
KISS ME DEADLY
'NQUEST OF SPACE
EGIC AIR COMMAND

POLICIES

BEDEVILLED
L 2455, DEATH ROW
THE MARAUDERS
FROM BITTER RIDGE

Riaht

or

Wrong?

Man-to-man

talk

about

T&cfr/rfDy
"
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
gOOX you will share the intimate, scandalous details of history's most
GILBERT ROLAND
notorious mistress of palaces, whose boudoir was a salon, whose
secret love affairs were the target of mobs. The most provocative story
in years... the picture that shocked a nation. No wonder

it was ac-

C|NemaScoPE
introducing PAUL SCOFIELD
co-starring

claimed as an international best-seller and then as a tremendous Broadway success in which Katharine Cornell chose to star. Now
you in all its grandeur and passion. Photographed

it comes to

on location amidst

FRANCOISE ROSAY
DENNIS PRICE
Produced by
Directed by
SY BARTLETT TERENCE
YOUNGby
Screenplay
ANTHONY VEILLER and SY BARTLETT

the breath-taking vistas of Spain in the full majesty of CinemaScope
and Color by De LUXE.

"SOON

IT WILL

BE

A

PLEASURE

From the Novel by KATE O'BRIEN
^

TO

DO

BUSINESS

WITH

An Atalanta
DELUXE
Color byProduction
Released by 20th Century-Fox

^fe^T^/' FROM

20th!"

1

tewpomts

MvGee

Speuks

The following statement was issued
last neek b\ Pat McGee. prominent
Denier theatreman.
Several trade papers asked me to
make a statement concerning the
present bitterness between exhibitors, distributors and producers.
This request stems from comments
I offered in my keynote address to
the Theatre Owners Convention last
November 1.
It will be remembered, or it can be
ascertained by reviewing that
speech, that I clearly cited a complete lack of statesmanship on the
part of the producers and distributors, and I urged the theatre owners
then present to extend a hand in an
effort to cure the current ills in the
industry by working with distributors and producers. On that occasion
and on other occasions since, I
stated that distribution-production
was guilty of dragging its feet in the
matter of arbitration. Six months
have gone by, and despite strenuous
efforts on the part of several men in
both distribution and exhibition, arbitration seems as distant as ever,
and now most of us feel that even if
we p-ot it, we would have very little
to benefit us.

You'd think distribution would
yearn for arbitration, since it might
have saved distribution some of
these costly law suits, which are reflected in higher film rentals, although after viewing company earnings it does seem that distribution
can afford most anything at the
present time. To brush aside all the
small matters which are being
played up in the trade press, it would
appear that we are losing sight of
the basic matters.
As long as there is a shortage of
product, the individual distributor is
going to demand all the film rental
that the traffic will bear. This results in many exhibitors, who can
(Continued on Page 20)

Who's
Look
Toll-TV!
For
A gentleman named DeWitt
Emery, who is president of an organization called the National Small
Business Men's Association, with
headquarters in Evanston, Illinois,
has taken the stump on behalf of
pay-as-you-see TV. In a letter to the
FCC, that sounds almost as if
Zenith's own Commander McDonald
had a hand in it, Mr. Emery declaims
his championship of Toll TV in the
name of "advancing technology,"
the "public interest" and the "economics of the TV industry".
He pops off in this tone: "I see
the theatre people are still out bawling against the idea. They are even
trying to claim that 'small business"
generally is opposed to this new service. To give some shred of substance to this claim, their heavily
subsidized 'Anti-Toll TV Committee' is going about the country trying to get local retailers and other
small business men or organizations
to 'front' for the theatre owners' own
selfish opposition to this new form
of competition for the theatres."
We don't know what sort of small
business men Mr. Emery purports to
speak for (we wonder whose interests he actually represents there in
Commander MacDonald's own bailiwick), but it is truly amazing that a
so-called spokesman for small busi-

ness could take a stand supporting
an individual enterprise which seems
destined to spell cut reduced income
for the little entrepreneurs who cater
to the public.
Mr. Emery suggests that Toll TV
may be the answer to the hardships
of many TV stations that have had
to close or are losing money. If Mr.
Emery is speaking for those small
TV stations, then he must be considered suspect of the same onus
which hurls upon the theatre owners
—above
placing
group's
those one
of others.
But interests
when he
purports to speak for small business
generally, and calls for an action that
could do serious harm to a great
mass of the very people he claims to
represent, his motives assume a
rather fuzzy, if not downright suspicious, aspect.
Certainly, the president of a small
business men's group must be aware
of the detriment to shopping areas
Dosed by anything that would tend
to keep people in the home and reduce their purchasing demands.
What small businesses can he mean
when he lambasts the local movie
houses, which brings out the public
and expose them to retail outlets
which comprise his organization.
Emery?
Whom DO you represent, Mr.
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"Where are the kiddies supposed
to go when they are tired of tele-
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This sobering note was sounded
by showman Pat McGee in a recent
vision?"
letter
to Film BULLETIN. The
Denver chain operator noted that almost all of a considerable decline in
his theatres' attendance in the first
quarter age
of group.
1955 was in the undertwelve
"In checking with other exhibi(Continued on Page 5)
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NATIONWIDE
M-G-M

columns

magazines.

PRE-SELLING:

in national magazines. Ad vertised in Saturday Evening

30-day

teaser campaign

Post and all fan

locally. Big co-operative advertising at playdate. More

advance screenings for press, magazines, radio, TV

tnan any recent picture, insuring nationwide

penetration prior to your opening.
TYPICAL
The Nation's Top Female
"A Wonderful

Syndicated Columnists

love story."— HEDDA

great movies."— LOUELLA
M-G-M

COMMENTS:

HOPPER

PARSONS

kail the Greatest Woman's

-"Picture of the Month.

• "A great motion
★

presents witk SONGS

and COLOR

"INTERRUPTED

Picture in Years!

One

picture."— SHEILAH

of the screen's
GRAHAM

in CINEMASCOPE

MELODY"

—GLENN

FORD
• ELEANOR
PARKER
wah ROGER MOORE ■ CECIL KELLAWAY
WriHten ty WILLIAM LUDWIG and SONYA LEVIEN
Based On Her Life Story ly MARJORIE LAWRENCE
• Photographed in EASTMAN COLOR
Directed hy CURTIS BERNHARDT • Produced hy JACK CUMMINGS
{Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1 -Channel Soun J)
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Viewpoints
Continued from Page 3)
jrs," Mr. McGee wrote, "I find this
) be a common experience, and the
Dnsensus of thinking theatre men is
nat too much emphasis is being
laced on adult patronage, where, of
ourse, the dollar volume is the
reatest. There is too much violence
l most pictures and not enough of
ne family type film."
Having put his finger squarely on
sore spot of the industry, one
/hich threatens the perpetuation of
lass audiences, Mr. McGee prompter took some forthright action to
timulate greater movie interest
mong youngsters.
In a bulletin which crossed our
!esk a few days after his letter, diiected to his Cooper Foundation
Pheatres' managers, Mr. McGee
aid: "When we allow this condition
o go uncured, it becomes doubly
lifficult to re-instill the movie going
labit because the chain of communi:ation is broken, a matter which is
'ery difficult to re-estabiish." And
ie urged them to redouble their eforts to sell children the idea of atending regular programs as well as
he special kiddie show.
This progressive showman then
aunched into a solid pack of ideas
ind aims to increase kid patronage,
some tested and proved by the cir:uit, others sparkling with potential.
One stressed in particular is a call
For a plan where the child will be
rewarded for bringing his mother,
father, or some adult to the theatre
at a particular time. He alerted them
for the chain's Greater Film Summer Festival to be launched simultaneously with school ending.
It is always heartening to witness
such aggressive, off - your - fanny
showmanship as displayed by Pat
McGee. He's the kind of guy who
signals the fire alarm and grabs the
bucket at the same time. His lead
should be followed — to the profit —
by other theatremen.

The

Aif

The Debate Rages
It looks like radio-TV debating of
the Toll-TV question is well under
way. Latest entry (and there will be
more) was the "Northwestern University Reviewing Stand" program, heard
over New York's WNYC. Truman
Rembusch, of anti-subscription TV
fame, was paired with Joseph Wright,
general counsel for Zenith, and the
fight was on! The arguments were
mostly old but the atmosphere seethed
with the kind of fervor and antagonism
that has come to be characteristic of
discussion of this problem. Chairman
James H. McBurney didn't always succeed in "breaking it up" between the
debaters when things got started.
Rembusch's opening remarks concerned the technical difficulties inherent
in setting up the Toll-TV operation —
installing decoders, etc. — to which
Wright promptly replied "He doesn't
know what he's talking about!" (The
"appropriate" tone was thus set early.)
Wright insisted that decoders would
be supplied free, and then said of TollTV generally that it would bring to the
public "great things they can't get
now," for instance, first-run Broadway
shows; Rembusch quickly pointed out
that it was largely unfeasible to transmit typical Broadway "language" over
the air-waves, and made a general observation to the effect that Toll-TV
couldn't account for "diversification of
taste" and would effectively "freeze
out" a large segment of the public for
any particular event. In addition, the
movie man said, if Toll-TV is instituted, the quality of free-TV will go
"down, down, down."
Of course, the ultimately significant
point argued by the debaters was "who
will pay?" Rembusch insisted that the
public will pay — from every point of
view; Wright argued that they won't
be asked to pay for things they now
see free, and that Toll-TV won't consume more than fifteen hours per week
of closed air-waves. It won't, he emphasized, affect sponsored TV.
Larry Walters, radio-TV editor of
the Chicago Tribune, was on hand and
managed to get in one remark while
the opponents were catching their
breath. He pointed out that he was
simply
side of theinterest,
viewer,"as
since he on
has "the
no commercial
the "other two representatives have."
In the long run, he added, only the
public can resolve the problem, and the
FCC welcomes public comment. His

This is a regular new Film lil'I.LKTIS
feature — a report on television and radio
in their relations with the film industry.

sudden and brief contribution to the
debate was interesting, for each deto the "real"
alludedRembusch
motivesbaterofendlessly
the other.
said
that Wright was moved by "selfish
interest" and the Zenith representative
complained about Rembusch's "movie
industry ties and viewpoints." The
point is simply that this kind of debate
will inevitably boil down to opposing
commercial forces and interests. If the
public is to gain understanding of the
problem (and this is the ostensible
purpose of discussion) then the representatives ofopposing viewpoints must,
at least, be commercially disinterested.
When it comes to public debate of the
issue, shouldn't radio-TV critics and
professional viewers, who are more
likely to be unprejudiced, be enlightening the public?
Air Promotion

Notes

"
the "Fiicka
use part
willpromot
Fox for
releases
of new
ion of
series
a la Lux Video Theatre. Film scenes,
star appearances, and clips "pointing
up the unique locales of many CinemaScope productions" will be included.
Of equal importance with film spotting
will be the introduction of new, young
personalities.
In line with the current Fox approach to TV trailer material, a series
of four 20-second, and one 60-second
announcements will plug "Violent Saturday." .. . "Daddy Long Legs," "A
and "Angela"
Life in the Balance"
were given the promotion treatment on
Sheilah Graham's morning TVer last
week. Thelma Ritter will make a p.a.
for "Daddy", which has a May 5 preem
in New York.
UA sending Madi Comfort, featured
in the Spillaner "Kiss Me Deadly" on
the p.a. radio-TV rounds. She'll appear on CBS-TV's "Strike It Rich,"
and Barry Gray's popular midnight
. "Marty"
. . Betsy
(WMCA) and
show Borgnine
radio Ernest
stars
Blair
with film's N.Y.
in connection
guestedBorgnine
bow.
was seen with Steve
Allen and Hy Gardner (and participated in a cute skit on the Allen show).
Faber,nt,head of Universal's
Robertdepartme
used the Virgin
trailer
Islands location for "Away All Boats"
to shoot TV trailer material. Interviews with producer Christie, director
Pevney, and stars Chandler, Nader and
Barker will be included.
— Dick Bretstein
Film BULLETIN
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/

Telegrams, April 11, to Mr. Harry Cohn, Mr. Nicholas M. Schenck, Mr. Barney Balaban,
Mr. James R. Grainger, Mr. Spyros P. Skouras, Mr. Milton Rackmil, Mr. Harry M. Warner.
By cable, same date, to Mr. Arthur B. Krim.
As you know, the leaders of both national
exhibitor organizations, TOA and Allied,
have been seeking a round-table conference
between exhibition's leaders and the presidents of all major film companies. In the
hope of preventing present relations from
deteriorating and to avoid possible appeal
for government intervention by exhibitor
groups we are directing this inquiry to all
heads of all him companies:

Could you ar-

THE
Regret exceedingly my absence from office prevented my answering your recent
telegram concerning proposal for round
table meeting in New York May ninth.
Appreciate fully your desire to be of service to this industry. In my opinion, a
round table conference should not be delayed for too long a period.
It should be held as soon as possible. But
first a better understanding should be
created on the part of everyone concerned.
And the ill feeling that has recently been
engendered should be eliminated.
All of us should make a great effort to
bring about a full restoration of mutual
faith and confidence so that, when the discussions do take place, all the participants
will be meeting in an atmosphere of respect
and trust. We cannot afford to allow recriminations and suspicions to divide us.
Regards.
Spyros Skouras
President, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
*

*

■»

Do not know whether can personally attend May ninth meeting but certainly our
company will be represented. Best kindest
regards.
Arthur Krim
President, United Artists Corp.
Page 6
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range and would you be agreeable to meet
with compact group representing exhibition in New York City during week of May
9 for discussion of intra-industry problems?
Our hope is to be of service to the industry.
Your prompt answer by wire will be helpful and communicated to the interested
parties. Warm
Mo Wax,

personal regards.
Publisher, Film BULLETIN

E P L I ES
As I have been away

from

New

York

practically all the time since last November with exception of two short visits to
New York office and as I will not be in
New

York during week of May

9th will be

unable to attend meetings such as outlined in your telegram. As our New York
office staff have been attending whatever
meetings have been held with our sales
manager present am referring your telegram to New York. Thanks for your invitation. Kindest regards.
J. R. Grainger
President, RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
*
-X- *
Mr. Balaban

referred to me your telegram

April eleventh.

Sorry could not respond

sooner. Deeply appreciate your offer of
service but believe no useful purpose could
be served at present in industry roundtable
conference in view of present developments
and until arbitration plan is worked out.
Regards.
George Weltner
President, Paramount Film Distrib. Corp.
*
*
*
Harry Cohn will not attend TOA
meeting. Regards.

Allied

Paul Lazarus
Vice-President, Columbia Pictures Corp.

DEBATE

FILM

ON

FILM

MAN

TODAY'S

IN PRINT

VS.

BURNING

PRICING

or

0

EXHIBITOR

o

ISSUE:

POLICIES

Wrong?

o

libitor: I can only begin by coming directly to the point,
my opinion, and in the opinion of thousands of other exbitors, your pricing policies today are unconscionable
unjust. I think these policies are depriving us of our
)wer to make a fair profit. I think you are making no
a\ kind of an effort to correct the situation.
istributor: As long as you're setting out your whole plat>>rm, I may as well make mine clear. First of all I think
lis whole business is a tempest in a teacup. Sure you
link you're paying too much. But so does every buyer,
he dealer who buys Chevies from General Motors thinks
e's paying too much; he think's G.M. is making a killing
if him. And so does the guy who's buying the car from
le dealer. We think our studio pays too much for some
E the properties it buys, too much to its stars, too much
) its technicians. Exhibitors always have cried about the
rice of film, so can you blame distributors for assuming
lis is the same old cry of "wolf" !
xhibitor: You make it sound like we're no different than
ay other buyer in any other field. But we are. And here's
'hy: other buyers in other lines — take your Chevie dealer
-he can get just about all the cars he needs to satisfy his
larket. We can't. That's the rub. This entire problem
f unfair pricing is tied up tightly with your failure to
upply us enough good films. Correction — with enough of
ny films, good, bad or indifferent. You've got exhibitors
arking like a pack of hungry mongrols for the scrap of
neat you throw out at your leisure. You know we have to
uy. If we don't, where do we go?

•istributor: Nobody's artificially restricting product. You
alk like all the producers and all the distributors are hudled in some kind of a conspiracy to drive you out of busiess. We're doing all we can. Remember we've come
hrough some tough times : we've gone through a retoolng job in wide-screen processes. We're getting our beartigs, too. The way I've learned my economics is that
We're letting
upply and demand controls everything.
(Continued on Page 9)

EDITOR'S

NOTE

Many, many problems confront our industry today. If you will examine them closely
you will find that more than a majority of
them may be traced to one common boil of
agitation: the subject of him pricing policies.
Exhibition attacks these policies; distribution
defends them. A number of statesmanlike efforts by leaders on both sides have been advanced toward an intra-industry conclave in
which each side might air its views with an
opportunity for rebuttal by the other. Beyond
generating a moment of stirring hope, most
of these suggestions have died aborning.
Film BULLETIN firmly believes that open
debate is healthy, as well as the democratic
process. Reasoned argument, under face-toface conditions, can accomplish far more than
press statements, letters, and written pleas.
In the interest of airing the attitudes of both
sides in the perennial argument over film
pricing policies, we are conducting on these
pages a debate in print on the subject between
an average exhibitor and an average film
man, both of whom shall remain anonymous.
Neither prepared advance notes and the remarks transcribed below represent informal,
completely extemporaneous expression. The
following arguments may well represent both
the substance and temper of an all-industry
round-table discussion, if and when such becomes reality. By publishing this debate,
Film BULLETIN hopes to render a service
to the industry by carrying exhibition's voice
to the ears of distribution, by expressing distribution's thinking, and by opening the window so that production can hear what their
partners are arguing about.
Film BULLETIN
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GREAT

TALENT

GREAT

MAKES

PICTURE

"Now
roar
year
now

hear this" — all preview reports
approval of "Mr. Roberts," sixall-time hit of Broadway stage
brought to screen. After-production group shot gathers: Henry Fonda,
"Mr. Roberts" himself; skipper James
Cagney; Leland Hayward, producer;
William Powell, Doc; Jack Lemmon, Ensign Pulver; and directors
Ford and LeRoy. Production is
being readied for early summer release. (CinemaScope, WarnerColor.)

ShelleyJack
Winters'
torrid climaxes
love scene
with
Palance
"Jagged
Edge," violence
Warner shot
Bros,
drama of lawless
on
location in majestic grandeur of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. (In
CinemaScope and WarnerColor. )

Trumpet playing Jack Webb salutes
first of his leading ladies, songstress
Peggy Lee in scene for WarnerColor
and CinemaScope "Pete Kelly's Blues."
Ten year plan of musical research results
in switch of roles for Jack Webb from
famed Sgt. Friday to trumpet-playing
band leader during early jazz days.

Stress of modern

youth

James ("East of Eden") Dea
and Corey Allen in dramati
scene directed by Nicholas Ra
for "Rebel Without A Cause.
(CinemaScope, WarnerColor.

No candelabra needed for Liberace as studio production team beam upon his brilliant run-through of speciematerial written for "Sincerely Yours." Pre-production meeting for picture slated for an early Ma
starting in CinemaScope and WarnerColor gathers, (L. to R.) George Liberace,
Writer Irvin
Wallace; Studio Music Head Ray Heindorf; Producer Henry Blanke and Director Gordon Dougla.'

WE'RE

DOING

THINGS

HERE

AT

WARNER

BROS

ILM

PRICING

POLICIES

keep the market short so that they can extract maximum
revenue from the product-hungry theatres.

ese forces decide. Maybe you have come up with some
w theory of controlling distribution of merchandise.

Distributor: If you really believe that, then take comfort in
the theory of supply and demand. If a market does exist
for more "B" pictures, won't somebody come along to
make them?

hibitor: If you believe so much in letting supply and deand settle the issue, why don't you follow it. Theatres
e giving you the demand . . . where's your supply?

Exhibitor: Eventually, yes. But right now you fellows control the market and you are squeezing exhibition, squeezing him hard enough so that he is threatening to look to
the Government for help.

mtinued from Page 7)

striburor: Yes, you're giving us the demand, but it's the
iblic we all have to depend on to pay the tariff. You
ow as well as I do that we've got a strict quality market
day. The public demands the type of pictures we can't
rn out on the assembly line. Times have changed not
jne for us but for exhibition as well. The question the
eatreman has to answer is this: is he meeting the new
nditions of our business in a new way, or is he trying to
rce us to meet it in the old way? For instance, the exEbitor seeks to put the onus on us for turning out the
J^er-but-better pictures that the public obviously wants.
i the exhibitor would exert sufficient showmanship to exnd his runs, he could take up the slack and lessen the
imerical demand. He fails to adopt new and progressive
erchandising methods to get maximum running time out
the quality merchandise. Is that progress? Or is it reagression?
hibitor: I grant you part of that point; many exhibitors
■ > dissipate valuable product by failing to get maximum
Baying time out of them. But there are extenuating cirll.mstances having to do with your terms, etc., which I
0 ppose we'll get into later in this discussion. Right now,
f t me say that the hole in the argument you just made is
f1 at it applies almost exclusively to first-runs and, permps, some of the key runs. It applies only in a minor deee to the vast majority of sub-runs, where the effect of
lilevision competition is felt most, where the potential
! idience is much more restricted — to a small town or a
> nited neighborhood — where audience turn-over is essenil. These are the circumstances of perhaps 12,000 to
[, ,000 of the movie houses in this country, and those theIres need more product if they are to survive.

Distributor: I don't see how we can solve anything until
you make your complaints more specific. What are the
areas of contention? If you can show me they exist maybe
we can make some progress.
Exhibitor: OK. For one, I say that for the smaller exhibitor
percentage terms are unfair. In some cases they are outrageous. You tell me is it right to assess Joe Doaks in a
small town or a sub-run the same 40% or 50% you charge
a deluxe first-run theatre?
Distributor: If both margins of profit were shown, they
would indicate a relative return. . . .
Exhibitor: I know what you're going to say, but let me remind you that what's important to the theatreman is what
he has left to meet costs and for profit. The small house
grosses $1000 while the deluxer does $10,000. You see
what I'm driving at. This whole business of pat percentages, no matter the type of operation, ignores our industry's system of runs and clearances. You make a mockery
of that. On the one hand you try to classify houses and on
the other you treat everyone alike. If the Government ran
its tax collections like you price your films, either the
people would go bankrupt or the Government would. One
man pays 60 percent of his income, another pays 25 percent.
Distributor: I'll score one for you on that argument. But
remember this : there's a side to the percentage question
you forgot to cover. A good many of our percentage deals
have stood between the exhibitor and the poorhouse. How
often do we guarantee an exhibitor full overhead and a
reasonable executive return together with a fair slice of the

1 stributor: You like a lot of other exhibitors, seem to have

gross? You'd be surprised how many theatremen like to do
business this way ; you'd be surprised how many we helped
to sustain in business over the tight spots.

I e mistaken idea that the film companies, because they're
Waking a real dollar for the first time since the war years,
live some kind of a moral obligation to take money out of
I eir pockets and give it to the exhibitor. Is it our responBbility to see to it that you fellows keep on living in the
|!yle to which you were accustomed? This is a business

Exhibitor: Now you're talking about the first run houses.
I don't argue that percentage terms are bad for high-grossing houses. Although even in those cases you fellows are
going hog-wild. Do you call those 90-10 deals good business?

|! oposition. We're doing the best we can to lift this busies up, and, to
at do
the the
samesame.
time,You
to beseem
fair.to It's
to you
exhibition
inferup that
we

Distributor: Yes, I do call that good business. What it
amounts to is security for the theatreman. In what other
industry do you have a manufacturer that guarantees his

,,ust produce pictures that would lose money for us just to
llipply the sub-runs with film.

customer against a loss? That's what it amounts to. He's
assured of his operating costs and of a profit. You prove

inhibitor: You don't mean to tell me that some of the film
fj»mpanies are not riding herd on a sellers' market today,
p you? You know as well as I do that several companies
le making pretty good money on "B" pictures, showing
I at the market is there for something other than "A"
ms. Other companies seem to have made it policy to

to me that that's a bad deal and I'll kiss your foot in
Macy's window. . . .
Exhibitor: I hope your stomach is stronger than your argument. Let's make figures prove the case. Take a $10,000
house on a 90-10 deal. What's his overhead
— $2,000,
$2,500?
(Continued
on Page
16)
Film BULLETIN
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"Strategic Air Command"
Su^lH€4d IQattHf Q O ©
Ballyhooed huge-screen deluxe premieres, plus lustre of
Stewart-Allyson names will give this a boost down the line.
Story does not measure up to air scenes, and sub-run engagements will not be spectacular.
Paramount's ex-sales chief, A. W. Schwalberg, can be
credited with conceiving the showmanship that makes this
something more than the rather routine airplane movie it
really is. Schwalberg planned the first-run showings of
"Strategic Air Command" on huge screens (the one at the
Paramount Theatre, New York, where this reviewer saw
it, measures some 64x35 feet) on which the double-frame
VistaVision projection presents a truly awesome picture.
This is a decided publicity plus-factor. However, the average theatre employing its regular screen can look for only
a mildly engrossing, albeit pictorially impressive, picture.
The Technicolored air scenes are practically the whole
show on a big screen, but obviously, their effectiveness
diminishes in direct ratio to reduction in the size of the
screen. The portions dealing with the operations of the

fails to bring it off. There is neither enough clarity in tl
script nor depth in the performances to render the situ
tion as convincing as it should be. On a less pretentioi
level, excepting the religious overtones, the plot managi
to develop some mild suspense, with Anne Baxter ad
quately portraying a woman from the underworld ar
finally revealed as a murderess. Steve Forrest, as the pries
is her unknowing accomplice. En route to a French ser
inary to prepare for the priesthood, Forrest meets Baxt
who appears to be in trouble. When she is approached t
the police, he protects her by telling them that he spe:
the evening with her. Running away from an underwor
character (Maurice Teynac), Baxter hides out in an att
with Forrest as her guardian. He undergoes an inner co
flict between his religious dedication and his feelings t
wards Baxter. In a swift conclusion, Baxter confesses th
she killed Teynac's brother, Forrest re-affirms his religioi
intentions, and Baxter, leaving him, is shot by Teynac
men.
MGM. 85 minutes. Anne Baxter, Steve Forrest, Maurice Teynac. Produced
Henry Berman. Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

U. S. Air Force's Strategic Air Command, which carries
our atom-bombs, is interesting, but the personalized story
of flier James Stewart and his wife, June Allyson, is just
ordinary and disappointing. While the stars' names certainly are a potent boxoffice factor, the story's weakness
will adversely affect returns in subsequent runs. Stewart
enacts the role of a baseball star called back into service.
He objects for financial reasons and because it is unfair to
his wife. Under the command of Frank Lovejoy, Stewart
works with the Strategic Air Command — the branch of the
Air Force in charge of maintaining national security. Plot
describes the work of the S.A.C., Stewart's increasing dedication to his work, and Allyson's objections to his remaining in service when his time is up. A shoulder injury that
he had sustained in an earlier crash brings about his automatic retirement from flying.
Paramount. 113 minutes. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Loveioy, Alex Nicol.
Barry Sullivan. Produced by Samuel J. Briskin. Directed by Anthony Mann.

"Bedevilled"
Heavy, talky melodrama given impressive CinemaScopeEastman color location production in Paris. Should draw
fair to fair-plus in the general market. Underworld angle
for action houses.
Billed as the first CinemaScope-color production to be
shot in Paris, this Metro offering does indeed capitalize on
its location photography. The authentic atmosphere is
much the best thing in the picture, although occasionally
imperfect technically (in closeups, there is a disturbing
line around the characters' faces). The story is heavy,
talky and slow-moving. It sets out to focus upon a religious problem — the difficulty of a young man about to
become a priest helping a woman in serious trouble — but

SWe<w
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Tell
Thin, unconvincing,
career. Exploitables
returns in action and
Based on the
Chessman, this
criminal from
lacks sufficient

2455,

Death

Row"

and poorly paced account of crimin
in history of Chessman case will li
bally houses.

well-known career of convict-author Car
minor programmer traces tthe career of
childhood to maturity. Unfortunately,
action and suspense to compensate for i

thin story line. Flashbacks into the criminal's early li
are not detailed or forceful enough to make the motivati<
effective, so that the film seems like a documentary repo
of Chessman's life. Dramatic values are at a minimum, ai
the production emerges as unconvincing and not suf
ciently hard-hitting, the "hero's" proclivity for commitir
rape. Only novelty of the story is the convict's study
law, self-defense, and his winning numerous appea
through legal savvy. Action-crime fans will be intrigui
by the title and the Chessman source, but they will n
be satisfied with the product. It's value is limited to du
bill playing time. Plot shows Chessmen (played by W
liam Campbell) awaiting execution and reflecting on h
life of crime. He recalls that he was impelled to steal 1
poverty. In reform school he learns that good behavi
will get him a parole and, once back in circulation, hj
crimes mount. Along the way, he picks up young mc
Marian Carr. In and out of prison for all sorts of crirr
from assault to robbery to rape, Campbell gets into real
serious trouble when accused of kidnapping under tl
Little Lindbergh Law. When no leading lawyer is willit
to defend him, he studies law and wins himself sever
stays of execution. As film ends, he receives word
another stay.
Columbia. 72 minutes. William Campbell, Robert Campbell, Marian Carr. P
duced by Wallace MacDonald. Directed by Fred F. Sears.

GOOD

Q

O

AVERAGE

O

POOR ;

"Kiss Me Deadly"
Satinet* Rati*? GOO
| ting is for action houses, where this screen version of
! illane thriller can't miss. Familiar violence and sex have
i od potential in general market, too.
This is the third of Mickey Spillane's novels to be
fought to the screen, and if past results mean anything
(should pull in the action and violence fans with greatest
, ease. All the recognizable elements are brought into
ay in this one — Mike Hammer's rude wit, his romantic
clinations and sex implications, the hard-hitting action
all mixed up in a plot so intricate and bizarre that it
i fies description. The total effect is of intriguing escapist
tertainment. Something is always happening, and a fair
are of suspense is developed. In addition, it has a strange
nd of style and literacy that might well appeal to betterass audiences. Ralph Meeker is effective as Mike Hamer, the private eye, and is ably assisted by a competent
st, all of whom play in the spirit of the piece. Robert
Idrich's direction is interesting and sure, while the phography plays up the weird and contributes to the film's
yle. Meeker gives a lift in his car to Cloris Leachman,
id immediately gets himself into trouble. He is forced
f the road. When he comes to, he is in a hospital and
eachman is dead. From that point on, someone is out to
jet" Meeker, and Meeker is out to uncover some obscure
cret, of which we're not apprised until the film's end. It
irns out that the secret has something to do with atomic
lergy, and only Meeker and secretary Maxine Cooper
icape an explosion at the end that kills the thugs purling the investigator.
k. 105 minutes. Ralph Meeker, Albert Dekker, Paul Stewart, Maxine Cooper,
jris Leachman, Gaby Rodgers. Produced and Directed by Robert Aldrich.

"Top of the World"
^cuitteu IQatiKf O O
outine aviation film for the action market. Will serve best
> lower half of twin bills.
This aviation melodrama is so mediocre that chances of
i access are doubtful. The ace is slow, the personal story
I"ite, weakly motivated, and totally unconvincing. Vir,lally nothing in the film, with the exception of the climactic moments when a group of pilots stranded on an
land of ice in the Arctic Ocean is rescued, really registers,
'he photography rises above the routine only in the scenes
f earthquakes on the ice-island. This is destined to serve
nly as a supporting feature on dual bills, despite its fair
ast names. The implausible story has jet pilot Dale Robrtson transferred to Alaska, assigned to work with the
/eather observation unit. When he gets there he discovers
ivorced wife Evelyn Keyes running the local night club,
nd making a play for commander Frank Lovejoy. Latter,
n turn, is desired by Nancy Gates. When Lovejoy exTesses an interest in marrying Keyes, Robertson tries to
dssuade him. In command of a group, Robertson is sent
■ff to the Arctic, where he is marooned. Rescued by Loveoy, Robertson realizes that he is still in love with Keyes.
The way is cleared for their reconciliation and a Gates-ovejoy match.
'A. 90 minutes. Dale Robertson, Evelyn Keyes, Frank Lovejoy, Nancy Gates. Prouced by Michael Baird and Lewis R. Foster. Directed by Lewis R. Foster.

"The

Marauders"

Western with story of more than routine interest will draw
fair grosses in dual bill market. Mild marquee values,
stretches of talk are minus factors.
This western has a breath of originality in being built
around an interesting, and not too overworked, gimmick.
Twist is the attack of a group of "marauders" on a homesteader, trying to get him to vacate his valuable land. Film
switches back and forth between the rival camps, following strategy planning, and building up tension for the final
assault. Pace for the most part is satisfactory and Technicolor print registers fairly well, but the production's fairly
creditable narrative is offset by generally tepid marquee
values, and some long sequences of talk that retard the
action. Prospects are for fair returns in the dual bill market. Dan Duryea is the only name with any marquee value.
Homesteading in Arizona in 1875, Jeff Richards is preparing to repel an attack led by rancher Harry Shannon.
Jarma Lewis, her husband, and son, who are riding by,
seek his house for safety. When Shannon is shot, Duryea,
member of the rancher group, takes over. It becomes evident that he is insane, and obsessed with taking Richards'
land from him. He makes Keenan Wynn his second-incommand. When Lewis' husband runs away from Richards' home, he is killed by Duryea, who refuses to believe
that Richards is fighting virtually alone. Plans now take
shape in both camps for the attack; Richards, with Lewis
and son, builds a catapult, and Duryea plans to have a
burning wagon sent down a mountain into Richards' home.
In the attack, Richards beats the sadistic Duryea, who, deserted by his remaining men, dies in front of the house.
MGM. 81 minutes. Dan Duryea, Jeff Richards, Keenan Wynn, Jarma Lewis. Produced by Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Directed by Gerald Mayer.

"The

Man from Bitter Ridge"
Su4i*te4A 7R.cUi*uf O O

Standard western in color, with plenty of action elements
for the intended market. Should serve adequately as twin
bill programmer.
This is a fair western. While it offers nothing of an unusual nature, there are plenty of those elements that outdoor-action fans desire : fast pace, much slugging and
shooting, and not too much pace-slowing romance. Performances are good enough, with Stephen McNanny outstanding as a tough sheepman. The Eastman color photography adds pictorial values. Lex Barker, a special investigator, isaccused of a holdup and kept in prison in
Tomahawk, where he had come to investigate robberies
and murders. Even when his alibi is established, it becomes
evident that a group of gunmen led by John Dehner is
out to get him. Barker finds himself in the middle of a
conflict between Dehner's men and a community of sheepmen, led by McNally. Barker allies himself with McNally,
to try to prevent the crooked Dehner from gaining control of the town. Story centers on the fight between the
two groups. When the sheepmen triumph at the end, they
rid the town of Dehner's men, and Barker gets Mara
Corday, McNally's ex-girl.
Universal. 80 minutes. Lex Barker, Mara Corday, Stephen McNally, John Dehner.
Produced by Howard Pine. Directed by Jack Arnold.
Film BULLETIN
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MARTIN

SHOR
E. D. MARTIN & RUBEN SHOR, presidents of TOA and Allied States Association,
respectively, and their organizations, wrote the industry's feature headlines when the
two national exhibitor bodies met for the first time in an effort to solve the round table

SI LVERSTONE
MURRAY SILVERSTONE, president
of 20th-Fox International, returned from
a two-month tour of Central and South
America to report that foreign earnings
for the first quarter of the year are 27
percent above the 1954 stanza. Business,
in a 15-week period, has increased 46
percent over last year, accounting for 22
percent of the entire Fox foreign gross.
Silverstone said that CinemaScope is the
main reason for higher earnings. The
Brazilian government permits admission
increases of 80 percent for CinemaScopics.

SCHARY
P*ge 12
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deadlock. TOA's recent "Call to Action," which supported Allied's long-sought dis- 1
tributor-exhibitor conference, set off a chain reaction throughout the industry. Al Lichtman, 20th-Fox distribution chief and architect of the proposed conference, announced
that now "it would serve no purpose to call" the meeting until "such time as the atmosphere iscleared of name-calling, vituperation, and threat." Lichtman also insisted
that a solution to arbitration must precede any industry discussion. The Fox executive's
statement shook the exhibition hornet nest anew and the situation resolved into a hurryup meeting in Chicago between the leaders of Allied (Shor, Ben Marcus, Ben Berger,
Jack Kirsch) and TOA (Martin, Walter Reade, Jr., Alfred Starr, Myron Blank). This
historic confab resulted in an invitation being sent to all film presidents to attend a top
level conference on May 24 in New York "to discuss and act upon the pressing and
acute problems of exhibition." Allied leaders, however, have already begun their drive
for Federal regulation of the film industry. Berger and A. F. Myers, Allied general
council, opened talks with members of Congress last week to discuss the possibility of
such legislation. Indications point to TOA joining Allied's regulation movement if the
May 24 meeting fizzles. The next move is up to the film company policy makers.
DORE SCHARY brought some welcome
production news to New York when he
announced that Loew's MGM has 55
story properties in various stages of preparation for the 1955-56 schedule. The studio chief revealed at home office conferences that production and employment
will reach its peak in June, commenting:
"Our story selection has been concentrated on assuring a stimulating diversification of pictures featuring a wide variety
of subjects treated in widely different
ways." Schary reported that the number
of writers at work is the highest in two
years, and the number of directors already assigned to productions is the highest in three years, with additional assignments still to be made. Meanwhile,
in Culver City, studio general manager
Edgar J. Mannix announced that MGM
will use a 65-mm. photography process
on important forthcoming pictures. It was
reported that the process will turn out
prints suitable for the biggest screens,
while also providing negatives from which
improved CinemaScope, wide screen and
standard prints can be made. Panavision,
Inc. developed the special camera lenses
for the system which is designed to provide photographic image with a "sharpness of focus not hitherto achieved in
large screen presentations.
[MORE on Page 14]

COLUMBIA'S "LINE", that is "The
Long Gray" one, brought honor to the
company and director John Ford, when
the Daughters of the American Revolution voted the film "the best patriotic
picture of the year" at its convention in
Washington, D. C. Mrs. F. Allen Burt,
chairman of the motion picture committee of the DAR, presents a plaque to
Ford. Col. v.p. Paul N. Lazarus, looks on.

LAZARUS, BURT, FORD

f
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BOX-OFFICE

COMBINATION
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ITH MARA CORDAY • BARTON MacLANE • FRIEDA INESCORT

YEARS!

Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY • Screenplay by KETTI FRINGS • Produced by AARON ROSENBERG
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NEWS

GEORGE WELTNER, Paramount^
world-wide sales director, announced a
realignment of the domestic sales force
under which E. K. (Ted) O'Shea will
head the Eastern U. S., with Hugh Owen
taking over the West. Owen was also
elected vice president in the distributing
corporation. O'Shea has held a v. p. title

-

O'SHEA, WE LTNER, OWEN
since January, 1950. Robert J. Rubin has
PRODUCTION front activity made headlines with a number of companies being
been assigned a top administrative post
in distribution and also becomes a v.p.
spotlighted. Jack L. Warner closed a deal
Sidney G. Deneau and E. A. Fitter. Jr..
with one of the hottest personalities in
Lipianist
TV
signing
by
business
show
have been named assistants to O'Shea and
Owen, respectively. Weltner recently
Yours"
"Sincerely
WB's
in
star
to
berace
succeeded A. W. Schwalberg.
. . . Universal solved a casting problem
for the long-planned "The Benny
Goodman Story" when TV star
Steve Allen contracted to play
the featured role. Also present
at the signing were Goodman,
Aaron Rosenberg, who will produce, Valentine Davies, who
scripted and will direct the biog,
and Charles J. Feldman, general
sales chief . . . Sam Goldwyn has
his "Guys and Dolls" rolling full
steam ahead. Powered with top
notch stars like Marlon Brando,
LIBERACE, WARNER
Jean Simmons, and Frank Sinatra, and directed by Joseph L.
Mankiewicz, it would seem that
the destination of this future
MGM release is Big Boxoffice,
U.S.A. . . . Clark Gable was the
latest top name to pop into the
United Artists bailiwick when he
signed to star in "The Last Man
in Wagon Mound," a western to
be turned out by the Russ-Field
Corp. Robert Waterfield, president of the inde unit, and Robert
S. Benjamin, UA board chairman, announced the film will roll
in early 1956.
GOODMAN, ALLEN, DAVIES, ROSENBERG, FELDMAN

GABLE
Page 14
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Incidentally

. . .

DOUBLE-TAKE DEPT. "In the field
of color, the leadership held by motion
pictures over television has yet to be
challenged." Think this statement was
made
by a film
wrong!
This
concession
cameman?
fromYou're
Donald
G. Fink,
director of research for the Philco Corporation, during the Society of Motion
Picture
and
Telveision inEngineers'
77th
semi-annual convention
Chicago. Said
Mr. Fink, "The producer of movies more
often sees what he wants, in the color
values displayed by release prints, than
does the producer of color television on
the monitor screen." To this we add, the
patron
he likes. of movies more often sees what
*
*
*
MAX YOUNGSTEIN & ARNOLD M.
PICKER, United Artists v-p's, are in
London for the company's 7-day international sales meeting. Foreign distribution chief Picker will preside, with
Youngstein delivering one of the major
addresses
. . U-I's
sales Spain.
meet
convenes .May
16 inEuropean
Barcelona,
MILTON R. RACKMIL and ALFRED
E. DAFF, accompanied by foreign general mgr. AMERICO ABOAF, will be
on hand to discuss release and promotion
plans for product set for European distribution . . . Meanwhile, Universal advertising v.p. DAVID A. LIPTON is
holding a series of ad-pub-promotion
meetings in NYC to blueprint campaigns
for summer releases.
A. W. SCHWALBERG, former president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was guest of honor at a farewell party
given by company execs. Schwalberg is
leaving to handle the distribution of independent pictures . . . WOLFE COHEN
has been given a new five-year contract as
Dresident of Warner Bros. International
Corp. . . . BUDDY ADLER. 20th-Fox
producer, has been made an executive of
DARRYL F. ZANUCK's personal staff
. . . CHARLES S. CHAPLIN, UA Canadian general mgr., was elected president of the Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Asso. . . . AL HORWITS joins
Columbia Studios as publicity director.
Horwits held top publicity posts with U-I
before opening his own office .
GEORGE LAIT, who resigned the Columbia studio post, moves over to the
Paramount publicity dept. to handle
*
*
*
special exploitation
assignments.
WHO SAID 3D IS DEAD? Alfred E.
Daff announced that the success of U-I's
"Revenge of the Creature" has convinced
the company that 3D can still be sold to
the
public "if
matter
considered
and subject
a limited
diet is
of properly
3D fare
is provided." *
It was * reported
*that U-I is1I
considering more "Depthies".
GENE
PICKER
(Loew's Theatres),'
finance chairman for Will Rogers Hos-i
pital, and BOB WEITMAN. ABC-TV
v.p., have arranged for a benefit show on
the John Daly "Who Said That?" TV;
program on May 18 . . . TED SCHLANGER. Stanley Warner Philadelphia zone
mgr.. will serve on the Will Rogers National Exhibitors committee for the oneday collection drive to be held during the
week of August 15 . . . DAVID BLUM,
Loew's International publicity director,
was elected chairman of the International
Film Relations*committee
*
*of the MPEA.
DIED:
Jack manager
Brown, 46,
ton branch
. . .Paramount
Sam Israel,Bos55,
U-I studio publicity director . . . Austin
C. Keough, 67. counsel and member of the
board of Paramount Pictures Corp.

' ? YOU CAN'T LICK 'EM, JOIN "EM DEPT. One of
™'ie strangest letters to cross our desk in many a spring
| lanting arrived this week from a long-time exhibitor
| iend in Missouri. After a closer re-reading, the notion ocI arred that it wasn't so strange after all. In fact, all things
l^nsidered, it began to strike us as so downright reasonDie that we feel impelled to pass it along. Because use of
t,is name would naturally embarrass this theatreman. he
nail be anonymous. His letter:
Dear Mr. Ward.
"Reading your financial columns dealing with record
film company profits here and new stock highs there really
et me to wondering.
"Here I am trying like the blazes to keep those St. Louis
lortgage people away from my few theatres. I don't have
d tell you the problems these days. Somebody in this peuliar business must be making a profit. Perhaps they are
heatremen far wiser and sharper than I. But under, pres. nt conditions they must be few and far between.
"Well it suddenly occurred to me that maybe I'm in the
vrong end of this business. Over the years it's always
eemed that exhibitors have occupied that end on which
}od had grafted the tail. I don't know how or why the
ilm companies are profiting the way they are, but this
i |nuch I do know. They're making money and I'm just
cratching along, not earning a decent return on my big
investment and my long, long years in this business.
"In view of this, I recently reached into my savings and
placed an order for $18,000 worth of assorted major film
| itocks. How can I go wrong? I don't know who said it.
<0 when he advised — 'If
DUt the guy had something there
rou can't lick 'em. join 'em.'
"All of us here devour your Film BULLETIN with the
greatest interest and admiration. Keep up the fine work."
The underlying sentimentsof this letter do not properly
:oncern this column. Its financial aspects do. While we
lave so told exhibitor "John Doe" in private correspondence, itwill also interest the reader to know that he has
zhosen an opportune time for investment in film companes. A glance at the chart below reflecting the status of
ndustry shares reveals the reason.
Film BULLETIN
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By Philip R. Ward
It is evident that film company equities are again depressed. They are depressed relative to last year's closing
prices; they are depressd relative to spring and summer
boxoffice potential: they are depressed — in some instances
— relative to earnings, both current and projected. Most
important, they are depressed in terms of the high hopes
so many of us hold for the future of this great and growing industry, hopes that forsee the near-term rectification
of the problems of product scarcity, film pricing and audience decline.
O
O
Our exhibitor correspondent bought not a moment

too

soon. Though still several league off its '54 high, film company shares snapped back in April to the tune of five
healthy points. In so doing this group reversed a downslide course that had characterized its showing throughout
1955's first three months. From all appearances, film-making shares, though still depressed, seem to have established
a fresh base from which a breakthrough may now take
place. Significantly, theatre company stocks continue in the
doldrums, residing at 38^g, off x/z from March close. One
bright spot: National Theatres equalled the year's high of
101 2. spurting a stout \ 8 over the month.
Chief film company power through the April session was
generated by Paramount and Republic steam. In the case
of Paramount, the interest springs from two principal
facts: (1) this company is sitting on a pot of gold accumulated in recent years, and (2) the sale of a batch of
its feature films to television netted a tidy sum.
Action in Republic shares developed as the two warring
factions, led by Messrs. Yates and Smith, squared off in a
showdown fight for control of company. As investors see
it, no matter who is the winner, a more aggressive Republic operation is the likely result.
0
o
NEW

DARLING

of the investment analyists these days

seems to be Loew's. selling around 21. This time Leo's
champion is Bache & Co. (NYSE). Beyond foreseeing the
possibility of increased dividend (present rate $1.00). the
Bache bulletin explores the profits potential due Loew's
shareholder from the liquidation of the company's considerable hidden assets. These assets represent real estate,
principally theatre holdings of which Loew's must divest
itself by February, 1957.
o
o
FOR

A COMPLETE

FINANCIAL

SURVEY

of movie

business by an outstanding reviewing agency, we comoou
.„ .„
t.^i
,W4 mi
i«» Si >n ...
FILM COMPANIES
THEATRE COMPANIES
^Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.

mend the reader to Standard & Poor's current analysis
elsewhere in this publication. The report capsules conditions within most important companies and draws a number of pertinent general conclusions.
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(Continued from Page 9)

OK. Using $2,500, that leaves $7,500 to be divvied. The
theatreman gets $750. What do you get? You get $6,750.
You pay maybe $1250 for advertising, leaving $5500 net
for your slice. Now let's look at a straight non-guarantee
percentage deal— say 50. You get $5,000, he gets $5,000.
Knock off his $2,500 on overhead and he winds up with
$2,500, less half the advertising bill, or $1875. I say the exhibitor who takes that 90-10 deal hasn't the guts to be a
real showman.
Distributor: But how about the weeks he's doing only $34-5,000? He pulls down the same overhead charge, and
gets a profit to boot. The distributor takes the shellacking.
Exhibitor: What you're trying to tell me is that these exhibitors should prefer a small but certain profit to the
gamble of all or nothing. I'd prefer to take my chances.
It's my dough that's riding on the barrelhead. If I didn't
have confidence in making good I wouldn't be in this business in the first place. All show business is a gamble, and
if you're not a gambler, you don't belong. Sell the exhibitor outright and let him gamble, if he wants to. He's entitled to a gambler's profit, too.

films being made we have less and less operations to spreai
our expenses over. Remember we have tremendous con
tinuing costs whether we have a picture to sell or not
Why, in the United States alone we have over 30 film ex
changes functioning day in, day out. True, there are fewe,
pictures, but a greater investment than ever is beinj
poured into each individual picture.
Exhibitor: Then, why not spread your overhead over ;
greater number. . . .
Distributor: As I started to say before, so many exhibitor
have been sitting around feeling sorry for themselves
they've missed capitalizing on a changing, TV-tired mar
ket. Personally I believe exhibition hasn't matched th
recent strides put forth by production. Production wen
out and gambled with its projection systems and honestb
tried to meet the requirements of the times. I'll admit a lo
of theatres gambled, too. They deserve credit. But we di
more. We took risk after risk, lopped off expenses tha
hurt a lot of us personally. Maybe if exhibitors took a fev
more chances, modernized, began wearing down their shoi
leather in search of customers it would be a different ston
today. I cant' see why we should be penalized because ou
customers, in the conduct of their business, haven't founc
as many of the right answers as we have.
Exhibitor: Some of that may make sense. But, remember, i:

Distributor: Maybe you're right. If your confidence is so
great, meet our prices and go after the business. Maybe a
little more hustle, a little more aggressive merchandising
in place of constant crying would create the business to
cover our so-called unfair pricing.

your customer can't make a good profit, all your clever re
adjustments won't amount to a row of pins. He'll go unde
and, believe me, so will you in the long run. Your cus
tomer must be just as healthy and prosperous as you
Every really sound industry in America is healthy all

Exhibitor: You complain that exhibitors generally are remiss in showmanship. I say your tough percentage policies stifle showmanship. Instead of rewarding the exhibi-

way down the line. You know that's
ness today. Just look at those record
fits that almost every film company
days. Reconcile that with the lot of

tor's exploitation efforts by taking a smaller cut of a higher gross, you graduate your sliding scale up, killing his incentive to hit a higher gross. Why, I know exhibitors
who've told me they put up heavy money on exploiting a
sliding scale show and come out with less, because of the
higher bracket they reached from these efforts plus the
showmanship costs, than they would have if they had
given it a routine play.
Distributor: I can't accept that. Our scales today are so
computed and so arithmetically geared that anything in a
higher bracket throwing off top percentage money afford
the exhibitor top percentage gain. The sliding scale is
graduated so that the exhibitor maintains a profit of 12%
of the gross, or 35% of the distributor's share. His house
expenses remain static, whether he grosses $1000 or $10,000
for the attraction — except for the cost of extra tickets. And
any exhibitor who goes into extraordinary expense for his
showmanship will find most of the companies willing to
share those expenses. The more you gross, the more you
get, any way you look at it.

Exhibitor: Let me ask you something else: How can you
possibly rationalize the terms you're asking when with so
few pictures being made, your annual operating costs actually are much lower than ever before?
Distributor: That's not so. The truth is that our unit overhead costs are higher than ever. Because there are fewer
Page 16
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not true in our busi
and near record pro
is racking up thes
the rank and file ex

hibitor who's making just a slim profit, or none at all.
Distributor: Despite all their beefing, it seems that I'm al
ways hearing about my exhibitor friends travelling to th
sunny climes in the winter and to the seashore resorts ii
the summer. Can they really be doing so bad?
Exhibitor: That, my good fellow, is just about the stalest
most stupid canard passed down to salesmen by their dis
tribution bosses. I heard it not long ago from a fuzzy face<
boy who had been selling film for exactly three weeks
What kind of souring propaganda is that to feed a younj
man just starting out on a mission that should constitute
in part, at least, the building of good will among the com
pany's customers !
Let's clear that one up once and for all. One would thinl
that only exhibitors go to Florida and to the seashore
know plenty of salesmen — film, shoe, clothing, appliance
what-have-you — all kinds of salesmen who go to Florid;
almost every winter. I know merchants, small busines:
operators, who go South in the winter and take a place a
the shore in the summer. Aren't exhibitors to enjoy any o
the pleasures offered by this blessed land without having
film salesmen pass snide remarks. Going to Florida is n<
longer a sign of prosperity in the United States. Clerk:
and stenographers do it. A man with an investment o
$50,000 or $250,000 in theatres certainly is entitled to do i
without smart-aleck film men justifying harsh film term:
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t the ground that the exhibitor can still afford a vacation.
striburor: Frankly, I agree with you that such talk is
'usy salesmanship and it ought to be dropped. But I do
y it's a fact that those same exhibitors who are screamg loudest about this disparity were trying desperately
i sell their houses and get out of the business a couple
irs back. Why, the only hope they had was for some
jpermarket operator to take it off their hands. We were
le ones to go out on the limb to find the ways and means
lat brought them back to some semblance of security.

the shows they can afford to buy, tell your producers what
kind of new faces and what kind of subject matter to put in
your first-rate pictures. It's a farm system, like I say.
Distributor: That's kind of stretching the point.
Exhibitor: Oh, no its not. This business is not too much
different from organized baseball. The public wants to see
new faces, new talent. Where do these things begin?
Down on the minor league farms. And where do the small
town folks get their appetite for major league baseball?
In the minor leagues.
Distributor: You're getting way off the point. This is strictly a problem of dollars and cents. We'll always find ways
of unearthing fresh talent.

libitor: Don't you recall that some film men wanted out
those years, too? You film men take credit for every ling. I heard an advertising executive of one of the major
jmpanies seriously make a bald-faced statement recently
lat everything worthwhile in this business was done by
ie film companies ; that exhibition contributes nothing. I
jld him he ought to exhibit his pictures in a public latrine
1 the future.

Exhibitor: Where — in television? Maybe that's not so
strange, considering how the film studios are playing footsie with the TV networks lately. Listen, brother, when the
film companies seriously take to the notion that their future rests with television, they are doomed. The big boys
have been threatening us about TV being their ace in the

isrriburor: That guy is stupid to say that. What we need
1 our business is a little better judgment, and, I guess, a
etter sense of humor,
xhibitor: Agreed.

can forget the lush business they've enjoyed almost since
the inception of this business. Nothing — free or toll-TV —
will ever come anywhere near matching the revenue to be
derived from theatres. Movie production will really become a penny ante business if the theatre disappears from
the scene.

tistributor: I don't want this to sound like I'm some
ouless ogre of the big business interests, but while you're
In the subject of what's fair or not — why should we be reuired to carry hundreds, thousands of little theatres that
ctually cost us money to deal with? I can cite you exmple after example where we go into the hole servicing
Ihem, inspecting prints, keeping records. I'm not callng it charity, but the facts speak for themselves. We're
iterally keeping them alive without any commensurate
eturn from them.
Exhibitor: Frankly I'm growing tired of this kind of argunent, too. You know as well as I that there are plenty of
jood reasons for keeping the small sub-runs alive. What

hole. I'll make this flat prediction: If the film companies
ever turn from theatres to television as their outlet, they

Distributor: Let's get this point clear. No one to my knowledge is seriously thinking of television as a substitute for
the theatre market. If anything, consideration of that medium is actually to help the theatreman sell his picture, to
keep the movie habit alive.
Exhibitor: But not the way you think. Eliminate the subrun houses and leave only the deluxe operations, and
what'll you have? I'll tell you. You'll have a loss on three
out of four pictures. The little houses give you your gravy
and your habitual audience. And furthermore, you'll have
fewer pictures than ever.

you're trying to say is just because some of your faithful,
' ittle customers are a little crippled in the pocketbook
:hrough no fault of their own, they should be retired from
::he scene like the old dray horse.

Distributor: Hell! No one's trying to drive the sub-runs out
of business. All we want is to set the facts straight. You're
talking about one thing, but the record is that, your arguments to the contrary, we go into the hole keeping them

Distributor: You'll try your best to make me appear like
some kind of heartless demon, won't you. But how many
af these operators went along for years skimming off every
available penny of profit for themselves, while they allowed their theatres to depreciate and run down. Perhaps
a little more foresight at the right time would have prevented their troubled today.

alive. And we're not the ones who are beefing.

Exhibitor: They've learned a lesson, just as the film companies have. Go ahead and freeze them out of business.
But remember this : every single sub-run in existence adds
to your potential national gross, and helps to keep the
more prosperous theatre operator in the black. I like the
comparison that Film BULLETIN made not long ago between the minor leagues of baseball, the farm system of
the major league clubs. Most movie fans grow up in these
sub-run houses ; in fact, they have always served as a kind
of proving ground for your producers. The "B" pictures,

Exhibitor:
We'll see to it you get the Nobel Humanitarian
award.
Distributor: We don't want thanks. We want the facts set
straight.
Exhibitor: So where do we go from here? First we hear talk
of a round-table meeting with the company presidents.
Now we hear it's off. Maybe you can make this merry-goround turn at your end.
Distributor: Negotiations on film terms cannot be conducted on a mass basis. It has to be on an individual basis.
You'd have a riot if groups of exhibitors and film men tried
to deal with this problem. The place to start is with an
arbitration system.
Exhibitor: Come

on now.

Let's stop (Continued
kidding on
ourselves.
Page 26)
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Standard & Poor's current (dated April 21) analysis of the
motion picture industry contains some pertinent observations on the present state and future of our business. We believe the following survey will be of interest to movie industryites.— EDITOR'S NOTE.
MODERATE

CAINS

INDICATED

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE ATTENDANCE in
1955 may exceed a weekly average of 50 million and
could approach 55 million, compared with about 49 million in 1954 and 46 million in 1953.
THEATRE

REVENUES

in 1955 could reach $1.3 billion,

against $1.2 billion last year, primarily reflecting the increased number of theatres now in operation. Financial
results of theatre operators, however, will continue to be
restricted by higher film rental and other operating costs.
EARNINGS of leading picture producers may moderately
extend the gains registered in 1954, partly reflecting increased remittances from abroad. Future profits will decost.

pend basically on the producers' ability to provide pictures that appeal to the film going public at a reasonable

DIVIDENDS of practically all companies covered in this
Analysis are being earned by wide margins, which could
permit a larger pay-out by many.
Attendance Running at Improved Rate
Attendance at motion picture theatres during the forepart of 1955 was indicated to be at a rate of around 50 million weekly, and, aided by an increased number of theatres
in operation, particularly drive-ins, the weekly average for
the year could approach 55 million. The 49 million figure
attained in 1954 compared with 46 million in 1953 and reversed asteady downtrend in evidence since 1946.
One important factor in the current uptrend in movie
going is that around 19,000 theatres were in operation or
ready for operation in early 1955. The total included about
4,100 drive-ins, a year-to-year gain of more than 200. By
mid-1955, over 4,500 drive-ins may be open; during the
peak summer month of August, drive-ins will probably attract about as many patrons (over 40 million weekly) as
the more numerous conventional theatres. It must be remembered, however, that most are closed a good part of
each year.
Domestic theatre receipts (net of admission taxes)
could reach $1.3 billion this year, compared with $1.2 billion indicated for 1954. In addition to the prospective gain
in total attendance, net admission prices will prdbably
average slightly higher, reflecting full-year benefits from
the reduced Federal admissions tax, effective April 1, 1954.
Only a portion of the tax relief was passed on to the public
in the form of lower box-office prices.
New

Techniques and Innovations

Although the public's interest in new filming and exhibiting techniques generally has waned, competition
among systems is intensifying. Twentieth Century-Fox's
CinemaScope continues the most popular and the company
Page 18
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is reported to be perfecting a significant improvement it
this wide-angle technique. Several studios in addition t
Paramount Pictures are producting features in its big
screen VistaVision. A second Cinerama picture, as we
as the initial production, is being shown by Stanley Wai
ner and enjoying a good box-office; others are in prepan
tion. Magna Theatre Corp. will shortly introduce tW rTodd-AO process, a wide-angle technique developed b
American Optical, on a roadshow basis.
While there undoubtedly still is a scarcity of new featur
pictures, many of the major studios have increased thei
production schedules and independent producers are als
stepping-up activities, particularly in the low-budget fielc
However, large production companies are giving more al i
tention to television, both to enlarge income by releasin
older films for showing on TV and by producing specie
films for this medium, and as a means of advertising studi i
theatre releases. Immediate benefits for most companie
from these activities will probably be relatively small bu
they could become important in a few years. It is proble'
matical
nificant. whether subscription television will become sigImmediate Prospects Satisfactory
Most sections of the country are now covered by hom,>
television. Hence, new TV stations are being added at ,
slow pace. Until low-cost color receivers become avail
able in quantity (which may not be before 1956 or 1957)
movie attendance may hold at or moderately above curreni
levels.
Theatre operators, however, are handicapped by increases i,
film and other operating costs, and any further improvement il
1955 earnings will be small at best. Results of leading producer
may show moderate gains this year, aided by an expected ris''
in revenue from abroad, but gains will probably be less than thos
registered in 1954. In any event, dividends could be increased b',
many companies.
CROUP

HAS

SOME

SPECULATIVE

APPEAL

Motion picture equities, which have long turned in ai
erratic performance, participated fully in the bull marke
in evidence during most of 1955. However, they havi
again come into disfavor with the average trader recently
reflecting uncertainties facing the industry over the me
dium term with regard to color television and subscriptior
television. Long range possibilities may not be as great a: I
for the average industrial. For those interested in short I
term appreciation prospects or willing to speculate on th<
ultimate solution of the many problems facing the motioil
picture industry, Twentieth Century-Fox, Paramount Pic
tures, Loew's, and Columbia Pictures appear fairly priced
American Broadcasting- Para mount- Theatres
This company has a chain of over 600 motion picture!
theatres and operates the ABC network with some 35(
radio affiliates and 225 affiliated television stations. Its fu ]
ture hinges largely on the success of the TV network I
which through 1954 had not yet contributed to paremj
company earnings. However, ABC television has madd
marked progress in recent periods, and, for those willing

speculate on continued improvement in this direction,
jrchases of the common are advised. The preferred prodes a good yield. Earnings for 1955 may reach $2 a cornon share, against $1.06 last year before capital gains of
.05 a share, and liberalization of the $0.25 quarterly divind is possible around the year end.
Columbia

erations in 1955 could increase, and another small dividend
($0.20 paid last January) is possible around the year-end.
At current levels, the stock appears fully priced based on
operating prospects, but, as sizable cash holdings could
permit the company to make further purchases of the
shares, they may be retained by those cognizant of the
risks involved.

Pictures

Columbia is one of the leading film producers, neither
wning nor operating theatres. Profits for the fiscal year
ding in June, 1955, could reach $6 a common share,
ainst $4.41 in 1953-54, and immediate subsequent results
ould also be satisfactory. Cash dividends will remain
nervative and irregular, but should continue to be augented by stock extras. Since immediate prospects are
vorable, the common is a good speculative holding. The
referred also is a speculative issue.

Republic Pictures
This film producer and processor has never been able
to develop more than small earning power, and it has
never paid cash dividends on the common. It was stated in
April, 1955, that management was considering halting production of films for theatres to concentrate on television
film output and its laboratory work; a decision on this is
expected shortiy. Because of the uncertain outlook for the
company, both the common and preferred are too speculative for the average investor.
Stanley Warner

In accordance with termsLoew
of 's
the consent decree with the
viovernment, Loew's production-distribution operations
f,vere separated from its domestic and Canadian theatre
>perations on September 1, 1954. The production and disribution company will continue as Loew's Inc. Shares of
he new theatre holding company, Loew's Theatres, Inc.,
vill be distributed to present stockholders once funded
iebt can be divided proportionately, which could be deayed until March, 1957. Earnings for the fiscal year endng August 31, 1955, could reach $1.75 a common share,
against $1.28 in 1953-54, and an early increase in the $0.25
quarterly dividend is possible. Longer-term prospects are
I clouded, but speculative retention of the shares is justified.
National Theatres
Formerly the domestic theatre division of Twentieth
Century-Fox, this company now operates some 350 theatres in about 195 communities located in 20 states, primarily in the West. Earnings for the fiscal year ending in
September, 1955, could compare favorably with the $1.03
a share of the year before, and dividends are expected to
continue at $0.12% quarterly. Long-term operating pospects are largely uncertain, and the shares should be held
only by those cognizant of the risks involved.
Paramount

Pictures

In addition to its motion picture producing activities,
Paramount owns about 51% of the stock of Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., the leading Canadian theatre
chain with over 400 theatres. It also has a 50% interest in
Chromatic Television Laboratories which has developed a
three-color television tube, a 64% interest in International
Telemeter (subscription TV), and a 2Sy2% interest in
Allan B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. Earnings from operations in 1955 may be larger than the $3.72 a share of last
year, and an increase in the $0.50 quarterly dividend is possible. Thus, in view of its relatively well diversified interests and strong and liquid finances, the stock is worth
holding.
RKO

Theatres

The company operates a chain of some 85 movie theatres, primarily located in the eastern section of the country, with 30 located in New York City. Earnings from op-

Corporation

This operator of motion picture theatres and producer
and exhibitor of films using Cinerama process has acquired International Latex Corp., well-known manufacturer of girdles and other elastic products. Potentialities
of the latter indicates that it may become the most important determinant of company results; further diversification isplanned. Purely speculative commitments in the
stock may be retained. Profits for the fiscal year through
August, 1955, could reach $1.75 a share, against $0.80 in
1953-54, and dividends should continue at least at $0.25
quarterly.
Twentieth

Century-Fox

Film

The company's CinemaScope process of wide-screen motion picture projection has the widest acceptance of any of
the newer projection processes. Aided by a rapidly-increasing number of theatres equipped to show films in this medium, earnings have increased sharply. With further increases in 1955 results indicated, seme increase in the $0.40
quarterly dividend is expected. Apart from the favorable
earnings-dividend outlook, additional interest in the shares
has been generated by discovery of oil and gas on studio
property in Hollywood. We consider the stock a good
speculation.

Universal Pictures

This important motion picture producer and leading distributor of British films is controlled by Decca records and
an eventual merger is expected. Earnings for the fiscal year
through October, 1955, may show a further gain and liberalization ofthe $1.25 annual common dividend is expected.
At current levels, we would stay with speculative commitments in the common. The yield on the preferred reflects its speculative characteristics.
Warner

Bros. Pictures

This is the successor to the motion picture production
and distribution division and foreign exhibition interests
of a former company of the same name. Net for the fiscal
year to August, 1955, may moderately exceed the $1.61 of
1953-54, and dividends should continue at $0.30 quarterly.
This is a highly speculative situation but retention of holdings appears justified at this time, based on recent results
and immediate operating prospects.
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(Continued from Page 3)
Sf91>4li*S
the better pictures,
by
hardly afford the practice, passing
which mere than any other factor stimulate increased attendance in theatres. If a large part of the public is deprived of seeing the best pictures, the attendance decline
will continue, just as I stated in Chicago last November.
"Enlightened self interest" on the part of production and
distribution should require several sales policies instead of
a single policy so that instead of playing four or five thousand accounts, the top pictures might conceivably play
eight or ten thousand situations, which apparently is not
the case today. Those theatres that can afford 50% should
pay 50%, and there should be a policy to accommodate
30% to 35% potentials, and there ought to be another
policy to aid those exhibitors whose capacity to pay is
much less. "Enlightened self interest" would require the
several company presidents to set up these policies with
a reasonable depreciation allowance in one form or another
so that theatres can rehabilitate from time to time, and
thus more adequately serve their communities. Many a
dilapidated theatre is driving people away because of not
being modern and being uncomfortable to the point of
shabbiness. Film prices should be based on ability to pay
— not paid out of losses.
In reviewing my own experience, I find in one case I lost
money last year on a particular company's product. I can't
stay in business doing that. Certainly I have no margin to
maintain our properties with such product. A number of
the distributors had one or more 70-30-10 pictures in the
past year (one of the items stopping arbitration). We
can't live on such a policy unless the total output of these
companies is sold on a 70-30-10 basis. No neighborhood
theatre can pay 50% film rental as a policy and exist.
Company presidents ought to recognize this.
Now looking at our condition from a completely realistic
viewpoint, it doesn't seem that regulation by Congress
would stimulate production. If a ceiling of 35% is placed
on film rentals, for instance, exhibition would certainly be
supplied with inferior product.
The company presidents should get out of their ivory
towers and agree to meet with exhibition leaders, not to
discuss film terms on the basis of specific instances (I
agree that particular abuses ought to be discussed with the
company president involved), but to see where we're going as an industry. What's wrong with our desire to talk
to the "boss" once in a while when we feel we're being
mistreated? There is no basis for the company presidents
placing the blame for failure to meet on their lawyers.
People hire lawyers to advise them and not to hamper
them. If these company presidents fear further legal problems resulting from an industry conference, the Department cf Justice could very easily quieten their fears by
sanctioning the meeting ahead of time. Also, many exhibitors own stocks in these film companies, and we may have
to attend more stockholders meetings if that is the only
forum open to us.
There are many ways to meet in an atmosphere of
friendliness with our goal the common good extending to
all segments of this great Motion Picture Industry. Diplomats prepare agendas prior to meetings — we can do the
same. Men in high places who fail to broaden their outlook are only delaying such a potentially productive
gathering. In the meanwhile, exhibitors feel completely
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frustrated when they note great profits on the one hand
and little or no profit on the other. Exhibitors face the
threat of pay-as-you-see television, while the producers
think they have nothing to fear, since they reason that if
they don't sell theatres they can sell the home boxoffice,
and I have been told that. If the company presidents will
only meet with exhibitors, they might find us willing to go
to the Congress in an effort to adjust several troubling
matters, including a change in income tax rulings.
Such a thing might be possible in order to change the
present trend toward star personalities and technicians demanding apiece of each picture, which includes a voice in
its sales policy. Exhibitors ought to realize that most distributors have dozens of partners in current films. Many a
50% 'must' picture gets into that bracket because these
Hollywood partners, who have every legal right to do so,
demand that their pictures be marketed that way in the
beginning. Later if it fails to measure they may agree to
reduce terms, but often they do not agree.
We see this industry facing many, many problems, and

the present hiding behind technicalities on the one side, j;
with threats (to which most exhibitors feel they are reduced) on the other side, will get us nowhere. Why do
company presidents fear to meet their customers? As far
as I know, only Spyros Skouras has expressed his feeling
in a statement to the trade press, and Al Lichtman has
acted as a production-distribution spokesman. It should
seem possible for eight or ten men to set a meeting date
much easier than the exhibition leaders, who represent
thousands of small accounts. For years now, we have been
talking to lawyers and sales managers who presumably
cannot give final policy decisions. At least we are still
plagued with the policies about which we are complaining.
By all means, let's meet and discuss the broad general
condition of this industry, but let's meet with those who ;
can change it.
Realistic, hard-thinking, practical theatre men anticipated all this long ago. My recollection is that Si Fabian,
Sam Pinanski, and many others, proposed an exhibitors
film financing company many years ago, but exhibitors
were still fat and sassy and paid no heed. Exhibitors Film
Finance Corp has now been organized and it must be apparent that the final and complete solution of exhibition's
problems lies in active participation in the production of
films. If pay-as-you-see television becomes a reality, theatres may have to rely on their own production companies
for a suitable supply of film. Such activity requires a
friendly competitive atmosphere which cannot be secured
under direct Government supervision. Exhibitors have J
only themselves to blame for permitting the current con- I
dition to exist. Had we heeded the advice of our experi- I
enced and prescient men seven years ago, it is conceivable
that the extremely unpleasant conditions existing today
might never have come to pass.
The American public will be best served by open competition freely engaged in by all. Let a new First National
Company be formed, subsidized by exhibitors' money, and
ycu will quickly find a more reasonable attitude in regard
to film terms and trade practices on the part of those existing eight or ten companies which now fail to exercise the
"enlightened self interest", of which the individual managers are fuliy capable, but through fear, greed, timidity,
or all, they fail to exercise.

ssersby lined up outde the Broadway
robe to sample an
cciting two - minute
jt from IFE's "The
/ayward
with
ar Gina Wife"
Lollobrigida
action. In addition
> the mechanical
sep show and striktheatre's
g front,
bby
featured
the
Museum of Modern
■ ina" a "one-woman"
,iow of outstanding
hotos of the star.

MERCHANDISING
SHOWMANSHIP
UPON

THE

CAST

WATERS

The perpetual motion generated by real
howmanship is evident in the COMPO ad
laced in the April 23 issue of Editor & Pubsher. Copy reproduces a letter from a
ewspaper advertising manager, Allen C.
lequette of the Beloit (Wise.) Daily News,
/ho gained notice when an earlier COMPO
d told how the merchants of Beloit cooperted with the local movie chain and newsaper in promoting a 12-page movie supplenent as a means of stimulating their own
usiness. Since then, Nequette has been
eluged with letters from newspapers and
heatres asking for copies of the section.
The newspaper man chides COMPO for
ot advising him in advance of the ad, sayig that had he known, "we would have been
lappy to have written a letter which would
lave amounted to a much stronger appeal to
he nation's press for cooperation with their
heatres". Thereupon he promptly proceeds
o be as good as his word:

&

EXPLOITATION

"Our theatre's relationship with our paper
md with the merchants as outlined in your
idvertisement only typifies what can be ac-

TMENT

f

complished bya theatre management in any
That's a newspaper man's opinion that will
betown."
seen by editors and publishers throughout
the country. It should ease the way for
alert theatre showmen who may be contemplating similar projects. It also affords them
solid ammunition in their campaigns to drive
home the fact that a good movie page increases a paper's readership and helps the
community's retail business.

STORE GOES

TO

PETER'

LONG LEGS' MAG
ADS
ANGLED
AT TEENERS
A special pitch to the teen-age segment of
moviegoers is being made by 20th CenturyFox for its CinemaScopic "Daddy Long
Legs". Big gun in the campaign will be a
national magazine ad drive in media catering
especially to the younger element. Full color
ads will appear in Seventeen, Parents,
Mademoiselle, Charm and Glamour, combined readership around 20,000,000 plus the
whole gamut of fan mags with a combined
readership around 80,000,000, set for 2-page,
2-color spreads.
Augmenting the scope of the ad campaign,
each of the participating publications will
initiate regional and local level promotions,
a la the highly successful program used for
"A Man Called Peter." Theatre co-ops with
magazine dealers and distributors, set up by
the Fox field exploitation staff, are due to
aim activities on an intensive point-of-sale
Film will bow May 5 at the Roxy in New
York with a star-studded benefit premiere,
proceeds going to the March of Dimes.
goal.
Wide-awake 20th wisely chose the benefit
most in the public eye today, guaranteeing
top interest, enhanced by the appearance of
scientific leaders responsible for the creation
of the Salk vaccine.

| "How could our town or how can any
own be typically American without the
novie theatre? The home, the church, the
chool, the factory, the newspaper, the city
lall, main street, the library and the movie
heatre are integral parts of any American
irban scene.
"The interests and activities of the theatre
nanagement in Beloit mean much more to
;>ur community than expressed in your page
|dvertisement. The efforts of its managenent for the betterment and growth of Beloit
iave touched upon nearly every facet of our
ommunity life.

DEPAR

Blumensrock
In a unique gesture of enthusiasm for a
movie, the management of the Walker-Scott
Department Store in San Diego purchased
tickets for its 500 employees to attend the
of 20th-Fox' "A
timeCalifornia
companyat the
on Peter"
showing
Man
Called
Theatre.
Try a local merchant or manufacturer on a
promotion like this.

Sets Plans For Four

Warners' plans for a quartet of its upcoming features are in the works. Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity, has been huddling with
his staff and home office executives on campaigns for four big ones: "The Sea Chase,"
"Mister Roberts," "Land of the Pharaohs"
and "Pete Kelly's Blues." [MORE on Page 22]
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TEXAS

§

. . . In

Austin

Texas extended a characteristic roaring

M-G-M's "Blackboard Jungle" bally angled at
teen-agers had Bill Haley and his Comets (from
"Rock Around the Clock" sequence in film) on
one-night stands around the country. Above, In
Minneapolis, troupe lured 3600 teeners for "rock
session" to plug film.
SCHINE

MGR.

CQRBETT

PUSHES 'EDEN' STAR
Schine circuit manager John Corbett, of
the Glove Theatre, Gloversville, N. Y., activated a stunt that can well be emulated by
showmen everywhere. Realizing the lure sure
to be exerted cn high school girls by "East
of Eden" star James Dean, Corbett got the
jump before the picture opened at the Glove
by arranging a meeting of the school girls
at the theatre for an informal discussion
centering around Dean. He pepped them up
into inaugurating a James Dean Fan Club,
and for a week in advance of opening, a
registration booth in the lobby, brightened
by a photo of the young star in a large red
heart, was run by the girls soliciting members. The club's president was promoted by
Corbett to appear on a popular disc jockey
show, asking for members. When the film
opened, the stunt, snowballed by the young
ladies' characteristic garrulity, had created
a huge pre-sold audience and it's doubtful
that anyone in Gloversville was unfamiliar
with the name of James Dean, although
practically none had ever seen him.
Catchline of the Issue
"The Bank Robbery Thar Caught A
Town With Its Morals Down!" —
VIOLENT SATURDAY (20th-Fox).

welcome to "Strange Lady in Town" for its
five city premiere. And Warners returned in
kind by supplying stars Greer Garson and
Dana Andrews, producer-director Mervyn
LeRoy and featured player Gonzalez Gonzalez for a whirlwind round of activities that
found huge favor with the Lone Star
Staters. Film was launched in Austin April
12 after Miss Garson, by official invitation,
addressed both houses of the State Legislature, then swept on to San Antonio, Houston, Dallas and Forth Worth on succeeding
days. Gala programs in each city linked the
entire state in one of the biggest celebrations
for a movie in Texas history — and that's no
mean showmanship feat, pardner.

SPARKLING
FDR

GLASS

CD-OPS
SLIPPER

A four-way deal is giving Metro's "The
Glass Slipper" one of the most effective
fashion tie-ups in years. Howard Dietz and
his staff, in cahoots with Mademoiselle Magazine, manufacturers and retail stores, set up
the promotion to entice lady shoppers
throughout the country with sparkling new
designs inspired by costumes worn in the
film. The company's 30 fieldmen and theatremen are doing yeoman service in this direction, (1) arranging screenings for store
executives and personnel, supplying stores
with stills, music, displays, etc., tieing in
with local radio and TV, aiding at fashion
shows, arranging props and costumes from
picture for window and store displays, and,
wherever possible, getting names for p.a.'s.
Highly adaptable to contests, a wealth of
publicity has been generated by a variety of
Cinderella searches, with a glass slipper to
fit the winner's dainty foot an integral part.
Prizes, usually worked in co-op with stores
have been unusually attractive.
♦ New Haven exhibitors hudMetro's
Oscarto
Doob dled
andwithfield
toppers
analyze and plan campaign
on "The Prodigal". Above
with Stanley Warner theatremen: Seated, MGM branch
manager Philip Gravits, SW
district head Nick Brickates,
SW booker Larry Germain
and Joe Liss, SW AlbanyBoston chief. Standing,
MGM fieldman Floyd Fitzsimmons, press topper Arthur
Canton, SW Conn, booker
Elmer Hirth, Albany-Boston
booker Larry Lapidus, Doob.
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Greer Garson addresses joint session of th|
Texas State Legislature in Austin during fe
tivities for world premiere of Warners' "Strang
Lady
With her Dan
on Senate
an
Senatein Town."
Parliamentarian
Moody,rostrum
Jr., an<
Senator Johnnie B. Rogers (right).

Coatless Gonzales Gonzales cranks up ancien
car to help launch University of Texas Frontier
Fiesta in conjunction with Houston "Strang*
Lady" opening.
Pretty Texas co-eds
flank LeRoy
Dan<
Andrews
and producer-director
Mervyn
[MORE on Page 25^

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

Dream sequences are the basis for several of the lavish CinemaScoped, De Luxe colored musical numbers. Top: Astaire and
Caron indulge in a whimsical tour around town. Inset: Caron's
frustration
knowing the identity
of her "Daddy
Legs"
results in inan notimpressionistic
ballet production
of Long
the search
for her benefactor.

"Daddy
Long
In a gay
and light mood,
speckledLegs"
with sentiment,
"Daddy Long Legs" tells the story of millionaire
bachelor Fred Astaire, who befriends an orphaned
French girl, Leslie Caron. He decides to adopt her
and sponsor her career, but only on the condition
she never know his identity. Miss Caron is brought
to America and enrolled in an expensive girl's
school, where she meets Terry Moore, Astaire's
niece. For two years, Astaire is only a post office
box number to Leslie, and she begins to plead with
him to acknowledge her. Melted by his ward's
touching letters, he finally plans to meet her by visiting Terry at the college. Romance begins to bud
during a school dance, but Leslie still doesn't know
he is her guardian. Soon after, Astaire brings her to
New York, but the courtship is quickly broken off
when he reminds himself of her youth. Astaire's secretary, Thelma Ritter, then takes a hand in the situation, and on the day Leslie graduates from school,
Thelma brings her back to New York to meet her

lijfl

"Daddy Long Legs." In a romantic dance sequence,
Astaire finally realizes that the difference in their
ages need be no barrier to love.
(Continued on Page 24)
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PICTURE

'DADDY'

GETS

(Continued from Page 23)

20th Century-Fox's whimusical, "Daddy
Long Legs", shapes up as the perfect boxoffice tonic in these days of Spring go-to-themovies upsurges. It offers a concoction of
laughs, music, color and frolic so aptly in
tune with audience tastes — nay, demands — in
the vernal sesacn. And fitting the attraction
and the season like a glove is the gay, happily escapist campaign whipped up by Charles
Einfeld's staff of boxofficers. They've caught
and projected with a smart flair the film's
lilting atmosphere and bountiful assets.
"Two Great Stars Who Were Born to
Dance Together" is the way Fox has chosen
to capitalize on the first teaming of two of
the foremost dance performers in moviedom,
Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron. The catchline is, of course, no idle boast, but one admirably suited to the pairing. The established
Astaire popularity is complimented beautifully by the elfin "Lili" Caron's rising star.
It's the film's No. One boxoffice asset and
is so treated in the advertising and exploitation designed by the 20th showmen.
Of primary importance, too, is the story,
established over the years as a romantic favorite (anovel, a hit play, and two successful films). Now, for the first time, it receives alavish musical production, glowing
with imaginative sets, striking costumes,
breathtaking dance numbers all enhanced by
the wide wonder of CinemaScope.
A giant TV and radio promotion is being
launched by the distributor for a powerful
pre-selling boost. The video drive has already encompassed such shows as "Toast of
the Town", with Astaire guesting and an
eight-minute clip whetting the appetites of
the millions of watchers; "What's My Line",
"I've Got a Secret" and the "Buick Berle"
shows, all with p.a.'s by various players
from the film. An encore on "Toast" spotlighted atroupe of Fred Astaire dancers who
introduced the "Sluefoot," new dance featured in the film.
The Astaire dance studios, blanketing the
nation in 135 key cities, are an important
adjunct to the picture's promotion. The network is currently on a national and local
level campaign holding "Sluefoot" parties to
introduce the dance in colleges and high
schools, and organizing "Sluefoot Clubs".
Added publicity stems from disc jockeys
and press invitees. Dance magazine has also
tied in with this phase of the campaign, sponsoring a national dance competition with
vacation trips to Hollywood and New York
as prizes. The local theatre stage is, of
course, a natural for holding the dance
parties and competition.
Top name recording artists on important
labels add up to an outstanding series of
promotional backing musically. A good portion of the 10 songs penned by Johnny Mercer for the film have been waxed on Decca,
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BIG

AND

GAY

Coral and Capitol labels for individual selling, as well as an album by Capitol of all the
songs from the film. Ray Anthony and his
orchestra, who also does the score for the
film, is the music-maker for the waxings.
Capitol promises the same all-out promotion
which skyrocketed "Three Coins in the
Fountain" to the top of the popularity lists.
Coral, also providing its outlets with comprehensive campaign material tied in with
the film's release, has called on two of the
top acts in their stable, the McGuire Sisters
and Bob Crosby and his orchestra to wax
the tunes. Sammy Davis, Jr., one of the
hottest properties in showbusiness, recorded
"Something's Gotta Give" and the Four
Aces did "Sluefoot" for Decca. The latter's
unique display envelope to market this brace
of platters has been sent to thousands of

20th-Fox ad men and artists
really turned out some newspaper ads that are interestingly different and should attract plenty of attention on
any movie page. Highly
stylized illustrations, such as
the one at right, set the tone
for most of the ads and embody the light-hearted, frolicsome qualities of the musical
CinemaScopic. In addition
to plugging
the ads
highly
salable star names,
feature
effective
"The
Two
Great catchlines:
Stars Who Were
Born the
to Dance
."
"All
Fun ofTogether
Life Is In. . It!
All the Joy of Love Is In It!
. . . It's the Whole World
Dancing To the Music in
Your Heart!"

AMERICA'S

CAMPAIGN
disc jockeys around the country.
The extent of this record promotion offer
a whopping opportunity for exhibitors tj
cash in locally. Music shops and other recor
outlets will welcome co-op displays, usin:
still and ad art and plugging theatre an
playdate. It wouldn't hurt to promote th
catchy tunes in the lobby, possibly usin
record shop.
giveaways in cooperation with th
music
National magazine pre-selling has bee:
well covered by 20th-Fox, with the younge
set the principal target. Major bulk of th
ads have been placed in such slicks as Seven
teen, Mademoiselle, Charm and Glamour, a
well as all the principal fan publication;
Valuable publicity breaks have been spotte
in Life, Look, Pageant, Woman's Horn
Companion and the Sunday supplements.

MOST

ENCHANTING

[die, Caron

.CinemaScop£

STORY

SET TO MUSIC!
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"Daddy" lithos are strikingly colorful, really off-beat imagina
tively stimulating patron-baiters. As in many of the newspape
ads, the posters, heralds and window cards have been designee
in an impressionistic, illustrative style uncommon in the movii
advertising field. Posting them extensively around town, exhibi
tors will create quite a stir. As seen in the 3-sheet at left an<
24-sheet below, the lithos feature the Astaire-Caron marquee
values and effectively project the whimsical entertainment quali
ties of the film. Used on A-boards, mobile displays, lobby fronts
and cut-outs, these promotion pieces will be an effective addi
tion to any campaign.
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FLYING

Showmen

SAUCERS

FOR

'CONQUEST OF SPACE'
Flying saucers — literally — made a crackerjack gimmick for showman Tom Williams
during his two-day engagement of "Conquest of Space" at the Margie Grand, Harlan, Ky. Williams bought 50 paper picnic
plates, labelled them with numbered gummed
stickers made up bearing a punchy message
including "Will Flying Saucers Attack
Earth!" and launched them from his marquee onto the courthouse lawn opposite theatre after school the day before film opened.
Signs were posted earlier notifying youngsters of the launching with free passes going to holders of saucers with numbers corresponding tothose posted in theatre lobby.
Stunt had the town's kids eagerly looking
forward to the event, talking it up and turning out en masse for the picture.

/4ic
*Daivtfy!
Kicking off the Stanley Warner
Spring Festival in the Newark
bailiwick, zone chief Charles A.
Smakwitz addresses a meeting
of his house managers. Also on
the dais (l-r): SW president Si
Fabian, executive v. p. Sam
Rosen, v.p. W. Stewart McDonald, national ad chief Harry
Goldberg and Arthur Rosen,
Cinerama exec. Seated in foreground (l-r): Edgar Goth, Newark ad chief; Louis Dennis, contract mgr.; John McKenna, film
buyer; Harold Widenhorn, district manager.

U I s Lipton At Home Office
The arrival of David A. Lipton, Universal
vice president and head of advertising-publicity, in New York last week signalled the
go-ahead sign for advertising and promotion
plans on the company's warm weather product. In town for the windup of U-I's current "Charles J. Feldman Annual Sales
Drive", Lipton met with his home office promotion staff to plan campaigns on summer
releases.

1* ^0
BOSTON

HOUSE

BALLY GO TO

HOT

KEYS
TITLE

The Pilgrim Theatre's Paul Levi made a
high spot of the "Tight Spot" run in Boston,
taking excellent advantage of the ballyhoo
openings this exploitation film has to offer.
Two radio stations were rounded up, one
for a contest on the tightest spot listeners
ever found themselves in, the other for a
limerick last-line contest.

UA Kiss Me Deadly' Contest
Capitalizing on the popularity of the
Mickey Spillane novels, United Artists has
set up a national contest for "Kiss Me Deadly" awarding four expense-paid Caribbean
vacations for best letters on why people like
to see Spillane stories on the screen. UA is
supplying a free contest one-sheet and
special herald to be coordinated with local
playdates. Added penetration will come from
window and counter displays at travel agencies, terminals, etc.
Frank Starz, Interstate Theatres ad-publicity director (seated, right) huddles with WB field
representative Al Burke on plans for five-city
premiere
of "StrangeFt.Lady
in Town."
Interested
are:
Al Peterson,
Worth;
Hal Cheatham,
Dallas; Conrad Brady, Houston; Bill White, Dallas; Francis Barr, Dallas, and Jack Chalman,
San Antonio.

Above: Colorful array of pennants, valances, displays are being used throughout the Stanley
Warner chain during the Spring Festival.

Snappy stunts greet the p. a. bally by "Purple
Plain" star Win Min Than in Miami and New
York. Florida States Theatres district manager
Harry Botwick had elephant and turbaned bodyguard on hand when star stepped off plane.
N. Y. Capitol Theatre manager Harry Greenman
cooked up rickshaw stunt for Broadway crowds.

On the street, the Beech-Nut Company
was enlisted, donating 6000 sample Beechies
in small envelopes distributed by polka-dot
attired models. Envelope message read:
"When you're in a 'Tight Spot', relax. Chew
Beechies." Another fine stunt, especially
suitable for the film, had a model putting
coins in parking meters where time was
about to expire and tagging the car with:
"In order to get you out of a 'Tight Spot,'
the management of the Pilgrim Theatre is
inserting a coin in the parking meter to save
you from a possible overtime parking violation." Keep the meter stunt in mind for
other titles or themes.

Gene Bayles (left) and Al f
Glick, Florida State Theatres
ad-publicity aces, who developed and executed immensely
ella" search insuccessful
Miami"CinderBeach
for "Glass Slipper" Sheridan
Theatre opening, with four
finalists and Tom Capuzzi,
Sheridan manager. Bally
grabbed wide newspaper and
feature space.
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FILM

PRICING

POLICIES

(Continued from Page 17)
We're ready to work out arbitration whenever you are.
But arbitration won't mean a thing unless it gets to the
core of our problem — film pricing policies. Distribution
knows well enough that no sensible exhibitor would suggest mass film negotiations. They want the round-table
conference to discuss general pricing policies and the product shortage, and to seek ways of avoiding the frictions
that plague exhibition and distribution. Personally, do you
object to such a round-table meeting?
Distributor: Frankly, I don't. But I don't make policy. If
I was president of my company, I wouldn't hesitate to
meet with a committee of our customers. But maybe the
man who is president is afraid of getting kicked around
verbally by some of your tough spokesmen.
Exhibitor: If the film companies keep postponing this allindustry rcund-table until the arbitration thing is resolved, itseems to me we'll never get this pricing issue off
the ground. I tell you it's a dodge and an evasion. They're
putting an impossible obstacle in the way as a condition to
a reasonable get-together where we can all sit down and
air our gripes. As for getting "kicked around", I'm sure a
top-level discussion would be conducted with dignity on
both sides. After all, some exhibitors are just as gentlemanly as some film men.

Distributor: Why are exhibitors such cynical souls?
Exhibitor: If you'd take a good look in the mirror, you'd
know the answer to that one. But, seriously, let me put a
few final, direct questions to you. Hasn't the theatreman a
right — on purely economic grounds — to a profit that enables him to lay away a surplus for rebuilding, renovating,
modernizing and expanding? Your pictures will get better
presentation, my audiences will be satisfied and come more
often.
In the end, we'll both get it back from increased attendance.

Distributor: Let us look at the picture intelligently. Everybody in business is entitled to profit. In our business, however, the exhibitor is attempting to pinpoint our profits on
an investment while saying we have no right to pinpoint
his. What should be an economically fair profit? It should
first be determined what profit an exhibitor is entitled to
above his costs. And you know that trying to get an exhibitor togive you a true estimate of his costs is like trying to get a true picture in those comic mirrors.

Exhibitor: Now who's cynical. Here's a hot one for you:
Haven't the film companies, in effect, circumvented the
decree that divorced them from exhibition by taking over
the four walls of theatres with film pricing policies that restrict exhibitors to a return only on their real estate?

Distributor: Don't involve me in constitutional law. But,
if you're talking about four-wall deals in the accepted
sense, then, yes, there are some cases, but very few, where
a distributor in need of first-run representation, makes such
overtures to a first-run exhibitor. And I have yet to find
an exhibitor who, given a profit over and above his weekly
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house expense, hasn't accepted the deal. But if you mej
generally, the answer to that question is no. The exhibit!
isn't reduced to the status of a real estate operator exce]
where he has shown a complete lack of enthusiasm in e:j
ploiting his pictures. Then he doesn't deserve to be an
thing more than a real estate operator. The distributK
puts his picture on the market and several theatres bid fi
it, in full knowledge of what their offers bind them to. Tl
exhibitor bids for the picture with accepted clearances, a
cepted running time, accepted terms. If a real estate retui
is what he is willing to accept, why shouldn't we sell hin
Exhibitor: Don't you believe that it would be practical ar
good business to sell theatres grossing under, say, $15(
or $2000 per week on a flat basis? You would eliminate tl
greatest source of friction in the industry (the gripes ■
smaller exhibitors), and you would thereby encouraj
them to expend far greater showmanship than they no*
contribute.
Distributor: If you'll give me $2000 gross a week in a no
mal sub-run metropolitan or small town operation, I wou
be glad to give any distributor 35 to 40 per cent. The co
of operation in such a theatre might be in the naborhoc.
of say $750 and $800 — and I think in many cases I'm ove
estimating. Assuming the film percentage was between ;
and 40 per cent, then that charge would be between $7(
and $800. Approximately $500 is profit. Anyone who ce
make $500 after costs on a $2000 operation should have r
qualms about paying percentage. Now, when you g
down to a $1500 gross and under, your case for flat dea
(that probably would cost the theatre 25 to 30%) is stronj
er. And I am inclined to agree that we would have a ha '
pier industry if the film companies did not press the
terms so hard on those small houses.
Exhibitor: Why do you film salesmen fight so hard f<
every dollar you can get for your companies; do they p<
you so well? If that's too personal, don't bother to answc
Distributor: It's personal, to be sure, but I rather want
answer it. No, we're not paid so well. As a matter of fa<
we are relatively the poorest paid people in this entire i
dustry. Why, a good film salesman, who bears the r
sponsibility to bring in hundreds of thousands of dolla
worth of contracts per year, draws less than the averaj l
salesman who sells shoes or pencils. And our job is t<
times tougher, for there is no established price on films •
there is on most products. There were the good old da;
when we sold a full "season's product once a year, th<
merely provided slight service for our accounts for the be !
ance of the year; now we work hard all year 'round, b
the pay isn't any bigger. It's just that this is a fascinatir
business, and any salesman worth his salt wants to do I
good job. I love the business, but I certainly hope th I
distribution's importance will be appreciated before I lo I
my ambition and go out into some other field.
Exhibitor: Well !
found a common
salesmen beat my
that they are the

It's nice to know that you and I ha'
ground of agreement. The way in whic '
brains in on film deals convinces me to
most underpaid people in the business. I

Distributor: That's the second thing we've agreed on. No'
we're making some progress.

EXHIBITORS

FORUfTl

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
ON CHARITY SHOWS
Editorial from the Daily Herald-Telephone Bloomington,
(
Indiana) reprinted
in ATO of Indiana organization bulletin.
^ man should be able to spend his hardned dollars at the dictates of his own
iscience. We all know that this never
te applies. But there is no sense in addto the pressures that beset the man with
juck, under the guise of charity or cominity service.
oo many Bloomington service organizans participate, or allow their names to be
;d, in the undertakings. The hill-billy
3w soon to be sponsored by the Fraternal
der of Police just happens to be the latest
here have been many, many others — and
re is no desire to single out the FOP.
've had magicians, puppets, circuses, carals, jugglers, strip-tease artists, topnotch
jllywood productions, operetta, stage
iys, bands and educated animals. Some of
productions are good, others cheap
uds.
Perhaps the most misleading type is repented by Hollywood and New York headers who promptly appeal to the masses,
have no quarrel with those patrons of
stage who pay their ways in and enjoy
show. We protest, however, the side
ues that involve the dollars of persons
10 do not care to participate, but feel obated to support our many community orizations. Most of those would rather
w a $5 bill from the pocketbool and put
11 on the line to support the local organion. This does not result, since most of
e 'headline' attractions thus sponsored take
per cent or more of the 'gate' right out
town.
Why do these outfits seek local sponsorip when they play Bloomington? Isn't it
cause the product is so drab it will not atict crowds on its merits alone? Why else
3uld these promoters seek local sponsorip and leave even the 10 or 20 per cent in
e town?
And, worst of all, these promotions of
ents that take most proceeds out of town
although collected under the guise of cornunity service and charity — tend to destroy
cal respect for the worthy local organiza>ns which have been induced to sponsorop by outside promoters. If the trend conlues, there will be a time when our local
■mmunity-service groups will face a resent1 public and be forced to do their work
ider that handicap.
Why don't we take stock of our sponsorips, give the public full accountings of our
ojects and protect the aims of the organitions we represent?
►N NECESSITY OF THEATRES
MPTO of Ontario
The motion picture theatre has become a
:cessary institution in every community,
ot only has it provided amusement and relation for the family; in every town the

moving picture theatre has been the centre
of community, civic and charitable activities,
a continuing source of knowledge and information supplementing the schools, an inexpensive method of travel in foreign lands,
and an important medium for the dissemination of Government messages and the sale
of its Securities during Two World Wars,
and in all times of emergency.
Not only has it these accomplishments to
its credit, the local movie theatre has played
an important part in promoting the business
welfare of its community. With its promise
of wholesome entertainment for the entire
family the theatre has been the magnet
which has attracted people from all of the
surrounding community into the centre of
the town to the greater prosperity of the
towns' merchants and the community. A
town or community without a theatre is a
"dead town".
A healthy movie business is good for the
economic health of any town because the
local movie hires local town's people for its
staff, it advertises in the local paper, it uses
local utilities and services, pays real estate
and other taxes and represents a large local
property and equipment investment. In
other words, the local motion picture exhibitor, although he deals in shadows on a
screen, is just as much of a local merchant
as the corner drug store or automobile
dealer whose merchandise is tangible. It is
a matter of record that a greater proportion
of the dollars taken in at the local movie
theate remains with and is spent in the community that the dollars taken in by almost
any other business, including automobiles,
fuel, dry goods, building materials, appliances and so forth. All together the movie
theatres in the United States pay out more
than $200,000,000 annually in salaries and
wages.

DISNEY

CROCKETT'
ATO of Indiana

RELEASE

The Adventures of Davy Crockett was reportedly produced by Sisney soley for the
three hour long Disneyland TV programs
with no intent for its exhibition in this country's movie theatres. However, it was so
successful on TV that it now has been
decided to edit it down to 95 minutes for
theatrical release in June. This, of course,
will be the first time that a film production
will have been shown first on TV and then
exhibited in theatres. It will be interesting
to see what happens to a film that has already been seen on home TV by 3 times as
many people as see an average "A" motion
picture in theatres. Even if the picture is
very successful, and there are some circumstances that indicate it will be, we feel considerable concern about the overall affect it
will have on theatres in their fight to get
patrons away from their sets at home. Will
many ticket buyers expect something different than they saw on TV? And will these

patrons wonder why they should pay for
something they already have seen for free?
Would the theatrical success of the picture
lead other producers to believe that they can
make product for both markets? If exhibitors successfully play a picture after it has
been shown on TV, then isn't it even more
reasonable that there is no legitimate objection if a picture is made available to TV
soon after it has been exhibited in theatres?
What about release to TV following the picture's big city and key runs? Although TV
may not be able to compete with the boxoffices of all the nation's theatres, could it
offer more and replace the small towns and
the deep sub-runs?
PLEA FOR SUB-RUNS
Allied of la., Neb., & Mid-Central
Who is the fool who thinks he can live on
the key-town theatres and top admission
houses; on fewer and bigger, more elaborate,
more artistic, and more expensive epics that
gross fabulous sums in the elaborate, plush
mansions of the motion picture; with carefully planned clearance, protecting whatever
run is necessary to clear every dollar before
general release?
These, my friends, are the Golden Eggs
so greedily coveted and devoured by the distributor to satisfy the ego of the sales manager and make possible the voting of huge
bonuses, plus salaries, for the Officers and
Board of Directors. This is the most dangerous thing that has ever happened to the
Motion Picture Industry, and it comes from
its most trusted and supposedly well informed people. You will never see a smart
politician ignore and neglect his constituents.
He was elected by one vote at a time by the
common people. Wrigley spends millions in
advertising to sell a 5c item. Gillette spends
millions selling fiive or more razor blades.
The great appliance and equipment firms
like International Harvester, General Motors,
etc. go into every small newspaper in every
town in the United States. They buy theatre
advertising, both on the screen and for periodical showings; why, because they know
where the greatest market is for any product
— The Common People.
Who is the fool in the Motion Picture Industry that thinks he is smarter, wiser, more
dedicated than these great companies? They
have forgotten more about business merchandising and human behavior than the pinhead who openly advocates that we do not
need the small theatre, the small exhibitor,
the small town fan. They forget that the
common man, woman and child far outnumber the wise ones. They are more potent,
more discerning, more daring, more important to human welfare, behavior and prosperity of a nation — Because They Are A
Nation. What manner of men are doing the
thinking for our great industry? Let's give
The Goose a chance. The Golden Goose who
has been so good to us all!
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All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
ALLIED

ARTISTS

January
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdComedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
Nernds. and
magic wardlamp
resulting adventures take them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer Winiam
F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start
that valuable country. 71range
min. war to gain control of
February
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama.
syndicate
wipes
out his own gang in effort Frantic
to evade police. boss
8? min.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer
Melodrama. Realizing he was responsible
for convicting
innocent
70 min. detective sacrifices career to clear
her name. woman,
March
BIG TIPOFF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald
Melodrama. Newspaper
man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted
murder. 77 min.
"DIAL
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith
Stan
ley. Producer
M. Fennelly. Larson,
Director Helene
Dan Ullman
Murder melodrama. Veteran
escapes
from
hospital
try
to talk
wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequentto
murder
is mistakenly
blamed on him. 62 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey Debra Paget
Jefferey Hunter. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly Director Charles M. Warren .Action
Deals with John
Brown s violent crusade to freedrama.
slaves. 90 min 3/21
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY. AN Technicolor. John Derek
Kevin
McCarthy,
Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch'
Director Don Siegel.
Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together
split over a girl but are
eventually reconciled during
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18. combat as jet fighter
E'?H Producer
„S05'ETY Ben
Leo Schwalb.
Gor<:ey. Director
Huntz Hall, Amanda
Blake.
William Beaudine Comedy. Bowery Boys become
in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61involved
min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonr,» De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western.
May Deputv sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.and
Marshal,
plicated by gun-runners
Apaches.with'80 the
min. trail com-

LAS VEGAS SHAKEDOWN Dennis O'Keefe Co.een
Gray. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney
balkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
writer
on gambling
of gambling
syndicate.fall77 inmin love and break up plans

DARK VENTURE
Lovejoy,
Peggie Castle, Forrest
June
Tucker. ProducerFrank
Lindsley
Parsons. Director
Harold
Schuster. Action drama.
Hijacker
joins side of law
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield Wayne
Morris Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle advenJungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
nuntersturecommissio
ned by government. 69 min.
Coming
BODY SNATCHERS,
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer WalterTHEWanger.
Director Don Siegel
Science
Fiction.
Wierd
plant
life drains humans
of all
emotions but will to live.
CA?E
°F
T„HE_,RED
MONKEY
Richard
Conte,
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Rona
Ken
Hughes Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist to U. S., special investiaator is involved in
murder attempt
on nuclear expert. 73 min.
PHOENIX CITY Richard Kiley, Kathryn Grant. Producer
Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama Returning serviceman finds his
town
up tofight.
reputation as "Sin City, USA" and
leads hving
in clean-up
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
1 min.Bowery Boys who battle plotters
s life. 6with
king refuge
onkingthetakes
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor Errol Flynn
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Histor.cal adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring
between85 England
and France and
save fair damsel peace
in distress.
min
Film

WICHITA CinemaScope. Joel McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Western. Hired by town leaders to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, but his strict rules
affect merchants who plot his murder. 81 min.
WOMEN'S
REFORMATORY
Michaels. Producer
William F. Tom
Broidy.Drake,
Director Beverly
Eddie
Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory
cause governor to appoint young lawyer to investigate.
COLUMBIA
January
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seiler. War
Drama. U. S. intelligence officers masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in order to spy on
the Communists. 80 min.
MASTE.RSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war. 73 min. 12/13.
VIOLENT MEN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
encroaching
land officer
baron.
96leads
min. small ranchers against
February
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducer
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RoteertFord.
Francis.
ProRobert Arthur.
Drama.
Career of Marty Maher, Irish immigrant who was assistant athletic director at West Point. 131 min. 2/21.
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, Patricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid ofher priate
to help drive savage hordes
from
kingdom.leader
72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn Brando, Richard Boone. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Bruce Humberstone. Western. Cattleman tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. Story of mis-run prison which
contains both men and women. 80 min. 2/7.
March
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Garland. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director Wifliem
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterfront hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
are complicated when he becomes involved with
old gang. 73 min.
A prilWeissmuller, Jean Byron.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of whits iunqle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
THREE FOR THE SHOW MaCinemaScope,
y Champion, Technicolor.
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower
Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns
friend.
101 min. home
3/7. to find wife remarried to best

CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant,
Barnwell. Director
June Loony
Phil Kanson. Comedy-melodrama.
plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns info real thing
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Widmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson.
G-I's
plot to steal part of Nazi
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discoveredComing
in Berlin.
CHICAGO
SYrWICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane
Xavier
Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, TecXnicolor. Van
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Richmond, director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
Southerner
who fought
for Northpreacher.
during Civil War returns to become
the hometown
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, LesCastle.
Barker.
ProducerDaughter
Sam Katzman.
Directorpirate
William
Adventure.
of reformed
seeks
revenge
against
class-conscious
aristocracy
and
then falls in love with one of its members.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,William
RichardCastle.
Denning.
Producer
Sam Katzman.
Western.
Tale
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis Faith
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Katzman.bombDirecord
Richard
Puine.Tob«y.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
explosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
the Pacific Coast. 80 min.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
ProCathy O'Donnell.
Kennedy,Anthony
Arthur Director
Stewart,
James ducer
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Producer Fred
Lemmon.
Garrett,
Leigh, Betty
Kohlmar.
Director
RichardJackQuine.
Musical cbmedy. Adv
e
n
t
u
r
e
s
o
f
two
small-town
girs
who
seek
their fortunes in the big city.

Technicolor
SERGEANT O'REILLY CinemaScope, Jap-hating
Gl
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama.
beautiful Japahas life complicated by romance with
evenorphans
Love and
occupation.
nesetuallygirlgivewhile
soldieron new
perspective.
Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Farce
SPECIAL DELIVERYl Don
with internationa
diplomacy. background. Burlesque on Iron
Curtain

NIGHT Jack Kelly, Vince Edwards.
TERROR IN THE
Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends make
night of .terror for son and family of wealthy
businessman
I. F. E.
January
NO RELEASES
February

Pam
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Silvana Pietro
Director
Guiseppe Amato.
panini. ProducerRisque
adventures of beautiful showgirl
Drama.
Germi.
and her escapades with the law. 78 min.

CEIL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined six
March
years in death house. 77 min.
NO RELEASES
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis (Coronadol. Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jealousy,
and
love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE
English Language. Amede
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George MontgomA pril
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini.
Film Costellazione Produc
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl tion.
Director
Luigi
Zampa.
A doubl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to slaying and death of a youngMelodrama.
man add to prose
capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
as a boy. 74 min.
cutor's determination that justice shall prevail. 105 mm
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng. Lang. Marina Vlady. P
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil Michel Beck. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Lio
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids nello De Felice. Drama. Affair of fifteen-year-old
whose birth.
romance
ends3/21in tragedy when girl dies in
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
child
88 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

{ I. F. E. Continued I
rWARD WIFE. THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
Jucer
AttilioBored
Riccio.
Director and
Mario
RoItic drama.
by husband
smallSoldati.
town life.
Iitiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
Iher man. 91 min. 4/4.May
EN MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Docuary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in South
rica from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min.
E IN THE CITY English Subtitles All star cast. Faro
production. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of
and women who practice them presented in
rch of Time" style. 90 min.
LAW GIRL English Language. Sllvana Mangano,
M deo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis and
o Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama,
lg man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony of
ia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. After
and unborn child are Killed he avenges their murand surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 min.
INDEPENDENTS
January
00 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA IBuena Vista) Cinecope. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason,
1 Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. DirecRichard
Fleischer.
sic
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 mm. Filming
12/27. of Jules Verne's
March
VSHOUT fFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Keny. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster,
odrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
of violence with only two surviving to reach
he of stolen money. 90 min.
PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank {Continental
Co. I Technicolor. Alec Guinness, Odile Versois,
non Gray. Producer Antony Darnborough. Director
ert Hamer. Romantic Comedy.
une
inr CROCKETT (Walt Disney) Fess Parker, Buddy
en. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director NorFoster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
es about
mo
hero. famous Indian fighter, congressman and
Coming
D AT THE WORLD (Filmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
sselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
young 72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
gang.
min.
LIPPERT
January
EY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr,
lodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
Ithy Brazilian as ringleader. 80 min.
February
NO RELEASES
March
-VER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
n Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
rtlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
sta showdown
gun-shy, but
gun eventually
duel. 73 min.cleans up pioneer town
A pril
ASS TOMB. THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
nds. Director Montgomery
Tully. Melodrama. Sidepw barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl,
ith numerous carnival characters among the suspects
e mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
rker presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
(UNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Mont■mery,
Marjorie
Lord.Adventure.
Producer Rudolph Flothow.
rector Sam
Newfield.
White doctor and
end trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
3m native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
IR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Producerrector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
uadron training on carrier copes
en and marital problems of junior with
officer.conflict among
^NTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray MontJmery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Dictor Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
JStile savages, white doctor recovers
golden tablet
olen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist
id leads party to safety. 75 min.
ne Morris, John Agar,
ONESOME TRAIL, THEJuWayne
roducer Earle Lyon. Director
Bartlett. Westrn. Young soldier returned fromRichard
Indian wars is forced
Javefight
for
his
property
against
land-grabber
s who
taken control of Western town.
ING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant. Wanda Curtis. Producer
I Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science-fiction,
ocket party of four lands on new planet, encounters
rehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
Film

METR0-G0LDWYN-MAYER
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
who murdered during the war. 82 min. 12/27.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Miningbia, andengineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him to a treasure of another kind. 100 min. 12/27.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope.
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
4 Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD
Glenn Director
Ford, Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer PandroJUNGLE
S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell
Leisen.
Melodrama.
Man preparing
for priesthood meets woman who is involved
in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min.
May
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor.
Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader try to take rancher's home in Arizona
wastelands.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, rector
Audrey
Dalton. Biblical
Producer drama.
CharlesBased
Schnee.
DiRichard Thorpe.
on the
Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
Junesensation Ruth Etting.
of Roaring Twenties' singing
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors. George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector search for long lost diamond.
Coming
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, Color. Richard Widmark,
Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama. Conflict
about lives of sta§ and patients of small midwestern
psychiatric clinic.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 105 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.

My
MAY

SUMMARY

Features now scheduled far May release total 26. Columbia and United
Artists lead with 4 each. 20th-Fox,
Universal and I. F. E. each have 3
slated for the month. Of the total features available, two are in CinemaScope. one in SuperScope and one in
VistaVision. One 3D entry is available
from Universal. Features in color
total eleven.
The May schedule breaks down into
the following categories:
8 Dramas
1 Musical
8 Melodramas 1 Comedy
3 Westerns
1 Biography
3 Adventure 1 Documentary

March
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
Eric Flemina. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Crosby. William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
A pril
Gassman,
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
RobertMaRossen.
Drama.
yProducers
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends young man only to be rewarded with attempted murder. 92 min.
HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to South America to locate priceless ruby, Payne gets involved in murder and intrigue.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis
and Clark
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose.
Mel Shavelne Director
son.
Comedy-drama.
StoryJuof
children
inro showbusiness
whenEddie
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND VV-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
envolved in crash and historic
non-stop
flight. he isComing

DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE VV-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean. Edmund
Gwenn. ProducerPARAMOUNT
director
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
January
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Ex- Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
in a WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Direcromantic triangle. 110 min.
Curtiz.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
February
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge
bankruptcy.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William HolMartin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
den, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. ProPaul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
ducers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
1 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean air raid. 103 min. 1/10.
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

Coming
February
REPUBLIC
January
CAROLINA CAN NONBALL Judy Canova. Producer Sidney Picker. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Copilotvooflvedsteam
Canova
in plot todriven
steal trolley
atomic car,
missile.
74 min.becomes
1/24. inTROUBLE IN STORE (J. A. Rank) Norman Wisdom,
Margaret Rutherford. Producer Maurice Cowan. Director John Paddy Carstairs. Comedy. Department store
stock clerk engages in comedy of errors surrounding
plot to rob store. 86 min. 1/24.
February
AFRICAN MANHUNT Myron Healey, Karen Booth.
Producer Jerry Thomas. Director Seymour Friedman.
Jungle melodrama. Intelligence officer plunges into
African jungle to capture G-l deserted who killed
commanding officer. 65 min.
SQUARE RING. THE Jack Warner, Robert Beatty, Maxwell Reed, Joan Collins. Producer-director Michael
Helph and Basil Dearden. Melodrama. Tale of men in
the fight game. 73 min.
March
TIMBER JACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Ycung engineer fights to recover timberland from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min. 3/7.
A pril Sean McClory, Joanne
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD
Jordon,
Ray
Middleton.
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wag^n train of munitions
Indian counay in hostile
try, finds romance with Mhalf-breed
girl. 90 min.
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
une
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE [J. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. Director Raloh Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
of
a medical
a doctor.
92 min. student
2/21. during training to become
Coming
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen. John Baer,
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director
CrimeWilliam
melodrama.
A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love.
DAY TO REMEMBER. A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Sllvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
FOREIGN ADVENTURE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Associate producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
GUNMAN, THE Trucolor. Ray Milland. Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Mflland. Western melodrama.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's.
TEXAS LEGIONNAIRES, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden,
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
YELLOWNECK Trucolor. Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the battlefield, only to face death in the Everglades.
83 min. 3/21
RKO
December
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
January
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas cowboy becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance. 85 min. 1/10Film

TARZAN'S HIDDEN JUNGLE Gordon Scott, Vera Miles.
Producer Sol Lesser. Director Harold Schuster. Adventure. Tananslaughter
combats of
whitewildhunters'
to commit wholesale
game plot
for financial
gain. 72 min. 3/21
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10.
March
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan.
leads
them intoWestern.
trap. 87 Lawman
min. 3/21joins train-robbers and
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
A pril Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan
Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls Minaylove with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest,
Coming Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

January Deluxe Color. Harry
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min. 11/15.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama.
Biography of famous February
actor Edwin Booth. 102 min. 1/10.
RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blausteln. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 112 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 101 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power,tor Henry
Susan King.
Hayward.
Producerdrama.
Bert Friedlob.
Adventure
Story of DirecBoer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. Ill min. 3/7.
pril
MAN CALLED PETER, AA CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMa
Marshall.
119 min. 4/4.
y
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of girl marooned
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, <uTechnicolor.
Olivia deHavilne
land, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director
S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister.

HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope, Deluxe Col
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan. Producer Buddy Adler.
rector Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaSco
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Rob
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Cor
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a mun
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reachinc
small college and the fraternity house the fun beg'
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Col
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Ad
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. Ameri
flyer forced down in China during World War II
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalb
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Mur
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of sevj
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2
SEVEN YEAR ITCH. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Co
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. B
room adventures of husband when wife is away
summer vacation.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH CinemaScope, Deluxe Co
Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brack
Director Henry Koster. Historical drama. In after
to secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh
counters love and wrath of Queen Elizabeth.
UNITED

ARTISTS

January
BATTLE
TAXI Producers
Sterling Hayden,
Thomp-Dir
Arthur Franz.
Ivan Tors,Marshall
Art Arthur.
tor Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicof
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea. 82 min. 1/10.
BEACHCOMBER. THE Technicolor. Robert New
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty IJ. A. Rar
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drun
outcast
island in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean. 82 min.sister on plague-stric
BLACK TUESDAY Edward G. Robinson, Peter Gra
Jean Parker. Producer Robert Goldstein. Director H
Fregonese. Melodrama. After daring escape from
of electric chair, gangleader takes hostages to hidt
where bloody siege February
occurs. 80 min.
CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Ph
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker.
venture-melodrama. Young prospector battles cl
jumper
while 83aiding
for uranium.
min. professor and daughter ii
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, Rich
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Dire
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the brc
in
life going mail
against
them,100join
play
in disasterous
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff
Foray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. Advent
melodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murr
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81
March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Mee
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard K<|
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convict
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min.
MARTY
Borgnine,
BetsyMann.
Blair.Romantic
Hecht-Lancafl
Production.Ernest
Director
Delbert
dra
Boy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, I
denly find it in each others arms. 89 min. 4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Producti
Ansco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Ro rl
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Yo<
circut judge brings justice to town controlled by
family empire. 66 min.
BULLET FOR JOEY. A A Edward
Robinson, GecM
pril G.production.
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond
Direbj
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of RM^
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LILACS IN THE SPRING MEastmanColor.
Errol Fin
ay
Anna
Wilcox.Neagle,
MusicalDavid
drama.Farrar.
Set inProducer-director
late war England,HerW
ytiq
musical
star94Ismin.
forced to choose between*
actor andcomedy
a soldier.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. ■
ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drci.
RAF pilot fighting in Burma disintegrates under f#
sures of war. Regains grip on life thru contact •
beautiful Burmese girl. 100 min. 4/4.

Paul Stewart, Alft
DEADLY RalphctorMeeker,
ME Producer-dire
KISS
Robert Aldrich. Suspft
Dekker.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
detective
private
Redoubtable
drama.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler. racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women.runs105gauntleot
min. 1
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek- ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgorrfr,
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love with
man who helps in rescue.
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Dire»r
diffejt
two He
learns
Sidney Salkow. Western. toRancher
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
lis
cattle.
steal his
bands of rustlers plan
Color.roll Case.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
kill Bt
will
one
hoping
hands
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer Car- the
ranch
gangs82 as
bothother.
min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor I Filmed in
III. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
|/ forof freedom.
woman's 97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
min.
OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
tin Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
Ijr. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowsxperiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min.
ne Jack Warner, Robert
A :RT. R. N. AnthonyJuSteel.
S< Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director Lewis Gilb Drama. Daring escape fr^m Naii prison camp
d ■ ig World War II.
■ BLUFF. THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickers,
B>rt Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
■ Wilder. Suspense Thriller.
0 ELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suz1 Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
0 hakespeare drama.
• SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave.
1 Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M
■Aeiraft. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval

S IMERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Ras■ > Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
li. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
n ce and new perspective on life vacationing in

Coming
• XANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
■ ard Burton, Frederick March, Claire Bloom, Dan■ e Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
■ natization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
■ essing plant. 79 min. 3/21
B ST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
a Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
m Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
fi on thriller.
B SS RING, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Me
Bancroft.Melodrama.
Producer Edward Small, Director Maxm Shane.
t.DLY PEACEMAKER, THE Robert Mitchum. Jan
I ling. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director RichI Wilson. Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terazes town and is finally stopped by man known as
JJtown tamer".
I ERT SANDS SuperScope. color. Ralph Meeker,
■wI.la Dir.English.
Kock producLesley Aubrey
Selander.Schenk-Howard
Adventure drama.
^MTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Tech>lor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Proers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
jctor Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
is to escape romantic entanglements and become
>lved with stage-struck millionaire.
UUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
caster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
:ht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure,
ntiersman and his young son have their trek to the
st interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
vilize" them.
»HT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
iters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
irles Laughton. Suspense drama.
T AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
chum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealdoctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
sonal tragedy.
TOLERO Jack Palance. Prod ucer Philip Waxman.
?ctor David Miller. Western Adventure.
VR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wale. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
venture.

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
January
STRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
e Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
irshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
an up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
•orts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
1 THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
Haven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Alrt J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
lors in Paris become romantically entangled with
tertainer, cashier and French heiress. 96 min. 12/13.
EST Or ZANZIBAR [J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
sel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
irry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
ves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
& C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Jstello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
iristie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C inde Hollywood of the early 1 900' s and become in'Ived in usual shenanigans while tracking down
"J'lndler of $5000. 79 min. 2/21.
VR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
>man, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
iron Rosenberg. Director Anrthony Mann. Outdoor
ama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
ays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
Film

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 96 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope. Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attemDting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack HawkJohns. Adventure.
Producer George
H. Brown.
torins,KenGlynic
Annakin.
Deals with
story ofDirecthe
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is let to safety by army captain subject to court
martial for desertion. 88 min. 2/21.
pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor.
Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.y Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
brouchtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy.June
A&C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min.Coming
4/4.
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when he marries heir to financial empire.
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty during dangerous trek thruin American
wilderness.

WARNER

BHIITHERS

January
STAR IS BORN, A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland. James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent
10/18. his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor, Print by Technicolor.
Doris Day. Frank Sinatra, Ethel Barrymore, Robert
Keith. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious and heart-tugging complications. 1 7 min. February
12/27.
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch.
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 min. 2/7.
March
Van Heflin,
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. War
drama.
Nancy Olson.
Freeman,
Mona War
Ray,
Aldo
Story
of
World
II
Marines
and
the
girls they
left behind. 148 min. 2/7.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte. Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21

Print by
A M
pril
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
ay WarnerColor,
Dean. Raymond MasTechnicolor. Julie Harris, James
Kazan.
Elia
Director
sey. Producer John Steinbeck.
to win the love of his domineerman's115efforts
Younging father.
min. 2/21.
e. WarnerSTRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScop
Mitchell, Dana AnGarson, or Cameron
Color. Greer
Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Producer-direct
drews.
of young woman-doctor in Santa Fe during
Adventures
days. 112 min. 4/18.
frontier

HELL Jacques Sernas, Kurt Kaszner. ProJUMP INTO
ducer David Weisbart. Dirctor David Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 mm. 4/18.
une
pe, WarnerColor. John
CinemaSco
SEA CHASE, THE
roducer John Farrow.
Wayne Lana Turner. Director-p
poorly proSea Adventure. On eve of World War II British
warby
pursued
is
visioned German freighter
ship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk.
Scott,
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor. RandolphDirector
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart,
Montanan
Revenge-seeking
Western.
Lesley Selander.
Coming
burning desire to right a wrong
with
obsessed
returns
on him. 83 min.
inflicted

lor.
HS CinemaScope. WarnerCo
LAND OF THE PHARAO
Justice
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Jamesr Howard
-directo
Producerng
Collins.
Dewey
of the pnaraoh
e. Recounti
l adventur
HistoricaJoan
Hawks Martin,
and the ruthless queen
who built first great pyramid
downfall.
his
about
who brought
olor. Henry
MR ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerCJack
Lemmon.
Powell
Cagney, William
Fonda James
Ford, Mervyn
John
Directors
Producer Leland Hayward.
mischief
incites
Boredom
drama.
Corned"
LeRoy.
aboard a cargo ship anchored off a small Padfic
island.

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
Office: 235 N. 13th Street
7, Pa.:W. LOcust
Philadelphia
Street
Jefferson7-4822
New Terminal: 2137
5-9400
POplar
Philadelphia 21, Pa.:

LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara. George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiArthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter. Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. DiHIGHWAY
rector Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotineTHEFrance's
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
SHRIKE,
Jose noblemen.
Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Director
Jose
Ferrer.
Drama.
Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
Member National Film Carriers
attempted suicide.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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STRAND

10:00 A.M. • ATLANTA

RHODES

9:30 A.M.*

CHICAGO B&K CENTURY 10:00 A.M.* CINCINNATI VALLEY
DES MOINES DES MOINES 9:30 A.M. • DETROIT FISHER
KANSAS CITY FOX BROOKS1DE 2:00 P.M. • LOS ANGELES
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WARD BOND • PHIL CAREY • Screen Play by FRANK NUGENT and JOSHUA LOGAN
Directed by JOHN FORD and MERVYN LeROY -^co^
11 OO A.M. • BUFFALO

CENTER

10:00 A.M. • CHARLOTTE

AND CONDUCTED 8Y FRANZ WAXMAN

CAROLINA

10:00 A.M.

AND COLONY 1:30 P.M. • DALLAS MAJESTIC 9:30 A.M. • DENVER OGDEN 2:30 P.M.
APOLIS FOUNTAIN SQUARE 1:30 P.M. • JACKSONVILLE ST. JOHNS 9:15 A.M.
fOO P.M. • MEMPHIS WARNER 10:00 A.M. • MILWAUKEE WARNER DOWNTOWN 10:00 A.M.
; NEW ORLEANS PITT 9:30 A.M. • NEW YORK R.K.O. 86TH ST. 9:45 A.M.
iODORE 1100 A.M. • PITTSBURGH SCHENLEY 11:00 A.M. • PORTLAND 21ST AVE. 2:00 P.M.
• SEATTLE

EGYPTIAN

2:00 P.M. • ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS
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...why we traveled to storied cities, fabulous

who conquered a king... yet trembled in the arms
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of a commoner
a widow

bullfight arenas. . .with

stars, director, CinemaScope

when he whispered, "You've been

too long '."...Now you know why it was

cameras and techni

cal crews. Everyone will talk about "That Lady"
— the picture that shocked a nation!

such a great best-selling novel... why Katharine
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

■ GILBERT

ROLAND

introducing PAUL SCOFIELD co-starring FRANCOISE ROSAY • DENNIS PRICE
Produced by SY BARTLETT • Directed by TERENCE YOUNG • Screenplay by ANTHONY VEILLER and SY BARRETT
From the Novel by Kate O'Brien • Color by DELUXE • An Atalanta Production • Released by 20th Century-Fox
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Open

Letter

Film

Company

to

Gentlemen :
The right to disagree is a cherished American prize. You own title
to that right no less than the exhibitors who oppose your pricing policies. Of all the reasons for which
you may be taken to task, last would
be your honest fortitude in standing
by your views.
That, however, is not the issue.
More important is the OPPORTUNITY to disagree, the right to
be heard, the right to confront one's
antagonist to his face, the privilege
of personal complaint. Deny these
— perhaps the most precious of all
democratic rights — and you fairly
hurt for trouble in the future.
Representative, constitutional
government takes cognizance of
popular sentiment. It permits this
sentiment to express itself via the
ballot box. Not every voter can be
right in an election, but at least
everyone is granted the privilege of
self-expression. Stifle this precious
device and you shunt off one of
man's deepest, most prized liberties.
On May 24, you are offered the
opportunity to disagree. The two
national exhibitor groups have asked
you to sit down, with their leaders
for an open, frank discussion of certain problems that affect their business and yours. No one insists you
come prepared to make concessions.
The logic and justice of their presentation will properly settle that. You
are asked to accede to one simple
petition : listen !
You may be surprised to discover
than an intra-industry round-table
conference can offer reciprocal blessings. Film sellers — contrary to prevailing exhibitor opinion — are human beings. And film buyers — contrary to the beliefs of some in distribution— are reasonable businessmen. The airing of gripes is no one
way street. You should be accorded

Presidents:
the same opportunity to unburden
yourselves as the exhibitors. We believe most theatremen would respect
you greatly for it. We believe much
sympathy can be wen. Certainly, it
will win considerably more than a
policy of cold, virulent refusal.
Whether the May 24 meeting ends
with progress or stalemate, your
presence will aid immeasurably in
repairing tattered industrial relations. It may not result in complete
re-unity; it may not wholly appease
the extremities of the ranks of exhibition, itmay net even temper the
drastic measures now under consideration. But it will dramatize one
impressive thing: your willingness
to listen. At this rather electric
moment that in itself may be quite
enough to mollify some tempers.
We need no Hamlet to assure us
that the times are out of joint. You,
gentlemen, can do much to set it
back in kilter. We view your attendance at a round-table conference not
as concession to the position of
Allied and the TOA, but, rather, as
astute industrial statesmanship. You
may view it as you wish. But it
wculd be well to recall the words of
an old French proverb : "One must
back up a step or two in order to
leap the higher."
We ask you only this : listen !

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every oth-ir Monday by Wax Publications, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 123? Vine
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., LOcust 8-0950, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Richard N.
Newton, Business Manager; Robert D. Lauder,
Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 522 Fifth Avenue,
New York 36, N. Y., MUrray Hill 2-3431;
Richard Bretstein, Editorial Representative.
Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, $3.00 in
the U. S.; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00.
TWO YEARS: SS.00 in the U. S.;
Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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Solution

"Solve the product shortage and
solve 99% of our problems."
youThus,
in a letter to Film
BULLETIN, does Trueman Rembusch, past president of Aliied States
Asseciation and one of the nation's
sound-thinking exhibitors, succinctly state a truism, which, if brought
to fruition, would exorcise the evils
that damn exhibition today. The solution to the film product shortage is
principally an exhibitor problem.
Yet, in all fairness to the film companies, their position must be viewed
in cold economic terms, and on that
basis the policy of curtailing production is not untenable. Motion
picture production and distribution
is a business enterprise like any
ether which must be run soundly
and profitably. As long as it remains
within the confines of the law and
good ethics, it is answerable only to
the stockholders. If the policies of
management result in successful
operation — and the major film companies profit statements over the
past couple of years have brought
happy smiles to their stockholders
— then they are meeting their business obligations most adequately.
And if those policies ordain that
they release 20 pictures a year instead of 40, then they are wholly
within their rights to limit their output to get the most out of their production dollars.
Where then does that leave the
exhibitor? And where shall he turn
for an answer to his needs?
Since it is highly unlikely that the
theatreman can persuade the film
companies who are making high
profits on a small number of pictures to change that policy, exhibition must turn its efforts to uncovering new sources of
product.on Page
It's as
(Continued
8)
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THIS
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If you were a producer and wanted to make a story of real people, of a dime-adance girl who rose to the Ziegfeld Follies and Hollywood stardom, of a strange
love

story in lurid, mob -ruled

of song-star Ruth

Etting. M-G-M

"Love letters to M-G-M's

Co-starring

CAMERON

Screen Play by DANIEL

FUCHS

Chicago
picked

days— you'd
it and

pick the life - inspired

it's a winner!

'Love Me Or Leave Me' a Doris Day-Dream"—

MITCHELL

ISOBEL

Directed by CHARLES

»

LENNART

VIDOR

story

robert

keith

WALTER WINCHELL

• tom

tully

• Story by DANIEL FUCHS • Photographed in EASTMAN COLOR

• Produced by JOE PASTERNAK

{Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or l-Channel Sound)

show only the telephone-telegraph and petroleum industries ranking ahead of film production in terms of major
industry net earnings. The gamble in film production entitles the producer to a good margin of profit. The idea is
to audit other areas of expense.
0

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
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STORY
By Philip R. Ward
ECONOMICS OF FILM MAKING— A HASTY AUDIT. Why, asks the harrassed theatreman, are film terms
so high? He is at once bombarded by a salvo of platitudes.
I'll tell you why, say the demi-pundits. It's a matter of
supply and demand. Everybody knows that. They're just
not making pictures.
But that's not the way we see it. True, demand and supply factors sharply govern price once bargaining is entertained in a free marketplace. But long before that point is
ever reached, a concrete value has already been placed by
the seller upon his product. His article cost him so much
to make, and demand and supply nothwithstanding, of one
thing he is sure: he must recoup his cost of manufacture.
Where supply-demand factors enter is in the profit area.
0
It is basic that price originates by adding the costs of
production and distribution to fixed unit overhead and tagging cn a mark-up. If a seller's market (short supply)
exists, profit is great; if it's a buyers' market (oversupply),
profits must be whittled. No one, of course, is in business
to sell a product at less than it cost to make. Under this
circumstance, the costs of picture production (and, to a
certain extent, distribution) serve to establish film terms
mere than anything within sight. It has been estimated
that an average of 35c of every boxoffice dollar goes to the
makers and sellers of films (actual ratio: film maker — 25c,
distributor — 10c). Is it possible for these elements to work
on a lower average take, say 30%, and still retain their
normal current "profits? The answer must come by a pruning of their own operating costs.
In this audit the distributor does not concern us, the
producer does. If he can make his pictures on a smaller
budget without a commensurate sacrifice in auality, the
exhibitor is the natural beneficiary. Over the past year or
so, much ado has been made of the stringent economies affected by the major film studios. But have they gone far
enough? Let's examine a breakdown of the average production dollar — the real determinate in film pricing— for
some clues into the issue:

Story costs
Production and direction costs
Sets and other physical properties
Stars and cast
Studio overhead
Income taxes
Net profit after taxes
(Source: Motion Picture and Television Almanac)

5%
5%
35%
20%
20%
5%
10%

o

No one challenges production's right to a 10% net profit; no one suggests that profits constitute the area of
whittling. This is said in full recognition of statistics which

COSTS:

Instead of holding constant, this item is

on the rise. Isn't far too much being spent on literary
properties? This trend toward paying fat fees for novels
and stage plays is an extremely costly one. A story written
for another medium, no matter how successful, must be
adapted to film standards. There is no guarantee that a
novel or play will lend itself to the movie medium. The
answer, both from a cost and artistic viewpoint : encouragement and subsidies for more original screen stories
couched in the terms in the medium itself.
0
PRODUCTION & DIRECTION COSTS: This portion
of cost is fully justified. Craftsmanship at this level can
inject excitment and entertainment into even mediocre material, often wrings optimum results from ordinary script
and performers. Savings in story costs might effectively
be transferred into the best production and directorial
talent. Another prospect: more opportunities for younger
elements with fresh ideas (and lower financial aspirations).
0
SETS & OTHER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: Greatest
of all expense items, this area
tensive survey. Public's palate
more realism, both in settings
so much impressed anymore
backdrops as it is with solid

should be the subject of exof late seems to lean toward
and story. The public is not
with dazzling (and costly)
storytelling. This is not an

era of extravagance. Observe response to "On the Waterfront", interest in "Marty", a shoestring venture.
0
STARS AND CAST: Top personalities come high. But
the industry can ill afford to scrap its traditional star system, for the boxoffice will forever sing to the likes of a
Gable, a Brando, a Monroe. However, the days of stables
of lushly paid contract players are at an end. This should
work toward reduction of overheads. Today's market insists on story consideration first. If the big name suits, so
much the better. Casting discrimination is the solution.
0
STUDIO OVERHEAD: This is an easy nut to crack.
Make more pictures. If a studio has a running overhead of
10 million per annum, with a program of 20 films, $500,000
must be tacked on each picture. Make 30 films and the
overhead figure's cut sharply, An oversimplification, to be
sure, but the theory is sound.
0
INCOME TAXES: Considering current intra-industry
tempers, this is one expense area many exhibitors might
well enjoy seeing boosted.
Mr. Cost Accountant, to your pencil.
O

O

PROFITS CORNER: Columbia, for the 39 weeks ended
March 26, 1955, shows a post-tax gain in net income of
nearly $1 million ($3,655,000 vs. $2,664,000) over corresponding period last year. Per share income: $4.37 compared to $3.12. There is no stopping this studio.
Film BULLETIN
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(Continued from Page 5)
simple — and as profoundly challenging— as that!
Every resource must be culled to
seek out, build, inspire and finance
fresh fountainheads of supply. Independent production must be encouraged not only with cheers but
with good hard cash. Exhibition
must plunge into a concerted drive
in the production field that will make
past efforts look Lilliputian.
Several starts toward exhibitorsponsored production have been
made, but what is needed is one big
major production push by the exhibition forces. Allied's Makelim
plan, DCA and TOA's EFFG are
ambitious, but fall short, individually, of being an effective answer. Together, however, they could form an
imposing financing unit that would
entice big name talent and inspire
films that couid compete favorably
in the quality market. A merger and
expansion of these film financing
groups would be a formidable force
in alleviating the product shortage.
As an adjunct to the development
of new sources of supply, theatremen might seriously consider the
idea of buying stock in film companies towards the purpose of asserting their voice in management.
But this, too, to be effective, must
be highly organized, not a buckshot
effort. Exhibition cannot afford, in
any sense of the word, to scatter its
fire in an attempt of this sort. Its
collective buying power, concentrated in the long, sure gun-barrel of
organization can rip out a sizeable
chunk of film company stock, if the
charge is big enough and not dispersed over too many corporations.
Outside interests, with but a fraction of the purchasing potential in
exhibition, have come perilously
close to gaining control of some of
the film companies.
There is no question, as Mr. Rembusch says, that the primary problem facing exhibition today is relief
of the product shortage. Whatever
means will accomplish this end must
inevitably redound to the welfare of
the industry as a whole.
Page 8
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More About Toll-TV
CBS-TV and NBC-TV took turns,
on alternate weeks, presenting discussions of toll-TV as "public services."
Neither program contributed very
much in the way of information, simply
reasserting points of view that have
long been expressed, but the pair of
programs did represent the first major
attempt to air the problem publicly.
The CBS program, first of the two
offerings, took the shape of a highly
formal debate — a format that drew the
criticism of almost every TV reviewer
describing it. Dwight Cook, as moderator, was disconcertingly academic in
his enforcement of the "rules" for the
debate, which had Theodore Pierson of
Zenith (on the pro side, of course) and
Victor Sholis (anti) representing the
opposing sides, and being "cross-examined" by opposing panels of three
men each. For all the care taken, and
with the great variety of questions
asked, only the old familiar points
registered: on the pro side, that toll
TV could now bring the public entertainment that free TV could not; and
on the anti side, that this new entertainment would be financed by the public, and that, moreover, the public
would eventually be forced to pay for
things they now get free. But Sholis
kept emphasizing, and with some effect, that the public will always, and
necessarily, out-compete in the struggle with private advertisers; thus the
movement must be towards less free
TV on the air.
Perhaps in response to the adverse
critical reaction to the CBS debate, and
perhaps because they realized that
these debates bogged down in personality clashes and were not highly informative, NBC's offering was geared
along the lines of a minimum of personal interchange and a maximum of
exposition. Henry C. Bonfig, a Zenith
v.p., was joined by Cornelia Otis Skinner in a 15-minute summary of the
"case for subscription TV," after
which Alfred Starr and Faye Emerson
presented the case "against."
Maybe this was an improvement on
the program of the previous week, but
not much. Viewing it objectively, the
case "for" appeared to be little more
than 15 minutes of uninterrupted
propaganda for Zenith, with all the attendant devices and gimmicks employed. Bonfig spoke haltingly of the
other side's "imaginary objections"
(and whether just or not, these objections aren't imaginary!) and both he
and Miss Skinner gave evidenced of
having committed to memory a rather
bad script.

This is a regular new Film BULLETIN
feature — a report on television and radio
in their relations with the film industry.

In the following fifteen minutes,
Miss Emerson asked Starr certain
pointed questions, but the case
"against" had a directness and informality that the case "for" lacked altogether. To a group of unprejudiced
observers watching the program along
with this viewer, there was something
in the Emerson-Starr manner that
seemed a lot more believable and honest. And while Mr. Starr referred to
Madison Square Garden president John
Kilpatrick's statement indicating that
present TV sports events would inevitably be "subscribed" to, he might
have alluded
to Walter Dodger
O'Malley's
assertion that Brooklyn
games
would certainly not be free come tollTV.
Both the CBS and NBC debates had
their values, albeit limited. We can
look for more, and better, discussions
over the waves in the next few months,
as the public is apparently beginning
to realize that this issue is a major
one, affecting almost everybody.
O
Air Promotion

Notes

Both East and West Coast premieres of the 20th-Fox musical "Daddy
Long Legs" were aired, with Tex and
Jinx covering the festivities of the
March of Dimes benefit performance
in New York. Ed Sullivan, who me'd
the Hollywood bow, showed a film of
the proceedings
on hisinMay
8 "Toast."
Celebs
were on hand
droves.
Allied Artists had newscaster Clete
Roberts in Phenix City, Alabama, for
a series of interviews with the town's
citizenry, in which they described
present conditions in the formerly viceridden city. Footage will be used as
the basis for a 15-minute program in
connection
with the "Phenix City" release.
Fox has prepared complete radio
campaigns on "Violent Saturday" consisting of 20, 30 and 60-second spot
announcements. Free to exhibs on request . . . And two TV shorts have
been prepared on the Clark GableSusan Hayward starrer, "Soldier of
Fortune": a five-minute subject, "Hong
Kong Calling," which gives location
flavor, and a TV preview of the film.
Count Bonzi, producer of the I.F.E.
release, "Green Magic," made a p.a.
and showed clips from the film on
CBS-TV's "Adventure." Bonzi was
also seen on the Igor Cassini show.
Girls participating in a beauty contest in connection with the RKO release "Son of Sinbad" had TV and
radio spots in the Denver area.
— Dick Bretstein >
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It?

fy Hal Stebbins, /'resident Hal Stebbins Inc., Los Angeles
icross the misty span of years, a time-tattered Mischa
lerism comes to mind :
"It stinks!"
That, according to many professional pundits in our
.siness, is the aggregate appraisal of motion picture adrtising.
Whereupon the not-so-dumb sales-gentry back East
/ho, contrary to Lifebuoy, just revel in B. O.) are quick
parry :
'It sells!"
The truth, of course, is somewhere midway. For as the
|ce great Justice Holmes put it: "All generalizations are
itrue — including this one."
So suppose we go sub-surface and see whether, in sell|g a motion picture, you stink-and-sell at the same time.
It is easy to harpoon and lampoon; to criticize and
|mn. That is not the purpose of this clinical study.
^sed on the premise that motion picture advertising
needed a course of cerebral catharsis. Hence

conIt is
has
this

irge-in-print is designed to be helpful and healthful, not
irtful.
A famous author, so the story goes, was once mowed
>wn by an ovarian omnibus. "Tell me," gushed the lady,
liow do you write?" "From left to right!" was the tart
joinder.
Well, odd as it seems, we read from left to right too. So,
t's see
pickwhat
up this
evening's paper, turn to the Movie Page
id
we see.
The first thing that hits my eye is a reverse block: If
)u suffer pain, get fast relief. This may be ironic humor
i the part of the makeup man ; but at first blush I asme it refers to the anodyne properties of the pictures prooted on this page. I find I am wrong. They're talking
iout Anacin — probably with the unwritten thought that
you don't take it before seeing a film you'll need it later.
Then what? The same collection of commonplace
xhes; the same endless parade of weasel words and
sary phrases: Unbelievable — but absolutely true! Nothg like it on any screen ! A picture you will never forget !
. Everyone loves it! ... If this story doesn't shock you,
•thing can! . . . Savage realism never equalled! . . . Everying about it is a wow! . . . The mightiest of all advenres between heaven and earth! . . . Etcetera, etcetera,
cetera, as Yul Bryner rhetorically repeats in "The King
d I."
If you hadn't just bought the paper and knew it was

IN
MDVIE

DEFENSE

DF

ADVERTISING

The April issue of "The Journal", organ of the Screen
Producers Guild, carried under the title, "How Do They
Sell Our Pictures?", a symposium on the various media
by which the public becomes acquainted with motion
pictures. One of the most interesting articles was the
one contributed by Hal Stebbins, prominent advertising
agency executive, which is reprinted herein, starting
on this page.
Mr. Stebbins critique of motion picture advertising
makes some pertinent points, but it fails to do justice
either to the many contributions made by the movie
practitioners to the great art of selling by word and
picture, or to the overwhelming demands of their particular field.
There are many things which movie advertising is:
sometimes trite, sometimes platitudinous, often gaudy,
yes, and gauche. But there is one thing movie advertising is not. It is not a patiently drafted, carefully tested
piece of work. It cannot be. And this is an explanation Mr. Stebbins owed his readers.
At the approximate rate of every week, or perhaps,
every other week, the men who make movie advertising
campaigns have a brand new product to sell. This is no
cake of soap or box of cereal or pack of cigarettes that
remains unchanged for years, or forever. This movie is
a spanking new item, freshly created by the talents of
a number of individuals. There is no time for testing,
for trying one wrinkle here, another there until the campaign is refined. The good slogan for some products
endures for many year; the movie campaign is replaced
when the next picture is released, which is next week.
What other industry poses this taxing product for its
advertising executives?
So you see, Mr. Stebbins, movie advertising really
is different.
— Editor s Note.

today's issue, you'd think you were eating bread ten years
old — so stale and sterile is the dish-up. I refuse to believe
that so great and resourceful an industry can't serve better
fare in print. The money is there; the talent is there; the
sense of timing is there. Why not use them to better salesadvantage?
(Continued on Page 12)
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Full Of Bromides? What about
that shews a child delirious with
box of Tide in the new washing
tures would be hard pressed to

(Continued from Page 9)

The other ni?ht I went to see "East of Eden"— a poignant, powerful job by Elia Kazan. On the way out I was
greeted by a Gargantuan lobby poster that read: Because
it spares you nothing — it brings you everything. This is a
good example of brittle brilliance— what I call a patitude.
At first reading it sounds hot. Actually it's a two-way
street that leads to a blind alley. It's like pointing to a
glass and saying : "Because it's half empty — it's half full."
It tells you — precisely nothing.
Motion picture advertising is loaded to the gunwales
with pat ohrases like these ; with copy that starts out to be
double-meaning and winds up as double-talk; with layouts
hackneyed and hard as nails ; with illustrations that would
win Oscars at any show for Adult Infantilism ; and always
with that hectic array of exclamation points! ! ! Isn't it
high time motion picture advertising went in for a little
more explanation and little less exclamation?
At this point you may say — with considerable vehemence
and validity: "What about other advertising — advertising
produced by those same professional pundits you talk
about? Doesn't it reek to high heaven with sappy sloganns
and slap-happy phrases? Isn't a great deal of it F O B —
This is a good
example of what
I call intrinsic
sensation. ON
THE WATERFRONT is a
rugged opus; a
stevedore symphony. So what
more natural out-device
lay-than
this symbol of the
docks? Thus the
cargo hook is not
an extraneous
thing borrowed
for the occasion —
it belongs. It is a
legitimate tion-hoattenk. In fact,
the advertisement
entire is a true reflection of what is
in the picture.
Elements of shock
and raw drama
are powerfully
projected though
kept on high level.
This is achieved
by adroit use of
white space; simwell-organizedple,layout
; and
by
playing
down
the more brutal

MARLON BRANDO
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phases ture.
of Thethe
textpic-is
terse and trenchant. And what a
nice note of tolerance in the
off line
...sign-It
may well be the
greatest motion
picture of the
year. (As we go
to press, we find
the
so
votedAcademy
it!)

a costly magazine page
joy because he found i
machine? Motion pic
produce anything mor

moronic ! Isn't it true that a lot of motion picture advertis
ing is good — good enough to persuade the so-called smar
commercial boys to ape it? Take that famous Tabu Per
fume ad — if that isn't movie ad technique, what is it?"
Okay, sir, pipe down. Keep that systolic where it be
longs. Righteous indignation — or even resignation — isn'l
going to get us anywhere. Let's be grown-up about it in*
stead of taking refuge in the kid-philosophy that says
"This shiner of mine? You oughta see the other guy's!"
To begin with, we must bear in mind this truism: Thj

business that can't succeed without advertising can't sue
ceed with it. It's a matter of speed, of acceleration; oi
spreading the news to many people — faster ! And manjj
factors are involved in any outstanding success — whethe ;
the product is a washing machine or a scorcher filmed ori
Yet often a campaign goes over in spite of superlatively
stupid advertising. The product is markedly superior. It
has widespread distribution. There is good exposure at the
point of sale. And, most important, a salesforce that is enthusiastic, knows its job, covers the bases. Conversely, ^
mediocre product — with a pellagra-paced distributive me
chanism — often is a big cash-click only because of adver-j
tising strategy, ingenious copy, smart showmanship. The
impression in print makes up for what the product lacks
in practice.
So if, in the specific commentaries that follow, you en
counter an adverse comment on a picture that went over
big — or a favorable comment on a picture that went sour
— you must remember we are discussing and dissecting
only one thing: advertising. And advertising after the fact
rather than before !
In the last analysis we are concerned not with pulling a
bad picture out of a mud-hole but with putting a good pic
ture on the profit-plateau it deserves.
I think I see a gentleman in the audience rising to re
mark: "You forget, mister, show business is different.'l
Well, in the thirty years or more than I have spent advertising, Ihave produced campaigns on almost every conceivable commodity — from cradles to cemetery lots. And
in one respect all clients are the same : they all think their
business is different.
All business is different; and all business is the same.
The same basic appeals apply whether you're selling tuna
or tractors, garden peas or grand pianos, planes or prunes
or pictures. A market is made up of people. People are
made up of human behavior. And, because they are, people
are constant contradictions. They want to stick up from
the crowd yet they want desperately to belong to the
crowd. They hate economy but love low prices. The average man thinks his intelligence higher than the average.
And so on.
It is a great mistake, however, to confuse human nature
with intelligence. The public is not dumb. Foolish? Yes.
Dumb? No. People don't think with their "thinkers" but
with their "feelers" — their emotions. And if any product
in the world pivots around perpetual emotion it is the mo(Continued on Page 25)
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"Daddy Long
Scitiieu, Rotatf

Legs"
O O

"Moonfleet"
O

Delightful CinemaScope musical will be big grosser in all
better class situations. Has charm, verve, wonderful dancing. Fame of story will draw family trade.
"Daddy Long Legs" has charm, warmth, gaiety. It's a
smart and delightfully entertaining musical. Virtually
everything in the production could be singled out for
praise: photography in CinemaScope and DeLuxe color,
which is eye-filling and festive; Johnny Mercer's gay
sccre; Jean Negulesco's lively direction, which effectively
blends singing, dancing, story, and, of course, the charming acting and dancing of Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron.
They dance and sing as if they enjoy it, and their personalities radiate warmth and good feeling. Thelma Ritter
and Fred Clark fill the comic parts with finesse, and Terry
Moore is decorative. The film zips along, and is guaranteed
to give everyone a lift. Jean Webster's well-known story
has American millionaire Astaire meet Leslie Caron in a
French orphanage.
cated in America,
to remain secret.
Ritter, bring to his

Charmed, he arranges to have her eduand generally support her, his identity
When Astaire's secretaries, Clark and
attention all the letters she has written

to her "daddy long legs," he visits her and roommate Terry
Moore (his niece) at college. He then begins romancing
Leslie. Although the disparity in their ages, and other
factors, get in the way of the romance, Astaire is eventually convinced that she loves him, tells her he is her "daddy"
and proposes marriage.
20th Century-Fox. 124 minutes. Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron, Terry Moore, Thelma
Ritter, Fred Clark. Directed by Jean Negulesco. Produced by Samuel G. Engel.

Colorful period melodrama burdened with heavy-handed
story. Cast, C'Scope, color might carry it to above average
returns. Best for action market. Needs plenty of exploitation.
This period adventure, set in 18th century Engiand, and
photographed in CinemaSccpe and Eastman Color, is impressively colorful snectacle. Unfortunately, however, the
story is routine, clumsily scripted, and badly paced through
the first half. Only in a frantic conclusion, beginning with
the discovery of a huge diamond and ending in the death of
all the principals, does it achieve any degree cf excitement.
Generally it will disappoint. Plot has youngster Jon
Whiteley making his way to the Moonfleet estate of Granger, whom his dying mother has told him to contact. It
seems they had been levers in the past. Central story-line
is the boy's desire to stay with Granger, whom he trusts,
and Granger's attempts to get rid of him, since he interferes with his highly profitable smuggling business. When
Granger sends friend Lindfors away, she discloses his activities to the local magistrate. He and his men are ambushed, and in the ensuing fight Lindfors is killed, Granger and the boy escape. The two then discover the location
of a valuable diamond. Granger plans to take it and leave
England with Sanders, and his wife, Greenwood, leaving
the boy behind. Conscience drives Granger back to the boy
— but not before Sanders stabs Granger, and is shot by
him, as Greenwood is killed in the scuffle. The boy, the
diamond now in his possession, rebuilds the old estate.
MGM. 89 minutes. Stewart Granger, George Sanders, Joan Greenwood, Viveca
Lindfors, Jon Whiteley. Directed by Fritz Lang. Produced by John Houseman

"Abbott

Hell's Island"

and

Costello Meet

the Mummy"

Standard Abbott & Costello slapstick comedy will serve
adequately as dualler where the comics click. Best suited
for rural and kiddie audiences.

Mild, talky adventure meller will serve as dualler in action
action market. Should get by in sub-runs or lower half.
There's nothing unpredictable in this Abbott and CosThis minor melodrama is chiefly for the action houses,
teilo feature — the boys are up to their familiar tricks — but
although its Vista Vision and Technicolor Photography of
it does have occasionally funny moments. On the whole, it
Caribbean locale should get it by as a dualler in subsewill be mildly entertaining for those who like this kind of
quent-runs. Story is mildly suspenseful, but the action is
humor. The background is Egypt, mummy-hunting, and
too often slowed down by long stretches of dialogue and
cultism, and this provides a natural source for the "terrorfar-fetched motivations. Yarn opens with sequence in
chase" kind of humor in which A & C specialize. An added
which John Payne is shot and then moves into the past to
exploitation value is provided by several musical interludes
trace the incidents that have led up to this. While his
featuring Egyptian dancing girls. Another item of interest
in the film is the appearance of Pefgy King (of George
wounded shoulder is being treated in an emergency hosGobel fame), who sings one song and then disappears.
pital in Puerto Rosario, Payne tells his story to a police
captain. He had been sent down by Francis L. Sullivan to
Charles Lamont's direction gives the proceedings a snappy
locate a missing ruby, and to investigate Mary Murphy,
pace. Abbott and Ccstello, trying to get back to America,
his ex-fiancee, who is now married. When he arrives, he
decide that they'll earn the fare as custodians of the mummy of Klaris, which has recently been discovered. They
discovers that Murphy's husband has been convicted of
find that the archaeologist guarding it has been murdered
murder, and she professes to know nothing about the ruby.
and the mummy has been stolen by a group of mummyPayne, still in love with her, is persuaded to help her husworshipers who feed it and keep it alive. Also after the
band escape from the penal colony, but husband Paul
mummy is Marie Windsor, locking for a valuable medalPicerni refuses to leave. Complicated train of events relion kept in its tomb. There ensues a great deal of running
veals that Murphy is the murdress and has the ruby, and
that she wants her husband killed to collect his insurance.
around in the Temple of Klaris, with each group trying to
get the mummy first. At the end, the temple is destroyed,
When Sullivan, suddenly appearing, demands the ruby, he
shoots Payne and is also killed, as police take Murphy.
and the mummy's treasure benefits A & C.
Universal. 79 minutes. Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Marie Windsor. Directed by
Paramount. 84 minutes. John Payne, Mary Murphy, Francis L. Sullivan. Produced by
Charles Lamont. Produced by Howard Christie.
William H. Pine and William C. Thomas. Directed by Phil Karlson.
(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 20)
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"5 Against

the House"

SuUhcu 'Rati*? O O O
Slick, fast-moving, unusual melodrama should register well
in the general market. Action houses will realize best returns. Well-stocked with strong exploitation angles.
This slick melodrama is fresh in its approach and execution. The story is about an idea cf three college men to
hold up a gambling club in Reno — beginning as a prank
and turning into a serious, almost deadly, matter. While
the yarn is not always plausible, the script is glib enough,
pace is fast enough to keep most audiences engrossed. The
last quarter hour — in which the plan is carried out — is
packed with thrilis and suspense. The tone of the story,
with its gradual shift from the comic to the grim, draws in
the spectator, builds tension. Phil Karlson's direction is
adroit. Photography and performances are competent. Returns will be highest in action houses, but this might prove
to be a "sleeper" in the general market, especially if heavily
exploited. Story opens with four college students — Guy
Madison, Brian Keith, Kerwin Mathews, and Alvy Moore
— making a short visit to Harold's, a large gambling club
in Reno. While they are there, they witness an unsuccessful holdup attempt and are assured that "Harold's just
can't be robbed !" Returning to school, they go about their
work, with Madiscn pursuing his romance with glamorous
Kim Novak. Meanwhile, Mathews has conceived of an intricate plan whereby Harold's could be robbed ; he intends
the whole thing as a kind of game, planning to return the
stolen money. Keith, Moore, Madison and Novak agree to
go along. Twist comes when Keith decides to play for
keeps and forces others to help him. Madison eventually
thwarts the plot.

"The Shrike"
Su4iKC44 1£*U*$ O O O
Powerful, effective version of stage success. Ferrer-Allysor
good marquee values. Film is aimed at intelligent, adult
audiences, but will draw others.
The film version of the successful stage play has a great
deal of the force and power of the original. Jose Ferrer
(who also directed) recreates the role of the unfortunate
husband "impaled on the beak" of his wife and does a brilliant job. He portrays, with great sensitivity, all the fear,
anguish, and confusion of a man recovering in a state hospital from a suicide attempt. June Allyson, surprisingly
cast as the "shrike", is also effective. The story is effectively told through flashbacks, and from start to finish,
there is no let-up in tension as the ill-fated marriage is re
constructed. The unforgettable scenes in the mental ward
of the hospital are filmed with pointed and moving inten
sity. Audiences generally will be pleased by film's conclusion, which has Ferrer temporarily reconciled with his
wife. To some, this solution might lose something in dramatic effectiveness, but it is honest and convincing. Ferrer, aBroadway director, is brought to a New York hospital after a suicide attempt. Estranged wife June Allyson
is there to comfort him. Recounting to psychiatrist Kendall Clark, the story of his marriage, Ferrer makes it clear
that he will not return to Allyson. Her jealousy of his
career led to constant interference in his work, chipping
away at his pride, and forced him to turn to actress Joy
Page, who believed in him. While Clark has come to see
that it is Allyson who needs treatment, rather than her
husband, Ferrer realizes that if he agrees to return to his
wife, he will be released. In a brilliant scene, he agrees,
while Allyson's knowledge of her own illness suggests that
the future may be better for both of them.
Universal. 88 minutes. Jose Ferrer, June Allyson, Joy Page, Kendall Clark. Directed
by Jose Ferrer. Produced by Aaron Rosenbrg.

'Tall Man

Riding"

Another good Randolph Scott western with action-packed
story, will register adequately in action market.
With perennial Randolph Scott in the saddle, this hossopera is bound to please all western fans. The tale about
a man looking for revenge and the trouble he reaps in the
trying is good enough, and an extraordinary amount of
killing and violence has been packed into it. There'll be
few dull moments indeed for action fans. Romantic elements are incorporated into the action unobtrusively, and
are no hindrance to the fast pace. The WarnerColor is
very good, and performances are competent. Scott has returned toLittle River to get even with old enemy Robert
Barrat. He had been in love with Dorothy Malone, Barrat's daughter, but upon the insistence of her father, she
sent him away and later married Bill Ching. When Scott
gets to town, he unknowingly rescues Ching from an ambush by John Baragrey's men, and from this point on is
right in the middle of the conflict between Barrat
and Baragrey. When Ching is killed, and Peggy Castle, Baragrey's
girl (but a good girl) is shot, Scott joins forces with the
Barrat clan, and saves their land for them, while polishing
off the Baragrey gang. He begins a new life with Malone.
Warner Bros 82 minutes. Randolph Scott, Dorothv Malone, Peggy Castle John
Baragrey. Produced by David Weisbart. Directed by Lesley Selander
Page 20
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"Green

Magic"

Brilliant travel adventure across South America, beautifully
photographed and scripted. Will do well in art houses, with
possible good results as twin-bill fare generally.
Prize-winner at the Cannes and Berlin Film Festivals,
"Green Magic" is simply a travelogue — but in many respects amemorable film. In Ferraniacolor, this account of
Count Bonzi's trek from the east to the west coast of South
America is inspiringly photographed. The natural beauties
captured on film here have seldom been paralleled. But
aside from this merit, what makes the film so outstanding
is the brillian narrative script, used as background commentary, byAmerican writer James Agee. It is especially
effective through the first half, as it explores relations between man, animal, and the earth they inhabit. This will
do very well in the art houses, and it might turn in some
surprisingly good grosses generally if wisely double-featured. Among the events and scenes depicted in the trip of
Bonzi and three other Italian movie-makers are the waterfalls of Iguassu River, diamond-hunting, the Brazilian forests, the search for rubber and a Bolivian wedding festival.
I.F.E. 85 minutes. Produced by Leonardo Bonzi. Directed by G. G. Napolitano.
Narrators: Brett Morrison, Carlos Montalban.
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Broidy Tour Ups Bookings
Three Filming; One in C'Scope
Steve Broidy's recent swing around the
country for pep talks with exhibitors has
clicked off results. Broidy claims a 25 per
cent increase in bockings. And the big smile
on Steve's face is from a general, over-all reaction by exhibitors to the current product
in release — such as "An Annapolis Story,"
"Shotgun" and "The Big Combo".
Currently filming at the studio is "Gun
Point" (Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone,
Walter Brennan, Skippy Homeier, Tommy
Rettig). This is a Vincent M. Fennelly production in Technicolor and CinemaScope.
Alfred Werker directs.
Second feature before the cameras is
"Night Freight" (Forrest Tucker, Thomas
Gomez, Myrna Dell, Barbara Britton). Ace
Herman is poducing, Jean Yarbough at the
megaphone.
A third production has started in Spain.
It is "Thunderstorm" (Carlos Thompson,
Linda Christian, the newly ex-Mrs. Tyrone
Power). Max Setton and Victor Pahlen are
producing, John Guillermin is the director.
There's a participation deal on the fire between AA and Albert Band and Lou Garfinkle for the filming of the latter's juvenile
delinquency thriller, "The Young Guns".
Hayes Goetz will produce and Band will direct. Filming is slated for July.
Barry Sullivan's "The Come-On" has been
postponed until a later date. Lindsley Parsons will produce.
COLUMBIA
Studio Set for June Boom
Highlighted by Top Properties
There's a production boom a-comin'
around the June schedules at Columbia. At
the moment, however, there are a couple
programmers before the cameras — "Marshal
of Medicine Bend" (Randolph Scott, Jean
Parker), Harry Joe Brown producer. Joseph
H. Lewis is directing. From Sam Katzman's
stable: "The Houston Story" (Lee J. Cobb,

feature

STARR

Edward Arnold, Barbara Hale). William
Castle is directing.
Production on the latter film ran into a
snag last week when star Lee Cobb collapsed
from fatigue while the picture was shooting
on location in Huston. At this writing it
was not yet known whether he would return
to the cast cr be replaced.
Columbia's big ones — most cf them with
a June starting date — include: "Picnic", with
Joshua Logan repeating as director for his
stage hit. Top stellar names include William Holden, Rosalind Russell, Kim Novak,
Betty Fields and others. Fred Kohlmar
produces.
William Goetz is about ready with production preparations for "The Brothers
Rico", which Robert Parrish directs.
As soon as Mark Robson finishes "Trial"
at MGM, he moves over to Columbia to direct "The Harder They Fall", the Budd
Schulberg story, for producer Philip Yordan.
Not to miss out on the war theme, producer Bryan Foy is preparing "Battle Stations", which Lew Seiler directs.
Producer Jerry Wald has a July starting
date for "Music By Duchin", which George
Sidney (borrowed from MGM) will direct.
Since Rita Hayworth bowed out of
"Joseph and His Brethern", production plans
are in mid-air. Not shelved, but almost.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Arthur Loew Studio
Liaison Post Dropped
Apparently, production chief Dore Schary
will function here without further regular
supervision from the New York office. We
understand that Arthur Loew, who has been
making regular weekly visits to the studio
during the past two months, will no longer
continue in that liaison post. There are still
some kinks in production operations that
President Schenck would like to see straightened out, but he seems to be confident that
Schary can do the job alone.
Four pictures filming at the giant MGM
lot is like a drop in the cinematic bucket, but
the Culver City studio will have a shower of
productions before the cameras within a
week or so.
Lana Turner has just started her 16th

Century melodrama, "Diane", in Eastman
color and CinemaScope. Supporting cast
includes Pedro Armendariz, Marisa Pravan,
Roger Moore (an English newcomer with
great premise). Edwin H. Knopf, producer.
David Miller, director.
Biggest in the lavish musical department
for this season is "Kismet", adapted from
the stage hit. This has just gone into production with Howard Keel, Ann Blyth, Vic
Damone, Dolores Gray, Jay C. Flippen and
Monty Woolley in the top roles. Vincente
Finnelli is directing for producer Arthur
Freed.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack has a unique
science-fiction ditty, "Forbidden Planet", in
work. Fred Wilcox is directing this oddity
in color and CinemaScope. Subject deals
with a visit to a planet in the year 2200
A. D. Talking robot was constructed within
the studio and is considered by those who
have watched it operate to be a mechanical
marvel. The "live" actors in this case include Walter Pidgeon and Ann Francis.
"Trial" is just about finished. Charles
Schnee, the producer, has dared much in exposing the methods of the Commies who
throw monkey-wrenches into our judicial
machines. Cast is headed by Glenn Ford,
Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy, John
Hodiak, Katy Jurado.
Despite her suicide attempt, Susan Hayward already has reported to MGM for
preparations of " I'll Cry Tomorrow", the
Lillian Roth biography, which Daniel Mann
directs late this month. Lawrence Weingarten produces.
Richard Brooks, whose direction of
"Blackboard Jungle" brought in a boxoffice
click, is hard at work on preparations for
"The Last Hunt", Milton Lott's best-seller,
which will star Robert Taylor, Stewart
Granger and Lloyd Nolan. Much of the film
will be made on location in North Dakota.
Spencer Tracy has reported for wardrobe
tests for "Jeremy Rodock,,' which Robert
Wise directs for producer Sam Zimbalist,
using CinemaScope and color. Company will
film most of the picture at Montrose, Colorado, where a 500-acre ranch has been leased.
Dance rehearsals for "Weekend At Las
Vegas", a Joe Pasternak production, have
already started. Cyd Charisse stars as
Frankie in "The Frankie and Johnny"
modern ballet. Hermes Pan is doing the
(Continued on Page 22)
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choreography. Liliane Montevecchi, recently of the Roland Petit ballet, will be featured. Rest of the cast is yet to be selected.
Debbie Reynolds' mixed-up marital plans
with Eddie Fisher has again set back MGM's
starting date for "The Tender Trap", which
was to be her big stellar break.
MGM isn't ready to announce it as yet,
but John Arnold, head of the photographic
department, has a 65mm film process — to be
known as Metroscope — which reputedly will
rival Todd-AO.
PARAMOUNT
DeMille Epic, Martin-Lewis,
Crosby-O'Connor Spark Par Lot
There's a let of action — and more actors
— at Paramount than any other lot at the
moment. Cecil B. DeMille has most of the
actors and extras in his "The Ten Commandments". And they're even tearing down
part of the studio to make room for the
huge sets and the parting of the Red Sea.
Anyway, aside from DeMille's bible epic,
producer Hal Wallis is filming "Artists and
Models", a lavish musical with those daffydills, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. Cast
also includes Shirley MacLaine (a real zingy
newcomer), Dorothy Malcne, Eddie Mayehoff and Eva Gabor (she's the one with
talent). Frank Tashlin is directing.
Bing Crosby and Donald O'Connor are
having a real hokum frolic with "Anything
Goes", which Robert Emmett Dolan is producing. Robert Lewis, who has many a
Broadway hit to his credit (including the delightful "Teahouse of the August Moon"), is
making his bow as a film director. Cast of
this nonsensical ditty includes Jeanmaire,
Mitzi Gaynor, Phil Harris, Kurt Kasznar.
Alfred Hitchcock has moved his talent and
bulk over to Marrakech, French Morocco,
where he has started to film "The Man Who
Knew
Day). Too Much" (James Stewart, Doris

Before leaving for Europe, Hitchcock
picked "Flamingo Feather", a novel by
Naurens Van Der Post, as his next vehicle.
As soon as Spencer Tracy finishes "Jeremy
Rodock" for MGM, he moves over to this
lot for "The Mountain". Studio is already
preparing the location schedules.
Ncrman Taurog has been set to direct the
next Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, a hoss
opera.
REPUBLIC

Three Features Working As
Yates Spikes TV-Switch Rumors
While Republic's headman, Herbert Yates,
has been busy denying rumors that he was
switching his studio over to television production, his studio seems to be awakening
from its lethargy.
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"TRIAL" (M-G-M)
"Trial", sensational 1955 Harper Prize novel
and best seller, is one of the most promising
vehicles being brought to the screen by MGM.
It is a suspenseful drama revolving around the
startling trial of an innocent youth accused of
murder. Studio officials feel that "Trial" can
successfully follow in the boxoffice ticket steps
of the current "Blackboard Jungle".
This story dares to show how the Commies
edge in to exploit an unfortunate Mexican lad.
Excitement mounts as a young lawyer steps
from teaching in law school to handling the
accused boy's defense in his first case in actual
criminal law practice. He finds himself almost
helplessly involved trying to free the innocent
boy while battling tricks of the Commies.
Author Don M. Mankiewicz also has written
the screen play. He worked closely with Producer Charles Schnee in adapting his book to
fit movie technique.
Cast: Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur
Kennedy, John Hodiak, Katy Jurado, Robert
Middleton, Juano Hernandez, John Hoyt, RaFollowing a tumultous day in tryi
fend an innocenl youth accused < f murder,
fael Campos. Producer, Charles Schnee. DiGlenn Ford and Dorothy McGuire ig
to de- Surtees. rector, Mark Robson. Cinematography, Robert
troubles of their own. encounter

During a rehearsal of "Trial", left to right: Charles Schnee, Producer;
Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy, Katy Jurado, John Hodiak, Juano
Hernandez, Mark Robson, director; Rafael Campos and Glenn Ford.

Some action started last week when
Mickey Rooney began "The Twinkle in
God's Eye", which he is co-producing and
directing with Maurice Duke. Cast includes,
in addition to Rooney, Coleen Gray and
Hugh O'Brian.
Associate producer-director Joe Kane has
an outdoor drama, "The Vanishing American" before the cameras. Cast is headed by
Scott Brady and features Audrey Totter,

Forrest Tucker and Gene Lockhart.
Next week, Steve Cochran stars in his
package deal, "Come Next Spring", with
Ann Sheridan. R. G. Springsteen directs.
Filming will be done in Trucolor.
The title of Ray Milland's first directorial
effort has been changed from "The Gunman"
to "The Hostage." Milland also stars in
this melodrama.
(Continued on Page 37)
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STARR
ALFRED STARR made a valiant effort
to brighten the gloomy prospects for the
joint exhibition-distribution meeting scheduled for May 24. The TOA executive
committee chairman told an industry
press group that "there is unwarranted
misapprehension about what we want to
discuss at the roundtable conference."
Starr revealed that individual company
sales policies would not be part of the
agenda, but the main purpose of the confab was "to discuss in broad outline what
is going to happen to the industry if the
public continues to lose the movie-going
habit." Since many company presidents
have stated that they refuse to attend a
meeting at which their sales policies will
be aired before competitors, Starr's comments may have bolstered the attendance
prospects for the May 24 roundtable.
RICHARD W. ALTSCHULER, Republic's director of world-wide sales, had
some welcome news for exhibitors when
he announced that 20 features will be released during the May-September period
"on a regular schedule of one picture a
week." Republic reported that all productions are either shooting or completed.

CHARLES J. FELDMAN, Universal
v. p. and general sales manager, held a
special mid-year sales executives conference at the studio last week to acquaint
top echelon personnel with the product to
be released during the summer, fall and
winter. Feldman said this was the first
LICHTMAN
AL LICHTMAN, who is steadfastly trying to navigate the exhibition-distribution
controversy into calmer seas, took a direct
tack into the arbitration hassle during a
studio press conference. Stressing that he
was speaking "solely for myself," the
20th-Fox distribution chief proposed to
other distribution executives that "for the
small accounts, say those paying a film
rental of $50 per picture or less, that we
agree to arbitrate those film rentals, or
any other subject that may be controversial between the distributor and the
exhibitor with such accounts." He urged
his colleagues to accept this proposal.

step in the company's campaign to bring
these pictures to the attention of the industry, exhibition and the public. Heading
U-I's forthcoming releases will be: "The
Shrike" (Jose Ferrer-June Allyson) ;
"Foxfire" (Jane Russell-Jeff Chandler) ;
"All That Heaven Allows" (Jane Wyman-Rock Hudson), and "Female on the
Beach" (Joan Crawford-Jeff Chandler).
Ad chief David Lipton recently held a
meeting of ad-publicity executives in
NYC to chart the promotional drives on
this line-up and announced that an additional $1,000,000 has been allocated to the
selling of these features, giving the comhistory.pany the largest promotion budget in its

VARIETY CLUBS INTERNATIONAL made the headlines during its 19th national
convention in Los Angeles. VC's coveted Humanitarian Award went to Sir Winston
Churchill "in recognition of his lifelong devotion to liberty of man, his everlasting vigil
in safeguarding democracy and his zealous dedication to furtherance of world peace."
Colonel James Carreras, chief barker of London Tent 36, accepted the award for
Churchill. Below, right: Spyros P. Skouras congratulates Carreras as R. J. O'Donnell
holds the award plaque. Left: George C. Hoover, re-elected International Chief Barker,
receives a March of Dimes citation from Nicholas Bernard, of the New York division
of the M of D, during the convention.
[More on Page 24]
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KRIM

JOSEPH ENDE was named Controller
of United Artists, moving up from the
position of assistant. He has been associated with the industry since 1939.

ARTHUR B. KRIM returned from his
six-week European tour, which was climaxed by United Artists' international
convention in London. The UA president's keynote address launched the first
world-wide sales meetings in company
history. Krim had been abroad to explore
co-production deals and to confer with
producers. Arnold M. Picker, v. p. in
charge of foreign distribution, announced
the appointment of Mo Rothman as UA
continental sales manager.
o
EDWARD H. ROWLEY, Sr., president
of Rowley United Theatres of Dallas, has
been appointed executive vice president of
United Artists Theatre Circuit, it was announced by UATC president George P.
Skouras. Rowley entered the theatre business in 1916 in partnership with Harold
B. Robb, forming the Robb & Rowley
circuit.
0
LEO F. SAMUELS & WILLIAM MOCLAIR, Buena Vista sales manager and
Roxy manager, respectively, announced
that Walt Disney's "Lady and the Tramp"
will world premiere at the NYC showcase
late in June. This is Disney's first allcartoon feature in CinemaScope.

ENDE

MOCLAIR, SAMUELS

MR. & MRS. SCHNEIDER, THORPE
A. SCHNEIDER, vice president and
treasurer of Columbia Pictures, is abroad
to meet with officials of Columbia international. Accompanied by Mrs. Schneider,
he was met in London by Max Thorpe,
company's British chief.
HERB MILLER DIES
Herbert M. Miller, 48, editor of
the "Motion Picture Exhibitor" and
other Jay Emanuel publications for
the past 25 years, died May 11 after
a lengthy illness. He is survived by
his wife, Mildred, and a son, Bruce.
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN announced last
week that he had resigned February 8
from the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, which he helped form
in 1942. Others of the original founders
were Walt Disney, Charles Chaplin, Alexander Korda, Mary Pickford, David O.
Selznick, Walter Wanger and Orson
Welles, who organized SIMPP to give
them representation in trade matters.
Goldwyn thus explained his resignation:
"In recent years many of the independent
producers who were among its original
members have left the Society and a large
part of independent productions are being
financed by major companies. As a result, the Society's area of activities has
become quite limited ... I feel that there
was no longer any purpose to be served
*
*
*
by the Society . . ."
VIDEO INDEPENDENT THEATRES,
of Oklahoma City, have joined with the
Association of Theatre Screen Advertising Companies in sponsoring a study of
the entertainment habits of Enid, Oklahoma, residents. Sindlinger & Co., business analysts, are conducting the survey.
A similar study is already underway for
Cooper Foundation Theatres in Lincoln,
Nebraska.
*
♦
♦
ARNOLD

M. PICKER, UA foreign distribution chief, announced the appointments of MO ROTHMAN as Continental sales manager and DAVE BICKLER
as sales manager in Great Britain. Rothman will headouarter in Paris; Bickler in
London . . . SEYMOUR PEISER will
represent Magna Theatre Corp. (distributor of "Oklahoma") in West Coast adpub-exploitation, it was announced by
Nicholas John Matsoukas, national advertising director. *
*
*
HOWARD DIETZ, Loew's v.p. went out
to Culver City plant for a round of conferences on up-coming product . . .
MORT BLUMENSTOCK returned to
Warner Bros, studio from NYC after setting ad-pub-exploitation campaigns on
the
company'sSTARR,
big summer
. .
ALFRED
TOA releases
exec, .and
GEORGE GAUGHAN, field rep, are on
the West Coast to meet with exhibitors
on
subscription
and the. . October
'55
convention
in LosTVAngeles
. R. JOHN
HUGH, Empire Studios (Fla.) president,
whose independent company has a multiple picture releasing contract with Republic, is in Hollywood for production conferences with*HERBERT
*
* J. YATES.
NATIONAL LEGION OF DECENCY
issued a strongly-worded statement condemning RKO's "Son of Sinbad" and
later warned all producers and the Production Code against making features
from "literary material which is gravely
offensive to the moral law." Speaking before a meeting of the Motion Picture Department of the International Federation
of Catholic Alumnae in NYC, Reverend
Thomas F. Little, NLD secretary, said:
"Little by little the screen has come in
an increasing measure to be colored with
dramatic incidents of a kind that formerly were carefully avoided. Linked with
this retrogressive attitude on the part of
producers there has developed a seemingly co-related attitude on the part of the
Production Code Administration under
which bars have been repeatedly dropped
to permit the appearance on the screen of
considerable material which any code
worthy of the name would be expected to
exclude. The combination of these two
factors . . . has brought about a condition
that is gravely in need of prompt and effective correction."
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I ion picture. So what do you mean "Show business is dif" erent?"
0
...
r; The sad truth is that motion picture advertising is far
) )ehind the motion picture parade. To survive and thrive,
c ilms have had to adjust to an ever-changing pattern ; but
; heir advertising is still cut from the same musty mould.
What show business today needs — and this is no ivory

* Mid i- iii.- »..r.i i..r<Soix*^L combining Hir rxcfilhu uwV ot* oi f'»ur A. winn \*«nl ^ UumiI

IH'MPIIRKY
BOGART
HEPBURN
AUDREY
WILLIAM

HOLDEIN

j :ower paradox — is showmanship in advertising. It's had
: ;verything but !
l\
'
. •
.
IS' A lot of sacred cows (not to say a few bulls) will have to
, )e sacrificed. Time-honored fetishes will have to be fed to
1 he fire. Die-hard concepts based on "I've been in show
jusiness all my life and this is what brings 'em in" will
i lave to be freshened and mothproofed. Because we are

... WVl U.KH\W1X.N-KMI\«IUlV^-M\Rril\lhlH>nCi VOHS'WMMktV Wik.nl) »WM
MMUB.T*H1*W mi ni'i -' 1 1 ,i t • ■ - wit RM • * wwimrt 0^
Here are three heads in need of one good head-line. All I
can see is Aubrey Hepburn beaued by two bows — in the best
Brooks Bros, manner. What a cold, austere approach to a
warm and wonderful picture! The text is wholly devoid of
charm; and the layout is sorely in need of a lobotomy. What
are we selling? A Vogue's Gallery or a motion picture with
a tickle in it, a lot of cute sex, and a feeling of bubbly good
time? But if I hadn't seen Sabrina I'd never have guessed it.
Academy Award Winners indeed! What's the matter with
Human Award Winners? You may say — quite testily — that
Sabrina did a whale of a business at the box office. Of
course! It was a great picture spurred by a great play. The
public gave it the big hand it deserved. But what a bigger
hand it would have gotten had it received the advertising
it deserved!

discovering what Josh Billings discovered long ago: "Most

Hw.xj.-WARNER 8ROS

of the things we know ain't so!"
For instance: Some time back I was assigned the job of
preparing the advertising for the Los Angeles Community
Chest campaign. The man who headed the Committee on
Public Information was the late Charles Skouras — aided
and abetted by the ever-present Thornton Sargent. The
theme I conceived and carried out was compressed into

RAY M1LLAND* GRACE KELLY - ROBERT CUMMiNGS
John W'LLiams
^>HBH»IBI()n»hom)tellwmte.«:,OT3.Sii£eSl!<:ce5s
. ALFRED HiTO^COCI1.
r.

three simple words : "Love Costs Money. And the fact that
it resulted in the most fruitful and provocative campaign in

If there were a Nobel Prize for the Art of Omission in
Motion Picture Advertising, I would unhesitatingly award it
to this powerful page. Here is mystery by a master: Alfred
Hitchcock. So why tip your hand? Don't tell them — tease
them! When I saw Maurice Evans in the play in New York
there was a program-note asking people who had seen the
show not to spoil it for others by revealing the plot. The
same air of sustained secrecy holds true here. In fact, the
whole campaign to exploit DIAL M FOR MURDER was
sound and solid. The suspense inherent in the picture was
reflected in every advertisement in the series. The restrained
but telling copy (if a woman answers . . . hang on for dear
life!); the superb art — with its subtle overtones of sex; the
title treatment; the clever use of white space as white space
and of solid backgrounds which in themselves achieve the
effect of white space — all contributed to an outstanding job
for an outstanding picture.

the Chest's history (and has since been copied by Chests
all over the country) is beside the present point. The point
is this :
Several seasoned showmen (not Mr. Skouras) were in
the room when I presented the campaign strategy to the
Committee of 50. And what was their reaction? "No picture with the word Love in it has ever been a real box
office hit."
Had they forgotten "Love Parade" with Chevalier? Was
"To Mary With Love" a flop? Was "Love Affair" a bust?
Was "Love in Bloom" with Bing Crosby a withered harvest? Was "Love Finds Andy Hardy" sad news for MGM
controllers? "Yessir, you gotta keep (Continued
away fromon Page
Love!"
28)
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The business is too full of such archaic and arbitrary
statements— statements that are pregnant with finality and
too often result in miscarriage.
So the first thing we need in motion picture advertising
is more freedom. If I were writing a Copy Capsule on the
subject I would say: More latitude, less patitude. We
need more freedom of thoughts, more freedom of expression. If we are ready to use daring in producing a picture,
and are ready to back that courage with cash, we should
be ready to use courage in presenting the picture of that
picture to the public.
The executive in charge of sales promotion will tell you
he is looking for brand-new ideas. His mind is wide open.
But is it? Actually he has a preconceived notion how a
given picture is to be exploited — and is really looking for
so-called ideas to support that prefabricated opinion. That
may be human — but is it smart business?
All too often the thing is so pre-cooked that the copy
writer in the agency is shown a hard-and-fast layout and
told (with typical grave-digger ad-monition) "Fill this
hole!" And fill it with three deathless words that are new,
fresh, startling !
Hollywood delights in talking about its "product." It is
in the business of manufacturing entertainment for the
eyes and ears of the world. Then why doesn't it do what
smart manufacturers in other fields do? Why doesn't it
synchronize product-promotion with product-manufacture?
Why isn't its advertising pre-planned so stills that best
sell the picture are taken specifically for later promotionin-print?
A good advertisement, no less than a good motion picture, is a slice of life. It must be alert and alive, fluid and
flexible. And how can it be if you feed it canned material?
We must remember, too, that the motion picture admaker labors under major handicaps. For example: At the
retail level, motion picture advertising always has to compete with other motion picture advertising — which is not
at all true of ordinary, commercial advertising. It's all
crammed onto one page or two or sometimes three — depending on the size of the newspaper and the section allotted to it.
(While it is true that food advertisers — especially in the
Thursday and Friday shopping pages — achieve the same
steerage effect, they don't do it every day. Besides, they
do not necessarily compete for the same segment of the
same consumer-dollar. You can absorb five, six or seven
foods in a single dinner but you can digest only one fullscale movie in an evening.)
Thus, to stand out, a motion picture advertisement has
to be truly outstanding. And it doesn't stick up and out,
sing out and sell, just by filling it full of yell. You have to
say something that means something to the reader — something that hits home to head and heart — something that
makes him forget the TV screen, the canasta game, the
sports page, the book-of-the-month, and say to himself:
"We've got to see that!" You've got to make that picture
mean more to him than the money it costs — and the time
and effort it takes to see it.
Pag* 2S
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Here is a refreshi
change of pace (
should I say base?)
advertising a music
The derriere of
leading lady is getti
long-needed
attention
without benefit
of cl<

SHE ASKED FOR IT
Kate hated men ;md she was slightly difficult to tame. But
Howard Keel who is here shown spanking Kathryn Grayson
on the derriere was the boy for the job.
This M-G-M color musical of the Cole Porter- Samuel and
Bella musical
SpewackM-G-M
show hasis worth
price.Kingsley,
Some saythe it's
the
best
made. the
Dorothy
screen
writer, George Sidney, the director, and Jack Cummings, the
producer,
will be soon.say nothing. They're waiting until you see it, which
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ME KATE
not
a
run-of-mill
cal, either on stagemu
screen. Hence MGM
smart enough to use
surprise-approach. It
mature, intelligent,
ticulate. If nothi:
else, its differentn«
suggests
read
that
this to
is athediffere
kind of musical. I lil
too,
the narrative
of body
copy. flcS
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Then, too, we have the staggering problem of credits,
appreciate that the headline amenities and contractual nic
ties must be observed. But Robert Burton in The An;
tomy of Melancholy had a breeze compared with the a:
director who has to make head or tail out of a raft of name
and percentages and still come out on top. It calls for
Modern Vesalius mixed with a Bureau Chief of Weigh
and Measures. And it isn't funny!
Stars, writers, producers — everybody has to get into tr
act-in-print. And while these often add to the sales valu
of the product, they may also detract because of the spac
they occupy. If memory serves me aright, "Executiv
Suite" had ten names over title. Result? By the time yo
get through with all the "musts" you've lost all the mu:
tard. You can't expect flair and freshness in layout if yo
start out with a book of rigid rules.

These, then, are some of the problems we face — some
the pet prejudices we must erase — in making motion pi(
ture advertising more interesting, more arresting, mor|
productive. I do not pose as an expert on the subject. Thi
is precisely why I can view it with clinical detachment an
objectivity. I have simply applied to motion picture ac
vertising the same yardsticks that apply to all good advei
tising. I have tried to look at it as the reader does — anc
for the most part, I find it wanting.
But whether or not you agree, there is nothing lik
healthy controversy. It is good for the soul — and the bo
office. In fact, I should like nothing better than to play
return engagement several years hence with a twistero
on the title: MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISINGIT IS!

UA

SCORES

MAMMOTH

COSMOPOLITAN
WITH
In as timely and ingenious a tie-up as has
been engineered between movie and magazine, United Artists' "Summertime" is being
primed for a solid sendoff in the market
tailored for its attraction. The mammoth tieup, devised by UA national advertising director Francis M. Winikus and his staff, features 13 pages of advertising and publicity
in the May Cosmopolitan magazine, backed
by a huge local promotional merchandising
in hundreds of department stores throughout
the country. Approximately 23,000,000 vulnerable women will be exposed to the picture's booming through the magazine, newspaper and store displays.
With the issue keynoted by a full-page
four-color UA cover ad for "Summertime,"
Cosmopolitan has spread itself in grand
style, devoting a special 8-page editorial section to fashions inspired by the film's theme
and costumes worn by star Katherine Hepburn. Spicing each page in copy and illus-

PROMOTION

COUP

'SUMMERTIME'
FOR
tration (see opening spread below, sample
page at right) is bright comment by Miss
Hepburn and teasing notes about the picture
and its Venice filming, infusing each page
with a readability and attractiveness not
often seen in fashion pages.
Manufacturers Join In
Spotted in key positions throughout the
magazine are ads by manufacturers of the
"Summertime" fashions, each crediting the
picture. Full pages by Ernest Donath Fashions, Sportkraft Blouses, Sporteens and Catalina Swimsuits spotlight La Hepburn and
"Summertime". Others participating are
Helena Rubinstein Cosmetics, Valjean Jewelry and White Stag clothes. A directory listing stores where the items can be purchased
cues follow-up displays in the retail outlets.
Cosmopolitan's efforts do not end with the
issue. The magazine is sending a special
promotional folder to hundreds of depart-

ment stores from coast to coast. Among the
stores plugging the film with multiple window and counter displays are Macy's outlets
in New York City, Jamaica, Parkchester,
Brooklyn, White Plains, San Francisco and
Kansas City; Bamberger's in New Jersey;
Jordan Marsh in Boston; Crowley-Miner,
Detroit; Earl Groth, Fort Wayne; Carson,
Pirie, Scott in Chicago, to mention just a few.
29 Point-of-sale
Pages From
Macy's
newspaper
co-ops heralding
the tie-ins are a high spot of the local level
penetration. Macy's, for instance, has already set 29 full pages of displays in 25 cities
over the country.

|)_

Additional support stems from the manufacturers to encourage retail support with
special promotional pieces distributed to
thousands of department stores and women's
shops in the U. S. and Canada, explaining
how distributors can draw maximum benefit
from the wealth of "Summertime" co-ops.
Add to all this UA's ace field exploitation
corps, primed to stimulate and aid the pronary.
motion in each city, and "Summertime" is
set for an exploitation campaign extraordiCatchline
"Hot-Blooded
Town Jezebel . .
Torrid Adventure

of the Issue
Gunman And Trail
. Evilly Mated In A
That Strips Down To

Raw Emotions (Allied
And Savage
—SHOTGUN
Artists).Violence!"
[More on Page 33]
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'Cause you've got the world's greatest "captive
audience" right in your theatre ... an opportunity for selling that no other advertising medium
can offer.

Be sure you're taking fullest advantage
of the sales possibilities . . . the money-making
power ... of trailers on your screen by contacting
your N.S.S. representative . . . today!

/
Continued from Page 29)

LONG LEGS'
DADDY
M of D BENEFIT BDW

I World premiere of Republic's "The Eternal Sea''
gave Providence, a gala -rime as stars and Navy
brass converged on the Rhode Island city. Shown
here on Olive Tinder's TV show, from left: Craig
Stevens, Miss Tinder, Alexis Smith, Sterling Hayden and Rear Admiral John M. Hoskins, reallife hero of the picture.

The Roxy's glittering benefit premiere of
20th-Fox's "Daddy Lonj Legs" May 5
scored solidly on two ccunts: (1) It deposited ahefty chunk of cash into the March
of Dimes campaign fund as 6000 paid from
$50 to $100 for ducats, and (2) it was a
masterpiece of showmanship, blanketed by
TV, radio and newsreel coverage of attending luminaries and limousines full of glamour.
Broadcast activities featured Tex and Jinx
McCrary as emcees for the WPIX "live"
telecast, while Mutual's Ray Heatherton
manned mikes for personality chats for his
radio show. On stage, Helen Hayes voiced
thanks to the audience, which included Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Salk, parents of the discoverer of the polio vaccine.

Featured in "DADDY LONG LEGS ' '
SLUBFOOT
MILWAUKEE

SHOWMAN

SELLS CELL' SWELL
A model of eking out the most from an
exploitation picture was the "Cell 2455,
JDeath Row" campaign employed by Bob
' Graenert, Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee.
Radio, TV, newspapers, special screening,
special front, displays, book tie-ups — the
works — made a big splash for the biog melodrama based on convict Caryl Chessman's
best-selling novel.
A radio contest on Federal prisons, a solid
;week of saturation spot announcements on
radio and TV, including one of the film
jclips, hit the airwaves. Milwaukee book and
department stores carried window displays.
Entire Alhambra front was decorated in
gray stone effect with barred windows to
highlight prison motif. And Milwaukee's
civic leaders joined in the campaign following a special screening for chief of police,
district attorney, juvenile crime prevention
leaders, parent-teachers groups and veterans
representatives.

Yvonne De Carlo opened her tour of the Southwest on behalf of Allied Artists' "Shotgun" with
a parade down El Paso streets. Star p.a.'ed
openings throughout the great State of Texai.

FRED ASTAIRE DANCE STUDIOS
One of the series of newspaper ads in
"Daddy Long Legs" tie-up with Fred Astaire
Dance originated
studios, spotlighting
new "Sluefoot"
dance,
for the film. Copy,
to be used
in 135 major cities where Astaire studios are
located, has space for local theatre playdate.

RE-VUE' FOR
SNEAK
SPOT
WEAK
PROPPING
The old "Sneak Re-Vue" or "Request
Nite" idea might well be resurrected to surprising effect, Commonwealth Theatres recommends in its current house organ, "The
Messenger". Basically, it calls for booking
an unrevealed oldie of high caliber to bolster
the week's weak night.
Procedure is to advertise or get a story in
local newspaper about the top pictures of the
past year or two. Since more exchanges have
up to two years of product available, you
invite the public to choose a dozen or so out
of 40-50 named, then run them as a sneak at
8:30 on a continuing basis, say, every Tuesday. The "surprise" angle, plus interest engendered by newspaper publicity and lobby
ballyhoo, carries a hefty potential for curing
the weak spot.

New Yorkers and visitors to the big town were
apprised of the Roxy's March of Dimes benefit
premierestretched
of "Daddy
LongSeventh
Legs" Avenue.
by huge Atstreet
banner
across
the
festivities, 20th vice-president Charles Einfeld
with tennis star Irwin Dorfman and wife, and
Thelma Ritter. Mr. and Mrs. Spyros Skouras
enter theatre, TV and radio cover as celebs
debark from limousines.
[More on Page 34]
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(Continued from Pane 33)

Plenty of newspaper coverage was implicit in this honey of a stunt set up by Columbia for "5
Against the House." Idea was for star Kim Novak to contact columnists and movie editors
coast-to-coast by long distance phone and placed a $5 bet for each on the roulette wheel at
Las Vegas' Sands Hotel. Kim placed each bet while the newspaperman was on the phone so he
would know immediately what the outcome was, with all winnings going in the name of the
player-by-proxy to the Crippled Children's Society. Set of three stills shown above went out in
advance to the hundred-odd newspapers involved: left to right, call being placed, dejection at
losing, elation upon winning — the papers matching appropriate still with their man's photo.
MOVIES
TACT GETS 'JUNGLE'
SCHOOL, TV BACKING

Schine showman Ralph Stitt of the Avon
Theatre, Watertown, N. Y. merited an Aplus in ingenuity and diplomacy for his TV
ballyhoo on MGM's "Blackboard Jungle."
Stitt had a long chat with the superintendent
of schools, suggesting the idea of doing a
TV panel show featuring two teachers and
three high school students in a frank pro and
con discussion of the film. By the time Stitt
was through, he had the educator hepped up
on the idea, and the TV station sold to the
point where air time was gladly allotted
without charge.
Naturally, the thing was talked up big in
the schools, an eager audience was ready for
the show, the picture's want-to-see was generated far beyond normal. And Mr. Stitt,
instead of being faced with possible opposition to the film's run from school sources,
gained good will and actually had them plugging the picture, all in one fell swoop.
BOY,
FOB

BULLS
KING

TO
BBOS.
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SPOBTING

KIDDIES

The value of individual merchant tie-up
to get the youngsters in regularly as a bas
for forming the moviegoing habit may b
gleaned from the experience of Glen
Deeter, Commonwealth chain exhibitor. Dee
ter sold the Holsum Bread Co. 12 weeks o
Saturday ayem shows at $50 each. The fir:
was advertised as free and six hundred kid
attended. Holsum tried the second with a
mission requiring five bread wrappers ani
only 250 came. They then experiment
with a Holsum Bread Button and attendanc
shot up. They added an attendance member
ship card, gave small prizes weekly and
bicycle at the final show for a youngste
chosen from regular goers.
Deeter, meanwhile, made a special point o
selling his coming attractions to the kids
with the latter cajoling their parents to tak
'em. And the concessions stand did a land
office business!
There are thousands of exhibitors in simi
lar situations who can make the individua
merchant tie-up kid show work for them
too.
It's both smart showmanship and gooc
business.

PIKERS
EVENTS

COMPO's ad in the May 7 Editor & Publisher holds some terse thought that could
well be used by theatremen in soliciting
newspaper comment.
Entitled "Want More Readers?", copy
quotes "interesting" figures culled from a
newspaper story which announces that for
the third straight year racing has led all
sports in attendance with 50,408,584 paid admissions for the year. Other big attendancepullers, quotes the story, are major league
baseball, 16,000,000; bowling, 17,000,000; collegiate football, 13,749,000, etc. These are, of
course, annual attendance.
Quoth COMPO: "Reading them, we just
couldn't help thinking: 'Gee whiz! What's
all the shooting for? The movies have 50,000,000 admissions EVERY WEEK!'" The
ad reminds: "Americans like to look at
movies . . . and read about them, too."

BKO

PAYS

FOR

PBESSBOOK

FILM

SHOWMEN
AIDS

The "Do-It- Yourself" section in recen
RKO pressbooks seems to have caught or
with exhibitors to the benefit of all con
cerned., Inaugurated by publicity directoi
Perry Lieber with the "Underwater" manual
the set-up offers $10 for each exploitation
idea submitted by theatremen and used ir.
the pressbook. Contributors pictures are
used with the published ideas, which can
apply to a specific RKO film or may be
workable for general exploitation.
Some 77 showmen have picked up tenbuck notes for ideas used in the "Under
water", "Escape to Burma" and "Son of
Sinbad" pressbooks' Do-It- Yourself section,
and RKO and its customers have profited
with smart stunts from practical, live-wire
showmen.

;

TOUB

RKO, with one novel tour — a "flying carpet" plane for "Son of Sinbad" — ready to go,
has set up another unique stunt with the
King Bros., producers of the CinemaScopic
"The Boy and the Bull." The piquant project calls for 10-year-old star Michel Ray to
air-tour the country with two bulls, one a
six-month old 110-pounder, the other a full
grown half-ton fighting bull.
Scheduled to visit 32 cities starting in June,
the boy and the bulls have worked up an
act demonstrating the metamorphosis of a
gentle animal into a vicious beast that should
really titillate audiences via TV, newspapers
and personal appearances.
Page 34
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SELL 'PLAIN' FANCY

An out-of-season Sanwho "just
couldn'tto
waitta for
Christmas"
see
UA's
"Purple
Plain" had Detroiters
gaping and chuckling
as picture opened at
Fox Theatre. Right,
even blase Los Angelesians did a doubletake as duked-out elephant and chesty
model trumpeted opening at Fox Wilshire.
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PICTURE

VAYNE-TURNER,
With the names of John Wayne and Lana
urner flying from the marquee, it's a safe
:t that the cashier will be playing a merry
lie on the ticket machine. Warner Bros.'
The Sea Chase" provides a number of other
owd-drawing angles. The torrid love afir amid exciting adventures at sea generates
enty of lusty selling angles, and it is
ound these elements that Mort Blumenock's boxofficers have blueprinted the
impaign.
Provocative illustration of the two stars
id crisp, crackling catchlines keynote the
Is and lithos. They provide a shrewd comation of visual appeal and titillating caponing that should garner a wealth of want-go-see attention.
The exciting litho art available on "The
ea Chase" lends itself to striking cut-out
bby displays and standees. A set of fulljlor scene stills also be used for effective
■bby and window promotions.
This adventure-drama, produced and dieted by John Farrow, was taken from a
idely-read novel by by Col. Andrew Greer,
> showmen shouldn't overlook the possiility for tie-ups with local book and departlent stores. The campaign book also sugests dressing an attractive blonde in book
jvers and have her parade downtown streets
assing out heralds.
Showmen might capitalize on Lana's repuition as a sweater girl via tie-ins with ladies'
pecialty shops and clothing stores. A couple
f curvacious cuties in tight angoras, replete
'ith appropriate ad copy are bound to stir
ttention for the film.
Free TV and radio spots are available,
'he radio spots (there are two: one minute
nd 20-seconds) can be especially effective
used during the driving-home-from-work
eriod, when listeners are apt to be planning

PASSION-ADVENTURE
AT
SEA
their leisure hours. Seven television trailers
are provided: six 20-second and one oneminute clips featuring "the hard fisted adventure of John Wayne and the soft-lipped
romance of Lana Turner." Special film clips
are also available for local tie-ins with TV
stations.
Tab Hunter, who is rapidly rising to fame,
especially after his role in "Battle Cry", has
a starring role and can be exploited profitably among the teenagers. Pressbook suggests locating any Tab Hunter fan clubs
which may have sprung up, and inviting
them to be guests on opening night. This
gimmick could pay off via an important
word-of-mouth campaign.
The night they sneaked out of Sydney Harbor
the guns went off and the mighty hunt was on!
Warner exploiteers suggest a number of
SEARCH THE SEVEN SEAS! YOU WONT FIND
other promotions and stunts with which to
EXCITEMENT LIKE THE EXCITEMENT OF
JOHN
hypo local playdates. (1) Hang life preservers in the lobby with placards carrying
copy taken from some of the provocative ads
like: "He Was A Skipper Sworn Never To
Be Taken! She Was The Fuse Of His
Floating Time-Bomb!" (2) Dress an usher
in a sailor outfit and have him carry a sign:
"I'm joining John Wayne and Lana Turner
in 'The Sea Chase' at the Blank Theatre."
(3) Run a contest inviting youngsters to
submit model ships and display the best
entries in the lobby. (4) Have usherettes sell
the film in lobby week before opening by
wearing sailor hats carrying title.
An old, but effective, lobby contest is also
suggested, in which stills from past John
Wayne and Lana Turner film hits are appropriately displayed. Patrons who can correctly identify all of the pictures receive pass
prizes. In conjunction with this contest, a
Herald Quiz can also be run testing fans'
knowledge about the stars with questions
like: "What item of clothing did Lana make
(Continued on Page 36)
famous?"
♦ A number of the newspaper
ads have been keyed to attract the action-adventure
addicts. Like this one, they
illustrate the thrill angles
and capitalize on the drawing power of the John
Wayne-Lana Turner names.
A variety of catchlines are
extremely provocative and
showmen can use them to
good advantage in teasers,
heralds and lobby displays.
We suggest good use be
made of the line: "An 'Outlaw' Ship — A Captain Sworn
Never To Be Taken — His Cargo, A Woman Whose Tempting Mouth Half the Navies of
the World Wanted To Shut!"
The art in this newspaper ad
is the basis for the posters
and accessories which will effectively boost any campaign.

Many of the newspaper ads feature the personal
drama between John Wayne and Lana Turner
and are based on the lusty formula used so succes ful y to advertise "Battle Cry." Top: Twocolumn ad will attract plenty of attention with
the amusing catchline: "We Don't Carry Passengers, Ma'am. This Is A Tramp Steamer" . . .
"Okay, Captain. Where's My Cabin?" Bottom:
One of a series of special "Story Ads" which
can be run either in sequence or individually.
Each illustrates a highpoint in film's action and
carries curiosity-baiting copy about the story.

The 5th day out

THI FUSE
ON A FLOATING
TIME-BOMB!
As the desperate hunt
tor
'outlaw'threeshipoceans,
boilstheacross
the 'passenger* makes
her first appearance
before a crew
that hasn't seen

JOHN
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Stalked by British warships, Lana Turner and John Wayne ignore impending danger to indulge in a torrid romance.

"The
Sea Chase"
(Continued from Page 35)
This adventure-drama on the high seas involves the captain of a German freighter (John
Wayne) who tries to run a blockade from Sydney, Australia, to the North Sea. On the eve of
World War II, Wayne takes advantage of heavy fog to sail his ship out from under watchful
British eyes and to head across the Pacific bound for Valparaiso. Also on board is an international adventuress (Lana Turner), whom half the countries in the world would like to silence.
Short of provisions and being hunted by a British warship (commanded by David Farrar), Wayne
sends a detail of men ashore at a shipwreck station. Led by Lyle Bettger, they wantonly murder
fishermen marooned there. Learning of the incident, Farrar redoubles his efforts to find Wayne,
who he believes is responsible. The pursuit is punctuated by the fiery Wayne-Turner romance,
a savage storm at sea, a mutiny, and the reactions of the renegade crew to the sultry charms of
the blonde adventuress, thrown in the midst of woman-starved "sea wolves".
L to R: Lana saves injured Wayne during storm; facing crew's mutiny, Wayne smashes lifeboats; a suspenseful moment between the lovers.
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RKO
oduction Spurts; Hughes
•omises 'Jet Pilot' for July
•ioward Hughes dillydallies with a lot of
ancial gestures, but his studio is practicalidle. Still, there is a production spurt
w and then. This is one of those times.
Producers Sam Wiesenthal and Eugene
vlin have "Bengazi" in work. Filming is
ng done in Technicolor and SuperScope.
st includes Richard Conte, Victor Mcglen, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers,
hn Brahm is directing this adventure yarn.
Producer Edmund Grainger is filming his
feasure of Pancho Villa" in Mexico with
»ry Calhoun, Shelley Winters, Gilbert Rold and Joseph Calleia the players. George
erman is directing.
: 'Tennessee's Partner" (John Payne, Ron1 Reagan and Rhonda Fleming), a Ben
>geaus production, is under way with Allan
van directing.
I Nat Holt is ready to start "Texas Lady"
I laudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan).
Producer-director
David
Butler has
lilory" slated for an early start, but he's
Inning into casting problems.
I Although we don't believe it, Howard
ughes has promised "Jet Pilot" to the exaitors for a July 4 opening. If you have a
ig memory, this picture stars John Wayne
d Janet Leigh.
And Hughes hasn't given out any word
a newer John Wayne epic, "The Con.eror", which Dick Powell produced and
rected. Since the two pictures were made
•e years apart, they could be double-billed
"the young and the old John Wayne".
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

anuck Patching Monroe

Tiff

eck
Soughtboss
forDarryl
Tompey's
Production
Zanuck'sHead'
back
3m Europe, full of his usual pep and ener' — and there's an added zest and zing to
e studio with preparations for the future.
Two pictures are filming, both in Mexico,
"he Tall Men", (Clark Gable, Jane Rus11, Robert Ryan) has Raoul Walsh directg for producers William Bacher and Wilim Hawks.
The other Mexican unit is "Seven Cities
Gold", which has Robert Webb directing
id co-producing with Barbara McLean, forer ace film editor. Richard Egan, Anthony
uinn, Michael Rennie, Rita Moreno and
•ffrey Hunter are in the cast.
While Zanuck has been trying to patch up
e studio fuss with Marilyn Monroe, we
ive it pretty straight that Marilyn will
lmly return and do either "The Girl in
e Red Velvet Swing" (the Evelyn Nesbitt
haw story), or "Bus Stop", a current
roadway hit. Should Zanuck strike a snag

A re-write script job is being done on
yarn.
"View From Pompey's Head", a recent bestseller, with the idea of getting Gregory Peck
for the top role.
Zanuck is definitely interested in a new
wide film process (probably 65mm) which
would combat Todd-AO. However, he still
is strong on CinemaScope and is striving for
improvements in the 'Scopic medium.
UNITED

ARTISTS

PTS Corp Will Carry On
Pine-Thomas Multi-Pic Deal
Producers releasing through United Artists are scattered all over Hollywood and
the rest of the world.
A wide-angle view of the many projects:
Cornel Wilde's Theodora Productions is
finishing "Storm Fear". Cornel produces,
directs and stars. With him in the cast are
Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea.
Robert Aldrich is independently producing
and directing "The Big Knife", the Clifford
Odets play which takes a jab at Hollywood.
An especially strong cast features Jack Palance, Shelley Winters, Ida Lupino, Wendell
Corey, Jean Hagen, Rod Steiger, Ilka Chase,
Everett Sloane.
In Madrid, Robert Rossen is producing
and directing "Alexander, the Great" (Richard Burton, Fredric March, Danielle Darrieux, Claire Bloom).
Aubrey Schenck and Howard Koch (BelAir Productions) are filming "Fort Yuma"
in Kanab, Utah. Lesley Selander is directing
Peter Graves, Joan Taylor and Joan Vohs
in the top roles.
Producers Bert Friedlob starts his first
United Artists picture, "News Is Made At
Night", on June 1. Fritz Lang will direct.
Cast contains Dana Andrews, Rhonda Fleming, Ida Lupino, Howard Duff, George Sanders, Sally Forrest and John Barrymore, Jr.
Edward Small has an early starting date
for "Top Gun" (Sterling Hayden). Ray Nazarro will be at the megaphone.
Pine-Thomas Productions will continue to
be produced, despite the recent, untimely
death of Bill Pine. P. T. S. Corp., named for
Pine, Bill Thomas and Maxwell Shane, will
carry on the multiple-picture deal with UA.
Three features are scheduled to be made by
the unit this year, first being "Lincoln McKeever", Eleazar Lipsky's novel.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

features Jeff Chandler, George Nader, Julie
Adams, Lex Barker. Joe Pevney is directing
for producer Howard Christie.
Marjorie Main and Arthur Hunnicutt have
just completed another of their series, "The
Kettles in the Ozarks", which Charles Lamont directed for producer Richard Wilson.
"A Time Remembered" (Rock Hudson,
Cornell Borchers, George Sanders), has
ben wound up. Jerry Hopper directed for
producer Albert J. Cohen.
Audie Murphy starts rolling today in a
prize
yarn, "World
in His
Corner",
which fight
Jess Hibbs
is directing
for producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Richard Widmark moved to U-I with a
percentage deal for "Backlash", which John
ducing.
Sturges is directing, Aaron Rosenberg proSteve Allen, of television fame, in a fine
choice for "The Benny Goodman Story".
He looks like the famed musician and has
many of his mannerisms.
WARNER

BROTHERS

JLW Signs TV's Sullivan
'Giant' Heads Four Shooting
Jack L. Warner has been busy with his
best signing-up fountain pen.
Ed Sullivan, the TV m.c. and newspaper
columnist, has been signed to star in and
produce an independent feature for Warner
distribution. Starting date is slated for Oct. 1.
Currently filming and nearing the finish
line are: "The Darkest Hour" (Alan Ladd,
Edward G. Robinson, Joanne Dru). Frank
Tuttle is directing; "Pete Kelly's Blues"
(Jack Webb, Peggy Lee, Edmund O'Brien).
Webb is also directing; "Rebel Without A
Cause" (James Dean. Nick Ray is directing
for producer David Weisbart. This is Dean's
"Eden".
first vehicle since his sensational debut in
At long last, George Stevens has started
to roll Edna Ferber's Texas story, "Giant",
(Rock Hudson, Elizabeth Taylor, Chill
Wills). Stevens expects to be shooting for
four or five months, one of the longest
schedules for a WB film.
Gordon Douglas is preparing "Sincerely
Yours", to star Liberace, the wonder boy of
the piano keys.
Although Jack Warner says the Mario
Lanza picture, "Serenade", is still on, there's
a lot cf wise betting money in town that
says Lanza will never start the first note.
One deal definitely
the one bringing Eve
Brooks", of TV fame,
ture. David Weisbart

is on, however. That's
Arden and "Our Miss
to the screen in a feawill produce.

Muhl Sparks Studio Spirit
Murphy, Widmark Film Rolling
Edward R. Muhl, the hard-working production head of U-I, has created a new kind
of studio spirit that has the town buzzing
with his type of enthusiasm.
Muhl spent part of his recent vacation to
visit the "Away All Boats" company which
was filming in the Virgin Islands. U-I is trying out VistaVision on this feature. Cast
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
COUNT THREE fc PRAY CinemaScope, TecVicolor. \
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer
Richmond Qjrector Geo. Sherman. Action drar
COLUMBIA
ALLIED ARTISTS
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War
turns to beeome the hometown preacher.
February
February
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia ►
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katiman. Director V
BIG COMBO. THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pir
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Pro- seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy i
Francis.
RobertFord.
O'Hara, John
Maureen Director
Power,
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes Tyrone ducer
Robert Arthur.
Drama.
then falls in love with one of its members.
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 mln.
Career sistant
of athletic
Martydirector
Maher, atIrish
asWestimmigrant
Point. 131whomin.was2/21.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Den
Morgan, Paula Director
Raymond,WIMIam
RichardGastie.
Denning.
Produ.T
Producer
Aubrey
Wisberg.
Director
Edgar
G.
Ulmer.
Paul Henreid, Pa- Sam
Technicolor.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Western.
Melodrama. Realiiing he was responsible for convicting
Sam Katiman. Director Felix of howKatiman.
innocent woman, detective sacrifices career to clear Feist. Costume Producer
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advanc
adventure. Morrocan princess enlists civHiiatlon thru hostile Indian country.
her name. 70 min.
aid of priate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingdom. 72 min.
March
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Fa
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katimen.
WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Joce- record
BIG TIPOFF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith. TEN
Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bo
lyn
Brando,
Richard
Boone.
Producer
Harry
Joe
Brown.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Director Bruce Humberstone. Western. Cattleman tries the
explosion
creates
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in to
Pacific
Coast. enormous
80 min. sea monster which threati
bring
law
and
order
to
empire
he
carved
with
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
"DIAL RED O" Bill Elliott, Keith Larson, Helene Stan
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicol
WOMEN'S PRISON Ida Lupino, Jan Sterling, Cleo James
ley.
Producer
Vincent
M.
Fennelly.
Director
Dan
UMman.
Stewart, Goeti.
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to Moore, Howard Duff. Producer Bryan Foy. Director ducer WIHiam
Mann. WestiP
Lewis Seiler.
Melodrama.
Story 80of min.
mis-run
prison which drama. Army captain
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
puts
aside
uniform
to search I
contains
both
men
and
women.
2/7.
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jar
Jefferey
Hunter.
Producer
VUicent
M. Deals
Fennelly.
March
tor Charles
M. Warren
.Action
drama.
with DirecJohn
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
Kohimar.
Director
RichardJackQuine.
MusicalProducer
comedy. Fr>
DETECTIVE,
THE
Alec
Guiness,
Joan
Greenwood.
DiBrown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Coi. Comedy
ventures
of
two
small-town
girs
who
seek
their fi
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest tunes in the big city.
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. John Derek,
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince I
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 84 min.
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster frien
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
night of terror for son and family of wealt
Producer Sam Katiman. Director William make
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are Garland.
Ex-ialfor helps to breakup water- businessman.
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter Castle.frontMelodrama
hijackers,
convict
leader
for
murder.
74
min.
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
O'REILLY
CinemaScope, Technicoh
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene SERGEANT
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall Amanda
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating
Evans. Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beau- Director
has
life
complicated
by
romance
beautiful Jat
Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader nese girl while on occupation. Lovewith
and orphans evi
dine.
Bowery
Boys become
to stealComedy.
inheritance
of society
family. 61involved
min. in plot is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight tually give soldier new perspective.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De are complicated when he becomes involved with SPECIAL DELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Far
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Direc- old gang. 73 min.
with
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to
Curtaininternational
diplomacy. background. Burlesque on Ir
ay
avenge murder of U. S.MMarshal,
with the trail complicated bygun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
Weistmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katiman. April
Director Charles S. Gould. AdI. F. E.
venture. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
LAS
Gray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Coieen
Sidney who is lone survivor of ancient civilization, 70 min.
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
THREE FOR THE SHOW Ma
CinemaScope, Technicolor.
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans Betty Grable, Marge & Gowery Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
January
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
NO RELEASES
February
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
frtend.
101
min.
3/7.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,
Castle, Forrest
e Peggie Director
JunParsons.
Tucker. Producer Llndsley
Harold
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Sllvana Par
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
panini. Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Piet
CELL
2455.
DEATH
ROW
William
&
Robert
Campbell.
Germi.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Producer Wallace MacDonaH. Director Fred Sears. and her Drama.
escapadesRisque
with adventures
the law. 78ofmin.beautiful showg;
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle advenMelodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from years
in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
hunters commissioned by government. 49 min.
March
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
NO RELEASES
Producer David Lewis FCoronadol. Director Edward
July
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 104
jealousy,
and
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
UPRISING Technicolor. George MontgomSTANDS TRIAL, THE English Language. Amedt
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in SEMINOLE
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katiman. Director Earl CITY
Naizari, Silvana Pampanini.
Film Costellaiione Produ
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
April
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to tion.
Director Luigi Zampa.
Melodrama. A doub
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall. Producer Ben capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
slaying
and
death
of
a
young
man add to pros
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled as a boy. 74 min.
cutor's
determination
that
justice
shall prevail. 105 mil
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng.
Marina Vlady, I
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil TOO
on the king's life. 61 min.
MayLang.
Theodoli. Director Li<
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids Michel Beck. Producer Niccolo
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel
nello Deromance
Felice.ends
Drama.
Affair of fifteen-year-olc
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direc- court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
whose
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
child
birth. 88 min.
3/21in tragedy when girl dies
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
but his 81strict
WAYWARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigid.
murder.
min. rules affect merchants who plot his
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. R<
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Coming
mantic
drama. Bored
by husband
Producer Sam Katiman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
beautiful
seeks
excitementand insmall
the town
arms lif(
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad another man.woman
9|
min.
4/4.
BODY SNATCHERS. THE Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wyn- scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
neconviction.
ter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. murder men responsible for
Juhis
Science
emotions Fiction.
but will Wierd
to live. plant life drains humans of all S AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director GREEN MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Doct
PHENIX CITY Richard Kiley, Kathryn Grant. Producer
Phil Karuon. Comedy-melodrama. Loonv plan to rob mentary. Filmed by the Bonii Expedition in Sout
Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond. Director Phil Reno
gambling den for fun turns into real thing. 84 min. America from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 mir
Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wtdmark, Mai LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration. A
town
up tofight.
reputation as "Sin City, USA" and Zetterling.
leads living
in clean-up
Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark star cast. Faro Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal c
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, gold
Robson.
Melodrama.
G-I's
plot 98to min.
steal part of Naii various way of love and women who practice ther
hoard discovered Coming
in Berlin.
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
presented in "March of Time" style. 90 min.
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Manganc
again fair
to bring
between85 England
and France and
Amedeo Naiiari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis am
save
damsel peace
in distress.
min.
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama
WOMEN'S
REFORMATOR
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
man unjustly imprisonad by false testimony o
Michaels. Producer
WilliamY F. Tom
Broidy.Drake,
DirectorBeverly
Eddie CHfCAOO
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katiman.
Fred Young
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. Afte
Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime wife
and unborn child are killed he avenges their mur
cause governor to appoint young lawyer to investigate.
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 74 min
Film
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT
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INDEPENDENTS
March
:RA5HOUT [Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kenedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
rail of violence with only two surviving to reach
ache of stolen money. 90 min.
0 PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank (Continental
list. Co. I Technicolor. Alec Guinness. Odile Versois.
'ernon Gray. Producer Antony Darnborough. Director
1 lobert Hamer. Romantic Comedy.
A pril
vlAD AT THE WORLD (Filmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
'Jrasselle.
Producer When
Collier
Director
Harry
:sse. Melodrama.
youngYoung.
hoodlums
accidentally
'till young couple's infant, father goes gunning
' or gang. 72 min.
)AVY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisneyl
Fess Parker, Buddy
neBill Walsh.
:bsen. Technicolor. Producer
Director Nornan Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
..eries about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
[Mamo hero.
Coming
BATTLE HELL (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
:. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster. Drama. Six
l.oldiers and Italian girl react variously to stresses of
|i war-torn country and terrors of a battle in the
f taly campaign.
HREBUG, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Colier Young. Drama. Arson squad investigator probes a
lieries of fires, rescues a woman from a huge blaze
[ind proves she is the arsonist.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
•yrannical
and crew
an American
merchant
ihip reachescaptain
its climax
duringof battle
of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE I Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
|=. Chester.
Drama.
An unsloved
involving
loitter
U.S. war
veteran,
a Germanmurder
war bride
and aa
Iciller
is
resolved
after
a
child
finds
a
loaded
gun
in
oomb rubble.
LTPPERT
February
NO RELEASES
March
SILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
in a showdown gun duel. 73 min.
A pril
GLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
barker presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
THUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
Director Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
friend trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
from native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProducerDirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
squadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
men and marital problems of junior officers. 47 min.
PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall. Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
and leads party to safety. 75 min.
ne Morris, John Agar.
LONESOME TRAIL. THEJuWayne
Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
to fight
his property
who
have
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers
73 min.
KING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant, Wanda Curtis. Producer
Al Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science-fiction.
Rocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
Film

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Rooert layior, Eieanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD JUNGLE Glenn Ford, Anne Francis. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Brooks.
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron.
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priesthood meets woman who is involved in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min. 5/2. M
ay
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor.
Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Walters.
Musical
ofCharles
Cinderella.
94 min.
3/7. fantasy. Retells the story
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea. Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, Audrey Dalron. Producer Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based on the
Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
of Roaring Twenties' singing
Ruth Etting.
Junesensation
MOONFLEET CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector search for long lost diamond.
July EastmanColor. Richard
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope,
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career Co
destroyed
ming by polio. 105 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and the treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 104 min.
PARAMOUNT
February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean air raid. 103 min. 1/10.
March
CONOUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Fleming.. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.

JUNE SUMMARY
32 features are scheduled for June
one of the highest monthly totals in
sometime. This is an increase of six
over May. Leading the list is Republic
with six. United Artists will offer five.
Columbia, Paramount, and Universal
each have three slated for next month.
Of the total features available for
June, five are in CinemaScope, three
in VistaVision and one in SuperScope.
18 of the new films are in color.
Scheduled for June release:
11 Dramas
3 Science Fiction
6 Melodramas Ma
1 yMusical
6 Westerns 1 Comedy
4 Adventure

HELL'S phy.ISLAND
John Payne.PhilMaryKarlson.
MurProducersVV-Technicolor.
Pine-Thomas. Director
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition. 108 min.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank JLovejoy.
Samuel J.
uneWar Producer
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann.
drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
his
children
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken fromComing
the Odessey.
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge
bankruptcy.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
1 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUBLIE
February

A pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Gassman,
Shelley
Winters.
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& De- Dirk
Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. DiLaurentis. Director Robert Rossen.
Drama.
rector Ralph Thomas.
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with of a medical
studentComedy
during drama.
trainingMis-adventures
to become
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
a doctor. 92 min. 2/21.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisred Westerner befriends young man only to be re- melodrama.
Ycung who
engineer
to recover
timberland from tycoon
killed fights
his father.
94 min.
3/7.
warded with attempted murder. 92 min.
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March
DAY TO REMEMBER. A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France. 72 min.
YELLOWNECK Trucolor. Lin McCarthy. Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the battlefield only to Mface
aydeath in the Everglades.
83 min. 3/21
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother— one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
McLaglen. John Baer,
June William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
a racketeer's rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict.
FLAME OF THE ISLAND Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art treasure.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1800's.
DEADLINE ALLEY Rod July
Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director Georqe Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adventure.
fanatic
tribe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a

Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran. Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director
Springsteen.
v
story
aboutR.twoG. people
who learnDrama.
to live Human-interes
again.
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
HOSTAGE. THE Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
LAST COMMAND. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richara Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. AGeorge
Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
miracleDirector
in a small town. Blair. Drama. The story of a
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrest Tucker. Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Joe Kane. Western.
RKO
February
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.JUNGLE
Director
Harold
Adventure.
Tarian
combats
white
hunters'
plot
to commit wholesale slaughter of wild game for financial
gain. 72 min. 3/21
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10.
Film

March
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan. Western. Lawman joins train-robbers and
leads them into trap. 87 min. 3/21
May
A pril Technicolor. Barbara
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 110
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
e
n
u
J
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 88 min.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent their plan and
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and
get married.
Coming
BOY AND THE BULL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Michel Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph
Hoyos. Drama. A young boy who adopts a young calf
for a pet watches it grow into a fighting bull. The
bull is taken to the arena where after a fight is to be
spared.by Fighting
arena
the boy. mad the bull is led meekly from the
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope. Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa help:,
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the loan survivor of his band.

2DTH

CENTURY-FDX
February

RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 112 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic] CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 101 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Adventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. Ill min. 3/7.
pril
MAN CALLED PETER, AA CinemaScope,
Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama.
Biography
of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMa
Marshall.
119 min. 4/4.
y
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Victor ducer
Mature,
Sylvia Director
Sidney, Stephen
McNally.
ProBuddy Adler.
R. Fleisher.
Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanCotor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of girl marooned
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland,
Gilbert
Roland.
Producer-director
S. Bartlett.
Historical
drama.
Reckless
romance between
court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister.

July
HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope, Deluxe Coloi
Robert
Stack,
Robert
Ryan.
Producer Buddy Adler. D
rector Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama.
HOW TO BE VERY. VERY POPULAR CinemaScopt ,
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Rober
Cummings.
Producer-director
Nunnallywitness
Johnson.
Com« '
dy. Two strip
artists inadvertently
a murde
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching
small college and the fraternity house the fun begin;
LIFE
THE Jacks.
BALANCE,DirectorA Harry
RicardoHorner.
Montalbar
ProducerIN Robert
Murde j
melodrama. Boy trying
to clear his father of seven
Coming
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7 41
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe. Mara Lane. Rossano Brazz
Producerby Steven
Dennis O'Keefe.
sented
Patria Fallos.
PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A younPr
secretary murders her boss land lover) and implicat
an American car salesman who falls in love with her
Accused of the crime he finally forces her to confess
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. America
flyer forced down in China during World War II ha
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with th
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves th
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love.
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bed
room adventures of husband when wife is away o<
summer vacation.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH CinemaScope. Deluxe Color
Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett
Director Henry Koster. Historical drama. In attemp
to secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh en
counters love and wrath of Queen Elizabeth.
TALL MEN, THE Clark Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jan.
Russell, Robert Ryan. Western. A few years after th<
Civil War two brothers head to a frontier town will
robbery in mind. They rob a bank and kidnap the heac
of the bank and they become partners in cattle. They
head further west and their adventures lead then
among indians, former Union guerrillas and a woman
UNITED ARTISTS
February
CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phylli:Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Ad
venture-melodrama. Young prospector battles clain
jumper while aiding professor and daughter in searcl
for uranium. 83 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richarc
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Directoi
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the break:
in
life going mail
against
them,100join
playbo>
in disasterous
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, June
Foray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. Adventure
melodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murder:
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min
March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Koch
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts ir
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 3/21
MARTY
ErnestDirector
Borgnine.
BetsyMann.
Blair. Romantic
Hecht-Lancaster
Production.
Delbert
drama.
Boy and
girl,
to
whom
life
has
denied
suddenly find it in each others arms. 89 min. romance,
4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK IGoldstein Productions)
Ansco color Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robert
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Young
town controlled by onecircut judge
family
empire.brings
66 min.justice to
BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
Robinson, George
pril G.production.
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond
Director
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Royal
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LILACS IN THE SPRING MEastmanColor.
Errol Flynn
ay
Anna
Wilcox.Neagle,
MusicalDavid
drama.Farrar.
Set inProducer-director
late war England,Herbert
young
musicalandcomedy
star94ismin.
forced to choose between an
actor
a soldier.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Producer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
under presin Burma
fighting
RAF pilot
with
on life thru contact
gripmin.disintergrates
Regains
war.
beautifulsures of Burmese
girl. 100
4/4.

Paul Stewart, Albert
DEADLY RalphctorMeeker,
KISS ME Producer-dire
Robert Aldrich. Suspense
Dekker.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
runs gauntlet of
detective
private
drama. Redoubtable
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. S/2.
Director
Edward
Dmytryk.
Action
drama.
Woman
seeking husband missing in Red China falls in love with ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery,
man who helps in rescue. June
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Rancher learns two different
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Sidney
plan to steal his cattle. He hires
rustlersWestern.
bands ofSalkow.
Color.roll Case.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer Car- the
gangs82 as
bothother.
min.ranch hands hoping one will kill off
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
IGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
fitory
woman's 97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
ight forof freedom.
min.
OP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
llvelyn Keyes. Producer Michael 8aird. Director Lewis
':oster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowI ng experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.
VLBERT, R. N. Anthony uSteel,
ne Jack Warner, Robert
I leatty Producer Daniel JM. Angel. Director Lewis Gil>ert. Drama. Daring escape f.'-m Nazi prison camp
juring World War II.
JIG BLUFF. THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickers.
I tobert Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
I „ee Wilder. Suspense Thriller.
DTHELLO Orson Welles. Michael MacLiammoir, Suz,tane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
( sf Shakespeare drama.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
.'aircraft.
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Ras' sano Brazii. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
Lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
mance and new perspective on life vacationing in
'Venice.
Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
, XicharcDarrieux.
Burton, Producer-director
Frederick March, Robert
Claire Rossen.
Bloom, Daninielle
Epic
'dramatization
of
the
life
of
the
Macedonian
conqueror.
processing plant. 79 min. 3/21
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
( and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
| Guy
fiction Madison,
thriller. Patricia Medina. Producers William
BRASS RING, THE Farley Granger. Anthony Ouinn,
J Anne well
Bancroft.
Producer Edward Small, Director MaxShane. Melodrama.
DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
I Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
production. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
I involved with stage-struck millionaire.
KENTUCKI AN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
"civilize" them.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
.' Charles Laughton. Suspense drama.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producer' director
Kramer.perspective
Drama. Story
overly zealous doctorStanley
who gains
on hisof practice
thru
personal tragedy.
PISTOLERO Jack Palance. Producer Philip Waxman.
Director David Miller. Western Adventure.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
. Adventure.
TOWN TAMER, THE Robert Mitchum. Jan Sterling. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
UNIVER5AL-INT1
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
' Lyle Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
resorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
OeHaven, Gene NeUon, Corinne Calvet. Producer Al| bert J. Cohen. Director Richard 0"ine. Comedy. Three
I entertainer,
sailors in Paris
romantically
with
cashierbecome
and French
heiress. entangled
94 min. 12/13.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
AtC MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
I Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invadevolvedHollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninin usual ofshenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler of $5000. 79 min. 2/21.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
I Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
1 Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska. Stewart
plays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
Film

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 94 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack HawkJohns. Adventure.
Producer George
H. Brown.
torins,KenGlynic
Annakin.
Deals with
story ofDirecthe
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews. Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let tofor safety
by 88army
martial
desertion.
min. captain
2/21. subject to court
pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 84 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor.
Kirk Douglas,
y
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involvednewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79Jumin.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min.Coming
4/4.

WARNER

BHUTHERS

January
Technicolor. Judy GarA CinemaScope
STAR ISland,BORN,
James Mason,
Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent
10/18. his drinking which
Print by Technicolor.
WarnerColor,
HEART
AT
YOUNG
Robert
Doris Day. Frank Sinatra, Ethel Barrymore,
DougBlanke. Director Gordon
Keith. Producer Henry
musical sisters belas. Musical. Love affairs of three heart-tugging
comhilarious and
with 12/27.
come entwined
plications. 1 7 min.
February

SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor.
ProducerAngeli.Young
Jack Palance,
Mayo, Saville.
Virginia
silver
HistoricalPierdrama.
director Victor
bealso
Supper
Last
at
used
cup
fashions
smith who
comes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
MorChester
Hale,
Barbara
Hirsch.
Elroy
UNCHAINED
ris. Producer-director Hall Bartlett. Prison drama. Story
without bars,
in California's
confined
of
min. 2/7.
at Chino. 75prison
for Men
Institution
the men
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Mona War
Ray.
Aldo
of World
Storybehind.
148 min. 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. 87Melodrama.
min. 2/21
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate.

e, WarnerColor, Print by
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScoo
A pril
ay Dean. Raymond MasTechnicolor. Julie Harris, MJames
Kazan.
sey. Producer John Steinbeck. DirectorhisElia
domineerof
love
the
win
to
man's115efforts
Younging father.
min. 2/21.
pe, WarnerSTRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaSco
Mitchell. Dana AnGarson. or Cameron
Color. Greer
Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Producer-direct
drews.
woman-doctor in Santa Fe during
young
Adventures
frontier
days.of 112
min. 4/18.

HELL Jacques Sernas. Kurt Kaszner. ProJUMP INTO
ducer David Weisbart. Dirctor David Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 mm. 4/18.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Wayne,
proSea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly warvisioned German freighter is pursued by British
ship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk I 18 min.
Scott,
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColo
June r. RandolphDirector
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart,
Western.
Lesley Selander.
a wrong
right Montanan
desire toeking
burningRevenge-se
with
obsessed
returns
inflicted
on him. 83 min.

CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHSJuly
Hawkins. James Justice
Print by Technicolor. Jack
Howard
Producer-director
Collins. Recounting
Dewey
of the pharaoh
HistoricalJoanadventure.
Hawks Martin,
pyramid and the ruthless queen
who built first great Coming
who brought about his downfall.

AIN'T
ISEEHCarson.
AVI N Technicolor.
Laurie, MJack
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when he marries heir to financial empire.
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff ChandWarnerColor. Henry
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope. Powell,
ler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Jack Lemmon.
William
James Cagnev,
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls Fonda
John Ford, Mervyn
Directors
Producer Leland Hayward.
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
mischief
incites
Boredom
drama.
LeRoy. Comedy
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
ship anchored off a small Pacific
a cargo
aboard 123
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan island.
min.
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
NEW JERSEY
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
MESSENGER SERVICE
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
Member National Film Carriers
interested
frontiersman
than royalty during dangerous trek thruin American
wilderness.
Office: 235 N. 13th Street
LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
7, Pa.:W. LOcust
NewPhiladelphia
Terminal: 2137
Jefferson7-4822
Street
Nader, rector
Victor
McLaglen.
Producer
Robert
Arthur.
DiArthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
Philadelphia
21,
Pa.:
POplar
5-9400
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
HIGHWAY
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
to
guillotineTHEFrance's
SHRIKE,
Jose noblemen.
Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Director
Jose
Ferrer.
Drama.
Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
Member National Film Carriers
attempted suicide.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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"LOVE

ME

/;/ its issue, out May

LEAVE

OR

loves

and

M-G-M's

ME

it !

31st, LOOK

Magazine

runs a

2-page spread with beautiful color art on "LOVE ME
OR LEAVE ME." Be sure to display it in your lobby.
It will help sell tickets. With permission of LOOK we
reprint the following:

'A true

'LOVE

story of a singer and a gangster
makes a fine film.
ME

OR

LEAVE

ME'

is based on the life of

a singer of the 1920s, Ruth Etting. This M-G-M film
tells a story of her marriage to a racketeer, Martin
(the 'Gimp') Snyder, and the real names

of both are

used. The 'Gimp' is shown promoting Ruth's career
by strong-arm tactics. Their relationship is dramatized
with such explosive realism that audiences are never
sure how

the picture will end — a novelty for biographical movies. Under director Charles Vidor, Doris

Day and James Cagney
as the mismated

give dazzling performances

pair."

Typical of LOOK'S dramatic photo captions:
"I'll kill you if I ever catch you hanging around her!"
The "Gimp" (James Cagney) bursts into the house
of a musician friend (Cameron Mitchell), looking for
runaway Ruth (Doris Day). All three participants in
this show-business tragedy are still living.

Song Hit Records Fill The Airwaves !
Publicity Breaks Every Day! Terrific
Ad, Radio, TV Campaign !
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CAMERON
MITCHELL
With ROBERT KEITH ■ TOM TULLY
Sc,..n Pl.y by DANIEL FUCHS and ISOBEL LENNART
Siory by Daniel Fucht • Photaorsphed in EASTMAN COLOR
Directed by
Produced by
CHARLES VIDOR • JOE PASTERNAK
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It is regrettable that last week's
projected conference between leaders of exhibition and heads of the
major film companies turned out to
be only a semi-roundtable.
Why did distribution stay home?
It seemed to confuse attendance
with surrender, listening with weakening. The texts of replies declining
the roundtable invitation were
strewn with unjustified doubts,
fancied misgivings. In all the variety of reasons offered by the film
companies for refusing to attend —
that arbitration must come first, that
the Department of Justice might
look askance at such a joint meeting, that policies should not be discussed in the presence of competitors, etc. — there were varying grains
of merit, to be sure. But not one of
these reasons was of sufficient degree to warrant the refusal to sit
down and listen to complaints of
customers. We say the heads of the
film companies (or their counsellors)
erred by their absenteeism. Our industry will always be rent by discord until goodwill in customer relations is instituted — from the top
down.
What the film company presidents failed to grasp was this: the
roundtable was construed not so
much as a forum of debate as a forum of complaint. Exhibitor leaders
seek justice, of course ; but first they
demand the right to lay bare their
grievances. Under the old common
law, the king's justice held the privilege of complaint inviolate. The
final determination of right or wrong
— that was another matter. There
was not sufficient cause for the distributors to reject an audience with
the disaffected exhibitors. Once having heard in full, propriety then dictated aretirement by the presidents
to their respective chambers for con-

sidered counsel and determination.
To 20th-Fox, and that company's
president, Spyros Skouras, in particular, for the courage and statemanship manifest in granting full
hearing to the joint TOA-Allied
Committee, a fuil-gun salute. Whether or not this company's gesture
comes to naught or to fruition, the
interests of exhibitor-distributor harmony have been served to a degree,
at least. Mr. Skouras reflected a
genuine interest in the problems and
welfare of 20th's customers, and his
company undoubtedly will profit as
a result of his good will.
The reprecussions of the semiroundtable may be felt for years. Already the slight to exhibition has
served to unify its ranks. Allied and
TOA have served notice that they
shall seek private conferences behind closed doors with the individual distributors — beginning with
Paramount and Warner Brothers,
the companies described by Allied
general counsel Abram Myers as the
"most difficult to get along with."
Failing in this approach, Allied indicates itshall forsake the avenues
of voluntary relief and seek Federal

eminently sound. It would avoid
the needs for airing company policies in open forum. The discussions
would be conducted under more
amenable conditions than in the atmosphere of a broader conference.
If eight separate roundtables can
accomplish the end, let's have them.
The temper of the exhibitor body,
circuit operators as well as little
theatremen, are aptly expressed
elsewhere in this issue of Film
BULLETIN. Federal controls no
longer seem an academic possibility
when some of the biggest theatremen in the country feel they must
publicly express the difficulty of
their situations.
The burden of the issue now rests
with the film presidents. Let us
hope they respond with good judgment and sincere intent.
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The scope of influence and force
of impact exerted on the mass of
people by motion picture writing is
greater than that of any other liter-

legislation. Many in TOA's ranks
also now seem convinced that this
may be necessary.

ary form.
Mr. Jack L. Warner recently took
note of the fact that no Pulitzer
Prize — that most coveted of Ameri-

How can that last, desperate,
drastic recourse be avoided? Remedy by private conference between
exhibition's leaders and each individual film company strikes us as

can literary awards — has been established for original screen writing
and called upon the Pulitzer Prize
Advisory Board to rectify this omission.
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"A hit play," he wrote, "would
have to run a year and a half to
reach one million people; few daily
newspapers have circulations of that
size; and practically no books sell a
million copies, even with the aid of
reprints. Yet any motion picture
worth its salt is seen by upwards of
30 million people, not only in the
U. S., but in foreign countries as
That motion picture writing was
(Continued on Page 6)
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not included in the original categories selected for Pulitzer awards
when they were established in 1917
is understandable. It was a comparatively infant art and the writers
were cloaked in anonymity. But
their emergence over the years,
along with the industry's growth,
as the backbone of successful motion
pictures, has drawn the finest literary talents of the world, among
them men who have won Pulitzer
awards in other forms of writing.
Yet, as Mr. Warner, points out, men
like Ernest Hemingway and William Faulkner, both of whom are
scripting for the screen, could not
have been eligible for these awards
had their works been created specifically for motion pictures.
How many more would have
merited serious consideration for
the distinguished awards if original
screen writing had been recognized?
What about Budd Schulberg for
"On the Waterfront"? Or Sheridan Gibney and Pierre Collings for
"The Story of Louis Pasteur"? Or
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
for "The Scoundrel"? Look also at
Lamar Trotti for "Wilson"; Richard
Schweizer and David Wechsler,
"The Search"; Leo McCarey for
"Going My Way"; Louis R. Foster
for "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington"; John Huston for "Treasure of
the Sierra Madre"; Valentine Davies
for "Miracle on 34th Street"; Dore
Schary and Eleanore Griffin for
"Boys Town."
These all were written specifically
for motion picture production. Their
writers were recognized by the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and
Sciences and their entertainment
value by millions of people throughout the world. The calibre of this
writing ranks with the best in any
of the fields encompassed by the
Pulitzer Prizes. It would be just and
fitting that a Pulitzer Prize be established for motion picture writing.
In the words of Mr. Warner:
"Such a prize would be a symbol of
the kind of achievement for
which
motion pictures long have striven."
Page 6
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To the Editor:
I cannot quite follow you in your defense of movie advertising.
The fact that movies are not "a cake of
soap, or box of cereal, or pack of cigarettes that remain unchanged for years"
ought to make the advertising of them
easier. After all, one of these things, or
Coca Cola, or some of those have been
advertised for a quarter of a century and
the advertiser has the problem of trying
to find a new approach to an awfully old
story. In addition to this, there is a good
deal that is prosaic about those things.
In contrast, the movie is new and the
story of it should be new. In addition, it
is imaginative and glamorous, with an appeal to the emotions, which none of these
other things has.
It seems to me that all of that should
make the advertising of a motion picture
a great deal simpler matter rather than,
as Ityouseems
say, to"taxing".
me a bit unfortunate that
Mr. Stebbins had to be so damned clever.
Living in the middle of it, I quite agree
with him that most of the theatre advertising has a B. O., which does not mean
box office, and the object of the advertiser seems to be to make every ad look
like every other ad, so that the patron is
somewhat sold the idea that every picture
is like every other picture and there is
nothing new in any of them.
Your statement, "The good slogan for
some products endures for many years",
is quite true. Unfortunately we seem to
be trying to imitate those other products
in slogans and so-called catch phrases.
Although the producer may spend two or
three million dollars on a picture, the distributor seems scared to death to use
more than twenty-one words about it; yet
there would seem to be a good deal to be
said about a picture for which that money
had been spent.
It seems to me that what too many of
us are doing is using the newspaper as a
billboard and the newspaper advertisement as a poster. We don't believe that
people are interested in pictures for we
don't trust them to read anything — we
must "hit 'em in the eye" to get their unwilling attention. But maybe if we would
say something we would have their willing attention!
And why shouldn't movie advertising
be patiently drafted?
R. B. WILBY, President
If Uby-Kincey Service Corp.,
Atlanta, Georgia
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rNew 'Spectaculars' Slated
Toll-TV or no, CBS-TV is making
plans for the immediate future designed to bring more free viewers into
the fold. Beginning with this summer
— when, for the first time, summer fare
will be almost equal in quality to that
of the winter — programming will have
the bright "new look" that NBC
sported this past season. In its highly
unusual summer set-up, CBS will lose
only three sponsors to the vacation
break, and will inaugurate two new
series: "Front Row Center," a live,
hour-long dramatic series sponsored
by General Electric and preeming
June 1 with "Dinner at Eight" (Pat
O'Brien, Mary Astor, John Emery,
Everett Sloan), and the U. S. Steel
Hour which switches to CBS on July
6. Featured in the first show will be
Wally Cox, Josephine Hull and Kenny
Delmar. From a boxoffice point of
view, this sounds slightly threatening;
for summer-TV has always provided
an almost absolute dearth of good
material.
But the big news from CBS has been
their announcement that come next
season they, too, will produce "spectaculars," and spectacular these shows
sound! Apparently CBS has succumbed to Max Liebman-type programming. CBS plans indicate that,
on paper at least, they will out-do their
competitors. Ten 90-minute Saturday
night shows have been scheduled, and
the stars mentioned are indeed intriguing. Noel Coward and Mary Martin
will appear in one, and Coward will
also star in his own "Blithe Spirit"
and "Peace in Our Time." Bing Crosby is slated to do "two plays with
music," and Paul Gregory, whose
work is always exciting, will produce
three others. If this were not impressive enough, Jack Benny will take
over six of the "Shower of Stars"
shows. "Shower" has been spotty
throughout this season and never
really satisfactory. Benny's presence
should certainly alter that condition.
So Saturday night begins to look like
a larger headache for theatremen.
0
Air Promotion

Notes

A 5-day saturation radio-TV ad
campaign totalling 418 spots on the
Fox release "The Magnificent Matador," preceded the film's NY opening.
WATV's "Spanish Show" saluted the
pic . . . "Soldier of Fortune" and
"Seven Year Itch" getting similar
"under-way" treatment.
Jane Russell to prevue her song hit,
"I've Got Five Dollars," from UA's
upcoming "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," on the Bob Hope TVer.
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By Philip R. Ward
HERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT THE MONTH OF
ay that makes the movie stock group rear up its front
aarters like a young heifer in a spring pasture — and romp
id romp and romp. In May, 1954, all that cinema shares
d was gain a then monumental 167/g points (the best one
onth spurt since 1946) in the Film BULLETIN Cinema
ggregate. This was accomplished on the heels of a sharp
point sell-off the month before. May, 1955 gave rise to a
milarly kinetic performance.
As of May 25, the shares of film-making companies had
Iready climbed 6s g points and were showing symptoms of
:ratching even higher. Now this hardly compares with
le dramatic figure of a year ago, but remember this :
lovie shares suffered a badly depressed status over the
rst quarter of this year; theatre attendance has been way
ff; there is nothing today like the market leverage that
xisted a year ago when film shares were so close to the
ottom of the pit, had virtually no avenue of movement
ut upward.
At the approach of Memorial Day, film-making shares
eside only 4X4 points off their eight year aggregate high
pf 178I2, recorded at the December, 1954, close. From
anuary through March of the present year this group had
ost 15^ points. Recovery started in mid-April, and since
hat time the group has recaptured more than three[uarters of the lost ground. The charts below illustrate
;tock movement this year relative to the closing levels
)f 1954:
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

The rash of reduced quarterly earnings statements issued by a number of film-makers recently does not seem
to have dulled the enthusiasm of traders for movie issues.
Loew's has become a frequent visiter to the "most active"
lists, Paramount blazed almost 4 points over the May
term, Republic is being bought in quantity, RKO Pictures
is beginning to stir again in the wake of renewal of negotiations between Howard Hughes and Atlas Coro.'s Floyd
Odium. The only doleful notes: Columbia and Universal,
two truly heated performers throughout '54, are resisting
the current cinema upswing.
0

0

FROM THE MOUTHS OF STOCKHOLDERS: There
was grumbling among some Paramount shareholders over
failure of directors in raising the dividend rate above the
$.50 quarterly level. They apparently felt certain that
ultra-strong '54 earnings, plus a huge first quarter (about
double the prior-year term) would surely mean a greater
cut of the melon. Paramount, however, seems bent on preserving cash — its quick assets are among the largest in the
industry — for a number of non-movie operations. Most
crucial: the controversial subscription-TV issue in which
the company, through Telemeter, is directly interested.
0

O

ON ANOTHER FRONT, 20th-Fox may be thinking what
a difference a year or two can make. At its annual meeting in May, 1953 the air was hot and heavy with accusation
and insurrection, as the Charlie Green proxy fight shook
the company. The recent shareholders meeting locked like
an exercise in model stockholder-management relations.
More than a few shareholders took the floor to commend
management, and especially president Skouras, for the interested and attentive treatment accorded shareholders.
This despite a generally downbeat first quarter report
(earnings off from 71 cents per share in corresponding '54
period to 54 cents) and little immediate prospect of dividend increase. At one point Mr. Skouras complimented
Charlie Green and his group for their support, interest and

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

*Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
Theatre company shares also showed far more zip than
in any month this year. This entire reversal of form among
the securities of both branches turns out as something of
a paradox in light of the boxoffice "softness" in recent
mcnths. Actually, the market appears to be discounting
estimated profits (or other hidden factors) rather than admissions alone.

cooperation. And the company's chief executive gave a
bright report for the full year 1955: "Our profits this year
will exceed the $3.04 we showed for last year."
O
0
FUTURE OF RKO PICTURES. President James R.
Granger has informed stockholders that Messrs. Hughes
and Odium are at the talking stage again with respect to
the disposition of the company. With uncertainty abounding, Mr. Grainger announced that the annual meeting has
been moved back from June 1 to August 3. Insiders expect a decision very early, but no one can be sure of anything when the unfathomable Mr. Hughes is involved.
Film BULLETIN
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EDITOR'S
The burning issue of today's film pricing policies,
source of severe friction between exhibition and distribution, was hotly debated in the May 2 issue of
Film BULLETIN. We invited an anonymous representative of each branch to meet face to face. The discussion was faithfully recorded. Arguments, accusations,
charges and counter-charges were filed and answered
by the debaters "in the interest of airing the attitudes
of both sides in the perennial argument over film pricing policies".

pain
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R. J. O'DONNELL
Interstate Circuit, Inc., Dallas, Texas
I have read with a great deal of interest the debate in
our May 2nd issue of Film BULLETIN. While there
Uems to be some point of thinking in favor of distribuLon's policies as against exhibition's complaints, there can
e no mystery in the fact that each quarter, semi-annual
nd annual statement of production and distribution for
le benefit of the common stockholders has been a glowing
Uport of ever-increasing profits. The market for common
tocks in these companies has been gradually getting back
p the pre-1929 standards.
The theatre companies who sell their common stock,
|uch as National Theatres, Loew's Theatres and RKO
'heatres, have shown practically no improvement.
There can be no question in any exhibitor's mind that
ince the Consent Decree divided exhibition from producon and distribution, the United States Government and
pe Department of Justice, in attempting to correct what
/as in their mind a monopoly, has created an even greater
Ine. Until the Consent Decree, production and distribulon had an inherent interest in the profit and loss of theares. That ended with the Consent Decree and since that
ime there has been a gradual drive to absorb every posible part of the admission dollar for production and disribution.
Exhibitors nation-wide, with an ever-increasing cost of
'peration, have seen not only a dwindling in the number
>f paid admissions, but are still confronted with a possible
tational $1.25 per hour payroll which, in my opinion, could
lo more to close theatres than any one thing.
Exhibitors have sweated out the tremendous television

NOTE
Needless to say, the issue was not concluded with
finality; it will go on as long as there is a movie industry. However, the intensity of feeling in exhibition's
ranks about today's film terms cannot be exaggerated.
On this and following pages, we reprint a number of
letters containing comments on the debate from some
of America's foremost theatremen. Apparently, the
problem of film terms is no longer one that concerns
only the little exhibitors of the country.

opposition until now it is still opposition, but rather casual,
if bitter, on certain occasions.
There was a time in our great industry when distribution and production had an inherent interest in keeping
alive the theatres. Today it is a bitter, hard driving campaign not only to take all of the benefits that were gained
in the reduction of federal taxes but to reach far beyond
that.
There was a time when it was acknowledged that 50%
as much profit for theatres compared with film rental was
fair and equitable. "Would that those days might return!"
Today the margin of profit on a successful box office attraction isso thin that these margins are completely absorbed by the average pictures that only gross a normal
week's business.
So we now find ourselves reduced to the fact that if it
were not for our side lines and concessions and our extracurricular activities, we would show an actual red figure
in operation.
I have read with great interest Al Lichtman's thoughtful idea of arbitrating those small customers whose film
rental is in excess of $50.00 per film. My answer to that is
that it is a step in the right direction, but I personally
never felt that I needed arbitration. But I do need — and
need badly — the consideration that was formerly extended
to exhibitors, and a decision on the part of distribution and
production to stand shoulder to shoulder again and allow
us a standard profit on the outstanding attractions to help
offset the others so that, in the final analysis, we have a
successful business.
Today, almost every feature attraction that shows any
efforts beyond normal immediately goes into the 90-10
after-house-expense bracket, the 70-30-10 bracket with a
minimum of 50%, if they can get it, or a flat 50% basis.
(Continued on Page 10)
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During the 1932 debacle— and by that I mean the bankrupcy days of great circuits — under the rule of 77B, many
out-of-reach theatre leases were cancelled and renegotiated
on a minimum guarantee against percentage. We in Texas
are in that category. Leases that formerly earned $156,000
a year were reduced to $48,000 against 15%, and now, after
after 20-odd years, have only regained on a sliding scale
about 55 or 60% of the former guarantee, yet distribution
asks us to pay them 50-, 60-, or 70%, the landlord 15% and
operate on the balance — and it takes no mathematician to
realize that this does not add up.
The saturation point has been more than reached, and
an understanding is going to have to come out of the negotiations before too long that will give honest exhibitors
an opportunity to file their expenses and then operate on
the basis that will leave them a fair share of the amusement dollar for their efforts. By this I do not mean anything like the ratio that existed 20 years ago, but a minimum ratio of profit as evidenced by other commercial institutions.
Frankly, I hesitated a long time before writing this because I personally have enjoyed splendid relations with
almost every sales chief of every major company and every
company of any type. I have at all times been willing to
consider their unusual problems, and now the time is here
when they must consider mine. It is no fun to realize that
you have gone beyond the saturation point and that your
very existence as a company is in danger, but such is the
fact.
There are men of great moral and mental fibre in distribution and production, and they must find a way and a
solution and a plan that will be fair to them and fair to
their customers. I am sure it can be done.
*

H

#
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MITCHELL WOLFSON
JT ometco Theatres. Miami. Florida

The article in the May 2nd Film BULLETIN issue
covers the subject pretty well. There is little I can add
except one basic axiom. I believe that most of our exhibitor problems are brought about by us, the exhibitors. I
write that because when an exhibitor has average intelligence, average intestinal fortitude and does not have to
bid, he is getting by fairly well.
The big problem is in most medium and large cities
where we have ruinous bidding competition. Small houses
and or badly located theatres on side streets make fantastic bids. The prior first run houses eventually meet and
surpass these bids. These small houses raise their sights
and this spiral continues until all exhibitors start screaming, not about one another raising their own film rental,
but about the distributor. Wouldn't you take the higher
terms if you were a distributor? Especially when there is
a good chance of a million dollar or more lawsuit if they
don't take this "gravy train"?
Page 10
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Naturally these 50, 60 and 70% film bids raise the sigr
of the distributor and the whole territory around the bi
ding city has thrust on it an elevated, unreasonable hi;
film rental . This same situation probably exists in eve
one of the good markets in the U.S.A. and it is rapid
spreading to the surrounding cities and neighborhoods.
I believe that most high film rentals are caused main
by exhibitors themselves, notwithstanding the fact that t
distributors aid and abet this with evident relish. What
the answer? Perhaps arbitration ! This may be hard to b V
lieve, but in my opinion, the solution must be found amoi
and by the exhibitors. We will never find a solution offer
by the distributors. And in my opinion, film rentals w It
probably go up even higher until we exhibitors find
solution.
I don't believe the distributors want to put the exhil
tors, their customers, out of business. Naturally they wa I
to get more than a good return, as we exhibitors do, b t
they are riding a "gravy train" based on what I have stati
above : bids which are continually mounting, ever highf
causing film rentals to be paid by exhibitors that a
eventually lead to ruin for exhibitor and distributor.

'H/io
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Attitude

MARC J. WOLF
} & If Management Corp., Indianapolis. Indiana
As an exhibitor, I cannot understand the motivation fc
today's excessive film rentals. I hesitate to think that di:
tribution would like to see many more theatres closed, y<
they must realize that theatres will continue to close i
long as present conditions continue.
The distributors must realize that it is practically in
possible to show a profit unless we can buy our film mor
reasonably. They must realize that we need more picture
and at lower rentals if we are to continue to operate ou
theatres.
The evident "who cares" attitude on the part of mos
distribution companies has me bewildered. I cannot se
any thought being given to the future in the method
being employed today.
*

Scarcity

*
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Is the Problem
SIDNEY B. LUST

Sidney Lust Theatres, Washington, D. C.
Regarding
think
of it I seetoday's
red. film pricing policies . . . every time
There is absolutely no doubt that the New York Horn
Office policy boys have pulled out all stops to get th
last dollar for their product. From the attitude of th
salesmen or branch managers, it would appear that the]
are less likely to be criticized for not selling a picture thai
for accepting a deal that is not strictly "policy".
A week doesn't go by that one company or anothe:
comes up with a new method of trying to get more per

□DAY
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FILM

PRICING

POLICIES

ntage for the same gross. Today I had a certain comny's assistant manager present a "scale" which he had
irked out for several of my theatres. When I called his
:ention to the fact that his pictures would have to earn
tter than 35% for me to break even, he blithely remarked
at he couldn't be concerned with whether I lost money
not. Needless to say, I didn't accept his "scale" nor buy
» product.
The answers to this whole problem of unfair film prices
the scarcity of supply. If and when a sufficient amount
product becomes available again, we will see this price
:uation straighten itself out.
*

*

*

certain that no distribution head or president of a film company want to be responsible for putting his customer out
of business and will do anything economically sound to
prevent a theatre closing because of film rental.
The mechanism can and should be set up to bring this
about. It is not difficult to do. All we need is a little faith
and respect of the other people in the business. I sincerely
hope the round table discussion will bring about a constructive and economically sound program for all concerned.
*

*

*
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E. D. MARTIN, President
Theatre Owners of Ameriea. Inc.. New York. A. } .
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MYRON N. BLANK
Central States Theatre Corp., Des Moines, Iowa
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I want to congratulate you on the unusually fine and inlligent job you did on the article "Film Pricing Policies".
Personally, I don't feel there is anything complex or
lusual about our business regarding film pricing that
.n't be resolved. It should be done and must be done beuse tempers are growing short and the breech between
:hibitors and distribution is growing wider and wider.
Every film man I have talked with in the past few
onths, and I am referring to local branch managers and
visional managers of the various film companies, has
•eat concern about the bitterness that exists in our busi;ss between buyer and seller Most of the distributors,
id I am not referring to the sales managers or presidents
the companies, refer to their National Sales Policies
id, without exception, they have all agreed that if they
ere allowed to treat each situation on its own they would
•oduce more film rental for their companies and leave the
j:hibitors happier. Economically, sales should be made on
te ability of the exhibitor to pay and not on any National
lies Policy.
The sales manager of a major company recited figures of
leir experience when they gave local autonomy to their
•anch manager on accounts of $100 per picture, or less,
his information was given in confidence so I am not in a
Dsition to quote the company. The results were that the
ile per unit was lower but more sales were made and the
/erall gross was greater from these accounts. The cominy also made a savings of an estimated $4,000,000 a year
r\y having the accounts removed from New
andled directly in the local exchanges.

tween distribution and exhibition for these accounts. I feel

York and

Personally, I think all companies should have enough
jnfidence in their manpower to approve contracts of acpunts that produce $200 or less per picture. If their men
:e not capable to handle this then the proper man should
i e put in his place.
In order to avoid the ambitious local manager from "rid; lg herd" on the short product market there should be arlitration of film rental on these accounts, or at least a coniliation board that could bring about a fair division be-

I read with interest the debate on film pricing policies
between an average exhibitor and distributor. The article
is certainly a first in the industry press and the Film
BULLETIN is to be congratulated in presenting the question pro and con in such a forthright and factual manner.
The exhibitor fairly well presented exhibition's thinking
and problems and the distributor, in my opinion, gave the
usual answers we have been hearing for year. I don't
think he clarified or answered the exhibitors questions, but
dodged the issues in most cases and answered with a question or an attack on exhibition.

Formula
far
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COLONEL H. A. COLE
Allied Theatre Owners of Texas. Dallas, Texas
I have the issue of your paper of May 2nd and I note the
"straw man" exhibitor-and-distributor and the debate you
have fathered covering the controversial subject of film
pricing policies.
I wish I were younger
down-hearted in regard to
its future. I hardly think
are a number of matters in

and more virile and also less
the motion picture business and
it would do any good but there
this debate which arouse my ire.

In the first place, the exhibitor's claim that the distributors are artifically restricting product, I don't believe will
hold water. The distributors, as I see it, have found the
perfect formula for making more profit than they have
ever had in their lives before. They have discovered a formula by which they don't need to own theatres, they do
not have to have that huge investment nor do they have
any of the hazards of the operation of the theatres : they
merely siphon off all the profits (and something besides)
without any of the hazard whatsoever. Cynically speaking, why should they worry about the 8,000 or 10,000 theatres which are probably headed for extinction? That, I
believe, is their attitude and I find no argument against it
as long as they refuse to see that the extinction of these
10,000 theatres means the extinction of the whole industry;
(Continued on Page 12)
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with individuals who refuse to face an inargue
so, why evitable
future !
On Page 2 your distributor straw man makes the point
that the exhibitor seeks to put the onus on the distributor,
but that if the exhibitor would exert sufficient "showmanship to extend his runs" he can take up the slack and
lessen the numerical demand. For anyone who is familiar
with this industry in its lower echelon, that is about the
silliest point that I have ever heard. The exhibitor has
found through trial and error over a period of many, many
years what the limitations are on his playtime. Very ocar picture will live up to the predica
casional y particul
tions and to its greatest possibilities but that is one in a
hundred. I am just running "A Man Called Peter" and
gave it an extra day playtime with excellent results but I
did that because, with the class of picture and with my
people, I knew it would stand it. I can not do that consistently even with the biggest and best of our productions
today; so, the argument that your distributor friend makes
does not apply in any sense to the 10,000 theatres to which
I refer except in one case out of a hundred. To sum that
point up : the exhibitor does not dissipate valuable product,
he needs pictures too badly himself.
On Page 9 your distributor friend makes the point that
the exhibitor exponent in his argument seems to have the
mistaken idea that the film companies, because "they are
making a real dollar since war years, have some kind of a
MORAL obligation to take money out of their pockets
and give it to the exhibitor". That is also a very silly,
shallow thought. The distributor is entitled to a legitimate
return and a legitimate profit; there is no reason in the
world why he shouldn't get all of that and at the same time
service the 10,000 exhibitors to whom I refer.
Of these 10,000 theatres of which I speak, there are at
least 5,000 of them who are in the very lowest bracket. I
think Mr. Sindlinger in his report called attention to the
fact that there are 5,400 theatres in the United States that
are grossing less than $450. per week. What has the distributor friend to say to that? Are these the men who are
spending their winters in Florida? One of these exhibitors
was in my office just last week — a small 300-seat theatre in
a town of 1,100 population grossing an average of probably
$250 per week. Is there not an obligation on the INDUSTRY, which without a nickel's extra expense could keep
that theatre in business?
Somewhere in your discussion (I can't put my finger on
it this moment) the distributor representative refers to the
fact that they frequently have to sell their pictures at a
loss. Now, that's one for the book ! Someone has very correctly said that "figures don't lie but liars do figure"! Now,
while I do not accuse this distributor representative of lying, Ido accuse him of a high degree of stupidity and misinformation. Ihave heard figures called by distributor
representatives quite frequently and I know just how they
talk. They have some very thorough figures to prove that
a picture served at $12.50 to an exhibitor cost money to the
distributor himself. Nuts! They go on to prove this by
saying that they make so many shipments a week; that
Page 12
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their local exchange expense is so-and-so; and that, then
fore, it costs them $14.02 or words to that effect, to mak
any shipment. On the basis of computation, Macy and Cc
couldn't afford to sell a spool of threat for 10c or 15c. Sue
computation is ridiculous ! Any merchandising expert wi
tell you that transaction costs are on a percentage basi
and not on a flat sum basis; so, therefore, Macy, since h
sells a 10c spool of thread, figures up a 30% cost of dis
tribution for sale and is left with a net 7c profit. Similar!
the value of the film itself and its original cost in handli
logically should be distributed: theoretically, the 1st, 2n
3rd and up to the 50th run would probably take over 95^1
of the film cost and subsequent runs thereafter a widel
declining figure; the last run being left with 1% or 2% foj
amortization purposes. The same scale of declining amo
tization also applies to prints.
No, if the film companies had any honesty in their i
tent or any knowledge of the ordinary common bookkee
ing in their cosmos, they would find there is also a gol
mine in the smaller subsequent runs all over the Unite
States and this would apply down to the smallest joint i
the smallest community. The fact is, of course, as state
above, that the film companies have found this perfect s<
lution for making plenty of money and carrying the indus
try down the road to ruin, happily seeing only the quid
buck and not perceiving the inevitable disaster facin
them.
There's one fundamental thing to which I would like t
call your attention. The exhibitor who keeps first-clasi
books or even intelligentaly analyzes what he has can lool
at a very unhappy fact. If his books — or even memorand;
— show that his house expense, their overhead as it
called, is 68% of his gross receipts, how in the hell can h
reconcile himelf to paying 40% or 50% for any picture?
face that very situation myself so I know what I'm talking
about.

If the distributors are honestly desirous of saving thq f
large group of exhibitors to which I refer for the mora
and economic welfare of the industry as a whole, a simpk
straightforward formula could easily be devised and put
into effect. In your debate the distributor representativ*
referred sneeringly to the fact that exhibitors would nevei
give them an honest statement of operating expense. Thai
gets me really hot under the collar. For ten year or mor(
when such figures covering my own operation have beer
questioned by various distributors I have made each and i\
every one of them a proposition that I would pay the ex- I
pense of a simple audit of my operation to verify my
figures. Such audits may be made by an independent CPA.
In each and every case when this has happened — and it
has happened dozens of times — they have shied away from
it. Why? The only reason I can see is that they don't
want to know the truth. They would rather make silly
claims and get extortionate film rentals than to accept
those figures, which of course they would have to accept
then, if their own auditor found them true.
In such negotiations when my cost of operation has become a point they object to the whole thing in a vague
sort of way and, sometimes specifically, they will object to
one or two items. The usual item of that nature is the one'
of depreciation; and God knows if exhibitors knew what
(Continued on Page 18)
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"Mr. Roberts"

Topflight movie of the great comedy stage hit. Loaded with
laughs. Good marquee names, broad base of popular elements— humor, pathos — assure sock b.o. in all situations.
Warner Bros, have a sure winner in "Mr. Roberts." The
screen version of the immensely successful Broadway
show has all the humor and power of the original — plus.
Producer Leland Hayward, who did the play, has displayed the same fine hand in making this CinemaScopicWarnerColored movie version. Henry Fonda, recreating
his original title role is just about perfect (this will be a
performance to be remembered when Oscar time rolls
around). The fine supporting cast is first-rate, with James
Cagney, William Powell, and Jack Lemmon all impressing.
The latter, especially, is terrific as goldbricking Ensign
Pulver. This film is loaded with audience appeal — the
story is warm, touching, and believable, and is filled with
the kind of earthy, uproarious humor that will infect everyone. Behind its humorous facade is the pathos and deep
human significance that made the original so memorable.
Directors John Ford and Mervyn LeRoy have done a skillful job indeed in integrating the comedy and human elements. They make "Roberts" click all the way down the
line. It is certainly one of the outstanding comedies of all
times, and will pull in big grosses in all situations. Wellknown story, episodic in character, revolves about a ship
in World War II, the USS Reluctant, that is going no

place, and its crew. Fonda, ship's cargo officer, is popular
with the crew, and a particular friend of doc William
Powell. Fonda yearns for action, but his requests for
transfer are turned down by Captain Cagney, who is a
phoney and needs Fonda's skill to keep everything going.
When navy nurses are sighted on a nearby island Lemmon
goes ashore and dates Betsy Palmer. One amusing incident after another highlights the story — the nurses' trip
aboard, the captain's palm tree, Fonda's agreement with
Cagney to "stay in his place" if the men are to have "liberty." The crew finally succeeds in getting Fonda's transfer
through. Some time later, when Lemmon receives word
that Fonda has been killed, he is inspired to become the
kind of cargo officer that Fonda had been.
Warner Bros. 123 minutes. Henry Fonda, James Cagney, William Powell, Jack
Lemmon,
Palmer. Produced by Leland Hayward. Directed by John Ford
and
MervynBetsy
LeRoy.

"The

Sea Chase"

Star names will earn higher rating in first-runs. Cool wordof-mouth will retard business in subsequents. Overlong story
has telling weaknesses. Exploitation of pursuit at sea will
help in action spots.
This is about a sea chase which, with minor interruptions, lasts for the better part of two hours. It is a rather
trying chase to watch; the picture is simply too long to
support the confused, wordy script and the pedestrian direction. And the photography, abetted by CinemaScope
and WarnerColor— an integral part of the film — fails to
take up the lag. Except for occasionally good sea shots, it
is curiously unimaginative and provides little variety as
John Wayne's ship races across the world's oceans. The
Page 14
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Wayne-Lana Turner names, plus Tab Hunter, are certair
ly the film's chief selling-point, and should carry it to fairl
good grosses generally, but their performances leave muc
to be desired. Exploitation of the "sea chase" will registdLdt,?1
in the action market. Wayne plays a German naval office si
in command of a freighter in 1939. To prevent imprison; sspetf
ment as an opponent of the Nazis, he must keep his shi
afloat. Lana Turner, a German spy, who has failed on
mission to marry British officer David Farrar, come
aboard Wayne's ship. Farrar, who knows nothing of Turn
er's spy status, thinks Wayne has turned her against hirr.
and determines to pursue Wayne until he captures hirr.
Story then describes the trials of the chase, with Wayne'
ship low on fuel and food. Wayne continues to elude hi W
pursuer, as he and Turner fall in love. Successful in thei
flight from Australia all the way to Norway, Wayne an< "
Turner finally go down with the ship when it is fired 01
off the coast of Norway, but the ship's log records Wayne'
high purposes and innocence of murders he had been ac
cused of, committed by Nazi first-mate Lyle Bettger.
Warner Bros. 117 minutes. John Wayne, Lana Turner, David Farrar, Lyle Bettger
Tab Hunter. Produced and directed by John Farrow.

"Love
gu4CHC44

Me

Or Leave

Kate*?

Me"

OOOO

One of the year's big money films. Musical-drama biograph)
of singer Ruth Etting will roll up high grosses in general situ
ations. Fine music, production values, good marquee name; fee
— all backed by strong advertising material.
Based on the career of singer Ruth Etting, this musical
melodrama of the tough '20s is sock entertainment foi
mass audiences. In CinemaScope and Eastman Color, it is
eye-filling, colorful, exciting to watch. The musical score"
is topnotch, with such favorites as "Love Me or Leave
Me," "Mean to Me," and "You Made Me Love You" featured. As a story of the conflict of two personalities — Miss
Etting and Marty Snyder (The Gimp), played by Doris i
Day and Jimmy Cagney — the film is somewhat less sue- j
cessful than its musical setting, yet it carries plenty of im
pact. There is plenty of action, much humor and somi
very moving scenes. Cagney is his old tough self as the
racketeer who gave Ruth Etting her first chance at fame,
then tormented her until she left him. As the singer, Miss
Day is fine. Joe Pasternak's production is first-class and
King Vidor's direction is hard-hitting. Cagney, small-time '
Chicago racketeer of the 1920's, discovers Day as a "dime- il
a-dance" hostess, realizes her talents and decides to get her
to the top as a singer, first introducing her to night-club
owner Tom Tully. Increasingly Cagney commands a
strange force over Day, and she can never reject him, al- ,
though he is cruel and obnoxious.
She meets pianist
Cameron Mitchell, but her interest in him is deterred by
Cagney's presence. As she becomes a star, she eventually
submits to Cagney and marries him and is made miserable.
Later she again meets Mitchell in Hollywood, while making a movie, and decides to divorce Cagney after a violent
fight. Cagney shoots and wounds Mitchell. Bailed out by
his ex-wife, Cagney goes to his new night club, and finds
Day there singing, as a last gesture of repayment for the
help he had given her.
MGM. 122 minutes. Doris Day, James Cagney, Cameron Mitchell, Robert Keith,
Tom Tully. Directed by Charles Vidor. Produced by Joe Pasternak.

"Ain't Misbehavin"
GccUteM, Rati*? GOO
iqht, gay musical, strong on visual effects and light-heartiness. Wonderful stuff for the younger set. Boxoffice
rospects good generally, except for action houses.
y This happy musical from Universal will delight moviegoers seeking relaxing entertainment. Plenty of visual ap1 eal, with Technicolor revealing the charms of Piper
.aurie and Mamie Van Doren to good advantage, overj nadow some pretty routine dialogue. But on the whole,
le proceedings are perky and bright enough to make any!ne happy, especially on a hot summer day. Musical score
; good with a couple of catchy production numbers — the
[ Dixie Mambo" and "I Love That Rickey Tickey Tickey,"
nd Misses Laurie and Van Doren sing and dance plealantly. The 81 minutes running time is just right for what
\l: offers; it doesn't drag, and that's a virtue. Plot has fabuIjjusly wealthy Rory Calhoun falling in love with nightlub entertainer Laurie (Van Doren is her chorus-girl
,riend). At first, Piper is out to get his money, but soon is
Hi love herself. Married, despite the warnings of Calhoun's
■ress-agent, Jack Carson, the trouble begins soon enough,
ieginald Gardiner, Calhoun's play-boy cousin, tries to
civilize" Laurie, and socialite Barbara Britton tries to
ireak up the marriage. She nearly succeeds, but divorce
iroceedings are halted in time.
I niversal. 81 minutes. Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie. Jack Carson, Mamie Van
[I yoren,
Reginald
Edward
Buzzell.Gardiner, Barbara Britton. Produced by Samuel Marx. Directed

"That Lady"
Satinet* RctftKf O O
Moderately engrossing historical drama best suited for class
louses. Lack of action will retard it in general market. De
Havilland name should attract fern trade. CinemaScope
jives it a lift. Needs strong exploitation.
This adventure drama of court intrigue and romance in
16th century Spain, adapted from Kate O'Brien's bestseller, should satisfy audiences who appreciate period fare.
Produced in Spain by Atlanta Productions, it bears the
stamp of authenticity. CinemaScope and Color by Deluxe
nake it pictorially effective, despite the sombre air that
oervades most of the film. Lacking action and heavy with
:alk, "That Lady" nevertheless manages to hold the speccator's attention by good character projection, which is
abetted by the work of a first-rate cast, headed by Olivia
de Havilland and Gilbert Roland. Best suited for class
audiences, this requires strong exploitation effort in the
general situations. King Philip II of Spain (Paul ScoSeld) brings widowed Olivia de Havilland back to court
life in Madrid, where he had once loved her. Soon after
returning, she becomes romantically involved with ScoSeld's secretary of state, Gilbert Roland. When a political
murder occurs, Scofield sees a chance to implicate Roland
and get him out of the way. De Havilland protests and is
put in prison along with Roland. When Scofield realizes
his error, he releases her, and Roland escapes. In a brief
rendezvous, de Havilland, sick from her imprisonment and
knowing she is soon to die, sends Roland away with her
young son, and dies happy in their safe escape.

tOth Century-Fox. 100 minutes. Olivia de Havilland, Gilbert Roland Paul Scoleld. Produced by Sy Bartlett. Directed by Terence Young.

"Soldier of Fortune"
Su4iKC44 ^OttKf O O

O

Surefire adventure-romance drama, with exotic settings and
strong Gable-Hayward combo. Effective action footage in
CinemaScope and love story will carry film to good b.o.
generally.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward, and adventure in the
exotic setting of Hong Kong make this film a definite click
for mass audiences. What the story lacks in originality it
more than makes up in hard-hitting adventure, fast-moving
action and torrid romance. All in all, this 20th-Fox offering emerges as a rather slick and classy movie, ideal escapist fare. Location photography, in CinemaScope and De
Luxe color, is quite good, the Hong Kong streets and
waters ring of authenticity, and the whole is impressively
colorful. Pace is good, story moves without interruptions,
maintaining interest. Gable, the "soldier of fortune," is
still the "king" in this kind of melodramatic material — he
can't be fautled — and Miss Hayward is appealing. Director
Edward Dmytryk keeps the large cast well in hand, and
the action footage sharp and pointed. Hayward arrives in
Hong Kong trying to find photographer husband Gene
Barry, who had disappeared while working on an assignment. She is told by British officer Michael Rennie that
Gable, influential and a suspected smuggler, may be able
to help. Gable falls in love with Hayward soon after meeting her and resolves to get Barry, detained as a prisoner in
Chinese territory, back to safety. In a series of exciting
action scenes, Gable brings off the escape, returning Barry
to Hayward. Barry, though, has decided that work comes
before marriage, and Hayward remains with Gable in
Hong Kong.
20th Century-Fox. 96 minutes. Clark Gable, Susan Hayward, Michael Rennie,
Gene Barry. Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.
"Angela"

"Scouted^

"Rating O O
Minor suspense melodrama only mildly effective. Belongs in
lower slot on dual bills. Best for action market.
Mildly engrossing, low-budget, suspense melodrama will
satisfy only action fans. The murder yarn taxes credulity
and fails to establish logical motivation. However, director-actor Dennis O'Keefe manages to keep events moving
fast enough to hold one's interest. Filmed in Italy, it has
an authentic atmosphere pictorially. Mara Lane, billed as
England's Marilyn Monroe, is exciting to watch and acquits herself capably as the femme fatale. O'Keefe, American car salesman in Rome, strikes up a romance with Lane,
when she comes to buy a car for her boss. One night,
Lane summons O'Keefe to her apartment, where he finds
her employer dead of a heart attack. O'Keefe agrees to
help get rid of the body and soon finds himself in a great
deal of trouble. When Lane's husband, Rossano Brazzi,
suddently appears and tries to implicate O'Keefe in the
death, O'Keefe kills him and gets rid of the two bodies.
Discovery of the corpses leads police to accuse O'Keefe.
He turns to Lane, for support of his story, but she keeps
silent. In swift conclusion, O'Keefe escapes from the police
and forces a confession from Lane, who shoots him (but
not fatally) before the police arrive to capture her.
20th Century-Fox release. Patria Pictures Corp. production. 81 minutes. Dennis
O'Keefe, Mara Lane. Directed by Dennis O'Keefe. Steven Pallos, producer.
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TOA-ALLIED joint committee, holding
its own semi-round table conference in
New York, followed its one successful
distributor discussion (with 20th CenturyFox) with the word that it would seek to
set up meetings with other distributors,
particularly Paramount and Warners.
20th-Fox was represented at the conference by president Spyros Skouras, William G. Gehring and other company distribution executives. Since Al Lichtman
is ill on the West Coast, Skouras told the
exhibitor leaders that changes in policy
will have to await his return, but he
promised that some relief will be forthcoming. "We were elated that we met
with a united group representing the two
important exhibitor organizations in the
United States," Skouras declared. "We
were greatly impressed with the manner
in which they presented their problems
and in the utmost sincerity demonstrated.
They seek a better industry, a prosperous
industry, not only for one group, but for
all of its integral parts — exhibition, production and distribution." The Allied
board passed a resolution which nullifies
any prospect of a merger with TOA, at
least for the present time.

ERIC JOHNSTON, obviously spurred
by recent criticism of the Production
Code Administration (particularly by the
Legion of Decency), called a press conference in Hollywood to express his confidence in the PCA and administrator
Geoffrey Shurlock. The MPA president
declared the code was being administered
in the same careful manner as always, it
remains a valuable asset to the industry
in this country and throughout the world,
and, Johnston asserted, "We do not feel
that it is necessary to make concessions
to any group." Commenting on recent
criticism pertaining to violence in films,
Johnston said it was precipitated because
of the large number of violent features
which went into release during a short
period of time. It was reported that Shurlock has already contacted studio heads
in relation to the matter, and the public's
reaction will be considered in future production.
0

WARNER

LICHTMAN
AL LICHTMAN, who has proposed that
distribution arbitrate rentals of $50 per
picture or less, received the commendation of the Southern California Theatre
Owners Association in a letter from the
chairman Harry C. Arthur, Jr. which
stated: "At a Board of Directors meeting,
a motion was made, seconded and unanimously carried, expressing commendation
to you for your step in the right direction
in advocating arbitration of rentals of $50
per picture or less. We, of the Southern
California Theatre Owners Association,
are deeply appreciative of your consideration and sincerely feel that this is a good
beginning and one that, if adopted by all
film companies, will be of material assistance in quieting some of the unrest in our
industry. We believe that the incorporation of this method of selling by the sales
personnel of your company, and we hope
by all companies, will tend to create a
greater latitude for the smaller accounts."
0
SPYROS P. SKOURAS told 20th-Fox
stockholders that company 1955 profits
will top 1954's $3.04 per share, despite a
first quarter set-back. He said
that the company's earnings by
the end of June should be between $1.25 and $1.30 a share,
compared with $1.17 last year.
The relatively poor returns
stemmed from the fact that only
four features were released in the
quarter, one of which was a b.o.
disappointment, the company
president said. To correct this
condition, four to six pictures
will be held in reserve. At right
is Donald A. Henderson, secretary and treasurer.
[MORE on Page 20]

JACK L. WARNER advocated a Pulitzer Prize for screen writers in a letter to
John H. Hohenberg, secretary of the Advisory Board on Pulitzer Prizes. He
based his suggestion on the fact that
screen writing is an art which reaches
more people than any other form of creative writing. "Any motion picture worth
its salt is seen by upwards of thirty million people," said the Warner Bros, vicepresident and production chief.
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their depreciation was — honestly and equitably figured —
most of them would have closed up shop years ago! The
distributor representative again sneeringly refers to the
rundown and obsolete theatres. I grant him some justification for that attitude; but on the other hand I would call
attention to the fact that those theatres are obsolete and
run down because they have been unable, under the film
pricing terms, to set up reserves to amortize this item.
They just don't make profits, nor do they even have their
amortization taken care of for obsolescence and depreciation. Ido not believe that your distributor friend can honestly and intelligently answer that situation.
I did not intend to write at this length. I do not want to
get into a debate with anybody. There are some film companies that are making honest deals with me and "permitting" me to make a small profit. I think I am probably the
exception; and know the rule because I hear of too, too
many who are "eating up their capital" by depreciation
and just letting their operations die on the vine.

"Live
mid
Let
Live9
BENJAMIN BERGER, President
North Central Allied Independent Theatre Owners, Inc.
Just returned yesterday from a trip to California and
Denver and found the Film BULLETIN of May 2nd.
Greatly due to television and high admission prices, motion picture patrons are presently very selective. The top
motion pictures are what the patrons want to see and if
the exhibitor does not bring in those top pictures, he may
as well close up the theatre. This means that the exhibitor
must buy the top pictures in order to keep the theatre open
and to satisfy his community.
Aware of this situation and knowing that they have the
exhibitor over a barrel on the desired top pictures, the distributors inaugurated a 50% policy for all classes of theatres. This is the crux of the argument and the cry from
the small town and sub-suburban situations. Every showman knows that a small grossing theatre with the present
high operating cost can't possibly pay 50% and break even,
forgetting the fact that the exhibitor must make a substantial profit from the top pictures because he is losing on the
secondary pictures. The demand for 50% in the above described theatres means one of two things — either the film
companies are unaware of the situation or they have a premeditated plan to put these theatres out of business.
In agreeing with the TOA and Allied committees to call
for a round table conference with the presidents of the film
companies, I had only one thought in mind ; namely, that
if the presidents were apprised of the situation, they would
immediately change their sales policies in order to allow
these exhibitors to stay in business and thereby keep millions of patrons from being deprived of seeing some of the
top motion pictures released.
To cite one case which is indicative of what is presently
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taking place — one lady exhibitor from a South Dakotc
town of 600 population, with tears in her eyes, told me sh<

\

recently had to buy "White Christmas" at 50% and th<
largest ptoss she could possibly have for Sunday-Mondaj
would be $150.00. Anyone in show business knows thai
this exhibitor will surely lose money on the engagement
This is what makes the exhibitor bitter, and the exhibi
tors through their leaders will do everything in their poweA
to defend their life savings.
Films should be sold on an incentive plan and not or
what I call the "decentive" plan which is presently prac
ticed. An exhibitor doesn't dare to spend $50.00 extra or
advertising because if he does $100.00 more in receipts, it nt
means the exhibitor gets nothing. Consequently, all show
manship is being paralyzed.

In conclusion, I feel that the following sales policy mus f
be inaugurated if our industry is to survive. Namely, film
companies should see to it that every motion picture thea- 1
tre in the land is able to buy all of the top pictures on their
it
ability to pay, which philosophy made this business sue- 1
cessful. Every theatre that does under $1,000 gross weekly
should be able to buy without percentage and without any
phony flat rental demands. An arbitration set-up should
be established where the exhibitor can arbitrate anything,
including film rental. Speaking for myself only, I would
be willing to accept that we arbitrate film rentals where an
exhibitor does under $1,000 weekly gross.
As chairman of the Allied EDC Committee, I pledge to
do everything in my power to bring about the above suggested changes, which policy would be beneficial to distributors aswell as exhibitors. I wish to repeat what many
exhibitors have stated on convention floors — that we would
rather be reeulated by Uncle Sam than be regulated by the
film companies.
I hope and pray that the distributors will change their
sales policies from the practice of "get all you can" to the
practice of "live and let live."

Ashs

Flexible

Polieies

R. M. KENNEDY
Alabama Theatres Association. Birmingham. Alabama
Regarding the present film pricing by the various distributors .. . For whatever it is worth, my position is that
the big mistake has always been made by New York in
setting a definite policy on one picture for all theatres, regardless of the type of theatre or the size of town. I contend that it is a mistake for a New York distributor to tell
its branches that they must get 40% or 50% for a certain
picture
sense. wherever it is sold. That just doesn't make any
As an illustration, if a certain picture can go into the
Alabama Theatre, Birmingham, which seats 2,500 and
which is a well operated, fine place of intertainment, its
potential on the week in gross can well be $15,000.00; but
if this picture should play in one of the other downtown
theatres, chances are it would play a week in a theatre
which would seat no more than 900 and its potential on

TODAY'S

FILM

PRICING

POLICIES

he week perhaps be about half of that of the Alabama
Theatre, or even less than half. Of course, it can be argued
hat the picture would be held over in the smaller theatre
.nd that its potential would, therefore, increase, but I am a
.trong believer in getting the money quick and I do not
eel that a picture has the opportunity in a smaller theatre
hat it would have in a larger Alabama Theatre. It would
lot have the prestige behind it, it would not have the
noney spent on advertising and it would not have the
■ecognition which it would be entitled to. I do not operate
:he Alabama Theatre and I am in no way connected with
ts operation.
Take, again, another example. In a small town of no
more than say 5,000 to 10,000 population, there is definitely
a limit as to the number of days a picture can run. The
Idistributors are now demanding four and five days playing
time on given pictures in these small towns at the same
terms that they are getting in the larger towns and the
( smaller towns, some of them at least, certainly do not have
the potential that the distributors expect of them. For a
distributor to sit in New York and say that a certain picture must play in, say, the Jasper Theatre, at Jasper, Alabama, four or five days at 50% film rental, shows a complete lack of knowledge of this situation. Jasper is a coal
mining town, which means that it is almost a ghost town
and when a picture plays there three days, it certainly
played its limit. New York does not understand that and
neither does New York understand why any consideration
should be given to any town or theatre in a distress area,
so the 50% applies. The net result is that only those pictures which are known to be very big at the box office are
booked and played at Jasper and many of them are completely passed up. We operate the Jasper Theatre.
Take still another example as being in contradistinction
to the New York policy of setting firm terms on pictures
and letting it go at that. We operate the first run theatre
in Elizabethton, Tennessee, a town of approximately 10,000 population. This town is situated exactly six miles
from Johnson City, Tennessee, which is just about three
times as large. There is, according to the distributors, no
clearance between the two towns but I submit that it is
absolutely impossible for us to get prints on any of the
new big pictures to play in our Bonnie Kate Theatre, at
Elizabethton, Tennessee, ahead of either of the first run
theatres in Johnson City, with the net result that we are
relegated to following Johnson City on all attractions,
which means of course that we are sub run. To aggravate
the situation, the Johnson City theatres place newspaper
ads on big attractions in our newspaper advertising pictures to play at Johnson City several weeks before they
are booked at Elizabethton. "A Man Called Peter" played
Johnson City two weeks ahead of Elizabethton, Tennessee,
and there was a newspaper ad in the Elizabethton Star advertising the engagement of "A Man Called Peter" in the
Majestic Theatre, Johnson City. My office if more than
six miles from my home and certainly it isn't too much to
expect people to drive six miles from Elizabethton to
Johnson City to see big pictures if they can see them there
several weeks before they can see them at their own theatre at Elizabethton. Despite these facts, New York proclaims that the pictures, if they are to play first run at

Elizabethton, go in under the same terms and conditions as
they go into Johnson City and, so far, they have not seen
fit to concede that Elizabethton is playing them second or
sub run, so the New York policy is here as fallacious as it
is in some of the other spots.
I could cite many other cases where it is unfair to set a
firm policy on a picture and let it go at that. They are too
numerous to mention.
As far as the distributors and their pricing are concerned, however, outside of the set policy, I think that both
the distributor and the exhibitor, generally speaking, are
at fault. The exhibitor should pass up more pictures when
he thinks they are not priced right and I don't see many of
them doing that. The distributor, on the other hand, is
perhaps making a mistake in pricing some theatres out of
business. That is happening, you know. The distributor
loses as theatres fold up and I know of many small towns
where there are no theatres operating any more and some
where the theatre is on the brink of disaster and may fold
at any time. Of course, it is a good policy for the distributor to get as much out of a film as he can get, as long as he
gets it, but when he drives an exhibitor out of business
then he isn't getting it.
#
*
*
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T. C. BAKER
Madison Theatre Co., Madison, Indiana
I have been in theatre operation for twenty years. Prior
to that I sold film for one of the leading distributors for
fifteen years. I know something about the problems on
both sides of the fence.
As I see it the whole trouble is the distrust the exhibitors and distributors have for each other. There is not
enough of dealing with ALL the cards on top of the table.
There are some bad boys on both sides of the fence and
they contaminate the entire industry. My experience has
been, at least in most cases, when I am in trouble on film
prices, if I lay all my grosses on top of the table, I get a
fair deal. The distributor can see what my problem is and
will go along. If I withhold flat grosses he is afraid I have
made more than I am entitled to and will not go along.
Here in Florida I have a very small town. T. V. hit us
recently and we are in trouble. We installed CinemaScope
and the distributors wanted more money for film which I
could not pay. One of the distributors told me to go ahead
and play several of their pictures, give them the grosses
and they would make me a deal that would be satisfactory
to me. After playing 14 pictures they gave me what I
asked for. It is true the distributors are asking for too
many high percentage pictures. We have just played a
couple 50 percent pictures and our loss was almost as much
as their film rental. We are going to discuss this with them
and I feel sure they will be reasonable about it. With rare
exceptions they have always taken care of us.
In closing let me say that it is my opinion that we never
will get anywhere with ganging up, fighting all the time
and a lot of name calling. Let every man be strictly honest
in presenting his case with all the cards on the table and
his chances for a fair deal will be much better. This has
been my experience for the past twenty years.
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NEWS

BALABAN, WARNER, SCHIMEL
MAJOR ALBERT WARNER was honored by the Motion Picture and Amusement Division of the United Jewish Appeal of Greater New York for his outstanding service to the industry and to
industry-supported philanthropies. Barney Balaban presented the award as UJA
chairman Adolph Schimel looked on.

POE
SEYMOUR POE, prominent producers'
representative, formerly associated with
Sol Lesser, has been appointed executive
vice president of IFE Releasing Corporation. Other IFE moves "designed to
strengthen the representation of Italian
motion pictures in the American market,,"
announced by managing director Renato
Gualino: former executive v-p E. R. Zorgniotti becomes chairman of the board:
latter will be joined by Ralph Serpe in
establishing an affiliated company to promote Italo-American co-productions.
0
GEORGE MURPHY, actor and Metro
studio public relations director, received
a special award from the Ladies Auxiliary
of the Cincinnati Variety Club for "lending ahelping hand to humanity." Presentation was made by Mrs. Herman Hunt,
VC president.

MRS. HUNT, MURPHY
COLOSSEUM of Motion Picture Salesmen and distribution broke off negotiations in their contract meetings, which
have been in progress since February 7.
Despite efforts of the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service, the Colosseum's
revised contract demands and distribution's offer could not be co.npromised.

UNITED ARTISTS productions were in the news during the last fortnight. Below,
left: Arthur B. Krim announced that the company is shooting for a $10,000,000 world
gross on its first CinemaScope musical, "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes." Meeting here
with the UA president to discuss the distribution campaign are director Richard Sale,
executive producer Robert Bassler, and Mary Loos, who co-authored the script with
Sale, her husband. Right: Harold Hecht and Mrs. Hecht proudly display the trophy
awarded to "Marty", first American film to win at the Cannes International Festival.

SALE, BASSLER, KRIM, LOOS
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WILL ROGERS HOSPITAL One-Day
Drive, scheduled for the week of August
15th, will be heralded to industryites in
all 32 exchange area cities via a closedcircuit telephone conference on June 7.
Invitations to distributors and exhibitors
throughout the country have been sent
asking for their cooperation and attendance at the broadcast. The One-Day
Audience Collection drive, endorsed by
TOA, National Allied, ITOA and
MMPTA, is designed to obtain funds to
pay for medical care and treatment of
tuberculosis among industry employees,
and for support
of the hospital's
laboratories.
Speaking
from NYC research
will be
A. Montague, president of Will Rogers;
Eugene Picker, Fund Raising chairman;
Charles J. Feldman, national distributor
chairman, and S. H. Fabian, drive chairman and treasurer
* of* the *WRMH fund.
COMPO co-chairmen WILBUR SNAPER, SAM PINANSKI and AL LICHTMAN have named 40 top industry leaders
to serve as a committee, under the chairmanship of ELMER C. RHODEN, for
the National Audience Awards poll to be
held Nov. 17-27 . . . EDWARD EMANUEL, member of Philadelphia Variety
Tent 13 and International Property Master, has been
appointed
directorit for
twentieth
annual
convention,
was VC's
announced by International Chief Barker
GEORGE HOOVER . . . LOUIS J.
FINSKE succeeds LEON D. NETTER
as president of Florida State Theatres on
July I. Appointment was made by
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, president of AB-PT theatres. Netter will continue with Florida State in a role of consultant . . . HARRY KAPLOWITZ
moves from the Stanley Warner Philadelphia zone to New Haven, Conn., where
he will take over the duties of head film
buyer, it was announced by Philly zone
manager TED *SCHLANGER.
*
*
ROBERT S. BENJAMIN, UA board
chairman, left May 25 for a ten-day trip
to Europe to attend the world premiere
of the Katharine
Hepburn
starrer
mertime" in Venice.
He will
also"Sumstop
off in Madrid for meetings with Robert
Rossen on the producer-director's CinemaScopic, "Alexander The Great" . . .
UA v-p MAX YOUNGSTEIN is in
Hollywood for conferences with ROBERT F. BLUMOFE, west coast operations chief; LEON J. ROTH, west coast
publicity coordinator, and inde producers
making films for UA release . . .
CHARLES
C. MOSKOWITZ,
v-p
and treasurer,
is back at his deskLoew's
after
a brief Miami vacation . . . SPYROS P.
SKOURAS is planning a June tour of
20th Century-Fox Far East branches . . .
JEFF LIVINGSTON, U-I Eastern ad
chief, took a jaunt thru the mid-west to
set up the TV saturation advertising
campaigns on "This Island Earth" in the
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines, Detroit and Cleveland
territories. Science-fictioner opens in 900
situations beginning June 15.
*
*
*
EXHIBITOR'S PARADISE? John
Glass, general manager of Hoyts Theatres, Australia (controlled by 20th-Fox)
stopped off in NYC and his description of
exhibition, Australia style, could well
start a mass exodus of U. S. operators to
the Land Down-Under. Glass reports:
business has been increasing yearly since
World War II; attendance and income
for his 180-theatre chain would be substantially higher this year over 1954.
Note (before you pack your suitcase):
Commercial TV hits the land of the
kangaroo in late '55.

MERCHANDISING
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U. S. FILM

FOR

FESTIVAL

A United States film festival, similar to
hat run in Cannes and other European
ities, will prove a boxoffice and showmanhip stimulant. These were the fervent seniments of Walter Reade, Jr., circuit operitor and TOA board chairman.
Such a festival, said Reade, would be a
trong asset not only for the movie industry,
)ut "for our country and our Government."
X would be welcomed particularly by exlibitors, the chain operator felt, and would
;pur their showman activities.
Reade also praised the American industry's participation at the Cannes Film Fes.ival, urged further such activity in "festi/als throughout the world."

BASIL'
URGED

SHOWMANSHIP
BY SHLANGER

"Communicate . . . Illustrate . . . Motivate
. . . Activate" was the terse ideology expressed by Birk Binnard, Stanley Warner
advertising-publicity director, before a meeting of the chain's Philadelphia zone managers, called by Ted Schlanger.
The zone chief himself set the keynote
when he told his men, "Observe the simple
facts of basic Showmanship." Schlanger
named these fundamentals: (1) the best of
sound and projection; (2) clean theatres
with a warm, friendly atmosphere; (3) proper attention to cooling and ventilation and
all factors concerning patron comfort, and
(4) intelligent, well thought out advertising.
The two-day meetings, with 53 theatres
represented, were the first since the start of
the SW Spring Movie Festival, April 1.
Four and a half stories worth of Mari- »
lyn Monroe was unveiled May 19 at
Loew's State Theatre in New York
thousands of Broadwayites gaped. Theas
52-foot blowup, heralding the opening
of "The Seven Year Itch" at the house
June 3, was revealed in a well-publicized
unveiling ceremony, with TV star Roxanne. who debuts in the 20th-Fox release,
pulling the string before a battery of
TV, newsreel, newspaper photographers.

UA STRANGER' GLOW
SIGNS FLOOD ROADS
A "shining" example of United Artists'
showmanship is the precedental advance luminous poster campaign inaugurated for
"Not As A Stranger" on the nation's highways. Announced by ad-publicity director
Francis M. Winikus, the big bally has
spotted 2500 luminous 24-sheets for the
Stanley Kramer film on key highway billboards in 24 states, to be viewed by some
11,000,000 motorists and passengers daily —
and nightly. The teaser-type displays, combining Day-Glo ink and a special headlightreflecting glass beading, will be outstandingly visible 24 hours a day from major traffic
arteries coast-to-coast.
The advance 24-sheet campaign represents
an outlay of almost $50,000, according to the
announcement.
At the same time, a $113,000 advance
newspaper campaign got underway in all the
exchange cities. Some 450 big-space display
ads were flashed in 75 newspapers, in addition to the co-op ads with each of the dailies
running a series of six 300-line teasers.
Overall promotion for "Not As A Stranger" is being backed by an all-time record
budget for UA of $1,200,000.
COMPO CITES J-A ADS
The New York Journal-American's
unflagging moviegoing promotion was
cited in COMPO's 44th in the series of
ads in Editor & Publisher, May 21. Hopeful that the Journal-American, which has
"going out to the movies"
plugging
been the
with
line, "Only At the Movies Can
You Enjoy Entertainment Without Interruption," will set an example, COMPO points out:
"When one of America's most famous
newspapers goes to such lengths to encourage theatre attendance (15,000 lines
in past several weeks with more to come),
it should be obvious that greater theatre
attendance is important . . . newspapers
'
should do everything possible to foster
more attendance
[MORE atonmovie
Page theatres."
22]
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Rylander NBC Exploitation Head
Al Rylander has joined the National
Broadcasting Company as director of exploitation, anew post created by the radioTV network. Rylander, formerly in the
same capacity at Columbia Pictures, steps
into his new post on June 6. Ray Murray,
formerly trade press contact, took over Rylander's exploitation duties for Columbia.

EASHES

Columbia's publicity kick-off for "Queen Bee
was spotlighted by a press party in New York
for star Joan Crawford and her bridegroom, Alfred Steele. Greeting the pair is Columbia v. p.
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., left.
Tune Sells Strange Lady' in Ky.
Schine showman Foster Leiderbach, manager of the Kentucky, Lexington, made the
Frankie Laine recording of "Strange Lady
in Town" do yeoman work for him on the
Warner film. Every music shop in town had
displays, plugged the tune over loudspeakers. A special Frankie Laine program night
before opening was worked up by local disc
jockeys. Big stunt was use of the recording
for a Pantomime Contest at the neighboring
Strand, with the winner, in western costume, appearing on local TV station opening night. Special backdrop for the video
show was made up of 3- and 6-sheets.

theThetenth
this month!"
stuntof received
a tremendous reception.
At the end of that month the theatre redeemed the tickets collected (the merchants
name was stamped on the back of each
ticket) and received half price for each from
the happy retailer. The theatreman contacted other storekeepers, sold 35 of them
on the idea — in a town of 10,000!
The gimmick virtually takes care of the
theatre's rent each month, says the showman.
Showmen Flock To S. E. Festival
The month-long Southeastern Movie Festival, encompassing, Alabama, Georgia and
Florida, was off to a flying start as 700 exhibitors, 50 mayors, and press, film people
and government officials converged on Atlanta for the kickoff celebration May 16. The
festival, running through June 16, will see
the product of five companies given a vast
promotional campaign by the showmen of
the three States.
[MORE on Page 25]

High-powered publicity break for 20th
"Daddy Long Legs" was Life (May 23) layout with cover and five full pages in magnificent Gauginesque color devoted to -Fox'
the CinemaScope musical's dream sequences. Quoth Life: "Dreams are characteristic of
Ballerina Caron's recent movies, but th ose in 'Daddy' are far wilder, sexier and more expensive ($500,000) than any before."
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WITH EREDIT ED -DP
Exhibitors' showmanship ingenuity ha
been cropping up in experiences told i
MGM's Workshops. One, brought to ou
attention by Commonwealth Theatres, is
idea conceived by a North Carolina exhibito
to cash in on merchants' natural desire t
get their customers to pay bills early.
He approached a retailer handling credi
offered him the idea of giving two fr
tickets to his theatre to customers payin
their bills promptly. The merchant tried it,
rubber stamping each end-of-the-month
statement with "Two free theatre tickets to
the show of your choice at the Grand Theatre are available if we receive your check by

NSS HAS HOT LINE'
BALLY
1011 SUMMER

National Screen has come up with a hot
line of "Cool" trailers and other hot weather
publicity footage, listed in a live brochure,
"Summer Promotions."
Air conditioned comfort is sold in 9 trailers, angled both at general audiences and at
specific markets — housewives, shoppers, hay
fever sufferers. A trio of trailers sells contests— bathing beauty, beautiful children
pageant and knitting. Three more are designed for stage weddings, with merchant
tie-ups. Another pair plug a "Wild West
Show" and a "Comedy Cavalcade." A "Free
Food Nite" and a "Free Vacation Drawing"
are among the giveaways. Gimmick trailers
feature "Lucky Programs" with free passes
to promote program reading, and a "Magic
Key" to unlock Treasure Chest.
For the drive-ins, a pair are offered for
special events, a circus, and a fireworks display.
Full copy for each of the trailers permits
the theatreman to make his choice easily and
quickly in this showmanship stimulator.

THEATRE

PLOITATIO
PICTURE
of the issue

Apprehensive Earth visitors (Rex Reason and Faith Domergue) are given an explanation of device that will change their metabolism to permit
them to survive on dying planet by Metaluna super-physicist Jeff Morrow.

EARTH"
ISLAND
THIS
Imagination, superlative special effects and intriguthe danger to their planet. Reason and Domergue convince Morrow to take them back. In the escape Morrow
ing adventure are well blended in this colorful sciencefiction adventure from Universal. The tale has Jeff Moris horribly clawed by a giant Mutant, but forces it to disrow, visitor from interstellar planet Metaluna, coming to
integrate in the Earth's atmosphere. After restoring the
Earth people to their plane, the fatally wounded Morrow
Earth in a desperate search for fissionable ore for his dying orb, under attack by enemy planets. He forces two
plunges his space ship into the ocean. William Aliand
scientists, Rex Reason and Faith Domergue, to return
produced, Joseph Newman directed the Technicolor prowith him, only to find that almost the entire planet has
duction, from a screenplay by Franklin Coen and Edbeen destroyed. Fighting off horrible Mutants, the few
ward G. O'Callaghan. Special photography, David S.
Metalunan survivors plan to relocate on Earth. Realizing
Horsley and Clifford Stine.
(Continued on Page 24)
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STUNTS LES
OF 4 EXPLDITAB
SOCK-FULL
EARTH'
Film BULLETIN review (April
movie. The
is an outstanding science-fiction
ThisISLAND
Giant
Balloon
for
Street Ballyhoo. Announcll
colorissue) had this to say: "an imaginative tale of adventure in the unknown . . . provides
a giant balloon (weather observation type) wil
ful and exciting views of a flying saucer trip through outer space . . . production top
be released at certain time from theatre fron
drawer and direction conjures up a wealth of fascinating eerie atmosphere while maintainInside is slip of paper entitling finder to a U.
a
up
ing a good pace." And more, "This Island Earth" has the ingredients that make
Defense Bond if he brings it to theatre. (Chance
topflight exploitation show.
are it will attract plenty of attention, but bon
The Technicolor special effects that help create the excitement and entertainment
payoff is unlikely since balloon will probabl
are, in themselves, strong selling points. The flight through space, the exploration of a dy- drift
far away. )
ing planet, the fascinating laboratory on which super-minds creating new wonders, the destruction before one's eyes of the entire
Miss Island Earth Contest. Tie up with par
planet, these are just a few of the intriguing
pool, radio station, newspaper for a Miss Islan
MONEY PROMOTION
elements that draw audience fancy. A bonus
Earth competition to find the "girl who is oil]
of horror is delivered in the depiction of
of this world." Dress winner in a space helme
giant Mutants, nightmarish creatures with
and bathing suit for appearances on TV, a
huge exposed brains, apoplectic eyes, long
newspapers,
etc. Variation would have model
arms with lobster-like claws, given the
similarly attired as warm weather street stunt!
finishing touch when the monster dissolves
Mounted Truck Telescope. Rig up a simulate
before the eyes into a pool of green fluid.
telescope with ad art mounted in large end
Capitalizing splendidly on the exploitables
ONE DOLLAR
Mount contraption on a flat truck and take i
in the production, Universal's boxofficers,
under David Lipton, have backed the film
around town for free "views" of outer space
with advertising, publicity and exploitation
Play money is always a good stunt and
material well calculated to stimulate the boxSpace
planets. Dictionary. Manual supplies a large list!
U-I has worked up some catchy "Metaluna
of science fiction words with definitions. Scatter
office. Both the pressbook and a special exMoney"
to
be
used
in
a
variety
of
ways.
Two
ploitation-publicity campaign manual are
words around classified ad section, with guestl
mats, offered free from Universal's Exploiloaded with ideas and selling aids, pictorially
tickets for those who find complete list with]
tation
Dept.
(front
mat
is
shown
above),
as well as rhetorically. The ads and posters
suitable definitions.
make
provocatively
realistic
bucks
fine
for
have a fluid, exciting tone. Novel tie-ups
Space Sound Record. A special record, avail
have been arranged, including one with the promotional tie-ins with local merchants.
able at cost, has two cuts, both with an eerie|
Double Jay Company, manufacturers of "Money" can be distributed to various stores
theme,
played on a Hammond organ. Piped
Space-O-Rain rain-suits, with tickets to the for giveaways with merchandise, redeemable
in sufficient quantities at the theatre for through loudspeaker under marquee or behind
film given with each rain-suit sold, redeemable by the theatre with the retailer.
front display panel, it provides wierd "space
prizes. Especially apt for tie-ins of this type
For the full campaign treatment, or any
are toy stores, with space toys spotlighted.
Time Capsule. Arrange for planting of a time
part of it, the fat promotion manual pictures
This can be augmented with a Saturday
capsule in designated excavated area. Place
accessories, stunts and displays that enmusic".
representative
items from community (photocourages the showman to his best efforts, so morning- space show ,or during a week-day
if school is out), with kids dressed in space
graphs, clothing, newspapers, etc.) plus a
graphically expressed are they. A free twooutfits and prizes to most imaginative cos"print" of "This Island Earth" — can actually
color teaser, with Faith Domergue struggling
tumes. Stores that use the money should be contains stills — and seal for opening in 2055.
in the grasp of a Mutant, horror characters
Have stunt well covered by press.
encouraged to install window and counter
displays, space balloons, travel promotions,
contests and a host of other ideas.
displays, with stills from the picture.
CO-OP AD
HURTLING THRU OUTER SPACE THEY CHALLENGED
THE UNEARTHLY FURIES OF AH OUTLAW PLANET!
I Suggested co-op ad appears in the campaign manual. Note the background
NJT OF THIS WORLD VWisi
THIS
ISLAND
made up from lithos to offShopjtthese Fine Stores
set the inspired headline,
which sells an idea and
EARTH
brings in the film naturally.
THE
SUPREME EXCITEMENT OF • OUR
^P^jjL.
COLOR*TIME!o^pn
V T^W'W
Arrangement pattern can be
adapted to number and type
TECHNiCOk
of advertisers. Ample space
is permitted for picture plug
and theatre copy at bottom.
SWIFT
Leather Shop

ALLIED
APPLIANCES

Harrison Gems

for OUT OF THIS WORLD ENTERTAINMENT
mm,
Mm
HOW PLAYING
BIJOU THEATRE
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Ads blaze with light and ♦
movement, spotlighting both
the science-fiction excitement and the horror aspects.
Mat shown here is 3-column.
Others have comic-strip type
inserts, slight variations in
art. Copy throughout concentrates on the phase of two
lone earthly
mortals "challenging the unearthly
furies
of
a planet
mad!"on
Lithos,
from gone
24-sheet
down, are particularly striking in color.

JEFF MQRRDW - FAITM DOMERGUE ■ REX REASON

STEINBECK'S
r

Huge, eye-grabbing lobby display
with three-dimensional quality on Warners' "East of Eden" created for engagement at Metropolitan Theatre, Boston.

\ontinued from 22)
'IRST BALLOTS
SET FDR
AUDIENCE
POLL
Exhibitors will vote for best picture, best
Primaries for COMPO's national Audice Awards Poll will get started around
actor, best actress, and most promising new
ne 1 when a special brochure carrying de- young personalities, male and female. The
tlis of the big showmanship project will be names of all pictures and personalities
;3tributed to exhibitors through National
chosen in the three nominating periods will
appear on the final ballot to be voted upon
xeen Service. With the 12-page booklet
Iill be the initial ballot for theatremen to by t l;e movie public during the annual elecark their nominations of pictures and stars.
tion, Nov. 17-27.
Bicchure ilso will contain the rules for
hese will be from lists supplied by distri'ltors of pictures released between Oct. 1, the poll, a list of accessories for exhibitors
and experiences in past regional polls. A
i'54 and Mar. 31, 1955. Subsequent ballots
ill go out for films released in the Aprilpress book is now in preparation by COMPO and will go out shortly.
ine, and July-September periods.

%

9

Three separate promotions
on MGM's
"The with
Prodigal"
were
combined
striking results in Milwaukee.
Tie-up with Armour & Co.
on a Name The Star contest for Taina Elg had
this group of local lovelies supplementing three
starlets from the picture
in a special parade which
included a fleet of Dodge
cars, also in the national
tie-up. Supplementing
these two co-ops was the
flash touring float that is
on a coast to coast bally
with starlets.

Sullivan Hour Salute to 'Roberts'
The valuable "Toast of the Town" treatment really done up brown will be accorded
Warners' "Mister Roberts" on June 19. The
popular Ed Sullivan show will turn over the
full hour to the Leland Hayward production,
spotlighting stars Henry Fonda, James Cagney and Jack Lemmon recreating scenes
from the film on the video stage, plus film
scenes starring William Powell, who is unavailable for the telecast. Hayward and codirector Mervyn Le Roy will appear as well.
Another highlight will be business with
some of the stars who have played "Mister
Roberts" in the various stage versions since
it was first presented seven years ago.
'Three for the Show1 Campaign
Max Mink,
of Cleveland's
Palaceto
Theatre,
firedmanager
everything
in the book
plug his run of Columbia's "Three for the
Shew." His campaign was also enhanced by
personal appearances of three touring starlets
from the Betty Grable-Jack Lemmon starrer.
Mink bought 44 one-minute spots on three
local radio stations, ran a Disc Jockey
Limerick Contest, a Number In Movie Title
Contest, and a Name The Couple Contest
over these three stations. Window displays,
girlie street ballys, a flashy theatre front,
and special teaser trailers topped off this
showman's expansive campaign.
[MORE on Page 26]
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SPECIAL
(Continued from Page 25)

♦ Spillane Dames Yvonne
Doughty and Marian Carr
pucker up interest in United
Artists' "Kiss Me Deadly",
passing
out "kisses"
Denver Paramount
theatrefor showing in one of the numerous
stunts the starlets are pulling
on a cross country tour. Manager Jack Wodell gets the
real thing;candy.
customers got

The Dames' activity
wasn't limited to paying customers. David Bolton, San
Francisco exhib, gets some
pointers on his campaign.

s
Dnmc
..
PASSING OUT.

SCREENINGS

SPUR
TALK
United
ArtistsMARTY'
is concentrating
the bu
of its showmanship power for "Marty" c
a word-of-mouth campaign built arour
special screenings. UA fieldmen throughoi
the country are scheduling screenings dc
and night, working through all strata t
opinion makers. Every group that will ta!
it up is getting a special showing — pres
radio, TV, women's clubs, civic organiz;
tions, as well as specialized groups — bach
lors' clubs, butchers, etc.
An added gimirick is screening for diver;
groups that come in contact with larg
masses of the public, such as supermarki
managers, to spread the talk as far and wic
as possible.
companyin has
"sneak"
the;
treThe
screenings
all ofscheduled
the key cities
to roun
out the all-out word-of-mouth campaign

Nichols To Assist Dierz
KISSES

George Nichols has moved to New
York from M-G-M's studio publicity
department to function as a special
representative of vice president Howard Dietz. Nichols' first assignment in
the new post is to hypo interest in the

(candy)

Kim Novak
OFFICIAL' BOARD
AS LOBBY GIMMICK
The "official" label becomes the gimmick
in a display suggested by Commonwealth
Theatres to its managers. The idea is to
have ? special lobby or bulletin board, placed
within easy accessibility by theatre traffic,
titled "Inside Information" or "Straight
Dope." Spotlighted is a telegram (which
you can have sent to you from whatever
source is apt for the purpose), tersely announcing playdates, pictures and casts for
important bookings coming to the theatre.
In the case of the chain, the "important"
communique comes from the home office.
Individual theatres can work them from
Hollywood or New York, possibly from the
distributor of the picture (with the latter's
permission, of course).
A large board with the lone wire form
tacked on will often draw moe attention than
a lavish, expensive display.

Look Cover Cirl

Kim Novak's rising star reaches a new
high with her appearance on the front cover
of the May 31 issue of Look Magazine,
which also gives a nice plug to her latest
film, "5 Against the House," in a one and
one-half page inside feature.

forthcoming "The Last Hunt," "Somebody Up There Likes Me" and "Something of Value."
NUMBERS
'CELL

Sock
Displayattention-grabber
For 'Matador'for theatre
A handsome
lobbies is 20th-Fox's 5-foot-high full color
standee on "The Magnificent Matador" as an
extra accessory on the E. L. Alperson CinemaScopic. Cut-out features stars Anthony
Quinn and Maureen O'Hara against bullfighting background.
Free 24-Sheers For Sinbad'
RKO continues the policy of free 24sheets on its top pictures with "Son of Sinbad." Other RKO films which have sported
free 24-sheets were "Carnival Story," "The
French Line" and "Underwater." The posters are available upon request.

GAME

PLUGS

2455'

IN OHIO
Jack Silverthorne, manager of the Hippq
drome Theatre, Cleveland, used his own ver
sion of a numbers game to exploit his show
ing of Columbia's "Cell 2455, Death Row
Enlisting the support of the Lake City'
leading disc jockeys, Silverthorne offerei
guest tickets to all persons who had th
numerals in the title in their correct se
quence in their home addess, telephone num
ber, auto license, and social security. Th
platl-er spinners carried details of the stun
on their programs for five successive day
prior to opening, resulting in an avalanch
of publicity and constant plugging of th
film, day and night.

Teenagers adulation means boxoffice. Left, Glenn Ford and
Francis on receiving line at
Hollywood Pantages for unique
previewschool
of "Blackboard
High
youngsters Jungle".
received
tickets
to preview
on Al Jarvis'
(with Mrs.)
Make-Believe-Ballroom TV teenage show, where
picture was plugged for three
weeks. Right, adoring teeners
gang up on Kevin McCarthy at
Annapolis opening of Allied
Artists' "Annapolis Story".
Page 2*
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BOOK
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5

MOTION

PICTURES

OR 37 YEARS THE RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY. This volume of over 1200
act-filled pages, compiled and published by THE FILM DAILY with the enthusiastic co-operation of every branch of the
lotion picture industry, is given without extra charge with a year's subscription TO THE INDUSTRY'S oldest and most
'idely read daily trade paper and contains —
evised list of all U. S. theatres, arranged by states and cities and towns . . . Roster of theater circuits, with home office addresses and executive
ersonnel . . . Up-to-date separate lists of drive-in theaters, art theaters and Negro theaters . . . Personnel of companies, studios, associations, guilds
nd unions in the motion picture field . . . Complete credits on all 1954 releases . . . Financial statements of principal industry companies . . . Comlete television section, including stations, personnel, telepix producing and distributing companies, advertising agencies . . . Equipment companies
ith addresses, executive personnel and product manufactured . . . Theater supply dealers arranged alphabetically by cities, with addresses, telehone numbers and executive personnel . . . List of all film exchanges, arranged by cities, with addresses and names of managers . . . Full rosters of
Im companies, laboratories, projection rooms, trailer companies, insurance brokers . . . Books on the motion picture and television . . . Publications
i the motion picture field . . . Television-radio publications . . . Motion picture editors and radio-TV commentators on films . . . Alphabetical title
st of more than 25,000 feature pictures distributed in the U. S. since 1915, with The FILM DAILY Review and release dates . . . Serials released
nee 1929 . . . Expanded Foreign Film Section . . . Legislative restrictions in foreign film markets . . . Revised film industry statistics covering prouction, distribution and exhibition . . . Credits of players, producers, directors, cinematographers, film editors, writers, art directors . . . New York
nd Hollywood industry telephone directories . . . Agents and managers in Los Angeles and New York . . . Play and story brokers . . . Business adnnistrators . . . Leading Los Angeles publicists and public relations counselors ... an authoritative history of the industry year.
AND

Send

For

Your

1,001 OTHER

Copy

IMPORTANT

NOW

HE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK covers — in One Volume
—all statistical and informative data on the motion picure industry along with a complete Section on Tele'ision and places at the fingertips of executives, prolucers, distributors and exhibitors and all those in any
vay interested in the film industry a wealth of valuable
nformation.
\ subscription to THE FILM DAILY, the industry's oldest
Jaily trade paper, published five days each week, will
lot only keep you informed on vital news of the industry
Jut will answer your every question on motion pictures
"hroughout the year.

—

FEATURES
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. THE FILM DAILY
I 1501 Broadway

This
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Today
Hollywood Office
642S Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 18, Calif.
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All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. V,
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer T|
ALLIED ARTISTS
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action dram
COLUMBIA
Southerner who fgught for North during Civil War r
turns to become the hometown preacher.
February
February
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia M
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director W
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pira
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RobertFord.
Francis.
Pro- seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy at
Robert Arthur.
Drama.
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes Tyrone ducer
then
falls in love with one of its members.
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 mln.
Career sistant
of athletic
Mart'director
Maher, atIrish
asWestimmigrant
Point. 138whomin.was2/21.
MURDER IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
GENTLE
SERGEANT, THE CinemaScope, TechnicoloM-v:
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating C
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Technicolor.
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
Pa- Aldo
Melodrama. Realiiing he was responsible for convicting
has
iife
complicated
by romance with beautiful Jap
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
innocent woman, detective sacrifices career to clear Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists nese girl while on occupation.
Love and orphans eve
her name. 70 min.
aid of priate leader to help drive savage hordes
tually give soldier new perspective.
from
her
kingdom.
72
min.
March
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Denn
WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, JoceMorgan, Paula Raymond. Richard Denning. Product
BIG TIPOFF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith. TEN
Sam Katzman. Director WiMiam Gasrle. Western. Ta
lyn
Brando,
Richard
Boone.
Producer
Harry
Joe
Brown.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
Director
Bruce
Humberstone.
Western.
Cattleman
tries
of
how Springfield
rifleIndian
was instrumental
in advancin
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in to bring law and order to empire he carved with civilization
thru hostile
country.
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
•'DIAL
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faitl ::•
WOMEN'S PRISON Ida Lupino, Jan Sterling. Cleo ITDomergue,
ley. Producer
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. D.t
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to Moore, Howard Duff. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
record
Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bom
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. Story of mis-run prison which explosionRichard
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
creates enormous sea monster which threater
contains both men and women. 80 min. 2/7.
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
the Pacific Coast. 80 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor
Jefferey
Producer
VUicent
M. Deals
Fennelly.
March
tor CharlesHunter.
M. Warren
.Action
drama.
with DirecJohn
DETECTIVE,
THE
Alec
Guiness,
Joan
Greenwood.
DiJames
Stewart, Goetz.
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ducer
William
Mann. WesterPre'
Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
Army captain puts aside uniform to search fe '
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest drama.
man
selling
repeating
rifles
to
Apaches.
109 min. d
in the G K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. John Derek,
ex-convicts,
using
it
for
crime-busting.
86
min.
MY
SISTER
EILEEN
CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Jane
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
JackQuine.
Lemmon.
Producer
Fre.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
Kohlmar.
Director
Richard
Musical
cbmedy.
Ad
Garland.
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
Director
William
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup waterventures
two city.
small-town girs who seek their for
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
tunes
in theerf big
front
hijackers,
convict
leader
for
murder.
76
min.
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR. THE Jack Kelly, Vince Ec
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William BeauMelodrama. Hitch hiker and gangster friend
dine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader wards.
make
night of terror for son and family of wealth
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight businessman.
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
are complicated when he becomes involved with
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonn,e De old
SPECIAL DELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Fare
gang. 73 min.
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Direcwith international
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to
Curtain
diplomacy. background. Burlesque on lroi:
M
a
avenge murder of U. S. Marshal,
with the trail comy
plicated by gun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
A prilWeissmuller. Jean Byron.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. AdI. F. E.
venture. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
LAS
Gray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Coieen
Sidney who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
THREE FOR THE SHOW Ma
CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans Betty Grable, Marge & Gowery Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
January
NO RELEASES
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
February
friend. 101 min. 3/7.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy, e Peggie Castle, Forrest
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
JunParsons. Director Harold
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Sllvana Pan
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
panini. Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Pietrc
CEIL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Germi. Drama. Risque adventures of beautiful showgir
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Producer Wallaxe MacDonard. Director Fred Sears.
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle advenMelodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six and her escapades with the law. 78 min.
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
March
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis (Coronado). Director Edward
NO RELEASES
July
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jeabousy,
and
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte. Rona love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
UPRISING Technicolor. George MontgomEnglish Language. Amedec
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in SEMINOLE
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE
A pril
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini.
CostellazioneA Production. Director Luigi Zampa.FilmMelodrama.
double
warring Indian chief whom he had known
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben ascapture
a boy. 74 min.
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
add to105proseman prevail.
young
a
of
death
and
slaying
cutor's
determination
that
justice
shall
mm.
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng. Lang. Marina Vlady, P
on the king's life. 61 min.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
May Theodoli. Director LioMichel Beck. Producer Niccolo
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direc- court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
Affair of fifteen-year-olds
Drama.
Felice.ends
nello Deromance
whose
in
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
child birth. 88 min. 3/21 tragedy when girl dies in
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
but his strict rules affect merchants who plot his
murder. 81 min.
WAYWARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Producer Attilic Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. RoComing
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
drama. Bored
by husband
manticwoman
of
arms life^
the town
excitementand insmall
seeks
beautiful
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
BODY SNATCHERS. THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to another man. 9| min. 4/4.
murder men responsible for
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
neconviction.
Juhis
Siegel.mans ofScience
Fiction.
Wierd
plant life drains hu- 5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
all emotions
but will
to live.
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
PHENIX CITY Richard Kiley, Kathryn Grant. Producer
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
Ferraniacolor
GREEN MAGIC
Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond. Director Phil gambling
mentary. FilmedEnglish
bv theNarration.
Bonzi Expedition
in. S.Docu-A
den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his
5/16.
min.
85
miles.
7800
traveling
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai from Rio to Lima
town
up tofight.
reputation as "Sin City, USA" and
and narration. Allof
Zefterling. Producer Phit C. Samuel. Director Mark
leads living
in clean-up
CITY English Subtitles
LOVE IN THE
cast. Faro Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Robson. Melodrama. G-I's
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi star
in Berlin.
various way of love and women who practice them
Jeanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry gold hoard discovered Coming
presented in "March of Time" style. 90 min.
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again
to bring
between85 England
and France and
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangano
save fair
damsel peace
in distress.
min.
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentns and
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. ProCarlo
Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama^
CHTCAOO
SYrWrCATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane.
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melofalse testimonyAfterot
imprisoned by on
man unjustly swears
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime Young
drama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
accusers.
vendetta
Mafia escapes and
governor to appoint young lawyer to investigate.
their muravenges
he
killed
are
child
unborn
and
wife
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
76 mm.
society.
to
debt
his
der and surrenders to pay
Film
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INDEPENDENTS
March
William Director
Bendix, Lewis
ArthurFoster,
Ken/.SHOUT
Producer[FilmakersI
Hal E. Chester.
jdrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
of violence with only two surviving to reach
le of stolen money. 90 min.
PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank (Continental
Co.) Technicolor. Alec Guinness. Odile Versois,
on Gray. Producer Antony Darnborough. Director
rt Hamer. Romantic Comedy.
A pril Frank Loveioy, Keefe
t0 AT THE WORLD (Filmakers)
I ,se 1 1 e . Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
f Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
IHganq.
young 72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
min.
>|fY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisney)
e Fess Parker, Buddy
I ?n. Technicolor. Producern Bill Walsh. Director NorI Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
.1 es about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
Imo hero.
■Y AND THE TRAMP July
(Walt Disney) CinemaScope.
■ hnicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
1 Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a roffice between two dogs. 75 min.
Coming
I TLE HELL IFilmakers) SuperScope. Wendell Corey,
I key Rooney, Dan Taylor. Producer Hal E. Chester.
I ;ctor Lewis R. Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an
» tan girl react variously to stresses of a war-torn
■ ntry and terrors of a battle in the Italy campaign.
IFilmakers!
SuperScope.
Producer
II'EBUG,
Young. THE
Drama.
Arson squad
investigator
probesCol-a
let of fires, rescues a woman from a huge blaze
I proves she is the arsonist.
OLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Proper Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
ijannical
and crew
an American
merchant
3 reachescaptain
its climax
duringof battle
of Guadalcanal.
IAPON, THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
1 Chester. Drama. An unsloved murder involving a
Hter U.S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
ler
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
Nib isrubble.
LIPPERT
March
-VER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
'■\n
Chaney.
Producer
Earle Lyon.young
Director
J rtlett.
Western.
Newly-elected
sheriffRichard
is at
st gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
a showdown gun duel. 73 min.
A pril
i.ASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
J nds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Side, ow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
ith numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
|e'rker
mystery
is resolved
the glass 59
tombmin.where the
presents
his latestat attraction.
HUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray MontMarjorie
Lord.Adventure.
Producer White
Rudolphdoctor
Flothow.
I' >mery,
rector Sam
Newfield.
and
iend trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
lorn native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
IR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Producerirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
ruadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
en and marital problems of junior officers. 67 min.
HANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montjomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Disctor Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
ostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
'olen
fromparty
a jungle
tribe,75 finds
nd leads
to safety.
min. missing archeologist,
ING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
Curtis. Producer
JunI.eWanda
I Zimbalist. Director Bert
Gordon. Science-fiction,
ocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
rehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
IMBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
.dventure. Mau-Mau story filmed entirely in Africa.
July
ONESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar,
'roducer
Director
Western. YoungEarle
soldierLyon.
returned
fromRichard
Indian Bartlett.
wars is forced
o fight for his property against land-grabbers who
ave taken control of Western town. 73 min.
VLETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams, HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion. George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
Film

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historicalness romance.
frontiersman
enjoysas hisproficient
wilderlife until Kentucky
finally Trapped
by woman
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD
JUNGLE
Glenn Director
Ford, Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priesthood meets woman who is involved in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min. 5/2. M
ay
GLASS SLIPPER. THE EastmanColor.
Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane
leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Cft3rles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
June Ruth Etting. 122 min.
of Roaring 20's singing sensation
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 89 min. 5/16.
July EastmanColor. Richard
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope,
Widmark,
Charles
Boyer.Romantic
Producerdrama.
John
Houseman. Lauren
DirectorBacall,
Vincent
Minnelli.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career Coming
destroyed by polio. 105 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope.
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and thetionarytreason
of Benedict Arnold during RevoluWar. 104 min.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician.
PARAMOUNT
February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean air raid. 103 min. 1/10.
March
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
Eric Fleming. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.

JUNE SUMMARY
Features scheduled for June release
remain at the recent monthly high of
32. United Artists and Republic will
be top suppliers for the month with
five each. Columbia, 20th-Fox and
Universal will each offer three. Of the
available June features six are in CinemaScope, two in VistaVision and one
in SuperScope. Eighteen are in color.
Available to exhibitors are:
10 Dramas
3 Science Fiction
6 Adventures
3 Comedies
Ma1 yMusical
5 Melodramas
4 Westerns

HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Mate.expedition.
Adventure.108 Recounting
of famous LewisRudolph
and Clark
min.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Loveioy.
Producer Samuel J.
JuneWar drama. Big league
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann.
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. Story of Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies. 93 min.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken fromComing
the Odessey.
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge
bankruptcy.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Martin,
JerryDirector
Lewis, Norman
Diana Lynn,
NinaMasquerading
Foch. Produceras
Paul Jones.
Taurog.
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUHLIE
February

A pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE (J. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Gassman,
Shelley
Winters.
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Director Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. DiVenetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
rector Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
of
a medical
a doctor.
92 min. student
2/21. during training to become
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. TwoBrian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
fisted Westerner befriends young man only to be re- David
melodrama.
Ycung who
engineer
to recover
warded with attempted murder. 92 min.
land from tycoon
killed fights
his father.
94 min.timber3/7.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

March
DAY TO REMEMEER, A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a cne-day outing to France. 72 min.
YELLOWNECK Trucolor. Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the battlefield only to Mface
aydeath in the Everglades.
83 min. 3/21
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
McLaglen, Jchn Baer,
June William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
a racketeer's rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict.
FLAME OF THE ISLAND Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
GREEN EUDDHA. THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.treasure.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800' s.
DEADLINE ALLEY Rod July
Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill
Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Valentina Cortese, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adventure.
fanatic tribe. Co.iflict of a group of hunters and a
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes 1
story about two people who learn to live again.
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
HOSTAGE, THE Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richara Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. AGeorge
Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
miracleDirector
in a small town. Blair. Drama. The story of a
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrest Tucker. Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Joe Kane. Western.

February
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.
Director
Harold
Adventure.
Tarian
combats
white
hunters'
plot
to commit
wholesale
slaughter
of
wild
game
for
financial
gain. 72 min. 3/2 1
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10.
Film

March
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan. Western. Lawman joins train-robbers and
leads them into trap. 87 min. 3/21
May
A pril Technicolor. Barbara
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
'une
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance
pairs
Robertson-Forrest,
Price-St.
Cyr.
88
min.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Allen Miner. African
Adventure. 65 min.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
and sacrifices
but relent their plan and
remain tabu's
on the island
and
get married.
Coming
BOY AND THE BULL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Jl Rudolph
Michel Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing,
Hoyos. Drama. A young boy who adopts a young calf
for a pet watches it grow into a fighting bull. The
bull is taken to the arena where after a fight is to be
spared.by Fighting
arena
the boy. mad the bull is led meekly from the
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gemez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa help1,
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the loan survivor of his band.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX
February

RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 112 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER IPanoramicI CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wag ner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 101 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Adventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. Ill min. 3/7.
pril
MAN CALLED PETER, AA CinemaScope,
Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMa
Marshall.
119 min. 4/4.
y
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope,
Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of girl marooned
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
ne
THAT LADY CinemaScope, 'uTechnicolor.
Olivia deHavilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min.

— THIS

IS

YOUR

HOUSE Stack,
OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope. Deluxe Col.
Robert
Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. P,L
ducer
drama. Buddy Adler. Director Samuel G. Fuller. Me
HOW byTO Deluxe.
BE VERY,
CinemaScon
Color
Betty VERY
Grable,POPULAR
Sheree North,
Rob
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Con
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a mure
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching
small college and the fraternity house the fun beg'
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalbi
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Par
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to cle
his
father74 ofmin.several
killings falls into hands of re
murder.
2/7. Coming
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe. Mara Lane, Rossano Braz
Producerby Steven
Dennis O'Keefe.
sented
Patria fallos.
PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A youPi
secretary murders her boss land loverl and implical
an American car salesman who falls in love with hi
Accused of the crime he finally forces her to confe
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Col<
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adl<
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. Americ
flyer forced down in China during World War II h
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with t
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves t
town. Masctuarade ends and he finds love.
RALEIGH AND THE VIRGIN QUEEN CinemaScope, D ;
luxe Color. Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Produc lT
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historic
drama. In attempt to secure ships to sail to the ne
world
Elizabeth.Raleigh encounters love and wrath of Quei
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Cla
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Rya
Producer-director R. Webb. Western. A few years aft
the Civil War two brothers head to a frontier to*H
with robbery in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap hee
of the bank and they become partners in cattle. Th'jj
head further west and their adventures lead the^
among indians, former Union guerrillas and a woma j
UNITED ARTISTS
February
CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phylljl
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Ail
venture-melodrama. Young prospector battles clai^
jumper
while 83aiding
for uranium.
min. professor and daughter in searc,
GOOD
Gloria Production.
Grahame, Directc
Richarjl
Basehart. DIEJohnYOUNG,
Ireland.THE Remus
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breall
life going mail
against
them, 100join
playbc
inin disasterous
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, Junl
Foray. Producer-director
melodrama.
Indian elephantFrank
trainerFerrin.
avengesAdventure1!
murdeirfl
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 mirjl
March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph MeekeifJ
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Kocljfl
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts ij
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 3/2|M
MARTY
Borgnine,
BetsyMann.
Blair.Romantic
Hecht-Lancastea
Production.Ernest
Director
Delbert
dranu
Boy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, sue
denly find it in each others arms. 89 min. 4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions
Ansco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robet
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Youn
circut judge brings justice to town controlled by one
family empire. 66 min.
BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
pril G. Robinson, Georg
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Directo
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Roya
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LILACS IN THE SPRING MEastmanColor.
Errol Flynn]|
ay
Anna
Neagle,
David
Farrar.
Producer-director
Wilcox. Musical drama. Set in late war England,Herber
youn<
musicalandcomedy
star94ismin.
forced to choose between a
actor
a soldier.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Pro
ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama
RAF pilot fighting in Burma disintegrates under pres
sures of war. Regains grip on life thru contact witl
beautiful Burmese girl. 100 min. 4/4.

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Alber
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet o
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
both
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill of
the other.
PRODUCT

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.roll Case.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer
94 min. CarSEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedadventures of husband when wife is away on
summerroomvacation.
BULLETIN

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope,
Col
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Deluxe
Adl
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Buddy
Woman se
ing husband
in Red
man
who helpsmissing
in rescue.
96 minChina falls in love w

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
R AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
>foroffreedom.
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
min.
OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Loveioy,
n Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
•r. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrow■xperiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.
ne Jack Warner, Robert
:RT, R. N. Anthony JuSteel,
ty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director Lewis GilDrama. Daring escape fr.m Nazi prison camp
ig World War II.
BLUFF. THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickers,
irt Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
■ ELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzi. Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
Shakespeare drama. 92 min.
S SHALL NOT HAVE THcM, THE Michael Redgrave,
■ Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
■ el. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
H'aft. 9 1 min.
S IMERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Rasm> Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
1. 1. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
ce 99andmin.new perspective on life vacationing in
mB ce.

Coming
t XANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
■ ard Burton, Frederick March, Claire Bloom, Dan■ e Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
■ natization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
1ST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
0 Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
■a onEdward
thriller. Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
{ SS RING, THE Farley Granger, Anthonv Quinn,
Bancroft.Melodrama.
Producer Edward Small, Director MaxH■ e Shane.
1 EST SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
■ •ker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
f'duction. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
BmEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Tech■ 5lor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Proi ers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
|:ctor Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
■ is to escape romantic entanglements and become
■ lived with stage-struck millionaire.
■iTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
caster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
• :ht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
• ntiersman and his young son have their trek to the
I st interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
P vilize" them.
IJHT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Inters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
larles Laughton. Suspense drama.
F T AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
■lector
■chum, Stanley
Gloria Kramer.
Grahame,Drama.
FrankStory
Sinatra.
Producerof overly
zealI. doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
^"sonal tragedy.
| TOLERODavidJackMiller.
Palance.
Producer
Philip Waxman.
lector
Western
Adventure.
4R OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean WalII venture.
e. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
WN TAMER, THE Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling. Proper Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson
jistern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
[finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
UNIVERSAL-INTl
January
STRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
le
Bettger.
Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director George
srshall. Western. Non-gun
toting sheriff sets out to
;an up lawless town by using the courts. Eventually
sorts to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws. 95 min.
> THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
Haven, Gene Netson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Alrt J. Cohen. Director Richard puine. Comedy. Three
ilors in Paris become romantically
with
tertainer, cashier and French heiress. entangled
96 min. 12/13.
EST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
eel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
3rry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
ves tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers. 84 min.
February
&
C
MEET
THE
KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
=stello, Fred Clark,
Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
hristie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. ASC
inide Hollywood
the early I900's and become inJlved
in usual ofshenanigans
while tracking down
vindler of $5000. 79 min. 2/21.
*R COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
>man, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
aron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
■ama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska. Stewart
lays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
Film

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 94 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
pioneers in N ew Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry
by Indians
is let to safety by army captaintrapped
martial for desertion. 88 min. 2/21. subject to court
pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.y Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min.
3/7.
CULT
OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer
Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involvednewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79Jumin.
5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
IN" Technicolo
Laurie, MISBEHAV
Jack Carson.
Producer r.Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/i min.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage
society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rockyofgoing
because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 9 1 Vi min.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Christie. DiCurtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard
rector Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
ming82 min.
noblemen.
to guillotine France's Co

WAHNEH

B1UJTHEI1S

January
STAR IS BORN. A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent
10/18. his drinking which
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor, Print by Technicolor.
Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, Ethel Barrymore, Robert
Keith. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs of three musical sisters become entwined
with 12/27.
hilarious and heart-tugging complications. 1 7 min.
February
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia Victor
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also bocomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch,
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of men
confined
in California's
without bars,
the
Institution
for Men
at Chino. 75prison
min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story
of World
War 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left behind.
148 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
WarnerColor, Print by
A M
pril
Technicolor. Julie Harris,
James
ay Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer John Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man's115efforts
to win the love of his domineermin. 2/21.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Adventures
young
in Santa Fe during
frontier days.of 112
min.woman-doctor
4/18.
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas,David
Kurt Kaszner.
Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 min. 4/18.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Lana Turner.
Farrow.
Sea Adventure.
On eveDirector-producer
of World War IIJohn
poorly
provisioned German freighter is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk 118 min.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor.
Randolph Scott,
e
Dorothy Malone. ProducerJun
David Weisbart, Director
Lesley Selander. Western. Revenge-seeking Montanan
returns obsessed
inflicted
on him. 83withmin.burning
5/16. desire to right a wrong
JulyRedgrave, Richard Todd.
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War II
can possibly be shortened by penetrating Ruhr Dams.
The R.A.F. undertakes the task.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey Martin,
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks.
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who
brought
about CinemaScope,
his downfall. WarnerColor. Henry
MISTER
ROBERTS
Fonda, James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard a cargo ship anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123 min.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
Office: 235 N. 13th Street
7, Pa.:W. LOcust
NewPhiladelphia
Terminal: 2137
Jefferson7-4822
Street
Philadelphia 21, Pa.: POplar 5-9400

FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
George
Nader, GODIVA
Victor McLaglen.
Arthur.
DiDEPENDABLE SERVICE!
rector Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
HIGHWAY
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought
waifs. together thru mutual love for two homeless
EXPRESS LINES, ING.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. UnMember National Film Carriers
love of wife
almost
attemptednaturalsuicide.
88 min.
5/16.destroys husband in an
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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The

Decision

The claims and the promises of
subscription television's would-be
monopolists are now filed with the
FCC. As expected, they have painted themselves as benefactors of
mankind, but the gilt shows clearly
through the thin coat of white.
Eugene F. McDonald, as Leonard
Coulter points out in the first installment of his article in this issue, is
one of the shrewdest propagandists
industry has ever known. He has enjoyed amazing success in convincing
people
that it
oppose
But,

that toll-TV is "inevitable",
is "progress", that those who
it are "self-seeking".
whatever Commander Mc-

Donald may think, his victory is far
from won. The major phase of the
toll-TV battle is only about to begin.
What we have witnessed has been
merely a strategic skirmish. The
big battalions — the mass of American people and their elected representatives in the Congress of the
United States — will now be drawn
up for the showdown struggle. It
rests with them to decide this critical
question: Shall anyone be permitted
to put their personal cash register
on the free airlanes?
What is to be the role of the several segments of the motion picture
industry in this battle?
There is no point in laboring the
crucial issue that faces everyone
with an interest in exhibition. Despite the vacuous protestations of
the pay-as-you-see proponents, this
is the life-or-death struggle for the
movie theatre. Commander McDonald has made great sport of accusing the theatre owners of being
a "special interest"

group. That,

Ms

For

Congress

again, is the propagandist's trick:
throw the spotlight on your opposition's motives to conceal your own.
His, truly, is the special interest, and
his hunger for a thick slice of the
juicy monopoly that toll-TV
promises is industrial gluttony at its
most avid.
It is our firm belief that the
ENTIRE

motion picture industry

the breadth and magnitude and magnificence ofan art that has captured
the imagination of the world. The
movie will become a dwarf in the
entertainment world. And, we predict, if the film producers swallow
the toll-TV bait they will find themselves in the toils of the tightest
monopoly ever created in any form
of show business. When the mirage
has disappeared, we doubt that they
will be able to turn back to theatre

should go all-out in the fight against
pay-as-you-see television. Certainly,
distribution stands in virtually the
same position as exhibition, for the
extinction of the movie theatre will

exhibition, for that market will have
been starved into extinction while

mean the end of thousands of jobs
in that branch of our industry. As

For all of McDonald's mouthing,
gress.
pay-as-you-see television is NOT
"inevitable". Film BULLETIN
calls upon the entire motion picture

for production, some of the film executives have been sold the bill of
goods that a pot of gold is within
their grasp. If the toll-TV comes to
pass, it well might turn out to be
fool's gold. This great and prosperous industry, we fear, will be destroyed. Movies made for television
will not be progress, but retrogression, a back slide into a lilliputian
cinematic form far removed from the
magnificent scope of today's motion
picture on a theatre screen. Production techniques will have to be revolutionized to meet the severe limitations of the TV tube. Gone will be

the grand experiment was in pro-

industry — or, if need be, exhibition
alone — and all its allies in this fight,
to gird themselves for the big battle
that is yet to be waged for public
opinion and for the votes of Congress, where the ultimate decision
resides. This monstrous "grab" of
the airwaves by the cash register
gang could be stopped by carrying
the truth of the issue to the grass
roots of America.
It can be done !
"The

Lust

a I tit 4* • • . jf
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"When

was the last time you saw

anything like this !" screams an advertisement inthis issue. It is 20th
Century-Fox

proudly hailing the

current boxoffice sensation, "The
Seven Year Itch." Spread across
two
are in
scenes
Loew's
Statepages
Theatre
New outside
York showing
(Continued on Page 8)
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On

Ike

Air

'NBCs 'New' TV
At a press reception last week, " Pat"
Weaver, NBC-TV president, outlined
the new idea in programming that he
and his associates have come up with.
The program — although Weaver prefers to call it a "formula for programs''
— is to be called "Wide Wide World",
will be designed as an NBC 90-minute
"spectacular. Weaver talked about the
idea, or "strategy," that is to be the
basis of the series — that TV is communication, and that it can capture
current, topical events throughout the
whole of the North American continent and make shows out of them.
Contents of the first show, Monday,
June 27, were disclosed. The program
will be built around five central
"events" — glimpses of the "Arabian
Nights" spectacle at Jones Beach, New
York, skiing at Mt. Hood, a bull fight
featuring the Mexican comic, Cantinflas, from Tiajuana, the opening of the
Shakespeare festival in Stratford, Canada, and a jazz concert from a New
Orleans night spot. In between,
cameras will catch people at points
throughout the nation — leaving work,
having dinner, going out for the night.
Weaver pointed out that the show
might well be a flop, but that this
would not mean that the basic idea
wa~, at fault.
The fact is that TV is moving in the
right direction with this idea — whether
it clicks or not; moving closer to the
area in which it should operate, and in
which it will ultimately have its distinction. Weaver may be beginning
to suspect that TV viewers will not
forever remain satisfied with the comparatively limited dramatic and musical entertainment that the medium can
provide. The simple fact is, from any
point of view, that the movies offer
this kind of entertainment with infinitely greater variety, without the restrictions of time and place imposed
by the TV "set" and "show." TV has
been, and will increasingly be, most effective when dealing with "communication," "on-the-spot" coverage, not
when it tries to do something that the
film medium, by its very nature, can
do better (all the exorbitant claims of
toll-TV proponents notwithstanding).
U's Spectacular
We'll be looking forward to the Universal-NBC spectacular of July 2. This
appears to be a happy TV-film marriage, since it will bring a major studio
and its product to the fore for a full
90-minutes. Titled "Allen in Movieland," it will set m.c. Steve Allen
against the U-I background, and will
certainly give a big boost to "The
Benny Goodman Story," starring Allen.
— Dick Bret stein
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(Continued from Page 7)
crowds lined around the block at the
monstrous hour of 7 :23 a.m., an hour
and a half before opening.
What's the meaning of this? That
20th-Fox has a hit on its hands?
Agreed. That Marilyn Monroe is a
big drawing card? Undoubtedly.
But what is the real significance?
Theatre business has been "soft,"
as they say in the trade, for the past
couple of months. And not without
reason. We have experienced one of
these palling lulls in the flow of
quality product from studios, to theatres that periodically afflict the industry. With each passing week the
pall hung heavier. A new depression
seemed to have settled on the business, and many a film and theatre
executive was carrying his chin between his knees.
Then, like a sharp slap across the
face of these doldrums, comes a
sure-fire audience appeal picture to
snap the industry back to reality.
The lines are back, the boxoffice
hums, movie excitement runs high.
Nothing has changed except the
opening of a boxoffice "smash," and
there is a lilt in the business again.
The biopsy proves benign. The patient isn't dying after all.
That, we believe, is the real significance of the opening of "The
Seven Year Itch" on Broadway.
Showmen's eyes look ahead, not
down. And looking ahead, they can
see the bright promise of more great
audience shows on the summer releasing schedules. We foresee a big,
bright boxoffice season.
When was the last time we saw
lines like these? The last time a film
company gave theatres a sock boxoffice attraction.

Please!
If you are an exhibitor, kind reader, we direct your attention to Page
22. You will find there a message
aimed at your big heart, an appeal
that you join with your fellow showmen in a great cause. If you have
not already said, "Yes, I'll do my bit
for the wonderful Will Rogers
Memorial
Hospital
in its fight

against tuberculosis," please say so
now by filling out the blank on
Page 22 in this issue.
The whole world will thank you.
ttartla

\

IXenv Slant
Sir Alexander Korda has come up
with some startling thinking in the
wake of the sale of a new feature
picture to NBC-TV for a one-shot
"specactular" before releasing it for
theatre consumption.
The thesis propounded
by Korda'sis
representative,
Morris Helprin,
that rather than harming a new picture's theatre boxoffice, the talk
aroused by the TV showing will be
a powerful
"We
believe
thatexploitation
eventually factor.
the whole
pattern of motion picture distribution may be reversed", Mr. Helprin
commented. That is to say, instead
of free television getting the oldies,
the theatres who charge admission
will get them. And certainly, there
is no arguing that a coast-to-coast
TV showing does not make a movie
an oldie.
Maybe it's our glasses, but Sir
Alexander's viewpoint seems awfully cockeyed from where we sit. Few,
if any, theatremen would exhibit a
movie that had been shown free to
the bulk of their paying audience, or
a goodly number thereof — "Davy
Crockett' to the contrary notwithstanding. There is, of course, no
comparison with the Disney show;
it was originally shown on TV in
three half-hour segments, never appearing in full feature-length form;
it carried a special appeal to the
kiddies, who have made the character an American institution.
The TV sale might very well be a
good deal for Korda. Not many
British pictures pick up a quarter of
a million dollars, clear of distribution costs, in American showings,
the amount NBC is reportedly paying for the one-shot program.
In predicting that this will set a
pattern for motion picture distribution, Sir Alexander seems to have
been carried away by this windfall
from television
—
carried
away.

"spectacularly"

OVIE STOCKS— A LONG TERM APPRAISAL. The
/alue Line Investment Survey, whose statistical gradings
leading stocks are well known and often quite valuable
the serious security handicapper, provides some interesting crystal-gazing in its most recent review of the movie
ategory. Under the heading "Recommendation" it states:
'Amusement equities have continued to keep pace with
he general market during the past 3 months. This favorible performance derives its impetus from the continuing
iccumulation of evidence that the industry is recovering
rom its private 1947-53 depression. Nevertheless our
nalysis suggests that some of these stocks remain underfeed relative to near-term earnings and dividend prosjects. Moreover, the longer term appreciation potentiality
or stocks in this group is considerably greater than that
visualized for the market as a whole."
The real impact of the Value Line amusement survey
ierives not so much from its appraisal of 1955 prospects —
hcugh it foresees an abundant upswing through the balance of the year — as from the prediction of price gains over
he next 3 to 5 year period. One of V. L.'s most fascinating
tatistical projections involves its "1958-60 Appreciation
Potentiality", a yardstick designed to estimate relative advances from current prices to those which might be expected afew years from now. In these future years Value
Line "hypothesizes an economic environment which is
:ommonly applied to all stocks in estimating 1958-60 earnngs and dividends." This means V. L. anticipates certain
;conomic conditions in these coming years and makes its
forecasts on stock potentials accordingly. Naturally wars,
■evolutions and unforeseen Jepressions would throw its
conjectures all out of whack.

Let's look at some of Value Line's estimates of normal
iverage price in the 1958-60 period as compared to recent
>nce quotations for a number of leading movie industry
:ompanies :
Recent
Price Average
(May? 1958-60
Company
V.L. Survey)
Price Gain
ABC Paramount Theatres
27
37
+ 37%
[Columbia
32
40
+ 25%
Loew's
21
25
+ 19%
National Theatres
12
17
+42%
Paramount
41
58
+ 41%
'Stanley Warner Theatres
20
40
+100%
Technicolor
15
22
+ 47%
Twentieth-Fox
29
40
+ 38%
Universal
28
40
+ 43%
Warner Bros
20
30
+ 50%
0
Now note this: Value Line states that the estimated
average appreciation potentiality from recent price to 195860 of 654 stocks included in its survey is 20%. That figure,
of course, represents the market as a whole. Movie stocks,
however, are expected to enjoy an appreciation potentiality
of 44.2% — or better than twice that of the general market
under the same economic conditions. Offsetting this great
appreciation potential is the volitile history of cinema
stocks. For those viewing the movie industry as a decided-

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
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13.

19 5 5

By Philip R. Ward
ly more solidified and stabilized enterprise than in the past,
capital gain prospects appear remarkably favorable.
0
Another interesting Value Line service involves its
"Current Classifications" department, in which it determines whether a stock is presently overpriced or underpriced — regardless of its long term prospects. Here is how
V. L. grades the 10 cinema stocks cited above: ESPECIALLY UNDERPRICED— Stanley Warner (Note that
its long term appreciation potentiality is a thumping
100%); UNDERPRICED — Paramount, Technicolor,
Twentieth-Fox, Universal; FAIRLY PRICED— ABCParamount Theatres, Loew's, National Theatres, Warner
Bros.; FULLY PRICED— Columbia.
Respecting Columbia, Financial Bulletin must take exception. Columbia of all the important film-makers maintains the lowest price-to-earnings ratio in the industry.
Currently priced around 32, this stock sells at only 5 times
estimated earnings ($6.00) while the balance of movie
shares sell at approximately 10 times earnings. We look
for Columbia to catch up.

MARKET ODDS AND ENDS. 20th-Fox, after some
months in doldrums, is beginning to generate steam again.
Brokers attribute this to renewed longer term interest in
the company, together with the prospect of a resurgence
in earnings following a downslide 1st quarter . . . Republic
is popping up all over the ticker tapes. Some quarters are
taking this to mean that Mr. Yates has acquired a new
lease on life, but others feel it really means his lease on
Republic may soon run out. Take your choice. The shares
are zinging either way . . . Allied Artist is seemingly
nailed to the wall at 4^ — 4^. Nonetheless, look for the
market soon to begin discounting the price potential of
this longtime static situation.
O
ZENITH

GETS

THE

0

SHAKES.

Talk about volatile re-

actions among movie shares — Zenith's got them beat 30
ways to 1. Recent example involves performances following General David Sarnoff's declaration that free television
and subscription TV are patiently incompatible. Immediate aftermath: a striking 6-point loss with continuing
weakness on succeeding days. This cannot fail but underscore the truly tenuous and speculative nature of Zenith's
toll TV position. The recent surge in Zenith shares from
90 to above 120 probably resulted from heavy buying pressure by speculators hoping to ride the stock to a lofty peak
in expectation of a monopoly of the free airwaves for toll
purposes.
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RHODEN
ELMER C. RHODEN, chairman of the
Audience Awards Committee, urged theatremen
give full
support Awards
to COMPO's
Motion toPicture
Audience
plan.
'We of the exhibition phase of this great
industry must assume the leadership and
expert showmanship in presenting to the
American mction picture public the details of the Audience Awards plan . . . To
intelligently do this, we must make a
greater effort to see all pictures released,
to watch carefully the performances of
our artists . . . We must invite our public
to watch more carefully, and to appraise
fairly the entertainment values of pictures, and the performances of our artists.
All of this promotional work will develop
a keener interest on the part of the public
to see more motion pictures." Mr. Rhoden's comments were made in connection
with the distribution of the Awards brochure prepared by COMPO.
0
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK resigned as
board chairman of Magna Theatre Corp.,
which owns distribution rights to ToddAO's "Oklahoma!" Schenck will retain
his position as chairman of the board of
United Artists Theatres, holder of an interest in Magna.

SCHENCK
Page 10
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MYERS
ABRAM F. MYERS and Benjamin Berger announced that Allied States' Emergency Defense Committee will recommend to the board of directors that the
deadline for negotiations with the film
companies be extended until July 1. Meeting in Chicago last week, the EDC (composed of chairman Berger, Myers, Horace
Adams, Irving Dollinger, Jack Kirsch,
Ben Marcus, Ruben Shor and Wilbur
Snaper) heard a report from its subcommittee on developments since the TOAAllied meeting in NYC on May 24, 25.
If the extension of time is granted, the
subcommittee will continue to seek "more
liberal selling policies and easier terms"
for exhibitors. The Berger-Myers statement declared that upon completion of
these meetings a final report will be submitted to the Allied board containing
"specific findings as to the attitude of
each company toward meeting with exhibitor representatives and its position in
regard to each problem discussed where
interviews were had." The EDC recommended that Myers make preparations for
Congressional hearings, scheduled for
July, in the event "relief cannot be secured by the orderly processes of negotiation and agreement."
0
HERMAN ROBBINS has been named
Pioneer of the Year by the Motion Picture Pioneers, it was announced by Jack
Cohn, founder and president of the organization. In naming the board chairman of National Screen Service Cohn
stated, "We of the Motion Picture Pioneers salute the efforts of Herman Robbins
as worthy of our highest honor." Ceremonies will be held in conjunction with
the 17th annual MPP dinner in Nov.

BARNEY BALABAN entered the TollTV fray with a vengeance, last week,
when he reaffirmed Paramount's faith in
its subsidiary, International Telemeter,
and lashed out the "dominance by the
giant networks" of the "TV market
place." marks
The
Paramount
recame at
the annualpresident's
stockholders
meeting in answer to an earlier statement
by David Sarnoff, head of RCA and NBC,
that a TV boxoffice would enable Hollywood to control video programming.
Balabantives of retored
that now,
execu-of
the networks
and "Aa few
handful
sponsors determine what the public shall
see." He told stockholders that "it now
seems clear that irresistible economic
forces make some form of pay television
inevitable," adding that "Good and current motion pictures . . . still cannot be
supported on the economic base of sponsor-financed television." The Paramount
chief said that advertising supported TV
alone could not widen video horizons,
"only pay television
canfiled
fill the
void."of International Telemeter
details
its
Slot-TV system with the FCC on June 9.

ROBBINS

COMMANDER

Master

Cxekti* $L BULLETIN

EUGENE

F. McDDNALD,

Jr.

Propagandist

feature
Utah

By LEONARD COULTER
Installment I
When Commander Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., President
jf Zenith Radio Corporation, was merely tinkering with
say-as-you-see television in 1952, his company's stock
ould be bought in the open market for 68. Since then this
■naster industrial evangelist has put a huge propaganda
nachine into motion to champion Toll-TV. The price of
Zenith stock has doubled in price all the while McDonald
as been selling a large section of the American public the
Dill of goods that he will bring a new kind of television
'culture'' into their homes — at a price.
Whether, however, this price increase has occurred be:ause of, or in spite of, the Toll-TV activities, poses an extremely intriguing problem. It is one which Zenith stocknolders, in their own interests, should investigate lest the
bubble is doomed to burst. For either
money is being squandered in this bold
cash register on the God-given airlanes,
der McDonald will pull off one of the

their company's
attempt to put a
or else Commanmost mercenary

'grabs" in the whole history of American enterprise by
convincing the Federal Communications Commission
and/or the Congress to embrace him as a big-hearted,
public-spirited citizen.

Sold

MiH<(

the

1*U-1V

7 Touched Him!'
The best clues to the Commander's motivations come
from his own career. "Fortune" magazine, which certainly cannot be accused of antagonism to Big Business,
once remarked of him:
"He undeniably has colossal self-assurance. That is
based on his very high opinion of his own judgment — an
opinion shared by most people who have met him. His
faith in his judgment in turn, seems based on suspicion if
not belief that he has powers of perception not yet explained by physical laws . . . His personal appeal is great.
T touched him !' one enraptured girl exclaimed at a plant
(Continued on Page 14)

function."
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BECKLEY-PALACE
HUNTINGTON— PAl
HIGHLAND— H/LANIi
PRAIRIE du SAC-A
FENNIMORE— FEN W
PLATTEVILLE— AVAL
MARS HFI ELD— NEW
MERRILL— BADGER
NEILLSVILLE — ADLEfi
COLUMBUS-RUDAl,
EPHRAIM— SKYWAY
REEDSBURG— BADGf
TOMAHAWK— PAIA
WAUPACO-LYRJC
PORTAGE— PORTAGI
DARLINGTON— TOWJ
EAST TROY— TROY
MANISTIQUE-CEDAj
grafton-port
victoria-uptowaJ
bay city-state
EL CAMPO-NORMaL
WHARTON— R/O
YORKTOWN-YOR/C
GOLIAD
— GOUAD ~
NIXON— MILLS-VAll
NIXON
VALLEY
ODESSA-LYR/C
DUBLIN— MAJESTIC
HAMLIN— HAML/N
DE LEON— WEEP/NG
MERKEL— P/ONEER
BROWNFIELD— R/AIT
BUFFALO-R/O
COLEMAN— RANCHO
SEATTLE— COL/SEL/A1
BELLI
NGH AM— AMER
SPOKAN^-ORPHfU/|

ti
i« H
mt m
mmrjj m
lafff1^ J

starring
with

Screen Play by GEORGE
Executive Producer SAM

YATES and HAL SMITH • Technical Effects Created by RAY
• Produced by CHARLES H. SCHNEER • Directed by RO

BRUNSWICK-CUMBE
lEWISTON-i/SBON
CINCINNATI-GRAN,
DAYTON— COLON/ At
atchison-fox
springdale— apoll
nevada— tra/l
wakeeney-keuy
butler—
dr/ v£
farewell— border
wamego-garron:
lawrence— ./a yh aw
lyons-star
HIGGINSVULE-DAVf
VALLEY FALLS— RIO
MARSHALL— MARY U
ELDORADO— SHER/DA/
ROXY
SHERIDAN—
WAYSHIRE— BROOKS/
VICTORIA— TFJAS-4Z
EL CAMPO-R/Cf I
BAY CITY-BAY DR/V
REFUGIO— RANCHO
NEW BRAUNFELS— BR
CUERO-CUERO
MERCEDES— STATE
SAN BENITO-R/VOU
WESLACO-R/TZ
MC ALLEN— PALACf
BROWNSVILLE— MA JE
HARLENGEN— R/ALTO
EDI N BURG— C/TRUS
CORPUS CHRISTI-R/T
AUSTIN— QUEEN
ALICE— REX
ARANSAS PASS-R/A
BEEVILLE— REX
KENEDY— R/ ALTO
KKINGSVILLE—
ERR VI LIE— R/ALTO
TEXAS.
SACRAMENTO—
ESOV
CLEVELAND-H/PPOO
SAN FRANCISCO— PA

TING

IN

ERE IS A PARTIAL
f-DEL CITY
,T— SKYTRA/N
OOT-ROXY
■4— HARRIS
-JVILLE-GRAND
t— KENTON
ON-CAPITOL
SBURG-COLUMB/A
>TER— GRAND
HEM— GLOBE
)M-FAIRMONT
VILLE-EL RAJ
EY-6ROOKS/I

COLUMBIA

HISTORY-PRIOR

LISTING OF THE THOUSANDS

FRANKFORT— GARDEN
MIO-DA/ RAY
ALBION— BOHN
MARSHALL— BOG AR
CHELSEA— SYLVAN
LINCOLN— LINCOLN
ELKS RAPIDS-STATE
MACKINAW C\V^Ct
HILLSDALEf^A^k^

OF THEATRES

BINGHAMTON-CAP/TOL
AR DM ORE — PARK
BO VINA— MUSTANG
LANCASTER-GRANTLAND
CLINTON-Cl/NTON
STOUGHTON-BADGER
LAKE MILLS-LAKE
EDGERTON— R/AITO
PARMA-PARMA
NYSSA-NYSSA
CAREY-INDIAN TRAIL
\W&-LYRIC
AFTON-R/TZ
CANADIAN— CANAD/AN
EENVILLE— S/LVER
CORDELL— WASH/TA
ALLEGAN-REGENT
CYRIL— GUSHER
GRAND HAVEN—JMGRAND
HARRAH-STATE
IONIA-/ON/A
LONE WOLF-WOLF
LUDI NGTON— LYR/C
RINGLING— EL RANC
IRGH— STRAND
MANISTEE— VOGUE
TEMPLE-MAJESTIC
RAS COVE-COVE
MONROE— FAM/LY
WALEETKA— A VON
XN— PLAZA
NILES— READY
MITCHELL-N/LE
\CAN — VALLEY
OWOSSO-CAP/TOL
BRIDGEPORT, NEB. -CENTRAL
ON-PACE
SOUTH H AVE N—M/CH/G AN
ELKINS— ELK/NS
MAIN
THREE RIVERS-R/V/ERA
E. LIBERTY-L/BERTY
BURG-COLONIAL
TRAVERSE CITY-STATE
PITTSBURGH-SOUTH HILLS
3RD-PALACE
GALESBURG— SALE
BRADDOCK-PARAMOUNT
MEL— STATE
ALP ER I A— MALTZ
EMBASSY
McKEESPORT-ROX/AN
ADRIAN-CROSWEU
CHARLEROI— STATE
UM— HARRIS
PINCONNING— WHYTE
GREENSBURG-STRAND
JRGH— BELMAR
SANDUSKY-SAN/LAC
P U NXSUT A WNEY— JEFFERSON
NA-OLYMPIC
DECK ER VI LIE— THUM
MARION-SUN
TOWN-EMBASSY
ELGIN— R/AITO
E. PITTSBURGH-R/VOL/
ND-STRAND
GALESBURG— WEST
-PALACE - N. S. PITTSBURGH-GARDEN
DGE— AMBR/DGE
YOUNGSTOWN-PALACE
LEMOORE-LEMOORE
ON-CAPITOL
OSHKOSH-OSHKOSH
STOCKTON-ESQU/RE
ASTLE— SUPER CASTLE
GREENSBURG-^JAPHOL^J
BEAR LAKE— CUB
ERNON— SUPER 71
McKEESP^Tj^Al
hi/
BERKELEY— OAKS
ND TWP.-RENAU/'S
OAKLAND— T & D
NGTON — WA5H/NC
MERIDIAN— CAP/TOL
JfmjY^H YLANDER
JRGH— ARC/
^ ZWtON-GRAND
STEVENS PT.-FOX
NGTC
^OTTSVILLE-HOLLYWOOD
J ON ESV ILLE— JEFFR/ES
JRGH -*Bmtf^ORNE
LOS ANGELES— N/NE THEATRES
RANDOLPH— RANDOLPH
URGH-SOTDN/At
APPLETON-APPLETON
GAYS MILLS-K/CKAPOO
EESPORT-BIUE DELL
RACINE— R/ALTO
ANTIGO— PALACE
URGH-SOUTH PARK
SHEBOYGAN-REX
ESC A NAB A— DELFT
EASANT-PENN
SHENANDOAH— CAP/TOl
SAULT ST. MARIE-SOO
ON-DIXIE
SHAMOKIN-CAP/TOL
RHINELANDER-ROMAN
JGELES— H/llSTREET
LEBANON-STATE
MA N ITOW AC— M/K ADO W
ALE-CAPITOL
WAUKESHA-P/X
CASSVILIE-CASS
WOOD-HAWAII
KENOSHA-GATEWAY
MEL— KIEL
BELOIT-ELL/S
ENA— UNITED ARTIST
SHAWANO-SHAWANO
ANGELES— UN/TED ARTIST LINCOLN— STATE
BRILLION— BR/LL/ON
PHILADELPHIA-STANTON
EGO— SPRECKELS
MONROE— GOETZ
IDE-DE ANZA
TRENTON— CAP/TOL
STAMBAUGH— PERFECT
PORTLAND— ORPHEUM
JIS OBISPO-OB/SPO
STURGEON BAY-DOOR
MT. PLEASANT— K/NEM A
PARAMOUNT
ISHPEMING— /SHPEM/NG
PLYMOUTH-PLYMOUTH
SFI ELD— CAL/FORN/ A
WHITEWATER-STRAND
SENACA-SENACA
GAS— PALACE
WILSON-DERR/CK
ILLE-fR/S
MARYSVCENTER-STAR
JIX-R/ALTO AND INDIAN CLAY
WAUSAU-GRAND
VA-PLAZA
SPARTA-SPARTA
COUNCIL
GROVE—
CH/EF
vL-PLAZA
BY
OSAGE CITY— H/LLCREST
TA-W/CH/TA
BROOKFIELD-C/V/C
•I— PARAMOUNT
IOME
STERLING-ROYAL
-FOX
KALKASKA—
KAL
;apolis-r/tz
WBO£^\tk-TREDONIA
NCWTON-ROXY
ALMONT— ALMQAjf
use-rancho
FT. SCOTT-MO. KAN
OAK
HARJJO&fW
■IOLA
COLORAD
AUGUSTA— AUGUSTA
SIOR SPRINGS— BEYER
JEFFERSON CITY-STATE
PUEBLOIA-UPTOWN
NORTON-SUNSET
BOULDER— BOULDER
GTON—M A/NSTREET
E. LIVERPOOL-CERAM/C
FT. COLLINS-LYR/C
E CITY-DODGE
NAPOLEON— STATE
NORTH PLATTE— FOX
Y VI LLE— TACKETT
BRYAN— BRYAN
GREELEY— CH/EE
VILLE-PR/NCESS
ALVA-P/X
CANON CITY— SKYL/NE
GFIELD— FOX
PENT WATER— PENT WATER
LOVELAND-MOTORENA
10ND— EARR/S
SHELBY-SHELBY
ROCKY FORD— STARL/TE
WEll-MAX/NE
-YALE
CRAIG-SUNSET
ADRIAN— SKY
BUHL— ROMONA
WICHITA FALLS-STATE
JGTON-CAP/TOl
HAILEY— L/BERTY
UT-B/VOADW AY CAPITOL LAS CRUCES-F/ESTA
SALT LAKE CITY-AUTOR/UM
VAS-FAM/LY
FORT MORGAN— VALLEY
—STRAND
BUFFALO— IAEA YETTf
ANTLERS— COOPER
-II AG AR A FALLS— STRAND
NING-TOWlf-**
CHECOTAH-69

ALREADY

TO

RELEASE

DATED!

CHEYENNE-PARAMOUNT LONGMONT— STAR VUE
COALGATE-SKY VUE
BAY CITY— WASH/NGTON SCOTTSBLUFF-BLUEFS
DAVENPORT-GEM
LIMA-OU/LNA
EUFAULA— CH/EF
GRAND RAPIDS— REGENT
MARION-OH/O
LAKE ODESSA-LAKE
FORGAN-FORGAN
DURAND— DUR AND
MANSFIELD-MAD/SON
GARBER— GARBER
HASTINGS-STRAND
LI NDSAY— H/LLCREST
MASSILLON-WESL/N
FOWLERVILLE— ORR
NOWATA-REX
HOUSTON—
K/RBY
REED CITY-REED
PERRY-PERRY
SAN ANTONIO— TEXAS
LESLIE-ARCADE
DENVER-DENVff
SHAMROCK-L/BERTY
LINDEN— l/NDEN
WHITEHALL-PLAYHOUSE
DO WAG I AC— CENTURY
STROUD-COZY
WAGONER-CHEROKEE
LOWELL-STRAND
WAIONGA-ROCK
-ItKKTIIMt ANN AaBfJ^Afltn/GAN ASHTABULA-BULA
RAPID CITY-S/OUX
WOODWARD-TERR YT/ME BAT TIE CREEK-BWOU
YUMA-S/IVER SPUR
FlINT^TJlATE
FT. COBB-R/AL
JACKSON-CAP/TOL
CONNEAUT-STATE
FRIONA-^H/EI
KALAMAZOO-CAP/TOL
GENEVA-SHEA
LANSING— GLADMERE
CORNING— RODGERS
GUX/jri^AMl
LAVERNE-LAVERNE
MUSKEGON-M/CH/GAN
M ALAD— STAR
PORT HURON-FAM/LY
BRIGHAM CITY-ROXY
R AGUE— SAVOY
f^
yu
ic
WYf
SAGINAW—
FRANKL/N
H^
^Jviffl-TREND
WYNNEWOOD-DEAL
WENDELL-ACE
CHARLOTTE-MAPLE
CITY
HUNTINGTON— CASTLE
ROCK SPRINGS-R/ALTO
CLARE-NORTHLAND
DALHART-EL RANCHO
LARAMIE— FOX
MANISTIC-CH/PP/WA
LAS VEGAS— VEGAS
COLEMAN-SANDRA
REMUS-BRYCE
STURG IS— STRAND
MONTROSE-STAR
LAKE CITY-SAUKEE
DURANGO-KNOX
CASEVILIE— BAY
BOWLING GREEN— CLAZEl
BRECKENRIDGE— GRAT/OT DAVISON-M/DWAY
ADA-McSWA/N
UBLY— HURON
VANDERGRIFT— MANOS
MARLETTE-CENTER
ALTUS-PLAZA
SWARTZ CREEK-CREEK
SEBEWAING— L/NCOLN
BARTLESVI LLE— ARROW
ST. CHARLES— ROXY
CASS CITY-CASS
BLACKWELL— R/VOl/
WATSONV I LLE— CENTRE
CASPER— REX
VALLEJO-R/TZ
BORGER— REX & S
ALBUOUERQUE — STATE
CHANDLER-H
VISALIA-V/SAl/A
LUBBOCK—
CL/FTON
SALINAS-EL REY
CHEROKEE-R/TZ
MIDLAND— R/TZ
CHICK ASH A— R/ALTO
SONORA-SONORA
"
BURLEY—
ORPHEUM
It
FIREBAUGH— DR/VE IN
CLAREMORE-YALE
EMMETT— /DEAL
CLINTON— REDl AND
PETALUMA-STATE
RUPERT-W/LSON
CUSHING-DUNK/N
ANTIOCH— STAMM
JEROME-R/O REY
DRUMRIGHT— TOWER
SAN JOSE-STUD/O
EVENSTON-STRAND
DUNCAN— R/TZ
DALLAS — R/ALTO
MONTPELIER— R/CH
ELK CITY— WESTLAND
FT. WORTH— PALACE
SUNNYSIDE-NU STAR
EL RENO— CENTRE
EL PASO-STATE
KALI SPELL— STRAND
ENID— CH/EE
WACO— /MPER/Al
SALT
LAKE
CITY-IYR/C
SARANAC-SARANAC
SAN JOSE-STUD/O
FREDERICK— RAMONT
GARLAND— MA/N
CORSI CAN A— /DEAL
IOXY
TWIN
FALLS— ROXY
GEARY— GEARY
DEN ISON— STATE
PRICE-J^f^fN
DURANT-PLAZA
GUTHRIE— MELB A
IDAHO FALLS—.
MUSKOGEE— ROXY
HARTSHORNE— OAK
MUSKOGEE-GRAND u
HENRYETTA-BLA/NE
AMAR ILLO— STATE
HOBART-OKLAHOMAN
McALESTER— OKL AH
HOLDENVILLE— GRAND
ID
WELL-FOX
HOMINY— PETT/T
GREAT FALLS— L/BERTY
PARIS-MA/N
VU
OR
wOT
^-)
LEWISTOWN-JUD/TH
ABILENE— OUEEN
HUGO— E/RE
PROVO-U/NTA
MANGUM— TEMPLE
VERNON-P/C
MIAMI— MIAMI
EASTLAND— MA JEST/C
LOGAN-ROXY
WALLACE-W/LMA
TEMPLE— TEXAS
NORMAN-UNIVERSITY
MEXI A— PARKWAY
OKLAHOMA CITY-JEWEl
KELLOGG-RENA
MILWAUKEE— ALHAMBRA TRINIDAD-STRAND
OKMULGEE— ORPHEUM
BUTTE-R/ALTO
PAMPA-LA VISTA
LAWTON— R/TZ
OKLAHOMA CITY-STATE BILLINGS— BABCOCK
PAULS VALLEY— ROYAL
PAWHUSKA-K/ HE KAH
McCOOK-B/SON
MISSOULA-FOX
TORRINGTON— WYOM/NG OGDEN— EGYPT/ AN
PICHER-PLAZA
LEAD— HOMESTAKE
PONCA CITY-KAY
MILES CITY-PARK
SIDNEY-PLA/NS
PRYOR-ALLRED
COEUR D'ALENE— DREAM
BOZEMAN-R/ALTO
SAPULPA-STATE
COLOMA-LOMA
E. JORDAN— TEMPLE
TOOELE-STRAND
SAND SPRINGS-HARMONY
BRONSON-BRONSON
SAYRE— STOVALL
ST. GEORGE— D/X/E
SEMINOLE— SEM/NOLE
PAW PAW-STRAND
BOISE-R/ALTO
BANTON HARBOR-STATE PAYETTE-CHARM
SHAWNEE—
R/TZ
HAVRE-ORPHEUM
ST. JOSEPH-ELECTR/C
G/E
TOLEDO— R/VOL/
SPANISH
FORK-ARC/LITTLE ROCK— ARKANSAS HELENA— MARIO W
TULSA — TULSA
CANTON-PALAC,
TULSA— PLAZA
SANTA FE— SAN,
FREMONT— PARAMOUNT
ALLIANCE— M
BE LLE VUE— STATE
FOSTORIA.-E1
STERLING-LOGAN
PETOSKY-HOUYWOOD
HESPERIA— STAR
SUNRAY— BUCKAROO
VELMA-V. D.
WALTERS— OKLA.

!
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(Continued from Page 11)

The aura of supreme egotism in which McDonald moves
is understandable enough. Son of a small shopkeeper, he
was born in Syracuse, New York, and is now nearing his
70th birthday. His formal education was sketchy, marked
by more than one suspension. As a youngster he worked
in the Franklin automobile plant filing aluminum castings.
The pay: $6 a week. The day: 11 wearying hours.
After an equally uneventful job with the Imperial Motor
Company McDonald, while still in his 'teens, got into the
used-car business in Chicago. He made a quick killing,
thanks largely to a number of spectacular publicity stunts.
On one occasion he paid a policeman $10 to arrest him,
having previously taken good care to have a photographer
handy to make the pictures. His main activity in those
days was selling commercial cars "on time", a field of activity he claims to have pioneered.
In a few years he had made enough to establish the
Seneca Securities Corporation. His partner in the venture
was another man who had succumbed to the publicity bug,
Commander Urbine J. Herrmann. Herrmann was one of
the biggest headline-earners in Chicago during that picturesque era when the city was ruled by Mayor "Big Bill"
Thompson. It was Mayor Thompson who appointed Herrmann head of the Chicago Library Board, entrusted with
authority to remove the name of King George V from the

come famous, was one of McDonald's colleagues on th<
"Peary's" 1925 MacMillan expedition to the North (no
the South) Pole.
One of the Commander's colleagues says that when ar
idea becomes implanted in his mind nothing in heaven oi
hell can shift it. He maintains a big staff of research tech
nicians working on his ideas. Because he is deaf in cm
ear, he insisted that Zenith get into the hearing aid markewith a set to retail at far less than established prices. Since
then the company has become by far the largest manufac J
turer of such appliances, and thousands of deaf people un
doubtedly are grateful to the Zenith boss.
That "Sixth Sense"
He insists on being called "Commander". Nothing
seems to shake his conviction that he possesses a sixtr
sense. For instance, he claims to be able to win at almosi
any game of chance. Everything about him is calculated tc
impart a feeling of drama. Who else would boast the
world's finest collection of gangster guns? Who else woulc
have been so convinced of the possibility of thought-transference as to put on a series of radio shows to dramatize it:

city's library books.
Ange-kok, "Miracle Worker"
McDonald's interest in radio dates from his return from
World War I service, in which he earned the rank of lieutenant commander, naval intelligence. He sold his interest
in Seneca Securities and in 1921 bought himself a share of
a small outfit named Chicago Radio Laboratory, which became Zenith and of which, in short order, McDonald assumed undisputed control.
Publicity, propaganda, stunts — all of them McDonald
used to the full. He organized the National Association of
Broadcasters and was, of course, elected its first president.
He bought the first manufacturing license issued by RCA
— and saw that everybody knew it. He got the U.S. Navy
to fit its world goodwill tour vessels with Zenith shortwave radio in 1924. He helped talk President Coolidge into
getting three Navy planes to fly over the North Pole on
an expedition in which he commanded the 160-ft SS
"Peary," which he had purchased in the meantime and on
which, of course, he carried Zenith radios. They were such
a success that the Eskimos called him Ange-kok ("The
Miracle Worker").
He paid $375,000 for a 185-ft. yacht and threw a series
of fabulous parties at which were served, among other
things, cocktails, made of pistachio ice cream and gin. He
went hunting for pirate treasure on Cocos Island, became
a glider enthusiast, an author, a speed-boat fan and a married man.

The widely publicized report that McDonald accompanied Admiral Byrd to the Antarctic is viewed with a
fishy eye by many. Its only basis, we hear, is that a young
lieutenant commander named Richard Byrd, later to bePage 14
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The man is an adventurer, a sort of bacolic buccaneer
who believes he possesses to the nth degree the gift of conquest. This characteristic is so marked in him that he
sometimes seems inclined to ignore the logic of a situation,
preferring to play a hunch or to figuratively flip a coin.
Ten years ago, some say, his supposed psychic powers told
him to keep out of the television field and concentrate on
radio, and it has been recorded that he waged a long, bitter
and losing campaign to convince American industry that
it would be years before TV became economically sound,
and was being oversold. Today he apparently has another
hunch : that if he can get his publicity horns blaring loudly
enough he will be able to grab for Zenith a dominant position in Toll-TV and siphon off some of the vast amounts
of money which are flowing into the medium he mistakenly scoffed at for so long.
Carrying The Ball
Eugene McDonald's anxiety to prize open this plump
oyster has manifested itself in as foxy a propaganda drive
as America has ever seen. It has so far been extremely effective. By sheer force of publicity he has made the TollTV issue a national controversy. He has made people talk
about it in trains, trolley-cars, factories, offices and in their
own homes. He has made them read about it in their
newspapers and magazines and, wonder of wonders, has
sparked debates on radio. So fabulous have been his meth-
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Is that millions of Americans are already half-convinced
at subscription television would perform a socially useful
irpose, and that Eugene F. McDonald is the arch apostle
progress.
It will help radio and benefit television, he declares. It
ill rescue the motion picture industry from ruin. It will
ve the public time and money by furnishing better qualientertainment with "no subsidies, no indirect economic
;als, no third-party patronage."

This propaganda campaign of panaceas for all has been
) farflung and extravagant that the two other companies
iterested in promoting pay-as-you-see TV — Skiatron and
elemeter — are practically at a publicity standstill. The
ommander is carrying the ball. He has the Federal Commnications Commission on the spot, and many are asking
'hether the FCC possesses the authority to decide the
indamental issue posed: are the air-waves free to all, or
an they be sold under license for Toll-TV purposes? Is
le public entitled to receive broadcast entertainment free,
r should some vested commercial interest, like Zenith, for
istance, be permitted to send out signals which could not
e received except by those able to pay?
lough Fighter
In giving all and sundry the "roughhouse treatment", by
is publicity bullying of all who oppose him, McDonald
as been astonishingly successful in convincing observers
lat he, the champion of the people, is being pounced on
y a pack of profit-hungry wolves. The stronger the oposition becomes, the wilder are the accusations he un[pashes. Thus, he is able to divert attention from his own
bjective — which is to establish a cozy little monopoly of
is own.
Instances of this technique are abundant. On April 6 of
lis year Zenith cancelled its sponsorship of the CBS "Omibus" program "in view of the latter's refusal to permit
se on the program of a commercial announcement relatig to Phonevision". In a lengthy telegram announcing
. lis fact, McDonald's publicity chief accused CBS of "aritrary and unwarranted censorship."
This blast was followed on April 19 by another telegram
!> Film BULLETIN, reading as follows :
"Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr. . . . today sent the
blowing wire to Columbia Broadcasting System in rebonse to its invitation to participate in a televised panel
iscussion of subscription television May 1. 'Mr. Irving
'itlin . . . Regarding your telegram April 15 inviting me
|) appear on a CBS network program May first for panel
|iscussion of subscription television 'in line with CBS
olicy of balance and fairness in exploration of public

issues' I have no doubt that
'balance and fairness' that
program of March 27 when
Storer represent the point of

this will be the same sort of
characterized the 'Omnibus'
it was insisted that George
view of broadcasters, and the

sort of 'balance and fairness' that led to your refusing our
commercial on Phonevision for 'Omnibus' program of
April 10, which was immediately followed by a program
using commercials lobbying against the public development of our power resources. Nevertheless, we are confident enough that the public has a stake in this subject
which cannot be suppressed, that we will participate in
the program. While I cannot appear personally we accept
your invitation and I have asked W. Theodore Pierson,
our Washington counsel, and probably the best informed
man in the country on subscription television and the
broadcast industry to appear in my stead . . .' "
When the Columbia Broadcasting System, a few weeks
later, replied to this high-handed missive in a statement attacking the whole conception of pay-as-you-see TV as
inimical to the public interest, McDonald, who has a singularly sarcastic turn of phrase, promptly sent out a press release denying Toll-TV would hijack the American public
into paying for home entertainment, which they now obtain free. McDonald added, "What CBS really fears is
that the competition of programs which the public will
want badly enough to pay for might affect the present situation, where three or four New York network executives
enjoy the absolute monopoly of dictating what can or cannot be seen by the public on their thirty-four million television sets . . ."
If there were ever a case of the pot calling the kettle
black this, surely, is it! Nevertheless, this press release
served the Commander's purpose, and followed this shrewd
strategic policy of the propagandist policy apparent in
everything he does: seize the initiative, attack the enemy,
arouse him to anger, provoke him to reply — and so confuse
the real issue that the FCC might lose sight of what we're
after. Then we should be able to sneak in by the back door.
Sarnoff Speaks
One need be no Einstein to realize that if subscription
television ever got into the hands of an eager beaver like
Eugene McDonald — and even if he shared the field with a
couple of cohorts in the field, Skiatron and Telemeter —
those companies would likewise enjoy the monopoly of
dictating what could or could not be seen by the public on
their Slot-TV sets.
Perhaps McDonald's most potent adversary is General
David Sarnoff, Chairman of the Board of the Radio Corporation ofAmerica. Last week General Sarnoff filed with
the FCC a statement outlining NBC's objections to payas-you-see-TV, which he characterized as "No fee — No
see." Broadcasting would, he said, become "narrow-casting." In self-defence, the existing networks would, if TollTV became commercially profitable, have to engage in it
themselves, with the obvious danger of evoking a chainreaction which would kill the present American system of
free television. Thus the greatest medium ever devised for
the free dissemination of ideas, education and entertainment to all people — irrespective of their financial means —
would come to an end.
(Continued on Page 16)
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free,
McDonald's argument that television today isn't
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in
ms
progra
for
pays
end,
the
in
public,
since the
prices for the sponsors' products, was utterly demolished
conby Sarnoff, who pointed out that it was "as absurd as
tending that purchases of automobile and clothing subsidize the press and that, were there no press, automobiles
and clothing would cost the consumer less."
Another body-blow from Sarnoff was his disclosure that
since the Toll-TV stations would necessarily depend commercially on the highest revenue they could extort from
they would seek to put their programs on the
ers,
subscrib
air at the peak viewing periods. But as a TV receiver can
only get one program at a time, "the audiences available
for free television during those hours would be diminished
by many millions ... No broadcast station is now able to
transmit free television programs at the same time it transmits nay television programs." This means that millions
of people in areas covered today by only one acceptable
TV channel would be cut off from television altogether
during the so-called "choice periods" — unless they were
willing (or could afford) to pay tribute to McDonald,
Skiatron or Telemeter.
Whither Hollywood?

One of the great imponderables in Eugene McDonald's
future is the Hollywood motion picture industry. On the
one hand, if the major producers were to embrace TollTV, their support would be a godsend at this moment to
the scrapny Commander, who sorely needs worthy allies.
On the other hand, Hollywood's entry into subscription
television would undoubtedly be in competition, not in
conjunction, with Phonevision. It could smash McDonald
to smithereens. This is what Winston Churchill would
call Phonevision's "soft underbelly."
McDonald, however, apparently believes that time is on
his side, and hopes that he can beat Hollywood to the
punch. Without courting financial disaster the film producing industry could not at this time consign exhibitors
to the scrap heap or relegate them to some secondary role.
They would need, moreover, a whole army of lawyers and
lobbyists to untangle themselves from the meshes of the
anti-trust laws. This latter complication was ventilated in
General Sarnoff's statement last week to the FCC. He observed: "Pay-television makes strange bedfellows and the
recent alliance between the powerful motion picture interests and the pay-television promoters is highly significant.
For years the large motion picture companies have refused to make their pictures available to television. This
refusal applied to the old pictures in their vaults as well as
to their new products. Paramount Pictures, promoters of
Telemeter pay-television, and other motion picture producers, have been legally divorced by the courts from several thousand theatre boxoffices to which they were so long
wedded, are now panting for marriage to cash boxes that
can be attached to 35,000,000 television receivers now in
American homes. We believe it would be fatal to the continued dynamic growth of television to enable Hollywood
to dominate and control television programming."
Page 16
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By the same token, General Sarnoff might well hav
added, it would be fatal to the continued growth of tele
vision in the home to enable a mere handful of Toll-T\
promotors to control, without the severest restrictions, thi
organization, the installation, the programming and th«J
pricing of subscription television.
Now

Balaban

Smarting under the reference to Paramount and Tele
meter, Paramount's President, Barney Balaban, was stung
to reply, charging Sarnoff with making "pious declara
tions" and declaring that "irresistible economic forces'
made some system of Toll-TV "inevitable." Then, having
set the blaze, Eugene McDonald threw on a can of gaso
line by publicly asserting that Sarnoff was embittered be
cause RCA had bid for, and failed to buy, the Zenith Cor

ISO
if*

poration's Toll-TV system. Snapped Sarnoff, "Mr. Mc
Donald's irresponsible statement is so lacking in truth thai
he . . . deserves severe criticism for his attempts to misIead^W

■

the public, the industry and the Government."
Some day — no matter whether it succeeds or whether i
fails — Commander
Eugene F . McDonald's propagand;
for pay-as-you-see television will be quoted as' 1 ■
acampaign
classic of its kind, for he has inflamed both public and
private opinion to an unbelievable degree. While his op
ponents rant back at him, he is moving with the speed of ■
an atomic-powered bulldozer towards his goal — of holding
the unsuspecting American people to ransom.
A Sham
Perhaps the biggest stroke of luck the cocky Commander has had to date is the fact that active opposition to
Toll-TV until recently was spearheaded by motion picture
exhibitors seeking to protect their own interests and in
vestments. This enabled McDonald to stigmatize them as
opponents of progress — for their own selfish em'^. The
defense fund they have raised he calls a "war chest' , ignor
ing the apparent fact that his own publicity and propaganda expenditure has been prodigious in comparison.
Now, however, the real struggle is at hand. The theatre
men have been joined in their opposition to Toll-TV by the
nation's two big radio and television networks and by
certain labor groups.
Nearly two years ago when Film BULLETIN first drew
attention to the menace of Slot-TV in a series of articles
(issues of October 19, 1953, November 2, and November
16) the contention of the proponents of pay-as-you-see *
television — that it would free the air of domination by f
sponsors and advertisers — was exposed as a sham. Every-' I
thing that has happened since then confirms that early ?■
view. But a more serious aspect which must now be con-. I
sidered is that, because the Federal Communications Commission seems likely to dump this problem into the lap of
Congress as being beyond its own jurisdiction, Eugene F.
McDonald is carrying his loaded propaganda to the public's elected representatives.
Thus, the Toll-TV issue has moved out of the sphere of
intra-industry economics into that of national policy. It
is from that point of view that Film BULLETIN proposes, in its next issue, to examine closely and analytically
the grave issues which have now arisen.

Cobweb"
TheIRaO*?
&<ui«e**
O Q

"The
O

5erious, intelligent, brilliantly acted drama about psychiatric problems, will be helped by controversy. Provocative
fheme will stimulate grosses in general market.
Metro has come up with what might be described as a
nigh-class "Blackboard Jungle" in "The Cobweb". It may
oe a surprise grosser. Concerned with the problems of a
small psychiatric institution and the effects of the physicians' personal affairs on their patients, it will be highly
controversial (according to reports it already is) and undoubtedly will stimulate public interest. This is a serious,
mature, complex, and subtle investigation of some very
imoortant problems. As to the honesty of the investigation, this reviewer can't judge, but it is very effective dramatical y. Asplendid all-star cast has been assembled, and
[it is difficult to single out performances for praise — Richlard Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Lillian Gish and John Kerr
are particularly good. Vincente Minnelli's direction sustains tension throughout, never letting up, and builds to
some very moving scenes. CinemaScope-Eastman Color
photography contributes to the dramatic effect. Widmark
lis appointed director of a psychiatric clinic in the mid-west
His wife, Gloria Grahame, begins to resent the time he is
ispending away from home at his work. Very subtly, everybody's problems come to a head over the question of window drapes for a room in the clinic — Grahame wants to
choose them. Widmark approves of nurse Bacall's suggestion that the patients design them. Grahame runs to
Charles Boyer, a doctor whose authority has been superseded by Widmarks' appointment, for support of her plan.
When Boyer supports Grahame, patient John Kerr, feeling
personally rejected, tires to kill himself. Out of the contusion, Kerr is saved, Boyer resigns, and Widmark, who
has turned to Bacall, goes back to his wife.
MGM. 124 minutes. Richard Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer, Gloria Gra' hame, Lillian Gish, John Kerr, Oscar Levant. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. ProI duced by John Houseman.

"A

Day

to Remember"

Mild British comedy fare. Fair for the art-house market. Can
serve as supporting dualler in better-class houses.

This J. Arthur Rank presentation, being released by Republic, follows the pattern several recent British comedies have established. Well acted, routinely photographed,
it is brief, mildly pleasant and diverting. Scenes with Englishman Donald Sinden and French girl Odile Versois are
charming, and the episode in which staid James Hayter
goes pub-hopping with reckless abandon is amusing. Plot
i tells of the brief adventures of a British dart team on an
annual outing — a day in Boulogne. Sinden and fiancee
Joan Rice have been quarreling in England. In France,
Sinden falls in love with Odile Versois, while back in England Rice meets an American soldier and strikes up a romance. Everything is thus settled for them. Others have
various experiences. At the end of the day, they all return
— their lives enriched.
Republic. 72 minutes. Joan Rice, Donald Sinden, Odile Versois, Stanley Holloway. Directed by Ralph Thomas. Produced by Betty E. Box.

Seven

Year

Itch"

'ScttitcM, Katun? O O O O
One of the year's top grossers. A brilliantly produced version of the hit play, chockful of laughs and with the Monroe
name insuring rousing returns in all situations.
There's not much doubt about the success of this ballyhooed comedy hit. Based on the long-run stage play by
George Axelrod, the film version is loaded with laughs
and spice, and is topped off by two brilliant comic portrayals— Marilyn Monroe, as the alluring and understanding girl "upstairs", and Tom Ewell, as the harassed husband. Ewell turns in a tour de force — he is superb throughout— and Marilyn is a delight. Everything about the film
glitters: the supporting cast is extraordinarily fine, CinemaScope and De Luxe Color light up everything most
agreeably (particularly M. M.), and Billy Wilder's direction is, as usual, sharp and deft. Ewell's frequent fantasies
— the highlight of the film — are perfectly handled, full of
variety and imagination. Grosses will be tops in all
situations for this bright and clever comedy. The "seven
year itch," of course, is the presumed desire that "every"
happily married man gets, after seven years of matrimony,
to seek new pleasures. Ewell sends wife Evelyn Keyes and
son off to the country for the summer months. That very
night he meets Marilyn, who has rented the apartment
above for the summer, and the fun begins. The EwellMonroe relationship is altogether innocent but the film describes, very wittily, the projection of Ewell's desires and
guilt feelings. By the end, Ewell has enjoyed many vicarious thrills and has so magnified things, he is sure that
everyone "knows", and he expects his wife to begin divorce action. Reassured by Monroe, he rushes off to the
country to join the spouse and kiddie.
20th Century-Fox. 105 minutes. Tom Ewell, Marilyn Monroe, Sonny Tufts, Robert
Strauss,rectedOscar
Homolka. Produced by Charles F. Feldman and Billy Wilder. Diby Billy Wilder.

"The

Magnificent

Matador"

Pictorially attractive, but leisurely drama about bull-fighter.
Exploitation will draw action fans. Pair-plus generally.
The CinemaScope cameras give a striking pictorial lift
to this Edward L. Alperson production, capturing the exhilarating thrill of the Mexican bull ring, its picturesque
crowds and heroic matadors. The major emphasis of the
film, however, is on matador Anthony Quinn's personal
problems, and it is only in the concluding sequence that
real action developes. Once it does, the excitement engendered ispowerful and tense. The story unfolds leisurely, sometimes absorbingly, sometimes too slowly. On the
whole, it is a competent job, dramatic values are good,
with the CinemaScope and Eastman Color doing wonders
for the Mexican scene. Quinn gives his usual fine performance as the matador. Wealthy Maureen O'Hara is fascinated by matador Quinn, and when Quinn runs away from
his Sunday match (he is afraid that his young protege,
Manuel Rojas, will be killed) she follows him. Quinn finally reveals that Rojas is his illegitimate son. Drawing faith
from her love, he exposes his identity to Rojas, and father
and son fight brilliantly in the final scene.

20th
Century-Fox.
94 minutes.Produced
Maureenby O'Hara,
Directed
by Budd Boetticher.
Edward L.Anthony
Alperson.puinn, Manuel Roias.
on Page 20]
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The

Far

Horizons"

Poorly paced version of Lewis and Clark expedition. Thin
story, length, listless direction are debit factors. Outdoor
scenery plus-factor. Will realize only fair returns generally.
Based on the story of Lewis and Clark, and their Indian
guide, Sacajawea, this outdoor drama is scenically effective, but very thin dramatically. The action, consisting of
occasional Indian skirmishes, is sporadic and brief. The
bulk of the plot turns on the journey and on conflict between the two explorers over the girl back home (Barbara
Hale) and the girl up front (Donna Reed). The film is
simply too long to carry the weight of the script ; it would
profit by having some twenty minutes of footage edited.
The acting and direction are listless. In VistaVision and
Technicolor, the camera explores the Louisiana Purchase
rewardingly and there are some fine sights to be seen.
Charlton Heston (Clark) and Fred MacMurray (Lewis)
set out to explore the recently purchased Louisiana Territory. Heston has become engaged to Hale, the girl whom
MacMurray also loves. They come upon an Indian village
and request a guide to lead them the rest of the way.
Donna Reed, who has been captured by the tribe, escapes
and joins and guides them. When she and Heston fall in
love, MacMurray, still burning about Heston's engagement to Hale, flares up. Back in Washington, Heston
plans to marry Donna, but realizing that the social life of
Washington is not for her, she runs off.
Paramount.
108 by
minutes.
Reed, Barbara
Hale.
Produced
WilliamFred
PineMacMurray,
and WilliamCharlton
Thomas. Heston,
DirectedDonna
by Rudolph
Mate.

"The Purple Mask"
ScuiKCM IZatoHf OOO
Swashbuckling CinemaScope adventure in the Doug Fai
banks tradition. Should delight action fans and youngster
Universal has come up with a period adventure mel
drama strongly reminiscent of the old Douglas Fairban
vehicles. With Tony Curtis playing the masked hero, t
plot is laid in the post-French Revolution period, wh
Napoleon was executing Royalists. Curtis out-fences a
the Emperor's henchmen, rescues condemned noble
laughs and deftly escapes. The action is crisp, neat, a"
tongue-in-cheek, with the romantic element worked in u
obtrusively.
A strong assist goes to CinemaScope an
Technicolor which bring the period costuming, the ou
door scenes, and the rich interiors to life. Curtis' legion
teenage fans will enjoy the derring-do and the kiddies wi
howl. Plot revolves about the efforts of royalists to ci
cumvent the violent excesses of the "reign of terror." N
poleon (Robert Cornthwaite) brings Dan O'Herlihy t
Paris for the purpose of capturing Curtis, who has sue
cessfully been kidnapping government officials in returi
for ransom money. Learning of O'Herlihy's mission, th
royalist group, among whom are Colleen Miller and Ange
la Lansbury, plan to sacrifice an imposter "Purple Mask,
diverting the chase from the real one. Curtis, whose iden
tity as the bonafide is unknown, is selected. Eventuall;
he is captured, but at the execution site, the royalist sup
porters take over, Curtis out-duels O'Herlihy, and bar
gains with Napoleon for the freedom of his group.
Universal.
82 minutes.
Tony byCurtis,
Gene byBarry,
O'Herlihy
Angela
Lansbury.
Produced
HowardColleen
Christie.Miller,
Directed
BruceDanHumberstonc

"Othello"
"The

Adventures

of Sadie"

Fair British comedy too talky for U. S. audiences. Exploitables give it dual bill status in general. OK for art spots.
This British comedy, getting a 20th Century-Fox release is only sporadically amusing. The whole film is
bright, with Eastman Color vividly illuminating the desert
island in the Pacific, the sea and the blue skies. But the
plot, concerned with the adventures of one woman and
three men marooned on an island, is not so bright. After
a promising beginning, there are surprisingly few laughs.
The gimmick is overworked and talky, without either
much originality or much humor. The exploitation angles
give it fair rating for art-houses and twin-billing in general
market. Plot has a small cargo-passenger steamer rammed
by a freighted. Three passengers — wealthy Joan Collins,
journalist George Cole, and elderly professor Robertson
Hare — and the ship's stoker, Kenneth More, drift toward
an uninhabited island. As the days go by, the men, increasingly attracted by the lone female, make a pact to remain "perfect gentlemen." The promises are soon broken.
After many months they are rescused, and aboard ship
Joan insists that More marry her. He refuses, but after
another accident in which the ship goes down, everyone is
back on the island where More can't get away.

Sci4i«e44 Rati*?

OOO

Highly interesting, imaginative version of Shakespeare':
play, directed and played by Orson Welles. Rating is fo
art-houses and selected class situations.
Orson Welles' production of "Othello", filmed on loca
tion in Italy, is immeasurably better than his earlier, ill
fated "Macbeth," which didn't see national release. But
like most of Welles' work, the film is strikingly uneven—
in turn, brilliant and probing, bizarre and sloppy. The higr
point of interest throughout is the photography, wonder
fully imaginative and generally successful but, characteris
tically, having moments when the effect intended simpl
eludes the viewer's grasp. The chief defect in the produc
tion is the breathtaking pace at which Welles plays th
story; while the speed adds to the excitement, it will ren
der important passages and, perhaps, whole scenes unin
telligible to anyone not thoroughly familiar with the play'
text. Chiefly on this ground, the picture's boxoffice sue
cess is dubious. It would seem to have little potential out
side of the art-house range, and selected class-house situ
ations. Welles' portrayal of the brooding Moorish genera
is intense and effective. He is particularly effective at th
height of his jealous torment, when he kills the wife he ha
been led to believe is unfaithful. Suzanne Cloutier is per-j
feet as the innocent Desdemona, and Michael MacLiam-{
moir properly sinister as Iago. Supporting cast is excellent]

2rlt^nrn?'fZXKenneth
re'?LaSf; La"g^y-Mi"*" Production. 88 minutes. Joan Collins
George
UA
release.
minutes.by Orson
Welles, Michael MacLi ammoir, Suzanne CloutierJ
rected byCole,
Noel Langley. More, Robertson Hare. Produced by George Minter. DiProduced
and 92Directed
Orson Welles.
[More REVIEWS on Page 17]
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I RE

AT

TALENT

MAKES

GREAT

PICTURES!

Off to happy start. Jack Warner expresses good wishes as
famed Liberace starts production of "Sincerely Yours. "Ray
Heindorf and Brother George
Liberace gives smiling approval as eagerly anticipated
picture rolls. (WarnerColor.)

One of the most famous pilot
chairs in aviation history is
seen by Producer Leland
Hayward, Director Billy
Wilder and James Stewart
as they examine replica of
"Spirit Of St. Louis" cockpit.
Epic story of the first solo
flight across the Atlantic begins production next month
in Paris at Le Bourget
Airfield, scene of Charles
A. Lindbergh's history
making arrival in France.

Busy James Dean goes directly
from "Rebel Without A Cause"
into "Giant,"
production of theGeorge
Great Stevens'
Edna Ferber
novel. By way of Texas indoctrination, Dean gets lowdown on oil
derrick operation from Art Director Boris Leven. (Right) Dean rereading scene with Natalie Wood
for "Rebel Without A Cause."
(Cinema Scope, WarnerColor)

Jack Webb's first screen embrace! With lovely Janet Leigh. Webb
directs as well as stars in "Pete Kelly's Blues." (Below) In deserted
ball-room battle Webb shoots it out with Edmond O'Brien. Nesdon
Booth, Janet Leigh in background ( Cinema Scope, Warner Color)
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The Will Rogers Memorial

Hospital at Saranac

La

N. Y., is a free tubercular institution serving any me
ber of our amusement

industry in need of treatmc

Despite the generous donations from within our
r

dustry to the annual Christmas
Here's

my

Pledge,

Mr.

are needed

Fabian!

94%

DATE

Salute, more

to raise the percentage

to 1 00% . We

ence collection campaign

c/o Stanley-Warner Corp.,
1585 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

of cures fr

must seek help from outside <

business, through a special one-day
Mr. Si Fabian, Nat'l Chairman,
Will Rogers Special 1 -Day Collection,

furl

theatre au

in mid-August.

Won't you please pledge your theatre to show
appeal trailer and make the collections?

You may depend upon my cooperation in showing the Will Rogers Hospital appeal trailer and
taking up audience collections for at least one day
during the week of August 15, 1955.
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THEATRE
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AUDIENCE
BIG

CDMPD

POLL

GETS

SENDDFF

The opening salvo in the movie industry's
greatest all-industry publicity drive, the
COMPO National Audience Awards Poll,
exploded early this month with a highpowered brochure and the first of three "primary" ballot forms for exhibitors. Simultaneously, special
a
brochure aimed at enlisting the full support of producers was broadsided by COMPO.
A vote of between 50 and 60 million next
November 17-27 was forecast by Elmer C.

Viewpoints
Personal Touch Needed
The New York Times on June 2 carried 6
prominently featured news story on the Audience
Awards poll. That this eminent newspaper earned the item was not the result of an alert reporter, but, rather, it was prompted by a personal call by Charles E. McCarthy, COMPO Information Director, to the motion picture editor
stressing the importance of the poll to the
movie industry.
This is the type of effort that will make the
difference in this all-important campaign. This
and subsequent COMPO releases are interesting,
factual and readable, but they can easily escape the editor's attention unless they are followed up with personal calls by the local theatreman.
Give this campaign that kind of personal
touch. It demands and merits your effort.
Rhoden, national chairman of the poll. The
choices will be made from nominations by
exhibitors in five categories — Best Picture,
[I Best Performance (male & female) and Most
Promising Young Personalities (male & female). The initial ballot, covering releases
from Oct. 1, 1954 to March 31, 1955, carried
72 pictures, 184 stars and 57 new personalities. Subsequent ballots for theatremen's
nominations will go out later for pictures released between April 1 and Sept. 30, 1955.
Calling upon exhibitors to "assume the

I
lured
much
more
than
the
target inNeat stunt for United Artists' "Marty
dicated by placard carried by well-turn ed Texas socialite outside Loew's Theatre in Houston. Stunt was pegged on fi Im's story of romance-hungry bachelor.
realized when these picture are re-released
leadership and expert showmanship" in presenting the plan to the public, Rhoden
during the pre-Christmas holiday season,
stressed the importance of the theatreman's
when new pictures are usually scarce."
role in selecting the pictures intelligently.
The attention the election campaign will
focus on new personalities was named as an"We must invite our public to watch more
carefully, and to appraise fairly the enterother big benefit to production. "By buildtainment values of pictures, and the performing these young people in the public mind,
the
Audience
Awards election will create
ances of our artists. All of this promotional
work will develop a keener interest on the new boxoffice values, thus making it infinitepart of the public to see more pictures."
ly easier for studios to cast future pictures."
Similar sentiments recently voiced by
He announced regional meetings to be held
Leonard Goldenson also are quoted in the
this summer in all exchange cities where exhibitors and film exchange toppers will re- brochure. Citing an increase of 44 percent in
ceive in detail all information concerning the the 10-24 age group, the Paramount Theatres
successful exploitation of the program.
head noted that "within this age group lies
The special brochure pointing out the our greatest opportunity for developing a
new motion picture audience. In order to
benefits to producers spotlighted the "enormous added value that will accrue to pictures
attract these young people into our theatres
that come out on top in the election . . . This
we must develop new young stars with
new value to the top pictures will be quickly
whom they may grow up."
[More SHOWMAN on Page 24]
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'NOT AS STRANGER'
United Artists is offering a unique film
short to sell "Not As A Stranger." The
single reel boasts a cast comprised of producer-director Stanley Kramer and all the
stars of the film — Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Frank Sinatra, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford and Charles Bickford.
A cross-plugging campaign was inaugurated with the showing of the short in all
Loew's Theatres throughout metropolitan
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut last
week.

PROGRAM

CO-OP

LOW-COST

COVERAGE

Getting select distribution of
a fraction of printing cost and
is a good trick, if you can do
monwealth Theatres showman
shows how it can be done.

FOR

a program a
free deliver
it, and Com
Walter Fles

The theatreman makes up his one-week i
advance program on one side of a semi-car
3%" x 7y2", sells the other side to, say,
laundry or baker for his message, thus tak
ing care of most of the cost. Each card i
numbered, carrying copy in fine print urgin
receiver to keep the program and possibl
receive a guest ticket. Each week, progra
lists winning numbers from previous week'
card, advises customer to keep the card fo
next week's winning numbers.

Eye-filling displays, both live (Hildy Parks,
Georgia Landau), and glitteringly inanimate,
helped kick off extensive co-op promotion by
Columbia Pictures and Gold Filled Manufacturers Ass'n on behalf of "Prize of Gold" at Ameripremiere
in Providence
Loew'sof State.
GFMA canhas
earmarked
$50,000 worth
merchandise for contest prizes in key city playdates.
LIMERICK

FEATURES

'SEA CHASE' NY BOW
A pair of come-ons for the N. Y. Paramount opening of Warners' "The Sea Chase"
stirred high interest. One was a limerick
contest, with a $50 bond and 25 pairs of
tickets as prizes for the best last line to:
"The Sea (.hase" is loaded they say,
With thrills and suspense <dl the way,
'Though it isn't as "flighty"
As "The High and the Mighty" . . .
The other stunt had Lt. Col. Andrew Geer,
Marine Corps war hero and author, presenting autographed copies of "The Sea Chase"
to patrons the morning of the Broadway
premiere, Friday, June 10.

Full page ad in recent
N. Y. Sunday Times
showed shrewd use of
white space to set off
eye-popping Monroe
art on "The Seven
Year
Itch."friend
At left,
star and
at
"sneak" preview drew
thousands to klieglighted Loew's before
State
Wednesday
opening, received full
coverage on TV, newsreels, newspapers and
wire services.
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U-I TV SPECTACULAR'
SET JULY Z WITH NBC
David A. Lipton, vice-president and advertising head of Universal-International, announced that his company has contracted
with the National Broadcasting Company to
present the first one hour and a-half TV
"Spectacular" ever to use the facilities and
top star personnel of a major studio. Format
of the show will be designed to sell U-I's
Summer product to the public and will feature such name stars as Jeff Chandler, Tony
Curtis, Piper Laurie, Audie Murphy. The

DAVID A. LIPTON

)ne of a series of display ads on M-G-M's "Interrupted Melody" utilizing striking situation stills
'ith script dialogue. Note teaser caption copy; the "Why? Why?" theme is carried through series.
vlASS
?DR

DATING,

COLUMBIA

BALLY
DUO

Sock 'em, shock 'em, and show 'em is the
heme of Columbia's mass territorial dating
Irive for its horror double-bill 'It Came
•"rom Beneath the Sea" and "The Creature
Vith the Atom Brain."
Working area by area, Columbia will pour
quarter of a million dollars into newspaper,
FV and radio advertising, covering 27 exhange territories and involving more than
200 theatres in the multiple openings. Booktigs have been scheduled so that all situaions not playing day and date with the key
ities will follow so closely that they will
eap the benefits of the radiating ad-promoion campaigns while they are still hot.
The company's exploitation department,
leaded by Ray Murray, is sending out a 30nan field force to work with theatremen.

Special promotion kits, loaded with stunts,
will form the basis for the field bally.
Initial group of branch areas which will
get a whirlwind three-week campaign beginning June 22, include Oklahoma City, Detroit, Denver, Salt Lake City, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Over 350 prints and campaign will
then be shifted in the same pattern to cover
19 other sections of the country.
Kickoff newspaper ads, many of them full
page, aimed at covering entire territories,
will list every playdate in the circulation
area. Follow-up will come thru Columbia's
most extensive TV and radio spot campaign.
Boy & Bull' Budget Upped
An increase in TV promotion and trade
paper advertising has upped RKO's national
advertising budget on King Brothers' "The
Boy and the Bull" to $500,000. Now in its
final editing stages, film will be released in
August.

telecast is scheduled for July 2 and is to be
m.c.'d by Steve Allen, NBC star soon to
make his film debut in the title role of U-I's
"The Benny Goodman Story." Entitled
"Allen In Movieland," the black-and-white
spectacular will be beamed to audiences of
more than 128 TV stations in the U. S. and
Canada. Bob Rains, head of Universal radio
and TV promotion, will coordinate the TVHollywood tie-up with NBC, which is being
represented by Jack Rayel, producer of some
of the network's major spectaculars.
NOT JUST BOBBYSOXERS

It wasn't
the bobby-sox
set that
flocked
whenjustFrankie
Laine appeared
at theatres in conjunction with showing of Warner Bros. "Strange Lady in
Town." Here Laine hands out autographed copies of his record of title
tune to thrilled ladies in lobby of New
York Victoria Theatre.
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INSIDE
STORY
Studio

OF PRODUCTION
Size-ups

CxcluMh $L BULLETIN
by JIMMY
ALLIED

ARTISTS

Balance of Year Slates
in C'Scope
Three
Films,
Major
There are
indications
on the Allied Artists
lot that the long-awaited big-budget production surge may begin rolling during the second half of 1955. Executive producer Walter
Mirisch has drawn up an ambitious blueprint, which includes three CinemaScopics
among the biggies, although exact shooting
schedules are still up in the air. Scanning
proposed rosters, it is obvious that the studio
will be busily searching for cast talent during coming weeks.
The mid-August starting date for William
Wyler's "Friendly Persuasion" (Gary Cooper) should materialize as planned. Cooper
reported June 2 for makeup and wardrobe
tests for the film.
The three CinemaScopics slated for filming
between now and year's end are: "The First
Texan" (Joel McCrea), Walter Mirsch producers, (no director yet). Starting date is
"late in the year." "Legionnaire," Richard
Heermance producer (no cast or director
set) ; scheduled for lensing in October. "The
Lady From Helltown," Scott R. Dunlap
producer (no cast or director yet) ; to be
launched this summer.
Also tagged for summer filming are
"Mother-Sir", Walter Wanger production to
be shot in Japan, and "The Come On"
(Barry Sullivan), Lindsley Parsons-John H.
Burrows producing.
Billy Wilder's first production for AA,
"Ariane", is now in the scripting stage.
Presently filming are: "Operation Uranium" (Bowery Boys) Ben Schwalb producer,
and "Thunderstorm" (Carlos Thompson,
Linda Christian), Max Setton-Victor Fabien
producers, John Guillermin director. Latter
is on location in Spain.
Returning from a three-week trip to England and France, Alfred Crown and Mirisch
announced that three production agreements
has been set abroad. Two are with Associated British Pictures Corp. "Loser Takes
All", in CinemaScope and color (Alec Guinness, Richard Todd, Maggie McNamara), is
scheduled for summer filming, and "The
Quest" (Olivia de Havilland), starts in the
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fall. The third feature, "Jeanie", is to be
turned out by British producer Marcel Hellman, going before CinemaScope cameras in
February.
COLUMBIA
Gilt-Edged Prospects
In Studio's Film Stockpile
With four films before cameras, six in the
final pre-production stages, and 18 features
in the can, Columbia is sitting on top of a
product gold mine. Nine of these 28 films
are in CinemaScope and 15 are in Technicolor. As if this booming production period
isn't enough to keep him occupied, executive
producer Jerry Wald has also been kept busy
denying rumors that he will exit the studio
when his contract ends in October.
Currently filming are: "Picnic" in Technicolor and CinemaScope (William Holden,
Rosalind Russell, Kim Novak) — Fred Kolhmar producer, Joshua Logan directing on
location in Kansas. "Survivors Two" in
Technicolor and CinemaScope (Jose Ferrer,
Trevor Howard) — Irving Allen and A. R.
Broccoli producing for Warwick, Ferrer directing. "1984" (Edmond O'Brien, Jan Sterling)— N. Peter Rathvon producer (director
not given). "Joe Macbeth" (Paul Douglas,
Ruth Roman) — Maxwell Setton producer,
Ken Hughes director.
Also slated to roll this month is "Inside
Detroit" (Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien) —
Sam Katzman producer, Fred Sears director.
The July roster two CinemaScopics for
lensing: "The Eddie Duchin Story" (Tyrone
Power) — Jonie Taps producer, George Sidney director, and "Jubal Troop" (Glenn
Ford, Ernest Borgnine) — William J. Fadiman producer, Delmer Daves director.
Also in final pre-production stages are: "It
Happened One Night" in Technicolor and
CinemaScope (June Allyson, Jack Lemmon)
— Dick Powell producer-director. "The
Harder They Fall" (Humphrey Bogart)—
Philip Yordan producer, Mark Robson director. "The Brothers Rico" in Technicolor
and CinemaScope (no cast yet) — William
Goetz producer, Robert Parrish director.
"The Way We Are" (Joan Crawford)— William Goetz produces, Robert Aldrich directs.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Production Upswing to Zoom
Metro to Highest Peak in Year
The Culver City plant is the busiest lot i
town, and studio chief Dore Schary will
opening the throttle even wider during tri
next seven weeks to zoom the studio to
five-year production high. And Schary ha
even better news for product-starved exhibi
tors with this announcement: "The curren
production
is a offorecast
of MGM'
plans for theupswing
remainder
1955. We
expec
this accelerated schedule, with its accom
panying vast increase in employment, wi
continue without interruption through th
remainder
of the construction
year."
An extensive
program ha
been launched to meet the demands for thi
product boom, with the facilities of man
departments being re-geared to double pres.
ent capacities.
Seven important features are now befor
cameras — six in CinemaScope and color-i
and eight more are scheduled to start befor
the end of July. Two of the studio's bigges
location junkets are now underway fo
"Tribute to a Bad Man" (Spencer Tracj
Irene Papas) — Sam Zimbalist producei
Robert Wise director, and "The Last Hunt
(Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyi
Nolan) — Richard Brooks director. "Tribute
is being shot in the Colorado Rockie
"Hunt"
Dakota. in the buffalo country of Sout
Currently filming here are "Kismet" (He
ward Keel, Ann Blyth) — Arthur Freed pre
ducer, Vincente Minnelli director; "Diane
(Lana Turner, Pedro Armendariz) — Edwii
H. Knopf producer, David Miller director
"Forbidden Planet" (Walter Pidgeon, Ann
Francis) — Nicholas Nayfack producer, Fre
in!
Wilcox director; "The Tender Trap" (Franl
Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne)-in
Lawrence Weingarten producer, Charle
Walters director, and the lone black-and
white entry, "I'll Cry Tomorrow" (Susai
Hayward, Richard Conte) — best-selling auto
biog of Lillian Roth — Lawrence Weingartei
producer, Daniel Mann director.
In production abroad: "Bhowani Junction'
(Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger) — nov
shooting at Metro's British studios after «,

RKO

Sizc-ups
mudio
I onth on location in Pakistan — Pandro S.
I erman producer, George Cukor director,
I id "Quentin Durward" (Robert Taylor,
I ay Kendall) — nearing completion in LonIjn studios — Berman producer. Richard
I horpe director.
I The five set to start between now and the
lid of July are: "Gaby" in CinemaScope and
l^lor (Leslie Caron) — Edwin H. Knopf proI acer, Curtis Bernhardt director; "Weekend
I: Las Vegas" in CinemaScope and color
1 3yd Charisse) — Joe Pasternak producer
I no director yet); producer Nicholas NayI ick's "Fearful Decision" (no cast or direc|>r yet); "The Rack" (Glenn Ford) — Arthur
1 1. Loew, Jr. producer (no director yet), and
Forever Darling" CinemaScope and color
I Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, James Mason) —
I .rnaz producer, Alexander Hall director.
PARAMOUNT

Two Inde Productions

20TH
Roll

Monroe

As Hughes Plan Limps Along
A fragment of the dust that has settled on
this little-used studio was lifted last week
when producer Nat Holt got "Texas Lady"
SuperScope & Technicolor (Claudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan), underway and departed for location work at Sonora, California.
Tim Whelan is directing.
Producer-director David Butler, after many
postponements, finally has the cameras turning on "Glory," which brings Margaret
O'Brien, one-time MGM kiddie star, back
to the screen. He's also using Technicolor
and SuperScope.
Although Howard Hughes promised "Jet
Pilot" (John Wayne) for a July release, he
hasn't as yet given the official word. However, Wayne's CinemaScopic. "The Conqueror", will probably be released in late
August or early September.

CENTURY-FOX

Rumored

Ready to

Come Home tor 'Bus Stop' Role
Headman Darryl F. Zanuck s ill hasn't
settled the contract tiff wilh his biggest boxoffice star, Marilyn Monroe, but insiders believe she'll come quietly back to the studio
for "Bus Step". Marilyn's "Seven Year
Itch" is a terrific hit and she should realize
now that it is a lot easier to let 2Dth CenturyFox do her production thinking for her.
Zanuck wasn't able to ccax Gregory Peck
into "The View Frcm Pompey's Head", so
he switched to a lesser cast for the bestseller. Company, headed by Richard Egan,
Dana Wynter (a bright newcomer), Cameron Mitchell and Sidney Blackmer are now
shooting the CinemaScopic in Georgia.
Philip Dunn is producing and directing.
"The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing" (the
Evelyn Nesbitt story) finally got under way
(Continued on Page 30)

leMille's Commandments'
Overshadows

Par. Activity

i With Cecil B. DeMille's massive film, "The
I 'en Commandments", spread all over the
jit, production of other features has been
I irtually strangled — at least for the month
f June. The only other feature working is
: minor effort, "Too Late, My Love", withut a single name star in the cast — only new| omers from stage and TV shows. Appari ntly producer-director Michael Murtiz has
old studio boss Y. Frank Freeman on the
iea that this is the way to develop new
aces.
; Another TV personality, George Gobel, is
- lated to start "That Lady Eve" early in
uly with Norman Taurog directing.
It appears that Bob Hope will be playing
t straight again in his next film, following
lis dramatic role in "The Seven Little
•"oys." He's been slated for the biography
>f the late James J. Walker, former mayor
>f New York. Legal clearances may stall
he script for several months.

<S'ti'jl\
"Alexander the Great",
proceeding today in Madrid, Spain, is the result of
three years of patient and
assiduous research. Robert
Rossen, who wrote and is
producing and directing, is
highlighting many of the
spectacular moments in
Alexander's life, although
story primarily deals with
Alexander's dramatic relations with his environment,
with his stormy and passionate mother, with his
able and forceful father,
and with the band of
young men who accompanied him through life.
Thus, Alexander will be
presented a very human
figure.

€1
"ALEXANDER
THE GREAT"
(United Artists)
CinemaScope & Technicolor

or'l

Filming is being done at
the Sevilla Studios in Madrid and will eventually
move to locations in different parts of Spain and,
perhaps,mense
elsewhere.
imspectacle hasThebeen
in production almost four
months, and filming will
continue
early July.until late June or
Started: Feb. 17, 1955.
Budget:
S3,500,000.approximately
Cast: Richard
Burton, Fredric March,
Claire Bloom, Danielle
Darrieux, Barry Jones,
Peter Cushing. Produced
and directed by Robert
Rossen. Cinematography,
Robert Krasker.

REPUBLIC

5ackage Deal Shooting
fwo Scheduled

for July

Herbert Yates' big production plans are
ipparently still on the drafting boards. Only
he Steve Cochran-Harrison Reader package
leal is filming: "Come Next Spring" Truolor (Cochran, Anne Sheridan, Walter
Brennan) — R. G. Springsteen director. Feaure is being lensed on location at lone, Cal.
Two productions are scheduled for early
[uly starts, although casts have not yet been
innounced. Associate producer Rudy Ral;ton is due to put "No Man's Woman" beore cameras on July 5 with Franklin Adeon directing and "Jesse James Was My
Neighbor" is slated to begin July 6, with
Sidney Picker as associate producer, Wiliam Witney directing.

Richard Burton, as Alexander, gazei
lovely Barsine (Claire Bloom), only woupon man the ancient hero ever loved. Below, left:
Pausanias (Peter Wyngarde) delivers the death

blow with his dagger to King Philip of Macedonia (Fredric March); right: Robert Rossen,
author, producer, director, directs a battle
scene involving hundreds of extras, and horses.
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EXPLOITATION

BEAUTIES,

PICTURE

HAREM

BOYS— HOLD ON
TO YOUR TURBANS!
HI- JINKS

DF SINBAD'
SDN
Y
BALL
Boasting a host TO
of natural
exploitation assets, backed by a top-drawer ballyhoo campaign, Howard Hughes' "Son of Sinbad" should fire the showmanship instincts of any
theatreman. The Arabian Nights setting has provided the famous Hughes talent for displaying feminine beauty with a scintillating showcase. The Superscope Technicolor production dotes on lush harems, sinuous dances, and pulchritude. Even the Forty Thieves
turn out to be the 40 gorgeous daughters of the original. The extravagant hi-jinks include
plenty of derring-do, but always with tcngue-in-cheek. The target is pure escapist entertainment and that's how the entire campaign is being conducted.
RKO's pre-selling effort actually began ever two years ago with a Girls Wanted fan
magazine contest. Some 18,000 photos flooded in, from which eight winners were awarded
roles as harem beauties, resulting in ccntinuing publicity throughout the country. DurSTUNTS
ing production, the bevy of beauties drew
press and feature photographers continually,
SEDAN CHAIR. Curtained sedan chair,
with huge turnouts for Lili St. Cyr's famed
carried by two stripped-to-waist huskies.
bath scene, the harem scenes and those with
Sign reads: "Nerissa, Queen of the Harem
the 40 Thieves.
See her dance in 'Son of Sinbad' at the
The advance selling is continuing with
Blank Theatre."
full-color ads in top-circulation magazines,
BARBER SHOP BEAUTIES. Arrange
like Life, Look, Colliers, and Sunday supplewith leading barber shops to place film's girl
ments. It's being pre-sold with 28-sheets in art
on ceiling directly over the chairs. Stunt
32 markets, and on TV and radio with
could catch newspaper space.
special events. Currently a tour of harem
BEAUTY CONTESTS. Stressing the
beauties in a "flying carpet" plane is making
scores of beautiful girls in picture, tie up
publicity hay.
with local Shrine Temple to find local "Miss
A substantial portion of the ad budget has
Sinbad"
been earmarked to assist local campaign,
tre stage. to be officially "unveiled" on theawith "no ceiling on this cooperative budget",
S. O. S. TEASERS. Title initials can be
according to the RKO pressbook. "All you
need is a good plan, a plan that looks like used for teaser snipes, sidewalk stencils, ads
money in the bank for you and money in the for classified sections.
bank for us, based on the terms of our deal."
HAREM CARPET. Place small "Harem
A topflight series of lithos, including free Carpet" in lobby, with small hole in center.
24-sheets, as well as deluxe color stills and
Have a rail 3 or 4 feet away with sign offera full line of color accessories are provided
ing free pass to anyone tossing penny into
as additional point-of-sale tools.
the hole. Pennies go to charity.

LOVER.. .ROVER. ..WARRIOR BOLD!
The picture of a thousand
^P^-

thrills
and delights—from
battlefield
to boudoir !

No less than three famed shedders of thj
exotic night club circuit have featured role|
in "Son of Sinbad." Most prominent is
blond, long-legged Lili St. Cyr, who doe
variation of her bathtub act, as well as
gyrating dance. Also in idividual torso toss
ing numbers are Nejla Ates and Kalantai |
A fourth sinuity is handled by Sally Forres I
in the top featured fem role. Blowups c
these beauties make for eye-catching displa; I
THE
WOMEN...
fv
f|. THE WICKEDNESS..
^

la

lis
HOWARD HUGHES
son

or

SINBAD

-t
*?V

CYR -NVINCENT
FORRES'
• SALLYPRICE
ROBERTSO
DALELIU

SUP£B SCOPE
X
TtCHMICOlOR
Posters in full color, like one-sheet shown, soc
across shapely harem beauties surrounding Sin
bad. Spotlight is on laughing, swashbucklim
hero. Prominently featured, too, is Lili St. Cy
as harem queen.

Fashioned strictly for entertainment, "Son of Sinbad'
plucks an Arabian Nights chapter around which to fes
toon adventure, fun and luscious beauties. Picking uf
where his famous father left off, young Sinbad (Dak
Robertson) gets himself into a Bagdadian jam because
of his persistent crashing of the Sultan's harem. Alone
with his poetic pal, Omar the Tentmaker (Vincen
Price), Sinbad is tossed into the Caliph's dungeon, witl
the price of freedom gaining the secret of the devastaf
ing Greek Fire, atomic weapon of its day. The redoubt

SPECTACULAR THRILLS: the bombardment of an army with expIoTive^IobeTof^reeVFir^
HOWARD HUGHES
presents
III

Or

SINMD

n*i£J>0RFPTOQN .\h\\y Flippy
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able hero uses his wiles, muscles and Omar's influence
with the daughter of the inventor to get the dope, ther
enlists the aid of the daughters of the 40 Thieves tc
overwhelm the besiegers of Bagdad.
Robertson is paired romantically witr
Sally Forrest, handmaiden to Harem Queer
I Newspaper ads point
up beauty, spectacle,
Lili St. Cyr, who also has her eye on the
adventure, with art prehandsome Sinbad. A second romance
dominating. Five column
mat shown puts stress on
teams Price with Mari Blanchard. Torso Sinbad with the wellproportioned 40 Thieves.
tossing Nejla Ates and Kalantan are fea "
All ads have scantily
tured in dances, along with Miss Forrest
clad dancing girls feaand the voluptuous Lili.
tured intheir specialties.

€XHIBITORS

Size-ups
Studio
Vdams) has moved onto the lot from locaion in the Virgin Islands. Howard Christie
3 producing, Joe Pevney directing.
Audie Murphy got going on his prize fight
arn. "World In My Corner", which Jess
-libbs is directing for producer Aaron
Rosenberg.
Richard Widmark's percentage deal for
"Backlash" is cn its way. Technicolor filmng got off to a good start with Jchn Sturges
Hrecting, Aaron Rosenberg producing.
Mamie Van Doren, UI's answer to Mariyn Monroe, wasn't happy about doing a
;econdary role in "Girl in the Cage", with
vVilliam Campbell and Kathleen Case, but
;he finally went into the role. Abner Biber•nan, a former actor, is directing for producer Howard Pine, who exits this lot to
ioin forces with Bill Thomas and Maxwell
Shane.

"Tarantula", a weirdie, is also before the
:ameras with John Agar and Mara Corday
starring. Jack Arnold is directing for producer William Alland.
Next week marks the start of "The Benny
Goodman Story" with Steve Allen, of radio
and television fame, in the top role. Valentine Davies makes his bow as a director for
producer Aaron Rosenberg.
"The Square Jungle", a Tony Curtis starrer, is also slated to roll later this month.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Liberace Film Underway
Lanza Reports for Rehearsals
There's a lot of piano playing going on
at Warners', and the one and only Liberace
is making with the fancy gestures on the
keys in WarnerColor for "Sincerely Yours".
Joanne Dru, Dorothy Malone and William
Demarest have been added to the cast. Gordon Douglas is directing for producer Henry
Blanke.
George Stevens, who is producing (with
Henry Ginsberg) and directing Edna Ferber's "Giant" in Marfa, Texas, refused to use
CinemaScope, or Vista Vision, claiming that
wide-screen was the proper medium for this
story of Texas. He is, however, using WarnerColor.

"Miracle in the Rain" (Jane
Van
Johnson) company has returneWyman,
d from New
York, where location scenes were made, and
has resumed shooting in Hollywood. Rudy
Mate is directing, Frank P. Rosenberg producing.
It's a surprise to all of Hollywood, but
Mario Lanza has been showing up at the
Warner Burbank lot for story conferences
and musical rehearsals. With Anthony
Mann signed to direct, the studio expects
"Serenade" to get under way within two
weeks. But there are those who insist that
Lanza will go into his usual panic and fail
to show up — even after promises and advance salary payments.

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
NEWSPAPER NOTES
ITO of Ohio
The late Will Rogers used to say, "All I
know is what I read in the newspaper". Having spent many hours last week poring over
theatre pages from every newspaper in the
state, we can report some interesting findings.
Dishes are being given away in drive-ins.
This was a common practice in indoor theatres some years ago. It seems to be a presummer idea in drive ins.
There is some evidence of careless or misleading advertising which is to be regretted.
It puts our entire industry in a bad light
when a theatre which does not have stereophonic sound, uses the ads which were designed for those that have. The stereophonic sound copy is easily cut out of the mats
and if a theatre does not have this sound, it
should not advertise that it does. We still
maintain the position that except in the largest theatres, stereophonic sound is not important, but that doesn't mean advertising
that one has it when it doesn't. Another
misleading line which we observed in two
places is about reissues. One does not necessarily have to advertise an old picture as a
reissue but to advertise it as "first run" is
definitely misleading.
And our final conclusion from reading the
newspapers is that they are grossly unfair
to our business. Beer ads, patent medicines,
night clubs and all kinds of other enterprises
are grouped with theatres. Sometimes the
theatres are thrown on the classified page.
Theatre slugs are printed upside down. Some
of them are practically illegible (not always
the newspaper's fault). Publicity is practically nil.
MORE

ON TOLL-TV
ATO of Indiana
We had assumed that the result of Toll
TV from a programming standpoint, would
be the addition of shows that were now beyond the reach of advertising sponsors because of their great cost. However, ATO I
member Al Raymer (Manta & Rose) forwards us a letter to the editor of the Chicago Tribune that points out a logical result
of Toll TV that we had not yet heard expressed. This writer says, "If only one million families (and there are actually many
times that many viewing families) were to
pay only 10 cents per program, it would
mean a kitty of $100,000 arraigned against
the advertising sponsor. For a fee of 25
cents per program it would mean $250,000.
It would mean whenever a 'free' program
attained popularity, it would be auctioned off
to the 'pay to see' interests, with only the
low rating programs remaining free. Of
course, eventually this would choke off the
development of better programs by free TV."
Here is a new argument on what the public has to lose by Toll TV — their favorite
programs will be appropriated by subscription television just as soon as they become

FACING THE FUTURE
AITO of la., Neb., S. Dak. & Mid-Central
The last 12 months have been rough and
unprofitable for exhibitors. The continued
drop in theatre attendance, shortage of quality pictures and prints, steal of the tax relief
money and prohibitive, unmerciful upping of
film rentals, and having to buy ccstly equipment to have enough film to run, placed an
intolerable burden upcn us which has closed
many theatres and, if continued, will surely
force many more of us out, to become the
"Forgotten Men" of this industry.
The few bright spots — tax relief, elimination of the stereo-sound "must" with CinemaScope, the break in prices of lenses and
equipment, and the E.D.C. which slowed
skyrocketing film rentals, were all due to
organized exhibitor determination, effort and
fight — and to nothing else!
With the addition of the very real and
very theatening P-A-Y-S (Toll) TV and the
16mm Suit, what the next 12 months have
in store for us is anybody's guess, but from
the experience of the last year we do know
that anything good for us will come only
from our own efforts — and nobody else! Not
one, a dozen, or a hundred, but all of us
who are left.
EXHIB

UNITY CROWS
ITO of Arkansas
Resolved that the members of I.T.O. of
Arkansas, Inc., go on record endorsing the
action of the officers of TOA in opposing
the excessive and prohibitive film rentals
and unfair terms that have been imposed
upon exhibitors of this immediate territory.
And that this Association take such further
action as the officers feel necessary to inform presidents of the various distributing
corporations of the attitude of this Association and to encourage them to join in an all
industry conference to discuss and reach a
favorable solution at an early date.
Be it further resloved, that the members
of said Association do hereby endorse and
support the officers of TOA and its membership in the proposed formation of EFFG
as being a proper means or method to combat prohibitive film rentals, and that the
membership of ITOA is hereby urged to
subscribe to the common capita stock of the
EFFG. The officers and directors of ITOA
are hereby authorized, empowered and directed to take any and all necessary action
to carry out and effectuate the purposes of
said resolution.
CALL TO COOPERATE
Pat McGee to New Mexico T. O. Convention
Our own worst enemies are ourselves. We
are just too short-sighted. It is time for exhibition and production to quit railing at each
other and, instead, work together to create
better conditions for all of us . . . We can
modernize our theatres, we can compete with
the living room armchair and the small television screen, whether on a free or subscription basis.
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All The Vital Detail* on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
ALLIED

ARTISTS

February
BIG COMBO. THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 mln.
MURDE.? IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Melodrama. Realiiing he was responsible for convicting
innocent woman, detective sacrifices career to clear
her name. 70 min.
March
BIG TIPOFF. THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer Willi am F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald .
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
"DIALProducer
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ley.
M. FenneMy.
Director Helene
Dan Utlman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
Jefferey
Hunter.
Producer
Vi/icent
M. Deals
Fennelly.
tor Charles
M. Warren
.Action
drama.
with DirecJohn
Brown* s violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
A pril
ANNAPOLIS STORY. AN Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn, Producer Walter Mirisch.
Director Don Slegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonr\e De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to
avenge murder of U. S.MMarshal,
with the trail complicated by gun-runners anday
Apaches. 80 min.
LAS
Gray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Co.een
Sidney
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,
Castle, Forrest
e Peggie Director
JunParsons.
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
Harold
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Morris. Producer- Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adventure. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
July
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
on the king's life. 61 min.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
but his strict rules affect merchants who plot his
murder. 81 min.
Coming
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
governor to appoint young lawyer to investigate.
BODY SNATCHERS. THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant life drains humans of all emotions but will to live.
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner
into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Director Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyrailroad carrying
loadedlinetrucks
sabotageback"victim
of rival truck
owner. on flatcars is
Film

PHENIX CITY Richard Kiley, Kathryn Grant. Producer
Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his
town
up tofight.
reputation as "Sin City, USA" and
leads living
in clean-up
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring peace between England and France and
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
COLUMBIA
February
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Tyrone ducer
Power,
Maureen Director
O'Hara, John
RobertFord.
Francis.Drama.
ProRobert Arthur.
Career sistant
of athletic
Martydirector
Maher, atIrish
immigrant
who
was
asWest Point. 138 min. 2/21.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of priate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingdom. 72 min.
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn
Brando,Bruce
Richard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder. 80 min. 2/7.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis
Seiler.
Melodrama.
Story
of
mis-run
prison
which
contains both men and women. 80 min. 2/7.
March
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman Director William
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sal)or helps to breakup waterfront hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
are complicated when he becomes involved with
old gang. 73 min.
A prilWeissmuller, Jean Byron.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
THREE FOR THE SHOWMaCinemaScope,
y Champion, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower
JackPotter.
Lemmon.
ProducerMarge
Jonie &Taps.
Director H. C.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend. 101 min. 3/7.
CELL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Producer David Lewis (Coronadol. Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jealousy,
and
love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
as a boy. 74 min.
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSEJune
Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
gambling den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
PRIZf OF GOLD. A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.

CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mat
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning t(
murder men responsible for his conviction. 70 min.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faitl
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di
record Richard Ouine.Coming
Science fiction. Hydrogen bom
explosion
the Pacificcreates
Coast. enormous
80 min. sea monster which threaten
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Va
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Te
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War re
turns to become the hometown preacher.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Me
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirat
seeks falls
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy an<
then
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
GENTLE SERGEANT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating G
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japa
nese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even
tually give soldier new perspective.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST. THE Technicolor. Denn
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,WiHiam
Rie+iard
Denning.
Produce
Sam Katzman.
Gastie.
Western.
Tal
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancim
civilization thru hostile Indian country.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pro
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ad
venture
of a rampage
giant half-ape.
half-mai
beast whodrama.
goes The
on story
a killing
until destroye
by
MANJungle
FROMJim.LARAMIE. THE CinemaScope. Technicolor
James
Stewart, Goetz.
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Pro
ducer WiHiam
Mann. Westen
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search fo
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
Kohlmar.
Director
RichardJackQuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy. Fre<
Ad
ventures
two city.
small-town girs who seek their fo
tunes
in theof big
NIGHT wards.
HOLDS
TERROR,
THE Jack
Melodrama.
Hitch-hiker
and Kelly,
gangsterVince
friendEdmake
night
of
terror
for
son
and
family
of
wealth
businessman.
SPECIAL DELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Fare
with international background. Burlesque on Iro
Curtain diplomacy.
L F. E.
February
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Sllvana Pam
panini. Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Pietrc
Germi. Drama. Risque adventures of beautiful showgir
and her escapades with the law. 78 min.
March
NO RELEASES
CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE
English Language. Amede
A pril
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini. Film Costellazione Produc
tion. Director Luigi Zampa. Melodrama. A doubli
slaying and death of a young man add to prose
cutor'sYOUNG
determination
that Eng.
justice
shall Marina
prevail.Vlady,
105 min
M
ayLang.
TOO
FOR LOVE
Michel Beck. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Lio
nello Deromance
Felice.ends
Drama.
Affair of fifteen-year-old
whose
child
birth. 88 min.
3/21in tragedy when girl dies ii
WAYWARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigida
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Ro
mantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life
beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms c
another man. 9| min. 4/4.

Narration. Ferraniacolor. Docu
GREEN
by the Bonzi Expedition in S. A
Filmed English
mentary. MAGIC
from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16
English Subtitles and narration. Al
IN THE
LOVE cast.
Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal o
Faro CITY
star
various way of love and women who practice the
min. Mangano
presented in "March of Time" style. 90Silvana
OUTLAW GIRL English Language.
De Laurentiis anc
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer DinoCamerini.
Melodrama
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario
by false testimony
Young man unjustly imprisoned
Aftei
accusers.
on
vendetta
and swears
Mafia andescapes
unborn child are killed he avenges their mur
wife
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 mm

July O'Keefe, Abbe Lane,
CHCCA&O
SYtWrCATE
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

NO RELEASES

INDEPENDENTS
March
RASH OUT (Filmakers) William Bendii, Arthur Kenedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster,
leiodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
-ail
of
violencemoney.
with 90only
ache of stolen
min. two surviving to reach
0 PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank (Continental
ist. Co.) Technicolor. Alec Guinness, Odile Versois.
ernon Gray. Producer Antony Oarnborough. Director
obert Hamer. Romantic Comedy.
A pril
(AD AT THE WORLD (Filmakers) Frank Loveioy, Keefe
rasselie. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
sse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
ill
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
jr gang.
min.
AVY CROCKETT WaltJuDisney)
Fess Parker, Buddy
neBill Walsh.
bsen. Technicolor. Producer
Director Norlan Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
•lamo
ries about
famous
Indian
fighter,
congressman
and
hero. ?S min.
July
ADY AND THE TRAMP iWalt Disney) CinemaScope,
echnicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy. Larry Roberts,
ill Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a romance between two dogs. 75 min.
Coming
ATTLE HELL (Filmakersl SuperScope. Wendell Corey,
tickey Rooney, Dan Taylor. Producer Hal E. Chester,
■irector Lewis R. Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an
ralian girl react variously to stresses of a war-torn
ountry and terrors of a battle in the Italy campaign.
IREBUG, THE I Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Coler Young. Drama. Arson squad investigator probes a
eries of fires, rescues a woman from a huge blaze
nd proves she is the arsonist.
MOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Proucer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
yrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
hip reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
VEAPON, THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
. Chester. Drama. An unsloved murder involving a
itter U.S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
iller
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
omb isrubble.
LIPPERT
March
jiLVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
.on Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Jartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
Irst gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
n a showdown gun duel. 73 min.
A pril
SLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully . Melodrama. Side;how barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl,
rtfith numerous carnival characters
among the suspects,
he mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
jarker presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
THUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
Director Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
Trend trke into the iungle to save missionary girl
ay
•rom native uprising. 73 Mmin.
MR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProducerDirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
icniadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
nen and marital problems of junior officers. 67 min.
"HANTOMgomery. OF
THE JUNGLE
Hall, Flothow.
Ray MontAnne Gwynne.
ProducerJonRudolph
Di•ector Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
tostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
itolen
fromparty
a jungle
tribe,75 finds
and leads
to safety.
min. missing archeologist,
<ING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
Curtis. Producer
JunI.e Wanda
K\ Zimbalist. Director Bert
Gordon. Science-fiction,
tocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
jrehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
LONESOME
TRAIL,
WayneRichard
Morris,Bartlett.
John WestAgar.
Producer Earle
Lyon. THE
Director
ern. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
>o
his property
who
lavefight
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers
73 min.
July
>IMBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
*dventure. Mau-Mau story filmed entirely in Africa.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Sower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful
solved when city is
invaded bydaughter
Hannibal.has96 problem
min.
Film

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Rocert Tayior, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD JUNGLE Glenn Ford, Anne Francis. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Brooks.
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Anne Baxter,
Steve Forrest. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priesthood meets woman who is involved in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min. 5/2. May
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane
leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
e
JunEtting.
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth
122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 89 min. 5/16.
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career Coming
destroyed by polio. 105 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos
medium ofcomedy
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth.
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 78 min.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and thetionarytreason
of Benedict Arnold during RevoluWar. 104 min.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
PARAMOUNT
February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March. Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean air raid. 103 min. 1/10.
March
CONOUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Flemina. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth, 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.

JUNE SUMMARY
The total of 31 features scheduled for
release in June, high of recent months,
still prevails. United Artists and Republic
top the list with five each. 2Cfh-Fox and
Universal each offer three. The July program, not complete at this writing, will
approximate 30 features, another betterthan-average month volumewise. And next
month shows promise of an improvement
in quality, too, with some big ones on tap.
The June releases fall into the following categories:
9 Dramas
3 Comedies
5 Melodramas 2 Science Fiction
5 AdventuresMay2 Musicals
5 Westerns

HELL'S ISLAND VV-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Mate.expedition.
Adventure.108 Recounting
of famous LewisRudolph
and Clark
min.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson. Frank Loveioy. Proaucer Samuel J.
BrisKin. Director Anthony Mann.
uneWar drama. Big league
ball player is recalled toJAir Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Co
Jack Rose.
Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Storymi
ofng
Eddie
Foy who
his
children
into showbusiness
when
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March. Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
GIRL RUSH, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontlSportacle.
DeLaurentis.^omoric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Tauroq. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUHLIC
February

A pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE (J. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Gassman,
Shelley
Winters.
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Director Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. DiVenetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
rector Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
broken romance alrng the way. 94 min. 4/18.
of
a medical
a doctor.
92 min. student
2/21. during training to become
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. TwoDavid Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
fisted Westerner befriends young man only to be re- melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberwarded with attempted murder. 92 min.
land from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min. 3/7.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

March
DA
v
TO
REMEMBER,
StanleyProducer
Holloway,Betty
JoanE. Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald ASinden.
Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France. 72 min.
YELLOWNECK Trucolor. Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the battlefield, only to Mface
ay death in the Everglades.
83 min. 3/21
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victore McLaglen, John Baer,
Jun William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise to power, but
is regenerated by love.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict.
FLAME OF THE ISLAND Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.treasure.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800' s.
HEADLINE HUNTERS RodJuly
Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Valentina Cortese, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adventure.
fanatic
tribe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
DirectoraboutR. twoG. people
Springsteen.
1
story
who learnDrama.
to live Human-interes
again.
DIVIDED HEART. THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
HOSTAGE, THE Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh Director
O'Brian. AGeorge
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
tion.
Drama. TheDuke
storyProduc
of a
miracle in a small
town.
VANISHING AMERICAN. THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrest Tucker. Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Joe Kane. Western.
RKD
February
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott.Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.
Director
Harold
Adventure.
Tarzan
combats
white
hunters'
plot
to commit
wholesale
slaughter
of
wild
game
for
financial
gain. 72 min. 3/2 I
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intriaue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 9? min. 1/10.
Film

March
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott. Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan.
leads
them intoWestern.
trap. 87 Lawman
min. 3/21joins train-robbers and
May
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
A pril Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
OUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. I, 10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robert Sparks. Director Ted Terzlaff. Romantic adventure. Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves.
Romance
Robertson-Forrest,
Cyr. 88African
min.
June Price-St.
WAKAMBApairs
Technicolor.
Producer
Allen Miner.
Adventure. 65 min.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. VirginiaDirector
Mayo, Allan
DennisDwan.
Morgan,
David Benedict
Farrar,
Lance Fuller.
Producer
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
and sacrifices
but relent their plan and
Comi
remain tabu's
on the island
and
get ng
married.
BOY AND THE BULL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Michel Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph
Hoyos. Drama. The adventures of a young mexican boy
who grows up with a bull as his main companion and
friend and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
G«mez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
ven Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA. THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the loan survivor of his band.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX
February

RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 95 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramicl CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 102 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Adventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. I II min. 3/7.
MAN CALLED PETER, AA CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe.
pril
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. M
Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister Peter a
Marshall.
119 min. 4/4.
y
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of girl marooned
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland, Gilbert
Roland.
Producer-director
S. Bartlett.
Historical
drama.
Reckless
romance between
court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

— THIS

IS

YOUR

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Coloi
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Prci
ducer
drama. Buddy Adler. Director Samuel G. Fuller. Melc1
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScop.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robei
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comi
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murdc
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching J
small college and the fraternity house the fun begin
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalbai
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Pane
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to clea
his
father 74of min.
several
killings falls into hands of reel'
murderer.
2/7.Coming
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe. Mara Lane, Rossano Brazz
Producerby Steven
Dennis O'Keefe.
sented
Patria Fallos.
PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A younPrv
secretary murders her boss land lover) and implicate*
an American car salesman who falls in love with he
Accused of crime he forces her to confess. 81 min. 5/3(
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Colo
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adle
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. America
flyer forced down in China during World War II hi
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with th'
warlord
he masquarades
priest
town. Masciuarade
ends and ashe afinds
love.and saves tti'
RALEIGH AND THE VIRGIN QUEEN CinemaScope, Ds
luxe Color. Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Produce
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historice
drama.
In attempt to secure ships to sail to the ne»"
world
Elizabeth.Raleigh encounters love and wrath of Quee
TALL
THE Mitchell,
CinemaScope,
Deluxe Robert
Color. Clar'
Gable, MEN,
Cameron
Jane Russell,
Ryar,
Producer-director R. Webb. Western. A few years afte
the Civil War two brothers head to a frontier tow
with robbery in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap hea
of the bank and they become partners in cattle. The
head further west and their adventures lead thei
among indians, former Union guerrillas and a womar
UNITED ARTISTS
February
CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phyll
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. A
venture-melodrama. Young prospector battles clai
jumper
while 83aiding
for uranium.
min. professor and daughter in sear
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richar
(aiehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Directc
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breaks
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
in disasterous
life going mail
against
them,100join
playbo'
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, Jun
Foray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. Adventurt
melodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murder
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 mil
March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meekei
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Kocl
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts i,
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 3/2
MARTY
ErnestDirector
Borgnine,
BetsyMann.
Blair. Romantic
Hecht-Lancaste
Production.
Delbert
dram<
Boy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, sue
denly find it in each others arms. 89 min. 4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK IGoldstein Productions.
Ansco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robert
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Youn
circut judge
family
empire.brings
66 min.justice to town controlled by on<
pril G. Robinson, Georg
BULLET FOR JOEY. A A Edward
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Directc
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Roy.
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
ay
LILACS IN THE SPRING MEastmanColor.
Errol Flynr
Anna
Wilcox.Neagle,
MusicalDavid
drama.Farrar.
Set inProducer-director
late war England,Herbet
youn
musicalandcomedy
star94ismin.
forced to choose between a
actor
a soldier.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Pre
ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War dramd
RAF
fighting
in Burma
under pre'
sures pilot
of Burmese
war.
Regains
gripmin.disintegrates
on 4/4.
life thru contact
wit
beautiful
girl. 100

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Albei
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspens
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet c
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/'
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Directc
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two differer
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hire
bothother.
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill ol
the
PRODUCT

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.roll Case.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama.Producer
94 min. CarSEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
e
Marilyn Monroe, Tom J
Ewell.
un Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedroom
adventures
of
husband
when wife is away on
summer vacation. 105 min.
BULLETIN

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Colo
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adle
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seel
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love wit
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
1 ER AMD THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
|a Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
ftl-yforoffreedom.
min.
1 OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy
| yn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
I er. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrow1 experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.
ne Jack Warner, Robert
ERT, R. N. AnthonyJuSteel,
tty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director Lewis Gil>. Drama. Daring escape fr>m Naii prison camp
ng World War II. 88 min.
BLUFF, THE John Bromfield. Martha Vickers,
ert Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
IELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suz• Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
hakespeare drama. 92 min.
SHALL NOT HAVE THcM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
el.
raft. Director
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval

4MERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Ras3 Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
n. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
ice 99andmin.new perspective on lite vacationing in
ice.

Coming
XANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor,
lard Burton. Frederick March, Claire Bloom, Dane Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
•natization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
ST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
onEdward
thriller. Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
1ters.
KNIFE,Producer-director
THE Jack Palance,
Lupino, Drama,
Shelly
RobertIdaAldrich.
md-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
I SS RING, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
II e Shane.
Bancroft.Melodrama.
Producer Edward Small, Director MaxERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
•ker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
| Auction. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
4TLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Techi ilor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. ProI ers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
ictor Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
s to escape romantic entanglements and become
•Ived with stage-struck millionaire.
ITUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
caster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
ht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure,
itiersman and his young son have their trek to the
st interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
filize" them.
• HT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
ters,
Lillian Gish.
Producer
rles Laughton.
Suspense
drama.Paul Gregory. Director
T AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
chum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerlector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealI doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
sonal tragedy.
'OLERO
Palance.
Producer
Philip Waxman.
ctor DavidJack Miller.
Western
Adventure.
R OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean WalProducer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
■enture.
VN TAMER, THE Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling. Proer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson
jtern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
•nally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
UN1VER5AL-INTL
February

'tello,
C MEET
KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Fred THE
Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
istie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C ineedHollywood
the early I900's and become inin usual ofshenanigans
idler of $5000. 79 min. 2/21. while tracking down
COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
■an, Connne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
=n Rosenberg. Director Arrthony
Outdoor
na. Driving a herd of cattle up to Mann.
Alaska. Stewart
■s tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Jucer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
neera,drama. A product of the slums in the depresman is helped to go straight
years of
ie thru help of understanding cop. after
96 min. 1/28.
Film

March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY [J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry
by Indians
is let to safety by army captaintrapped
martial for desertion. 88 min. 2/21. subject to court
pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope
Technicolor.
tor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. VicDirector George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Shoiem Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii
Pa
takes over the running of his rich brotherwhere
s fruit
processing plant. 79 min.
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor.
Douglas,
y Producer Kirk
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.
Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min.
3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
ofwreaks
Asiaticvengeance
snake cult.on 82Americans
min. 4/4. who violated secrets
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilizafion
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&Ce are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved
Jun with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE. THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Fine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
IN- Technicolo
Laurie, MISBEHAV
Jack Carson.
Producer r.SamRory
Marx.Calhoun
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell.
comedy.
of showgirl in
society world Romantic
when she marriesTrials
heir
to
financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed
going because of
his ambitionsmining
and engineer
her wish has
for rocky
attention.
Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 'A min.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's Co
noblemen.
ming82 min.

WARNER
HRLTTHERS
February
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Yeunq
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED Elroy Hirsch, Barbara Hale, Chester Morris. Producer-director Hall Bartlett. Prison drama. Story
of
confined
in California's
without bars,
the men
Institution
for Men
at Chino. 75prison
min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World
War 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left
148 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21
A pril WarnerColor, Print by
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Julie Harris. MJames
Dean, Raymond Masay Director
sey. Producer John Steinbeck.
Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man's115efforts
to win the love of his domineermin. 2/21.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Adventures of young woman-doctor in Santa Fe during
frontier days. I 12 min. 4/18.
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas, David
Kurt Kaszner.
Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 min. 4/18.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Lana Turner.
Farrow.
Sea Adventure.
On eveDirector-producer
of World War IIJohn
poorly
provisioned German freighter is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor.
Randolph Scott,
June
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Director
Lesley Selander.
Western.
returns
obsessed with
burningRevenge-seeking
desire to right Montanan
a wrong
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/16.
July
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael Redgrave, Richard Todd.
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War II
can possibly be shortened by penetrating Ruhr Dams.
The R.A.F. undertakes the task.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks. Martin,
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda, James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard
cargo5/30.
ship anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123a min.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
Office: 235 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia
7, Pa.:W. LOcust
New Terminal: 2137
Jefferson7-4822
Street
Philadelphia 21, Pa.: POplar 5-9400

FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love
with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne
finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
George
Nader, GODIVA
Victor McLaglen.
Arthur.
Director Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
HIGHWAY
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. UnMember National Film Carriers
natural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

Yes, exhibitors all over the country who

exploit the

selling potentialities of their screens are reaping profits from this gilt-edged advertising medium

!

Get in step today by contacting your local N.S.S. office
and learn about the many
money-making

profitable promotions,

ideas, the new

techniques

the

for selling

your special events and holidays, putting over merchant tie-ups and many other ideas that alert exhibitors have been turning into extra dollars with the
help of trailers !
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Rays

of

Sunshine*
It is highly encouraging to see the
improvement in the intra-industry
atmosphere these days. Unless that
ray of sunshine deceives us, there
appears to be a break in the ominous
clouds that hung over distributorexhibitor relations since the breakdown of the proposed meetings between the joint Allied-TOA Committee and the film company presidents. The statements issued in
recent weeks by several top distribution executives in the wake of sessions with the Joint Committee of
the two national exhibitor organizations, provide substantial evidence
that headway is being made.
Mr. Abe Montague's concordant
reactions set a proper pattern for
clearing the air of emotional tactics
and served notice that a rapproachement can be accomplished in sound,
factual discussion. Especially gratifying was the enlarged scope of the
field in which both sides stated they
were in accord.
Mr. Montague's expressions, on
Columbia's behalf, of "complete
agreement" on such important topics
as national sales policies, continuity
of product, equitable flat rentals for
small theatres, and the development
of new personalities; his eagerness
to meet the exhibitors' thinking on
the print problem and the gratification he voiced with regard to "the
forthright approach and sincerity
each one of the men brought to our
meeting" — all these are in the best
tradition of industrial statesmanship,
and surely a far cry from the takeit-or-leave-it attitude which has continually crippled exhibitor-distributor negotiations in the past.
We believe it is significant that
despite Mr. Montague's refusal to
participate in arbitration of film rentals— the sole stated point on which
he took issue with the Committee —

the joint statement by Allied's Rube
Shor and TOA's E. D. Martin held
forth hope that "this all-out effort by
exhibition to seek solutions will ultimately brin<r about peace and harmony to our industry." Considering
the fact that the Committee statement was issued after the meeting
with Columbia, there is certainly
every indication that the film rental
arbitration stumbling block to a harmonious resolution of the differences
may soon be swept away.
Paramount's George Weltner also
expressed consideration, promising
to take under "extremely friendly
advisement" the Committee's presentation. He begged off specific
comment until his return from a
business trip abroad in July, but
pledged his efforts toward "exploring possible solutions in the same
earnest and sincere manner in which
they were presented."
There is no question but that
everyone concerned is straining
eagerly toward a solution of trade
problems within the framework of
the industry. The exhibitor representatives are bending backwards to
give the film companies every opportunity to work with them towards
a harmonious status. If the same
honest hand of friendship proffered
by Mr. Montague is extended by the
other distributors, harmony based on
equity may at last be reality for our
industry. And movie business will
come of age.

LIE TIN
FILM BULLETIN: Mofion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publications, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
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Move

Wise

Into

TV

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's move into the television field, exhibitors will
be happy to note, was made as a
sound, prudent step toward exploiting TV's strong potential for furthering movie-going.
The theatre is first and foremost
in president Nicholas
M. Schenck's
announcement
of the deal
with the
American Broadcasting Company
for a weekly half-hour show next
fall: "Here at M-G-M we have made
a study of television and have in
mind the point-of-view of motion
picture exhibitors." While the program will serve up popular entertainment, its fundamental purpose,
in Mr. Schenck's words, will be to
"serve the mutual interests of our
customers and ourselves."
We extend congratulations to Mr.
Schenck and M-G-M for their wisdom in keeping exhibition's interests
paramount. The nation's theatremen,
we are sure, will be grateful.

Autonomy
The renewed plea for local autonomy in film selling, made by Jack
Kirsch, comes at a timely moment.
While it has been echoed by other
exhibitor leaders from time to time,
the spotlight placed on it by the Illinois Allied head emphasizes its importance in the current discussions
of grievances between exhibitors
and distributors.
As Mr. Kirsch points out, granting wider power to local branch
managers to make decisions on deals
would undoubtedly be conducive to
smoother exhibitor-distributor relations. The man in charge of the
local office enjoys a familiarity with
his own situations that certainly
places him in the best position to
(Continued on Page 6)
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When
a picture of the rare calibre of "INTERRUPTED
MELODY"
is preceded by enthusiastic penetration, it is indeed a rich opportunity for
live-wire

showmanship.

Here

is just part of the

acclaim:

"Best Picture"- (LIFE, REDBOOK,
COSMOPOLITAN)
• Nationwide TV
presentation on "THIS IS YOUR
LIFE" • Nationally syndicated columnists:
"One

of the screen's great movies" — Louella

Parsons

• "A

wonderful

story"— Hedda Hopper • "A great motion picture"— Sbeilab Graham
and promoted in a giant M-G-M campaign.
Until

you

see this enthralling

entertainment
With
"Love
happy

thrill that awaits

"Blackboard

Jungle"

picture
your

continuing

for yourself

you

love

• Advertised

cannot

know

the

patrons.
its meteoric

box-office

career, with

Me Or Leave Me" packing theatres everywhere, M-G-M
is indeed
to add another outstanding entertainment to the screens of America.
M-G-M Presents In CinemaScope • "INTERRUPTED MELODY" starring GLENN FORD
ELEANOR PARKER • With Roger Moore • Cecil Kellaway • Written by William Ludwig
and Sonya Levien • Based On Her Life Story by Marjorie Lawrence • Photographed in
Eastman Color • Directed by Curtis Bernhardt • Produced by Jack Cummings
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)
Have you mailed your Audience Awards Nominati'm

FINANCIAL
)W EASY REST THE CROWNS? Corporate rebel1 is by no means Hollywood's personal cross. Stockder insurrections are known to rage over tthe whole
le frontier of big business, and will on occasion rear its
y head within the most solid and sacroscant of instituns; Montgomery Ward, for instance. Nonetheless, it is
icult to imagine an industry of comparable size in which
h the threat and reality of control fights so frequently
se as in the movie business.
The reason for this is rooted in factors recent and hisic. Hollywood has existed over the years as one of the
>st speculative undertakings on the economic scene —
nks mainly to the enormous uncertainties of boxoffice.
cause it manufactures a commodity far more subject to
lim, emotion and fancy than to basic need, the sale of
at commodity is fraught with abnormal risk-taking and
mberless imponderables. Heightening management ten»n is the peculiarity of its manufacturing system whereby
ch picture represents a brand new production and sales
nture, a problem not encountered by makers of fixed,
indardized products. It is truer in movies than elsewhere
at yesterday's success means absolutely nothing today,
ithin such an unstable climate, stockholder dissatisfac>n is therefore natural, challenge of management invitg, and where administrations appear weak or uncertain,
ttles for control are inevitable.
0
In recent times the spectre of corporate dog-fights have
en given added impetous by virtue of the severe attendee depression. Since 1952, attempts have been made to
lseat the management of three film companies, while in
fourth the company head beat stockholders to the punch
/ getting rid of them before they could do the same unto
,.m. This, out of a total of only 10 major studios, and at
ast three of these are almost closed corporations owing
) heavy family or management ownership of stock. Actu>ly, then, there are but six or seven companies that are
ulnerable to realistic attack. In what other industry do
le disaffected run so rampant?
With this background in mind let us take a look ahead
nd consider the peace with which Hollywood's corporate
rinces may expect to wear their crowns. At this very molent there is a prevalent rumor abroad that Louis Wolfon, acknowledged king of present-day proxy battlers, is
yeing one company as the next trophy to add to his string
f captured corporations. If and when a control fight
rupts (Financial Bulletin has learned that the Wolfson
umor is definitely one of substance), how well will mangement fare?
Much will depend on Mr. Wolfson's tactics. It is posible that Mr. Wolfson may wrest control without a strugle by means of a deal with present management, together
rith a concerted campaign of open buying of the cornany stock. In this case it becomes a straight business
ransaction. However it is more likely that management
'ill resist. In this case, the issue will narrow to Mr. Wolf-
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By Philip R. Ward
son's resources and talents vs. the record and standing of
the company plus the influence of its governing officials.
0
In an open proxy contest, incumbent management can
take aid and comfort from a number of recommendations
recently laid down by the Security and Exchange Commission relating to such battles. These suggestions deal
mainly with "full disclosure" requirements respecting the
identity and interests of groups, persons and their backers
seeking to oust managements in proxy battles. New York's
Senator Lehman stated that the new proposals do not go
far enough and should treat abuses by "controlled corporations," such as Louis Wolfson's Devoe & Raynolds, a
paint company whose funds Mr. Wolfson used to buy
stock in Montgomery Ward. It represents a tactic likely
to be employed if a film company struggle develops.
Among the new proxy fight rules likely to help management: (1) Broadening of the term "associate" to include
any person who solicits or finances solicitation of proxies,
lends his name to such activities, or joins in any arrangement with a person to buy, hold or make a profit, or prevent a loss in connection with a proxy contest. (2) Require opposition groups to submit to the S.E.C. a statement by each member and associate concerning his stock
ownership, how stock acquisition was financed, his corporate connections and "criminal record," if any, over the
past 10 years. (3) Restrictions on the type of literature
used in proxy contests. (4) Where charges and accusations are made dealing with improper or illegal acts, factual data supporting the assertions must be filed with the
S.E.C. (5) Require disclosure of costs and methods of
solicitation of proxies and the name of all firms and employees retained or used to assist in solicitation. (6) Require specific disclosures in proxy literature as to identity,
interest, ownership of stock and other pertinent data dealing with the solicitor or solicitors.
0
In the final analysis, the chances of a successful defense
by management will depend most upon present and nearfuture business conditions together with an honest appraisal ofthe company's earning potential. Sensible stockholders will prove reluctant to upset an apple-cart laden
with ripe dollar profits, no matter how ambitious the antimanagement group or eloquent their words. This proved
out two years ago in the Charlie Green-Skouras battle
when skidding profits failed to unseat management because
of general shareholder confidence and the glittering profit
prospects forseen in then untested CinemaScope. Thus it
is well for management to plan far ahead, to fashion some
kind of reserve for the future on which to hang its case.
Film BULLETIN
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(Continued from Page 3)
rule on deals, allocations, adjustments and the other immediate dayto-day problems that must be settled
between distributor and customers.
And unhampered by rigid home office controls, he can function faster
and more effectively, while gaining
his company inestimable good will
by giving proper recognition to local
economic conditions and adjusting
his bargaining to them. The frustration in both buyer and seller inherent in the shrugging "sorry, but
that's what they want, my hands are
tied" formula is a constant thorn in
the hide of good relations.
In first-runs, the film companies
can argue with justice that there is
too much at stake for the local
branch head to make the absolute
decision, one which may affect the
terms not only for subsequent runs
in the area, but may have repercussions nationally. But local autonomy for subsequent-run accounts
seems a sound business policy for
every distributor to adopt. It is here
that it would have its most telling
benefits. Central pricing control for
those theatres is neither feasible nor
desirable, and it is a source of constant friction that disturbs exhibitordistributor relations. Too frequently,
some remote contract executive in
New York throws sand into the
works. The man on the spot has his
finger on the pulse of the theatres in
his territory, and his ability to effectuate his judgment with prompt
action can go a long way toward
keeping the industry machinery well
oiled.
In the words of Mr. Kirsch, "Each
film company has a great monetary
investment in its branch managers,
but do not back up this investment
with the kind of authority they
should have if they are to meet up
to their actual and real responsibilities. Granting local autonomy would
place the branch manager in a position of preater trust and responsibility. Ifhe isn't worthy of this authority, then he isn't worthy of the
position he holds."
No man ever did his best job with
his hands tied.
Page 6
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To the Editor:
A big bouquet and my personal thanks
for publishing Leonard Coulter's article
on Eugene F. McDonald, Jr. entitled
"Master Propagandist." It is an able portrait of an extraordinary man and I wish
that it might have wide circulation as it
explains better than anything else I have
read what is behind this Toll-TV struggle: Great expectations and wind.
It has been my good fortune to attend
most sessions of the Joint Committee on
Toll-TV and to observe the Committee's
work at close range. I cannot agree that
it was lucky for McDonald that "active
opposition . . . until recently was spearheaded by motion picture exhibitors."
Certainly the exhibitors were vulnerable,
but Old McDonald's bad luck dates from
the formation of that committee.
Certainly the networks are carrying the
ball handsomely, and they are not without
a stake in the game, but the first organized opposition was offered by the exhibitors. The Joint Committee was the
Paul Revere that aroused a great many
people and groups who had swallowed the
line that Toll TV is inevitable.
Someday I hope the exhibitors will
recognize the great debt they owe to
Trueman Rembusch and his associates,
not only for their own efforts, but for
welding together the magnificent team of
Cohn, Smythe and Hogan.
ABRAM F. MYERS
Allied States Association
of Motion Picture Exhibitors
I have read with great interest the articles about high priced films — all of them
are excellent — especially Mr. O'Donnell's
and Mr. Cole's. I have been in the movie
business since 1913 — never anything else
— and I can't see too much difference in
conditions now — and way back 40 years
ago. It all boils down to one word — NO
(but you must have enough fortitude to
stick to it).
The exhibitor has only himself to blame
— even if he has competition — if he gets
stuck with 50 to 70 per cent deals.
Mr. Sudekum used to tell me — "Let the
film people break your competitor". Another one of his sayings was: "It's not
what your competitor does to you — it's
what you do to yourself that breaks you."
I have no sympathy whatever for the
damn fool who pays more than he knows
a film is worth. He deserves to go broke.
COWAN OLDHAM
Cumberland Amusement Co.
McMinnville, Tenn.

Ike

Ait

'Sullivan & "Roberts"
While Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" devoted its full time, a few
months back, to the achievements of a
major film studio in its tribute to Columbia Pictures, its salute to a single
"property" was something rather special in network programming. The Sullivan show of June 19th was concerned with nothing else but "Mr.
Roberts" — as stage hit and as film.
And it was indeed a promotional coup
for Warner Bros, to have their new
hit previewed in such a grand manner.
Jack Gould, TV critic of the N. Y.
Times, commented on the program
with what seemed like a mixture of
indignation and awe: "Give Hollywood alittle longer and it will be turning television into a coast-to-coast
trailer. Last night, the Warner bros.
hit the jackpot . . . with a sixty-minute
But the trick, of course, was to make
advertisement."
the "advertisement" into first-rate TV
entertainment, and this was done
rather neatly. The three top stars of
the film were on hand — Fonda, Cagney
and Lemmon — in addition to two lum;naiies of the Broadway stage — David
Wayne (who played Ensign Pulver in
the original) and John Forsythe. The
'scotch-^ aking" scene from the film
was clipped, to the obvious delight of
the studio audience, while the climactic scene between Roberts and the
Captain was acted live on the stage.
Fonda was his usual impressive self in
this sequence, but Cagney seemed to
have a case of the jitters. In between
the "Roberts" re-creations, producer
Leland Hayward and director Mervyn
LeRoy were brought on to the stage,
and the whole show wound up with
Sullivan, himself, receiving the "order
of the plam-tree," a classic moment in
"Roberts". The award was particularly fitting from the movie industry
point of view. His repeated championing of the film cause, and his remarks
about the superiority of the film medium in projecting this story deserved
our industry's gratitude.
The Warner Bros, film is so good
that it may not have needed this
"salute," in publicity terms. But the
show will, more than likely, result in
added revenue for it. An academyaward is generally thought to bring
the winning film an added million dollars; with a probable TV audience of
20-30 million watching this show, one
might
putin the
figure But
for
"Roberts"
this "gravy"
neighborhood.
most significantly, if any further proof
of the way Hollywood can use TV for
its own purposes (and still provide
satisfactory entertainment) were needed, "Mr. Roberts" certainly supplied it.
v
— Dick BrctsteinJ
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Installment 2

Sarnoff: "The pay-TV promoters' philosoDhy of cash-onthe-barrelhead television is not in the public interest. Their

In the opening rounds of his bid to establish himself as
the Mr. Big of subscription television, Commander Eugene
F. McDonald, Jr., found himself opposed only by a group
of motion picture exhibitors. This gave him a prime opportunity to attack them as being interested only in protecting their own investments, whereas he professed to be
concerned with the public welfare !
As was revealed in the prior installment (June 13 Film
BULLETIN), the "master propagandist" of Toll-TV is a
redoubtable, shrewd and flexible foe. When other parties
— including the major television networks and certain
labor unions — having realized the dangers inherent in payto-see television voiced their opposition, the commander of
Zenith simply shifted his stance and started to throw haymakers from another direction. Watch how he operates.

"ENTERTAINMENT

General David Sarnoff, board chairman of RCA and
NBC, filed a statement with the FCC that Toll-TV would
demolish the American system of free broadcasting. Said

standard of public interest is 'No Fee — No See'!"
How did Commander McDonald react to this formidable
opposition? Did he argue the esse of pay-to-see TV on
merit? No. He turned his propaganda machine loose to
smear Sarnoff with the charge that his hostility to the
pay-to-see system was inspired by RCA's failure to buy
out Zenith's Phonevision patents. When Sarnoff promptly
denied the allegation as "utterly false and untrue", McDonald hit a new low in his propaganda tactics. In a wire
to Film BULLETIN on June 9, he declared that Sarnoff
had improperly claimed credit for RCA having invented
magnetic tape video recording and atomic batteries. Then,
in his fury against General Sarnoff, who needs no defense
here as an outstanding American, McDonald delivered this
(Continued on Page 18)
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(Continued from Page 17)
contemptible slur: "It is an old Russian (sic) custom to
claim credit for the work of others."
Perhaps a psychiatrist could explain the violence of
Commander McDonald's reactions to General Sarnoff. Perhaps introspection on a doctor's couch by the boss of
Zenith Radio Corporation might reveal the basis for his
antipathy to the very successful head of RCA, one of the
fathers of the present free television system. Perhaps the
real reason why McDonald hungers so to put his cash
register on the airwaves is made manifest in this revelation
by Sarnoff :
"From the very first, Mr. McDonald opposed the introduction of black-and-white television and took the position
that free television was economically unsound and could
never succeed. In fact, in 1937, he called free television, as
a new service to the American people, 'a pig in a poke'!"
Whatever a psychiatrist might say about McDonald's
subconscious motivations, the fact is that he is plunging
hell-bent for realization of his dream of making television
repay him dearly for those years when he stood aside and
watched free TV develop into a big, big business. But, today, he can no longer fire his barbs only at theatremen.
The opposition against Toll-TV has grown steadily. The
public, as it became aware of the true meaning of the sys-

tem in recent weeks, poured a heavy volume of "nos" into
the mailbox of the FCC. And Commander McDonald
knows that the big question which needs to be answered
is whether Toll-TV, in the hands of the Zenith Radio Corporation— or any other commercial concern which aims to
use it for financial gain — would be in the interests of the
American people.
Impractical, Says Sarnoff

General Sarnoff has some definite views.

He has said:

"I sincerely believe Pay-to-see TV will prove a snare
and a delusion. I have no faith personally in the practicability of the establishment of that kind of service on a
national basis."

SARNOFF
'A Snare and a Delusion

Now, of course, it must be recognizd that General Sarnoff himself represents a vested interest. He views Eugene
McDonald as a potential competitor, but objective analysis
of the available facts yields plenty to substantiate his
opinions. Most important, perhaps, from a national standpoint, is that Commander McDonald is attempting to
change the structure of broadcasting in the United States
because of a profit motive. He and his cohorts would be
the main financial beneficiaries. They have taken intricate
precautions to ensure that. The evidence co/mes direct
from Zenith itself. In a speech before the New York Society of Security Analysts on April 19 last year, Dr. Millard C. Faught, Economic Consultant to the company,
said :
"Once you have both video and audio adequately scrambled, then your system must be able to distribute the coded
signal in a strictly controlled way, so that non-paying customers cannot peek under your tent ; nor can bootleggers
devise ways of selling bargain gimmicks to break your
code. It is also essential that customers not be able to
trade code information among themselves . . .

And: "The free television system which we are defending has given the American people the best television service in the world. It has provided millions of American
families with a wealth of entertainment, information, religious and cultural programs without charge . . .

change the nature of the mess on an instant's notice — and,
indeed, that is just what happens. Phonevision is not only
coded, but its code is coded, and the whole business is what

"It would be tragic for the Government to authorize
television to cripple the great democratic medium df paytelevision for the free dissemination of ideas, education and
entertainment to all the people of America."

you might call "randomized'. In the language of a cryptographer, Phonevision has about 5000 different electronic
symbols for any given letter of the alphabet. Altogether
(Continued on Page 32)
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"As for scrambling up the signal — the Zenith systems
can make an unholy mess of it. What is more, they can

THEY

MADE

THE

NEWS

MONTAGUE

SCHENCK

A. MONTAGUE & GEORGE WELTNER, Columbia sales v.p. and Paramount
worldwide sales chief, respectively, made
the headlines as a result of meetings with
the joint TOA-Allied committee on trade
practices. After the meeting Montague
said: "On certain topics, such as national
sales policies, continuity of product, the
selling to small theatres on an equitable
flat rental basis ... I was in complete
agreement with the committee. I was
able to assure then that Columbia Pictures would lend every possible effort to
further these policies in complete cooperation with their respective groups." Montague said he would not participate in arbitration of film rentals and urged Allied
to reconsider its position. Weltner announced that he would take under "extremely friendly advisement" the committee's presentation of exhibition's problems,
"particularly theatres grossing $1,000 or
less per week. When pressed for specific
policy changes, Weltner said possible solutions will have to await his return from
Europe in July. The committee also met
with Loew's and RKO, without results
being announced at press time. Similar
confabs are being sought with Warners
and U-I within the next week.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK announced
that MGM has signed with the American
Broadcasting Company for the presentation of a weekly half-hcur TV program,
entitled "The MGM Parade," to begin in
the fall. The Loew's president stated that,
"Here at MGM we have made a study of
television and have in mind the point-ofview of motion picture exhibitors. Wt
are now evolving a type of program which
will be good popular entertainment and
will serve the mutual interests of our customers and ourselves." Schenck said that
a portion of the porgram will be devoted
to the promotion of the studio's product
which will be played "exclusively" in theatres. In welcoming Metro's TV bow,
AB-PT president Leonard H. Goldenson
commented: "By devoting a portion of
each program to exciting behind-thescenes stories on forthcoming MGM pictures, the public's interest will be stimulated to see these pictures
in theatres."
0

WELTNER

SKOURAS, ZANUCK
GEHRING, EINFELD
20TH-FOX KEY EXECUTIVES were
in the news via the company's two-day
national sales convention in NYC. Addressing the gathering of top sales personnel from all over the country, president Spyros P. Skouras urged the maintenance of high standards in serving both
exhibitors and the public. Commenting
on the continuing growth and improvement of CinemaScope, Skouras said it is
one of the "bulwarks" of the industry.
Executive assistant sales chief William
C. Gehring announced that the company
will release 2 to 3 CinemaScopics per
month during the next half year, with a
total of 18 features slated for release between now and early 1956 — seventeen of
them anamorphics. Production v.p. Darryl F. Zanuck dealt with the studio's
policy of selecting major novels and stage
properties as film vehicles which should
find receptive, pre-sold markets. Details
of campaigns on upcoming releases were
provided by Charles Einfeld, v.p. in charge
of ad-pub-exploitation, and his aides. (See
What The Showmen Are Doing.)
O
ALFRED STARR & TRUEMAN REM.
BUSCH made a joint statement on behalf
of the Committee Against Pay-As-YouSee TV which blasted the MPAA because
the major film producers failed to file
their Toll-TV position with the FCC, and
questioned Paramount Pictures' "domination" of the producers association. Pointing out that the FCC had specifically
asked for information on the motion picture industry's role in Slot-TV, the statement said: "It is with shocked surprise
that we learn . . . the MPAA has chosen
to remain silent."
[More NEWS on Page 20]

L. DOUGLAS NETTER, JR., becomes
vice president of Todd-AO, theatre equipment division on July 1, resigning as sales
manager of Altec Service Corp. Announcement was made by Todd-AO
president Henry S. Woodbridge.

STARR
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TOA has whipped together a special
package of public domain music which
will provide its membership with intermission recordings free of royalty and
performance payments. Package consists
of 10 records (20 selections), which will
save theatremen many dollars in ASCAP
or BMI fees.

NEWS

SCHWALBERG

KIRSCH
JACK KIRSCH, backed up by the Allied
Theatres of Illinois board, proposed that
distribution grant "broad and complete
local autonomy" to branch managers in
dealing with theatremen. Saying that this
policy would help eliminate exhibitiondistribution tensions, the Allied of Illinois
president commented: "The branch manager, being more familiar with the accounts he deals with than the home office
sales departments, is in better position to
determine the kind of film terms to be
asked of his local customers ... It is my
opinion that each film company has a
great monetary investment in its branch
managers, but does not back up this investment commensurate with the kind of
authority which they should have if they
are to meet up to their actual and real
responsibilities."

ALFRED W. SCHWALBERG, has
formed Artists-Producers Associates, Inc.,
a company which will act as producers
representative for selected independent
features. First two productions to be
handled by the former president of Paramount Distribution Corp. are Lopert's
"Summertime" and Gregory-Laughton's
"Night of the Hunter", both being released through United Artists.
0
THE BALABAN BROTHERS found
themselves at opposite poles of the TollTV controversy. John Balaban, president
of the Balaban & Katz circuit, disagreed
with brother Barney, Paramount Pictures
president, who had declared that some
form of Slot-TV was "inevitable." Said
the B & K chief: "I feel subscription
television is not in the public interest. It
will force the public to pay for many of
the programs they are now getting free."
The Paramount president had told the
stockholders recently: "There can no
longer be any doubt that sponsor dollars
alone cannot widen the horizons of television .. . Only pay television can fill the
void . . . and give the public the kind of
quality entertainment and cultural attractions that the medium can provide."

W. C. GEHRING & HARRY G. BALLANCE, 20th-Fox executive assistant
sales manager southern division sales
chief, respectively, announced a realignment and promotions in the southern territory. Eight southern branches, including the new Houston office, will be divided into two sections, southeast and
southwest, with four offices in each district. Assistant S-Div-Mgr PAUL S.
WILSON will head the new S-E division
with headquarters in Atlanta, with Charlotte, Jacksonville and New Orleans also
under his jurisdiction. MARK M. SHERIDAN, JR., becomes chief of the S-W division, moving up from Dallas branch
manager. Headquartering in Dallas, he
will also supervise Houston, Oklahoma
City and Memphis. HENRY F. HARRELL, present assistant to Ballance, will
head the Houston branch. WILLIAM
B. WILLIAMS becomes Dallas mgr.
MONROE R. GOODMAN has left
Paramount to become a v. p. in A. W.
SCHWALBERG's Artists-Producers Associates, Inc. . . . JOHN HORTON, U-I
Washington, D. C. rep., moves to the
coast (Tuly 25) as a production aide to
studio chief EDWARD MUHL and exec
mgr. JAMES PRATT . . . MARTIN S.
DAViS ad-pub
gets Allied
new post by
of
eastern
mgr., Artist's
it was announced
JOHN C. FLINN, national ad-pub director. Davis held the same post for Samuel
Goldwyn Productions . . . M. A. SILVER,
Stanley Warner Pittsburgh zone chief announced four promotions in his bailiwick.
Ad director HENRY BURGER becomes
district mgr. for the 16 city houses; PHIL
KATZ moves into the ad-pub chief slot;
JULES CURLEY will assist Katz, and
BYRON F. MOORE takes oyer S-W
houses in Washington, Ambridge and
Donora . . . RICHARD COLBERT becomes Universal's branch mgr. in Portland, Ore., succeeding ERNEST J.
PIRO, resigned . . . CARL H. WINSTON joins Columbia as assistant publicity mgr. under HORTENSE SHORR,
it was announced
ad-pub-exploitation
director
HOWARD by R.
LeSIEUR . . .
PAUL QUINN has been elected assistant secy, of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK is back in Hollywood after attending the sales meeting
and a quick trip to London to check on
20th-Fox's CinemaScopics being produced
in England . . . UA distribution v.p.
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN returned to
the home office following a two-month
tour of all major company exchanges in
Europe . . . JACK COHN is in Europe
for a series of Columbia International
conventions. The executive v.p. is expected to be abroad for several weeks . . .
HARRY M. KALMINE, v.p. and general mgr. of Stanley Warner, recently returned from a in
month's survey of Cinerama operations
* Europe.
*
*

J. BALABAN
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SAM ROSEN announced that more than
1043 theatres have signed Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital drive pledges in the
one-day audience collections campaign to
be held during the week of August 15.
Rosen, pinch-hitting for S. H. Fabian,
who is ill, said that some theatres plan to
extend collections for more than the one
day designated.
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Hollywood goes to New York, locale of the classic Ben Hecht story, for scenes of "Miracle in the Rain."
At left Jane Wyman and Van Johnson enact roles of lovers at sailboat lagoon in famed Central Park.
And New York comes to Hollywood in shapely person of Barbara Nichols, Manhattan
showgirl, who is shown here rehearsing dance she does in picture as an innocent stripteaser.

As Jack Webb beams approval, Orchestra Leader
Ray Anthony launches first
band recording of title song
of "Pete Kelly's Blues."
Picture, introducing three
new songs and a dozen favorite tunes of the 1920's,
is Webb's first with music,
a sweetheart and CinemaScope. ( WarnerColor. )

Gary Cooper stands inspection for Director Otto
Preminger and Producer Milton Sperling in
World War I uniform he'll wear as aviation hero
in production "The Court-Martial of Billy
Mitchell." Shooting starts next week in Washington, D.C. In another World War I uniform,
"Sergeant York," Cooper won the Academy
Award. (In CinemaScope and WarnerColor. )
Elizabeth Taylor and Rock Hudson in early love
scene for George Stevens' production of Edna
Ferber's great novel, "Giant." Stately Virginia
manor house near Charlottesville provides background for romantic mood. Locationing "Giant"
company then moved from Virginia to Marfa,
Texas, for ranch sequences. (In WarnerColor.)
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REBUTTAL

MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN
Vice-President, United Artists
I have read Bob Wilby's statement in the
ay 30th issue on movie advertising.
As a person who has worked in many inlstries outside of the motion picture indusy, I will state that in my opinion, motion
cture advertising, publicity and exploita3n is equal to, or better than the advertisg, publicity and exploitation of any other
dustry.
That does not mean that the men who
ive the responsibility for the effectiveness
.' motion picture advertising have even been
itisfied with it. They are constantly changig it, in matters of approach, technique, etc.
: is the people who do not have the responbility of selling tickets who glibly stand off
11 the kibitzer's position and make the nonlittering generalities attacking our indusry's promotional activities. No, I don't
link we have to defend our position. The
dvertising, publicity and exploitation men
f our industry contribute as much or more
nan any other group to its success. When
tie boys in television and radio want really
opnotch manpower, they call me for men
nXh motion picture experience. The same
oes for people in some of the biggest agenies in the country.
Let's stop kidding ourselves. We have as
;ood manpower as any other industry. We
lave to examine the factors other than the
nanpower, namely, the pictures themselves,
he attitude of the producers, the home office
:xecutives, and very importantly, that of the
ixhibitors. Mr. Exhibitor ought to subject
limself to some honest self-examination, not
jased on his conversation about selling pic:ures, but as to what he actually spends and
loes to sell a ticket.

YOUNGSTEIN

EDITOR'S NOTE
Movie advertising has been subjected to
criticism from two sources recently. The May
16 issue of the BULLETIN reprinted an article
by Hal Stebbins, prominent Los Angeles
advertising man, in which motion picture advertising was described as "loaded to the
gunwales with pat phrases" . . . "full of bromides" . . "cut from the same dusty mould"
. . . etc., etc. In the May 30 issue we published a letter from Robert B. Wilby, president
of the Wilby-Kincey theatre circuit, supporting Mr. Stebbins findings: "Most of the theatre advertising has B. O., which does not
mean box office . . ."
Expressing our own Viewpoint in the May
16 issue, we said: "Mr. Stebbins fails to do
justice either to the many contributions made
by the movie practitioners to the great art
of selling by word and picture, or to the
overwhelming demands of their particular
Now, starting on this page, several of the
industry's
field." leading advertising executives take
up the cudgels to defend movie advertising.

PAUL N. LAZARUS, Jr.
Vice-President, Columbia Pictures
My first reaction to Hal Stebbins' deft dissection of motion picture advertising was to
leap in anguished protest to my typewriter.
However, the imperative need to work on
some new (and non-Stebbins) campaigns
kept me from doing so.
Then Mr. Bob Wilby entered the lists.
While I frankly am unable to understand a
considerable portion of his letter, the very
weight of his presence makes it important
for some practitioner of motion picture advertising to present the other side of the coin.
There is always the temptation, under attack, to go on the defensive. That is not my
intention. Rather, in the hope of being offensive in at least some quarters, let me state
unequivocally that the great bulk of our advertising does not need to be defended. Sure,
there are occasional lapses from impeccable
taste. Sure, there are a certain number of
tried, true and trite campaigns. Sure, the
"bouillabaisse" type of advertising exists.
But, by and large, motion picture advertising is ingenious, imaginative, aggressive
merchandising created by as hard-working
and talented a group of experts as there is in
any industry. Proof of this lies in the continual use of our methods and manpower by
retailers, distributors and manufacturers of
"big business".
The fact that motion pictures are not a
continuing product does not, despite Mr.

Wilby, make films easier to sell. We have
no logotype to establish, no brand-name to
trade on. Each picture is the launching of a
new product — and we have no more than a
week in each locality to do it. This week,
"The Man From Laramie," next week "East
Lynne." Twenty, thirty, forty times a year,
each of the motion picture advertising de
partments must face up to and solve this
problem.
We're using the newspaper as a billboard
and the ad as a poster, says Mr. Wilby. We
don't trust the public to read anything, he
complains. Does he realize that motion picture advertising, throughout the country and
the world, appears on the same page as and
in juxtaposition to its competition? Did he
ever wonder, as I did, what the Chesterfield
account executive would say if some newspaper ran his ad on the same page as a
Lucky Strike ad? Over-emphatic? Brother,
we've got about two seconds to catch and
hold the reader's eye before it goes on to the
ad placed by the theatre two blocks away
— in the adjoining column.
I would like nothing better than to limit
my advertising activity to the creation of the
kind of ads Mr. Stebbins likes. I like them,
too. I'm afraid, however, that I couldn't
keep my employers
exhibitor-customers— happy— or
veryColumbia's
long. There
are
certain pictures which don't lend themselves
to distinctive campaigns, which cry for the
"bouillabaisse" ads. And Mr. Wilby's managers would scream like mad if they didn't
getInthem.
the SPG Journal, Mr. Stebbins selected
two Columbia ads for high praise. Curiously,
one was for a very successful picture, the
other was not. The fact that the second
(Continued on Page 26)
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"Land

of the Pharaohs"
SU4CH€44

One of the best film spectaculars. Lacks names, but loaded
with exploitables. Very impressively photographed, well
plotted, well acted. Grosses will be far above average.
This is a giant among film spectaculars, one of the best
from every point of view. Dealing with the construction
of the great pyramid of Egypt, it is pictoriaily splendid,
awesome in its bigness. Thousands of extras are employed
in scenes in which the building is depicted, and the dramatic effect is altogether convincing, abetted no little by
CinemaScope and WarnerColor, which give the spectacle
immense scope and scenic grandeur. The script, written
by famous novelist William Faulkner, Harry Kurnitz, and
H. J. Bloom, is well-plotted and holds up all the way, although some of the dialogue and character portraits tending towards the routine. Audience interest will be held
throughout. Howard Hawks' direction is sure, performances are fine. All these plus credits will carry the film to
uniformly good returns. Aggressive showmanship should
overcome the absence of marquee names in the cast. Jack
Hawkins, the great Pharaoh, dreams of having an immense
edifice built to house his tomb. A captured architect is employed to lay out the construction plans. Fifteen years go
by, with the colossal undertaking still uncompleted. The
Pharaoh takes Joan Collins, princess of a neighboring province, for a "second wife," and she begins to plot to appropriate his wealth. She has the pharaoh's wife killed, and
ultimately murders the ruler, too. As his burial takes place,
high priest Alexis Minotis frees the architect and his son,
Dewey Martin, and prepares to be buried with the pharaoh.
Collins, not knowing the pyramid will be sealed, is entombed with her victim.

Warner
Bros. 106 minutes. Jack Hawkins, Joan Collins Dewey Martin Alexis
Minotis. Produced
and directed by Howard Hawks.

"Creature

With

the Atom

Brain"

M inor horror entry for action market. Shock yarn has exploitables. Fair dualler.

This terror-fantasy brings the old Frankenstein format
up-to-date and should generate enough thrills to keep the
less discriminating action fans interested. Obvious lowbudgeter all the way, entertainment values are built on
shock angle of revitalizing corpses with atomic rays, revenge killings, and frantic police efforts to track down mad
scientist and vengence-crazed gangster. Provides bally
houses with ample material for effective exploitation campaigns. Deported for his underworld activities, Michael
Granger secretly returns and plots to murder those responsible for his deportation. Meeting up with scientist Gregory Gay, who discovered a method for turning corpses into
zombies with atomic rays, Granger uses these ambulant
cadavers to prey on his victims. Detectives Richard Denning and Sol Lerner set out to solve murders. Lerner falls
victim to the zombie treatment, but Denning closes in on
Granger. The frantic gangster turns his ghouls loose on
the city, but Denning eventually kills Granger in time to
save the populace.
G?inaeia,G*rLHlnuUrSStevens.
S. John L.Launer,
Granger.
Gregory Gay. Clover Dennjn<>:
productionA"<3^
. Directed
by Edward
Cahn. Michael
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"Foxfire"
IZatiKt OOO

Jane Russell-Jeff Chandler names will carry this to aboveaverage grosses in early runs. Word-of-mouth will bog it
down in subs. Plot routinely handled.
This romantic melodrama starts out to be concerned
with a serious problem — the marriage of a white girl to I
half-breed Indian — but it is never clearly developed in
Ketti Frings' routine script. Fortunately, it has an appeal
ing starring team in Jane Russell and Jeff Chandler, and
these names will carry it through in many situations.
Technicolor photography is very effective in its shots of
an Arizona copper mine at night, with the glow of "fox
fire" emanating from a deserted shaft. Dan Duryea steals
acting honors from the two stars with a witty performance
as a dipso doctor. The film comes to life when he is on the
screen. The pace is steady, if not fast. Chandler's rendition
of the film's title song is interesting, and a good exploita
tion gimmick. Socialite Russell, vacationing in Arizona
meets Chandler, half-breed mining engineer. After a whirl
wind courtship they get married, but Russell never feels
close to Chandler. When he begins work on an abandonee
mine, thinking it contains gold, they drift further apart
Russell turns to Duryea, the mine's doctor, for companion
ship. Chandler does not know she is to have a baby unti'
the nis?;ht she has a miscarriage. Jane decides to leave him
In a mine explosion, a vein of gold is uncovered but Chand
ler is injured, and Jane, realizing that his coldness is the
result of his Indian "bringing-up", returns to him.
Universal. 12 minutes. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan Duryea, Mara Corday
Froduced by Aaron Rosenberg. Directed by Joseph Pevney.

"You're
Young-'
SututeuNever
IQaUiToo
f OOO
One of the funnier Martin-Lewis comedies. Should drav
good grosses wherever this team clicks.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis have one of their bette
comic frolics in "You're Never Too Young". The show i
carried by Lewis, who performs some tour de force rou
tines with great versatility. Scenes in which he imitate
Bogart, holds a pantomime phone conversation to Nin;
Fcch's voice, and eludes a criminal in a chase of classi'
proportions, are highlights. Martin is given much less t<
do in the development of the story and is not very effectiv
when he does appear. His delivery of the so-so musica
score by Arthur Schwartz and Sammy Cahn lacks zest, al
though one of the songs, "Sympatico", may become a hit
Photography, in VistaVision and Technicolor, is brighl
Credit director Norman Taurog with drawing the maxi
mum of chuckles from the material. But it's primaril;
Lewis' sparkling contribution that will help this Para
mount offering to solid grosses in all comedy situations
Lewis, a would-be barker, inadvertently comes into pos
session of a stolen diamond, and dresses up as a young bo;
to escape his pursuer, thief Raymond Burr. Complication
arise when Diana Lynn, taken in by Lewis' disguise, de
cides to "take care" of him. Lynn is Martin's girl, and bot:
are teachers in a girls' school. When Lewis is introduceinto the school environment, hilarity ensues.
Paramount.
minutes.
Dean byMartin,
Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Pre
duced
by Paul102Jones.
Directed
NormanJerry
Taurog.

"Not
Scuuteu

as a Stranger"
Rati*? O O O

good pace and has a fair share of thrilis, which should delight action audiences. The mixture of adventure and
O

lige exploitation campaign, fame of the novel, strong cast
• II carry this to big grosses. Film fails to achieve expected
i eatness, but has plenty appeal.
This will be one of the top money films of the year.
Inited Artists has given the adaptation of Morton Thcmp■ n's best-seller an enormous build-up exploitation-wise,
lid this is bound to pay off in big grosses. And Stanley
* ramer's production is good enough to insure satisfied
istomers and successful sub-runs. But this is not a great
I m, as it might have been, although an interesting and
jnerally stimulating one throughout. The script, by Edna
' 'id Edward Anhalt, is superior: terse, witty, affecting. It
l;ver falters, and shapes up as the most satisfying aspect
If: the production. The all-star cast employed performs
i'imirably, with special praise due Olivia de Havilland, as
le doctor's long-suffering wife, and Frank Sinatra, as his
' *est friend. Robert Mitchum, playing the hero, Dr. Lucas
■larsh, is effective in some scenes, but disappointing in
■lore — although this is his best performance to date. BowWig as a director, Kramer has done an interesting, often
jlxciting, job. He has given the medical scenes a ring of
ijrofessional authenticity. The characteristic of his direcI on is the extraordinarily swift pace at which the story is
I layed. Details are disposed in montage-like effects, scenes
I ucceed each other with no visible transition. What is
rained is exciting, pointed narrative, but subtlety is lost.
I [lis photographic effects are first-rate, intensifying the narrative at every point. The story is concerned with the
: ledical profession in general and with one doctor in particular. Mitchum, an ambitious, heartless medical student,
[Is in financial straits. He marries nurse de Havilland largely to secure the money for his studies. His pride and idealsm get him into trouble with fellow-student and friend
ISinatra, and with his teachers, including down-to-earth
Broderick Crawford. After internship, Mitchum takes up
practice in a small town, under the eye of old and kindly
ioctor Charles Bickford.
He works brilliantly, but his
narriage becomes increasingly unsatisfactory, and he turns
:o Gloria Grahame, an attractive widow.
Olivia finally
:ells him she is pregnant and he repents, but she says it is
:oo late. When Bickford is struck with a heart attack,
Mitchum operates, makes his first mistake, and the patient
lies. Full of remorse, he goes to his wife, begging for her
help, and she takes him back.
JA. 135 minutes. Olivia de Havilland, Robert Mitchum, Frank Sinatra, Gloria
Srahame, Broderick Crawford, Charles Bickford. Produced and directed by
Stanley Kramer.

"It Came

from

Beneath

the Sea"

Rates higher where given the exploitation "works". Another
monster born of radioactivity rises to terrorize the West
Coast. Well-stocked with excitement. Best for action spots.
OK dualler elsewhere.
Columbia has put together a neat piece of radioactive
monster terror in this fantasy. It concerns the sudden appearance of a huge sea monster which destroys ships at
sea and threatens our West Coast. It moves along at a

pseudo scientific fact is interesting and makes the film's
subject matter seem almost plausible. Climactic scenes in
which the monter attacks San Francisco are most exciting.
The romantic element, concerning Faith Domergue and
Kenneth Tobey, is of mild interest, and, fortunately, slows
down the narrative very little. Tobey, commanding a submarine, runs into seme strange "thing" at the bottom of
the sea, and narrowly escapes. Investigated by naval intelligence, which has employed scientists Faith Domergue
and Donald Curtis, it is thought to be a large octopus.
Made radioactive from H-Bomb tests, it warns off its prey
and now roams the ocean in search of food. As ships are
reported missing, the task of locating and destroying the
monster is undertaken. In a smashing climax the monster
tears down the Golden Gate Bridge and threatens the safety of San Francisco but it is finally destroyed by an explosive harpoon.
Columbia. 80 minutes. Kenneth Tobey, Faith Domergue. Produced by Charles H.
Schneer. Directed by Robert Gordon.

"Summertime"
Scuuteu

IRattK? Q

Q
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Fine adult fare, superbly photographed and beautifully
played. Will find solid support from mature moviegoers in
urban, class situations. Calls for strong selling.
"Summertime" is one of the most touching and beautiful
films to appear in quite a while, affecting, unforgettable.
Adapted from the Brodaway success "Time of the Cuckoo", by Arthur Laurents, the picture was filmed entirely
in Venice, in Eastman Color, and its location photography
of that city is nothing less than breathtaking — of awardwinning quality. The canals, the piazza of San Marco, an
evening's fireworks display, are the scenic highlights of a
film in which photography is a superb dramatic asset. The
screenplay by David Lean and H. E. Bates (Lean also directed) islovely, and the picture's stars — Katherine Hepburn and Rossano Brazzi — acquit themselves admirably.
Hepburn, as the American secretary who comes to Venice
and discovers life, is, as usual, highly mannered, but gives
a wonderful performance, poetic in its portrayal of the woman's fears and loneliness. Brazzi, who appeared in "Three
Coins" and "Barefoot Contessa", is charming. The chief
commercial problem facing the film is the question of its
"morality". In a sense, it countenances adultery — and so
it shapes up as a peculiarly urban attraction. Word-ofmouth appreciation of its beauty should make it solid b.o.
in class situations. This is film fare specifically intended
for "adult" audiences, and it should find strong reception
in that quarter. Story has middle-aged Hepburn going to
Venice for a summer vacation. Lonely — responsive to life
but afraid to live — she meets shop-owner Brazzi, and the
two fall in love. When she discovers that he is married,
she wants to break off, but he convinces her to hold on to
the moment they are sharing together. Eventually realizing the impossibility of the situation, Hepburn decides to
leave, despite Brazzi's protests — and she does so, with no
regrets, her life enriched.
UA. 99 minutes. Katherine Hepburn, Rossano Brazii. Produced by llya Lopert.
Directed by David Lean.
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[ Rebuttal
It's simple.

(Continued from Page 23)
campaign was as attention-compelling as any
other "properly" advertised picture apparently neither helped nor hurt particularly. Maybe a less worthy campaign might have done
even less business. And maybe not. How
many angels CAN dance on a pin?
My distinguished colleague at Columbia,
Nate Spingold, has long been recognized as
one of the soundest, most discriminating, and
most talented practitioners of motion picture advertising in the industry's history.
Recently, he wrote:
"No one starts out deliberately to do a bad
campaign. I know from long experience here
that the approach to advertising a top bracket picture is very carefully studied. I know
that the result is a series of good compaigns
and bad campaigns as measured against boxoffice. I do not subscribe to the theory that
a good campaign makes a picture successful.
At most, it gets an opening — and from then
on, word-of-mouth makes or breaks it at the
box-office. Occasionally, some sensational
'gimmick' will carry business beyond the
opening. It does not happen often. And
there are instances where, with what looked
like bad advertising, the sheer merit of the
picture has carried it into popular acceptance.
"It has always been my personal belief
that the primary responsibility of motion
picture advertising has been to let the maximum number of people know that a particular picture will open in a particular place at
a specified time, whether it is New York
City, Los Angeles, or Boise, Idaho. The advertisement becomes a news event and naturally, the more compelling the advertisement
is, the more attention it will attract. Advertisements are constructed solely and wholly
to that end."
The offense rests. . . .

SILAS F. SEADLER
Director of Advertising, M-G-M

Advertising is an art, in most cases prac
ticed by, run by and ruled by, mechanics.
It's true. Honest.
Like a script or a painting or a bock, lik
anything that is the product of the hum
mind and has as its purpose the reachin
and influencing of other human minds i
must be the work of a creative effort an
cannot be dictated or made to order.

As a long-time culprit in the Stebbins
School of Movie Delinquents, I can only say
that if the picture was good we did great
business in spite of the ads. Nobody should
resent Hal Stebbins' well intentioned piece.
It gives us all opportunity for reappraisal
and, heaven knows, that's good for the soul.
I can't see that he's offered us anything of
particular help on the constructive side.
Some of his "things not to do" are well defined. I'll watch my exclamation points and
white space a little more carefully. But when
the chips are down and there's a campaign
to do, I wonder what Mr. Stebbins would
come up with, of a magical nature, that
would be much different from what we are
doing or that would affect the grosses much.
There have been some darned good campaigns in past weeks, most recently "Blackinstance.board Jungle" and "Seven Year Itch", for
Given an opportunity, I still think the advertising talents are pretty good within our
own ranks, such talents for instance as Dietz,
Einfeld, Blumenstock, Pickman, Youngstein,
Lazarus, Jr. and others.
Salutes to Hal Stebbins for doing a piece
that at least, has inspired some constructive
thinking among all cf us.

Not if it's going to be any good — anymore
than a good book can be set-up according tc
a publisher's formula.
Sure, the researcher, the production man,
even the client can help, but when all that is
done, a writer and/or an artist have to de
cide and be free to execute that decision.
And how often does that happen?
Until it does, advertising like too many
things about us, will be trite, profane and
largely ineffective.
Like I said. It's simple.
Maybe that's the trouble.
*
*
*
ANONYMOUS
I prefer to be anonymous.
Although I know the subject makes interesting reading, I believe there already has
been far too much Monday morning quarterbacking cn the subject.
Everyone from producer to theatre usher
has his own ideas on proper film advertising,
particularly after the creative work has been
completed. But, you'd be surprised to see
how seldom a campaign from any distributor
is altered or changed once it reaches the exhibitors' hands.
In the final analysis, the advertising is in
the hands of the theatre operator who places
it. He should know his local situation and
is in a position to make any changes he
deems necessary.

ROGER H. LEWIS
Advertising Mgr., United Artists
Over the last ten years or so I've read
countless articles, editorials, speeches and indictments of movie advertising as separate
and apart from advertising in general.

SEADLER
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As it happens I've worked both sides of
the street and you can believe there's darned
little difference. The product varies, the restrictions are more or less but the process
and the result is invariably the same. Movie
ads are no better and no worse than the run
of advertising in other fields.
Recently someone handed me a copy of
the Screen Producers Guild Bulletin wherein
a very systematic gentleman, complete with
exhibits A, B and C, launched another
philippic on the same old theme.
He, and just about everything I can remember reading on the subject, missed the
same point — not because they couldn't see it
but, probably, because the idea frightened
them.

LEWIS

On stage as the television cameras
grind are principals in the Ed Sullivan hour-long tribute to the Warner film, "Mister Roberts", first
popular "Toast of the
time
Town" the
TV show was devoted in its
entirety to a movie. From left, Sullivan, producer Leland Hayward,
Henry Fonda. James Cagney. Jack
Lemmon, David Wayne, and, making an abashed exit, John Forsythe.
Fortunately, cameras was focussed
on Sullivan, Hayward and Fonda.

MERCHANDISING
&
EXPLOITATION
DEPARTMENT
f
'Doiaai
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Promotion Holds Spotlight
At 20th-Fox Sales Confab
The vital role of the drumbeater in today's
film distribution picture was underscored in
•20th Century-Fox's recent sales meeting, as
ivice-president Charles Einfeld and his aides
'in the advertising-publicity-exploitation department held sway at the concluding session.
How the company plans to pre-sell its
'summer and fall releases through all avenues
i of contact with the public was graphically
presented by Einfeld, exploitation manager
Rodney Bush, publicity head Edward E. Sullivan, ad chief Abe Goodman and TV-radio
director Martin Michel. There will be particular emphasis on television selling, concentrated cn point-of-playdate along with
radio and newspapers. Specialized handling
of pictures, Einfeld declared, combined with
showmanship flexibility, is the key to better
merchandising practices.
Cited specifically was the campaign for
"How To Be Very, Very Popular," receiving
impetus via a buildup for Sheree North, who
co-stars with Betty Grable. Already a Life
cover girl, the new star will get special layouts in Cosmopolitan and Redbook. A strong
music campaign featuring the title song is
perking, highlighted by Teresa Brewer's
Coral records version.
An unusual teaser trailer for "House of
Bamboo" is due for special audience penetration in programming during "The Seven
Year Itch" playdates, and is also set for a
big-scale magazine campaign.
Introducing a showmanship point right at
the meeting, a group of fashion models in
dresses inspired by "Love Is A Many Splendored Thing", paraded for the assembled
sales force. The film's title song is set for
recordings by a number of top disc artists.
The magazine ad-promotional campaign will
include a condenation of the book in the September issue of Woman's Home Companion.

'Great Movie1 Page One News
A Mississippi editor, Norman Shavin of
the Jackson State Times, explained the newspaper's carrying a movie review on the front
page "on the simple theory that a truly 'great
movie' is page one news." In a letter to
COMPO, which became the basis of a recent ad in Editor & Publisher, Shavin says:
"We give movies the full treatment — something which is not done anywhere else in
this state. We feel people are devoted to
their theatres and interested in the folk that
occupy stages, screens and managers offices."
The newspaper, Shavin goes on, carries an
abundance of art and copy about movies and
"we play our criticisms straight: If a movie
merits praise, we give it willingly (it's pleasant to write a favorable review) ; if a movie
merits criticism, we deliver the punch.
"We think newspaper readers want it that
way. Don't you?"

Hot- Phone Stunt for Laramie'
"Hello. This is Jimmy Stewart. Let me
tell you about my latest picture, 'The
Man From Laramie' . . ." And he does,
personally, to the fascinated listener on
the other end of the telephone, in a lulu
of a stunt dreamed up by Columbia's
showmen that is fast snowballing into one
of the season's top promotions.
The plan has newspaper ads each day
urging persons to call the star at a listed
number and an automatic recording playback device places the message in Stewart's unmistakable voice on the wire.
Starting well in advance of playdate, it
carries right up to opening.
Tryouts in 10 cities where playdates
have been set forced Columbia to augment the initial 10 lines to handle the
flood of calls. Phone companies reported
capacity calls of more than 1500 per hour.
[More SHOWMAN

on Page 28]

'Mister Roberts' Smash
Bally On Sullivan Show
Probably the biggest television promotion
coup for a single movie yet engineered was
pulled off Sunday evening, June 19, when Ed
Sullivan devoted his entire "Toast of the
Town" hour to Warners "Mister Roberts".
The result: Sullivan netted one of the most
entertaining shows of his career and the picture swelled its already eagerly awaiting
audience by countless millions.
The show was tops in quality and presentation. Three of the four stars, Henry Fonda, James Cagney and Jack Lemmon, appeared in person, along with producer Leland Hayward and co-director Mervyn LeRoy. The fourth star, William Powell, was
seen in a hilarious sequence from the film —
the manufacture of a bottle of scotch from
ingredients in the ship's dispensary. The
rest of the scenes were performed live by the
film's stars and two alumni of the famed
stage play, David Wayne and John Forsythe.
Just enough was shown — and what there
was was superb — to whet the appetites of the
huge TV audience for the film.
Recognition of Sullivan's continued contribution tothe success of movies via plugs
on the "Toast" show was bestowed by Hayward in the form of a replica of the medal
Mister Roberts receives for service "above
and beyond the call of duty."
Loew

s Theatres Launch

Festival

Paying tribute to New York's Summer
Festival, Loew's Theatres inaugurated its
own Summer Movie Festival for all of its
theatres in the big city's five boroughs. The
colorful demonstration was launched June
22 on Times Square, in front of Loew's
State, with a caravan of gaily decorated
floats, models, music and assorted fanfare.
The caravan toured Loew's naborhood theatres throughout Greater New York.
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I As his practice for every
important production released by Metro, vice-president Howard D:etz goes to
the production set to line up
the promotion angles while
the film is shooting. Hero,
director Joseph Mankiewicz
emphasizes a point on the
set
"Guysproducer
and Dolls"
for
Dietzof and
Samuel
Soldwyn. The CinemaScope
film stars Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra
and Vivian Blaine.

School's End Signals Flurry
Of Kid Attendance Promotions
With the kids out of school, showmen
are stepping up efforts to attract small fry.
The Commonwealth Circuit passes on an
idea from one of its theatre managers, Doyle
Branscum, who had great success with this
kiddie show: Taking advantage of the local
bank's "Hopalong Cassidy Savings Club,"
Branscum sold the bank on the idea of having theatre parties to gain club members.
Bank furnished door prizes, paid for all advertising. Kids were admitted free and the
bank paid a flat charge for the show. Needless to say, the concessions stand did a
flourishing business. The bank was happy,
reporting to the manager that every party
increases their savings club by about 300.
The Schine Chain reports great success
with its Kiddie Safety Clubs. Heralded by
newspaper stories announcing the clubs, cosponsored by the theatre and a merchant, it
garners an immediate response as a splendid
public relations project, warming up schools,
civic organizations and police officials. The
merchant gives out the membership cards,
the club meets once a week at the theatre
where safety subjects are discussed by members of the town's Safety Council, special
films are shown and prizes distributed, contributed by the merchant. At the Hippodrome, Gloversville, manager Jim Beebe had
top civic officials photographed making arrangements for the show, received a fat story
with the photo in the local newspaper.

When In Doubt, Ask Patron
When in doubt, go to your patrons, Ray
Powell, manager of the Warner Theatre,
West Chester, Pa., believes. Since West
Chester is a fair distance from nearby Philadelphia, Powell felt that he could safely
discontinue advertising in the big city papers
and concentrate on local promotion. Worried
whether he had done the right thing, Powell
took a personal two-week lobby poll, speaking to some 3000 patrons on the subject. Not
only was his judgment confirmed, but the
personal contact was an excellent public relations gesture, making the moviegoers feel
their importance to the theatre.
Gregory Feted in 'Hunter' Bow
World premiere of United Artists' "The
Night of the Hunter" in Des Moines, July
26, will be highlighted by the city's tribute
to producer Paul Gregory, a native son.
Marking his debut as a movie producer, the
film premiere will climax a day-long series
of festivities, including banquet in Gregory's
honor to be attended by 1500 guests.
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ANTA & The Season Salute
'Summertime' At Premiere
An international aspect colored the gal;
premiere
of Theatre
United Artists'
at
the Astor
on June "Summertime''
21, which alsc
happened to be the first day of Summer. Thd
debut of the Ilya Lopert production was
sponsored by the American National Theatn
and Academy as part of its "Salute td
France" program to further Franco-Ameri
can cultural relations.
Groundwork fcr the debut was laid by £
distinguished committee and garnered important newspaper space. C. Douglas Dillon
U. S. Ambassador to France, is honorarj
chairman, and Mrs. William C. T. Gaynofl
and Robert W. Dowling are chairman and
vice-chairman respectively of the Premiere
Committee, which includes Mrs. Nicholas
M. Schenck, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Schwalberg, Bernard F. Gimbel, Max Gordon, Pauls
Stone and Hope Hampton.

Pageant Makes Cina 'Monument'
The July issue of "Pageant" magazine
carries a four-page spread on "Italy's newest
and best preserved national monument,"
Gina Lollobrigida. The story covers a recent "paint-athon" held in a Milan hotel
where 27 of Italy's top artists gathered
around La Lollo to put their impressions of
the famed beauty on canvas. Pageant shows
nine of the paintings, gives mention of her
current films.

GIANT' KICK-OFF
Production start for Edna
Ferber's "Giant" at Warner Studios triggered promotion guns with a Hollywood press luncheon. From
left: producer - director
George Stevens, associate
Henry Ginsburg, stars Elizabeth Taylor and Rock
Hudson, WB vice-president
Mort Blumenstock and
composer Dimitri Tiomkin.
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-Gf Highlighting key role played by the book ii
United Artists' promotion of "Not As A Stran
ger," the 3,000,000th copy of Morton Thomp
son's best-seller is presented to UA vice
president Max E. Youngstein by Henry Hohns
sales chief of Scribners, publishers of the novel

Aptly garbed models frame 40x60 sign proclaiming
Summertime
Contest"
of As-of
tor"Miss
Theatre,
N. Y., where
galain lobby
premiere
UA's "Summertime" was held the first day
of summer. Girls wear Catalina bathing suits,
prominent in the UA-manufacturers' co-op deal.
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A Tie-Up Hails New York
As A Stranger'
'Nottie-up
i isitors
An ingenious
focussed the attention
I every visitor to New York on United
rtists' "Not As A Stranger" and its Capitol
heatre opening on the night of June 28.
In a campaign launched jointly by the
ew York City Summer Festival, the Capiil and UA, visitors to New York are being
elcomed "Not As A Stranger". All 23
Dints of entry to the Big City — bridges,
mnels, roads, airports, railroad and bus
rrminals — were covered with posters pro1[aiming: "Welcome to New York Summer
estival, Not As A Stranger But As A
riend." A huge banner stretched across
'iroadway at 51st Street offered a similar
' reeting. Confirming the sincerity of the
'elcome periodic gifts of a pair of tickets to
ee the film at the Capitol will be awarded
ach day to the millions of visitors who
nter the metropolis.
Meanwhile, the biggest promotional assist
>y top magazines ever to go to a UA movie
s lined up. Among them: Life is sending
xhibitors "doctor kits" with reprints of its
id on the film. Look is mailing out surgical
nasks with brochures of ads and its review.
The Saturday Evening Post is sending
itethoscopes and a promotional letter. Colier's contributes a brochure with its outstanding article on the film. Woman's Home
Companion is mailing first-aid kits and ad
■eprints. Photoplay is using truck banners.

/tie
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Fox Cited For Expert P.R.
20th Century-Fox was named in a
select group of firms for "expert" public relations by the Foundation for
Management Research. The film company's "public relations practitioners"
were cited for "expertness in publicizing products and in publicizing ideas."
Radio Corp. of America was also selected in the group of industries named
by the Foundation, the result of a twoyear study.
'Cobweb' Bow Socks Pittsburgh
M-G-M's world premiere of "The Cobweb"
at the Harris Theatre, Pittsburgh, gained a
double assist, combining the debut activities
with the Golden Anniversary of the Nickelodeon and the Variety Club Benefit for the
Catherine Charity Fund.
Metro brought star Jarma Lewis to Pittsburgh especially for the triple event. Special
trailers were run in all of the Harris Circuit
theatres and a whole parade of TV and radio
programs eagerly horned in on the activities,
with every air outlet in the city covering the
two-day celebration.
Good stunt for the premiere was the distribution of 5,000 booklets on psychiatry by
a "doctor" in white starched coat and a
model in nurse's uniform. Critics, columnists
and radio-TV people received the bocklets
with special notes beginning, "So you think
you're a critic!"

Shapely winner of U-I's contest in New York to
find "the most beautiful girl on This Island
Earth", Miss Janet Wilde, was used by Victoria
Theatre manager Jack Cusack to distribute trick
balloons in front of theatre on opening day.
Audience Awards

Pressbook

Plots Full-Scale Campaign
Hot off the press is COMPO's Audience
Awards pressbook, a 12-page exhibitor's
manual that gives showmen a full-scale campaign for the important publicity drive that
will culminate in next November's public
vote for the movies' "bests". National Screen
Service will handle distribution of the pressbook to 16,000 participating theatres.
Manual has a detailed summary of the
Audience Awards plan, formats of the official patron's ballot and official theatre report
of votes cast, two full pages of press releases,
two pages of promotion and exploitation suggestions and an excellent assortment of ads
preparatory to audience balloting with the
theme: "This Time You Are the Star!"
Other accessories include two trailers, advance and current, two 40x60 posters, a composite mat and ballot box stickers.
Charles E. McCarthy, COMPO information director, supervised the pressbook com-

Gun-slingin' molls were back in Chicago — by courtesy of United Artists and the Chicago Theatre.
Trio of bally belles sporting leg holsters are shown at theatre front after patrolling Loop for opening of "Kiss Me Deadly". The flashy front display was adapted from stills and poster art.

Initial exhibitor and exchange manager
pilation.
meetings have been organized to whip up
enthusiasm for the project. First to go was
Denver, on June 22. Robert W. Coyne,
COMPO special counsel, who is coordinating the campaign under national chairman
Elmer C. Rhoden, announced that meetings
would be held before June 30 in New York
City, Boston, New Haven, Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Dallas.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

PYRAMIDING

SHOWMANSHIP

Howard Hawks' production for Warner Bros, of Pulitzer Prize winner William Faulkner's "Land of the Pharaohs" is really spectacle, big and awesome. To
caoture the full flavor of this historic tale, Hawks filmed it in T-gypt, and the production details alone are fascinating material for a wealth of exploitation angles.
The showman can tell, for instance, about the removal of 50 centuries of accumulated limestone and dirt from one side of the Great Pyramid to make it photogenic for the CinemaScope cameras. He has an exotic angle in the introduction of a sultry newcomer to the screen, busty, sloe-eyed Joan Collins; she'll
make a terrific splash in the whistlebait pool and is a prime selling point for the
male trade. Nor will the shrewd showman overlook the value of the Faulkner name,
a oowerful stimulant for the class clientele. Another significant name is Dimitri
Tiomkin, multi-Oscar winning composer, whose score for this one has already had
four top recording companies waxing platters for the title tune.
Opportunities for stunts abound in the setting and theme. It's all presented
with force and finesse in the Warner pressbook. The ads are clothed in dignity,
yet full of spectacular excitement. Cleverly set apart as a choice tidbit for the
eye is glamorous Miss Collins. "Land of the Pharaohs" is pyramided showmanship.
JOAN COLLINS
The allure and exciting possibilities in new
screen beauty Joan Collins as Princess NelHfer is one of the important sales angles. An
advance campaign could include a "Princess
for a Day" contest, designed to find the
"most exotic" girl in town. Contestants
should be judged in Egyptian costume by
selected panel of leading merchants. The
winning beauty would be crowned "Princess
Nellifer", awarded a day on the town (with
merchants donating prizes).
Complete set of cheesecake photos of the
star, both in Princess costume and modern
day whistle photos is excellent for blowup
displays. Also available is a four-on-one
8x10 still for fan giveaways.
Contest involving prizes of art supplies or
public exhibition should interest local art
students in painting or sculpturing the star
as Princess Nellifer. Results should make
bang-up display.

STUNTS
An excellent variety of topflight low-cost
stunts, is offered in the pressbook.
A good display shocker is a collection of
snakes (harmless) in a covered glass tank.
Beside this display is standing figure of Miss
Collins from the posters, with copy: "See
Princess Nellifer destroy the royal family
with venomous cobras in 'Land of the
Stage a "Pharaohs Ball" at a leading hotel
Pharaohs'."
under sponsorship of local women's society.
Guests would attend decked in ancient Egypt
garb, with prize for most novel costume.
Build a pyramid of items lent by merchant
who would donate prizes to those who guess
the correct number in the pyramid. If any
buildings are going up nearby, arrange to
set up a pyramid of bricks, invite "sidewalk
superintendants" to guess how many for
free passes.

TREASURE CHEST BUSINESSMEN CO-OP PROMOTION
Tested for its merit and always proved popular is the Treasure Chest, especially apt for
this film. Big prop is a large trunk for your lobby, decorated to simulate an ancient Egyptian treasure chest, or perhaps a sarcophagus. Inside are numbered gifts donated by cooperating merchants. Scene stills and posters surround the spotlighted chest to complete
the display. Stunt is publicized with newspaper ads, radio and TV announcements, also on
a co-op basis), announcing
that the tie-in stores will
TREASURE CHEST
distribute keys to customers. Limited number of
PROMOTION!
these are Lucky Keys, the
only ones that can open
the lock on the chest. Persons receiving the keys appear at theatre to try them
out. Consecutive winners
receive numbered prizes
from chest. Keys and lock
(plus two master keys) are
available from Economy
Novelty Co., 225 West 39th
Street, New York City.
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The Power of it!
The Magnificence of it!
the Love that Left
The Great Pyramid
as its Landmark!
Warner Bros

D

OF THE

Spectacularly filmed in Egypt with a cast of thousands!
Stereophonic Scxmo
JackHawkins ■Joan Collins -Dewey Martin«Alexis Minotis
Written by William Faulkner -Harry KumiU- Harold Jack Bloom
Produced
Directed byandHOWARD
HAWKSby •Academy
Presented by WARNER BROS.
MusicandComposed
Conducted
DIMITRI
TIOMKIN Award Winner
■4b* Epic sweep of the film is captured mos
effectively in the newspaper ads in art and
copy. Trade mark of virtually all the mat
is the kneeling figure of the exciting Joa
Collins, standing out apart from the spec
tacle art. Copy is particularly well written
Sample: "In its fabulous and many-mys
tery'd rooms, he hoped to caress his jewel
and wives throughout eternity . . . the H
credible man whose consort tore him dowi
kiss by kiss even as the First Wonder
the World went up stone by stone . .
-W- Lobby display board made up of still
and ad art, as suggested by the pressbook
Scenic stills, dramatically emphasizing the
scope are counterpcinted with eye-grabbing
sex shot and highly effective white space
Spectacularly Filmed In Egypt With A Cast
Of Thousands
location Crew
Ever Sent BuXH.EvLargest
Abroad From Hollywood:

Almost as monumental as the real
hero of this film — the Great Pyramid

Above: treachery is uncovered in his midst by the Pharaoh (Jack Hawkins, center). Below: Princess Nellifer (Joan Collins), who "tore the
Pharaoh down kiss by kiss", works her wiles on the wanton ruler.

of Cheops — was Howard Hawks' task
of capturing the grand scope of Wiliam Faulkner's famous novel. The
epic tale, told in CinemaScope and
WarnerColor, goes back 50 centuries
to the great Pharaoh (played by Jack
Hawkins), who, in his desire for immortality, pressed thousands of slaves
into building his wondrous tomb. The
work halfed by lack of stone, he takes
over Cyprus and its beautiful Princess (Joan Collins). The crafty captive soon disposes of his family, hires
an assassin to eliminate the monarch,
and when he fails, does the job herself. When she, now Queen, must
lower the body into the tomb, giant
stones tumble down, sealing her in.
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TOLL-TVS

PROPAGANDIST

(Continued from Page 18)

it has some 20,000 codes, and since each customer literally
has his own code, the odds against two neighbors swapping useful information could be one chance in 10, followed by 40 zeros . . ."
If it were not so tragic, the foregoing would be laughable. Commander McDonald loves posing as the architect
of progress, the friend of the masses, the genius who is going to make television so much better. Yet the man he appointed as his company's economic adviser discloses the
fact that Zenith regards the public as so dishonest and untrustworthy that a whole army of highly-trained scientists
and research experts has been employed to "prevent two
neighbors swapping useful information."
For just about a quarter of a century now Zenith's engineers have been hard at work on this job of tangling up
and tying up the television signal. The "scrambling" is a

dream. In the same speech Zenith's economist added
"And, speaking of patents, Zenith now has 30 patents oi§>
its various systems and on certain basic subscription tele
vision operations. It also has 50 more patents in the works
And every one of its American patents is duplicated in al
foreign countries where such patent coverage is desirable.'
Why all these safeguards?
Because, again in Dr
Faught's words, Toll-TV is a potential new industry whicl
"will develop quickly to a level of generating annual busi \
ness volume running well into the billions of dollars."
Profit Is the Theme
All the Toll-TV proponents have made much of the boor
the system would be to, for instance, baseball clubs, foot
ball clubs, boxing promoters and others staging sporting
events. The Skiatron organization which has also de
veloped a pay-as-you-see device, puts forward this argu
ment :
"Television has brought about serious worries to man}
of the leaders of the sports world, professional and ama ;
teur, because gate receipts are declining . . . National anc j
regional hook-ups of Subscriber-vision, of course, would
be a long step toward the solution of the major financia
headaches now faced by nearly all branches of the sports
industry."
Skiatron talks about special subscription plans whicl
would bring major league baseball to viewers on a seasona

major part of the scheme for achieving this "grab" of the
free airlanes, and Zenith frankly admits it has been at the
job since 1931. In one of its publicity notices there is this
revelation of how foolproof the company hopes to make its
grip on the TV set owner: "The information necessary to
operate one viewer's set will not work for his next door
neighbor, nor will it work for the next program in the
series." No mention is made, we hasten to add, of what
methods Zenith will adopt to make it illegal for two neighbors to sit down in one rcom to watch a precious subscription program ! ! !
No 'Sneaking'
But, already the public is being conditioned to understand that anyone stealing a look without paying Commander McDonald will be ostracized, a social outcast, perhaps acriminal, at least a "sneak". This is the wording of
that same Zenith publicity story:
"Asked what chance there would be for a subscriber to
dream up his own set of numbers and thus sneak into a
subscription TV showing for free, one (Zenith) engineer
commented that 'There are more combinations of decoding
information than there are in a combination lock. Some
expert code cracker might be able to figure out one set of
numbers, but he would have to turn right around and do
it all over again for the next program'."
But even these elaborate Iron Curtain-type precautions
are not enough. Dr. Faught reveals the pattern of potential monopoly of which Commander
McDonald must
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or monthly arrangement, adding, however: "if the public
demand so justified and it were profitable to do so."
There is the nub of this whole matter. It is a questior
of profit — profit to a privileged few Toll-TV patent-holders
who are asking the United States Government to give
them the right of withholding programs from those whc
cannot afford to pay or do not wish to pay.
What Toll-TV would do, of course, is build up revenues
for the Toll-TV companies and those who cooperate with
them at public expense. The International Telemeter Corporation, for instance, has published a so-called "Bulletin''
which blows the gaff by reporting: "If the public wishes
to continue to see the tops in sports over their TV receivers they will have to find some way to pay for it other
than expecting the advertiser to foot the entire bill."
Pay, pay PAY. That is the eternal theme song of the
clique that is trying to grab control of metered television.
McDonald and his aides speak loftily of all the wonderful things Toll-TV could do in the way of providing cultural and educational programs which, they allege, it is unprofitable for advertisers to sponsor under existing conditions. The reason they are unprofitable, of course, is
simply that they appeal only to the minority — to the highbrows among us. Clearly they would be equally unprofitable on Toll-TV, whose financial success — the driving
force behind the whole blazing campaign to win FCC approval— must in the ultimate depend on the number of subscribers who will, or can, pay.
If only a few highbrows subscribe to, say, an opera or a
course in the Afghan language, is it reasonable to suppose
that the Pay-TV stations will continue to put such programs out? Of course not. Their propaganda about the
need for better, more cultural fare for the public has but
one objective: to snare FCC and Congressional approval.
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pd when it has been won, and the promised "culture" has
en found to be a money-loser, will the Toll-TV com\ nies go back to the FCC and say, "Sorry; we were
l,:ong. Culture doesn't pay. Please rescind our license !"?
Tt is, in short, economic nonsense to claim that TV
lich has to be paid for by the public, can more success[lly disseminate "cultural commodities" than can TV
lich is paid for by sponsors. Even at entertainment level
edit experts are agreed that if, say, a family were to re:ive a bill of twenty or thirty dollars for Toll-TV enterinment at the end of the month there would be serious
ouble.
ash or Credit?
One of the Toll-TV companies itself makes that admis[on. The Telemeter Corporation states in one of its printdocuments: "It's been proved that essentials can be sold
iccessfully on a credit basis — items like light, heat, water,
;frigerators, cars, etc., but entertainment, being a nonssential, is something quite different, and never in its hisDry has it been sold in any volume on a credit basis."

runs into billions of dollars. Is this evidence that the public is "fed-up" with free television, or so tired of it that it
now wants to pay for its home-screen entertainment?
"But", say the Toll-TV publicists, "It's the advertiser
who calls the tune. You have to take what he throws at
you. Wouldn't you like to be in the driver's seat?" James
M. Landis, former Dean of Harvard Law School, now connected with Skiatron, unblushingly told a Philadelphia
audience in October, 1953:
"Pay-as-you-see television will make the American people themselves the boss of television programming by their
power of selection." How can a distinguished lawyer like
Dean Landis make such a statement about a system whose
whole plan of operations is based on the theory, "Pay — or
Else . . . !" And could it be that Landis fails to comprehend
that free-TV is highly sensitive to public response and reactions? When a show's rating goes down the sponsor
drops it, that's all.
Toll-TV, especially of the Eugene McDonald variety,
could introduce into American life a degree of control —
virtual dictatorship — the iike of which has never been seen
before. A demonstration of the Commander's high-handed
tactics was seen in April of this year when he decided to
advertise Toll-TV on the Columbia Broadcasting System.
CBS rejected McDonald's commercial, aoparently feeling that it had contributed to fair and frank discussion via
debate of the Toil-TV subject on a prior "Omnibus" program. McDonald hastily rushed into print with lengthy
telegrams to all publications (this one included) blasting
CBS for "arbitrary and unwarranted censorship" and announcing cancellation of Zenith's sponsorship of "Omnibus". Always the master propagandist, his telegram gave
the text of his proposed commercial for Toll-TV, hoping
the press would give him free space for his advertising.
Attack! Attack!

When critics of Toll-TV say that the proposed new sys:em would deprive the public of entertainment they are
[low receiving for nothing, they are promptly answered by
[the argument that Toll-TV would enter the field as a healthy competitor, not a monopolistic dragon. Yet Jack
O'Brian, radio and television editor of the New York
"Journal-American", who has gone on record as endorsing the pay-if-you-can-and-to-blazes-with-you-if-you-can't
school, admits: "Telemeter, Skiatron, Phonevision and
other cash-for-TV systems . . . will lure away the biggest
events . . ." They will lure them away, if they can, because
it would mean money in the pockets of the Toll-TV
companies. Says O'Brian: "If some 15,000,000 TV sets
are tuned in to 'I Love Lucy' now, and under pay-as-youpeek TV, or tollvision, or whatever it will be called, only
10,000,000 were to pay their dime, it would mean a gross
gate of some $1,000,000." Did Mr. O'Brian really say
"dime"? Doesn't he understand that the policy of Toll-TV
would be to charge all the traffic will bear? There will be
no philanthropists in the McDonald camp.
It is because TV is free that it has made such tremendous strides. In 1947 the service was confined to eight major city areas. The number of sets in service was then
around 60,000. Today more than 35 million sets are in
daily use and the total sum invested in this giant industry

Attack!

It is typical of the McDonald technique to attack, attack, attack. When CBS subsequently — in line with its
policy of "balance and fairness in exploration of public
issues" — invited him to take part in a network panel discussion of subscription television May 1st, the Zenith boss
sneeringly impuned CBS' motives, rejected the offer and
put forward his Washington counsel as a substitute.
The fact is, of course, that the Columbia Broadcasting
System, after much debate and consideration, had decided,
long before the "Omnibus" incident, to oppose pay-as-yousee-TV. Its reasons for opposing the system were explained by Dr. Stanton as follows:
"Because the pay-TV scheme would impose an unnecessary burden of billions of dollars on the American public;
"Because it would charge the public for the popular programs itnow enjoys free;
"Because it would become a discriminatory service available in large part to only those who could afford to pay:
"Because it would endanger the scope and quality of
nationwide news and public service programming,
"We shall oppose it before the FCC."
Toll-TV would, in Dr. Stanton's view, "hijack the American public into paying for the privilege of looking at its
own TV sets.
(Continued on Page 34)
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"This," he adds, "is a betrayal of the 34 million families
who have already spent $13,500,000,000 for their sets in the
expectation that they would able to use them as much as
they wanted without paying for the prerogative of watching.
"Pay-TV promoters say they would be satisfied if they
got $100 a year from the average family. On this basis,
today's TV audience would pay some $4.5 billions a year —
more than it pays for shoes or doctors or electricity — for
viewing far fewer programs than it now watches without
charge.
"This is three times the amount now being paid by the
public for all spectator admissions."
Wide Selection on Free TV
Dean Landis can rant as long as he likes about the public wanting more control over television programming, but
the plain and simple truth is that television, as set up today, with its numerous channels, and supplemented by
radio, gives everyone a far wider selection of material at
the touch of a dial (and without having to pay a nickel)
than could possibly be provided by Toll-TV. And if anyone prefers to go out-of-doors for entertainment there is
always the neighborhood movie theatre ready and anxious
to please — the very theatre which, if Toll-TV were allowed to take over, might be compelled to shut up shop,
thus actually limiting the patron's freedom of choice.
Commander

Eugene McDonald

has been raving about

the "thirty million fight fans who didn't get to see the
championship bout between Marciano and Cockell because
motion picture theatres again outbid commercial sponsors
for the event and blacked it out of home television." This
angle exposes beyond any doubt McDonald's willingness
to employ any propaganda technique if, and when, it suits
his purpose. For there can be no dispute whatsoever that,
if Toll-TV were approved, the companies controlling it
would themselves bid for the rights of these great sports
events and, if successful, would black them out of free
home television — the very "crime" for which McDonald
now abuses film exhibitors.
Claims Theatre 'Monopoly'
Expounding his views in a telegram to Film
BULLETIN, McDonald adds: "This [the MarcianoCockell fight] is another example of how the movie exhibitors who have recently proclaimed themselves as saviors
of home TV are trying to monopolize top TV features and
restrict them for theatre use only. This is the fourth
straight heavyweight championship fight to disappear from
the home TV screen and into the theatre. If this nation
had subscription television the fans would be able to watch
these programs in the comfort of their own homes and at
only a small fraction of what they have to pay to see them
in the theatre. This would not only break the monopoly
the theatres hold on heavyweight championship fights. It
would also bring to home television many events such as
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mercial sponsors cannot afford them."
This remarkable document is worth close and analytic;
study, for in the course of it Mr. McDonald refers to tr
fact that the exhibitors who screened the big bout, after
having bid for the rights on the open market in the course
of ordinary commercial competition were guilty, in his
judgment, of "monopoly" because the fight was blacked
out of other media. If, indeed, this is "monopoly", then
McDonald and Zenith stand self-accused of endeavoring to
high-pressure the FCC into permitting them to set one up;
for, as pointed out earlier in this article, Zenith has gone
to incredible lengths and enormous expense to invent its
system of electronic "scrambling" and coding to prevent
anyone seeing Phonevision programs except those with
the means to pay Zenith for the privilege.
What else but the glittering vision of huge profits drawn
from the pockets of America's millions of TV viewers
would impel a shrewd industrialist like Eugene McDonald
to spend a quarter of a century tinkering with devices to
scramble the airwaves!
Speaks Langauge

of Dollars

Throughout the veritable tidal wave of Toll-TV propaganda that has roared over the land one finds floating here
and there smatterings of truth about what McDonald envisions from the subscription system. You see, the canny
Commander has been required to hawk his wares in several
markets at the same time. So, all the while he soothingly
tells the public at large what wondrous benefits he will
bring to it, and sings his hymn of a new-born culture to
the FCC, he must be speaking the hard, cold language of
the dollar to those he seeks to lure into his financial camp.
To widen the eyes of the movie makers, the sports promoters, the Broadway play producers, he talks of the millions of dollars they will share with him — if his dream
comes true.
For instance :
The recent performance on NBC of Mary Martin in
"Peter Pan" was watched without charge by many millions of people, and other such programs are now in the
mapping stage. What would have happened if, for example, Miss Martin had gone to Zenith instead of to NBC?
This glowing picture is painted by Ted Leitzell, McDonald's public relations director, in a letter sent to television station operators on March 25, 1955:
"On March 7, 65,000,000 people watched 'Peter Pan' and
the reaction from every segment of the industry and the
public was overwhelmingly favorable . . . According to
figures quoted to us, it cost something more than $600,000
to put 'Peter Pan' on the air . . . It is exactly the kind of
entertainment which subscription television could bring to
the home viewer, and to your station as a regular weekly
event. While the sum of $600,000 for a single program is
staggering to a sponsor, it represents less than 1 cent per
viewer for the 'Peter Pan' audience. On subscription television and with the same audience paying only 25 cents
per set, to watch the attraction at home, the box-office
would have amounted to $5,000,000 for division among producers, distributors and broadcasters."
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■ Such is the squeeze-the-public policy advocated by TollcmV proponents. Such is the benefaction which McDonald
.1 planning to bestow upon the people. In face of such
li admission it is sheer humbug for McDonald to prattle,
M; he does, of making more "cultural commodities" avail-

sns Spent
'io
hll
IenitMi
In another one of his speeches (April 19, 1954) Dr. Milrd Faught, Zenith's Economic Consultant, talked about
map judgments" in the field of subscription television
losing the snap-judgers c their shirts." Dr,. Faught may
ave been more propheti than he realized for when the
ns
Commission and the Congress
ederal Communicatio
2Cognize this "grab" for what it is, the Zenith Corporang about the miln as
on's stockholders may well begici
ous ki
President has been
ons of dollars their publicity-cons
ouring into his pet project. Millard Faught has publicly
dmitted that the 1951 test of Phonevision in Chicago cost
[970,000. He has said, "The Zenith Radieor Corporation,
E. F. Mcnd in particular its President, Command
)onald, Jr., set out as long ago as 1931 to devise an effecive subscription TV service . . . As of today Zenith has
pent many millions of dollars cn its subcription TV reearch ..."
There is the responsibility, pinned right where it beongs: on the Commander.
Put in its simplest terms the demand Eugene McDonald
s making on the FCC is that it should scrap the whole
oncept of U.S. broadcasting. This concept is based on the
Relief that the air is "free" to the people. Those who use
t, under FCC regulation, to provide free programs, are
:lassed as "common carriers". Under the Communications
^ct, therefore, the FCC is prohibited from regulating the
rates charged by a radio or TV station. But if the airwaves were used for a system of Toll-TV which would not
oe supplied to all, free of cost, would it be "broadcasting"
within the meaning of the Act, would the station be a
'common carrier", and would it, therefore, be virtually
'above the law"?
FCC Moving

Cautiously

These are, of course, such fundamental questions that
the Federal Communications Commission is almost certain
to require the guidance of Congress. It has been fobbing
off Eugene McDonald's attempts to secure FCC authority
|to proceed with the commercial establishment of Phonevision. Last November Zenith petitioned for immediate
authorization without a hearing, or for a quick "paper"
hearing. But the FCC, rightly cautious, declines to commit
suicide. It invited comment from interested parties on a
series of extremely pertinent questions, such comments to
be submitted by May 9, with replies scheduled for June 9,
when it would decide whether further proceedings were
necessary.
For instance, the FCC wants to know what effect TollTV would have on the broadcasting of news and views,

and what safeguards are necessary to ensure that such information would be available to the public without fee;
what guarantee would there be of well-balanced programming ;what safeguards are necessary to "prevent the possible monopolistic control of subscription television operations", and what should be done to see that Toll-TV
would be available to all stations "on a non-discriminatory
The fact that the FCC is divided on the Toll-TV issue is
basis".
an open secret. Thus it becomes highly desirable that Congress take this matter under its wing. On May 23 of this
year Commander McDonald issued a statement that "There
will be no commercials on subscription television." Yet, as
Jay Nelson Tuck wrote recently in the "New York Post",
"What's to prevent them, once they've got a large enough
potential audience, frcm both charging you for a program
and selling advertising time on it? Nothing would prevent it, unless there is a legal prohibition against it."
Similarly with program charges. "It seems likely",
wrote Mr. Tuck, "that charges would be as low as the
companies could make them at first, in order to induce the
greatest possible number cf people to install decoders. But
then?" 20,000,000 people are willing to pay 50 cents
what
Or suppose
each to see "Toast of the Town" and 15,000,000 would pay
$1? Which price would be charged, and what would happen to the50 other
the extra
cents?5,000,000 who couldn't afford or resisted
Would

Bar TV Networks

Commander McDonald is so confident of his ability to
make the public pay that he wili not share the potential
loot with any of the present TV networks. He stated publicly on May 24: "Zenith is asking the FCC to adopt a
policy that will prevent subscription TV being used by
existing networks, or for regular network programs."
All the skill Congress can muster, and all its courage,
will be needed if this great controversy is to be decided in
the public interest. A higher level of television entertainment is a laudable aim. A greater variety of cultural and
educational programs should be attempted. Subscription
television may be the best means of providing it under
present circumstances. If, in its wisdom, Congress decides
that it is, most people would welcome its introduction provided (a) it does not deprive the viewing public of its
present "free" entertainment; (b) it is subject to the most
stringent regulation; (c) it does not become the plaything
of a few commercial profiteers.
By dint of the publicity he has purchased for Toll-TV
on the grounds that it would raise the cultural level of the
United States, Commander Eugene McDonald has received
enthusiastic support from a number of distinguished literary figures, like Robert E. Sherwood and Carl Sandburg.
Apparently, these idealistic gentlemen are convinced that
culture, rather than dollars, will govern the programming
under a system of subscription television. Perhaps they,
and others like them, should be charged with the responsibility of operating Toll-TV as a non-profit institution dedicated to public enlightenment and education. Toll-TV, on
that basis, might indeed prove itself a godsend.
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All The Vital Details t*n Current Sd Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
PHENIX CITY Richard Kiley, Kathryn Grant. Producer COUNT
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond. Director Phil Richmond.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama. I
Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War re- if
town
living
up
to
reputation
as
"Sin
City,
USA"
and
turns
to
become
the hometown preacher.
leads in clean-up fight.
February
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director WilDru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian Joanne
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and.
again fair
to damsel
bring peace
between85 England
and France and
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes save
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
in distress.
min.
out his own gang in effort to evade police. 89 mln.
GENTLE
SERGEANT,
THE
CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
MURDE.t IS MY BEAT Barbara Peyton, Paul Langton.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Jap
Melodrama. Realizing he was responsible for convicting
nese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even
innocent woman, detective sacrifices career to clear
COLUMBIA
her name. 70 min.
tually give soldier new perspective.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
March
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,Wifliam
RichardGastle.
Denning.
Producer
March
Sam Katzman.
Western.
Tale
BIG TIPOFF, THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Di- civilization
thru
hostile
Indian
country.
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Proin
the
G.
K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
"DIALProducer
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adley.
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
drama. The
of a rampage
giant half-ape,
half-man
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly beast whoventuregoes
on story
a killing
until destroyed
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wifliam
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sailor helps to breakup water- by
MANJungle
FROMJim.LARAMIE. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey. Debra Paget,
front hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProJefferey
Hunter.
Producer
Vuicent
M.
Fennelly.
DirecWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
tor Charles M. Warren .Action drama. Deals with John WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
are
complicated when he becomes involved with
A pril
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. John Derek,
Kohlmar.
Director
RichardJackQuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy. Fred
Adold gang. 73 min.
ventures erbig
f two city.
small-town girs who seek their forKevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
t
u
n
e
s
i
n
the
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince EdA prilWeissmuller, Jean Byron. NIGHT wards.
MOON MEN Johnny
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter JUNGLE
Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Ad- make night
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
venture. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess businessman . of terror for son and family of wealthy
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
who
is
lone
survivor
of
ancient
civilization.
70
min.
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Wilfiam BeauDELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Farce
dine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot THREE FOR THE SHOWM CinemaScope, Technicolor. SPECIAL
with international background. Burlesque on Iron
ay Champion, Jack Lem- Curtain
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
diplomacy.
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonr\e De mon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. DirecKorea returns home to find wife remarried to best
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to friend.
101 min. 3/7.
avenge murder of U. S.Ma
Marshal,
with
the
trail
comI. F. E.
y
plicated by gun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
February
CELL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Producer Wallace MacDonard. Director Fred Sears.
LAS
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. subtitles. Sllvana PamGray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Co.een
Sidney
Salkow, Melodrama. Casino operator and research
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
panlni. Producer Guiseppe Amato. Director Pietro
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans END OF THE Af FAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Germi. Drama. Risque adventures of beautiful showgirl
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
and
her escapades with the law. 78 min.
Producer David Lewis tCoronado). Director Edward
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.
Man's
hate,
jealousy,
and
love destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18.
NOMarch
RELEASES
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,ne Peggie Castle, Forrest SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George MontgomTucker. Producer Lindsley
Ju Parsons. Director Harold
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law Bellamy.
Western. Young army officer is assigned to CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE English Language. Amedeo
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
A pril Costellazione ProducLORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
as a boy. 74 min.
Nazzari,tion.Silvana
Pampanini.
Morris. Producer Director Ford Beebe. Jungle advenDirector Luigi
Zampa.FilmMelodrama.
A double
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
and death of a young man add to proseBrian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil slaying cutor's
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
that justice shall prevail. 105 min.
Karlson. Merodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids TOO YOUNG determination
FOR LOVE Eng.
Ma Lang. Marina Vlady, P.
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
July
Michel
Beck.
Producer
NiccoloyTheodoli. Director LioCASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
nello Deromance
Felice.ends
Drama.
Affair of fifteen-year-olds
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
whose
child
birth. 88 min.
3/21in tragedy when girl dies in
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
5
AGAINST
THE
HOUSE
Guy
Madison,
Brian
Keith.
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
WAYWARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. RoPhil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall. Producer Ben gambling
mantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled PRIZE OF GOLD. A Technicolor.
une Rkhard Wldmark, Mai
J
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark another man. 9| min. 4/4.
on the king's life. 61 min.
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
GREEN MAGIC
Ferraniacolor.
mentary. FilmedEnglish
by theNarration.
Bonzi Expedition
in S.Docu-A.
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16.
but his strict rules affect merchants who plot his CHICAGO SYNDICATE July
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
murder. 81 min.
GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangano,
Xavier Cugat. Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred OUTLAW
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis and
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime Carlo
Coming
Ponti.
Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama.
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony of
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Pro- CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning. Young
Mafia
escapes
vendetta on accusers. After
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. MeloProducer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn. wife and unbornandchildswears
are killed he avenges their murdrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
Science
fiction.
Deported
mobster
with
help
of
mad
der
and
surrenders
to
pay
his debt to society. 76 min.
governor to appoint young lawyer to investigate.
scientist creates monsters from dead men planninq to
BODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
murder
men
responsible
for
his
conviction.
70
min.
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
Siegel.mans of Science
Fiction.
Wierd
plant life drains hu- IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration. All
all emotions
but will
to live.
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- star cast. Faro Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal of
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred Macrecord Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
and women who practice them
explosion creates enormous sea monster which threatens various way of love Coming
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
the Pacific Coast. 80 Coming
min.
presented in "March of Time" style. 90 min.
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner
into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers.
ne Toren, Gino Cervi.
MADDALENA Technicolor.JuMarta
AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith APACHE
ITitanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe Bordogni.
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Director
Augusto
Genina.
Religious drama. Italian
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggymountain
village
GoodwhenFriday
pageant is almost
shortage
leads
to
perilous
cattle
drive
through
counback"
railroad
carrying
loaded
trucks
on
flatcars
is
turned
into
sacrilege
sabotage victim of rival truck line owner.
try hostile with Apaches, bandits, renegade soldiers. role of Virgin Mary. 90 min. prostitute plans to play
Film
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INDEPENDENTS
March
ASHOUT
William Director
Bendix, Lewis
ArthurFoster,
KenJy.
Producer(Filmakers)
Hal E. Chester.
lodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
il of violence with only two surviving to reach
:he of stolen money. 90 min.
PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank (Continental
t. Co.) Technicolor. Alec Guinness, Odile Versois,
-non
Gray. Producer
oert Hamer.
Romantic Antony
Comedy.Darnborough. Director
A pril Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
\D AT THE WORLD [Filmakers)
ssselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
it. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunning
'I gang.
min.
.VY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisney)
Fess Parker, Buddy
sen. Technicolor. ProducerneBill Walsh. Director Norin Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
'ies
amo about
hero. 95famous
min. Indian fighter, congressman and
I
July
'.DY
AND THE
IWalt Disney)
CinemaScope,
chnicolor.
PeggyTRAMP
Lee, Barbara
Luddy, Larry
Roberts,
I Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a roince between two dogs. 75 min.
Coming
'iLD
AND
THE
BRAVE,
THE (Filmakers)
SuperScope.
ended Corey, Mickey Rooney.
Dan Taylor.
Producer
II E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster. Drama. Six
Idiers and an Italian girl react variously to stresses
a war-torn country and terrors of a battle in the
1 1y campaign.
REBUG, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Col■rriesYoung.
Drama.
Arsona squad
probes
of fires,
rescues
woman investigator
from a huge
blazea
d proves she is the arsonist.
SOLDERING
THE Drama.
(Filmakers)
SuperScope.
icer
Hal E. SEA.
Chester.
Conflict
between Prothe
rannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ip reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
EAPON, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
Chester. Drama. An unsloved murder involving a
tter U.S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
Her
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
imb isrubble.
LIPPEHT
March
ILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
on Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
artlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
rst gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
l a showdown gun duel. 73 min.
A pril
'LASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
finds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Side'how
barker is carnival
key figure
in slaying
of atheyoung
girl.
Vith numerous
characters
among
suspects,
he mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
arker presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
HUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montlomery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
Mrector Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
trke uprising.
into the 73jungle
to save missionary girl
, riend
rom native
Mmin.
ay
MR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProdueerJirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
cnjadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
nen and marital problems of junior officers. 67 min.
■HANTOM AnneOF Gwynne.
THE JUNGLE
Hall, Flothow.
Ray Montjomery,
ProducerJonRudolph
Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
l.tolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
ind leads party to safety. 75 min.
<ING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
Curtis. Producer
JunI.eWanda
Kl Zimbalist. Director Bert
Gordon. Science-fiction,
pocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
LONESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar.
{Producer
Director
Westlern. YoungEarle
soldierLyon.
returned
fromRichard
Indian Bartlett.
wars is forced
[to
fight
for
his
property
against
land-grabbers
who
nave taken control of Western town. 73 min.
July
SIMBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed entirely in Africa.
METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYEH
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams, HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal. 96 min.
Film

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is. 92 min. 2/7.
March
BLACKBOARD
JUNGLE
Glenn Director
Ford, Anne
Francis.Brooks.
Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Richard
Melodrama. Problems met by Navy veteran teaching
in public school devoid of discipline. 101 min. 3/7.
HIT THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Tony Martin. Producer Joe
Pasternak. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. Returning
from a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
about to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
BEDEVILLED CinemaScope,
EastmanColor. Anne Baxter,
Steve Forrest. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell
Leisen.
Melodrama.
Man preparing
for priesthood meets woman who is involved
in Paris underworld
and murder. 89 min. 5/2. May
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopt. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leaaer81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
e
JunEtting.
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth
122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 89 min. 5/16.
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope,
July EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark,
Charles
Boyer.Romantic
Producerdrama.
John
Houseman. Lauren
DirectorBacall,
Vincent
Minnelli.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career Coming
destroyed by polio. 105 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and p3*";
medium ofcomedv
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
KING'SmundTHIEF.
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 78 min.
SCARLET
COAT,
THE CinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
nel Wilde,
Michael
Wilding, George
Sanders, CorAnn
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and ttietionarytreason
of Benedict Arnold during RevoluWar. 104 min.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
PARAMOUNT
February
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredrie March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of Korean air raid. 103 min. 1/10.
March
CONOUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
Eric Fleming.. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27.

SUMMARY
First JULY
tally of July releases shows a total
of 26 scheduled for distribution, five less
than June. A number of features on the
release rosters show up as promising product for the boxoffice. Leading supplier
will be Republic with four features. Allied
Artists, Columbia, 20th-Fox, Universal and
Warners will each offer three. A record
number of anamorphics will be available:
nine CinemaScopics, one in SuperScope
and
one are
in VistaVision.
Fifteen of July's
features
in color.
6
5
5
4

Scheduled for release are:
Comedies
2 Musicals
Melodramas Ma2y Science Fiction
Adventures 1 Western
Dramas
1 Feature Cartoon

HELL'S ISLAND W-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Dcnna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Mate.expedition.
Adventure.
mous LewisRudolph
and Clark
108 Recounting
min. 6/13. of faSTRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann.
War drama. Big league
uneForce.
ball player is recalled to JAir
Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
W-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. Coming
Story of Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies. 93 min.
DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredrie
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
GIRL RUSH, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min.
WE'RE NO ANGELS W-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Dean
Martin,
JerryDirector
Lewis, Norman
Diana Lynn,
NinaMasquerading
Foch. Produceras
Paul Jones.
Taurog.
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, a school teacher and inmates of girls' school.
REPUBLIC
February

A pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& De- DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor.
Laurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Betty Box. DiVenetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
rector Ralph Thomas. Comedy drama. Mis-adventures
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
of a medical student during training to become
a doctor. 92 min. 2/21.
RUN FOR COVER W-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends young man only to be re- melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberwarded with attempted murder. 92 min.
land from tycoon who killed his father. 94 min. 3/7.
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March
DAY TO REMEMBER. A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France. 72 min. 6/13.
YELLOWNECK Trucolor. Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the battlefield only to Mface
ay death in the Everglades.
83 min. 3/21
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OP LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen, John Baer,
June William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.a racketeer's
70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
FLAME OF THE ISLAND Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.treasure.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's. 90 min.
HEADLINE HUNTERS RodJuly
Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Valentina Cortese, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adventure.
fanatic tribe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes 1
story about two people who learn to live again.
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
HOSTAGE. THE Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richara Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. AGeorge
Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
miracleDirector
in a small town. Blair. Drama. The story of a
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrest Tucker. Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Joe Kane. Western.
RKQ
February
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol
Lesser.
Director
Harold
Adventure.
Tarzan
combats
white
hunters'
plot
to
comgain. mit72 wholesale
min. 3/21slaughter of wild game for financial
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centers around hunt for sunken treasure. 99 min. 1/10.
Film

March
RAGE AT DAWN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan. Western. Lawman joins train-robbers and
leads them into trap. 87 min. 3/21
May
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
A pril Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
OUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
ne Price-St. Cyr. 88 min.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest,
u
J
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. VirginiaDirector
Mayo, Allan
DennisDwan.
Morgan,
David Benedict
Farrar,
Lance Fuller.
Producer
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native tabu's
and sacrifices
but relent their plan and
remain
on the island
and
get married.
Cowing
BENGAZI SuperScope. Victor McLaglen, Richard Conte,
Richard
Carlson,
Mala Powers.
EugeneIPanaTevlin
and Sam
Wiesenthal.
DirectorProducers
John Brahm.
mint Pictures!. Melodrama. Gun runners seeking gold
buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs.
BOY AND THE BULL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Michel Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph
Hoyos. Drama. The adventures of a young mexican boy
who grows up with a bull as his main companion and
friend and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gemez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the loan survivor of his band.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX
February

RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blausteln. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 95 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER I Panoramic) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 102 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Adventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. Ill min. 3/7.
MAN CALLED PETER, AA CinemaScope,
Color by Deluxe.
pril
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama.
Biography
of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMa
Marshall.
119 min. 4/4.
y
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
girl marooned
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope,<uTechnicolor.
Olivia deHavilne
land, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director
S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Colo
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles I
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Be<
room adventures of husband when wife is away c
summer vacation. 105 min. 6/13.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Colo
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adle
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seel
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love wit
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope, Deluxe Coloi
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan,
July Shirley Yamaguchi. Pre
ducer
drama . Buddy Adler. Director Samuel G. Fuller. Melc
HOW TO BE VERY. VERY POPULAR CinemaScopi ;
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robei
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comi
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murdt
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching
small college and the fraternity house the fun begirv
LIFE IN THE BALANCE,
A Ricardo Montalbu
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Pano
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to clea
his father of several Coming
killings falls into hands of rea .
murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe. Mara Lane, Rossano Brazil
Producerby Steven
Dennis O'Keefe.
Pre
sented
Patria Fallos.
PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A youru
secretary murders her boss land lover) and implicate
an American car salesman who falls in love with her
Accused of crime he forces her to confess. 81 min. 5/30
LEFT HAND OF GOD. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. Americai
flyer forced down in China during World War II ha
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with tti>
warlord he masquarades as a priest
town. Masauarade ends and he finds love.
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING
Color by De Luxe. William Holden
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry
Story of woman doctor whose life is com
cause her blood is a mixture of two worlds.
RALEIGH AND THE VIRGIN QUEEN CinemaScope, De
luxe Color. Bette Davis, Richard Todd. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical
drama. In attempt to secure ships to sail to the new
world
Elizabeth.Raleigh encounters love and wrath of Queen
TALL MEN. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable,
Cameron Mitchell,
Russell,
Producer-director
R. Webb. Jane
Western.
A fewRobert
years Ryan.
after "
the Civil War two brothers head to a frontier town
with robbery in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head
of the bank and they become partners in cattle. The\
head further west and their adventures lead their
among indians, former Union guerrillas and a woman
UNITED ARTISTS
February
CANYON CROSSROADS Richard Baseehart, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer William Joyce. Director Al Werker. Adventure-melodrama. Young prospector battles claim
jumper
while 83aiding
for
uranium.
min. professor and daughter in search
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama. Three men, with the breaks
in
life going mail
against
them,100join
playboy
in disasterous
holdup.
min.adventurous
1/28.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel, Boris Karloff, June
Foray. Producer-director
melodrama.
Indian elephantFrank
trainerFerrin.
avengesAdventuremurders
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 81 min.
March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker.
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Koch.
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts in
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 3/21
MARTY
Ernest
Borgnine,
BetsyMann.
Blair. Romantic
Hecht-Lancaster
Production.
Director
Delbert
drama.
Boy and
has denied
suddenly findgirl,
it in toeachwhom
otherslifearms.
89 min. romance,
4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK IGoldstein Productions!
Ansco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Robert
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Young
circut judge
family
empire.brings
66 min.justice to town controlled by one-

BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
pril G. Robinson, George
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Director
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Royal
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LILACS IN THE SPRING EastmanColor. Errol Flynn,
Anna
Wilcox.Neagle,
MusicalDavid
drama.Farrar.
Set inProducer-director
late war England,Herbert
young
musical
comedy
star
is
forced
to choose between an
actor and a soldier. 94 min.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Producer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama.
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
RAF
pilot
fighting
in Burma
under presColor.
Maureen
O'Hara,
Anthony
Quinn.
Producer
Carsures
war.
Regains
gripmin.disintegrates
on 4/4.
life thru contact
with
roll Case. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. 94 min. 6/13
beautiful of Burmese
girl. 100
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UNITED ARTISTS
May (Continued-)
ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart. Albert
l«er. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
Lna. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet of
jeteers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2.
[BER'SGreene.
ROOST Jacks-Goldstein
EastmanColor. George
Montgomery,
Bard
production.
Director
■ ley Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
Ids of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill off
■M iother.
I ER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor I Filmed in
I al. Producer-director Sohrab M Modi. Adventure
■ -yt forof freedom.
woman's 97 heroism
in 1 9th century Indian
min.
■Blyn
' OF Keyes.
THE WORLD
Dale
Robertson,
Producer Michael Baird. Frank
DirectorLoveioy,
Lewis
■>er. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowj experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.
ne
I BLUFF. THE JohnJuBromfield.
Martha Vickers,
■>ert Hutton. Rosemarie 8owe. Producer-director W.
I Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
IAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel. Jack Warner.
■ iert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
B'is Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Nazi prison
ip during World War II. 88 min.
HELLO Orson Welles. Michael MacLiammoir, Sui» Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
ihakespeare drama. 92 min. 4/13.
SHALL NOT HAVE THcM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
tel.
raft. Director
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
4MERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Rasd Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
n. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
nee
ice. 99andmin.new perspective on life vacationing in
July
T AS A STRANGER Olivia De Havilland, Robert
chum Gloria Grahame. Frank Sinatra. Producerector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealdoctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
sonal tragedy.
Coming
EXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor,
lard Burton, Frederick March, Claire Bloom, Danlle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
1 imatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
I y Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
,d
■ tionEdward
thriller. Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
J KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
Inters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
■ hind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
ASS RING, THE Farley Granger, Anthonv Quinn,
I ne
Bancroft.Melodrama.
Producer Edward Small. Director MaxII Shane.
SERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
;eker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
oduction. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
iNTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Tech:olor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Procers Robert Basster, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
.rector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
^ ris to escape romantic entanglements and become
J'olved with stage-struck millionaire.
SNTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
ncaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
'echt. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
lontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
lest interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
kivilize" them.
IGHT OF THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
I inters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
harles Laughton. Suspense drama.
STOLERO Jack Palance. Producer Philip Waxman.
j rector David Miller. WeUern Adventure.
HADOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Filmsl Richard
reene. Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Haveck-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama,
issian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
|<al
for victim.
throne.92 Plan
ith his
min. backfires when he falls in love
fAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walce. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
' dventure.
5WN TAMER, THE Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling. ProJCer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson
'estern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
I finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".

UNI VERS AL-INT'L
February
; & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
•ostello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C inade Hollywood of the early 1900 ' s and become inolved in
usual 79shenanigans
windier
of S5000.
min. 2/21. while tracking down
AR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
oman, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
aron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
rama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
lays tag with gold, love, sudden death. 97 min. 2/7.
Film

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenoerg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop. 96 min. 1/28.
March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope. Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rankl Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews. Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
by 88army
martial
for safety
desertion.
min. captain
2/21. subject to court
pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE ACinemaScope
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marione Main Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor.
Kirk Douglas,
y
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nel'une3D.Director
son. Producer
William
Alland.
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A&C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/14.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker.
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
EdDirectorPiper
Marx.Calhoun,
Producer Sam Rory
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
ward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler. Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed
rocky goingNear-disaster
because of
his ambitionsmining
and engineer
her wish has
for attention.
finally brings them together. 91 '/j min.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's Coming
nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.

WARNER
UHUTUERS
February
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Savilie.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Ysung
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED Elroy Hirsch, Barbara Hale, Chester Morris. Producer-director Hall Bartlett. Prison drama. Story
of
confined
in California's
without bars,
the men
Institution
for Men
at Chino. 75prison
min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story
of World
War 2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left behind.
148 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small! Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScooe,
A pril WarnerColor, Print by
ay Dean, Raymond MasTechnicolor. Julie Harris. M
James
sey. Producer John Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man's115efforts
to win the love of his domineermin. 2/21.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Adventures
young
in Santa Fe during
frontier days.of 112
min. woman-doctor
4/18.
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas.David
Kurt Kaszner.
Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 min. 4/18.
une
SEA CHASE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne, Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighter is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart. Director
Lesley Selander. Western. Revenge-seeking Montanan
returns
inflicted obsessed
on him. 83withmin.burning
5/16. desire to right a wrong
JulyRedgrave. Richard Todd.
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War II
can possibly be shortened by penetrating Ruhr Dams.
The R.A.F. undertakes the task.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins. James Justice.
Dewey Martin,
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks.
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda, James Cagney. William Powell. Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
Coming
aboard
ship
anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123a cargo
min. 5/30.
HANDFUL OF CLOUDS, A CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict
helps and falls in love with young crippled girl. Involved in robbery he is finally killed.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
Office: 235 N. 13th Street
7. Pa.:W. LOcust
NewPhiladelphia
Terminal: 2137
Jefferson7-4822
Street
Philadelphia 21, Pa.: POplar 5-9400

FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
George
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
Nader, GODIVA
Victor McLaglen.
Arthur.
Director Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
HIGHWAY
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling
house
girl
and
gambler
are
eventually
waifs.
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
EXPRESS LINES, INE.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. UnMember National Film Carriers
natural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/14.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope. Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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reveal the monstrous hoax. The

Hoses
From

the

postponement has upset that timetable. That the more informed the

Com

a n d <>v

public becomes on the toll-TV issue,
the less likelihood of its acceptance,

m

The editor's desk has been gaily
bedecked with three dozen gorgeous
American Beauty roses, sent him by
an admiring subscriber. The gracious donor was the publicity voice

been won, the course is clear for
those who see the danger of toll-TV.
There must be a ceaseless stream of

Starr, co-chairmen of the Committee

"I am sending you a floral tribute
to express our appreciation for the
help your article on Commander
McDonald has done to the cause of

issue directly to the people. Assert-

Corp."
This wry expression of "gratitude" referred, of course, to Film
BULLETIN'S feature article on the
fantastic propaganda machine constructed by the Zenith president to
further the fortunes of his cherished
Pay-To-See-TV system. The Commander's recognition of our efforts
is particularly touching in view of
the blow to the prospects of the
great grab by the FCC's postponement of the deadline for filing rebuttal briefs from July 11 to Sept. 9.
Time counts against the Commander and his cohorts. Like every wellrun propaganda campaign, the
strategy was organized on a timetable calculated to achieve maximum
impact at the point of decision. The
buildup depended on speed, too, on
painting the rosy picture and selling
it to the FCC and the public before
the harsh spotlight of truth could

that the battle of time has

portion of "no's" rising over the
country in public polls.
Trueman Rembusch and Alfred
Against Pay-As-You-See TV, have
declared that they welcome the proposal made by Congressman Frank
L. Chelf of Kentucky to submit the

Coulter) who did the pieces. Cordially. Ted Leitzell, Zenith Radio

Now

is implicit in the ever-increasing pro-

of that Master Propagandist, Commander Eugene F. McDonald. Accompanying the roses was this coy
wire :

subscription TV. Please give half
of them to the writer (Leonard

the Long Island, N. Y. daily, "Newsday". More than 5,000 readers voted
in a ratio of 25 to 1 against Pay-AsYou-See TV.

ing that they strongly urge "some
sort of responsible referendum for
the FCC's guidance", Messrs. Starr
and Rembusch stated further: "As a
matter of fact, our Committee is exploring ways and means to have the
Pay-TV issue included on the ballot
in regular elections as soon as possible. If petitions are necessary to
gain a position on ballots, it may be

truth flowing to the public, to Congress and to the FCC, exposing
every new thrust by the crowd who
would put their cash registers on
the airlanes.
Rest assured that Commander
McDonald and his companions have
not gone this far only to rest upon
their wilting laurels. There will be
a fresh batch of claims and blasts at
their opponents under the guise of
"public interest".
The greatest danger to the antitoll TV cause would be to underestimate the power and the resources
of the Commander's
machine.

propaganda

that we will take steps to have petitions circulated on the municipal,
county or state level, if such a step
is deemed feasible."
As an example of the rising tide
against the toll-TV system — typical
of the public's reaction once it
knows the facts — the Committee
cites the recent poll conducted by

Ifisn

vt§ 9s mE0u vy 9

Hi' It that movie
fJS whoI hinsisted
Bo
Those
audiences, by and large, will not pay

theatre admissions to see a film previously shown on television apparently have been vindicated, if we
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may judge by reports reaching this
office.
We refer, of course, to Walt Disney's "Davy Crockett", which has
been proving to be something less
than a robust boxoffice attraction.
Reports from exhibitors in metropolitan areas indicate, as expected,
kid interest, but apathy on the part
(Continued on Page 7)
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M-G-M's fascinating picture "SVENGALI"
brings out the showmanship
instinct. This
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back
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(Continued from Page 5)
of those who pay adult admissions.
Only in particular areas, like Texas, have grosses been outstanding.
The disappointing boxoffice showing of "Davy Crockett" obviously
stems from its audience saturation
as a TV subject. It had everything
in its favor — the fantastic popularity
of its hero, an exciting western
.story, the hit title tune, the Disney
label, the ballyhoo that left its mark
in every household in the country.
Even the halls of Congress echoed
with voices proudly claiming various states as Crockett's birthplace.
Backed by these powerful factors,
, it would seem that if any film previously presented on TV might succeed, "Davy Crockett" was it. But
"Davy" is floundering in the wake of
its video play and re-play.
There may be these who will point
to the success of "Marty", originally
a TV play and then a movie, both
tremendously popular. The important difference there is that while it
was the same story, the theatre version was made specifically for theatre presentation, expanded and
broadened in production for the medium, so that it emerged as a new
and fresh entertainment. Certainly
there is no argument that TV provides afruitful source for movie material— but only a source, not a firstrun playoff to be followed by theatres as sub-run outlets.
In view of the lethargic boxoffice
showing of "Davy Crockett", perhaps Disney will change his mind
about a sequel to run in the same
pattern as the original, i.e., three
half-h ur shows for national television saturation, subsequently to be
I combined into a feature for theatre
exhibition.
Its boxoffice potential
I can, at best, be considered doubtful.
The only logical explanation, it
! would appear, is that Disney is
banking on television income to
cover the modest cost and on theatres for his profits pravy.
Such an arrangement is hardly
likely to arouse theatremen's enthusiasm. From every indication, the
gravy will be thin and tart with exhibitor's rancor.

Hours

€*f

Leisure
You mav not think the item is of
much concern to the film business,
but it is: for the first time in the history of the automobile industry Ford
is outselling Chevrolet.
As a result, there will be more
frantic rivairv than ever, bigger advertising budgets, more spectacular
merchandising stunts and more car
bcotlegging — hence more competithe public's spare dollar: its
movietion for
dollar.
There's already mounting competition for John Q. Public's leisure
time. In 1929 the average working
man in this country did a 50 hour
week; today he works 42. He and
his cc-workers got 18,000,000 weeks
of paid vacation time in 1929. Now
they have 60,000,000 weeks.
On the face of it, this increase in
paid-for leisure should be just great
for the movie industry, and would
be, but for one fact: we have been
pretty slow in capturing our fair
share of it.
"The human male", as Dr. Kinsey
calls him, is a very different animal
frcrn the one who made possible the
movie boom, and we don't seem to
be reaching him effectively with the
kind of "gimmicks" we are using on
the showmanship front as far as the
conventional theatre is concerned.
The cult of the open-air is a strong
and developing one ; hence the popularity of the drive-in. Everyone today is mobile, not tied to his immediate neighborhood. Couples are getting married younger, having babies
earlier and needing baby-sitters
sooner. All these factors and influences mean that our industry
must develop new techniques of attraction and merchandising — stunts
with the modern touch — if we are to
have our share of prosperity, and our
whack of the public's leisure time.
What are you doing, Mr. Showman, to sell your theatre seats for
some cf those leisure hours???

The

Ait

r The Universal Show
The most interesting thing that can
be observed in Television's attitude toward Hollywood and the film industry
is that, every day in every way it is
getting "better and better" — that is, it
is continually putting to use and making programs out of Hollywood subjects and material. We seem to be remarking quite often in this corner lately about Hollywood-on-TV "firsts,"
about entire programs, or large sections of them,
devoted
"publicizing"
the film
product.
As theto weeks
go by,
there are simply more and more
"firsts" and last week brought us two
— a half-hour of Steve Allen's "Tonight" show centering on the "Not As
A Stranger" premiere in Hollywood,
carried by more stations than ever before, and a 90 minute NBC spectacular
devoted entirely to the doings of a
major film studio — "Allen in MovieOn reflection, it seems that Universal
really engineered a major stroke in
bringing Steve Allen west to do the
"Benny
Goodman Story." With his
land."originating
show
from the film capital
throughout the summer (and with his
spending his days making the picture
it is inevitable that he be more concerned with movie-making. With his
TV following so large, the results are
predictable — and gratifying. Last
week was evidence of that. The "Stranger" bit was routine, but it was big.
The Universal spectacular was a far
more important event. The entire show
was built around the novelty of Allen,
the TV entertainer, suddenly finding
himself
a film.— was
And the
Allen's
new
boss making
— U-I Pictures
real
subject of the show. For the Allen
situation-comedy bit was interrupted
every couple cf minutes with routines
by Universal stars, the showing of film
clips, and, generally, plugging upcoming U-I releases. It seemed like the
whole product roster was on display:
Audie Murphy was on hand to plug
"To Hell and Back", Piper Laurie to
talk about "Ain't Misbehavin' ", Tim
Hovey and "Private War of Major
Benson", Jeff Chandler with "Foxfire".
There were plugs for "Female on tht
Beach," "Second Greatest Sex," and,
"The Benny Goodman Story".
As TV entertainment the show perhaps left something to be desired; as
film publicity, it was dynamic, exciting, and really unsurpassed. Above
and beyond all previous TV film publicity (to an even greater extent than
Ed Sullivan's Columbia tribute some
months back) it made the public conscious cf a "trade-mark" — of Universal
stars and Universal product.
■— Dick Bret stein
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Though it has gone virtually unslate of key film company stocks is
its highest peak since early 1948. At
preceding years has the slate been

higher. Judging from recent market performance, estimated earnings, the bullish ring of brokers' bulletins plus
the usual torrid weather pickup in attendance, movie
stocks seem safely headed for even loftier heights.
1955 has been an odd year for investors in cinema securities. Before trading commenced January 3 (first market
day of '55), the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate
listed film company stocks at 178J4. the then 7-year highwater mark. Yet it wasn't until nearly 6 months later, in
June, that the Aggregate reached that level again. In January the slate dipped to 17634; in February it skidded to
1 7 0 1 s : in March to 165^, low tide of '55. In April, the
sell-off was arrested at 1675 g. Recovery continued through
May, reaching 174^4, and by June 30 film company stocks
were well established in the thinning atmosphere of 181f^.
The following chart plots the ups and downs of this group
as well as those of theatre company shares:

BULLETIN
JULY
II, 1955

By Philip R. Ward
a recent review of the movie industry, Francis I. DuPont
& Co. (NYSE) suggests that the capital gains advantages
from the sale of retired film properties to television "should
not be overlooked in ascribing speculative interest to
shares of producers with large backlogs of ageless dramas
and comedies." In the past producers have hesitated to
unload these properties for lack of a clear-cut answer on
the tax treatment to be accorded sale revenue — this notwithstanding ethical considerations to the theatre exhibition market. A positive ruling classifying such revenue as
capital gains rather than current income will likely remove
all constraint by many leading companies. As Spyros
Skouras remarked at the annual Fox meeting, in answer to
criticism for not selling to TV, each year seems to bring a
new and greater offer from the video interests. Therefore,
it is likely these revenues will run qu'te considerable.

Film BULLETIN

Cinema

FILM COMPANIES

Aggregate*

THEATRE COMPANIES

*Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.

A more important growth factor is stabilization cf demand for movie fare. The precipitous boxoffice cycles of
the oast seem to be at an end. A fairly fixed segment of
the population new accepts movies es a staple in everyday
living and this group constitutes a market that will predictably buy tickets for good pictures. The theatre population isgrowing all the time, especially at the youth level.
This impressive fact reduces considerably the risk elements of old. The question is no longer whether people
will go to the movies; it is: will the movies make enough
good pictures for the people? Reference to a stabilized demand should net, however, be misconstrued to mean theatre attendance is sharply, or even moderately, on the rise.
It is not. We refer only to the existence of a hard core of
movie-gcers over the nation cf such size as to make the
production of good films a far safer (and therefore profitable) proposition than at any time over the last eight or
nine years. Should attendance begin to show significant
gains, then a full-scale prosperity era will take hold.
0

To those of us expert in the arts of hindsight, it is clear
that early January was the time to sell, April the time to
buy. For those who endured the months of doldrums and
inaction, the rewards of patience are just now manifesting
themselves. Movie shares are on the wing again. Most
professionals foresee a new and dynamic appreciation pattern, comparable to the one initiated in October 1953 and
carrying all the way to December 1954. That great spurt
— growing out of such stimulii as 3-D, CinemaSccpe, spectacular productions, slackening of the TV appetite — huge
as it was, cannot be classified as anything more than recovery of the depressed values incurred over the slump
years. What lies ahead is not so much recovery, now past
history, as it is growth — basic growth within a dynamic
and progressing industry.
0

Ferhaps the greatest reason for anticipating growth lies
in the spectacular character of the Hollywood potential.
An industry that has given the world the illusion of life on
a silvered sheet, coupled this with living sound, devised a
third dimension, broadened it to CinemaScope proportions,
filled theatres with decibles from every angle — this industry can surely be expected to devise exciting new creations
as it goes along. How many wonderous innovations will
be forthcoming within the next ten year? There is no end
to the business of entertaining the public. And there is no
industry so plainly capable of successfully underwriting
this enormous job.

From whence shall the nutrient of this new growth
come? Actually it will flow from a number of sources. In

The facts indicate a possible brand new bull market in
movie shares. The password would seem to be BUY.
Film BULLETIN
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Viewpoint
MOVIES
HAPPY

HUNTING

GROUND

The impact of motion pictures on the customs,
mores and behavior of modern society is undeniable.
Equally undeniable is the impact of modern society's
customs, mores and behavior upon the subject matter and treatment of motion pictures. Which, asks
the student of human nature, wields the initial and
the greater influence upon the other?
If you believe that movies inspire rather than
mirror or interpret the sometimes dizzy doings of
mankind, then you must align yourself with that misanthropic crew which finds filmdom the happy hunting grounds in their search for a censorable scapegoat that can be blamed for almost any human vice.
A reflection of this viewpoint was recently seen
in the visit of Senator Kefauver's Subcommittee to
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency to the movie capital on June 16, 17, 18. While the hearings were conducted with meticulous fairness, as well as an uncommon degree of sympathy for the problems of
movie-making, this question clearly arises: Were
the hearings warranted in the first place? Whether
the subcommittee ultimately censures the producers
or passes a clean bill of health, there is little doubt
that a public relations scar has been inflicted upon
our industry.
Actually, the issues go much deeper than juvenile
delinquency alone. They touch upon the influence
of motion pictures on those of old and tender ages
alike. They embrace ethical questions that have
vexed thinkers from Socrates on up through the
ages. How far, for instance, can the state go in
policing the dissemination of information in protecting the public from itself? What are the rights — if
any — of the vigilante and authorized censors? Because movies exist as the most emphatic mass emotion-evoking medium of our time, the problems may
well rage on forever. And this holds equally for the
video medium which, incidentally, beams its fare
with no self-regulatory safeguards comparable to
Hollywood's Production Code.
Is the church blamed for the transgressions of its
parishioners? Is the parent convicted for the delinquency of his child? Is the newspaper accountable
for the crimes of its readers? Why, then, is the motion picture chargeable with the sins of viewers?
In the interest of shedding whatever light we
can upon this serious, perennial problem, Film
BULLETIN is publishing in this issue and the following one the pertinent excerpts from the testimony
gathered at the subcommittee hearings. This installment, inthe main, presents the testimony of witnesses from without the industry. The July 25 issue will
carry the statements and testimony of several prominent industry leaders.

—

and —

HUMAN
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Selected Portions of Proceedings of
Senate Subcommittee

To Investigate

Juvenile Delinquency
Los Angeles, Cal., June 16-17-18
Senator Estes Kefauver, Presiding
James H. Bobo. Counsel
0
Senator Kefauver. The Committee Meeting will please
come to order.
Today the Senate Subcommittee to investigate Juvenile
Delinquency begins the first of three days of hearings on
the problem of Juvenile Delinquency.
Last year this subcommittee held three hearings in California. We visited San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San
Diego. At that time the candidness of California Public
Officials and private citizens enabled us to collect valuable
information, on the causes of delinquency, which have been
included in the official report of the Senate, and have been
of much assistance to us in considering legislation.
From these California hearings and other hearings across
this country we have been able to piece together the pattern of juvenile crime. We learned that juvenile crime
manifests itself in many ways : some children take to narcotics ;some children run away from home and get into
trouble; others join teen-age gangs and plunder and
frighten the whole communities. Vandalism and robbery
are other outlets for juvenile frustrations.
This year we are investigating the various forms of juvenile delinquency which we found occuring in community
after community. Although only about four or five percent
of our nation's children get into trouble with the authorities, this is still far too many for the advanced status of
our society — a society with the know-how, the ability and
the interests necessary to overcome this menace.
(Continued on Page 12)
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(Continued from Page 11)
The causes of juvenile delinquency are as complex as
are our society. A nation torn between war and peace presents additional threats to the security of our young people. Ithink of delinquency as the scum that rises to the
top from the imperfections within our society. As the imperfections are cleared, delinquency will decrease.
I want to tell you that all of the picture is not sordid,
because in the last year and a half I have never seen as
much interest in any subject matter, any problem as that
which has been manifested by public officials of all levels
of government and what is more important, by individual
parents, citizens, church, school, and the home, in getting
at the cause and taking action at the local level, and trying
to give our young people a better opportunity and to eradicate to the extent we can juvenile delinquency.
4 or 5% Bad
I think I should say also that no nation ever had a finer
bunch of youngsters than we have in this country today.
Ninety-five or ninety-six percent of our teenagers, are intelligent, physically strong, morally good, training to be
good and useful citizens. But the number that we have
that are not are too many.
In our earlier report we recommended several ways in
which the Federal Government could speed along this decrease in delinquency. For instance, we reported that inadequately staffed schools contributed to the delinquency
problem. Crowded classrooms and meager counseling
staffs prohibited the schools from carrying out its roll in
preventing delinquency. We say that the community has
the choice of paying out money now for better schools or
paying out more money in the future for bigger jails and
larger police forces.
When Congress handed us our assignment it asked us
to do more than just draft a legislation ; it instructed us to
probe into the causes and cures of juvenile delinquency —
to make a nation-wide survey. It ordered us to focus public attention on juvenile delinquency, and this we are trying to do. We are here in Los Angeles today to focus attention on how California is meeting the challenge of rising juvenile delinquency.
Testimony

of William H. Parker, Chief of Police
Los Angeles, California

Senator Kefauver. As a law enforcement officer and
Chief of Police for quite a number of years is there any
word of counsel you would like to take this opportunity to
give to the people and to the organizations and clubs and
service groups that are trying to cooperate to give our children abetter chance and to lessen juvenile deliauency.
Mr. Parker. Yes, Senator, I have some ideas on this
problem, not only as the result of years of experience in
police service, amounting to almost 28 — it will be 28 years
Page 12
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Often

Thoughtless

as of August — but I think many times we have lost sight
of the fact that there has been a catastrophic change in the
pattern of American living, and we have gone a long way
from the type of rural life that I know I enjoyed, I might
say, as a young boy. Now I think that has left its mark
upon the behavior pattern of children. I do believe that the
pace in which we live, the habits of our people are such
that they are not conducive to a healthy atmosphere in
which to raise children in many cases. I believe that parents are thoughtless in many cases because they do things
they don't want their children to do, I mean, in the presence of their children and they expect the child will not
emulate them. Perhaps the husband was talking about the
winning or losing of a bet on a horse race, and yet he doesn't want the child to gamble. Perhaps they don't think
anything of drinking in front of the child, but they don't
expect the child to drink alcoholic liquor.
I think it is time that the American people took stock in
themselves, that they looked in mirrors at themselves, and
not at other people to find out what is causing their children to misbehave. That's about all I care to say.
Senator Kefauver. It is difficult to expect no juvenile delinquency where you have so much adult delinquency.
Mr. Parker. That's my entire point.
THURSDAY,

JUNE

16

Senator Kefauver. This morning the subcommittee is
continuing its extensive study of the mass media in ordei
to determine the impact of these media on the youth ol
our nation.
Earlier this year the subcommittee issued a report on its
study of crime, brutality, horror and sadism in comic
books. In a short while we shall issue our report on the
effects of crime and horror television programs on juvenile
delinquency. Both of these subjects were part of this
larger study of the mass media.
Today we will study the effect of crime, violence and se>
in the movies on juvenile delinquency. We will also ex
amine the manner in which these movies are advertised.
I would like to make it clear at the outset that this sub
committee has no preconceived or final conclusions con
cerning he effects of movies on children. Above all, we d(
not wish to create the impression that we have censorshij
of the movie industry in mind.
Opposed to Censorship
We have continually denounced censorship in all forms
We have adhered to the concept of regulation by the in
dustry itself, and the industry generally, I think, does do ;
fine job in regulating itself.
We honestly believe that the majority of the people »
the film-making business, the great majority, are sincere ii
their efforts to make good products. I know they are pre
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sented with the problem of making products that attract
audiences because, after all, they are in business, the free
enterprise business to make money. They can't just have
programs that will be altogether educational. They have
got to have movies that will sell to the public.
The industry would readily agree that no harmful movie
should be seen by American youngsters. The cooperation
afforded us by the industry in our study attests to this
fact. Eric Johnston and his office greatly assisted both my
staff and myself in our study, and we have been in touch
with them for several months now.
Hopes To Benefit Industry
When

our investigation was first announced, some industry representatives expressed concern about our purposes. As we progressed, however, their attitude toward
us, toward our study has changed. Now I think they are
convinced that between us we can examine the trade and
come up with some conclusions that will be beneficial both
to the industry and to our investigation of the mass media.
In recent months, the subcommittee has been receiving
i< an increasing amount of correspondence from intelligent
people throughout the country. These people are concerned about an increase in what is felt to be unnecessary
movie violence. They complain of excessive brutality, sadism, and illicit sexual behavior in motion pictures. Many
of these letters link the increase in juvenile crime with this
I increase in crime and violence in movies.
We on the subcommittee realize that to say bad movies
create additional delinquency is far-fetched. You cannot
say a child will see a movie and then commit an act of delinquency. But we do feel that with the prevailing world
conditions with the uncertainty of the draft, with the lurking thought of atomic destruction, with all of these as
background an atmosphere of violence is being conveyed
by the mass media.
While social scientists at this time cannot fully pinpoint
the exact relationship between movies and children's behavior, they do feel that to allow the indiscriminate showing of scenes depicting violence or brutality constitutes at
least a calculated risk to our young people ; a risk we cannot afford to take. The same scientists strongly feel that
these films are often viewed extensively by the type of
children who can least afford to see them, that is, by emotionally unstable children who have already developed behavior of a sadistic or brutal nature. These children may
gain support and ideas from a similar type of film.
The subcommittee has also received numerous complaints about the advertising of motion pictures. Readers
of even the most respectful family newspapers have
noticed an increase in what they consider "bad" advertis: ing. They report to us — sending us clips from newspapers
all over the country — that these advertisements have
reached a point close to the obscene in some few cases. By

SENATOR

KEFAUVER

implication and innuendo these ads appear to remain within the bounds of discretion, but their total impact, especially on impressionable young minds, can only be provocative. The technique will also be looked at today.
In these advertisements supercharged sex is sometimes
the keynote. Purple prose is keyed to feverish tempo to
celebrate the naturalness of seduction, the condonability of
adultry, and the spontaneity of adolescent relations. Let
me stress to you that these ads only represent a portion,
and I think a small portion, of the total advertising content. Yet it is the portion the subcommittee is concerned
with.
Calls Code 'Very Good'
The rapid growth and acceptance of motion pictures
and its influence on American morality and ethics has
added to the responsibilities of the industry. These responsibilities present a direct social challenge to the industry here in Hollywood. The industry has willingly answered this challenge. Both the movie industry and the advertising people have, of their own free will, initiated a code
to control their activities, which generally I think is a very
good code.
I want to tell the members of the industry we are here
not for the purpose of just trying to point out the bad. We
want to recognize and appreciate the fact that the industry
(Continued on Page 16)
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(Continued from Page 13)
generally has been a fine influence for the good, great
media for entertainment and education of our people, not
only in the United States but throughout the world.
Statement of William Mooring, Motion Picture
and Television Editor, Catholic Tidings,
Los Angeles, California
I am the television and motion picture editor of the
Catholic Tidings, the local archdiocese and newspaper, and
I am syndicated weekly to some fifty other Catholic newspapers throughout the United States and Canada and other
parts.
I would say on this subject that criminal violence, human brutality, sadism and other psychopathic disorders
have been increasingly and majorly stressed in movies and
on TV during the past two years. Mr. Eric Johnston of
the Hollywood Producers has admitted this, has publicly
admitted it. In many instances this viciousness, I think,
has been accomplished by different treatments of sex.
This, however, the film and TV people seem anxious to
deny.
As to the forms in which these and other recent films
have been advertised, they have in many instances violated all tenets of public decency, fair play and commercial honesty and seem to be approaching that line that suggests we only go from here to obscenity.
With apparently good reasons, the Hollywood producers
have many times claimed that American films reflecting
the better aspects of our national experience, our culture,
our character and ideals have helped to create to the world
favorable impressions of what we call very proudly "the
American way of life." Thus the film people tacitly acknowledge the power of the movies toward public attitudes
and thinking. Therefore, programs glorifying crimes and
criminals, condoning loose morals or revealing low forms
of living must have a correspondingly damaging effect or,
at least, a potentiality that way. Perhaps more so because
of the fascination of evil and the inequitable impact of violence on the imagination of young people.
'The Same Old Apple'
There are films which polish the apple for America, so
to speak. But they are not enough, if, as so often happens,
it is the same old apple with which Eve tempted Adam,
and by this time has gotten rather rotten at the core.

Without discounting the highly dramatic and technical
merits of some of the films that I could mention, I would
cite "Blackboard Jungle", "The Wild One", "Big House
U.S.A.", "Kiss Me Deadly", "Black Tuesday", "Cell 2455,
Death Row", among many films having a potentially harmful influence on behavior patterns, particularly those of
young men and women at a high pitch of sexual curiosity
and imitativeness.

Broad

Conclusions

It is difficult and fairly inaccurate to connect by documentation this increase of crime and immorality on the
screen, with the current alarming rise in juvenile delinquency. However, my personal observations over some
considerable period, borne out by the findings of some
police investigators, turn up quite disturbing indications.
When Marlon Brando in "The Wild One" was in release
it played at many children's matinees. It attracted large
numbers of young people, including youthful motorcycle
parties, such as in the film, was shown terrorizing peaceful communities.
Boy In a Leather Jacket
I saw a young man at several of these shows dressed like
Brando in a leather jacket. It was clear they identified
themselves with the arrogant character he played in the
film. And they put on his swagger, and some of them went
off recklessly on their motorcycles, just like the gang in
the picture.
Now, more recently, among the large number of youths
attending "Blackboard Jungle", some of the theater managements reported unusually loud, noisy, belligerent behavior and some disturbances which followed on the parks
or the streets. For obvious reasons it is more difficult to
observe the direct effect, if any, of, say, that situation in
"Blackboard Jungle" which dealt with an incorrigible
teenage boy attempting rape against the teacher. Incidentally, she was shown to have offered some provocation.
I doubt whether a film of this dramatic intensity can fail
to arouse some imitative behavior. At least, it must set
loose inherent tendencies to violence, even if, when it
reaches constructive conclusion, is commensurate in dramatic power with its graphic exposures of violence and
hoodlumism.
I am not suggesting that expose about social structures
or criticism about public institutions, such as schools, prisons, hospitals, et cetera, should not occur in screen drama,
nor that some producers who choose such subjects lack a
deep and proper sense of public responsibility.
I do suggest, however, that caution and sane
balance are necessary when crime and juvenile
sex situations are realistically posed in movies
vision. And I do not think this caution has been
during the past two years.

dramatic
or adult
and teleexercised

Some producers argue that since the screen enjoys the
same constitutional right to freedom of expression as the
press, that anything that can be described in print, in books
or publications, newspapers, so forth, can, with equal freedom from all restraint, be safely and justifiably described
in motion pictures. This takes no cognizance of the much
more powerful impact motion pictures have on everyone,
young and old, especially when they are conveyed to mass
audiences, in the newly-improved wide screen technique,
with these wonderfully amplified sound effects.
Now, on May 19, 1951, "Johnny Belinda", an excellent
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ilm for adult audiences, was shown at a children's matinee
n Buena Park, California; it was a Saturday afternoon. In
t a deaf and dumb girl was criminally attacked by a brute.
The scene was sensitively played by two outstanding and
:apable actors, Jane Wyman and Stephen McNaulty. It
vas absolutely essential to the story. I believe the scene
:ould not have been more delicately presented in view of
ts nature.
Yet, police records and theater time tables indicated to
ne that shortly after witnessing that scene on the screen
i young man named McCracken, since executed, followed
1 little girl out of that theater, waylaid, attacked and murlered her.
Now, if criminal violence of this kind, chastely presented
n well-balanced plays, can arouse murderous passions in
Dorderline cases, such as this — I am thinking of police
jvidence that the man had a previous record of degeneracy
—can we safely assume that the effect of ill-balanced, sensational crime and sex films, such as are now on the in:rease, are having no serious effects at all upon many in:ipient offenders, and even to an extent upon the apparenty normal but highly impressionable youngsters who are
n the usual way well behaved.
I feel it must be true, also, that shocking details of crime
ind intimate sensational revelations of illicit sex adventure
n the steady stream of movie and television shows plays
a sinister part in enlarging, if not creating, a desire for
what are sometimes called stag or party pictures, namely,
:he type of pornography with which this subcommittee has
Deen predominantly concerned.
I believe there is oppressing need for a voluntary code
with teeth in it, and an administration with the will and
Know-how to enforce it and to regulate television programs. And I think here we have a key to the situation in
which we find our motion pictures, because until and unless
some control is achieved in television, movie producers
f with some apparent justification will continue to chafe
against the reins of their own movie code and produce the
Kind of pictures we have been having in larger and larger
lumbers. Thus the vicious circle of competition on the
lowest moral level may well continue.
Hits at Drive-ins
What is so interesting to me, also, at this time is that
Tiany drive-in theaters have recently turned to this type
af crime and violence and sex picture. The drive-in was
' bnce regarded as practically sacrosanct to family entertainment, because the people could take the kids along in
khe car. It is changing very much, not only here on the
I :oast, but I understand throughout the country. These
kery vicious pictures are now being booked with more and
nore frequency in drive-ins. And I am told this change
n policy changes with an apparent change in clientele.
Mr. Bobo. Do you think that the American public de-

on

Tvlvrision
mands this type of picture or that the motion picture industry sets the demand for the American public?

Mr. Mooring. It would be churlish for a critic to deny
that box office results of some of these pictures indicate
that there is an element of public demand, but in my opinion that should not be the deciding factor.
Statement

of Ronald

Reagan,

Hollywood,

Free Lance

I have been in the picture business since 1937 and I have
never known a time at which the picture business wasn't
being criticized for something. Lately they seem to be
dwelling more on crime and violence.
My principal concern with pictures is that they are a
part of the theater. They are theatrical entertainment, and
while there are very few rules that hold for theatrical
entertainment, one I have always subscribed to and I believe is basic is that you cannot have successful theater
unless your audience has an emotional experience of some
kind. If it is comedy, they must laugh. If it is tragedy,
they must cry.
Citizen Is the Final Censor
In
thing
every
never

all of our crime and violence pictures there is one
that I believe is true, has to be true and is true of
picture that has ever been made in Hollywood ; crime
pays. Right always triumphs.

I think the greatest mistake the critics of the motion
picture industry make is to refer to it as an industry, and
think that when they talk to us they are talking to General Motors or General Electric, one company, that if they
can get one person or one board of directors to make a decision the problem is solved.
In the last analysis, however, isn't the American citizen,
with his money at the box office, the best judge of what he
wants to see?
Mr. Bobo. I think that is probably true. We are speaking more here today in the realm of juveniles, those 16 and
under. We sometimes wonder whether or not they are
capable of making their minds up as to what would be
good or what would be bad.
Mr. Reagan. Well, then I wonder if the program begins
with the motion picture industry, because I have never
pinned down the percentage, but I think that by and large
the greatest majority of our pictures come from published
stories, books and plays that have already been staged.
There are very few original stories in the over-all percentage that account for some three hundred fifty pictures a
Now, I read in the paper this morning that one of the
year.
pictures
that was going to be mentioned was "Blackboard
Jungle". I saw "Blackboard Jungle". (Continued
Before I onsaw
Pageit,29)I
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DAFF, FERRER, RACKMIL
JOSE FERRER hit the promotional trail
on behalf of his Universal starrer, "The
Shrike." On hand to greet him in NYC
were Milton R. Rackmil and Alfred E.
Daff, U-I president and executive vicepresident, respectively. Ferrer made a
round of TV and press appearance previous to Victoria Theatre premiere.
O
HOWARD DIETZ accepted Parents
Magazine Medal of Special Merit citing
MGM
for its upcoming release, "The

KALMENSON
BEN KALMENSON made the headlines
as the Joint Allied-TOA committee
neared completion of its series of meetings with film company heads to announce that they believed distribution will
provide "immediate and remedial relief"
for exhibition's economic problems. Following talks with the Warner general
sales chief, and Bernard R. Goodman, coordinator offield sales activities, the committee reported: "Various problems of exhibition and distribution were discussed
and particularly those of the small grossing theatres. Mr. Kalmenson showed a
keen interest and advised that Warner
Brothers is now conducting a national
survey by exchange areas, analyzing each
theatre, in order to set a sales policy
under which every theatre can buy WB
pictures on a fair and equitable basis."
Kalmenson told the exhibitor group that
"every assistance will be given the small
grossing theatres and flat rental terms
will be offered these small grossing theatres." The committee reported that after
meeting with all company heads, except
United Artists (confab dates are being
arranged), it was felt that "distribution
now recognizes and appreciates the serious economic position of exhibition and
particularly of the smaller grossing theatres in the country. We believe that sales
policies will be formulated that will bring
immediate and remedial relief."

RHODEN
ELMER C. RHODEN reportedly has
cleared the way for National Theatres to
produce pictures for its new Cine-Miracle
projection process. The circuit plans to
develop the system for commercial exhibition under rights granted by the SmithDietrich Corp. Cine-Miracle (recently
demonstrated on the West Coast) permits
the coordinated projection of three strips
of film, including Cinerama, from a single
booth. Special electronic-synchronization
photographing lenses eliminated the lines
between projected picture panels. The
National Theatres chief is currently negotiating with the Stanley Warner Corp. for
the
use feature,
of "This in
Is Cinerama",
firstpossible
Cinerama
some NT
houses. Rhoden said the circuit will also
explore arrangements with independent
producers to make films for Cine-Miracle.
Manufacture of the special cameras is
now underway, but it was estimated that
actual film production in the Cine-Miracle
system is still a year away.

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN had some welcome news for product-hungry exhibitors
when he announced that United Artists will release 26 features during the second half
of 1955, powered by a $6,000,000 promotion budget. The UA distribution chief also reported that the company's domestic grosses during the first half of 1955 sky-rocketed
over 1954 record returns, for the same period, by an eye-opening 31 percent. At the
home office to hear these glad tidings were: James R. Velde, western division mgr.;
Milton E. Cohen, eastern-southern division mgr., and B. G. Kranze, general sales mgr.

WILLCOX, DIETZ
Scarlet Coat." Presenting award to the
Metro v-p is Philip Willcox, director of
the publication's motion
o picture relations.
NORMAN H. MORAY received a "This
Is Your Life" book from Jules Lapidus,
Warner eastern and Canadian division
manager, honoring Moray's 25 years as
WB's short subjects general sales mgr.

MORAY, LAPIDUS
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TOLL-TV HASSLE has been given a
couple more months to boil as the FCC
prudently extended the deadline for filing
comments on subscription television from
July 11 to September 9. Guardians of the
airwaves said the postponement "will
serve the public interest, convenience and
necessity." Observers feel that the extension is likely to work against the Slot-TV
advocates as the public becomes more and
more aware of the economic ramifications
of living-room *cash *
registers.
*
ARNOLD M. PICKER announced that
United Artists second convention in its
world-series of foreign sales meetings
will be launched in Tokyo, July 18. The
UA foreign distribution chief said the
four-day session will be attended by representatives from 11 countries in the Far
East and Australasia. Picker will be accompanied by v-p MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, who is mapping global sales.

NEWS

MIRISCH
WALTER MIRISCH cast a flicker of
sunshine on the product outlook for exhibitors with the announcement that
Allied Artists will release approximately
15 features during the last half of the
year, five of them "big ones." Two are in
CinemaScope. In NYC to confer with
sales executives on soon-to-be-released
films, the AA production chief said that
president Steve Broidy's recent tour has
paved the way for top playing time in
key theatres across the country for the
company's product. Of the pictures to be
made by the Wyler-Houston-Wilder
triumvirate, only William Wyler's "The
Friendly Persuasion" (Gary Cooper) in
CinemaScope and color, has been given a
definite starting date, August 15.

. . .

MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN is lending his
name to UA's "Coats Off" sales drive.
The 25-week billings and collections campaign marks the first sales salute to the
UA v-p since he entered the industry in
1940. In announcing the drive, distribution chief William J. Heineman said: "I
know that our field staff is grateful for
this opportunity to demonstrate its appreciation to Max for the superb promotional
support he has devolped to boost the performance of every UA release."
o
PAT McGEE, indefatigable campaigner
in many industry^ drives, is stumping the
country again on behalf of the Audience
Awards Poll. Addressing a convention of
Mississippi exhibitors in Edgewater Park,
the Cooper Foundation Theatres chief
stressed the great public interest that
would be created through the selection of
the most popular picture and stars from
a crowd-pleasing standpoint, rather than
the selection by experts from their own
ranks. McGee emphasized that the Poll
would compliment, not conflict with, the
Academy Awards, giving the industry
"two potent publicity events each year
rather than one."

COMPO AUDIENCE AWARDS POLL received a shot in the arm when more than
150 top exhibition and distribution executives met in NYC on June 29 to pledge their
support. Emanuel Frisch, president of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association, termed the COMPO program "Operation Big Switch", saying "for once we've
decided to do something for ourselves" after years of supporting all the major charities.
National Theatres chief Elmer Rhoden reported at the luncheon that only 2,100 of the
15,000 ballots mailed to exhibitors by National Screen had been returned and he urged
theatremen to get behind the program. He said that the "new faces" phase of the poll
was the most important, citing the fact that a great number of productions were being
held up because of a lack of talent. Among the key circuit executives present were:
Harry Kalmine, Stanley Warner general mgr.; Sol Schwartz, RKO Theatres president;
Joseph Vogel and Gene Picker, Loew's Theatres president and v-p, respectively.

KALMINE, SCHWARTZ, VOGEL, PICKER

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS had his
contract as general manager of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. and Technicolor, Inc. extended six more years by the
boards of both companies. Kalmus has
served as president and gen. mgr. since
the units were organized . . . JACK
KIRSCH was re-elected president of
Allied Theatres of Illinois for a term of
three years . . . MURRAY M. KAPLAN
became a v-p in A. W. SCHWALBERG's new Artists-Producers Associates, Inc. He was formerly with Specialty Features and Eagle Lion . . . HERBERT H. GREENBLATT, RKO domestic sales mgr., announced three branch
mgr. changes: DON CONLEY, from
Des Moines to Seattle; MAX ROSENBLATT, from Omaha to Des Moines;
NORMAN NIELSEN, moves up to
Omaha post from salesman . . . DAVID
E. WESHNER has been appointed producer's rep for Bert E. Friedlob's "News
Is Made At Night" and MARIA VAN
SLYKE gets the publicity mgr. post for
the production of "Foreign Intrigue" in
Europe. Both films are slated for UA release . . . BERNARD LEWIS joined
Times Film Corp., distributor of imported
features. Until recently he was exploitation-promotion manager of IFE .
EUGENE PICKER, Loew's Theatres
v-p, announced the following managerial
changes: NATHAN BERNSTOCK
takes over the Jersey City Theatre;
MARY KIRKWOOD becomes manager
of the 83rd St. house in Manahattan;
LEONARD EDWARDS moves from
Newark to manage the Rio at 160th St.
and Broadway replacing ALBERT
BERNSTEIN *retired* after* 40 years.
SAMSON PRODUCTIONS latest inde
unit on the film-making scene, organized
by LOUIS W. KELLMAN and PAUL
WENDKOS, will roll its first feature
("The Burglar" — starring Dan Duryea,
Martha Vickers) on July 19 at CBS
studios in Philadelphia . . . TIMES FILM
CORP. has filed a court action in Chicago
to test the censorship laws of that city,
charging that a permit for the exhibition
of its release "The Game of Love" is
being illegally *
withheld.
♦
*
VARIETY TENT TOPICS: International Chief Barker GEORGE HOOVER
announced a number of key appointments: Hon. WILLIAM McCRAW,
Texas judge, reappointed executive director; GEORGE EBY, as chairman of the
Annual Humanitarian Award Committee;
EDWARD SCHAFTON and EZRA
STERN International Fixers; BEN
GOFFSTEIN, head studio, TV relations.
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Good marquee names and sock title give tear-jerker solid
boxoffice values. For masses, not classes.
Based on the novel "Tacey Cromwell" by Conrad Richter, this "soap opera" is chock-full of mawkish sentiment
that will probably appeal to the fern trade. The plot is a
the old-fashioned variety i.e., the dance-hall girl who can't
"erase her past," children being taken away from an "unfit" mother, the evil wife destroyed when her house burns
down — all reminiscent of "Stella Dallas" and the like. Productionwise, Rcss Hunter has done a fine job. Technicolor
photography is excellent and the atmosphere of Western
dance-palaces at the turn of the century has been captured
handsomely. Anne Baxter and Rock Hudson make an eyeappealing pair, although their performances leave something to be desired. The stars, the title and the weepy tale
spell above-average boxoffice. Anne Baxter, manager of a
gambling house in Oklahoma, is in love with Rock Hudson, who is employed there. When Hudson's young
brother appears on the scene, the three decide to leave and
move to Colorado, with Baxter caring for the young boy.
Settled there, Baxter takes in an orphaned girl who lives
next door. The locally prominent Julie Adams ensnares
Hudson and succeeds in having the children taken away
from Anne, who returns to her gambling establishment.
After several years pass, Hudson is married to Julie and
Baxter returns. Hudson realizes that he still loves Anne,
and their reunion is brought about when Julie is killed in
a fire.
Universal. 94 minutes. Anne Barter, Rock Hudson, Julie Adams. Produced by
Ross Hunter. Directed by Jerry Hopper.

"Ulysses"

Lavish, interesting production of Homer's "Odyssey" will be
boxoffice problem. Has sufficient spectacle, OK name
values to account for fair grosses. Poor voice-dubbing a
drawback
Despite some technical drawbacks — chiefly a poorly
dubbed soundtrack — this is an interesting production.
However, it's boxoffice value is questionable. Filmed in
the Mediterranean region, it is an adaptation of one of the
world's great poems, and is surprisingly and gratifying
faithful to Homer in its reproduction of the poem's tone,
pace, and general significance. Seven writers, including
Irwin Shaw and Ben Hecht, are responsible for the script,
and it is unusually competent. The last of the Paramount
non-VistaVision films, it is helped by some beautiful Tech-
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nicolor photography, rich in its use of deep and muted
colors. Kirk Douglas gives a generally fine performance
as the great hero Ulysses, bringing his character and personality warmly to life. The soundtrack is, however, disturbing. With only Douglas and Anthony Quinn speaking
English, the majority of the cast required English voices
dubbed in, and this was poorly done. It is a film that will
be difficult to sell. Retaining the spirit of the original so
brilliantly, the result is a very leisurely, epic pace, and a
script that is so simple and straightforward, it may appear
crude to some. Paramount apparently intends to exploit
the film as an action vehicle, but the action is decidely
"literary", and the pace is too halting to making it satisfactory for action fans. The fact is that this is a genuinely
good art film, and best profits for it might be realized if
it were sold as such. The wanderings of Ulysses include
the encounter with Nausicaa, the Sirens episode, and the
meetings with Cyclops and Circe. A flashback into the
Trojan War is given. Silvana Mangano plays both Circe
and the faithful Penelope. And, as in the poem, Ulysses
escapes Circe's enchantment, returns to Penelope, slaying
all her suitors. Quinn is seen effectively as Altinous, boldest of the suitors.
Paramount. 104 minutes. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano, Anthony Quinn, Rossana
Podesta. Directed by Mario Camerinin. Produced by Dino de Laurentiis and
Carlo Ponti.

"Wakamba!"

Exploitable African setting, interesting locale photography,
makes this a fair subject as twinbill fare.
Presented by the American Museum of Natural History,
this RKO release is a travelogue-narrative feature composed of fact and fantasy. Actually a jungle documentary,
it has been embellished with a commentary which attempts to make a story out of the scenic and visual effects
presented. While some of the commentary is confused,
pretentious, and not al all convincing in its story of a man
who must bring back the tusks of a large elephant in order
that his proposal of marriage be accepted, it serves as a
device to present the exciting documentary scenes. The
"story" is interrupted over and over again by shots of animals on the African plain, which are colorful and fascinating. Photographed in Technicolor the film is visually rewarding. Color is only average but the material photographed ishighly interesting — the aforementioned animals,
natural wonders, and ceremonies of the Wakamba tribe.
With some obvious exploitables, this should do well as a
lower-half entry. African settings should appeal, and film's
length is ideal for twin-bill fare.
RKO. 65 minutes. Produced by Edgar M. Oueeny.
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"The Lady and the Tramp"
Scuckc^ Rati*? OOOO
3ne of Disney's finest achievements. Will appeal to young
ind old in equal measure.
Walt Disney's newest feature-length cartoon is one of
lis best. In its personification of a group of dogs there is
lot only charm and wit, but an undercurrent of profound
varmth and appeal that should intrigue adult audiences as
nuch as children. If it leans slightly toward the sentimenal, that tendency is never objectionable. As overall effect,
i gallery of characters is created that pleases throughout
—a bull-dog with an English accent, a bloodhound with
iouthern drawl, a Pekinese with Mae West intonations,
ind several others. The romance is between the naive,
iheltered, and refined "Lady," and the worldly mongrel
'Tramp," who tries to teach Lady the facts of life. Central
ncidents in the plot are the arrival of a baby in Lady's
lome to threaten her position, a night in the dog-pound,
ind a full-scaled battle with a rat that attacks the baby.
The "plot" is held together by the wonderful way in which
he animals and their conversations are brought to life on
he screen. The musical score supplied by Oliver Wallace
s first-rate, as are the Peggy Lee-Sonny Berke songs,
"ilmed in CinemaScope and Technicolor, it is always visuilly appealing, although one can't describe the Cinemascope as a particular asset. Among the voices heard are
hose of Miss Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts, Stan
"reberg and Verna Felton.
eleased by Buena Vista. 75 minutes. A Walt Disney Production.
"The

Dam

Busters"

Effective British aviation melodrama. Has appeal for action
rade and dramatic substance for general audience. Needs
trong exploitation.
Made in England, this Warner Bros, release provides an
mgrossing balance of taut action and intelligent, well)layed drama. Dealing with an RAF project for destroyng Nazi dams in the Ruhr during World War II by the
ise of a special bomb, the story is "underplayed" all the
vay in typical British style, building up added excitement
n its terseness and crispness. The latter scenes, in which
he aerial attack actually takes place, are relentlessly aborbing, holding the audience on edge for a full twenty
ninutes, with a repeated, hammer-like force. The script
>y R. C. Sherriff is fine, and Michael Anderson's direction
s excellent. Impressive performances are turned in by
Michael Redgrave and Richard Todd. The film will need
pecial exploitation by exhibitors to achieve its merited
loxoffice potential. Redgrave, middle-aged scientist, has
leveloped a special bomb which "skips" along water suraces and might be particularly effective in the destruction
'f dams. He finally has it accepted by the Air Ministry,
nd a special squadron, headed by Todd, is trained to drop
he bombs. After intensive work, the attack is launched
nd it is successful, despite the loss of several men. Redgrave regrets that he has been responsible for so many
eaths, but Todd assures him that, even with death a cerainty, all would have volunteered.

/arner
naerson.Bros. 102 minutes. Michael Redgrave, Richard Todd. Directed by Michael

"House of Bamboo"
'guAiHt**
GOO
Good exploitation number. Has novel theme, plenty of action and suspense set against exquisite Japanese locations.
Should turn in generally good to good-plus figures in action
and ballyhoo situations.
This nifty and exciting action melodrama is an excellent
exploitation vehicle. Well stocked with excitement, suspense and action, it has the added advantage of highly interesting background. Shot on Japanese locations in CinemaScope and De Luxe color, its photography is distinguished, capturing the atmosphere of Tokyo as it has never
been presented before. After a rather slow start, the plot
plunges into a fast-moving revelation of crime and crimebreaking in today's Tokyo, set against the routines and
customs of Japanese life and morals. It builds up to a
devastating climax, guaranteed to keep viewers breathless
with excitement. Director Sam Fuller, expert at handling
this kind of material, develops maximum tension and gets
highly competent playing from a good cast. As the softspoken, neurotic gang leader, Robert Ryan walks off with
acting honors, and Japanese star Shirley Yamaguchi
pleases. Robert Stack is an Army police officer, masquerading as an ex-con for the purpose of getting inside an
American gang operation in Tokyo, run by Robert Ryan,
with Cameron Mitchell "second-in-command". Stack uses
Shirley Yamaguchi, wife of a former gang member who
has been killed by the mob, as his contact. Stack brings
her to live at Ryan's headquarters. Stack tips off the police
about a prospective job to be pulled, but Ryan senses the
betrayal and calls off the operation, killing Mitchell whom
he thinks is the betrayer. Ryan discovers Stack's identity,
but in a sensational conclusion, the gang-leader is trapped
atop a building and killed.
20th Century-Fox. 102 minutes. Robert Ryan. Robert Stack, Shirley Yamaguchi,
Cameron Mitchell. Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed by Samuel Fuller.

"Francis in the Navy"
Satinet* 'ReUut^ O O
Mildly amusing entry in "Francis" series. Will serve adequately as dualler where predecessors have clicked.
This latest in the adventures of the talking mule is a
fairly funny entry, which should satisfy Francis' friends.
Donald O'Connor, as usual, in the role of the mule's
stooge-friend, knows his way around this kind of film, and
gives a spirited and amusing performance, while Jim Backus, as a bewildered Navy commander, is good for quite a
few laughs. Arthur Lubin's direction has an air of familiarity and lacks sparkle. Most of the laughs spring from
Francis' spohisticated comments on the action. Army officer O'Connor is mistaken for an impudent, carousing mate
in the Navy. Before he knows what's hit him, O'Connor
is in the Navy, along with Francis, unsuccessfully trying
to explain. The real Navy man shows up (also played by
O'Connor) and they manage to confuse everybody. In
film's climax, O'Connor of the Army is forced to lead a
joint beaching operation, about which he knows nothing,
but Francis comes to the rescue, and, after misadventures
a-plenty, gets him through it.
Universal. 80 minutes. Donald O'Connor, Martha Hyer, Jim Backus. Produced
by Stanley Rubin. Directed by Arthur Lubin.
Film BULLETIN July II, 1955
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ADVERTISING!

Now. . .with the revolutionary new N.S.S. TRAVEL-AD Banner Frame, you can have a fleet of "traveling billboards" constantly advertising all your attractions throughout your patron-pulling area!
Put them on top of your car, the cars of your staff and on trucks and cars of friendly cooperating
merchants.
TRAVEL-AD is the eye-catching aluminum top-of-the-car frame for 24 x 82 banners, quickly and easily
installed or detached from the roof of any hard top automobile.
Learn about the grand new inexpensive TRAVEL-AD
for drive-ins . . . and for conventional theatres, too !

plan that will "mobilize" your advertising! Great

For full details, fill out the attached coupon and mail — NOW!

Or contact your nearest N.S.S. Exchange!

Mr. George F. Demhow
National Screen Service
1600 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

I am interested in the N.S.S. TRAVEL-AD Banner Frame
promotion. Please have your representative call or write to me
with complete information.
NAME
THEATRE
SERVICE
of me /nous my

ADDRESS.

Shapeliness in Showmanship seems to be United Artists
keyword as these three stunts indicate. At top, Rossano
Brazzi, "Summertime" star, checks over fine points of
finalists in New York contest for beauly to reign as Miss
Summertime at Astor Theatre premiere. Winner Georgiafaye Kennedy (18), received free Venice vacation. Cenier,
trio of lovelies in assorted sizes rolled through Loop to
cue Chicagoans to opening of "Marty" at the Chicago
Theatre. Lower, picket line in Los Angeles bemoans scarcity of Spillane epics in main library to ballyhoo "Kiss Me
Deadly." Stunt drew both newspaper and TV coverare.

MERCHANDISING

N. Y. Saturation Campaign
Seen
Riding Pattern
on the crestfor
of a'Stranger'
smash local campaign swelled by its full scale national promotion, United Artists' "Not As A Stranger"
hit Broadway with a klieg-lighted splash at
the Capitol Theatre. The saturation promotion, featuring blanket ad penetration, citywide co-ops and an airwaves barrage, was
expected to set the pattern for other key city
campaigns throughout the country.
The display ad sock was launched two
[months before opening with a full-page in
'the N. Y. Times. A teaser series of six ads
made weekly appearances in every New
York paper, culminating with four full-page
,ads in color and five full-page black-andwhites during opening week in the big
town's dailies.
The radio-TV barrage employed roundthe-clock plays of the five recordings of the
title tune, with plugs for the film sandwiched
around the plays by the disc jockeys, who
had been given a special screening. Additionally, the Capitol engagement was spotlighted by a concentrated slate of 500 spots.
Co-ops played a major role. The 105 Pioneer super markets in the N. Y. area played
it big with a full-page co-op newspaper ad,
distribution of 2,000 free copies of Frank
Sinatra's recording of title tune and ran a
drawing with 200 passes to the Capitol as
prizes.
Gimbels saluted the film with two fullpage ads in the Times and the Post, distributed 50,000 heralds in the store. Barricini
had five models giving away 1200 boxes of
chocolate imprinted with title and playdate.

&

EXPLOITATION

Lipton Sets 4-Media

DEPARTMENT

/

National

Universal-International
Back'to a
and claim
for 'Hell made
Campaign
promotional first with the pegging of a fourmedia national campaign for "To Hell and
Back." According to vice-president, ad chief
David A. Lipton, the use of all four — TV,
billboards, magazines and newspapers —
marks the first time any film company has
employed all simultaneously on a single
movie on a national scale.
The video blanketing calls for use of continuous spot-time on 67 TV stations throughout the country during July, August and
September. Lipton emphasized that the TV
time would be used solely for pre-selling
purposes.
Using billboards on a national scale for
the first time in several years, the company
plunged in with a big splash, spotting 24's in
42 key cities covering more than 400 suburban areas. Boards will be posted with fluorescent 24-sheet teasers, to hit a population
of more than 30,000,000 with 445,000,000 impressions, according to an estimate by the
National Outdoor Posting Company.
The heavy magazine campaign will include
a double truck color ad in Look, a full page
in Life and ads in Coronet and the three
leading service magazines, The American
Legion Magazine, National Guardsmen and
the VFW Magazine. Combined circulation
of these tops 16,000,000 with an estimated
readership of 40,000,000.
An extensive advertising campaign also
has been set in many of the nation's top
newspapers and trade papers well in advance
of any playdates.
PAINLESS

TO ONE ADMISSION AT
THE l>l^yti€UMc
CAMAHOAIGUA, N. Y. THEATRE

Joe DeSilva, manager of
Playhouse, Canandaigua, N.
Y.,
this novelforco-op
withsparked
local dentists
kids
under I 2. Dentist printed up
award blank at own expense,
found it powerful incentive
for young
patients'
cooperation. Theatre
redeemed
the
tickets at kid price each
month. Similar co-op can
be worked with doctors,
barbers, shoe stores, etc.
[More SHOWMAN

on Page 24]
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Mass
Press for 'Virgin
Queen1
20th Century-Fox
will transport
some 65
members of the press, wire services, columnists, and TV-radio personalities to Portland, Maine for the benefit premiere of "The
Virgin Queen", July 22. With star Bette
Davis as hostess, and entertainment luminaries and politicos as special guests, the
event bids to get a lavish press reception
and airwave circulation.
The gala opening is expected to be one of
the most outstanding civic and entertainment
events in the state's history, with proceeds
from the $5-$10 scaled Strand showing going
to the Children's Theatre of Portland.
Film BULLETIN
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Poll Pressbook Sparkles With
Bright Ads, Exploitation Ideas
COMPO has given the thousands of exhibitors who will participate in the National
Popular Audience Awards Poll a powerful
springboard fcr their campaign in its 12page pressbook.
Representing the ideas of exhibitors, producers, distributors, and their staffs, it has
a select group of striking ads (two displayed
below) to catch the public's fancy, easy-toread advance and current publicity stories,
two full pages of exploitation stunts and
suggestions, and a complete set of accessories
and banners to shout the word and drum
up votes.
The plan is spelled out in detail, from the
initial nominations by exhibitors to the final
awards ceremony to be carried nationally on
TV and radio in the early part of December.
Special care is given to proper tabulating
procedure and forwarding of results to Price
Waterhouse & Co. for the final count, with a
complete list of all Price Waterhouse offices
in the exchange cities to facilitate the tabulation.
A hearty promotion tying in with the poll
is suggested in the exploitation section, an
"Audience Awards Sweepstakes", with attractive prizes for those who name all the
winners and give reasons for making their
selections. Sponsored by the theatres and
the newspaper, such prizes as a season pass,
an annual pass, a portable radio, and a vacation trip are feasible.

POLL A 'NEWSPAPER NATURAL'
A "newspaper natural" is the headline term applied to the first annual
Audience Awards election in the 47th
of the series of COMPO ads in Editor
& Publisher. Briefly outlining details
of the Poll, the ad states: "These local
elections offer an excellent opportunity
for them (the newspapers) to tie up
with theatres in a variety of promotions." COMPO urges newspaper editors and promotion men to contact
their local theatre managers to work

PATRONS
?4ieOFFICIAL*D (titty!
BALLOT
FOR AUDIENCE AWARDS

1

a

rV» -4 Marvt — U*4
y IW IM* H. H, Ota 1P*.....
MARK 00 Ot CHICK MAM ly/tm tOX NEXT TO fOVI CHOICI

out arrangements that will be "mu- .
"The beneficial."
entire motion picture industry
tually
is backing this Audience Awards election with all its resources," declaims
the ad. "Something should happen of

IN THIS SPACE WILL BE COMPLETE LIST
OF PICTURES AND PLAYERS NOMINATED.

benefit to us all."

SAMPLE

BALLOT

Street stunts suggested include a "Man in
the Street" interviewer, a pretty girl bannered, "I Voted in the National Audience
Awards Poll at the Bijou Theatre! Have
You?", or several boys or girls with progressive copy reading "Don't Forget . . .
To Vote . . . etc."
A radio & TV panel show, the Mayor sealing Official Ballot Box, and several other
good stunts are graphically presented.
The pressbook is a must for any intelligent
campaign on the Poll, but as the editors say,
"What is set down in these pages is only a
starting point."

Exhibitors Comment
As thousands of theatres swell the list ( i|
participants in the Audience Awards can
paign,
here ballots:
are some typical comments wit >nominating
"You have my vole for giving us the best pr;
motion piece since the advent of wide screens an
stereo-sound . . ."— Bob Carroll, Kogod-BurK
Ontario Theatre, Washington.
"We are giving top consideration to this pr
jcct . . . We shall keep right on top and am ce\
tain thatAvenue
it willAmusement
pay off . Co.
. ."— L. J. McGinle'
Fourth
"It should bring wonderful results. The indu
try is indeed fortunate that Elmer Rhoden
sparking the campaign." — Edwin Silverman, E
saness Theatres Corp., Chicago.
"One of the finest things the industry has ev
had. You can bet we are going to be in it whol
heartedly." — C. R. Gilmour, Gibraltar Enterprise

'So, e"'.

•X',
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Gl Jap Highjinks Subject
Of Novel 'Bamboo' Contest
An ingenious contest, aimed at stimulating
ex-servicemen's interest while building up
a fund of engrossing material for publicity
purposes, was set up by 20th-Fox for its
"House of Bamboo" New York opening at
the Mayfair. Contest asks for letters from
GI's or ex-GI's describing their most exciting or unusual experience while stationed in
or visiting Tokyo. The 20 best letters earned
free passes to the film, which was shot on
location in Tokyo.
Potentially hot by-product of the contest
will be the tales — some undoubtedly imaginatively heightened — that should make excellent feature stuff for newspapers or lobby
blowups. It's good for any town.
Shirley Yamaguchi, who stars, was in New
York, making the rounds of TV stations,
newspaper and feature interviews, and getting photographed in various Japanese-like
i spots for newspapers and wire breaks.

Life Break for Picnic'
"Picnic", Columbia's forthcoming screen
version of the Pulitzer Prize play, gets a big
Life break in the July 11 issue, with newcomer Susan Strasberg on the cover and
three pages inside devoted to the location
filming.

Manager Invites Needy
A novel takeoff on the manager's letter
idea is suggested by Commonwealth Theatres. The theatreman's praise of the recommended picture in an open letter to the public is culminated with this final paragraph:
"We only wish that it could be possible
for us to throw onen the doors of this theatre and invite everyone as our guests. Obviously this is impossible. However, if anyone reads this who knows a family that does
not have the price of admission, please write
me and we will try to arrange for them to
see this fine motion picture."
Needless to say, this should only be used
with an outstanding film.
Sock TV Bally for Benson'
The millions of daily "Strike It Rich"
viewers and listeners of the CBS-TV and
NBC radio network show are getting a fiveweek plug for Universal's "The Private War
of Major Benson." They are asked to write
a letter on their own "private war" on behalf
of a worthy cause. The winner judged to
have "the most heart" and a guest will be
flown to Manhattan, Kansas, "the heart of
America" for the world premiere July 20 of
"the picture with a heart," where he or she
will become host for the evening. Proceeds
are divided between tornado victims of nearby Udall
and the winner's personally designated charity.

For opening of Warners' "Land of the Pharaohs
in Memphis, Warner Theatre manager E. H. Arkin had exotic harem girl parade through downtown section. Turning eyes saw playdate announcement onbegauzed back.
'Phenix City1 in 4-House Bow
Allied Artists will give "The Phenix City
Story" a four-theatre world premiere, spread
out over three states on July 19. It will bow
simultaneously at the Woods, Chicago,
Georgian, Columbus, Ga., and the Palace and
Phenix City Drive-In, Phenix City, Ala.

Vive
Mjti
* 'St t 1 1 1 n tw tint <>' V
The colorful benefit world premiere of UA's "Summertime", highlight of ANTA's "Salute to
France", brought surging crowds to the Astor Theatre area (left) to catch a glimpse of celebrities among I 300 who attended. President Arthur B. Krim (top center, with Miss Judith Braun)
headed contingent of UA executives. Top right, vice president Max E. Youngstein (left) with
LopertWilliam
v.p. Max
Fellerman Rossano
and latter's
Joan. Truman;
Lower, from
left, llya
vice Lopert
president
Mrs.
J. Heineman;
Brazzidaughter,
and Margaret
producer
and and
UA
board chairman Robert S. Benjamin.

[More SHOWMAN

on Page 26 J
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Yates Sets Four-City Texas
(Continued
from Paget&e
25)
bat
7V

Skamttw
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Command'
last world
"The biggestfor
four-city
premiere in
Premiere
Republic's history" is the way the company
describes Republic president Herbert
Yates plans for consecutive daily premieres
in Texas of "The Last Command." The pre
miere will open in San Antonio on August
3, Houston the next day, Dallas the next,
and Fort Worth on the 6th.
Full-scale cooperation has been promised
the multiple premiere by Interstate's Robert
J. O'Donnell and Texas Governor Shivers
with Republic supplying 300 prints of "The
Last Command" for distribution to 500 the
atres throughout the Lone Star state. The
selection of Texas as the premiere site ties
in naturally with the films' subject, the heroic
stand at the Alamo.
O'Donnell and Raymond Willie, general
manager of Interstate, were in Hollywood
last week for Republic Studio conferences
with Yates to draw up specific plans for the
state-wide celebration. Civic, military and
educational forces will hop on the premiere
bandwagon.

Unusual features of 60x80 advance display for M-G-M's "The Cobweb", at Loew's State in N. Y.,
are pointed
to manager
JamesuseBruno
by Loew's
Theatres indivision
William building,
Phillips. with
Intimate qualityout
is caught
by clever
of photos
of principals
windowshead
of sketched
teaser copy effecting a "tell-me-more" interest.
Dietz In Studio Huddles
Sheree North Key Figure
Important promotion plans for summerfall M-G-M product were in the making last
week at the Culver City lot. Vice-president
InA 'Very
Popular'
double heat
wave hitPromotion
New York as the
Howard Dietz, director of ad-publicity-extemperature knocked metropolites groggy
ploitation, and publicity director Dan S. Terand Sheree North perked them up, flying in
rell, joined sales vice president Charles M.
from Hollywood to plug her new film, "How
Reagan and top studio executives for conTo alBerelease
Very,
Popular,"
due for nationferences on the company's TV deal with
thisVery
month.
The undulant
Sheree
ABC, as well as new top productions.
has been cast in a key role in 20th CenturyFox' promotional scheme for the film, in
which she co stars with Betty Grable and
STEP RIGHT UP!
Robert Cummings.
In a whirlwind of personal appearances,
the blond star participated in some 40 different interviews on TV, radio, at parties,
newspapers and street stunts. Highlighted
was her guest appearance Sunday evening,
July 3, on the Colgate Variety Hour over
NBC-TV. She was seen via a remote pickup from the "Aarbian Nights" spectacle at
Jones Beach, and film clips from the film
highlighting the hot new personality were
shown.
Miss North is also featured in a special
two-way interview record, 500 of which have
been sent by 20th-Fox to top disc jockies
across the country. One side of the platter
has a regular full interview, the other, only
the star's voice replying to questions from
the local figure to simulate a live interview.
An accompanying script is provided for the
latter
type of interview. The record can also
The Plymouth Theatre in Worcester,
work in the Teresa Brewer platter for Coral
Mass. employed an apt stunt to stir up
Records of the title song, to follow interview.
action for Columbia's gambling-angled
Together, the two records would constitute
"5 Aagainst the House." Youngster
shown here toured city's streets with a
an eight-minute salute to the film.
toy slot machine that really worked.
Copies of the interview record are available
Anyone ringing up a winning combination won a pass.
to exhibitors from the 20th-Fox Press Book
Editor in New York.
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Quadruple Parking Meter Stunt
An unusual switch in the parking meter
stunt was engineered by showman Stanley
Gross of the Warner Theatre in Milwauke
for Columbia's "A Prize of Gold." Gross
chose four well-separated and strategically
placed parking spaces within a few block
from the theatre and tied them up during th
afternoon. Ushers, bannered with blurbs
then parked patrons' cars, feeding nicke
into the meters during the evening and re
placing with other customers' cars a
the parked cars were called for. There wer
always four patrons' cars parked during th
show and the bustling activity surroundin
the stunt stimulated plenty of interest.
WITH

SPITCURLS. YET

MauriceTheatre
Druker,in manager
of Loew's
Midland
Kansas City,
Mo.,
took showmanly advantage of the era
in which Metro's "Love Me Or Leave
Me" is set. He hired a pair of attractive models, styled them as flappers to
distribute
heralds in the downtown
district.

"As doctor's,
we are the only group in modern society
privileged to commit manslaughter
with immunity

from the law."

Cynical pathology professor Dr. Aarons (Broderick Crawford) evokes varied emotions among budding doctors in amphitheatre. For Luke Marsh (Robert Mitchum), fervently dedicated to the Ideal of Medicine, words are taken as outright sacrilege.

;

"Not

As

A

Morton Thompson's Novel constituted a virtual autopsy of the medical profession in general and one young
doctor in particular. It dissected the emotional and clinical aspects of the molding of a youth into a man of medicine and, finally, the doctor into a flesh-and-blood human

by finances with a halt to his ambition in medical school,
he marries
surgical nurse Olivia de Havilland to secure
ranger"
Sttuition.
his
A perfectionist, he continually gets into hot
water with his friends and members of his profession by
his tactless criticism and devotion to the medical ideal.

being. Stanley Kramer's production has attempted to
maintain this monumental theme within the 135-minute
running time, his direction has succeeded in capturing
the high spots of the novel while avoiding the episodic
pitfalls that characterize a tale of such scope. The medical scenes have been acclaimd as uniquely authentic.

Taking up practice in a small town, he becomes assistant
to kindly, old Charles Bickford, gaining a reputation for
brilliance as he helps conquer a typhoid epidemic. Spurning his wife's devotion, he becomes romantically involved
with sexy widow Gloria Grahame, who discards him.
Diving furiously back into his practice, he is forced to
operate on Bickford who dies under the delicate heart
surgery. The icy idealism melted, he returns to his wife
as a man, not a perfect medical machine.
age 28]
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Dispensing with the novel's childhood chapters, the
film traces the career of a doctor, played by Robert Mitchum, fanatically dedicated to his profession. Threatened
[MORE on

exploitation
(Continued from Pa*

picture

. ffrnt an a Aoo/t
now at* a
motion picture/

r NOT
AS A STRANGER
e Havilland
'itiatra
MUckum
ihame
irk Crawford
harks Bickfoi

UA

Spreads

Top

Drawer

Bally

Stranger
A
For of 'Not
$ $ wizardry
The showmrn3hip
United
Top
MaxAs
E. Youngstein
and advertising '
chief
Francis
M.
Winikus,
went to work well in
Artists' ace bo:;ofncer crew has never been
advance, with Stanley Kramer spearheading
more evident than in the campaign for Stana nationwide publicity tour. The nation's
ley Kramer's "Not As A Stranger". Handed
highways and streets were plastered with
an open purse for promotion, they have
2500 special 24-sheets, glowing by day and
poured $1,200,000 into an all-media campaign
by night. Full page ads in New York and
charged with impact and glowing with exLos Angeles were followed by a series of six
citement.
star ads (see "Sinatra as 'A'," left) in 75 key
True, they had plenty to work with. There
newspaper through the 32 exchange cities.
was the Morton Thompson novel which
Full page ads in all the top circulations magazines amassed a combined readership total
quickly became the nation's No. 1 best seller
of 285,000,000. A special campaign reached
and remained on top for over a year, buildout for extra movie audiences luring the
ing an overwhelming want-to-see. Millions
highbrows and professional people with ads
more read it in the Woman's Home Companion and Readers Digest. The casting by in Saturday Review, Harper's, The Nation,
producer-director Kramer w?s followed
nursing and medical journals, etc. Cooperaavidly and argued vociferously among the
tive ads in newspapers and magazines, tieins on radio and TV, merchant and manuarmy of readers, stimulating ever more interest. Four Oscar winners populated the sixfacturers displays, have reached extraordistar cast. There was a hot title that lent itnary proportions and are still building.
The exhibitors campaign, as outlined in a
self to a myriad of promotion twists rnj a
splendid pressbcok has striking ads (left
fascinating theme — the making of a doctor,
panel) for exery approach — the novel, charand ultimately, a man. Television's "Medic"
acters, medical theme, sex, drama. Lithos,
has proved the intense public interest in
things medical, and never has the professicn
like 24-sheet below, are strong on doctor art
been so intensively explored in a film as in and characters. With the manual and UA's
expert field staff working for him, the exhibi"Not As A Stranger".
tor is off to a running start in his campaign.
The UA men, guided by vice-president

TWO

DRAMATIC

HIGHLIGHTS

Ml
The med student (Robert Mitchum), taunted by his pal (Frank Sina'ra) cn his
marriage - for - tuition,
strikes
in fury.
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The seductress (Gloria Grahame), realizher earthy bids
charms
can't farewell.
compeie
with ingMedicine,
a torrid

MOVIES

S, HUMAN

Rvufjan
Continued from Page 17)

BEHAVIOR

itvivnds

'lilavkboanl

-ead it in the Saturday Evening Post. It was available on
,:he newsstands to anyone that wanted to read it for 15
i:ents. As a matter of fact, I read an editorial comment of
[what a forceful story it was, how powerful. I thought the
picture very faithfully portrayed the story. They did not
jxaggerate cr take over at any time and go off on any tangent. They stuck to the story.
Now, in seeing the picture, sure, there was violence. But
think any one of us realizes this situation does prevail in
:ertain educational institutions in the country. And you
lave to look at the end result, and I think the end result
o any youngster that was in there had to be, as it was
.vith me — I am certainly not a youngster any more — had
o be a feeling of disgust for the boys who were on the
jvrong side of the fence.
Mr. Bobo. You would say as an actor, Mr. Reagan, — I
lotice you mentioned the story ("Blackboard Jungle")
was in the Saturday Evening Post — that possibly if you
were portraying a part on the screen that I probably would
lerive more with emotional experience watching you porray it than reading the story, and it would have more of
m impact upon me.
Mr. Reagan. Yes; I hope so. If not, we are all out of
work.
Mr. Bobo. There was another question I was interested
n. You also have a television program, which I saw the
)ther night.
Mr. Reagan. That is right.
Mr. Bobo. Do you think in choosing the material for the
elevision program there is any more restraint put upon the
;ubject matter that you would choose for a television program than what you would choose for a motion picture?
Mr. Reagan. Yes, there very definitely is. Of course,
:here is also a very definite economic reason there. You
lave in television a different kind of censorship. You have
:o get your script past the sponsor, so you very quickly
earn what sort of thing the sponsor wants and doesn't
want, and this is the way you read stories and submit them
[|:o him.
Explains TV's Problem
I think the element enters
ng into a home. I think you
:he hour of the evening. In
:he children are still up and

in television that you are goselect stories on the basis of
our program, we realize that
they are going to be sitting

[with their parents. It isn't a matter of whether we are gong to be moral or immoral on the screen. We try to pick
U story that we think won't cause a family fight ; that mom
and pop and the kids will all agree that they can at least
Look at it and get something out of it.
Senator Kefauver. Thank you very much, Mr. Reagan.
Mr. Reagan. May I impose on you for just one more
statement? I have been hearing some of the testimony this
morning and — I am imposing, because I know this is not

Juntjli*'

the proper province of your committee, but there
thing that has always disturbed me and disturbs
much right at the moment, and that is about this
cry about the motion picture industry and what
might have on youth.

is someme very
hue and
effect it

Obligation Belongs to Parents
I happen to be a parent. I am as concerned as any other
parent with whether my children see things that are vulgar
and obscene or brutal. I realize I can't wrap them in cotton wool in this day and age, that they only have to go as
far as the front page of their daily newspaper to see the
seamier side of life.
I think as a parent my obligation is to at home bring my
children up in such a way that when they are exposed to
vulgarity and obscenity and brutality they will be able to
properly evaluate it and make a descision and put it in its
right place.
Statement

of Dr. Frederick J. Hacker,
Staff, The Hacker Foundation,

Chief of

Beverly Hills, California
Senator Kefauver. Dr. Hacker, we know you are a wellknown, eminent psychiatrist. I believe you are chief of
staff of The Hacker Foundation for Psychiatric Research
and Education. Is that correct?
Dr. Hacker. Yes, sir.
Senator Kefauver. Dr. Hacker, do you wish to read your
statement or file your statement and speak orally?
Dr. Hacker. Well, psychiatrists are usually much better
in answering questions and arguing on whatever it may
be. But if you want me to read this very short statement,
it will just take two minutes.
Senator Kefauver. You read your statement, Doctor.
Dr. Hacker. "Social scapegoating attempts to single out
the modern media of mass communication — movies, television, comic books, etc. — as the main culprits responsible
for all that ails the world. Obviously, no such simple
cause-and-effect relationship exists. In the intricate pattern of modern society, every so-called effect is produced
by innumerable related causes and itself gives rise to manifold other effects.
"Therefore, it cannot be stated with any degree of dispassionate scientific accuracy that movies or other mass
media cause juvenile delinquency, but innumerable clinical observations prove that they not only describe but
often contribute to, or at least shape the content of, criminal activity.
"Movies, as a whole much more adult and restrained
than television or comic books, show awareness of social
responsibility by voluntary submission to a code. This
expresses the basic conviction that even entertainment and
realism have to live up to some minimal educational and
(Continued on Page 30)
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Psychiatrist

Says

Movies

(Continued from Page 29)
moral standards. Pictures may have become better than
ever, but, while only a few of them stimulate and exploit
vile aggressive impulses, many of them depict extreme
brutality as a natural function of ordinary living, and most
of them rely heavily on the outcome of physical combat as
an eminently satisfactory means of solving human problems.
"The technical perfection of the movies provides an excellent identification and crystallization model for the
vague and unformed attitudes of the adolescent. The oftenprevailing general atmosphere of violence in movies and
other media of mass communication promotes hero-worship of the criminal, ridicule of thoughtfulness or sensitivity or any type of intellectual pursuit, and thus produces the confusion of brutality with rugged masculinity.
The Code's strictly enforced taboo against overt salaciousness frequently permits the uninhibited display of orgies
of brutality, which are, in fact, hostile manifestations of a
perverse sexuality. This deterioration of the noble American dedication to action into violence for its own sake represents adistinct social danger, and there is probably a
definite, though extremely complex, parallelism between
the general brutalization of our youth and the increased
violence in media of mass communication.

"To investigate in detail these relationships may be one
of the most important tasks of psychological and sociological research of the immediate future."
Mr. Bobo. Doctor, do ycu feel that in crime and violence movies youngsters will have a tendency to seek out
this particular type of movie?
Dr. Hacker. Yes, and I believe some studies indicate
that — and this speaks not against the movies — that among
the compulsive movie attendants there are twice as many
delinquents than those boys and girls that are not delinquents. In other words, there is relationship between
movie-going and delinquency or between a very insistent
television-viewing habit and delinquency.
Explains Cause and Effect

However, I would like to state emphatically I do not
mean to imply by that the movies produce the crimes or
that there is a parallelism between the attendance of
movies and that this has the casual effect of producing the
crime. It is much more so that the criminally more inclined are those that are more exposed to that, that do not
know what to do with themselves and therefore seek very
often this kind and form of entertainment.
Mr. Bobo. Do you feel an emotionally disturbed child
may gain ideas from brutal scenes or scenes of sadism or
scenes of illicit sex?
Dr. Hacker. I think there is no question about it, because Isee it daily in my practice, that they actually copy
some cf the violence as depicted in movies. Of course, it
CONTINUED
Page 30
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May

Be

"Trigger*

could be argued, on the othr hand, if they would not copy
that pattern they possibly might copy another one.
That, therefore, the description of violence in the movies
may just act as a trigger mechanism and not be an essential cause.
But we certainly do see in our clinical practice, withoui
a question of a doubt, innumerable crimes are distinctly
influenced in their conception, in their perpetration anc
even in some details by certain models that were gained
by the mass media of communication, movies, television
comic books, and et cetera.
Movies

and Sex

Mr. Bubo. Do you think, Doctor, that seme of the in
crease in sex crimes, especially among juveniles, which
has increased 110 per cent in the last 12 years, could be attributed to the looseness of sex as is displayed not only ir.£
motion pictures, but at times in television and magazines
and stories we read?
Dr. Hacker. For that, certainly, however, the movies
cannot be blamed, because the few movies I do see seen
to pay much more attention to the elimination of these
sexual factors and to measure the plunging necklines oi
the ladies, rather than the seeming deleterious expressions
of violence.
I am quite sure, however, that the constant stimuiatior
by other media of mass communication has maybe alsc
something to do with keeping this kind of abnormal sexua
excitement alive.
Senator Retainer. Well, Doctor, as I understand, ir
summary, you feel that the movie industry has shown som<
awareness as to its public responsibility, as evidenced by
the fact it has voluntarily adopted a very good code anc
most of the pictures are wholesome and educational anc
entertaining without being deleterious.
Dr. Hacker. I would think so.
Senator Kefauver. In your experience as a psychiatrist
you have had young patients who have committed act!
which were based, you feel, to some extent, at least, upor
what they had seen or been subjeted to through the medi;
of communication, movies or television.
Dr. Hacker. Yes.
Senator Kefauver. You don't claim the movies or thi
television were the cause. They were already of the natun
where they might get into trouble, and that was just a—
Dr. Hacker. Trigger.
Senator Kefauver. — a trigger or a manifestation.
Dr. Hacker. Correct.
Senator Kefauver. And you think that while the movie
have done a very good job, that in the field of crime an<
violence and portraying as the hero the fellow who is th«
most violent on occasions, that they could have a bette
influence upon our young people.
Dr. Hacker. That is correct.
NEXT ISSUE
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
BUSINESS REPORT
ITO of Ohio
'Davy Crockett' apparently got its satuition on television because the box office
ike is very disappointing. It only goes to
low that if a picture has previously been
lown on television, the public will not pay
>r it at the box office.
Alexander Korda has announced that he
ill premiere "The Constant Husband" on
Revision as well as "Richard III" (starring
aurence Olivier). The latter could have
feen a great grosser in some spots. How;/er, following the demise of "Davy Crociett", William Heineman,
United Artists
ce president of distribution announced that
is company would not handle any picture
ileased on television.
"Seven Year Itch'' has proved to be the
:st grossing picture out in some time, warinting holdovers in several downtown first
ins, including Columbus where the RKO
alace seldom holds a picture.
"Blackboard Jungle" is doing very well at
le drive-ins and neighborhood houses. Small
>wns report that the Abbott and Costello
Dmbination show is doing well, too. The
i g cities can't get any money with this team
it it is still good small town stuff.
ON TOLL-TV
Mid-Central Allied
• Trueman T. Rembusch, able and brilliant
Jung Allied leader and co-chairman with
lfred Starr of TOA, of the National Com} ittee Against Toll-TV, reported to the Naonal Board on this, the greatest menace
j'er to threaten our theatres. He gave the
.test published count of letters to the FCC
Washington which show 8,000 for TollV against 1,500 opposed to it, a margin of
bout 6 to 1 favoring Toll-TV! Trueman,
jwever, told the Board that letters against
oil-TV are now slowly increasing in num:rs and it is yet possible for us to overcome
ie big lead of the Toll-TV people by the
|:adline for public comment on June 9, a
,:ant 2 weeks away, and he urgently asked
jiat all exhibitors, their families, employees,
iends and suppliers, and all others possible
rite (or wire) their votes against Toll-TV
• the FCC in Washington. He also urged
^iat those exhibitors who have not done so.
pw contribute their share to this Toll-TV
feht

I am utterly amazed and just plain damned
dumbfounded when I learn from Al Myrick
that in addition to your officers, only 4 exhibitors of the hundreds in Iowa, Nebraska,
South Dakota and Mid-Central have gotten
out letters to the FCC against Toll-TV and
sent Al copies as requested at our Convention and in our last bulletin!
In the name of Heaven don't you know by
now that Toll-TV will put you out of theatre
business overnight? Or don't ycu give a
damn? If so, OK, sit on your fat fanny and
you'll get it! li not, how in the fiery pits of
hell can you expect to win this one by doing
absolutely nothing? Arrayed against you are
the 3 big, rich and powerful Toll-TV companies, their employees and stockholders, the
UHF TV stations, Disney and most of your
picture producers, and a big chunk of the
they'll
public who've been misled to believe
get your first-run movies, the big games and
all other desirable entertainments for a dime
to a dollar on their private TV picture show
at home. Brother, you've never been in such
a fight to the finish for your survival before!
And apparently all you're doing about it is
just setting! It's utterly unbelievable! If you
expect Myrick, Jefferis and Wolcott, Mike
Blank and the big theatre boys, or even
Abram F .Myers, Rembusch and Starr to
pull the hat outa the rabbit or vice versa for
you in this one while you do nothing, brother
you've had it, you are nuts, and you better
have your head examined by a good doctor
before you go all the way and murder your
wife and family!
Because while Rembusch, Starr, Myers
and the rest of us are doing all we can, when
it comes to voting against Toll-TV with the
FCC, each of us is only one vote (or as
many as we can get locally) just the same
as you! If I'm hot on this, and I am, it's
because my life's work, my theatre investment and yours are at stake here, and at this
point I can do no more than you to save
them.
If you continue to do nothing, we're
both sunk!
READE

IN LONDON
TOA
London is still talking about Walter
Reade, Jr. and theimpression he left with
British exhibitors. At a luncheon in his
honor, the Cinema Exhibitors Association
heard Mr. Reade's urgent call to "Protect
the little fellow; keep him in business. His

Opinion-Maker

of

the

ion". hHeandwarned
protect
ing is
protect
come strengt
ut your
complet
"Witho
that
we
ors,
exhibit
t
amongs
ion
plete organizat
down."
rentals
have no chance to keep film
He also informed them of EFFG, "the program which enables exhibitors to nut our
money where our mouth is" in an attempt to
eliminate the product famine, "the root of all
exhibitor's trouMes." Mr. Reade also invited
cf CEA to attent TOA's National
leaders ion.
Convent
ON TOA
TAXES

Motion picture theatre owners of cnWash
film
ington, D. C. face a 2% sales tax
rentals. The bill, passed by the Maryland
nor, was
Legislature and signed by theutGover
advance
any
witho
d
passe
and
duced
intro
t of
inten
the
not
was
it
notice. Although
try,
indus
the
tax
er
furth
to
the Legislature
the bill clearly points out that film rentals
are included. The bill became effective June
1, 1955. For the time being the tax will be
to expaid, but all efforts will be channeled
at the next legislative
ls
renta
film
empt
on.
sessi
BALABAN & TOLL-TV
ITO of Ohio
president of Paramount,
an,
Balab
y
Barne
one of the "favorite" companies, according
to our recent poll of Ohio exhibitors, is complaining loudly because the television networks oppose Pay-as-you-see TV. Specificaining about stateally, Balaban was complSarnof
f, chairman of
ments made by David
the National Broadcasting Corp. Mr. Sarnoff, Balaban said, in attacking the motion
upicture producers and Paramount in particind the vested
lar, was attempting to defen
terests of the big networks.
Mr. Balaban can get plenty of material for
his crying campaign. He can lift it right out
of the letters of complaint addressed to his
no exhicompany by exhibitors. Certainly,
bitor is going to feel sorry for Paramount.
This attitude, indicating "to hell with the
theatres", is probably the reason for the
overbearing attitude of the company.
Incidentally, Mr. Balaban, making this
speech to a stockholders meeting announced
profits for the first quarter of 1955 of $1.31
per share against 63 cents for the same
period in 1954. How are you doing?
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All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
GUN THAT WON THE WEST. THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
ALLIED ARTISTS
Sain Katzman. Director WIMiam Gastie. Western. Tale
COLUMBIA
of
how Springfield
rifleIndian
was instrumental
in advancing
civilization
thru hostfle
country.
March
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. ProMarch
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. AdDETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. DiBIG TIPQFF. THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald.
beast
who
goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in in
the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for by
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
Jungle
Jim.LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
MAN
FROM
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 86 min.
"DIALProducer
RED O"Vincent
Bill Elliott,
Keith Larson,
Stan
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProNEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED Arthur Franz, Beverly James ducer
ley.
M. Fennelly.
Director Helene
Dan Ullman.
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
Castle. Melodrama. Ex-sallor helps to breakup water- drama.
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
front hijackers, convict leader for murder. 76 min.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. JanetWYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
Leigh, Betty Garrett,
Lemmon.
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Jefferey
Producer
Vincent
M. Deals
Fennelly.
RichardJackPuine.
MusicalProducer
ebmedy. Fred
AdDirector Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader Kohlmar. vDirector
tor CharlesHunter.
M. Warren
.Action
drama.
with DirecJohn
entures obig
f two city.
small-town girs who seek their fort
u
n
e
s
i
n
the
is
released
from
prison,
but
his
efforts
to
go
straight
Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
are complicated when he becomes involved with
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR. THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edold gang. 73 min.
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
A pril
make night of terror for son and family of wealthy
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. John Derek,
businessman.
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
DELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Farce
Producer Sam Katzman. April
Director Charles S. Gould. Ad- SPECIAL
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
with international background. Burlesque on Iron
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
venture. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess Curtain diplomacy.
who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall, Amanda
THREE FOR THE SHOW MaCinemaScope,
Technicolor.
y
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William BeauBetty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
JackPotter.
LemI. F. E.
ProducerMarge
Jonie &Taps.
H. C.
dine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot mon.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
Korea
returns
home
to
find
wife
remarried
to
best
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De friend. 101 min. 3/7.
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. DirecMarch
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to
avenge murder of U. S.Ma
Marshal, with the trail comNO RELEASES
plicated by gun-runners and y
Apaches. 80 min.
CELL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Producer Wallace MacDonard. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE
A pril
English Language. Amedeo
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini. Film Costellazione ProducLAS
VEGAS
SHAKEDOWN
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Coieen
tion. Director Luigi Zampa. Melodrama. A double
Gray. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
Producer David Lewis (Coronado). Director Edward
and death of a young man add to prosewriter on gambling fall in love and break up plans Dmytryk. Romantic drama. Man's hate, jealousy, and slaying cutor's
determination that M
justice shall prevail. 105 min.
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
ayLang. Marina Vlady, P.
love destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18. TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng.
Michel
Beck.
Producer
Niccolo
Theodoli. Director LioSEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl whose
nello Deromance
Felice.ends
Drama.
Affair ofwhenfifteen-year-olds
in
tragedy
girl dies in
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,
Castle, Forrest Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to child birth. 88 min. 3/21
e Peggie Director
warring Indian chief whom he had known
JunParsons.
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
Harold ascapture
a boy. 74 min.
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker Joins side of law
WAYWARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigida.
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
TIGHT
SPOT Producer
Ginger Lewis
Rogers,J. Edward
Robinson,
Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. RoBrian Keith.
Rachmil. G.Director
Phil ProducermanticAttilio
drama. Bored by husband and small town life,
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Karlson. Metcdrama. Beautiful woman convict aids beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms of
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- court
another man. '| min. 4/4.
in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
hunters commissioned by government. 6? min.
July Richard Conte, Rona
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
on the king's life. 61 min.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
but
murder.his 81strict
min. rules affect merchants who plot his
Coming
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
BODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant life drains humans of all emotions but will to live.
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner
into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker. Barbara Britton, Keith
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Director Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyrailroad carrying
loadedlinetrucks
sabotageback"victim
of rival truck
owner.on flatcars is
PHENIX Producer
CITY STORY,
Richard
Kiley,Diamond.
Kathryn
Grant.
Samuel THE
Bischoff
and David
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
USA" and leads in clean-up fight.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring peace between England and France and
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
Film

5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
gambling den for fun becomes ereal thing. 84 min. 5/16.
Jun Richard Widmark, Mai
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor.
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlm.
July
CHICAGO
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Xavier
Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
kill men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Karzman. Direcord Richard puine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
explosion
sea monster which threatens
the Pacific creates
Coast. enormous
80 Coming
min. 6/27.

'une Ferraniacolor. DocuGREEN MAGIC
mentary. FilmedEnglish
by theNarration.
Bonzi Expedition in S. A.
from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16.
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangano
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis and
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama
Young man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony o
swears vendetta on accusers. Aftei
Mafia andescapes
wife
unbornandchild are killed he avenges their mur
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 mm
LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration. Al
Omnibus. Portrayal o'
star cast. Faro Film production.
Coming
who practice thenof love ofand
various wayin "March
presented
Time"women
style. 90 min.
Technicolor. Marta Toren, Gino Cervi.
MADDALENA
ITitanus Films, Romel. Producer Giuseppe Bordogm
Religious drama. Italian
Director Augusto Genina.Friday
is almost
pageant
Goodwhen prostitute
mountainintovillage
plans to play
sacrilege
turned
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.

APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
INDEPENDENTS
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
shortage
perilous bandits,
cattle drive
throughsoldiers.
country hostileleads
with toApaches,
renegade
March
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Tecknicolor. Van CRASHOUT (Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Ken
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Director Lewis Foster
nedy. Producer Hal E. Chester.
Richmond, director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
escape from prisonto leavinc
Melodrama. Six convicts
Southerner
who
fought
for
North
during
Civil
War
rereact
surviving
two
only
with
violence
of
trail
cache of stolen money. 90 min.
turns t» become the hometown preacher.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Me- TO PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank IContinenta
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil- Dist. Co.) Technicolor. Alec Guinness. Odile Versois
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate Vernon
Gray. Producer
Romantic Antony
Comedy.Darnborough. Directoi
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and Robert Hamer.
then falls
in Ipveagainst
with one
of its members.
GENTLE SERGEANT. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Frank Lovejoy, Keefi
I Filmakers)
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl MAD AT THE WORLD Collier
A prilYoung. Director Harn
has iife complicated by romance with beautiful Japa- Brasselle. ProducerWhen
accidentally
hoodlums
young
nese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even- Esse. Melodrama.
infant, father goes gunninc
tually give soldier new perspective.
young72 couple's
killgang.
for
min.
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
ft CROCKETT IWaltJuDisney)
ne Fess Parker, Buddy
en. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Nori Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
es about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
■no hero. 95 min.
July
iY AND THE TRAMP IWalt Disney) CinemaScope,
inicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a robe* between two dogs. 75 min.
Coming
t D AND THE BRAVE. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope.
Corey, Mickey
Taylor.Drama.
Producer
I■ idell
E. Chester.
DirectorRooney,
Lewis R.DanFoster.
Six
s iers and an Italian girl react variously to stresses
ci war-torn country and terrors of a battle in the
I / campaign.
f -BUG, THE (Filmakersl SuperScope. Producer Colli Young. Drama. Arson squad Investigator probes a
■ es of fires, rescues a woman from a huge blaze
.0, proves she is the arsonist.
S)LDERING
THE Drama.
IFilmakers)
SuperScope.
c ;r Hal E. SEA.
Chester.
Conflict
between Prothe
ftnnical captain and crew of an American merchant
I reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
» VPON. THE IFilmakers] SuperScope. Producer Hal
SOhester. Drama. An unsloved murder involving a
b'sr U.S.
war veteran,
German
bride gun
and ina
resolved
after a achild
finds war
a loaded
■k rb isrubble.
LIPPERT
March
SL 'ERChaney.
STAR, Producer
THE EdgarEarleBuchanan,
Marie Windsor,
Lyon. Director
Richard
B left. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
I gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
if showdown gun duel. 73 min.
A pril
«.SS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
I- is. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sidetl ' barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
V i numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
■ mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
b er presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
T NDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Mont9 ery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
0 ctor Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
fi d trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
fr. native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
A STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Producers'ctor Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
tt dron training on carrier copes with conflict among
m and marital problems of junior officers. 67 min.
P NTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Mont•jery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Dif« sr Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
w le savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
Mn from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
a leads party to safety. 75 min.
JuneWanda Curtis. Producer
W» DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
■ imbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science-fiction.
Wet party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
M storic beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
I' ESOMEEarle
TRAIL,
WayneRichard
Morris,Bartlett.
John WestAgar.
Mucer
Lyon. THE
Director
M Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
H ght for his property against land-grabbers who
M taken control of Western town. 73 min.
July
M A J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
M nture. Mau-Mau story filmed entirely in Africa.

nETBO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
March
W ABOARD JUNGLE Glenn Ford, Anne Francis. Pro•jjr Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Brooks.
Il|drama.
by Navy 101veteran
teaching
■ I blic schoolProblems
devoid met
of discipline.
min. 3/7.
H THE DECK CinemaScope EastmanColor. Jane
Reynolds,
Tony Martin.
Producer
Joe
Mrcj II,
rnak.Debbie
Director
Roy Rowland.
Musical.
Returning
irj a not-so-romantic Pacific cruise three sailors set
«*t" to untangle romances at home. 112 min. 3/21.
A pril
■Bj VILLED
Anne Director
Baxter,
Forrest.CinemaScope,
Producer EastmanColor.
Henry Berman.
fllieil Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priestjtj nurder.
meets woman
89 min. who
5/2. is involved in Paris underworld
6 iS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
•Jlael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Mies
Walters.
Musical
of nderella.
94 min.
3/7. fantasy. Retells the story
Film

MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea. Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leaaer81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Ariiona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
e . 122 min. 5/30.
JunEttinq
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/ 14.
July EastmanColor. Richard
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope,
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career Co
destroyed
ming by polio. 106 min. 4/4
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos
medium ofcomedy
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 78 min.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and t+ie treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. I 0 I min.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.

JULY SUMMARY
The warm weather picture outlook appears bright for July with 29 features
scheduled for release, another recent
monthly high. Republic is the leading supplier with five features. Offering three
each this month are Allied Artists, Columbia, 20th-Fox, United Artists, Universal
and Warner Bros. July product shows a
high in anamorphics. Along with 9 CinemaScopics, two other wide screen features are available, one in SuperScope
and one in VistaVision. July product also
shows an increase in comedies. And in
keeping with the July monthly highs, 16
releases, better than half of the total, are
in color.
6
6
5
5

The July schedule includes:
Melodramas 3 Musicals
Comedies
2 Science Fiction
Dramas
1 Western
Adventures 1 Feature Cartoon

ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
Artist and children's stor*writer
life Comedy.
hectic
and crime comic
books. and nightmarish through horror

COURT JESTER. THE VistaVision. Technicolor Danny
Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Metvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
GIRL RUSH. THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
PARAMOUNT
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
March
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
CONOUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
fabulous
department
store
in
booming
Texas
oil
town.
Eric Fleming. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. TechHaskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
nicolor. James Stewart,
Day. assassination
Producer-director
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
Alfred
Hitchcock.
Drama.Doris
Political
plot
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
leads
to
kidnapping
of
young
boy
to keep parents
from talking.
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27. ROSE
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
A pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
Gassman, Shelley Winters. Producers Ponti & De- TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Laurentis. Director Robert Rossen. Drama. Beautiful
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
ProducerDeMille.
Religious
story
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with director
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor.
James Cagney,
M
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek,ayJean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. TwoComedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
fisted Westerner befriends young man only to be re- clear inghis
name.
warded with attempted murder. 92 min.
TOO LATE. MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder.
HELL'S
ISLAND
VV-Technicolor.
John
Payne,
Mary
Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Kar son
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerinvolves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
director
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.*-"om»ric
Directorfeats
Marieof
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of fa- ^*marini
mous Lewis and Clark expedition.
108
min.
6/13.
e
n
u
J
Ulysses
as
taken
from
the
Odessey.
104
min.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J. VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. KathBriskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ryn
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Dugball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
gan. Grayson,
Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
band helps
French
King
rout
nobles
who
would
overthrow him.
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
WAR AND PEACE VistaVisioi, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn,
Fonda, Mel
Ferrer.KingProducers
Carlo
Ponti, Dino Henry
de Laurentiis.
Director
Vidor. Drama.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavel- Based
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
son. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
takes
his Joan
Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Direcchildren
into showbusiness
his
wife
dies.
93
min.
Coming
Curtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing CrosYOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Martin,
JerryDirector
Lewis, Norman
Diana Lynn,
NinaMasquerading
Foch. Produceras
by, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
Paul Jones.
Taurog.
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
I 1-year-old bov Lewis becomes involved with iewel
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
thief, teacher, inmates of girk' school. 102 min. 6/27.
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REPUBLIC
March
DAY TO REMEMBER, A Stanley Holloway, Joan Rice,
Odile Versois, Donald Sinden. Producer Betty E. Box.
Director Ralph Thomas. Romantic-comedy. Light-heatred
romance on a one-day outing to France. 72 min. 4/13.
YELLOWNECK Trucolor. Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh, Berry Kroeger. Producer Harlow G. Frederick.
Director R. John Hugh. Five deserters escape from
the
battlefield,
only to Mface
ay death in the Everglades.
83 min.
3/21
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
McLaglen, John Baer,
June William
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director
Crime melodrama.
A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love. 70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's. 90 min.
July
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.treasure.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Valentina Cortese, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adventure.
fanatic
tribe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes 1
story about two people who learn to live again.
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
FLAME OF THE ISLAND Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
MAN ALONE, A Trucolor. Rav Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Rooney-Maurice
O'Brian. A Mickey Blair.
Hugh Director
of a
storyProduc
Drama. TheDuke
tion.
town.
miracle in a smallGeorge
VANISHING AMERICAN. THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Trucolor. Associate ProducerTotter, Forrest
Western.
Joe Kane.Tucker.
director
RKD
March
RAGE
AT
DAWN
Technicolor.
Scott Mala
Powers, Forrest Tucker. ProducerRandolph
Nat Holt. Director
Tim Whelan Western. Lawman ioins train-robbers
and
leads them into trap. 87 min. 3/21
Film

May Technicolor. Barbara
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
April
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.

QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 110
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
e
n
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest,
Price-St. Cyr. 88 min.
Ju
WAKAMBA
Technicolor.
African
Adventure.
65 min.Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. VirginiaDirector
Mayo, Allan
DennisDwan.
Morgan,
David Benedict
Farrar,
Lance Fuller.
Producer
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native tabu's
but relent86 their
remain
on the and
islandsacrifices
and
get married.
min. plan and
Coming
BENGAZI SuperScope. Victor McLaglen, Richard Conte,
Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm. [Panamint Pictures!. Melodrama. Gun runners seeking gold
buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs.
BOY AND THE BULL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Michel Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph
Hoyos. Drama. The adventures of a young mexican boy
who grows up with a bull as his main companion and
friend and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Drama.
An American
for Pancho TheVillatreasure
help1,
him
to steal
money to working
finance revolution.
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the loan survivor of his band.
WINDOW, THE Barbara Hale, Bobby Driscoll. Arthur
Kennedy. Producer Frederic Ullman, Jr. Director Ted
Tetzlaff.
der and isSuspense
marked drama.
for death.Small boy witnesses a mur2DTH

CENTURY-FDX
February

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope. Deluxe Color
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bed
room adventures of husband ewhen wife is away
summer vacation. 105 min.J6/13.
un
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love with
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama. 102 min.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small college and the fraternity house the fun begins
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalban
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Pano
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to clear
his
father 74of min.
several
killings falls into hands of real
murderer.
2/7.Coming
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe Mara Lane, Rossano Brazzl
Producerby Steven
Dennis O'Keefe.
Pre
sented
Patria Pallos.
PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A young
secretary murders her boss land lover) and implicates
an American car salesman who falls in love with her
Accused of crime he forces her to confess. 81 min. 5/30
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord
he masquarades
priest
town. Masauarade
ends and ashe afinds
love.and saves the
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated be
cause her blood is a mixture of two worlds.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producer-director R. Webb. Western. A few years after
the Civil War two brothers head to a frontier town
with robbery in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head
of the bank and they become partners in cattle. The\
head further west and their adventures lead them
among indians, former Union guerrillas and a woman
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Direc
tor Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt of
secure ships
to sail
new Elizabeth.
world Raleigh encounters love and
wrathto oftheQueen
UNITED

ARTISTS

RACERS, THE CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Kirk
Douglas, Bella Darvi, Gilbert Roland. Producer J.
Blaustein. Director Henry Hathaway. Action drama.
Conflicts of race driver who desires to become top
European racing star. 95 min. 2/7.
WHITE FEATHER (Panoramic) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Webb. Western. Frontiersman
overcomes Indian warriors and helps to bring peace
between savages and whites. 102 min. 2/21.
March
UNTAMED CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward. Producer Bert Friedlob. Director Henry King. Aaventure drama. Story of Boer
colonization of Free State in South Africa. I I I min. 3/7.

March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard Koch
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convicts in
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 3/21
MARTY
Borgnine,Delbert
BetsyMann.
Blair.Romantic
Hecht-Lancasterj
Production.Ernest
Director
drama.
Boy and girl, to whom life has denied romance, sud
denly find it in each others arms. 89 min. 4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Productions!
Ansco color Joel McCrea. Miroslava. Producer Robe
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Younc
circut judge brings justice to town controlled by one
family empire. 66 min.

pril
MAN CALLED PETER, AA CinemaScope,
Color bv Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMa
Marshall.
119 min. 4/4.
y
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope,
Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.

BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
pril G. Robinson, George
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Directoi
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Roya
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
May Errol Flynn, Anna
LET'S MAKE UP EastmanColor.
Neagle,
David drama.
Farrar.Set Producer-director
Wilcox. Musical
in late war England,Herbert
younc
musical
comedy
star
is
forced
to choose between ar
actor and a soldier. 94 min.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Pro
ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama
RAF pilot fighting in Burma disintergrates under pres
sures of Burmese
war. Regains
gripmin.on 4/4.
life thru contact witr
beautiful
girl. 100

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
girl marooned
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Alber
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Di- KISS
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspensf
rector Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor be- drama.
Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet o
friends 18-year-old French oroh^n which leads to racketeers,
deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
ROEBER'S
ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilRichard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Directoi
land, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett.
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two differen
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hire
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.
both
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill of
the other.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
IGER AND THE FLAME. THE Ttchnicolor I Filmed in
ndia). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
itory
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
ight foroffreedom.
min.
OP
THE WORLD
Robertson,
velynOF Keyes.
Producer Dale
Michael
Baird. Frank
DirectorLovejoy,
Lewis
oster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowlg experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.
ne
IG BLUFF, THE JohnJuBromfield,
Martha Vickers.
.obert Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director w!
ee Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
REAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel. Jack Warner,
obert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
ewis
Gilbert.World
Drama.WarDaring
amp during
II. 88 escape
min. from Nazi prison

JTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
•f Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 4/13.
! EA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
)irk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
<ngel. Director
« i.ircraft.
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
UMMERTIME Technicolor. Katherine Hepburn, Ras■ ano Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
'.ean. Romantic
drama. American secretary finds ro
« i nance
enice. 99and min.new4/27.perspective on life vacationing in
July
AM WHO LOVED REDHEADS, THE Technicolor,
doira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
, al.
osef89 Somlo.
min. Director Harold French. Romantic musiJOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland. Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producer' director Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealdoctortragedy.
who gains
perspective
It pus
personal
135 min.
4/27. on his practice thru
.HADOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Films) Richard
jreene. Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Have• (,ock-AMan.
DirectorsendsSidney
Salkow. to Romantic
drama.
ussian Empress
her lover
kidnap beautiful
•I with
ival hisforvictim.
throne.93 Plan
backfires
when
he
falls
in
love
min.
Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
\ lichard Burton, Frederick March, Claire Bloom, Danielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
i jlramatiiation of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
IEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
juy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
I J'ind
ictionEdward
thriller. Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
IIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
Robert Aldrich. ' Drama.
Producer-dire
■rVinters.
I ;lehind-the-scen
es story ofctorHollywood.
1RASS RING, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Vnne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxvell Shane. Melodrama.
)ESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
iroduction. Dir. Lesley Selancrer. Adventure drama.
JENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, TechI ucolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler. Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
Jaris
to
escapestage-struck
romantic entanglements
Involved with
millionaire. and become
<ENTUCKIAN,
THE
CinemaScope,
Burt
-ancaster. Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster.Technicolor.
Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer
adventure,
-rontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
"Vest interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
'civilize" them.
*IIGHT
THE HUNTER Robert Mitchum, Shelley
"inters, OF
Lillian
Producer
,-harles Laughton.Gish.
Suspense
drama.Paul Gregory. Director
'ISTOLERODavidJackMiller.
Palance.
Producer
Philip Waxman.
director
Western
Adventure.
STAR
OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walace. Producer
Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
OWN TAMER. THE Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson
western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
s finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
UN1VERSAL-INTL
February
* & C MEET
KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
-ostello,
Fred THE
Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer
-hnstie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. AHoward
4 C in'ade Hollywood of the early I900's and become
inI'olved
in
usual
shenanigans
while
tracking
down
•windier of $5000. 79 min. 2/21.
=AR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart Ruth
!<oman,
Connne Calvet,
Brennan. Producer
Wen Rosenberg. DirectorWalter
Arrthony
Outdoor
lirama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Mann.
Stewart
'lays tag with gold, love, sudden death.Alaska,
97 min. 2/7.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams,
producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
--rime drama. A product of the slums in the depresera, manhelpis helped to go straight after years of
:nme sionthru
of understanding cop. 94 min. 1/28.
Film

March
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
LAND OF FURY (J. A. Rank! Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Glynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. Director Ken Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
pioneers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry
by Indians
is let to safety by army captaintrapped
martial for desertion. 88 min. 2/21. subject to court
A pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade
Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 84 min.
MA
& PA Producer
KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride.
Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over
the
running
processing plant. 79 min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.y Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT
OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer
Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involvednewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79Jumin. 5/14.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Fine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
N' Technicolor
. Rory
Laurie, MISEEHAVI
Jack Carson.
Producer Sam
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world
when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88 '/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pe vney. Romantic drama. Marriage
society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rockyofgoing
because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. N»ar-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 'A min. 4/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's Co
nobleman.
ming82 min. 4/13.
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty during dangerous trek thruin American
wilderness.

WARNER
BROTHERS
February
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Savilie.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also bocomes involved in cause of Christianity. 137 min. 12/27.
UNCHAINED
Elroy Hirsch.
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
the Institution for Men at Chino. 75 min. 2/7.
March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World
War2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left
148 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL lEdward Smalll Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
MayWarnerColor. Print by
A pril
Technicolor. Julie Harris, James
Dean. Raymond Massey. Producer John Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man's1 15efforts
to
win
the
love
of his domineermin. 2/21.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell. Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Adventures
young
in Santa Fe during
frontier days.of 112
min.woman-doctor
4/18.
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas,David
Kurt Kaszner.
Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 min. 4/18.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne, Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighter is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase Is In line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor.
Randolph Scott,
ne Weisbart,
Dorothy Malone. ProducerJuDavid
Director
Lesley Selander. Western. Revenge-seeking Montanan
returns
obsessed
with
burning
desire
to
right
a
wrong
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/14.
JulyRedgrave. Richard Todd.
DAM BUSTERS,
THE Scientist
Michael
Aerial
war drama.
believes World War II
can R.A.F.
possiblyundertakes
be shortened
by penetrating
Ruhr Dams.
The
the task.
102 min.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey Martin,
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks.
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 4/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda, James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama.
Boredom incites mischief
Coming
aboard
cargo5/30.
ship
anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123a min.
HANDFUL OF CLOUDS, A CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict
helps and falls in love with young crippled girl. Involved in robbery he is finallv killed.
FETE
KELLY'S BLUES
CinemaScope.
WarnerColor.
Print
by Technicolor.
Jack Webb,
Janet Leigh.
Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Rational Film Carriers
Office: 235 N. 13th Street
7, Pa.:W. LOcust
NewPhiladelphia
Terminal: 2137
Jefferson7-4822
Street
Philadelphia 21, Pa.: POplar 5-9400

LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
GeorgeDiNader, GODIVA
Victor McLaglen.
Arthur.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
rector Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
HIGHWAY
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs.
EXPRESS LINES, INE.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. UnMember National Film Carriers
natural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/14.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during World War II.
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"The brightest juvenile
talent introduced to
the screen in years!"
MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Unearths
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past

of young
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And did you watch and listen to the way the entire
Colgate Variety Hour (NBC-TV ) on July 24th -with Jack Webb starringshouted the news about Pete Kelly's Blues!

REMINDER FROM COMPO: DID YOU MAIL YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR AUDIENCE AWARDS?

talent

for

BETTE
Two-time
Award

DAVIS

Academy

Winner

in her triumphant return to the screen!

RICHARD
Who

20th'i

in

grosses

TODD

electrified the

nation in A "Man

JOAN

Called Peter". ..as Sir Walter Raleigh!

COLLINS

l IT

/

Luscious English beauty
v^f' 1
whose portrayal of The Lady-in- Waiting will rocket her to stardo
20th Century-Fox presents
BETTE DAVIS • RICHARD TODD
JOAN COLLINS in THE VIRGIN
QUEEN co-storring JAY ROBINSON
HERBERT MARSHALL • DAN
O'HERLIHY with Robert Dooglos
Romney Brent • Morjorie Hellen • Lisa
Daniels • Produced by CHARLES
BRACKETT • Directed by HENRY
KOSTER • Written by HARRY
BROWN and MINDRET LORD
Print by Technicolor

'It's a pleasure to do
business with 20th

Producer
CHARLES

BRACKETT

Three-time

Academy

Award

winner!

Director
HENRY KOSTER Who

gave you "The

Robe" and "A

Man

Called

®
ClN

EM

A

spectacularly spreads before you the velvet cloak, the violent dag if
the never-told story of "The Virgin Queen". ..the Lady-in-Waiti \>
and the boldest adventurer of a lusty age !

Exhibitors! Mail Your Nominations For Audience Awards!
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II It <>i v
O'Neil

Shall
Take

The

Key

Distribu
(The

New

RKO?

Thomas Francis O'Neil, one-time
ikipper of a Coast Guard LST, is
ibout due for a new challenge in
lelmsmanship on the shoal-filled
vaters of industry. The problem :
Wvhere to navigate his new vessel and
Its potentially gold-laden cargo,
RKO Radio Pictures. Conditions
3ein°; what they are, he is confronted by as unsteady a compass needle
is can be found.
The influence causing Mr. O'Neil's
:ompass needle to fluctuate with
such uncertainty is the current, product-starved condition of the theatre
exhibition field. As Tom O'Neil and
his colleagues survey this situation
even further, we've a hunch RKO
Radio will take on a role not too unlike its historic one — a source of
films for movie houses.
The vast lot, the immense sound
stages, the exchanges and other physical properties he acquired in the
$25,000,000 deal are not meant to
serve primarily television's miniature screens. Mr. O'Neil will realize
this. He strikes us as a highly flexible individual, as elastic, perhaps, as
the raw rubber his parent company
shapes into tires. He promises to
Ibring into our industry a fresh infusion of high executive skills learned in big business, which commingles with a bright, sometimes romantic, approach to things. As he
gradually absorbs the nature and potentials of the movie industry, we
believe he will more and more view
theatre production as the major facet
of his new enterprise.

General Teleradio represents the
first time TV interests have absorbed a movie company lock, stock and
barrel. As time goes by, it is likely
that the tail will wag the dog.

to>
tion

For all the harsh sound of its
threat to pursue the course of
Government intervention, Allied's
board of directors has presented a
situation pregnant with possibilities
for improved intra-industry relations. Despite the expressed belief
that the results of the Joint TOAAllied committee's efforts fell short
of the hoped-for mark in negotiations with the distributors, the
board reaffirmed its willingness to
hold the conciliation door open — although not indefinitely. In effect,
the exhibitor organization has deposited the key to the situation in
the lap of distribution. To wit:
Reporting cn the work of the
Emergency Defense subcommittee,
which, with the group from TOA,
met with top distribution executives
on trade problems, the Allied board,
meeting in Washington last week,
accepted "at face value the assurances given by the various film executives that the promises made will
soon be publicly proclaimed and put
into effect." This attitude was based
cn the premise that the exhibitors'
need for relief is "so great that any
step in that direction, however meager, should be welcomed."
It was a difficult — and, some
thought, impossible — task the Joint

Committee undertook. That they
managed to convey to most of the
top distribution executives the urgency of relief was implicit in the
tone of distribution statements following the meetings. Both Allied
and TOA deserved the gratitude of
theatremen everywhere for putting
aside their rivalry to work side by
side for the welfare of the whole exhibition body. And Allied is wise in
accepting for the present even what
it calls "such meager" compensations as were proffered by the distributors, and waiting to see what
the film companies will do about
their promises.
We feel, however, that the board's
action in discharging the subcommittee was premature. Since the
open door policy is the big link in
the Emergency Defense resolution
toward conciliation, these men, who
know first-hand everything that took
olace in the meetings with distribution, should continue their active
liaison with the film executives to
facilitate future negotiations. We
hope Allied will reconsider and reconstitute this vital body, so that it
may continue to work jointly with
the TOA group in search of equitable harmony.
If such contact is maintained, it
will be up to the film men to carry
the ball. By activating their oral
pledges the distributors will earn a
measure of good will — and, we believe, ultimate financial gain — that
will do much to remove the Damoclesian threat of government regulation.
But what a master stroke of trade
relations statesmanship it would be

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publications, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine
Street, PTiTadelphia 7, Pa., LOcust 8-09S0, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Richard N.
Newton, Business Manager; Robert D. Lauder,
Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 522 Fifth Avenue,
New York 34, N. Y., MUrray Hill 2-3631;
Richard Bretstein, Editorial Representative.
Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, {3.00 in
the U. S .; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00.
TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the U. S.;
Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

if they were to ignore Allied's mailed
fist, accept instead the olive branch,
and voluntarily augment their
pledges with relief measures above
and beyond those to which they have
committed themselves !
We fervently hope, for their sake,
as well as for the benefit of their
(Continued on Page 7)
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M-G-M presents in CinemaScope . DORIS DAY . JAMES CAGN
"LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME" • co-starring Cameron Mitchell .
Robert Keith • Tom Tully • Screen Play by Daniel Fuchs and
Lennart • Story by Daniel Fuchs • Photographed in Eastman
Directed by Charles Vidor . Produced by Joe Pasternak.

TOP

BLACKBOARD

PICTURES

JUNGLE
M-G-M presents "BLACKBOARD JUNGLE" starring GLENN II
Anne Francis • Louis Calhern . with Margaret Hayes . Screen PI
Richard Brooks • Based on the Novel by Evan Hunter . Direct
Richard Brooks • Produced by Pandro S. Berman.

AMERICA

IS

SEEING!

(3 TIMES AS MANY

AS ANY OTHER

MAJOR COMPANY)

*
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VARIETY'S
SURVEY
POPULAR

NATIONWIDE

OF

THE

"10

MOVIES"

M-G-M

BOXOFFICE

MOST

SHOWS

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope
• "INTERRUPTED MEI0
starring GLENN FORD . ELEANOR PARKER . with Roger h
Cecil Kellaway • Written by William Ludwig and Sonya Levien
On Her Life Story by Marjorie Lawrence . Photographed in E»
Color . Directed by Curtis Bernhardt . Produced by Jack Cunafl

FIRST!

E

COBWEB''

Oh Jhe AilDisneyland Show
As television entertainment, the unveiling of Walt Disney's seventeen
million dollar amusement park at Anaheim, California, was hardly spectacular. The technical difficulties inherent

Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 5)
exhibitor customers — for the wellbeing of the entire industry — that
the film executives who made these
promises will not only put into practice the machinery to effectuate
them, but will go beyond their
pledges to do all in their power to
ease the problems of exhibition.
It's truly a golden opportunity.
II hut
Who
The

Matters
Picks

Oscar

Up
Tab!

The MPAA's declination to pay
the costs of the annual Academy
Awards telecast will not sit too well
with those in the trade who feel that
this should be strictly an industry
affair.
We repeat what we have said before :there is no sound reason why
the tab for this annual event should
not be picked up by an outside sponsor. Everyone gets a good deal. The
sponsor gets a billion dollars worth
of talent for which he pays only the
the line costs; the public gets a
"spectacular" that it could never see
if the entertainers had to be bought ;
our industry gets a great, big, wonderful, entertainment-loaded public
relations commercial for motion pictures.
One of the principal — and valid —
objections to non-industry sponsorship in the past has been the inordinate length and frequency of the
commercials. It was glaringly evident last year, so much so that we
believe even the sponsor has learned
that overselling hurts more than it
helps. Certainly there is every reason to believe that the MPAA, in its
negotiations with Oldsmobile and
NBC, will be successful in remedying this.
If Oldsmobile wants to pay the
check for televising this Cadillac of
entertainment events, it's no skin off
anyone's nose. The important thing
is that this great movie-selling attraction be placed before the nation's
eyes and ears.

To the Editor:
Mr. Coulter's handling of the pay-television subject has given your readers a
clearer view of "narrow-casting" and the
reasons behind its promotion.
DAVID SARNOFF
Chairman of the Board
Radio Corp. of America
*
*
*
To the Editor:
Thanks very much for the wonderful
space you gave Audience Awards in this
week's issue of the Film BULLETIN.
Your handling of the Audience Awards
press book is tops and I am sure it will be
of great help in promoting the participation of exhibitors in this project.
CHARLES E. McCARTHY
Information Director, COMPO
*
*
*
To the Editor:
The June 27th Film BULLETIN was
the first trade journal I picked up this
morning and hastened to read the piece,
"Dollars— not Culture— Toll TV Aim!"
On behalf of the Committee Against
Toll TV please accept our sincere thanks
and appreciation for this fine assist to
bring out the facts.
The public is learning that the whole
Toll TV grab has but one goal — to take
money out of their pockets for the slot
machine gadget decoder and for programs
they now get free.
Articles of the type you carried in the
June 27th issue helps establish communications within the trade, and indirectly, to
the public on what the grab of free air
waves is all about.
Thanks so much.
TRUEMAN T. REMBUSCH
*
*
*
To the Editor:
Your articles on the Toll-TV issue by
that master of words and phrases, Leonard Coulter, is one of the best I've read
in years. Congratulations to you for this
outstanding service to the industry.
The Committee Against Toll-TV would
be wise to make up a brochure of the two
parts and mail far and wide from Maine
to California.
With every good wish to you and hoping the motion picture industry will appreciate what you have done,
DAVID A. BADER
Atlantic Television Corp.

in bringing Mr. Disney's "eighth wonder of the world" to the TV screens
were not satisfactorily overcome, and
fault could be found with the organization of the program, the mc'ing of
it, and the like.
But this did not really matter; if
ever the success of 90 minutes of network programming did not completely
depend on the "entertainment" value
of the material, this was a supreme instance of it. For the purpose of "Dateline Disneyland" was simply to reveal
the "miracle" that Disney's imagination had wrought. There could be no
doubt of that in the mind of any viewer who watched the show, whether he
wasnot.
amused for the full ninety minutes
or
The program was a very satisfactory
tribute to Walt Disney's showmanship. The four areas of the park —
Frontierland, Tomorrowland, Fantasyland and Adventureland — served to remind viewers of the whole canon of
Disney's work in Hollywood throughout the years, and of his very special
contribution to the history of the
American film. One got the feeling,
as the cameras roamed through the recesses of this huge park, focusing
upon its ingenious "Alice in Wonderland" props, that only Disney could
have come up with it.
Interestingly, the press, invited to
the park's opening, turned to the general subject of Hollywood-on-TV after
describing Disneyland. At least two
writers — syndicated columnist Frank
Farrell and N. Y. Post critic J. N.
Tuck — discussed in succeeding columns
the prospective Warner Bros, and
MGM series, as if suddenly aware of
the potential showmanship that Hollywood can evidence via the TV screen.
Hollywood-on-TV continued in the
television news all last week. The primary effect, it seems to us, was to illustrate the kind of imaginative and
fabulous showmanship that has, very
properly, been particularly associated
with Hollywood down through the
years. For this reason alone, if for no
other, Mr. Disney's miracle was good
news for the movie industry.
— Dick Bretstein
Film BULLETIN
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By Philip R. Ward
E $25,000,000 QUESTIONS. Perhaps the most inuing element of the package deal which ties up RKO
Ho in a nice, neat General Tire & Rubber band is the
stions it poses. For instance :
!) What really motivated General Tire to plunk down
h a cool figure for what is ostensibly the most inactive
unproductive property in Hollywood? Much ado has
n made of RKO Radio's film library. Obviously, G. T.
Ml. would not spend this kind of coin merely to surfeit
I film appetite of the relatively few TV outlets controlled
■ its General Teleradio subsidiary. The answer involves
s; :s of film to outside, independent stations. Recent
■ dies prove that the truly sound "oldies" produce far
ore income for hard-pressed stations than the big netIrk shows, including "spectaculars." Teleradio's Tom
■>Ieil knows this first hand. After shelling out $42,000
film for a batch held by Bank of America, his lagging
' outlets not only captured viewers in droves, but earned
earty profit of $28,000 per picture from sponsor revenue,
e gimmick in exhibiting first-class "oldies" on TV is the
nber of short spot ads that can be sold. Mr. O'Neil
jws his independent telecasting colleagues need product,
1 badly. He can command a good price for the films.
0

the other companies scare. We doubt that they will. It is
far more economic to bid up TV's price by holding out or
releasing a trickle than to dump everything at once. Besides, profits from theatre exhibition are once more buying
three-finger steaks for the movie elements. You don't sell
out a sure thing for a few quick bucks. At least not yet.

4) Where will the new RKO Radio stand with respect
to production for theatres? When the deal was first announced, awidely circulated report held that Howard
Hughes demanded as a condition of the sale that studio
production be continued. To date there has been no valid
confirmation of Teleradio's consent to this. Even if true,
there appears to be no binding stipulation requiring theatre
production. Teleradio may well chose to utilize the sound
stages for the production of TV fare. Simple economics,
however, seem to dictate a more diversified course. Employment of RKO's extensive studios to shoot video films
would seem as profligate as renting Yankee Stadium for
the high school junior varsity. Production of good films
for theatres would not only prove an excellent hedge, but
it is sure to run up fancy earnings figures from productparched exhibs. We believe this, too, will be borne out
once Mr. O'Neil studies the scene.
0

') Will TV income, then, represent RKO Radio's major
irce of revenue? Notwithstanding this high potential, a
indiose view of TV income may be more idealistic than
J. Here's why: the number of first-rank "oldies" suite for the TV market may be smaller than expected,
jht now no one seems to be certain of the extent of the
lilable RKO backlog. Estimates have varied from 400
800 features. Let's assume a middle figure
600. It is
estionable whether more than 100 to 150 willofturn
out to
real income-producers. Mr. O'Neil would need quite a
more than a $28,000 profit per pic to make the deal
>k good. However, a reissue of the cream of the library
the theatre exhibition market might be much more
afitable. We look for Mr. O'Neil to follow this course
ce he fully surveys the situation. Moreover, he is far
) wise a businessman than to glut the TV market with a
»h outpouring of films that would depress the market for
ure sales.
O

3) Will the RKO Radio deal open the film backlog
odgates to TV? Much depends on Teleradio's ultimate
proach to the situation. As stated above, we believe Mr.
Neil will exercise a wary approach. But no matter what
urse Teleradio takes, its TV dealings will be regulated
what's available in the library. And this may not add
to $25 million. Much will also depend on how easily

5) Who owns the tax loss write-off privilege? Conflicting views on who possesses the tasty $20 million-plus
write-off (from prior years' losses) feature have emerged
to becloud the picture. Some factions say this plum resides
in the parent company, RKO Corp., not affected by the
sale. If it goes to Teleradio, the sale takes on a completely
new slant, and motives regarding both TV and film industry activity may be rightfully Questioned. Inheriting the
tax-loss carry-over means the buyer would be home virtually free within a few years by offsetting these losses
against current profits.
O
O
WOLFSON AND LOEW'S. The possibility of a forceful
infiltration into the movie industry by Louis Wolfson,
voiced originally by Financial Bulletin, burst into attention
again as a result of a Wall Street Journal story naming
Loew's, Inc. as the likely target. In light of this disclosure,
it may now be revealed that Loew's is very, very much on
the proxy-fighter's mind. Despite readily expected denials,
Mr. Wolfson has a weather eye cocked on both Loew's
studios and Loew's theatres. Upon divorcement, Wolfson
may move upon one or the other, provided business conditions play into his hands. F. B. sources indicate he may
even move sooner in order to jockey himself into the more
favorable spot once the separation comes.
Film BULLETIN
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to Be Very, Very Popular"
Gututete &<ZttH$ O O O
Solid returns in general situations for this daffy farce. Levity
is the keynote. Sheree North build-up, title song, "rock V
roll" number will get this off to fast start.
There hasn't been a comedy quite this daffy around for
seme time, and it should be a refreshing change of pace
How

for comedy lovers. It's good, rowdy, slapsticky farce. Put
together a snappy, frothy script by Nunnaliy Johnson, the
much-publicized Sheree North and her "rock 'n' roll"
dance, plus Betty Grable, and you have a good, solid attraction for mass audiences. While the girls will sell the
tickets, the film's real humor is supplied by such seasoned
veterans as Charles Coburn, Andrew Tombes and Alice
Pearce. Their antics are quite funny as a series of mishaps,
near riots, and generally absurd situations unfold. Fast,
breezy and light, this is attractively mounted in CinemaScope and De Luxe color. Nunnaliy Johnson's touch is
always sure. Wacky plot has show girls Grable and North
witnessing a murder and running away, lest they receive
similar treatment. When they take refuge at a nearby college, Tommy Noonan, a student, unintentionally hypnotizes North — a trance which persists throughout — and
North and Orson Bean strike up a post-hypnotic romance.
Bob Cummings tries to protect the girls, and especially
Grable, with whom he becomes thoroughly enamoured.
With the murderer pursuing, the scene is one of panic and
confusion, with college president Coburn and housemother
Pearce getting involved in the hi-jinx. In a funny wind-up,
graduation exercises are disrupted by North "rocking-androlling" and the killer striking, but everything is straightened out, with the whole group happily paired-off.
20th Century-Fox. 89 minutes. Betty Grable. Sheree North, Bob Cummings, Charles
Coburn, Tommy Noonan, Orson Bean, Fred Clark, Alice Pearce. Produced and
directed by Nunnaliy Johnson.

"The Night of the Hunter"
ScuiKete Rati*? OOO
Gregory-Laughton production of best-seller a "must" for
all class and serious patrons. Off-beat suspense-murder
thriller loaded with exploitation angles. Best for class spots.
The team of Paul Gregory and Charles Laughton, which
has been doing so much exciting theatrical work, has now
given us a highly interesting film. Based on Davis Grubb's
best-seller, "The Night of the Hunter" is off-beat melodrama, so good in so many ways that tops returns from
class and better situations seem assured. In addition, its
central event — the pursuit of two small children by their
murderer-step-father — is so compellingly suspenseful that
audiences in general will be gripped by it. This angle is,
of course, exploitable. Otherwise, the "artyness" of the
film will require that special handling be given it to insure
all-arcund good grosses. A suspense-thriller on the surface, in which Robert Mitchum is cast as a fanatical itinerant evangelist with a number of murders to his "credit,"
the film is actually a profound and moving portrayal of
good and evil and of the flight of Mitchum's step-children
— their fears, their loneliness, and finally, their discovery
of love, when they are taken in by kindly, religious Lillian
Gish. Froducer Gregory and director Laughton have done
[jSisttfe** &*Uh?
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some outstanding things with this film. It uses sound a i
sight to create a thrilling tone-poem, achieving, by far, t
best black-and-white photography of the year. Scenes
which the children, running away, float down the river e
simply unforgettable. It is beautifully acted — with you
Billy Chapin giving a memorable performance — brilliani
scripted bv the late James Agee, and superbly directed
Laughton. The locale is West Virginia against the bac
ground of the 1930 depression. Evangelist-maniac Mite
um, in prison for robbery, meets a man who is to be ej
cuted for robbery and murder. Upon his release, Mitchi
decides to look up the man's family — Shelley Winters a
her two children — and try to secure the money not i
covered by the police. He marries Winters, but realh
that only her son, Billy Chapin, knows where the mon
is. Frantically, Mitchum kills Winters, and tries to lea
Chapin's secret. The children succeed in running aw;
with Mitchum in pursuit. After several days of floati
down the river, they are taken in by Lillian Gish, who pi
tects them. When Mitchum shows up, she shoots him, h
him arrested. Takes the children under her wing.
UA. 93 minutes. Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters, Lillian Gish, Evelyn Varc
Billy Chapin. Produced by Paul Gregory. Directed by Charles Laughton.

"Female on the Beach"
Scuine** Rati*} OOO
Suspense melodrama, with intriguing romantic elemen
will register in the general market. Strong marquee magr
tism in Crawford-Chandler names. Good exploitables.
Somewhat reminiscent of the old Hitchcok thriller, "Si
picion," this is an engrossing, if not enthralling, suspen:
melodrama that should go over well with general au>
ences. It will not register so well with discriminati
viewers. The action is set against the effectively chilli,
background of an almost-deserted beach area, and the fir
rate photography paints a convincing picture of the deso
tion of the locale. Joan Crawford and Jeff Chandler ma
an interesting pair, with Crawford effectively playing 1 1
role of a wealthy and haughty widow beset by fears I
her life. With a murder at the beginning and pregna
hints as to the character of Chandler, the man next do>
dropped throughout the first half of the film, the susper
builds steadily, aided by Joseph Pevney's direction, t
playing
good
Crawford-Chand'
coupling and
will adraw
the musical
adult andscore.
fern trade.
The myste
angle is charged with exploitables. Story opens with t^
death of Judith Evelyn, a wealthy widow who has be
renting Crawford's beach home. Crawford arrives the ne
day, ushered in by renting-agent Jan Sterling. It turns c;
that Chandler, who lives next door, with an unsavory ole
couple, has been romancing Evelyn to get money from h
When he begins the routine with Crawford, she is wa'i
but intrigued. Chandler wins her confidence and they £;
married. Her suspicions are soon fired and she becorr'
sure he is trying to kill her. In a bang-bang conclusic.
with Crawford fleeing from her pursuing husband, Ste
ing, in love with Chandler, is revealed as Evelyn's mi
deress and Crawford's potential killer.
Universal.
97 minutes.
Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Produced'
Albert Zugsmith.
DirectedJoanby Crawford,
Joseph Pevney.
O
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"To Hell and
SutUeM, IZoUk?

Back"
Q Q

O

ong war film fashioned from autobiography of Audie
| rphy. Story of the great WWII hero told with feeling, auk nticity, impact. Figures to roll up good grosses generally.
1\ good, solid war film. Audie Murphy's autobiography
■the same name is the basis of the picture's exploits and
I imhy plays himself with directness. Much of the cont uous action is composed almost entirely of actual fight■ r. Since Murphy's battlefield adventures are factually
k e — to distinguish it from previous accounts of World
lar II heroics — it is better than many that have appeared,
■fits authenticity, crispness and simplicity. What is preiited here has for the most part been seen before, but the
f n's merit is the sharpness and neatness of its presenta|n. And the personality of Murphy registers, and quite
P ongly, while the other soldiers in the field come to life,
r ewers will leave the theatre with a feeling of endearI:nt toward the hero. Jesse Hibbs' direction is good,
iver letting the pace falter, and he gets competent per■ mances from the featured players. CinemaScope-Techa:olor photography lends an able assist, and is particular■] effective in the battlefield scenes. Action fans will love
fi Complete lack of romance might be a drawback with
i ; fern trade, but exploitation built around "Audie Mur1 y's own story" should sell it quite satisfactorily. Story
flgins with brief glimpse into Murphy's childhood, its
|||verty and his determination to support his family. When
pir is declared, he enlists in the Army, after being rejected
1 the Air Force and Navy, and displays great courage in
B; first days of combat in North Africa. Leading the dir;ion in most of the major campaigns in Italy and France,
I is promoted, step by step, and he sees his best friends
Wounded in Germany, his last battle is his most
■ roic. Out of service, he has all the country's military
] nors bestowed upon him.

Ivcrsal. 104 minutes. Audie Murphy, Marshall Thompson, Charles Drake, Jack
I y. Produced by Aaron Rosenberg. Directed by Jesse Hibbs.

"The
SutUe&x

Kentuckian"
TZatiK? O

O

arm, colorful story of a backwoodsman

O
and his son, but

•pri singly short on action. Above-average returns generalwith title and Lancaster name reaping profits.
Latest of the Hecht-Lancaster releases "The Kentuckp," will get a mixed boxoffice reception. Lancaster, bowZ as director, has tried to come up with a serious drama
out pioneer days, but hasn't adequately resolved the seris, talky aspect of it, with the two-fisted action element.
ie result is a generally uneven film — though there are
me very good things in it— into which too much has
en packed without definition and clarity. The story,
apted from the Felix Holt novel, "The Gabriel Horn,"
ripted by A. B. Guthrie, Jr., is about Lancaster, a childlly irresponsible man, and his son, trying to settle down
d lead normal lives, and their failure to do so. It has a
eat deal of warmth and disarming simplicity, but is
Jttered by elements such as a backwoods' feud and the
imotivated hostility of one of the characters. Action is

intermittent, if not downright rare, and the pace is not
nearly as brisk as it should have been. But on the plus
side, the CinemaScope-Technicolor photography is eye-filling and colorful, performances are warm, and Dianne Foster particularly impressive. This shapes up as more satisfactory fare for the general — and even class market — than
for the action trade, but the title and Lancaster name
should draw the latter. Wandering widower Lancaster and
his son, Donald MacDonald, plan to go to Texas. Along
the way they use all the money they have to free indentured servant, Dianne Foster. Lancaster decides to work
for his brother to earn the necessary money. Foster works
for tavern-keeper Walter Matthau, whose hostility towards
Lancaster is the cause of several conflicts. Lancaster becomes friendly with school teacher Diana Lynn who, in
turn, falls in love with him. Film traces change in Lancaster's manner, from the awkward and foolish backwoodsman to a smoothly confident businessman. But his son is
unhappy with the life of restraint that they are leading, so
when Lancaster kills a pair of family enemies who have
been pursuing him and reconciles with Foster, they decide
to move on to Texas.
United Artists. 104 minutes. Burt Lancaster, Dianne Foster, Diana Lynn. Produced
by Harold Hecht. Directed by Burt Lancaster.

'The
Night
Holds Terror"
SutUtC
te ^OttH
f GOG

Slick, highly effective, suspense-thriller, has makings of boxoffice 'sleeper'. Favorable word-of-mouth, exploitabies will
go far to offset absence of marquee names.
Made on a low-budget and with a cast of unknowns, this
is, nevertheless, one of the most effective thrillers of the
year. Word-of-mouth enthusiasm about this Columbia surprise package will be pronounced and it might develop into
a "sleeper." Based on the "desperate hours" theme — in
which a family is held helpless by a group of desperados —
the picture generates suspense and tension from its first
moment to its last, with the narrative unfolding with
breath-taking speed. Its semi-documentary scenes, dealing
with cooperative efforts of police and the phone company
to trace the killers' whereabouts, emerge as unusually convincing and exciting cinema. Andrew Stone, who wrote,
produced and directed the film deserves credit for a compact, chilling off-beat suspense job. His direction is fine
and he has elicited excellent performances from the group
of unknowns. Jack Kelly creates deep feeling for the victimized husband, and John Cassavetes is fine as the leader
of the invaders. This is charged with plenty of exploitation
angles. Driving home, Kelly picks up a hitch-hiker (Vince
Edwards) who pulls a gun on him. Edwards is joined by
his associates — Cassavetes and David Cross — who threaten
to kill him, but are persuaded to wait until he can sell his
car and turn over the money to them. They proceed to
Kelly's home, where wife Hildy Parks and their two children are held at gun-point overnight. In the morning the
trio takes Kelly with them as protection, and then orders
Parks to secure ransom money. She notifies the police,
and in the dragnet that is spread out, with much secrecy
and silence, the killers are finally apprehended and Kelly
is returned to his family.
Columbia. 86 minutes. Jack Kelly, Hildy Parks, Vince Edwards, John Cassavetes.
Produced and directed by Andrew Stone.
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In the previous (July 11) issue, Film BULLETIN
published views of witnesses critical of motion
pictures in regard to the juvenile delinquency
problem. Starting in this issue, read highlights
of testimony by film leaders.
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Juvenile Delinquency
Los Angeles, Cal., June 1617-18

Part 2

Senator Estes Kefauver, Presiding
James H. Bobo, Counsel
O

'itness: Dr. Marcel Frym, Director of Crimi>logy, Chief of Staff of the Hacker Foundation
Beverly Hills, California

Do you think it possible for children, so viewing one
picture, to pick up an idea and go out and commit a crime
of violence?
Dr. Frym. I would mistrust very much these statements. Iwant to point out that it is equally wrong to believe that the motivations which a human being offers,
what he believes to be his motivating force, is usually not
a true dynamic factor in his behavior.

Mr. Bobo. Doctor, in your study of the relationship of
iss media to juvenile delinquency, what have been some
your conclusions and findings?
Dr. Frym. Well, I agreed with those authorities in our
Id who state that there is a relation between certain exaitions of mass media and delinquency. I believe it cant be denied that certain criminology from juveniles are
tremely affected, as Dr. Hacker pointed out today, by
ms, by character description in movies and in TV shows,
cannot be denied and I wish there would be more rearch material available to endorse his view.

might say no, that, "The movies and the TV shows I have
been watching, they have no bearing on what I did," and
it might just in this case have been a very important dynamic factor. We must realize that the human behavior

I want to say I am extremely opposed to those views
lich would try to censor mass media at large. I want to
>int to the tremendous importance of pictures like, for

really originates on the unconscious level. A person doesn't know why he does something. And it is time that we
learned this.

stance, "Snake Pit", which has demonstrated very outgeous conditions in mental hospitals and alarmed the
iblic to these conditions.

Mr. Bobo. We couldn't say that the movie he saw would
be the cause of his performing a certain act.

I believe it is not the job of movies just to produce or
esent sugar-coated unrealities. It should show caste contions and alarm public indignation, but I personally am
=ry, very leery about those pictures which have no mesge whatsoever, or just pretend a message and really only
pitalize on viciousness and brutality.
Mr. Bobo. We oftentimes read in the newspaper when a
mtroversial picture is being played of a group of jumiles, one or more, performing an act, and saying they
id received the idea from a seeing a certain picture or
ading a certain magazine or seeing a certain television
low.

On the other hand, we should listen to it. It is very possible that in one individual case a boy really may have, especially ifhe is a feeble-minded boy, been tremendously
impressed by something that stimulated and touched at
his weak spots.
On the other hand, many may deny this, many kids

Dr. Frym. In my experience this would be just an excuse of the youngster. He wants to use it, just as a type
of any other excuse. I wouldn't trust this statement.
Dore Schary, Vice-President in Charge of
Production, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Schary, we are glad to have you
as a witness, and the Chairman is privileged to know Mr.
Schary a number of years. We appreciate your cooperation with our committee. I thought that you had a written
statement.
(Continued on Page 14)
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(Continued from Page 13)

Mr. Schary. No, I don't have a written statement.
Senator Kefauver. You have something written out
there.
Mr. Schary. Well, I have some notes on information
that may be of importance, depending on the questions. I
figured that I'd best come in with a very open mind, and
let's see what happens.
Senator Kefauver. All right, Mr. Bobo, do you wish to
ask Mr. Schary some preliminary questions?
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Schary you are vice-president in Charge
of Production, and how long have you been with the movie
industry, and in what capacity?
Mr. Schary. I have been working for films for 23 years
in the capacity of a writer, a producer, and as an executive.
Explains Production

Process

Mr. Bobo. As vice-president in Charge of Production, it
is more or less your responsibility to pass on the pictures
that will be made, to make decisions on scripts as to what
will be shown in the pictures?
Mr. Schary. That's right.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Schary, in the production of a motion
picture, from the beginning of it in script form or book
form, what is the attitude of the company with which you
work with regard to crime and violence and brutality as
are displayed in the movies that might be made?
Senator Kefauver. Well first, Mr. Bobo, before he answers that question, Mr. Schary has been in this business
for a long time and he knows about it; I think it would be
interesting to those who read the record and certainly the
members of the Senate who read the hearings to have you
state briefly just how a picture is produced from the beginning to the end, whose hands it goes through, and what
happens.
Mr. Schary. I'll be glad to try and do that, Senator. I
think you should know that every picture has its own particular history and record. There are some 30,000 story
ideas submitted during the course of an average year at a
major studio. Those 30,000 ideas are probably sifted down
to 1,000 which are considered the best by the reading department and/or the producer who may find the story, or
the writer who may come in to discuss it with you, or director or the executive himself. I have to cover those thousand stories personally. Out of those 1,000 you pick then
the 30 or 32 that will be the core of your production for a
fiscal year. Those 30 or 32 are picked on the basis of balance of program, and hopefully on the artistic and commercial success of the picture.
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Schary, are these 30,000 that are
sent in by people all over the country?
Mr. Schary. They are sent in by agents. There are telePage 14
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vision shows that are covered. There are short storul
covered in magazines. There are original ideas that a
brought in by people to discuss them with you first by or
form and later on in script form. They come from a varl
ty of sources.
Senator Kefauver. Some of them are produced by yoi
own writers?
Mr. Schary. That's right.
Senator Kefauver. About what percentage are sent i
and what percentage do your own people compose?
Mr. Schary. I better clarify it for you, sir. Of the 3
that are done or finished each year, I would say that n
more than about five come within your organization. Th
other 25 usually come from without your organizatio
from sources other than your people, but your own peopl •
do the actual writing. The writers that you employ d(
velop those ideas, or take a novel or the play and tur
them into a screen play. It's only about, I would say 15
20 per cent come from within your own organization, a
idea that a producer may have for a picture, or a writer c ...
a director. Does that clarify your question?
Senator Kefauver. Yes, it does.
Mr. Schary. Now, the selection of those stories, as I saj
is based on the balance you want in your program. Yo
obviously can't make a series of pictures all on the sam
subject. You cannot make them all at the same cost. Yoi
have to balance cost and subject material mostly in th
interest of a balanced public, hopeful for the interest of
balanced public. Also another consideration today is th
foreign business that our industry is doing, and we have t
bear in mind the audience of other countries other tha
our own. This program is balanced in so-called action pic
tures, dramatic pictures, music pictures, color picture;
costume pictures, tropical pictures, and so on.
Lists Types of Pictures
Senator Kefauver. Now, the 32 that you have in a noi
mal year, or was that last year that you produced 32?
Mr. Schary. Actually, last year we made 28. You usual
ly prepare about 32 and you make 28.
Senator Kefauver. Would you give a breakdown gen
erally of the type of those 28 so that we can get some idea
Mr. Schary. Well, last year we probably made 8 musica
films, 4 costume pictures, I would say 8 so-called moderi
stories, and a couple of Westerns, and the rest fell in thos
other categories in one way or another.
Senator Kefauver. Very well. The idea, then, is acceptei
by you, and then what happens?
Mr. Schary. Well, after we agree to make the picture
the writer is assigned to develop it with a producer, some
times with a director. They do a treatment of the story
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Final

ring the arrangement of that treatment, they may see
and discuss the tone of the story. They may discuss
! kind of a picture that it will be in terms of the size pice. After they have prepared the treatment, I will read
and we will then have a discussion about it. We will
ve a discussion in terms of its dramatic integrity, its
sibilities, its commercial aspects. They will then go
d write a screen play, which is a regular continuity with
the dialogue. Following completion of that screen play,
will have more discussion on the actual writing of the
een play. Once that is approved and put into final form,
s sent to a hundred some-odd departments in the studio
lere it is analyzed for cost by these departments, scenecostuming, and so on, and then the picture moves into
final stage of production, it is organized for production.
{mrlock Consulted
Probably much before that time, however, a director has
fen assigned to it; his ideas have been listened to and
ticussd with him, and then he takes over the active maki > of the picture, that is the shooting of the picture. The
J :ture is put on the stage in shot. I will look at the film
•j it comes through, along with the producer and the direcI:, and then we begin to assemble the picture; we begin
d put those daily pieces of work together.
■ Following the shooting of the picture it is all strung toll ther. We have what is called the rough cut, the rough
I'owing. We look at it and we make our final decisions
1i out it, do some cutting, perhaps some retaking of scenes
tat we do not like, and then the picture is handed over to
lie scund and music department where it is finally comj|;ted.
We then go out to preview the picture. If it is a good
Review, we do very little; if it is a bad preview, we have
I do a little bit more, and depending on the success of the
i st preview, we may or may not have a second preview,
i is finally finished and given its final dubbing job, sound
I b, and then handed over to the various departments for
lies and distribution.

Arbiter*

St'tturu

Says

Senator Kefauver. Well then,
after the first run or
the rough film is
made, does Mr.
Shurlock or any
members of the
code committee review the picture as
it—
j
Mr. Schary. They
see the picture
usually after we
have previewed it.
At that time it is
still in very loose
form and they call
the corrections that

DORE SCHARY
they want to make.
Sometimes they will see it before preview.
Senator Kefauver. And then if they do have suggestions
about changes, those are considered and usually made?
Mr. Schary. They are always made if they say they must
be made.
Senator Kefauver. And where is the advertising for the
pictures prepared?
Mr. Schary. In the New York advertising office.
Senator Kefauver. In your case by the Metro-GoldwynMayer New York office?
Mr. Schary. That's right.
Senator Kefauver. And each motion picture producer
has its own advertising department.
Mr. Schary. That's right.
Senator Kefauver. There are some producing companies, though, that handle some advertising of some films
for a number of independents, aren't there?

■ Senator Kefauver. Where is the script or the scenario
■ gmitted to the code committee?

Mr. Schary. That's right. A company like United Artists handles independent productions, and in those cases
I imagine that the independent producer has most to say
about his own campaign.

I Mr. Schary. Well, that is submitted in its very first
jirm, and very often when we have a challenging story, a
pry that we feel may run into certain problems affecting
We code, we will submit the story to them before we do
We screen play, and get their advice, and let them warn us
■il to where the sensitive points are, and that will guide us
I the writing of the screen play. Then we submit the
reen play, to them, the first act of the screen play, and

Cites "Blackboard Jungle"
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Schary, you recently released a motion
picture which has become rather controversial which is entitled "Blackboard Jungle". Would you give us your idea
of the reasons for the production of this picture?

Hey send us a letter telling us what's wrong or what's
Ijht, telling us where the areas of danger are. If there
em to be points that need discussion, we will meet with
I r. Shurlock or his representatives and get everything
| raightened out.

Mr. Schary. Well, we knew from the start that it would
be a controversial film. When the book was circulated
there was a good deal of interest in it. There were some
people who were very shy about making the picture. We
felt at M-G-M that it would make a very good report on a
(Continued on Page 18)
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very serious problem of juvenile delinquency. I feel that
if films do not make occasionally a so-called controversial
film, they will wither and die. It seems to be within the
nature of good film making to occasionally make a film
that will provoke talk and controversy, if you have a moral
conviction that what you are provoking the controversy
about is deserving of that attention. In the case of "Blackboard Jungle", all of us have been aware of the increasing
vandalism and of the increasing problems of juvenile delinquency.
'Jungle' an 'Honest Report'
I have a file here of dates, for instance, that we made
before we bought the picture, which outlined for us the
increasing damage that was being done by hoodlums not
only in this state but through many states in the United
States. I am sure you are all familiar with the articles that
appeared in magazines with Senate investigating committees that already reported that this was a very serious and
terrible menace. We felt that "Blackboard Jungle" isolated, dramatically, a way of making a report to the nation.
As soon as we announced the production, there was a good
deal of excitement about the picture. There were some
souls who didn't want us to make it. That's perfectly all
right, because that happens very often. There is hardly a
successful picture made that does not have in the background of its production a minority voice that pleads not
to have it made, and that can go from as pleasant and certainly non-controversial film as say "Caruso" to "Blackboard Jungle." There is always somebody who has good
reason why it should not be made. Usually when they
are made they turn out fine, because thy reflect actually a
kind of interest in the subject, and in the case of "Blackboard Jungle" there were people, as I say, who didn't want
it made. We believe at M-G-M that we have presented a
very honest report. We are not frightened or intimidated
or self-conscious about the controversy it stirred up, because we believe deeply and honestly that when the picture is reviewed a couple of years from now, it will be
found that it did an awful lot of good, because it brought
the subject into the public view.
Mr. Bobo. Is it your theory, Mr. Schary, that through
the medium of motion pictures such as this that certain
subjects such as this, the educational topic, the juvenile delinquency picture, can be brought to the attention of the
public so that correction will be made?

Mr. Schary. That's right. You see, in the history of
motion pictures — I wonder if I might take a few minutes
to talk about public opinion in connection with pictures.
Motion pictures very seldom — and I actually don't know of
any cases where they anticipate public opinion or where
they lead public opinion; in the main they reflect public
opinion, and in some instances accelerate public opinion.
This goes all the way back to motion picture making as far
Pag* 18
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back as 1915 when the first so-called controversial fill
ever made was a picture stimulated by Theodore Roos'
velt. It was called "The Battle Cry of Peace," and it wj
a picture designed to alert American citizens to the da:
gers of Kaiserism.
The Gangster Era
During the gangster era, our pictures again reflecte
public opinion. You remember those early gangster pii
tures, where the hero was mainly a young man who ha ~
come back from war, had been given a gun, had bee
taught how to kill, had his job taken away from him, an
went into bootlegging because it was now a rather respec
able business. That reflected public opinion because 01
attitude about the bootlegger in the early 20's was ver
tolerant. He seemed to us to be kind of a nice guy. Some
times he was our uncle or our cousin or our friend ne?
door, and we had no feeling that he was doing anythin I
highly immoral in terms of prohibition. Everybody w;
taking a drink whether there was a law or not. It wasn
until the late '20s
had happened to
We became aware
pone empire had

and early '30s when the menace of wh£
the country suddenly became apparen I
of the tremendous inroads that the C< J
made. We were made aware by Edge

Hoover's report that this was a serious condition. It we I
once compared by William Valeco, a writer, as the close; J
thing to a true underworld empire since the days of Cat I
line. And the public began to react to prohibition and t I
the gangster and the hoodlum element. Hoover got ai
from the government in terms of the F.B.I. We immed
ately reflected that public opinion too because our filrr
changed. We went into a large group of G-men picture
at the time, and the very men who had played gangsters i
some of our early pictures like Cagney, Robinson, Pai
Muni, Pat O'Brien, et cetera, now were playing G-mei
and they accelerated this public antipathy towards th
gangster, and they did accelerate public opinion and di
create a change. This was certainly reflected by the intei
est the public had in those pictures. During the early day
of Nazism public opinion was very divided in the earl
'30s on the problem. Motion pictures actually did not de;
with this subject until public opinion was quite clear aboi
it. There were many of us in the industry who felt stronf
ly about it, but we were not able to deal with it in terrr.
of pictures because public opinion did not reflect a re?
serious anti-Nazi point of view. I think it was as late a
1937 when a poll taken revealed that a majority of th
American people were not in favor of helping England '<■
the expense of getting into a war with Germany. Then i
1939, a period of two short years, public opinion ha
switched itself, and a large portion of the public were wil
ing to help England even at the risk of going to war. 1
was in that period when we began making the first an*
Nazi pictures, because we began to reflect that growin
feeling in the United States that Nazism was a very ser
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s and dangerous menace. We perhaps did accelerate
blic opinion in connection with those pictures, and we
liped reflect the public attitude towards this menace.
The same thing happened right after the war with the
<• ti-Communist pictures that we made. There have been
mething like over 60 films made, anti-Communist picires made, and I certainly think that they reflect again
public attitude, the public feeling about Communism.
usulate Against Hatreds
In connection with insulations against minority hatreds,
i:tures like "Crossfire," "Gentlemen's Agreement,"
t inky," "Home of the Brave," "Intruder in the Dust,"
iiy again reflected a public attitude against the hatred
lit suddenly broke out immediately after World War II
I len you had a little short, sharp rise of the Klan in AmerIi, and also the Columbus group ; I think it was in Georii. and they reflected the public revulsion against this type
I hate, and we made those pictures that reflected that kind
i hate.
In connection with "Blackboard Jungle," I believe that
I lat we have done is make a picture that again reflects a
l.e in public tide against the menace of delinquency that
I s gone too long unchecked.
■Mr. Bobo. Do you think, Mr. Schary, that in sometimes
j fleeting the attitudes of the adult generation that we
tight at the same time be affecting the attitudes of the
; descent and juvenile generation?
Mr. Schary. I suppose that is a very reasonable point of
?|ew to take, and one would have to make a very definitive
ady, I think, however, to prove that what you say is true.
It would be my hunch, based on showings I have seen
• "Blackboard Jungle," that we are not doing any damage
I all. We are associating younger people in terms of dramatic emphases with the school teacher and with those elements in the class that stand behind the teacher. I have
(,en a couple of runnings of the picture now — when I say
ouple," by that I mean at least five or six runnings with
;diences that have paid to see the picture — and their retions are pretty much the same. One of the things is the
ual demonstrations on the part of the kids towards the
,. citing music at the beginning, which now has that of a
)gue, the rock and roll music, and in the early section
ey are laughing really at the teacher; they are with the
ling. There is no doubt about that, and that's the way the
icture was designed. But as the picture develops, and as
e
|e
e
I;
ie
e

teacher's problem becomes dramatically clear, and as
attitude of the audience begins to switch away from
hoodlum elements in the class, they are with the teachthey support those elements that support him, and in
showings I have seen they always applaud the end of
picture where the teacher triumphs over bad.

iChildren

to

iiitjhl

Sicit*

Mr. Bobo. Do you think it might be possible among
some of the more hardened elements as were represented
in that picture that they know that the picture itself in the
last reel is going to turn out with the good triumphant,
that they might have a tendency to emulate the type of
character there, thinking it wouldn't happen to them?
Mr. Schary. Well, I don't know; I think what Dr. Frym
said before is very interesting and it brought to mind an
experiment we made some years ago when we were working with film in connection with experiments in impression.
There was a short film made with the following scene, a
very short scene in which a man on a streetcorner held a
knife. A policeman came around the corner and grabbed
the man, very hurriedly. The man took the knife, swung
it at the policeman, the policeman then pushed him to one
side, the man lunged at him again with the knife, and then
ran away as another policeman approached. That was the
scene. It was shown to people that we thought might be
susceptible to another point of view. These were done
without the people being aware they were part of an experiment. In an amazing amount of cases, almost 50 per
cent of the cases, some of the people reported that the
policeman had come around the corner holding a knife and
had tried to kill the man on the corner. Now, this is the
exact same film that many of them saw, and I think it is
very likely that there will be people who go to see "Blackboard Jungle" or any other picture and come away with a
point of view which they have brought to the picture themselves. They could see as harmless and as happy and as
lovely a picture as "Seven Brides" and come away determined that the only way to get a girl is to kidnap her, and
there is nothing much that we could do about that. I think
that is the normal kind of risk that you make with a free
screen and a free society.
Binford Mentioned
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Schary, it was reported in the
Memphis paper that some girls went out and burned down
the big barn at the fairgrounds for some unexplained reason, and when apprehended they said the reason they did
it was they got the idea from "Blackboard Jungle". What
could be in the picture that could cause that?
Mr. Schary. Sir, I haven't the faintest idea. There is no
fire in the picture ; they can't pin that on us. I don't know,
I'm inclined to believe that these girls arrested decided to
associate themselves with some sort of a big headline subMr. Binford, as you know, had a point of view about the
picture.
And based on Mr. Binford's background, I am
ject.
not so sure he wasn't a little irritated at the fact that one
of the main characters was a Negro. That may not be fair
to Mr. Binford; I don't know.
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Binford is the man that passes
on pictures in the City of Memphis.
(Continued on Page 26)
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HUGHES
HOWARD HUGHES sold RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc. to General Teleradio, a subsidiary of the General Tire and Rubber
Company which holds extensive interests
in the radio-TV field. The $25,000,000
cash deal was negotiated by Thomas
O'Neil, president of General Teleradio.
Sale includes a backlog of features said to
number between 700 and 800; the motion
picture production studios; the worldwide distribution set-up, and facilities of
RKO-Pathe and RKO Television, Inc.
The pact does not include, however, RKO
Pictures Corp., parent company of RKO
Radio, which is jointly owned by Hughes
and Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp. O'Neil
reported that no personnel changes were
presently planned, although policy will be
revamped to make "more extensive use
of facilities." Playing an important role
in new production policies will be Charles
L. Glett, who joined GT shortly after
the RKO purchase. It was announced
that he "will concentrate on the motion
picture activities of the General Teleradio
organization." Glett, who resigned as
chief of west coast network services for
CBS, has 25 years of experience in the
motion picture field. He produced independently for RKO and was general manager for David O. Selznick.

O'NEIL
Page 20
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SKOURAS

BERGER
BENJAMIN BERGER, chairman of the
Emergency Defense Committee, recommended to Allied's board of directors,
meeting in Washington last week, that
the "meager" promises of relief for exhibitors made by the film companies be
welcomed. The board voted to accept "at
face value" the assurances of film executives that promises will be put into effect.
0
SAM ROSEN, executive v-p of Stanley
Warner, returned from a month's tour of
Europe to report that Cinerama was "enjoying temendous popularity" both in
England and on the continent. Rosen
opined that with the British gearing their
production to the needs of the world
market, it was "probable" that American
exhibitors would be playing more English
pictures in the future.

or creed."
WILLIAM
J. HEINEMAN pledged
United Artists' cooperation in solving exhibitor problems and grievances. Following the wind-up meeting with representatives of the joint Allied-TOA committee
— Wilbur Snaper and Walter Reade, Jr.
— the UA distribution chief announced:
"We are sympathetic to many of those
(exhibitor) problems, particularly the
problems of small town exhibitors and
distressed situations. We promised to do
everything in our power to get the cooperation of our producers in meeting
these problems."

ROSEN
July 25, 1955

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, currently hopscotching the world on a business trip, I
paused in Brussels to speak before a panel I
session of the World Brotherhood's Second World Assembly. The 20th-Fox
president declared that the brotherhood
movement "is a significant milestone in
the march of human progress." Skouras
voiced great satisfaction that "the motion
picture screen has been the global servant of humanity for nearly half a century in showing the common ties that
exist among peoples no matter how widely they are separated in distance, language

[More NEWS on Page 24]
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Production On Up-Swing
Two Shooting; Two Casting
After a production lapse of several weeks,
Allied Artists has become active again. Two
pictures are rolling, and at least two more
are scheduled within the next three weeks,
one of which will be on location in La Paz,
Mexico.
Apparently cued to the recent headlines
of revolution in Guatemala, "The Toughest
Man Alive" (Dane Clark) is underway.
Story deals with a U. S. government agent
in his attempts to break up smuggling of
weapons from an American port to revolutionists in a South American country. Steve
Fisher, known for his "tough" stories, wrote
this William F. Broidy production, which
Sidney Salkow is directing.
Producer Richard Heermance and director Edward Bernds have started "World
Without End" Color, (Hugh Marlowe,
Nancy Gates), science-fiction story of three
scientists who in 1955 go to Mars and return in what they think is a reasonable
length of time but find that Earth is now
in the year 2455, a shambles as a result of
atomic war.
To go on August 2 is "The Come On"
(Barry Sullivan) Lindsley Parsons production which will be shot (at least in part) in
Mexico. "Screaming Eagles,'' paratrooper
story planned by producers Sam Bischoff
and David Diamond is set for August 15
start. Starting dates, however, are still dependent upon obtaining casts and directors.
Nearing completion in Spain is "Thunderstorm" (Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian),
a Mike Frankovich production. Recently
finished at the home lot was "Bobby Ware
Is Missing" (Neville Brand, Arthur Franz)
— producer Vincent M. Fennelly, dierctor
Thomas Carr.
COLUMBIA
Studio Poised for Pick-Up
Five to Join Three Working
Taking what might be termed a "vacation"
before an expected record-breaking rush of
filming, Columbia only has three pictures in
work in Hollywood — one by an outside proPage 22
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ducer — and two rolling in London, both by
independents. The company has slated at
least five at the home lot in the next four
weeks, depending upon availability of talent.
In work in Hollywood now are: "Battle
Stations" (John Lund, William Bendix,
Keefe Brasselle), produced by Bryan Foy
and directed by Lew Seiler; "The Houston
Story" (Gene Barry, Barbara Hale, Edward
Arnold), Texas oil well racketeering yarn,
produced by Sam Katzman and directed by
William Castle, and "Tambourine" (Jane
Russell, Cornel Wilde) CinemaScope &
Technicolor, a Howard Welsch production
of modern gypsy life, with Nicholas Ray
directing.
The two shooting in London are Holiday
Productions' "1984" (Edmond O'Brien, Jan
Sterling), from the George Orwell bestseller, John Croydon producer, Michael Anderson director, and "44 Soho Street" (Faith
Domergue) Mike Frankovich's Film Locaing.
tions project which Vernon Sewell is directTitles of those scheduled to start, should
time, tide and talent all coincide, are: "Jubal
Troop," "Law of Gunsight Pass," "The
Eddy Duchin Story," "The Uranium Story,"
and "The Way We Are."
On tap for early starts in England are
Irving Allen and A. R. "Cubby" Broccoli's
Warwick Productions "Safari" (Victor Mature, Janet Leigh) and "Gamma People"
(Paul Douglas, Patricia Medina).

of "Big Town" — as well as a series of soli
motion pictures — wrought all this by formin
his own company and acting in the tripl
capacity of producer, director and star. Th
picture is "Time Table," a suspense dram
from an Aben Kandel script of a robber
that takes place on a speeding passenge
train.
With him in featured roles are the un
knowns (to motion pictures) : King Caldei
from the "Martin Kane" series; Felicia Fan ...
from New York TV, and Marianne Stewar
(Mrs. Louis Calhern).

And to prove how "independent" an oper
ator Stevens really is, let it be known tha
he made "Time Table" without even talking
a release. And, with confidence in the future
he is planning a western, as yet untitled, ti
be filmed in CinemaScope and Technicoloi
Within a year, he hopes to leave his worl II
before the cameras and remain in back
them — as a producer-director.
Upcoming on the inde production scheduk
for which dates have been set, are:
"The Burglar," Samson Productions, Pau
Wenkos directing.
"Space Ship," Cy Roth producing aru
directing in England.
■

Earle Lyon's and Richard Bartlett's "Tw<
GunProducer
Lady." Hal E. Chester's and directo
Lewis R. Foster's "Smoldering Sea."
Hal E. Chester's "The Weapon."

x

INDEPENDENTS
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Mark Stevens Completes First
Inde Venture, Planning Second
Discussing independent motion picture
production, an area where there have been
many more words than deeds, it is with a
great pleasure that one can record an accomplishment ofsubstance. The deed constitutes the establishment of a motion picture company, the appearance of a name
personality as producer, director and star,
and the completion of a feature picture in
SuperScope and black-and-white without the
usual phoney fanfare which denotes a lack
of adequate financing and the quest for
money to make a reality of an ephemereal
dream.
Mark Stevens — he of 125 weeks of television's "Martin Kane, Detective" and star

Five Talent-Loaded C'Scopics
Make MGM Busiest Lot in Towr
From the standpoint of activity and sheei
marquee and man-power involved, MGN
rates as the busiest studio in Hollywood
with six features rolling — five in color an<
CinemaScope and one in black-and-white
The company also has another high-powerec
production ready to resume, has completec
two production numbers on a top-ratec
musical, and is doing process and miniatun
work on its first science-fiction feature.
"Tribute to a Bad Man" got sidetrackec
after several days of shooting outside ol
Denver because of the illness of Spencei
Tracy. James Cagney — now getting plaudits for his role in "Love Me or Leave Me'

July 25, IV55
■

Sizc-ups
itudio
-ias taken over the role. Sam Zimbalist is
Iiducing in CinemaScope and color, with
I bert Wise directing.
■ The musical ready to roll is "Viva Las
Igas" (Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse), former| titled "Weekend in Las Vegas", to be
t de by that master of things tuneful — Joe
Isternak. Roy Rowland will direct.
While the cast, headed by Walter Pidgeon
I I Anne Francis has finished its before4 '-cameras appearances, a huge corps of
k hnicians and special effects artists is enj;ed in finishing "Forbidden Planet," whose
I ence-fiction plot is being closely guarded.
i :holas Nayfack is producing with Fred
V Wilcox directing.
I Uso in work are: "Diane" (Lana Turner),
I itume drama of the time of France's King
l;nri II, Edwin H. Knopf producer, David
Ifller director; "Kismet" (Howard Keel,
i ne Blyth) Arthur Freed producer, Vin( ite Minnelli director; "The Tender Trap"
J' ebbie Reynolds, Frank Sinatra, David
Tayne) based on the Broadway comedy of
J'zhelor life versus married life. Lawrence
ieingarten producer, Charles Walters direc"The Last Hunt" (Robert Taylor, Stefl rt Granger, Lloyd Nolan) based on the
Blton Lott novel about the last of the great
iffalo hunts, Richards Brooks directing
llot generally known in the trade is that
I jM studio head Dore Schary is giving this
i, personal production imprimatur); "Bho•> ni Junction" (Ava Gardner, Stewart GranIr) from the best-seller of life, love and
llitics in India, now about winding up in
(|>ndon, Pandro S. Berman producer,
' orge Cukor director.
(The only black-and-white feature in pro> ction is "I'll Cry Tomorrow" (Susan Hayjlird, Richard Conte) story of singer Lillian
; )th which had a fantastic record on the
> stselling lists, Lawrence Weingarten pro||cer, Daniel Mann, director.
One picture is tentatively scheduled so far
roll in August: "Gaby" (Leslie Caron),
[jlwin H. Knopf producing, Curtis Bernrdt directing.
The same group that made "The . ng,
>ng Trailer" starring Lucille Ball and Desi
'naz has just finished "Forever, Darling".
Is an independent Zanra production also
ituring James and Louis Calhern. Alexider Hall, an old hand at comedy, is dicing.
Samuel Goldwyn is putting the final
uches on "Guys and Dolls" (Marlon
ando, Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra),
nemaScope and Technicolor. Directed by
seph L. Mankiewicz, this is a really masre musical.
Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford and Louis
ilhern will take over the top roles in the
m version of "The Teahouse of the August
loon."
Producer
Jack Cummings has
|gged it for an early 1956 start.
Dore Schary announced the purchase of
hat On A Hot Tin Roof", Pulizer Prize
inner by Tennessee Williams. Grace
elly will star; no producer or director has
en set.

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
(Paramount)
VistaVision & Technicolor

At top: left Charlton Heston as Moses; right
he stands kneedeep in mud while DeMille,
under camera boom, gives instructions during rehearsals showing Hebrew slaves making clay for bricks. Surrounding DeMille are
members of his staff. Lower left shows DeMille, at right, in rolled-up shirt sleeves with
two
camera
in the inspecting
crow's nestwhatof
a VistaVision operators
camera boom,
the Technicolor
camera
will pick up.

PARAMOUNT
Gobel Comedy, Hitchcock Meller
While Paramount
executives wait with
With 'Commandments'
Rolling
bated breath for the studio's all-time single
feature effort— C. B. DeMille's "The Ten
Commandments" (See Blue Chip Production)— they are squeezing in other productions to fill distribution rosters before the
gigantic film is released in late 1956.
Now in work is a picture of which it might
be said: "You can't hardly get them kind no
more." It is the first film starring George
Gobel, comedy rave of the television channels. The story is "The Lady Eve," a remake of the 1941 Henry Fonda-Barbara
Stanwyck comedy. Mitzi Gaynor has the
Stanwyck role, with David Niven, Fred
Clark and Reginald Gardiner very prominent

Sometime in the fall of 1956 C. B. DeMille's
"The Ten Commandments" will be released by
Paramount. By sheer weight of statistics alone,
"The Ten Commandments" is one of the most
overpowering motion pictures ever made and
deserves a rating of the most azure of Blue Chip
Productions of Film BULLETIN. The actual mental
and physical concept of the project by producerdirector DeMille, in his 73rd year and on his
70th picture, beggars description.
By the time the film, which began principal
photography at Paramount Studios in Hollywood
March 28, is completed, it will have cost more
than $8,000,000, a record high; its shooting
schedule of 112 actual work days (not including the three months of location in Egypt and
the Sinai Peninsula) will have been the longest
in Hollywood history. For names, it has one of
the greatest galaxies of all time. When completed, the VistaVision and Technicolor production is expected to run three and a half hours,
broken by an intermission.
Charlton Heston plays Moses; Yul Brynner,
Ramese II. The cast includes such figures as
Anne Baxter, Edward G. Robinson, Yvonne De
Carlo, Debra Paget, John Derek, Nina Foch,
Judith Anderson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, Martha Scott, John Carradine. Some
20,000 extras are used.
Among the spectacular scenes are: The ancient
city of Per-Ramese, with the toiling masses of
the Children of Israel laboring under the lash;
the endless expanses of the actual Biblical wilderness of Shur and Sin through which Moses
passed after killing the Egyptian; the Burning
Bush drama filmed on Mt. Sinai itself; the 10
Biblical plagues; the Exodus; the hosts of Pharaoh's chariots thundering after the freed slaves.

in the cast. Paul Jones, veteran of the Crosby-Hope "Road" travels, is producing with
Norman Taurog direc^r-*.
Also shooting is the Aured Hitchcock remake of his 1934 Gaumont-British thriller,
"The Man Who Knew Too Much," (James
Stewart, Doris Day) VistaVision & Technicolor. Plot is a thriller in which a couple
with child overhears the plot against a political figure by assassins, who kidnap the
youngster to silence the parents.
In work, too, is a black-and-white VistaVision suspense drama "The Scarlet Hour"
(Carol Ohmart, Tom Tryon). Michael Curtiz is producing and directing.
With DeMille's "Ten Commandments"
taking up a tremendous amount of studio
space, Paramount is rolling its big war picture, "The Magnificent Bastards," from the
novel by Lucy Herndon Crockett, on location in the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
(Continued on Page 34)
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MYERS
E. D. MARTIN announced the affiliation
of the Theatre Owners Association of
Quebec with the Theatre Owners of
America in an initial move toward international exhibitor unity. The TOA presi-

SCHIMEL
ABRAM F. MYERS & ADOLPH
SCHIMEL, Allied States general counsel
and chairman of the MPAA law committee, respectively, made the headlines as
each testified before the House Judiciary
Committee which is holding hearings on
legislation which would remove the mandatory feature of treble damages in antitrust cases. In opposing the amendment
to the Clayton Act, Myers said: "The socalled 'consent' decrees in the motion picture cases, entered after 10 years of legal
fencing, have not protected the independent exhibitors from the film companies'
monopolistic power. In recent years the
film companies have drastically curtailed
their output of pictures thereby creating
a starved market that compels exhibitors
to play virtually all the pictures that are
offered at prices far in excess of any that
ever prevailed before and often more than
an exhibitor can afford to pay. This is
relevant as showing how vulnerable a
position the exhibitors c-cupy and how
important it is fc. ..iem to retain all measures of self-defense that the law provides." Schimel, representing film interests in favor of modifying the law, testified that the justice department is "zealously policing the several decrees in U. S.
vs. Paramount." Refuting Myers' statement, he declared: "Every complaint of
an exhibitor is thoroughly investigated
and pursued to proper disposition." The
Justice Department is opposed to tampering with the treble damages provision.

MARTIN
dent commented: "The officers of TOA
have
advocated
organiza''
This long
affiliation
marks world
the first
step toward this aim." The Quebec group was
founded a year ago and represents independent exhibitors in the Montreal area.
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DARRYL F. ZANUCK returned home
from a brief jaunt to London and immediately spiked rumors that he was grooming his assistant, BUDDY ADLER, to
replace his as chief of 20th-Fox production. Zanuck declared: "I have made no
new deal, or any new arrangements, with
the corporation. My present contract has
always provided that, at my discretion, I
can go into an advisory capacity and it
also permits me to produce a certain
number of personal productions exclusively for Twentieth Century-Fox. There is
nothing new whatever in this situation,
and I have certainly set no date for any
change in my status with the corporation
or with the studio." Concerning Adler,
Zanuck said he is "one of the most capable producers in the industry" and that
his status on the executive staff "remains
*
*
*
unchanged."
WILL ROGERS HOSPITAL audience
collection drive was launched prematurely
in the Pittsburgh area at 14 drive-in theatres, resulting in contributions of over
$2400. This three-day advance campaign
was sparked by distributor chairman
LARRY SIEDLEMAN (Republic branch
mgr.) ; exhibitor chairman HARRY
HENDEL (Allied MPTPO) ; drive-in
chairman JACK JUDD (Columbia branch
mrg.), and national exhibitor chairman
M. A. SILVER (Stanley-Warner zone
mgr).
"Response. . from
audiencesJudd
was reports:
most enthusiastic
. No
complaints whatever from patrons."
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warner Bros,
ad-pub v-p, is on a month's vacation . . .
Goldwyn
ad-pubBARBARA
chief DAVID
GOLDING married
CROWLEY
(she was Max Youngstein's secretary at
the coast) July 16. Wedding was held at
the home of Sam Goldwyn, Jr. . . .
JOSEPH J. LEE, 20th-Fox Detroit
branch mgr., was honored by mayor Albert E. Cobo with
in observance
of Lee's
anniversary
the company.
July30th13
was Motor
proclaimed
the
City. "Joseph J. Lee Day" at
Three Universal executives donned their
traveling shoes for various campaigns on
company product. General sales chief
CHARLES J. FELDMAN went to the
studio to confer on recently completed
features: Ad-pub v-p DAVID LIPTON
headed East to meet with home office personnel to blueprint promotions on the
Fall and Winter line-up, and Eastern adrmh mgr. CHARLES SIMONELLI
nelpea to launch the world premiere of
"The Private War of Major Benson" in
Kansas . . . JOHN C. FLINN, Allied
Artists ad-pub director, was in NYC to
set campaigns on "Wichita" and "The
Phenix
Story" with eastern ad mgr.
MARTINCityDAVIS.
*
*
*
RUSS BROWN, of Portland, Ore., veteran of 26 years with National Theatres,
is Fox West Coast's new ad-pub director,
it was announced by EDWIN F. ZABEL, FWC general mgr. THORNTON
SARGENT, public relations chief who
had been supervising the department, will
be
free towhich
devotehavehis been
attention
to NT's
activities
mushrooming
on a national scale under president ELMER C. RHODEN . . . Appointment of
LEO D. HOCHSTETTER as Far East
mgr. of Motion Picture Export Association was made by ERIC JOHNSTON,
president . . . MARTY WOLF becomes
sales manager of Altec Service Corp.

0
WALTER BRANSON is in Europe for
sales meetings at RKO foreign branches.
Arriving in Paris, the world-wide sales
chief was greeted by RKO representatives
J. Bellfort and S. Brotman.

. . .

BELLFORT, BRANSON, BROTMAN

DIED: Sidney B. Lust, 71, veteran exhibitor and president of Sidney Lust Theatres in Washington, D. C.
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Against

Mr. Schary. Yes. For a while he refused us a license.
But he has let the picture go by.
Senator ECefauver. Mr. Schary, you said in the case of
"Blackboard Jungle" you were interested in a picture that
would help in the juvenile delinquency problem. I know
that was your intention and it is still a controversy among
some people, as to just what the picture did do.
But who passes on matters of that kind, what advice do
you have?
In the case of M-G-M do you have a kind of a committee
or what kind of council do you have, or is there someone or
some group for all the movie industry?
Psychiatrists Consulted
Mr. Schary. No. No, there isn't. In the case of "Blackboard Jungle," that decision, whether good or bad, was my
decision. Each person in the responsible position in the
picture business has his own background and experience
that he brings to making these decisions. If he makes
ones, he remains in his job.
Senator Kefauver. My point was, while you have good
judgment, would it be of some help in a picture like
"Blackboard Jungle" if you had actual experiences with
the reaction of children themselves, or at least study of
the picture before it is too far along, by psychiatrists and
children experts?
Mr. Schary. Those studies are made, not quite as definitive perhaps as you are suggesting, Senator. But the
subject material was discussed with people that I know,
in the case of "Blackboard Jungle," with two psychiatrists,
two friends of mine.
The picture was then shown many times at previews.
We previewed the picture four times, as a matter of fact,
we showed it to a group of schoolteachers here in California, teachers who work here in California.
They had some points of view about it. We accommodated itfor those points of view, because we felt they were
valid. We made changes in this picture to accommodate
for those reasonable points of view.

I don't want you to get the impression, in the
of any
controversial film, that any one person or any case
one studio
bulls his way along without listening to a rational point of
view from someone else.
There were people consulted on "Blackboard Jungle"
and there were people to advise us.

Mr. Bobo. Mr. Schary, in the production of movies, to
get across an emotional impact, may there sometimes be a
tendency among director or producers to put in extra
scenes, say, of violence or brutality, or an extra fight to
provide that extra emotional impact the audience might
get, to make it sell?
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Mr. Schary. I am sure that is possible. We are in a p*
sition to, in some instances, to correct that. In talking :
pictures of violence, all of us must be aware there are c«tain pictures in which the scenes of violence actually a»
perfectly acceptable and very necessary to the audience. .
case in point that comes to mind is a picture recently th:
we made called "Bad Day At Black Rock". That pictu;
had a very violent scene in it.
Not every fight in the picture is bad. Not every bit :
violence is damaging. I think it is very likely and certai
ly very possible that there are pictures in which there
too much violence and in which violence is done for vi
lence's sake. I certainly would like to see less of that, b
I don't know how possibly you could legislate that kind
bad judgment out of the making of motion pictures.
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Schary, we had some testimor
this morning with reference to the competition betwe
television and movies, that television didn't act upon
strict a code basis and that when they had more violen
then there was the inclination of the movies to come
or vice versa, whichever way it may be.
Have you noticed any evidences of that?
Mr. Schary. I don't think that is the accurate picture
the competitive function of TV. Actually, TV perfor
pretty much the same function that talking pictures pr
vided in the theaters years ago. When talking pictur
came along there was a whole group of people who b
lieved the theater was through. Actually, the only thi
through in the theater was a long list of mediocre pla
that the motion picture business inherited, because we we
able to make them cheaper and make them available to tl
public on a cheaper basis.
TV Has Taken Over Minor Stories
The theater at that time produced, I would guess, som
where around 220 to 250 plays a year. Today there a
only some ninety plays produced in the theater, but th
are generally of a better caliber, they are more provocati
and they are much more successful and they run for
longer period of time, probably because there are less c
them available to the public. Talking pictures took ove
that large amount of storymaking.
Television has taken over again from us a large numbe
of these so-called budget pictures and smaller subject pit
tures. We used to make somewhere between 450 and 50
pictures in this business. I would guess that we will mak
somewhere around 300 or 350 and perhaps in years t
come, even less, and that television has taken that othe
group of stories from us. We hope that they have inherite
some of our mediocrity for the time being.
Senator Kefauver. My next question has to do with
rather philosophical approach. I was interested in your r
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'narks about the time the bootlegger was accepted, that he
'vas rather favorably presented; that at the time that it
vas apparent that Nazism was becoming a menace, that
"ou probably accelerated the antagonism toward Nazism
';nd Fascism. That, of course, is a tremendous responsibiliy that you take in your hands, in deciding whether somehing is good or bad.
It may be that a very little minority position would be
he correct position. Yet if public opinion were swinging
he other way or was predominantly the other way, accordng to what you have just said, chances are your movies
vould reflect that predominant public opinion.
lisks in All Freedom
Mr. Schary. I think that is a very, very good question
nd legitimate. I think it is a legitimate risk, sir. We can
nly hope there will be enough people in the motion picure industry constantly who will reflect the better and
est and big majority point of view that exists in our delocracy.
You must understand that when a picture becomes conroversial and does reflect public opinion it may not at that
me reflect a popular point of view, even though it may
:flect public opinion.
I I think that, as I said before, is a normal, healthy risk
ou have to take in a free society, free screen and free
ress and free everything.
Senator Kefauver. Your pictures, though, tend to mold
r keep in an attitude that public opinion might be in the
ational interest for it to be swinging back the other way.
I Mr. Schary. I don't think that is true. I think again
ecause we are always five or six months late, we are five
r six months behind, we will shift in changes in public
pinion. And if we have an opinion that is not in tune, if
'e are late, if we have guessed wrong, the public just is inifferent to the picture and they won't go.
We are not molding their opinion at all. They just disliss the picture if they are, for instance, tired of being
ilked to on the subject of Communism or Fascism or
'nching or anything else, why, they just won't go to see
ie pictures. We can make them and try and get them to
ave a point of view about it, but it won't do any good.
j Senator Kefauver. But you have already got your injsstment in them and you are trying to get your houses
j» show them.
Mr. Schary. That is right. Then we are out of luck, be|iuse the houses won't show them. There is no love lost
Isnerally between the exhibitor and the picture maker,
hat is something you learn.

There has been no way found of getting the public to
i ay a picture they don't want to go to see. We can spend
ve million dollars advertising it and they won't go. And
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the records are full and bloody with instances of that kind.
The just won't go.
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Schary, with all of the problem
we have with juvenile delinquency, is M-G-M — I assume
you will — continue to think about ways, as to the point of
view, ideas you might have to curb delinquency, to get
people to give our kids a better opportunity and create
better attitudes on their part?
Mr. Schary. I hope we will continue to search for material, and I hope we can find material that will express
other facets, other phases of this problem and perhaps
other pictures that will have constructive points of view
to make about ways of licking this problem. Those are
very hard to find. We are always open for anything that
we feel will do some good.
I would only like to comment on something actually that
you yourself commented on in your opening statement,
and that refers to the list of pictures that were in the newspaper this morning.
I just had a little feeling that if we are to do a definitive
study of juvenile delinquency or the effect of motion pictures on juvenile delinquency, it seems to me it would be
like doing a study of how do newspapers affect juvenile
delinquency, and in doing such a definitive study we would
have to talk about all newspapers. We would have to discuss the highly responsible ones along with the ones that
may not be responsible.
Cites Other Films
I felt if we were going to do a serious study of how
movies affect the younger generation, we would have to
make up a different list. We shouldn't just get the list of
the 12 provocative and, in some instances, not highly representative pictures. I think you would have to deal with
pictures like "The Robe," "Roman Holiday," "Lili," "Little
Boy Lost," "Rear Window," and a long list of other pictures that have a plus influence, and find out what kind of
a balance we make on the young mind. I think the balance
would turn out to be a very, very good one myself. I know
it would be difficult to make such a study, but I think at
the time we study the negative we must try and study the
positive.
Senator Kefauver. I
we have not left the
great predominance of
plus side. I think that

certainly agree with you, and I hope
impression that we do not think a
the movies that come out are on the
is true.

Air. Schary. As I say, sir, you made that as your statement.
Senator Kefauver. A good part of them are good, but it
doesn't mean we wouldn't like to see more of the undesirable ones, fewer and fewer undesirable ones.
Mr. Schary. I can assure you as a picture maker I would
also like to see less unsuccessful pictures.
(Continued on Page 28)
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Y. Frank Freeman, Vice President,
Paramount Pictures, Inc.
Mr. Freeman. To start off, let me say that I speak true
Georgian English, and if the audience doesn't understand
me, I know you and the Senator will, being from the
neighboring State of Georgia.
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Freeman, what particular considerations are you giving at Paramount to this problem
we are investigating, as to the welfare of our children and
the difficulty of juvenile delinquency? Do you have any
or are you planning any particular pictures that will try to
furnish leadership in bettering this general situation?
Mr. Freeman. I am one who believes that the fault does
not lie in the newspapers, does not lie in television, does
not lie in motion pictures.
In my opinion, when you wind it all up and make all the
examinations you can go through, all of the research you
can make, it will come right back to the source of the
foundation of our way of life in this country, and that is
the home. Drinking liquor, divorce, we didn't start it; it
starts at the source of the family heart.
Senator Kefauver. "Hell's Island", which you produced,
has been criticized some, particularly the advertisements
in connection with it.
Mr. Freeman. I think it is very bad; no excuse for it.
Senator Kefauver. The advertisements?
Mr. Freeman. The advertisements.
Senator Kefauver. You see it back there (indicating).
Mr. Freeman. I have seen it. If you could see my criticism of it, I don't think it would bear to go into the record.
Senator Kefauver. How come you let the advertisement
go through?
Mr. Freeman. I don't control it.
Senator Kefauver. You don't control the advertisements?
Mr. Freeman. No, I do not. Advertising of all Paramount pictures is controlled out of New York, under the
direction of the head of distribution and the general advertising manager. He can be honest in what he does.
Because I disagree with him and say what I do doesn't
necessarily mean I am right and he is wrong. I don't mean
that.

Senator Kefauver. Don't you have the authority to
change this man or direct what he does?

Paramount

Mr. Freeman. There is an advertising code.
Senator Kefauver. But apparently it is not working
Mr. Freeman. It is there in New York, in the office <\
the Motion Picture Producers Association, and I say ii
good.
my understanding that all ads and all stills have to be simitted to this code for approval before they are released
Senator Kefauver. Well, it would seem that since
have the responsibility for the impression that Paramoi
pictures make for the good or the bad, that it is not qi
fair to impose advertising that you don't agree with, up]
the reputation of Paramount over which you have char "■}■■
Not Responsible for Advertising

to
Mr. Freeman. Well, I think that one of the probler
which is hard to understand, that exists in the making
tads
in a company trying to produce 18 pictures a year, or
lib
that they are produced, is that you have to delegate ; m:
thority and you have to divide it up. No one man is me
tally or physically able to supervise the responsibilities
all branches of producing, distribution and sales.
I want to be fair, Senator, because I disagree on son

thing and I don't think it is right, I am not going to s(
that my position is perfectly right and the other man's
perfectly wrong. There may be an honest difference • sin
opinion. I only express my personal opinion.
IB
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Schary told how the code op
ated in connection with Metro pictures. Is that about t
same arrangement or same system you have?
Mr. Freeman. I think it is exactly the same in eve m
instance. The idea is you buy a story, you take it up
see if there is objectionable things with the code admin
trator. You follow it through with the first script a;
present it. If they have things they wish to suggest to y
that are not according to the code, they do it and y
change it, and then when you finally make the picture y(| ^
present it to them for approval and if there are scenes st
in the picture that don't come out just right, the code sa
it has to be changed, you argue it out with them, as
what changes, and finally decide on it.
Senator Kefuaver. With Paramount, does the opinion
the code always finally prevail?
Mr. Freeman. Paramount has never released a motion pi
ture in its history, insofar as I know — and certainly n<
within my 17 years of experience here — that did not ha\
the code approval, the code seal.

Mr. Freeman. No, I haven't. My problem here at the
studio is in charge of production of the picture, the manufacture ofthe product. When I finish it I turn it over to
New York, to the distributing department. It then takes
charge of the sales policy and the advertising policy and
the distribution of the picture.

Senator Kefauver. Don't you think the code ought to
apply to the advertising as well as to the picture itself?
Page 28
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DEPARTMENT
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To Be
The

nveiled to Public July 27
In an atmosphere alive with eager anticiition, the first nominees for COMPO's
udience Awards Poll will he revealed July
, in the Crystal Room at the Beverly Hills
otel. An air of showmanship will pervade
e event before a combined industry and
ess luncheon with some 300 leading press,
dustry heads and exhibitors in attendance,
cording to an announcement by Elmer C.
hoden, national chairman of the Audience
jll.
Nominations will be made public from the
;tial ballots cast by exhibitors on pictures
leased from October 1, 1954 to March 31,
55. Theatremen voted for ten entries in
>ch of the following categories: Best Pic-

Big

OR HOW
SHEREE

f- — -<*|k'.

Papers, Fan Mags 'Enthusiastic'
Newspaper and fan magazine response
0 the announcement of the Audience
V wards election has been overwhelmingy enthusiastic, COMPO's ad in Editor &
Jublisher reveals. Papers have been sending in numerous requests for more details
nd asking how they can participate, says
he ad. All 14 fan magazines "leaped on
he idea" of the Poll, it declares, "are
'iOw eagerly devising ways of participatig in it. Since the 16-million fan magaine readers are mostly young people,
his enthusiasm on the part of editors,
/hose success depends on youthful readrship, should be of great interest to
1 ewspaper editors." And COMPO says
1 wouldn't be surprised "if it came to
iival a national election in public interest."
lie; Best Actor's Performance; Best AcI ss' Performance; Most Promising New
"lie Personality; Most Promising New
\ male Personality.
Vleanwhile, the second ballot, with 66 picI es released between April 1, 1955 and
I le 30, 1955, went out to National Screen
i :hanges for distribution to exhibitors.
' eatremen are asked to nominate five in
I h category, including write-in votes.
1 rked ballots must be in the hands of Price
1 iterhouse & Co. by August 15.
■j'ull support of studio publicity heads was
I iranteed in a pledge of all-out support by
I lliam Hendricks, chairman of the Hollyt,Dd Motion Picture Publicity Directors
C nmittee.
flore activity on the West Coast was eviI I in the announcement by Harry C. ArI r> Jr-, Southern California Awards ComI tee chairman, of an all-industry mass
fl 5ting August 2 for discussion of the cam||jn. Rhoden will speak for the exhibitors;
1 Frank Freeman, Paramount vice-presi1 1, for the producers, and Ronald Reagan
I the Actors Guild.

North

Star
20TH
VERY,

ituild-Up
PLANS TO MAKE
VERY POPULAR

The $75,000 diadem being placed on Sheree North's
golden tresses may be prophetic of 20th Century-Fox's
plans for the fast-rising new star. Not since the coming
out of Marilyn has 20th put its star-making power behind
a new personality with the same push it is putting behind
Sheree. Many, in fact, are talking about the possibility of
the pneumatic North replacing Monroe as the No. 1 flame
on the Fox lot. She has the physical assets, as well as a
voice and one of the most bombastic dance talents on the
screen, as movie audiences will shout once they see her in
"How To Be Very, Very Popular." In New York for the
Roxy pre-opening ballyhoo, Sheree made hot copy from
the moment of her N. Y. arrival at the airport from Hollywood. Fox lined up 37 events and interviews for her. She
had a top spot on the Colgate TV network show, was
crowned "Queen of the Good American Home" by Tex
and Jinx because "her architecture was so exciting", was
made "Rock 'N' Roll Queen" — and it's only the beginning.

Top and upper right, Sheree is crowned "Rock 'n Rol
Queen"
at Shorehaven
Beachpeople;
Club byleftpresident
Deitch before
I 300 young
center, Mai
she
looks more like a traffic hazard than a safe driving advocate; lower left, flanked by students of the Barbizon
School of Modeling where she addressed a class on
popularity theme; lower right, cheesecake at airport.
[More SHOWMAN

on Page 30]
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Raymond Willie (left), vice president of Interstate Theatres, mulls over plans for big fourcity Texas world premiere of Republic's "The
Last Command" with associate producerdirector Frank Lloyd at 'he Republic Studios.

McCrea Stars in 'Wichita'
4-Day Premiere Festivities
With star Joel McCrea on hand for the
world premiere cf "Wichita" in the city of
the same name, the Allied Artists CinemaScoper was launched with a four-day celebration that billowed through two states.
In a tie-in with the premiere, the Downtown Business Men's Association got the
four-day event off to a roaring start with
"Wichita Premiere Days," drawing thousands from the Kansas and Missouri areas
to the town.
McCrea was a shining figure in the festivities, drawing crowds wherever he appeared— and his schedule was heavy. The
star was seen on seven TV shows, interviewed on eight radio programs, served as
best man (with the Governor's wife as matron of honor) at the first wedding to be
staged at Wichita's new 'Cow Town', appeared at Kansas Citv's ball park as a guest
of A' manager Lou Boudreau.
Half-and-half Full Page Ads

$50,000 Costumes For Premiere
Six Elizabethan costumes, insured for
$50,000, play a kev role in window display
activity for 20th-Fox's "The Virgin Queen"
premiere in Portland, Maine. The costumes,
worn by Bette Davis and loan Col'.ins in the
film, are part of a full-scale program of merchant premiere support pledged by Portland
Retail Trade Board. Other merchant activities include the preoaration and display of
posters, streamers and other decorations for
the gala opening, Tulv 22, which will benefit
the Children's Theatre.
The affair, which will see more than 100
members of the press and celebrities flown
in by 20th from New York and points
throughout New England, was hosted by
Bette Davis and husband Gary Merrill.

for 'Kentuckian'
Novel
A novelSlant
combination
of display and editorial advertising has been set up by United
Artists for its newspaper campaign on
Hecht-Lancaster's "The Kentuckian." The
series will have full-page insertions in both
tabloid and standard newspapers to spotlight
engagements in key cities.
The unusual series will have each full page
divided into a half-page display ad and a
half-page of special editorial features, by-line
stories and scene stills. Feature stories in
the ads include an exclusive by national syndicated writer Bob Considine, an article by
Burt Lancaster, a thumb-nail sketch by producer Harold Hecht, and a by-line story by
Pulitzer Prize winner A. B. Guthrie.

Proving that showmanship exists in every nook and cranny of the United Artists organization, even
unto sales drives, these are some of the clever posters being used to spur UA branches to supreme
efforts during the current "Coats Off" drive honoring vice-president Max E. Youngstein. The
Youngstein caricature is by famed cartoonist Hershfield.
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Director-star Jack Webb and Jack L. Warn
discuss the old-time "Orchestrion", an importa[
prop in "Pete Kelly's Blues", prior to Webb
cross-country tub-thumping tour for the filij
Webb

On Flying 12,000-Mile

Pete For
Kelly,"Pete
alias Joe
Friday,Blues'
alias Ja<
Kelly's
P.A.
Webb doesn't believe in doing things
way. When it comes to a song to play,
crime to solve or a personal appearance to
it's an all-out performance. So when Wei
begins a sweep of the United States and Ca
ada July 27 for openings of Warner Bn
"Pete Kelly's Blues", he'll cover 12,000 mil
taking in more than 30 major cities in Noi
America by September 1, with every minu
devoted to meeting his fans or getting the
to see them.
"I believe the fans who pay the way a< ies
entitled to find out first-hand about tl
movie and its actors," Webb said. "There
no truer way for Hollywood to build its aj ^
ceptance by the fans than through person

appearances of its stars."
The director-actor will travel in a special'
fitted luxury plane, the "United Jack Wet
Special," refitted to act as a "home-in-tb
air" with a conference room in the forwai
compartment for radio and newspaper inte
views. The crowded agenda in each city cal
for various personal appearances, addressir
crowds of his fans, and conducting inte
views with representatives of newspaper
television and radio.
Webb's tour is a far cry from, yet rem
nescent of, Warner's famed "Forty Secon
Street Special" train of 1933. The preset
tour will cover more than twice the mileag
and double the number of principal cities i
the U. S. and Canada than were reached ll
the noted train tour.
The actor's wife and Richard L. Breed
who wrote the screenplay of "Pete Kellyj
Blues," will be among the 19 who will a
airborne for the month-long tour. Startiri
point will be San Antonio, Texas, and tH
last stop on the swing will be San Francisd
This Week 'Summertime' Sprea|
A special two-page layout in This We
"Sun
United Artists'
boom31,000,000
willsome
Magazine to
mertime"
readers in th
July 24 issue. The story-and-picture featur
"Katy, the Menace of Venice", details sta
Katharine Hepburn's Venetian experience
during the location filming of the Uya Lc
pert production. The big-space break in t"
Sunday supplement of hundreds of key cit
newspapers is a choice publicity plum.

United Artists mounted one of its
most intensive local campaigns ever
for the Capitol (N.Y.) engagement
of "Not As A Stranger." Some of
the saturation promotion stunts:
(top left) Barricini candy girl gives
out sweets "as a friend, Not As A
Stranger"; (center) street banner
across Broadway in tie-up with N.Y.
Summer Festival; (top right) one
of caravan of five sound trucks,
each carrying twin 24-sheets; (left)
one of 200 music stores that lent
their windows for displays, tieing
in Sinatra disk; (right) big window
display characteristic of bookstore co-ops.

lakes Hay During Dog' Days
Manager Ray Leveque, manager of
;hine's Capitol Theatre in Ilion, N. Y..
ally believes in making hay while the sun
ines. Some of his summer activities: A
ogram to select a Summer King and
ueen; a costume contest; a Big Sister and
ttle Brother contest; an Amateur Night —
of these to have their finals on the thea;'s stage. He has also sold the playground
rectors on the idea of rainy day activity to
held at the theatre.
obs Usher Mister Roberts1
Lady manager Helen Bortz, of the Warr, Reading, dressed her ushers in gob outIs and the cashiers in Wave uniforms as
Irt of her campaign for "Mister Roberts."

B-popping TV stunt by Foster Leiderbach, KenB ky Theatre, Lexington, for "Seven Year Itch"
Mining, worked tie-in with local plumber who
J| d for spots like that above. Audio announceBit: "If this ever happens to you . . . like it
< s to Marilyn Monroe (of all people!) in 'The
8 en Year Itch', starting tomorrow at Schine's
S tucky, call George Pridemore Plumbing, etc."

"To
release
for U-I's
groundwork
Layingandthe Back",
goesof into
Murphy
star Audie
Hell
official circles for newsworthy appearances. At
top, with Vice-President Nixon during his Washington visit; lower, being hosted by the U. S.
Army at Governors Island for a military-exhibitor-press preview of the picture. At military
review honoring the most decorated hero-star,
RKO president Sol A. Schwartz, Col. John S.
Roosma, Murphy, Brig. Gen. Ralph C. Cooper;
nt v.Charles
Loew's
J. Feldman,
U-I vice-preside
Picker.
p. Eugene
Theatres

Top Brass (and Texas) Lend
'To Hell
Glitter
Gaining to
top-level
prestigeand
and Back'
backing by
a distinguished assemblage of legislators and
military, Universal-International's "To Heil
and Back" was the center of two days of
activity in the nation's capital that soared its
stock for the opening next fall. Audie Murphy, who stars in this film of his own stirring war experiences, was the hub of the
event, climaxed by a top brass preview.
Highlights of Murphy's visit to Washington was his presentation to the nation's highest officials, including vice-president Richard
Nixon, Speaker Sam Rayburn, cabinet officers and military chiefs. At a reception tendered by the Texas Congressional delegation,
Interstate's Robert J. O'Donnell and U-I
sales vice-president Charles J. Feldman, proclaimed the world premiere of the film would
be held in Texas as part of a state-wide celebration honoring Murphy, a native son.
At an impressive ceremcny during a meeting with General Maxwell Taylor, Army
Chief of Staff, Murphy accepted a special
Army Certificate of Appreciation on behalf
of producer Aaron Rosenberg. The film was
signally cited by Ass't Secretary of the
Army Frank L. Orth as "the finest war film
I have ever seen."
Adv'g Triple Average Pic Cost
Universal's advertising budget cn "To
Hell and Back" will be three times the
amount it spends on an "average feature",
according to a report in the Wall Street
Journal. The financial paper gave no
figures, either for the planned budget or
for the "average" production cost.

For 'It
Horror
Horror Rules
stunts galore
wereCame'
used by Robert
Whalen of the RKO Orpheum in Minneapolis for Columbia's "It Came From Beneath
the Sea." Among them: an ambulance going around town bannered with a message
that it would be in attendance at the theatre
during the run; tie in with a beauty salon
for a display complete with beauty operator
guaranteeing a dye job for anyone "whose
hair turns white" upon seeing the monster.
Two more stunts are shown below.
THIS OCTOPUS *ASfOOM
f tOITm A TOM CUT III
HMTHfAST MiMHHHIS
Bitot. i autmr
THIS MtT gfOf
TmIt esvHTer
lWIWUTW TO MHtf
THAT A (MM HIT HAH
m nm cnifs jusmf
hiiht eefoff

The showman's touch was applied by the RKO
Orpheum
Minneapolis
Columbia's
"It
Came
From inBeneath
the Sea".forTie-in,
above, with
sporting
goods
store
had
target
for
dart-throwers; cashier shares cage with octopus in a jar.
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They'll
Talk
About
The
Shrike'
"Destined to be the most talked
this will be multiplied among moviegoers. The opportunity for stunts
about motion picture of the year!"
built around the title is limitless. A
is a key selling angle used by U-I
for "The Shrike." There is strong
premise of validity to this claim. It
is a film of gripping dramatic impact, due to hit home with its ruthless analysis of a marriage problem
that carries fascination to both male

word of caution, however. The serious nature of the film and its adult
appeal should not be cheapened with
horror gimmicks or misleading
tricks. Significantly, the pressbook
steers clear of any mention of stunts.

and female alike. The BULLETIN'S
review calls it a "powerful, effective
version of stage success . . . aimed
at intelligent, adult audiences, but
will draw others . . . There is no let-

Singular casting is an important
selling point. Jose Ferrer was, of
course, a natural for the role, having
created it on the stage and earning
both the Donaldson and the Antoinette Perry Awards as the best director and actor, and voted best director, actor and producer by the
N. Y. Drama Critics. Co-star June
Allyson's role, the fanatically possessive wife, is decidedly off-beat
from her past portrayals. Showmen
should make capital of this to excite
her fans and stimulate those moviegoers who may have become a bit
surfeited with her goody-goody exhibitions.

up in tension."
Bulwarked by the film's quality,
U-I has constructed a promotional
campaign that features a striking
series of ads as starkly compelling as
the picture — and keyed likewise to
stimulate talk. From the one-column
teasers (below) to the large display
ads (right), the dramatically simple
art and provocative catchlines are
effectively designed to pique audience interest and oil the tonguehinges. A most heartening feature
to the showman is the knowledge
that he is not overselling or misleading his audience with these ads. The
low-key illustration and the bold
copy are completely in tune with the
picture's theme and mood.
Another obviously exploitable
angle is the title. Once heard, it
sticks with the hearer, connoting a
fearsome thing, intriguing in its
mystery. Much of the talk engendered by the film will be based on,
"What's a Shrike?" More will be
stirred by those proudly displaying
their knowledge. When the play
opened three years ago on Broadway, the title aroused such comment
among theatregoers.
Imagine how

The theme, singling out an important marital problem, offers an excellent opportunity for husband-wife
draw. Apt to swell the talk and bring
in that additional person would be
the manager's admonition to husbands (wives) : "Please don't see
'The Shrike' without your wife (husVital to the promotion, too, is the
band)."
Pulitzer Prize winning background
of the story, particularly to the class
clientele. A list of past Pultizer
Prize plays that have been made into
movie hits would focus attention on
this asset, as well as lend the prestige which counts so heavily with
the selective audiences.
We u/ere
husband
and ivife
lout

see
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(Ml/"
JOSE FERRER^ JUNE ALLYSON

An unusually wide and
varied selection of teaser
ads are available, as displayed in the pressbook.
The three one-column teasers shown at left make
capital of the catchlines
that predominate in all
the ads, emphasizing the
title as well. Note how
the ad at extreme left employs a double teaser,
both intationtheand inword's
connoanticipation
of the picture. Four twocolumn teasers are also
available.

Stark black-and-white with strategically placi
art and quote-copy taken from the script cha |
acterize the large selection of display ads.
striking variety of catchlines highlight the nn
jority of the ads, every one with a teasingly pr
vocative implication. In addition to those shov
above; "You don't want to love me . . . Yi
want to devour me . . ." "They told me that
was like the Shrike . . . Rending my victim . .
my husband . . . between the beak and c^
of my love and impaling him upon the tho
points
desire!" ThePicture
line, "Destined
Be The of
Mostmy Talked-About
of the Yea I
is sole sales copy on the posters.

The confused victim, Jose Ferrer, and the wife, June Allyson, whose possessive devotion has driven him to near
suicide and a psychiatric hospital, listen to the psychiatrists' (Kendall Clark, Isabelle Bonner) definition of a
"shrike" — a soft, downy bird with a long beak used to impale a victim. Left, realization of her unwitting role in
her husband's mental trauma transforms the "shrike" into the wife who can cure him.

THE

SHRIKE

Joseph Kramm's incisive play based on a marital relationship not
uncommon, but rarely recognized, won a Pulitzer Prize when it appeared on Broadway in 1952 with Jose Ferrer as director and star.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg has used the same winning combination
for his screen version, with June Allyson co-starred, to provide U-I
with one of its most important pictures of the year.
A dramatic X-ray of a problem marriage, the story finds Ferrer
in a hospital under psychiatric observation as the result of a suicide
attempt. Refusing to return to his apparently devoted wife, the psychiatrists piece out the events that led to this situation : Ferrer, a
rising Broadway director, finds himself losing his individuality and
character because of the possessive love of his wife, June Allyson,
who cannot bear anything replacing her in his affections. Hopelessly smothered by her dominating love, his plays fail. Even when he
tries to leave her in favor of someone who understands his need, he
is too weak to make the break, seeking suicide as the way out. As
the doctors understand the problem, their attention is turned to
Allyson, to make her see how her twisted love ruined her husband.
As she comes to the realization, the prospect of happiness returns.
Film BULLETIN
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Size-ups
Studio
(Continued from Page 23)
Only now the William Perlberg-George Seaton Droduction-direction effort has the more
euphonistic title of "The Proud and the Profane" (William Holden, Deborah Kerr),
VistaVision & Technicolor. Filming comes
to Hollywood August 22, when Hitchcock
and the Curtiz productions will probably be
finished.
Incidentally, the Ponti-de Laurentiis production of "War and Peace" (Aubrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer) a muchdisputed property, is going ahead in Italy
for Paramount elease. King Vidor is directing.
Studio production chief Don Hartman,
who has never forgotten that he has been
an actor, writer, director and producer before he got on Cloud 7 or on whatever layer
of the stratosphere film executives reside, is
embarking on a search for hyphenated talent
possibilities, particularly in the writer-director field.
REPUBLIC
Production At Low Ebb
One Filming; Westerns

to Roll

The "dog days" are here for Republic, as
far as continuing production is concerned.
Shooting now is "Treachery" (Nancy Gates,
Patric Knowles, Marie Windsor), a murder
melodrama. Rudy Ralston is associate producer and Franklin Adreon is director.
Next upcoming are "Jesse James Was My
Neighbor," Sidney Picker associate producer,
William Witney director, and Zane Grey's
"The Maverick Queen," Joseph Kane associate producer and director.
RKO

O'Neil Mum on Studio Plans
TV-Or-Not-TV, the Question
The on-and-off sale rumors of the Hughes
regime finally came to an end with the purchase of the RKO production and distribution facilities by General Teleradio, Inc. GT
president Thomas F. O'Neil has stated that
th ere will be policy changes "to make more
extensive use of facilities." The general
opinion here is that O'Neil will plunge into
production of films-for-theatre, as well as
for-TV. One straw in the wind is the fact
that Charles L. Glett, an experienced executive in both motion pictures and video production, has been hired to supervise GT's
motion picture activities.
Shooting now are: "Glory" (Margaret
O'Brien) SuperScope & Technicolor, a horse
racing story by Gene Markey, being produced and directed by David Butler; "Slightly Scarlet" (John Payne, Arlene Dahl,
Rhonda Fleming) SuperScope & Technicolor, aBenedict Bogeaus Production; Allan Dwan directing. Barbara Stanwyck was
originally announced for a role.
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Scheduled to start August 11 is "Great
Day in the Morning" (Robert Stack), an
Edmund Grainger production which deals
with Denver in the 1860's. Jacques Tourneur
will direct.
Shooting in England is "The Way Out"
(Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman), melodrama
under the banner of Todon Productions, with
Tony Owen producing; Montgomery Tulley
directing.
King Bros, inked a deal for the release of
their next three productions: "The TwoHeaded Spy" — to be filmed in Berlin and
London; "The Seven Lanterns of Japan" —
to be produced in Japan, and "The Syndicate"— to roll in Hollywood. All three are
in the scripting stage.
Following are completion of Holt-Rosen's
"Texas Lady" (Claudette Colbert) SuperScope & Technicolor, it was announced that
Holt is seeking another property in which to
star Miss Colbert.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Quashes

Rumors

Four CinemaScopics Lensing
Darryl F. Zanuck returned from London
to be greeted by reports that he was retiring
as production chief and that executive producer Buddy Adler would take over the
reins. He squashed these rumors in short
order and the lot settled back to the more
important task of making pictures. Incidentally, the rumors persist.)
Four features, all in CinemaScope and
color, now in work are: "The Girl in the Red
Velvet Swing," (Ray Milland, Joan Collins,
Farley Granger) a scandal story much
hashed over in the Sunday supplements of
Evelyn Nesbitt, Harry K. Thaw and Stanford White. Producer Charles Brackett, director Richard Fleischer.
"The View from Pompey's Head" (Richard Egan, Dana Wynter) from Hamilton
Basso's novel of a small Georgia town;
Philip Dunne is writer-director-producer.
"Good Morning, Miss Dove," (Jennifer
Jones,
Stack)
Francis
Patton'sof
book ofRobert
a woman
teacher
and Gray
the effects
her teaching on her students. Samuel G.
Engel producer, Henry Koster director.
"Mr. Retread," (Tom Ewell) formerly
"The Camp Follower," with Buddy Adler
producing and Frank Tashlin directing from
his own script. At this writing, no feminine
lead had been selected. Ewell ("The Seven
Year Itch") plays the role of a veteran in
the reserve who is called back. His wife
joins the Women's Army Corps, but he in
the meantime flunks his physical examination, and has to follow her to various camps.
The only film on the immediate shooting
horizon is another Buddy Adler production,
tor set.) of the Bottle." (No cast or direc"Bottom
Reports from first runs indicate that the
20th-Fox advertising boys have done a topflight job in getting "How To Be Very, Very
Popular" off to a fast start. The newspaper
ads featuring Sheree North and her "Rock
'n' Roll" number are exciting public attention and drawing good grosses in early runs.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Production Entry Rumored
Global Product Deals Mushroo
The phenomenon of the industry — Uni
Artists — is rolling forward at such a pa
production-wise, that it is almost impossi
to keep up with its global operation
decision of Max Youngstein to spend p
of the year in Hollywood augurs two thin
The strengthening of an already solid
lationship with independent producers us
company facilities and financing; the en
of UA into actual production of its own.
To this company is flocking a host of n
personalities desiring autonomy rather tlj
studio contracts, and a chance to cho>
roles for which they are best suited. UA
acquiring topnotch creators who feel lm ;
here they have a distribution outlet whj
operates upon an enlightened policy suita
to progressive picture-making.
Production in Hollywood:
Aubrey Schenck and Howard W. K
Bel-Air Productions are currently fill
"Three Bad Sisters" (Maria English, Ka
leen, Sara Shane) — Schenck producing, Km
directing. Bel-Air recently inked an agr.
ment which calls for the production of 1
features within the next two years. Ten f
the films are to be in color. Next upcom ;
Kaon the Schenck-Koch slate is "Fronr
Scout," starring Tony Martin in his ft
straight-dramatic role. Bel-Air features su
to be released are: "Desert Sands" (Rai
Meeker, Maria English) SuperScope d
Technicolor, and "Fort Yuma" (Per
Graves, Joan Vohs) Technicolor.
In final process work is "The Beast f
Hollow Mountain" (Guy Madison, Patri
Medina) CinemaScope & EastmanCo I
produced by William and Edward Nass r
as the first science-fiction western; the la'r
also directs. This marks the debut of t
Regiscope "animation-in-depth" process veloped by Edward Nassour.
Winding up is producer Bert Friedlcs
"News Is Made At Night" (Dana Andre;,
Rhonda Fleming, Ida Lupino) — Fritz L;J
director.
Pine-Thomas-Shane's "The Big Caper's
slated to roll August 15, depending on e
availability of talent.
In New York, producers Jed Harris i
Michael Myerberg are well underway v. ti
"Patterns" (Van Heflin)— Fielder Cook recting. Boris Kaufman, who won an Aca my of
Award
for "On the Waterfront" is dii tor
photography.
BrynaDouglas)
Productions'
"The Indian
Fighi j
"
(Kirk
CinemaScope
& Color,
gan filming on location in Bend, Oregidirecting.
William Schorr is producing; Andre de Th
Overseas production:
In work on the French Riviera is "Forei
Intrigue" (Robert Mitchum, Genevie
Page)
Sheldon Eastman
Reynolds. Color; producer-direc r
Hecht-Lancaster
will roll "Trapeze"
(E t
Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida,
Tony Cufl
Katy
Jurado)
Technico'.
on August
1 inCinemaScope
Paris. James & Hill
will pH
duce; Sir Carol Reed will direct.

\tudio Size-ups
< Robert Rossen's "Alexander The Great"
i ichard Burton, Frederic March, Claire
] >om) CinemaScope & Technicolor, which
|; been three years in the making, comI ted production in Madrid Spain. Rossen
h produced and directed.
^mong the new deals recently set by UA:
' oseph Cotten was inked by producers
' bert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein to do
own Production's "The Killer Is Loose."
Hivia de Havilland signed with writer-proi ;er-director Norman Krasna to star in his
i nedy, "The Ambassador's Daughter." It's
!'ieduled for CinemaScope & Technicolor
f sing in Paris later this year.
"J IVERSAL-I

INTERNATIONAL

way All Boats' Finished
eady Filming Pace Maintained
: Jniversal-International maintains an even
I 1 of production, spacing shooting through| the year and planning far enough ahead
t obtain maximum efficiency from its em( yees. Four features, three in Technicolor
i|I one in black-and-white, are under way
ii v, with three more set to start next
i nth. A shooting pace of about four films
>eing maintained by studio chief Ed Muhl
(1 his crew. Avoiding the ebb and flow of
I duction is one of the items which enables
It to utilize efficiently its school of young
)efuls constantly being groomed for starIn.
: iatisfied with the results of Vista Vision
t "Away All Boats," U-I will use the profs in making "The Charles Russell Story,"
iudie Murphy), with Aaron Rosenberg as
li'ducer. "Away All Boats," (Jeff ChandI' George Nader, Julie Adams) recently
; npleted filming. Howard Christie pro-

duced and Joseph Pevney directed. It has
the distinction of being U-I's most expensive picture, budget-wise.
Upcoming for the cry of "roll 'em" within
the next 30 days are: "A Day of Fury" (Dale
Robertson) Technicolor — Robert Arthur
producer, Harmon Jones director, and "Pillars of the Sky," (Jeff Chandler) Technicolor— Arthur also producing, George Marshall directing.
At work are two outdoor action pictures,
a prize fight story and the biography of a
famous jazz musician, which is almost as
varied a program of entertainment as one
can get.
The westerns are "Backlash" (Richard
Widmark, Donna Reed) — Aaron Rosenberg
producing and John Sturges directing, and
"Decision at Durango," (Rory Calhoun,
Martha Hyer, Dean Jagger) — Albert Zugsmith producing and Jack Arnold directing.
Both are in Technicolor.
The prize-fight story is "The Square
Jungle," (Tony Curtis, Ernest Borgnine) a
black-and-white offering, with Zugsmith
again holding production reins and Jerry
Hopper directing.
The musician's tale is, of course, "The
Benny Goodman Story," with NBC-TV's
Steve Allen essaying the role of the King
of Swing. Donna Reed is also in this, with
such musical figures as Harry James, Ben
Pollack, Gene Krupa, Lionel Hampton and
Sammy Davis, Sr. Persons connected with
the film, and in fact all at U-I, are keeping
their fingers crossed and remembering the
grosses of "The Glenn Miller Story."
WARNER

BROTHERS

Current Shooting Line-Up
Loaded With Exploitable
Rated off its current production
Warner Brothers, which pioneered
phases of exploitation, is going to

Names
schedule,
in many
be in one

of the most favorable positions it has ever
enjoyed, in so far as direct merchandising to
the public is concerned. Here is the lineup:
An Edna Ferber best-seller, Liberace's first
starring picture, a dramatic story of the
court-martial of one of America's greatest
aviation heroes played Gary Cooper, a John
Wayne vehicle, and a Van Johnson-Jane
Wyman love story. And soon to go into
production — initial pre-recordings have been
completed — is the Mario Lanza vehicle,
"Serenade."
The combination of George Stevens,
Henry Ginsberg and Edna Ferher is curFerber's "Giant," (Elizrently Taylor,
filming Miss
abeth
Rock Hudson, James Dean)
WarnerColor in Marfa, Texas.
The TV phenomenon, Liberace, is working in "Sincerely Yours" (Joanne Dru, Dorothy Malone) — a remake of a George Arliss
vehicle in which a classical pianist becomes
deaf, finds humility and then regains his
hearing. Henry Blanke is producing; Gordon Douglas directing.
"The Court-Martial of Billy Mitchell"
(Gary Cooper, Ralph Bellamy) the dramatic
story of the hero who foretold and proved
his theory of the superiority of airpower, is
ing.
produced by Milton Sperling's United
being
States Pictures, with Otto Preminger direct"Miracle in the Rain" (Van Johnson, Jane
Wyman), a World War II romance by Ben
Hect is shooting at the studio after location
work in NYC. Frank P. Rosenberg is producing and Rudy Mate directing.
"The Searchers" (John Wayne, Jeff Hunter, Vera Miles) is being made by C. V.
Whitney Pictures in color and VistaVision
on location in Utah. Producer is Merian C.
Cooper and director is John Ford, a pretty
unbeatable combination.
Warners for years has been reticent about
divulging starting dates on its future productions, but has permitted the information
to "leak" out that Mario Lanza HAS shown
up for
hisin pre-recordings
for great
"Serenade,"
that
he is
great voice AND
shape.
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PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on. Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dei
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond, WIMiam
RichardGastte.
Denning.
Produ
COLUMBIA
ALLIED ARTISTS
Sam Katzman.
Western,
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advan
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston,
March
Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett,
A prilWeistmuller, Jean Byron. ducer
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny
BIG TIPOFF. THE Richard Conte, Constance Smith.
venture
The story of a giant half-ape, half-n
Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Ad- beast whodrama.
Producer William F. Broidy. Director Frank McDonald . Producer venture.
goes on a killing rampage until destro
Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
Melodrama. Newspaper man becomes involved in who is lone survivor
of ancient civilization. 70 min.
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
crooked charity and attempted murder. 77 min.
LAST FRONTIER CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor I
y
THREE FOR THE SHOW MaCinemaScope,
Technicolor. ture,
Madison, Robert Preston. Producer Willi
"DIAL
RED
O"
Bill
Elliott,
Keith
Larson,
Helene
Stan
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Lem- Fadiman.Guy Director
ley. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Dan UHman.
Mann. Western. Indi
Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter. hostile to advancing Anthony
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to mon.
men attempt to annihil
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in new outpost, but Fort white
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
is
saved
by former fur trap
Korea
returns
home
to
find
wife
remarried
to
best
who assumes command.
murder is mistakenly blamed on him. 62 min.
friend. 101 min. 3/7.
SEVEN ANGRY MEN Raymond Massey, Debra Paget,
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ji
Jefferey
Producer
Vi/tcent
M. Deals
Fennelly.
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
tor CharlesHunter.
M. Warren
.Action
drama.
with DirecJohn
Kohlmar.
Director
RichardJackQuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy.
CEIL
2455.Wallace
DEATH ROW
William Director
& RobertFred
Campbell.
ventures of two small-town girs who seek their
Brown's violent crusade to free slaves. 90 min. 3/21
Producer
MacDonatd.
Sears. tunes
in
the
big
city.
108
min.
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined six
SPECIAL DELIVERY Don Harmer, Joseph Cotton. F
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
A pril
with international background. Burlesque on
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. J :>hn Derek,
END
OF
THE
AFFAIR,
THE
Deborah
Kerr,
Van
Johnson.
Curtain
diplomacy. 86 min.
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
Producer David Lewis (Coronado). Director Edward
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
TEEN-AGE
CRIME WAVEDirector
Tommy Fred
Cook, F.Mollie
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.
Man's
hate,
jeatousy,
and
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
Clover Production.
Sears.McC.Mi
destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18. Adrama.
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter love
Youthful
thugs
involve
innocent
girl
in robb
SEMINOLE
UPR'SING
Technicolor.
GeorgeDirector
Montgompilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
ery, Karin Booth.
Producer
Sam Katzman.
Earl and murder.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall Amanda
Beflamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaucapture warring Indian chief whom he had known
dine.
Comedy.
Bowery
Boys
become
involved
in
plot
as
a boy. 74 min.
I. F. E.
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
TIGHT
SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonr\e De BrTan Keith.
Producer
Lewis
J.
Rachmil.
Director
Phil
Carlo. Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. DirecKarlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to court
in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
avenge murder of U. S.Ma
Marshal,
with the trail comy
plicated by gun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE
English Language. Am
A pril
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini. Film Costellazione Pro
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith, tion.
Luigi Zampa. Melodrama. A do
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director slaying Director
and death of a young man add to pr
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
LAS
Gray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Coieen
Sidney gambling den for fun becomes
June real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
cutor's
determination
that justice shall prevail. 105
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng.
Marina Vlady
MayLang.
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai TOO
writer on gambling fall 'inunlove
and break up plans Zetterd'ng.
Michel
Beck.
Producer
Niccolo
Theodoli. Director
e
Prodycer Phil C. Samuel. Direetor Mark
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
nello
De
Felice.
Drama.
Affair
of
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi whose romance ends in tragedy whenfifteen-yeargirl dies
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.
child birth. 88 min. 3/21
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy, Peggie Castle, Forrest
WAYWARD
WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrig
July
Tucker. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati.
CHICAGO
SYNOrCATE
Dennis
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law Xavier
mantic
drama.
Bored by husband and small town
Cugat.
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
Fred
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
beautiful woman seeks excitement in the arms
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime another
man. 9| min. 4/4.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant Jherd
l of elephants from
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
hunters commissioned by government.
69 min.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. D i
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to GREEN
mentary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in S.
kill men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
from
Rio
to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5..
July
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faitti OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mang |
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken ITDomergue,
Amedeo
Nazzari.
Producer Dino De Laurentiis
Kenneth
Tobey.
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
DiHughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodra
record Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in explosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
Young man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers, fit
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben
wife and unborn child are killed he avenges their yj
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
August
der
and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
on the king's life. 6 1 min.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direc- writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration,
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
star cast. Faro Film production. Omnibus. Portraya
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor.
various
way of love and women who practice tT
but his 81strict
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Pro- presented in "March Coming
of Time" style. 90 min.
murder.
min. rules affect merchants who plot his James ducer
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
August
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince Ed- MADDALENA Technicolor. JuMarta
PHENIX Producer
CITY STORY,
Richard
Kiley, Diamond.
Kathryn
ne Toren, Gino C<j.
Grant.
Samuel THE
Bischoff
and David
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
(Titanus Films, Rome): Producer Giuseppe Bordoi
make night of86 terror
formison and family of wealthy Director
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceAugusto Genina. Religious drama. Ita
businessman.
min.
Co
ng
mountain village Good Friday pageant is air;
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
turned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirissh. Director Henry Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Le vin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
again fair
to bring
between85 England
and France and
save
damsel peace
in distress.
min.
shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through counINDEPENDENTS
try hostile with Apaches, bandits, renegade soldiers.
Coming
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. ProRichmond, director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. MeloMarch
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War redrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
turns to become the hometown preacher.
CRASHOUT [Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
DUEL
ON
THE
MISSISSIPPI
Technicolor.
Patricia
MeBODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
ProducerSix Hal
E. Chester.
Lewis lea
Fo <9
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil- nedy.
Melodrama.
convicts
escape Director
from prison
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate trail of violence with only two surviving to rif»|
Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant life drains hucache of stolen money. 90 min.
seeks falls
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and
mans of all emotions but will to live. 83 min.
then
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacTO PARIS WITH LOVE J. Arthur Rank (Continil
FOOTSTEPS
IN
THE
FOG
Technicolor.
Stewart
GranMurray, Dorothy Malone,
Brennan. Producer
Dist. Co.) Technicolor. Alec Guinness, Odile Vers.
ger, Jean Simmons. Producers M. J. Frankovich, MaxVincent M. Fennelly. DirectorWalter
Alfred Werker. Western.
well Setton. Director Arthur Lubin. Melodrama. After Vernon Gray. Producer Antony Darnborough. Dire*
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general
store murdering his wife man plans to pin this and at- Robert Hamer. Romantic Comedy.
owner
into town's
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of murder. tempted murder of himself on maid who knows of the
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
SERGEANT. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
MAD AT THE WORLD IAFilmakers)
pril Frank Lovejoy, K
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- GENTLE
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl Brasselle. Producer Collier
Young. Director H
rector
Jean
Yarbrough.
has
life
complicated
by
romance
with
beautiful
JapaDrama.
A
short
"piggy-is
Ess*. Melodrama. When young hoodlums acciden
back railroad carrying loaded trucks onlineflatcars
nese
girl
while
on
occupation.
Love
and
orphans
evensabotage victim of rival truck line owner. 80 min.
killgang.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gun
tually give soldier new perspective.
for
min.
Film
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

ne Fess Parker, Buddy
\Tt CROCKETT (WaltJuDisney)
isen. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Norm Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
ries about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
amo hero. 95 min.
July
';.,DY
AND THE
(Walt Disney)
CinemaScope,
chnicolor.
PeggyTRAMP
Lee, Barbara
Luddy, Larry
Roberts,
I Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a ro, ince between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
Coming
)LD AND THE BRAVE, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope.
Corey, Mickey
Taylor.Drama.
Producer
ilendell
E. Chester.
DirectorRooney,
Lewis R.DanFoster.
Six
Idiers and an Italian girl react variously to stresses
a war-torn country and terrors of a battle in the
ily campaign.
' REBUS, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer ColR r Young. Drama. Arson squad investigator probes a
II ries of fires, rescues a woman from a huge blaze
I d proves she is the arsonist.
THE Drama.
(Filmakers)
SuperScope.
, SOLDERING
cer Hal E. SEA.
Chester.
Conflict
between Prothe
-annical
captain
and
crew
of
an
American
merchant
lip reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
EAPON, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
Chester.
Drama.
An unsloved
involving
I|tter
U.S. war
veteran,
a Germanmurder
war bride
and aa
I1 ler
is
resolved
after
a
child
finds
a
loaded
gun
in
mb rubble.
LIPPEHT
April
LASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
nds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
I ith numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
e mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
rker presents his latest attraction. 59 min.
jlimery,
(UNDER Marjorie
OVER SANGOLAND
Jon Rudolph
Hall, RayFlothow.
MontLord.Adventure.
Producer
I rector Sam Newfield.
White doctor
and
I end trke into the jungle to save missionary girl
3m native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
R STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProducerI rector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
j Madron
trainingproblems
on carrierof copes
with conflict
among
Nn
and marital
junior officers.
67 min.
HANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Mont| >mery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Dictor Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
stile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
slen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
| d leads party to safety. 75 min.
June
' NGZimbalist.
DINOSAUR
Bill Bryant,
Producer
Director
Bert I. Wanda
Gordon. Curtis.
Science-fiction.
1 •historic
cket partybeasts
e>f four
lands
on
new
planet,
encounters
and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.

July
>NESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar,
oducer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Westn. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
his property
who
vefight
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers
73 min.
August
MBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
Iventure. Mau-Mau story filmed entirely in Africa.
1ETR0-G0LDWYN-MAYER
A pril
DEVILLED CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Anne Baxter,
sve Forrest. Producer Henry Berman. Director
tchell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priestod meets woman who is involved in Paris underworld
d murder. 89 min. 5/2.
-ASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
chael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
larles
Walters.
Musical
Cinderella.
94 min.
3/7. fantasy. Retells the story
May
4RAUDERS. THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
:hards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
;rald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
ane
leader81 try
stelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
ODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
rdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
hnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
Film

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical
musical love story
e
JunEtting.
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth
122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/14.
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 78 min.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and ttie treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 101 min. Coming
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story and Broadway musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos
medium ofcomedy
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
IT'S ALWAYS
WEATHER
Gene
Kelly, DanFAIR
Dailey,
Dolores CinemaScope,
Gray. ProducerColor.
Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of female TV star.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf
singer under
hypnotic
influence model
of a madbecomes
musician.great
82 min.

AUGUST

SUMMARY

August distribution slates are apparently set with only 25 new features scheduled for release during the month. Republic has tentatively scheduled six. Universal and Columbia will each have three.
20th-Fox, Metro, United Artists, Allied
Artists and Paramount will each release
two. Eight of the newcomers are in CinemaScope; 16 in color.
Exhibitors will have available:
7 Dramas
4 Comedies
6 Melodramas
2 Musicals
4 Adventures
2 Westerns

YOU;RE
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Dean
Martin, Jerry
Lynn, W-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 106 min.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarini. AdventureComing
Spectacle. Homeric f*ats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.

ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
March
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Eric Flemina. Producer George Pal. Director Byrofl
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Ma^s from man-mad*
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
space station 1000 miles about earth. 103 min.
and crime comic books.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Melvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
lost self-confidence trying comeback. 104 min. 12/27. king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Rennie, Vittorio
AprilMichael
DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeMarch, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Laurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
home and terrorize residents.
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
May
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
RUN FOR COVER W-Technicolor.
James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends yoyng man only to be re- fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
warded with attempted murder. 92 min.
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart,
Day. assassination
Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock.
Drama.Doris
Political
plot
leads talking.
to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from
HELL'S phy.ISLAND
VV-Technicolor.
John
Payne,
Mary
MurProducers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby, ROSE
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Heston,B. DeMille.
Yul Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
ProducerDirector Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of fa- Charlton
director Cecil
Religious
story
mous Lewis and Clark expedition.
108
min.
6/13.
June
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Ste- TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league Tryon,
wife murder.
creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic and
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
July
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE W-Technicolor. Bob Hooe,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelof angles including pretty widow.
son. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
his VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathchildren
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
ryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
August
band helps
French
King
rout
nobles
who
would
overthrow him.
WE'RE NO ANGELS W-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Direc- WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the Hepburn,
Ponti. Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
BULLETIN — THIS
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VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrest Tucker. Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Joe Kane. Western.

REPUBLIC
May
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon.
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen, John Baer,
June William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.a racketeer's
70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's. 90 min.
JulyMorris, Yvonne Furneaux.
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Valentina Cortese, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adventure.
fanatic tribe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art treasure.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to steal
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. AGeorge
Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
miracleDirector
in a small town. Blair. Drama. The story of a
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes 1
story about two people who learn to live again.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAN
A Trucolor.
Ray Milland,
DirectorALONE,
Ray Milland.
Western
melodrama.Marv Murphy.
MAN TO MAN Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William
Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks up
turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness
horsesuccesses.
reunites partners and turns them
towardover
new atrack
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
Film

RKD

ay
A Mpril
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON son,
OF SallySINBAD
DaleProducer
RobertForrest,SuperScope,
Lili St. Cyr,Technicolor.
Vincent Price.
Robertture.Sparks.
Director
Ted
Tetzlaff.
Romantic
advenFurther adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves.
June Price-St. Cyr. 88 min.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest,
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
July
PEARL OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native tabu's
but relent86 their
remain
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
BENGAZI SuperScope. Victor McLaglen, Richard Conte,
Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm. (Panamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking gold
buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Coming
Arabs.
BOY AND THE BULL. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Michel Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph
Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper. Drama. The adventures of a young mexican boypanionwho
growsanduphowwitheacha bull
as histhemain
and friend
protects
other.comCONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez.
HowardHistorical
Hughes adventure.
Production. Tale
Producer-director
Dick Powell.
of the 13th
century ravaging conqueror Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules
1 19 min.Furthman. Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is fKally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the loan survivor of his band.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

A pril
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe
Mara Lane, Rossano Brazzi.
Producersented Steven
Patios.
Dennis O'Keefe.
Preby Patria PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A young
secretary murders her boss (and loverl and implicates
an American car salesman who falls in love with her.
Accused of crime he forces her to confess. 81 min. 5/30
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMMarshall.
119 min. 4/4.
ay
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Langley.
girl marooned
onNoeldesert
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of 6/13.

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eal
Color. Maureen O'Hara, Anthony Quinn. Producer!
roll Case. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. 94 min. \
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe (U
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charlt
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. f
room adventures of husband
unewhen wife is awe!|
summer vacation. 105 min. J6/13.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe til
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy ft
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love)
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Co
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi.f
ducer .Buddy
drama
102 min.Adler.
7/11. Director Samuel G. Fuller,
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaS i
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable. Sheree North, R =
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. C|i
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a ml
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reach
small college and the fraternity house the fun bti
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Montai
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner,
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to aju
his
father 74of min.
several
murderer.
2/7. killings falls into hands of al .
August
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. Ame
flyer forced down in China during World War I I
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking witll
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves
town. Masauarade ends and he finds love.
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Davis,Henry
RichardKister.
Todd. Historical
Producer Charles
tor
drama. Brackett.
In attemptD'
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh
counters love and wrath of Queen Elizabeth.
LOVE IS A MANY September
SPLENDORED THING CinemaSc
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Ji
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Dr.
Story of
whoseof two
life worlds.
is complicated)
cause
her woman
blood isdoctor
a mixture
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color, fl
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Rj
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Diror
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the jrm
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robryi
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the \iU
and they
partners inlead
cattle.themTheyamong
head indfu ers,
west
and become
their adventures
former Union guerrillas and a woman.

UNITED

ARTISTS

March
BIG HOUSE, USA Broderick Crawford, Ralph Me r.
Producer Aubrey Schenck. Director Howard
Melodrama. Kidnap-extortioner joins other convic in
jail-break plan to recover buried ransom. 82 min. 21
MARTY
Ernest
Borgnine,
BetsyMann.
Blair. Romantic
Hecht-Lancdr era.
Production.
Director
Delbert
Boy
and
girl,
to
whom
life
has
denied
ddenly find it in each others arms. 89 min. romance,
4/4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK (Goldstein Products)
Ansco color. Joel McCrea, Miroslava. Producer Rc rt
Goldstein. Director Jacques Tourneur. Western. Y 19
circut judge
family
empire.brings
66 min.justice to town controlled by epril G. Robinson, Ge ]«
BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
Raft.
Sam
Bischoff-David
Diamond
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detectiveproduction.
branch ofDiror
wH
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LET'S MAKE UP EastmanColor.
May Errol Flynn, / a
Neagle,
David drama.
Farrar. Set Producer-director
Wilcox. Musical
in late war England,Hern
y >9 •
musical
comedy
star
is
forced
to choose betwee >»
actor and a soldier. 94 min.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. 99
ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War dr. 3.
RAF pilot
fighting
in Burma
under in- I
war.
Regains
gripmin.disintegrates
on 4/4.
life thru contact
beautifulsures of Burmese
girl. 100

DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Di- KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker. Paul Stewart. Air*
rector Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor be- Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldnch. Susp.e
friends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntiej
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 mm. *■ .
THAT LADY CinemaScope. Technicolor. Olivia deHavil- ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor.n George Montgorrr,
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstei production. Dire
land, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two diffe"
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his bands
of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He Ijj •
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.
the
min.ranch hands hoping one will kill>"(
gangs82 as
bothother.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
R AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
woman's 97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
forof freedom.
min.
OF
THE
WORLD
Dale
Robertson,
n Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Frank
DirectorLoveioy,
Lewis
r Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowiperiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.
ne
BLUFF, THE JohnJuBromfield,
Martha Vickers.
rt Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
K TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel. Jack Warner,
rt Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
Gilbert.World
Drama.WarDaring
i; during
II. 88 escape
mo. from Nazi prison

ELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, SuzCloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
akespeare drama. 92 min. 4/13.
( SHALL NOT HAVE THi£M, THE Michael Redgrave,
Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
I. Director
aft.
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
MERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. RosBraiii. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
ee. 99andmin.new6/27.perspective on life vacationing in
July
l WHO LOVED REDHEADS, THE Technicolor,
fa Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
|:
|B9 Somlo.
min. Director Harold French. Romantic musiI AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
hum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Produeer:tor Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealdoctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
inal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
OOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Filmsl Richard
ne, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony HaveAllan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama,
an Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
throne.93 Plan
hisforvictim.
min. backfires when he falls in love
August
rUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
aster. Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
it. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure,
tiersman and his young son have their trek to the
t interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
ilize" them.
HT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
ers, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
les Laughton. Suspense drama.
Coming
(ANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
>rd Burton, Frederic March, Claire Bloom, Dan= Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rosseri. Epic
I )atization of the life of the Macedonian
conqueror.
iT OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
! Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
>nEdward
thriller. Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
ers. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
I ld-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
:RT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
ker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
I uction. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
TLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Tech|lor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Pro•rs Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
ctor Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
; to escape romantic entanglements and become
ved with stage-struck millionaire.
ED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
I Shane.
Bancroft.
Producer Edward Small, Director MaxMelodrama.
< OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wal. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
snture.
JBLE SHOOTER Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling. Pror Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson
tern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
nally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
UNIVERSAL-INTI
March
TAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
son, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
'er. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama,
ig Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
* off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
D OF FURY (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Jack HawkGlynic Johns. Producer George H. Brown. DirecKen Annakin. Adventure. Deals with story of the
eers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
>KE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
'wWestern.
ProducerSquadron
Howard ofChristie.
Jerry Hopcavalry Director
trapped by Indians
et
to
safety
by
army
captain
subject
to court
Nal for desertion. 88 min. 2/21.
Film

A pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
over plant.
the 79running
processing
min. of his rich brother's fruit
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor.
Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.y Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved
unewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79J min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE. THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed
rocky goingN«ar-disaster
because of
his ambitionsmining
and engineer
her wish has
for attention.
finally brings them together. 91 '/z min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton rector
Heston,
Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. DiJerry Hopper.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. Ulmer.
John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences Coming
during World War II. 106 min.

WARNER

BROTHERS

March
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman. Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story
of World
War2/7.II Marines and the girls they
left behind.
148 min.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL (Edward Small I Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. Melodrama.
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate. 87 min. 2/21
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
A pril WarnerColor, Print by
Technicolor. Julie Harris, MJames
Dean. Raymond Masay Director
sey. Producer John Steinbeck.
Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man's115efforts
to win the love of his domineermin. 2/21.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Adventures
young
in Santa Fe during
frontier days.of 112
min.woman-doctor
4/18.
JUMP INTO
JacquesDirctor
Sernas, David
Kurt Kaszner.
Producer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 min. 4/18.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. John
Wayne, Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighter is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in line of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor.
Randolph Scott,
ne Weisbart,
Dorothy Malone. ProducerJuDavid
Director
Lesley Selander. Western. Revenge-seeking Montanan
returns
obsessed
with
burning
desire
to
right
a
wrong
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/16.
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
Richard Todd.
JulyRedgrave,
Aerial war drama. Scientist
believes World War II
can
possibly
be
shortened
by
penetrating
The RAF undertakes the task. 102 min. 7/11. Ruhr Dams.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey Martin,
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks.
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda, James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard
ship anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123a cargo
min. 5/30.
August
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt
of booze racketeer to orComing
ganize band agency business.
HANDFUL OF CLOUDS, A CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict
helps and falls in love with young crippled girl. Involved in robbery he is finally killed.
McCONNELL STORY, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally neets death as a jet test pilot.
To Better Serve } on . . .
Office & Terminol Combined At
305 N. 12th St.
New Phones
Philadelphia 7, Pa. LOmbard 3-3944, 3945
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during dangerLADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
George
Nader, GODIVA
Victor McLaglen.
Arthur.
DiHIGHWAY
rector Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
EXPRESS LINES, INE.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
Member National Film Carriers
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. UnWashington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
natural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
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Summertim
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!®T

IN

MONTHS!"

s
e
. . . and say the critics'.
Highest rating! Does for Venice
'Three Coins in the Fountain' di
Rome!"- daily news
"Superb. . .overpowering!'

-time

"Will be one of the season's most
ular film attractions!"— daily mir
"A treat on two counts... Hepburn
Venice !"— American
"Magnificent

"Rossano

feeling and skill!"

Brazzi should tickle the

of any woman!"-NEW

RREN McGAVIN »nd ISA MIRANDA • Produced b»
OPERT
buecled by DAVID LEAN • Screenplay by
LEAN and H. E RATES
Bated on Arthur laurentf

yorker
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: KELLY'S BLUES
E KING'S THIEF
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THE MAN
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LAST COMMAND
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NAKED DAWN
>M A CAMERA
VIRGIN OUEEN

Plunge

RKO

THE

CHARLES

K. FELDMAN

NATION'S

Group Productions presents the

COLOR by DE IUXE with EVELYN KEYES- SONNY

seven

BICil

year

TUFTS • ROBERT STRAUSS • OSCAR

itcH
HOMO

,

5T

BOXOFFICE

HIT!

I

/ILDER star ring MARILYN
PMAN - VICTOR MOORE

MONROE

• ROXANNE

]ent • Released by 20th Century Fox

and TOM

EWELL

in QnemaScoP£

• Screen Play by BILLY WILDER and GEORGE

AXELROD

3S»

Filmed on actual location in Alaska with the
full cooperation of the
Army Air Force and
Alaskan
mand ! Air Com-

RTSON •EVELYN KEYES •FRANK LOVEJOY
: AEt BAIRO ond LEWIS R. FOSTER ■ Directed by LEWIS R. FOSTER • Written by JOHN D. KLORER and N. RICHARD NASH
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To

Allied:

Keep

Your

Door

Open!

The

recent switch by Allied
leadership from a posture of watchful, hopeful negotiation to one of
agressive militancy seems more than
mite premature under the circumstances. In support of this viewpoint
is the chronology of trade events
over the past six weeks. On June
29, you will recall, the joint AlliedTOA subcommittee charged with
distributor negotiations, following
weeks of intensive talks with film
company representatives, issued a
statement declaring that "distribution now recognizes and appreciates
the serious economic position of exhibition and, particularly, of the
smaller grossing theatres," and expressing confidence that sales policies "will be formulated to bring immediate and remedial relief."
On July 20, however, a mere three
weeks later to the day, Allied's
ooard of directors repudiated any
lopes its members may have held by
summarily dismissing its subcommittee from further duty, calling its
assignment completed. It was then
decided to press for Federal intervention in accord with the Emergency Defense Resolution. Several
lays following, TOA, in expressing
ts disappointment,
declared that
I 'the work of this Committee is not
learly finished. We feel that the
ICommittee made distributors coglizant, for the first time, of the harsh
economic plight of exhibition and
:hat this committee had obtained
/alid promises which we have every
eason to believe will be implenented and honored."
Many of Allied's friends — and
nembers, too — may be inclined to
isk, "why the haste?" In terminatng the services of the subcommittee
>n distributor negotiations, the organization cut off the arm with

which it was shaking loose some
sales policy concessions, however
meagre, for the benefit of exhibitors.
By suspending diplomatic discussions and returning to the belligerent threat of bringing in the Government to supervise film selling methods, Allied has run the risk of
withering the last glimmer of hope
for the very exhibitors it strives to
rescue from oblivion.

One may or may not agree with
the gripe voiced by the N. Y. Times
Jack Gould about the entertainment
ong "Pete Kelly's
the hour-l
values
ion show,
but the TV
Blues" oftelevis
that cannot
point
a
raise
does
scribe
be overlooked by film people.

And a glimmer of hope there is,
for we firmly believe that the distributors will make, at very least, concessions to the low-grossing theatres. True, the consideration granted
by the film companies might not be

it is contained in Gould's
Basica
ce:lly"If the Hollywood studios
senten
want to capitalize on TV, they and
their stars must learn that they will
have to put on a real show of merit
and sustained interest, not just a

sufficient to appease exhibition's rising temper, but every chance should
have been given them to meet the
test of their proclaimed good will.
If, and when, they had obviously
failed to implement their promises
or to extend them to the satisfaction
of the exhibitor body at large, that
would have been the proper time to
roll out the big guns.
It is not enough right now for Allied to hold its door only slightly
ajar. It is not the part of diplomatic
wisdom to force distribution to beat
in the door with new overtures. We
say to Allied : Hang out the Welcome sign; reconstitute the subcommittee and allow it to play out its
role in cooperation with the TOA
group. To paraphrase the
ber Song", it's a long, long
August to January, when
reconvenes. At least until
keep your door open.

"Septemtime from
Congress
that time,
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Too

Mueh

Com

m

ere

in I

feeble excuse to carry advertising."
The movies have been going more
and more deeply into TV plugs, and
there is no question about the efficacy of the medium, properly used,
selling channel. But we must
a
as
not fall into the complacent view
that Hollywood's glamor and stars
are enough to entertain on TV.
A three-minute trailer for a movie
is one thing. The picture is openly
and frankly being sold and the brief
glimpses of scenes and stars form a
commercial far about the average
TV sales message in appeal.
A half-hour or full hour show is
another matter. Here the basic goal
is entertainment and the sales message must appear to the viewer as
incidental. A show of such length
becomes a production, requiring variety and diversion with the commercial injected as subtly as possible. This is true whether the product being sold is a picture or a Plymouth. Let the commercial get the
upper hand and all it amounts to is
a big fat yawn.

The public expects superior television entertainment when Hollywood has a hand in the production.
If our films are to be exploited effectively by means of special TV
shows, the presentation should be in
the best entertainment tradition and
the sales pitch should be palatable.
Film BULLETIN August 8, 1955
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MOST
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COAST!

FROM

FORECAST
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IT'S
FAIR
The talk out West is
about the M-G-M
Studio! ZOOMING!
Never such activity!
This is No. 1 of a
series of ads about
BIG M-G-M attractions to come. Watch
this space for more
and more of the
GREATEST!

"IVANHOE"

ALWAY!
WE

(In CINEMASCOPE

AT

HE

and COLOR)

The grapevine from Hollywood is buzzing
about this gigantic, gorgeous musical sun
burst. Star-bright talents glorify this grea
ENTERTAINMENT!
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope
• "ITS ALWAYS
WEATHER" starring Gene Kelly • Dan Dailey • Cyd
Dolores Gray • Michael Kidd • Story snd Screen Play 6 1
Comden and Adolph Green • Music by Andre Previn • L\:
Betty Comden and Adolph Green • Photographed in E'
Color • Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen • Prod,
Arthur Freed

DOUGH!

QUENTIN

H T-I
IC
AS
RD
SM
VE

DURWARD
{In CINEMASCOPE

and COLOR)

The producers of "Ivanhoe" have brought to
life an equally great romantic novel by the
master story-teller, Sir Walter Scott. Filmed in
the real locations abroad.

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope • Sir Walter Scott's "QUENTIN
DURWARD" starring Robert Taylor . Kay Kendall . Robert
Morley • Photographed in Eastman Color . Screen Play by
Robert Ardrey . Adaptation by George Froeschel . Directed by
Richard Thorpe • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

Prize-winning story of the teen-ager on tri
for the "Petting Party Murder." A young la
professor defends him in a story that pad
unusual power.
L"
IAGlenn
M-G-M presents "TRIAL"
starring
Ford •
TR
McGuire
• Arthur Kennedy
. John Hodiak • Katy
with Rafael Campos • Juano Hernandez • Written by
Mankiewicz
his Harper's
Mark Robson from
• Produced
by Charles Prize
Schnee Novel • Dirt
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RKO

F. O'NEIL

When we originally became interested in RKO Radio
ictures, Inc. our main concern was with the film library,
/e had been considering the possibilities of a film program
ir television stations, though on a speculative basis which,
, e realize, was perhaps ten years ahead of its time. There
j ere many ways in which such a project could be aproached. We might provide programs to a group of staons over a tied line. We could supply prints of speciallyimed programs for local release. Yet another way of oper|:ing such a service would be to sell a network program of
I ms to national advertisers.
As I say, we had been projecting ourselves into the
fiture. We had been looking ten years ahead, and we had
Dt reached any positive decision or plan of action. All we
lew was that General Teleradio, of which I am President,
id become one of the major factors in radio and television
oadcasting. Starting with the acquisition of the leading
gional network in New England in 1942, our holdings
id expanded in a dozen years to include the Mutual
roadcasting System, (largest radio network in the world)
le Don Lee Broadcasting System on the West Coast and
ie Yankee Network in New England (two of the couny's most influential regional networks) the ownership
id operation of five TV stations in major markets and
x major radio stations, plus a highly successful film subdiary with an impressive record of acquiring, distributing
id producing quality film of all types for television.
earned Hughes

Would

Sell

For several years, therefore, we had followed an aggresve policy of expansion, and were naturally interested to
arn that in 1954, shortly after Mr. Howard Hughes had
irsonally acquired the assets of RKO Radio Pictures,
|x., he was interested in selling. We began at that time
vestigating the possibilities. I heard a great deal, long
:fore I met Mr. Hughes, about possible liquidation of
KO by various groups which, it was said, were anxious
acquire the company for a quick sale of its properties,
ter which they would allow it to disintegrate.
J It quickly became apparent to me, as a result of our inliiries, that Mr. Hughes was not interested in such a deal.
oreover, we became convinced that there was a large and
|owing market for fine films for theatrical distribution —
field in which RKO had won an excellent reputation.
ius, if we were to complete a deal with Mr. Hughes, we
as told to Leonard Coulter)

"/ am a virgin in this field . . ."

felt, it would be advantageous for us to acquire not only
control of an inventory of approximately 600 feature films,
some of which could ultimately appear on television, but
also of facilities for producing new films. Such a policy
would fully conform to our understanding of what industrialists call "vertical integration" ; in other words, control
of a continuing source of supply.
The investigations which led to these conclusions occupied us for a whole year, and embraced such complex questions as what would happen in the film industry if a major
motion picture company began releasing films for television. There are seven or eight major companies which,
presumably, own about 7,000 films. Conversation in trade
circles has always been in terms of "log jams breaking"
and of the "flood of features" that could ensue if some one
company made the first move. Statistical research showed
us that in television's brief life some 3,500 to 4,000 films
had found their way into circulation, usually in small
blocks from miscellaneous sources. About 400 were made
available in 1954, and the same rate appears to be continuing in 1955.
The current television feature film market, therefore,
could quite fairly be compared with the situation which
existed in automobiles during the war. Since no new cars
(Continued on Page 9)
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Continued from Page 7)
ere then available there was great trading in used models,
ut when new ones became available they quickly pushed
ie older ones aside. Sales activity and buyer interest were,
uite properly, switched. Thus, we reasoned, the same
ling would happen in the television business if and when
ew good quality feature films became available: they
'ould push aside the older product being used out of neessity. There would be a process of product substitution
ither than any real addition of supply to the market.

Certainly, the inventory of films is of importance to us.
It is quite likely many of them will ultimately appear on
television, but we have no present plans in that respect.
We intend to use this great opportunity to continue and
increase RKO's role in the important theatrical release
field. The company's production and distribution facilities
are of the best, and we are convinced it will become a successful business venture. We are going to concentrate on
production for the motion picture theatre, either in our
own right, or by encouraging independent production at
the studios.
I am, pardon the expression, a virgin in this field, and

Common-sense told us. however, that no major company
'ould be likely to make its entire library available at one
me. Rather, we envisioned a judicious operation that
'ould recognize that the older films should precede the re:ase of newer pictures, and would take account of the
hysical realities in selling any given number of films. If
lese assumptions were correct, we agreed, it was unlikely
nat there would be any real upset in the television feature

don't fully appreciate the hairline difference between what
is known as "studio production" and "independent production." As far as I can judge, in these days when producing
companies no longer maintain long lists of stars, directors
and producers under exclusive contract, but operate on a
picture-by-picture basis, there is little to choose between
the two systems. As far as we are concerned, within the
general area covered by production we shall develop both

lm market, least of all any "loosening of the flood-gates''
'hich would pour thousands of films on a suddenly dislterested market.

types.
We have, as buyers, gone into RKO with a rather different philosophy than that cf Mr. Hughes. He controlled

vncerned

the company's operations on the basis of what he wished,
as an individual, to do. Our interest is largely financial.
But I can say this: any changes we introduce will be primarily with the object of establishing ourselves permanently in the film business. We may, for instance, make a

with Exhibitor Reaction

Another factor which we had to consider was the reacon of the motion picture exhibitor. If we were to become
ie owners of RKO, and wanted to continue to operate
'ithin the film industry, we had to take cognizance of the
ttitude of our theatrical customers to any activities we
light pursue in the television field. Personally, I feel that
a film producer uses TV judiciously there need be no
robiem as far as exhibitors are concerned ; indeed, the exibitor's business could be appreciably enhanced. It is no
ood fighting television. It is here, and here to stay.
When, after these studies, an approach was made to Mr.
fughes with a view to opening negotiations, we confirmed
ur earlier information: that the company's film backlog
ould be acquired for television only if RKO was purnased as a film business, and maintained as such. Acardingly, I wrote a letter to Mr. Howard Hughes stating
lat, if our conversations matured, we would be prepared
) take over RKO in its existing posture; that is to say, to
perate it as a unit for producing and distributing films for
leatrical release.
While the letter does not form part of the legal contract,
regard it as being binding upon us. Mr. Hughes himself
ad insisted all along that he was opposed to the break-up
f RKO Radio Pictures because it would cause widespread
istress and unemployment, and would accentuate the film
lortage. I think a great deal of credit is due to him for
lat humanitarian stand, for, after all, what happened to
■KO and its employees after he had sold, and had received
is money, would have made no difference to him from a
usiness point of view.
Now that, in fact, RKO Radio Pictures has become a
absidiary of the General Tire and Rubber Company,
'hich advanced $5,000,000 of the $25,000,000 purchase
rice, the balance having been put up by the Chase-Manattan Bank, we shall maintain it as a going concern, beluse we feel it can stand on its own feet and thrive in its
wn markets.

slight alteration in the company's title, but the name RKO
will not die. We have no intention of losing the benefit of
the great institutional value inherent in it.
Non-Committal

on Toll-TV

It has been reported that we are interested in Toll-TV.
Now, this is an emotional subject. I know that our colleagues in the radio and television network business are
opposed to it. We are not a network operation, and are
net, therefore, necessarily of the same mind. Being the
only peoDle controlling more than one television station
and also owning a major film producing organization, we
may one day find ourselves in a position where we should
tend to favor Toll-TV. But let us be realistic about it. Toll
Television is in an area where it looks like it will stay for a
long time to come. It may be years before it is sanctioned
by the Government, or whichever agency is eventually
concerned with the problem. So it is impossible to determine what should be done with something that may never
become part of the American scene. We have a business
association with Skiatron, and have held it for some time.
We did some tests for the company, for which we were
paid in Skiatron stock. Our holding, however, is relatively
unimportant. We have 5,000 of the 1,200,000 shares of
stock.
I am no Cecil B. DeMille, but of this I am sure: the
world market for motion pictures is steadily increasing.
Our expansion in that field is, we feel, a far more compelling job than releasing backlog films for television. I think
we shall have all the money we need for making pictures.
I hope it won't be too long before those pictures earn
something for us and for exhibitors. If we can attract important producers now releasing through other companies,
we shall be delighted. We have bought RKO as a going
concern, and when I say going I mean GOING!
Film BULLETIN August 8, 1955
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FINANCIAL
ALLIED ARTISTS— HOT AND HUMID. Over these
withering turkish bath days of late July, little else on the
stock market landscape baked in so high a fahrenheit as
Financial Bulletin's long-time, long-suffering tout, Allied
Artists — that stubbornly immovable body of American
Stock Exchange affairs. As it must come to all prospering
companies, irresistible forces moved in to move the immovable. As the song writers say of situations like this:
"Something's gotta give! Something's gotta give! Something's gotta give!"
For lo many a dreary month, AA had lain dormant,
curiously insensitive to any and all tidings of good cheer
issuing either from upbeat brokerage opinion or company
affairs themselves. Explanation of this passivity is not
simple — especially when one reflects upon the stirring advances recorded by less genuinely merited cinema stocks.
While virtually every key film company spurted to new
post-depression highs, AA just wouldn't move. The breakthrough came on July 25 when the AA symbol began appearing on ticker tapes with surprising regularity. In all
it closed out the day with a volume of 3,000 shares, little
league stuff when contrasted with NYSE activity, but
enough to warm the cockles of AA shareholders.
0
If that Monday's trading doesn't sound like much, consider action in preceding days, weeks and months. A rundown of the week beginning July 18
the sales went: July 18, 200 shares;
700; July 21, 200; July 22, 500. Total
Over this five day term the stock
varied, closed at 4y2.

is typical. Here's how
July 19, 400; July 20,
of week: 2,000 shares.
opened at Al/2, never

During its hot week, AA sales went this way: July 25,
3000 shares; July 26, 5300; July 27, 6700; July 28, 9200;
July 29, 3500. Total volume (predominately on the "buy"
side) : 27,700, or a rise of some 1,400% in activity. On two
days AA appeared in the "most active" ranks. In all the
stock jumped y4 points — from 4y2 to 5%— or a gain of
16-2/3% in price. Not bad! Into the early days of August,
AA action shows no sign of abating, most recent quotation
placing stock at Sy2.
O
Most reliable information attributes rise to discounting
of soon-to-be-released earning figures covering the annual
reporting period closed July 2. Insiders foresee a rather
enchanted profits statement in the offing, plus another
common dividend. Exhibitors playing AA films support
this prospect by acclaiming better grosses flowing from
company's recent product. In any event, AA shares have
taken wings and there is sound evidence suggesting that —
in the words of Al Jolson — "You ain't seen nothing yet."
This conclusion derives from the fact that the market
has not begun to discount the metamorphasis that is going on within the company. Policy established months ago
is slowly but certainly steering AA into major league stature. By this time next summer — perhaps earlier — AA
will be on the street with class-AA films, staffed with classAA creative talent, featuring class-AA marquee names.
Page 10
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By Philip R. Ward
With the theatre market hungering for product, Allied
tists is moving to satisfy its appetite. And stockholdi
will see some fancy profit statements flowering in tl
pasture by next season.
0
In addition to the common, AA's cumulative convertil
preferred, selling at about 12, offers uncommon appe
Shareholders are entitled to a 55c annual dividend, whi
is cumulative if not paid and strongly protected by a si
ing fund arrangement calling for 10% of earnings after
duction of preferred dividends. This issue may be c
verted anytime into 2.16 shares of common. At this po'
a preferred conversion value in terms of common wo
equal 11^8 (5' 'i x 2.16), meaning buyers pay merely a p
mium of Vs point for a senior call on company earnings a
on assets, dividends, and, of course, its speculative mer
regarding conversion.
O
0
SPOTTY AND IRREGULAR may describe the bala
of the cinema slate. Overall, film company shares dipp
3^8 points throughout July following a rousing June ra
of 7^2 points. Theatre shares were firm, up y%. Ch
below reviews status of cinema stocks from year's sta
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

FILM COMPANIES

Aggregate*

THEATRE COMPANIES

* Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.

Loew's continues to gallop hell-for-leather on extraon!
nary volume, finishing the month among the most actii
on the Big Board, and closing with a iy8 gain. Repub.
is as lively as ever, stimulated no doubt by the impendii
proxy fight between the Yates and the Smith interes1
Smith needs considerably more strength in shares than
had in the first skirmish if he's to make a better showii
against Yates . . . RKO Pictures, now stripped of its mov
holdings, proved the weak sister of the list — natch.

Jilm

"Pete

Kelly's

Scuuten

&cUiK$

Blues"
O

O

O

off h'titinction

Exciting

Musical

Drama

of

Jazz

Era

O

J :k entertainment values in this slick, first-rate portrait of
i lerica's exciting jazz era. Topflight music, strong cast
e >loitation, all spell big boxoffice generally.
l?or pure entertainment value, "Pete Kelly's Blues" is
of the year's delights. Produced by Jack Webb's Mark
* I unit for Warner Bros., this story of a jazz band, set in
t frantic F. Scott Fitzgerald era, is a fast-moving, highi^ered drama, with musical embellishments beyond comjre. And it spells boxoffice for a number of reasons: the
jfent Webb name and a strong supporting cast, an alli iund slick production, which word-of-mouth will hypo
E :n beyond its obvious surface appeal, a story and setting
( e "good old" Prohibition days) loaded with nostalgic
E )eal, and the heads-up exploitation campaign that has
I g been under way.
vlusic is the film's chief concern and selling-point and
t! re is plenty of it— Dixieland, blues, and fine pop dance
pes, given classy, authentic, and spirited renditions. The
| at Ella Fitzgerald sings "Hard Hearted Hannah" and
fti's title song, "Pete Kelly's Blues," Peggy Lee is heard
I 'He Needs Me" and "Sombody Loves Me," and the fine
j z score also includes a host of old favorites: "Smiles,"
jgar," "I'm Gonna Meet My Sweetie Now," "I Never
( ew," "Breezin' Along with the Breeze," "Bye Bye
hckbird," "After I Say I'm Sorry," and "Sing A Rainiv." Aside from the vocals by Fitzgerald and Lee, music
supplied by the talents of Dick Cathcart, Matty MatIjk, "Moe" Schneider, Eddie Miller, George Van Eps.
Vebb directs, in addition, to starring, and the producn is stamped with his inimitable "Dragnet" style — strikly terse and witty. It has a particular appropriateness
:his film, for the jazz era is most effectively rendered by
h of this stylized dialogue, pointed and strongly idiomaI And Webb's style is pointed up perfectly by the Richi L. Breen script which is smart and funny, and captures
: feeling of the period with superb authenticity. Cine-

Webb and Lee are trapped by the gunman racketeer
come to collect tribute for the "right to play".

Pete Kelly (Webb) blows his mournful horn in accompaniment to the torch song by his blues singer (Peggy Lee).
maScope and
screenplay and
"jazzy" where
where colored

WarnerColor effectively complement the
direction, making the film imaginative and
it should be, i.e., on the ballroom floor,
lights emphasize the frenzy of the dancers.

Performances are first-rate. Edmond O'Brien is the perfect racketeer, and Webb, as the harried musician, plays
with feeling and conviction. Janet Leigh and Peggy Lee
both register as the featured women. All in all, this is an
exciting, entertaining glimpse into one of America's most
colorful eras, and is headed for big boxoffice returns.
The mood of the story is set immediately in the opening
scenes of a Negro funeral with a choir singing and a cornetist doing a spiritual. Scene flashes to Kansas City in
1927, where Webb (Pete Kelly) is leading a jazz band in
a dingy speakeasy. He is approached by racketeer O'Brien
who announces that he expects a 25% commission from
all the bands. Kelly's band (with Lee Marvin on the clarinet) objects, and they all agree the answer will be no. In
the meantime, Webb is having his problems with wealthy,
hard-drinking Janet Leigh, who loves him. As O'Brien
applies the pressure, Marvin quits the band and, after a
fight, Webb's drummer (Martin Milner) is shot down by
one of O'Brien's underlings. Webb has no more will to
fight, and won't even help detective Andy Devine, who is
investigating the murder. O'Brien forces Webb to take on
singer Peggy Lee, a hopeless dipsomaniac. When Lee can't
go on one night, O'Brien beats her savagly, sending her to
an asylum, Webb is ready to fight again. Getting a tip, he
breaks into O'Brien's office to look for papers which will
convict him. Leigh has followed Webb and the two are
cornered as O'Brien and two of his men break in. Webb
kills O'Brien, he and Leigh walk out in safety.
Pressbook ads feature full-length Webb, holding cornet,
with catchline: "The Wide-Open 'Twenties' — Prohibition,
the Bootleg Wars, Quick Money, and Jazz!"
Warner Bros. 95 minutes. Cast: Jack Webb, Janet Leigh, Edmond O'Brien, Peggy
Lee, Andy Devine, Lee Marvin, Ella Fitzgerald, Martin Milner, Tahn Wyenn, Herb
William ' LaierMort Marshall,HalNesdon
JayneJackManstield,
John Dennis,
Ellis, Credits:
Feild
Art Director,
Rosson,Booth,
Webb, Photography,
Director,
us.
Gray, Production Design, Harper Goff, Film Editor, Robert M. Leeds, Sound,
Leslie G. Hewitt, Dolph Thomas, Costume Design, Howard Shoup, Wardrobe, Gene
Martin, Set Decorator, John Sturtevant, Makeup, Gordon Bau.

[More REVIEWS on Page 12]
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"The

King's Thief"

Colorful CinemaScopic costume-drama, with plenty of action, thrills, romance. Cast names OK-plus. should draw generlly good returns, with action trade responding if exploited.
This fast-moving costume, adventure drama has plenty
of action, color, and all-around zip. The setting is 17th
century England in the reign of Charles II, and the story
concerns the attempt of one of the king's favorites— David
Niven — to gain power. Picture's length is just right; there
are no slow spots. The story unfolds rapidly and interestingly, and there is plenty of action of the king's guards vs.
outlaw" variety to keep the tale moving crisply. In CinemaScope and Eastman Color, the brilliant period costuming is evident, and the period location settings come to life
vividly. Highlight is a scene in which Purdom, the thief,
attempts to escape from prison — spine-tingling suspense,
effectively played. The principals are all effective, with
David Niven a stand-out. He does some of the most convincing and exciting duelling to be seen in quite some time.
Director Robert Leonard has organized the action and historical elements into a slick production, in which the pace
never falters and production values are first-rate. Ann
Blyth, daughter of an English nobleman, is in exile in
France, and discovers that her father in England has been
executed for treason, largely through the efforts of nobleman-opportunist David Niven. Returning to England, she
meets Edmund Purdom disguised as a common thief, who
robs noblemen, and wins his support in her plan to reveal
Niven's intentions of deposing King Charles (George Sanders). Purdom robs Niven of a book that proves the latter
a traitor. Niven has Purdom thrown into prison and regains possession of the book, but Purdom escapes and, in a
duel, pins Niven, takes the book, and sees Niven executed.
MGM. 78 minutes. Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, David Niven, George Sanders. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. Produced by Edwin H. Knopf.

"The

Man

Who

Loved

Redheads"

Entertaining English comedy import will be a winner in arthouse situations. Fair dualler for metropolitan areas.
Scripted by Terence Rattigan, England's slickest playwright, this frothy British comedy is gay, witty, and lighthearted, and will be a solid art-house attraction, but is perhaps just a little too "British," in tone and in dialogue, to
have much success in the general market. As the story of
a man who chooses the advantages of leading a "double
life," it brings "Captain's Paradise" to mind, but there is
no Alec Guinness here to lure the patrons. Moira Shearer,
lovely actress-dancer, plays four roles, and delightful in
all of them ; as a Russian ballerina, who dances a sequence
from "Sleeping Beauty" which should further please art
fans. The story, neat, concise, and simple, is well-written
and well-paced. Technicolor photography, however, is just
average. John Justin, a young peer, and an up-and-coming
diplomat, has met a beautiful girl (Shearer) in his youth,
and has fallen in love with her "ideal face". Grown up and
married, he meets a woman with the same face, and is irresistibly attracted to her. He decides to lead a romantic
life that will not interfere with his marriage and career,
and rents the house of friend Roland Culver for just this
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purpose. Through the years there are a collection of "ide
faces" for Justin to dally with, as Shearer plays a cocknl
girl, a ballerina, and a mannequin. As a man advanced
years, when he is throwing one of his regular parties, 1|
wife, Gladys Cooper, appears, tells him she has known
his "other life" from the beginning, but has understock
Justin, overwhelmed by his wife's loyalty, doesn't evj
notice the presence of the girl he had loved as a boy.
Lopert-United Artists. 89 minutes. Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Cul
Gladys Cooper. Directed by Harold French. Produced by Josef Somlo.

"The

Naked

Dawn"

Off-beat Mexican drama has limited appeal, tepid marqi
values. Suited for lower-half twin-bill spot.
This off-beat drama, set in Mexico, has been given
interesting production, its appeal seems limited to seleci
class situations. Generally, it figures to be useful only
a supporting feature. Essentially a three-character sto
in which a wandering rogue teaches a moral lesson t
peasant, the film is just a bit too off-beat, has too cold a
distant a quality about it for mass audiences. In additi
marquee values are weak and the emphasis is on dialog
not action. It has good performances by Arthur Kenne'
Eugene Iglesias and Betta St. John. Techincolor photog
phy is good and authentic, getting the feel of the peas;
dwellings and landscape across admirably. After robbi
a freight-car, Kennedy wanders on to the farm of peasa
Iglesias and St. John. Kennedy hires Iglesias to drive 1"
to town, where the loot is to be delivered. The agent th
refuses to pay for the booty, so Kennedy takes it from
forceably. After stopping off in a local bar, the men ret
home where Iglesias, thoroughly drunk, decides to s
all the money. Overwhelmed by greed, Iglesias plans
shoot Kennedy but reconsiders at the last moment '<■
begs his forgiveness. St. John, meanwhile, has decided
leave her husband, and pleads to go along with Kenne
After they leave, the police arrive, looking for Kenne
When Iglesias refuses to tell where he has gone, they
tempt to hang him, but Kennedy returns, saves Igles
and, after being mortally wounded, sends the couple aw
Universal. 82 minutes. Arthur Kennedy, Eugene Iglesias, Betta St. John,
duced by James O. Radford. Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer.
"Son

of Sinhad"

Publicity and exploitation may carry this frivolity to abo
average grosses. Scads of gals, minimum of plot.
Neither Howard Hughes nor RKO will long be rem<
bered for this frivolous bit of film fare. As advertised
is sexsational, colorful, and, at times, verbally amusi
The moments when "Son of Sinbad" is poking fun at it
are its best. It is just a bit of fluff, filled with hordes
girls cavorting about, dancing suggestively and reveali
ly. Filmed in Technicolor and Superscope, it has scjttt
eye-appeal and several spirited action scenes — scim:'
fighting and ambushes — woven in with its obvious rom'tic bits. The "adverse" publicity which the film has Pi
ceived will probably boost its boxoffice potential in ba'hoo houses and drive-ins.
RKO. 88 minutes. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price, JM
Blanchard. Produced by Robert Sparks. Directed by Ted Tetilaff.
on Page 14]
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"The Virgin Queen"
Su4iKC44 1£*Uh$ O O

O

Strong boxoffice appeal of Bette Davis backed up by a
first-rate production of the much-loved story. Grosses figure
to be good in all situations.
The story of Queen Elizabeth and her favorite, Raleigh,
is attractive and appealing in this Charles Brackett production, and should be highly saleable. Brilliantly costumed
and glitteringly photographed (CinemaScope & DeLuxe
Color) "The Virgin Queen" rings of historical authenticity.
This is largely due to a functional script that reproduces
Elizabethan speech refreshingly and convincingly. The
entire production is on this level, with Bette Davis outstanding and Richard Todd an appealing Raleigh. There
are good action scenes, too — spirited fighting and duelling with Todd, Dan O'Herlihy, and Robert Douglas participating— and plenty of color throughout, but film is
mainly a series of meaty dramatic scenes, with Davis, Todd
and Joan Collins paired off variously. Skillfully directed
by Henry Koster, the pace never lags for a moment. Raleigh (Todd) is introduced at court by Lord Herbert Marshall. He immediately wins the Queen's favor, but his request that he be given three ships for exploration goes unanswered; Davis prefers to have him dally at her side. Appointed Captain of the Guard, Todd gets in trouble when
it is revealed that his Irish friend O'Herlihy is a soldier in
the Guard. Todd marries Joan Collins secretly and plans
to leave court, but Davis finally gives him a ship, although
she really intends to keep him from sailing. When she discovers his marriage to Collins, she throws Todd in prison
and orders him executed. Collins, who is pregnant, cannot
be slain until her child is born. Todd convinces Davis that
his ambitions are for England, not for himself or for her,
and the Queen lets him and his wife embark on the trip to
the new world.

20th Century-Fox. 94 minutes. Bette Davis. Richard Todd, Joan Collins. Produced
by Charles Brackett. Directed by Henry Koster.

"I Am

A

Camera"

ScC4C*te44 IRctfCHf O

O

O

Off-beat, publicized film version of stage success will attract good grosses in metropolitan areas. Tops for art
houses. Not for rurals or action spots.
Bound to be much-discussed, and one of the most controversial films of the year, this is the film version of the
John Van Druten stage success about Berlin at the rise of
Hitler and an altogether amoral girl. As reports have already indicated, it is a highly unusual film in subject
matter, and in the sophisticated frankness with which it's
depicted. It must certainly ranks as the top "art" film of
the year. The publicity accorded it should insure good
boxoffice returns in most metropolitan situations, lack of
Production Seal notwithstanding. There is really very
little "story". The film is built around the personality
of
one girl, and Julie Harris, who did the play, is perfect as
the sensual Sally Bowles. Shelley Winters and Ron Ran-

1 *8u4t*u44 7£<tu*f
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dell are quite good in support. There are some fine actior
shots in the streets and Hofbraus of Berlin, with the flavoi
of rising anti-Semitism and a studied German grossness
However, Henry Cornelius' direction is guilty of a pronounced "talkiness". The pace is rather bad at the begin
ning, and one occasionally looks in vain for a "story". Bu
watching and listening to Harris is a treat. Laurence Har
vey meets and befriends Berlin nite club singer Harris
who has been abandoned by her most recent lover. Shi
comes to live with him on a platonic basis. Constantly 01
the look-out for some new diversion, Julie has soon take
up with a new, rich lover. He disappears, however, leavinj
Julie pregnant. Deciding at first to have an abortion, sh<
reconsiders, claims she wants the child, and asks Harvc
to marry her. He agrees, but aware of his real reluctanc
to be tied to her, she tells him she was mistaken and is no
really pregnant, goes off to pursue new pleasures.
Romulus-DCA. 98 minutes. Julie Harris, Laurence Harvey, Shelley Winters, Rc
Randell. Directed by Henry Cornelius.

"The Last Command"
Sct4CHC44 JRatc*? O O

O

Last stand at the Alamo, with Crockett, Bowie, et al. Soli
b.o. for the action trade, with exploitation carrying
above-average grosses generally. Good cast.
Based on subject-matter and treatment given it, this R
public market.
offering figures
to be
a sure-fire
attraction
for t'
action
The story
of the
courageous
last stand
the Alamo and the battle with the army of Santa Ann
should prove irresistible to lovers of outdoor adventun
And exploitation can fasten on to two of the character
present — Davy Crockett and Jim Bowie — to insure result:
The production is good, there is action galore, hard-hittin
and powerful, and the slight romance between Sterlin
Hayden, as Bowie, and young Anna Maria Alberghet
never gets in the way of the fighting. Frank Lloyd's direc
tion is intelligent, extracting every bit of the action an
movement from the story. The photography represent
the best Trucolor to date. Cast names — with Haydei
Richard Carlson, and Ernest Borgnine most prominentenhance this film's prospects in the general market. Er
route to his home in Mexico, Hayden obtains the releas
of lawyer Richard Carlson, who has been imprisoned o
charges of sedition. Hayden refuses to join the imminer
Texan rebellion against Santa Anna (J. Carrol Naish), r<
turning to Mexico to talk to his friend. Hayden then r<
alizes that Naish is so power-mad that revolution is ir
evitable. Back in Texas, he discovers that the fight has a
ready begun, led by Carlson. In the days before the fati
ful seige, Hayden and Alberghetti become enamoured £
each other, but Hayden, prophesying his own death, make
the way clear for young Ben Cooper. At the Alamo, th
force is joined by Crockett (Arthur Hunnicutt), but heav
ly out-manned by the Mexican army, the Texans all die i
the battle, with women, children and Cooper surviving.
Republic. 110 minutes. Sterling Hayden, Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Ca
son, Ernest
Director
FrankBorgnine,
Lloyd. J. Carrol Naish, Arthur Hunnicutt. Associate Producer ai
GOOD

O

O

AVERAGE

THEY

MADE

THE
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O'SHEA

DANIEL T. O'SHEA, CHARLES L.
GLETT and JAMES R. GRAINGER
figured in the re-shuffling of RKO's manpower under its new management. The
former two assumed top posts in appointments announced by General Teleradio president Thomas O'Neil. Grainger
resigned as president, but will stay on in
an advisory capacity. Charles R. Manby
and John B. Poor were also named to executive positions by O'Neil. O'Shea was
appointed president of RKO Radio and
Glett executive staff member of General
Teleradio in charge of RKO studio operations. Grainger will supervise sales and
distribution. O'Shea, a v-p of CBS since
1950, will reactivate film production and
distribution at RKO, according to O'Neil.
While at CBS, O'Shea was in a consultative and advisory capacity. Glett, who
resigned as vice-president in charge of
network services for CBS-Television on
the west coast, has also produced independently atRKO and was v. p. and general manager for David O. Selznick.
Grainger, in a statement to RKO personnel, said that he will continue at RKO
with the assistance of Walter Branson,
world-wide sales manager, and Herbert
Greenblatt, domestic sales manager. "We

GLETT

MARGOLIES

GRAINGER
are all in agreement upon the problems
confronting RKO and Messrs. O'Neil,
O'Shea will, of course, have my wholehearted support," Grainger said. "Each of
us is confident that RKO within a reasonable time will assume its rightful position as one of the principal producers
and distributors of motion pictures." In
speaking of O'Shea's appointment, RKO
board chairman O'Neil said. "Mr.
O'Shea's broad background in every
phase of the entertainment business, his
knowledge and experience with motion
picture and television production, distribution and financing, make him ideally
qualified to head the RKO organization."
Highlight of the developments at the new
RKO was O'Neil's statement that production and distribution of theatrical films
will take precedence over any plans for
the release to TV of the estimated 800film backlog. Manby will handle liaison
between RKO and the parent company,
and Poor was elected a member of the
board of directors of the film company.
Both Manby and Poor are vice presidents
of General Teleradio.

ALBERT MARGOLIES was named director of advertising, publicity and exploitation of the Walt Disney releasing
subsidiary, Buena Vista, succeeding
Charles Levey. President Leo F. Samuels
made the announcement. Margolies held
posts with United Artists, GaumontBritish and Fox prior to launching his
own publicity organization 14 years ago.
For the past two years he has been
special consultant on publicity and advertising to the Disney organization, and independently handled the campaigns on
"The Living Desert" and "The Vanishing
Prairie." Levey, who resigned to start
his own public relations outfit, had been
with Disney of 12 years.
0
SPYROS P. SKOURAS flatly predicted
that 20th Century-Fox would better last
year's business in both domestic and
foreign earnings. He made the statement
on his return from South Africa where
he negotiated for the acquisition of the
140-theatre Schlesinger circuit. Skouras
attributed the expected increase to the
greater number of features released this
year. The 20th-Fox head told reporters
at a press conference he places a value of
almost $15,000,000 on Fox's film library,
and said he would not sell the films to
TV "for a few pennies." He said that
toll-TV could not approximate what a
picture grosses in theatres. Skouras again
voiced his objections to toll-TV, saying
it is not good either for motion pictures
or television.

SKOURAS, SILVERSTONE, EINFELD
[More NEWS on Page 16]
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REMBUSCH

RHODEN
E. C. RHODEN found himself in the
middle of a controversy when he addressed more than 200 exhibitors and distributors at a Hollywood Audience Awards
meeting. The National Poll Committee
Chairman was challenged by SAG vice
president Ronald Reagan when he quoted
a producer as saying: "If we had started
this audience poll several years ago,
Hollywood would now have more box
office personalities and there could be 25
more pictures in production than there
are today." Reagan said he "differed"
with the statement and added: "There are
always bright, shining new personalities
coming up and skyrocketing to stardom,
but the industry does nothing to keep
them on top after they get there, and
within one or two seasons they are gone
and largely forgotten. I deny that SAG
with its more than 8000 capable actors, is
unable to supply the needed talent for another 25 pictures if producers honestly
were disposed to make that many more."
Y. Frank Freeman, board chairman of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers,
replied to the Reagan statement by saying
that Paramount, of which he is vice president in charge of production, has five pictures ready to go into production if it
could cast them with players whose
names would make them commercially
sound attractions. Freeman said: "Hollywood could produce 50 or 100 more features ifwe could find players and stories
necessary to make commercially successful productions." The dispute followed
Rhoden's discussion of techniques for acquainting the public with the Audience
Awards Poll and the details of nationwide polling of movie audiences.
Page 16
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TRUEMAN T. REMBUSCH, prominent
Allied leader, protested the staging of a
new COMPO dues drive next month in a
letter to Robert W. Coyne, special
COMPO counsel, on the grounds that
failed to give two months' adCOMPOvance notice
and obtain clearance for the
drive from all "interested parties." The
national director for ATO of Indiana said
no clearance was obtained from the national president of Allied or its general
counsel. In another attack on COMPO's
dues campaign, Robert Wile, executive
secretary of ITO of Ohio, alleged that
trade papers stories indicating that
COMPO may embark on a campaign to
repeal the remainder of the admissions
tax are "a fraud" and advised his members not to contribute to the dues drive.
Coyne replied to the Rembusch statement
by citing the minutes of the Nov. 15 meeting of COMPO's executive committee
where authorization was given to conduct
the dues drive in case of some unusual
drain
on thethat
treasury.
Coyne said asked
he "hadto
no record
Mr. Rembusch
have the minutes changed."
o
ARTHUR B. KRIM, ROBERT S. BEN.
JAMIN and STANLEY KRAMER
inked an agreement under which inde producer Kramer will make two additional
features for UA release as part of its new
$40,000,000 program.

. . .

DORE SCHARY conducted preview
screenings and distribution conferences at
MGM studios for New York and regional sales-promotion executives. Attending:
ARTHUR M. LOEW, CHARLES M.
REAGAN, HOWARD DIETZ, and
SILAS F. SEADLER. Footage from
films in production and completed features were shown and sales plans for them
were outlined. Among the pictures
screened: "Trial," "It's Always Fair Weather," "The Bar Sinister" and "Kismet."
Footage also was shown from "I'll Cry
Tomorrow," "The Tender Trap," and
"The Last Hunt" . . . BARNEY BALABAN was among Paramount executives
present at the premiere of "To Catch A
Thief" at the Trans-Lux in Philadelphia.
Others: RUSSELL HOLMAN, Eastern
production manager, JERRY PICKMAN, advertising-publicity vice presiHOWARD G. MINSKY, mid-East
divisiondent,
manager.
PENN-ALLEN BROADCASTING Co.
has asked the FCC for authorization to
start a trial subscription television broadcast over WFMZ-TV, its UHF television
station in Allentown, Pa. Station president RAYMOND F. KOHN said he is
neither for or against subscription TV
but that the only way to find where public interest lies is to start a limited operation. WFMZ-TV
down last April.
t closed
St
WILLIAM WETSMAN, of WisperWetsman Theatres, has been named
chairman of the Detroit Theatre Committee for the Audience Awards election
. . . DON SHAIN of the Tri-States Orpheum Theatre was appointed permanent
chairman of the Omaha Audience Awards
committee . . . Members of the Northern
California Theatre Association elected L.
S. HAMM its Dresident, HOMER I.
TEGTMEIER, 1st vice president, BEN
LEVIN, 2nd vice president, WILLIAM
ELDER, treasurer, and CHARLES M.
THALL, executive secretary.
*
*
#
JERRY WALD, vice president and executive producer at Columbia, signed a
new 3-year contract, it was announced by
president HARRY COHN. Wald will
produce two pictures yearly and supervise
all of the studio's top pictures. His unit
has started work on "The Eddie Duchin
Story," and will follow with "Joseph and
His Brethren."
BURTON
E. ROBBINS, vice president
in charge of sales for National Screen
Service, will conduct four regional sales
meetings during August with branch
managers and sales personnel representing the 29 key city offices of NSS attending .. . HERMAN M. LEVY, general
counsel of TOA, is abroad to meet with
foreign distribution and exhibition representatives. He will address special meetings in Birmingham
and Edinburgh.
0
$
$
BARNEY ROSE, U-I's San Francisco
district manager, was honored by some
200 Southern California exhibitors at a
testimonial luncheon celebrating his 35th
year with the studio. Among the guests
were U-I executives ALFRED E. DAFF,
CHARLES J. FELDMAN, N. J. BLUM
BERG, DAVID A. LIPTON, EDWARD MUHL, and EDWARD ZABEL, Theatres.
general manager of Fox Wes
Coast

KRIM, BENJAMIN, KRAMER

MICHAEL BERGHER was elected
vice president of Columbia Pictures International, itwas announced by president
LACY W. KASTNER. Bergher has
been Far Eastern supervisor since 1951.
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Selected Portions of Proceedings of
Senate Subcommittee

To Investigate

Juvenile Delinquency
Part 3

Los Angeles, Cal., June 16-17-18
j

Senator Estes Kefauver, Presiding
James H. Bobo, Counsel
I

at our theater there, and I went to some speakeasy and I
met one of the boys I knew, and I said that I thought they
were mad at me because we had been showing them up.

0

Jack L. Warner, Producer and Vice President,
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
Senator Kefauver. Mr. Warner, we appreciate your comg and giving us the benefit of your many years of exrience and your views on the subject.
jMr. Warner. The cause you represent, I believe, is a
rious one. I just tried to diagnose and think over to mylf in the last day or two what has caused the delinquency
juveniles throughout not only America, but I believe
roughout the world, and I came across several phases,
e in particular within the last 40 years, that there has
en a complete change in the mode of life in our country.
iThat era, the prohibition era, when law and order were
mpletely disregarded, tended to create not only juvenile
;linquency, but much adult delinquency. I feel during
it period of time of disrespect and disregard of law and
lier, we all know that law meant nothing.
Therefore, I feel over the years there have
ildren of the parents of the period who saw
v and order, and grew up into what may be
. /enile delinquents, or it may be the parents
Urn.

come many,
this lack of
many of the
of many of

Along that very particular order we happened to have
I ide the first motion pictures that brought to the surface
1 it very era. The first one was "Public Enemy". We
: )wed conclusively the operation of the gangsters of the
) riod, the prohibition operation. We made a picture,
' ittle Caesar", and probably a half a dozen others, all
1 th what I thought had social impact.
[ went to New York when one of our films was showing

He said, "No, it is great. Me and my gal have been up
there three times. We are going again to see it."
I felt, although that was humorous, the seriousness behind it. These pictures brought to the surface, to the public, and to the hoodlums just exactly what they were, and
I feel had much to do with law and order taking hold
again, or, at least, steering it into an avenue, bringing it to
the surface and stamping it out. It had a lot to do with it,
as a matter of fact.
Another film we made at the time was called "G-Men".
It was a history to a degree of the G-man, J. Edgar Hoover. Many of the things we showed in the film were things
that Mr. Hoover was trying to get, such as his FBI men
being
time.
could
came

armed. They weren't permitted to carry arms at the
We showed the arming of FBI men and how they
protect themselves and protect law and order. It all
to pass.

I feel that motion pictures have done a great job in that
respect. We have really shown life in the raw, shown the
cause, shown the effect and we show the cure. In fact, the
New York Times dubbed this as combining good citizenship with good picture-making. We have used that slogan
quite often ever since. In fact, it is quite a good one.
Senator Kefauver. Pictures certainly have a great impact on the kind of citizens, good or bad, that we are going
to have.
Mr. Warner. Yes. Another thing I felt, in addition to
the prohibition debacle, which I believe apparently it
turned out, so far as I am concerned, was the world wars
that we have, both the hot and cold.
The world has, of course, been evolving around some
(Continued on Page 18)
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very, very
the last 40
very, very
planting of

troublesome times. The matter, as I see it in
or 50 years of my life — those years have been
tough years, and that had a lot to do with the
the seed of juvenile delinquency.

I feel committees of your kind, all American citizens
who think right, can do a lot to eradicate and stamp out
this. Committees of your kind have done great jobs heretofore and I know you can do this one by the very idea of
going around to citizens and bringing it to the attention
of the people, the mothers and fathers and kids themselves realizing just what they are doing.
Most Pictures Have Moral
Let's show them in pictures, if we can do good, or show
it in everything that is printed, if it does good. It does do
good. There has been a bad one here and there, which
there is in everything. I have very rarely ever seen a film
that hasn't had some kind of a moral, either for good or
bad.
Senator Kefauver. What particular attention do you
give to the matter of juvenile delinquency — an opportunity
for our kids — what contributions are you making to the
cause we are talking about here?
Mr. Warner. We are producing, just about finished the
film called "Rebel Without A Cause". It is a story where
we have shown where the parents are at fault.
Senator Kefauver. That hasn't been released as yet?
Mr. Warner. No.

Senator Kefauver. We have had some calls saying this
is not a good picture, from the viewpoint of influence on
young people.
Mr. Warner. They must be working from radar, because
I myself haven's seen it put together. You mustn't believe
everything you get by call.

Senator Kefauver. I don't believe everything I get by
calls. Some of these people seem to know what they were
talking about. One or two of them seemed right reliable.
Mr. Warner. They are not sore they didn't make the
picture themselves, are they? Are these competitors?
Senator Kefauver. No, I am very serious. No, they are
not competitors. They are people interested in the public
interest and welfare of people.
Mr. Warner. All I will say is that the picture will stand
for what it is. I am responsible for it personally.
Senator Kefauver. What group do you have in the way
of psychiatrists or people that know something about the
reaction of young people? What group do you have consider your pictures or the parts of them, from that viewpoint?

Mr. Warner. Well, in fact, every film we go into
we go
into with expert advice.
Page 18
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I would like to recite some of the people who have he
ed in making the picture.
Senator Kefauver. You mean some of the people y
have consulted with from the viewpoint of impact
Mr. Warner. Not only did they help, but they aided a
youth?
examined the scenario and I would say steered us.
The first name is Dr. Douglas Kelly, criminologist of t
University of California at Berkeley, chief examining pi
chiatrist at the U. S. Army, at the Nuremberg war trie
lecturer and adviser to the Police Department.
And Dr. H. A. R. Brickman, California Youth Authori
Dr. Coudley, chief psychiatrist at the Juvenile Hall. T
Honorable Judge William B. McKesson. Dr. David Bog
director of Juvenile Hall. Mr. Gentilli of the Boys' Gro
Movement. Carl Holtman, probation officers. Captain B
Stein, California Youth Authority.
Employ Specialists
Furthermore, I have a letter here from Dr. Kelly to t
director of the film, stating that he had read the scri
and so forth and so forth.
We very thoroughly go into specialization, with peo]
who know their particular fields, when we do anythii
There is the story of Dien Bien Phu. We had a Fren
colonel flown all the way from Dien Bien Phu.
We made a film called "Jump Into Hell". Schary
Freeman said we were too late. Before we could make t
film or put it out everybody had forgotten it, Dien Bii
Phu. It was all washed out. However, we made the fii
(Continued on Page h
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and took the loss. We were very authentic, by the way,
but nobody came to see it.
Mr. Young. May I rise, as you suggested?
Senator Kefauver. All right, sir. Tell us your name.
.Mr. Young. Young ; Jack R. Young.
Senator Kefauver. All right, Mr. Young. What do you
arise for?
Cites Gangster Films
Mr. Young. Mr. Warner, in stating of the pictures he
has made, has failed to state that the Warner Bros. Studio,
under his supervision, during the period of time has made
mere gangster pictures than all major studios combined,
so much so that the churches throughout the country had
gotten together and preached to the congregation not to
attend these pictures, gangster pictures, where they were
shown.
And the late Mr. Will Hays, who then was the producers' representative, had insisted that a code be drawn up,
whereby pictures of the nature of gangsters that would influence delinquency of children, as well as adults, be
stopped.
For a while that code was adhered to, but since then, I

Released

with

Code

Seal

Mr. Warner. No, we had no more trouble than anyon
else. Everybody has trouble.
Senator Kefauver. You do have arguments, and yoi
finally abide by their decisions.
Mr. Warner. Absolutely. There has never been a pic
ture that our company has put out that hasn't had th
proper seal and full respect of the code. I am highly ii
favor of the code, because they are doing a very monu.
mental job.
Senator Kefauver. Every picture you have put out ha
had the approval of the seal of the code since it has beei
in existence?
Mr. W arner. Yes.
Mrs. George. May I ask a question?
Senator Kefauver. What is your name?
Mrs. George. Mrs. S. George.
Senator Kefauver. Mrs. George?
Mrs. George. Yes. Mr. Warner has stated that tw<
years later — he was two years too late in making a wa
picture, because the current topic wasn't interesting an
more. But I would say this: if pictures like the "Black
board Jungle", where the kids are all het up with turbulen
emotions and crazy upside-down patterns of life, wh;
profit in dollars and cents to bring forth pictures that w
already know have hit home at families.

regret to say, as a motion cameraman — and Mr. Warner
has known me for many years, perhaps 30 or more — that
the condition at this time is prevailing, that children,
youths, are influenced by the presentation, such as was

That is not teaching you anything. We read it enough
and the families have suffered; we all know what it is

stated by Mr. Freeman, of "Black Tuesday," whereby a
police officer had helped a criminal plant a gun in the execution chamber under a chair.

Why go to see it?
For instance, the kids that are doing that, they hav

Senator Kefauver. Mr. Young, Mr. Warner is on the
stand. You had something to say, and let's don't get off
the subject.
Air. Young. That is right.
Senator Kefauver. You said that Mr. Warner's company
had produced more gangster pictures than all the rest of
them put together, Mr. Hays had a lot of trouble with
them and they complied with the code for a while, but had
stopped complying with it now. Is that a summary of what
you were saying?
Mr. Young. That not only applies to Mr. Warner, but
all the major and independent studios.
Senator Kefauver. You see, we have controversy, Mr.
Warner. What do you say about that?
Mr. W arner. I don't agree with him. As a matter of
fact, I don't know how many pictures we have made that —
whatever it was. I really don't know what the man is talking about, other than we made pictures, as I described. I
named the real hard ones. I didn't name —
Senator Kefauver. Have you had any trouble with the
code under either Mr. Hays or under Mr. Johnston's
dominion?
Page 20
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done it. But the other kids that haven't seen any part of it
will go to see that, because most of the adults do not go t
see that type of picture.
Sees Children Affected
We don't want all that brutality, and showing how de
graded the children are. But that will prove something t.
the children that are a little weaker in their emotions, am
will go to the movies to see the picture, and probably d
the same thing as they are doing in this here motion pic
ture.
Senator Kefauver. Have you had that experience wit!
your children or children you know?
Mrs. George. Well, I have heard from other mother
that have said they wouldn't allow their children —
Senator Kefauver. Well, Mr. Warner
"Blackboard Jungle".

didn't mak<

Mrs. George. No, no. I am not assuming he made tha
picture. But I am only bringing that as an example. If h<
has in mind something like that to profit by horror things
where the children's emotions are turbulent now, why no

t
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keep them quite or close down the studios with that kind
of picture, and give the children a breath of air.
Senator Kefauver. All right. Thank you, Mrs. George.
Mr. Warner, who do you think the Warner Bros, and
other producers can do to help us in our problem? We are
interested in working with you people to get your recommendations to us, and to try to create public opinion for
better movies. Movies have a great impact upon the thinking of young people.
Mr. Warner. Yes.
Senator Kefauver. What do you recommend?
Commends

Committee

Mr. Warner. Well, I say, as I think — not to be repeating
too much, but I feel your committee and others like it will
bring these types of events to the surface, and you can
only do good. I don't know how much good, but there will
be a lot of good come out of this.

JERRY WALD

I feel right-thinking men in the film industry certainly
welcome it. Certainly there will be mistakes. Naturally,
everybody is human and will make mistakes.
But I feel that we can do a lot and we will do everything
that we humanly can to cooperate and avoid repetition.
Senator Kefauver. We

have had some criticism of "I

Died A Thousand Lives". Have you had much criticism
on that?
Mr. Warner. That picture hasn't been shown yet. It is
a rather inoffensive film, of very little consequence.
Senator Kefauver. It hasn't been shown yet?
Mr. Warner. No, it hasn't been shown to the public.
Mr. Small. May I ask a question?
Senator Kefauver. You can make a statement to me.
Mr. Small. Of the last 30 pictures that Warner Bros,
have put out, how many do not show excess drinking and
smoking by women and juveniles?
Senator Kefauver. What is your name, sir?
Mr. Small. Nathan Small.
Senator Kefauver. Where do you live, sir?
Mr. Small. Los Angeles.

Mr. Warner. I can only answer that by "why do you
beat your wife?" It is the same thing.
You must be living in a backwoods country, boy, because everybody is smoking and drinking nowadays in
some form. You drink water or something.
A Spectator. But not excessively.
Mr. Warner. But you have to drink —

Senator Kefauver. All right. Thank you very much Mr.
Warner.

Jerry Wald, Executive Producer,
Columbia Studios
Senator Kefauver. You have been a radio editor, you
have published books and various magazine articles.
You have written scenarios and have produced a number
of pictures, some of which are "Task Force", "Storm
Warnings", "Blue Veil", "Clash By Night", "Lusty Men",
"Miss Sadie Thompson".
Mr. Wald. That doesn't cover it, Senator. I have been
producing pictures and writing them for about 23 years.
Among the pictures that I have been directly connected
with in the production end were two pictures in this investigation. One was "Caged", mentioned by Dr. Frym,
and "Johnny Belinda", which I understand was discussed
this morning.
Now, what amazes me is that anybody would single out
"Johnny Belinda", because some person saw the film and
raped a girl. The seeds for this destructive force was in
this man obviously much before he saw the picture. But
nobody here apparently took time out to recognize the
force for good that this picture did. This picture dealt with
the problems of the mutes all over the world. We found it
did an immeasurable amount of good, because it gave a
better understanding to the world and to audiences of the
problems of the mutes.
On "Caged", this was a picture I made at Warner's as a
producer. We were very much concerned about the problem of the criminal code in California which allowed first
offenders to be thrown into the same cell with second,
third and fourth offenders.
(Continued on Page 22)
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Now, the one thing I don't understand, Senator, is that
nobody has stopped to take the time out to recognize the
force of good. There was a gentlemen here who was condemning Warner Bros, for the amount of gangster pictures
they made. But this gentleman must be well aware of the
pictures like "Louis Pasteur", "Zola", "Midsummer
Night's Dream", and the pictures that did a tremendous
amount of good throughout our country and all over the
world.
Example

of Our Democracy

It showed one thing to the rest of the world. It showed
we had the right to criticize ourselves, that we were a democratic nation, that if we felt that what was being done
was wrong, that we had the right to present it on the
screen.
I have not seen any picture criticizing the Russian
government that has come out of Russia, and, in fact, I
have never seen any film coming out of any European
country which takes the problems of their own times and
presents them on the screen, as we have done here.
I am connected with a company that in the last two
years made a picture — has made several pictures that have
caused — they haven't caused any uproar, but they were
tremendous box office films. "From Here To Eternity",
"On The Waterfront", "Caine Mutiny", "The Long Gray
Line." Each of these films were forces for good, we think.
Senator Kefauver. Yes, I have heard much favorable
comment about "The Long Gray Line". Well, nobody is
claiming, I don't think — even the most severe critics — that
many pictures are not great forces for good. What we are
dealing with here is the impact of certain pictures upon
the youth of our nation, whether the motion picture industry is doing all that it can do to help with our youth problems, whether some of the excessive violence and brutality
we see at some movies is a good influence.
I don't know of anyone in the industry who will contend that some parts of some movies haven't been rather
deleterious to young people. We are not diminishing the
good that the industry has done. What we are anxious to
know is how are you going to have better movies, insofar
as the impact upon young people is concerned.
Mr. Wald. Senator, I have discovered in looking over
the biggest box office pictures made that none of them
have had violence in them for violence's sake. I have discovered that the greatest pictures — the biggest box office
films— "From H ere To Eternity, "The Best Years Of Our
Lives", "Gone With The Wind", "Going My Way"— all
these were pictures that were made with good taste and
did not violate any rules of the Breen office or the Johnston
office.

Mr. Bubo. I was interested in this point, Mr. Wald: Of
Page 22
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course, the children of parents that are the right type c
parents, that would go to the theater with their parents, c
come home to their parents at night after seeing a motio
picture, and have it explained to them as to any questior
they might have, is one thing. But how about the larg
number of children who are probably the most avid movi(
goers, who come from either broken homes or homes the
have inadequate parents, the child that is likely to pick vMcz:
the crime and violence, the techniques of crime as show
in the movies, is liable to have more of an emotional in
pact on his life. There are some million and a half of thes
youngsters in this country.
I think that is were our problem here would have t
center. What is your feeling on that?
Mr. Wald. We would have to screen every child goin
to a movie, to find out if they come from a broken home c It)
not. Our big problem, Mr. Bobo, is that you are makin
pictures for a mass audience. We can't stop to ask each ill
dividual patron, "What is your background and where d
you come from? Are you emotionally disturbed?" It woul
be pretty tough to do that.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Wald, would you not admit there are pi<
tures that have violence in them for violence's sake?
Mr. W ald. Undoubtedly you are correct, but, Mr. Bob<
it is like branding the book industry as being indecent be
cause we read a lot of paper-covered book, and we saj
"My God". I read some detective stories that had 30 pec
pie killed and branded and kicked and gouged the first 4
pages. But I like to measure the book business by the goo
books that come out and not the bad ones.
Mr. Bobo. Well, I think that is the way the people wi
measure the motion picture industry, by the good picture
that come out. But certainly a number of people are di
turbed about the crime and violence and sadism and th
long fights.
Don't Judge Theatre by Minsky
Mr. W ald. I agree with you that a picture that uses vie
lence primarily to act as a come-on for customers is i
complete disagreement with the thinking that goes on b
most of us in the motion picture business.

Mr. Bobo. The question is, how do we get that mini [top
mized?
Mr. Wald. I think we have a very good code admini
trator and there isn't any picture we do that we don't
constantly with Mr. Shurlock. I know I do and I
everyone at the major studios does. But, like any
industry, there are always a few that try to slip in
the wire.

worj
knoi
othe
undc-

You can't judge the theater by Minsky. You have t
judge it by Rodgers and Hammerstein, for the good an
not for the low points.
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S. White, Director,

Advertising Code Administration of the
Motion Picture Association of America

Senator Kefauver. Mr. White, you are the Director, Adertising Code Administration of the Motion Picture Assoiation of America, is that correct?
Mr. W hite. Our responsibility is to pass on advertising
jbmitted to us by companies, both members of the Assolation and non-members, and to either approve or disaprove it, under our judgment, as to whether it meets or
r does not meet the requirements of the Advertising Code.
Mr. Bobo. Does the particular theatre have the option
f choosing from quite a number of press releases or piclares, as to the posters he will put up?

Mr. White. As to posters, he doesn't have very much
|noice.
1 As to posters, they are expensive and they are prepared
Isually in one or possibly two styles in each size, so the
xhibitor who wants to use a poster doesn't have a great
eal of choice.
In the advertising going into the newspaper, he does
ave more choice. You will see in these press books there
re usually a number of ads. There are usually two or
iree different types of ads on any particular campaign.
The exhibitor, of course, has that choice and then the
shibitor also has the right, where he has the equipment he
as the right to prepare advertising of his own. That, of
Durse, we have no control over.
The things we do pass upon are the items of advertising
ublicity and poster items that go into these press books,
n pictures which carry our Production Code seal.
I Senator Kefauver. Very well, Mr. White, you go on
'ith your statement.
I Mr. White. All right. The Advertising Code is an in;gral part of the motion picture industry's voluntarilydopted system of self regulation, and as I said earlier, has
een in effect since 1930.
In conformity with the principles of the Advertising
ode, it is the job of the Advertising Code Administration
) maintain good moral standards and decency in advertisig copy submitted to it.
The Production Code Administration has to do with the
jntent of the story, the substance of the story, with the
. hole substance of a story. Producing a motion picture is
ne thing but writing an ad to promote is quite another.
If necessity, a man can only highlight some idea or theme
|t the picture. It reflects, it represents, it treats symboliilly of the picture. It is designed to attract attention and
ill the product. To induce the potential patrons to go out
: the house and down the street to the theater. In these
Iays of competition, motion picture advertising must be
specially striking and effective and appealing. It must

Advertising

convince in a line, in a word, in an illustration, it must convince quickly.
All these are perfectly understandable designs and ends,
as I am sure this Committee fully realizes. But they are
also the root, I am afraid, of some of the misunderstanding
about film advertising copy.
Motion picture advertising naturally
tell the story of a film. There is not
time. And if there was it would still be
because it would take half the fun out

is not expected to
space, there is not
an error to do this,
of seeing a picture,

if you knew the whole story in advance. And the advertising would thus defeat its own purpose.
What it does seek to do and what it should do is to convey the spirit, the atmosphere, the feeling, the general impression ot the photoplay. This is fair. This is proper. This
is accepted advertising practice. It is neither misleading
nor misrepresentative.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. White, in your own office, in dealing with
the Code, your judgment is the final judgment on what
constitutes good taste or good morals in advertising?
Mr. White. My judgment is the final judgment as to
whether each piece coming through separately does, in my
opinion, reasonably meet the requirements of the Code,
yes,Mr.sir.Bobo. It is set forth under the Code at No. 11, for
instance :
Quotes the Code
"Nudity with meretricious purposes and salacious postures shali not be used; and clothed figures shall not be
represented in such manner as to be offensive or contrary
to good taste or morals."
Recently has there been an increase in the amount of sex
type advertising, which has been received by the Code Administration?
Mr. White. I have no figures. I don't think there has
been any material increase. There may possibly have been
a few more pictures in that category.
There certainly have been a few more pictures in the
crime and violence category, of course, the advertising reflects it. I see a great many of these displays on pictures
would be called crime and violence stories.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. White, in the event you should disapprove of a certain niece of advertising, is it taken back and
re-submitted to you for final approval?
Mr. White. That is what we always hope will be done.
Very, very rarely there will be something come through
which we feel is irrevocably unacceptable. That is a very,
very minute fraction of one per cent. Most of the material
is corrected and re-submitted and approved.
Senator Kefauver. You said you hoped that would be
done. That seems to express some idea it is not done occasionally.
(Continued on Page 24)
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(Continued from Page 23)
Mr. White. Well, sir, this is a human endeavor. It is a
very difficult thing. We do not operate with an arbitrary,
complete authority where we can be dictators. We counsel, we advise.
Once in a while someone doesn't want to take our advice.
Senator Kefauver. If they don't take your advice, what
happens, do they go on and put their advertising out anyway?
Mr. White. Very, very rarely. I was sort of smiling at
that. I didn't want to make a 100 per cent statement. I
would like to tell you, because it came up yesterday, if I
may, on the ad over here on "Hell's Island", which was
criticized. The vice president in charge of the studio out
here said he didn't like it.
White Objected to Campaign
I don't know
are two pieces
figure in which
girl in a bathing

particularly what he objected to. There
of art work there. There is a reclining
the girl is covered, and also a figure of a
suit.

Now, this girl in the bathing suit is wearing a costume
much more modest than a °reat amount of the material we
see in magazines and newspapers, illustrations of bathing
suits.
I didn't like the way they approached this campaign. I
objected to it. And I was called over to the Paramount office in a conference with the advertising manager, the director of advertising publicity, who was a vice president,
and the executive vice president of the company.
They felt and insisted that what they were doing was
perfectly all right. My judgment can be wrong in one direction as well as another. I suppose I am wrong as often
in my judgment as any other human being is.

I didn't like this, but they insisted upon using it and I
finally allowed myself in this case to be persuaded —
Senator Kefauver. You didn't like it, Mr. Freeman said
he didn't like it.
Mr. White. The executive vice president in New York
thought it was wonderful.

Senator Kefauver. I thought Mr. Freeman was the big
boss in Paramount. He said he was. Apparently, the executive vice president in New York overruled you and him
both.
Mr. White. Mr. Freeman is the big boss out here in the
studio. I have to deal with the executive vice president in
New York.

You asked what would happen. I gave you an example
of what might happen. Possibly I was persuaded, let us
say, to make a judgment which afterwards, as a Monday
morning quarterback, I might regret.
Mr. Bobo. When you review the advertising of the picPage 24
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ture, do you have before you a synopsis of what the picture
is about?
Mr. White. Not always. Not always. As a matter o:
fact, here is one of the things that makes the job a rathei
difficult job at times : This advertising is largely written 01
started while the picture is still in production out here, ir
a great many cases. Often not only do I not see the pic
ture at the time we pass upon the advertising, but maybi
the advertising man working on it doesn't see it. Thej
work, of course, on the basis of complete information fron
their unit men in the studios out here.
Mr. Bobo. The Advertising Code doesn't know whethe
the advertising of a picture, in the majority of instance
illustrates the text and that the advertising faithfully rep
resents the picture?
Mr. White. Technically, you might say that. That
probably the hardest part of the Code to administer.

That was the question that arose in the case of our dis
cussion on "Hell's Island." But, as a general rule, on pic
is.
tures of the "Marty" type and the "Interrupted Melody
type, we know enough about what the story of the pictur m
z:k
tan
Mr. Bobo. In the ad "East of Eden," that drawing in th
center of it, was a script of that picture — does that trul ■-: ■:
Ant
z:t
represent the scenes as depicted in that picture?
Mr. White. I would like to show you a photograpr
These photographs are actual reproductions of frames fror
the motion picture. This is a CinemaScope print, so thi
is a squeezed print so it may be a little odd to try to ana M
lyze, but if you look at it closely you can see there is th
boy and girl and the tree.
Now, these photographs, of course, obviously, are nc
of sufficient clarity to be usd for reproduction, so the
made a sketch of it and submitted the sketch.
Mr. Bobo. Was there some discussion between the a
vertising people and yourself over this ad in "East

'Ede
Eden"?
n' Ad Acceptable
Mr. White. They sent over a photograph and said the
wanted to work from that.
As I say, it was obvious to me it was not suitable for r<
production. I returned them and told them that in m
judgment it was all right, and they made a sketch an
submitted it, and I told them in my judgment that wa
acceptable.
Mr. Bobo. What is your opinion, Mr. White, of th
representation, "East of Eden," had?
Mr. White. My opinion of it at the time it was sut
mitted was that it was thoroughly acceptacle. It ha
created a little criticism. I am still of the opinion it doe
(Continued on Page 3C
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2650 NT Special Kid Shows
To Build New Moviegoers
On the theory that today is the time to
build the audiences of tomorrow, National
Theatres will have had 2,650 special children's shows in its 345 movie houses by summer's end. In disclosing the figures, Elmer
C. Rhoden, NT president, explained the acceleration insmall fry shows was due to expanding youth populations and "we fully
realize that these youngsters represent the
junior and adult audience of tomorrow."
Over two and a quarter million young
people will be entertained at the weekly
special performances, usually during morning hours on midweek dates through the
vacation period. Most of the shows are under
the sponsorship of local PTA's, others by
civic clubs, welfare departments, dairies,
bakeries or soft drink distributors. The programs, all suitable for juvenile patrons,
Rhoden stressed, are selected by the local
sponsoring groups.
First Poll Nominations
Half of the exhibitor nominations for
the Audience Awards election next November was disclosed in an elaborate
Hollywood ceremony that impressed 300
press and industry personalities with its
importance. The nominations were announced by E. C. Rhoden.
"Best picture" nominees: Paramount's
Bridges at Toko-Ri", "Country Girl",
"Rear Window", "Sabrina" and "White
Christmas." Warners had two, "Battle
Cry" and "A Star Is Born", with one
each for Columbia, "The Long Grey
Line"; 20th-Fox, "There's No Business
Like Show Business", and MGM, "Blackboard Jungle."
New personalities nominated — Male;
Tab Hunter, John Ericson, Harry Belafonte, Russ Tamblyn, Jack Lemmon,
Jack Palance, George Nader, Richard
Egan, Brian Keith, Gig Young; Female:
Dorothy Malone, Dorothy Dandridge,
Barbara Rush, Anne Bancroft, Kim Novak, Anne Francis, Rita Moreno, Lori
Nelson, May Wynn, Cleo Moore.

It's an ill wind that blows a showman no good and Trans-Lux manager Vincent lorio found the
happy side when Washington was hit by a transportation strike, using this stage coach as a real
attention getter for "The Man From Laramie". One of the riders was a real man from Wyoming,
Senator O'Mahoney, being greeted by lorio, as he takes advantage of this ingenious ballyhoo.

$79,000 Exquisite Form-UA
men'of pulch'Gentle
Backs
Contest
Already noted
for their
support
ritude projects, Exquisite Form Bra and
United Artists will support a $75,000 beauty
contest to highlight the campaign on UA's
"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes." Additional
purses totaling $4000 in U. S. Savings Bonds
have been earmarked for exhibitors and managers promoting best theatre campaigns for
the competition in the U. S. and Canada.
More than 2300 theatres will participate in
the eliminations for the shapeliest girl among
some 63,000 contestants, with co-star Jeanne
Crain among the judges who will select the
grand prize winner and runner-up in the
New York finals this month. "Miss Exquisite Form" receives a $10,000 contract for
modeling and TV appearances, an expensespaid trip to Hollywood with a studio test.
[More SHOWMAN on Page 26]

20th Pressbooks

To Preview

Promotion On Future Films
Aimed at giving the exhibitor a head start
on publicizing forthcoming pictures, 20th
Century-Fox pressbooks will feature a "Preview Page" covering three or four subsequent attractions. The new service of providing exhibitors advance publicity material
will begin with the campaign manual on
"Love Is A Many Splendored Thing," and
become a permanent feature of each press
book thereafter.
Material on the Preview Page is keyed to
give theatremen and ad personnel information and illustration to better facilitate the
setting of local campaigns as far ahead of
engagements as possible. There will be a
series of special feature stories, scene and star
cuts and stunts tailored for advance promotion.
Film BULLETIN August 8, 1955
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4 World Premieres
Go To Hinterlands
Hinterland world premieres
were flourishing in the last part
of July. The quartet shown here
were well off the beaten path of
key city world bows.
20th Century-Fox launched
"The Virgin Queen," in Portland, Maine, where star Bette
Davis hosted a press contingent

San

Anton
Texas
C KCMASCQPE ^^^io9
WM^
csumwa nersets pksexts
^SiTIEMMFR(!H

LARAMIE ' 1 m

4 During 20th-Fox "The Virgin
Queen" festivities, (top) Bette
Davis received bouquet, heard
proclamation by Council President
Ben B. Wilson honoring her activities in behalf
of Portland
Children's
Theatre;
(center)
Miss Davis
is interviewed in a special telecast at
Strand Theatre before thousands of
fans; (bottom) Bette and husband
Gary Merrill, greet Jay Robinson,
Conrad Nagel and Tom Ewell who
arrived with the press contingent.
Jimmie Stewart and Texas got t
along just fine for the world premiere of Columbia's "The Man
From Laramie" at San Antonio.
Top, crowds see and hear the star
and other celebrities interviewed at
Theatre; center, Bob O'Donnell of
Interstate Circuit (right) takes producer William Goetz, Columbia
vice president A. Montague and
Stewart to be fitted for Texas
boots; bottom, the star rides a
buckboard in parade with winners
of "Laramie Outdoor Girl" contest.

Wichita.

Kansas

and celebrities flown there by
Fox. Festivities were covered by
theatre-front TV and radio.
Columbia and Interstate went
all-out in Texas for "The Man
From Laramie", which bowed in
San Antonio as part of a giant
four-city premiere festival, carrying through Houston, Dallas and
Fort Worth.
Kansas garnered two starstudded world launchings, U-I's
"The Private War of Major
Benson" in Manhattan, and Allied Artists' "Wichita" in that
city and Kansas City, Kans.
4 Joel McCrea is surrounded by admirers of all ages in lobby of the
Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kansas,
where he signed autographs during
Allied Artists "Wichita" world premiere activities. Going on to Kansas City, Kansas, the star was
greeted by official hosts as part of
"Joel McCrea Day", in that city,
where the picture played at the
Granada Theatre.
Manhattans of Kansas line the >
streets for the parade to the Wareham Theatre where U-I's "The PriWar of Major
Benson"
was
world vate
premiered;
bottom,
child star
Tim Hovey (left) and his mature
co-star Julie Adams, in the lobby
with Wareham Theatre manager
Earl Douglass and his family.
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Getting some of his own medicine — and sweet
stuff it is, too — Howard Dietz, M-G-M vice
president and ad-publicity-exploitation director,
is
andvisited
Dolls"by tothree
lookGoldwyn
over theGirls
ad from
copy "Guys
being
prepared for the film. The Goldwyn Girls are
Barbara Brent, Larri Thomas and Jann Darlyn.
nited Artists staged a unique press junket for "Patterns", currently being lensed at the Vitaraph Studio in Brooklyn. Trade press and newspaper reporters traveled by chartered subway train
om mid-Manhattan to Brooklyn to watch filming of first feature made at the studio in 26 years,
tar Van Heflin (hat in hand, left background) and producer Jed Harris hosted the news party.
,1GM Location Filming Gets
lluge Plug in S. Dak. Paper
South Dakota journalists rolled out the
rimson carpet for M-G-M and its location
lming of "The Last Hunt" in the Black
I [ills. A sumptuous ceremony that brought
roduction vice-president Dcre Schary to
he scene to receive a special citation from
| overnor Joe Foss was the highlight of a
fecial 12-page section in the Sunday edition
jf the Rapid City Daily Journal entirely deJted to the location shooting. Every Inch
: the 12-page feature was devoted to all
hases of the production, including an edi>rial with monumental praise for Metro and
> people, and ads from South Dakota merlants greeting the company.

9 Senator from Kentucky takes test toot on
nting horn used by Burt Lancaster in "The
ntuckian", UA Hecht-Lancaster release prewed for Sen. Barkley, 70 other congressmen
d 300 members of Capital press corps. Cosnes and weapons used in the film were preited to Barkley and the State of Kentucky.

lowans
Honorlowans
Gregory,
'Hunter'
Some 45,000
were involved
in a
day-long series of festivities in Des Moines
honoring native son Paul Gregory, producer
of UA's "Night of the Hunter", and climaxed
by the film's world premiere at the Paramount. The benefit debut, proceeds going
to the YMCA building fund, was crowded
with notables from the Governor to local
leaders and a contingent of Hollywood stars
which included Charles Laughton, who directed, Marilyn Maxwell, Cesar Romero,
Elsa Lanchester, Mary Murphy, Don Defore, Alex Nicol and Agnes Moorehead.

Couple for Whom 'Night
Holds Terror' Do Boston Pi.
Pilgrim Theatre publicity manager Paul
Levi scored a promotional scoop in Boston
for his run of "The Night Holds Terror" by
getting Mr. and Mrs. Gene Courtier, the real
life counterparts of the couple held captive
in the Columbia film, for personal appearances. The couple made 10 TV and radio
p.a.'s, attended a press luncheon and appeared at two special screenings. Levi kept
the pot boiling with several stunts, among
them various hitch-hiking warning tie-ups,
and a honey of a gimmick, using the title
with playdate information at the entrance of
eight well known lovers lanes in the Boston
area. The stunts and the Courtiers resulted
in a smash opening.

More
Heart' for 'Major Benson
Universal's "heart" campaign on "The
Private War of Major Benson," launched
on the "Strike It Rich" TV show ("the program with a heart salutes the picture with a
heart"), continued for the N. Y. opening at
the Plaza Theatre with a letter writing contest based on "The Most Heart-Warming
Movie I Ever Saw". Winner received a U.
S. Savings Bond, runners-up 20 pairs of
guest tickets.

Showman Goes To The Dogs
Schine showman Lou Hart, Auburn Theatre, Auburn, N. Y. rigged up a delightful
stunt for his showing of "Lady and the
Tramp". Hart promoted a local store for
the cost of a cocker spaniel puppy, retrieved
a lovable little mongrel from the local pound
and advertised a giveaway from the stage of
a real, live Lady and the Tramp. Parents
were advised to register their youngsters'
names at the store, which ran a full display
window plugging the picture.

The Roxy debut of 20th's »
"How To Be Very, Very Popular"
featured a giveaway that lured
thousands of early birds to the
theatre. Some of the I 500 who
received free copies of Teresa
Brewer's Coral Records version
of film's title song at the first
performance are shown at right,
many
of them eager
'N'
Roll enthusiasts.
20th Rock
is offering a free copy of the Coral disc
to all exhibitors who request it
for use as a musical lobby
record. The record has zoomed
in popularity on the heels of the
disc jockey campaign being
used by 20th-Fox.
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What a great advertising campaign can do with a hot new star, a fireballing dance
and a catchy title is being demonstrated in the initial engagements of 20th Century Fox's
"How To Be Very, Very Popular". Charles Einfeld's staff of boxofficers have given this
musical CinemaScopic an ad-publicity-exploitation campaign that bids to sweep it into
prominence among the summer's grossers.
There is a brash exuberance about the ads that exudes the bounce and freshness of
youth — and the want-to-be-with attraction that the young exert. Certain to snatch up the
teenagers in its excitement, the "Rock 'n' Roll Hits the Screen for the First Time!" shout
featured in the ads will haul in a sizeable catch of their elders, as well. And the rest will
be titillated by the inspirational "The Picture That Separates The Men From The Boys!"
coupled with the Sheree North-Betty Grable
happy leg art.
Rock N' Roll Promotion
The accent is pointedly — and properly —
on Sheree, who is the big news in her first
The
biggest hook for the young crowd —
starring vehicle, in most of the ads. Fast
the moviegoing crowd — is the screen debut
becoming the most talked-about new star on
of their current dance craze, "Rock 'N' Roll."
the crest of her 20th-Fox build-up, the young
And what a sendoff Sheree North gives it in
blond bombshell's "Shake, Rattle and Roll''
her "Shake, Rattle and Roll" number that
number is spotlighted, with the hip-swinging
puts a climactic exclamation point to the
scene prominently featured.
film! In her recent New York p. a., Sheree
The North-ern accent was made even
drew 1300 youngsters, representing the areas
more pronounced by Sheree's leg work (no "Rock 'N' Roll" Clubs, to the Shorehaven
pun intended) on behalf of the openings. Her
Beach
to wildly acclaim her "Rock
recent personal appearances in New York
'N'
Roll Club
Queen".
and other cities have placed her very much
Thus the door is wide open for the showin the limelight, working up an avid audience
man to pack a real exploitation wallop via
for the film. Interest in the star received a this hot
dance fad. A natural, of course, is
powerful hypo earlier when Life featured her
a Rock 'N' Roll dance contest on the theatre
on the cover and in a story headed, "Sheree
stage, either with the audience the judge, or
Goes in for Marilyn," based on Miss North's
a panel of Rock 'N' Roll experts (presidents
taking over the scheduled Monroe roles.
of the various R-'N'-R Clubs in town) to
While Sheree is a big talking point, there
pick the winners. To put more excitement
is additional solid star value in Miss Grable
into the competition, selected representatives
and Robert Cummings, the latter now billed
of the clubs could vie one night, non-club
as Bob, in deference to the following he has youngsters another, and a big finals on openbuild on his TV series "The Bob Cummings
ing night.
Show," with Charles Coburn another sound
There should be no problem about the
name with a following.
music. The number has been waxed on six
With the versatile title and rock 'n' roll labels, including Decca's disc featuring Bill
riding high, the ads and a gal named Sheree
Haley and His Comets, which alone has sold
guarantee a showman's show.
a million copies. Plenty of cooperation
should be forthcoming from disc jockeys.
Schools should be contacted well in advance, with the school or class champ rock
'n' rollers invited to appear on stage. This
tie-up should generate plenty of boxoffice
action as the kids pile in to cheer their representatives.
You might even have the rock 'n' roll winners compete against other dance protagonists for more general excitement.

Novel herald is done in facsimile of a school looseleaf
notebook,
containsTo five
"lessons " on "How
Be Very,

KTTY CHAMB
MMU-SmtE
BOB CHMKS
COBUM NORTH
TOMMY MOHAN
HowTOBEVtfWvt** Popular
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Very Popular" cleverly
coupled
with The
"appropriate"
scene stills.
two-color,
four page job is angled for
special response from teenagers, high school and college students because of its
presentation. The opportunity shouldn't be missed
for special distribution in
places where young crowds
gather — candy stores, soda
fountains, drug stores, etc.

Very

Good
HOW

B.O.

TO BE

VERY, VERY POPULAR
Nunnally Johnson's musical romp ir
CinemaScope and DeLuxe color is keyec
strictly for light-hearted entertainment
It takes a pair of honky-tonk dancers
Sheree North and Betty Grable, on th<
lam from a gang killing with nothing bu
their brief costumes and coats, and de
posits them in a college fraternity house
as their hideout. On the eve of com
mencement, yet. Among the hectic
complications that turn the staid collegi
town into a oandemonium is a runninc
situation where Sheree. experimental!'
put under a hypnotic sDell that cause
her to go into dance when she hear
"Salome", cannot be unmesmerized. Dis
guised as a member of the graduatinc
class, Sheree really flips her cap ant
gown at commencement and tears thi
joint apart with her "Shake, Rattle am
Roll" number. Robert Cummings, Tom
my Noonan and Orson Bean are thi
males privileged to cavort with Shere
and Betty, and Charles Coburn is see
as a faculty elder who gets younge
via the escapade. Jule Styne and Sa
my Cahn wrote the hit title tune.
Title Stunts
The catchy title is loaded with stunt an]
tie-up potential for the showman.
What more natural gimmick than a popij
larity contest, with its myriad variations!
The most popular schoolgirl, teacher, mothel
just scratches the surface. A talent contesf
and a beauty contest are more of the samj
The former is detailed in the press book, ir
volves tie-in with disc jockeys, newspaper
schools, merchants.
Other suggestions:
ft A list of "10 Ways to Be Very, Very Popij
lar" posted in the lobby, with passersby ifl
vited to vote on most important.
ft Essay contest on the title subject, wit
newspaper
umns,
etc., aseditors,
judges.columnists, "advice" cc
ft A pair of blondes in bathing suits undJ
cap-and-gowns parading the streets witf
outer cloth'
doffing
periodically
for the
opening.
title legend, foranda pitch
ft Co-op ads with merchants dealing
clothing, cosmetics, jewelry, candy, flower
and practically anything you can name
enhance appearance or to further gift gH
sales make
copy. the title a natural bridge to tlj
ing,
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(Continue i from Page 24)
not represent the worst that I have heard people interpret
into it.
Mr. Bobo. In the motion picture advertising code, on a
number of pictures dealing with crime and police officers,
the story of a brutal cop and the story of a cop that killed
for money, stressing the fact of the indecent type of policeman, are these ads approved with the seal of the Code?
Mr. "W hite. Yes. I suppose you are referring particularly to "Rogue Cop," the story of the film, and I think the
advertisement was a fair representation of the story of the
film and I so approved it.
Answers

on Cop Stories

As another example of group viilainry, there is this picture "New York Confidential," which I see displayed up
there.
"Rogue Cop" is one thing. That is the story of one individual. That doesn't say the police department is wrong.
It said one individual in the police department was wrong.

"New York Confidential" is a gangster story, and there
are a number of killings in it. The police play a secondary
part in it. This is a result of long and serious negotiations
between Warners and myself.
You will find that, I think, every single piece of advertising copy in there points up the fact that this gangster
activity brought about a great police crackdown, so that
the forces of law and order are credited with being in there
and being in at the end.

Mr. Bobo. Without seeing the picture, a person would
never know that.
Mr. \\ hite. The Codes are quite definite in their recognition ofthe fact that we do not wish to present the forces
of law and order or judiciary in such a way as to break
down respect for them. But I do not believe that involves
saying that we can't make a picture or carry an
showing
one man in any one of these categories, who is ad
a villain or
a crook.

Mr. Bobo. The "Blackboard Jungle" copy ad there, do
you think those scenes depicted in that one particular
drawing there clearly represents the story of that picture?
Mr. White. I think they are fairly representative of the
story of that picture. The illustration at the top has been
criticized. That is a stylized drawing of a scene which admittedly isonly a short scene in the picture. But it is a
drawing which illustrates the general situation of these
boys in this school, their attitude, their character. I think
it is permissible and should be permitted if the Dicture is
permitted. I would pass it again today, yes, sir.
Mr. Bobo. And the rape scene in the movie shown in
every ad of "The Blackboard Jungle" scene?
Mr. White. Not every ad, but most of them.
Fage 30
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Mr. Bobo. I would say a great proportion of the ads •
"The Blackboard Jungle." Do you think the emphasis c
the sexual angle, the illicit, the illegal sex, and the raj
scene is a justified advertisement for a picture which is su
posed to portray the school system of the United State:
Mr. White. There are several things I could say about
I am not sure the uninformed person, looking at this pi
ture, would know it was a rape or attack of any kind,
murder or robbery, or anything else.
Which reminds me of the mention made yesterday of tl
picture of "Johnny Belinda" of several years ago. The
was a classic example in our office.
That was a story of a rape attack on a girl. The illu
tration which became the basis of most of the advertisir
was a picture in which a man was approaching this girl
a menacing way, somewhat along this order. He wasr.
touching her. His hands were grasping for her throat.
I wrote back a letter of congratulations to the compar
on the way they handled it, because they had an iilustr
ticn which was suitable to the picture, and yet they didr
specify it was a rape. It was an attack of some kind cor
ing upon this woman. It was adequate, it was dramati
but it was not specific to the point of being offensive.
This has a little of that quality. I submit no one wl
doesn't know the story of "Blackboard Jungle" wou
know that this is a rape. They wouldn't know what it i
Suppose it is rape? That scene in the picture was a seer
which, in my judgment, motivated much of the actic
which followed. So, in my judgment, it was one of the k(
scenes of the picture. So whether we passed on it or n<
simply got itself down to a question of whether the presei
tation itself of the illustration was acceptable or whetb
it was offensive. If we had considered it offensive, w
would have said no.
Mr. Bobo. In "The Prodigal" ad, which is admitted
the front cover, but which portrays some of the black ar
white ads we have seen — Do you have any opinion as i
the impression of sex within that ad?
Panties on Girls
Mr. White. I think it is probably an extreme case w
have here. That is a retouched picture, to start with.
The costume, as it showed in the stills when submitte
to us, had nothing over the girl's hips, except beads. W
required them at least to put some panties on the girls.
I think that probably that is a borderline case, subje<
to argument.
I don't wish to make any special show of defending i
Mr. Bobo. In the retouching of that particular ad, c
you notice that the costume varies on the two different leg
of the girl there?
Mr. White. Yes, I do notice that.

MOVIES

S, HUMAN

BEHAVIOR

Mr. Hobo. Did that come to your attention at the time
he ad was submitted? Is it not in your opinion that offers
nuch more of a suggestive pose?
Mr. White. Possibly; I don't know.
Mr. Bobo. Well, what would be your opinion of that at
his time, Mr. White, as to whether it would be approved
>r disapproved by the Advertising Code as of this time?
Mr. White. Again I am being a Monday morning quarerback. If I had it come through now, I would insist, in
he light of our experience and discussion of it, I would inist, at least, on having the same costume to be carried
cross it.
Vof Pornography,

White said

Mr. Bobo. Would it be your opinion now that borders
lightly cn the point of pornography?
Mr. White. No, I don't think that is pornographic. I
m not defending it, Mr. Bobo.
I thoroughly acquiesce in your right to question and
riticize.
But I don't think there is anything in a motion picture
•earing our seal or any ad running that has our approval
hat approaches pornography, as I understand pornography.
Mr. Bobo. I agree with you in most cases. That was
ne ad that was of particular interest to me, and I am sure
t the time it went through that you didn't realize that one
erson would see it in one light and another person would
ee it in another light.
Senator Kefauver. On Page 3 of your statement, Mr.
Vhite, the middle paragraph :
"What it does seek to do and what it should do is to coney the spirit, the atmosphere, the feeling, the general imression of the photoplay. This is fair, this is proper, this
; accepted advertising practice. It is neither misleading
or misrepresentative."
I think that is a fine statement of a principle that adertising ought to follow.
A fair presentation of what the product is going to be.
>nd these producers have told us that in all of the pictures,
orror and crime and sex pictures, there is some moral
ley are trying to prove. I just wonder if you get the moral
i this advertising up here. There is a "Kiss Me Deadly.
. White Hot Thrills. Blood Red Kisses." That is all it says
bout it. What is moral?

to have interest in the form of getting you to read it. And,
three, it has to convince you to the point of buying the
product. Otherwise, it is not successful.
Senator Kefauver. What is the moral in "Girl Confesses
Life With Big Combo Boss"?
I insist again I am not trying to offer a
Mr. inWhite.
these ads.
moral
Senator Kefauver. What you are telling us then, Mr.
White, is that "this is fair, this is proper, this is accepted
advertising practice. It is neither misleading nor misrepresentative."
Now, these producers tell us that all these pictures have
morals. I think a great many of them do have morals,
and very helpful. But I haven't seen a
some good
moral
in anymorals
of these posters you have up here.
Mr. White. The fact that in a picture that may run an
be able to develop a moral, I don't
hour and a half you may
think can necessarily be carried over into an ad you see in
a flash. And I have never heard of anyone requiring, as a
requirement of advertising, that each piece of advertising
produce a moral.

Jungle", Senaup in the case inofon"Blackboard
Thistor. came
Some criticism
one or two pieces of this
came
material, and I went to the advertising manager at MGM
and I showed him the criticism for his information.
And he said this, "Our job is to sell this picture. The
people who come to see this picture, by and large, go out
liking
Now,it."if they are induced to come in to see the picture
and they get the moral out of seeing the picture, I would
think that is enough. I don't know how we can require
them to tell a moral in an ad.
Senator Kefauver. I am just comparing what you have
done here with what you say you are doing, and I don't
mean to argue with you about it.
Mr. White. I don't, either, Senator.
Senator Kefauver. I think it is fair to say that the correspondence and complaints we have, that we literally have
hundreds and hundreds of letters from people and organizations, sending samples of protests, a whole lot more
about the advertising form of these than we have on the
movies themselves.
There is a rising tide of public resentment against some
of these ads that you have passed. We will be glad to
show you a lot of our letters if that will help in your battles
with the advertising agencies. We want to cooperate with
you. We know your task is hard, it is difficult.
You show something to get people into the house. But

Iior.
Mr. White. I don't like that any more than you do, SenI Senator Kefauver. What is the moral in "The Prodigal"?
Mr. White. I don't think it is a moral. I think it is merei ' entertainment. This ad is designed to sell this. I said a
hile ago that making the picture and telling a story of a
I cture is one thing. Writing an ad to sell it is another.
Ihe first part is art. The second part is industry, business.
An ad has to do three things, as the late Mr. Brisbane
;ed to say. It has, one, to attract attention. It has, two,

this isn't a healthy thing, to have criticism by so many organizations, bypeople, as to the ads for some of these
movies.
O

O
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
Harmer, Joseph Cotton. Farce
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- SPECIAL DELIVERY Don
Coming Burlesque on Iron
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
with international background.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
sets outAmerica.
to break up "revolution" ring, active in
Central
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
WORLD
W|THOUT
END Hugh Director
Marlowe, Edward
Nancy Bernds.
Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance.
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
A pril
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. J:>hn Derek, inScience
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War re1957
are
suddenly
accelerated
to
unbelievable
speed
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch. and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
turns to become the hometown preacher.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Mefrom Annapolis together split over a girl but are year 2508.
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wileventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/13.
COLUMBIA
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall Amanda
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William BeauKILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Prodine.
Bowery
Boys become
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adto stealComedy.
inheritance
of society
family. 61involved
min. in plot
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
A
pril
JUNGLE
MOON
MEN
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Jean
Byron.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
beast
who
goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Goutd. AdCarlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Direcventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets ou,t to
who is lone survivor of ancient civilization. 70 min.
LAST FRONTIER CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor Maavenge murder of U. S.Ma
Marshal, with the trail comture, Guy Director
Madison, Anthony
Robert Preston.
Producer William
plicated by gun-runners and yApaches. 80 min.
THREE FOR THE SHOW MaCinemaScope,
Technicolor.
y
Fadiman.
Mann. Western.
Indians
Betty Grable. Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Lem- hostile
to advancing white men attempt to annihilate
mon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter. new outpost,
but
Fort
is
sav-ed
by
former
fur
trapper
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
LAS
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best who assumes command.
Gray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Coieen
Sidney frtend.
101 min. 3/7.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans
Kohlmar.
Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adof gambling syndicate. 77 min.
rf twocity.
small-town
CELL
2455,
DEATH
ROW
William
&
Robert
Campbell.
SKAlENGA Eastman Color. Produced by George
tunes in theventures ebig
108 min. girs who seek their forProducer
Wallace
MacDonaW.
Director
Fred
Sears.
Michael. Man-killing leopard terrorizing natives is Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six
tracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
Director Fred F. Sears. MeloEND OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson. A Cloverdrama.Production.
Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery!
Producer
David
Lewis
ICoronado)
.
Director
Edward
and
murder.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy, Peggie Castle, Forrest Dmytryk. Romantic drama. Man's hate, jeatousy, and
e
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
Director Harold
JunParsons.
destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18. THREE STRIPS IN THE SUN CinemaScope, Technicolor.!
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law love
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
SEMINOLE
UPR'SING
Technicolor.
GeorgeDirector
Montgomto trap public enemy. 82 min.
complicated by romance with beautiful Japaery, Karin Booth.
Producer
Sam Katzman.
Earl has life
girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to tually nesegive
soldier new perspective.
warring
Indian
chief
whom
he
had
known
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- ascapture
a boy. 74 min.
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
BrTan Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
I. F. E.
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
July
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Pro- court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Kim Novak. Producers June
Siliphant, Barnwell. Director CITY STANDS TRIAL. THE
English Language. Amedec
A pril
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken Phil
Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini. Film Costellazione Produc
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic gambling
den
for
fun
becomes
real
thing.
84
min.
5/16.
tion.
Director
Luigi
Zampa.
A double
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wtdmark, Mai slaying and death of a youngMelodrama.
man add to prose
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Dire<tor Mark cutor's determination that justice shall
prevail. 105 min
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Robson. Melodrama. G-I's plot to steal part of Nali TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng.
MayLang. Marina Vlady, P
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled gold hoard discovered in Berlin. 98 min.
Michel
Beck.
Producer
Niccolo
Theodoli.
Director Lio
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
nello Deromance
Felice.ends
Drama.
Affair ofwhenfifteen-year-oldon the king's life. 61 min.
whose
in
tragedy
girl dies ir
July
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel CHPCA&O
SYNOrCATE Dennis O'Keefe, Abbe Lane, child birth. 88 min. 3/21
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direc- Xavier Cugat. Produeor Sam Katzman. Director Fred WAYWARD WIFE, THE English. Gina Lollobrigida
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Mario Soldati. Ro
get proof
gangster's
min.
to
law, rules
famousaffect
lawman
Wyatt Earp
mantic drama. Bored by husband and small town life
CREATURE to WITH
THE ofATOM
BRAIN crimes.
Richard86 Denning.
butenforce'
his strict
merchants
who does
plot so,
his syndicate
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
Director
Edward
L.
Cahn.
murder. 81 min.
beautifulman.woman
another
9| min.seeks
4/4. excitement in the arms o'
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
August
men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith kill
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith GREEN MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Docu
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- ITDomergue,
Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- mentary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in S. A.
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyrecord Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
back"
railroad
carrying
loaded
trucks
on
flatcars
is
explosion
creates
enormous sea monster which threatens from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16.
sabotage victim of rival truck Wno ~wner. 80 min.
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangano
the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis anc
PHENIX
CITY
STORY,
THE
Richard
Kiley.
Kathryn
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama
August
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceBRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Young man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony o
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. Aftei
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
wife and unborn child are killed he avenges their mur
Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 min
writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
September
singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
/ une
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
BODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
James
Stewart,
Arthur
Kennedy,
Cathy
O'Donnell.
Producer William Goetz. Director Anthony Mann. Western
Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant life drains huLOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration. A
mans of all emotions but will to live. 83 min.
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for star cast. Faro Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal o
man
selling
repeating
rifles
to
Apaches.
109
min.
various
way of love Coming
and women who practice then
SON OF SLADE John Ericson, Mari Blanchard. ProNIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince Ed- presented in "March of Time" style. 90 min.
ducer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold Schuster.
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
Western. Young
a Pinkerton
guardthem
seeking
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
formation on bandSlade
of outlaws
encounters
in trainin- businessman.
min. 7/25.
robbery.
Aided
by
girl
from
gang
Slade
complete
MADDALENA Technicolor. Marta Toren, Gino Cervi
wiping out gang.
(Titanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe Bordogm.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Director
Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italian
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
mountain
village GoodwhenFriday
pageant is almost
Movita.
Producer
Wallace
MacDonald.
Director
Fred
vin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
turned
into
role of Virgin sacrilege
Mary. 90 min. prostitute plans to play
again fair
to damsel
bring peace
between85 England
and France and shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through counsave
in distress.
min.
try hostile with Apaches, bandits, renegade soldiers.
Coming
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons. Producers M. J. Frankovich, MaxGUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacINDEPENDENTS
well Setton. Director Arthur Lubin. Melodrama. After
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
murdering
his wife man plans to pin this and atVincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store murder. tempted murder of himself on maid who knows of the
owner
into town's
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
A pril Frank Loveioy, Keefi
MAD AT THE WORLD (Filmakers)
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,WIHiam
RichardGastte.
Denning.
Producer
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Horn
Sa«n Katzman.
Western.
Tale
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Esse.
Melodrama.
When
young hoodlums accidentally
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
killgang.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunninc
for
min.
Film
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
ne Fess Parker, Buddy
VVY CROCKETT IWaltJuDisney]
■sen. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Norin Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
ries about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
amo hero. 95 min.

July
DY AND THE TRAMP IWalt Disney) CinemaScope,
chnicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
I Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a romce between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
August
•LD AND THE BRAVE, THE IFilmakers) SuperScope.
endell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
lurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
ster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
riously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
a battle in the Italy campaign.
Coming
iEBUG, THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Colr Young. Drama. Arson squad investigator probes a
of fires,
a woman from a huge blaze
diesproves
she isrescues
the arsonist.
IOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakersI SuperScope. Procer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
annical captain and crew of an American merchant
p reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
iAPON. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
Chester. Drama. An unsloved murder involving a
ter U.S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
er
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
mb isrubble.
LIPPEHT
April
ASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
ids. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideiw barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl,
th numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
' ker presents his latest attraction. 5? min.
UNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Mont•nery,
Marjorie
Lord. Adventure.
Producer White
Rudolphdoctor
Flothow.
•ctor Sam
Newfield.
and
< ind
trke
into
the
jungle
to
save
missionary
girl
m native uprising. 73 Mmin.
ay
t STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Producer•ctor Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
I adron training on carrier copes with conflict among
' i and marital problems of junior officers. 67 min.
ANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montnery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Ditor Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
tile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
. en from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
leads party to safety. 75 min.
JuneWanda Curtis. Producer
G DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
, Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science-fiction,
ket party of four lands on new planet, encounters
nistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.

July
-IESOME
TRAIL,
THE
Wayne Richard
Morris,Bartlett.
John WestAgar.
ducer Earle Lyon. Director
i Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
j fight for bis property against land-grabbers who
I i taken control of Western town. 73 min.
September
BA J. Arthur
Dirk99 Bogarde.
''■ enture.
Mau-MauRank.storyEastman
filmed Color.
in Africa.
min.
:ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
A pril
f :VILLED CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Anne Baxter,
- e Forrest. Producer Henry Berman. Director
' hell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priestmeets woman
*' Imurder.
89 min. who
5/2. is involved in Paris underworld
1 SS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
J iael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
<•0 -Ies
Walters.94 min.
Musical
fantasy. Retells the story
mderella.
3/7.
May

* AUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
»; irds. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
■ Id Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
lr e leader try to take rancher's home in Arizona
*] slands. 81 min. 5/2.
KJIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
ri 3m. Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
5 se. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
01 e Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min.
4/4.
Film

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
e
JunEtting.
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth
122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/16.
July EastmanColor. Richard
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope,
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann Blyth,
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and the treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
September
IT'S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope, Color.
Gene thurKelly,
Dan
Dailey,
ProducerDonen.
ArFreed. Director GeneDolores
Kelly Gray.
and Stanley
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of female TV star.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
Coming
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story and Broadway musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
dra"ia.
comedv
and pathos
medium of
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min.
PARAMOUNT

AUGUST

SUMMARY

New features scheduled for release this
month number only 24, a decline of five
over July. Six films will come from Republic. Columbia. 20th-Fox and Universal each have set three. Metro, Allied
Artists and Paramount will offer two. The
month's schedule includes eight in CinemaScope, two in VistaVision and two in
SuperScope. Color films total 16.
The break-down for August:
9 Dramas
2 Westerns
5 Melodramas
2 Musicals
4 Comedies
2 Adventures

YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Dean
Martin,
JerryDirector
Lewis, Norman
Diana Lynn,
NinaMasquerading
Foch. Produceras
Paul Jones.
Taurog.
I |-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 106 min.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Hr,m«ric '»ats of
Adventure
Camarini.
Ulysses
as taken
from Coming
theSpectacle.
Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
solved.
is
problem
before
complications
many humorous
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
Artist and children's story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic
and crime
comic
books. and nightmarish through horror

COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Johns,andAngela
Kaye, Glynls
Norman
Panama
MelvinLansbury.
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading
as
court
clown
member
of patriot group
A
pril
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vittorio branded outlaws aids in restoring crown
to rightful
Gassman,
Shelley
Winters.
Producers
Ponti
&
DeLaurentis. Director Robert Rossen. Drama. Beautiful
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredrie
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
broken romance along the way. 94 min. 4/18.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
May
RUN FOR COVER W-Technicolor.
James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. TwoHeston, Claire
Pinefisted Westerner befriends young man only to be re- Thomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
warded with attempted murder. 92 min.
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred
Drama. Political assassination plot
HELL'S phy.ISLAND
Payne,PhilMaryKarlson.
Mur- leads toHitchcock.
kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
ProducersW-Technicolor.
Pine-Thomas. John
Director
from
talking.
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
ROSE TATTOO. THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
her
daughter
until
she
learns
he
had
been
unfaithful.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Director Rudolph Mate. JAdventure.
of fa- TEN
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
Producerune 108 Recounting
mous Lewis and Clark expedition.
min. 6/13.
director
DeMille.
Religious
story
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Ste- of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J. TOO LATE. MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic wife
creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic and murder.
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
July
gentkman
is
suspected
of
accidentally
killing man
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE W-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
his of angles including pretty widow.
children
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
August
band helps
French
King
rout
nobles
who
would
overthrow him.
WE'RE NO ANGELS W-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Direc- WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Curtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Hepburn,
Fonda, Mel
Ferrer.
Carlo
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the Ponti,
Dino Henry
de Laurentiis.
Director
KingProducers
Vidor. Drama.
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
BULLETIN — THIS
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VANISHING AMERiCAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter,
Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Forrest
Joe Kane.Tucker.
Western.

REPUBLIC
May
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger.raphy ofProducer-director
John H.heroAuer.
Drama. Biognaval
himself infamous
WWII American
and Korean
conflict.who103distinguished
min. 4/18.
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Nlccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen, John Baer.
June William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.a racketeer's
70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800 ' s. 90 min.
JulyMorris, Yvonne Furneaux.
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.treasure.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Valentina Cortese, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe I Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad->rfj,c
fanatic U ,oe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward inLuowlg.
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue
the fashionable
Bahamas.
LAST COMMAND. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Imm-irtal stcry of the Alamo
and the Texans' never-to-be-forgotten fight for freedom.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to <teal
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh Director
O'Brian. A Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
tion.
Drama. TheDuke
storyProduc
of a
miracle in a smallGeorge
town.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes 1
story about two people who learn to live again.
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness
horsesuccesses.
reunites partners and turns them
towardover
new atrack
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAN ALONE, A Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in
ca'ching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.
Film

A Mpril
ay Technicolor. Barbara
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
e
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest,
Jun Price-St. Cyr. 88 min.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
Queeny.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. VirginiaDirector
Mayo, Allan
DennisDwan.
Morgan,
David Benedict
Farrar,
Lance Fuller.
Producer
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent86 their
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
BENGAZI SuperScope, Color. Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
IPanamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs.
September
TENNESSEE'S
SuperScope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan.
Commi
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
jrows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Howard Hue* -s Production. Producer-director
Dick Powell. Historic . I adventure. Tale of the 13th
Century ravaging conqueror Genghis Kahn.
J;T PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1 19 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winrers, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is fi>lone
ally survivor
lost under
avalanche and the American is
the
of hisan band.

cTITH

CENTURY-FOX

A pril
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe
Mara Lane, Rossano Brazzi.
Producersented Steven
11os . Director
Dennis O'Keefe.
Preby Patria FaPictures
Corp. Melodrama.
A young
secretary
murders
her
boss
land
lover)
and
implicates
an American car salesman who falls in love with her.
Accused of crime he forces her to confess. 81 min. 5/30
MAN CALLED PETER, A CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterMMarshall.
119 min. 4/4.
ay
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature,
Sylvia Director
Sidney, Stephen
McNally.
Producer Buddy Adler.
R. Fleisher.
Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.

THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHa
land, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartl
Historical drama. Reckless romance between cc
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.
une
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastr
Color.
Anthony Qulnn.
roll
Case.Maureen
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/C
SEVEN YEAR ITCH. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Co
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. (
room adventures
of min.
husband
summer
vacation. 105
6/13. when wife is away
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Co
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Ad
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman s<
ing husband
in Red
China
man
who helps missing
in rescue.
96 min.
5/30.falls in love «
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Co
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. I
ducer Buddy
drama.
1 02 min.Adler.
7/11. Director Samuel G. Fuller. M
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaSce
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Rol
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Co
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a mu
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reachin
smallmin.college
89
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun beg
LIFE IN THE BALANCE,
A Ricardo Montalfc
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Pa
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to cl
his
father 74of min.
several
murderer.
2/7. killings falls into hands of
August
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe C
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Ac
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. Ameri
flyer forced down in China during World War II
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with
warlordMasauarade
he masquarades
priest
town.
ends and ashe afinds
love.and saves
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaSce
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Joi
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Dra
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated
cause her blood is a mixture of two worlds.
VIRGIN QUEEN. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. B<
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Dii
tor Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh
counters love and wrath of Queen Elizabeth. 92 min.
SeptemberDeluxe Color. CI i
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope,
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ry.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Diref
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the CI
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robb'
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the b :
and they
partners inlead
cattle.
head indie.,
furtwest
and become
their adventures
themTheyamong
former Union guerrillas and a woman.
UNITED

ARTISTS

BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
Robinson. Gees
pril G.production.
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond
Direr
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of R< '
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LET'S MAKE UP EastmanColor.
May Errol Flynn, Ai
Neagle,
David drama.
Farrar.Set Producer-director
Wilcox. Musical
in late war England,Hertl
yoj
musicalandcomedy
star94ismin.
forced to choose between i
actor
a soldier.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. .ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War dra •
RAF
fighting
in Burma
under pw sures pilot
of Burmese
war.
Regains
gripmin.disintegrates
on 4/4.
life thru contact
beautiful
girl. 100
KISS
DEADLY Ralph Meeker,
Stewart,Suspc
All *
Dekker.ME Producer-director
Robert PaulAldrich.
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntle f
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min.
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgom ,
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Dire r
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two dl,,e
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hs
bothother.
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill
the
AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor IFilmef
TIGER
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adven i
Storyforoffreedom.
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Ind
min.
fight

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noel Langley. Comedy. Adventures of girl marooned
on desert island with three men. 88 min. 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor be- TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Love.
friends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to Evelyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lis
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
Foster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harr •
ing experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 mm.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued
BLUFF. THE JohnJuBromfield,
Martha Vickers,
ne
,ert
Hjtton,
Rosemarie
Bowe.
Producer-director W.
Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
AK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner,
ert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
is Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Naii prison
ip during World War II. 88 m'.i.
HELLO Orson Welles, Michael Macliammoir, Suit Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
ihakespeare drama. 92 min. 6 13
I SHALL NOT HAVE THcM. THE Michael Redgrave,
i Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
ml. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
| raft. 91 min.
4MERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Roso Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
I, Romantic drama. American secretary finds roice and new perspective on life vacationing in
ice. 99 min. 4/27.
July
N WHO LOVED REDHEADS. THE Technicolor,
ra Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
•f Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musi89 min.
r AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
chum. Gloria Grahame. Frank Sinatra. Produeerictor Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealdoctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
;onal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
VDOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Films! Richard
ene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Have-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama,
.ian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautlfu!
I for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
his victim. 93 mm.
August
ITUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
caster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
ht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure,
itiersman and his young son have their trek to the
;t interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
ilize" them. 104 min. 7/25.
September
HT OF THE HUNTER. THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
ters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
*les Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
Coming
XANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
N ard Burton, Frederic March, Claire Bloom, Dan■ e Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
■ natization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
E 5T OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
0 Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
1 Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
Ban thriller.
E KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
I'ers: Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
I nd-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
C> :RT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
■ ker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
D uction. Dir. Lesley Selander. Adventure drama.
C TLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, TechH lor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Profl rs Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
tj ctor Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
n; to escape romantic entanglements and become
■ ved with stage-struck millionaire.
It BEFORE DYING CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
I rt Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
t ucers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Dirt >r Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
dl 1 of two young sisters in wealthy family.
Ni ED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony 0"'"".
NH Shane.
Bancroft.Melodrama.
Producer Edward Small, Director MaxN S IS MADE AT NIGHT Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Ring, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freid.ob.
W tor Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newsPI r story.
S'l OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walla Producer
Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
H ;nture
.
Tl| JBLESHOOTER, THE Robert Mitchum. Jan Sterling.
M jeer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
W ern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
•s ally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
UNIVERSAL-INTI
March
AIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
on, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
sr. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
3 Irish patriot plavs active part in attemoting to
off yoke of English oppression. 92 min. 3/7.
> OF FURY (J. A. Rank! Technicolor. Jack Hawkjlynic Johns Producer George H. Brown. Direcen Annakin Adventure. Deals with story of the
ers in New Zealand. 82 min. 3/7.
<E SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews. Piper
e. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry HopWestern. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
•al tofor safety
by 88armv
desertion.
min. captain
2/21. subject to court
Film

A pril
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-of
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors. 86 min.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes over the running of his rich brother s fruit
processing plant. 79 min.
MAN WITHOUT A STARM Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
ay Producer Aaron RosenJeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.
berg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved
thieves out to steal
newith
archeological treasures. 79Jumin.
5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara
Corday, Jack
Stephen
Fine. Director
Arnold.McNally.
Western.Producer
Lawman Howard
setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie. M1SEEHAVIN"
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions ?nd her with for Jtten*ion M~ar-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 Vi min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton rector
Heston,
Julie
Adams.
Producer Howard Pine. DiJerry Hopper.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Mai'ha
Luber.
Comedy.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Suspense
drama.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Ferrer.husband
Drama.in Unnatural love of wifeDirector
almost Jose
destroys
an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope. Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences Coming
during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.

WARNER

BROTHERS

March
Heflin.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van drama.
War
Freeman, Nancy Olson.
Aldo Ray Mona War
they
girls
the
and
Marines
II
World
of
Story
left behind. 148 min. 2/7.
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL lEdward Small) Broderick
Crawford, Richard Conte, Anne Bancroft. Producer
Clarence Green. Director Russell Rouse. 87Melodrama.
mm. 2/21
Gangland wars involving crime syndicate.

e, WarnerColor, Print by
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScop
A pril
Masay Dean, Raymond
Technicolor. Julie Harris, MJames
Kazan.
sey Producer John Steinbeck. DirectorhisElia
domineerto win the love of
man's115efforts
Younging father.
min. 2/21.
Warnerpe,
CinemaSco
TOWN
IN
LADY
STRANGE
Dana AnColor. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell,
Action drama.
drews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy.Santa
Fe during
tor in
young
Adventures
frontier
days.of 112
min. woman-doc
4/18.

ProKurt Kaszner.
Sernas, David
JacquesDirctor
JUMP INTO
Butler. War
Weisbart.
ducer DavidHELL
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 mm. 4/18.
or. John
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerCol
Farrow.
Director-producer John
Wayne Lana Turner.
propoorly
II
War
World
of
Sea Adventure. On eve
by Britishfinewar-of
is pursuedchase
visioned German freighter
in
is
but
ship. Both Captains are friends
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
Scott,
ne or. RandolphDirector
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerCol
JuDavid
Weisbart,
Dorothy Malone. Producer Revenge-s
Montanan
eeking
Western. desire to right a wrong
Lesley Selander.
obsessed
returns
inflicted
on him. 83withmin.burning
5/16.
July
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael Redgrave, Richard Todd.II
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War
ng Ruhr Dams.
be shortened
possibly
can RAF
min. 7/11.
s the task.by102penetrati
undertake
The
WarnerColor.
pe,
CinemaSco
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS
J"st":e.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Howard
Producer-gdirector
Collins.. Recountin
Dewey Martin.
of the pharaon
HistoricalJoanadventure
Hawks
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless . queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 mm. 6/27.
lor. Henry
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerCo
Jack Lemmon.
Powell.
William
Cagney,
James
Fonda.
Mervyn
Ford,
John
Directors
Hayward.
Producer Leland
incites miscniet
drama. Boredom
LeRoy Comedy ship
Pacific
small
cargo5/30. anchored off a
aboard 123a min.
island.
August
or. Prmt
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerCol
Jack
Webb, Janet Leigh. Director
by Technicolor. Jack
|azz
two-beat
Orelans
Webb Musical Melodrama. New
orto
racketeer
booze
of
attempt
resists
Coming
band leader
ganize band agency business.

or.
HANDFUL OF CLOUDS, A CinemaScope, WarnerCol
GoldWinters. Producer a.Willis
Jack Palance. Shelley
Melodram Ex-convict
beck. Director Stuart Heisler.young
with killed. crippled girl. Infalls inhelove
helps and
volved in robbery
is finally
or.
MeCONNELL STORY, THE CinemaScope, WarnerCol
DiBlanke.
Henryarmy
June Allyson. ProducerYoung
Alan Ladd.
private
rector Gordon Douglas. Drama.
wars
two
Through
true.
come
makes his dream of flying
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot.
To Better Serve You . . .
Office & Terminal Combined At
New Phones
305 N. 12th St.
Philadelphia 7, Pa. LOmbard 3-3944, 3945
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE

SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance. Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
EXPRESS LINES, INE.
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
in
frontiersman
than
royalty
during
dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min.
Member National Film Carriers
LADY
GODIVA
Technicolor.
Maureen
O'Hara,
George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiPhiladelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
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• Directed by ALFRED
HITCHCOCK
Based on the novel by David Dodqe
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THE
STRANGEST
COVENANT
MAN
MADE

EVER
WITH
GOD!

The best-seller
that rocked

the

world with its
daring is on the
screen at last...
of a man

who

committed
unforgivable

an

sin —

and a woman
who

fought against

a love she thought
was impossible

also starring
LEE
J. COBB
with AGNES MOOREHEAD

Produced by BUDDY

ADLER . Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK • Screen play by ALFRED
Based on the Novel THE LEFT HAND OF GOD by William E. Barrett
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Param
Wise

aun

t \

J/orp

Paramount has made a wise and
constructive move in the direction
of easing the plight of those theatres
that are existing on the fringe of
cblivion.
George Weltner, head of the company's world wide sales, announced
last week that, following a personal
studv of the exhibition situation in
numerous territories, he decided to
set up a special unit, headed by
Charles Boasberg, to bring relief to
theatres "on the borderline of continued operation".
Certainly, this is no panacea for
exhibition. Undoubtedly, there will
be deprecating comments from some
quarters, but we prefer to accept
Paramcunt's move at face value.
There are several thousand small
theatres throughout the country that
require substantial assistance. Mr.
Weltner's new plan is a move — even
if only one step — in the right direction. We hope he goes further, but,
meanwhile, he deserves exhibition's
friendly salute.

■IVa

Taste

Far
Rvlui

Public
ions

The Motion Picture Exposition
and Hall of Fame, an institutional
idea as bold and electric as any proposed in years, is dead. But it is no
more dead, if you will forgive our
spleen, than the public relations conscience of the movie industry. If a
diagnosis may be drawn with reference to Hollywood's long-time PR
iiistory, current exorcise of the Exposition plan must indicate either a
jgardening of the industrial arteries
hr a softening of the head. Once
jigain, the movie business shows that
t has no taste for public relations.

Our industry's shoddy PR past is
no secret. Indeed, its traditional, unflagging resistance to constructive
programs of engendering good-will,
wooing higher public regard, increasing national respect, must go
down as something of an all-time industrial mystery. And nothing deepens the enigma so much as filmdom's
ear-shattering babble when non-PR
issues are at bay — principally in the
promotion of its individual wares.
In reality this is all the public knows
of the industry, that side of its face
pictured through ads, commercials
and trailers of specific pictures.
What the business stands for, aims
for, hopes to achieve — these the film
companies would keep a deep, dark
secret.
In Chapter 5 of FB's series, "Our
Relations With the Public — And
Ourselves," appeared this assertion :
"Romantic involvement between
movies and the greatest of all its
publics — the mass-entertainment
market — has been something less
than history's greatest passion.
Someone may be wooing this lovely
creature, the paying public — perhaps
TV, perhaps the promoters of organized sports — but hardly movies."
Come alive, Hollywood ! It's not
the money. Assessed at $850,000, the
Exposition would represent a bargain-basement steal at five times
that amount. Let's see just once that
type of cooperative, all-industry effort that can make our industry
more than just a misrepresented
blurb in the gossip columns.
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Mr. Ziv and Hollywood
The rather heated warning issued by
Frederic W. Ziv, TV producer and
president of Ziv Television Programs,
Inc., to the effect that production of
TV film by Hollywood is doomed to
failuie, is probably best termed propaganda. For all of Mr. Ziv's assurances
that Hollywood does not have the
proper experience and background to
produce TV film with strong entertainment value, something remains unconvincing inhis argument. And what
it probably is, is the a_uality of current
TV film — much of which Hollywood
is not producing. It is notoriously bad;
and this
doesn'twhen
understandviewer
what Mr. simply
Ziv means
he
talks about entertainment standards of
TV film production. Furthermore, the
best TV film to be seen invariably constitutes filmed "series" — not separate
but "one-a-week"
half-hour programs,
installments
in season-long
series.
It is precisely this kind of fare that
Hollywood is planning come the fall.
Both the 20th-Fox and Warner Bros,
series will consist of weekly installments of planned series. One wonders
whether the basic impulse to Mr. Ziv's
criticism doesn't come from his fear of
the ccmpetition that Hollywood will
bring to his own type of production.
There are other points to be considered. As for Hollywood loading
their programs with "free advertising
for their movies at the expense of
sponsors and TV stations," the situation is certainly more involved that Mr.
Ziv admits. Granted that if in the past,
single programs about Hollywood have
perhaps pushed the plug too heavily,
Hollywood didn't, after all, have too
much to lose. The worst that could
happen would be that viewers would be
dissatisfied with the single program.
Mr. Ziv's argument seems to rest on
the highly questionable distinction he
makes between "TV audiences" and
"movie audiences," implying that each
requires a different kind of entertainment to satisfy it. Let's face it: it's the
same audience.
As to Mr. Ziv's argument that Holly,
wood is exploiting TV for profit, this
seems too naive to even refute. Since
when has the profit motive not been
operating in the TV industry?
— Dick Bretstein J
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THE

THE

BEST

FROM

WEST!
This is one

of

a series of ads
about

the Big

M-G-M

attrac-

tions to come.
Watch

SELLER !
BEST"I'LL

for more

CRY

Top attractions
in this space!

The remarkable story of Lillian Roth as r
T
vealed
in her book and on TV's "This Is Yoi
OM
O
Life" comes to R
the R
screen
asW
an inspirin
O
human document.
'
★
A Previously we told you abouf
"It's Always Fair Weather,"
"Quentin Durward" and "Trial."

THE

M-G-M presents "I'LL CRY TOMORROW" starring
Hayward • Richard Conte • Eddie Albert • Jo Van Fleet
Taylor . Ray Danlon • Screen Play by Jay Richard I t- i
and Helen Deutsch • Based on the book by Lillian Rot
Connolly, Gerold Frank • Directed by Daniel Mann • Proi
Lawrence Weingarten

TENDER

In CINEMASCOPE

and COLOR

TRAP"

This riotous film from the Broadway stage hit /
brings a company of top-flight funsters from
both Hollywood and New York to catch
every one of its thousand laughs!
*
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope • "THE TENDER TRAP"
starring Frank Sinatra • Debbie Reynolds . David Wayne . Celeste
Holm • Jar ma Lewis . Screen Play by Julius Epstein • Based on
the Play by Max Shulman end Robert Paul Smith - Photographed in
Eastman Color . Directed by Charles Walters • Produced by
Lawrence Weingarten

In CINEMASCOPE
and

COLOR

For the millions who asked for something
new. Adventure, romance and humor in a
novel, fast-paced entertainment.
A
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope' Richard Harding Davis' &
BAR SINISTER" starring Jeff Richards • Jar ma Lewis • E< j*j
• with Richard An'*'
Wildfire
. and
JaggerPlay
• Dean• Screen
Gwenn
Willard Sage
by John
Michael Hayes . Photogi^f
in
Eastman
Color
.
Directed
by
Herman
Hoffman • Produ
Henry Berman
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UNTAPPED
*

\ perennial problem of the movie industry is the one
it goes under the general title: "New Faces, the Care
i Nurturing of". Of late, a groundswell of interest in
s topic has been rising at a rapid rate. Right now, as a
tter of fact, the exhibitors of the nation are involved,
h the public's cooperation, in sorting out numerous and
ldry young people who populate Hollywood, boasting
ying degrees of histrionic talent and personality and
irning to see their names emblazoned on marquees.
The current quest for new faces is being sponsored by
Council of Motion Picture Organization, a worthy
ra-industry group, which is answering the unceasing
1 of both theatremen and producers for personalities
0 might develop into the stars of the future. The hunt
being backed by a huge national campaign. That it
;ht not bring any real solution to the star-building prob1 is somewhat beside the point; truth is that the indusstands to benefit because the campaign bears on its
f\ igs a tide of publicity that will serve to whet public in;]:st in movies and movie personalities.
'he primary purpose of this despatch from Hollywood's
: ernous film lots is to explore the new faces trend, to exll ne what each of the studios is doing in the search for
:1 spians to replace the aging luminaries. But, before we
) ige pellmell into the cool stream of thinking that any
t i of campaign can quickly uncover a dozen or so new
3 tonalities who will soon shine brightly in the movie
livens, we pause to take a deep breath and mention that
ll"e are people in Hollywood who have a different view.
■ : hears, for instance, that a wealth of untapped talent
Ms right on the producers' doorsteps, that the industry is
^remphasizing the quest for unknowns, that the theanen, themselves, will not support the youngsters disced in the present campaign. Without seeking to dash
water on the new faces hunt — which is, as we have
ited out, great publicity fodder — let's give a thought or
to this line of thinking.
t a recent COMPO Audience Awards meeting in Los
^ eles a rather interesting debate developed between a
T of speakers. The platform was occupied by Elmer C.
R den, National Theatres president and hard-working
sqrman of the COMPO committee on awards, Y. Frank

TALENT

Freeman, executive in charge of Paramount studios, and
Ronald Reagan, actor and vice president of the Screen
Actors Guild. Mr. Rhoden allowed as how one producer
told him that if the "new personalities" poll had been started several years ago, Hollywood would now have enough
boxoffice personalities to cast 25 more features than are
currently in production.
The "debate" was under way when Ronald Reagan disputed the view of Mr. Rhoden's informant. From his background as good Hollywood citizen, good craftsman, good
spokesman, and just good Joe, Mr. Reagan took issue, stating that there are over 8,000 members of the Screen Actors
Guild and that the producers certainly could find the personalities they might need in those ranks to make 25 more
pictures.
Up rose Mr. Freeman to say: "We have five pictures
ready to go into production right now, if we could cast
them with players whose names would make them commercially sound attractions for exhibitors, but we can't
completely cast even one of them."
Thus was raised an interesting new facet of the talent
problem. We saw it as a lively story and hoped to pin
down the three principals to extension of their remarks,
but were stymied when Mr. Rhoden had to hurry off to
push the Audience Awards campaign in other cities (he is
devoting a great deal of time and personal effort gratuitously), and Mr. Freeman declined to name the five pictures to which he had referred.
But Mr. Reagan had something on his mind and was not
loath to speak it, exclusively, to Film BULLETIN. In his
familiar, pleasantly earnest manner, he spoke :
"I'm not opposing the 'new faces' idea. I think there
should be more to it, not just an annual scramble for a
whole bunch of faces that next year will be forgotten.
(Continued on Page 8)
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(Continued from Page 7)

"What Hollywood has done in the past could be likened
to the New York Yankees firing its pitching staff and letting other winners go, to make room for new people.
"If you think this idea is far-fetched, look back over the
last three or four years for the names who were then hailed
as newcomers — promising new personalities — and see how
long since they have worked.
"It seems now in Hollywood that after one picture, you
stop being a new face.

dustry when these solid boxoffice personalities are gon<
"At the present time and under present conditions, pla;
ers are promoted to the extent of the pictures they are i
They work for one studio one week and at another, a
other week. It has been the trend that there is no ove
lapping, no continuing campaign to promote these playe
if they happen to be working for another employer."
Mr. Reagan then become more specific: "Look at MGI
the greatest star-building studio of all time. This publicii
and public relations for players became a 24-hour-a-de
business with it. If a star went on vacation, a publici'
person went along. It was a constant program of wh.
way and what you were selling peoDle.
"Look at the 'mystery' campaign MGM did on GarboAiAf
that wasn't Garbo; that was MGM! Look back on tl «:t
other stars MGM created — all under the contract systei
They had the players under contract, and they sold the
at every opportunity to the public. And now, look ho
well established in the public mind those stars still ar
There is no such program now!"
Stars Blamed

for Poor Roles

m
Mr. Reagan moved on: "Learning to be an actor is n :::
accomplished overnight," he stated. "It's net that eas
When great actors like Spencer Tracy and Bette Dav
take roles which in the public mind are foreign to them aij k
l BCU
acquit themselves notably, there should be no surprise
"They are great performers, but, unfortunately, whi ta
players like Miss Davis have to play the same type of ro!
in several pictures, they — the stars — get blamed.
"The stars' ability does not decrease — the talent remai
the same; but there is a tendency behind the cameras '
think in cliches."
Y. Frank Freeman had something else to say at th
RONALD REAGAN
"I question that this new drive for new faces is reaily
sincere, for I do not believe we have ever exploited properly and competely the persons we already have here in
Hollywood. There is a vast pool of talent now in the
business.
"It is strange that every once in a while some producer
gives a performer who has had several parts a different,
out-cf-the-ordinary role and that performer skyrockets
back up into prominence. He is out of the slump, and his
stock rises back up. He creates a great new sensation.
"But the talent was already there — the performer just
got a good chance to show it.
"I think it would be better for Hollywood producers in
the long run, rather than seek the so-called 'new faces,' to
give some familiar face a new role and a new wardrobe!"
Talking about the present constitution of the film production side of the industry, Mr. Reagan became mere explicit: "I get impatient with the whole routine of 'new
faces'," he said. "This is now a completely freelance market. There is now no program of follow-up and promotion
of players.

"My fear is for the future of the business because there
has been no development looking toward getting a backlog
of good, solid personalities who have been created under
the contract system. What is going to happen to the inPage 8
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COMPO meeting in Los Angeles' Boulevard Theatn ton
"This year, Hollywood major companies and principal 1ii
dependents will produce between 290 and 300 pictures
si
be sure, they will cost as much as it would have cost
produce 500 pictures some years ago. But Hollywood cou
produce £0 to 100 more pictures if we could find playe
and stories necessary to make commercially successful pr ii:
%
ductions under today's conditions."
To which Mr. Reagan rebutted:
"I deny that the Screen Actors Guild, with its more th
8000 capable actors, is unable to supply the needed tale
for another 25 productions if the producers were honest
disposed to make that many more."
There was an odd and interesting coincidence relati
the remarks of Freeman and Reagan. Mr. Freeman's o
Paramount studio had recently dipped into the ranks
the Screen Actors Guild to pluck an old-timer perhaps r
garded in production and exhibition circles as a "has-been
for a role in a western. James Cagney came out of virtu
retirement to play the lead in "Run For Cover". It was
run-of-the-mill oater, but seemed to make Hollywood su
denly conscious again of the existence of this fine actor
no time at all, Cagney was being hailed for a perfcrmanc
of Academy Award calibre in M-G-M's "Love Me or Lea\
Me" and for a standout job in "Mr. Roberts". He was i
demand by every lot in the cinema city. All the great Caj
(Continued on Paje £
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IT WAS

Tap

Film

Executives

INEVITABLE— those recent news

iries reporting Darryl Zanuck's disaffection with his
oney deal" at 20th Century-Fox. In this quarter, at
st, it was received without surprise. And it will cause
further brow movement if it develops that Mr. Zanuck
jut the vanguard of a trend by other comparable talents
o may shortly depart the ranks of the major film comlies for greener pastures.
The issues at stake are at once vexing and resistant of
y solution. For Mr. Zanuck's reported attitude squaredraws a bead on one of the most serious corporate probis facing filmdom: assessing the actual worth of that
;ct band of top-drawer executives to which the movie
ustry lays claim — and, further, holding them. Not only
production, but in exhibition, in distribution and in adI tising circles, there stand out certain figures of extra) inary talent who are worth every dollar they are paid
■ nd more. Yet these gifted few — as we shall later see —
i feeling the squeeze of the times. They are confronted
: as curious a paradox as one can imagine : the disequilibti between their seemingly fat incomes and the reality
t they might do far better elsewhere. And to make the
: adox complete, let it be added that this situation is no
; It of their employers.
0

uch is the dilemma that it must rightly give pause to
. se who manage the big film companies, to every invesI owning stock in a movie enterprise, to the industry at
; ;e. We are not dealing with ordinary talents here ; we
i dealing with as elite and electric a group of working
I inessmen as you will find this side of the Queen Maud
» akwater.
rou can talk about your bankers' clubs, your N.A.Ms,
i your Union Leagues, venerate the men who comt ideer the executive suites of major industry, canonize
n r Odiums, Zackendorfs and L. P. Hunts — but you'll
c s long and hard before you find the likes of that little
I ernity of titans who represent the true giants of the
fjion picture crafts. In this discussion we shall confine
>jselves to those who, like Mr. Zanuck, man the pumps
I iroduction with imagination, with artistry, with shawls iship. Hollywood has its fakers — in the top ranks, too —
i'|it also has its talented Zanucks, and they are precious.
H o cull a term, let us call them the "arteprisers." For
lj: is precisely what they are — one part artist and one
I: enterpriser. You might also throw in generous pori| s of soothsayer, salesman and gambler. And lest we
H;et, add to the ingredients a dash of genius. This, you

Fnderpu

id?

see, is the indispensable quality, though, it might be added,
it abounds among arteprisers as it does among all men, in
varying degrees. If you'll forgive the hauteur, the impression here is that the artepriser has a decided edge over
most of us in things cerebral.
0
The point is not that the artepriser is the cock of the
marketplace or the peer of his fellow enterprisers in machine-age industry. It is simply that he embodies in a
single talent that rarest of combinations : the canny skill of
the businessman and the sensitivity of the artist. This, of
course, makes him no more capable in his job than, say, the
president of American Radiator in his, but it does cast him
in a decidedly more heroic mold. In the chilling impersonality of modern industry, the artepriser survives as one of
the few true heros of the faceless management echelons.
He is the industrial titan — with heart.
Yes, quite a guy this artist-businessman. Yet withal
there is trouble in the ranks of the arteprisers — most of it
reducible to pure personal economics. You see arteprisers
need shoes and furniture, milk and potatoes like the rest
of us. Most have an appetite for good shoes and vintage
brandy, which their talents rightly command. Trouble is
the arteprisers bank deposits have been victimized by two
stinging trends inherent in our national economy.
First is that arteprisers, unlike the old days, are no longer tycoons. The enormous growth of the corporate system has put to route the personal, one-man business baron
of the Twenties and earlier. Today mighty enterprises can
no longer be financed by individuals. Neither can they be
wholly operated by single enthroned personalities. Today
most corporations are owned by financial institutions and
by the public through the medium of stock. Today these
corporate monsters are run by teams. The artepriser, lacking resources to build his own enterprise, and thus reap
the risk-takers' reward, joins the team. He is sometimes
team captain, most usually the captain's first lieutenant —
Vice President in Charge of Operations, which is generally
tantamount to running the show. In any event, no matter
his station in the company, his payment is salary, not
profit. Salaries have a limit. Profits — under free enterprise— do not.
0
This brings us to that other factor that squeezes the
artepriser's dollar income to a point incompatible with his
value to the company — taxation. Most members of this
(Continued on Page 10)
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esoteric group pick up pretty fat pay checks. Well and
good. Then comes the long arm of Internal Revenue and
they are taxed, and taxed and taxed. For their labors, their
brilliance, their capacity to make a world alternately laugh
and cry, lift it out of itself into some zone far beyond the
cares of the day, they take home perhaps 25 percent, no
mere than 30 percent, of the salaries drawn to their order.
0
Darryl Zanuck is a case in point. What is the price of
the Zanuck genius to 20th Century-Fox, to the stockholders, to the company's balance sheet, to the industry
and to the economy in general? On the surface Zanuck's
dcing all-right. To some it may be difficult to accept seriously the disaffection of a man whose annual salary is a
reputed $260,000, with certain additional fringe benefits.
But a strong case can be made out to prove that men of
the Zanuck calibre are worth their weight in gold. And ere
a dissident stockholder raise his voice at the annual meeting to protest what the production chief is paid, he had
better pause to reflect on the value of a key man like Zanuck. We would unhesitatingly advise the shareholder that
his stock would depreciate rather sharply if Mr. Z were to
decide to chuck his responsibility as head of production and
turn to that section of his contract that permits him to
function in a semi-retired advisory capacity. Once upon a
time a man named Charlie Green, an important shareholder, held up Zanuck's remuneration to question.
0
Today, Mr. Zanuck is "unhappy with his money deal"
at 20th Century-Fox.
And small wonder. Consider this: personnel trained by
Zanuck — and possessing but a modicum of his experience
and talent — are earning take-home figures far beyond anything their old boss comes close to. Thanks to the capital
gains provisions, these individuals can sign a participation
deal for about half his annual income and fare better
dollarwise.

Then, too, consider the scores of performers, writers and
directors who, in forming their own companies, escape income taxation for the light touch of the capital gains tariff.
Today's product-hungry market in theatre films adds to
the glitter of this trend. Investments of $200,000 and $300,000 have been known to return profits several times that
amount in independent ventures. In some cases, personal
financing is not even necessary, for it is policy among some
film companies to subsidize inde productions all the way.
Imagine what a Zanuck might have commanded on two
—no more— independent ventures this year. Think of the
companies that would have turned flip-flops reaching for
the money barrels to sequester a Zanuck show or two for
its releasing schedule. On the open market, as captain of
his own vessel, Mr. Zanuck would clear a net far above his
present post-tax income.
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This, then, is the biting problem confronting Zanuck a
those of his special brand who make the wheels hum
profits flow. It is not a question of inequitable compen
tion. It is simply that the harvest is more bountiful
do-it-yourself way.
It is thus incumbent upon the major companies and tj
investors in them to take fresh stock in this situatiq
First-rank arteprisers are hard to come by. They are sing
lar men, laboring in a singular occupation.
Men of
Zanuck type are not easy to replace.
Still and all, to make a case for a someone earning
salary around a quarter-million-plus per annum, is
simple task. It takes pretty bright public relations
make one mean over his "plight". Nonetheless, the ar
priser's office is completely unique in modern commer
drawing no counterpart in outside industry. As such,
is entitled to a bit more consideration.
O
Comparisons between executive function in unrela
industry can be cdious as well as meaningless. Nothwi
standing, some general conclusions do emerge. Manuf
turers in the more prosaic fields, for instance, are in b"
ness to sell utility. People need clothes, food, cars and li
bulbs. These are physical necessities without which c
temporary life would be fairly unendurable. Hence, t
management's job is pretty well spelled out: it has
fashion a good product and do a sound job of selling,
between, at the production level, it's pretty much bl
and white. Here the job is make more and more of
same. That, in essence, is mass production.
The artepriser is confronted by a different routine. I
an old saw by now, but worth repeating, that every n
show business production — be it "Damn Yankees," Mo
tor, Jackie Gleason, or "The Ten Commandments" — i
new and original business venture. In this sense an ar
priser's current work bears no relation to his preceedi
works. That knawing injunction to build afresh fr
scratch is forever present. The artepriser is never with
this terrible (or wonderful) sense in his vitals. He ta
his germ tissue where he finds it (it frequently dischar
from himself), lovingly nurtures it in his inimitable la
ratories to maturity, then hopefully thrusts it before e
lions of people for approval. Among movie arteprisers, t
process may be repeated a number of times each year,
the case of a Zanuck, in full charge of his studio's prod
tion, it is repeated 20 or more times annually, in varyi
degrees of personal responsibility.
And what does he sell? Certainly not utility in the e
nomist's sense. Folks can live and die without physi
discomfort for lack of his product. He sells more than m
physical utility. He has to offer something of the heart.
Yet the problem of personal economics remains. W
is the answer. Frankly we don't know ; much thought
required. Perhaps it may be solved in the fashion of t
classic resolution to all such matters. When the late CI
ence Darrow was approached by a grateful client,
whom he had just won acquittal, with this question — "
Mr. Darrow, how can I ever thank you?" — he promp
replied: "My dear woman, ever since the Phoenicians
vented money over 6,000 years ago, there's been but
answer to that question."
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Producer-Director (the associates & aidrich co.)
"THE BIG KNIFE"— starring JACK PALANCE, IDA LUP
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CROWN
PRODUCTION
Producers <robert jacks, robert goiostein, spyros skouras, plato sxoua
"STRANGER ON HORSEBACK"-Ansco Color
starring JOEL McCREA
"ROBBERS ROOST"
He Luxe Color
starring GEORGE MONTGOMERY
"A KISS BEFORE DYING"
: r.tman Color
CinemaScope-starring ROBERT WAGNER
"A KILLER IS LOOSE"
KIRK
DOUGLAS
Producer-Star <bryna productions)
Six pictures in three years
1. "THE INDIAN FIGHTER"-Color-CinemaScope
2. "THE VIKING RAIDERS"

and

exaggeration

is prepared

news

quantity.

by a distribution

its world-wide

CRAWFORD

Producer-Star
Six pictures in mix years

list of personalities

in some

RICHARD
SALE
Producer-Director
"GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES"— Technicolor
CinemaScope-starring JANE RUSSELL. JEANNE GRAIN I
"THE VIGIL"-Color-CinemaScope
JOAN

Artists has it!

NOW,

ROBERT

year
in the

ERROL
FLYN
Producer-Star on association with merbert wucoxi
"LET'S MAKE UP"— Eastman Color
co-starring ANNA NEAGLE
"KING'S RHAPSODY"— co-starring ANNA NEAGLE
"WILLIAM TELL"-Color-CinemaScop«
HENRY
FONDA
Producer-Star
Six pictures in four years
1. "THE CLOWN"
2. "TWELVE ANGRY

MEN"

BERT
E. FRIEDLOB
Producer
"NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT"-starring DANA AN
RHONDA FLEMING, IDA LUPINO, HOWARD DUFF,
GEORGE SANDERS, THOMAS MITCHELL, LEE J. CO

NEW

SCREE

.

REATIVE

iiMUEL

1
I
I

MANPOWER

GOLDWYN.

Jr.

ICfl'
THE TROUBLES H OOTER"
JAN STERLING

STANLEY
Producer-Director

"NOT AS A STRANGER"-starring OLIVIA de HAVILLAND,
ROBERT MITCHUM, FRANK SINATRA. GLORIA GRAHAME,
BRODERICK CRAWFORD. CHARLES BICKFORD

starring ROBERT MITCHUM,

I •§HARKF1GHTERS"— Color
I 'THE DANCING

kuL

llARLES
I teer-Director

LAUGHTON

f 'THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER"- starring ROBERT MITCHUM.
II SHELLEY WINTERS. LILLIAN GISH

ID

"THE PRIDE AND THE ("ASSIGN"
VistaVision

DETECTIVE"

GREGORY-

HARRIS-

VICHAEL

"THE AMBASSADOR'S
"KIND SIR"

DAUGHTER"

ANATOLE
LITVAK
Producer-Director
Three pictures in four years

MYERBERG

I 'PATTERNS"-starring VAN HEFLIN

ICK

HAYMES-

ITA

HAY

LOPERT

Producer
"SUMMERTIME"-Technicolor-starring KATHARINE HEPBURN,
ROSSANO BRAZZI
In u880ciution with London Films
"RICHARD III" (IN ASSOCIATION WITH LAURENCE OLIVIER)
Technicolor-VistaVision-starring LAURENCE OLIVIER,
CLAIRE BLOOM. RALPH RICHARDSON. MICHAEL REDGRAVE,
JOHN GIELGUD. JOHN MILLS

WORTH

I tter-Star (crystal bay prod >
I Two pictures in two yoars

IJRT

technicolor

NORMAN
KRASNA
Producer-Director-Writer

ILYA

1VROLD

KRAMER

"THE LUCKY KID"— Eastman Color-starring CELIA JOHNSON
"THE MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS" — Technicolor
Starring MOIRA SHEARER. JOHN JUSTIN

HECHT-

LANCASTER

ft icer-Director-Star imecht -Lancaster proo.)

JOS.
L. MANKIEWICZ
Producer-Director-Writer (figaro. inc.)

|{ 'THE
KENTUCKI
an ' ' Technicolor—
CinemaScope
starring
BURT LANCASTER
with DIANNE
FOSTER. DIANA LYNN

Four pictures in three years

l"MARTY"-starring ERNEST BORGNINE, BETSY BLAIR
I 'TRAPEZE"-starring BURT LANCASTER. GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA.
TONY CURTIS
I THE WAY WEST"
• 'TOO MUCH MAN"
I 'ELEPHANT BILL"
* 'THE TALL DARK MAN"
It "TELL IT ON THE DRUMS"
I "UNTIL THEY SAIL"
1 "KITTY HAWK"
l:w
in r

VICTOR
MATURE
Producer-Star
Six pictures in five years
DAVID
MILLER
Producer-Director
"THE SHORT WEEK-END"
ROBERT
MITCHUM
Producer-Star idrm productions)

kerner

"STUDS LONIGAN"

XCITEMENT...

Five productions in four years
1. "FOREIGN INTRIGUE" ON ASSOCIATION WITH SHELDON REYNOLDS)
2. "BANDITO" (IN ASSOCIATION WITH ROBERT L. JACKS)

IWARD

and

AUBREY

iLLlAM

NASSOUR

HOWARD
W.
KOCH
Producer-Director (bel-air prod.)
Six pictures in two years
1. "BIG HOUSE, U.S. A. "-starring BRODERICK CRAY :
RALPH MEEKER
2. "DESERT SANDS"-Technico!or-SuperScope
starring RALPH MEEKER, MARLA ENGLISH, J. CARROL N |
3. "FORT YUMA"-Technicolor-starring PETER GR/
JOHN HUDSON
4. "REBEL IN TOWN"
5. "THREE BAD SISTERS"

•CHE BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN"
Eastman Color— CinemaScope— RegiScope
starring GUY MADISON, PATRICIA MEDINA
'RING AROUND

SATURN"-Color-RegiScope

PARRISH

ROBERT
and
TOM
Producer-Director

LEA

"THE WONDERFUL

PINE-THOMAS-SHANE
Producers
"LINCOLN McKEEVER"-starring JAMES CAGNEY
"MOUNTAINS HAVE NO SHADOWS"
"THE BIG CAPER"

SINATRA

Producer-Star (oxford productions)
Five pictures in four years
1. "ONE WAY OUT"

EDWARD
Producer

OTTO
PREMINGER
roducer-Director
Three pictures in three years

SMALL

"THE NAKED STREET" — starring ANTHONY QUINN.
FARLEY GRANGER, ANNE BANCROFT
"TOP GUN ' tarring STERLING HAYDEN
"GOD IS IN MY CORNER"
"THE LAST NOTCH"

1. "THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM"
starring FRANK SINATRA
SHELDON
REYNOLDS
Producer-Director-Writer (mandeville films, s.a.)
"FOREIGN INTRIGUE" (IN ASSOCIATION WITH ROBERT MITCHUM)
starring ROBERT MITCHUM
ROBERT
ROSSEN
Producer-Director-Writer
Two pictures in two years

ROBERT

WATERFIELD

JANE
RUSSELL
Producer-Star iruss-field corp.)
"GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES" — Technicolor
CinemaScope-starring JANE RUSSELL, JEANNE CRAM
"THE LAST MAN IN WAGON MOUND"-Color
Widescreen— starring CLARK GABLE
"RUN FOR THE SUN"
starring RICHARD WIDMARK
"THE GREAT MANHUNT"
"WAY OF AN EAGLE"
"OIL FIELD STORY" (Untitled)

1. "ALEXANDER THE GREAT"-Technicolor-CinemaScope
starring RICHARD BURTON, FREDRIC MARCH,
DANIELLE DARRIEUX, CLAIRE BLOOM
PRODUCTIONS

Producer-Director
(frank seltzer, victor orsatti, joseph newman)
Pi
"FLIGHT FROM HONG KONG"-starring ANTHONY QUINN
"THE BOSS"
"MR. TEX"

ORSON
WELLES
Producer-Director-Star
"OTHELLO"

VICTOR
SAVILLE
Producer-Director iparklane pictures)
"KISS ME DEADLY"-starring RALPH MEEKER
"MY GUN IS QUICK"
"A MOST CONTAGIOUS GAME"
"ONE Kll
LONELY
NIGHT"
ur*trt
I

IVE
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COUNTRY"
FRANK

S
SABRE

SCHENCK

€ajt

IT'S

CORNEL
WILDE
Producer-Star (Theodora prod >
"STORM

FEAR"— co-starring JEAN WALLACE
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"It's Always
ScuUeu

Rati*?

Fair
O

O

Weather"

Gay,

Witty,

Musical

Hit!

©

Sock musical-comedy entertainment, full of cheer, humor,
and topnotch production values. Fine cast, strong word-ofnouth will draw good-plus returns, except in action houses.
Very much in the topflight entertainment tradition of
Metro musicals, "It's Always Fair Weather" fills the bill
:o perfection in the requirements of bright musical comedy
are. With the talented Gene Kelly leading the way, it is
imooth, imaginative, and mighty funny. Its audience will
)e wide and delighted. If the humor goes broad and a bit
.lapsticky in spots, it is in keeping with the light-hearted
ipirit of the story. As for production values — Arthur
?reed has drawn it all from the top drawer. Kelly, along
vith Stanley Donen, both staged the numbers and directed
he film, and the former's famous touch is very much in
.vidence. The dance routines which he, Dan Dailey, and
Michael Kidd perform are inventive, jaunty, witty.
Two of Broadway's most competent lyricists, Betty
Zomden and Adolph Green, provided story, script, and
yrics. The songs have the catchy, playful quality that the
earn is noted for, and they are neatly complemented by
^ndre Previn's music. Kelly, Dailey, and Kidd — three war
mddies — are heard in "The Binge," "The Time for Partng," "Once Upon A Time," and a clever novelty tune,
Blue Danube," in which, meeting ten years after the war,
hey express their disgust for each other. Sinuous Cyd
"harisse and Dailey not only dance, but each does a gimmick patter number, respectively, "Stillman's Gym," and
Saturation-Wise." On the whole, as original film scores
;o, this one is of award-winning distinction.

The. three dancing war buddies tie up traffic with one of their fast-stepping routines.
The comedy highlight of the film is the work of Dolores
Gray. As a TV star (large segment of the film is a riotous
parody of TV "heart" shows) she is brilliantly funny. Her
"Midnight with Madeline" sequences come close to being
show-stoppers. She also sings one song — "Thanks A Lot
But No Thanks" — in the film's best production number.
Eastman Color and CinemaScope make for effective photography, big, cheerful and colorful. To sum up, this is a
stand-out musical show, produced with wit, directed with
taste and zip, and acted with verve and vigor.
Three World War II pals, Kelly, Dailey, and Kidd,
celebrate their return to New York in their favorite hangcut, run by David Burns. Kelly gets a letter from his
bride-to-be, saying she is already married, goes on a binge,
joined by the others. Back at Burns' place, they agree to
meet in exactly ten years in the same spot. Their meeting
is a horrendous failure : Kelly has become a Broadway
sharpie and a fight manager, Dailey, a stuffy TV executive,
and Kidd, a "square" who runs a hamburger joint. In the
middle of their luncheon, Cyd Charisse, TV co-ordinator
for Dailey's program, appears with boss Paul Moxie, who
invites the three to attend a rehearsal of the program, featuring Dolores Gray as "Madeline." Dolores tells Cyd that
she's not satisfied with the subject selected for her "Throb
of Manhattan," human interest bit, and Charisse decides
that the reunion of the three buddies would be ideal fare,
without letting them know in advance. At Stillman's gym,
Cyd and Gene learn that the evening's fight has been
fixed by Jay C. Flippen. Kelly beats up his fighter, and
escapes to the show. The buddies reveal that their reunion
has been a bust, but they are interrupted when Flippen and
his hoods break in to "get" Kelly. A brawl ensues, in which
the boys become fast friends again, and Flippen's confession istelecast.

MGM. 102 minutes. Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Dolores Gray, Michael
Kidd, David Burns, Jay C. Flippen. Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Produced by Arthur Freed. Story and Screenplay by Betty Comden and Adolph
Green. Songs: Music by Andre Previn, Lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolph Green.
Dolores Gray, comic newcomer, and famed choreMusic:- arranged and conducted by Andr
Andre Previn.
Dances and Robert
musicalBronner.
numbers by
ographcr-danccr Michael Kidd lampoon TV.
Kelly and Stanley Donen. Director
of Photography,
Gene Kelly and "
[More REVIEWS on Pages 16-17]
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"Love

Is A

Many-Splendored

desert. It's blood and guts stuff, particularly violent. Tl
very graphic brutality, for those who like it, is the filrs
major selling point. Done in SuperScope and Technicol ,
the Howard W. Koch-Aubrey Schenck production gets*
photographic boost, but, there's not much other than tl
action to recommend it for audiences in general, and ie
discriminating viewers in particular. The story has liti
time for plausibility; director Lesley Selander just seeii
intent on crowding the screen with fast-moving scenes I
violence — and he succeeds. The action fans will love a
Ralph Meeker, an American, arrives at a Legion Fort i
the Sahara, to assume command. He is surprised to leai

Thing"

Moving, beautiful love story a natural for the fern trade, but
with plenty of appeal for most males. Stars Holden and
Jones, strong ad campaign, title song, location photography,
should spell good-plus grosses. Best for class situations.
Pace too leisurely for action addicts.
20th Century-Fox has come up with a beautiful and
stirring love story, a good, old-fashioned love story that
will wow the fern trade and with much appeal for all males
with a spark of romance in their hearts. While this unquestionably isa "class" film, it has those ingredients that
will touch the hearts of all elements. Quite possibly, it
could even score a surprising success in action houses.

that the Fort's relief column has not yet arrived. Later, I
and aide J. Carrol Naish, find the column in the dese,
savagely slaughtered by the Arabs. The Arab attack u
the fort, led by Keith Larsen, his sister, Maria Engli:,
and their uncle, John Carradine, is successful and Lars»
plans to lure the approaching Legion columns in and a •
bush them, Maria, in love with Meeker, and having leaied that Carradine — not the Legionnaires — had murder to
her father, determines to aid Meeker. She kills Carradi;:
and releases Meeker, who alerts the oncoming columi. ;

Adapted from Han Suyin's best-seller, it tells the touching
tale of a Eurasian doctor and an American newspaperman, who love each other deeply but are doomed to frustration intheir hope for a life of happiness together. Script
by John Patrick ("Teahouse of the August Moon") is
literate and moving, and Jennifer Jones and William
Holden register solidly. Their love scenes are the most
convincing to appear in some time. Director Henry King,
while he allowed the pace to lag at times, created a
thoroughly believable, and engrossing love story. Buddy

They join Meeker's forces and overcome the Arabs. Man
is taken prisoner, but Meeker promises his help.
UA. 87 minutes. Ralph Meeker, Maria English, J. Carroll Naish, John Smith, m
Randell, John Carradine, Keith Larsen. Directed by Lesley Selander. Produ
by Howard W. Koch. Executive Producer Aubrey Schenck.

Adler's production is top-drawer. CinemaScope and De
Luxe color are superbly employed in capturing the atmosphere of Hong Kong and environs. The film will get an
added boost from the popularity of its title song, written
by Sammy Fain and Paul Webster. Alfred Newman's
score is of the highly hummable variety. Eurasian surgeon Jones, whose husband had been killed by Communists, meets Holden, a foreign correspondent covering
Hong Kong in 1949. Despite the social and racial gulf
between them, and in spite of her insistence that nothing
serious will come of it, they are soon in love. Jennifer goes
to Chung King, where her Chinese relatives reside and announces to them that she intends marrying him. But Holden's wife, from whom he is separated, will not grant him
a divorce, and soon he must go to Korea to cover the Communist invasion. Jennifer is sure that their love is right,
although she is without a job when the hospital refuses to
renew her contract. Word comes, soon after, that Holden
has been killed in Korea. The girl he left behind has her
memories to live with.
20th
100 byminutes.
William Holden, Jennifer Jones. Produced by
Buddy Century-Fox.
Adler. Directed
Henry King.

"Desert

Sands"

Familiar, but actionful, yarn about French Legion vs. Arabs.
SuperScope and Technicolor plus-factors. Exploitable subject matter will draw action fans. Fair dualler generally.
Action fans should go for this tale of the French Foreign
Legion and their fight with the Arabs in the African

Su4iH€44. ^*ti*f
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"Apache

Ambush"

Routine western lacking names, real punch. Boxoffice
pects dim. For lower slot in minor action spots.
This minor western unfolds in routine fashion agair
the background of the post-Civil War era. The pace is ft
enough, but it offers nothing in the way of boxoffice vah
lacking even color. The black-and-white lensing is somb
Obviously filmed on a low budget, the economy is
plainly visible in script, production and cast. The convc
tional heroics lack the punch to intrigue the outdoor m£
ket, and the running-time is a very long sixty-eig
minutes. The story has President Lincoln, on the eve
his assassination, order Indian scout Bill Williams
Union soldier Ray Teal to Texas for the purpose of brir
ing back cattle herds to feed the North. This means lea
ing the cattle through hostile Apache territory. In Tex;
Yankee-hater Richard Jaeckel discovers a cache of repe
ing rifles and joins a local band of renegades led by Me:
can outlaw Alex Montoya. A fight over the rifles ensue
during which they are destroyed and Montoya and Jaecl
are killed. The Apaches attack as the herd is being 1
through, but Williams gets the idea of having the he
stampede the Indians. The plan is successful and the i
signment is carried out.
Columbia. 68 minutes. Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex Montoya. Produi
by Wallace MacDonald. Directed by Fred F. Sears.

GOO

good

o

o

average

O

commercially. A natural for art theatres, its conflict — the
"Trial"

ScuitUA

O

O

O

1Z<zUk? O

nother shocker from Metro, which outdistances even
Blackboard Jungle" in provocative theme and in exciteient. First-rate direction, acting, production. Loaded with
(ploitables. Word-of-mouth will send grosses zooming.
Another controversial and provocative film from Metro,
daoted from Don M. Mankiewicz's prize-winning novel,
lis problem drama, which cuts across the issues of racial
atred, Communism, and the spirit of the law is loaded
•ith excitement and tension, and comes off as a most
Dwerful and engrossing production. "Trial" shapes up as
sure-fire boxoffice winner, with plenty of exploitables
sre, and word-of-mouth sure to be strong. This film has
fen more zip than "Blackboard Jungle," and only a rather
bitrary and phony ending keeps it from being truly
jreat". Mark Robson's direction is first-rate in every
:nse. The pace he commands is almost frantically rapid,
id it has the effect of "capturing" the viewer with its
)ine-tingling intensity. The photographic work is in perct harmony with the film's tone — exciting and bluntly
larp in detail. Several scenes are real shockers. The one
which Communist lawyer Arthur Kennedy leads a huge
lly in New York is enthralling — and terrifying, too. All
;rformances are fine, with these toppers: Kennedy, Glenn
3rd, as the confused defense attorney, and Juano Herindez, as a Negro judge. The film's appeal is not just
irface, it is an adult and intelligent presentation of very
rious problems. Ford, Professor of Law, is told to go
it and get some trial experience. He is hired by lawyer
rthur Kennedy to defend a young Mexican (Rafael Camis), whose apparent advances toward a young American
rl led to her death from heart failure. Ford, with the aid
Kennedy's secretary, Dorothy McGuire, has to combat
e town's bigotry, which is at white heat. Hernandez, a
gro judge, is on the bench, to make things appear less
judiced, and John Hodiak handles the prosecution. Kendy goes East to raise funds, and Ford finally realizes he
a Communist. Turning to McGuire in frustration, he
ars her confess she had once been a party sympathizer,
the trial, it becomes obvious that Kennedy to trying to
ow the case, so that Campos will become an executed
rtyr for "the cause". He is found guilty by the jury, but
a final appeal, Ford argues that his mistakes have led to
conviction and that the law should provide for only a
ht punishment. His appeal is granted by the judge.
M. 10 5 minutes. Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy, John Hodiak,
Jurado. Produced by Charles Schnee. Directed by Mark Robson.

"The

Divided

S«4CHC44

Heart"
Q

O

O

ing is for art and class houses. Properly exploited, this
ding, emotional drama from England will do well in
eral situations. Word-of-mouth will aid sub-runs.
his powerful drama from the J. Arthur Rank Organion has great eloquence and beauty, and its central situion is so universally appealing that it figures to do well

problem of whether a ten year old war "orphan" belongs
to his real mother or to his foster parents — will find a sympathetic audience in the general market. It is lifted above
the "tear-jerker" category by its honesty, which emphasizes always that the problem is insoluble, and that the
best solution is a bad one. This, incidentally, is a provocative point that can be exploited effectively. Cornell Borchers, noted German actress, registers with a moving performance as the foster-mother. But she is surpassed by
Yvonne Mitchell, whose "real mother," a role in which she
speaks no English, is a thing of beauty. Both actresses
won British "oscars." The black-and-white photography is
superior, intensely dramatic, subtle and imaginative. Pace
is good, building to the agonizing climax of the court-room
scene where the decision is made. Brief flashbacks into
the childhood of young Michel Ray are most effective, with
their glimpses of Nazi terrorism. Borchers and husband
Armin Dahlen are told by the International Refugee Organization that the mother of their adopted son has been
located. The foster parents are panic-stricken, but realize
that the child must meet his real mother. In the Court of
Justice both mothers tell their stories of the war years.
The boy wishes to remain with his foster-parents, but the
final decision of Chief Justice Alexander Knox is that the
boy must be returned to his real mother on the ground that
he now has an obligation to protect her.
Republic. 89 minutes. Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen, Alexander
Knox. Directed by Charles Crichton. Produced by Michael Truman.

"The

Naked

Street"

Routine crime melodrama OK for action houses. For lower
half of dual bills in other situations.
Strictly routine, this crime melodrama has not overlooked acliche or familiar twist, yet it has an atmosphere
of ugly violence that makes it engrossing. It should do
well enough in the action field. Based on the underworld
empire credo of revenge within the ranks, the plot moves
along at a fair pace, and occasionally builds up to tension
and excitement. Anthony Quinn creates a believable character as the "boss". Maxwell Shane, who co-authored the
script, also directs, and proves again that he is a steady
hand with this kind of material. Quinn, an unscrupulous
racketeer, has one redeeming feature : he's kind to his
family — mother Else Neft and sister Anne Bancroft. When
he discovers that Anne is pregnant, and that the father is
Farley Granger, who is in prison and condemned to be
executed, he pulls strings and gets Granger released so
that he can marry the girl. Granger gets tired of the pressure Quinn is putting on him, and begins to cheat on Anne.
Quinn finds out, decides to frame Granger for murder, and
coerces the latter's friends to testify against him. On the
eve of his execution, Granger exposes Quinn. When the
police come for him, Quinn makes a break for freedom,
but falls to his death from a rooftop into the alleyway
where he started his life of crime.
UA. 84 minutes. Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn, Anne Bancroft. Directed by
Maxwell Shane. Produced by Edward Small.
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People, people, people! By the thousands they milled under the brigh
lights of the Fox, Frisco marquee for the World Premiere ceremonies o,
"The McConnell Story." On-the-spot television pickup via Steve A/len'i
"Tonight" brought unprecedented full hour-and-a-half N.B.C. telecast to milliom
across the nation. (Inset) June A/lyson, who co-stars with Alan Ladd, is interviewed by fiy Averback

Back in the saddle again is John Wayne,
reunited with John Ford, the director
who started Duke, the Boxoffice King, on
the fabulous road to fame. Here they are
in Monument Valley on location for "The
Searchers," first picture of C. V. Whitney's new company producing for Warner
presentation. Film is based on an actionpacked bestseller by Alan LeMay, famed
writer of adventure drama; cast includes
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles, Ward Bond,
Natalie Wood. (Technieolor-VistaVision.)

of "Tonight" show. (CinemaScope

Sarita Montiel, beautiful Spanishborn star of Mexican motion pictures, arrives in Hollywood for
her co-starring role opposite
Mario Lanza in "Serenade," to
be directed by Anthony Mann
and produced for Warners by
Henry Blanke. Scheduled for
early production, with most of
the prerecording already done by
Lanza in a record-setting succession of "one-takes," much of the
picture will be made on location
in Mexico. {Warner Color.)

On Texas plain near Marfa, Eliz; et
Taylor and Rock Hudson play love ;en
for George Stevens' production of In
Ferber'sclimax
great to novel,
tender
tour of"Giant."
vast ReataSce;i
i ici
on which Rock has taken his Virni
bride. Other stars of picture now s)d
ing on Warner Bros, sound stages in ad
James Dean, Jane Withers, Chill ^ill
Mercedes McCambridge. (WarnerCor.

Congratulations extended as Jack Warner and other
studio toppers join "Miracle in the Rain" company
in feting filming completion of Ben Hecht's classic
love story starring Jane Wyman and Van Johnson.
Left to right at studio set party: Cinematographer
Russell Metty, Steve Trilling, Director Rudolph
Mate, Miss Wyman, Producer Frank Rosenberg
and Mr. Warner. Much of the picture was
made in the actual New York locale of the story.
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Selected Portions of Proceedings of
Senate Subcommittee

To Investigate

BEHAVIOR

Juvenile Delinquency
Los Angeles, Cai, June 16-17-18

Part 4

(Conclusion)

Senator Estes Kefauver, Presiding
James H. Bobo, Counsel
0

Geoffrey Shurlock, Director of Production Code
Administration of the Motion Picture Association
of America
Senator Kefauver. We are glad to see you, Mr. Shurlock. Are you the Director of the Production Code Admin.straticn of the Motion Picture Association of America?
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, for how many years have you
|neen Director of the Production Code Administration of
i :he Motion Picture Association of America?
I
Mr. Shurlock. I have been connected with it for 23 years
put have only been Director since last October.
Mr. Bobo. In your position as Director, the duties of
his office are what?
Mr. Shurlock. To pass upon all scripts and all finished
rictures to make certain that they meet the requirements
)f the industry's voluntary production code.
Mr. Bobo. What have been your positions prior to being
issociated with the Production Code Administration?
Mr. Shurlock. I was connected with Paramount Studios
or six years prior to that, beginning in 1926.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, what is the composition of the
taff in the office of the Motion Picture Production Code?
Mr. Shurlock. The Production Code's staff consists of
director and seven members.
Mr. Bobo. And is it the duty cf these seven members to
eview and pass on all motion pictures produced in
\merica?

Mr. Shurlock. It is the duty of the staff to review and
pass on all pictures produced by the members of the motion picture associations who are signatory to the code, and
also on any and all other scripts or pictures which independent may wish voluntarily to submit to us. I want to say
that that includes probably 99 percent of the pictures produced in the United States for theatrical entertainment.
Mr. Bobo. In addition to the seven staff members and
the Director, is there any type of advisory board composed
of professional persons in psychiatry or psychology or
criminalogy connected with the Motion Picture Code?
Mr. Shurlock. No, sir, there is not. We are bound in
our duties under our own code and not authorized to go
very far outside of that.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, the funds for the operation of
the Motion Picture Production Code are secured from
what source?
Mr. Shurlock. Each producer submitting a picture pays
a fee based on the negative cost of the picture.
Mr. Bobo. You have a statement, Mr. Shurlock. Would
you like to give it?
Mr. Shurlock. This year is the 25th anniversary of the
voluntary adoption by the industry of the Motion Picture
Production Code. The Code, as this committee of course
knows, sets forth principles to assure good moral standards and decency in motion picture entertainment.
Looking back over this quarter of a century I think it
must in right and justice be said that the Code truly marks
the embodiment and acceptance of moral responsibility on
the part of the industry to the vast world-wide public that
it serves.
Last year the Code Administration approved 303 feature-length pictures. Of these, 228 were submitted by
member companies and 70 by non-members.
(Continued on Poge 20)
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I can confidently say that the Code is as strongly supported and as warmly approved in Hollywood today as it
has ever been. There are no signs of weakness or wavering.

In the early days, there were those who feared that the
Code would rob films of integrity or reality, that it would
impede advancement and development. These fears have
proved groundless.
Code Not Perfect

In the early days, too, there were those who felt that the
Code might be observed more in the breach than in the
performance. Like the other doubters, they have been
proved wrong, too. The Code's accomplishments, the industry's steady adherence to it, have been convincing rebuttals ofthese misgivings.
Now I don't mean to tell you that the Code is perfect,
or that its enforcement is perfect. It is, after all, a human
document, and it is administered by human beings, who
assuredly lay no claim to being always right and who are
always infallible.
Sometimes we are criticized as severely, or more so, for
alleged mistakes of omission as for reputed mistakes of
commission. Senators doubtless understand that! As is
perhaps similar in political affairs, we sometimes find,
when we run down complaints, that the critics are familiar neither with the picture assailed nor with the Code.
And we sometimes find that critics judge us not by the
standards of the Code, which are the only fair criteria, but
by their likes or dislikes, by their own particular set of
principles or beliefs, even by their prejudices.
We are far from impervious to the public's attitude, I
assure you, but I must also add that we would be serving
neither the audience nor the industry well if we were to
sway and bow before every breeze of criticism that comes
along. That would certainly not be good or reliable selfregulation. Our job, as I view it, is always to maintain the
Code's honesty and forthrightness and integrity.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, in receiving the Motion Picture Code seal, do the theatres around the country require
that they have the seal before they show the picture?
Mr. Shurlock. No, sir, not now.
Mr. Bobo. Have you been aware, Mr. Shurlock, during
the last year or the last few years of the criticisms of motion picture context which contains excessive brutality and
violence, both in this country and abroad?
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir. Recently there has been some.
Mr. Bobo. Have you given this information that you
have received on this or brought it to the attention of the
producers about the increasing amount of violence in the
films?
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir. About last November, shortly
Page 20
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after I took over, I went back to New York and discussec
the matter with the president of the association, Eric Johnston. Ithen came back and started a very definite campaigr
to warn producers that there seemed to be an increasing
resistance on the part of the public to being entertained 01
amused by seeing violence or brutality in pictures or pictures that seemed to be of a violent nature.
I may explain here that this thought of mass criticisrr
has occurred before in the course of the twenty years we
have been applying the Code. In the early thirties, 193f
perhaps, 37, there was quite an outcry against the industry
because of the fact that there seemed to be an excessive
number of what were then known definitely known as
gangster pictures. I mean definite gangster pictures in the
sense that they dealt with the gangs of the prohibition era.
The industry took notice of this fact. In fact at that time
they actually staggered the release of this accumulation oi
this type of picture and stopped making them, at least in
mass. Later on, about 1940, there was some complaint
the fact that there was an unusual number of what we cal'
horror pictures in circulation — Dracula, the Wolfman
Frankenstein, the Son of Frankenstein, Daughter oi
Frankenstein, and so forth. When the industry found out
that there were no longer being liked, and we live by pleasing the public, they stopped making them.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, if the Production Code Administration feels that in certain movies there is an excessive
amount of violence, an excessive amount of brutality, or a
low tone of morals shown in the picture, would it be possible for them to withhold their seal if there was a signatory member of the association?
Mr. Shurlock. It would be possible for us to hold our
seal under any circumstances.
Mr. Bobo. How many pictures since the office has been
inaugurated has the seal been withheld on?
Mr. Shurlock. I don't really know. I would have to go
through our records.
Mr. Bobo. About how many, just approximately, do you,
know?

Only 2 Films Denied Seal
Mr. Shurlock. Well, I want to give you a reasonably
correct answer. In the early days, we had to withhold
quite a few because all pictures — because a great many
unsatisfactory pictures were being presented.
Let me say this: of the major companies in the last ten
or fifteen years, I only know of two. There have been a
number of foreign films also submitted to us which we
had to refuse the seal, and I cannot count them up in my
mind at this moment.
Mr. Bobo. What were these pictures, Mr. Shurlock?
Mr. Shurlock. One was an independently produced picture called "The Moon Is Blue" and one was a picture pro-
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duced by one of our studios called "The French Line." I
must hasten to add that that picture has since then been
re-edited and it now has the Code seal.

into direct identification. I think when that type of story
is told in modern setting, the violence and the brutality
effect the public more strongly.

Mr. Bobo. In the event that a producer that is a signatory member or has submitted a film to you for approval,
is the only recourse that you have to withhold the seal?

I also think the following, that there is on the part of
the public a greater resentment against violence because
unfcrtunately there have been recently fewer of the old

Mr. Shurlock. If we cannot come to an agreement on
how the picture should be satisfactorily re-edited.

style family type of picture. I don't think that we are making many more than we did previously. I think perhaps we
have been making fewer of the domestic comedies and pictures completely divorced from violence, so that when the
family goes to the movies they see during the course of the
year a greater proportion of violent pictures that they may
have done previously, and I also have a feeling — it is my
personal guess — that a family which has sat through a television play 5:00 and 6:30 of good standard western violence, and then they put the children to bed and go out to

Mr. Bobo. If he goes ahead and releases the picture,
there is no system of fine cr regulation within the association itself?
Asks Producers' Reaction
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, there is a fine of $25,000 for the reease of any picture not bearing our seal by a member company.
Mr. Bobo. The pictures you mentioned that were reeased without the seal, were the producers of these picures fined by the association?
Mr. Shurlock. Neither the producer nor the distributing
ompany was then a member of the association, so they
ere not subject to the fine. In the case of "The French
Line," the fine was never assessed, I understand, and of
-ourse now, since the picture has been brought in line with
e Code, I suppose the matter has been dropped.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, you state that you have brought
his to the attention of the producers, the excessive crime
id violence. What has been the reaction of them to this
:riticism?
Mr. Shurlock. As in the former cases, they agreed that
f there is a public reaction against any element in the pic:ure to the point where the pictures are not being enjoyed,
hey will change their type of production and their aproach.
Mr. Bobo. Do you think that this particular type of aproach to crime and violence has materially changed withn the last six months?
Mr. Shurlock. I think it is definitely beginning to change,
think that there will be an improvement visible in the
ictures released this fall, or certainly this winter.
Mr. Bobo. Do you have opinion, Mr. Shurlock, as to
hat might be the cause of this constantly increasing vionce in movies?
Mr. Shurlock. I think the following: I think first of all
hat the type of violence that is being objected to — I
hould say that the reason that some of this violence is
eing objected to is that it no longer appears in the old
ype Western picture, but has been brought up to date into
i type of picture in which the characters are more readily
ecognizable and identifiable.
In the standard Westerns there is an area of the fairy
e about the portrayal that does not bring an audience

the theater, sit through a double-bill consisting of "Crash
Out" and that type of thing, they simply feel that they
have had too much violence for the day. I think they take
out their resentment on the movies which are not necessarily any more violent than the previous shows because
they had to pay for the movies.
Mr. Bobo. Do you think it would be possible, Mr. Shurlock, that the children that they put to bed might also see
the twinbill and have a tremendous amount of violence
thrust at them in one evening's entertainment?
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, it is possible.
Mr. Bobo. Do you feel that the ads that we have displayed around the room today, do you think that they accurately reflect the type of picture which they are supposed
to sell — "The Prodigal," "Womens' Prison," "Blackboard
Jungle," or "Kiss Me Deadly?"
Mr. Shurlock. I know very little about advertising, I
will admit. It has always been a mystery to me. None of
these ads would get me anywhere near a picture, I admit.
But I suppose the advertising people in New York know
what they are doing or are kept on the payroll on the basis
that they know what they are doing.
Says White Explained
Mr. Gordon White, who is head of the advertising in the
Code Administration, I thought explained the matter as
thoroughly as it could be done. He is an advertising expert. Iam not.
Mr. Bobo. I was asking that question in line with the
regulations as set forth in the Code that subjects would be
treated with care and within the limits of good taste would
be brutality, the sale of women or a woman selling her
virtue, things such as that. In "The Big Combo," for example, would that be the theme of the picture which a person would see?
Mr. Shurlock. I didn't see the picture. I doubt very much
(Continued on Page 22)
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in "The Big Combo" whether it is about a girl who gives
herself to the boss, I think there is more about the boss
than the combo, whatever that is.

Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, you were here and heard the
testimony the other morning of Mr. Mooring in which he
introduced a number of pictures and gave an opinion on
them, one of them being "Black Tuesday." The decription
of that picture has been brutal killings, a new and unique
trick for concealing a gun, a perfect pattern for crime, escape from the just process of law, and excessive brutality,
all of which are expressly forbidden by the Code. Were
you familiar with that particular pictures? Does that adequately describe the type of picture that it was?
Did Not See the Film

Mr. Shurlock. Here is where I think I fall on my face.
I never saw the picture.
Mr. Uobo. Did you receive a report of the picture from
a member of your staff or pass on it for the approval of
the Code?
Mr. Shurlock. I don't believe so. I think it was probably
passed in the usual routine of our office.
Mr. Bobo. "The Big House" dealt with the kidnapping
of a child which became the main theme, despite even efforts to cover the fact by introducing prison breaks as a
secondary theme. I am quoting the words of Mr. Mooring.
It has also introduced excessive brutality and gave details
of the crime of kidnapping which is also in violation of the
Production Code.
Mr. Shurlock. As far as we, in our interpretation of the
Code, are concerned, Mr. Mooring is in error. There is no
kidnapping in the story. Now, I speak without having seen
the picture, but this is what we agreed with the producer
would be permissable. The child is not kidnapped. The
criminal, having broken out of jail, hiding out in the hills,
the child stumbles in on them. They had no kidnapping
plans at all.
Mr. Bobo. Actually, in the script, he was originally a
kidnapper and as the picture finally came out the chid was
held as a hostage rather than being kidnapped.
Mr. Shurlock. That is correct. The original story which
was rejected by us had the leading criminal a kidnapper.
We told the producer this is in violation of the Code. He
thereupon came back some days or weeks later with his
revised treatment which did not in our estimation violate
the kidnapping provisions of the Code.
Mr. Bobo. In "Cell 2455 — Death Row," it dealt with the
life of a notorious criminal of current times, and identified
him in the screen title, thus while side-stepping the rule
against the use of the criminal's name in the film, it violated the expressed purpose of the rule. It also contained
Page 22
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intimate reference to sexual behavior, detailed partly b
pictorial means, then confirmed by sound effects.
Mr. Shurlock. I don't quite know what the second charg
means. The first charge I will answer as follows: Whe
the regulation about criminals, notorious criminals, wal
written into the code, I don't think that anybody though
that one of these criminals would be literary enough t
write a book. Chapman did write a book and the studi
bought this book. Now I have not gone into this phase c
the matter, but I think that the reason his name appeared
on the main title probably comes from the fact that th
Author's League insists that when a property is purchase! r
for the screen the author of the book will be given prope
credit on the main title. The studio endeavored, and
think successfully, to side-step this legal inconvenience. Ii
the whole body of the story the name was never used.
Mr. Bobo. In the scenes he is referring to of a sexua
nature, Mr. Shurlock, would it be proper for the motioi
picture to lead up to an actual scene and then drift off int
a back-ground of music; would that meet the requirement
of the code without showing the actual act?
Mr. Shurlock. We would not approve any scene at al
unless it had first of all a real moral basis in the pictur?
We would probably insist that they cut the scene short
very short, of any actual preparation for seduction or adul
try. We also would insist that the scene end very abruptl;
and avoid any of this lingering music which suggests tha
intimacy are being indulged in while the music plays o
the cameras fan through the trees or the moon or whateve
it is. We have been for years cutting out those scenes an<
insisting that the scene end after the embrace.
Mr. Bobo. Well, is it true that in a very brutal or sadis
tic type of fi^ht that it teaches a moral lesson within th'
picture, that it could then be approved by the code?

ls Fight in ''Shane"
Recal
Mr. Shurlock. No, not if it got into the area cf excessivi
brutality which the code forbids. "Excessive," of course
is a matter of opinion. The producer has the one idea o
what is "excessive", and we do, and very often the publii
changes its mind as to what is excessive. I'd like to brinj
up a picture which has now become a classic. It wa
"Shane." There was one of the longest and bloodiest fightj
I ever saw in my life in Technicolor. I never heard a com)
plaint about it. If "Shane" were released today, I think
there would be complaints about the length of that fight
Within the industry, in the first version we thought thf
fight went on too long and after some discussion with th<
studio, we got I think about a third of it trimmed down, sd
even then we were concerned, as we should have been witr
excessive brutality, and that picture seemed to have satis,
fied the public.
Mr. Bobo. In "Son of Sinbad," it exploits nudity, which
the Code forbids, coming under the heading of immoraj
(Continued on Page 28>~p
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lashed out at COMPO

units opposed to the organization's dues
drive, warning that unless exhibitors support the Council they won't have it for
long. He dressed down officials and mem.
bers of National Allied, who, he said,
were willing to profit by the drive but
wouldn't support it. The 20th CenturyFox distribution director, who has been
ill for several months, also declared that
his company will not change its sales
policy, since "exhibitors like" it. Lichtman also told a press conference that he
will decide by next March whether health
will permit him to remain in his post.
0
LOUIS B. MAYER was tight-lipped
about reports that he was seeking to gain
control of Loew's along with a Wall
Street syndicate. He told a news conference on his return from Europe he had
heard rumors that Louis Wolfson was
eyeing the film company, but declined
comment.
0
ADOLPH ZUKOR became a Chevalier
of the Order of Leopold on decree of
King Baudoin of Belgium at a ceremony
at the Belgian Consulate in New York.
Belgian Ambassador Baron Silvercruys
made the decoration before Mrs. Zukor.

SILVERCRUYS, ZUKOR, MRS. ZUKOR

PINANSKI
SAMUEL PINANSKI advocated the
start of an industry-wide campaign to
get Congress to eliminate the entire Federal admission tax at its next session. The
president of American Theatres Corp.,
speaking as an exhibitor rather than as a
COMPO official, expressed the hope that
COMPO will lead the fight. He urged
the industry to start now since '56 is an
election year. Support came from William
Gehring, Eugene Picker and Walter
Reade, Jr. Opposed was Allied's Trueman T. Rembusch, who charged that only
distribution profited by the tax reduction
via increased film rentals, and asked exhibitors to press for legislation setting a
30 percent ceiling on film rentals.
0
LELAND HAYWARD, producer,
BILLY WILDER, director, and GROVER WHELAN discuss Warner Bros.'
"The Spirit of St. Louis" before replica
of famous plane.

HAYWARD, WILDER, WHELAN
[More NEWS on Page 24]

COLE
COLONEL H. A. COLE of Texas
added his voice to those attacking COMPO by declaring that smaller theatres
are not interested in the campaign advocated by Samuel Pinanski (see adjoining
column) to free larger theatres of the
Federal tax. Declaring that Texas Allied
was exciting national COMPO and that
he has resigned as COMPO director,
Cole said Texas Allied would not take
part in the current COMPO dues drive
to finance the Audience Award Poll. "Exhibitors for the most part have gotten
little, if any, financial benefit out of the
big
job Allied
COMPOleader
did stated,
in the tax
the
Texan
and fight,"
they are
angry that none of the organization's
funds was used for the "desperate fight"
against toll-TV. A surprise was Cole's
comment that he does not believe the organization National COMPO has set up
can possibly be successful in getting the
large number of theatres interested and
working" to put over the Audience Poll.
"In view of all these matters," Col. Cole
concludes, "the exhibitors in our group
have come to the belief reluctantly that
National COMPO either can not or will
not accomplish the financial salvation that
is necessary for their continued existence."
O
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA, gorgeous,
meets eager Burt Lancaster, in Paris'
Cirque d'Hiver prior to filming of "Trapeze", UA release in which they co-star.

LOLLOBRIGIDA, LANCASTER
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Incidentally
THEY

MADE
THE
(Continued from Page 23)

ERIC JOHNSTON, president of the
MPAA, confirmed by the senate for a
new term as chairman of the International Development Advisory Board . . .
DANIEL T. O'SHEA elected to the
board of directors of the MPAA, which
also accepted the resignation of JAMES
R. GRAINGER, former RKO Radio
president . . . CHARLES GLETT was
appointed executive vice-president and
member of board of directors of RKO.
*
*
*

NEWS

MUHL

WELTNER
GEORGE WELTNER, Para, worldwide sales chief, made headlines last week
with announcement of a sales policy to
deal with "problems affecting exhibition,
particularly theatres on the borderline of
continued operation". Charles Boasberg,
seasoned distribution executive, will join
Paramount, with the special assignment
of handling such borderline situations.
Theatremen who regard their situations
as "distress" cases are asked to bring their
matters to the attention of the branch
manager, who will relay the information,
and his own evaluation, to the home office. This information will be channeled
to Boasberg, "who will thereafter handle
the matter with honesty, friendliness and
expedition." Weltner said that he has
personally visited numerous branches in
recent weeks to learn of exhibition's condition. "I have talked to our own people
in the field and to exhibitors on the subject of theatre operators with acute economic problems," he stated.

EDWARD MUHL will be one of Hollywood's busiest production chiefs when the
Universal-International studio starts rolling with its big 36-feature schedule for
1955-56, representing a 25 per cent increase over the 29 features for this year.
Twenty-seven of the films will be in color.
Decision to expand production volume
was made at meetings presided over by
president Milton R. Rackmil, attended by
N. J. Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff, Muhl and
David A. Lipton.
O
FLOYD ODLUM revealed his intention
to infuse some life into the presently inactive RKO Pictures Corp. The Atlas
Corp. boss is working on a reorganization
of the company and would like to put it
into some paying "business ventures".
0
WALTER READE, JR., TOA board
chairman, talks over plans for an all-industry exposition fair and trade show for
1956 with other TOA officials and a committee representing TESMA. Shown approving tentative plans: seated beside
Reade, Albert Pickus, TOA v.p. ; standing, 1. to r., TESMA president Fred C.
Matthews, TESMA v.p. L. W. Dayee,
TESMA exec, sec'y Merlin Lewis, TOA
manager Joseph Alterman, TOA show
director William Orkin, and J. Robert
Hoff, former TESMA president.

TOA-TESMA MEETING
Pag» 24
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ON THE MOVE: WALTER BRANSON, RKO world-wide sales manager,
returned from France on the Liberte following afour-week business trek of the
continent . . . ARNOLD M. PICKER,
UA vice-president, hopping from Tokyo
to Hong Kong and Manila, conferring
with UA execs and local exhibition heads.
*
*
#
AL SCHWALBERG was tended a birthday and housewarming party by Mrs.
Schwalberg in the new offices of his recently-formed ARTISTS-PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATES. Among the guests:
ADOLPH ZUKOR, BARNEY BALABAN, LEONARD GOLDENSON, MAX
YOUNGSTEIN, and many others.
E. D. MARTIN has announced that the
UTAH-IDAHO Theatre Owners Assn.,
covering Salt Lake City area, has become
an affiliate of TOA. UITOA president is
CLYDE A. BLASIUS, of Westates.
$
♦
♦
NATIONAL THEATRES will soon
enter the producing field by financing a
group of pictures to be made by the new
Louis de Rochemont-Cine-Miracle Productions. National president E. C. Rhoden said some time ago that National
wanted to go into the producing business
to increase the dwindling supply of features. The new company will use its
Cine-Miracle process, a system similar to
Cinerama, but requires only one projector.
o
BARNEY BALABAN casts a critical
eye on display material advertising sales
drive, celebrating the Paramount president's 20 years in that office. Ad chief
Jerry Pickman points to poster. Balaban
is flanked by sales executives E. K.
O'Shea and Hugh Owen.

BALABAN & ASSOCIATES

♦ Varied promotions characterized "Not As A Stranger"
openings throughout the
country. Top left: a walking
book, terne"
chaperoned
by used
"inand "nurse" was
by manager Rod Toupes of
Loew's in New Orleans. Bottom I t : in Denver, roving
radio reporter, with lovely
aides,
interv'ews
street on
broadcastman-onhighlighting Topright:
film's run atCitythe
Paramount.
wide welcoming program in
action shows civic receptionist riding flight deck of convertible, in stunt which daily
treated pair of out-oftowners to dinner and entertainment. Bottom right: Portland (Ore.) dept. store window in nurses' shoes display,
one of scores of co-ops backing the Stanley Kramer production.

rom Newsreel to Hitching
ost,
StuntsStewart
Mount
Riding 'Laramie'
high on the Jimmy
phone
j ! ill gimmick and other stunts, "The Man
rom Laramie" continues to stimulate showen's imagination. Among the stunts:
San Francisco Paramount Theatre pubH:iteer Mary Hennessy grabbed up special
enes from the film's Texas premieres, in>rporated them into the regular newsreel
advance of playdate.
Buffalo's Bill Brereton made capital of an
utdoor Girl" contest for his Lafayette
in, hooking up with a TV show, newspaper
id dept. store for top publicity and prizes.
RKO Orpheum manager George Stevens
St. Paul set up a hitching post in front
his theatre pre-opening week with sign:
eserved for The Man From Laramie."
Beverly Theatre manager Don Felix prooted a Bridgeport (Conn.) radio station
ntest to find best Jimmy Stewart mimic,
ire recorded was used to tape the entries
1 giving the Stewart telephone plug —
th the machine going to the winner.
Noting that American Airlines had Jimmy
ewart featured in large scale ads, publicist
arren Patton of the Orpheum in Tulsa set
local AA office key window display using
s from the picture and plugging playdate.
pe For Hot Blackboard Jungle'
The weather and "Blackboard Jungle",
•th very hot items, were combined in a
:ver stunt by Howard Kuemmerle, Liberty
'hila.) Theatre manager, to garner atten>n. In the midst of the heat-wave, Kuemsrle had a film can labeled "Blackboard
ngle" frozen in a huge cake of ice with
: following identification: "This is the
>ry they said was 'TOO HOT TO FILM'.
I e are keeping it cool in ice until Sunday."

Musical Trailer for Brunettes'
"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" will boast
a unique trailer consisting entirely of musical numbers. United Artists concocted the
idea on the theory that popular songs rate
high as ticket-sellers.
Excerpts from the picture's nine songs will
be included in the trailer, including ditties
from such experts as Rodgers and Hart,
"Fats" Waller, Walter Donaldson, Sidney
Clarke and Lew Pollack, and Harry Brooks
and Andy Razaf.
Ferrer,
Barely Clooney
pausing toTour
ship for
their'Shrike1
new son
Miguel to his California home upon arrival
from England, Jose Ferrer and wife Rosemary Clooney took off on a nationwide tour
to drumbeat U-I's "The Shrike", in which
Ferrer is starred. The pair set out on an extensive press, radio, and TV tour including
among the key cities, Chicago, Minneapolis,
St. Paul, Detroit, Buffalo, St. Louis and Los
Angeles.

Equine
"Theschooners
Kentuckian"
stunts.
Top: flavor
convoyenhanced
of prairie
led
way in Loop parade for world premiere at the
Chicago
by "Kentuckian"
Day
Festival Theatre,
with mobsfeatured
of youngsters
in buckskin
duds. Bottom: UA exploiteer Col. Bill Shirley
(second from right! arranged Kentuckian Trophy
trot at Buffalo Raceway, with advance newspaper plugs and race night hoopla.
Bond Tie-In Gives Audie Biog
Solid Nat'l Newspaper Backing
Universal scored a big promotional scoop
for "To Hell and Back" in a tie-up with the
U. S. Treasury Department that bids to
carry the picture and star Audie Murphy to
every neck of the nation.
Deal made with the Savings Bond Division
of the Department calls for a series of six
cartoon strips, each covering a section of
Murphy's inspiring story, to be distributed
to the 51 Savings Bond offices throughout
the country. Each of the offices will send
the strips to a local daily and weekly newspapers that regularly carry savings bond promotion material. Some 530 dailies and 4900
weeklies will be covered.
The tie-up was said to be one of the most
extensive ever set by the Treasury for a
movie star.

West Coast theatremen were given first hand details of the exploitation phase of United Artists'
huge $6,000,000 promotion program by Mori Krushen, UA exploitation manager. At L. A. confab, from left, UA branch mgr. Dick Carnegie, FWC head booker Everett Sharpe, NT head buyer
Bert Pirosh, FWC's Pete Lundgren, NT v. p. Ed Zabel, Krushen, and John Lavery, assistant to Zabel.
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S, HUMAN

Comes

BEHAVIOR

to

Defense

(Continued from Page 22)
actions. It also presents dancers identified with sexual
actions, and after the fashion of burlesque, and is intended
to excite emotional reaction of an audience through exposure and movement.
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, I undersand that. I was just thinking how to answer that. I would like to tell something of
the story of "Son of Sinbad." That picture was submitted
to us at least sixteen months ago. We refused to approve
it in its then form. It lay on the shelf until I think last
February when the company had a change of heart evidently and came to us and said, "Look we will do whatever we can within reason to re-edit this picture so that it
will be given a seal and put in circulation."
Cut 60% of Some

Dances

We did the best we could with a picture
its first form quite unacceptable. We took
tween 40 and 60 per cent of the footage out
One particular dance which was originally

which was in
anywhere beof the dances.
247 feet long

ended up 80 feet long, and that isn't all dance. It includes
other scenes of cutting away to the people watching. We
cut out as much of the questionable costuming as we could.

of

3iickey

Spillane!

lege men. These are Mr. Mooring's statements here.
Mr. Shurlock. Mr. Mooring is a little in error. The crin
is not perfect. It does not come out. In our interpretatic
of the code — and I might explain that we have been guide
since about 1936 by a very interesting interview we ha
with a crime expert named August Balmer who was J
that time, I think. Professor of Criminology at Berkele;
His advice boiled down to something rather simple as
rule of thumb. He said, "The more involved in the crim'
the more easy it is for the police to come upon a clue an
for the criminal to make a slip." He encouraged us to b(.
lieve that rather involved crimes would not cause any ser
ous social damage. He says the thing to watch out for :
a simple way of committing a crime.
Mr. Bobo. In "Violent Saturday," again dealing wit
violent crime and methods of committing criminal acts,
expressedly details the methods of a bank robbery crim<
Mr. Shurlock. I did not see the picture, but I checke
that accusation with the members of the staff who had see
the picture. They said it was no more explicit than wall*
ing into the bank and saying, "Give over the money,'' an
by the way, the crime there is frustrated too.

Now, we have been criticized for not having cut enough.
That is possibly an error in judgment. I was worried about
the possible reaction to this film. I would like to say I
went down to a theater here Tuesday and Saturday night

Mr. Bobo. In "Kiss Me Deadly" over here, which i"
"White, Hot, Thrills, Blood Red Kisses," and Mickey Spi:
lane's latest H-bomb, is the tone of that picture of an ac
ceptable nature as far as violence and brutality and dea
ings with opposite sex?

deliberately. I caught the 8:00 o'clock showing and would
like the committee to believe me when I say I listened
most carefully and I heard not on single whistle, wolf call,
laugh or wise crack at any of the dances. The audience apparently accepted it as just another Arabian Night fantasy.

Mr. Shurlock. Well, fairly. This is a rather low-ton,
type of literature to bring to the screen. There is no usM
denying that. It must be said, however, in its defense, the
it is a story of Mickey Spillane trying to solve a crime, nc j
to commit one.

Mr. Bobo. In "Fort Yuma" I think the Motion Picture
Production Code office reduced 24 personalized killings in
that picture to the number of ten. The other night I saw
the picture "10 Wanted Men" and there were 17 killed
within that picture. What is the criteria that you use as
to the number of people that will be killed in any one picture?

The sex situations were very mild in as much as it i
one of the characteristics of Mickey Spillane that while th
girls are crazy about him, he pays very little attention t
them. So at no time is there any getting together on thatl
score, though a lot of the girls made passes at him.

Mr. Shurlock. There is no very definite criteria. Each
story, of course, is pretty much sui generis and has to be
judged by its own merits.
We took cognisance of the fact in re-editing "Fort
Yuma" that there were complaints about the number of
killings, and the producer agreed that this was not good
entertainment now even if it had been six months ago, and
being a sensible man he concurred in our suggestion to
reduce it. We did not evidently take that action with "Ten
Wanted Men," a picture which I have also not seen. Maybe we should have, I don't know.
Mr. Bobo. I notice in one of the pictures that we have
that the picture is advertised as the story of a perfect
crime, the picture being "Five Against the House," which
presents a pattern of crime conceived by four young colPage 28
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Back to Juvenile Problem
Mr. Bobo. Was there at one time a discussion as tj
whether the seal would be withheld from this picture, ol
the picture approved?
Mr. Shurlock. I don't think so.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, in your feeling of the presenta)
tion of crime and violence and the presentation of crimes
is it your reaction that because of the revulsion of the pun
lie to these particular scenes is the reason they should b
trimmed, or do you have an opinion on what adverse effec
it might have on the personality development or the emo
tional development of our juvenile population?
Mr. Shurlock. That is an area about which I do noji
know too much, frankly. I have confined my activities an|
thoughts almost entirely to the code.

XTAI'I'KII

TALENT

intinued from Page 8)

y talent was still there; Hollywood just had to "disver" it all over again.
Is there, then, truly a veritable goldmine of talent right
the doorstep of the Hollywood studios? Rather than
vote all its attention to the search for new faces, would
not be wise for Hollywood to scan the ranks of the
reen Actors Guild for "fresh faces" among the seasoned
terans and the almost-forgotten "new faces" of a year or
o ago? We beiieve there are quite a few potential stars
iden there.
The subject of new faces has its various sides, too. There
the view, for instance, of Robert Aldrich, producer-direc: of quite a few years experience, during which he
irned the business from the ground up. Says Mr. Aldrich:
"One of the standing jokes in the moticn picture indusr for years has been the clamor for new faces. About
ce a year, some exhibitor somewhere rushes into print
d demands that Hollywood develop new star personahs. And nine times out of ten, fiim salesmen visiting that
hibitor some months later with a picture boasting several
lknowns' is turned down on the grounds that the new
:es are a risky proposition at the boxoffice.
The joke, obviously, has gone far enough. But there is
w a real chance that Hollywood will begin to develop
2 new talent that it has sought for so long — and an even
:ter chance that the exhibitor will accept this talent,
mically, television can take the credit for this shift in
nking.
"The mere movement in the direction of new talent is
t enough. It's a trend that must be accelerated if Hollyod is to continue to people its pictures with personalities
it are known and loved. Most of the current crop of
rs, to be charitable, are middle-aged. And with the
;undance of new, fresh, eager faces on television, Hollyi)od must move fast to offer competition to at least this
jase of the newer industry."
Whether spurred by the competition of TV

cr the ad-

Incing age of filmdom's standby stars, the movie industry
I hot after young talent. Mr. Freeman's company, incii ntally, trails most of the other majors in number of new
] rscnalities being groomed. Paramount sharply reduced
i player roster in recent years, preferring to pay the high
1 eiance fee for any player it sought for a particular role.

PARAMOUNT S: TOM TRYON, CAROL OHMART. ORESTE
While this might still add up to better economics than
maintenance of a big stable of stars, it does not make for
"research" in new faces.
Right new, Paramount is concentrating on six personalities including George Gobel, the fabulously famous television comic, who is working his first fi':m — a remake of
"Lady Eve". The other five are: Carol Ohmait, Tom Tryon, Oreste Kirkop, Maria English ar.d Barbara Darrow.
Miss English, incidentally, is cn suspension for refusing to
go to Europe for "The Mountain,"
Edward Dmytryk will make with
and Miss Darrow, who has been
hills fcr a while, get the role and a

which producer-director
Spencer Tracy starred,
around the Hollywood
term contract.

Miss Ohmart and Tryon, both from the New York stage,
are being given their first roles in the top parts of "The
Scarlet Hcur," a melodrama which Michael Curtiz is producing and directing.
Kirkon, who from now on will be simply known by his
first name Oreste, is a European concert-opera singer, who
got top billing with Kathryn Grayson in Paramcunt's "Ths
Vagabond
No studioKing."
in all the recent history of Hollywood has
made a mere serious effort than Universal to develop
new personalities. It has paid off in spades. Rock Hudson,
Tony Curtis. Jeff Chandler, Janet Leigh, Piper Laurie are
among the names that have acquired marquee power under
the U-I aegis. For a decade now, this studio has maintained the only consistent program for developing homegrown talent, and the company's advertising department,
under the guidance of David A. Lipton, has done a splendid job of exploiting the new personalities.
As a matter of fact, the Universal publiciteers can take
credit for the rapid rise of one of the young players they
(Continued on Page 30)
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(Continued from Puge 29)

had under contract by their urging that he be given more
and more important roles. The studio heads complied, and
that young man, now a star, commands some $200,000 per
picture and has formed his own independent unit. His
name — Tony Curtis — as good an example of progress as
can be found in any "new faces" report.
The studio has placed under contract the four recent
"Miss Universe" winners — Hillevi Rombin, "Miss Universe" herself; Carlene King Johnson, "Miss United
States"; Maribel Arrieta, "Miss El Salvador", and Maureen Hino-art, "Miss Ceylon." It is a personal opinion that
Miss Hingert will be remaining in Hollywood long after
the others have departed.
But U-I does not have all of its eggs waiting to be
hatched in the "Miss Universe" basket. So intensified has
its training of young persons become that it is now building a 400-seat theatre, with rehearsal halls and classrooms,
for its buddine talent division! These young people have
a definite program to follow each day. And there is rigid
discipline. Mara Corday, whose first starring role was in
"The Man From Bitter Ridge" with Lex Barker and Steve
McNally, has just finished a role in "Day of Fury," with
Dale Robertson. She is not exempt from classes because
of her billing. There is a young girl name of Pat Crowley,
who thought she was big stuff when she appeared in Paramount's "Forever Female" with Ginger Rogers. She's now
working in a role with Tony Curtis and Ernest Borgnine
in "The Squared Jungle," and still attending U-I school.
Universal some time ago brought over three giris from
Europe to test for the Mary Magdalene role in "The Gallileans." The picture hasn't been made yet but Gia Scala of
Italy remained. Her first role, "All That Heaven Allows."
One of the busiest young men on the lot is George Nader, who gained prominence in RKO's "The Carnival
Story." He's been seen in U-I's "Four Guns to the Border" and "Six Bridges to Cross." He's also worked in
"The Second Greatest Sex" and "Away All Boats."
From Culver City to Universal City was a crosstown
switch for Tommy Rail, a featured player in MGM's
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" and who is in U-I's
"The Second Greatest Sex" and "The Squared Jungle."
From a local drama school to an independent production
by Ivan Tors, Rex Reason came to a U-I contract, under
which his first film was "This Island Earth." After an in-
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terruption to his career by the Army, William Reynolds
back, and has prominent roles in the as yet unreleased "A
That Heaven Allows," "There's Always Tomorrow"
"Away All Boats." Another young man who had his ci
reer temporarily disrupted by the Army is David Janssei
who can now be seen in "To Hell and Back," and has con
ing "Away All Boats" and "The Squared Jungle." An
just a couple weeks ago Universal signed Phil Harvey,
young singer fresh out of the Los Angeles Conservatory
Music, the eighth youthful potential placed under contrac
within one month !
Twentieth Century-Fox at one time had under contrac
a promising young German actress named Cornell Boi
chers. Something happened, and she wound up on the Ucontract list for one picture a year for five years. Righ
now she's a big hit in the imported "The Divided Heart.
Just a few months ago, a young lad lived within fiv
miles of Universal City, and he and his family had hope
of his being an actor, but nothing came about except a rol
in a TV show episode of "Lassie". U-I executives afte
seeing it on the air wanted him, but the lad had moved t<
Northern California. Negotiations followed, they signec
him for two pictures a year. He's Tim Hovey, the nine;
year-old hit of "The Private War of Major Benson."
The MGM of today cannot compare to the MGM of yes
terday in its development of young talent, but recenth
this premier studio has again come to life in the develop
ment cf newcomers. It has been building up quite a list o
young contractees. Among the leaders are Anne Bancroft
one of the promising personalities named in the COMPC
exhibitors poll, who is appearing with Robert Taylor anc

M-G-M's: JOHN KERR, JARMA LEWIS, STEVE FORREST, ANNE FRANCIS, VIC MORROW
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Stewart Granger in "The Last Hunt," and Vic Morrow,
he murderous delinquent of "Blackboard Jungle". And
:here is Irene Papas, a Greek actress of supposedly extra)rdinary dimensions who is playing opposite James Cagley in "Tribute to a Bad Man." And of ccurse, known to a
ot of exhibitors for her personal appearance tours is lovely
21aine Stewart, who has only had a few minor roles, one of
hem a bit in "The Last Time I Saw Paris."
Others in the yet-to-be-developed field are Robert Dix,
,on cf the late, great Richard Dix; Steve Forrest, Anne
"rancis, Dolores Gray (she's a click in "It's Always Fair
A/eather"), Kay Kendall, John Kerr (of "Tea and Sym)athy"), Luana Lee, Jarma Lewis, Liliane Montevecchi,
Roger Moore, Lesiie Nielson, Je-T Richards, Sue Wagner.
Jerry Wald, head production man at Columbia, is a
;reat one for new faces. Since he assumed the helm under
-larry Cchn, Jerry can point to Aldo Ray, Fhil Carey, Dinne Foster, Cleo Moore and Brian Keith as stars created
luring his regime. Another rising young lady on the Coumbia roster is Kim Novak, who will be seen in "Picnic".
Frcm 'way out in left field (in fact it was an air field),
Columbia was dealt a blow by the hand of fate. Bob
rrancis, one of the most promising of recent newcomers
vas killed in a place accident a few weeks ago. Francis
vas only 25 years of age, and he had just begun to make
lis mark.

SHEREE NORTH, JAMES DEAN, KIM NOVAK
Another young lady catapulted from TV and Broadway
by a set of fortuitous circumstances is Sheree North, who
is quite a talented young lady. Miss North, the former
star of "Hazel Flagg" on Broadway and the controversial
dancer on Bing Crosby's television shew, is the star of
20th's "How To Be Very, Very Popular," a title which
Miss Marilyn Monroe might take to heart.

Virginia Leith, a former model who "starred" in an
amateur film production in which she didn't say a word,
did learn to speak in "Black Widow," "White Feather"
and "Violent Saturday," before going on a loancut to the
Jacks-Goldstein United Artists production of "A Kiss Before Dying." 20th-Fox has another talented young lady
under contract. She is Dana Wynter, recruited from television and sta^e work in both England and the United
States. She is now working in "The View From Pompey's
Head." But the first role for the girl, one-time medical
student and daughter of a London surgeon, was on loanout to Allied Artists for "The Body Snatchers."
This quest for new faces takes strange turns, especially
among independent producers. For one instance, Edward
Nassour, who with his brother William, has produced "The
Beast of Hollow Mountain" starring Guy Madison and
Patricia Medina for United Artists release, wanted a boy

MARIO NAVARRO, TIM HOVEY
One cf the most talked about players in Hollywood is
ames Dean, who is being given the same powerful buildp by Warners that that other "paragon of good manners"
-Marlon Brando — was accorded. If Dean can match or
pproach the talent of Brando — after whom he has patirned himself — he will be forgiven his idiosyncrosies, and
'ill become one of Hollywood's brightest luminaries.
Other Warner problem children (and all actors are probm children) include Perry Lopez, Jacques (Jack) Sernas,
osanna Podesta, none of them in the Dean class.
At one time under contract to J. Arthur Rank, Joan Coins is one of the hottest personalities around at this time.
gned to a term deal by 20th Century-Fox, Miss Collins,
ho made her first film appearance of any importance in
Earners' "The Land of the Pharoahs," went from a secldary role in 20th-Fox's "The Virgin Queen" to the top
•le of Evelyn Nesbitt Thaw in "The Girl on the Red Velht Swing." This is about as good traveling as one can
ht, including streamliners.

for a very imoortant role. In Mexico City Edward Nassour, who making his debut as a feature director on the
film, saw and talked to Mario Navarro, an eight-year-old
kid who never appeared in motion pictures, on the stage,
radio or TV. The charm and the talent of the youngster
intrigued Nassour, who, after signing him for the picture,
gave the lad a term contract.
Re-enter Robert Aldrich with further comment on his
practical experience in the development of new talent.
"Recently, in producing and directing 'Kiss Me Deadly,'
I utilized what amounted to an entire cast of new people.
All of my stars were unknown, or virtually unknown, to
the vast movie-going public although several had been
seen on television or Broadway. The response to this type
of casting on 'Kiss Me Deadly' is indicative, I think, of the
growing real sentiment for utilizing new personalities in
motion pictures."
Television will be a tremendously important factor in
furthering this drive to build popular new personalities for
our industry. Both by acquiring people who first become
known via TV and by exploiting the names, faces and
talents of movie personalities, the motion picture showmen can speed along the star-making process. Harnessing
of the electronics branch of show business may very well
prove to be the greatest blessing ever for the movies. The
story of the future: "From New Face to Star in Two TV
Performances."
Film BULLETIN
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Mi
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wi
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Saikow.
ALLIED ARTISTS
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirat
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy ai
sets
out
to
break
up
"revolution"
ring,
active
in
Central America.
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
KILLER
APE
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Carol
Thurston, Pr
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
A pril
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ac
ANNAPOLIS STORY, AN Technicolor. J )hn Derek,
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-maKevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch. in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier Mtoa see planet Earth in the beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroye
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
y
by Jungle
Jim. 68 CinemaScope
min.
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are year 2508.
LAST
FRONTIER
Technicolor. Victor Ma
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
ture, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer Williar,
pilots in Korea. 81 min. 4/18.
Fadiman.
Director
Anthony
Mann.
Western. Indian
COLUMBIA
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Amanda
hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilat
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaunew
outpost,
but
Fort
is
saved
by
former
fur trapp
dine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
who assumes command.
to steal inheritance of society family. 61 min.
MY
SISTER
EILEEN
CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Jant
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De CELL 2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
JackQuine.
Lemmon.
Producer
Fre
Producer Wallace MacDonaW. Director Fred Sears.
Carlo. Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. DirecKohlmar.
Director
Richard
Musical
cbmedy.
tor Lesley Selander. Western. Deputy sets out to Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six ventures erf two small-town girs who seek their foAc
avenge murder of U. S.Ma
Marshal,
with the trail com- years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
tunes in the big city. 108 min.
y
plicated by gun-runners and Apaches. 80 min.
END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson. TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook. Mollie McCar
Producer David Lewis (Coronadol. Director Edward A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melo
Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robber
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jeatousy,
and drama.
and murder.
love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
LAS
Gray. VEGAS
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
William F. Dennis
Broidy. O'Keefe,
Director Coieen
Sidney
SEMINOLE
UPR'SING
Technicolor.
George
MontgomTHREE
STRIPES
IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor
Saikow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Ray,complicated
Mitsuko Kimura.
War drama.
Jap-hatingJap I
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to Aldo
has
life
by romance
with beautiful
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
nese
girl
while
on
occupation.
Love
and
orphans ever
as a boy. 74 min.
tually give soldier new perspective.
SKA6ENGA
* Eastman leopard
Color. Produced
Georgeis TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
Michael. Man-killing
terrorizingbynatives
BrTan Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
tracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
I. F. E.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy, Peggie Castle, Forrest
e
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
Director Harold
JunParsons.
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law 5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
Kim Novak. Producers Siiiphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama.
Plan to rob Reno
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
June
CITY STANDS TRIAL, THE
English Language. Amede
A pril
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- gambling den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
Nazzari, Silvana Pampanini. Film Costellazione Produo
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor. Richard Wldmark, Mai tion.
Director
Luigi
Zampa.
A doubl
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark slaying and death of a youngMelodrama.
man add to prosi
Robson.
Melodrama.
G-I's
plot
to
steal
part
of
Nazi
cutor's determination that M
justice shall prevail. 105 mir
gold hoard discovered in Berlin. 98 min.
ayLang. Marina Vlady,
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Eng.
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom July
Drake, Beverly Michaels. ProMichel
Beck.
Producer
Niccolo
Theodoli. Director Lie
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melonello
De
Felice.
Drama.
Affair
July
drama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
whose romance ends in tragedy ofwhenfifteen-year-ol
CHICAGO
SYNDICATE
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Abbe
Lane,
girl dies
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
Xavier Cugat. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred child birth. 88 min. 3/21
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Lollobrigide
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
WAYWARD
WIFE,
THE
English.
Gina
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken syndicate
to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
Producer
Attilio
Riccio.
Director
Mario
Soldati. Rc
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
mantic drama. Bored by husband and small town lif
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in CREATURE
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
beautiful
woman
seeks
excitement
in
the
arms
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to another man. 'I min. 4/4.
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled kill men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Doci
on the king's life. 61 min.
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- GREEN
mentary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in S. A
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel recofd
Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
from
Rio
to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direc- exploiion creates enormous sea monster which threatens
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
OUTLAW
GIRL English Language. Silvana Manganc
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis
but
his
strict
rules
affect
merchants
who
plot
his
August
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama
murder. 81 min.
BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Young man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. Afte
Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
August
wife and unborn child are killed he avenges their mur
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 min
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyStewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Pro- LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration
railroad ofcarrying
loaded
flatcars is James ducer
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
sabotageback"victim
rival truck
lino trucks
«wper. on
80 min.
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for Non professional players. Faro Film production. Omni
PHENIX CITY STORY, THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
bus. Portrayal of various
ways of love and women whi
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
Coming
practice
Director Phil Karlson. Melod rama. Returning service90
min. them presented in "March of Time" style
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
ne Toren, Gino Cervi
MADDALENA Technicolor.JuMarta
F.
Sears.
Western.
After
Civil War northern meat
September
ITitanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe Bordogni
shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through counBODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italiai
try hostile with Apaches, bandits, renegade soldiers.
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
mountain village Good Friday pageant is almos
Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant life drains hu- FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granturned
into sacrilege
mans of all emotions but will to live. 83 min.
role of Virgin
Marv. 90 when
min. prostitute plans to pla'
ger,
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Maxwell Jean
Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
SON OF SLADE John Ericson, Mari Blanchard. ProNEAPOLITAN
CAROUSEL
la Lux Film, Rome) Pathe
ducer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold Schuster.
murderingtemptedhismurderwife
man plans
to who
pin this
andof the
at- color. Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren. Leonidr
of
himself
on
maid
knows
Western. Young
Slade
a
Pinkerton
guard
seeking
inMusical. The histon
Giannini.
Massine. Director Ettore
formation on band of outlaws encounters them in train murder. 90 min.
of
Naples
traced
from
1600
to
date
in song and dance
robbery.
Aided
by
girl
from
gang
Slade
complete
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
wiping out gang. 80 min.
Morgan,
Paula
Raymond,
Rie+iard
Denning.
Producer
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Sam Katzman. Director WiHiam Gastte. Western. Tale
Jeanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
INDEPENDENTS
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
again fair
to damsel
bring peace
between85 England
and France and NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edsave
in distress.
min.
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
Coming
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
A pril Frank Loveioy. Keef<
MAD AT THE WORLD (Filmakers)
businessman.
min. 7/25.
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred Mac- SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
Brasselle. Producer Collie.' Young. Director Harr<
Murray. Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Esse.
Melodrama.
When
young hoodlums accidentally
with international
'Jurlesque on Iron
Curtain
diplomacy. 86background.
min.
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
killgang.
young72 couple's
infant, father goes gunnin<
for
min.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
Coming
owner
into town's
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
CROCKETT (Walt Disney) Fess Parker, Budd>
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted DAVY
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
Ebsen. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Nor
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
man
Foster.
Western. Movie version of tri-part T*
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War re- series about famous
Alamo hero. 95 min. Indian fighter, congressman ant
turns to become the hometown preacher.
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
June
F i I ■ BULLETIN — THIS
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
July
LADY AND THE TRAMP IWalt Disney) CinemaScope.
Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
Jill Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a rotiance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
August
SOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
vlaurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
:oster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
<ariously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
)f a battle in the Italy campaign.
September
4PACHE WOMAN [A Golden State Production) Supericope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller,
'roducer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
\pache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
)utlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre,
nvestigating Government man brings peace to tht
:Ountryside. 83 min.
Coming
AFRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Phoographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Mgar.
True-Life75 adventure
set in the high
jlateau Adventure.
country of Arfica.
min.
MREBUG, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Colier Young. Drama. Arson squad investigator probes a
seriesproves
of fires,
a woman from a huge blaze
and
she isrescues
the arsonist.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE I Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
■yrannical
and crew
an American
merchant
.hip reachescaptain
its climax
duringof battle
of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal
:. Chester. Drama. An unsloved murder involving a
jitter U.S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
tiller
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
somb isrubble.
LIPPEHT
April
5LASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideihow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
I itfith numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
•he mystery
is resolved
the glass 5?
tombmin.where the
barker
presents
his latestat attraction.
THUNDER OVER SANGOLAND Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Marjorie Lord. Producer Rudolph Flothow.
[Jirector Sam Newfield. Adventure. White doctor and
rriend
trke
into the 73jungle
to save missionary girl
rom native uprising.
Mmin.
ay
I MR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProducerDirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
< ;cnjadron
trainingproblems
on carrierof copes
with conflict
among
nen and marital
junior officers.
67 min.
'HANTOM gomery, OF
THE JUNGLE
Hall, Flothow.
Ray MontAnne Gwynne.
ProducerJonRudolph
Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
Hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
i tolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
md leads party to safety. 75 min.
IING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
Curtis. Producer
JunI.eWanda
, 0 Zimbalist. Director 8ert
Gordon. Science-fiction.
Ilocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
July
.ONESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar,
'roducer
Earle
Lyon.
Director
Western. Young soldier returned fromRichard
Indian Bartlett.
wars is forced
oavefight
for
his
property
against
land-grabbers
who
taken control of Western town. 73 min.
September
•IMBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
Ivdventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa. 99 min.
VIETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
A pril
EDEVILLED CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Anne Baxter,
teve Forrest. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Mitchell Leisen. Melodrama. Man preparing for priestood meets woman who is involved in Paris underworld
nd murder. 89 min. 5/2.
iLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
-harles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
, f Cinderella. 94 min. 3/7.
May
MARAUDERS. THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
ichards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
I 'erald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
isane leader try to take rancher's home in Arizona
•astelands. 81 min. 5/2.
RODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
| urdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
chnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
n the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
Film

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical
musical love story
e
JunEttlng.
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth
122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/16.
July EastmanColor. Richard
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope,
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann Blyth,
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and the treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
BAR SINISTER, THESeptember
CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards,
Jarma
Lewis. Adventures
Producer Henry
Direc-in
tor Herman
Hoffman.
of a Berman.
bull terrior
the Bowery. 88 min.
IT'S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope, Color.
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Dolores Gray. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of female TV star.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of Co
a madmimusician.
82 min.
ng
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story and Broadway musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos
medium ofcomedv
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min.

SEPTEMBER

SUMMARY

The product shortage will be emphasized for exhibitors by the scant 22 features tentatively scheduled for release in
September. Emphasis on next month's
films appears to be on dramas and westerns. Columbia will be the leading supplier with four features. Metro, Paramount and Allied Artists each will offer
three. Five are in CinemaScope, four in
SuperScope and two in VistaVision. Fifteen
of the 22 total are in color.
The September program includes:
7 Dramas
2 Comedies
6 Westerns
2 Musicals
3 Adventures
1 Melodrama
1 Science Fiction

YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG VV-Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 106 min.
ULYSSES Tectinicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
Camarini.
Adventure
'eats ot
Ulysses as taken
from Coming
theSpectacle.
Odessey. 104Homeric
min. 7/11.

ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
PARAMOUNT
king.
Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Melvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
A pril
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
MAMBO Silvana Mangano,
Michael Rennie, Vittorio
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Gassman,
Shelley
Winters.
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeMelodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
Laurentis. Director Robert Rossen.
Drama.
home and terrorize residents.
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the Mway. 94 min. 4/18.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
ay
RUN FOR COVER W-Technicolor.
James Cagney,
Heston, Claire
PineViveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Thomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofabulous
department
store
in
booming
Texas
oil
town.
fisted Westerner befriends young man only to be rewarded with attempted murder. 92 min.
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads
to
kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
HELL'S phy.ISLAND
John Payne,PhilMaryKarlson.
Mur- from talking.
ProducersVV-Technicolor.
Pine-Thomas. Director
ROSE
TATTOO.
THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby, Lancaster. Producer
Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. DeMille.
Yul Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
ProducerReligious
story
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of fa- director
mous Lewis and Clark expedition.
108
min.
6/13.
of
Moses
as
told
in
the
Bible
and
Koran.
e
n
u
J
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Ste- TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J. Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic and murder.
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
of angles including pretty widow.
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
his VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathchildren
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
ryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
August
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overWE'RE NO ANGELS W-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Direc- WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the Hepburn,
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

RKD

REPUBLIC
May
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biognavalconflict.
hero who103distinguished
himselfraphy inof famous
WWII American
and Korean
min. 4/18.
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
Pampanini. Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon.
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother— one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen, John Baer,
June William J. O'Sullivan.
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
Director
Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.a racketeer's
70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800 ' s. 90 min.
JulyMorris, Yvonne Furneaux.
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.treasure.
Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill
Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cort-?se, Alan Badel. Producer-direct.rWilliam Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immorta' composer Richard Wagner.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.l. Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad'erru.e
fanatic
fiire. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell. Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
LAST COMMAND. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immirtal stcry of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom 110 min. 8/8.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to steal
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. AGeorge
Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
miracleDirector
in a small town. Blair. Drama. The story of a
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director
Springsteen.
1
story aboutR.twoG. people
who learnDrama.
to live Human-interes
again.
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of iockey and trainer. Her heartlessness
horsesuccesses.
reunites partners and turns them
towardover
new atrack
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Tooch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAN ALONE, A Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director Ray Milland. Western melodrama.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady. Audrey
Totter, Forrest Tucker. Trucolor. Associate Producerdirector Joe Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel.
Film

A Mpril
ay Technicolor. Barbara
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope,
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Mistress of plantation falls in love with jungle adventurer wanted for robbery and murder. 87 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope. Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
uneRobertson-Forrest, Priceand his 40 thieves. Love J
pairs
St. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Oueeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope. Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus.
Adventure
a plotandtoa steal
a treasure in black
pearls drama.
two whiteIn men
girl run
into
native
tabu's
and
sacrifices
but
relent
their
plan
and
remain on the island and get married. 86 min.
August
BENGAZI SuperScope, Color. Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
(Panamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs.
September
TENNESSEE'S
SuperScope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict
Bogeaus.
Director
Alian
Dwan.
Western.
Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other
tight situations including gunfights. marriage
and a inlynching.
Coming
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin
Joy King.
Lansing,
RudolphIrving
Hoyos.
Producer Frank Rivera,
& Maurice
Director
Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
growshowup each
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JeT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1 19 min.
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA. THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters. Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is fi* illy lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band.

2DTH

THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavil.
land, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett
Historical drama. Reckless romance between courj
favorite
of religious
fanatic
prime minister.
100 min.
5/30. Philip II of Spain and hi.
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastmai
Color.
Anthony Quinn.
Car
roll
Case.Maureen
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bed
room
of min.
husband
newhen wife is away oi
Ju
summer adventures
vacation. 105
6/13.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek
ing husband
in Red
China
man
who helpsmissing
in rescue.
96 min.
5/30.falls in love witl
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Co or
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Pro
ducer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller. Melo
drama . 102 min. 7/11.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Rober
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Come
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murde
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching
smallmin.college
89
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins,
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalbt
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Pano
ramie Prod. Murder melodrama. Boy trying to clea
his
father 74of min.
several
murderer.
2/7. killings falls into hands of rea
August
LEFT HAND OF GOD. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. America;
flyer forced down in China during World War II ha
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with th
warlord
he masquarades
priest
town. Masauarade
ends and ashe afinds
love.and saves th
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jonesi
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated be
cause her blood is a mixture of two worlds. 102 min
VIRGIN
QUEEN, Todd.
THE CinemaScope,
Deluxe
Color. Direc
Bett
Davis. Richard
Producer Charles
Brackett.
tor Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh
counters love and wrath of Elizabeth. 92 min. 8/8.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope,
SeptemberDeluxe Color. Clar
Gable,
RobertDirecto
Ryan'
ProducersCameron
Wm. A.Mitchell,
Bacher Jane
& Wm.Russell,
B. Hawks.
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civ
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robber
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the ban
and
partners inlead
cattle. They head furthe
west they
and become
their adventures
Coming them among indians
former Union guerrillas and a woman.
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWiNG, THE CinemaScope
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland. Joan Collins. Farle
Granger.
Charles
Director
Richarth
Fleischer. Producer
Drama. The
storyBrackett.
of Evelyn
Nesbit,
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White b
Harry Thaw.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by D
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Directo;
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form e>
peditions to claim California territory for Spain, I
cate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found missic
in the new land.

CENTURY-FOX
UNITED

A pril
ANGELA Dennis O'Keefe
Mara Lane, Rossano Brazzi.
Producersented Steven
Dennis O'Keefe.
Preby Patria Fallos.
PicturesDirector
Corp. Melodrama.
A young
secretary
murders
her
boss
land
lover)
and
implicates
an American car salesman who falls in love with her.
Accused of crime he forces her to confess. 81 min. 5/30
MAN CALLED PETER. A CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Jean Peters, Richard Todd. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Drama. Biography of famous
Presbyterian minister PeterM Marshall. 119 min. 4/4.
ay
VIOLENT SATURDAY CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe.
Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen McNally. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R. Fleisher. Suspense
drama. Lives of members of farm community become
enmeshed in gangster's plot to rob bank. 90 min. 4/18.
ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noeldesert
Langley.
girl marooned
on
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of 6/13.

ARTISTS

pril G. Robinson, Georg
BULLET FOR JOEY, A A Edward
Raft. Sam Bischoff-David Diamond production. Directo
Lewis Allen. Melodrama. Detective branch of Royi
Mounties track down atom-spy gang. 85 min.
LET'S MAKE UP EastmanColor.
May Errol Flynn, Ann.
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director
Herber
Wilcox.' Musical drama. Set in late war England, youn
musical
comedy
star
is
forced
to
choose
between
»•
actor and a soldier. 94 min.
PURPLE PLAIN, THE Technicolor. Gregory Peck. Pro
ducer John Bryan. Director Robert Parrish. War drama
RAF pilot fighting in Burma disintegrates under pres
sures of Burmese
war. Regains
gripmin.on 4/4.
life thru contact wit
beautiful
girl. 100

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Alber
Robert Aldrich. Suspens'
Producer-director
Dekker. Redoubtable
drama.
private detective runs gauntlet o
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2
ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred ROBBER'S Greene.
Jacks-Goldstein production. Directo
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Di- Richard Salkow.
Western. Rancher learns two differen
rector Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor be- Sidney
friends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to bands of rustlers plan hands
cattle.
his one
to steal
of
willHekillhire'
hoping
gangs82 as
bothother.
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
the
min.ranch
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-*
SER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
El. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
sry
woman's 97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
M forof freedom.
min.
P OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
elyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
ster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowI experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2.

MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Shoiem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes over the running of his rich brother s fruit
processing plant. 79 min.
MAN WITHOUT A STARMaTechnicolor. Kirk Douglas,
y Producer Aaron RosenJeanne Crain, Claire Trevor.
Directorranch
King owner
Vidor. tries
Western.
Range inwargrazing
flares
when berg.
small
to fence
land against encroaching cattle interests. 89 min. 3/7.

i BLUFF, THE JohnJuBromfield,
Martha VIckers,
ne
bert Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
e Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
EAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner,
bert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
«is Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Nazi prison
mp during World War II. 88 m*.
'HELLO
OrsonProducer-director
Welles, MichaelWelles.
MacLiammoir,
Suzle Cloutier.
Film version
Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 6/13.
A SHALL NOT HAVE THcM, THE Michael Redgrave,
-k Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
gel. Director
craft.
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
MMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Rosno Braiii. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
an. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro.
ince and new perspective on life vacationing in
nice. 99 min. 4/27.

CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.

July
4N WHO LOVED REDHEADS, THE Technicolor.
>ira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
sef Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musiI. 89 min.
V AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
tchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerrector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zeals doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
rsonal tragedy. 135 min. 4/27.
IADOW OF THE EAGLE Valiant Films) Richard
eene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havek-Ailan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama,
ssian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
al for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in lov
Ih his victim. 93 min.
August
NTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
ncaster. Diana Lynn, Dlanne Foster. Producer Harold
cht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure,
ontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
est interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
ivilize"
them. 104
7/25.Granger, Anthony Ouinn,
KED STREET,
THE min.
Farley
<ne
Bancroft.
Producer
II Shane. Melodrama. Edward Small, Director MaxSeptember
SERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
eker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
iduction. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
'eign
GHT OFLegion
THE drama.
HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum. Shelley
inters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
arles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
Coming
EXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor,
hard Burton, Frederic March, Claire Bloom, Danlle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
imatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
ly Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
d Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
tion thriller.
i KNIFE. THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
inters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama,
hind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
ENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Tech:olor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Procers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
rector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
ris to escape romantic entanglements and become
•olved with stage-struck millionaire.
SS BEFORE DYING CinemaScope. Eastman Color,
bert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Jducers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Di:tor Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
ath of two young sisters in wealthy family.
WS IS MADE AT NIGHT Dana Andrews. Rhonda
iming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
•ector
Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newsper story.
AR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde. Jean Wal:e. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubln.
iventure.
OUBLESHOOTER, THE Robert Mitchum. Jan Sterling,
aducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson,
estern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
A pril
HIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope Technicolor. Vicr Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Dictor George Sherman. Western. When treaty is vioted and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
pld,
leads his band
jainst famous
soldiers chief
and prospectors.
84 min. in all-out war
Film

A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involvednewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79Jumin.
5/14.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. S/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 'h min. 4/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 4/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought toqether thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford. Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/14.
Coming

WARNER

BROTHERS

A pril WarnerColor, Print by
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
ay Dean. Raymond MasTechnicolor. Julie Harris. MJames
Elia Kazan.
sey. Producer John Steinbeck. Director
to win the love of his domineerman'sIISefforts
Younging father.
min. 2/21.
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerMitchell, Dana AnGarson. Cameron
GreerProducer-director
Color. drews.
Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
woman-doctor in Santa Fe during
young
Adventures
frontier
days.of 112
min. 4/18.

ProHELL Jacques Sernas, Kurt Kaszner. War
JUMP INTO
ducer David Weisbart. Dirctor David Butler. 4/18.
mm.
93
u.
Dienbienph
at
drama. Recounting battle
John
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.Farrow.
oducer John
Wayne Lana Turner.eveDirector-pr
of World War II poorly proSea Adventure. On
warvisioned German freighter is pursued by isBritish
in fine of
ship. Both Captains are friends butmin.chase
5/30.
118
sunk.
duty. Freighter is finally une
J
r. Randolph Scott,
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColo
David Weisbart, Director
Dorothy Malone. Producer Revenge-se
Western. desire toeking
Lesley Selander. with
a wrong
right Montanan
returns
inflicted obsessed
on him. 83 min.burning
5/14.
JulyRedgrave. Richard Todd.II
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
War
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World
penetrating Ruhr Dams.
be shortened
possibly
can RAF
s the task.by102 min. 7/11.
undertake
The
or.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope. WarnerCol
Justice
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Howard
director
ProducerCollins.. Recounting of the pnaraon
Dewey
HistoricalJoanadventure
Hawks Martin,
pyramid and the ruthless queen
great
first
built
who
who brought about his downfall. 105 mm. 4/27.
lor. Henry
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerCo
Powell. Jack Lemmon.
Cagney, William
Fonda, James
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
drama. Boredom incites mischiet
LeRoy Comedy
ship anchored off a small Pacific
cargo5/30.
aboard 123a min.
island.
August
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Print
Leigh. Director Jack
by Technicolor. Jack Webb. Janet Orelans
two-beat iazz
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New
racketeer to orband leader resists attempt of95 booze
8/8.
min.
ganize band agency business.

THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
MeCONNELL STORY,September
DiBlanke.
Henryarmy
ProducerYoung
Allyson.
June
Alan Ladd,
private
rector Gordon Douglas. Drama.true.
wars
two
Through
come
makes his dream of flying
Coming
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 109 mm.
or.
HANDFUL OF CLOUDS. A CinemaScope. WarnerColGoldProducer .Willis
Winters. Melodrama
Shelley Heisler.
Jack Palance,
Ex-convict
Stuart
beck Director
Inwith young
falls inhelove
helps and
volved in robbery
is finally
killed. crippled girl.
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Weisbart. Director Wal-to
Walter Abel. Producer David
ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie n sentenced
also in |a:l
jail is brutalized by head of Combinatio
he atand who fears he will talk. His wifeendthreatened
.
Combination
of
about
brings
tempts escape which

KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during dangerLADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
GeorgeDiNader, GODIVA
Victor
Arthur.
rector
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa.
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained dog.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 104 min. 7/25.
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ALL-TIME RECORD WEEKS: Arlyne, Longview; Jefferson & Liberty, Beaumont; Brunson, Baytown;
Crim, Kilgore; Texan, Greenville; Morley, Borger; State, Galveston; Plaza, Laredo; Yucca, Midland.
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THESE

GUYS

KNOW

THE

WHAT

GETS

DOLLarS
(These exhibitors came to the Coast to see a rough cut of

■

Samuel Goldwyn' s greatest attraction "Guys And Dolls.'")

DAVE

WALLERSTEIN,

Balaban

& Katz

"A tender and moving love story so well portrayed
by Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons makes this
more than an outstanding musical, it gives it
universal human appeal. Congratulations to all
for a wonderful
*
EDDIE

ZABEL,

SILVERMAN,

Essaness Theatres

"The industry is indeed fortunate that it can
look forward to the greatest musical ever made,
'GUYS AND DOLLS.' It doesn't seem possible
that Sam Goldwyn will ever reach greater

picture."
heights."
CHARLES

National Theatres

"It's a helluva good picture. It will make
of money. I enjoyed it very much."
SOL

EDDIE

A. SCHWARTZ,

"It was well worth going
AND DOLLS.' Brando
rific and wait until you
Vivian Blaine. There is

RKO

a lot

Theatres

3000 miles to see 'GUYS
sensational, Sinatra tersee Jean Simmons and
only one Sam Goldwyn

and he has done it again."

MOSS,

Moss Enterprises

"One of the greatest pieces of entertainment I
have ever seen. The offbeat casting resulting in
superb performances demonstrates the terrific
vision and genius of Mr. Samuel
JERRY

ZIGMOND,

Goldwyn."

Paramount

Theatres

"An exceptional picture. It will rank as one of
the major entertainment attractions for a long,
long time to come."

Samuel Goldwyn's "GUYS AND DOLLS" starring MARLON BRANDO • JEAN SIMMONS
FRANK SINATRA • VIVIAN BLAINE • with Robert Keith • Stubby Kaye • B. S. Pully
Johnny Silver . and The Goldwyn Girls • Written for the Screen and Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Music and Lyrics by Frank Loesser • Choreography by Michael Kidd • InCinemaScope • Photographed
in Eastman Color • Distributed by M-G-M
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Exhibition

Exhibition organization stands
at the crossroads.
The growing feud between Allied
and TOA is becoming a matter of
grave concern to all thinking theatremen. Leaders of both groups have
broken out in a rash of charges and
counter-charges that are widening
the breach in exhibition's ranks, and
threatening to engulf whatever semblance of hope remaining that the
two bodies can work together for
the benefit of their members.
What happened to those happy
honeymoon days when TOA and Allied put their shoulders together and
to the wheel, and put over what was
described in some quarters as the
"greatest grass roots campaign in
the history of Congress" to chop
down the burdensome excise tax on
theatre admissions? No amount of
vituperation now being exchanged
can erase the fact that that was a
magnificent joint effort.
If politics becomes the order of
the day, the leaderships of both organizations face the danger that
many in their ranks will adopt a
plague-on-both-your-houses attitude,
and go it on their own. Then we
will have leaders, like the Mexican
generals of old — without an army.
That may bring smiles to faces in
distribution's forces, but it will be a
sad day for theatremen.
We call upon the leaders of Allied
and TOA to reestablish liaison for
whatever joint action might serve
the best interests of all exhibitors.
3Irsm
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Mrs. Clare Booth Luce blundered
in abortively forcing withdrawal of
MGM's "The Blackboard Jungle"
from the Venice Festival competition by means of her official office,
by some high-handed threats, and

by behavior decidedly more feminine
than ambassadorial.
Madame Ambassador is subject
to censure on two counts : her reasoning and her method.
To justify her action, Mrs. Luce
presumably reasoned that Metro's
juvenile delinquency shocker would
depict a seamy side of U.S. life that
might prove embarrassing in the international scheme of things. To obviate this prospect, however, MGM
had prepared a forward to the film
noting that "Jungle" is strictly a
specific case study and not at all representative of the U.S. scene. But
with or without apologies for the
social blight which "Blackboard
Jungle" portrays, Mrs. Luce erred
in her basic premise — that arbitrary,
personal censorship is the answer to
hiding from other nations what
might, or might net, be a distorted
picti.re of American life.
Mrs. Luce must have momentarily forgotten her own nation's position on the subject of censorship by
Iron Curtain countries. She may
have also suffered a lapse regarding
a very elementary precept of human
intercourse — when you conceal the
truth in order to delude others, you
usually wind up deceiving yourself.
American institutions can stand on
their own feet before the world without recourse to sugar-coating or
shoulder-padding. And what cannot
stand up should be torn down.
Mrs. Luce meant well, of course.

■mm
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But if her motives were pure, her
methods surely merit the sharpest
rebuke. Without troubling to consult with MGM, Mrs. Luce, as
American Ambassador to Italy,
strung the Festival director squarely
on the hook by summarily ordering
him to cancel out "Jungle" from
competition. Failure to comply, Mrs.
Luce is alleged to have said, meant
she would stalk out of the Festival
and proceed to "create the biggest
scandal in motion picture history."
It is heartening to observe the
bold and forthright stand of Arthur
of Loew's InternaLoew, president
tional. He barely hesitated a moment before lodging the strongest
kind of protest with Secretary of
State Dulles. In a statement, Mr.
Loew touched the naked nerve of
the issue with these words : "The
basic question is whether any American representative abroad may enforce censorship by the exercise of
the power of his political office . . .
Censorship, always undesirable, is
most dangerous when enforced
through usurpation of power. That
is the road which leads inevitably to
the curbing of freedom of expression
and eventually to stultifying of all
creative
thought."
Mrs. Luce,
whose marital ties to
a prominent publisher are well
known, might appreciate the sting
of the situation by reflecting upon
the standing injunction against her
husband's TIME Magazine by the
Percn government in Argentina.
That is one form of censorship by
power. Her deed represents another.
One is as evil as the other.
MMOS
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One of the choicest items of news
to greet theatremen in many a
month came late last week in the announcement that David O. Selznick
has entered a pact to produce films
under the RKO aegis. This disclo(Continued on Page 17)
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THE ACCENT ON NEW FACES, that vital plasma of
the Hollywood system, is receiving a new twist of late.
There was a time when the casting office handled all the
traffic in bright, new personalities. Today, however, the

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
SEPTEMBER
5, 1955

industry's most exciting physiognomies seem to be streaming in via quite a different route, indeed: the boulevards
and byways of big business. The parade in recent years
has brought, Milton Rackmil from records, Tom O'Neil
from rubber. The ubiquitous Louis Wolfson, say reports, is
itching for entry. Now comes a gentle-spoken mid-western
financier named Frank D. McKay.

By Philip R. Ward

Mr. McKay, whose lodgings may be traced to Grand
Rapids, Mich, and Miami Beach (he is president of the
group controlling the Bal Harbour Hotel there), is not yet
a movie personage. Nor may be ever be. He and his associates are currently gunning for one simple objective;
namely, control of a major film company. Such acquisitions do not come easily. But it must be admitted that
Frank McKay has got quite a bit working for him. As of
this writing his chances appear better than good.

allegedly purchased between 200,000 and 250,000 shares,
and has manifested its zeal by paying premium prices (reportedly $12.50) as result of its inflating bidding pressures.
Speculation is now rife respecting a new proxy threat from
this quarter. This may be, for the current holdings of the
west coast group puts it in a bigger league than the Smith
operatives, who were able to muster no better than 84,300
shares on the issue of an independent audit. The Republic
situation thus continues as explosive as ever.
0
O

In a telephone conversation last week with your Financial Editor, Mr. McKay voiced concern that too much presettlement publicity may severely jeopardize the deal. Accordingly, the name of the company at issue shall go unmentioned for the present — except to say that its revelation may come as a surprise to many. For clues, you may
do well to observe stock quotations, past, present, future.
This secrecy to the contrary, some interesting facts were
revealed by Mr. McKay:

1) McKay and his group are expressly interested in
the financial, book-keeping aspects of the film company— not operation.
2) Reorganization and recapitalization are distinct
possibilities.

A MILD

SLUMP

IN FILM

SHARES

has set in to

plague cinema investors, though profits appear to be holding up throughout. In August, 1954, film securities literally
ran amuck in the most glowing single month performance
of a generation, in ail thundering 22y8 points upward in the
Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate. Quite a reversal,
August, 1955. Let's look:
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

3) Beside McKay, the group consists of businessmen
much like himself (real estate and financial men) —
not movie people.

4) Their overtures have been agreeably received by
the management officers of the company they
would control.

5) There is no connection between this group and
Louis Wolfson.
So hold on to your hats. These are shifting times.
O
O

SOME INTERESTING SHENANIGANS in Republic
have been observed both in the stock and rumor markets.
Eccentric trading has ping-ponged this issue all over the
lot. Heavy buying pressure blasted the stock to over 11
from a base of 7. As this spurt was developing, threat of a
hot proxy fight hung heavy over Republic. Then, as the
stock reached its peak, a spokesman for the dissident
group, lead by Ben "Sell 'em Short" Smith, offered words
of conciliation. This promptly plummetted Republic almost
3 points off its high. Then, last week, it started back
up
Meanwhile, Herbert Yates, apparently not one to
be lulled
into a false sense of security, added 7,800 shares of his
Republic portfolio through June and July, and probably a lot
more in August.
0

A Hollywood syndicate may well be responsible for the
sharp price rise in Republic common shares. The group
has
Page 6
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FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

^Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
Chief culprit of this descent is Columbia Pictures which
skidded points, though at one time in late August it
tottered to its year's low, a full 8z/2 points below the July
close. On the bright side, Allied Artists sustained its
earlier gains with increased activity (on August 24 lead
the American Exchange with 12,800 shares) and burst to a
new high of 6^g. To repeat that familiar refrain in this
department, AA is going places.
Theatre shares reflected the generally satisfied tone of
large circuit business by holding relatively firm in the face
of the film company sell-off. In this vein, look for important financial developments within RKO Theatres in
the near future. May have a vital bearing on its market
behavior — all of it good.
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20th Century-Fox

"The
ScuUu*

Bar Sinister"
Rati*? O O

"Kiss

of Fire"

O

Unusual, intriguing story, with dog as hero and narrator, is
highly appealing entertainment. Should click with the
kiddies and adults too, for good returns in all situations.
Strong on exploitables.
This off-beat dog story, based on a tale by Richard
Harding Davis, is, in many ways, a fascinating and occasionally charming movie. It should be eminently popular with the kiddies, and will have plenty of appeal for
adult audiences, too. Telling, by means of the canine's
own narration, the story of a wandering bull terrier, Wildfire, and his adventures, as he searches for his mother and
his father, whom he desires to punish for deserting his
mother, this Metro offering is really something fresh.
Handsomely mounted in CinemaScope and Eastman Color,
it is a highly appealing entertainment. Although it occasionally lapses into cloying sentimentality, the tale holds
up well, especially as the narration describes people out of
Wildfire's eyes. The title will be no help, but plenty of exploitation angles are afforded by the theme. Wildfire is
picked up by Bowery bum Jeff Richards, and trained in
pit-fighting, with bets placed on the ftp-tits. Richards is in
the money and entertains his sweetie, Jarma Lewis, lavishly. When Wildfire loses the "big" fight, Richards ditches
him, and the dog is taken in by kindly Edmund Gwenn,
who works in the stables of Dean Jagger's estate. Story
winds up with Grenn, Jagger and his daughter, Sally Fraser, training Wildfire and leading him to the show-dog
championship in Madison Square Garden. He finds his
mother and father along the way, and the dog family is
eventually happily reunited.
MGM. 88 minutes. Jeff Richards, Jarma Lewis, Edmund Gwenn, Dean Jagger,
Sally Fraser. Directed by Herman Hoffman. Produced by Henry Berman.

Routine historical-adventure fare lacks conviction in script.
Palance name should attract at least average returns generally. Good title might help.
Based on Jonreed Lauritzen's novel, "The Rose and The
Flame," this is a romantic adventure of political intrigue
in the Spanish New Mexico of 1700, and, particularly, of
the journey of the about-to-be-crowned Queen of Spain
(Barbara Rush) to a port of embarkation in California
under the protection of "El Tigre" (Jack Palance). For all
this intriguing background, "Kiss of Fire" is only fitfully
entertaining. The plot — and particularly the romantic aspect— never comes to life, and there are only occasional
bursts of action. The screenplay of Franklyn Coen and
Richard Collins is a commonplace adventure script, and it
fails to be convincing. The Samuel Marx production is
cnly so-so, but it is enhanced by some fine Technicolor
photography. Joseph M. Newman directed with a heavy
hand. Performances are never more than adequate. When
word comes to New Mexico that the King of Spain is dying, Barbara Rush, heiress to the throne, sets out for Monterey, to board a ship for Spain. Her party includes Rex
Reason, her protector and would-be suitor, Martha Hyer,
her cousin, and Palance, their guide, an ex-Spaniard who
loves the New World. On the trip, Barbara rejects Reason's proposal of marriage, and the party is set upon by
Indians. Palance outsmarts the attackers, but is deceived
by Reason, who escapes with Rush and Hyer. He catches
up with them as they board ship, beats up Reason, and
takes Rush to shore, who gives up her throne for love.
United Artists. Valiant Films Presentation. 93 minutes. Richard Greene, Valentina
Cortesa. Binne Barnes. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow.

"Devil

lay That Rifle Down"
Su4cne44 l^tUity Q Q
Conventional Judy Canova comedy that will get by in rural
areas. Nix for the big cities.

Goddess"

Below-oor Weissmuller jungle fare. Rates only lower slot
in minor action spots.
This is for TV ! Latest of long, long Johnny Weissmuller jungle series, it will be acceptable only to the most diehard followers of such fare. Weissmuller's name and the
title should get it by as a dualler in minor action houses,
but there's not much here to arouse even rabid thrill fans.
The plot outline is all too familiar, slow-moving and devoid of any real excitement. The sepia photography introduces acouple of good stock shots of volcanoes in eruption,
but they are repeated too many times. Opening sequences,
in which two hyenas fight a life-and-death battle, and
Johnny and a gorilla do likewise, are the freshest things
this has to offer. Kimba, the chimp, is on hand, but is the
subject of a bit too much footage. Story has scientist Selmer Jackson and daughter Angela Stevens enlisting Weissmuller's aid in their search for an old friend who has disappeared in the jungle. Villains, headed by Ed Hinton,
are also on their way to the Kirundi village to steal a hid-

This is not one of Judy Canova's funnier vehicles. True,
Judy strikes a ridiculous pose as she takes a "charm"
school correspondence course, and there's the standard,
hectic chase scene at the end, but laughs of even this sort
are few and far between. The picture concentrates on story
— which is mighty skimpy — and will disappoint those who
prefer to see the more familiar brand of Canova comedy.
Judy sings three songs of the hillbilly variety in her unique
fashion. Production is low budget. Canova works like a
slave in her aunt's hotel. In answer to her questions about
the letters she has been receiving (they're from the charm
school), she replies that they're from a boy friend. Judy
then persuades a stranger in town (Robert Lowery) to
play the part. But he intends to fleece her out of the land
she owns, where a group of orphans are living. Complication has aunt Jacqueline de Wit and the local banker
den treasure of jewels. Johnny's party discovers that natrying to get the land themselves. In finale, Lowery retives are being sacrificed to the fire demon of the nearby
volcano. In the confusion the treasure is stolen, but the
forms, his former associate is apprehended with the money
Judy has gotten from the sale of the land, the greedy aunt
fire demon turns out to be the long lost scientist. The volgets nothing, and the orphans are safe and secure.
cano erupts, the victims escape, the treasure is recovered.
Republic. 71
Columbia.
70 minutes. Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens, Selmer Jackson. Pro- •
Picker.
Direci
ncKer.
by Charles Lamont.
ker Directed
nir»,»riinK,eri.JU,dy
,Canovta. Rober* Lowery. Associate Producer, Sidney
duced by Sam Katzman. Directed by Spencer G. Bennet.
[More REVIEWS on Page 12]
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Provocative

Drama

Q

Engrossing, off-beat dramatic fare, well-produced in all respects. Fine marquee and exploitation values will account
for good returns generally.
A rather unusual, always engrossing and somewhat provocative dramatic offering, "The Left Hand of God" is of
interest for both its theme, and its highly professional and
appealing production. Boxoffice prospects are good, with
featured names like Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney and
Lee J. Cobb for the marquee, and strong exploitation potential in the film's challenging subject matter. Pictorially
the production is eye-filling. Once again, favorable evidence is presented here for 20th-Fox's plan of having actual location backgrounds made an integral part of the
film stcry. It pays off again, as it did in "Soldier of Fortune," "House of Bamboo," and "Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing." Set in a remote province of China, "The
Left Hand of God" captures, via its CinemaScopic breadth
and soft De Luxe Color the mood of the alien background
perfectly, and this mood is an essential ingredient in the
successful presentation of the story, with its strange reversal of values. But, like most values in the Buddy Adler production, the photography is nicely underplayed, subdued and subtle, pastoral, as well as picturesque. Edward
Dmytryk, one of Hollywood's more able directors, has
done a concise job in telling this story of a man who masquerades as a priest. As in several of his other recent directorial efforts, the emphasis throughout is on under-projection, visually and in performance. The story moves
smoothly, building to its dramatic climaxes quietly but
firmly. And this general quality is just right for the scenes
involving Lee J. Cobb, which are dramatic highlights, making them stand out more sharply and meaningfully. Bogart is effective as the pseudo-priest. His performance is
thoughtful and arresting. Tierney plays her part with
quiet eloquence, and Cobb is exciting, dynamic as the warlord. (His make-up, by the way, is extraordinary.) The
supporting cast is uniformly good, with E. G. Marshall
and Agnes Moorehead excelling in featured roles. Alfred
Hayes' script, adapted from William E. Barrett's novel of
the same name, is sturdy and competent.
The time is 1947, the place a remote province in China.
Bogart, dressed in the garb of a priest, makes his way
through a storm, to a Catholic mission. He is met by Gene
Tierney, a nurse, and is introduced to the doctor in charge,
E. G. Marshall and his wife, Agnes Moorehead. Obviously
unsure of the part he is playing, Bogart performs his religious duties hesitatingly and reluctantly. Alone, he shows
his uncertainty by fingering a revolver. Marshall is in
favor of closing the mission, but the religious Tierney insists that it be kept opened. She is becoming unusually
interested in Bogart, but protests to Moorehead that it is
wrong to think of him as a "man." Bogart's strong personality wins the respect and admiration of the villagers,
but his uncertainty leads Moorehead to suggest that he
consult the minister in charge of a nearby Protestant mis-

Gene Tierney realizes that she is experiencing strange emotions in regard to Bogart, the strange "priest" who has recently come to the Chinese province where she is a nurse.
sion. Bogart takes her advice, and unfolds his story in a
flashback, revealing his masquerade. As a flier, he was shot
down in China during World War II and cast his let with
warlord Cobb, but, restless and homesick, he left Cobb's
employ. He tells the minister that he's fallen in love with
Tierney and that he will stop the pretense. He is advised
to write an explanation to the Bishop, but at this moment
learns that Cobb is preparing to attack his mission. He
calms the villagers, tells them he will take responsibility
for the action. Meeting Cobb in the center of the village,
Bogart proposes a deal. They'll shoot dice — the safety of
the village against Bogart's freedom and his services for
five years. Cobb agrees, and Bogart wins. He finally confesses his deception to Tierney, who tells him she has
fallen in love with him, and has also sinned. Bogart confesses to the Bishop's emissaries, and agrees to do penance.
He leaves, with Tierney soon free to join him.
20th Century-Fox. 87 minutes. Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney, Lee J. Cobb,
Agnes Moorehead, E. G. Marshall, Jean Porter, Carl Benton Reid, Victor Sen
Yung, Philip Ahn, Benson Fong. Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed by Edward
Dmytryk. Screen play by Alfred Hayes. Music, Victor Your.g. Director of photography, Franz Planer. Film Editor, Dorolhy Spencer. Wardrobe, Charles LeMaire. Makeup, Ben Nye. Assistant Director, Ben Kadish.
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"The

Girl Rush"

Very thin story line retards this musical comedy. Has plenty
of color and hoopla, with Roz Russell working hard. Reception will be lukewarm generally.
Rosalind Russell's first film musical, after her great
Broadway success in "Wonderful Town" reveals her as
charming, hard-working performer, but she loses the battle
in this Frederick Brisson production. Set against the exciting background of the famous Flamingo Hotel and the
Las Vegas gaming tables, it is colorful — with the locations
most effectively photographed in Vista Vision and Technicolor— but is burdened with a woefully thin story line.
The screenplay by Robert Pircsh and Jerome Davis is a
flimsy affair that requires Miss Russell to perform all sorts
of antics — which she does with plenty of verve — and provides Pirosh, who doubled as director, with an excuse to
take the spectator on a scenic tour of Nevada's gambling
town. Despite the virtues of sight and sound that the film
poses, the result is a pace that is much too slow, with the
story lacking the substance to uphold the trappings. And
cool word-of-mouth is bound to retard its boxoffice performance. The Hugh Martin-Ralph Blane score is not a
distinguished one, the best bet being a good production
number sung by Gloria de Haven (and well-danced by
Robert Fortier and others) called "Occasional Man." Russell also registers strongly in the humorous "Homesick
Hillbilly." Marion Lome provides a good comic bit, and
Eddie Albert lends his gentle humor to the proceedings.
Russell goes to Vegas with Aunt Marion Lome to inspect
a hotel which she is supposed to own with James Gleason.
She discovers it's a dump, and that Gleason has lost the
repairs money gambling at Fernando Lamas' nearby hotel.
But she runs across wealthy Eddie Albert and decides
she'll try to hook him. Lamas, who fears the competition,
tries to monkey-wrench the romance, but fails.
Russell
builds up her hotel successfully but falls for Lamas, and
with Albert latching on to songstress de Haven, everythings turns out for the best.

Paramount. 85 minutes. Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert Gloria de
Haven
by RobertMarion
Pirosh. Lome, James Gleason. Produced by Frederick Brisson. Directed

"Shadow

of the Eagle"

Prospect svery dim for this English costumer about Catherine
the Great. Not enough quality for art-houses, and little appeal for general release.

This turgid costume melodrama about political intrigue
in the court of Catherine the Great of Russia will have
trouble finding appreciative audiences in this country. It
is full of technical flaws and without compensating subject matter of appeal. The story of the prentender to
Catherine's throne is cold and distant, and the production
is marred by a clumsy, irritating soundtrack (Valentine
R
GutiHM*. &<Uiw}
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Cortesa's projection of English verges on the unintelligible), unimaginative and sombrely gray photography (including even Venice location shots), and a brassy, cheap,
musical score, and the action is in terms of some astonishingly broad heroics. With little marquee value finding the
right spot for it will be a problem for most U.S. exhibitors.
Catherine of Russia (Binnie Barnes) sends count Richard
Greene to Venice to kidnap Valentina Cortesa, who claims
to be the rightful heir to the Russian throne. Cortesa's
protector (Walter Rilla) is using her to further his own
political ambitions. Greene accidentally meets Cortesa at
a Carnival, and fall in love. They are betrayed and returned to Russia. When Barnes discovers that her favorite
loves Cortesa, she orders them both executed, after having
the heiress tortured. Greene escapes, frees Cortesa, after
a bloody fight, the two ride to safety.
Universal. 87 minutes. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush, Rex Reason, Martha Hyer.
Produced by Samuel Marx. Directed by Joseph M. Newman.

'•Illega

l"

4

Familiar crime-courtroom melodrama. Has good pace.
Should satisfy action fans. Fair dualler for other situations.
Edward G. Robinson's performance in "Illegal" is too
strongly reminiscent of many similar efforts of his in the
past to satisfy any but the avid crime melodrama fans. The
plot is a rehash, with variations, of one that has been kicking around for years. In spite of stereotyped material at
hand, Robinson, in the role of a former district attorney
who goes over to the defense of criminals, manages
to make some pretty corny scenes amusing, if not convincing. While failing to avoid the stock cliches of the subject matter, it still has enough slickness to line up as a
better-than-average entry in the action market. Discriminating audiences will find it all very familiar. The fastmoving script by W. R. Burnett and James R. Webb is
more than adequate for the action trade, and should win

their approval. Lewis Allen's direction keeps the story
moving with punchy climaxes giving the proceedings a
charge intermittently. Support is fairly competent, Nina
Foch in particular Jayne Mansfield, type-cast as the dumb
blonde, should click with the male segment. District attorney Robinson sends an innocent man to the chair unintentionally. Crushed by remorse, he resigns and enters
private practice, leaving his legal assistants and friends
Nina Foch and Hugh Marlowe. His first case brings him
to the attention of big-time crook Albert Dekker, who
operates successfully because he controls a pipeline of information fro mthe d.a.'s office. It turns out that Marlowe, now married to Foch, is the leak. When Foch discovers that her husband is the culprit, she kills him in selfdefense, and Robinson defends her. Dekker, realizing that
the defense will uncover the facts about his operation, has i
Robinson shot, but he staggers to the court-room, calls
Dekker's girl-friend (Jayne Mansfield) to the stand and
blows the case apart.
Warner Bros. 88 minutes. Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch, Hugh Marlowe, Jayne
Mansfield, Albert Dekker. Producer, Frank P. Rosenberg. Directerr Lewis Allen.
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Very thin story line retards this musical comedy. Has plenty
of color and hoopla, with Roz Russell working hard. Reception will be lukewarm generally.
Rosalind Russell's first film musical, after her great
Broadway success in "Wonderful Town" reveals her as
charming, hard-working performer, but she loses the battle
in this Frederick Brisson production. Set against the exciting background of the famous Flamingo Hotel and the
Las Vegas gaming tables, it is colorful — with the locations
most effectively photographed in VistaVision and Technicolor— but is burdened with a woefully thin story line.
The screenplay by Robert Pirosh and Jerome Davis is a
flimsy affair that requires Miss Russell to perform all sorts
of antics — which she does with plenty of verve — and provides Pirosh, who doubled as director, with an excuse to
take the spectator on a scenic tour of Nevada's gambling
town. Despite the virtues of sight and sound that the film
poses, the result is a pace that is much too slow, with the
story lacking the substance to uphold the trappings. And
cool word-of-mouth is bound to retard its boxoffice performance. The Hugh Martin-Ralph Blane score is not a
distinguished one, the best bet being a good production
number sung by Gloria de Haven (and well-danced by
Robert Fortier and others) called "Occasional Man." Russell also registers strongly in the humorous "Homesick
Hillbilly." Marion Lome provides a good comic bit, and
Eddie Albert lends his gentle humor to the proceedings.
Russell goes to Vegas with Aunt Marion Lome to inspect
a hotel which she is supposed to own with James Gleason.
She discovers it's a dump, and that Gleason has lost the
repairs money gambling at Fernando Lamas' nearby hotel.
But she runs across wealthy Eddie Albert and decides
she'll try to hook him. Lamas, who fears the competition,
tries to monkey-wrench the romance, but fails. Russell
builds up her hotel successfully but falls for Lamas, and
with Albert latching on to songstress de Haven, everythings turns out for the best.

Paramount. 85 minutes. Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert, Gloria de
Haven,
Pirosh. Lome, James Gleason. Produced by Frederick Brisson Directed
by RobertMarion

"Shadow

of the Eagle"

Prospect svery dim for this English costumer about Catherine
the Great. Not enough quality for art-houses, and little appeal for general release.

This turgid costume melodrama about political intrigue
in the court of Catherine the Great of Russia will have
trouble finding appreciative audiences in this country. It
is full of technical flaws and without compensating subject matter of appeal. The story of the prentender to
Catherine's throne is cold and distant, and the production
is marred by a clumsy, irritating soundtrack (Valentine
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Cortesa's projection of English verges on the unintelligible), unimaginative and sombrely gray photography (including even Venice location shots), and a brassy, cheap,
musical score, and the action is in terms of some astonishingly broad heroics. With little marquee value finding the
right spot for it will be a problem for most U.S. exhibitors.
Catherine of Russia (Binnie Barnes) sends count Richard
Greene to Venice to kidnap Valentina Cortesa, who claims
to be the rightful heir to the Russian throne. Cortesa's
protector (Walter Rilla) is using her to further his own
political ambitions. Greene accidentally meets Cortesa at
a Carnival, and fall in love. They are betrayed and returned to Russia. When Barnes discovers that her favorite
loves Cortesa, she orders them both executed, after having
the heiress tortured. Greene escapes, frees Cortesa, after
a bloody fight, the two ride to safety.
Universal. 87 minutes. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush, Rex Reason, Martha Hyer.
Produced by Samuel Marx. Directed by Joseph M. Newman.
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Familiar crime-courtroom melodrama. Has good pace.
Should satisfy action fans. Fair dualler for other situations.

Edward G. Robinson's performance in "Illegal" is too
strongly reminiscent of many similar efforts of his in the
past to satisfy any but the avid crime melodrama fans. The
plot is a rehash, with variations, of one that has been kicking around for years. In spite of stereotyped material at
hand, Robinson, in the role of a former district attorney
who eoes over to the defense of criminals, manages
to make some pretty corny scenes amusing, if not convincing. While failing to avoid the stock cliches of the subject matter, it still has enough slickness to line up as a
better-than-average entry in the action market. Discriminating audiences will find it all very familiar. The fastmoving script by W. R. Burnett and James R. Webb is
more than adequate for the action trade, and should win
their approval. Lewis Allen's direction keeps the story
moving with punchy climaxes giving the proceedings a
charge intermittently. Support is fairly competent, Nina
Foch in particular Jayne Mansfield, type-cast as the dumb
blonde, should click with the male segment. District attorney Robinson sends an innocent man to the chair unintentionally. Crushed by remorse, he resigns and enters
private practice, leaving his legal assistants and friends
Nina Foch and Hugh Marlowe. His first case brings him
to the attention of big-time crook Albert Dekker, who
operates successfully because he controls a pipeline of information fro mthe d.a.'s office. It turns out that Marlowe, now married to Foch, is the leak. When Foch discovers that her husband is the culprit, she kills him in selfdefense, and Robinson defends her. Dekker, realizing that
the defense will uncover the facts about his operation, has
Robinson shot, but he staggers to the court-room, calls
Dekker's girl-friend (Jayne Mansfield) to the stand and
blows the case apart.
Warner Bros. 88 minutes. Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch, Hugh Marlowe, Jayne
Mansfield, Albert Dekker. Producer, Frank P. Rosenberg. Directerr Lewis Allen.
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unveiled with scenes from "Carou-

sure should gladden exhibitor hearts
everywhere, for it brings back into
harness one of the truly premier
film makers of the industry, and concurrently establishes fast-learning
Tom O'Neil as a man who knows
what he's about.
If any doubts existed before regarding Mr. O'Neil's films-for-theatre plans, they may now be put
thoroughly to rout. As repeatedly
predicted by Film BULLETIN, the
new RKO management is discoverin? that theatres, not television, is
the biggest, surest market for motion pictures. One more development in support of this thinking
stems from reports placing Mr.
O'Neil in Akron recently, home of
the parent company General Tire &
Rubber, in order to take back a
bankroll of $15 to $20 million to
start production humming at RKO
studios. By utilizing his immense
broadcasting and TV facilities to
support his theatre production
through publicity and exploitation,
Mr. O'Neil has a powerful combination, and one that should help
both exhibitors and RKO ring up
some heavy coin.
Congratulations to Mr. O'Neil for
canny foresight in securing David
O. Selznick, and good luck to Mr.
Selznick, from whom theatremen
and the public have come to expect
nothing but the best.

Reports from Hollywood on both
processes were glowing. The "Oklahoma" rough print screening
sel." enthusiastic response from
brought
spectators. Darryl F. Zanuck
emerged from the first rushes of
55mm. "Carousel" with these words:
"As revolutionary in definition and
audience participation as the original CinemaScope" — and backed his
words with an order for 25 more
55mm. cameras.
If exhibitors are inclined to quail
at the prospect of more outlays for
installations of projectors and
screens, let them pause and compare
the public's attitude toward movies
today with that of the lacklustre
days of '52. Quick interest has replaced the dull apathy of the prebig screen days. The public has
perked up because the movies has
proved that it is again a living,
growing thing, sprouting new
branches fruitful with entertainment.
The motion picture is a unique
combination of art and technology.
In this unusual field, the art alone is
not enough. It must be augmented
by the ultimate in technological
presentation. Therefore, everything
that enhances " the presentation of
the medium should be encouraged,
not feared.
The bitter competitive battle going on today for the public's attention and dollars brooks no lapse into

Ms

A

New

Revolution
Brewing

?

Changes in motion picture technology are again brewing, a scant
two years after the upheaval in projection and sound that stirred the industry into a prosperously new era.
We are poised on the threshold of
fresh advances as the eagerly awaited Todd-AO 70mm. version of "Oklahoma" is being readied for roadshow release October 13, and 20th
Century-Fox's new 55mm. film was

stagnation or a "good enough" attitude. The dynamics of this industry
point only to a forward direction in
its every facet. If we do not remain
dynamic, we die.
Just as Cinerama, CinemaScope,
the big screen, and even the shortlived 3D, shot a new vitality into the
motion picture industry, so will
every progressive technological development redound to its benefit in
the future. Stifling this growth in
the name of standardization or economy can only mean regression. Encouraging itpoints the way to continued and improving prosperity.

Ike

Ait

'Plug for 'Hunter'
NBC radio's "Biographies in Sound"
(Tuesdays, 9-10 P.M.) remains, perhaps, the most consistently fine program that the sightless medium offers.
And its standards weren't lowered last
week when it presented an hour tribute to Charles Laughton, consisting
mainlyable of
some of that actor's inimitreadings.
Of chief interest on the program was
a forty-five minute reading of a commentary on the forthcoming Laughton-Gregory-UA production "The
Night of the Hunter." It was indeed
a treat (set against the Walter Schuman score from the film's soundtrack)
and served as an excellent plug for the
film. The reading, of course, failed to
indicate just how good the picture is,
because everything that is described
visually in the film had to be put into
words, and the translation was, of necessity, inadequate. But there can be
no doubt that many in the listening
audience will be inspired to see the
film.
The program could only have been
of service from UA's point of view.
Up against the problem of trying to
sell an off-beat film of more subtlety
than mass audiences usually go for,
UA must employ a special kind of exploitation. And while the "Biographies" program obviously wasn't geared precisely to this end, it had the
same effect. It was good radio and a
good plug.
"Night of the Hunter" will also get
some TV treatment this week via a
major Ed Sullivan show spot. Shelley
Winters and Lillian Gish, stars of the
film, will be on hand to act a live
scene from it, and, probably, a great
many more movie patrons will be
picked up along the way.
*
*
*

'Intrigue' Campaign
United Artists is also in the news
with an interesting TV campaign being prepared for the now-in-production
"Foreign Intrigue", — based on the television series of the same name, which
has the advantage of being filmed entirely in Europe. In addition to eleven
TV trailers, there will be a 30-minute
featurette designed for both TV and
theatre presentation.
It will be interesting to see the effect
that the TV property has on the film
when it appears. As TV, "Foreign
Intrigue" has been a better-than-average entry in the adventure line.
Considering the success of Jack
Webb's films, the idea of bringing top
TV people into the theatre-movie field
is a good one.
^
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ALLIED

ARTISTS

Studio Readied for Start
OfAfter
Wyler's
First
Filmduring the
finishing
two AA
features
past week, Allied Artists goes dark for a
while, then will concentrate its production
facilities on the first contribution to its
schedule from produce-director William
Wyler — "Fearful Persuasion" (Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert
Middleton).
The two completed were "Shack Up On
101" (Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan
Wynn) and "Calculated Risk (Bill Elliott,
Beverly Garland, Tom Drake). The former
went through a series of title changes, and
probably will get a new final one, as various
protests about the gutter meaning of the
pharse "shack up" come in. One Los
Angeles paper, the staid Times, even refused
to use the title in its columns. The picture
had more trouble when Terry Moore, on
loan-out from 20th-Fox, originally refused
to report for her role and was threatened
with suspension. She finally showed up, however.
"Calculated Risk" is a modern melodrama,
a change of pace for both Bill Elliott and
producer Ben Schwalb. The former is much
better known as a western star than a
straight dramatic thespian, and Schwalb is
familiar as the producer of the Bowery Boys
comedies at Allied Artists.
The Wyler picture, "Fearful Persuasion",
for a while was known as "Mr. Birdwell
Goes to Battle", but there were too many
gags about the picture being the biography
of a publicist named Russell Birdwell. Allied Artists turned back to the original title
of the Jessamyn West novel.
Upcoming soon on the Allied Artists slate
will be: "The Come On" (Barry Sullivan),
a Lindsley Parsons melodrama and "Screaming Eagles", war story of a paratrooper division, to be made by the independent producers Sam Bischoff and Dave Diamond.
COLUMBIA
Four Top-Budget Features
Now Shooting; More Slated
As far as current production is concerned,
Columbia is in great shape. Four top-budget
pictures are in work, and there has been
scheduled a continuing flow of production to
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keep the top crews of the company on the
payroll. The four big ones are "Tambourine," "The Eddy Duchin Story," "Jubal
Troop" and "The Way We Are."
"Tambourine" (Jane Russell), a creation
of Howard Welsch and Harry Tatleman, is
a story of gypsies, in Technicolor and CinemaScope. Nicholas Ray is directing this
film. "Jubal Troop" (Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger), a property long
held by the late producer-director Sam
Wood, is being made on location at Jackson
Hole, Wyo., in Technicolor and CinemaScope by producer William Fadiman and
director Delmer Daves. Columbia executives
are high on "The Eddy Duchin Story" (Tyrone Power, Kim Novak), drama with music
about the noted band leader. Mindful of
what Universal-International grossed with
"The Glenn Miller Story", executive producer Jerry Wald has taken the reins himself
on this one, and borrowed George Sidney,
who has rung up quite a directorial achievement list at MGM, to guide it. The latest
to stat on the lot, "The Way We Are" (Joan
Crawford), is being made under the banner
of William Goetz, whose first contribution
to Columbia was "The Man From Laramie".
Robert Aldrich, who put the package together, isdirecting the film, and he and Miss
Crawford have percentages of the enterprise.
Overseas, Columbia is having two releases
made for it by Cubby Broccoli and Irving
Allen's Warwick Pictures — "The Gamma
People" (Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok), a
science-fiction item filming in Austria, and
"Safari" (Victor Mature, Janet Leigh), in
Technicolor and CinemaScope, shooting in
London after an African location.
Julian Blaustein and Daniel Taradash have
associated themselves in a new company,
Phoenix Productions, moved over to the
Columbia lot and acquired "The Library,"
which will have as its cast toppers Bette
Davis and Kim Hunter. The property has
quite a history, having been acquired by the
old Stanley Kramer company when Kramer
was releasing through Columbia. When the
splitup came, "The Library" remained with
Columbia. Kramer had intended to star
Mary Pickford, but she decided not to come
out of retirement. Thus the role now falls
to another First Lady of the Screen — Bette
Davis. The property, from all reports, is a
controversial one, dealing with so-called
"book-burning". Taradash, who did that
great script on "From Here to Eternity,"
bows as a director on this.
Scheduled also to roll soon at Columbia

are: "The Harder They Fall," (Humphrey
Bogart), Philip Yordan producing and Mark
Robson directing; "Flying Saucers," which
is just what the name applies, with Charles
Schneer producing and Fred Sears directing;
"Solid Gold Cadillac," from the New York
play, with Fred Kohlmar producing; "Nightfall," Ted Richmond producing under the
Copa Productions banner; "Blackjack Ketchum, Desperado," a Sam Katzman production, and a third version of the western classic "The Mine with the Iron Door," which
Wallace MacDonald will produce. It was
previously made in 1924 and in 1936.
Going for Columbia soon overseas will be
"Arms and the Man," to be made by Sir
Alexander Korda's Emperor Films, Ltd., in
London, with Alec Guinness, Claire Bloom
and Laurence Harvey. Peter Glenville will
director.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Plenty of Variety in Six
At Metro Rolling and Readied
There is no lack of variety in the product
shooting and in preparation here at the present time. Now in production: "The Last
Hunt" (Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger,
Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget), CinemaScopecolor outdoor drama with socialogical implications — Dore Schary producer, Richard
Brooks director; "Meet Me In Las Vegas"
(Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse), a musical being
produced by Joe Pasternak, directed by Roy
Rowland; "Tribute To A Bad Man" (James
Cagney), a CinemaScopic western — Sam
Zimbalist producer, Robert Wise director.
Three more features due to start rolling
within the next few weeks also are of dissimilar stripe. This trio: "Gaby" (Leslie
Caron, John Kerr), an ethereal romance, to
be produced by Edwin H. Knopf, Jr., directed by Curtis Bernhart; "Fearful Decision" (Glenn Ford, Donna Reed), from
the television play, pits the decision of a
father against his kidnapped son's life —
Nicholas Nayfack producer, Alex Segal director; Ferenc Molnar's classic, "The Swan"
(Grace Kelly, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne),
which Dore Schary will personally produce,
withCharles Vidor directing. Yon can look
for a change in the title of "The Swan",
which, for all its fame, would be rejected by
exhibitors as a drug on the marquee.
(Continued on Page 20)
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'Commandments'

Near Wind-up

Clearing Way For Other Films
Studio facilities here are still tied up for
the most part by C. B. DeMille's "The Ten
Commandments," but two other features are
filming on the lot and one rolling in Puerto
Rico. The DeMille spectacle which has been
shooting for about a half-year on the Paramount lot, in addition to having a lengthy
location trek, will probably wind one of these
weeks, thus permitting the lot to get back to
a semblance of normalcy. The picture has
been a great break for thousands of actors
and extras, as well as the owners of such
assorted animals as camels, donkeys and
other livestock associated with biblical days.
After kicking around various titles for the
motion picture debut of television's George
Gobel, Paramount came up with "The Birds
and the Bees" for its remake of "The Lady
Eve". Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor and David Niven
are co-starred in this Paul Jones production
which Norman Taurog is directing. It will
give TV fans of Gobel a chance to see him
in Technicolor, which hasn't invaded the
home-screen channels yet. The picture is
being made under the aegis of Gomalco Productions, Gobel's own company, indicating
that the comic has quite a hunk of the film,
and will be amenable to aiding in the exploitaiton of same.
The studio had trouble with another title
when it bought the book "The Magnificent
Bastards," by Lucy Herndon Crockett, and
so now is calling the William PerlbergGeorge Seaton production "The Proud and
Profane." It is rolling in Puerto Rico with
William Holden, Deborah Kerr and Dewey
Martin starred.
Producer-director Edward Dmytryk, Spencer Tracy, Robert Wagner, Barbara Darrow,
Richard Arlen, William Demarest have been
dispatched to the Swiss Alps for the making
of "The Mountain," which will be shot in
Technicolor and Vista Vision.
Also in work abroad is "War and Peace,"
the Ponti-de Laurentiis production being directed by King Vidor. Anita Ekberg planed
out last week to replace the ailing Arlene
Dahl, stricken here with secondary anemia,
according to doctors. Miss Ekberg is joining Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel
Ferrer, Milly Vitale and others in the cast
of the huge enterprise.
Only picture definitely set to go at the
Paramount home lot during September is
"That Certain Feeling," which Norman Panama and Melvin Frank will produce and
direct.
REPUBLIC

'Maverick Queen' Gets New
Anamorphic Process, Top Cast
Concurrently with the announcement of
the signing of three important personalities
for "The Maverick Queen", there came from
Page 20
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Republic the disclosure that it would introduce its own anamorphic photographic system, Cinepanoramic, with that picture. Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan and Scott
Brady were signed for the top roles.
No details of the process were given, except that it was "developed in the department of Dan Bloomberg, studio director of
research and engineering, under the personal supervision of Herbert J. Yates, Republic

president." The Republic system is an adaptation of a French system, and is compatible
to the American variable expander projection
lenses such as put out by Ultra-Panatar
(Panavision) and Superscope.
Herbert J. Yates was one of the strongest
holdouts against the wide-screen trend of
two years ago. He refused to accept the
anamorphic process as an advancement in
filming technique,
but apparently has

Robert Taylor, trigger-happy buffalo hunter, draws on fallen Lloyd Nolan after their wagon is
cracked up crossing a stream. Restraining Taylor is Stewart Granger, while Russ Tamblyn looks on.
"THE LAST HUNT" I M-G-M ) CinemaScope & Eastman Color
For the first time on the screen, a herd of head Dore Senary and to direct it, he chose
1 000 buffalo will be seen stampeding for a
Richard also
Brooks,
director
of "Blackboard Jungle."
Brooks
wrote
the screenplay.
gigantic scene in MGM's big outdoor action
The action is bold and dramatic, with Taylor
drama "The Last Hunt," in CinemaScope and
Eastman Color. Although filmed mostly on lo- playing a ruthless buffalo hunter and partner of
cation in the Black Hills of South Dakota, home
Granger, who begins to regret the slaughter.
of the largest buffalo herd in the United States,
When a band of Sioux steals their mules, Taylor
the story deals quite intimately with the lives of follows them and slays them all, with the exits principal characters, played by Robert Tay- ception of a young girl, played by Miss Paget,
lor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget,
and her baby. He brings them back to his camp
Russ Tamblyn, Constance Ford. Taken from the to live with him. Further conflict between him
book of the same name, written by Milton tort, and Granger comes when Granger defends the
who won the Houghton-Mifflin Literary Fellowgirlflee
from back
Taylor's
abuse.
Granger
the girl
to
to her
people
and ishelps
appalled
at
it, "The Last
Hunt"
dramaship inof1954
the for
sociological
impact
on isthealso
livesa the misery and starvation caused on the reserof the Plains Indians when the white men ruthvation by the killing off of the buffalo. The
lessly exterminate the buffalo for their hides climax comes when he and the girl drive 20
head of cattle, obtained from the Army, to the
in This
the 1880's.
Indians to alleviate their suffering.
is a personal production of MGM studio
A giant herd of 1,000 buffalo were rounded up for the spectacular stampede scene in the Black Hills of South Dakota.

Size-ups
Studio
changed his mind.
"The Maverick Queen," which will be directed by associate producer Joseph Kane,
is in the era following the Jesse James
Gang's time. The screenplay was written by
Kenneth Garnet and DeVallen Scott, two
top writers, and it rolls Sept. 8 at Durango,
Colorado.
Also due to roll in September is "Jesse
James Was My Neighbor," with Sidney
Picker associate producer and William Witney director.
Republic has concluded a deal for two pictures from the newly-formed GannawayVerHalen Productions, which is now shooting "Daniel Boone" (Bruce Bennett, Lon
Chaney, Jr.), in CinemaScope and color.
"Boone" is being filmed in Mexico, with
Gannaway as producer-director.
RKO
New Administration

Talking

Deals To Revive RKO Activity
There's an old saying that when business
in a theatre is bad "you can shoot deer in
the balcony". One is able to hunt all kinds
of wild life at RKO, where nothing is shooting— cinematically speaking. Only one picture started since the takeover from Howard
Hughes by General Teleradio of the company, and that "Great Day in the Morning"
(Robert Stack, Virginia Mayo, Ruth Roman)
an Edmund Grainger production, on location
at Silverton, Colo. Jacques Tourneur is directing this story of the early West in
Superscope and Technicolor.
Production will probably start humming
here before long, however, The new administration, with Daniel T. O'Shea, president,
and Charles Glett, in charge of the studio, is
just feeling its way, but plans are afoot to
revive activity.
Thomas F. O'Neil, General Teleradio
president, and O'Shea have delayed their arrival here for several weeks, while Glett has
been in a hospital with a minor ailment.
It is known that several releasing deals
calling for immediate start of production
have been lined up and are ready for signature. These would agument various contracts for product already held by RKO,
with the King Brothers, Nat Holt and Edmund Grainger.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck High on 55mm.

Film

Plans More 2-Process Versions
Darryl Zanuck is plenty high on 20th's
ew 55mm. process after a look at the first
"rushes" on "Carousel". Before hopping off
or Europe, the studio head acclaimed the
ider wide-screen system "as revolutionary
n definition and audience participation
alues as the original CinemaScope." Size
f the 55mm. negative is four times larger
•an standard 35mm. film, according to Earl
ponable, 20th-Fox research chief, promising

something really spectacular in scope.
Zanuck lost no time in replacing Frank
Sinatra when that tempermental performer
pulled out of his role in "Carousel," and
20th-Fox lost no time in slapping a million
dollar lawsuit against flitting Frankie. Meanwhile, Gordon MacRae, a fine singer and
actor, will now have the unusual distinction
of having starred in the first pictures made
in the two current "wide wide-screen processes.
MacRae starred in Rodgers & Hammerstein's "Oklahoma!" which will be released
in October in the 70mm Todd-AO process.
His appearance in "Carousel", from the same
producers' pen and piano, will be in the new
wide CinemaScope, which will introduce a
film strip 55mm. wide. The musical also is
being shot in a conventional 35mm. CinemaScope version.
There are various reports about the reasons for Sinatra's sudden withdrawal from
"Carousel." One was that he didn't know
that he would "have to do each scene twice,
once for Super-CinemaScope and the other
for regular CinemaScope." That would interfere with his artistic interpretation of his
role, he was reported as saying.
Appearing opposite MacRae in "Carousel"
is Miss Shirley Jones, the "Laurey" of "Oklahoma!". Miss Jones, judged of her performance in "Oklahoma!", will not disappoint anyone. "Carousel" will not be strange
to her, either, since she appeared in the
stage version as her first assignment under
Rodgers & Hammerstein. Henry Ephron is
producing "Carousel" and Henry King is
directing.
Producer Frank Ross has put into production "Rains of Ranchipur", remake, with
music, of "The Rains Came," from the Louis
Bromfield novel, which 20th-Fox made originally in 1939. The present version stars
Lana Turner, Richard Burton, Fred MacMurray, Joan Caulfield and Michael Rennie.
Jean Negulesco is diecting. It will be the
Christmas release.
Tom Ewell, who scored so strongly in
"Seven Year Itch", and Sheree North are at
work in a comedy about an ex-service man
who is not accepted for reenlistment but
whose wife is. It ran through a succession
of titles like "The Camp Follower," "Mr.
Retread" and "Petticoats in Brass," but is
now "The Lieutenant Wore Skirts." Guaranty of top quality picture-making is producer
Buddy Adler, and Frank Tashlin is no slouch
as a director where light touches are needed.
The next two pictures to roll probably will
be "The Wrong Man," another Adler production, and "On the Threshold of Space,"
topical drama of headline items which William Bloom and Barbara McLean will coproduce and Robert Webb direct.
UNITED

ARTISTS

UA's Product Farflung
Prem
The inge
multi-faceted
operations
of United
Ar' One
ying 'Hot
r Read
tists and its farflung production units continued during the last month, assuring the
releasing company of the greatest variety of
product in its history. This month, features
for United Artists release are being filmed

in Hollywood, Utah, Mexico and France.
More deals for a continued and varying product are being made almost weekly.
In work in Hollywood at present is Crown
Productions' "The Killer Is Loose" (Joseph
Cotton, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey),
being produced by Robert L. Jacks and
Robert Goldstein, directed by Budd Boetticher.
At Kanab, Utah, production is under way
on "Frontier Scout," which stars Tony Martin in a non-singing role and Peggie Castle.
Aubrey Schenck and Howard W. Koch are
producing, Lesley Selander directing.
Carl Krueger's "Comanche" (Dana Andrews, Nestor Paiva), CinemaScope & color,
is in work in Mexico — at Durango — with
George Sherman, who proved his expertness
in action pictures at Universal-International,
directing. The attempt by Hollywood labor
unions, via the Hollywood AFL Film Council, to label this a "runaway" production gave
the union leaders a lesson in history from
Kreuger, who pointed out that his story,
which deals with the conflict of Americans,
Mexicans and the Indians, is actually laid
in Mexico; that the Comanches did range
below the border for the depradations, and
that as far as his production was concerned,
it was and is going to be shot in Mexico on
historical sites.
Hecht-Lancaster's "Trapeze" (Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis, Gina Lollobrigida, Katy
Jurado), CinemaScope & Eastman Color, is
being filmed in France. James Hill is produring, Carol Reed is directing.
One forthcoming UA project that is bound
to be highly controversial, not only from
the standpoint of the public but from the
view of the Production Code Authority, will
get rolling soon in Hollywood. It is "The
Man With the Golden Arm," from the Nelson Algren novel of a Chicago dope addict.
Frank Sinatra and Eleanor Parker will be
starred. Otto Preminger, who was associated with that other Code-defying film "The
Moon Is Blue," announced over the weekend
that he is waiving CinemaScope and Technicolor commitments for the picture, and that
he believes low-key black-and-white lensing
in 1.85
to 1 aspect ratio is more suitable for
this
story.
Robert Aldrich, now engaged at Columbia, will lose no time starting on his deal
with United Artists. Associates and Aldrich
Company will make four additional films for
this distributor within the next 12 months.
Aldrich now has four writers working on as
many different properties.
Frist to go will be "Tyranny," which A.
L. Bezzerides is writing from an original
story and screenplay by Aldrich. This is
localed in post-Civil War Texas. "Kinderspiel," the second, is being scripted by John
Harding, and will roll in January on location in New England. Others are "Potluck
for Pomeroy," which Herbert Baker is rewriting from the original screenplay by
Robert Wallace Russell, and "Machine for
Chuparosa," which Teddi Sherman is scripting from an original by Jack Wagner and
Bert Hackle.
Aldrich received the good news last week
that his UArelease "The
Big Knife"
was 22)
se(Continued
on Page
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lected for screening at the Venice Film Festival. It is his first independent production,
and will be released late this year.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Exhibitors Will Welcome
U-l Production Increase
During the last month, U-I made real
news with the announcement, after a series
of meetings of top executives, that a record
number of 36 pictures would be made during
the 1955-56 season, an increase of about 24
percent over the 1954-55 schedule. Threefourths of the output will be in color. This
undoubtedly will be heartily welcomed by
theatremen so hungry for a greater flow of
product.
Now filming is "Pillars of the Sky" (Jeff
Chandler, Dorothy Malone, Ward Bond,
Keith Andes), CinemaScope and Technicolor, in Oregon, with Robert Arthur producing, George Marshall directing. Started
this week is the third of the "Creature" series
—"The Creature Walks Among Us," (Jeff
Morrow, Leigh Snowden, Rex Reason),
which bids fair to become as long a line as
the "Frankenstein" group.
Just finished: "Law Man" (John Agar,
Mamie Van Doren, Leif Erickson, Coleen
Gray) in Technicolor — Albert Zugsmith producing, Charles Haas directing.
James M. Cain's "Unfinished Symphony"
has been purchased and will be made as a
Technicolor musical to be produced by Ross
Hunter, Daniel Fuchs will do the screenplay
. . . Negotiations also have been completed
for "The Bill Robinson Story," based on the
career of the fabulous Negro entertainer. It
will be produced by Aaron Rosenberg, in
consultation with Marty Wokins, manager,
associate and mentor of "Bojangles" for
more than 40 years.
The studio has assigned promising newcomer George Nader to co-star with Virginia
Mayo in "Congo Crossing," which Howard
Christie will produce . . . Gordon Kay has
moved over from Republic under a producer
contract . . . Keith Andes' two-picture-peryear contract has been extended for another
year.
More U-I activity: June Allyson has been
signed to a two-picture contract the first of
which will be opposite Rock Hudson in
"Maracaibo" . . . "Toy Tiger," story of a
young lad placed in a boarding school because his widowed mother is too busy with
her career to take care of him, has been set
as the next vehicle for young Tim Hovey,
who is gaining great approval in "The Private Life of Major Benson" . . . Phil Harvey, young singer, contracted as the 38th
contract player on the studio list . . . Leigh
Snowden, contractee with a walk that a Jack
Benny television show made famous, was
elevated to tthe op spot in "The Creature
Walks Among Us".
Purchased outright for release was Hugo
Haas' production of "Hold Back Tomorrow"
Page 22
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"THE BENNY GOODMAN STORY"
(Universal-International)
Technicolor
Still dreamy-eyed about the sensarional boxoffice grosses of "The
Glenn Miller
Story", lookUni.
versal-lnternational
executives
are eagerly
ing forward to a film they believe will do as
good
better — "The
musicalor biography
of theBenny
King Goodman
of Swing. Story",
Steve
Allen, the television personality who resembles
Goodman so strongly physically and in manner,
plays the title role. The Technicolor production,
given a long shooting schedule by producer
Aaron Rosenberg and Valentine Davies, who
makes his directorial debut (he also wrote it)
will have 29 musical numbers that were popular
from 1919 to 1938, when the film story ends
with Goodman giving his climactic Carnegie
Hall (New York) Jazz Concert.
Allen, master of ceremonies on NBC's popushowbe "Tonight,"
is making
his lar
filmtelevision
debut,network
and can
counted upon
as a
highly exploitable asset over and above the
Goodman name, the music and the picture. For
several months he has been plugging the picture
on his TV show, which is viewed nightly by an
audience of millions.
Cast: Steve Allen, Donna Reed, Berta Gersten,
Herbert Anderson, Robert F. Simon, Sammy
Davis, Sr., Dick Winslow, Barry Truex, David
Kasday, Wilton Graff, Harry James, Gene Krupa, Martha Tilton, Lionel Hampton, Ziggy Elman,
Ben
Pollack,
TeddyRosenberg.
Wilson, Edward
Ory.
Producer,
Aaron
Director,"Kid"
Valentine
Davies. Cinematography, William Daniels.
Above: Benny Goodman (Steve Allen) discovers
Lionel Hampton playing the vibraphone in a
small Los Angeles cafe, an event which led to
formation of the famous Benny Goodman Quartet, with Teddy Wilson at the piano and Gene]
Krupa
at theto drums.
Allen'sinstriking
re-|
semblance
GoodmanBelow:
is evident
this scenel
with Donna Reed.
1

(Cleo Moore, John Agar), which Haas also
directed. The original version of the independtly-made picture ran into some trouble
with the Production Code Authority because
of the treatment of the content of the story,
which deals with a man in a Mexican condemned row whose last request is for a
woman.
"The Charles Russell Story" has been put
off for the reason that the company, which
was to have been headed by producer Aaron
Rosenberg, director Jesse Hibbs and star
Audie Murphy might have been trapped in
early snows in Montana, where the picture
was to have gone on location.
WARNER

BROTHERS

'Giant', Lindbergh Story
WB's Two Great Pre-Sold Hits
Production is not in high gear on this lot
at the present time, but there is plenty of activity concerning a couple of Warners' upcoming important ones.
"Giant" (Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson,
James Dean), the big 'Scopic involving the
combined talents of Henry Ginsberg, George
Stevens and Edna Ferber, is currently rolling at the studio and amassign amazing
volumes of publicity. It should be one of
the most thoroughly pre-sold films in recent
years.

Another project that will eventually arrive
to an eagerly-awaiting public is "The Spirit
of St. Louis", story of Charles Lindbergh
and his epic flight across the Atlantic in a
tiny single engine Diane. Producer Leland
Hayward's crew, headed by director Billy
Wilder, is now in Paris for early filming.
What a natural this picture should be with
Jimmy Stewart in the Lindbergh role!
Also working on the lot is "Our Miss
Brooks," the theatrical film adaptation of the
popular television show, with Eve Arden
playing the role that has provided chortles
to millions of TV fans. David Weisbart,
is producer and Al Lewis director.
"The Lone Ranger," which comes to Warners after an involved deal about radio and
television rights, is now being filmed in
WarnerColor at Kanab, Utah, with Willis
Goldbeck as the producer and Stuart Heisler
as the director. The cast includes Clayton
Moore, Jay Silverheels, Lyle Bettger and
Bonita Granville (whose husband is Jack
Wrather, lock,
who]stock
ownsandthe
package
gun "Lone
barrel).Ranger"
Another indication of the decentralization
of the Warner production forces is "Goodby,
My Lady"
(Walter which
Brennan,
Brandon
de Wilde,
Phil Harris),
is being
made
at Goldwyn Studios by Batjac, with Robert
Fellows producing and William A. Wellman directing. Batjac apparently got a better rental deal at Goldwyn than it could at
Warners.

Press Coverage of Second
Poll Nominations Pushed
Showmen throughout the country were
alerted to press closely the announcement of
the second group of Audience Awards nominations September 7 to assure adequate
coverage in their local newspapers. National
chairman Elmer Rhoden will announce the
top five exhibitor choices of the April-MayJune period from Hollywood for publication
in the Wednesday morning newspapers.
COMPO special counsel Robert W. Coyne
pointed out that while the three wire services will carry stories and wirephotos on
the announcement, all AA exchange area
and COMPO press relations committees will
receive the story and photos well in advance
of Sept. 7. They were urged to check with
their newspapers the preceding day to see
whether the wire service stories were received and wherever a paper was not
covered, to plant the story and art.
Meanwhile, close to a thousand theatres
represented by 29 circuits hopped on the
Audience Awards bandwagon during a nineday period in the last part of August. Listed
among the group were such major holders
as Fox Inter-Mountain, Balaban & Katz,
Minnesota Amusement, Century, Lockwood
and Gordon, Fabian Theatres, Walter Reade
Theatres, Fanchon & Marco, Tri-States,
Wilby-Kincey and several others. A host of
independents joined the growing list in the
same period.

-A- United Artists showmen aimed high for
unusual promotion stunt for "Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes," posing 14 finalists in its
$75,000 "Miss Exquisite Form" contest atop
Pepsi-Cola Waterfall sign on Times Square.
Winner, Marvy Mayer, of Indiana, is
second from left.
Among the first to make capital of the
nine sketches from which the final Awards
trophy design will be chosen was Harry
Shaw, Loew's N. E. division manager. Shaw
displayed the sketches via a 40x60 with a
specially made trailer urging the patrons to
vote for the sketch of their choice in all
Loew's Poli theatres in Conn, and Mass.

U.S. Biggest Vote in AA Poll
"We'll Need 3,500,000 Ballots" was the
reply of one movie circuit when asked
how many ballots that one chain would
need for the Audience Awards election
next November, an important COMPO
ad in Editor & Publisher told the nation's
press. The AA election is "one of the
big news stories of the year" and a promotion in which newspapers themselves
can play a key role, the ad states. "This
movie poll stands an excellent chance of
rolling up the biggest vote ever cast in
the country's history . . . For news, for
advertising, for circulation, the Audience
Awards Campaign is one of the year's
best newspaper bets."
[More SHOWMAN

on Page 26]

Special Billboard Campaign
Highlights
'Trial'
Promotion
Because "Trial"
is an unusual
picture, says
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, it will be given an
unusual promotion, highlighted by an extraordinary billboard campaign. For the first
time in several years, Metro will depart from
its standard billboard procedure with a
special posting campaign for 24-sheets keyed
a month in advance of openings in 18 territories. A total of 855 24-sheets will be
used, among them 398 with special lighting
effects.
Areas were the 24-sheets will be seen include: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo,
Chicago, Dallas, Memphis, Nashville, New
Haven, New Orleans, Omaha, Philadelphia,
Portland (Ore.), Richmond, St. Louis, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco and Seattle.

Bogart
It took P.A.
"The at
LeftLeft
HandHand'
of God"Bow
to get
Humphrey Bogart to make a personal appearance at a movie. The feat was accomplished by 20th Century-Fox as part of its
elaborate plans for the charity world premiere of the CinemaScope film at the Roxy
on September 21. Not only will the usually
reluctant-to-appear Bogart be on hand, but
it is expected that Mrs. B., Lauren Bacall,
will accompany him. The debut is for the
benefit of Boy's Town of Italy. Mrs. George
P. Skouras is chairman of the Committee.
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Loop Theatre manager Sylvan Goldfinger offered Chicagoans a cool horsecar ride to his theatre
for the "Summertime" engagement. Colorful stunt developed hundreds of takers, lots of attention.
90-Minute

Natl TV Hook-Up

Features
Story'triumph
Bow
Another big'McConnell
television promotion
was registered by Warner Bros, with "The
McConnell Story" San Francisco world premiere. This time it was the popular Steve
Allen "Tonight" NBC network, which devoted a full hour and a half to a combined
salute to the Air Force Association and the
premiere ceremonies.
The program was divided into a Hollywood segment, with Allen interviewing Gary
Cooper, Dick Powell and Air Force personalities, and a 'Frisco portion telecasting the
ceremonies from the forecourt of the Fox
Theatre, again with AFA figures spotted
among the stars who paraded into the theatre. General James Doolittle, AFA National
Director, headed the Air Force contingent.
Film names seen on the show included June
Allyson, who co-stars with Alan Ladd in the
picture, Aldo Ray, Jeff Donnell, Edward Arnold, Cameron Mitchell and director Gordon
Douglas.
Cooper's appearance on the show saluting
American manpower performed double duty,
adding a plug for his currently starring "The
Court Martial of Billy Mitchell."
Prior to the premiere, a colorful parade of
drill units from the Hamilton Air Force
Base, swept down 'Frisco's Market Street.
The famed Singing Saints from Parks Air
Force Base, were another highlight of the
festivities, all caught by the TV cameras and
sent around the nation to millions.

Live Ad Sells 'Major Benson*
Commonwealth's "Messenger" liked the
live ad copy used by another circuit's theatre manager on Universal's "The Private
War
of Major
own house
heads.Benson", passed it on to its
Using his own photo, the manager wrote:
"I'm Tongue-Tied! I can't tell you the
story because that would give it away. But
I want to make sure everyone knows about
the happiest motion picture in a long, long
laughtime! It's all about a big, bad major
(with a big, loud mouth) who is too tough
for the army ... so he gets reassigned to a
school for youngsters (where every little
son-of-a-major is a specialist at making mice
out of majors) ... I Could Write a Million
Words . . . But . . . Just Two Will Do . . .
SEE IT! . . . And ... If You Don't Like
It . . . SEE ME! Your money will be
cheerfully refunded!"
Pills
UnnecessaryClyde
for Crump
Itch' of the
Commonwealth's
Yankton Theatre, S. D., pulled out a venerable, but always effective, idea to plug
"Seven Year Itch." He sent out sugar pills
in little envelopes and had printed on the
face of the envelopes: "Little Pills for All
Your Ills!" and brief directions stating that
the pill should dissolve for two and a half
hours "during which time visit the Yankton
Theatre. When you return throw the pill
away 'cause you won't need it after seeing
Marilyn Monroe in THE SEVEN YEAR

These three well-known characters from MGM's
"The Wizard of Oz" keynoted the street ballyhoo rigged
by Loew's
managerTrioFrank
Manente,
Stillman
Theatre,
Cleveland.
paraded,
rode
buses through downtown streets, were featured
in special Lions Club show for 900 local orphans.

'Roberts'full treatfor accorded
"Mr. eRoberts"
Stunts was
Uniqu
ment by Schine's Olympic, Watertown, N.
Y. Campaign included TV and radio spots
and unique tie-ins with local papers, stores
and hotels. In a tie with a local boat store,
a full-sized boat was set up prominently with
the shout: "It's a boat load of fun when you
see, etc." and bearing a cutout of Henry
Fonda inside. The hotel had "Mr. Roberts"
paged in the lobby, awarding guest tickets
to anyone answering.
IFE Star On Life, Newsweek
Sophia Loren, new Italian film star, drew
a double feature on top magazine covers
last week. The shapely star made Newsweek's August 15 cover and was the subject
of a special four-page inside feature. Life
followed with a similar portrait. This was
good news to IFE publicity head Jonas
Rosenfield, Jr., in view of IFE's release of
the Loren starrer, "Neapolitan Carousel"
this Fall. Rosenfield predicts this year will
be remembered as "1955 G.S." meaning Gina
(Lollobrigida) and Sophia.

ITCH!"
4 Typical scenes during Jack
Webb's 30-city airborne tour
on behalf of Warners "Pete
Kelly's Blues": left, Jack and
Mrs. Webb are made honorary members of Cowtown
Posse in Texas; center, Webb
waves to crowds of fans
gathered back of Chicago
Theatre to catch glimpse of
the star; right, with Jazz
Band truck bally in front of
Worth Theatre, Fort Worth.
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World premiere of Paramount's "The Girl
Rush" attoWaterbury,
Conn.,Russell,
brings Gloria
out civic
leaders
host Rosalind
de
Haven and producer Fredrick Brisson (extreme
left) at C. of C. luncheon for stars and press.
SI

'Miss Kentuckian' Stunt
The selection of a 24-year-old brunette,
Miss Jan Royce, as "Miss Kentuckian,"
chosen the prettiest Kentucky-born girl in
New York to reign over the Broadway premiere of United Artists' "The Kentuckian"
at the Mayfair Theatre, Sept. 1, can well be
emulated in cities throughout the country.
278 contestants vied for the honor.

/tie

Home-Town

FOR AA

TROPHY

.,-

'

^awy!

Theatre Renamed

ToRenamed
Honorthe 'The
Rush'
Star
RosalindGirl
Russell
State Theatre in honor of the star who was born there
and who came back August 18 to send off
"The Girl Rush," the Stanley Warner State
in Waterbury, Conn., was the climactic
scene of an all-day premiere celebration. The
event was nationally covered by an on-thespot telecast on the Dave Garroway "Today"
program over NBC-TV, followed by a parade heralding arrival of the press on special
trains. The Waterbury Chamber of Commerce entertained with a luncheon and Mayor Raymond E. Snyder honored Miss Russell at city hall ceremonies. Columnist Earl
Wilson introduced Miss Russell, producer
Fredrick Brisson, co-star Gloria de Haven.
Press Plugs 'My Sister Eileen'
Columbia's "My Sister Eileen" received
some nice plugs in the press. An illustrated
article in the American Weekly Sunday supplement titled "What Lemmon Wants Lemmon Gets" featured star Jack Lemmon and
his role in the film. Vogue Magazine praised
the film in its August issue, calling the dancing "superb" and doting on Lemmon.

♦ Pulchritude on tour is represented by this quintet of
Goldwyn Girls in New York
preparatory to hopping off
on a 30-city visit around the
country on behalf of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Guys and Dolls",
starting September 6 with
Lafayette Celebration at Independence Hall in Philadelphia. The Guys here are
M-G-M exploitation head
Emery Austin (left), and
publiciteer Mitchell Rawson.
The Dolls, from left: Madelyn
Darrow, Barbara Brent, Jann
Darlyn, June
Larri Kirby.
Thomas and

i.

Reproductions of nine sketches by
film industry artists are in the hands
of some 500 AA and press relations
committee members for their selection
of the final design to be used for the
trophy to go to winners of the poll.
The nine finalists came from among 56
originally submitted to the Art Directors Club of New York and the 10
major film companies' ad directors.
In sending the sketch repros out for
votes, COMPO suggests they be used
for displays and also for publication
in local newspapers to be judged by
the readers. Our vote goes to the design shown above.
Einfeld In Coast Ad Talks
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox vice president,
lined his promotion sights on "The Tall
Men," due for a September pre-release, "The
Rains of Ranchipur," the Christmas holiday
show, in a series of Hollywood conferences
on the balance of this year's 20th releases.
Huddles included production chief Darryl
F. Zanuck, studio publicity director Harry
Brand and other ton studio executives.
-^h The eyes have it in this display used by
Bellevue Theatre, Upper Montclair, N. J., for
Republic's "Doctor in the House." House publicity head Sam Shumer called it the biggest
lobby attention-getter ever used by the theatre.

4 Universal ad-publicity chief
Charles F. Simonelli (right)
was on hand with star Audie
Murphy to oil the gears for
big world premiere of "To
Hell and
San Antonio andBack"
Texasatsaturation
bookings. Joining them are
Robert M. Wilkinson, U-l
Dallas branch manager; Raymond Willie, assistant general manager of Interstate;
Frank G. Stars, Interstate ad
director; F. J. A. McCarthy,
Southern and Canadian sales
manager for Universal, and
Henry H. Martin, Universal
district manager.
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McGEE
RUBE SHOR hit back at statements
made by TOA president E. D. Martin
that his organization opposes Allied's
plan to seek government regulation of
film prices. Allied president Shor, having been ill in recent weeks, was belatedly
responding to the Martin statement of
July 22 that "TOA has historically taken
a dim view of . . . governmental intervention." Shor said Allied had agreed
to suspend its appeal for Congressional
action while the Joint TOA-Allied committee sought peaceful negotiations with
the film companies, but had not planned
to abandon its program. "My associates
and I gained the clear impression that the
TOA representatives as individuals were
in agreement that government regulation
should be tried as a last resort . . . To be
brutally frank," Shor continued, "I do not
think the Joint Committee accomplished
any more (if as much) than was gained
by the Allied Committee a year ago." The
Allied leader blames 20th Century-Fox
for the breakdown of negotiations. He
said Spyros Skouras "promised us virtually everything we asked for" but did not
keep his word to publish Fox's new sales
policy needed to reassure Allied's directors and other companies. "Allied adheres to the program set forth in its
Emergency Defense Resolution," Shor
stated. "So far as we are concerned that
program can no longer be shelved in favor
of a hat-in-hand procedure."
O
ARTHUR LOEW alleged that Mrs.
Clare Booth Luce, U.S. Amabassador to
Italy, in forcing the withdrawal of "The
Blackboard Jungle" from the Venice Film
Festival, was creating a threat to the industry, and that her action was a "usurpation of power." The president of Loew's
International asserted: "The basic question is whether any American representative abroad may enforce censorship . . .
by the exercise ... of political office",
and declared he was impelled to file a
"vigorous protest" with Secretary of State
Dulles "in the hope that our industry will
never again be subjected to such unwarranted personal censorship."
Pag« 28
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SELZNICK
DAVID O. SELZNICK has joined the
ranks of the new RKO. and will start
producing films exclusively for that company under the terms of a long-term contract, it was announced last week by
Daniel T. O'Shea, RKO president. The
veteran producer also confirmed the termination of his negotiations with MGM.
RKO will finance Selznick Studio productions, with Selznick acting as either
personal or executive producer. Selznick
said he expects again to introduce and
develop new star personalities. As part
of the deal, RKO will reissue a number
of previous Selznick pictures domestically
and abroad. The Selznick Company will
produce at the Culver City studios, and
will assemble its own production staff.
Principle executives: Frank I. Davis,
president; Victor J. Hoare, vice president
for distribution, and Earl R. Beaman,
treasurer.

PAT McGEE stoutly deplored Allied's
seeking government aid and suggested
that TOA, rather than Allied, represents
the small exhibitors. In a strongly worded statement, the TOA vice president,
said: "It pained me particularly to see my
personal friends, Trueman Rembusch ar.J
Col. Cole, taking the position, which apparently isofficial, that they must go to
the government to get relief. Certainly
we shall fight for better film terms, but
we shall argue with the people who own
the pictures, and not ask help from the
Government of the United States." The
Denver theatreman declared that it was
through his efforts that the small exhibitors were - relieved of their tax burden,
quoting a telegram he had sent to Robert
W. Coyne, COMPO special counsel, in
1954, in which he stated that he wanted
the proposed amendment to exempt taxes
on admissions up to 60 cents passed "to
keep faith with thousands of small town
exhibitors." Continuing: "Cole, Rembusch
and Allied make a great point of the 9000
small exhibitors who have benefited by
tax relief and do not want to go further,"
I.IcGee concluded, "stating that the distributors would get all the relief which
we might secure. Of course, this just
isn't so. It is true that film rentals went
up, but . . . the distributor is entitled to

his fair share."
MAX THORPE, former managing director of Columbia Pictures of Great Britain, was
feted at a London party on being made chairman of the board. Tendering good wishes
(below): David Lewin, of the Daily Express; Thorpe; Mike Frankovich, Thorpe's successor as managing director; Irving Allen of Warwick Productions, and Ken Hargreaves, managing director of J. Arthur Rank Film Distributors, Ltd.

LEWIN, THORPE, FRANKOVICH, ALLEN, HARGREAVES

Incidentally
THEY

MADE

THE

. . .

ERIC JOHNSTON resumed work in
Jordan
as Presidentto Eisenhower's
personal representative
get the Israel
and
Arab states to agree on a Jordan River
Valley project. He also is visiting Rome,
Paris and London on MPEA business.
*
*
*

NEWS

A ONE MILLION DOLLAR SUIT
has been filed by 20th Century-Fox
against Frank Sinatra for breach of contract resulting from the singer's walk-out
on
the he
filming
of "Carousel."
Sinatra
claimed
was making
two pictures
and
being paid for one; Fox replied that it is
using both CinemaScope and 55mm.
cameras requiring two performances on
each scene, and that this is not unusual.
*
*
*

DEMBOW

ROSENFIELD
JONAS

ROSENFIELD, JR. was appointed executive assistant to Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., vice president in charge of
advertising, publicity and exploitation at
Columbia. Rosenfield resigned last week
as public relations vice president of IFE
Releasing Corporation to accept his newly created position with Columbia. Starting with Warner Brothers in 1936, he has
held posts in the New York advertising
and publicity departments of Walt Disney
and 20th Century-Fox.
O
DARRYL F. ZANUCK waxed enthusiastic over the first rushes of the 55mm.
version of "Carousel", describing them as
"revolutionary in definition and audience
participation as the original CinemaScope." The vice president in charge of
production for 20th Century-Fox approved the acquisition of 25 additional
55mm. cameras and building of a new
400-seat projection room at the studio to
accomodate the giant screen used for the
55mm. process. A third production — the
first two are "Carousel" and "The King
and I" — will be announced shortly.

GEORGE F. DEMBOW will lend his
name to a sales drive when National
Screen Service launches its fifteen-week
nation-wide "George F. Dembow Tribute"
Sept. 5. In announcing the Drive, Burton
E. Robbins, vice president in charge of
sales, said it was in honor of Dembow's
"many creative endeavors in the field of
advertising media that have been of immeasurable benefit to the exhibitor."
Dembow was the company's sales chief
for 23 years prior to becoming its president recently.
0
SPYROS SKOURAS reported 20th
Century-Fox earnings of $2,790,800, or
$1.06 per share, for the 26 weeks ending
June 25, compared to $3,095,545 ($1.17
per share) for the like period in 1954. Income from film rentals was $50,902,792,
compared to $47,829,420 in '54. A quarterly cash dividend of 40 cents per share on
the outstanding common stock was declared, payable September 30.
O
HERBERT J. YATES enjoyed a hearty
laugh (below) with James R. Grainger
and Jack E. Baker at a birthday luncheon
tendered him by studio executives and department heads in Hollywood on August
24. Grainger (left) was formerly Republic's sales chief. Baker is in charge of all
studio operations.

CECIL B. DeMILLE was named "The
Greatest of Movie Makers" on a coast-tocoast television tribute carried by NBC.
The producer is currently hard at work
on "The Ten Commandments," already a
full year in production.
$
#
£
CLOSING RANKS: OSCAR A. DOOB,
who has retired from his advertisingpublicity
with Loew's
Theatres,
was
elected to post
the board
of directors
of American News Company . . . JOSEPH BISDALE print
promoted
to head succeeding
Paramount'sG.
general
department,
Knox Haddow, deceased. Bisdale was
chief assistant to Oscar A. Morgan, general sales manager in charge of short subjects. JOHN WRIGHT replaces him . . .
CHARLES LEVY retained as special
consultant to direct all advertising, publicity and sales promotion for CinemaVue Corp. which distributes films for
television . . . PHILIP B. RAUE has
joined the legal department of Buena
Vista . . . IRWIN R. FRANKLYN
finished up with Frederic Brisson Enterprise to go into the Arthur P. Jacobs Co.,
public relations.
The business association between EDWARD DUKOFF and DANNY KAYE,
was dissolved at former's request. Parting
was amicable and based on Dukoff's production pressures . . . HARRIET PARSONS announced she is forming her own
production company after 12 years as a
contract producer at RKO where she
made some top films. At the moment she
is optioning the life story of Mickey
Walker, former boxing champion.

0
SENATOR KEFAUVER'S subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency
reported that there is "every reason to
believe television crime programs are potentially more injurious to children and
young people than motion picture, radio
or comic books." The report was based
on testimony from hearings held in New
York and Wash., and on TV studies.

PERIPATETIC: ARTHUR LOEW, Jr.,
to Culver City where he will produce
"The Rack" for MGM. Story concerns
court martial of Army officers home after
being prisoner of war . .. . CHARLES
EINFELD tripped to Hollywood to confer with 20th-Fox production head Darryl Zanuck and other executives on plans
for
the company's
CinemaScopelaunching
releases through
the coming
year
. . . SPYROS SKOURAS through India,
surveying industry conditions, the progress of CinemaScope in the Far East,
and in general being a good-will ambassador. Accompanying him is Edward
Ugast, Far Eastern Supervisor for 20th
Century-Fox.

$

GRAINGER, YATES, BAKER

$
#
DIED: JOHN CICERO, 54, production
chief ofment Paramount's
advertising
departsince March, 1929
. . . HENRY
HERBEL, 58, Warners Western district
sales manager, of a heart ailment. He
joined Warners in 1938.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

Lusty Heroes,
Sock
Actiun
Power
Epic of Alamo
i
Crockett
and
Bowie,
won
fame
in
death,
and
was
named
for
him,
rather
than
the
key
role
There are some who may doubt that when
our historians wrote the heroic chapter of he played in the defense of the Alamo. As Ernest Borgnine, as Mike (the Bull) Radin,
the Alamo and its color-packed figures, the Sterling Hayden portrays him, he takes on a are important cast names, widening the market draw. Borgnine, who shot to stardom in
chroniclers had an eye to the motion picture new legendary stature, inspiring the catchscreen. But these scoffers could never prove
line: "What a Man Was Six-Foot-Six Jim "Marty", will reach out for the class trade,
a highlight of the action is his knife fight
their point with "The Last Command,"
with Hayden, another solid exploitation peg.
" Crockett
Frank Lloyd's Trucolor production for Re- "Neil
Bowie!"
Prominent, too, is the always effective J.
public, towering with some of the lustiest
characters and action in our history. And
Carrol
Naish as the Mexican president-genDavy Crockett's popularity need not be
eral Santa Anna.
therein stands the pillar on which the showenlarged upon here, but the new characteriAd Variety
zation by Arthur Hunnicutt — producer-direcman can hang a full-blown exploitation camtor Lloyd smilingly envisions controvery
paign.
A top-flight pressbook campaign will prove
over its authenticity compared with previous
The Heroes of the Alamo are in theman invaluable aid to the showman. The
versions — offers a provocative angle.
selves an established draw. Jim Bowie had
The other characters, whether in heroic or Bowie-Crockett angles, the epic proportions
several times been an action fan's delight on
of the Alamo and all it connotes, and the
villainous mold, are strong, too. Richard
the screen, although previous films have
explosive action are treated with gusto for
highlighted his exploits with the knife that Carlson, as Col. William Travis, who, unlike
the theatreman's use. The ads spotlight any
one or all of these facets, giving the showman a good selection. For example, the 4cclumn ad shown here concentrates on the
WHAT
A MAN WAS SIX-FOOT-SIX JIM BOWIE!
heroic Bowie figure, with action swirling
around him.
Legend in his own time — hero for all time! Gambler,
Stunts spring naturally from the characknife-fighter, smuggler — he led the lustiest band
ters and theme. Among those prominent in
of brawling adventurers that ever joined
the pressbook :
A Bowie-Crockett-Travis call good for
together in the fight for frontier freedom!
newspaper coverage. Announce a search for
men named James Bowie, David Crockett
A towering motion picture achievement!
and William Travis around town. When
found, they should be interviewed (preferably in the
Alamo
if there's
one
around),
or on
radio Restaurant,
and television,
and madt
guests of honor at the opening. Variation is
to invite all such named (last names) to the
theatre to sit in a special section.
"Jim Bowie"

Song

Capitol Records disc, "What a Man Is
Six-Foot-Six Jim Bowie!", has been set for
a heavy co-op campaign. Platters of the
rousing tune, sung by Gordon MacRae, have
gone out to 2100 disc jockeys with a
special folder attractively presenting the
film's highlights. Capitol distributors have
set up big window streamers plugging the
song and the picture in music stores, opening the door for exhibitor co-op with stills
and playdate bailies. There is also a special
poster for theatre lobbies, good also for
juke box displays in restaurants, taverns, etc.

1ERNES! BORGNINE ■J.CARROL NAISH • ben cooper john rum ■Virginia grey jim davis
Screenplay by WARREN DUFF • Story by SY BARTLETT • Aaociate Producer Director FRANK UOYD (r»«f»-tim. Modtmy A word Winner)
A REPUBLIC PRODUCTION
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Bowie Street Bally
Get a tall man for a street bally, dressed
as Jim Bowie, placarded or distributing cards
with the "What a Man, etc." copy and playdate. And if he can sing the "Jim Bowie"
song, or play the record on a portable phonograph, itwould enhance the stunt.
A natural tie-up is indicated for schools
promotion. The subject matter makes this
certain of wholehearted support from local
school authorities. Arrange with them for
still displays in history classrooms or auditoriums, inschool libraries, essay contests on
the story of the Alamo, or any of the figures
prominent in this important chapter of
American history.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

THE

LAST

COMMAND

A landmark of excitement Americana has been captured by Frank Lloyd
in his epic account of The Alamo and its defenders, as the scenes" on this
page can attest. The boiling fury of man against man and desperate futility
against overwhelming odds is the stirring stuff Lloyd pictures in "The Last
Command", as he traces the beginnings of the Texas rebellion against
Mexican despotism and the key role played by Jim Bowie as he switches
his allegiance from Mexico to Texas and leads the Alamo fighters in their
heroic last stand. The Republic production was filmed in Trucolor on Texas
location, Lloyd producing and directing.
*Top, Jim Bowie (Sterling Hayden), exhausted but upright, faces Santa Ana's bayonets.
Right, from top: Mike the Bull (Ernest Borgnine) uses his fist as a club; Alamo defender impales Mexican soldier foolhardy enough to reach the walltop; Bowie pits his
short knife against the blade of would-be assassin Bull; battle violence on the plains.
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All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
CALCULATED RISK Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granger,
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
MaxDrake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornwell Jean
Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
ALLIED ARTISTS
field. Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
man plans to pin this and atmother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets murderingtemptedhismurderwife
May
murder. 90 min. of himself on maid who knows of the
out to capture his mother's killer.
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
THAT WON THE WEST. THE Technicolor. Dennis
drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a GUN
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,WIHiam
Rietiard
Denning.
Producer
O'Keefe, Coieen Comedy
Dennis
SHAKEDOWN
VEGAS
LAS
confidence
man,
the
Bowery
Boys
set
out
to
find
it.
Sam
Katzman.
Gastie.
Western.
Tale
Gray. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancing
SHACK
UP
ON
101
(Wm.
F.
Broidy
Pictures
Corp.
civilization
thru
hostile
Indian
country.
71
min.
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melo- NIGHT HOLDS TERROR. THE Jack Kelly, Vince Eddrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eatSKABENGA Eastman Color. Produced by George
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
is in reality a spy center. A romance
Michael. Man-killing leopard terrorizing natives is and ingtheshackFBIwhich
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
resolve the situation.
tracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
businessman.
min. 7/25.
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
with international background. Burlesque on Iron
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation Curtain
diplomacy. 86 min.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,
e Peggie Castle, Forrest Central
n
sets
out
to
break
up
"revolution"
ring,
active
in
u
J
America.
Tucker. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold
October
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
Riohmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
Beebe. Jungle adven- in
Morris. Producer-Director Ford herd
of elephants from and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War reture. Jungle boy saves rampant
turns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
year 2508.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia MeM
ay
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director WilJuly
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Proseeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and
COLUMBIA
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
William
MeloCahn. cause
Director
F. Broidy.
ducerdrama.
Cruelties
reformatory
of Eddie
on inmates
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Kohlmar.
Director Richard <?uine. Musical cbmedy. AdAnderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
ventures of two small-town
girs who seek their forCEIL
2455.
DEATH
ROW
William
&
Robert
Campbell.
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
t
u
n
e
s
i
n
the
big city. Coming
108 min.
Wallace MacDonard. Director Fred Sears.
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in Producer
Melodrama.
Recounts
life
of
criminal
confined
Six
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben END OF THE AFFAIR. THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. ProProducer David Lewis fCoronado). Director Edward
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jealousy,
and
on the king's life. 61 min.
love
destroys
only
woman
ever
loved.
min.
4/18.
beast
who
goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel
by
Jungle
Jim. 68 min.
SEMINOLE
UPRISING
Technicolor.
George
MontgomMcCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direcery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
FRONTIER CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor Mato enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to LAST ture,
Madison, Robert Preston. Producer William
but his strict rules affect merchants who plot his capture warring Indian chief whom he had known Fadiman. Guy Director
Anthony Mann. Western. Indians
murder. 81 min.
as a boy. 74 min.
hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate
new
outpost,
but
Fort
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson, who assumes command. is saved by former fur trapper
BrTan Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
August
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Coek, Mollie McCart.
court
in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melodrama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
Larson, Thomas Gomel. Producer Ace Herman. Diand murder.
rector
Jean
Yarbrough.
Drama.
A
short
line
"piggyback" railroad carrying loaded trucks on flatcars is
STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
sabotage victim of rival truck lino "wner. 80 min.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith, THREE
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. MWar
Jap-hating Gl
Kim Novak. Producers Slliphant, Barnwell. Director
ay drama.
PHENIX CITY STORY. THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
has life complicated by romance
with beautiful JapaPhil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
nese
girl
while
on
occupation.
Love
and
orphans evengambling den for fun becomesnereal thing. 84 min. 5/16.
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning servicetually give soldier new perspective.
u Richard Wldmark, Mai
J
PRIZE
OF
GOLD.
A
Technicolor.
finds his
living up fight.
to reputation
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Direetor Mark
USA" manand
leadstownin clean-up
100 min. as "Sin City,
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.
I. F. E.
September
BODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
July O'Keefe, Abbe Lane
CHICAGO
SYNDICATE
Siegel.mans of Science
Fiction.
Wierd
plant83 min.
life drains hu- Xavler
Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman. Director Fred
all emotions
but will
to live.
Soars. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
RETURN OF SLADE Superscooe. John Ericson, Mari syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
GREEN MAGIC FilmedEnglish
Ferraniacolor.
by theNarration.
Bonzi Expedition
in S.Docu-A.
Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning. from Rio tomentary.Lima
traveling
7800
miles.
85
min.
5/16.
Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton guard
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
seeking information on band of outlaws encounters
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
OUTLAW
GIRL
English
Language.
Silvana
Mangano,
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis and
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
kill men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama.
WARRIORS. THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis. Faith Young man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony of
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. After
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Katzman.bombDi- wife
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides record
and unborn child are killed he avenges their murRichard
Ou'ne-Tob«y.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
•gain to bring peace between England and France and explosion
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 min.
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
October
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner
into town's
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
Coming
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot.
Film

August
BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
MAN FROM LARAMIE. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWIHIam Goetz.
Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.

LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration.
Non professional players. Faro Film production. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways of love and women who
Coming
practice
in "March of Time" style.
90 min. them presented

June
MADDALENA Technicolor. Marta Toren, Gino Cervi.
ITitanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe Bordogni.
Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italian
mountain village Good Friday pageant is almost
turned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to play
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL la Lux Film, Rome! PatheF. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat color. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through country hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS TOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS
ne Fess Parker. Buddy
DAVY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisney)
rbsen. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Norman Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
;eries about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
Mamo hero. 95 min.

July
LADY AND THE TRAMP (Walt Disney) CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
3ill Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a romance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
August
BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
oi a battle in the Italy campaign.
September
APACHE WOMAN IA Golden State Production) SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor. Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating Government man brings peace to the
countryside. 83 min.
October
AFRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Photographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
> plateau country of Arfica. 75 min.
Coming
SMOLDERING SEA. THE I Filmakers) SuperScope. ProI ducer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
Iship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE [Filmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
I I Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
I involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
■* ; bride
resolved after a child finds a
loaded and
gun ain killer
bomb isrubble.
I

LIPPEHT
May

AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProducerDirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
squadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
men and marital problems of junior officers. 67 min.
PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
and leads party to safety. 75 min.
KING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
Curtis. Producer
JunI.eWanda
Al Zimbalist. Director Bert
Gordon. Science-fiction.
Rocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 5? min.
July
LONESOME TRAIL. THE Wayne Morris, John Agar.
Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
to fight
his property
who
have
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers
73 min.
September
SIMBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
I Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa. 99 min.

METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
May
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Oan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
, Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
j rurdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
■ Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
ne
LOVE ME OR LEAVE MEJuCinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
,rfict°r Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth Etting. 122 min. 5/30.
Film

MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Friti Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid life with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/16.
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelll. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann Blyth,
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET
COAT,
THE CinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
nel Wilde,
Michael
Wilding, George
Sanders, CorAnn
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and t+ie treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
September
BAR SINISTER, THE CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards,
Jarma
Lewis.
Producer Henry
Direc-in
tor Herman Hoffman. Adventures
of a Berman.
bull terrior
the Bowery. 88 min.
IT'S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope. Color.
Gene thurKelly,
Dan Dailey,
ProducerDonen.
ArFreed. Director
GeneDolores
Kelly Gray.
and Stanley
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
Coming
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story and Broadway musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedv and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
May

PARAMDDNT

HELL'S ISLAND W-Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous LewisRudolph
and Clark
June 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Brisnin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
W-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. Story of Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies. 93 min.

SEPTEMBER

SUMMARY

Features now scheduled for September
release total 25, an increase of one over
the August total. Columbia will be this
month's leading supplier with five. Paramount and Allied Artists have scheduled
three each for release. Dramas and Westerns top the listings. This months releases include six in CinemaScope, six
in Superscope and two in VistaVision.
Sixteen are in color.
Slated for release this month:
8 Dramas
3 Adventures
6 Westerns
2 Musicals
3 Melodramas
2 Comedies
1 Science Fiction

GIRL RUSH. THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hours.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 106 min.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
Camarini. AdventureComing
Spectacle. Homeric 'eats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic andArtist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Johns,andAngela
Kaye,
NormanGlynis
Panama
MelvinLansbury.
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads
to
kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from talking.
ROSE TATTOO. THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
Producerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife
creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would over-

August
WE'RE NO ANGELS W-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
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REPUBLIC
May
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother— one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
June McLaglen, John Baer,
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director
CrimeWilliam
melodrama.
A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love. 70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1800 ' s . 90 min.
July
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris. Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.
Action 64melodrama.
International gang steals an
art treasure.
min.

HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Associate
Cooper.
melodrama.
Action Pro.
Bill Whitney.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min.

MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
ProCarlos Thompson, Valentina Cort?se, Alan Badel.
ducer-direct,!- WilliamRichard
Dieterle.
Musical drama. Biog
Wagner.
of immortal composer
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker Jane
Maxwe.l. Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph
Murphy.
Ad-eiru.e
tandtii 'i.oe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer
Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. TrueMichael
of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 8?story
min. 8/22.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary
Duff. Asso. producer-directo'r
Edward Scott,
Luowig. Howard
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable
Bahamas.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story
of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom 110 min. 8/8.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is involved
formula.with international gang trying to steal
secret
TWINKLE
IN GOD'S
EYE Rooney-Ma
Mickey Rooney,
Gray
Hugh O Brian.
A Mickey
urice Coleen
Duke Produc
tion. Director George Blair. Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier
to rebuild
when his father was town
killed by Indians. church destroyed
Coming

COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
bonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama.
res 1
story about two people who learn to live Human-inte
again.
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Directo'r William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnershi
p of jockey
trainer. Her heartlessriess over a horse reunites and
toward new track successes. partners and turns them
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
Film

MAN ALONE, A Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff'swhich
hometerminates
turns into byunexpected
sanctuary for gunman
gunman clearing
himself
and
falling
in
love
with
sheriff's
daughter.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
track.
in
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel.
May
RED

QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SIN6AD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
and his 40 thieves. Love pairs
JuneRobertson-Forrest, PriceSt. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent86 their
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO RELEASES
September
BENGAZI SuperScope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
IPanamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs.
TENNESSEE'S
SuperScope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other
tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a inlynching.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama.
An American
for Pancho TheVillatreasure
help1.
him
to steal
money to working
finance revolution.
is fT• ally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of hisComing
band.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin
Joy King.
Lansing,
RudolphIrving
Hoyos.
Producer Frank Rivera,
& Maurice
Director
Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and howup each
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
jcT PILOT Technicolor. SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules
1 I? min.Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

May
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noel Langley. Comedy. Adventures of girl marooned
on desert island with three men. 88 min. 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

SEVEN YEAR ITCH. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bed
room
of min.
husband
summer adventures
vacation. 105
6/13. when wife is away oi
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek
ing husband
in Red
China
man
who helpsmissing
in rescue.
96 min.
5/30.falls in love witli
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Pro-i
ducer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller. Melo
drama. 102 min. 7/11.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Rober
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Come
dy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murde
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching <
small
89
min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins
LIFE IN A BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalban, Anne
Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez. Producer Rober
Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Panoramic Prod. Murdei
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of severa
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of
whoseof life
is complicated
because herwoman
blood isdoctor
a mixture
2 worlds.
102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN
QUEEN, Todd.
THE CinemaScope.
Deluxe
Color. DirecBette
Davis, Richard
Producer Charles
Brackett.
tor Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathtoofthe
Elizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. enLEFT HAND OF GOD,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
September
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the
town. Masauarade ends and he finds love.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form expeditionsSeven
to claim Cities
California
territory
of Cibola
and for
foundSpain,
missionsloin the catenewfabledland.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and
partners inlead
cattle.
head Indians,
further
west they
and become
their adventures
themTheyamong
former Union guerrillas and a woman.
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWiNG, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger.
Charles
Director
Richard
Fleischer. Producer
Drama. The
storyBrackett.
of Evelyn
Nesbit,
the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood.
Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA, THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman,Director
EmlynAnatole
Williams.
Korda.
Litvak.Producer Sis Alexander
GOOD MORNING. MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
VIEW FROM POMPEY'S HEAD, THE Richard Egan,
Coming
Dana Dunne.
Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director
Philip

May
RAINS OF RENCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope. Producer
Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco. Romantic drama.
UNITED

ARTISTS

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Albert
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet of
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2.
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery,
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney
learns
two He
different
bands ofSalkow.
rustlersWestern.
plan toRancher
steal his
cattle.
hires
both
gangs
as
ranch
hands
hoping
one
will
kill off
the other. 82 min.
TIGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor IFilmed in
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Storyforoffreedom.
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
fight
min.
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Evelyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewis
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
Alaska amid harrowFoster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in ex-wife.
90 min. 5/2.
rekindles love for
BULLETIN — THISJuneIS YOUR PRODUCT ing experiences
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
ne
BIG BLUFF. THE JohnJuBromfield,
Martha Vickers,
Robert Hutton, Rosemarie Bowe. Producer-director W
Lee Wilder. Su spense Thriller. 70 min.
• BREAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner
Robert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
Drama.WarDaring
Gilbert.World
Lewk during
mo. from Nazi prison
II. 88 escape
camp

OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael Macliammoir, Suizane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
of Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 6/13.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THeM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel m!
Angel. Director
aircraft.
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval

SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Rossano Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
Lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
mance and new perspective
on life vacationing in
Venice. 99 min. 6/27.
July
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS, THE Technicolor.
Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
Josefcal. Somlo.
Director Harold French. Romantic musi89 min. 0/8.
?PJlAS
STRANGER
Olivia de Havilland Robert
Mitchum, *-Gloria
Grahame.
Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story
overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on hisofpractice
thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
Greene Valentine Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Kussian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautifo'
"2'
*or victim.
.♦"rone.93 Plan
with his
min. backfires when he falls in love
August
KENTUCKIAN. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
H.nCh» Jv
4na Loyn"'
Foster-Pioneer
Producer Harold
Hecht.
Director
Burt Dianne
Lancaster.
adventure,
frontiersman and his
young son have their trek
to the
West interrupted by beautiful
woman
who
plans to
civilize" them. 104 min. 7/25.
NAKED STREET THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn
well
Melodrama.
Sma"' Director Max'84 min.rd8/22.
H0du"r..Ed¥Ja
Sh«r°M-.
«M inane.
September
^WWr
St.ND,S
S"Pe,r.Sc°PePrint by
Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker Maria English. Aubrey
Schenk-Howard
Kock
roreign
FoVt\a '?".-„-«irlCt0r
Modern French
Legion drama. LeoSJey87 min.^'^er.
8/22.
Srs°i
nHE Gish.
r"uTED"'
JHE Robert M!tchur". Shelley
Winters Lillian
Producer
Charles Laughton.
Suspense drama.Paul93 Gregory
min . 7/25 Director
October
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope Techn.eolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady Pro
Pari
; % SaYe 'u"'^
Musical ,Rich^
comedy
TwoRobert
show WaSrf
d .Sale,'
girls toE
flee
DirVct
i„v^i or
S with
* -Lapestage-struck
romantic entanglements
involved
millionaire. and become
Coming
THEc/reder!<:
G,"EAT March.
CinemaScope.
Technicolor,
nRichafd
ilul Darrieux.
n RERt
• °n'
Claire Bloom
Dannielle
Producer-director
Robert
Rossen
En!e
dramat,zat,on of the life of the Macedonian conqueror
G^'JjJ' HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.

Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
? Cin'™ Scope. Eastman Color.
Robert
Producer?wEner™.*/
R9^ J,,,fr,ey l Hunfer' Joanne Woodward.
G(rrf n L,^Jar;ks and Robert Goldstein. Dltor
Suspense story about
°swald-1
twd young
of two
death of
death
sistersDramain wealthy
family.
Rfmina'SG^ADE AT"IGHT Da™ Andrews, Rhonda
Director frit, 9 f Sand*rs- Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
paper story 9' °rama- Be"!"d-the-scenes news"cAeR p0FINDIAp Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walf r'aym°nd Str°SS- Director Arth«r Lubin.
AdventuTe

"'ducePs^0??'
,THHE R°bert
Mitchum'Richard
Ja" Sterling.
Western w«i?h Goldw,yn'
Jr- Director
Wilson.
I* fi„a,"v
KU,h'eSS
[anch6r
terrorizes
nnaily IstoppedHy' by
man known as a "town town
tamer"and

LOOTERS. THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for st\jdy,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott. Lou Costello.
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. u
A & C are stranded in Egypt
J newith thieves out to steal
where they become involved
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker.
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Fine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/j min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed
rocky goingN«ar-disaster
because of
his
ambitionsmining
and engineer
her wish has
for attention.
finally brings them together. 91 'h min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences Coming
during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.

STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope. WarnerColor. drews.
GreerProducer-director
Garson, Cameron
Mitchell,
AnMervyn LeRoy.
ActionDanadrama.
Adventures of young woman-doctor in Santa Fe during
frontier days. 112 min. 4/18.

Kurt Kaszner. ProSernas.David
JacquesDirctor
JUMP INTO
ducer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
drama. Recounting battle at Dienbienphu. 93 min. 4/18.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Director-producer John Farrow.
Lana Turner.
Wayne,
On eve of World War II poorly proSea Adventure.
by British waris pursued
freighter
German
visioned
but chase is in fine of
ship. Both Captains are friends
5/30.
min.
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. n118
Ju e
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Director
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Montanan
Revenge-seeking
Western.
Lesley Selander.
returns
obsessed
with
burning
desire
to
right
a
wrong
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/16.
July
DAM BUSTERS. THE Michael Redgrave. Richard Todd.
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War II
Dams.
be shortened
possibly
can RAF
The
undertakes
the task.by102penetrating
min. 7/11. Ruhr
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Howard
Producer-dirofector
Collins. Recounting
Dewey Martin,
the pharaoh
HistoricalJoanadventure.
Hawks.
built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda. James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
drama. Boredom incites mischief
LeRoy. Comedy ship
cargo5/30. anchored off a small Pacific
aboard
island. 123a min.
August
Print
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Jack
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director
two-beat iazz
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelansracketeer
to orresists attempt of booze
band leader
ganize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.
McCONNELL STORY,September
THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death Coming
as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
HANDFUL OF CLOUDS, A CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict
helps and falls in love with young crippled girl. Involved in robbery he is finally killed.
STEEL JUNGLE. THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during dangerLADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
George
Nader, GODIVA
Victor
Arthur.
Director
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
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A pril WarnerColor, Print by
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Julie Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer John Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man's115efforts
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Is Your

□ l. PREVIEW TRAILERS — Selling your Coming Attractions
SPECIAL TRAILERS — Operation and Policy Trailers; Institutional
Trailers; Exploitation Trailers

SCREEN
□ 2

HOLIDAY TRAILERS — Tributes, Greetings and Merchant Tie-ins
for added revenue
□ 3
□ 4. REFRESHMENT TRAILERS — Snack Bar, Intermission, Add-A-Clip

□ 1.

SILK SCREEN COLOR DISPLAYS— 30 x 40; 40 x 60; 24 x 82 and 24 x
60 banners for sock selling

POSTERS — basic showmanship with one's and three's
□ 2. LOBBIES — fill your frames with llx 14's, 22 x 28's and 14 x
36's
. . . and clinch the sell with crowd-stopping color
□ 3.
Standees!
H0LLYW00DS and CUSTOM DISPLAYS — beautiful, eye-catching
□ 4.
"Shadow Boxes"; special "sign shop" jobs made to your
custom order

OUT

FRONT

/.

□ l.
□ 2.
□ 3.
□ 4.

AWAY
FROM
THEATRE

BANNERS — colorful
ballyhoo
DOOR PANEL INSERTS —
important
TITLE CARDS — hang
LITHO and SILK SCREEN
and 30 x 40's

to make your big attractions even more
'em, tack 'em, shout about your shows!
DISPLAYS — full-color posters and 40x60's,
to catch the passers-by

DISPLAYAWAYS — in five sizes to sell on counters, in lobbies,
terminals
□ l. WINDOW CARDS — cover fhe town!
— for throwaway or mailing, with room for local
□ 2. HERALDS
imprint
□ 3.
TRAVEL-AD — the great, new^car top advertising frame and
service!
□ 4

missing

show -sellers for current and advance

...and if you're
anything, just contact
IMIMHMH
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Directed by
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Screen Play by
SYDNEY BOEHM and FRANK NUGENT

TELLING
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ABOUT

IT!

Billboards!
Giant

posting

the 24-sheet

Dallas
Memphis
Nashville
New Haven

Picture

below

of

in:

New Orleans
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Ore.
Richmond
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago

A

campaign

Newspapers!
You'll

Hear

Sock

campaign,

display
A

Great

—

and

nationwide!

Deal
Dramatic

About

teasers

Magazines!
ads in the following

publications:
Life
Look

Time

Parents' Magazine
The Saturday Review
Saturday Evening Post
American Bar Assn. Journal

CoUier's
Also "Lion's Roar" column in top national
magazines and ads in all fan magazines.
Total readership more than 150 millions.

Radio!

TV!

Exciting radio spots and TV footage add
countless rnillions to the record penetration for a great attraction.
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Happy

lit ri ltd a y 1
A robust two-year-old, 25,000 theatres big, celebrated its birthday
September 16. Two years after "The
Robe" made motion picture history
by revealing the vast vistas of CinemaScope, this marvelous new photographic-projection system continues
to capture public interest. Virtually
every major film production source
is channeling CinemaScope product
to the world's movie houses, because
the word has become accepted as a
plus-factor in movie entertainment
to showmen and to ticket-buyers.

This young giant of the industry's
exciting technological revolution has
made some amazing strides in the
24-month span. It has encompassed
62% of the bookable theatres
throughout the world (77% of those
in the United States and Canada).
By the end of 1955 it is expected
that approximately 200 CinemaScopics will have been released, completed, or actually shooting.
Now this precocious baby is busily
completing its first 55mm CinemaScope production, and clearing the
decks for additional big gauge action, its gaze focused on the future.
This spectacular record was made
possible by the dogged persistence
of its champion, Spyros P. Skouras,
and by the encouragement lent by
far-sighted exhibitors, who saw in
this baby a path out of the stagnation that had almost suffocated our
industry. Its acceptance by the bulk
of the nation's theatremen is a gratifying manifestation that a sense of
showmanship pervades our industry.
It indicates an overall willingness by
exhibition to grasp the opportunity
of progress.
To Mr. Skouras, for his unshakeable faith in the anamorphic miracle
that was so instrumental in bringing health to a sick industry, we offer our heartiest congratulations on
the second anniversary of his baby,
CinemaScope.

Fall

is

Hvrv

The ides of Autumn are at hand,
and every exhibitor know this means
our industry faces a tougher fight to
hold its customers.
As though to help tradition along,
television annually emerges from its
summer slumber loaded to its transmitters with spectacles and spectaculars. Judging from all advance
notices, the advent of Fall, 1955, will
prove no exception. The exception,
we hope, will be in the theatremen's
approach to the problem.
There is some evidence to sustain
this hope. Business in first-runs and
better-grade subsequents seems
stronger at this post-summer date
than at any time in years. The job
facing the industry is to make this
happy situation stick.
When the leaves fall the public
leaves the street. With the coming
of the autumnal equinox it is incumbent on the theatre to come to the
patron. Exhibition's role is emminently clear: it must get out and sell.
The mechanics of "get out and
sell" are infinite : door-to-door, radio,
television, billboards — and just
about every exploitation device calculated to bring an advertiser's story
within the ranp-e of the potential
audience, and — best of all — within
the four walls of the consumer's
domicile.
Something is undeniably needed
to counterpoint the sleepy cycle that
comes with every autumn. "Get out
and sell" can break the spell.
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Gov9!
On
Regulation
["'The fat's in the fire\ meaning Allied iscommitted to pursue its campaign
for Federal legislation to control film
prices. It's a serious decision that concerns every one of us in this industry.
How do you stand on it ?
This general query, and four specific
questions, were directed by I dm
BULLETIN recently to a limited number
of prominent theatremen and exhibitor
organization leaders to keep us abreast
of the boiling issue of film rentals. The
four definitive questions were:
1. Do you feel some means is required
to correct alleged inequities in presentday film pricing?
2. Do you believe a solution can be
found by arbitration or conciliation between exhibition and distribution?

3. Do you favor any kind of outside
controls over film prices?
4. Do you favor, in any form, government control over film pricing policies?
Following are the viewpoints of several respondents :]
In order to answer your questions
itemized 1, 2, 3, and 4, I should like
to give you my general opinion of
situation. I should also wish to impress you that I am speaking as
Walter Reade, Jr., President of Walter Reade Theatres, Inc., and in no
way as a member of the T.O.A.
Board of Directors, or in any official
T.O.A. manner.
I certainly believe that exhibitors
working together can present their
problems to distribution and receive
an intelligent hearing. My experience to date indicates this. I am also
of the opinion that the stronger the
position of exhibition is, the more intelligent reception we will receive
from distributors. I believe that exhibition must correlate its story and
that distribufactually so it,
it understand
present
tion will
in that, if
they do not cure some of the inequi(Continued on Page 6)
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(Continued from Page 5)
ties and help some of their customers, their customers will be out of
business.
I am not of the opinion that arbitration can necessarily be helpful.
By the same token I cannot believe
that it will do any harm. I am a
great believer in talking across the
table for anything, at any time. I
am against any outside interference
on the control of film prices, or any
other type of control. I believe that
the only solution lies from within
the industry.
I am positive, from my point of
view, that government control at
this stage of the game, would be a
bombshell that would knock us all
off of our precarious seats on all
sides of the business. More than
anything else, I believe that we need
a united front in exhibition, and that
exhibition must not fight amongst
themselves. We have so many
battles on the outside that we must
stand literally, figuratively, and
otherwise, shoulder to shoulder in
order to protect our tremendous investments.

I feel very strongly about this and,
of course, have worked very closely
and very hard to bring it about, and
many of us who do feel the same
way as I do, feel frustrated at this
stage of the game.

WALTER READE,
Walter Reade Theatres

cies are take-it-or-leave-it. Illegal
practices, such as phony pre-releases are in effect. Discriminatory
deals and apathy in sales for smaller
exhibitors also exists. There is lack
of local autonomy, inflexible sales
policies and many other points of
friction about which distribution obviously is not concerned. If it is
found in the public welfare that a
family cannot police itself and control itself, the cops are called in.
When there has been criticism of
Allied's move in appealing to the
government, the one question I have
always posed is, "What do you suggest in its place?". As of today, no
one man in either exhibition or distribution has come forward with a
positive plan to ease the situation. I
now pose this question to you.
What's your remedy?
WILBUR SNAPER
Allied Theatre Owners
of Neiv Jersey
*
*
*
1. In several speeches which must
have come to your attention, I have
advocated a home office 'complaint'
department, separate from the sales
heads, which could look at each inequity and settle on the individual
merits. The man who sells the picture on top terms usually is in no
frame of mind to admit he might
have oversold some accounts. In a
personal visit with George Weltner
some weeks ago, I had the chance to
develop this theme in detail and feel
that perhaps the conversation had

1. Definitely yes.
2. I must assume that this question relates to film rentals. I believe
if two men, seeking an honest solution, were willing to sit down with
cards face up on the table, an honest
solution could be found. However,
I question the possibility of finding
both sides willing to act along these
lines.

some influence in Boasberg's appointment. If the plan works for
Paramount it should persuade others
to try it at least.
2. Arbitration or conciliation
ou^ht to be given every opportunity
to work. Somehow we must settle
our conflicts and all branches join in
a grand plan to sell more tickets. All
of our other problems would seem
small if we could just sell more tickets at the boxoffices. That's why
COMPO should be supported in-

I believe 3 & 4 can be lumped together. At the present time, distribution has 100 percent control over
film pricing because of a short market that has created a monopoly. In
many instances distribution is not
concerned about selling accounts
after the first 4,000 playdates. Poli-

stead of being sabotaged. That's
why Elmer Rhoden's Audience
Awards program should be backed
to the hilt by ALL EXHIBITORS.
It is distressing to find less than a
third of the theatres taking an active
part in this plan — one unselfishly designed for the benefit of all.
(Continued on Page 9)
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Warners' First TV Show
N.Y. Times' TV critic, Jack Gould,
whose favorite pastime seems to be
taking pot-shots at the film industry
and their "infiltration" of television,
apparently feels that he has to protect
his medium as it helplessly "gives",
while Hollywood "takes". This naive
assertion, which is periodically reiterated, formed the substance of his remarks on the first program in the new
TVTheshow,
"Warner
Bros. mainly
Presents".
first show
consisted
(for
forty-five minutes of its one hour duration) of the first installment in a
series of dramatic episodes from several past film hits, this one being from
the best-selling novel by Henry Bellamann, "Kings Row". It could hardly
be called brilliant TV, but to this viewer it seemed more-than-adequate, particularly as filmed TV goes. It was
interesting, well-played (chiefly by a
group of young Warner personalities)
and held promise for the future. As a
"first installment", it certainly generated enough sympathy to bring viewers back in three weeks' time when
Chapter II is presented.
Gould's remarks on the show indicated that he is determined to pursue
his anti-Hollywood theme. Again, he
pointedly omitted any mention of the
title of the play (he had done this in
the case of the recent "Pete Kelly's
Blues" telecast). He sounded as if he
thought "Kings Row" was an original,
contemporary TV script, rather than
a novel out of the late '30s, about a
small town at the turn of the century.
We mustof concede
meritThein episode,
Gould's
criticism
the play.
which had protagonist Parris Mitchell
returning from Europe to begin his
psychiatric practice and, despite popular prejudices, managing to cure a patient by means of a trick, seemed contrived and not true to the spirit of the
book and the times — sixty years ago.
The last fifteen minutes of the hour
were devoted to a quick tour of the
Warner studio, conducted by master
of ceremonies Gig Young, showing
how a film soundtrack is made, and
also contained a plug for the upcoming "McConnell Story", which lasted
for no more than four to five minutes.
This was done adroitly and without
forcing too much "commercial" on the
viewer. The tour and the sound-technique, however, were only so-so.
The first show of the new series was
promising, and showed enough to suggest that it will become a popularly
successful Tuesday evening fixture.
We'll be interested in the next two
weeks which will unfold "Cheyenne,"
and "Casablanca," as the three series
are presented in alternation.
— Dick Bretstein

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
SEPTEMBER
19, 1955
By Philip R. Ward
SLUMP IN FILM COMPANY SHARES? Some say yes.
And so it seems. In August film company stocks — as recorded by the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate —
skidded 11*4 points. Into mid-September an expected recovery has not yet manifested itself. If you want to feed
your ulcer further, ponder this: film company shares
finished out 1954 with a 178J/2 reading in the F. B. Aggregate; at the close of August 1955 the figure stood at 1673/8.
Last year the film company group gained 66^g points overall; the first 8 months of '55 the group lost 11^ points.
The ironic feature of all this is that the sharpest depressions in stock values are to be found among some companies of elegant stature and enviable profit reports. Columbia Pictures, for instance, enjoyed a 70% increase in
price during '54, yet it is now selling more than 10 points
off its closing quotation of last year despite a record fiscal
'55 and establishment of a regular $1.20 annual dividend
for the first time in its history. Of course, some of the decline in this stock is partially attributable to the 5-for-4
split at the end of June, but still it seems underpriced.
20th-Fox, Universal, Paramount — kingpins all — are wallowing shoulder-deep in revenue, but behave like sleepy
pachyderms at the stock market level. Only Loew's, Allied
Artists and Republic display any of the old-time dash and
fire that marked last year's trading.
0
Allied Artists has been particularly atomic. On the wings
of consecutive 20,000-plus shares trading days, AA rocketed to a high of 73/s and shows sufficient stamina to push
substantially higher. This situation has justified the numerous Financial Bulletin studies of past months heralding
its departure from small-time operations to big-league
status. The potential here is enormous. Present gains, we
believe, still do not fully discount the profits potential
ahead when AA may realistically compete with the strongest of the majors for playing time. Evidence of this company's changing position may be found in the glowing
critical acclaim accorded its current release, "The Phenix
City Story", now enjoying first-run bookings in many of
the nation's top showplaces.
0
Uncertainty may characterize market attitude regarding
the balance of the slate. This, at least, is the prevailing
opinion of most brokers surveyed by Financial Bulletin.
Professional elements appear wary of cinema commitments
until the air is cleared with regard to that old bogey, television— a sentiment apparently touched off by publicity
attending the RKO-General Teleradio deal. It is surprising to learn the number of enlightened investment sources
believing that Hollywood will soon cast its die — for better
or worse — with television. Many think the film companies'

new TV shows are but the first link in a chain of events
which will see Hollywood more and more curry wedlock
with the video medium. Moreover, many brokers regard
as imminent the opening of the film library floodgates to
TV. The capital gains potentials, say they, are just too
great to overlook. In sum, most say they would like to
wait and see.
0
Value Line, the well-regarded investment analysis agency, offers a few interesting rebuttals in this connection:
"The use of motion pictures, old though they may be,
seems likely to raise the general level of TV programming.
With TV the movie industry's principal competitor for the
public's leisure time and recreation dollar, an improvement
in programming could well mean a choking off of the recent recovery in theatre attendance. Film rentals, which
are the producing companies basic source of revenues, are
usually keyed to theatre admissions so that a decline in
theatre admissions would reverberate through the income
statements of the film producers."
Moreover, asks Value Line, can TV really afford to pay
Hollywood as much for its old films as those films would
earn through periodic theatre reissue? It cites leaders, like
Spyros Skouras, who place titanic values upon their merchandise merely by calculating what the same films might
earn through exhibition in the theatre circuit. Mr. Skouras:
"How can they pay us money like that?" Value Line thus
concludes: "Until either TV's financial resources are great
enough to pay a price for Hollywood's old films which
would compensate for the possible loss of theatre attendance implied in their use or until another of the major producers' lack of profitability brings on the liquidation of its
affairs, we are inclined to doubt that Hollywood's old film
libraries will be made generally available to the networks.
Ownership of the libraries will continue to provide an important hedge against a recurrence of the 1946-1953 decline
in theatre attendance, so far as production companies are
concerned, and there is small chance that they will be released so long as the industry remains profitable."
O
Whether Hollywood takes the video plunge or not (and
we predict it will not for a long time), there's no denying
that today's presently depressed values will not stay depressed for long. In short, there is nothing on the horizon
attendancewise or profitswise to cause one to take the dim
view. Film shares should shortly snap back, for there is
nothing of any basic economic significance to impede them.
Therefore, a commitment in such especially underpriced
situations as Columbia and 20th-Fox, or Stanley Warner
or National Theatres among exhibition shares, may well
bring the investor a pretty profit. If you like to buy 'em
when they're low, brother now — right now — is the time.
Film BULLETIN September 19, 1955
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thing must be done and if it cannot
be accomplished in any other way
3. In my opinion no voluntary
outside control over film prices is
than by government control this
step may be necessary.
possible, without Government supervision, which leads to —
We have always tried to operate
4. — my opinion that Government control is fraught with too
much hazard to be solicited. Certainly control of film prices would
be coupled with control of admission
prices. That might not be too bad
in itself but the greatest risk is
lowered quality of film, certain to
follow any ceiiing on prices which
in turn will make film financing
most unattractive. Exhibitors generally are willing to pay for quality,
while lack of quality will close us
for good. The best film buy is the
one which actually earns forty per
cent at the boxoffice. The problem
to be cured is paying forty per cent
when the film earned only twenty
per cent. Find the way to do this
without Government intervention
and we will all be happy. It is candid opinion that Congress looks with
a dim eye on further controls over
business except in cases of proven
monopoly.
Trueman Rembusch recently stated that we had to choose between
asking Congress for a law on film
pricing or asking Congress for further tax relief. I think we all agree
that is so — but I say let's eliminate
(or reduce) the admissions tax,
which we almost accomplished save
for a pocket veto. We have a chance
to do this and no chance of the other
approach being successful.
PAT McGEE
Cooper Foundation Theatres
:.: *
:;:
I feel definitely that some means
is required to correct present inequities in film pricing.

on a "live and let live" policy. We
believe the distributor is entitled to
high film rentals for features that
bring in high grosses. But, when we
say "high film rentals" we mean film
rentals that still allow a fair profit
for the exhibitor with a large investment in his theatre. In my opinion,
selling cn a graduating scale is fair
for both sides. It gives the distributor a chance to earn top money, but
it still provides a fair profit for the
exhibitor no matter what the film
rental should be.
We must make our profit, if there
is to be a profit, on the better pictures. The exhibitor has no right to
be greedy, but he does have a right
to a fair profit which in many cases
is practically impossible because of
extremely high film terms.
For many years both exhibition
and distribution showed adequate
profits. There is no reason why this
should not be true today and it
would be true if distribution would
figure terms which will give the theatreman a chance to make the profit
to which he is entitled,
MARC J. WOLF, General Manager
Y & W Management Corp.
■f
*
I will attempt to give you my personal opinion and feeling with reference to your questions. I mention
the word personal because this is not
an official feeling of my organization. Iam new talking as an individual exhibitor.
No. 1. I feel that some means is

I would be very happy if a solution could be found for our problem
between exhibition and distribution
without any outside control. However, we have attempted to solve
this problem within the industry for
many years without success.

definitely needed to correct the present day inequities in film prices. We
can leave out the word — alleged —
because the so-called alleged inequities are a definite existing condition.
I have been buying film since 1928
and I think I can speak with a little
experience.

I feel that government control
should not be asked until every
other means is exhausted. Some-

No. 2. Having been admitted to
the Louisiana State Bar Association
and having practiced law, I cannot

conscientiously be against conciliation or arbitration because my creed
has always been that a fair compromise is better than a good law suit,
however, my experience in conciliating and arbitrating with film companies is like a shot of morphine,
which gives temporary relief until
the disease comes back to make its
attack again. I might add here that
pictures are being sold today, not for
what they are worth, not to give the
exhibitor a fair chance to make a
few bucks, but strictly to see how
much "the kid will go for".
No. 3. Frankly, and this might
seem siily to you, I favor any kind
of outside control over film prices.
No. 4. Under the present day feeling of the distributor for the exhibitor, that is, the utter disregard of
the welfare of the exhibitor by the
sellers of motion picture film, I
think that government control is the
only thing that will save exhibition
and that goes for the big boys too.
I might add that my answers to
your queries are a sincere feeling
based on my many years in the industry and a pretty fair overall
knowledge of what is happening to
the exhibitors in my territory.
ABE

BERENSON

All'.ed Theatre Owners of
the Gulf States
How I stand on the question of
Federal legislation to control film
prices? May I say at the outset that
I am unalterably opposed to any
such activity and will do everything
I can in opposition to it. This feeling on my part is predicated not
only upon my ownership of certain
motion picture theatres but even
more strongly upon the fact that for
more than thirty years I have been
an attorney whose practice has been
confined almost exclusively to representation of motion picture exhibitors. It is my opinion that the activity cf militant groups of exhibitors has done the greatest possible
harm to the exhibition business, and
in making this statement, I refer,
among ether things, to the elimination of the standard form of contract, to the outlawing cf the film
boards of trade, to the campaigns
against "block booking" and ulti(Continued on Page 12)
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mately to the greatest abortion of
all, divorcement and competitive
bidding, which resulted from the
Federal anti-trust suit.
I have had experience with regulatory bodies in the State of California and I have found that one cannot regulate one element of an industry without regulating all of it.
If film prices are to be subject to
governmental control, it is inevitable
that admission prices, salaries and
everything else that goes to make
up the cost bases upon which profit
or loss in the operation of a theatre
is determined must also be regulated. It goes without saying that I
am far from happy with the present
methods of distributors in pricing
pictures, but I am convinced that
any improvement in that regard is
net to be obtained through governmental intervention cr control.
Specifically answering the questions contained in your letter, my
opinion is as follows :
1. Some means is required to correct inequities in present day film
pricing.
2. Neither arbitration nor conciliation will be the complete answer
but arbitration will be a long step in
the right direction and can lead to
mutual understandings between distributors and exhibitors which will
result in fair prices for pictures.
3. I do not favor any kind of outside control over film prices. I know
of no body or tribunal outside of the
industry capable of determining
what is a fair price for a feature picture.
4. I do not favor, in any form,
government control of film pricing
policies and feel that any attempt to
obtain such control through legislation should be opposed by every
right thinking exhibitor.
L. S. HAMM, President
Northern California
Th cat re A ssociation
*

#
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through arbitration, if it were properly set up and the distributors were
willing to arbitrate, which they are
not and never will be because that
would five an exhibitor an equal advantage with the distributor.
Generally speaking I am not in
favor of outside control, as it is
thought of in general terms. However, something is becoming necessary because the distributors are
pricing the exhibitors right out of
business and something must be
done to protect exhibition and keep
them in business. If it takes the
government to do the job, that is
what we must have.
NEIL BEEZLEY
Allied Rockr Mountain
:;:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Independent Theatres
*
*

Yes
No
Yes
No
GLEN W. DICKINSON
Dickinson Operating Co.
%
*
&

We feel here that with few exceptions film contract negotiations are
most well handled through dealings
and factual discussion between the
sales departments and ourselves.
In answer to question "2", in principle and due to our experience, it is
not difficult to state that with few
exceptions solutions can be found
between exhibitor and distributor
through factual discussion.
Thirdly, we do not favor outside
control of film prices and, lastly, we
are firmly convinced that government control or efforts to procure it
would brinj about influences and
mandates which the industry generally can continue to resolve alone if
the proper approach is taken.
GERALD SHEA
Jamestown Amusement
Company. Inc.
*
*
*

*

As to whether some means is required to correct alleged inequalities
in present day film policies, there
Page 12

must definitely be some means of
correction because of fabulous terms
and clearance by print shortage.
These are definitely discriminatory
measures to hold the small independent back. A solution could be found

1. Yes.
2. Possibly, if it is arbitration or

conciliation of film rentals, play
dates and other basic problems, ineauities and sources of friction.
3 & 4. Government control as a
last resort is inevitable, unless the
conditions driving exhibitors to desperation are corrected.
LEO F. WOLCOTT
Allied ITO of
Ioiva and Nebraska
*
*
I am sure no responsible
can in any way favor the
of government control in
ness. It is an unfortunate

exhibitor
extension
our busicondition

that has brought exhibitors to thinking of such control.
There is no question in my mind
that the sale of motion pictures
must, in some way, be relegated to
the district or local manager of the
film exchange. It is impossible for
anyone sitting in New York to be
able to have full knowledge of what
is a fair price for all the theatres
they serve. Many theatres throughout the country are being pinched
and are closing because of the unconscionable demands being made
on them for their film. Somewhere
this problem has to be solved
through proper channels in each exchange area.
Certainly the joint request of
TOA and Allied to eliminate a static
sales policy on top pictures was not
unreasonable; that theatres grossing
$1,000 or less be sold at a fair flat
rental and that the film rental of
$100 or less be subject to arbitration
was not unreasonable. These requests were made as an emergency
measure to prevent the closing of
many theatres. I am sure the heads
of companies are better acquainted
with the problem because of the
visits of this joint committee and I
cannot help but feel that in part
some relief has been forthcoming.
Somewhere along the line the
problem of arriving at a fair film
rental has to be settled in each exchange area. Whether it is done
through arbitration or conciliation
makes no difference but it must be
set up to be done quickly and on a
fair basis for exhibitor and distributor.
MYRON N. BLANK
Central States
Theatre Corporation
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[I rider the heading. "Republic Decree A Phony".
Abrum F. Myers. Allied's general counsel, issued
the following bulletin analyzing its terms.]
In

Government's
IB mm.
Suit
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
CENTRAL DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION; WARNER BROS. PICTURES, INC.; WARNER BROS. PICTURES
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION; RKO RADIO PICTURES,
INC.; REPUBLIC PICTURES CORPORATION; REPUBLIC
PRODUCTIONS, INC.; COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION; SCREEN GEMS, INC.; UNIVERSAL PICTURES
COMPANY, INC.; UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.; FILMS,
INC.; and PICTORIAL FILMS, INC.,
Defendants.
The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
plaintiff, having filed its complaint herein on
July 22, 1952, and having filed an amended
complaint on January 20, 1953, and the Court
having ordered a further amendment of the
complaint on February 9, 1955, and defendants Republic Pictures Corporation and Republic Productions, Inc., hereinafter referred
to as "said defendants," having appeared and
filed their answers to the complaint, as
amended, denying the substantive allegations
thereof, and the plaintiff and said defendants,
by their respective attorneys, having severally consented to the entry of this Final Judgment without trial or adjudication of any
issue of fact or law herein and without admission in respect of any such issue;
NOW, THEREFORE, before the taking
of any testimony and without trial or adjudication ofany issue of fact or law herein,
and upon the the consent of the plaintiff and
said defendants, it is hereby
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND
DECREED AS FOLLOWS:
I
The Court has jurisdiction of the subject
matter hereof and of the plaintiff and said
defendants, and the complaint states a cause
of action against said defendants and each of
them under section 1 of the Act of Congress of July 2, 1890, entitled "An Act To
Protect Trade and Commerce Against Unlawful Restraints and Monopolies," as
amended, commonly known as the Sherman
Act (15 U.S.C. sec. 1).
II
A. As used in this Final Judgment:
(a) "Government outlets," means the
Armed Forces of the United States, Veterans

^

Civil Action
No. 14354-HW
FINAL JUDGMENT

Hospitals and various other Government
agencies, the American Red Cross, and
United Services Organization, Inc. (USO);
(b) "other outlets," means all other places
at which 16mm. feature films can now be exhibited, including but not limited to theatreless towns, hotels, clubs, camps, roadshowmen, drive-in theatres, and merchant-free
shows, schools, churches and charitable organizations, hospitals, sanitoria, homes of
the aged or disabled and convents, nonprofit
organizations, prisons or other places of detention, ships, trains and planes, but excluding home exhibitions and television;
(c) "Feature films," means sound motion
picture photoplays, four or more reels in
length other than motion picture photoplays
of strictly educational, religious or commercial character and not including serial motion pictures;
(d) "Feature films available for 16mm. exhibition" shall mean feature films with respect to which said defendants shall, at any
time after the effective date of this Final
Judgment, possess in the United States at
least 20 positive prints on 16mm. width film
for distribution (other than prints made only
for television exhibition), and with respect
to which said defendants shall have the right
to license the same for 16mm. exhibition in
bcth Government and other outlets;
(e) "Feature Films available for television," shall mean feature films which said
defendants shall have the legal right to license for exhibition on or by means of television, and with respect to which the exercise cf such right by said defendants will not
give rise to a right of cancellation of any
agreement with any Guild, Union or other
labor organization to which either of said
defendants is a party.
(Continued on Page 18)

Republic Pictures Corporation is being
criticized in some exhibitot circles for having lowered its colors and run up the white
flag by signing a consent decree in the
Government's 15mm. suit.
But Republic's defection occurred a long
time ago and the consent decree accomplishes nothing so far as that company is
concerned and serves merely as an occasion
for the Department of Justice to pin a shoddy feather on its cap.
To exhibitors the decree is significant only
as indicating what the Government is seeking in this strange litigation. The fact that
one defendant has surrendered may influence
the Court in its consideration of the evidence
relating to the others, but this is highly
speculative.
,
Here is the substance of the main provisions of the decree:
1. Within 50 days Republic will offer for
licensing "in good faith," for television, at
least 80% of all its films produced prior to
August 1, 1948, including films already licensed to television.
2. After necessary negotiations with the
guilds have been successfully concluded.
Republic will offer for license to television
at least 50% of its feature films three years>
after their release for national theatre exhibition.

Since nearly every time we have been exposed to television we were confronted with
a Republic horse opera, we were curious to
know to what extent, if at all, the decree
would affect that company's policy. In particular, we wondered how Republic could "in
good faith" offer 80% of its ante-1948 pictures to the broadcasters in the short span
of 90 days.
So we wired Herbert J. Yates a few questions and herewith is his forthright reply:
"Answering your telegram datelined Sept.
14 from Washington teletyped to me from
New York office, Republic has taken the
position that it would be willing to sign a
consent decree provided it did not require a
change of policies and methods of operation
pursued by Republic over the past years.
"From the inception of the suit Republic
maintained that it should never have been
named as a defendant and Counsel immedi( Continued on Page 22)
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"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes"
Scuutcte 1£ati*t$ G G G
Generally entertaining musical fare, short on story, but with
good oroduction values. Jane Russell-Jeanne Grain team
should pull in above-average returns.
Drawn frcm a story by Anita Loos, whose specialty is
the war between the sexes, this Richard Sale-Robert
Waterfield production is diverting musical comedy fare.
While its story is on the flimsy side, the Mary Loos-Richard Sale script is serviceable, fairly funny, and it is a suitable prop for some attractive song, dance, and scenery
entertainment. Boxoffice prospects are above-average in
the musical market, but it will not be so strong in class or
action houses. The teaming of Jane Russell and Jeanne
Crain as a sister act has good marquee lure, the songs are
old, dependable hits, and most of the CinemaScope-Technicolor cameras take the spectator on a tour of Paris and
Monte Carlo. Desmond Dickinson's photography, by the
way, is unusually interesting, full of impressionistic effects,
just off-beat enough for viewers to notice. Jane and Jeanne
are amusing when they play their mother and aunt in
flashbacks of the roaring Twenties, and they hoof and sing
such nice standards as "My Funny Valentine," "I've Got
Five Dollars," "Ain't Misbehavin'," among others. Old
favorite Rudy Vallee warbles in his familiar nasal voice.
Alan Young and Guy Middleton are effective in comic
roles. Highlight of the production are William Traviila's
costuming, which is most effectively gaudy. Crazy, mixedup story has the Jones girls, (Russell and Crain), a songand-dance team, going to Paris at the invitation of "impressario" Scott Brady. Brady, and friends Alan Young
and Vallee, like the girls, but when Brady gets serious
about Jane, he is warned by Jeanne that Jane "can't say
no". Young, who is fabulously wealthy, loads the girls
with gifts, anonymously, until all Paris knows about them,
and their careers are made. Brady, jealous, follows them
to Monte Carlo, where they are doing an act. The sudden
appearance of their mother (played by Jane) breaks it up,
and they are led home. Young confesses, the misunderstandings are cleared, Brady gets Jane, Young gets Jeanne.
United Artists IRuss-Field Voyager Production! . 97 minutes. Jane Russell Jeanne
Cram,
Rudy Waterfield.
Vallee. Executive
Robert'
ProducedAlanby Young,
Richard Scott
Sale Brady,
and Robert
DirectedProducer,
by Richard
Sale.Bassler.

is too slow to be generally appealing. Rennie is effective
as the dedicated priest, and Anthony Quinn turns in a very
fine performance as the Spanish army leader. Jeffrey Hunter also merits praise for his role as an Indian chief who
is against the invasion of the Spaniards. Story has Spanish
soldiers Richard Egan and Anthony Quinn leading an expedition from Mexico City to California in search of the
"seven cities" of gold. Rennie (as Father Junipero Serra)
accompanies them as spiritual adviser, his purpose being
to found missions. Egan and Rennie are left in San Diego
as the expedition goes further. Rennie befriends Chief
Jeffrey Hunter, while Egan and Indian princess Rita Moreno fall in love. Quinn returns empty-handed, and prepares to make the trip back to Mexico. But when a misunderstanding between Egan and Moreno leads to her
death, the Indians demand the life of Egan. Rather than
endanger the whole company, he gives himself up and is
killed. The expedition remains in California when their
supply ship arrives.
20th Century-Fox release. (Robert D. Webb-Barbara McLean Production! . 103
minutes. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Michael Rennie, Jeffrey Hunter, Rita Moreno. Produced by Robert D. Webb and Barbara McLean. Directed by Webb.

"My Sister Eileen"
ScituteM IZctfuu? GOG
First-rate musical version of the popular story will rack up
big grosses generally. Slick, fast, funny, with some great
thesping by an appealing cast. Topflight CinemaScopeTechnicolor production.
One of the most durable of all entertainment properties,
"My Sister Eileen" has been a show, a film, a Broadway
musical, and new appears as a film musical. And this Columbia version is just as much a "hit" and as solid a piece
of entertainment as the previous entries. Now a CinemaScope-Technicolor production, it's fast-moving, highspirited fare, attractive to eye and ear, and plenty funny.
Fred Kohlmar's production has all the virtues: a good
script by Blake Edwards and Robert Quine, a fine set of
tunes by Julie Styne and Leo Robin, and some expert direction (by Quine) and good thesping. The casting was
inspired, each role fitted by the players like the proverbial
glove, which has much to do with the film's charm. Betty
Garrett, Eileen's sister, is the stickout; whether she's singing, dancing, or just talking, she's vastly entertaining.
Janet Leigh is appealing as her bombshell sister, and Jack

"Seven Cities of Gold"
Satinet IRaU*? G G

Lemmon impresses once again as Garrett's heart-throb.
An uncommonly good supporting cast performs uncommonly well — particularly two fine dancers, Robert Fosse

Sombre religious story, well played, but may be too heavy
for general trade. Will appeal to Catholic churchgoers.

and Tommy Rail, whose work can't be faulted. Wellknown plot has sisters Leigh and Garrett coming to Greenwich Village to seek fame and fortune ; Leigh as an actress,
Garrett as a writer. The devastating Leigh soon attracts

This story of the Spanish explorations in California in
the 18th Century, and Father Serra's founding of missions
is told in rather sombre, heavy terms. Focus is on the
efforts of the Spanish priest, played by Michael Rennie, to
convert the Indian heathen, and his conflict with the army.
The result, despite some good performances, is a syrupy
examination of sin, repentance, and martyrdom. Its appeal
will be strongest to the faithful of the Catholic Church.
The production, made in Mexico by Robert D. Webb and
his wife, Barbara McLean, is enhanced by good CinemaScope-DeLuxe color photography. The action, however,
Page 16
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Fosse and Rail, but Garrett's charms are unappreciated.
When she writes a story about her sister, and convinces
publisher Lemmon it's autobiographical, he makes a play
for her, but she flees in panic. Having run out of money,
the girls are ready to leave, but hilarious conclusion turns
things around. Misunderstanding has a shipload of Brazilian sailors doing the Conga in the girls' apartment. Lemmon proposes to Garrett, Leigh takes Fosse.
Columbia. 108 minutes. Janet Leigh, Jack Lemmon, Betty Garrett. Produced by
Fred Kohlmar. Directed by Richard Quine.

The

Desperate

Hours"

One

of

Wyler's

Best

Superb version of the Joseph Hayes' suspense-thriller. Brilliant direction by Wyler, fine playing by a distinguished
cast, and great story-appeal are ingredients for a surefire success.
Joseph Hayes' successful novel and stage hit, "The Desperate Hours", has been turned into a sensational piece of
film entertainment. Boxoffice returns should be in the
highest bracket. It is one of the slickest, most thoroughly
ccmpelling suspense stories to reach the screen in some
time, as well as being a thoughtful, and often moving, drama. Technically, it is well nigh perfect. William Wyler
has contributed brilliant direction, which thoroughly exploits all of the resources at his command. There is not a
wasted motion or gesture in the film, the ace director's
economy of movement and expression being uncanny. At
every point, he has Hyes' beautifully-constructed plot well
in hand. His handling of the black-and-white VistaVision
process is equally superb; the photography is intensely
dramatic, both subtle and realistic. There is very little
"breathing-space" throughout the film's 112 minutes of
footage. Audiences wiil be gripped from start to finish,
but the suspense is never forced; plot and pace proceed
naturally, inevitably.

Convict brothers. Humphrey Bogart and Dewey Martin, hate tinsituation well in control as they bulldoze the captive family.
and desperation to final level-headed self-possession that
saves his family. Miss Scott portrays the sensitive, courageous wife with the simplicitv and graciousr.ess which
have marked all her screen roles. Beth are enormously
sympathetic. As the sheriff marked for death by Bogart
Arthur Kennedy creates a character cf force and understanding. Others in the cast, under the expert Wyler touch,

In many respects, "Desperate Hours" has the same characteristics as Wyler's superb "Detective Story" (1951),
with its sharp interplay of conflict and action in a restricted setting, and its development of full-dimensional
characters. Emphasis of the story is on the reaction of a
family to being held hostage in their own home by a trio
cf escaped convicts. The production is interested in human values, and it is this that gives the film its scope and
chief appeal. Humphrey Bogart comes through powerfully
as the tough killer snapping commands and snarling

are uniformly excellent Dewey Martin as Bogart's younger brother, is both tough and remorseTul as he rea'.izes his
predicament, while the third member of the convict team,
Robert Middleton is mean, disreputable and tough, lending
much to the over-all quality cf trigger-taut suspense.
Others in the cast, Gig Young, Mary Murphy and Richard
Eyer, all add to the superior drama. Every aspect of the
Wyler production merits praise. It has surface excitement
as well as depth, audience appeal as well as technical excel ence. Itfigures to be a certain winner in ail situations.

threats. It's a typical Bogart performance, but an excellent one. Fredric March and Martha Scott, as the victimized couple, turn in fine, sustained acting jobs. March, always counted on for professional work, goes the whole
way with this one, displaying the gauntlet of fear, worry

The story finds convicts Bogart, Martin and Middleton,
gaining entrance to a suburban home in Indianapolis to
hide out until one of their confederates brings them money.
Bogart has selected this city because he wants to avenge
his arrest at the hands of sheriff Arthur Kennedy. March,
Scott, and their children, Marv Murphy, and young Richard Eyer, are ordered to carry on their affairs normally,
March knowing that if he contacts the police, his wife and
children will be harmed. Turning-points in the situation
are two-fold: the confederate does not arrive with the
money, forcing the convicts to continue their dangerous
gamble, and Martin, worn-down by pressure and pity
makes a break. Shot by the police, his gun is traced to
March, and the police begin their campaign of surrounding the house. In a thrilling Climax, Bogart is shot and the
family is free again, rewarded for their epic-like courage.

Fredric March, finally securing the upper hand, inflicts on Bogart some of
the torture to which he has previously been subjected by the convict.

Paramount. 112 minutes. Humphrey Bogart, Fredric March, Arthur Kennedy, Martha
Scott, Dewey Martin, Gig Young, Mary Murphy, Richard Eyer, Robert Middleton,
Whit Bissell, Ray Teal, Beverly Garland. Produced and directed by William Wyler.
Screenplay by Joseph Hayes. Adapted from the novel and play by J. Hayes.
Director of Photograph", Lee Garmes. Edited by Robert Swink. Costumes, Edith
Head. Assistant Director, C. C. Coleman, Jr. Makeup, Wally Westmore. Associate
Produced, Robert Wyler. Music Score by Gail Kubik.
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(Continued from Page 15)
B. Whenever said defendants are required
under this judgment to license or offer for
licensing a number of feature films arrived
at by taking a percentage of a described category of feature films, such number of featare films shall be the nearest whole number
r&ulting from such computation.
Ill
The provisions of this Final Judgment applicable to either of said defendants shall
apply to such defendant, each officer, director, agent, employee, successor, assignee, and
to any other person acting under, through,
or for such defendant.
IV
Said defendants are ordered and directed
to license or offer for licensing in good faith
during each calendar year, directly or
through distributors, to Government and
other outlets 80% of the number of feature
films available for 16mm. exhibition which
were released for 35mm. national theatrical
exhibition in the United States during the
second preceding calendar year.
V
Said defendants and each of them are enjoined and restrained from
(a) refusing to license or offer to license
Government or other cutlets to exhibit feature films available for 16mm. exhibition required to be licensed or offered for license
hereunder or
(b) restricting licenses for exhibition of
feature films for 16mm. exhibition by limitations which would have the effect of restraining competition with 35mm. theatres.
Nothing in paragraphs IV and V of this
Final Judgment shall be construed to prevent said defendants from
(1) withdrawing from licensing or refusing to offer to license to either Government
or other outlets, or both, any feature film
available for 16mm. exhibition after it has
been licensed or offered for license to 16mm.
outlets (other than Government outlets) for
a period of three years;
(2) failing or refusing to license the 16mm.
exhibition of any feature film or films available for 16mm. exhibition to any particular
16mm. exhibitor because of the inability in
good faith to agree with said exhibitor on the
film rental or other terms and conditions of
license of such feature film or films not inconsistent with the provisions of the preceding subdivision (b) cf this paragraph V, or
because said defendants in good faith determine itwould be inconsistent with their best
business interests to license said exhibitor on
account of said exhibitor's character, reputation or credit rating;
(3) restricting or limiting the conditions on
which licenses for exhibition of feature films
available for 16mm. exhibition may be granted to schools, churches and charitable organizations, hospitals, sanitoria, homes of
the aged or disabled and convents, nonprofit'
Page 18
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organizations, prisons or other places of detention, in consideration of special reduced
film rentals to be paid for such licenses;
(4) entering into agreements with any
Government outlet in the form customarily
employed by such Government outlet for the
licensing of 16mm. feature films;
(5) entering into agreements with third
parties granting to them the right or license
to distribute and license for exhibition at any
one or more of the Government or other outlets any or all feature films available for
16mm. exhibition provided the provisions of
such agreements are not inconsistent with
the provisions of paragraph IV and V of this
Final Judgment.
In the event that, by reason of any fact or
condition substantially adversely affecting
the business of said defendants of licensing
feature films available for 16mm. exhibition,
said defendants shall be unable without financial hardship to license for 16mm. exhibition the minimum number of feature films
specified in paragraph IV hereof, said defendants shall have the right, any time after the
expiration of three years from the date of
entry of this Final Judgment, to apply to
this Court, on thirty days notice to the plaintiff, for such modification of said paragraph
IV hereof as to the Court shall appear to be
just and proper.
VI
Said defendants are ORDERED
DIRECTED:

AND

(a) Within 90 days from the date of the
entry of this Final Judgment, to license or
offer for licensing in good faith, directly or
through distributors, for television, a number of feature films available for television
which, including those feature films heretofore so licensed or offered for license by said
defendants, shall aggregate at least eighty
per cent of all feature films available for
television heretofore released by said defendants for 35mm. national theatrical exhibition, the production of which commenced
prior to August 1, 1948. The 123 feature
films listed in Schedule A hereto annexed
and made a part hereof and heretofore licensed to MCA TV, Ltd. for television distribution are deemed to have been licensed
or offered for licensing to television in acdivisioncordance
(a) ; with the provisions of this sub(b) to negotiate and attempt in good faith
to make available for television a majority
of the feature films produced or distributed
by said defendants, production of which
commenced subsequent to August 1, 1948,
which said defendants have the legal right
to license for exhibition on or by means of
television, provided, however, that the failure
or refusal of said defendants to negotiate
with respect to less than a majority of such
feature films shall not be deemed to be in
violation of this subdivision (b) ;
(c) Within 2 years after any feature film
released by said defendants for 35mm. national theatrical exhibition in the United
States the production of which commenced
subsequent to August 1, 1948, becomes a
feature film available for television pursuant

to an agreement or agreements entered into
by said defendants as a result of the negotiations referred to in the preceding subdivision (b) hereof (regardless of the number of
feature films covered by such agreement or
agreements), to license or offer for licensing
in good faith, directly or through distributors, for television, at least 25% of all feature films which said defendants shall have
the legal right to license on or by means of
television, production of which commenced
subsequent to August 1, 1948, and which
were so released three or more years prior
to the date upon which said two year period
commenced ;
(d) thereafter, in each complete calendar
year following said two year perior referred
to in the preceding subdivision (c), to license or offer for licensing for television a
number of feature films which number shall
be at least 50 per cent of the number of feature films which said defendants shall have
the legal right to license on or by means of
television and which were released for 35mm.
national theatrical exhibition in the United
States in the third preceding calendar year,
provided, however, that no feature film need
be so licensed or offered for licensing prior
to the expiration of three years following
the 35mm. national theatrical release date in
the United States of such feature film.
VII
Said defendants, and each of them, are enjoined and restrained from refusing to license or offer for licensing for television in
the United States any feature film available
for television, and required to be licensed or
offered for licensing for television under the
term of paragraph VI of this Final Judgment.
Nothing in paragraph VI or VII of this
Final Judgment shall be construed to prevent said defendants from:
(a) withdrawing from licensing or refusing to offer for licensing for television any
feature film available for television after it
has been licensed or offered for licensing for
television for a period of at least three years;
(b) failing or refusing to license for television any feature film or films available for
television to any particular licensee or proposed licensee because of the inability in
good faith to agree with said licensee or
proposed licensee on the license fee or other
terms and conditions of license of such feature film or films, or because said defendants
in
good
faith determine it would be inconing;
sistent with their best business interests to
license said licensee or proposed licensee on
account of said licensee's rr proposed licensee's character, reputation or credit rat(c) entering into agreements with third
parties granting to them the right or license
to distribute and license for television any or
all feature films available for television provided the provisions of such agreements are
not inconsistent with the provisions of paragraphs VI and VII of this Final Judgment.
In the event that, by reason of the release
by any one or more motion picture producers
or distributors of a substantial number of
featue films for television, or by reason of
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any other fact or condition substantially adversely affecting the business of said defendants of licensing feature films for television,
said defendants shall be unable without financial hardship to license for television the
minimum number of feature films specified
in paragraph VI hereof, said defendants shall
have the right to apply to this Court, on
thirty days notice to the plaintiff, for such
modification of said paragraph VI hereof as
to this Court shall appear to be just and
proper.
VIII
Said defendants are jointly and severally
enjoined and restrained from entering into,
maintaining or furthering, or claiming any
right under any contract, agreement, combination, conspiracy cr concerted plan of action with any other defendant or alleged coconspirator in this action to do any of the
things which said defendants are each enjoined or restrained from doing pursuant to
paragraphs V and VII hereof.
IX
If any Final Judgment entered or hereafter entered in this case with respect to any
defendant or defendants other than Republic
Pictures Corporation, Republic Productions,
Inc., Films, Inc., Pictorial Films, Inc. or
Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing Corporation should be more favorable in any respect
to such other defendant or defendants than
this Final Judgment is to the defendants Republic Pictures Corporation or Republic
Productions, Inc., said defendants Republic
Pictures Corporation or Republic Productions, Inc. shall be entitled, on application
to this Court, with thirty days notice thereof
to the plaintiff, to a modification of this
Final Judgment to substitute herein such
favorable provision or provisions for the
corresponding provision or provisions included in this Final Judgment, and the plaintiff hereby waives any objection to such application and consents to such modification,
and will cooperate, upon the request of
either of said defendants, in obtaining a suitable order pursuant to such application.
X
On condition that neither of said defendants shall have violated any of the provisions cf this Final Judgment and that a
substantial number of feature films released
for 35mm. theatrical distribution in the
United States, production of which commenced after August 1, 1948, have been licensed or offered for licensing for television
by said defendants, said defendants at any
time after the expiration of seven years from
the date of entry of this Final Judgment or
five years after the licensing or offering for
licensing for television of the minimum number of feature films available for television
required so to be licensed or offered for licensing for television under the provisions
of paragraph VI (c), whichever shall first
occur, may apply to this Court, on thirty
days notice thereof to the plaintiff, for an
order terminating paragraphs VI, VII and
VIII of this Final Judgment, provided, however, that nothing in this paragraph X shall

be construed to limit the right of the plaintiff to oppose the granting of any such application.
XI
For the purpose of securing compliance
with this Final Judgment, duly authorized
representatives of the Department of Justice
shall, on the written request of the Attorney
General or the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division, and on reasonable notice to the principal office of either
of said defendants, be permitted access during the business or office hours of such defendant so notified, to all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda, and
other records and documents in the possession or under the control of such defendant
relating to the matters contained in this
Final Judgment and subject to the reasonable convenience cf such defendant, and
without restraint or interference from such
defendant to interview officers or employees
of such defendant, who may have counsel
present, regarding any such matters, and,
upon written request of the Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division, and upon
reasonable notice to its principal office, any
such defendant shall submit such written reports with respect to any such matters as
may from time to time be necessary for the
enforcement of this Final Judgment; provided, however, that information obtained by
the means permitted in this section, shall not
be divulged by any representative of the Department of Justice to any person other than
a duly authorized representative of the Department of Justice, except in the course of
legal proceedings to which the United States
is a party for the purpose of securing compliance with this Final Judgment or as otherwise required by law.
XII
Jurisdiction is retained for the purpose of
enabling any of the parties to this Final
Judgment to apply to this Court at any time
for such further orders and directions as
may be necessary or appropriate for the construction of or the carrying out of this Final
Judgment, for the modification thereof, for
the enforcement of compliance therewith,
and for the punishment of violations thereof.
Dated SEPTEMBER 12, 1955
(s) LEON R. YANKWICH
United States District Judge
We consent to the making and entry of
the foregoing Final Judgment:
For the Plaintiff:
(s) Stanley N. Barnes
Assistant Attorney General
(s) W. D. Kilgore, Jr.
(s) James M. McGrath
For the Defendants:
Republic Pictures Corporation and Republic Productions, Inc.
LOEB AND LOEB
By (s) Laurence M. Weinberg
Attorneys for said defendants,
(s) Samuel Flatow
Special Assistant to the Attorney General

(s) Maurice
Silverman
Trial Attorney
(s) Trial
Leonard
R. Posner
Attorney
(s) Daniel
H. Margolis
Trial Attorney
SCHEDULE A-l
Under Western Stars, Idaho, King of the
Cowboys, Silver Spurs, Hands Across the
Border, Shine on Harvest Moon, Frontier
Pony Express, Old Caliente, Arizona Kid.
Days of Jesse James, Carson City Kid,
Jesse James at Bay, Man from Cheyenne,
Sunset at the Desert, Sons of the Pioneers,
Colorado, Border Legion, In Old Cheyenne,
Nevada City, Bells of Rosarita.
Sunset in El Dorado, Along the Navajo
Trail, Rainbow Over Texas, Under Nevada
Skies, Home in Oklahoma, Apache Rose,
Cowboy and the Senorita, Song of Nevada,
Lights of Old Santa Fe, The Gay Ranchero,
On the Old Spanish Trail.
Heart of the Golden West, Ridin' Down
the Canyon, Song of Texas, Man from
Music Mountain, Billy the Kid Returns,
Rough Riders, Roundup, Southward Ho,
Wall Street Cowboy, Saga of Death Valley.
Young Buffalo Bill, Ranger and the Lady,
Red River Valley, South of Santa Fe, Romance on the Range, Sunset Serenade,
Young Bill Hickok, Robinhood of the Pecos, Sheriff of Tombstone, Bad Man of
Deadwood, Man from Oklahoma.
Don't Fence Me In, Song of Arizona, My
Pal Trigger, Roll cn Texas Moon, Heldorado, Bells of San Angelo, Yellow Rose of
Texas, San Fernando Valley, Utah, Springtime in Sierras, Under California Stars.
SCHEDULE A-2
Eyes of Texas, Grand Canyon Trail, Come
on dangers, Sagebrush Troubadour, Red
River Valley, The Singing Cowboy, Oh Susanna, The Big Show.
RoundupPublic
Time Cowboy
in Texas,No.Rootin',
Rhythm,
1, GoldTootin'
Mine
in the Sky, Prairie Moon, Western Jamboree, Mexicali Rose, Mountain Rhythm, In
Old Monterey, South of the Border, Carolina Moon, Ridin' on a Rainbow.
Singing Hills, Under Fiesta Stars, Sierra
Sue, Heart of the Rio Grande, Stardust on
the Sage, Bells of Capistrano, Trail to Ssn
Antone, Saddle Pals, Tumblin' Tumbleweeds, Gaucho Serenade, Boots and Saddles.
Night Time in Nevada, The Far Frontier,
Melody the
Trail,
Singing Guns
Vagabond,
Comin'
Round
Mountain,
and Guitars,
Ride, Ranger, Ride, The Old Corral, Get
Along Little Dogie, Yodelin' Kid from Pine
Ridge, Springtime in the Rockies.
Man from Music Mountain, Rhythm of
the Saddle, Home on the Prairie, Blue Montana Skies, Colorado Sunset, Roving Tumble-weeds, El Rancho Grande, Melody
oming.
Ranch, Back in the Saddle, Sunset in WyDown Mexico Way, Cowboy Serenade,
Home in Wyomin', Call of the Canyon,
Sioux City Sue, Twilight on the Rio Grande,
Robinhood of Texas, Old Barn Dance, Ride
Tenderfoot Ride.
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"PHONY-MYERS

(Continued from Page 15)
ately undertook to persuade the Dept. of
Justice to dismiss Republic. When we realized the Government would not give a
voluntary dismissal but would consider a
consent decree which would not require any
change in the policies pursued by Republic
over the past year, but would relieve Republic of the substantial burden of expense and
inconvenience of protracted litigation, there
was no alternative but to accept a consent
decree.
"Actually Republic has already released to
TV eighty per cent of its old product produced prior to 1948. Consequently Republic
is not required to release any additional pictures to TV at this time or in the immediate
future. Furthermore, the consent decree contains a "favored nations" clause to the effect
that if the Court should decide the case in
favor of the other defendants the consent
decree Republic has signed will thereupon
be cancelled."
And so the mountain labored . . . Now we
are curious to know whether, when the decree was presented to Judge Yankwich for
approval, he was told that the decree was
academic and the case moot.

By Sec. VI (b) Republic is required to
negotiate in good faith to make available for
television a majority of its films produced
since 1948. So immune are labor unions from
the antitrust laws and so timid are politicians
in dealing with them, that the decree does
not even mention whom Republic is to negotiate with — the guilds. Paragraph (c) says
that within two years after any post- 1948
film released for 35mm. national theatrical
exhibition becomes a feature available for
television pursuant to such negotiations, Republic shall offer for licensing at least 25%
of all such films for television, provided they
were released three or more years prior to
the date upon which the two year period
commenced.
This gives Republic two years in which to
gets its accumulated post-1948 pictures cleared by the guilds and to offer 25% of them to
television provided thev are at least three
years old. If Republic is as far ahead of the
decree schedule in releasing films to television as we suspect, and if the decree works
no change in the company's policy as Yates
asserts, then this provision is important only
as indicating what the Department of Justice hopes to accomplish in regard to the
other defendants.

The permanent provision is in Para, (d)
which says that, thereafter, during each calendar year following the said two year
period, Republic shall offer for licensing for
television a number of feature films which
shall be at least 50% of the number of feature films which the company shall have the
right to license to television and which are
released for 35mm. national theatrical exhibition in the third preceding year. It is exFilm BULLETIN

the U. S."
How Will Rentals Be Fixed?
Republic is required to offer its pictures
to television in good faith, but suppose the
company honestly thinks a picture is worth,
say, $10,000 for exhibition by a certain broadcaster and the latter thinks it is worth only
$5,000? Sec. VII (b) says that nothing in
Par. VI or VII shall prevent Republic from
failing or refusing to license for television any feature ... to any particular
licensee . . . because of the inability in
good faith to agree with the said licensee ... on the license fee or other terms
and conditions of license . . .
The proposed licensees' only redress, in
case the parties are unable to get together,
would be to complain to the Department of
Justice in hopes it would institute contempt
proceedings. In the event of such proceedings the issue would be Republic's good
faith. It would add up to compulsory arbitration of film rentals by public authority
which, I should think, would be infinitely
more objectionable than the voluntary arbitration which the film companies spurn.
Government and Other
Eleemosynary Institutions

Other Provisions

Page 22

pressly provided that no feature need be so
licensed or offered for license to television
"prior to the expiration of 3 years following
the 35mm. national theatrical release date in
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The decree is not limited to furnishing
pictures for television. Under the term
"Government outlets" it relates to the
Armed Forces, Veterans' Hospitals, Red
Cross and USO. Under "other outlets" it
relates to all places at which 16mm. pictures
are shown, such as roadshowmen, hotels,
clubs, merchant free shows, schools,
churches, charitable organizations, etc. The
provision relating to these outlets, Sec. 14,
provides as follows:
Said defendants are ordered and directed
to license or offer for licensing in good faith
during each calendar year ... to Government and other outlets 80% of the number
of feature films available for 16mm. exhibition which were released for 35mm. national theatrical exhibition . . . during the
second preceding calendar year.
Comments on this and other features of
the decree would consume many pages and
it is thought advisable to wait for the questions which will undoubtedly arise in members' minds and answer such of them as are
of interest and importance.
What Will The
Other Defendants Do?
While the decree may not be too important in its application to Republic, it would
lead to serious consequences if applied to
other companies — net only to exhibitors, but
the companies also.
As of this time, I believe it is the purpose
of the remaining defendants to remain in
and oppose the case. The basis of this belief
will be communicated to Allied leaders in a
separate note.
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MYERS
ABRAM F. MYERS penned his initials
to a plain-spoken, lengthy rebuttal to Allied's critics, wherein he reiterated that
organization's stand to seek government
regulation, and, futher, made ineluctably
clear his dissatisfaction with COMPO's
activities during the past year. The broadside also took some verbal swipes at what
it called Allied's "perennial critics": Al
Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox distributor
director, Harry Brandt, president of the
Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York; Pat McGee, vice president
of TOA, and E. D. Martin, TOA president. On Allied's refusal to continue negotiations with the film companies, the
Myers statement read: "Allied, by its
Emergency Defense Resolution, is committed to Government regulation of film
rentals. Unless the film companies under,
go a change of heart and walk through
the door that the resolution leaves open,
Allied will, of course, proceed with its
program."
The Allied board chairman asserted
that it was "extremely doubtful" that
those "yelling for another tax campaign
have consulted responsible leaders in
either the executive branch or in Congress." He said that the exhibitors "enjoy considerable good will in Congress"
at the present time, but that "one does
not need to be a logician to figure out
that with the independent exhibitors telling Congress what happened to the relief
it voted them a short time ago, and asking
for the regulation of film prices in order
to stay in business, it is extremely unlikely that Congress will grant further tax
benefits to be gobbled up by the film companies." Itis quite easy, Myers continues,
for "circuit executives and some editors
to say that Allied should sidetrack its
legislative program and clear the way for
such a tax campaign. But when they do
they abandon to their fate the exhibitors
who reaped little or no benefit from last
year's tax bill because of the distributors
greediness in pricing pictures."
He singles out Colonel Cole and Trueman T. Rembusch as Allied leaders "with
skill and experience in this field" who

THE

NEWS

have expressed the view that a tax campaign would be futile "and for this they,
and Allied to boot, have received a going
over." Sore points with Myers are
COMPO's handling of its finances and
its tendency to become what he calls a
"self-perpetuating bureaucracy." He declared: "Allied leaders for many months
have been alarmed by the way in which
COMPO's finances were being frittered
away. At the close of the tax campaign
COMPO had a handsome sum on hand.
By last February . . . this had shrunk to
about $140,000. COMPO then was spending at the rate of about $12,000 a month
and concern was expressed lest the treasury be depleted before the audience poll
could be completed." Several months
later "in reliance upon a minute entry of
the COMPO executive committee . . .
COMPO launched the present dues campaign without further notice to or consultation with the constituent exhibitor
bodies." Myers insists that COMPO has
tended to ignore these constituent organizations in the past year and rely on direct
contacts with exhibitors "except for a
perfunctory annual meeting." He states
flatly: "The campaign against subscription television is a public relations job if
there ever was one. But it was not merely the refusal of the film companies to allow COMPO to lend a hand in that struggle that turned many Allied men against
that body. They also were enraged by
the covert and wholly unauthorized activity of at least one member of the stafl
in opposing COMPO's participation."
Myers termed COMPO's not consulting with its member organizations before
it launched its dues campaign "flagrant
contrast to the procedure followed by the
staff in dealing with the film companies
. . . which are permitted to consider the
nature and extent of their participation
. . . and impose limitations on their contributions by unilateral action." He deplored COMPO's failure to discuss with
its charter members matters of such importance as the contribution of the exhibitors in the dues campaign. Had it
been submitted to them it might have
been approved, but "it is unlikely that
they would have approved a campaign at
a figure calculated to support COMPO
indefinitely in the manner to which it has
become accustomed . . . The Council of
Motion Picture Organizations, as its name
implies, is composed of industry organizations, not individuals," Myers declared.
"Leaders in the movement made it plain
that the purpose was merely to create an
all-industry body, under the control of
the existing industry organizations, to
function with respect to matters in which
all have a common interest."
[More NEWS on Page 26]

YATES
HERBERT J. YATES, answering a
query from TOA president E. D. Martin,
pointed out last week that the industry
will feel no immediate effects from his
company's signing a consent decree (see
full text elsewhere in this issue) requiring
it to release its films to TV. The Republic president said it has already released
to television 80 per cent of its pictures
made prior to 1948, as required in the
decree agreement. Republic was the first
of the film companies, defendants named
in a government anti-trust suit filed in
1952, to enter a consent decree. The unprecedented court judgment also required
the company to offer at least half of its
pictures to TV three years after theatrical
showing and offer 16mm. versions two
years after commercial exhibition.
O
OTTO PREMINGER, meeting with the
press recently, directed a jaundiced eye
at the MPAA Production Code. He
found it "incredibly narrow" that the
Code hasn't been changed since its inception and called for a new ruling that
would allow independent producers to
have a voice in Code operations.

PREMINGER
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(Continued from Page 23)

HARTMAN MEETS EXHIBITORS

PINANSKI

MONTAGUE
A. MONTAGUE assured industry executives that the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital will not be closed, but rather will be
enlarged. He said, further, that research
at the hospital has proved to be of tremendous value in healing and preventing
tuberculosis. The hospital president made
his remarks at a luncheon meeting at Saranac Lake, New York, attended by film
executives, local civic officials and staff,
directors and patients of the hospital.
Montague said the hospital has acquired
an international reputation and told the
group that its services will be considerably expanded. Arthur L. Mayer was
toastmaster at the luncheon, substituting
for R. J. O'Donnell who was unable to
attend, and introduced speakers Eugene
Picker, Martin Quigley, Jr., Saranac Lake
mayor Anthony Anderson, and James
Lowell, editor of the Adirondack Daily
Enterprize. Samuel Rosen, Stanley Warner vice president and hospital director,
introduced 12 sons of Hospital supporters
and said he hoped that eventually they
would take over the reins and insure the
hospital's continuation. The annual meeting of the hospital's board of directors
was held earlier at Schroon Lake, where
the group was hosted by Herman Robbins, and his sons, Burton, Allan, Norman. Eugene Picker, chairman of the
fund raising and finance committee reported collections so far for this year of
$11,389. He said he envisions an enrollment of some 7500 theatres in the 1956
One Day-Week Audience Collection campaign and pledged his group to collect
$500,000 annually to assure the hospital's
future. Si Fabian, treasurer, reported that
receipts ending May 31 totaled $324,052,
compared with $272,981 in 1954.
Page 26
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SAM PINANSKI reported that an "overwhelming majority" of industry leaders
he polled supported his proposal that
COMPO conduct another campaign to
eliminate the Federal admissions tax. The
American Theatres president, who said
he was acting as an exhibitor rather than
an executive of COMPO, stated: "The
response to my proposal is especially
heartening in view of the experience . . .
this summer in New England . . . which
had . . . heat . . . floods . . . and a polio
epidemic. . . Despite these great handicaps
we have been obliged to pay a Federal
admission tax. I want to point out thai
what happened in New England could
happen nearly anywhere else in this
country and that nowhere is a theatre's
margin of survival sufficient to withstand
such blows for long. To enlarge this
margin of survival we simply must get
rid of the Federal admission tax entirely."

Don Hartman. Paramount'* executive in charge
of production, second from left, meets with
New York City circuit executives to plug "The
Desperate
Hours." L. George
to r.: Gerald
Shea.Fabian
Shea
Circuit: Hartman:
Trilling.
Theatres: Ray Smith. Shr«. C:"-"it rind Frap.lt
Marshall. Stanley Warner Theatres, -shown
holding a copy of the Joseph Hayes booh.
o
ELMER C. RHODEN pledged his National Theatres to a policy of "agressive
expansion" at the circuit's convention at
Colorado Springs last week. He also
promised a vigorous fight for tax relief
and "rapid and vigorous" development oi
the new Cinemiracle process developed by
National. The company will spend $5,000,000 in perfecting the process, Rhoden
declared, and added that NT will soon
apply for court approval to finance at
least three productions a year. He said
his company intends to expand its theatre holdings. John B. Bertero, vice president, speaking at the session, stated that
National will seek "only quality houses."
Rhoden urged theatre operators to "get
out the vote" in the Audience Awards
poll and looked forward to the casting of
more than 25 million votes. He said they
must renew their attempts to remove the
10 per cent Federal tax at the next session of Congress.

NATIONAL THEATRES EXECUTIVES CONVENE
Delegates to National Theatre's Denver con-ager of Pacific Coast operations: Alan May.
vention included (top. from left): John B. treasurer : Richard P. Brous. president of Fox
Bertero. president of Fox West Coast Thea- Midwest Theatres: Senn Lawler. general mantres: Frank //. Ricketson. Jr.. president of ager of Fox Midwest. I Below, from left):
Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres: E. C. Rhoden. Dave Idzal. William Mocluir. Harold SeidenST president: Edwin F. Zabel. general man- berg and Robert W.Selig.
[More NEWS on Page 28]

REAT

TALENT

MAKES

GREAT

PICTURES!

he Spirit of St. Louis," starring James Stewart as
I arles A. Lindbergh, goes into production over Long
land where an exact replica of the famous little
I moplane takes to the air with an escort of press planes
i nulating those which escorted Lindy on May 20, 1927.
Billy Wilder, left, directing the Lindbergh adventure saga, huddles with Producer Leland Hayward
and Cinematographer Ted McCord as camera angles
are figured in relation to the story points and
aerodynamics. (CinemaScope and WarnerColor).

ith stars John Wayne and Lauren Bacall at helm,
illiam A. Wellman's "Blood Alley" heads for early
?st Coast engagement. Batjac production for Warner
os. combines romance and adventure in explosive
r East setting.C CinemaScope and WarnerColor).

Ed Sullivan flies into Hollywood and meets Jack L.
Warner and some of the team he'll be working with
on "The Ed Sullivan Story," the Warner feature
starring the famous newspaper columnist and television personality. Left to right: Richard Whorf, who'll
produce the Sullivan picture for the studio, Steve
Trilling, Sullivan, J. L. Warner, David Butler, who'll
direct, and Irving Wallace, writer. (CinemaScope and
WarnerColor).

"Our Miss Brooks" transforms at Warners from a
television series to a feature motion picture with
Eve Arden starring as
America's best known
school teacher. On the set
left to right are: Jane

'0 "first" screen kisses comprise busy day for Liberace in the
aed pianist's new feature motion picture "Sincerely Yours!'
lying no favorites between his two stellar leading ladies,
>erace follows an ardent embrace with J oanne Dru (left) with
equally fervid romantic scene with Dorothy Malone. (In
\rnerColor) *■

WE'RE

DOING

THINGS

HERE

Morgan,
Miss Weisbart,
Brooks'
landlady; David
producing for the studio;
Director Al Lewis and Miss
Arden. The motion picture
retains most of the TV
regulars.

AT

WARNER

BROS.

Incidentally

. . .

THEY

MADE

THE

NEWS

(C on tin u I'd from Page 26)

REMBUSCH

RANK
J. ARTHUR RANK, in his companies'
annual financial report, last week reiterated his long-standing contention that
American exhibitors and film interests are
not giving British movies a "fair shake".
John Davis, JAR managing director, calling revenues from the U.S. "pitiful,"
warned that there might be some form of
retaliation against U.S. film companies.

TRUEMAN REMBUSCH again chastised COMPO, calling that organization
the "tool" of distribution, and declaring
that it has "overriden both TOA and Allied and their respective units and unit
leaders". The former COMPO leader was
replying to a statement by Pat McGee,
TOA vice president, in which McGee had
said that TOA, rather than Allied, represents small exhibitors. Rembusch replied:
"Neither Allied nor TOA or any single
member of the team can claim credit for
winning the tax fight. It was won by
American exhibitors who carried the story
of their plight to Congressmen and Senators in their home districts," and declared
that many key political leaders in Congress aided exhibitors.

WARNER HOST AT TV LUNCHEON
Jack L. Warner escorts ABC-TV executives
is making TV films. From left: Robert Kintaround the sound stage where Warner Bros.
ner, Warner. Leonard Goldenson. Sid Markley.

BEN GOETZ ended his 20-year stint as
chairman and managing director of
MGM's British Studios in London due to
Mrs. Goetz' health . . . TOM BRIDGE
named Southwestern division manager foi
Paramount to succeed A. M. Kane, resigned. He will be succeeded at his Dallas post by FRANK RULE, assistant
branch manager . . . WILLIAM J. MOCLAIR moves from his post as managing
director of the Fox, Philadelphia, succeeding Harold Seidenberg. Latter takes
charge of a group of National Theatres in
Los Angeles . . . PHIL ISAACS appointed manager of a new Paramount
U. S. sales unit, the Rocky Mountain Division, to include Denver, Salt Lake City,
Des Moines and Omaha. Isaacs had been
branch manager in Washington, D. C. . . .
HERBERT H. GREENBLATT, RKO
domestic sales manager, announced promotions inCanada: HARRY PAYNTER,
branch manager, Calgary; HERBERT
H. GREENBAUM, to replace Paynter
as salesman in the Toronto exchange.
VARIETY TENT 13 limbering up for
its annual golf tournament Sept. 30 at the
Philmont Country Club . . . NEW ORLEANS VARIETY CLUB voted to support a state cerebral palsy center as its
permanent charity. Announcement was
made by PAGE BAKER, chief barker.
MITCHELL WOLFSON, former TOA
president and head of Wometco circuit of
Florida, convention
will be keynote
speaker
at TOA's
annual
opening
October
6 at
the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles.
Columbia bosses JACK COHN, A.
MONTAGUE, PAUL N. LAZARUS,
JR. and
KASTNER
presidentLACY
HARRY COHN
and joined
other studio
executives in Hollywood to plan selling
and promotion of upcoming top budget
productions. They were briefed on future
production plans by JERRY WALD, executive producer . . . BURTON E. ROBBINS began a nation-wide tour of National Screen Service exchanges last week
to spark the GEORGE F. DEMBOW
sales drive . . . UA president ARTHUR
B. KRIM, board chairman ROBERT S.
BENJAMIN and vice president MAX E.
YOUNGSTEIN
flew to UA's
Latinin
American sales convention
opening
Miami. ARNOLD M. PICKER, vice
president in charge of foreign distribution, presides at the five day meeting . . .
Following Universal eastern advertising,
publicity, exploitation crew hopped to
Hollywood for talks with DAVID LIPTON for forthcoming releases: PHILIP
GERARD, CHARLES SIMONELLI,
JEFF LIVINGSTON, HARMAN KASS
and ROBERT GILLHAN.
JACK H. HARRIS of Exploitation Productions, Inc., announced that his firm
has bought Screen Guild of Philadelphia
from JACK G. ENGEL. JOSEPH
ENGEL and HARRY BRILLMAN will
stay on as branch manager and sales
manager, respectively
"first" by
in
theatrical
charge-plans...
was A scored
TRIP-CHARG of Pittsburgh, whereby
anyone holding major charges with that
company can also charge the cost of tickets at any Cinerama theatre.

A LUNCHEON FOR BOASBERG
Charles Boasberg is welcomed to Paramount
as special assistant to world-wide sales chief
George W eltner at an executive luncheon.
Pictured above, from left: Paul Raibourn,
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Paramount vice president. Don Hartman. executive producer; Adolph Zukor, board chairman:
and Weltner.Barney Balaban, president. Boasberg,

DIED: JOSEPH D. BASSON, 66, International representative of IATSE. He
began as projectionist in 1908 . . . WALTER GOULD, 53, foreign sales executive
for United Artists, of a heart attack.

Splendid

Ads

Sell

lendored
20th's
Motion picture Spit
advertising has often been
subjected to the barbs of critics from both
within and outside of the industry — sometimes with justification. But there is developing, it becomes increasingly apparent, a new
school of advertising techniques within the
ranks of expert film company showmen that
uuutb an
ail end
tnu to
lu the
un. carpings.
^aijjiugs.
bodes
A prime example of this mature nnew look
is the advertising
d.uiu.;irtising prepared by 20th CenturyFox for "Love Is A Many-Splendored
by the examples on
Thing". As evidenced
this page, dignity marks the intriguing illustrations and text, drawing the eye and inter
est, like a quiet, authoritative voic<ce with
something pertinent to say.
something pertinent to say.

MERCHANDISING
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The principal characters are attractively
pictured, provocative in their dramatic and
romantic implications, but never flamboyant.
Art merges with copy that is a refreshing
departure from the sacred cows of old-style,
cliche-ridden movie advertising. The blatant
generalizations are conspicuously absent. Instead, adult dialogue from the cript touches
the heart of the story, creates the aura of a
doomed love affair, inviting the movie shopper's deepest interest. Engrossing catchlines
like— "The World Said 'No' ... But Han
Suyin and Mark Elliot shut the world out
... as they were swept into a love that defied 5000 years of tradition!" dig out the core
of the drama in piquant, adult style.
The effectiveness of this advertising is being proved at the boxoffice with the surprisingly excellent grosses being rung up by

p£

til!*'"

"Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing" in its
early engagements, where the ads have had
an opportunity to test their mettle.
This is top drawer showmanship in motion picture advertising.

Work vs. Worry
The worker vs. the worry-wart is the
subject of an editorial in the Commonwealth chain's "Messenger" that gives
food for thought to showmen-managers. The unsmiling worrier, it points
out, would "rather say 'No!' to all
ideas and sit on his own nest of thorns
. . . prefers to stew in his own worry
'cause if he worries enough ... he
hasn't got time for any work." The
worker, conversely, is "positive 'cause
he does have a plan . . . believes in
'raising more hogs and less hell' . . .
and he's got a sense of humor which
stems from knowledge and the experience of satisfactory results."
[More SHOWMAN

on Page 32]
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(Continued from Page 29)
The excitement felt by David
Wallerstein on his booking of
Samuel Goldwyn's "Guys
and Dolls", into Balaban &
Katz's flagship theatre in
Chicago is communicated to
Loop moviegoers in this sock
lobby standee featuring
blowups of the stars and
Goldwyn's
wire to Wallerstein, congratulating
him on
being the first exhibitor to
book the M-G-M release.
William Hollander, B & K
ad-publicity chief, grabbed
at the seat-selling wire for
the display idea, inaugurating an advance selling campaign more than two months
before the opening, Nov. I I.
Wa Ilerstein s Hollywood trip
to see the picture in advance
was called "most enterprising" in the wire, which conneeds
no superlativestinues:
from"Itme
to add
to your
own word of praise about
'Guys and Dolls', but naturally your Nov. I I th opening is
of great concern to all of us
who have worked on the picture.
and Dolls'
resents'Guys
the greatest
effortrep-of
my career and the largest
expenditure I have ever
made that
for atheproduction.
Let's
hope
guys and dolls
of Chicago like the guys and
dolls of the picture . . ."
Top Coverage for 'Seven Cities1
Flying in on two chartered planes, a delegation of 60 press, radio and TV people
swept into San Diego to cover the world
premiere of 20th-Fox' "Seven Cities of Gold"
at the Fox Theatre. The auspicious launching included a motorcade from the airport
to City Hall for official greetings by municipal bigwigs and ceremonies at the mission
founded by Father Junipero Serra, hero of
the film. Premiere, with Gov. Knight among
the luminaries was televised and broadcast,
as well as press-saturated.

Mag-Nets
Life boosted "The Girl in the Red Velvet
Swing" with a full color cover of star Joan
Collins and a feature tieing in the 20th-Fox
film with its sensational real-life story.
Another Life accolade went to Paramount's "The Man Who Knew Too Much"
with a pictorial spread on James Stewart
on African location.
Columbia's Kim Novak netted two high
spots in the mags: a six-page feature in October's Pageant, crediting her in "Picnic",
and an eye-opening full length portrait on
an 18" pullout in September's Esquire — for
which Columbia promptly placed an order of
thousands of reprints to go out to theatremen.
October's Esquire splashed on Sophia
Loren (" 'S' for Sizzle") with an 8-page picture and text layout, making the fourth nat'l
mag to spread on the I.F.E. star in a month
(Life, Collier's, Newsweek).
Roz Russell and Paramount's "The Girl
Rush get feature play in Family Weekly,
popular Sunday supplement carried in over
100 newspapers.

M ovies Fall's 'Hot Story'
The "hottest entertainment story this
Fall" is the way COMPO describes
the upcoming releases to newspaper
people in its Editor & Publisher ad
series. "If you are an editor and wish
to keep on top of the fast-breaking
entertainment story, we suggest you
go to your local movie theatres," says
the ad, predicting exceptional films
that will make 1955-56 "outstanding
in cinema history."
NSS Cuts Poll Package Price
As List of Theatres Swells
Moving quickly in line with the enlarged
number of theatres pledged to participate in
the Audience Awards campaign, National
Screen Service slashed the price for campaign accessories. New rate offers first runs
and key sub-runs the accessory package for
$25; for all other houses, price will be $15.
Package consists of two trailers, two 40x60
posters, one large composite mat and stickers for ballot boxes.
National campaign chairman E. C. Rhoden
commended NSS for its action, termed the
prices "eminently fair." He pointed out that
NSS "is going to a great deal of expense
and is freely using its organization for the
numerous nation-wide mailings that have
been necessary in the conduct of this campaign." This would have been impossible,
he added, had there not been such an encouraging exhibitor response.
Second group of exhibitor nominations,
representing pictures released between April
1 and June 30, were unveiled in the nation's
press as: "A Man Called Peter" and "Seven
Year Itch", 20th-Fox; "Love Me Or Leave
Me", M-G-M; "Strategic Air Command",
Paramount, and "20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea", Disney-Buena Vis.a.
Among stars nominated for best performance, June Allyson, James Stewart and Doris
Day were named for the second time.

UA's "Alexander the Great" gets an impressive text-and-picture layout in the October Pageant.

Manager Will Hudson landed this eye-catching
display in the window of a local surgical supply shop to point up the medical drama of
"Not
A Stranger"
for the
UA film'sStunt
run
a* hisAsMusic
Box Theatre
in Seattle.
is in key with a national co-op campaign blanketing the entire medical and nursing fields.
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Cato Herald for 'Svengali'
An impressive two-color herald on MGM's
release, "Svengali", was unveiled by Cato
Show Printing Co. of Cato, N. Y. The "experimental" foldei is being offered at regular
herald prices, permits back cover theatre imprint of playdates and co-feature.

Manager Sam Gilman drew a continual bustle
of activity around Loew's State Theatre in Syracuse with this kiddie's horse ride out front during
his engagement
of Columbia's
"The drug
Man
From Laramie".
Gilman
also got a chain
store to feature Western sandwiches with accompanying credits as part of his campaign,

Mister Pulver?

Novel lobby display for Warners
"Mister Roberts" by Bob Cox, Kentucky Theatre, Lexington, drew extra
special attention as result of a boo-boo
in the zippy descriptive copy. Bottom
flag carried still and name of Henry
Fonda with caption: "That Chief Pettin' Officer Pulver — role played by
Jack Lemmon. Fonda, of course, is
"Mister Roberts".

Miami Disc Jockeys Spin Top
Kelly'
for 'Pete
Campaigncampaign
Air
A high-voltage
backboned
by an
18-hour radio promotion socked "Pete
Kelly's Blues" across in Florida State Theatres in the Miami area. The selling package
was so effective that calls poured into FST
ad chief Howard Pettengill's office from circuits in other areas asking for details.
High spot was the airwave barrage of
spots, interviews and music from the picture,
The entire disc jockey staff of station WINZ
was up to its ears in picture material, and
stunts (see cut) providing a high time for
both the station and the radio audience from
6:30 a.m. till 11 p.m. In preparation for the
day-long bally. Jack Webb was contacted in
New Orleans via phone and taped a halfhour conversation, later cut into five interviews with the WINZ platter spinners. Response was exceptional, and the station was
flooded with calls. Passes were given away
every hour, along with records from the
film's score. Albums from the sound track
were in constant play. Result: holdovers —
with WINZ again used to sell big.

Jumbo

Co-Op Campaign

Set

For
'Gents national
Marry co-op
Brunettes'
A king-size
campaign was
set by United Artists for "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes" aiming at maximum penetration
timed to coincide with area openings. Th;
national promotion, according to UA ad
chief Francis M. Winikus, will be backed by
a $370,000 slate of co-op ads, top-gear retail
store support and a contest awarding free
trips to Europe.
The ads, featuring stars Jane Russell,
Jeanne Crain and Scott Brady, are due to
hit a readership of 132,000,000 with placements set for newspapers, Sunday supplements, general and fan magazines. Store activity will spotlight the film to a consumer
audience estimated at 46,000,000 with bigspace window and counter displays.
In a contest that will award a free round
trip to France for two, United States Lines
has prepared a free one-sheet which will
back first and sub-run engagements via theatre activity, newspapers and displays at thousands of travel agencies.
Meanwhile, stars Jane and Jeanne did a
co-op act of their own in a week-long series
of promotion activities in New York, Climaxed by their appearance on the Ed Sullivan "Toast of the Town" show Sept. 11.
Heston P. A. Honked
Charlton Heston, currently on a personal
appearance tour for his starrer, U-I's "The
Private War of Major Benson," received a
noisy reception at the Badger Drive-In Theatre, Madison, Wise. Perched on the roof of
the projection house, Heston was interviewed
over the regular speaker system piped into
the cars. Instead of the usual handclapping
applause, the drive-in fans responded with
long and loud honking of horns.

E. C. RHODEN
Rhoden

Stresses Showmanship,

Advances At NT Convention
National Theatres threw the spotlight on
showmanship and research at its three-day
convention in Colorado Springs last week.
NT president Elmer C. Rhoden, at an analysis and round table discussion, called for increased showmanship techniques. "There is
a vast market of non-moviegoers we must
sell on the movie habit," Rhoden told 100odd representatives of the seven divisions
from 20 states. "It is up to you, the operators, to conduct the research on how to tap
this market, and by what methods and what
media we can make moviegoers of more
The Audience Awards poll was seen by
Americans."
Rhoden as an industry promotion venture
that will produce "wonderful" results. He
predicted the public vote would top 25 million, urged the operators to "get out the
Stress three-panel
was also placed
on NT's system,
new Cinemiracle
projection
for
which National has earmarked $5,000,000.
vote."

Jack Webb — in cardboard — joins WINZ's disc »
jockeys dressed up for their all-day promotion
for "Pete Kelly's Blues" at Florida State's
Olympia, Beach & Gables Theatres in Miami.
[More SHOWMAN

on Page 36]
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EXPLOITATION

Wait iill you See

PICTURE
MY

SISTER

EILEEN

"EILEEN"
ISlemonade
A SOLID,
As saleable as pink
at the circus, orSALEABLE
tickets at the bazaar kiss CHICK
booth, Columbia's "My Sister Eileen" bubbles its happy way to the showman's door, a welcome musical
comedy visitor packing exploitation assets in both hands.
Boasting an eminent, successful, laugh-laden past as a series of widely-read sketches in
the New Yorker, a smash Broadway comedy, a hit movie, and, as "Wonderful Town", a
captivating stage musical comedy, it emerges anew in Technicolor and CinemaScope with
laughs intact and a fresh score by ace tunesmiths Jule Styne and Leo Robin — against a
background calculated to capitalize its huge, presold audience.
Most important, Columbia has fashioned a lulu of a promotion campaign to match the
breezy spirit of the film. The ads froth with it, both in the large display copy and in the
unio.ue cartoons that play up the whistle proportions of the title character, as played by
Janet Blair. The misadventures of a pair of young men who come to New York looking
for careers and falling into riotous complicaticns in their Greenwich Village basement dwelling, set the tempo for art and copy that will act as a magnet to fun-seeking moviegoers.
A fresh star lineup is another strong asset. Miss Leigh is a favorite with the younger set and her opportunity to dance in the
GIRLS!
film will provide that element with a new
How's Your Eye-Appeal?
view of the star. Jack Lemmon, hotter than
We're Looking
even in the wake of his "Mister Roberts"
for
success, is a solid marquee asset, Betty Garrett, long a Broadway favorite in the musiLocal in'Eileen',
ThatA Babe
Boyland
cal comedy field, gets a juicy role that paid
Who Comes Closest to
off big dividends to her predecessors in the
Lovely Janet Leigh
part, Rosalind Russell and Shirley Booth.
The pressbook is well-stocked with pracDO YOU MEASURE UP?
tical and pungent ideas for selling the picHeight
ture. One, for instance, points to the snappy
Weight
cracks that roll off the soundtrack, suggests
Bust
a contest for wittiest sayings beginning with:
Waist
"My Sister Eileen Says . . ." ("My Sister
Hips
Eileen Says Making Good in New York
Hair
Isn't Easy — Staying Good Is Even HardEyes
er!"). Others are based on dance, book,
WIN PRIZES!
sports and photo promotions aptly tieing in
with various aspects of the film.
Among the co-ops Columbia has set on the
picture is a high penetration tie with 400odd heavy traffic Walgreen drug stores in
more than 200 cities featuring a big streamer
with art aimed at hitting all ages.
SISTER SELLERS
\

«.~ » TECHNICOLOR. • Cinemascope
maaB&vn&m i inn niP??Cg*: ml
"GIRLIE" STUNTS GALORE
Everything about "My Sister Eileen" lends
itself to the beautiful girl stunt — always a
sure-fire attention getter. The search for a
local "Eileen" to match most closely the
film's eyeful can be capitalized with an arresting lobby display such as that shown
above. Life-size blowup of Janet Leigh
serves admirably to dress it up. Follow
through with local merchants for merchandise prizes. Stunt can be worked as a
straight beauty contest via newspaper, TV
or theatre stage, using photographs from
candidates, or in the flesh.
Small town girls coming to the big city
cues a street stunt with two lovelies, a blonde
and a brunette, parading the streets with
suitcases, one labeled "Wait'll you see My
Sister Eileen", the other (the blonde) merely "Eileen".
Another idea could have a "Most Beautiful Sister" contest, with kin sending in
photos of their favorite sisters, winding up
as an attention grabbing lobby display.
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The "sister" angle opens the door to a
novel series of merchandising promotions
based on a "Sister's Day" on the idea of a
"Mother's Day" or "Father's Day". This
can be worked on a community-wide basis
or with individual stores.
In connection with the promotion for a
"Sister's Day" gift, theatre might distribute
special Sister's Day tickets to cooperating
stores to be given to customers who buy
special Sister gifts. Stores would advertise
and publicize the arrangement, plug "Sister's
Day Tickets to 'My Sister Eileen'."
A popularity or beauty contest for "Sister
of the Year" could be tied in with the promotion, ballyhooed over TV or in newspapers. This could be done either with letterwriting and photographs, or have live
"sister" entrants compete on TV show.
Stunt could be blown up to real major
proportions by having the Mayor or other
prominent official declare a community-wide
"Sister's Day" to coincide with opening day
of the picture. It's worth a try — and guarantees awindfall of publicity for both picture and theatre where it works.

CARTOON

TEASERS

An inspired series of 13 cartoon teasers
highlight the variety of happy ads Columbia
has whipped up for "My Sister Eileen".
Quick to catch the eye, smile-provoking in
the full sense of the "teaser" label, they lend
themselves to a variety of angles, both in
newspapers and as mailers and handouts.
How to use the teasers: (1) run them
daily in advance of regular opening day display ads; (2) on consecutive off-the-theatrepages pointing to display ad; (3) spot two
or three around theatre pages week prior to
opening; (4) run whole shebang in one
smash ad, along with art and publicity material. In all cases where they run off the
theatre page, try to spot them surrounded by
editorial matter to look like a regular cartoon.
Make up a series of cards as postcard
mailers, as card handouts slipped under
doors, windshield wipers, taped to store windows, or a "collect 'em all" stunt.
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E & P Ad Sells 'Hell & Back'
Feature for Newspaper Co-Op
All-out newspaper support for "To Hell
and Back" was enlisted by Universal-International through an ad in Editor and Publisher. U-I offers to editors a 7500-word
serialization with stills of the Audie Murphy
autobiography, tieing in the use with openings as part cf their all-out campaign.
Newspapers in Houston and Dallas made
effective use of the serialization for the Texas territorial openings; so did Boston to herald the opening at Keith's Memorial Theatre.
Meanwhile, the star's tour made more
showmanship news. Among the house
records smashed in the wake of Murphy's
highly successful p.a. was that of the 4400seat Stanley Warner Mastbaum in Philadelphia, where S-W boxofficers Birk Binnard,
Herman Cass and Milt Crandall teamed
with U-I's Charles Simonelli for a $12,800
opening day. Reports from other first-run
situations throughout the country indicate
that "Hell" is topping most of U-I's previous
big ones, including "Glenn Miller Story".
Airline Backs 'Pancho Villa1 Bow
A four-city contest offering an all-expense
paid vacation for two to Mexico City highlights the campaign plans for the Texas
world premiere of RKO's "The Treasure of
Pancho Villa," Sept. 27 in Houston, San
Antonio, Ft. Worth and Dallas. American
Airlines is sponsoring the contest, newspapers in each of the cities are cooperating
in the search for the winner with daily
stories and art.

/tie

*Doiay,!

Book Bally Powers Advance
The sensationalOnpopularity
gained
by Sloan
Suit'
'Flannel
Campaign
Wilson's novel, "The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit" is proving a promotion bonanza
for 20th Century-Fox' forthcoming Darryl
F. Zanuck production of the best-seller.
The opening gun in the advance campaign
— fully three months before the start of production— was fired with a full-page ad in the
New York Times by Simon and Schuster,
publishers of the novel. Pointing to the skyrocketing sales, the ad, highlighted by a
stark full-column silhouette of "The Man",
reproduced a sequence from the book that
should double the sales — and build the presold audience for the film.
Ad was first in a series of full-page placements in scores of newspapers around the
country during the next few months in conjunction with full-scale book and department store campaigns linked to the production, looming as one of 20th's top '56 releases.
This shapes up as one of the shrewdest preproduction campaigns for a film seen in
many a moon. It should have the public
waiting for the movie with bated breath.
Cobel TV Spots for His Film
For George Gobel's first film, "The Birds
and The Bees", the TV comic will shoot
several video spots to promote the Paramount release. The TV spots are planned
for heavy use on all local opening campaigns,
are expected to draw unusually strong attention to the film. Most of the spots will
be 14 seconds in length.

HOLDS
""THE R&TMttR

frscmom
TERROR

*

TOO!
Detroit pedestrians and motorists did a double
take for this effectively simple street ballyhoo
set up by the Fox Theatre for Columbia's "The
Night Holds Terror."
Hal March 'Weather' Asset
Quick to capitalize on the intense public
interest in TV's "$64,000 Question", M-G-M
has issued a pressbook supplement on "It's
Always Fair Weather", adding tips on cashing in on the film appearance of Hal March,
emcee of the popular show. Supplement
notes that March achieved his TV success
after making the picture, suggests snipes,
added copy, and trailer tags to plug his
"first important screen role." Included is a
note to critics and film editors explaining
his absence in screen credits and other press
material, urges them to watch for him in the
picture "and tell your readers about it."
Rousing, rolling street bailies,
featuring two of the highlights of United
"The
Kentuckian"
— Artists'
the square
dancing and the climactic
bullwhip fight — were key
promotions in four cities for
the Hecht-Lancaster CinemaScope film. At top left,
Tex Williams, professional
bullwhip artist, used feminine
targets to display his specialty before Times Square
crowds on hand for the Mayfair Theatre opening. (Look
closely and you can spot UA
distribution chief William J.
Heineman and B. G. Kranze
as interested observers.)
Whipping
up interest Theatre
in Denver for Paramount
opening,
Joe Denver
Achuleta tied Manager
in with the
Post for a bull-whip contest
awarding daily cash prizes to
entrants breaking balloon
held by dummy. At bottom:
left, hillbilly
dancers
and their
musicians went
through
paces on bannered truck that
rolled through St. Louis
shopping
right,
tie-in
withdistrict,
moving and
company
set off L. A. campaign.
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granger,
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Maxwell Jean
Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
CALCULATED RISK Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom murdering his wife man plans to pin this and atALLIED AIITI5TS
murder of himself on maid who knows of the
Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Corn- murder. tempted
May
90 min.
field. Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,William
RichardCastle.
Denning.
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
Western.
Tale
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
O'Keefe, Co.een
CWNF. Dennis
SHAKCD
LAS VEGAS
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancing
Boys.
Producer
Ben
Schwlab.
Director
Edward
Bernds.
Sidney
Director
Broidy.
William
Producer
Gray
Comedy drama. Sold ihe deed to a uranium mine by a civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
Casino operator and research
Salkow. Melodrama.
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR. THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edg .fall77 inmin.love and break up plans confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
on gamblin
writer
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
of gambling syndicate
SHACK OUT ON 101 IWm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
George
businessman.
min. 7/25.
Color. Produced gbynatives
rKAEENGA Eastman
is
Producer
Mort
Millman.
Director
Edward
Dein.
Meloterrorizin
Michael. Man-killing leopard
DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- SPECIAL
tracked down by government hunter. 61 mm.
with international
durlesque on Iron
ing shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
Curtain
diplomacy. 86background,
min.
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
October
Castle, Forrest Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Loveioy,
e Peggie Director
FINGER MAN FrankLindsley
unParsons.
J
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Tecknicolor. Van
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
Harold
lucker Producer
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law and
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
trap public enemy. 82 min.
toSchuster.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War reyear
2508.
81
min.
Wayne
turns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield.
advenJungle
Beebe.
Ford
Director
DUEL
ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia MeMorris Producer
from
elephants
of
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd
dina, LesCastle.
Barker.
ProducerDaughter
Sam Katzman.
Directorpirate
WilMay
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
liam
Adventure.
of reformed
seeks
revenge
against
class-conscious
aristocracy
and
then falls in love with one of its members.
nOLDMBIA
July
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Michaels. ProTom Drake, Beverly
BETRAYED WOMEN
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
MeloEddie Cahn.
Director
Broidy.
F.
William
ducerdrama.
Kohlmar.
Director Richard
Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adcause
y^
reformator
Cruelties on inmates of
Coming
ventures of two small-town
girs who seek their formin.
70
e.
investigat
to
lawyer
appoint
to
governor
t
u
n
e
s
i
n
the
big
city.
108
min.
Richard Conte, Rona
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY
Ken
CELL
2455,
DEATH
ROW
William
&
Robert
Campbell.
Director
Snowden.
Anderson. Producer Alec
Producer Wallace MacDonafd. Director Fred Sears.
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in years
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
during World War II.
Ben END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
Huntz Hall. ProducerExiled
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey,
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer David Lewis fCoronadol. Director Edward
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
plotters
battle
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jeatousy,
and Jungle
adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
on the king's life. 61 min.
search
of
their lost
gang 70after
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel SEMINOLE UPR'SING Technicolor. George Montgomsure
and
ancient
ritesfriend
of fireencounters
worshippers.
min. trea9/5.
DirecWalter byMirisch.
Miles. Producer
VeraTourneur.
McCrea,
ery,
Karin
Booth.
Producer
Sam
Katzman.
Director
Earl
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Protown leaders
Western. Hired
tor Jacques
Bellamy.
Western.
Young
army
officer
is
assigned
to
ducer
Sam
Katzman.
Director
Spencer
G.
Bennett.
Adso,
does
lawman Wyatt Earp plot his capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
to enforce law, famousaffect
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
merchants who
but his 81strict
as a boy. 74 min.
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
murder.
min. rules
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson, LAST
FRONTIER CinemaScope Technicolor. Victor MaBrian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
August
ture, Guy Director
Madison, Anthony
Robert Preston.
Producer William
Karlson.
Metodrama.
Beautiful
woman
convict
aids
Fadiman.
Mann. Western.
Indians
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
hostile
to
advancing
white
men
attempt
to annihilate
DiLarson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman.
new
outpost,
but
Fort
is
saved
by
former
fur
trapper
rector
Yarbrough.
short onlineflatcars
"piggy-is
who assumes command.
back" Jeanrailroad
carrying Drama.
loaded Atrucks
TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
sabotage victim of rival truck lino "wner. 80 min.
A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melo5
AGAINST
THE
HOUSE
Guy
Madison,
Brian
Keith,
PHENIX CITY STORY, THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
Kim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director and murder.
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno THREE STRIPES IN THE SUNM CinemaScope Technicolor.
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning servicegambling
den
for
fun
becomes
real
thing.
84
min.
5/16.
a
e
Jun
finds his
living up fight.
to reputation
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. Wary drama. Jap-hating Gl
USA" manand
leadstownin clean-up
100 min. as "Sin City,
PRIZE OF GOLD. A Technicolor. Richard Wtdmark. Mai
has
life
complicated
by
romance
with beautiful Japa2etter(ing. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
nese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans evenRobson.
Melodrama.
G-I's
plot
to
steal
part
of
Nazi
tually
give
soldier
new
perspective.
September
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. gold hoard discovered in Berlin. 98 min.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
July
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
I. F. E.
SYNDICATE
Dennis
O'Keefe. Director
Abbe Lane,
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CHfCAOO
Xavier
Cugat.
Producer
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
again to bring peace between England and France and syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Ferraniacolor.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn. GREEN MAGIC
mentary. FilmedEnglish
by theNarration.
Bonzi Expedition
in S.Docu-A.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16.
October
scientist creates monsters from dead men plannina to OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangano,
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim kill
men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis and
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama.
IT
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith Young
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony of
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- Mafia escapes
and swears vendetta on accusers. After
record Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred Macwife and unborn child are killed he avenges their murexplosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
der
and
surrenders
to pay his debt to society. 76 min.
the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
August
owner
into town's
LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration.
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of
YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Non professional players. Faro Film production. OmniRETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson, BRING
Laine,
Keefe
Brasselle.
Producer
Jonie
Taps.
Director
bus. Portrayal of various ways of love and women who
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
practice
them presented in "March of Time" style.
Harold Scnuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
90
min.
writes
song
lyrics
which
helps
pianist-composer
and
ouard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor.
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
ne Toren, Gino Cervi.
JuMarta
MADDALENA Technicolor.
September
James ducer
Stewart.
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Pro- ITitanus Films, Rome).
Producer Giuseppe Bordogni.
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
November
Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italian
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for mountain
village Good Friday pageant is almost
BODY SNATCHERS, THE SuperScope. Kevin McCarthy,
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
turned into sacrilegeComing
when prostitute plans to play
Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant life drains hum-ns of all emotions but will to live. 83 min.
AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel.
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- APACHE
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL la Lux Film, Rome) Patheducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat color. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren. Leonide
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
leads to perilous cattle drive through coun- Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
<"ts
to break74 min.
up "revolution" ring, active in shortage
try hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.
CentraloutAmerica.
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
Film
BULLETIN — THIS
IS TOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS
DAVY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisney)
ne Fess Parker, Buddy
Ebsen. Technicolor. Producer
Bill Walsh. Director Norman Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
series about famous Indian fighter, congressman and
Alamo hero. 95 min.
July
LADY AND THE TRAMP IWalt Disneyl CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
Bill Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a romance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
August
NO RELEASES
September
APACHE WOMAN (American Releasing Corp.) SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating 83Government
man brings peace to the
countryside.
min.
BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES (American Releasing
Corp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. Producerdirector David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
from another world takes over minds of animals, birds
and people in a deserted desert village. 78 min.
October
BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE IFilmakers) SuperScope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
of a battle in the Italy campaign.
AFRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Photographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar.
True-Life75 adventure
set in the high
plateau Adventure.
country of Arfica.
min.
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Corp.) Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic detruction of thelife.world and the conflict among them
to seek a snew
Coming
SMOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE IFilmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a killer is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
LIPPEHT
May
AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. ProducerDirector Cy Roth. Drama. Commander of Navy jet
squadron training on carrier copes with conflict among
men and marital problems of junior officers. 47 min.
PHANTOM OF THE JUNGLE Jon Hall, Ray Montgomery, Anne Gwynne. Producer Rudolph Flothow. Director Spencer Bennet. Adventure. Facing attacks by
hostile savages, white doctor recovers golden tablet
stolen from a jungle tribe, finds missing archeologist,
and leads party to safety. 75 min.
KING DINOSAUR Bill Bryant,
JuneWanda Curtis. Producer
Al Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science-fiction.
Rocket party ef four lands on new planet, encounters
prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 5? min.
July
LONESOME TRAIL, THE Wayne Morris, John Agar.
Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is forced
to
his property
who
havefight
takenforcontrol
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers
73 min.
September
SIMBA J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk Bogarde.
Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa. 99 min.
METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
May
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Oan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
Film

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME Cint maScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biografhical musical love story
e
of Roaring 20 s singer Ruth
122 min. 5/30.
JunEtt'ng.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid '"fe with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/16.
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann Blyth,
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and thetionarytreason
of Benedict Arnold during RevoluWar. 100 min.
September
BAR SINISTER, THE CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman. Adventures of a bull terrior in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.
IT'S ALWAYS
WEATHER
Gene
Kelly, DanFAIR
Dailey,
Dolores CinemaScope,
Gray. ProducerColor.
Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Mu sical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of Co
a mad
82 min.
mimusician.
ng
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story and Broadway musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and D=thci!
medium ofcomedv
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.

May
PARAMODNT

HELL'S phy.ISLAND
John Payne,PhilMaryKarlson.
MurProducersVV-Technicolor.
Pine-Thomas. Director
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
June 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
BritKin . Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.

OCTOBER

SUMMARY

October releases are tentatively set at
a total of 22. However, all companies
have not yet completed their schedules.
Republic, it appears, will be leading supplier with four features. Columbia, 20thFox, Warners and Allied Artists will each
offer three. Next month's features, as
were October's, are heavy on the dramatic side. Nine CinemaScope and three
Superscope features will be available. 14
are in color.
The October schedule will include:
10 Dramas
2 Musicals
4 Wes'erns
1 Comedy
4 Adventures 1 Melodrama

GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 106 min.
October
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Hom»ric »»ats of
Ulysses as taken from Coming
the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Melvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart,
Day. assassination
Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock.
Drama.Doris
Political
plot
leads talking.
to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from

ROSE TATTOO. THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
Producerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE. MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
July
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavel- and murder.
son. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
hit TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
children
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takej
93 min.
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman
is
suspected
of
accidentally
killing man
August
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart.
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Direc- VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. KathCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat DugIsland,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the ryn Grayson,
gan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overYOU'RE
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Oean
Martin, Jerry
Lynn, W-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as WAR
Fonda, Mel
Ferrer.
Carlo
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel Hepburn,
Ponti, Dino Henry
de Laurentiis.
Director
KingProducers
Vidor. Drama.
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
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REPUBLIC
May
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography ot famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume melodrama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother— one a priest, one an underworld ciar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
June McLaglen, John Baer,
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director
CrimeWilliam
melodrama.
A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love. 70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's. 90 min.
July
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont. Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art treasure. 64 min.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal stcry of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom 110 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
October
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.
MAN
A Trucolor.R. Ray
Milland,Western
Mary Murphy.
Ward ALONE,
Bond. Director
Milland.
Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff's
home
turns
into
unexpected
sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.l, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad'trruie
fanat'i
*rioe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
Duke Produc
tion.
Director AGeorge
Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians.
Coming
COME
NEXT Trucolor.
SPRING ASteve
Ann Production.
Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts.
RobertCochran,
Alexander
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes1
story about two people who learn to live again.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward inLudwig.
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue
the fashionable
Bahamas.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortase, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect.
Film

SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to steal
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producersteen.William
Boyle. Director
G. SpringMelodrama. N.
Newspaper
reporter R.
is instrumental
in
catching
gang
who
stole
evening's
receipts
at dog
track.
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel.
May
RKD
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
uneRobertson-Forrest,
and his 40 thieves. Love Jpairs
PriceSt. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. VirginiaDirector
Mayo, Allan
DennisDwan.
Morgan,
David Benedict
Farrar,
Lance Fuller.
Producer
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent86 their
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO RELEASES
September
BENGAZI SuperScope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
(Panamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold
in desert
mosque are involved in intrigue,
murderburied
and siege
by Arabs.
TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, SuperScope. John
Payne, Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming. Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other
tight situation; including gunfights, marriage
and a in
lynching.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,
Gregory
Director Tim
Whelan.bert,Producers
NatComing
Holt and Walcott.
Lewis Rosen.
BRAVE ONE. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows
up
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and how each
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead,
Thomas Gomez.
Howard Historical
Hughes Production. Producer-director
Dick Powell.
adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY Superscope,
Technicolor.
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Walter Brennan.
Producer-director David Greenwood,
Butler.
jcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
I 19 min.
May
2DTH

CENTURY-FDX

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Langley.
girl marooned
onNoeldesert
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip It of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedadventures 105
of min.
husband
summer roomvacation.
6/13. when wife is away on
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seekin Red
China
man ing
whohusband
helpsmissing
in rescue.
96 min.
5/30.falls in love with
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
drama. Buddy
102 min.Adler.
7/1 1.Director Samuel G. Fuller. MeloHOW TO BE VERY. VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small
89 min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins.
LIFE IN A BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalban, Anne
Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Panoramic Prod. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of
whoseof life
is complicated
because herwoman
blood isdoctor
a mixture
2 worlds.
102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathtoofthe
Elizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. enSeptember
LEFT HAND OF GOD,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form exto claim Cities
California
territory
for Spain,
cate fabledpeditionsSeven
of Cibola
and found
missionsloin the new land. 103 min.
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWiNG, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA, THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman,Director
EmlynAnatole
Williams.
Korda.
Litvak.Producer Sis Alexander
GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
VIEW
HEAD.DanaTHEWynter,
CinemaScope,
Coming
Color byFROM
DeLuxe.POMPEY'S
Richard
Egan,
Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne.
OASIS CinemaScope.
Morgan,
Cornell
BorProducerAllegret.
Ludwig Michele
Waldleitner
and Gerd
Oswald.
May
Directorchers.
Yves
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope. Producer
Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco. Romantic drama.
UNITED

ARTISTS

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Alber
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet o
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2.
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery,
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
both gangs as ranch hands hoping one will kill off
the other. 82 min.
TIGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Storyforoffreedom.
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
fight
min.
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy,
MAGNIFICENT MATADOR. THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewi
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Car- Evelyn
June
Foster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrowroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
ing experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 mini 5/2.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
ne
BIG BLUFF, THE JohnJuBromfield,
Martha Victors,
Robert Hutton, P.osemarie Bowe. Producer-director W.
Lee Wilder. Suspense Thriller. 70 min.
BREAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner,
Robert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Naii prison
camp during World War II. 88 nvo.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzlane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
of Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 4/13
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THcM. THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
aircraft. 91 min.
SUMMERTIME
Technicolor.
Hepburn. David
Rossano Brani. Producer
llyaKatharine
Lopert. Director
Lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds romance and new perspective on life vacationing in
Venice. 99 min. 6/27.

July
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS.
THE Technicolor.
Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
Josef Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musical. 89 min. 8/8.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min. 9/5.
August
KENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
"civilize" them. 104 min. 7/25.
NAKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Anne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxwell Shane. Melodrama. 84 min. 8/22.
September
DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
production. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER. THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
October
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Sassier, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min.
November
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S
THE CinemaScope,Norman
Technicolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER,
Havilland. Producer-director
Krasna.
Romantic
comedy.
The
affairs
of
a
diplomat's
daughter and a romance-hungry G.I.
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction thriller.
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
Winters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
FORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western adventure.
INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
KISS BEFORE DYING. A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Fleming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newspaper story.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace.
Adventure. Producer P.aymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.

UNIVERSAL-INTI
May
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
Film

LOOTERS, Producer
THE RoryHoward
Calhoun,
Julie Adams,
Gomez.
Christie.
Director Thomas
Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A 4 C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved
Junewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE. THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William AMand. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/: min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 'h min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love
with Suspense
handsome drama.
adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences Coming
during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during
9/5. dangerLADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiArthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
WARNER

ProKurt Kaszner.
Sernas, David
JacquesDirctor
JUMP INTO
Butler. War
Weisbart.
ducer DavidHELL
4/18.
mm.
93
.
Dienbienphu
at
battle
Recounting
drama.

John
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.Farrow.
roducer IIJohn
Director-p
Lana Turner.
Wayne
poorly proSea Adventure. On eve of World War
waris pursued by isBritish
visioned German freighter
in Tine of
are friends118butmin.chase
ship. Both Captains
5/30.
sunk.
finally
is
duty. Freighter
June or. Randolph Scott,
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerCol
David Weisbart, Director
Dorothy Malone. Producer Revenge-se
eking Montanan
Western.
Lesley Selander.
burning
with
obsessed
returns
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/16. desire to right a wrong
JulyRedgrave, Richard Todd.II
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War
be shortened
possibly
can RAF
min. 7/11.g Ruhr Dams.
the task.by102penetratin
undertakes
The
r.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColo
Justice
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Howard
Producer-director
Collins. Recounting
Dewey
of the pharaoh
HistoricalJoanadventure.
Hawks Martin,
the ruthless queen
pyramid and
great
built first
who
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
Henry
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.Lemmon.
Jack Mervyn
Powell,
William
Cagney,
James
Fonda.
Ford,
John
Directors
Hayward.
Leland
Producer
drama. Boredom incites mischiet
LeRoy. Comedy
ship anchored off a small Pacific
cargo5/30.
island.
aboard 123a min.
August
Print
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Jack
Leigh. Director iazz
Webb, Janet Orelans
by Technicolor. Jack
two-beat
New
Webb. Musical Melodrama.
racketeer to orattempt of booze 8/8.
band leader resists business.
95 min.
ganize band agency

THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
McCONNELL STORY,September
DiBlanke.
Henryarmy
ProducerYoung
Allyson. Drama.
JuneDouglas.
Alan Ladd,
private
rector Gordon
true. Through two wars
makes his dream of flying come
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 mm.
October
pe, WarnerColor. John
CinemaSco
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Caver
/if f r«f/ v Suit
The Justice Department's 16mm.
suit against the film companies for
alleged anti-trust abuses violates so
many precepts of logic, equity and
plain old common sense that one
must marvel at the government's
temerity in pursuing the case. A. F.
Myers has called this "strange litigation". We call is devicus, for it is
a spectacle of Government seeking
an arbitrary decision by threat and
outside the pale of the law.
In effect, the government is asking
an entrenched industry to forfeit its
hard-gained audience by entering
into enforced commerce with a
young and insatiable industry desperately striving to cultivate the
same customers. It asks the established industry to sacrifice its longtime market so that the growing
pains of its prime competitor may be
salved. Because the film companies
have failed to entertain TV's entreaties, that refusal is now branded
a conspiracy and a violation of the
anti-trust laws in restraint of trade.
Two avenues of conduct were —
and are yet — open to the defendants :
(1) join in the Government-prepared
consent decree, which Republic already accepted, or (2) have their
day in court. Submission to the former course implies willing and free
film traffic with television. We have
no doubt that the Government's
legal arm aims to bully the defendants into accepting the consent
"out". However, it is difficult to believe that all the maior defendants
will not stand up squarely to the
charges, despite the Department of
Justice's apparent intent to make the
legal road long, wearisome, costly.
We firmly believe that no conspiracy can be proved — the point on
which the government's case must
turn — simply because there is no
conspiracy to be found. It is pointless for the U.S. attorney to delve
into dark motives or airily theorize

the possibilities of collusion when
simple sound economics clearly bespeaks the horse-sense of the situation. Film companies could not engage in a 16 mm. traffic with television for the very fundamental reason that such traffic would seriously
injure their own best interests. That
almost all the film companies were
of similar mind is a coincidence that
is not remarkable
at all.
Weaker even than the Justice Department's conspiracy theme is its
tune of restraint of trade. Government, as well as business, must
recognize the principle of fair valuation, and it is reasonable to suppose
that, theatres to the contrary, enlightened studio management would
have traded with TV had the latter
the capacity to meet the price. You
might calculate what the identical
backlogs would bring if played in
the theatre market. The figure comes
out mighty high, but it is not unconscionable. The fact is that it is
out of the reach of TV. Too bad.
But is this restraint of trade? Of
course not. Would the Government
dictate film prices to meet the impoverished, inadequate resources of
TV? If so, it must be talking about
price-fixing, not restraint of trade.
The Government has also neglected to consider one inevitable side ef-'
feet of its case. It would put into
business, virtually without investment, a new breed, the 16mm. roadshower who would be free to operate
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anywhere and everywhere a hall is
available, at the sad expense of the
established exhibitor with his huge
investment in bricks and mortar and
long years of service. In many locations, this fly-by-night enterpreneur
with government sanction could virtually price the theatre exhibitor out
of business.
For this reason, together with the
boxoffice threat attendant to an enforced film flow to TV, exhibition
everywhere is urged to pick up the
cudgels and join in battle. For very
practical reasons the spoils of the
fight beiong more to theatremen
than the film companies, certainly at
the outset. In the long run, we believe without equivocation, the fate
of the film companies will run directly parallel to the exhibitors.
Ottr
A

3iovie

d vert

is i tt g

In concluding the highly constructive showmanship convention held
by National Theatres in Colorado
Springs recently, president Elmer C.
Rhoden declared: "Every man here
has greatly benefited in many ways."
Mr. Rhoden's view can be echoed
every time a group of theatremen
assemble to discuss cperating problems and to exchange ideas on how
showmanship can be improved. All
too seldom do theatremen gather to
sift the mechanics of operating theatres and to dissect manner and
means of merchandising and exploiting their product. We believe, quite
frankly, that our industry takes too
for granted. And self-satisfaction isno fertilizer for an industry that must grow and be dynamic.
Some benefits accrued, we are

much

sure, to Mr. Rhoden's theatremen
from the vigorous spanking administered our industry's advertising by
a Denver department store executive, Joseph Ross, who addressed
one of the sessions. While we cannot go along with the extremes so
(Continued on Page 7)
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By Philip R. Ward

POLITICS AND MOVIE STOCKS. In one anomalous
tick of a heartbeat some $11 billion in overall stock values
and some 25 points in movie shares swirled around the
stop-plunge and down through the drain of oblivion. Such
ns of President Eisenhower's coronary
the repercussio
were
e.
misadventur
The 64 billion dollar question is now this: Can the financial marts be expected to return to the hyper-bullish climate of the day before Mr. Eisenhower's illness? And from
this emerges the corollary issue of interest to readers of
Financial Bulletin: whither goeth the movie stocks?
Thanks to newly gained stature resulting from vastly
improved earnings and more businesslike operations,
movie securities recently have become a more important
component of stock exchange affairs than during any time
in many years. As such, movie stocks have been observed
moving in greater sympathy with the general market than
ever before. In bygone years, the ultra-speculative tenor
of film shares made them something of a bastard interloper
in the broad lists, spurting and plunging with singular
abandon — seldom, if ever, responding to the broad economic and political factors that characteristically shake up
the blue chip shares.
Drop Sharper than D J Average
New that a closer harmony exists between the movements of movie and blue chip stocks, mixed blessings
arise. During 1954, for instance, movie shares followed
the Dow Jones industrial average — followed it to extreme,
in fact, by actually outgaining the quality issues. In the
Eisenhower-precipitated market break of September 26,
movie shares once more followed the pattern of the Dow
Jones average. And again it followed to extreme. Percentagewise, the overall market sold off approximately
6.5%; movie shares in the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate declined 11%.
What conclusions may be drawn? It would seem that
in periods of national good times, movie stocks in their
present stage of recovery from the attendance depression

one glaringly plain fact that things can never, never return to pre-September 25. Even if the President recovers
in full, as we all pray, even if he runs again, the special
climate of September 25 is forever changed.
In the meantime investors must face the most highly
sensitized market in a generation. A doctor's optimistic
report is alleged to have braked the savage selling wave of
September 26. What, it is asked, may likewise be excepted
in the eventuality that news far less pleasant develops. As
the President himself has repeatedly said: man is mortal.
But the current bull-tide is based more on man — a single
mortal — than on facts, figures or things. One of Wall
Street's keenest analysts calls it "an Eisenhower market."
It is significant that most everyone agrees.
In view of these judgments, Financial Bulletin advises
a careful approach regarding long term commitments in
cinema issues — this warning at least until the air is cleared.
In the meantime short term plays in special depressed situations may be warranted. The market is currently too
fluid to single out specific cases. Allied Artists at 6y%,
20th-Fox at 26^8, Warner Bros, at 19 — seemed especially
attractive short term speculative holdings on the morning
following the September 26 breakdown. At this writing
they have recovered much of their losses and some quick
profits were realized.
O
O
ADIEU RKO PICTURES?
RKO Pictures Corp., one of the
of filmdom, has seen the last
stages. A firm proposal is in

It strongly appears that
early and venerable giants
of kleig lights and soun^
the working which would

merge or consolidate RKO Pictures with Floyd Odium'
Atlas Corp — and also bring under the Atlas banner some
four or five other enterprises in varied fields. The mechanics of this program involves exchange of Atlas stock for
various proportions of stock in the companies to be
merged. The instant proposal would offer one Atlas share
for 5^4 RKO Pictures shares.
While some RKO stockholders are beefing that thi

What looms ahead in the eyes of this observer is uncertainty. The market quickly recovered some of September

ratio constitutes "unfair evaluation," chances of merge
look good, since the two agreeing principals in the proposal, Howard Hughes and Odium, together control about
72% of RKO. The "unfair" appelation flows from the cal
culation that the exchange places a value of only $7.87 1
on RKO stock. The dissidents figure that RKO's cash as
sets alone equal $6.00 per share. This means only $1.87z
is placed on the enormous $30 million tax credit — fro
past RKO losses — that Atlas would apply against futur
profits. They reckon the tax credit value at around $1
per share. Though outnumbered voting-wise, the minorit
may have access to legal recourse. Thus an interestin
fight brews ahead.

26's losses — too many bargains existed after the initial selloff. What will follow is unknown. This is based on the

In any event, Atlas' chief interest in RKO Pictures ap
pears principally in taxes, not in things cinematic.

of '50-'53 should prosper along with the balance of the
economy, perhaps ahead of it. But in periods of recession
cr uncertainty — watch out! They look vulnerable. Remember, unlike the depression of the Thirties, the American home is now equipped with free entertainment of a
sort to make the hungry night a bit more bearable. Like
the movies of a bygone era, TV is now the staple ; movies
more and more the luxury.
What
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I Continued from Page 5)
tartly expressed by Mr. Ross, movie
advertisers might do well to hear
him out as an exercise in self-examination. He said :
"I find the amusement page depressing. It touts its wares in the
shrill manner of the Coney Island
pitchman, and the American people
have developed beyond that point.
"In your advertising of the future,
you wiil have to woo them more
subtly and with a technique that is
gayer, less crowded, less black than
you are now using."
Mr. Ross then proceeded with this
pertinent point: "Your biggest competition isnot another theatre, but
other resources in human living
which have captured the attention
of the public. You need a new approach to newspaper movie advertising as we needed a new advertising
approach to our business. You
should make your advertising as unexpected and as unlike what it has
been as you possibly can, and you
should persuade not with the timeworn tool of shrill superlatives, but
with modern psychological methods
based upon modern selling techniques."
In spite of his generalizations, the
department store man's advice certainly has meritorious points we
should heed. The weakness of his
argument is that, like most outside
critics, he fails to take cognizance of
the great number of products each
theatreman and film advertiser must
exploit each year. Aside from the
occasional picture, the time allotted
for the ad approach to a new "item
of movie merchandise" virtually prohibits completely individual tailoring of the campaign. Sheer volume
precludes a fresh approach to every
picture. We wonder what the cigarette adman would do if his company
issued a differently packaged new
style cigarette every week or month !
Mr. Ross failed to credit our industry's showmen for the ample progress that has been made in movie
advertising over the years, and he
was delinquent, too, in overlooking
the fact that many of the "new"
techniques employed in other industries were originated by those same

flamboyant movie
criticized.

advertisers he

Be that as it may, the showmen of
our industry, whether in the theatre
or the film branches, should seek out
new approaches and avoid the evil of
repetition by habit. Conferences like
the one Mr. Rhoden's organization
just held, and those showmanship
sessions conducted from time to time
by 20th Century-Fox and M-G-M,
are always productive. They lead
inevitably to keener, fresher, more
profitable movie advertising and exploitation. Let's have more of them.
Why
A

Nat

Festival?

In such unseemly places as Durban, South Africa, and Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, in Cannes, Venice,
Edinburgh, and at a dozen other
points about the globe, the annual
film festivals roll on and on. America, birthplace and seat of the world's
cinema industry, is not numbered
among these points. Through this
ironic omission, Hollywood thus
preserves its unevitable tradition of
failing to capitalize obvious public
relations opportunities.
In an effort to repair this oversight, the Motion Picture Industry
Council recently announced that it
is exploring the possibility of inaugurating an annual international film
festival to be held in Hollywood beginning Autumn, 1956, or Spring,
'57. Belated as it is, the step is nonetheless warmly welcomed. If ever a
natural location existed for the staging of such an annual affair, surely
that place is the U.S.A., filmdom's
pacesetter, innovator, technical leader and world capitol. If a film festival is wisely managed and tastefully
conducted, our domestic industry
can benefit immeasurably.
The one admonition would be
this: set the standards high. The
ccmmon conception of commercial
Hollywood takes a merciless pounding from every literate quarter. To
dispel this popularly accepted view,
it is incumbent upon our industry to
make certain that the United States
(Continued on Page 8)

To the Editor
Dear Sir:
With reference to steps to be taken regarding film terms, you ask: "do I feel
that some means is reauired to correct
alleged inequities in present-day film
prices?" My answer to that is an unqualiAs fiedto"Yes".
my feeling that a solution can be
found by arbitration or conciliation, I
have been practicing this thing called
"conciliation" for about twenty-five years.
Frankly, I am not proud of the result, if
any. As to arbitration in the same matter,
with the film companies' veto in this regard there can be no arbitration; although
I believe it would be a marvelous thing
for the motion picture industry.
Incidentally, I presume you know that
the atmosphere within the motion picture
industry is perfectly terrible. Distribution, as a class, takes the position and
makes the statement that exhibitors are
inefficient and frequently thieves and liars.
What exhibition thinks about distribution
I cannot express in this letter because I
have a female secretary and she doesn't
like that kind of language. Altogether,
the situation is horrible and I believe it
will lead inevitably and finally to the
death of our industry. "A house divided
against itself cannot stand", and if I ever
saw a "house divided", the motion picture industry is it!
I am,
With best regards and good wishes,
Very truly yours,
COLONEL H. A. COLE
Allied Theatre Owners of Texas
*
*
*
To the Editor
Dear Sir:
Your Viewpoint, "The Breach in Exhibition", inthe September 5 issue, seems
to reemphasize the wide difference in the
economic scale between the favored large
exhibitors, who are the TOA, prosperous,
satisfied and opposed to disturbing the
lot they have created for themselves —
and the smaller, less favored and desperate exhibitors who make up Allied, being
crushed and squeezed out of their businesses, into bankruptcy and ruin.
Experience seems to point up the probability that it is only natural that two
such groups are unlikely to see eye-to-eye
on necessary measures for the preservation and profit of the latter group until it
is too late, regardless of the inevitable result which cannot fail to shake this industry to its very foundation.
This is just too bad.
LEO F. WOLCOTT
Allied ITO of Iowa & Xeb.
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(Continued from Page 7)
festival trophies would grow into the
most coveted film prizes in the
world. By inviting judges who rank
high in cultural circles and foremost
film critics from outside the movie
world, the U. S. A. festival could insure the kind of high and impartial
standards essential to world-wide
recognition. At this level, the American motion picture could capture
much respect and admiration from
that vast "lost audience" which it
needs for prestige and prosperity.
Arbitration

First examination of the new arbitration-conciliation planreveals it as
a half-loaf measure, but a measure,
nonetheless, that exhibitors and distributers should try mightily to effectuate. In whatever degree it
might calibrate the scales of industry power to more equal balance and
remove the irritants that grind away
at our nerve-center in day-to-day
dealings, the plan would serve a useful purpose.
The principal substance to be derived by exhibitors is the principle of
arbitration, with its sanctions and
power to levy penalties. The first
draft is marred by some loose and
impractical expressions — especially
in the sphere of conciliation — but the
very establishment of formalized
grievance machinery is important to
the industry, certainly to exhibitors.
This proposal offers no panacea,
only a step toward a less agitated,
more harmonious industry. Let's accept itas a start.
Gen.
MMas

Stir
A

naff

Point

General Sarnoff has a point.
The RCA-NBC boss has recommended "in all seriousness" that the
toll-TV question become a campaign
plank, that the candidates of both
political parties examine the problem carefully and take their stand
on free vs. subscription TV issue.
"If this issue receives the forthright attention it deserves," Gen.
Sarnoff declared, "the voters in our
Page 8
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land will have the opportunity to decide the question for themselves.
That seems to be the American way,
the effective way to educate the
country on the subject in a broad
democratic spirit."
Those that would hang their cash
registers on the airlanes have
promised ail things to all people. To
the masses they vow to deliver top
sporting events, big entertainment
personalities, elaborate shows, and
all of the other popular entertainment presentations — most of which
they will pluck from the free airlanes and affix their own arbitrary
price tags.
They have directed a big pitch to
the cultural element, too, painting a
roseate picture of operas, concerts,
classics being wafted into the slotharnessed television sets. Rather
pointedly, the pay-to-see proponents
ignore the fact that certain "class"
attractions are not offered frequently
on the airlanes simply because the
public demand is not broad enough.
Those who would sell television
entertainment for money must offer
wares that will beget money, not the
cultural spinach that has failed to
win any wide acceptance among the
masses. It is hard to stomach the
contention that this apparent altruism of the pay-to-see champions is
mightier that the dollars they demand for the public's right to receive
culture via TV. Craftily, they have
used this cultural wedge to pry into
their camp backers with influence,
socially and politically.
But this is too important a decision to be handed down by any individuals orsmall group. The entire
American people must be the jury
and their elected representatives the
judge. As General Sarnoff points
out, the decision will have a "direct
impact upon their everyday life,
their economy, their culture," and
must be submitted to the "ultimate
suffrage of public opinion — a suffrage based not on guess work, slogans or prejudice, but on wider
knowledge and understanding of all

We feel confident that, given that
understa
facts." nding through widespread
public discussion, the people will
make their decision and the elected
of Congress will heed the temper of
the voters.
Yes, General Sarnoff has a point.

Oh

7ke

Ait

r A Disappointment
With the film industry's entrance
into TV on a major scale now a fait
accompli, it might be appropriate to
cast a glance over the procedings and
see how things are shaping up — on the
basis of just three weeks.
The apparent facts are that, as of
now, Hollywood has not come up with
anything that could justly be called
first-rate TV entertainment. The second and third programs in the Warner
Brothers series have been less satisfactory than the premiere, and that
was hardly a world-beater.
The general quality of the Hollywood-made TV film is such that it
can't hope to compete successfully in
an important time-slot like 7:30-8:30
p.m. EST. You can't put Grade B film
entertainment opposite live shows
and expect to come out on top for
long. The first rating returns will indicate this. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Wednesday night show has been a particular disappointment, thus far, failing to provide any kind of creative substance. Clips from old films just can't
hold their own against dramatic shows.
An important point that must be
considered (one that seems to be forgotten often) is that mentioning and
describing a film on TV is not tantamount to selling it. A poor representation can hurt a film rather than help
it. A case in point could be the treatment of UA's ' Night of the Hunter"
on the recent Ed Sullivan show. All
the film's stars were on hand — and
this, of course, is important in attracting an audience — but the live scenes
they participated in are not even in the
film, and were far less effective than if
clips from the film had actually been
shown. And clips must be of a longer
duration rather than the brief snatches
used on that TV show.
¥
$
I As Show Good

*

UA, incidentally, occupied WRCATV's Monday night 10:30-11:00 timeslot, with a show frankly built along
advertising lines. With Tex and Jinx
mc'ing, the program consisted of clips
from six major UA releases (current),
with the McCrarys' chatter connecting
them (and including a brief interview
with Robert Mitchum). For what it
set out to do, it was a good job. There
were no extravagant promises of entertainment made, and in its way, the
show was satisfactorily entertaining.
This illustrates our original point: if
Hollywood intends on the other hand,
to sell films from behind entertainment
they're supplying, they'll have to improve the entertainment.
— Dick Bretsteiny
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On

one of my trips to the Coast last year, Harry Cohn asked me to read

novel that the studio had in mind as a starring vehicle for Joan Crawford.

After reading the book, I was sure that "Queen
Miss CrawTford. It had the excitement

Bee" was just right for

and tension of "Sudden

Fear",

a central character as fascinating, as evil as "Mildred

Pierce"

— and the same outstanding boxoffice qualities of both.
Executive

producer Jerry Wald
Ranald

MacDougall

worked
the same

started the wheels rolling and assigned

to adapt the screenplay. MacDougall

with Wald

on "Mildred

producer-star-writer

had

Pierce" and thus, we had

Academy

Award

combination.

Recently, I saw the first print of "Queen Bee" at a home-office
screening. The results are everything we hoped for, and more.
Miss Crawford
"Queen

is magnificent as the "Queen

Bee" will be screened soon in your territory. When

Bee".

you see it,

I feel sure you will agree with my high opinion.

VICE PRESIDENT
AND GENERAL SALES MANAGER
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

COMPLETE

Voluntary
Including

ARTICLE

Rules

and

I

AVAILABILITY OF ARBITRATION
A system of Regional Arbitration Tribunals (and a National Appeals Board) as
hereinafter more particularly described shall
be organized, maintained, and operated by
the joint action of the motion picture distributors and motion picture exhibitor organizations signing this Agreement.
The work of organizing the system shall
be completed within three months after the
entry of an order by the United States District Court approving the Voluntary Arbitration Agreement. The system shall remain in
operation for a test perior of twelve months
beginning on the day that the National Administrative Committee shall proclaim that
the Regional Tribunals (and the National
Appeals Board) are open and ready to
function.
The Regional Arbitration Tribunals shall
hear and determine complaints of the kind
described in Article II when any such complaint isfiled by a qualified exhibitor against
any distributor" that is a party to this Agreement; and any other distributor* or qualified
exhibitor* may intervene in the proceeding
as an additional respondent* upon a showing that its business or property may be
affected by the award. f
A "qualified exhibitor" is a person, firm
or corporation who has a theater or theaters
which may be affected by the award and
which, at the time he files his complaint or
seeks to intervene (a) he is actually operating, or (b) is temporarily closed, or (c) is a
new theater about to open.

ADOLPH SCHIMEL, Dis tribution Counsel

TEXT

DF

Arbitration
Procedure

Under

Which

Proposal
System

THIS AGREEMENT was entered
into on the date shown in the concluding paragraph by and among the defendant distributors in the case of
United States v. Paramount Pictures,
Inc. et al, and certain non-defendant
motion picture distributors (parties of
the first part) and certain associations
of motion picture exhibitors (parties of
the second part) for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a voluntary
system of arbitration to serve as an expeditious and inexpensive means of
settling controversies of the kind hereinafter specifically described between
motion picture distributors and exhibitors.
This Agreement shall not become effective unless or until it is consented
to by the Attorney General of the
United States.

The Regional Arbitration Tribunals (and
the National Appeals Board) shall have only
the powers and shall perform only the duties
granted to or imposed upon them by this
Agreement and the rules and procedure herein prescribed, and in rendering decisions and
making awards, they shall comply strictly
with this Agreement and said rules and procedure.
If, at the end of the twelve months' test
period, this Agreement is not renewed, the
arbitration system herein provided for shall
nevertheless continue in effect and the obligations of the parties hereto shall continue
until all arbitration proceedings instituted
prior to the expiration of the test period
have been finally disposed of, but in no
event longer than three months after the expiration of the said twelve months' test
period provided for herein. Any complaint
filed prior to the expiration date of the test
period may proceed to hearing during three
months following the expiration of the test
period. Any complaint in which there is no
award in the regional arbitration tribunal
tWhenever the word "distributor," "exhibitor" or
"respondent" is followed by an asterisk, the singular
shall include the plural if consistent with the context.
Unless otherwise stated, the word "distributor,"
when used to designate a respondent, may include nof
only a distributor defendant but any distributor signing this Agreement.
Whenever the term "respondent*" is used hereinafter, it shall be understood to include the distributor*
complained against, and any intervening distributor*
or exhibitor*, depending upon the context.

Shall

Operate

prior to the expiration of three months after
the expiration of the test period, shall be
dismissed without prejudice in the same manner as though the complaint had never been
filed. All appeals to be heard by the National Appeals Board, whether pending at
the expiration of the test period or arising
from awards made during the three months
period after the expiration of the test period
as above provided, shall continue to be
heard until all such appeals have been heard
and determined by the National Appeals
Board. It is of course understood and agreed
that no new proceedings or proceedings for
a modification of an award upon the ground
of changed conditions shall be instituted
after the expiration of the test period. The
provisions of all arbitration awards and
judgments entered thereon, except those
denying or awarding damages and judgments entered thereon which are unsatisfied,
shall terminate and cease to be effective and
binding on a date twelve months (hereinafter called the final date) after the expiration of the test period. Such termination
shall be without prejudice to the rights of
any party to prosecute at law or in equity
any claim for violations of an award occurring prior to the final date or to prosecute at
law or in equity any claim for relief in regard to the subject of the award predicated
upon changed conditions arising during the
period between the expiration of the test
period and the final date. The rights of any
such party shall, however, be subject to the
provisions of subdivision (c) Section 7 of
Article V hereof.
(Continued on Page 14)

HERMAN LEVY, Exhibition Counsel
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(Continued from Page 13)
Except as otherwise specifically provided
in this Agreement, the burden of proof with
respect to the complaint and the damages
thereunder shall be upon the complainant
exhibitor.
ARTICLE

II

SCOPE OF ARBITRATION
Section 1 — Clearance
Controversies arising upon the complaint
of an exhibitor that at the time of the filing
of the complaint —
A. clearance is being granted by the
distributor* against complainant' theater
and in favor of a theater or theaters
not in substantial competition with complainant's theater; or that
B. clearance is being granted by the
distributor* against the complainant's
theater and in favcr of a theater or
theaters in substantial competition therewith in excess of what is reasonably
necessary to protect the licensed competitor theater on the run or runs
granted to it shall be subject to arbitration.
Claims in respect of clearance arising after
the inauguration of this arbitration system
shall be evidenced by a written request for a
change in clearance, or the elimination thereof, addressed to the distributor's home office
or exchange and such requests for a change
in or an elimination of clearance will be
deemed to have been refused
(a) when the exhibitor has received a
written refusal; or
(b) if not granted within twenty-one
days after receipt by the distributor of
such request.
Clearance, as used in this Agreement,
means the period of time stipulated in license contracts between runs of the same
feature within a particular area or in specified theaters. Clearance, reasonable as to
time and area, is essential, in the distribution
and exhibition of motion pictures, and arbitrators indeciding clearance complaints shall
give effect to this principle.
In any proceeding under this section the
burden of sustaining the reasonableness of
the clearance complained of shall be upon
the distributor who granted the clearance.
In determining whether any clearance
complained of is reasonable, the arbitrators
shall take into consideration the following
factors, according to them the importance
and weight to which each is entitled, regardless of the order in which they are listed —
(i) The admission prices of the theatres involved as set by the exhibitor*;
(ii) The character and location of the
theatres involved including the size, type
of entertainment, appointments, transit
facilities, etc.;
(iii) The policy of operation of the
theaters involved, such as the showing
of double features, gift nights, givePage 14
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aways, premiums, cut-rate tickets, lotteries, etc. ;
(iv) The rental terms and license fees
paid by the theaters involved and the
revenues derived by the distributor*
from such theatres;
(v) The extent to which the theatres
involved compete with each other for
patronage;
(vi) The fact that a theatre involved
is affiliated with a circuit of theatres
shall be disregarded;
(vii) All other business considerations.
The power of the arbitrators in deciding
any such controversy shall be as follows:
(a) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the distributor*, they shall make an
award dismissing the complaint;
(b) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the complainant under sub-division A of
this Section that the theatres involved
are not in substantial competition, they
shall make an award directing the distributor* to cease and desist from granting clearance between them; if the arbitrators find in favor of the complainant
under sub-division B of this Section, they
shall make an award fixing the maximum clearance between the theatres involved which may thereafter be granted
by the distributor*.
(c) If the complainant asked for damages and the arbitrators find in his favor,
they may also award him damages from
the date of a written demand for a
change of the clearance complained of
but only for the period of time during
which the clearance complained of was
in force, and subject to the provisions of
Article III.
Any distributor, the complaining exhibitor
or any intervening exhibitor affected by such
an award may institute a further arbitration
proceeding for a modification thereof upon
the ground that, since the making of the
award, conditions with respect to the theatres
involved therein has so changed as to warrant modification. In the event that the arbitrators find there has been such a change,
they shall make a new award fixing the
maximum clearance, if any, which may be
granted thereafter between the theatres involved, but no damages shall be awarded.
The burden of proving such change shall be
upon the party asserting it. A proceeding to
modify an award upon the ground of
changed conditions shall follow the rules of
V.
practice and procedure prescribed in Article
Section 2 — Runs
Controversies arising upon the complaint
of an exhibitor that, either prior to or after
the inauguration of this arbitration system,
the distributor* has, after request, refused,
otherwise than on the merits, to afford the
complainant a fair opportunity to license
feature motion pictures for exhibition in his
theatre on a desired run equal to the opportunity afforded by the distributor* to another
exhibitor who then is exhibiting pictures of
the distributor* on said run in a competing
theatre, shall be subject to arbitration.
A claim involving an alleged refusal to

afford such opportunity to license that occurred subsequent to the inauguration of this
arbitration system shall be evidenced by a
written§ request addressed to the distributor's* home office or exchange, and such
request will be deemed to have been refused
(a) when the exhibitor has received a written
refusal or (b) if not granted within 21 days
after the receipt by the distributor* of such
request.
It is recognized that the licensing of feature pictures by run is essential in the distribution and exhibition of motion pictures,
and arbitrators in deciding run complaints
shall give effect to this principle. Runs means
the successive exhibitions of motion pictures
in a given area, first run being the first exhibition in that area, second run being the
next subsequent exhibition therein, and so on.
In determining whether the exhibitor's
complaint is established by the evidence, the
arbitrators shall take into consideration,
among other things, the following factors
and accord to them the importance and
weight to which each is entitled, regardless
of the order in which they are listed —
(i) The admission prices of the theatres as set by the exhibitor*;
(ii) The character and location of the
theatres involved, including the size, type
of
entertainment,
appointments, transit
facilities,
etc.;
(iii) The policy of operation of the
theatres involved, such as the showing
of double features, gift nights, giveteries,aways,
etc.; premiums, cut-rate tickets, lot(iv) The capacity of each theatre for
producing revenue for the distributor*;
(v) The character and extent of the
area and population each theatre serves;
(vi) The competitive condition in the
area in which the theatres are located;
(vii) The character, financial responsibility, and ability of the exhibitor operating each theatre, and his reputation
community;
generally in the industry and in the
(viii) The policy under which each of
the theatres has been operated and the
policy under which the complainant proposes to operate his said theatre if he
obtains the run requested;
(ix) All other business considerations.
The power of the arbitrators in deciding
any such controversy shall be as follows:
(a) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the distributor* they shall make an
award dismissing the complaint;
(b) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the complainant exhibitor, they shall
make an award directing that the respondent distributor* in good faith afford the complainant an opportunity to
license feature pictures for exhibition in
his theatre on the desired run, equal to
the opportunity afforded the exhibitor
operating a competing theatre to whom
§Wherever in this Agreement, except in Articles V
and VI, notice of communication by a distributor or
an exhibitor is required to be, or may be, made in
writing,
(except where the context indicates
otherwise)it bemayby telegram.
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the pictures of such distributor are then
being licensed on such run;
(c) If the complainant asked for damages and the arbitrators find in his
favor, they may also award him damages but only for the period of time during which he was denied such opportunity to license the pictures, and subject to
the provisions of Article III.
Any distributor, the complaining exhibitor
cr any intervening exhibitor affected by such
an award may institute a further arbitration
proceding for a modification thereof upon
the ground that, since the making of the
award, conditions with respect to the theatres involved therein have so changed as to
warrant modification. In the event that the
arbitrators find there has been such a change
they shall make a new award in regard to
the run in question to take effect thereafter,
but no damages shall be awarded. The burden of proving such change shall be upon
the party asserting it. Proceedings to modify
an award upon the ground of changed conditions shall follow the rules of practice and
procedure prescribed in Article V.
Section 3 — Competitive Bidding
Controversies arising upon the complaint
of an exhibitor that, subsequent to the inauguration ofthe arbitration system —
A. a distribtor, in licensing feature motion pictures by means of competitive bidding, licensed to another exhibitor operating
a theatre in substantial competition with
complainant's theatre a feature or features,
on which complainant also made an offer or
offers, which license to such other exhibitor
was made otherwise than — theatre by theatre, solely upon the merits and without discrimination infavor of such competing theatre; or
B. a distributor has instituted competitive
bidding in any competitive area or situation
except
(i) upon the written request of one or
more of the exhibitors in any such area
or situation; or,
(ii) upon the written request of an exhibitor in any area or situation for a run
of a picture or pictures which the distributor isproposing to license on such
run to another exhibitor or exhibitors
in such area or situation; or,
(iii) to comply with the judgment, decree or order of a court of competent
jurisdiction; or,
(iv) in good faith to protect itself
where it has reasonable grounds to believe that there is collusion among exhibitors insuch area or situation in the
■ licensing of its pictures; or,
C a distributor has breached any of the
following rules is conducting competitive
bidding:
(i) The invitation for an exhibitor to
submit an offer for the picture or pictures described in the invitation shall
specify a closing date for bids (herein-

after called the closing date), which
shall be not less than ten days after the
mailing of the invitation, and only offers or revised offers submitted in pursuance of such invitation, received on or
before
sidered; the closing date, shall be conIf prior to the closing date for bids,
a distributor has not afforded an opportunity to the exhibitor to view, at a trade
show or other screening, the picture or
pictures referred to in the invitation to
bid, then the distributor, at the exhibitor's written request, shall afford the exhibitor an opportunity to view such picture or pictures in the exchange city of
the distributor.
(ii) Any exhibitor submitting an offer
for any designated picture or pictures,
in response to an invitation by the distributor, may request in writing (but
under separate cover) at the time he
submits his offer, that the successful offer for such picture or pictures shall be
revealed to the exhibitor making such
request and the distributor agrees to do
so at the exchange office serving the
theatre for which such exhibitor submitted said offer, within 14 days after there
has been an award of the picture or pictures by the distributor, and at no other
time.
(iii) Nothing contained in this Section
shall be deemed to compel the distributor to accept an offer which it considers
to be inadequate and the distributor may
reject all offers; when, however, all offers are rejected the notice of rejection
shall state the reason therefor and in
such case the feature motion picture
shall be made available in accordance
with the provisions of this sub-division
C to exhibitors, including those who submitted offers in the first instance, for a
new offer; provided, however, if there be
only one offer submitted, and that one
offer is rejected, the distributor may, at
its option, in lieu of the foregoing negotiate with and license the motion picture
to the exhibitor who submitted said offer.
(iv) Only
offers in writing can be consider d ;
(v) The distributor shall within 14
days after the closing date, if any offers
have been submitted on or before the
closing date, announce acceptance to the
maker of the accepted offer or announce
to all bidders rejection of all offers;
(vi) If the new offers are also rejected, the distributor may thereafter, at
its option, negotiate with the exhibitor
making the best offer and license the
motion picture to such exhibitor if the
distributor considers the terms satisfactory, or may negotiate with and license
the picture to such other exhibitor or exhibitors as the distributor may choose;
(vii) If no offers are submitted, the
distributor may license the picture to
any exhibitor it chooses upon terms acceptable to the distributor;
The rules and principles set forth in this
Section 3 shall have application only in arbitration proceedings under this Section.

Nothing contained in this Section shall be
construed to prevent a distributor from selecting its own customers in bona fide transactions and not in violation of any provision
of this Agreement.
Nothing contained in this Section shall be
construed to mean or intend to mean that a
distributor may institute competitive bidding
otherwise than under the terms and conditions as set forth in this Section.

The power of the arbitrators in deciding
any controversy under this Section shall be
as follows:
(a) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the distributor, they shall dismiss the
complaint ;

(b) If the complaint involved is the
first to be filed by the complainant
sub-diviagainst the distributor under arbitrator
sion B of this Section, and the
find in favor the complainant, they shall
make an award directing the distributor
thereafter to cease and desist from competitive bidding in the competitive area
or situation until such time as the institution of competitive bidding in such
competitive area or situation would not
violate the provision of said sub-division;
(c) If the complaint involved is the
first to be filed bv the complainant
against the distributor under sub-division C of this Section, and the arbitrators find in favor of the complainant,
they shall make an award directing the
distributor thereafter to conduct competitive bidding affecting the complainant in accordance with the provisions of
said sub-division;
(d) If it shall appear that 2n award
has been made in favor of the complainant with respect to the same theatre in
a previous arbitration with the same distributor under the same sub-division of
this Section, and the arbitrators shall
find in complainant's favor in the instant case, they may award damages
under the provisions of Article III except that exemplary damages may be
awarded only in respect of violations
under sub-division A of this Section 3.
If in any proceeding under this Section the
arbitrators shall find that the competitive
bidding was conducted by the distributor
fairly and in accordance with sound business
practice and that there was no purpose to
discriminate against the complainant or to
favor the exhibitor to whom the picture in
question was licensed, they shall find in
favor of the distributor; and, in the absence
of any showing of a violation of the rules
and principles, the arbitrators shall not attempt to substitute their judgment for that
of the distributor as to which of the several
offers was best or as to the propriety of rejecting all bids on grounds of inadequacy.
Section 4 — Conditioning One License
Upon Another
Controversies arising upon the complaint
of an exhibitor that
(a) the distributor in licensing a particular
feature or group of features has directly or
(Continued on Page 36)
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the lensing done on Mexican location) that is consistently
"The

Tall Men"

Topflight western replete with excitement. Characters
strongly projected by Clark Gable. Jane Russell, Robert
Ryan. CinemaScope photography most striking to date,
abetted by fine DeLuxe tinting. Figures to please all audiences, roll up big grosses.
This Fox release is big boxoffice all the way. The teaming of Clark Gable and Jane Russell is a casting gem,
which will have far-reaching significance at the wickets,
while the story — telling about the driving of a cattle herd
across the unpopulated plains of Texas to Montana in
nost-Civil War days — has the proportions, visually, at
least, of an epic of the American West. Its appeal will be
deep and resounding popular appeal. Not to be discounted
in considering potential success of "The Tall Men" is
20th-Fox's big exploitation campaign, built around the
proposition that this is the company's most important release since their fabulous grosser "The Robe". In terms of
the William A. Bacher-William B. Hawks production itself, this claim is fully justified. Lensing in CinemaScope
and DeLuxe color is magnificent, the best to date. More
than one scene of the plains and the herdes are calculated
to bring gasps from the viewers. The narrative does not
measure up to these scenic effects and the surface action
and romance. But there are plenty of plot high-spots to
counteract the slower moving parts. Action is sharp, pointed, and compelling, with Gable ideal in his rough, rugged
he-man role. He has the benefit of a sympathetic script
and dialogue. Russell's role will wow her admirers. Playing by the entire cast is uniformly convincing. Raoul
Walsh's direction keeps the story moving well enough,
despite an occasional tendency to let the action drift. Gable
and brother Cameron Mitchell have turned to banditry
after the Civil War. Riding through Montana, they capture wealthy Robert Ryan for his money-belt. He makes
a deal with them to lead a huge herde of cattle from Texas
to meat-starved Montana, with the three splitting the profits. Enroute, Gable saves Jane Russell when he finds her
attacked by Indians, and falls in love with her. But the
differences in their respective plans for the future separate,
with Jane pretending a "play" for Ryan. Passing through
Indian trritory, Mitchell is killed, and band escapes by
fomenting a stampede. In Montana, Ryan tries to arrest
Gable and is thwarted. Jane returns to Gable and they
start life anew.
20th Century-Fox. 122 minutes. Clark Gable, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan, Cameron
Mitchell. Producers, William Bacher and William Hawks. Director, Raoul Walsh.

"The

Treasure

of Pancho

Villa"

Solid outdoor adventure in SuperScope & Technicolor should
find ample response in general and action markets.
The story of an attempt to transport stolen treasure to
the Mexican rebel, Pancho Villa, is the subject of this generally exciting outdoor melodrama. This period in Mexican history is endlessly interesting, and, after a slow start,
this Edmund Grainger production for RKO release builds
up some strong action and tight suspense. It has the benefits of some fine SuperScope-Technicolor photography (all
Page 16
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colorful and convincing, a fine slate of "star" attractions,
and a sound script by the dependable Niven Busch. It
adds up to good entertainment, a natural for action and
romance fans. While director George Sherman allows the
first half to move at a rather leisurely pace, the characters
are strongly projected and register most convincingly.
Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland and Shelley Winters all do
good jobs. In a smaller part, Joseph Calleia is highly effective. Rory Calhoun, an American soldier-of-fortune, has
joined forces with rebels Roland, Calleia, and their troupe,
to ambush a Federalist train and steal their shipment of
geld. At the rebel base, they meet Shelley Winters, who
has joined the "cause," and agree to let her accompany
them to their meeting with Villa. When Villa does not
show up at the rendezvous, Calleia, a traitor, takes the
troupe prisoner, but he is overcome by Calhoun, who decides to keep the treasure for himself. Shelley and Calleia
are sent on to safety, but Calleia again betrays the cause,
and leads the Federalists to Calhoun and Roland. In the
battle that follows, Roland and Calleia are killed, while
Calhoun sets off a dynamite charge engulfing the Federalists and the gold in an avalanche.
RKO. 96 minutes. Rory Calhoun, Shelley Winters, Gilbart Roland, Joseph Calleia. Produced by Edmund Grainger. Directed by George Sherman.

"Blood
ScuUeu.

Alley"

IZatitf OOO

Exciting adventure fare, but runs too long. John WayneLauren Bacall give it strong marquee values. Plenty exploitation angles in Far East atmosphere, action, suspense.
On the strength of the appeal of stars John Wayne and
Lauren Bacall, and of a highly exploitable, if familiar,
"chase and escape" plot, this Batjac Production, released
by Warners, should command good grosses generally, especially in action situations. There is excitement aplenty
in the conflict which has Wayne leading an entire Chinese
village to safety from Communist invasion on a ferry-boat.
Chief fault in the film is its length; the tedium of the water
journey slows down the action too much. While the film
was not made on location, producer-director William A.
Wellman has cleverly simulated the Formosa Straits locale and CinemaScope and WarnerColor give it much eyeappeal. Wellman's direction extracts as much suspense
and excitement as is allowed by the script, prepared by A.
S. Fleischman from his own novel. In addition, the appearance ofhigh-touted Anita Ekberg in a bit should hypo
sales. Wayne, languishing, in China Red jail, is freed by
unknown friends and brought to a small village, where he
meets Bacall and a group of Chinese elders. He is told
that his escape was effected so that he could lead the entire
village to Hong Kong and freedom, via "Blood Alley" —
th Formosa Straits. After much indecision and, then, planning, Wayne agrees. Story concentrates on the stratagems
employed to deceive the Communist patrols, and internal
difficulties of the trip. Climax is a machine-gun fight between the ferry and a Red destroyer, from which Wayne
somehow manages to escape intact. The boat finally
reaches Hong Kong and safety, the romance between
Wayne and Bacall blossoms.
Warner Bros. IBatjac Production). 115 minutes. John Wayne, Lauren Bacall, Paul
Fix. Produced and directed by William A. Wellman.
on Page 20]

The
Big Knife"
Stinging
Deeply engrossing, sophisticated version of Clifford Odets'
"expose" of Hollywood. Superb cast, performing brilliantly,
give this drama hard-hitting impact. Should roll up top
grosses in metropolitan areas; less in rurals.

Drama

of

Hollywood

Scene

Based on Clifford Odets' play of a few years ago about
behind-the-scenes machinations in Hollywood, this Robert
Aldrich production, being released by United Artists, is
bound to be one of the more controversial films of recent
years. Its implications may be resented by some people
within our industry, who will find it offensive, but it is
bound to stir tremendous public interest. One fact is abundantly clear: it is a dramatic "blockbuster." The superb
cast assembled by Aldrich (he also directed) turns in some
of the most intense, high-powered acting seen in many a
moon, and the material they have at hand is of a flammable
character. There are angles galore for showmen to sell the
film. Controversy will be rampant regarding the question
of whether the portrait of Hollywood drawn — an almost
excessively brutal and bitter one — is the true one. But in
the final analysis, the question isn't really relevant, for on
a more basic and important level, the film is a stirring examination of a man's headlong plunge towards self-destruction. Class audiences will be entranced by the production. While it has a static quality about it, with much
of the action taking place in one day and in one setting,
this is not a fault, for director Aldrich has made such highpitched use of black-and-white photography and of his performers that there is a steadily mounting tension built up
that gives no release to the end. The intensity is almost
unbearable in spots.
Comment will certainly arise over James Poe's script,
which is probably the most arresting piece of screen-writing of the year. It is extraordinarily glib and sophisticated,
almost too much so at times when the spectator has the
uncomfortable feeling of its being too precious. However,
it is never dull. The story sets out to be tragic, to portray
a man's downfall in terms of his character, but in these
terms, it does not quite succeed, because Poe's script is
faulty in its emphasis and because Jack Palance's perform-

Film star Jack Palance, entertaining starlet Shelley U inters, is
interrupted by the embarrassing arrival of his u ife. Ida Lupino.
ance (he's the movie star hero) lacks the range appropriate
to clarifying the problem. Palance, however, does give a
highly arresting and commendable performance which
should boost his stock. Ida Lupino, as his wife, is fine in
a sympathetic role. Rod Steiger, as the big bad producer,
comes up with a spine-tingling, if excessively mannered,
interpretation. But will he set tongues a-wagging! All
performances are topnotch. Wendell Corey, Shelley Winters, and Evrett Sloan shine as brightly as the others.
Palance, a top star, is in the midst of a host of difficulties. He is being pressured to sign a long-term contract
binding him to producer Steiger, and his wife, Lupino, is
threatening to leave him. A visit from gossip columnist
Ilka Chase suggests that Palance was guilty of a hit-andrun charge in the past, for which his friend, Paul Langton,
took the blame. Lupino agrees to return home only if Palance refuses to sign the contract, but when Sloane, the
star's agent, Steiger, and studio "hatchetman" Corey arrive, Palance gives in and signs. Some time after, Corey
brings up the problem of Palance's crime, recalling that
Shelley Winters, a shoddy "starlet," was in the car and is
threatening to talk. Corey suggests that she must be
"gotten rid" of. Palance recoils from the suggestion,
throws Steiger out of the house, winning back Lupino's
love. But Langton suddenly appears, hysterical because
his wife, Jean Hagen, has admitted having an affair with
Palance. Corey arrives to say that Winters has been conveniently killed in a traffic accident. Palance commits
suicide — his only way out.

ed Steiger, many-faceted Ilolly wood producer, cajoles Valance into signing a new long-term contract.

UA. Ill minutes. Jack Palance, Ida Lupino. Wendell Corey, Jean Hagen, Rod
Steiger, Ilka Chase, Everett Sloane, Shelley Winters, Wesley Addy, Paul Langton,
Nick Dennis. Produced and directed by Robert Aldrich. Screenplay by James
Poe, from the stage play by Clifford Odets. Photographed by Ernest Laszlo.
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"A Man Alone"
Sututtu, IZatcK? O O

"Lucy
Q

Above-par western, well-scripted, well-acted and ably directed by Ray Miliaria". Human interest elements mingled
with good action in second half. Good b.o. generally.
Ray Milland's first directorial stint is an altogether commendable job, and gives Republic its strongest release in
a lonp- time. Milland also stars in this western, which accents human interest, personalities and romance, as well
as action. A good script by John Tucker Battle and Milland's directorial and acting skill, maintain a steady undertone of suspense in the narrative, and will hold audiences
deeply engrossed in the falsely accused outlaw's (Milland)
plight as he hides out in the home of the crooked sheriff.
Following a rather slow beginning, the pace picks up and
mounts steadily good to the end. Republic's Trucolor photography iseffective and includes some descriptive footage
of the Arizona desert and a neighboring town. Performances are good throughout, with Milland, Mary Murphy,
Ward Bond and Raymond Burr outstanding. An added
asset is Victor Young's fine musical score. Milland, a notorious western gunman, riding through the Arizona desert
finds a held-up stage-coach and six corpses. Riding into
town, he is suspected of the crime, and seeks shelter in the
home of Mary Murphy, whose father. Ward Bond, is the
town's sheriff. The search for Milland is spurred on by
Raymond Burr, who is actually responsible for the killings
and knows that Milland suspects him. Miliand and Murphy fall in love, and they discover that Bond has been taking bribes from Burr. Bond lets Miiland go, and is about
to be lynched when Milland returns, apprehends Burr, and
starts a new life with Murphy.
Republic. It minutes. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy. Ward Bond, Raymond Burr.
Produced and directed by Ray Milland.

Gallant"

Mildly diverting drama should have fair appeal to fern trade.
Good cast. Weak in action spots.
Based on Margaret Cousins' novel, "The Life of Lucy
Gallant," this is a fairly entertaining, but routine drama.
It's all been seen before, but, Jane Wyman and Charlton Heston are appealing personalities, and their thesping
keeps interest aroused. The same goes for Claire Trevor
and Thelma Ritter, as friends of the stars. VistaVisionTechnicolor lensing is a definite asset, photography being
sharp and colorful, and gives the film a needed lift. Director Robert Parrish ailows the stcry to lapse noticeably in
several spots, probably because the running time just outdistances the plot. Chief appeal of this Paramount offering
will be to the fern trade. And an added lure in this quarter
is the dazzling costuming job by Edith Head. Cattleman
Charlton Heston meets Jane Wyman when her train is derailed in a Texas boom town, made rich by the recent discovery of oil. Jane, running away from an unhappy love
affair, decides to stay and to open a fashion shop. Her venture is highly successful, but draws her farther apart from
Heston, who wants a house-wife. Heston goes to the war,
returns, and strikes oil. When Jane's shoppe burns down,
Heston secretly advances the money for another. She
eventually discovers he has been her backer, decides to
give it up and marry him.
Paramount. 104 minutes. Jane Wyman, Charlton Heston, Claire Trevor, Thelma
Ritter. Produced by Pine and Thomas. Directed by Robert Parrish.
"Bengazi"
Desert melodrama only a fair prospect generally, better for
action houses. Good exploitables.
Set in the region of Bengazi, in North Africa, this Panamint Pictures Production for RKO release is a fair entry

"Duel

on

the Mississippi"

Routine costume melodrama in Technicolor has fair action.
Light on story, cast. Dual bill fare for family houses.
This modest budget period melodrama has an interesting
locale — Louisiana Bayou country — which makes it a welcome relief from the usual Western settings. However,
the narrative about the conflict between plantation owners
and pirates in the early 19th Century is routine and unconvincing. Lex Barker and Patricia Medina give it a modicum cf marquee value, but it does not figure to rise above
the supporting slot on dual bills. Well paced by director
William Castle, there is action in sufficient quantity to
satisfy those who do not demand plausibility. Technicolor
lensing is on the lush and over-bright side. The period is
1820. A group of raiders, including Patricia Medina and
her father, Ian Keith, swoop down on the plantation of
John Dehner and son Lex Barker, and make-off with the
sugar crop. When Dehner is unable to meet his banknote,
now held by Patricia, an arrangement is made whereby
Barker will enter into bonded servitude to her for three
years. They fall in love, and it turns out that Stevens, Me-

for the supporting slot generally. However, it has elements that lift it considerably for the action market. Concerned with an attempt to locate hidden gold belonging to
tribesmen in the nearby desert, the Endre Bohem-Louis
Vittes script is fitfully exciting, but rather incredible. The
good cast, headed by Richard Conte, Victor McLaglen,
Richard Carlson, and Mala Powers, struggle upstream
against John Brahm's inept direction. Photography, in
black-and-white SunerScope, is good in its broad shots of
the desert. Plenty of exploitables, if utilized by the exhibitors, could bring this above-average returns. Conte and
bistro-owner McLaglen, along with associate Richard Erdman, set out for the desert in a stolen British lorry, to uncover gold they suppose is hidden near an abandoned mosque. Erdman is killed by tribesmen, while Conte and McLaglen seek cover in the mosque. British inspector Carlsen, and McLaglen's daughted, Mala Powers, who has recently arrived in Bengazi, appear via helicopter, but the

plane is destroyed by the natives' guns. The group is thus
completely stranded without food. McLaglen makes a
break for it and is killed. When Conte finds the gold, he
walks into the open to surrender it, to save the lives of
Carlson and Powers, and is shot, but not seriously. They
dina's partner, is really the thief. Barker kills him in a
are
freed and Powers professes her love for Conte.
duel, and marries Patricia.
RKO release. IPanamint Pictures Production). Richard Conte, Victor McLaglen,
Columbia ICIover Production). 72 minutes. Lex Barker, Patricia Medina Warren
Richard Carlson,
Mala Powers. Produced by Sam Wiesenthal and Eugene Tevlin.
Directed
by John Brahm.
Stevens. Directed by William Castle.
[More REVIEWS on Page 16]
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Studio Hits Production Stride
With Six On Tap For Lensing
This company is finally beginning to move
toward a big, full production schedule after
a delay that, for more than a year, had exhibitors wondering "when?". In addition to
the important William Wyler production,
"The Friendly Persuasion" (Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire) in De Luxe color, six
features will go before the cameras by the
end of the year, three in CinemaScope. This,
claims executive producer Walter Miiisch
is "the most important program ever scheduled for a similar time in the company's history." The six:
"The First Texan" (Joel McCrea) in CinemaScope, which Mirisch will produce from
a screenplay by Daniel B. Ullman. It is
based on the life of Sam Houston. "The
Legionnaire" in CinemaScope is a French
foreign legion adventure to be produced by
Richard Heermance from a George Waggner script. "Three For Jamie Dawn" deals
with the question of jury bribing, to be produced by Hayes Goetz. Story is by John
Klepner from his Redbook magazine original. "Crime In The Streets" (John Casavettes) with Vincent M. Fennelly producing,
the Reginald Rose television play dealing
with juvenile delinquency. "Cattle King"
(George Montgomery) in CinemaScope, with
Mirisch producing from a Daniel B. Ullman
screenplay. "Ariane" (Audrey Hepburn), to
be made by producer-director Billy Wilder,
is the Claude Anet romance done for the
screen by I. A. L. Diamond.
The busy Allied Artists schedule doesn't
stop here, however. The company's first big
musical "Jeannie" (Vera Ellen) is in the
planning stage with Marcel Hellman, British
producer, in town to talk things over. Producers Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond,
who made "The Phenix City Story", Allied's
big grosser, will produce "Screaming
Eagles" about the 101st Airborne Division
from a script by Bob Presnell, Jr. Shooting
is scheduled for middle October.
Scheduled to go before the cameras soon
is "Sweet Violence", William F. Broidy producer. Latter also is preparing "The Big
Blaze" and "The Last Mission" for future
release.
"The Four Seasons" (David Wayne) will
be released by AA. It was produced and directed by Josef Shaftel on the Republic lot
under the LaSalle Productions banner. Also

OF PRODUCTION
Size-ups

fa BULLETIN

Statute

scheduled for release is "No Place To Hide"
(David Brian, Marsha Hunt), recently filmed
in the Philippine Islands in De Luxe color
and produced by Josef Schaftel.
COLUMBIA

'Happened One Night' Musical
Among Big Ones Set To Roll
All departments on the Columbia lot
seethe with activity. And the emphasis is on
big pictures.
Producer-director Dick Powell is readying
the musical version of "It Happened One
Night" (June Allyson, Jack Lemmon),
which rolls in early November. Songwriters
Johnny Mercer and Gene de Paul have
written eight songs, and the two stars have
begun dance rehearsals with choreographer
Robert Sidney.
High on the list of important releases is
"The Eddy Duchin Story" (Tyrone Power,
Kim Novak) in CinemaScope & Technicolor, with Jerry Wald producing and
George Sidney directing.
Another top Columbia literary property,
"The Solid Gold Cadillac" (Judy Holliday)
is scheduled to roll October 24. Producer
Fred Kohlmar and director Richard Quine
are selecting New York locations. "Cadillac" is the George F. Kaufman and Howard
Teichman Broadway comedy. Screen rights
to Calder Willingham's hit play "End As A
Man" have been acquired by Sam Spiegel's
Horizon Productions, and set for spring release. Ben Gazarra who starred on Broadway, is being sought for the lead. Horizon's
second film for Columbia, "The Bridges
Over the River Kwai", will get underway
with location shooting in Ceylon and Malaya in December.
"The Harder They Fall" (Humphrey Bogart), prize fight expose written by Budd
("On the Waterfront") Shulberg starts Oct.
17. Philip Yordan is producing, Mark Robson directing. Internaitonal Boxing Club
has refused to cooperate because of the nature of the film.
"The Way We Are" (Joan Crawford),
drama of modern Hollywood, will be the
next William Goetz production, Robert Aldrich directing.
Columbia made big literary news with the
signing of Irwin Shaw novelist and screenwriter to a three year contract with Warwick Productions, and the acquisition of C.
S. Forrester's Saturday Evening Post story,
"The Good Shepherd". Jerry Wald will pro-

duce the Forrester film and Ranald MacDougall will write the screenplay and direct in CinemaScope and color. Shaw's
initial assignment is the screenplay on "Fire
Down Below" from Max Catto's novel.
Negotiations are underway for Columbia
to release three Howard Welsch productions
in 1956, the first being taken from George
Bernard Shaw's "The Millionairess", Nicholas Ray directing. Legal problems with the
Shaw
estate may hamper final disposition of
this property.
Two other novels, David Mark's as yet
unpublished "The Long Chance" and Joseph
Hergesheimer's "Tampico" have gotten the
green light and will be screenplayed by
Samuel Fuller and Everett DeBaum.
Shooting schedules have been augmented
by the following productions: "Blackjack
Ketchum, desperado" (Howard Duff, Victor
Jory), Earl Bellamy directing, Sam Katzman, producing, and "Overexposed" (Cleo
Moore), Lewis J. Rachmil producing, Lew
Seiler directing. Three other Rachmil productions are on tap: "Reprisal" (Guy Madison), "The First and The Last" Laurence
Stallings' original screenplay of the U. S.
Marine Corps' part in the Boxer Rebellion,
and "Flight", story of U. S. Air Force jet
pilots. New Columbia discovery Roger
Smith will star in the latter.
"Inside the Big Tent" will be filmed by
Sam Katzman on location at circus winter
quarters. October 11 is camera date . . .
Bette Davis, Kim Hunter, Brian Keith will
be seen in "Storm Center". Director-writer
Dan Taradash starts camera work October
9. Film is treatment of a town's hysteria
over controversial book being kept in public
library . . . "Safari" (Victor Mature, Janet
Leigh) is being made by Irving Allen and
A. R. Broccoli's Warwick Productions in
Africa, Terence Young directing . . . And
Randolph Scott will star for Katzman in
"The Return of Custer".
INDEPENDENTS

sse'
ger OBuys
Premin
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Film'Triste
Todd-A
2nd
Although busy with his production of
"The Man With the Golden Arm" for United
Artists, producer-director Otto Preminger is
also making preparations for "Bonjour
Tristesse," the best seller by a 19-year-old
French girl, Francoise Sagon, whose stage
(Continued on Page 32)
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REMINDER FROM COMPO; DID YOU MAIL YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR AUDIENCE AWARDS!
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The overnight sensation of 'East of Eden'
becomes the star of the year!
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JIM BACKUS • ANN DORAN • COREY ALLEN
WILLIAM HOPPER • Screen Play by STEWART STERN
Produced by DAVID WEISBART
Directed by NICHOLAS RAY
Music by Leonard Rosenman

,
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WarnerColor

NATALIE

force

violence

!

FABIAN
JOINT ARBITRATION COMMITTEE, after long labor, last week
gave unanimous approval to a draft of an
arbitration and conciliation plan for the
industry. (See text this issue). The joint
committee had been set up in May of
1954 to iron out differences between exhibition and distribution, and in January
of this year developed the plan which,
with several revisions, has now been approved. The big issue of arbitration of
film rentals, which caused Allied States
Association to withdraw its support from
the joint committee, is not mentioned in
the draft. Final draft now goes to film
companies and participating exhibitor organizations for approval, following which
it must be approved by the Department
of Justice and the federal court before it
can become operative. The plan specifies
that the arbitration system shall be put
into effect within three months of federal
court OK and remain in operation for a
test period of one year. The joint committee included Si H. Fabian, Mitchell
Wolfson, Leo Brecher and Max A.
Cohen representing exhibitors, Charles
M. Reagan, Abe Montague and Al Lichtman, for distribution. Herman M. Levy
is exhibitor counsel, Adolph Schimel, distribution counsel.

SARNOFF

THE

REAGAN
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BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF threw
down the gauntlet on the toll-TV issue,
declaring that candidates in the 1956
presidential election should assert themselves on the problem. Speaking before
the Advertising Club of Washington
(D.C.), the RCA-NBC board chairman
said subscription television should be
"thrown into the hopper of popular discussion", and added: "I recommend in all
seriousness that the issue between free
and paid television be considered by those
who draft the programs of the major political parties; and that candidates for
public office be encouraged to study the
problem and declare themselves to the
electorate." Sarnoff said this "seems to
be the American way, the effective way,
to educate the country on the subject in
a broad, democratic spirit". He felt "justified in proposing that it be submitted to
the ultimate suffrage of public opinion — a
suffrage based not on guesswork, slogans
or prejudices, but on wider knowledge
and understanding of all the facts." Disagreeing with Gen.E. Sarnoff's
statement
was Commander
F. McDonald,
Jr.,
president of Zenith Radio Corp., chief
proponent of toll-TV, who said the only
way the issue can be decided "is by giving the public a chance to see subscription television in operation and to determine for itself" the system's merits.
*
*
*
Gen. Sarnoff made other news in disclosure of a deposition in the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit recorded
about two months ago. His testimony
went along with film companies on theii
stand against turning over new films to
television, but said he felt differently regarding films still in the vaults. Film
companies are "missing a good bet" in
not releasing them to TV, Sarnoff testified, but television stations would not be
able to pay for films costing millions of
dollars. He concluded with this frank assertion"Major
:
motion picture companies
making feature films for distribution to
theatres could not be expected to make
that film available to television because oi
the economies of the situation."

THEY

MADE

THE

NEWS
THEATREMEN SEE 20TH-FOX NEW STARS' FILM
Circuit executives were guests of 20th Century-Fox at a preview screening oj the CinemaScope featurette produced to introduce the company 's new stars to the puhlic. The short
subjects will he available to exhibitors in a few weeks. Smiling their approval of the whole
idea (above) left to right: U . C. Cehring. executive assistant general sides manager. 20thFox: Bill Howard. RKO Theatres: Sid Markey. Paramount Theatres: Edward Hymaa, ABPT ; Harry Mandell. RKO Theatres: Harry Kalmine, Stanley Warner Theatres; Eugene
Picker. Loew's; Sol A. Schwartz, president. RKO Theatres: Leonard H. Coldenson. president AB-PT. and At I.ichtman. 20th Century-Fox director of distribution.

ODLUM
FLOYD ODLUM announced that his
lengthy negotiations with Howard Hughes
have resulted in an agreement "in principal" that a merger between Atlas Corp.
and Hughes' inactive RKO Pictures Corp.
"would be beneficial to all parties" (see
Financial Bulletin). Hughes would vote
his RKO Pictures stock in favor of such
a consolidation if the question is presented to a stockholders meeting. Proposed merger will also include four othei
companies in which Odium has an interest: Wasatch Corp., Airfleets, Inc., San
Diego Corp., and Albuquerque Associated Oil Company.
0
WESLEY B. BLANKENSHIP, vice
president of the Wallace Blankenship
Theatre Circuit of West Texas, was
elected to the board of directors of the
Citizens' National Bank of Lubbock, Texas. He is the son of Wallace, Sr., founder and president of the theatre circuit.

UNIVERSAL PROMOTION EXECUTIVES MEET
David A. Lipton. L'-l vice-president, (seated, center) recently gathered his promotional
executives around him for a series of meetings to map advertising, publicity, exploitation
plans on forthcoming pictures. Seated, left to right: Philip Gerard, eastern publicity manager; Charles Simonelli. eastern advertising and publicity department manager: Lipton:
Clark Ramsay, executive assistant to Lipton: Jeff Livingston, eastern advertising manager.
Standing, left to right: Archie Herzoff. studio advertising, promotion manager: Ben Katz.
miduest field exploitation representative : George Luit. assistant studio publicity director:
Jack Diamond, studio publicity director: Robert Cillham. vice-president of Cunningham
and Walsh. I niversal's ad agency: Bob Rains, radio and television promotion head: Harry
Niemeyer, studio publicity department editor: Herman Kass. eastern exploitation manager,
and James Raker, studio advertising department head.

UNITED ARTISTS CHIEFS POW-WOW
Top echelon United Artists executives and officials from 12 countries in South and
Central America and the Caribbean area met recently in Miami to seek means of overcomdevaluation and government-fixed admission prices affecting
of currency
ing problems
American
distributors
in those areas. Arnold M. Picker, UA vice president and chief of
foreign distribution, told the representatives that despite impressive gains in billings in locul
currency, dollar revenues in Latin America have fallen off over the past few years because of
these twin problems. Shown taking a breather at a Miami hotel between busy meetings, left
to right: Sidney Licb. Harry Goldsmith, Leon Feldun. Ben Halpem. of the foreign department home office staff: Pit ker : vice president Max E. Youngstein : president Arthur B.
Krim: Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of the board; Alfred Katz and Sidney Landau, foreign
department home office stuff: Louis Luber. general manager of the foreign department.
Scuted: Mrs. Robert S. Benjamin fright) and Fran Krouitz, secretary to Picker.
[More NEWS on Page 34]
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'Eileen' Phone Call Stunt

Pavements

In 'Earn-lt-Yourself Drive
Schine Circuit's "Earn It Yourself" drive
during September could well be a model for
incentive-loaded showmanship campaigns by
theatre chains, large and small. Sporting
cash prizes for captains, managers and personnel, both for effort and for accomplishment, it gave promise of topping any September grosses in the circuit's history.
With the booking department lining up a
strong month's picture program, each theatre was asked to compete with itself, basing
results on increases in grosses over last year.
A comprehensive campaign manual, featuring a complete staff work plan and loaded
with showmanship ideas, was issued by publiciteer Seymour L. Morris to every theatre.
Special cash bonuses were offered to any
staff member who suggested a revenue-producing idea. Theatre personnel were called
together, told of a personalized campaign
that went right into patrons' homes. Highlight of this feature was a large "Let's Get
Acquainted" display ad with photos of the
personnel, advising the townsfolk that they
would be visited by these people and receive
guest tickets. On the home visits, staffers
carried a portfolio of stills, reviews, etc.,
pointing up their forthcoming pictures; sold
Christmas gift books, lined up school contacts, planned cooking schools, and generally
made the pitches to strengthen the theatrehome relationship.
Lending added incentive was the promise
by Louis Schine: "If the boys really go over
the top in September, I won't stop with the
prizes amounting to $500, but will award
whatever the results justify."

DEPARTMENT

Probably the greatest producer-showman in
movie history, Cecil B. DeMille also carries
on his role as one of the cinema's finest public relations ambassadors. Encouraging public interest in his new production, "The Ten
Commandments", DeMille has a special
"Visitors Balcony" constructed on the larger
sets of the spectacle to make sure that visitors have a good vantage point wherevei
possible from which to watch the filming in
action. Whenever possible, DeMille himself
plays host to the thrilled onlookers between
scenes, giving them his personal greeting and
explaining technicalities of the production.
There is little doubt that every visitor goes
out a hyped-up spokesman for "Commandments", carrying the enthusiastic word to
every part of the country.

20th-Fox Television Show
ill Exploit Top Releases
"20th Century-Fox Hour", the film company's new biweekly TV series, which gets
underway October 5, at 9 p.m., will be used
to good advantage by that company in exploiting its top budget pictures. Opening
program will feature "The Tall Men", Clark
Gable-Jane Russell starrer, with film clips
from the movie and a visit to the production
set to view a rehearsal and observe camera
techniques. October 19 will also exploit
"Tall Men" with trailers and selected Russell
scenes, including her singing of the title
song. Sponsored by General Electric, the
first hour will star Merle Oberon and
Michael Wilding in Alistair Cooke's adaptation of Noel Coward's "Cavalcade." Joseph
Cotton is mc.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 28]

Makes

New York Lines Sizzle

Topping its success with the Jimmy Stewart telephone stunt for "The Man From
Laramie", Columbia launched another "call
me" campaign on "My Sister Eileen". Three
days of calls kept the phone lines sizzling
continually, forcing the New York Telephone Co. to shut down the 50 phone playback devices pitching for the premiere of
the film at the Victoria.
The "Laramie" stunt, which caused the
company to increase the number of devices
from 30 to 50 when 91,000 calls were registered in an 11-hour period, was dimned when
the newspaper ads asking readers to "Call
Eileen at Judson 6-7022" metered 120,000
calls during one day's business hours. Phone
company officials had to put an end. to the
playback service because of terrific disturbance of regular service.
Columbia ad chief Howard LeSieur, however, said plans would go ahead for using
the recording in some 15 other cities across
the country. Details, he said, are currently
being woked out on a local level.
'Seven Cities1 Bow Makes

News

TheDiego
impressive
"Seven
Cities
of Gold"
San
premiere
footage,
recorded
by
Fox Movietonews cameras, went out over
some 150 TV stations as part of news,
Hollywood and personality shows. 20th
edited and serviced the premiere clip for the
TV breaks, and it will be made available to
theatres for local showings as part of the
promotional campaign on the Robert D.
Webb-Barbara MacLean production.
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N.Y. 'Left Hand' Benefit

Fog or no fog, Hi-Way Theatre manager James
Landine, Bridgeport, Conn., made some definite
pointers about Columbia's "Footsteps in the
Fog" with these paper cutout footsteps.
U-l Boosts Field Force
Back'
'Hell of& "To
Rocketing
For
Spurred
by the grosses
Hell and
Back" in the wake of the initial exploitation
efforts, Universal-International boosted its
field exploitation coverage on the Audie
Murphy film, adding five more men to the
10 already working on the picture.
Named to cover openings were Ed Borgan
to New Orleans and Pittsburgh, Sam Hart
to Kansas City, Joe Blaufox to Cincinnati,
Jim Biondo to the Albany territory, Blake
McVeigh to Denver and Salt Lake City.
Nesbit Story In Serialization
Following are big Life buildup for 20thFox's "The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing,"
a six-part series of feature stories on the
real-life Evelyn Nesbit, was instituted by the
N. Y. Journal American as part of the advance campaign for the Capitol opening in
New York this month. Similar serializations
are planned in scores of other papers
throughout the country.

Bow Star-Showers Broadway
Celebrity-studded glitter gave the Roxy
benefit premiere of 20th Century-Fox' "The
Left Hand of God" a luster not seen on
Broadway for a 20th picture since "The
Robe". The charity debut, which raised over
$50,000 for the Boys' Town of Italy from
among the 6000 who filled the huge Broadway showcase, was watched by millions over
television, as well as thousands of on-thespot fans who jammed police barricades for
a five block area.
A distinguished benefit committee, headed
by Mrs. George P. Skouras, lured the list of
luminaries, including Governor Averill Harriman, Mayor Robert F. Wagner and a starlit guest list, including the film's leads,
Humphrey Bogart and Gene Tierney, plus
Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Jack Palance, Linda Darnell, Joe DiMaggio, Gen.
Carlow Romulo and bigwigs galore.
Dennis
Jamesover
emceed
the "live"
theatre
front
telecast
DuMont
TV network
flagship tsation WABD, and Ray Heatherton interviewed guests for his Mutual network radio show. Star interviews went out
all over the world via the Voice of America
and The Armed Forces Radio Service.
Unusual facet of the ticket-selling campaign, was the sale in leading night clubs
and restaurants of the $5-$100 ducats by
teams from Boys' Town of Italy.

1
for 'Heaven
gn distaff
Fern Campai
Top
Its sights
set on the
side of the
nation, Universal-International scheduled its
biggest woman's magazine advertising campaign on "All That Heaven Allows", due for
January release. Vice president David Lipton, presiding at a studio meeting of top U-I
ad executives was firm in his belief that the
ladies' appeal of the Jane Wyman-Rock
Hudson starrer was at least as strong as the
same star team's "The Magnificent Obsession." He earmarked a total of 22 national
magazines with "woman appeal", boasting a
combined readership of over 150,000,000, for
the record-breaking ad program.
♦ Cleveland Hippodrome
manager Jack Silverthorne is
in a dilemma faced with the
choice of one of these finaliststest
in hisspotlighting
"Daisy opening
Mae" con-of
United Artists' "The Kentuckian." Local disc jockeys
backed the stunt, audience
helped out with selection.
Striking audio-visual dis- ♦
play over his boxoffice was
set up by manager Paul
Amick of the Orpheum TheaWichita,Blues".
for Warners'
"Pete tre,
Kelly's
Use of
recorded songs from the picture from behind bandstand
enhanced the illusion of the
little "Big 7" band in action.
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A grinning Humphrey Bogart and wife Lauren
Bacall start out on a double promotion duty as
they arrive in New York, where two of his starvehiclesHand
made ofklieg-lighted
"The ringLeft
God" with bows:
a gala20th-Fox'
benefit
premiere at the Roxy, and Paramount's "The
Desperate
Hours"
with a the
world
Criterion.
No wonder
happydebut
faces.at the
UA Sets Record Field Force
ToAssembling
Hypo 'Brunettes'
Openings
the largest exploitation
force
it has ever assigned to one picture. United
Artists delegated a roving team of ballyhoo
specialists to supervise and implement the
field activities for "Gentlemen Marry BruUA v.p. Max Youngstein, at the same
time, announced a $500,000 promotion budget to hypo all-media backing for each key
nettes."
opening of the CinemaScope musical, following the pattern of specialized local exploitation used for "Not As A Stranger". Bolstering this is a $370,000 slate of ads as part of
the national co-od camnaign.
The half-million dollar campaign was
launched with the world premiere at the
Oriental Theatre, Chicago, where personal
appearances by stars Jane Russell and
Jeanne Crain climaxed a 12-day radio-TV
barrage and city-wide co-op support from
more than 300 retailers. The star p.a.'s
merged with a bustling series of press interviews and video-radio appearances.

/

'Guys & Dolls' Gets Cover,
10 Pages in Top Life Break
Samuel Goldwyn's "Guys and Dolls"
dropped kerplunk into a barrelful of golden
publicity when the Sept. 19 issue of Life
overflowed with its cover and ten pages of
breathtaking color photos aimed unerringly
at making tongues hang out for the big
musical, to be distributed by M-G-M.
One of the fattest publicity breaks ever
accorded a picture by the popular weekly,
the elaborate layout and the copy were studded with come-ons for Life's huge readeraudience. The cover minced no words, dubbing it"Hollywood's Starriest Musical." The
lead spread, "Rough Runyon Diamonds in
Classy Film Setting Do Right by Famous
Musical", extolled the showmanship lavished
on the "Gift-Edged" property, noted "Showman Sam Goldwyn Has Left No Stunt Unturned" in lavishing $5.5 million making the
picture. "Like Its Smash-Hit Stage Predecessor, (it) Is a Stylish, Ear-Filling Movie
with Some Notable Surprises in It."
The spreads (see below) teem with activity and beauty in the shots taken by ace
Life photographer, Gjon Mili, in gorgeous
color. One, featuring two scenes from the
famous night-club brawl, is dubbed "Knockout Pay-Off for Two Big Risks" extols the
surprising success of Marlon Brando and
Jean Simmons in musical roles."

20th Launches

Young Stars

Buildup With Special Reels
20th Century-Fox kicked off its public relations program to focus attention on new
stars being developed at its studios with a
specially-produced CinemaScope subject,
first of a series aimed at spotlighting the
new faces. The initial "featurette" was unveiled at a special screening for top circuit
executives hosted by 20th-Fox toppers Al
Lichtman, Charles Einfeld, W. C. Gehring.
The star sv.bject, running about four and
a half minutes, featured Dana Wynter ("The
View from Pompey's Head"), Joan Collins
("The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing") and
Sheree North ("The Lieutenant Wore
Skirts") in get-acquainted chats and brief
scenes from their forthcoming films. It will
be made available to exhibitors within a
few weeks.
Production and distribution costs for each
subject will run around $25,000, Gehring
said. In addition to focusing attention on
the new personalities, he added, it is designed to aid exhibitors in advance theatre
campaigns for the productions in which the
young stars are cast.
The series, it was stressed, is in line with
the company's announced policy "to bring
new and exciting faces to motion picture
audiences to top-budgeted films." Exhibitors
who saw the initial subject praised it highly.

Interest In Award Result
Shown By Newspaper Comments
Interest in the Audience Awards voting is
mounting and the final result should get
nation-wide attention, if the sampling of
newspaper comments by COMPO is any indication of general public enthusiasm. "Mr.
John Q is going to have a chance to get off
the bench and take a few swings at bat",
says the Rochester Times-Union. "The results may be very interesting." The Richmond, Virginia, News-Leader, in an editorial,
said that COMPO has hit upon a scheme
that should benefit just about everyone who
is interested in the movies. Kaspar Monahan, of the Pittsburgh Press-Sun, reported:
"Hollywood by tabulating these votes will
have an indisputable evaluation of moviegoers' likes and dislikes. Sounds like a sensible gimmick." And the Memphis PressScimitar had this to say: "We plain moviegoers can at last talk back to Oscar. Now
the movie producers and performers will receive recognition from the millions who decide the success or failure of motion pictures
anyway — the ticket buyers."
Sullivan
Toasts'
UA s 'Hunter'
The coveted
Ed Sullivan
treatment was
lavished on "The Night of the Hunter" when
the UA release was featured on the "Toast
of the Town" CBS-TV network show. An
added boost was the return of Robert Mitchum from Europe to launch a personal appearance tour on behalf of his starrer, first
for the Broadway premiere, then to subsequent openings throughout the country.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

Half-M
Jane Russell, Jeanneillion
Crain and a half trillion bucks! That's the exploitation plat'.er
United Artists is serving up to showmen in
"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," merry musical in CinemaScope and Technicolor.
The piece de resistance of the whole appetizing affair is, of course, the sexcitement
sparked by the starring duo. Their fullblown beauty offers eye-appeal hard to
match for display purposes, for advertising
angles (or should it be curves) and for a
talk-it-up campaign.
To implement this tempting exploitation
dish, vice-president Max E. Youngstein has
garnished it with a promotion budget of
$500,000 aimed at giving on-the-spot backing, similar to the pattern of specialized
local activity that boosted "Not As A Stranger." Francis M. Winikus, director of advertising, publicity & exploitation has assigned the company's biggest field force to
the film, including a roving team of publicity experts to guide and activate the program.
The recent Chicago world premiere served
as a large-scale model for this activity, to be
duplicated in not-quite-so-elaborate fashion
in all key openings. The two stars appeared
in person, covered the airwaves with TV and
radio shows; Platters of the nine hit tunes
spun round the clock for 12 days prior to
opening, keyed big promotions at scores of
music stores; juke boxes were s'.ocked with
the discs and plastered with play-date stickers; a TV featurette presented key musical
numbers and recorded star interviews. A
letter-writing contest awarding two free trips
to France was launched as part of the national campaign. Hundreds of store windows, tied to the $370,000 national co-op
campaign supplementing the UA promotion
dollars, smacked shoppers with their variety
of striking displays.

IT'S BIG! IT'S BUXOM!

$

Promotion

CltsiEiviXSc'OPlS
color fcy Technicolor
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POSTERS
-ifct- Posters and lobbies bubble with the gaiety that characterizes the picture, spotlights the two striking principals in the typical armfling pose drawn for the ads.
At top, left, the 3-sheet;
right, the 1-sheet, and lower,
the "Oui! Wheel" 24-sheet,
which will make a whopping cutout for marquees.

Jeanne Crain
IT'S BEAUTIFUL

''GteiitlemeiiTMariyBiurietteS
I

.7

1— ■— -~
For

"

THE ADS
4 The ads, like thee one at
left, make no b_..
ones about
the big attractions » of the
movie, the Mi sses Russell and
Crain, their
their curve
curves and th~
opportunity to display them
in the effervescent atmosphere of gay Paree. The
whipped-crea m topping is
supplied
the Buxo
master catchline: "Theby Big,
tiful
tings Musical!",
serve as th>the
e song
listanchor.
, Beau-

STUNTS
With all the art of Jane and Jeanne available, stunts featuring the pair are very much
in order. In France a leading newspaper had
pictures of the two side by side with the
question: "Which one has the most sex
appeal?". Over 64,000 replies came in, some
remarkably interesting. Why not your local
The match-proportions gimmick is, of
course, a natural. Invite local lovelies to
paper? their own measurements with those of
match
each of the stars, as pictured in life-size
displays in the lobby.
Title stunt suggested in the pressbook
calls for a blonde to walk around carrying a
"blonde' crying towel," her front placarded
with the title, and theatre credits. Gag has
her stop at busy corners, go into a weeping
act while she distributes throwaways.
Music stunts suggest a Charleston contest, tied in with the dance done by the
stars. Variation could have a two generation
competition, pitting the original exponents
against their young contemporaries.

Studio
Size- ups
will be followed by the long-awaitedHughes
production, "Jet Pilot".
The King Brothers are reported to be so
highly enthusiastic about the performance
of 11 year-old Michel Ray in their forthcoming CinemaScopic, "The Brave One",
that they are seeking to tie down the lad for

'GENTLEME

N

MARRY

HRUNETTES

There's a double portion of everything
in United Artists' happy musical, "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes." There are two
big (in all the right places) stars, who
disport in two eras — the present and the
gay, goofy twenties — in fast-paced action
that covers two continents. The Jane
Russell and Jeanne Crain of today
(above) give their table dancing forbears
(right) of the last generation a rollicking
run for their madness in the script by
Mary Loos and Richard Sale. Seeking a
break in show business, todav's Jane and
Jeanne hit Paris and Monte Carlo, where
their mother and aunt (also J & J) had a
gay whirl in '26. Abetting their madcap
adventures are Alan Young, Scott Brady
and Rudy Vallee, who pair off, to prove
the title, with daughters Jane and Jeanne
and mother Jane. Confusin' but amusin'.
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Size-ups
Studio
(Continued from Page 21)
and film rights he bought. S. N. Behrman
is doing both the dramatic and film adaptations.
Ben Gage, actor-husband of MGM film
star Esther Williams, announces the purchase of the script by Liam O'Brian of
"Power of Attorney," which he will make in
Europe in Technicolor and CinemaScope
with Miss Williams as star.
Liking the work of Michael Anderson, the
British director whom he hired to replace
John Farrow on "Around the World in 80
Days", Michael Todd signed him for a second film in the Todd-AO process. The Jules
Verne story is shooting in Durango, Colo.
A newspaperman has turned producer, and
it will be a delight to see what his former
associates on a publication known for its
slaps at motion pictures and Hollywood will
do to his maiden effort. Dana Tasker, former executive editor of TIME, a Luce publication which has few friends in Hollywood, has purchased a two-part Saturday
Evening Post serial, "Volunteer Assignment", by Frank Harvey, retitled it "Red
Alert," and set John T. Chapman to script it.
"The Damned," a novel by John MacDonald, originally optioned by William
Hawks, has been acquired by television and
film star Robert Cummings, under the banner of Laurel Productions. Writer-director
Frank Tashlin, who is a partner in Laurel,
will guide this one.
Gregory Peck and producer-writer Sy
Bartlett, first associated in "12 O'Clock
High," have formed a new inde unit named
Melville Productions, Inc. Both have prior
commitments that will keep them busy for
the next half year.
Frank Sinatra, who is about as hot a
property as you can get these days, is the
talking subject about starring in "The Joker
Is Wild," biography of Joe E. Lewis, the
niteclub star. The William Morris Agency
is packaging the deal, and if one studio head
can visualize frenetic Frankie-boy as Joe E.
Lewis, a release might result.
Richard Carlson, actor-writer-director, has
purchased a science fiction story, "The Dune
Rollers," by Harry Essex, and plans to get
it under way in December.
Mark Stevens, who made "Time Table"
independently and who is now dickering with
several outfits for a release, has acquired
"The Eyes of Father Tomasino," a script
which was presented on Lux Video Theatre.
He wants Gilbert Roland and Dick Contino
for the top roles.
Robert Bassler, last associated with the
UA release, "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes,"
made a deal for "The Singer Not the Song",
by Audrey Ersking Lindop. Allan Scott will
script for Libra Productions, with filming
set late this year in Mexico.
Bert Friedlob whose last for RKO release
is "While the City Sleeps," formerly titled
"News Is Made at Night," has acquired "Beyond aReasonable Doubt," a melodrama by
Douglas Marrow. No release deal is set.
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Schary Cites Manpower

Pc

Ten Completed, Six Filming p
As the company started its fiscal ye.
tember 1, studio head Dore Scha:
nounced an over-all creative manpowi
of 72 stars and featured players, 18 j
ers, 17 directors and 51 writers occupied in
major productions. Ten films are completed
and in the process of being edited and scored
and six are in current production, which
make up M-G-M's releases for the spring
and early summer of 1956.
A big to-do was made over the arrival of
the incomparable Alec Guinness, who is in
Hollywood to co-star in Ferenc Molnar's
"The Swan" (Grace Kelly, Louis Jourdan,
Brian Aherne), Charles Vidor is directing
ing.
the CinemaScope film, Dore Schary producTwo major pictures have started in recent
weeks: "Fearful Decision" (Glenn Ford,
Donna Reed), drama of a father's dramatic
gamble to save kidnapped son, with Nicholas Nayfack producing and Alex Sgeal directing; and "Gaby" (Leslie Caron, John
Kerr, Sir Cedric Hardwicke), story of youthful love against a ballet background, written
by Charles Lederer, Francis Goodrich and
Albert Hackett, produced by Edwin H.
Knopf and directed by Curtis Bernhardt.
Currently in front of the cameras are
"Lust for Life" (Kirk Douglas), biography
of the painter Van Gogh from the best-selling biography, directed by Vincente Minnelli; "Tribute to a Bad Man" (James Cag-_
ney), produced by Sam Zimbalist, directed
by Robert Wise; "Meet Me in Las Vegas"
(Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse) Joe Pasternak
producing, Roy Rowland directing.
"The Rack" (Glenn Ford) will start shooting in November. Story is of a Korean war
hero's court martial. Arthur Loew, Jr. will
produce, Arnold Laven direct.
Discussions are underway for MGM to release a British-made feature, "Not For
Money", Bob Hope and Katharine Hepburn.
Betty Box will produce and Ralph Thomas
direct.
Another project on the fire is a musical
remake of "Anna Christie", which would costar Howard Keel and Ava Gardner, with
Jules Shcermer slated to produce.
The untimely death of James Dean will
cause seme changes in casting in the Rocky
Graziano autobiography, "Somebody Up
There Likes Me", being scripted by Ernest
Lehman, produced by Charles Schnee and
directed by Robert Wise.
PARAMOUNT
Three Shooting Away From Home
Bob Hope Comedy Set To Roll
Most of Paramount's current production
activity is away from the home lot. "The
Proud and the Profane" (William Holden,
Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma Ritter) — William Perlberg producer, George
Seaton director; "The Mountain" (Spencer
Tracy, Robert Wagner, Claire Trevor — Ed-

ents'
/Fo
THe r
B'G, a((y 'G
and directed b>y ?ne
Frank team.

George Pal, maker of some outstanding
science-fiction features ("War of the
Worlds", etc.) has left this lot . . . Paramount has landed Marlon Brando for a film,
which will be produced by Pennebaker, Inc.,
new inde unit.
REPUBLIC

'56 Outlook Optimistic: Yates
$1 Million For Panoramic Lens
All of this studio's 19 stages are occupied
with various phases of production, some for
theatres, some for television, president H. J.
Yates announced last week. Very bullish on
the company's prospects, Yates declared that
Republic "domestic and foreign business will
show increases this year" and the outlook
for the first six months of '56 is "most opYates said that more than $1,000,000 will
timistic".
be spent on further development of Republic's Cinepanoramic lens. First film in this
new anamorphic process, "The Maverick
Queen" (Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan,
Scott Brady, Mary Murphy), is now being
filmed.
Two other features were before the
cameras last week: "Shot in the Dark" (Marjie Millar, John Hudson) — producer William
J. Sullivan, director R. G. Springsteen, and
"Stranger at My Door" (MacDonald Carey,
Patricia Medina) — William Whitney director.
RKO
Production Go Ahead Awaited
Selznick Readies His First
RKO's production forces are still marking
time pending flashing of the green light by
the new administration headed by boss
Thomas F. O'Neil and company president
Daniel P. O'Shea. To date, everything is
still on the drawing board, but actual filming is expected to get rolling as soon as
Charles Glett, in charge of studio operations,
gets back into harness. He won a bout with
pneumonia, which hit him shortly after he
took the post.
Meanwhile, David O. Selznick is preparing to start his first for this company around
the first of the year. His product is direly
needed by both RKO and exhibitors, and
the sooner he starts rolling the happier
everyone will be.
Edmund Grainger's production, "The Conqueror" (John Wayne, Susan Hayward) is
expected
to go is
intoa slim
releasepossibility
before the
end, and there
thatyear's
this

Studio
Size -tips
will be followed by the long-awaitedHughes
production, "Jet Pilot".
The King Brothers are reported to be so
highly enthusiastic about the performance
of 11 year-old Michel Ray in their forthcoming CinemaScopic, "The Brave One",
that they are seeking to tie down the lad for
their next RKO feature. Latter is "The
Two-Headed Spy", in which young Ray
would enact the role of the son of a Nazi
general, who is captured by the British and
held for ransom. "Spy" is due to roll in
Europe in latter November.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

First 'Carousel' Rushes Are
Eye-Openers; Four Filming
Enthusiasm is running high here for the
results of the 55mm. CinemaScope filming
of "Carousel" (Gordon MacRae, Shirley
Jones), which is being shot at Boothbay
Harbor, Maine. Production chief Zanuck's
excitement is being shared by everyone who
has viewed the new wide-screen rushes from
this musical.
Four regular 'Scopics (all in color, of
course), meanwhile, are rolling on the home
lot: "The Rains of Ranchipur" (Lana Turner, Richard Burton, Joan Caulfield, Michael
Rennie) — Frank Ross producer, Jean Negulesco director; "The Lieutenant Wore
Skirts" (Tom Ewell, Sheree North)— Buddy
Adler producing, Frank Tashlin directing;
"Threshold of Space" (Guy Madison, John
Hodiak, Virginia Leith, Dean Jagger) — William Bloom producing, Robert Webb directing, and "Bottom of the Bottle" (Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack Carson)— Buddy Adler producer, Henry Hathaway director.
James Mason has started to function under
his new producer-star contract here. His
first will be the musical remake of "Jane
Eyre", but he won't decide whether to appear in the film until the script is completed.

direct . . . Sidney Harmon, who has a three
picture deal with UA, will begin work on
his "Men At War" in mid-October. He purchased John McPartland's "Step Down To
Terror" for the secend of his three pictures.
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., will produce "The
Proud Rebel" as his secend production for
UA release. Richard Wilson will direct. It
follows his recently-completed "Man Wkh
The Gun" (Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling)
set for release before the end of the year.
Well on into production are "Trapeze"
(Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis, Gina Lollabrigida), being filmed in CinemaScope and
Eastman Color in Paris by Hecht-Lancaster,
and "Comanche" (Dana Andrews), CinemaScope and Eastman Color being shot in
Mexico by producer Carl Krugger and director George Sherman.
"Run For The Sun" (Richard Widmark),
SuperScope and Eastman Color will get
under way this month under the banner of
Russ-Field, Roy Boulting directing.
Stanley Kramer has established headquarters in Madrid for the production of his next
United Artists release, "The Pride and the
Passion" (Cary Grant, Frank Sinata), in
VistaVision and Technicolor, based on the
C. S. Forester adventure story "The Gun."
One of the top projects scheduled for
spring production is the Clark Gable starrer
"The Last Man in Wagon Mound", to be
produced by Russ-Field in Mexico. David
Hempstead will produce.
Undated productions: "Huk" (George
Montgomery) to be produced by Collier
Young from the Stirling Silliphant original
and shot in the Philippines in color and
CinemaScope . . . "Bandito" (Robert Mitchum), to be made by Robert L. Jacks, Richard Fleischer directing.
Literary purchasces include: "Wanton
Murder" by Peter Godfrey, bought by Aubrey Schenck and Howard W. Koch for
their burgeoning Bel- Air Production slate;
"The Case Against Joe", also bought by
Schenck, Decla Dunning's melodrama;
"Nightmare" the Cornell Woolrich story.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
German

UNITED

ARTISTS

'Golden Arm' Gets Underway
Shooting Activity At Full-Speed
There is no letup in activity at United
Artists. Producer-director Otto Preminger
got "The Man with The Golden Arm'
(Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak) underway, September 20, amid protests about the narcotics theme of the story
. . . Shooting began in Europe October 1 on
"The Ambassador's Daughter" (Olivia de
Havilland, Edward Arnold, Myrna Loy,
John Forsythe, Adolph Menjou), which
marks the return to active production of
Norman Krasna, screen-writer and onetime
partner of Jerry Wald . . . Stanley Kubrick,
who produced, directed, wrote and edited
'Killer's Kiss" for United Artists, will start
production Oct. 17 on "The Clean Break"
(Sterling Hayden), which he will write and

Star Adds to Growing

Roster; Two Features At Work
Only two features are in work at present:
"Pillars of the Sky" (Jeff Chandler, Dorothy
Malone, Ward Bond), CinemaScope and
Technicolor, Robert Arthur producing,
George Marshall directing, and "Gun Shy"
(Jock Mahoney, Martha Hyer, Lyle Bettger)
Howard Christie producing, Charles Haas
directing.
The contract list is growing and story
properties are piling up. The roster was
given an international flavor by the signing
of O. W. Fischer, of Germany, hailed as the
foremost European star, whom the studio
acquired for five pictures, and Ziva Shapir,
a 23-year-old Israeli actress. Van Johnson
has been signed to star in "Kelly and Me,"
vaudeville story which Robert Arthur will
produce.
Four properties acquired were: "Katrina,"
historical novel of Russia in the early 1700's
by Jeramie Price. "The Shrinking Man,"

mo.'.em fantasy-melodrama by Richard
Matheson of a man who discovers that he is
slu inking in height at the rate ol one inch a
week. "The Hare Blood of Hairy Stroud,"
modern suspense melodrama by Joseph
Petracca and L. F. Sweet. "Man Afraid,"
murder melodrama by Dan Ullman.
Peter Lorre joins Virginia Mayo and
George Nader in "Congo Crossing," which
newill
j. be made in Technicolor by producer
Howard Christie and director Jcseph PevPreparations are Veing rushed to put
"Battle Hymn", s.ory of Col. Dean Hess,
the parson who is a Korean jet ace, on the
screen. Douglas Sirk, who will direct, has
been dispatched to Korea to sccut locations.
Ross Hunter is to produce.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Lanza's 'Serenade' Among Five
In Production; Six Prepared
There is ample production activity under
the Warner banner these days. Between its
wide inde units and the home lot, five features are in work, with another half dozen
being prepared.
Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine and Sarita
Montiel are in Mexico working for three
weeks location on "Serenade," which is being
done in WarnerColor by producer Henry
Blanke and director Anthony Mann.
"Good-Bye, My Lady" (Walter Brennan,
Brandon de Wilde, Phil Harris), a Batjac
production is being produced by Robert Fellows and directed by William A. Wellman.
"The Spirit of St. Louis" (James Stewart),
in CinemaScope and WarnerColor, is being
filmed now in Ireland by producer Leland
Hayward and director Billy Wilder. Leland
Hayward has put "The Old Man and the
Sea" (Spencer Tracy), in CinemaScope and
WarnerColor, in work in Havana. "Giant"
(Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James
Dean) in WarnerColor, with George Stevens
and Henry Ginsberg producing and Stevens
directing is just winding up.
This lot was hit hard by the sad and untimely death of James Dean in an auto accident. One of the brightest newcomers of the
past decade, he had sprung to stardom on his
performance in "East of Eden", and, they
say, "Giant" will fully establish his talent.
Next to get the starting gun will be
"Seven Men From Now," (Randolph Scott,
Gail Russell, Lee Marvin), a Batjac Production which Budd Boetticher will direct.
Richard Whorf has been assigned production reins on "The Ed Sullivan Story," which
Davidlace Butler
script. will direct from an Irving WalHenry Fonda has been signed for "The
Wrong Man," which Alfred Hitchcock will
direct with Maxwell Anderson scripting . . .
Alan Ladd's next for Warner's will be "Santiago," with Marty Rackin producing . . .
Milton Sperling is putting the finishing
touches on "The Court Martial of Billy Mitchell" by getting newsreel footage of the
dirigible Shenandoah exploding and burning for incorporation in the Gary Cooper
vehicle.
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RHODEN
ELMER C. RHODEN announced that
theatre enlistment pledges for the Audience Awards election are being mailed to
every circuit operator and all of the theatres in the country. The national chairman of COMPO's Audience Awards
Committee accompanied the form with a
letter stating that the pledge will give an
idea of the number of participating theatres and advise theatremen what is expected of them in the conduct of the voting. Pledge form contains the officiai
rules governing the November 17 to 27
public balloting and stresses that no entrance fee or other financial commitments
are required of participating exhibitors.
Each theatre will do its own promotion.
0
Joseph Beattie, who represented the U.S. government at the Venice Film Festival, presents
the oilier Lion award to Mo Rothman, continental sales manager for United Artists in
Europe. Award was won by UA's ''The Big
Knife",
Festival. only American prize-winner at the

BEATTIE, ROTHMAN
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HERMAN LEVY made some revealing
statements on the state of British film
distributing on his return from a six
week's tour of that country. The general
counsel of TOA said he agreed with J.
Arthur Rank that British films are given
little playing time in this country, but
that the fault lies with the films themselves or with their producers. He wondered why Britain's movie-makers don't
try to improve their product in their own
market since the "mortality rate for
British films is just as high in Great
Britain as it is in the U.S." Many good
British films are poor prospects for
American theatres because they are "too
narrowly English" in their appeal or "are
not done in an easily understood accent,''
Levy stated. He reported "terrific opposition" to British films in Scotland, which
seems to have as much trouble with the
dialects as the U.S. viewers.
0
HOMER I. MITCHELL, counsel for
20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers and
Universal Pictures in the government's
16mm. anti-trust suit, led off the film industrys' defense in the expected threemonth trial, by denying any conspiracy on
the part of the industry. "Each action
and each station agreement was individual with respective studios, in each instance based on sound business judgment," he hold Federal Judge Leon R.
Yankwich. Mitchell told the court,
"there is no such thing as a 16mm. industry", that all companies make them supplemental to their major activity.
0
ENDORSEMENT OF National Allied's
stand to withhold support at this time
from the proposal to seek elimination of
the remaining excise tax on theatre admissions came from Allied of New Jersey
last week in this resolution: "Allied of
New Jersey feels that they need all the
tax relief that is possible and intelligent
to ask for as soon as our National Allied
leaders feel that the time is expedient to
go after such relief."
0
Rube Jackler. assistant general sales manager
of Columbia, points with pride to the long
list
of theatre
dates partner.
set for "My
Eileen."
starring
his pretty
BettySister
Garrett.
The
CinemaScope
film marks the comedienne's return to the screen.

JACKTER, GARRETT

Incidentally

. . .

THEATRE NETWORK TELEVISION reported the first million-dollar
gate in closed circuit television when recepits from the Marciano-Moore fight
were tabulated: $1,240,000 was spent at
129 theatres in 92 U.S. and Canadian
cities. Theatres keep 50 per cent.
*
*
*

PERSONNEL: WALTER N. REILLY,
executive assistant to MGM studio head
Dore Schary, takes on added duties as
associate on future Schary productions
. . . JOHN BECK joined the Warner
Brothers studio production staff in an
executive capacity. Announcement was
made by executive producer JACK L.
WARNER . . . FRANK KOVALETZ
moved up to an executive position in the
Concession Division of Disneyland in
California. He was manager of the Paramount Theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. . . .
JOHN C. DeWAAL took over as manager of branch operations for RKO Radio.
He was home office representative in
branch operations and succeeds the late
William J. McShea . . . MORRIS RELDER, Universal sales manager in Kansas
City, was Dromoted to branch manager
in that city, replacing JACK LANGAN,
resigned .
*
*
#
SCREEN PUBLICISTS GUILD, District 65, will live it up at its annual Movie
Page Ball October 14 at the Hotel Pierre,
New York. Ball marks 15th anniversary
of SPG which represents home office publicity and advertising personnel of 20thFox, Warners, Universal, United Artists
and Columbia.
*
*
*
SPYROS SKOURAS planed in from
Singapore following his six-week business
trip through the Far East and conferred
with 20th-Fox execs in Hollywood and
New York . . . LACY W. KASTNER
set out on a two months' tour of Columbia's Far East offices. The president of
Columbia Pictures International Corp.
will visit Australia, Hong Kong and Japan .. . BURTON E. ROBBINS arrived in Seattle, third city on his list of
National Screen Service exchanges, in
connection with the George F. Dembow
Sales Tribute. Next on his itinerary: San
Francisco and Los Angeles . . . BEN
TAYLOR and HAROLD WIRTHWEIN, Allied Artists sales executives did
some traveling to boost new A A releases:
Taylor to Arizona for "Wichita", Wirthwein to Denver for "Phenix City Story"
and "The Warriors".
REGISTRATIONS for the TOA convention in Los Angeles, October 6 to 9,
are reported ahead of last year, which had
a record 1070 paid registrants. TOA
Trade Show will be outstanding feature
of the convention.
*
*
*
JACK GOETZ was guest of honor at a
New York cocktail reception hosted by
Republic president HERBERT J.
YATES. Goetz, with Consolidated Film
Industries since 1924, will work in California for that company and make his
home henceforth in Beverly Hills.
*
*
*
VARIETY TENT 13 tee-ed off to a good
time last week with their golf tourney at
the Philmont Country Club, Philadelphia.
Festivities included dancing, prizes and
gin
rummy EMANUEL
. . . RALPH have
W. PRIES
and
EDWARD
been named
co-chairmen of the Philadelphia County
"March of Dimes" 1955-56 campaign
committee, sponsored by Tent 13.
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(Continued from Page 15J
in any manner conditioned such licence upon
the complainant exhibitor licensing one or
mo.-e other features, or upon complainant
licensing one or more subjects, newsreels,
trailers or serials (herein collectively called
"shorts"), or upon ccmplainant licensing reissues, westerns or foreign (herein collectively called "foreigns") ; or
(b) the distributor has directly or in any
rranner refused to license to complainant exhibitor aparticular feature or group of features except upon the condition that complainant also license one or more other features, shorts or foreigns shall be subject to
arbitration.
An exhibitor shall have no right to assert
any claim under (a) above unless he shall
have mailed to the distributor, at the exchange out of which he is served, a notice in
writing cf such claim and of the grounds
therefor, not later than 10 days after receipt
by the exhibitor from the distributor of the
license which he claims to have been so conditioned.
An exhibitor shall have no right to assert
any claim under (b) above unless he shaU
have mailed to the distributor, at the exchange out of which he is served, a notice
in writing of such claim and of the grounds
therefore not later than 10 days after the
day on which the distributor, as claimed by
the exhibitor, refused to grant a license
unless so conditioned.
The power of the arbitrators in deciding
any controversy under this Section shall be
as follows:
(i) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the distributor, they shall make an award
dismissing the complaint;
(ii) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the complainant under (a) above, they
may make an award cancelling the license for, or to the extent that it relates
to, such other feature, features, shorts
or foreigns;
(iii) If the arbitrators find in favor of
the complainant under (b) above, they
may order the distributor to cease and
desist from imposing such condition on
such complainant exhibitor;
(iv) If the complainant asked for damages and the arbitrators find in his favor
under either (a) or (b) they may also
award damages under the provisions of
Article III.
Section 5 — Contract Violations
Controversies arising upon the complaint
of an exhibitor that the distributor has
violated the provisions of a license agreement entered into between the exhibitor
complainant and the distributor subsequent
to the inauguration of this system of arbitration, including the failure of the distributor to deliver to the exhibitor a print of each
picture licensed under such agreement in
time for exhibition on the exhibition date oi
dates provided in or under such licensing
agreement, shall be subject to arbitration.
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The power of the arbitrators in deciding
any such controversy shall be as follows:
(a) If the arbitrators find in favor of the
distributor, they shall make an award dismissing the complaint;
(b) If the arbitrators find that the dis
tributor has violated any provision of such a
license agreement between it and the complainant exhibitor, they shall make a finding
to that effect, specifying the particular violations, and, if unperformed, shall order the
distributor to perform such contract;
(c) If the complainant asked for damages
and the arbitrators find in his favor, they
may also award him damages under the provisions of Article II, except that no exemplary damages shall be awarded.
Section 6 — General Provision
Two pictures designated during each
twelve months following the effective date
of this agreement by each distributor party
hereto as of unusual character shall be excluded from the provisions of this agreement. Such pictures in nowise shall be subject to arbitration until such time as the
same are announced by such distributor for
general distribution. Thereafter the pro
visions of this agreement shall be applicable
in respect of matters occurring in the course
of
such general distribution of the said pictures.
ARTICLE II!
DAMAGES
Unless damages are claimed in the original complaint filed by the exhibitor, none
shall be awarded.
Whenever the arbitrators find that the
complainant exhibitor is entitled to damages,
they shall award such sum of money therefor as shall equal the actual loss proved to
have been sustained by said exhibitor as a
result of respondent's* acts.
If in any case in which the arbitrators
award actual damages they find that the respondent's* acts resulting in such damage
were done with the deliberate purpose to
injure the complainant, they may, in addition
to actual damages, award exemplary damages not to exceed the amount of the actual
damages so awarded.
Where any party to an arbitration proceeding wherein a demand for damages has
been made has named an exhibitor* whose
business or property may be affected by the
award, and the exhibitor* so named does
not intervene in the proceeding, and the
complainant does not withdraw his complaint
as provided in Section 5 of Article V, the
arbitrators may proceed with the hearing :
and if the arbitrators shall find that the exhibitor so named was associated in the act or
acts causing damage to the plaintiff, they
shall deduct from the sum of the damages
awarded to the complainant an amount which
in their judgment will cover the damages
caused by said non-intervening exhibitor*.
In any arbitration in which damages are
claimed by the complainant exhibitor, any
distributor respondent* may at its option
assert by way of set-off to any damages

which may be awarded against it, the amount
of any liability of the complainant to such
distributor* for money damages for breach
ol contract established in such arbitration by
said distributor*, the burden of establishing
such liability and the amount thereof being
upon the distributor* asserting the same.
When damages are claimed by the complainant exhibitor, such claim shall be limited to the damages sustained during the
period of two years preceding the filing of
the complaint, or during such shorter period
of time as may be provided by the statute
of limitations of the state in which the complaint has been filed.
ARTICLE
THE ARBITRATION

IV
SYSTEM

Section 1 — National Administrative
Committee
A National Administrative Committee
shall be formed to serve as an all-industry
agency in giving effect to this Agreement.
This Committee shall be composed of 3
members designated by Theatre Owners of
America, 1 member designated by Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association,
1 member designated by Independent Theatre Owners Association, Inc. (New York), 1
member designated by Southern California
Theatre Owners Association of America, 1
member designated by International Drivein Theatres Association, and 3 designated by
the distributors signing this Agreement. The
National Administrative Committee so designated may from time to time add to its mem
bership not more than three representatives
from any organization which hereafter becomes a signatory to this Agreement. The
representatives designated by such organization or organizations shall thereupon become
members of the National Administrative
Committee.
A majority of the members of this committee, including at least one distributor
member, shall constitute a quorum. The
committee at its first meeting shall elect
from among its members a chairman who
shall serve for a period of one year. Thereafter the chairmanship shall rotate among
the members. Each exhibitor organization
reserves to itself the right to designate which
of its representatives on the committee (if
there
man. be more than one) shall serve as chairThe National Administrative Committet
shall have power and it shall be its duty to
organize and supervise the arbitration system. In addition, it shall prepare the necessary instructions, forms, records, etc. for the
use and guidance of the Regional Tribunals,
to the end that arbitration practice and procedure hereunder shall be uniform throughout the United States.
The exhibitor and distributor members ol
the National Administrative Committee shall
vote separately as a class on any directive,
ruling or determination of the National Administrative Committee.
The term Administrator when used hereinafter will refer to the National Administrative Committee.
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Section 2 — Local Arbitration
Committee
A local Arbitration Committee subject to
the supervision cf the Administrator shall be
organized by the Administrator in each Film
Exchange Center in the United States to
serve as the local all-industry agency under
the supervision of the Administrator in giving effect to this Agreement. Each local Arbitration Committee shall be composed of
exhibitor members chosen by the exhibitor
members of the Administrator, and an equal
number of representatives of the distributors
chosen by the distributor members of the
Administrator. The territory over which each
local Arbitration Committee shall have authority and the city in which they shall be
located shall be determined by the Administrator. A majority of the members of this
Committee, including at least one exhibitor
and one distributor member, shall constitute
a quorum. The exhibitor and distributor
members of the local Arbitration Committee
shall vote separately as a class on any directive, ruling or determination required to
be made by the Committee under this Agreement.
It shall be the duty of each local Arbitration Committee to supervise arbitration in its
allotted territory and to compile a panel of
neutral arbitrators. The panel of neutral arbitrators ina number to be fixed by the local
Arbitration Committee shall be compiled by
it and filed with the Clerk of the Arbitration
Committee in the city in which it shall be
located. Such neutral panel shall consist of
representative citizens from the territory
served by the Exchange from which the
local Arbitration Committee operates. (Qualifications ofpanelists?)
Each regional Arbitration Committee shall
be served by a Clerk to be designated by
the Administrator, whose duties it will be:
To provide a place for the filing of a complaint, to arrange for the selection of arbitrators, to provide a place for the arbitration
hearing, to keep and preserve the Arbitration
records. The functions of the Clerk shall be
solely administrative and procedural.
Section 3 — National Appeals Board
A National Appeals Board shall be organized and established by the Administrator
to hear all appeals on damage questions, as
hereinafter provided. It shall consist of three
impartial non-industry members unanimously agreed upon by the members of the National Administrative Committee at a meeting held for that purpose. The Administrator in like manner shall fill all vacancies oc
curring on the Appeals Board.
The first term of office of each member 01
the Appeals Board shall be for eighteen
months and thereafter the period of tenure
shall be determined by the Administrator.
The Administrator shall fix and provide
for the compensation of members of the Appeals Board, and shall designate the times
at which and the cities in which the Board
shall sit.

ARTICLE

V

RULES OF
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Section 1 — Initiation of Arbitration
An exhibitor may institute an arbitration
proceeding in the Regional Tribunal for the
area in which his affected theatre is located —
(a) By paying to the Clerk a filing fee to
be fixed by the Administrator; and
(b) By filing with the Clerk a Submission,
in the form prescribed by the Administrator,
which shall provide, in substance, that such
complainant submits the controversy to arbitration and agrees to abide and be bound by
and fully comply with this Agreement and
with whatever final award may be entered in
such arbitration; and
(c) By filing with the Clerk a Complaint,
entered on a form prescribed by the Administrator, which document shall set forth in
substance; the name and address of the complaining exhibitor; the name and address of
each of complainant's theatres involved in
the controversy, the name and address of
each distributor against whom complaint is
made; the name and address of every other
distributor or exhibitor whose business or
property complainant believes may be affected by an award in the proceeding; and
a brief statement in clear and simple language of the claim and the relief sought; and
(d) At the time of filing the complaint, the
complainant shall deliver to the Clerk enough
copies thereof to enable the Clerk to deliver
one copy to each respondent named therein
and to each other distributor or exhibitoi
named therein as liable to be affected by the
award, and the Clerk shall forthwith make
such delivery.
Within ten days after any respondent receives from the Clerk a copy of the complaint, each respondent may sign and file
with the Clerk the names and addresses of
any distributors or exhibitors not named in
the complaint whose business or property
such respondent believes will be affected by
an award in the proceeding. The Clerk shall
forthwith deliver a copy of the complaint to
each distributor or exhibitor named in such
list, calling upon the complainant for the additional copies needed to perform his duty.
Any exhibitor or distributor, who believes
that his business or property may be affected
by the award, may intervene in the proceeding at any time prior to the appointment of
the neutral arbitrator or arbitrators as a
matter of right, and thereafter with the consent of all parties to the proceeding, and
thereby become a party to the proceeding by
filing with the Clerk a Submission as provided for in (b) above, together with a brief
statement setting forth his interest in the
proceeding, and by paying a filing fee, as
fixed by the Administrator, to the Clerk. The
Clerk shall forthwith deliver to each othei
party to the proceeding a notice of each
intervention and a copy of the brief statement accompanying the same.
If prior to the selection of the arbitrators
in any proceeding all the parties thereto,
including interveners, shall by written agreement select another Tribunal hereunder as

a matter of preference or convenience, and
shall file such agreement with the Clerk of
the Tribunal of original jurisdiction, he shall
at once forward the complete record in such
proceeding to the Clerk of the Tribunal so
selected, and the latter Tribunal shall thereby be invested with jurisdiction of the proceeding and shall proceed with the hearing
and determination thereof, and any award
made by it shall have the same validity as
though made by the Tribunal in which the
proceeding was initiated.
Section 2 — Selection of Arbitrators
Not less than 20 nor more than 30 days
after the filing of the complaint, the parties
to a proceeding shall notify the Clerk of
their choice of arbitrators. Arbitrators shall
be selected in the following manner:
(a) In those instances where the only parties to the proceeding are the complainant
exhibitor and the respondent distributor*,
the complainant shall designate his arbitrator, and the respondent, or respondents, including intervening distributors, by majority
vote, shall designate an arbitrator, and the
two so designated shall designate the neutral
arbitrator. In the event that the two arbitrators fail to agree upon the neutral arbitrator within seven days from the designation of the second arbitrator, the neutral arbitrator shall be selected by the Local Arbitration Committee from the panel of neutral
arbitrators compiled by it.
(b) In those instances where, in addition
to the parties named in (a) above there are
one or more exhibitor interveners, and if
such intervenor or intervenors and the repsondent distributors unanimously ?gree
upon an arbitrator, that arbitrator shall be
deemed to have been designated by the repsondent distributors and the intervenors. If
the exhibitor intervenors and the respondent
distributors fail unanimously to agree on
such arbitrator within the aforesaid 30 day
period, then the proceeding shall be heard
and determined by a Tribunal of three neutral arbitrators selected by the Local Arbitration Committee from the panel compiled
by The
it. neutral arbitrators shall be paid for
their services a sum to be fixed by the Administrator on a per diem basis (for each
day while actually sitting in any proceeding),
plus travel expenses.
Section 3 — Hearings
Hearings shall be held at any place agreed
upon by the parties and the arbitrators; and
if there be no agreement, the place of hearing shall be fixed by the arbitrators.
Arbitrators will proceed with the maximum speed consistent with the adequate
presentation and proper consideration of the
cases in which they sit. They shall fix the
time for the beginning of the hearings which
shall be as soon as practicable after they
have been appointed. They may adjourn the
hearings from time to time with the consent
of the parties or for reasons which, in their
judgment, warrant such action.
At least five days prior to the initial hearing in any proceeding the Clerk shall deliver
(Continued on Page 38)
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(Continued from Page 37)
to the parties written notice of the names of
the arbitrators and of the time and place of
such hearing.
Section 4— Procedure at Hearings
Before commencing the hearing in any
case the arbitrators shall take the oath of
office in the form prescribed by the Administrator.
Counsel appearing at arbitration proceedings shall be limited to one attorney for the
complainant and one attorney for all of the
distributor respondents, and if there be an
intervening exhibitor, one attorney may appear for each intervening exhibitor.
Witnesses shall testify under oath or its
legal equivalent and each party shall have
the right to examine or cross-examine all
witnesses.
Evidence shall be received only at hearings
of which all parties have been given due
notice and the arbitrators in making their
awards shall consider only evidence so received and such inspections as they may
make hereunder.
The arbitrators shall have power to require any party to any proceeding, including
intervenors, to produce such books, records
and documents as the arbitrators may determine to be necessary to a proper determination of the controversy. In lieu of producing
or offering original bocks, records or documents, any party may, with the permission
of the arbitrators, produce or offer sworn
copies thereof or sworn excerpts of the relevent or material portions thereof. The authenticity of any such copy or excerpt, if
brought into question, shall be determined
by the arbitrators. All exhibits offered in
evidence shall be numbered and marked by
the Clerk to show that they were so offered;
and if received in evidence, they shall be
marked to show that they were so received.
The arbitrators shall rule on the relevancy
and materiality of the evidence offered. Observance of the legal rules of evidence shall
not be necessary.
Whenever the arbitrators deem it advisable they may, upon notice to the parties,
make an inspection of any theatre or other
place or subject matter involved in the controversy.
The arbitrators shall hear argument and
receive briefs.
Section 5 — Withdrawal and Default
A complainant may withdraw his arbitration proceeding at any time prior to the appointment ofthe neutral arbitrator or arbitrators without liability except as to accumulated costs.
If any party to an arbitration proceeding
defaults by failure to comply with any of the
provisions hereof, or withdraws after the appointment of the neutral arbitrator or arbitrators, the proceeding nevertheless shall
proceed to an award unless all of the other
parties thereto consent in writing to a dismissal.
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Section 6 — Stenographic Record
If the complaint does not ask for damages,
and a stenographic record is requested by
any party, the Clerk shall make the necessary arrangements for the recording of the
testimony, the cost thereof to be borne by
the party making such request; but the parties may by agreement share such cost.
Unless the parties respectively waive their
rights to appeal, such record shall be made
in any case in which the complaint asks for
damages. It is essential for the record on
appeal (Article VI, Section 3). The cost
thereof shall be borne as assessed by the arbitrators pursuant to sub-division (a) of this
Section.
Section 7 — Awards
(a) Form of the award and memorandum
of decision. The arbitrators shall make their
award in writing which shall be in the language of the particular Section under which
the arbitration takes place and not otherwise; and the awards shall be signed by them
and acknowledged before a notary public or
other officer authorized to administer oaths.
The concurrence of two of the three arbitrators shall be essential to a valid award.
The arbitrators in the award may assess
the costs (excluding counsel fees) of the
proceeding against the losing party or they
may apportion such costs among the parties
in such manner as they deem just.
If the award includes damages or a denial
of damages, they shall set forth in the memorandum the theory upon which and the
period of time for which such damages were
allowed, computed, or denied.
(b) Time for making award, etc. The
award shall be filed by the arbitrators with
the Clerk not later than 28 days after the
close of the hearings or after the date fixed
by the arbitrators for oral argument or the
filing of briefs, whichever is later. By written consent of all parties to the arbitration,
the time for filing the award may be extended.
The Clerk shall deliver a copy of the
award to each party to the proceeding.
At any time within ten days after the
award has been filed or within thirty days
with the consent of the parties, the arbitrators may re-open the proceeding for the purpose of correcting inadvertent errors in the
award. A corrected award shall be in the
same form as the original award and shall
be filed with the Clerk and delivered to the
parties in the same manner as the original
award.
(c) Finality of award. An award shall become effective and binding upon the parties
on the date but not earlier than ten days
after filing, specified therein and shall remain effective unless reopened, as provided
in the preceding paragraph, subject, however, to the provisions of the last paragraph
of Article I, or if there be an appeal from the
part of the award relating to damages, all
parts of the award, subject as aforesaid, shall
remain in effect except those relating to damages. If an award includes an award of damages, the part of the award relating to damages shall be stayed automatically pending
the appeal and until ten days after the de-

cision on appeal is filed with the Clerk of the
Regional Tribunal.
A final arbitration award hereunder shall
bar the complainant and any intervening exhibitor from initiating any arbitration or litigation against the respondent distrbutor* or
against any intervening distributor* based on
claims arising out of the act or acts of such
distributor* or intervening distributor*,
which act or acts could have been or were
the basis of the complaint and shall release
the respondent distributor* and each intervening distributor* and each intervening exhibitor* from any and all claims ante-dating
the period for which a recovery of damages
may be had under this Agreement. A final
arbitration award based upon a claim undei
Article II, Section 1 or Section 2 or both
shall release the respondent distributor*,
each intervening distributor* and each intervening exhibitor* from any and all claims
based upon run or clearance or both which
ante-date the period involved in the complaint upon which such final award was
made. Failure of a complainant to claim
damages in his complaint shall be a full and
complete waiver and release of any and all
claims for damages which he might have
made.
(d) Allocation of damages. If the award
contains a provision that the respondents
shall pay damages, and if such damages are
not paid within twenty days from the date
on which the award was filed, any party to
the proceeding may apply to the neutral arbitrator or arbitrators to allocate the damages, already awarded, among the several
respondents in the proportion in which the
neutral arbitrator or arbitrators shall find
the respondents have contributed to the total
damage awarded. Such allocation shall be
made by the neutral arbitrator or arbitrators
within five days after such application, after
a hearing at which each of the respondents
may be represented by counsel, and the camages so allocated shall be paid respectively
by each respondent within three days after
receiving notice of such allocation or, in the
event of an appeal, upon the date when the
award with respect to damages becomes
final. If, upon appeal, an award of damages
is affirmed or modified, the final award shall
be allocated among the several respondents
in the same proportion as determined by the
neutral arbitrator or arbitrators as to the
original award.
ARTICLE

VI

APPEALS
Section 1 — Right of Appeal
Where there has been an award in favor
of the complainant exhibitor, any party to
the arbitration proceeding affected thereby
may appeal to the National Appeals Board
from such part of the award as awards or
denies damages. No other part of the award
may be appealed by the parties or reviewed
by the Appeals Board.
Section 2 — Notice of Appeal
Any party desiring to appeal from such
part of the award as awards or denies dam-
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ages may do so by filing a Notice of Appeal
with, and paying a filing fee as fixed by the
Administrator to, the Clerk of the Regional
Tribunal, not later than twenty days after
the date on which the award or the corrected
award was filed. The Clerk shall thereupon
deliver a copy of the Notice of Appeal, with
the date of filing endorsed thereon, to each
party to the proceeding and to the Appeals
Board.
Within ten days after filing the Notice of
Appeal the party or parties taking the appeal shall file with the said Clerk three
copies of the transcript of the stenographic
record of the hearing.
Section 3 — Record on Appeal
Upon receipt of three copies of the transscript filed by the party or parties taking the
appeal, the said Clerk shall forthwith prepare the appeal record which shall consist
of the following:
(a) The Submission and Complaint.
(b) Submissions and Statements of interveners.
(c) Notices of appointment and signed acceptances of the arbitrators.
(d) Clerk's record of hearing.
(e) Three copies of the transcript of the
stenographic record of the hearing.
(f) Exhibits received in evidence and exhibits offered but not received in evidence,
except such as may be omitted by agreement
of the parties.
(g) The award and memorandum of decision.
The Clerk then transmits the appeal record
to the Appeals Board.

Section 4 — Proceedings on Appeal
Within thirty days after the filing of the
Notice of Appeal, each party shall deliver a
copy of his brief or written statement of his
position on the appeal to every other party
and shall file six copies of such brief or
statement with the Appeals Board together
with a statement that copies thereof have
been delivered to the parties.
Within forty-five days after the filing of
the Notice of Appeal, each party shall deliver a copy of any answering brief or statement to each other party and file six copies
thereof with the Appeals Board together
with a statement showing that copies have
been delivered to the parties.
Within thirty-five days after the filing of
the Notice of Appeal, any party may apply
to the Appeals Board for permission to present oral argument, stating the reasons
therefor. Notice of such application shall be
delivered by the Appeals Board to all other
parties, who may file with the Appeals Board
written objections thereto, if any, within five
days thereafter.
If the Appeals Board grants oral argument, itshall deliver to the parties notice in
writing of the time and place of such argument, at least ten days in advance of the
date fixed therefor.

On appeal, all parties may be represented
by counsel.
Section 5 — Decision On Appeal
(a) The powers of the Appeals Board with
respect to the award appealed from shall be
limited to:
(i) affirming the part of the award
which awards or denies damages, or
(it) increasing or decreasing the
amount of damages awarded, or
(iii) reversing the part of the award
which awards damages and dismissing
the complaint therefor.
The Appeals Board shall base its decision
solely upon the record certified to it.
An award of damages shall not be reversed
because made or computed on an erroneous
theory if it can be sustained on any valid
theory.
(b) The Appeals Board shall make their
decision in writing, and it shall be signed by
them and acknowledged before a notary public or other officer authorized to administer
o;iths.
The concurrence of two of the three members of the Appeals Board shall be essential
to a valid decision.
The Appeals Board may assess the costs
(excluding counsel fees) of the appeal
against the losing party or they may apportion such costs among the parties in such
manner as they deem just.
The Appeals Board shall file with the decision amemorandum setting forth their reasons therefor.
(c) The decision shall be filed by the Appeals Board not later than twenty-one days
after the filing of the final briefs or after the
date of the oral argument, whichever is later.
(d) The decision and memorandum shall
be filed with the records of the. Appeals
Board, which shall forthwith file a copy
thereof with the Clerk of the Regional Tribunal concerned and shall forthwith deliver
a copy thereof to each of the parties. The
Clerk of the Regional Tribunal stall forthwith notify each of the parties of the date
of filing with him.
(e) At any time within thirty days after
the decision has been filed or within fortyfive days with the consent of the parties, the
Appeals Board may re-open the appeal for
the purpose of correcting inadvertent errors
in the decision. A corrected decision shall
be in the same form as the original decision
and shall be filed with the records of the
Appeals Board and delivered to the Clerk of
the Regional Tribunal and to the parties in
the same manner as the original decision.
(f) The decision or the corrected decision
of the Appeals Board shall become the final
award with respect to damages and shall
become binding on the parties ten days after
it is filed with the Clerk of the Regional
Tribunal.
ARTICLE

VII

CONCILIATION
Section 1 — Controversies which an exhibitor has not been able to settle with a par-

ticular distributor, arising on the merits out
of the relationship between such exhiibtor
and distributor, including controversies
which are subject to arbitration under this
agreement, shall, if the exhibitor so desires,
be submitted to conciliation in an endeavor
to dispose of such controversies amicably,
informally and quickly.
Section 2 — Conciliation shall be conducted
as follows:
(a) An exhibitor desiring a meeting for
the purpose of conciliation shall send to the
Branch Manager of the distrbutor at the
Exchange for the area in which the exhibitor's theater is located, a written request for
such a meeting, and shall state in such request the controversy or controversies with
such distributor to be conciliated, and may
name therein not more than one other person, who will accompany him and assist in
the efforts to conciliation. The meeting shall
take place in the Exchange between the exhibitor (his associate if named), and the
Branch Manager and not more than one
other person with the Branch Manager, on
the first Monday or Friday, as specified by
the distributor in advance, following the
lapse of seven days after the receipt of such
request.
(b) If the controversy or controversies are
not disposed of at the conciliation meeting
with the Branch Manager, the exhibitor may
apply in writing to the General Sales Manager of the distributor for a further meeting
with respect thereto. Such meeting shall be
held at the distributor's Home Office at a
time to be fixed by the General Sales Manager on seven days' written notice to the exhibitor, and shall be attended by the exhibitor and not more than one other person, and
the General Sales Manager or a Sales Manager designated by him, and not more than
one other person of his selection.
(c) The exhibitor and the distributor may
arrange conciliation meetings at any time or
place mutually satisfactory without regard to
subdivisions (a) and (b) of this Section.
Section 3 — The function of the associates
of the exhibitor and distributor shall be limited to the endeavor to assist in the disposition of the controversies being conciliated.
Neither the exhibitor nor the distributor
shall be under any obligation to dispose of
the controversy under conciliation in the
manner proposed by the other party, and
the judgment and good faith of any party
failing so to dispose of any such controversy
shall not be questioned.
Section A— (a) The discussion in regard to
conciliation shall be confidential and without
prejudice, and the exhibitor and the distributor and their associates, by participating in
the conciliation meetings, agree that nothing
said, written or done by any party in or in
connection with the conciliation shall constitute an admission or statement against interest, or to be used as such.
(b) Conciliation hereunder is not intended
to change, interfere with or delay the usual
negotiations between an exhibitor and a distributor for the licensing of pictures.
(c) Conciliation hereunder shall not bar
an exhibitor from resorting to arbitration
under this agreement, or to litigation.
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
Coming
GUN THAT WON THE WIST. THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
Sam Katzman. Direc-tor WiHiam
Gastie. Western. Tale
ALLIED ARTISTS
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
of how Springfield
rifleIndian
was instrumental
in advancing
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds. civilization
thru hostile
country.
71 min.
May
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly,
Vince Edconfidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
SHACK OUT ON 101 IWm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp. wards.
make
night
of
terror
for
businessman. 86 min. 7/25. son and family of wealthy
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Coieen
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melo- SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
Dennis O'Keefe,
LAS
Director Sidney
William F. Broidy.
ProducerSHAKEDOWN
Gray. VEGAS
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- with international background, liurlesque on Iron
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
is in reality a spy center. A romance
Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans and ingtheshackFBIwhich
resolve the situation. 80 min.
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
SUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
October
SKABENGA Eastman Color. Produced by George
Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert CornMichael. Man-killing leopard terrorizing natives is
field. Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
tracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Richmond. D>rector Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War reWORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
turns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
FINGER MAN Frank Loveioy,
Peggie Castle, Forrest Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
e
n
u
J
in
1957
are
suddenly
accelerated
to
unbelievable
speed
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Tucker. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Harold
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
year 2508. 81 min.
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treato trap public enemy. 82 min.
sure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
DUEL
ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia MeMorris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle advenMay
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wilture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
seeks
revenge
class-conscious
aristocracy and
COLUMBIA
then falls
in loveagainst
with one
of its members.
July
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. ProLeigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
ducerdrama.
William
F.
Broidy.
Director
Eddie
Cahn.
MeloKohlmar.
Director Richard Quine. Musical ebmedy. AdCruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
rf twocity.
small-town
Coming
tunes in theventures ebig
108 min. girs
9/19. who seek their forgovernor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
CELL
2455,
DEATH
ROW
William
&
Robert
Campbell.
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined six
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in END OF THE AFFAIR. THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
Producer David Lewis (Coronado). Director Edward
during World War II.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Dmytryk. Romantic drama. Man's hate, jealousy, and KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. ProSchwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled love destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18.
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adking takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters SEMINOLE UPR'SING Technicolor. George Montgomdrama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
on the king's life. 61 min.
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl beast whoventuregoes
on a killing rampage until destroyed
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direccapture warring Indian chief whom he had known
LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
tor Jacques Toumeur. Western. Hired by town leaders as a boy. 74 min.
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer Wilto enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
liam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Inbut his strict rules affect merchants who plot his Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmll. Director Phil
dians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annimurder. 81 min.
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
hilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
trapper who assumes command.
August
QUEEN BEE Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
Production. Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- 5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith, story of a domineering woman and her effect on the
lives of people around her. Violent ending.
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyKim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
railroad ofcarrying
loaded
flatcars is Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
sabotageback"victim
rival truck
lino trucks
"wner. on80 min.
A
Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melogambling
den
for
fun
becomes
real
thing.
84
min.
5/16.
PHENIX CITY STORY, THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
June Richard Wldmark, Mai and murder.
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor.
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
2erter(ing. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceTHREE
STRIPES
IN THE SUNMa
CinemaScope
Technicolor.
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi
y drama. Jap-hating
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
gold
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War
Gl
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese
girl
while
on
occupation.
Love
and
orphans
evenSeptember
tually give soldier new perspective.
July
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
CHrCA&O
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudlne.
Xavier Cugat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young a-ccountant joins crime
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
I. F. E.
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
again to bring peace between England and France and
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
kill men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Doc
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith GREEN
mentary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in S. A
October
Domergue, Kenneth Tob«y. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16
recofd Richard puine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangan
explosion creates enormous sea monster which threatens OUTLAW
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. the
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis an
Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
Carlo
Ponti.
Director Mario Camerini. Melodram
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
Young man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony
August
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. Af
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred Macwife and unborn child are killed he avenges their m
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 mi
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
owner robbers.
into town's
bank
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of writes
singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narratio
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson,
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. LOVE
Non professional players. Faro Film production. Omn
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
bus.
Portrayal
various ways of love and women w
James
Stewart,
Arthur
Kennedy,
Cathy
O'Donnell.
ProHarold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
ducer William Goetz. Director Anthony Mann. Western practice them ofpresented
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters
in "March of Time" sty
drama.
Army
captain
puts
aside
uniform
to
search
for
90
min.
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
man
selling
repeating
rifles
to
Apaches.
109
min.
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
ne Toren, Gino Cerv
MADDALENA Technicolor.
JuMarta
September
November
ITitanus Films, Romel.
Producer Giuseppe Bordogn
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
THEY CAME FROM ANOTHER WORLD SuperScope.
Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italia
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred mountain
village Good Friday pageant is almo:
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter WinF. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
into sacrilegeComing
when prostitute plans to pla
ger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through coun- turned
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
life drains humans of all emotions but the will to
try
hostile
with
Apaches.
68
min.
8/22.
live. 83 min.
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granger,
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
MaxTOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Prowell Jean
Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL la Lux Film, Romel Pathj
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
murderingtemptedhismurderwife
man
plans
to
pin
this
and
at- color.
Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonic
of himself on maid who knows of the
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The histoi
sets
out
to
break
uo
"revolution"
ring,
active
in
Central America. 74 min.
murder. 90 min.
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and danc
Film
BULLETIN — THIS
IS FOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS
ne Fess Parker, Buddy
DAVY CROCKETT (WaltJuDisneyl
Ebsen. Technicolor. Producer
Bill Walsh. Director Norman Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
series
about
famous
Indian
fighter,
congressman and
Alamo hero. 95 min.
KING DINOSAUR ILippert) Bill Bryant. Wanda Curtis.
Producer Al Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science
Fiction. Rocket party of four lands on new planet,
encounters prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 59 min.
July
LADY AND THE TRAMP (Walt Disney) CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Peggy
Lee,
Larry ofRoberts,
Bill Thompson. Feature Barbara
Cartoon.Luddy,
The tale
a romance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
LONESOME TRAIL, THE Lippert) Wayne Morris. John
Agar. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett.
Western. Ycung soldier returned from Indian wars is
forced to fight for his property against land-grabbers
who have taken control of Western town. 73 min.
August
NO RELEASES

September
APACHE WOMAN (American Releasing Corp. I SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating 83Government
man brings peace to the
countryside.
min.
BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES (American Releasing
Corp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. Producerdirector David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
from another world takes over minds of animals, birds
and people in a deserted desert village. 78 min.
SIMBA ILippert) J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
Bogard?.
?? min. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
October
BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE [Filmakersl SuperScope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
of a battle in the Italy campaign.
AFRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Photographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar.
True-Life75 adventure
set in the high
plateau Adventure.
country of Arfica.
min.
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Corp.) Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic detruction of thelife.world and the conflict among them
to seek a snew

Coming
SMOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE IFilmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a killer is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER
May

MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
ne
LOVE ME OR LEAVE MEJuCinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
Dons Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biograthical musical love story
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth Etting. 122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amiohis' feprotector
with English
boy
and
look forcoast
lost smugglers
diamond. 87a young
min. 5/16.

July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt.
Musical drama.
star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106Opera
min. 4/4
Film

August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope
. EastmanColor
EdPurdom, Ann Blyth,
David Niven.
Producer .Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune
to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charlesattempts
II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cor
nel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a Director
British officer
Revoluduring
Benedict
Arnold
of
and thetionarytreason
War. 100 min.
September
BAR SINISTER, THE CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman.
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.Adventures of a bull terrior in
IT'S ALWAYS
WEATHER
, Color.
ArGray. Producer
Dolores CinemaScope
Dailey,
Gene Kelly, DanFAIR
thur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde
Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
October
PUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105
8/22.
Comin.
ming
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story and Broadway musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos
medium ofcomedv
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the

May
PARAMOUNT

HELL'S
ISLAND VV-Technicolor.
John Payne,PhilMaryKarlson.
Murphy. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS
W-Technicolor.
Fred Pine-Thomas.
MacMurray,
Charlton
Heston, Donna
Reed. Producers
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
June 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin . Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. I 14 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Comedy-drama.
Story
of
Foy who
his
children into showbusiness whenEddie
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
August
WE'RE
NO
ANGELS
W-Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart,
DirecCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Oean
Martin, Jerry
Lynn, W-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert, Gloria DeHaven. Producer Frederick Brisson. Director Robert
Plrosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
S 1 0 .000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-iewel thief is suspected of resuming his profession and seeks to catch real thief to
clear his name. 106 min.

OCTOBER SUMMARY
New features scheduled for release this
month number 28, a total slightly higher
than the previous two months. Columbia
and Republic have slated the highest number of releases, four. Allied Artists, 20thUniversal and Warners each have three
on the agenda. October's program includes ten films in CinemaScope, three in
Super-scope. Eighteen will be in color.
As to types, the releases break down
as follows:
14 Drama
2 Musical Comedy
5 Western
1 Comedy
5 Adventure 1 Melodrama

November
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean, Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentkeman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, butComing
death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Melvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuqe in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart,
Day. assassination
Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock.
Drama.Doris
Political
plot
leads
to
kidnapping
of
young
boy
to keep parents
from talking.
ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman Drama.
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
Producerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon,
James triangle,
Gregory. becomes
Melodrama.involved
Unhappily
married
wife murder.
creates
in hijacking
and
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
band helps
French
King
rout
nobles
who
would
overthrow him.
WAR AND PEACE VistaVisioT, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel
Carlo
ayFerrer.KingProducers
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. MDirector
Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
REPUBLIC

ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
October
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone. Silvana
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume meloProduced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
^.amarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric *«ats of
Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame drama.
Pompadour.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

May
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory. Joanne
Jordon, Ray Middleton. Producer William J. O'Sullivan.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Brother against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
June McLaglen. John Baer,
Kathleen Crowley. Producer William J. O'Sullivan.
Director William Whitney. Crime melodrama. A young
masterminds
rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.a racketeer's
70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800 ' s. 90 min.
July
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.
Action 64melodrama.
International gang steals an
art treasure.
min.

LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
August
DIVIDED HEART. THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story ofTruman.
adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson.
director Frank Lloyd. Imrmrtal stcry of theProducerAlamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom 110 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled jewels, double-crossing
murder.
partners comes
andinvolved
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop Ben
William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Associa'«
?-?,°P.?.r.melodrama.
Action Pro.
Bill Whitney.
October
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money
breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer.madHergirlheartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.
MAN ALONE, A Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy
Ward Bond. Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
Quarantined sheriff's home turns into unexpected sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker Jane
Maxwe.l, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director
Ralph Murphy.
Adverru.e
fanatic UiDe. Conflict of a group of hunters and a

TWINKLE
IN GOD'S
EYE Mickey
Gray
Hugh O Brian.
A Mickey
Rooney-MaRooney,
urice Coleen
Duke Produc
tion. Director George Blair. Drama. Young
parson
comes
frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when histofather
was killed by Indians.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan
bonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springstee Drama. Human-interes !
story about two people who n.
learn to live again.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo
Zachary
Duff.. Asso.
Edward Scott,
Luow.g.Howard
Melodrama
Societyproducer-di
romancerecto'r
and
intrigue in the fashionable
Bahamas.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair.
m the Amazon jungle. Adventure melodrama. Localed
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel Producer-director William Dieferle. Musical drama. Biog
of immorta' composer
Richard Wagner.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor, John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her Franklin
own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a loqical suspect.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is involved
formula.with international gang trying to steal
secret
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in
catching gang who stole evening's receipts
at doa
track.
VANISHING AMERICAN. THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel.
Film

QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope. Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
neRobertson-Forrest, Priceand his 40 thieves. Love pairs
u
J
St. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC SuperScope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent86 their
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO RELEASES
September
BENGAZI SuperScope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
(Panamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min.
TENNESSEE'S
SuperScope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situation; including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE SuperScope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,
Gregory
Director Tim
Whelan.bert,Producers
NatComing
Holt and Walcott.
Lewis Rosen.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY Superscope,
Technicolor.
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Walter Brennan.
Producer-director David Greenwood,
Butler.
JeT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
I 19 min.
May
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noel Langley. Comedy. Adventures of girl marooned
on desert island with three men. 88 min. 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland, Gilbert Roland. Producer-director S. Bartlett.
Historical drama. Reckless romance between court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi
Producer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller Melodrama. 102 min. 7/1 1.
HOW TO BE VERY. VERY
CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable,POPULAR
Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small
89 min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun beqins
LIFE IN A BALANCE, A (Panoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalbnn, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls inlo hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleioh encounters love and wrath of Elizabeth. 92 min. 8/8.
September
LEFT HAND OF GOD,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn. Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form expeditions to claim California territory for Spain, locate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found missions
in the new land. 103 min.
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWiNG, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. 85 min.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Ci
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA, THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman, Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak.
GOOD MORNING. MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster
VIEW
HEAD. DanaTHEWynter,
CinemaScop
Coming
Color byFROM
DeLuxe.POMPEY'S
Richard
Egan,
Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne.
OASIS CinemaScope. Michele
Cornell Bor
May Morgan,
chers.
Ludwig Waldleitner
and Gerd Oswald
DirectorProducer
Yves Allegret.
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope. Producer
Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco. Romantic drama
UNITED

ARTISTS

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Albert
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/2
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomery
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hires
bothother.
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill
the
TIGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story forof freedom.
woman's 97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
fight
min.
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy
Evelyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird. Director Lewi
Foster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in Alaska amid harrow
ing experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/2

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE JuCinemaScope,
Deluxe Color.
ne
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedroom adventures of husband when wife is away on BIG BLUFF, THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickers,
summer vacation. 105 min. 6/13.
Robert
Hutton,
P.osemarie
Bowe.
Producer-director W
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Lee Wilder.
Suspense
Thriller.
70 min.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler. BREAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek- Robert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Direct
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love with Lewis Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Nazi pris
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
camp during World War II. 88 mkl.
June
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzlane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
of Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 6/13.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THeM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
aircraft. 91 min.
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Rossano Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
Lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds romance and new perspective on life vacationing in
Venice. 99 min. 4/27.
July
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS.
THE Technicolor.
Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
Josef Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musical. 89 min. 8/8.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min. 9/5.
August
KENTUCKI AN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
"civilize"STREET,
them. 104
7/25.Granger, Anthony 0"'nn,
NAKED
THE min.
Farley
Anne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxwell Shane. Melodrama. 84 min. 8/22.
September
DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
production. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
KILLER'S KISS Frank
Silvera, Director
Jamie Smith,
IreneKubrick.
Kane.
Kubrick-Bousel
Production.
Stanley
Drama. Young boxer and dance hall hostess get involved with kidnappers.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
October
FORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min.
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
involved
stage-struck
millionaire.IFilmed
97 min.in 9/19.
SAVAGE with
PRINCESS
ITechnicolor.
India).
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against
101 min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S
THE CinemaScope,Norman
Technicolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER,
Havilland. Producer-director
Krasna.
Romantic
comedy.
The
affairs
of
a
diplomat's
daughter and a romance-hungry G.I.
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction thriller.
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelly
Winters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
KISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews. Rhonda
Fleming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newspaper story.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace.
Adventure. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.

UNIVERSAL-INTL
May
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
Film

LOOTERS,
THE RoryHoward
Calhoun,
Julie Adams,
Gomez. Producer
Christie.
Director Thomas
Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lorl
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved
Junewith thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William A.'land. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. N=ar-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 'h min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Suspense
drama.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during
9/5. dangerTO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences Coming
during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.
LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiArthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained dog.
WARNER

BROTHERS

ProKurt Kaszner.
Sernas. David
JacquesDirctor
JUMP INTO
Butler. War
Weisbart.
ducer DavidHELL
4/18.
mm.
93
Dienbienphu.
at
battle
Recounting
drama.
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. John
Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Wayne
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly prois pursued by British warGerman freighter
are friends but chase is in fine of
Captains
ship. Bothvisioned
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
Scott,
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor
June . RandolphDirector
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart,
ing Montanan
Western. Revenge-seek
Lesley Selander.
obsessed
returns
inflicted
on him. 83withmin.burning
5/16. desire to right a wrong

Richard Todd.
THE Michael
DAM BUSTERS,
JulyRedgrave.
believes World War II
war drama. Scientist
Aerial
Dams.
be shortened
possibly
can RAF
The
undertakes
the task.by102penetrating
min. 7/11. Ruhr
.
WarnerColor
e,
CinemaScop
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS
Justice.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Howard
Producer-director
CoJIins. Recounting
Dewey Martin.
of the pharaoh
HistoricalJoanadventure.
Hawks.
the ruthless queen
great pyramid and
who built first
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
Henry
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope. WarnerColor.Lemmon.
Powell, Jack
Cagney, William
Fonda James
Mervyn
Ford,
John
Directors
Hayward.
Leland
Producer
drama. Boredom incites mischief
LeRoy. Comedy ship
cargo5/30. anchored off a small Pacific
aboard 123a min.
island.
August
. Print
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor
Jack
Janet Leigh. Director
Webb,
Jack
Technicolor.
by
two-beat
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelansracketeer to iazz
orbooze
of
attempt
resists
band leader
ganize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.

THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
McCONNELL STORY,September
DiBlanke.
Henryarmy
ProducerYoung
Allyson. Drama.
JuneDouglas.
Alan Ladd,
private
rector Gordon
dream of flying come true. Through two wars
his
makes
he finally meets death as a iet test pilot. 107 mm.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope. WarnerColor. John
A.
William
Producer-dire
Wayne, Lauren
captain
marine
merchant ctor
American
Drama. Bacall.
Wellman.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
ferry 115boatmin.through "Blood Alley"
an ancient
China
Straits.
. . . thein Formosa
Foch. Producer
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson, NinaAllen.
Melodrama.
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis
man to the chair
Discovering he has sent an asinnocent
private
into
Going
D.A.
office
his
Robinson resigns
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
CinemaScope. WarnerCAUSE Wood.
WITHOUTDean.A Natalie
REBEL Color.
Producer David
James
Ray. Drama. Conflict of
Weisbart. Director Nicholas
Coming
the law.
parents,
their
juveniles between themselves,
TIMES CinemaScope, WarnerI DIED A JackTHOUSAND
Color Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Melodrama.
Director
Goldbeck.
girl.
crippledEx-conwith young
in loveHeisler.
falls Stuart
vict helpsin and
robbery he is finally killed.
Involved
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Director WalWalter Abel. Producer David Weisbart.
to
ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie n sentenced
also in jail
jail is brutalized by head ofHisCombinatio
athe
threatened
wife
and who fears he will talk. about end of Combination.
tempts escape which brings
To Better Serve You . . .
Office & Terminal Combined At
305 N. 12th St.
New Phones
Philadelphia 7, Pa. LOmbard 3-3944, 3945
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE

SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
A
pril
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScoDe, WarnerColor, Print by
Technicolor. Julie Harris, James Dean, Raymond MasEXPRESS LINES, INC.
sey. Producer John Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan.
Younging father.
man'sI 1 5efforts
to
win
the
love
of
his
domineermin. 2/2 I .
Member National Film Carriers
STRANGE LADY IN TOWN CinemaScope, WarnerPhiladelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Color. Greer Garson, Cameron Mitchell, Dana Andrews. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Action drama.
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Adventures of young woman-doctor in Santa Fe during
frontier days. 112 min. 4/18.
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Sets For Every Man !"
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FRANKIE!
On the cover of Tim
and Look Magazine
he's the hottest name i

"THE TENDER
TRAP" at Loew's Lexington Theatre, N.Y. Preview last week
topped every picture in history. It was a repetition of the sensational audience
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Come into Frankie's love-nest-bachelor-apartment. Through these portals pass the most
gorgeous and seductive models and career girls in naughty New York. And just when the
confident bachelor thinks he's got the perfect set-up, along comes the most-innocent-ofthem-all to set the tender trap! Bait your box-office with this big-time bonanza entertainment!
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

DEBBIE!
She's an authority
the tender trap
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do well to seek a solution to the
"Orifjinut

99
it,j .
What is responsible for the steady
decline in the number of films being
made in Hollywood?
At a TOA

seminar in Los Angeles

one after another of the industry's
top production officials pointed to
the steadily diminishing level of the
story reservoir as one of the most
critical factors. MGM's production
chief, Dore Schary, placed the problem in its proper perspective. Television, said he, is now siphoning off
most of the story fluids from the
pipeline which in bygone days flowed almost exclusively to Hollywood.
Ironic testimony to this was seen,
when, within a few days of his appearance on the seminar panel, Mr.
Schary announced that his own
studio had reached into television
for material, acquiring a play originally staged on "Robert Montgomery Presents".
There is no denying that TV, despite its general mediocrity, is far
outracing Hollywood in the development of original story matter. Television's voracious appetite for material is inherent in its very nature.
This fact is immutable, and chances
are in the future it will suck the
story pool drier still. Sooner or later
the movie producers may be faced
with the alternatives of accepting
whatever scraps are left over or they
will be forced to deal with TV for
the cream of its teleplays. We see
no objection to the latter course as
occasional practice. For TV represents a splendid testing ground for
movie material, while establishing a
pre-sold market. As frequent policy,
however, it would seem a tacit admission that Hollywood is but a bigscreen counterpart of its arch entertainment rival.
Perhaps the film producers would

story shortage within their own
household. What has become of the
screen credit : "Original Screen
Story By . . ."? What has become
of that special brand of writing
which treats the screen as a medium
of peculiar attributes and particular
scope? Where are the writers who
would put words to paper in terms
of the movie screen and its highly
individualized properties? It is in
this province, we submit, that the
oroducers will find their solution to
story scarcity. It is a bewildering
paradox that at the very time the
production chiefs complain of severe
limitations in story sources, the
phrase "Original Screen Story
By . . ." has become a vanishing bit
of Hollwoodiana.
In recent years too much reliance
has been placed upon novels and
plays. And now TV. Seemingly forgotten isthat the screen is a powerfully creative force itself. Lacking
are the subsidies and incentives
needed to encourage the specialized
talents of original screen writing.
The lists of boxoffice successes are
crowded with films for which stories
were originally written for the
special personality of the screen.
Is this not your answer, Mr. Producer? Stories are the raw materials
of your industry. Why not develop
our own source of supply.
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Cmwentian
The convention of the Theatre
Owners of America was a constructive one, if only by dint of its airing
the crucial problems that confront
not just exhibition, but the motion
picture industry as a whole.
The decisions reached were
neither startling nor unexpected.
The whole tenor of the meeting was
one of a ship steering a charted
course — the stand against Government intervention, approval of the
arbitration and conciliation program,
pursuance of tax relief, encouragement of independent production, support of COMPO, a cry of unity and
harmony — all these were markers on
the map drawn up by the TOA
board and logged by keynoter Mitchell Wolfson. Their presentation
and discussion served to crystallize
much of the fluidity that characterized these issues, placed the membership four-square behind them.
There were a few spastic detours
— the swipe at Warners for requesting bids before tradeshowing pictures, the rumbles of resentment
when Paramount's Jerry Pickman
castigated exhibitors for being
"lazy" in picture promotion, the
Allied'sdidstand
pokes
thinly
on
the veiled
issues.
Butat never
the
ship stray far from its course.
Government regulation of film
terms, being advocated by Allied,
was the chief topic of the TOA
meeting, and a firm anti stand was
taken. Mr. Wolfson declared: "This
handkerchief-tearing appeal for relief through law can be, and I am
convinced would be, the most damaging development we have ever
faced." He sounded a dramatic
warning: "Let Congress set your
terms and Congress soon will set
your prices. Let Congress count
your days of clearance, and Congress
will be counting your receipts. Let
(Continued on Page 15)
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"Oklahoma!",
Jc44-AO,

The

This is what the Todd-AO process of cinematography
has done for Oklahoma. Michael Todd, the impresario who
dreamed the whole thin*? up, thus becomes a man of rare
distinction. To a long list of other spectacular achievements, he has now added those of changing the physique
of 2,000,000 people and altering the geography of 53,104
square miles of American territory.
Mike was originally part of Cinerama. He launched the
Tcdd-AO process beliving he could achieve a Cineramaiike effect of audience participation without the latter's
faults. He has partially achieved his aim, but at the expense of adding new faults.
This was made obvious at the October 10 premiere at
the 1600-seat Rivoli Theatre, New York, of the film version of Rodgers' and Hammerstein's magical musical "Ok-
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Ike

'BUG-EYE'

by LEONARD COULTER
Raymond Gary, Governor of Oklahoma, is a remarkable
man. Like everyone else in his State — men and women
alike — he stands about 8 ft. 7 in. and is as narrow in the
hips as in the shoulders. He rides a bow-backed horse and
lives in a home with rounded rooms and saucer-shaped
floors. The State over whose destinies he presides is a
shallow bowl, in parts of which even the water runs uphill.

The

IftcMe

PtcceAA

HAS

BUGS!

lahoma!". The matching lines which mar Cinerama, where
the images from the three linked projectors converge, are
non-existent in Todd-AO. The reason is obvious: ToddAO uses only one projector. In that respect it resembles
both CinemaScope and VistaVision but, unlike CinemaScoDe, dees not use the anamorphic, or "squeeze" principle.
It employs a specially-made 70mm film.
In getting rid of the Cinerama "seams", however, ToddAO has also ^ot rid of something else. It does not convej
to the audience the same strong sense of "engulfment". Ir
enly one scene — in which the buggy carrying Laurey anc
Jud to the barn dance runs amok — is that illusion create
Sheer size, it appears, cannot produce the optical illu
sion. The Cinerama screen now in use in New York mea
sures approximately 67 ft. by 24^4 ft. Its maximum curva
ture is about 15 ft. The Todd-AO screen installed at the
Rivoli is 50 ft. by 25 ft. — a little higher, but not as long
Maximum curvature is 13 ft. The Roxy's CinemaScop
screen is 64*4 by 24^ and the Paramount's Vista Visioi
screen measures 64 by 35 ft.
Now, these differences are not marked enough to explai:
why Todd-AO's effect of audience particioation
muc'25]
(Continued onisPage

Like, no stage ever could, Todd-AO's wide-angle lens shows the surrey with the fringe on top coming through the
meadow in a beautiful panoramic shot. Cordon MacRae, us "Curly", sings to "Laurey", played by Shirley Jones.
Film BULLETIN October 17, 1955

V BEAR BY THE TAIL? Confidence-priming is nothing
iew to the nation's economic history. In the early Thiries, for instance, its applications were so numerous and
ts practitioners so distinguished it began to attain the
tanding of a fine art. In recent years, however, most of us
lave forgotten the emotions that come with having our
conomic morale bolstered. Therefore, it was a rare and
cmewhat uneasy spectacle, indeed, that greeted our eyes
:nd ears in the weeks following the stock market unpleaantness of September 26 when Ike was stricken.
From high office and low, from the pillars of government to the seats of industry, to the bulletins of enlight:ned investment firms, came bullish outpourings.
Now, Financial Bulletin is no political forum. Nor has
t any argument with the presagers of a cherry-pink and
lople-blossom-white future. But it does resent unrealism
n the face of irrefutable fact. And the one incontroverible fact which so many refuse to see is this: the fine edge
s off the bull market. And to investors in cinema securiies it means even more. It means that this speculative
:ategory may be especially vulnerable in the face of the
ancertainties that lie ahead.
To support this position let us inspect the movements
jf film stocks throughout the year:
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
OCTOBER
17, 1955

By Philip R. Ward
film-makers barreled from llis.fc to a whopping I78y2. The
temptation is thus ereat to depict film company shares at
their current lows as especially attractive speculations.
Facts deem otherwise. Here's why :
r Film company earnings have generally held their own,
lived up to expectation. But the market has not reacted
accordingly. This would indicate that investors may feel
film stocks are adequately priced.
r A bearish psychology places the more speculative shares,
such as cinemas, in greater jeopardy that the basic bluechips which have far more resiliency. Fiim company stocks
become especially vulnerable to profit-taking because of
the great price appreciation they enjoyed last year.
r It is difficult to imagine mcvie shares — despite fair to
better earnings prospects — resisting the downside pressures afflicting the market generally. Though cinema
stocks do not always rise in sympathy with the over-all
market, recent performance indicates they fellow declines.
ft There is no evidence of unusual leverage factors to help
buoy movie stocks much above current levels such as
existed some 2 years ago at the dawn of the attendance
comeback. Beyond isolated situations, such as Todd A-O
and, perhaps, 20th-Fox's 55mm
is again at a standstill.

CinemaScope, technology

r With the boxoffice impact of the wide-screen development levelled off, attendance will now have to rely on the

[fM
' 1
ClOII JAN *fl MAB AM MAT (UNI |WIT AUC UPI
FILM COMPANIES
THEATRE COMPANIES
*Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
Observe first the close of film company stocks through
September. Unlike the Dow Jones Industrial Averages it
decended to its low-water tide for the year: 164^g- And
this, mind you, despite a rally that lifted film stocks from
the still lower level of 156^g to which they had plunged
September 26. Notwithstanding all the reams and decibles
of ccnfidence-priming, neither stocks in general nor film
company shares in particular show much October appetite
for repairing to their former prices. Through nearly two
October weeks film company shares receded again down
to approximately 158.
O
It is well also to note the tenor of film company movement throughout the year. Obviously, movie shares rate
no stock market Oscar off their '55 performance. For the
most part they have seemed content to preserve and contain the dramatic advances of 1954 when the shares of

standard of film quality. The "gimmick" is gone.
0
Conclusion: We have nothing cut and dried to offer.
What worries Financial Bulletin is the same bogy that
frightens the market — uncertainty. And in uncertain times
it is best to tread lightly. The Eisenhower Market is over.
And we believe this premise holds regardless of political
power in '56 — because this department feels certain Ike
wiil not run again. The special market tone of pre-September 26 belongs to the past ; in fact, we may have a bear
by the tail.
O
O
In the midst of this investment quandry, we still see two
bright investment prospects as of this moment. Allied
Artists seems imbued with the greatest room for expansion— and thus the greatest potential for price appreciation. Recent annual earnings figures show net up 16%,
per share earnings at 59c from 45c. Look for AA's gross
($12.6 million) to possibly double by next July's annual
report, with representative gains in net and market price
of shares. Columbia also looks like a promising buy irrespective of market conditions. Depressed far beyond ordinary standards, Columbia has just reported record $4.9
million net and is on verge of increasing its 30c quarterly
dividend. After it settles a bit, the market could well appraise these prospects in generous style.
Film BULLETIN
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and Arthur Lubin) which lacks vitality and imagination
"The Trouble with Harry"
Scuittete IQctfutp O Q Q
Amusing Hitchcock mystery-comedy is first-rate entertainment for all except action audiences. Best for class houses.
Lack of marquee names spells need for strong exploitation.
Word-of-mouth will help.
Alfred Hitchcock went to Vermont to film this version
of the Jack Trevor Story novel, and the results are quite
amusing. A delightful spoof, the off-beat farce of a "problem" corpse, it is done with such style and aplomb that
most audiences will be captivated. The witty, "business"
and unusually piquant and risque dialogue should make it
a plum for class and art audiences. But the story of how
a group of people bury and unbury a corpse, because his
presence will prove embarrassing to them, has a common,
earthy touch that should please not only strictly urbane
audiences, but the general trade as well. In addition to the
refreshing Hitchcock flavor, "Harry" offers what is perhaps the best Vista Vision-Technicolor yet achieved, scenes
of the Vermont hills and autumn foliage providing a feast
for the eyes. The production bears the inimitable Hitchcock mark; it is perfectly put together. He has elicited
fine performances from the competent, if "nameless", cast.
John Forsythe, Edmund Gwenn, Mildred Dunnock and
Mildred Natwick turn in characterizations that are topflight. Also introduced is Shirley MacLaine, who impresses
with a distinctive style. The boxoffice performance of this
Paramount offering will depend to an important degree on
the exploitation push put behind it by the individual exhibitor. Plot concerns the discovery of the corpse of Harry
Worp. Edmund Gwenn thinks he's accidentally killed him
while hunting; Mildred Natwick thinks she killed him by
hitting him over the head when he attacked her. Harry
was Shirley MacLaine's ex-husband, who left her on their
wedding-night. Gwenn enlists the help of painter John
Forsythe to bury the body, but a riotous series of misunderstandings has the body being buried and dug up
again and again. By film's end, Natwick and Gwenn are
ready for marriage, as are Forsythe and MacLaine. When
they find that Harry accidentally died of heart failure, they
dig up the body again so it can be harmlessly discovered.
Paramount 99 minutes. Edmund Gwenn, John Forsythe, Shirley MacLaine Mildred
INatwick, Mildred Dunnock. Produced and directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
"Lady

Godiva"

Routine costume drama in Technicolor. Boxoffice chances
will hinge on exploitation of legendary ride.
The famous legend about the ride of a nude Lady Godiva through the streets of Coventry is the basis of this
costume drama. Employing the Anglo-Norman conflicts
in 11th century Britain as background for the celebrated
ride, most of "Lady Godiva" is a plodding period melodrama, weak on substantial entertainment values. The exhibitor will be able to stimulate fair interest by exploiting
the ride, but the word-of-mouth will not sustain the initial
interest. Arthur Lubin's direction is slow and ponderous
(though fault also lies with the script, by Oscar Brodney

a period. Maureen O'Hara's Goso hectic
in depicting
diva is attractive,
but stirs little enthusiasm. While her
ride is the film's high point, it is done rather sedately.
George Nader adds some marquee value. Technicolor photography isgood, though one wishes more use had been
made of exteriors. Story has Saxon Earl, George Nader,
thrown into prison for refusing to marry a Norman noblewoman, but allowed to leave when he marries commoner
Godiva. O'Hara's interests are political and she helps to
restore peace among the Saxon Earls, Nader, Torin Thatcher and Rex Reason. However, treacherous Normar
Count Leslie Bradley persuades King Edward (Eduarc
Franz) to send Thatcher and Reason into exile. Nader anc
O'Hara hide them secretly, and are imprisoned when thi;
is discovered. In order to show Franz that the Saxon;
support her, O'Hara agrees to ride nude through Coven
try, convinced no one will peak. This tribute leads to th(
temporary overthrow of the Normans.
Universal.
minutes. Produced
Maureen O'Hara,
Franz, Victor89 McLaglen.
by RobertGeorge
Arthur.Nader,
DirectedRex byReason,
Arthur Eduar
Lubii

"The

Warriors"

Poorest CinemaScope film to date. Muddled, heavy-hande
costumer may get fair returns as dualler on Errol Flynn name
but will draw down-beat word-of-mouth.
CinemaScope, which has done wonders for some rathe
indifferent films, cannot rescue this muddled, heav>
handed costume "western" that was made in Englanc
Filled with aimless sword-rattling and horses galloping i
every direction, it just fails, for the most part, to makl
sense or provide entertainment. Laid during the Hundre
Years War of the 13th and 14th centuries, with Errr
Flynn portraying Prince Edward and impersonating tr
Black Knight, "The Warriors" sets up a din of clashin j
armor that, unfortunately, does not drown out some of tr
most inane dialogue heard in a long time. Flynn is as flan
boyant as ever, but the script provided by Daniel B. Ul
man is third-rate, and Henry Levin's direction is confuse
and slow-moving. The film's principal assets are the b
Waiter Mirisch production and some first rate Eastrm
color scenery. Exhibitors would do best to drop this in]
the supporting slot with a good comedy or fast-movir
melodrama.
The plot follows the adventures of Prinj
Edward (Flynn) at the time he is placed in charge ofl
conquered French province near the end of the Hundn
Years War.
He is opposed by French nobleman Pet
Finch, who has vowed to drive the English out of his cot
try. To incite the enemy, Finch and his forces carry
widowed English noblewoman Joanne Dru (once loved
Flynn) and her children. When Flynn, disguised as T.j
Black Knight, attacks to rescue them, his identity is d|
covered by the French. He escapes, but soon returns
rescue Joanne and her family. Finch pursues and
forces engage in a pitched battle with Flynn's. Finch,!
killed and the French surrender. Peace is finally declanl
between the two countries, Flynn takes Dru to be his ov»
Allied Artists. 85 minutes. Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. Produced
Walter Mirisch. Directed by Henry Levin.

TOPS
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ating will be higher in class houses. Bright, entertaining
lusical, of the "Seven Brides" type, has promising boxoffice
utlook on basis of production values, humor, fine cast.
1 Universal has come up with an off-beat musical that
lates as a splendid boxoffice prospect on the basis of some
V olid entertainment values. A bright and diverting; film,
[;his Albert J. Cohen production is a fine piece of escapist
iare that will send audiences away happy. It is strikingly
In the
tnously
loosely
I omedy

spirit of, and resembles somewhat, Metro's enorpopular "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers." Based
on the theme of "Lysistrata," the classic Greek
of Aristophanes in which Athenian women use sex

lis a weapon against their belligerent husbands, film's story
B oncerns similar efforts on the part of the female populalion of a small Kansas town near the end of the 19th cenII ury, to keep their men from feudin' and fightin' away from
fjiome. As in antiquity, the solution is a "sex strike," with
Ihe women barricading themselves in an abandoned fort.
The production has the benefit of an unusually catchy set
nf tunes. Pony Sherrell and Phil Moody supplied most of
ihem, including "Lysistrata" (well-belted by Jeanne Crain,
Kitty Kallen, Mamie Van Doren, and the women's enpemble), "Send Us A Miracle" (comic-serio treatment with
,ninister Keith Andes singing), "Travelin' Man" (Paul
jilbert, the "traveling salesman"), "My Love Is Your"
George Nader), "What Good Is A Woman Without A
Man" (ensemble), "There's Gonna Be A Wedding"' (ensemble). Jay Livingston and Ray Evans provided "The
Second Greatest Sex," which Bert Lahr turns into a comic
jcour de force, and Joan Whitney and Alex Kramer penned
'How Lonely Can I Get," a good ballad sung with approipriate feeling by Kitty Kallen. Songs in general have a
spirited and folksy quality about them, that renders them
lummable and entertaining. Tommy Rail, whose dancing

Jeanne Crain finds that boyfriend George Nader is too
battle-weary to warm up to her homecoming greeting.
impressed recently in "My Sister Eileen," does some firstrate hoofing in this one. CinemaScope-Technicolor lensing
is good, though the story has no particular need for widescreening. Director George Marshall keeps movement unfailingly snappy and provides constant zip in his handling
throughout. The uncommonly fine cast performs well,
with Lahr, Edna Skinner, Van Doren, and Gilbert supplying fine comic bits to counterpoint the Crain-Nader romance. Marquee values are strong and exploitation of
film's novel content should insure strong returns.
The men of Osawkie, Kansas, are out battling, one day
in 1880, the men of two other townships over possession
of an iron safe containing the official records of the county.
The victors gain recognition of being the true inhabitants
of the official county-seat. The men return with the safe
but weary from the fighting, which infuriates the women
and leads them to realize that action has to be taken tc
stop future battles, particularly Jeanne Crain whose wedding to George Nader has been continually delayed. On
their actual wedding-night the safe is stolen and the men
set out again. Edna Skinner, the school-teacher, comes up
with the "Lysistrata" gimmick and the idea of a "strike,"
which the women heartily agree to. They barricade themselves in a fort and determine to stay until the men work
out permanent peace terms. Meanwhile, during the battle
for possession, the safe sinks into quicksand and is out of
the way forever. The men return, agree to sign a treaty,
and the women leave the fort. Story ends with all the
couples happily paired off.

Tommy Rail and Kitty Kallen end a
.square dance with a collapse finish.

Universal. 87 minutes. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert Lahr,
Mamie Van Doren, Keith Andes, Kathleen Case, Paul Gilbert, Tommy Rail, Edna
Skinner, Jimmy Boyd, Cynthia May Carver. The Midwesterners, Ward Ellis, Mary
Mario. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. Directed by George Marshall. Screenplay
by Charles Hoffman. Director of photography, Wilfrid M. Cline. Film Editor,
Frank Gross. Costumes, Jay A. Morley. Jr. Make-up, Bud Westmore. Choreography, Lee Scott. Music supervision, Joseph Gershenson.
Film BULLETIN October 17, 1955
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"Man with the Gun"
ScuiKCU IZatU? O O ©

Better-than-average western, with more plot and character
interest than in most. Likewise, marquee values, with Robert
Mitchum name good for the boxoffice.

Sam Goldwyn, Jr.'s first production — a dramatic western
— is a generally interesting and praise-worthy job, concerned with the hiring of a "tamer" to clean out a crimeridden town. There is plenty of action and suspense and,
in addition, it succeeds in developing characterization to a
far greater degree than most westerns, giving this United
Artists release more than average value for this category
in the general market. Lee Garmes' photography is in
black-and-white, but quite adequate nevertheless, since the
emphasis is on close-up dramatics, rather than outdoor
shots. Pace is slow at the start, but picks up to a morethan-satisfactory degree by the middle; thereafter action
is brisk and tense. Robert Mitchum and Jan Sterling head
a capable cast and provide marquee strength. Mitchum is
effective as the "tamer". Richard Wilson's direction
handles the dramatic interest pointedly, and with better
than average character projection. Mitchum is hired by
citizens of Sheridan City to "tame" the town's corrupt elements, led by rancher Joe Barry. His interest in the town
also lies in the presence there of his estranged wife, Jan
Sterling. She had left him because of his "hardness",
which found expression in his job of professional killer.
Mitchum finds himself protecting, in particular, Karnen
Sharpe and John Lupton, a young about-to-be-married
couple. Mitchum, wounded, cleans up the mess, realizes
his personal inadequacies, is taken back by Sterling.
United Artists. IA Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Presentation). 83 minutes. Robert Mitchum,
Jan Sterling. Produced by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Directed by Richard Wilson

"Teen-Age

Crime

Wave"

Low-budget melodrama about teen-age violence stresses
brutality. Not for the kiddies. Has strong exploitables.
This Clover Production, released by Columbia, is a lowbudget melodrama dealing in the juvenile delinquency and
"desperate hours" themes. It has its share of thrills, chills
and pure sadism, but those who would enjoy it most — the
teenagers — may be barred from seeing it by parents who
will find it morally objectionable. There is no attempt to
examine problems intelligently and thoughtfully, director
Fred F. Sears relying almost entirely on lurid and violent
action to hold the spectator's attention. Undeniably, the
violence and cruelty that give the film its punch will provide showmen with potent exploitation material. However,
exhibitors operating family houses will have to exercise
caution in thier presentation. Hoodlum and murderer
Tommy Cook frees Mollie McCart and the innocent Sue
England as the girls are on their way to a detention-home.
The three hole up in a nearby farm, terrorizing the elderly
couple who own the place. After a great deal of directionless sound and fury, the police catch on to their trail. In
an attempted get-away, Cook and McCart are killed, and
England gains safety and looks forward to freedom.
Columbia.
IA Clover
F. Sears.Production), 77 minutes. Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart Directed by Fred
Page 12
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"Hold

Back

Tomorrow"

An off-beat and intriguing situation make this fair dualler
for ballyhoo houses. Not for family trade.
The plot of "Hold Back Tomorrow" has a nice exploitation angle — an unhappy woman spends a condemned convict's last night with him in his cell, they fall in love and
marry before he goes to the hangman — but it offers little
else. Written, produced and directed by Hugo Haas, this
Universal release will have to lean heavily on the exhibitor's showmanship to realize any worthwhile returns. The
production is "quickie" all the way, and neither John Agar
nor Cleo Moore add to their laurels with the performances
they turn in. Haas was apparently experimenting with a
"naturalistic" mood and projection of character (which
has "touches" like Miss Moore belching after eating a
highly-seasoned cabbage soup and Agar telling a prison

I
i

i
I

guard that he has to go to the men's room) and this offbeat tone might intrigue some.
The direction is wellenough paced. Story opens with Cleo Moore, weary of !
life, trying to kill herself, unsuccessfully.
At the same
time, killer John Agar awaits death in prison. His last
wish is that a girl be brought to him. None is willing, except Miss Moore. The two fall in love and ask to be married. As he is led to the gallows, she prays.
Universal. 75 minutes. Cleo Moore, John Agar. Produced, directed by Hugo Haas.
"Tennessee's Partner"
ScitiKete Katinf O O (Plus)
Colorful, exciting version of Bret Harte story. Offers Superscope, Technicolor, well-balanced cast. Good grosser.
Based on the familiar Bret Harte story of life in a robust
western gambling town, this flavorsome Benedict Bogeausi
production is solid entertainment that should earn above-,
average grosses in all but class-house situations, where it:
frank sentiment may pall. The Superscope-Technicoloi
lensing effectively captures the mood of Harte's honky
tonk era and setting, and the story has plenty of excitemen
to offer those who do not seek subtlety. Allan Dwan get: I
everything that's to be gotten out of the fast-moving I
screenplay by Milton Krims and D. D. Beauchamp. EventM
move logically and convincingly, building up to a stronB
climax that will hold audience-interest. A well-balance<W
cast with fairly good marquee potency is a plus-factoiB
John Payne, Ronald Reagan and Rhonda Fleming all turiM
in above-average performances. John Payne, professioncM

gambler, plays at Rhonda Fleming's "Marriage Market, I
nightlife center of a California boomtown. A disgruntle;!
loser waylays Payne and is about to shoot him, when Ror I
aid Reagan, a stranger in town, intervenes and kills the a' 1
tacker. This is the beginning of their friendship and Rez I
pan becomes Payne's partner. Reagan is enroute to me J
his fiance, Coleen Gray. Payne discovers she is one of hfl
former girls, and a gold-digger, and tries, unsuccessfully^
to warn Reagan. Payne takes a beating from his frien^K
before convincing him of the truth. When a partner < I
Payne's is killed, Payne is accused. Payne and Reagan trs
the killer, but Reagan is shot. Payne and Rhonda decic
to marry and start life anew.
RKO. (A Benedict Bogeaus production!. 87 minutes. John Payne, Ronald Reag.
Rhonda Fleming, Coleen Gray. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dw.

It's (yo€iM*%bui6
to

a

answer
showman's

prayer!

"Oklahoma!"

The

Wonderful
Musical
in Todd-AD
of Will Parker, the love-smitten suitor of flirtatious Ado
Annie, nicely done by Gloria Grahame, with the exactness
GcauteM 'Rati*? OOOO
of a veteran trouper, and the ponderous villainy of Rod
A great version of a great show. Appeal galore, eye-filling
Steiger as Jud Fry, the smokehouse lecher, gives his role
production, terrific singing and dancing, and that great
more weight and interest than it had in the stage play.
R&H score. It all adds up to top boxoffice returns, with
Outstanding among the ballets mounted by Agnes de Mille
Todd-AO making it real roadshow attraction.
is the dream sequence. It reeks of evil symbolism and draThere are two aspects of the Arthur Hornblow, Jr. promatically breaks the mood of hayseed frivolity inherent
in the story.
duction ofRodgers and Hammerstein's great "Oklahoma!"
provoking almost equal interest: the film itself, and the
There is just so much fun and beauty in "Oklahoma!"
introduction of the new big screen process, Todd-AO. The
that few viewers will leave the theatre unenchanted. The
former is sensational; the latter shows promise but retwo hours and 25 minutes glide by all too soon.
vealed kinks that must be ironed out. For while the wideMAGNA IA Rodgers and Hammerstein Presentation). 145 minutes plus intermisguage lensing (in Eastman color) is tremendously exciting
sion. Gordon MacRae, Gloria Grahame, Gene Nelson, Charlotte Greenwood,
Shirley
Jones, Eddie Albert, James Whitmore, Rod Steiger. Produced by Arthur
and gives a sweeping and thrilling depth and scope to exHornblow, Jr. Directed by Fred Zinnemann.
teriors, the fact remains that it is effective only if you
happen to sit in the right seat. From high in the balcony
and from side-seats, the deeply curved screen creates much
distortion, with horizons disconcertingly curved and
figures out of proportion. For large sections of a theatre
"Fort Yuma"
like the Rivoli in New York, these distortions distract from
Satinet IRaicKf O
the film's values. As for the production itself — it is unStrictly routine western for lower slot in action houses. Debeatable. Superb in every way, it must rank as one — if
void of marquee names.
not "the" — greatest film musical ever made. It is so full of
beauty, charm, humor and entertainment, that it defies any
The latest Bel-Air production, released by United Arattempt to list all the reasons why. The Rodgers and
tists, is a strictly routine U.S. Cavalry vs. Apaches westHammerstein score, of course, is the most wonderful to
ern. Totally lacking in marquee names, it is destined only
ever be heard in a film, and it is done full justice by the
for the supporting slot on dual bills in action houses. Tech
strong, faithful multiple soundtrack. The Sonja Levien
nicolor photography is a plus factor, but the cast is devoid
of marquee names. Despite the disjointed plot, directoi
and William Ludwig script is first-rate, highly effective,
simple but witty. And Fred Zinnemann, directing his first
Lesley Selander tossed in action and violence aplenty tc
make
the avid western fans content. The Aubrey Schenck
"non-dramatic" film, handles his enormously difficult asHoward
W. Koch production is better than the script
signment with great professional skill. There aren't enough
Peter
Graves
is preparing to lead a column of detachment
adjectives to describe the brilliance of Agnes de Mille's
from
Fort
Apache
to Fort Yuma. He hates Apaches am
choreography, and the dancing in general, and in particuis unhappy that Apache scout John Hudson has been as
lar of Gene Nelson, Bambi Linn, and James Mitchell. The
signed to the force. Graves has been having an affair witl
dance sequences — Laurey's ballet, "Out of My Dreams,"
"Kansas City," "Many A New Day" — are eye-filling and
show-stopping. The singing is equally good.
Gordon MacRae, no newcomer, is so robust and relaxed,
so manly in his stance and melodious in his vocalizing, that

Hudson's sister, Joan Taylor. A missionary, Joan Vohs
accompanies the group. The column gets under way but i
soon ambushed by Apaches. In a prolonged and blood;
battle, Miss Taylor and most of the soldiers are killed. Th

he must rank as a new "discovery". Shirley Jones, his
strawberry blonde co-star, is no glamor-puss. She has a
simple, homespun type of loveliness and a voice. It registers perfectly. Charlotte Greenwood, who plays the part of
the slightly raucous Aunt Eller, the country dame with an
ever-present twinkle in her eye and an abundance of plain
horse-sense, is perfectly cast. Gene Nelson plays the part

Apache take the dead soldiers' uniforms, dress as Cavalry
men and plan to enter Yuma in disguise. Graves and Hue
son, now trusting eath other, manage to head them of
warn the sentries. In the ensuing fight the Apaches ar
overcome.
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started
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motion
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United Artists. IA Bel-Air Production). 78 minutes. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs, Jo
Hudson, Joan Taylor. Executive Producer Aubrey Schenck. Produced by Howa
W. Koch. Directed by Lesley Selander.
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CASTAMBA THEATRE
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lewpomts
(Continued from Page 7)
Congress book your pictures, and
Congress will soon have a heavy
hand in making these pictures."
In line with this, FB's soundings
of exhibitor opinion, though not as
ominous as the Wolfson cry, have
clearly indicated that a large majority of theatremen in all strata of
exhibition have no stomach for Government intervention. Many of those
who have responded to our queries,
however, did not shut the door on
this drastic course.
Certainly, we believe, there is no
exhibitor extant who would heedlessly seek Government supervision
of his business. But, just as surely,
there are a surprising number who
have indicated they will petition for
such control if they feel it offers the
only way to stay in business. Obviously, adrowning man clutches at
straws, even legislative ones.
Perhaps this was indicated in the
TOA board's policy statement that
if the exhibitor's problems cannot
be solved by arbitration, conciliation
and meetings with distribution,
"then we will have to seek other
forms of relief." Alfred Starr, who
presented the resolution, refused to
expound on what form the "other"
would take. We can only guess this
reticence was a way of putting a
velvet glove on the mailed legislation fist to ease the way for the discussions with distributors.
The TOA leaders, in backing the
arbitration-minus-film-rentals plan,
adopted a realistic attitude as to its
effectiveness. "No one claims it will
solve all difficulties" was the feeling.
"The only claim made for it is that it
is a great attempt to alleviate the
strangulating effect of litigation . . ."
The film rental problem, it was felt,
must rest in the conciliation province of the plan while the exhibitors pursue further across-the-table
talks with distributors.

How effective this arbitration program might be without the key rental factor will require an intensive
analysis, if not actual practice, before any reasonable determination
may be made. As for the conciliation phase, it appears to offer little

that does not presently exist in the
day-to-day process of negotiations
between exhibitor and distribution.
Every film deal is, in a sense, the
product of conciliation.
There was some equivocation at
the TOA meeting on the issue of an
all-out admissions tax repeal drive.
It was frankly stated, contrary to
the earlier impression created, that
there is little chance now for elimination of the remaining excise tax
on admissions. Sam Pinanski, revealing a "sympathetic", but not
very encouraging, Treasury attitude
toward elimination of the tax,
sounded a pertinent warning that
the progress made in the last battle
against the levy is not inviolate.
And, in a similar vein, Mitchell
Wolfson pointed out that while the
principle of the tax stands, "the
slightest economic whim would
again expand its noxiousness to
every theatre in the country." The
TOA tax position must be supported, if solely on the principle that the
best defense is a good offense.
Treatment of the product shortage
problem was again a case of consolidation of thought rather than action.
Undoubtedly, a better understanding
of production problems was gained
in the producers' seminar with Dore
Schary's literate presentation of
present moviemaking headaches that
are instrumental in preventing a
greater flow of films. Other production toppers present were unanimous
in their declared "desire" to make
more pictures. The TOAers, however, looking at the record of dwindling production, could not extract
much comfort from an attitude
named "desire". Mr. Wolfson's
answer — an all-out attendance drive
by exhibitors to encourage both
present-source production and new
entries into the field — is a laudable
one. It will require a lot of doing —
and good boxoffice pictures.
The convention displayed its
most militant note in a sharp warning to Warner Bros., charging "the
unfair and uneconomic practice of
requesting bids on pictures before
exhibitors have had an opportunity

to see them." Regardless of the legal

issue, TOA

told that company, it is

taking "further advantage of a seller's market" by its action, prohibited
under the proposed arbitration plan,
and threatened an "investigation" if
the practice were continued.
There was evident at the convention— at least on the part of some
TOA leaders — a deep-seated desire
to achieve unity with Allied on
issues of parallel interest. This will
not be accomplished merely by airing the hope in open meetings; it
might be if those in TOA who desire
it make direct contact with those of
similar mind in Allied. This does
not imply merger, which is neither
essential nor desirable. Allied and
TOA both have their functions.
Simply, there are areas in which
they positively should function toIn many ways the TOA convengether.
tion was constructive. It could have
accomplished even more if it had
taken a definite step to close exhibition's ranks.

Mike

Blank

TOA

made a move toward harmony in the ranks of exhibition
when it elected Myron H. Blank to
the presidency. A young (44) veteran of the movie business, Mike
Blank has demonstrated clear, incisive thinking on exhibitor problems
through the years he was associated
with his father, A. H. Blank, in the
Tri-States chain, and as president of
Central States Theatres. He has
shown an awareness of the plight of
small exhibitors in his organizational
activities both in TOA and in his
frequent presence at Allied meetings.
The new TOA president feels, as
we do, that lack of cooperation between the two national exhibitor
groups only strengthens the distributors' hand in their dealings with
theatremen.
Mike Blank can be a vital instrument in welding the breach in exhibition and establishing a just and
equitable harmony throughout the
industry. We believe he will strive
in that direction.
Film BULLETIN
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Incidentally
THEY

MADE

THE

DANIEL O'SHEA announced the removal of RKO's
ing department
from Hollywood toadvertis
New York. National
Director Perry Lieber says he does not
contemplate any changes in personnel . . .
FRED ZINNEMANN goes to Warner
Brothers as producer-director of his own
films . . . JOSEPH RIVKIN has moved
to the post of executive talent head for
Allied Artists. He was assistant to vice
A
president HAROLD MIRISCH
LOUIS ORESMAN replaces WALTER
L. TITUS, JR. on the board of directors
of Republic Pictures. Oresman is president of Catalina, Inc. Titus stays on as
vice president.

NEWS

SKOURAS

PARTY FOR GOETZ
Herbert J. ) ates was Iu>st at a cocktail party
in New York fur Jack Goetz, Consolidated
Film Industries executive, who announced his
departure for the W est Const. Above: Dr.
Emanuel Stern. Adolph Zukor, Goetz. Below:
) nii-s ami Milton 11. Rackmil.

SPYROS SKOURAS revealed last week
that 20th Century-Fox's foreign gross
will exceed $50,000,000 in 1955, greatest
in its history. Just returned from a nineweek Far Eastern tour, the 20th-Fox
president said this compares with $41,000,000 in 1954. Main purpose of his trip
was to "propagate the introduction of
CinemaScope", Skouras said, and reported that the extent of CinemaScope instal ations is"amazing". 'Scopic equipment is now in 15,783 out of 23,000 possible domestic theatres, 13,036 out of
17,500 overseas, but installations have not
reached their saturation point yet, Skouras declared, pointing to current figures
revealing that installations, in the U.S.
and Canada will total 17,000 by the end
of the year. He emphasized the acknowledged value of CinemaScope throughout
the world, and said it was his belief that
the motion picture industry will "play a
great part in the futures of countries" as
a "force for good". Films sent aboard
should describe both the good and bad
aspects of American life, the dynamic executive concluded.
o
ROBERT LANTZ has been named executive vice president in charge of production of Joseph L. Mankiewicz's Figaro, Inc., effective November 1. Figaro
will make four films in the next three
years for United Artists.

LOEW HALL DEDICATED
Arthur M. Loew. seeond from right, receives
a silver key to the new Loew Hall dormitory
at NYU, named for his father. Marcus Loew.
Presenting the key is architect R. Jackson
Smith. Loew's twin brother. David, watches
from left. Receiving similar key is NYU
Chancellor Henry T. Heald.
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. . .

LANTZ

J. R. GRAINGER terminated his association with RKO Radio Pictures and will
vacation until the first of the year. He
was president of RKO before its purchase by General Teleradio, Inc. . . .
WALTER BRANSON, world-wide sales
manager for RKO, announced the appointment ofSIDNEY KRAMER as the
new foreign sales manager. He replaces
EDWIN J. SMITH who joined Allied
Artists International.
HERB GILLIS was named to succeed
PHIL ISAACS as Washington D.C.,
branch manager for Paramount. Two
hundred industryites gathered for a testimonial dinner for Gillis in Cincinnati,
scene of his former post.
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN met with
United Artists overseas executives during visits to London, Paris, Rome and
Madrid on a two-week tour of Europe
. . . SAMUEL GOLDWYN in New York
for a four-week stay with Mrs. Goldwvn
to
premiere of "Guys
and Dolls"
. . await
. LACYthe KASTNER,
Columbia
International president and his assistant,
LAWRENCE H. LIPSKIN, left for
Manilaconvention
and that company's
Far East
sales
scheduled first
to start
next
week . . . KEITH GOLDSMITH to coordinate sales force activities with Allied
Artists International, in a new appointment announced by president NORTON
V. RITCHEY.
*
*
*
JACK COHN, Columbia executive vice
president, being honored with a ?ales
drive that runs until June 28 . . . BUENA
VISTA holds its first siles convention
Oct. 24 at the Disney Studios in Burbank.
SIXTH

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SALUTE to the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital was given a kick-off telephonebroadcast Oct. 17, which will last until
January 15. A. MONTAGUE, Hospital
president, took part, along with
CHARLES FELDMAN and MOE SILVER, national distributor and exhibitor
chairmen, resnectively, and Virginia exhibitor MORTON G. THALHIMER, Sr.

VARIETY
CLUB Harvest
of ST. Moon
LOUIS Festival
st-iges
its
third annual
November 26 for the benefit of the St.
Louis County Day Nursery Care Program. DAVID G. ARTHUR is chief
barker . . . Officers of VARIETY
CLUBS INTERNATIONAL discussed
the agenda of the 1956 convention, set
for May, at their mid-year meeting on
October 14 in New Orleans . . . Philadelphia's VARIETY CLUB. Tent 13,
getting set for its Halloween Fun Fest at
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, October 29.
CECIL B. DeMILLE has been voted
the Annual Milestone Award for historical contributions to American motion pictures by the Screen Producers Guild.
Ceremonies take place in January.

THEY

MADE

THE

NEWS

DEPI NET

SKOURAS, HAMMERSTEIN
GEORGE P. SKOURAS and OSCAR
HAMMERSTEIN II made the headlines
last week when the long-awaited film
version of "Oklahoma!", in the new
Todd-AO process, burst upon Broadway.
Skouras is president of Magna Theatre
Corporation, which he formed with
Joseph Schenck to finance experiments
by the American Optical Company which
came up with the Todd-AO wide-wide
screen lens. Magna is now distributing
"Oklahoma!" and planning new productions in their revolutionary technique.
Schenck and Skouras, board chairman
and president, respectively, of United Artists Theatre Circuit, put up $1,000,000 to
back Michael Todd, Broadway producer
who pioneered the whole project. Rodgers and Hammerstein had put off making their picture until Todd-AO convinced them it was the perfect celluloid
medium for their precious product. Mike
Todd wasted no time preparing for the
next film in the process bearing his name,
acquiring Jules Verne's "Around The
World In Eighty Days". Below, Todd
(right) is seen conferring with N. Peter
Rathvon (left) and Michael Anderson,
who will direct the Verne classic.

RATHVON, ANDERSON, TODD

MERLIN LEWIS, executive secretary
of TESMA, termed "inexcusable balderdash" a statement by Paramount's head
of engineering Loren L. Ryder in a recent SMPTE paper that "equipment
manufacturers who are complaining that
sales are off as compared with last year
are trying to find ways of getting all our
profit all the time." Lewis answered thus:
"Mr. Ryder forgets, and conveniently,
that equipment manufacturers did not
originate the demand for the new equipment that he complains about," but that
it was created by producers and filled by
manufacturers who worked around the
clock. In his paper, Ryder had pointed
out that in 1954 exhibitors laid out for
new processes an amount exceeding their
combined net income, and warned them
to consider the economic value of any
future change. Lewis argued that "the
manufacturer does not create the market
for new equipment, and therefore cannot
be accused of 'trying to get all of our
profits all of the time'." He agreed with
Ryder that any piece of equipment that
"cannot pay its own way" should not be
manufactured or promoted. Ryder had
said that sometimes people forget that
"bills have to be paid".

ROBBINS
HERMAN ROBBINS has been named
"Pioneer of the Year" and will be so
honored at the 17th Annual Showmanship
Dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers,
November 4, at the Waldorf Astoria.
Robbins is chairman of the board of National Screen Service. Ned E. Depinet,
veteran industry executive (former RKO
president) will preside at the affair, for
which a full evening's entertainment is
being planned. Deadline for reservations
is October 21.
0
ARNOLD PICKER informed a New
York press conference that United Artists
will shoot for a $30,000,000 target in gross
foreign billings for 1956. The vice president in charge of foreign distribution for
UA also disclosed a 44 per cent increase
in overseas billings for the 35 week period
beginning December 1 of last year over
the previous year's figures. The company's foreign gross by the end of November is expected to reach $20,000,000,
according to Picker, who recently took
charge of three overseas sales conventions
for his company. He said world-wide
sales account for approximately 40 per
cent of UA's total gross, which he said
amounted to $43,000,000 in 1954. Present
indications point to top earnings of $50,000,000 for 1955.

PICKER
LEWIS
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CURRENT

HITS

ARE

BRJ

FREDRIC
First two

and MARCH
in WILLIAM

WYLER'S
THE

DESPERATE

New

production of

and

co-starring Arthur Kennedy • Martha Scott
Dewey Martin • Gig Young • Mary Murphy
Produced and Directed by William Wyler
Screenplay by Joseph Hayes
Adapted from the novel and play by Joseph Hayes

press junket

Hitchcock

that is playing
premiere

engagement

at the long-run

CARY

Paris

Angeles
acclaim

record-breaking

grossc

ALFRED
HITCHCOCK'S
THE
TROUBI
WITH

hit

HARR

starring Edmund Gwenn • John Fors;<
and introducing Shirley MacLainel
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

York
now

Screenplay by John Michael Haye '<
Based on the novel by Jack Trevor S if
Color by Technicolor

Theatre.

GRACE

GRANT

and KELLY

in ALFRED

HITCHCOCK'S

CATCH

its New

Los

A

THIEF

with Jessie Royce Landis • John Williams
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock
Screenplay by John Michael Hayes
Based on the novel by David Dodge
Color by Technicolor

Paramount's
including

big selling campaign

Cary

Grant

tour has launched
Hitchcock

goodwill

this

Production

coast to coast boxoffice
Scores

—

for one of the year's most
distinguished attractions.

has piled up the word -of- mouth
for this off-beat

and

— report sky-high

HOURS

Vermont-autumn

York

engagements

of holdovers.

as a
leader.

E

SEASON
EXHIBITORS

BIG

JANE
WYMAN

AT

PARAMOUNT!

PROFITS

NOW.

CHARLTON
The

• HESTON

fabulous

billionaires
LUCY

GALLANT
co-starring
CLAIRE
THELMA

TREVOR
• RITTER
'with William Demarest • Wallace Ford • Tom Helmore
Produced by William H. Pine and William C. Thomas
Directed by Robert Parrish • Screenplay by John Lee Mahin and
Winston Miller • From the novel "The Life of Lucy Gallant"
by Margaret Cousins • Color by Technicolor

are pouring

the happy

holiday

in for

Christmas.

Everybody

wants

to see it — or see it again.

KIRK
DOUGLAS

is playing

throughout

the west

and

southwest.

welcomes

at the Victoria

oil

to fabulous

now

it soon

Theatre.

IRVING BERLIN'SCHRISTMAS
starring
BING

picture

that's the big boxoffice show
for any day from now until

story of Texas

business

Broadway

WHITE
Bookings

. .

DANNY
• KAYE

ROSEMARY

VERA-

CLOONEY
* ELLEN
with Dean Jagger • Color by Technicolor
Lyrics and Music by Irving Berlin
Produced by Robert Emmett Dolan
Directed by Michael Curtiz
Dances and Musical Numbers Staged by Robert Alton
Written for the screen by Norman Krasna,
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank

SYLVANA
• MANGANO
Adventure-lovers

co-starring Anthony Quinn • Rossana Podesta
Sylvie • Daniel Ivernel • Jacques Dumesnil
Directed by Mario Camerini
Screenplay by Franco Brusati, Mario Camerini,
Ennio de Concini. Hugh Gray, Ben Hecht, Ivo Perilli
and Irwin Shaw • Based on Homer's Odyssey
X Lux Film • Produced by Dino De Laurentiis and Carlo Ponti
in association with William M. Schorr
Color by Technicolor
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WRAPS
FILM PRICES — Allied's popular film clinics as usual plus on-the-floor discussion of the
entire film problems, particularly as to conditions in the areas represented by the
delegates.

at
GOVERNMENT REGULATION — Have the film companies so modified their selling policies
and practices that regulation of film rentals is no longer needed? On the basis of
surveys made. Allied doesn't think so, but they want to hear from you, in person.

'S

CIRCUIT EXPANSION — The divorced circuits through promoters and dummies are scour,
ing the country for sites for theatres and drive-ins. They may be on the prowl in your
area right now. Hear what Allied has done to slow down this movement and what
action you should take to protect your situation.

5

ARBITRATION — Still another draft of an arbitration plan has been released by the film
companies. You will want to hear it analyzed by those whose only loyalty is to the
independent exhibitors and then voice your opinion whether it is worth the money,
the time or the effort.

ALLIED

19

5

ADMISSION TAXES — Some people
present activities and join in
Federal tax. Come and help
have you benefited by the cut
next session?

NATIONAL

CONVENTION

COMPO — Is COMPO still the agent of the established exhibitor organizations composing
it, or does it seek mastery over the component organizations? Does it still merit the
support of independent exhibitor organizations, and, if so, upon what terms and
conditions?
SHOWMANSHIP —
from the films
showmen will
public as well

Morrison

are advocating that exhibitor organizations abandon
an attempt to secure repeal of the remnant of the
discuss this from a practical standpoint — How much
last year and what are the chances of success at the

Emphasis will be placed on the theaire as an enduring institution apart
that are here today and gone tomorrow. Some of America's smartest
be there to tell you what they think about selling the theatre to the
as the pictures.
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MERCHANDISING

Half Million for 'The Tall Men'

YOUNG

&

' Scott

EXPLOITATION

BRADY

DEPARTMENT

The Stunt's The Thing
The stunt's the thing with which they'll
capture the fancy of the king — King Public, of course — United Artists believes, in
its campaign for "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes." The company has really gone stunthappy for the film, employing the gimmick
in every facet of a $500,000 promotion.
While some may hold that a picture may
be over-gimmicked — and with certain pictures, this certainly holds true — we believe
that UA's all-out stunt campaign on this
picture fits its light-hearted, gay, girlie
mood like tights on the very lovely co-stars.
Everything about it cries for gals and gags,
and the Youngstein-Winikus staff know how
to pacify that cry. Not content with a
m a m m oth beauty contest, they extended the
stunt idea even to the newspaper pages by
preparing a new series of twin half-page
panel ads for facing pages, each unit bearing eye-popping figures of the stars.
How and when to use the stunt is a showmanship art— and the UA boxofficers have
the know-how and the know-when.

In Theatre 'Backyard' Campaign
20th Century-Fox is planting a half million dollars in an "exhibitors' backyard" promotion for "The Tall Men". Riding high on
the excellent results from the quintet of prerelease engagements, which found the film
running ahead of "Seven Year Itch", vice
president Charles Einfeld revealed a pointof-sale ad-promotion budget of over $500,000.
With newspaper advertising as the backbone of local level campaigns. Einfeld said
there would also be expanded use of TV and
radio. Feature of the video portion will be a
series of endorsement spot announcements
featuring Clark Gable and Jane Russell.
Radio ads will concentrate on week-end saturation for both home and car audiences.
Nationally, TV is playing a big role on
net work shows in the mass penetration.

• Rudy

VALLEE

7mZ

J

Opinion Builders Main Target
For M-G-M

'Trial" Promotion

Angling its campaign on "Trial" at opinion
makers, M-G-M is building an extensive talkit-up. write-it-up promotion carefully tailored
to the Don Mankiewicz drama.
Important facet is special screenings. Invitational showings are being set up for
judges, lawyers, civic leaders. Others are
concentrating on newspaper and magazine
editors, columnists, movie page writers.
In line with this serious approach, personal
appearance stress is on the men behind the
production. Author Mankiewicz, director
Mark Robson, actor Arthur Kennedy have
held interviews with columnists and TV and
radio commentators in several key cities.
National magazine ad campaign spreads
over a combined circulation of 59,000,000.
Some 800
heraldto the
arrival
in thebillboards
19 cities will
first listed
see film's
it.

o
Beauty and ballyhoo in the "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes"
promotion
(top and
of page)
tug
of
war between
teams include:
of blondes
brunettes
in front of Oriental Theatre, Chicago; (left)
flaxen haired pickets along the Loop protecting
film's nuptial implications; (right) "Miss Exquisite Form" winner Mervy Mayor receiving
$10,000 modeling contract and plane ticket to
Hollywood from UA publicity head Mort Nathanson. She will be given a screen test as another reward for capturing the $75,000 contest.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 26]
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PICTURE

True
-Her
Thaw
Nesb
Evel
Blessed with yn
an advertising
campaign it
as of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw", and the headlines
sensational as the true story on which it is naming Harry Thaw and Stanford White rekindle the excitement of a half century ago.
based, 20th Century-Fox' "The Girl In The
Red Velvet Swing" is a showman's bonanza.
Supplementing these is a "This Is Your
The scandalous murder of Stanford White
Life" approach to create the same sort of
by Harry K. Thaw first hit the headlines
piquant interest that has swept the air show
to
top popularity. Again the emphasis is on
some 50 years ago, giving the nation's newspapers a field day as the beautiful motive,
"this really happened!" Bold two column
ex-showgirl Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, unveiled
teasers proclaim, "Look At Your Life — Evea romance that rocked the "400", is still conlyn Nesbit Thaw!", with key scenes from
sidered by many the scandal of the century.
the story such as those pictured in the ads
Even more than the murder itself, the on this page. "These Were the Men in Your
revelations made on the witness stand by the Life", shouts another, naming "Stanford
beautiful bride of the murder form the basis
White . . . architect of your scandal" and
"Harry K. Thaw . . . killer for your profor a script that challenges any fiction — and
an ad campaign that basks in the thrilling
faned name!"
real-life drama. In the knowledge that the
Relentlessly pursuing this tack, 20th-Fox
has assembled a series of features to recall
names of the principals underline the sensationalism of the advertising message, the the sensationalism of the affair. Famed mag20th-Fox admen have plastered them boldly
azine writer Adela Rogers St. John has prepared a six-part serialization of the Thaw
in the copy and art. "The Rise . . . The Fall

Story!

story and has made it available to all newspapers without charge as a powerful advance stimulant. First to give it big space
play was the New York Journal-American
with scores more lined up to follow. Strikingly effective, too, is a Sunday feature, absorbingly recounting the highlights of the
tale in text and story-in-pictures. It offers a
variety of uses, both in combination with
a(before
display. or after) the serialization, and as
Adding a hefty assist to the real-life aspect are top publicity breaks in Life, Look
and The American Weekly. The shot on the
opposite page made the Life cover, while a
big spread brought back to vivid life the
spectacular trial. The magazine breaks offer
excellent blowup material for front and
lobby displays.
20th has gone to the airlanes for its preselling job on "The Girl in the Red Velvet
Swing." The new hour-long General Electric CBS-TV "The 20th Century-Fox Hour"
will stagger the advance selling job over
three shows in two weeks. Initial program
on October 5 was a teaser; the second, on
the 19th, takes viewers behind the scenes
interviews Joan Collins, and the third, Nov.
2, presents highlight scenes. Mill Collins,
Ray Milland and Farley Granger appear in
scenes in a 20-second and 60-second trailer
both offered free.
September and October TV-radio appearances by Miss Collins and the real-life Evelyn Nesbit Thaw has been spotted most effectively for the air build-up, including a
featured spot on the new Perry Como show
for the young star.
Wherever radio spots can be used, the
showman would do well to avail himself of
the novel transcription offered by 20th. Simulating an actual courtroom trial, it's a real
attention-getter and will sell seats.

GIANT

Tu o of the Striking Neuspaper Ads.
DISPLAYS
STUNTS
There's opportunity for offbeat displays
in the real-life angle and the magazine
breaks. Contact your local newspaper, get
them to dig into their morgue for issues that
carried the sensational murder and trial stories. If possible, use these intact, framed and
carefully covered, on a 40 x 60 lobby board.
Blow up the good breaks in Life, Look
and the other magazines that have carried
the colorful stories of the real-life trial and
its movie counterpart.
Hang a real swing from the lobby ceiling,
draping the ropes with red crepe paper, and
a large cutout of Joan Collins swinging in it.
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The famed Gibson Girl, portrayed by Joan
Collins, was the pin-up of the turn of the
century. Her "question mark" hair-do was as
well-known as the Monroe chassis — and
thereby hangs a contest. Have contestants
submit photos of themselves wearing their
hair in the Gibson coiffeur, with the girl
most closely resembling the star awarded
merchant-promoted prizes.
Good live marquee stunt, have pretty girl
dressed in chorus girl costume swinging in
a red, velvet swing atop your marquee. This
can be worked at night as well, with a spotlight offering a bizarre effect.

HERALD

A king-size tabloid herald is a lulu.
Four pages in two colors, it opens up
to 17" x 22", grabbing attention with
its stark cover, holding it tightly with
its "Look At Your Life!" scenes and
terse copy — "You were tricked into
your firstor indiscretion
a millionaire's
arms!"
"You were infought
over by
your two lovers until the blast of a
solid gold revolver exposed your past
for the whole world to gasp at!" Herald, offered by Cato Show Printing Co.
in Cato, N. Y. is a powerful masspenetration stimulant at $5.50 per
thousand, plus quantity prices for imprinting back cover with Theatre,
playdates and co-feature.

Evelyn Nesbit (left), played by Joan Collins, was the toast of New
York as a dancer in the famous Floradora chorus during early I900's.

THE
IN
RED

GIRL

E
TURTIO
PICITA
j EJXPLO
of the issue

THE

VELVET

SWING

Culled from the headlines that kept this
nation in a tizzy for months from that
June night in 1906 when young millionaire playboy, Harry K. Thaw, fired two
bullets from his solid pold pistol into the
body of socialite architect Stanford
White over the love of beautiful Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, "The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing" is a showmanship natural. It
traces the career of Gibson Girl Evelyn
Nesbit (Joan Collins), her bitter-sweet
romance with the respectably married
White (Ray Milland), whose mistress she
becomes. The social feud between White
and Harry Thaw (Farley Granger) is fed
anew as the latter becomes almost fanatical in his desire for the girl. When the
architect, to end the hopeless situation,
attempts to send her away, she marries

Maddened by jealously feeding on his wife's old romance
with Stanford White, Harry K. Thaw empties his solid gold
revolver into White at the Madison Square Garden Roof.

Thaw. The latter's jealousy flames anew
as he realizes his wife still loves White
and, in cold-blooded fury, he kills the architect, precipitating a sensational trial
and national scandal. On the witness
stand, the ex-showgirl deliberately bares
her relationship with White, saves her
husband from execution, though he is
committed to a mental institution. Scorning the Thaw family's "settlement check",
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, catapulted by the
notoriety, becomes one of the biggest attractions in vaudeville as "The Girl in
the Red Velvet Swing".

At the sensational trial, Evelyn Nesbit Thaw blackens her name to
save her husband's life, wins his acquittal on grounds of insanity.
Film BULLETIN
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Collins, Carnival Co-Op
(Continued from Page 23)
Dallas WOMPI

Steals Show

With Prize Movie Gem

The vintage auto driven by Robert Mitchum in
UA's "The Night of the Hunter" gave manager
Bill Trambukis of Loew's State in Providence
basis for bally bus stunt, using a 1912 Ford.
20th in Top Male Fashion Tie
The men finally get into the fashion tie-up
act in 20th-Fox' huge pre-selling campaign
on "The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit."
Bert Bacharach, top male fashion authority,
was engaged by 20th-Fox to work with
manufacturers of just about everything a
man dons or carries, for co-op ads and exploitation, including merchant promotion.
Extent of the campaign is evident in launching two months before start of production.

Big Four Ads Launch 'Hours'
Paramount's "Desperate Hours" national
magazine campaign gets off to an auspicious
start late this month with two page ads in
LIFE and LOOK, single pages in Saturday
Evening Post and Colliers. In addition to
the four top-circulation periodicals, company
has set up a full-scale fan mag campaign.
Sullivan Treatment for C & D
Another hot chunk of publicity went to
Samuel Goldwyn's "Guys and Dolls" when
Ed Sullivan featured the M-G-M film on his
Oct. 9th TV network show. Sullivan, who
has just made a special trailer for theatres
on the film, used a half hour of specially
filmed production clips, climaxed it with a
"live" Sam Goldwyn and the Goldwyn Girls.

The ladies' role in movie public relations
and showmanship was delineated neatly at
the State Fair of Texas in Dallas, Oct. 7-23.
The city's WOMPI, or Women of the Motion Picture Industry, grabbed the spotlight
at the Fair's Woman's Building with an elaborate display of jewelry from famous
movies, modeled by attractive WOMPI's.
The gems designed and manufactured by
Mdm. Joan Joseff, who has a virtual monopoly on movie jewelry, came from memorable recent films and stretched way back
to silent movie masterpieces.
This isn't the first time the Texas girls
have stolen the limelight at the fair. Last
year, they had a similar exhibit of Edith
Head's Oscar winning costumes.
Exhibit was arranged in cooperation with
Interstate Theatres.
MAC-NETS
fl In one of those rare LIFE covers featuring
a male movie star, Rock Hudson and U-I's
"All That Heaven Allows" were spotlighted
in the Oct. 3 issue, together with four pages
on "Hollywood's Most Handsome Bachelor."
U UA's "The Indian Fighter" gets a big
LOOK break Nov. 15 via a spread featuring
Kirk Douglas' co-star, Elsa Martinelli, plus
a full page of stills on picture.
J[ Spreads in Collier's (Nov. 11) and LOOK
(Nov. 15) will tell the country about 892
playdates on U-I's "Lady Godiva", listing
all theatres to play the film during November.
U November Charm plugs UA's "Patterns"
feature on star Van Heflin, script-girl Marie
Kenney.
ff Praise for Columbia's "My Sister Eileen",
its stars, dances and comedy, flows in October Glamour "What's New" section.

Significant props helped ^
create striking lobby display
for M-G-M's "Trial" in St.
Louis. Loew's State manager
Frank Henson, conceived the
live prop idea, secured dress,
liquor bottle, lady's shoe,
auto spotlight and facsimile
of $20 bill — each an import,
ant angle in the film — and
pointed them up with provocative questions that are
bound
to
onlooker's
interest. Itstiris the
a smart
idea
head Phil Katz and assistant Jules Curley staged
a $500 Jewelry Jackpot stunt for Paramount's
"To Catch A Thief" at the Stanley Theatre.
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Exhibit

that can be employed on
many pictures.

In New York for advance roadwork
on "The Girl in The Red Velvet
Swing," Joan Collins was the hub of
a Bronx merchants' "Carnival of
Lights" celebration, helped spotlight
the 20th-Fox film in the heavily populated area. Store banners and posters
ballyhooed the event, and a full-page
merchant co-op, featuring the star and
picture splashed the newspapeers. Climax had Miss Collins pull switch
which bathed Third Avenue for five
blocks in light from new street lamps
recently installed in borough, as thousands of Bronxites packed the area.
Phone Stint Makes

Ad Stunt

Exciting phone sequences in Columbia's
"The Night Holds Terror" gave Ralph
Blank, Admiral Theatre, Omaha, ideas for a
stunt. He screened the film for local phone
officials, got them to plug the film with
stickers on all area pay phones, in local tieup ads and on its sponsored radio show.

/

H 6-7022 Dig*

ted

119.258 Call* iii 12 Hours,
'Hello, Honey' Ad Cut Off
So manr proplf havp bwii T>ir number »nd l.:'.onuti

1119,258 Phone

a Girl;

N.Y. Houses Aid C & D Bow

Joyce Gordon, whose dulcet tones tied up 50 lines and in 12 hours delivered 119,258 honeydipped
invitations
see "My campaign,
Sister Eileen"
before
the own
New voice
York phone
stepped inma-to
halt
service
on the topromotion
listens
to her
on onecompany
of the playback
chines. Disconnection got big play in N.Y. dailies. The recording, however, will be used in other
cities throughout the country, with the
sultry- voicedmessage.
actress using the Ioca I theatre's name in
the 41-second

On

FEMS

ADS
CAN

WHERE
SEE

EM

Get the movie ads and news out of
non-feminine newspaper nooks and
into spots where the ladies can get at
them, COMPO asks in its Editor &
Publisher ad Oct. 8. "The ladiesbless 'em — call the plays in the retail
market," the ad points out. "It's their
decisions that determine the purchase
of a new car — or tickets to the
movies." When movie and other
amusement ads and news are buried
behind sports and business pages,
where fern readership is way down, the
powers behind the purse may never
get a chance to see the 365-day-peryear messages by local theatres.
"Please don't make it difficult for
them ... by planting this information
'way out in left field", pleads COMPO.

'Copter Shuttle for Columnists
Allied Artists believes it has the answer
to getting production news out when a picture is on nearby location. It has inaugurated a helicopter shuttle service to ferry
columnists and reporters, normally reluctant
to make the long drive, to the set of "The
Friendly Persuasion", shooting in the San
Fernando Valley.

Confident
of the word-of-mouth
pull exfor 'Miss Dove'
Campaign
Talk
erted by its Thanksgiving release, "GoodMorning, Miss Dove," 20th Century-Fox expects to garner some 100.000 press agents
for the Jennifer Jones starrer with a 60-city
screening. Invitational showings for opinionmakers and community leaders will be concentrated in five days, Nov. 14-18, and will
follow the pattern used by the company for
"A Man Called Peter."
Working with the Federation of Motion
Picture Councils and Better Films Committees, 20th is inviting educational figures,
parent-teacher groups, women's clubs, the
clergy, the press, radio and TV representatives and various other segments of the
community who reach the public. Supplementing the screenings will be addresses by
M.P. Council heads urging support of the
film and cooperation with exhibitors in local
activities, and a widespread campaign in publications ofeducational and civic groups.

\Too Much for
Company
One of the busiest telephone !iii!tc:iii'iiinninmiiiniintntitntiiiiiiuiiiiiii![i
numbers in town has been dis- An ad like thia one f
ronnccU-d
just because
girl yesterday'*
Worldfrisk.Telegram
had
berr,
: too amany
and Sun did the
phone
call.1:.
Newspaper
acK
had
su£tested
eallinff who
JIT did,
€-7022foundlor Call Eileen. JUdwn 6-7022"*'
Eileen.
New York
themselvesTho<*t stming
to a yoimc The netted
lady wind
coo j.:hen

PLACE

60-City Screenings Spark

the

Bggrf

ff Warners is readying the riot squads for
the LIBERACE p.a. tour on behalf of "Sincerely Yours". With Brother GEORGE,
the pianist is scheduled for at least 12 key
city appearances in conjunction with openings in late October. WB reports flood of
wires, letters, phone calls from all over the
country pleading for their city to be included. Claims one petition from Philadelphia had 10,000 signatures,
ff Following her featured appearances on the
Jackie Gleason and Bob Hope kickoff TV
shows, JANE RUSSELL, swung west to
Texas for p.a.'s in "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" openings. Between UA's "Brunettes" and 20th-Fox' "The Tall Men",
ff MEG MYLES has been doing yeoman
road work for Allied Artists "The Phenix
City Story" in which she's the busty blues
singer, working early bird to night owl airwaves interviews.
If European beauties INGRID TULEAN
and GENEVIEVE PAGE, Robert Mitchum's leading ladies in "Foreign Intrigue",
have been set by UA for a 30-city U.S. tour.
1f Columbia explodes with three stars and
two newcomers on tour for four pictures this
fall. JOAN CRAWFORD does a 3-week
coast-to-coaster for "Queen Bee"; BETTY
GARRETT works an 8-city two-week stint
for "My Sister Eileen"; ALDO RAY invades
New England for three weeks plugging
"Three Stripes in the Sun"; starlets ALLISON HAYES and JOANNE WOODWARD are doing separate junkets for
"Count Three and Pray".
[More SHOWMEN on Page 28]

Every penny of receipts from the highpriced Nov. 3 world premiere of "Guys &
Dolls" at the Capitol, N. Y., will go to the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and Tuberculosis Research Laboratories, with ail expenses being absorbed by those involved in
the glittering debut — producer Samuel Goldwyn, distributor M-G-M and Loew's Theatres. Even trailers and display material plugging sale of tickets in New York houses,
are gratis from National Screen.

Little, but much to the point, copy and some
outstanding art turned heads of Globe Theatre
patrons in New York. Advance lobby display
capitalizes on much-publicized proportions of
Jayne Mansfield, who, 'tis said, "makes Jane
Russell look like a boy".
Film BULLETIN October 17, 1955
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(Continued from Page
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♦ The four Texas Outdoor
Girl contest winners brought
to New York by Columbia to
help
of "Theat
Man bally
fromopening
Laramie"
Loew's Capitol are decorainterspersements
(fromtiveleft)
Columbia'twixt
adpublicity chief Howard LeSieur, Loew's ad head Ernest
Emerling, Loew's vice president Eugene Picker, and Columbia branch manager Saul
Trauner. The pretty quartet
were involved prominently ill
promotional activities and
handed out copies of title
song recording at the Capitol to the first 100 patrons.

$10,000 Treasure Chests

Hot Vacation Shows

Done,

Feature 'Villa' Texas Bows
The four-city Texas premiere of RKO's
"The Treasure of Pancho Villa" toted an
extra measure of exploitation with a lavish
"treasure chest" stunt neatly tying in with
the film's theme, added to star appearances
and the hoop-la that accompany the increasingly popular Texas debuts.
Engineered by RKO exploitation head
Dave Cantor and his fieldmen, the stunt gave
all patrons of the four theatres an opportunity to take home part of the "Treasure"
via an extensive tie-up with merchants in
each of the cities. The treasure chests loaded with envelopes containing $10,000 worth
of prizes promoted from local merchants,
were dipped into by patrons of the Majestic,
San Antonio; Mertopolitan, Houston; Palace, Dallas and Worth, Ft. Worth.
Contents of the treasure-shaped envelopes,
donated by jewelers, were widely promoted
in reciprocal plugging campaigns between
co-operating stores and the theatres.
Starlets Eugenie Paul and Gloria Rhodes,
plugged the stunt on TV, radio and in the
press and participated in the lobbies, stopping in each city along with stars Rory Calhoun and Gilbert Roland. RKO ad director
Perry Lieber supervised the p.a.'s.

ShowmanshipPave
is aWay
continuity
business
Showmen
for '56
among Schine chain managers. During the
summer, the circuit's showmen ran Free Vacation Shows, with the town's merchants
contributing $10 apiece weekly for a Thursday afternoon kids show at the theatre, giving mothers a breathing spell — and a chance
to shop — as well as an enjoyable afternoon
for the youngsters.
Auburn (N.Y.) manager Lou Hart, an eye
to next year, sent out a thank-you letter to
the merchants, headed: "Here's What Your
$10.00 Per Week Did!", listing benefits accruing to parents, merchants and 16,200
children. He followed this up with a card
questionnaire to all parents, checking on the
shopping benefits and asking if they wished
to have the program repeated next summer
— and to tell their merchants so. The little
extra effort was an insurance policy for next
year's business.
Fox Italy Festival May Spread
Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres' "Festival
of Italy in Denver", saluting films, fashions
and prpducts of Italy, has gained national
attention. I.F.E. films played five of Denver's top houses as city played host to stars
Silvana PamDanini and Irene Genna.
♦ Manager Tony Peluso of
the Fox Theatre, St. Louis,
went all-out on a model
plane and ship contest for
Warners' "The McConnell
Story."
Tie-up
included
veil
model
plane
manufacReturers, Hobby Dealers of
Greater St. Louis, and U. S.
Navy and Air Force officers,
who formed a distinguisheJ
panel of judges. Handsome
lobby display showed prizes
which included, in addition
to trophies, model radios,
Revell gift sets and long
term passes to Fanchon &
Marco Theatres. Paluso continued the stunt with a display of the models submitted.
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Now being struck off in gleaming
metalAudience
to presentAwards
to the people's
choicesin
at
ceremonies
Hollywood early in December, the
above design will only await inscription of names as audiences vote in the
theatres Nov. 17-27. Trophy was taken
from winning sketch submitted in
competition jointly by Oscar Krauss
of Monroe Greenthal Co., and Emil
Weiss, movie free-lance illustrator.

Rhoden Chides H'w'd Segments
Who Disavow AA Poll Results
Reports that some forces in Hollywood
would refuse to recognize the Audience
Awardschairman
poll results
"surprised"
na
tional
Elmermoved
C. Rhoden
to reminc
the dissidents that "our job is to entertair
the public. From the first days of the thea
tre, show business bests have been the pub
lie's favorites. We should welcome the op:
pcrtunity to hear from our audiences as t<
what pictures, stars and new perscnalitie
Commenting on the enlistment pledge
that
sent to every theatre in the cot
prefer."
they were
try, Rhoden stressed that signing of th|
pledge is "entirely voluntary" and no inc
cation of any pressure. Twofold purpose
the pledge, he said, was (1) to attain a clear
er idea of the number of participating thee
tres and (2) to blueprint theatres procedur
in the voting and "protect" the election.
'Glory' Tie-up Nets Big Displays
Some 2000 store windows will featui
RKO's "Glory" in a tie-up with Sortileg
Perfume, promoting the film all the way
to its Xmas release. Promotion will ha\
elaborate displays featuring the debut
"grown-up" Margaret O'Brien.
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The

"Bug-Eve"

Has

Bugs

Continued from Page 8)
less than Cinerama's. Both installations are huge, as far
s picture area is concerned. But whereas the angle of
I'ision (i.e., the panoramic field which the human eye must
lever) is some 146 degrees in Cinerama, it is only 128 decrees in Todd-AO even when the latter's "bug-eye" lens
(Is used. The intermediate lenses, employed for much of the
)hotography have a "range of 64, 48 and 27 degrees.
; Beth Todd and Cinerama spokesmen have been saying
(or some months that their processes are not directly ccmIpetitive. This is now amply borne out. From a visual
ITthough not a dimensional) viewpoint, Todd-AO more
liearly approaches CinemaScope than it does Cinerama. It
[possesses, however, the claritv and color richness of Vistal/ision. On the other hand, it has mere distortion than
l:ither CinemaScope or VistaVision, due to the screen's
I narked concavity. Because of that fact alone Todd-AO
l:annot be considered the ultimate in cinematic presentatl ion even for road-show purposes, for which it was prill narily designed.
And yet, no motion picture vet produced can boast a
i ;ound system comparable with Todd-AO's. It is outstanding. Hi-Fi enthusiasts will rave over it. It is rich and full
vithout being ostentatiously stereopho nic. It has none of
|:he ear-splitting blare and attention-diverting "off-stage"
effects of previous stereosound systems.
Done with Zest & Sparkle
We have all become so accustomed to Hollywood stereoyning that it comes almost as a shock to learn that the old
l:rick can still be turned: the trick, in this instance, is the
nspired direction by Fred Zinneman and the magnificienty imaginative photography directed by Robert Surtees.
Thanks to Zinneman the cast performs with a zest and
;parkie rarely seen today. Shirley Jones and Gordon MacRae are, in particular, fresh and vigorous as a morning
freeze. The gal is gorgeously unsophisticated. Their pairing in this picture is reminiscent of the heart-throb heyday
)f Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell, and Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy. Even without the Todd-AO
process this would have been a triumphantly successful
ilm, and the pity of it is that the general run of rank-andile exhibitors is to be denied the chance of presenting it
until it has spent itself as a road-show attraction.
Some critics have already remarked that "Oklahoma!"
vvili prove to be a "shot in the arm" for movies. But will
t? Surely any device, gadget or policy which siphons off
Hollywood's best product — and "Oklahoma!" will rank
among its ail-time best — for screening in a few handpicked theatres can do nothing to restore the movie-going
labit or make the neighborhood theatre the centre of community interest it once was.
For those interested in the technical aspects of ToddAO a few pertinent facts need to be recorded. The productive negative is 65mm and in the case of the Rivoli, sound
s carried on a separate strip with six tracks, five for screen
speakers and the other providing auditorium "effects"
frcm nineteen speakers. The taking camera, made by Mit-

Robert Surtees. head cameraman, adjusts lens of director Fred
Zinneman s 16mm home move camera on "Oklahoma .'" set,
while Todd-AO 1 JB-degree "bugeye"' lens stands nearby.
chell, is of standard design with a three-blade shutter
operating at 30 frames a second. The projector, deve7oped
by American Optical and the Dutch company of Philips,
has two motors, which can be switched fcr Tcdd-AO or
standard CinemaScope speed. The lens mounting is also
highly variable and a motorized focussing dev;ce has been
incorporated in the design for the automatic correction of
aberrations. The screen is a plastic-coated fabric with its
surface embossed with aluminum lenticles, the verticle
sections being cemented together with fibreglass tape.
Exhibition policy provides for two shews daily, with
three on Saturday, Sundav and holidays. All seats are reserved, and prices range from $2.75 and $3.50 in the orchestra to $1.50 and $1.75 in the balcony.
Has Astonishing

Vitality

It is never easy to determine precisely which ingredient
of a great film gives it the mark of distinction. The cutstanding Quality of "Oklahoma!" is its astonishing vitality.
Though this two hour and twenty minute effort was made
and re-made, cut and re-cut, recorded and re-recorded until
the cast must have been worn out before the can was finally closed, the end result has all the spontaneity of a picture which flowed through the cameras without a hitch,
and which was made by a band of tremendous enthusiasts.
The musical numbers — all of them by now classics of
operetta — are staged beautifully, with a rhythm and articulation which leave nothing to be desired,
A young lady of my acquaintance who knows nothing
of processes, and is as near average as dammit, attended
the premiere at my invitation and told me afterwards, "I
liked it much better than the play. Isn't that photography
breathtaking?" She apparently did net notice the imperfections— the elongation of the characters, the distortion
at the extremities of the film, the occasional color variation, the irritating scratches on parts of the print.
That just about sums it up; this is a wonderful piece of
entertainment — partly because of, party in spite of the new
process in which it has been filmed.
Film BULLETIN
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of clearance, and Congress will soon be

E. D. MARTIN

counting your receipts."
Exhibitors are in a position to help producers build box-office stars, he said, and
with mutual help exhibitors should "eventually reach an understanding with (producers) and a position of strength among ourselves, which will bring abcut an easing of
the problems we face." Experience has
proven that a "run to the government" attitude has been "worse than useless," Wolfson emphasized, stating that an ' industry
system of arbitration is on its way."
Turning to the subject of the attempt to
gain complete relief from the excise tax,
Wolfson wondered "how some people can
relegate to a position of unimportance the
matter of a 10 per cent increase in most of
their grosses, or a saving of 10 per cent for
their customers ... If we allow the principle
of this tax to remain in force then the slightest economic whim could again expend its
noxiousness to every theatre in the country."

Prior to the opening of the Theatre Owners of America convention in Los Angeles
October 6th, the organizations' board of directors met and voted on two important
matters. First, it elected as the next TOA
president, Myron N. Blank, and it adopted
a resolution opposing government interference in industry affairs.
Blank, president of Central States Theatre
Corporation and son of A. H. Blank, succeeds E. D. Martin, who was elected chairman of the board, replacing Walter Reade,
Jr. The board also re-named Samuel Pinanski honorary chairman of the board and Alfred Starr chairman of the executive committee.
Oppose Gov't Regulation
First major policy statement came on the
eve of the convention when the board released to the press its resolution against any
government regulation of industry operations. The resolution stated:
"We are of the belief that our inter-industry problems can be solved by friendly discussion as well as by arbitration and conciliation. In addition we will continue to
follow up our meetings with the presidents
and sales managers of the film companies
looking toward relief from our difficulties. If
we are unable to solve our pressing problems
in such fashion then we will have to seek
other forms of relief."
Wolf son Against
Government Intervention
Mitchell Wolfson, making the keynote address at the opening session, told the delegates: "We can settle our own differences"
and reiterated TOA's stand on government
intervention. "This handkerchief-tearing appeal for relief through law can be, and I am
convinced would be, the most damaging development we have ever faced," the Florida
circuit executive declared. "Let Congress
set your terms, and Congress will soon set
your prices. Let Congress count your days
Page 30
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Freeman Favors Meetings
An exhibitor-producer seminar was held
opening day with a panel consisting of Y.
Frank Freeman, Dore Schary, Steve Broidy,
Herbert J. Yates, Samuel Engel, president of
Screen Producers Guild, SAG representative
Gene Kelly and Screen Writers Guild vice
president James W. Ballan. Principal speaker was Freeman, executive head of Paramount studio, who said he welcomed any
meetings between the two groups which
would work to the advantage of all in the
industry. "When one branch of the industry
condemns another it doesn't help this industry," he declared. He said it could survive
"only if each branch is healthy and we have
confidence in one another and work together." Schary reported that the biggest
problem facing production is the story and
star supply, and that television is providing
stiff competition for both. Steve Broidy told
the delegates that Allied Artists will continue to make "B" pictures as long as there
is a demand. Republic president Yates asked
the delegates for their counsel in living down
its reputation for producing low budget films.
Pinanski Reveals Talk
With Humphrey
Samuel Pinanski informed the convention
that he had talked with Secretary of the
Treasury George Humphrey on the matter
of additional tax relief and that he had found
a sympathetic — though not encouraging—
ear. The COMPO executive said that ir
view of what Humphrey told him it woulc
seem that "the stage has been set for th«
industry to make an all-out effort for furthei
Pinanski voiced the plea that all theatre
men, regardless of affiliation, join the figh

WOLFSON
He warned that "over half the theatres in
this country are still serving as collectors for
a wartime excise tax," insisting: "We have
been in this penal servitude too long." On
the matter of product, Wolfson said the
past year has been particularly sporadic and
that the sellers' market they enjoy "finds the
distributor giving us fewer and fewer pictures with ever-increasing film rental demands." If distributors will not change their
philosophy he argued, it was up to exhibitors to utilize every means of increasing attendance and that they should encourage the
production of independently made and distributed pictures.
He cautioned distribution not to "kill the
goose that lays the golden egg" by depriving
exhibitors of enough profit to make theatres
inviting thereby ensuring good audiences and
good industry returns. He called upon selfreliance and hard work on the part of exhibitors and concluded: "The best advice to exhibitors to bring normalcy to the unreasonable pricing of films is a polite but firm
'NO!'."

to
wipe
the admission
in toto.
itrelief."
more out
important
to gettaxmore
tax "Isn'i
relie
rather than get the government into th>
business?" he asked. He called for full elimi
nation of the theatre ticket tax, and tol<

FREEMAN

Report

on

McGee Asks COMPO Support
Pat McGee, reporting on COMPO, called
for whole-hearted support of that organization, declaring that it must be maintained.
At a TOA board meeting earlier McGee was
■ designated alternate to Sam Pinanski on the
COMPO triumvirate. In reviewing the work
11of COMPO for the past year, McGee said,
B "It has proved it can do a job. By no means
Hmust you withdraw your support. COMPO
lis the single existing agency where all groups
[fin the industry can get together on items of
[(common interest. This is one thing about
COMPO not emphasized sufficiently." He
^ reported that COMPO is prepared to plunge
I into a new campaign against the admission
■ tax.
Advertising Seminar
One cf the liveliest sessions of the entire
convention was an advertising and promotion
seminar moderated by Frank Whitbeck, with
a panel consisting of David A. Lipton and
Jerome Pickman, representing production,
and Thornton Sargent, advertising-publicity
head for National Theatres, representing ex' hibition. Tempers flared when Pickman accused exhibitors of being "lazy" and not
carrying on their end of the business when
it came to promoting a picture. Cries of protest and shouts of "sit down" were heard
when Pickman stated: "You're not carrying
your load because you let George do it, you
let the distributors do it," ending with: "We
made you, you didn't make us." Pickman
went on to defend test engagements of pictures as the surest method of determining
their best exploitation possibilities. He reminded the delegates that the purpose of
such tests is to try to find a way to sell a picture to the advantage of the exhibitors.
Lipton, Universal-International vice-president, discussed the effect of modern living
on the pre-selling of pictures. He cited the
need for aggressive selling and pre-selling

the

TOA

Convention

because of the many changes in American
way of life: centralization of population, increase in installment buying, television and
home air-ccnditioning. The best way to
reach the potential movie audience, Lipton
said, is through racio, billboards and national magazines. He warned that TV selling
of films can prove a two-edged sword in that
"improper television selling, especially where
film clips are concerned, can be just as damaging as it can be helpful."
Sargant invited exhibitors and producers
to particinate in the sponsorship of a forum
for newspaper editors and critics slated for
late Fe'rruay in Hollywood. He urged exhibitors to exchange exploitation information,
do more selling to women and create unusual promotion idea.
Starr Asks Toll-TV Aid
A plea for more financial aid was made by
Alfred Starr, co-chairman of the Committee

tor group called the "unfair and uneconomic
practice of requesting bids on pictures before
exhibitors have had an opportunity to see the
pictures in question." The message read, in
part: "It is unimportant whether the consent
decree under which Warner Brothers is now
operating prohibits or does not prohibit this
vicious practice. It is not a question of legality and validity. It s solely a question of
whether Warner Brothers should take further advantage of a seller's market and compel exhibitors to bid unintelligently on pictures they have not seen." The wire concludes: "If this practice does not cease forthwith, we shall turn this matter over to our
general counsel and cause investigation of
our members' rights in the matter and shall
proceed accordingly."
Martin Admits Lack of
Allied-TOA Unity
ALFRED STARR
Against Pay-As-You-See TV. Reviewing
the fight against Toll-TV, Starr told the
members before the committee came into
existence public sentiment had been overwhelmingly in favor of pay-as-you-see TV,
and was now 20-to-l against, according to
polls. He expressed doubt that toll-TV will
become an issue in the coming presidential
campaign. "It is impossible to conceive that
either candidate would advocate that a vote
for him would mean a vote for a coin box
on your television set." But, Starr declared,
"If we are to stay in this fight, and we must
until every threat of Pay-to-See is permanently stamped out, we must have funds,
and I urge each one of you to help by giving us the necessary financial support."
Protests Warner

McGEE

LIPTON

Practice

Strongest action taken at the convention
was the sending of a telegram to Warner
Brothers protesting against what the exhibi-

In his statement as out-going president of
TOA, E. D. Martin reported that his administration had "worked hard to bring about
better understanding and unity of action between TOA and Allied," but admitted "the
paths toward achieving a single national organization are further apart." He blamed
this problem on the organizational make-up
of the two groups. Taking into account differences of the "personalities involved," Martin stated: "Until exhibitors think and act
for the betterment of the industry as a whole,
and not of themselves, only then will there
be unity in exhibition. And not until there
is unitv will the voice of exhibition be
heard." He felt the new arbitration plan "is
a step in the right direction" and although
"it does not include all of the principles we
originally sought, it does contain many good
The board cf directors voted approval of
the proposed industry arbitration proposal
system but neither the board nor the convention sessions dealt with the 16mm antitrust case now being heard in Los Angeles.
ones."
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
ALLIED ARTISTS
Sam Katzman. Director William Gasrle. Western. Tale
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
May
of
how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
sets
out
to
break
up
"revolution"
ring,
active
in
Co
Central America. 74 min. ming
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edwards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery businessman.
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
LAS
VEGAS
SHAKEDOWN
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Co.een
min. 7/25.
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
Gray. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
with international background, tiurlesque on Iron
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
SHACK OUT ON 101 [Wm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp. Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
SKAEENGA Eastman Color. Produced by George
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Michael. Man-killing leopard terrorizing natives is Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melotracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- COUNT THREE & PRAYOctober
CinemaScope, TecKnicolor. Van
ing shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Tec
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama
DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,e Peggie Castle, Forrest SUDDEN
Southerner
who fought
for North
during 102
Civilmin.War reDrake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornturns to become
the hometown
preacher.
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
JunParsons. Director Harold
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker Joins side of law mother field.
GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens
blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets DEVIL
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party ir
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne WORLD
END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
search of their lost friend encounters gang after trea
Morris. Producer- Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- Producer WITHOUT
Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from
sure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5 1
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Me.
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the dina,
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirati
July
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Pro- year 2508. 81 min.
seeks
May
falls in revenge
love withagainst
one of class-conscious
its members. 72 aristocracy
min. 10/3. an<
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
COLUMBIA
Leigh, Betty
Garrett,
Lemmon.
Kdhlmar.
Director
RichardJackOuine.
MusicalProducer
cbmedy. Frei
Ad
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
Anderion. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
ventures of two small-town girs who seek their for
tunes
in
the
big
city.
108
min.
9/19.
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in
November
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
2455,Wallace
DEATH ROW
William Director
& RobertFred
Campbell.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben CEIL
QUEEN
BEE
Joan
Crawford,
Barry
Sullivan. Drama.
Jerry Wal'
Producer
MacDonatd.
Sears.
Production.
Director
MacDouglall.
Th
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
Melodrama . Recounts life of criminal confined Six story of a domineeringRanald
woman
and
her
effect
on th
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters years
in
death
house.
77
min.
5/2.
lives of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min.
on the king's life. 61 min.
OF THE AFFAIR. THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson.
CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCarl
WICHITA
CinemaScope.
Print Walter
by Technicolor.
Joel END
Producer David Lewis (Coronadol. Director Edward TEEN-AGE
McCrea, Vera
Miles. Producer
Mirisch. DirecA Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melc
drama.
Youthful
thugs involve innocent girl in robber
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.
Man's
hate,
jealousy,
and
tor Jacgues Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders love
destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18. and murder. 77 min.
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
SEMINOLE UPR'SING Technicolor. George Montgom- THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicoloi
but
his
strict
rules
affect
merchants
who
plot
his
murder. 81 min.
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating G
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to Aldo
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Jap.
capture
warring Indian chief whom he had known
ComingLove and orphans evei
nese
girl
while on occupation.
August
as a boy. 74 min.
tually give soldier new perspective. 93 min.
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson,
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyBATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Nav
court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
back"
railroad
carrying
loaded
trucks
on
flatcars
is
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned h«i
sabotage victim of rival truck line «wrer. 80 min.
during
World War II.
PHENIX CITY STORY. THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. PnGrant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith, ducer
Sam
Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. A',
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceKim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
drama.
The
of a rampage
giant half-ape,
half-m;
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno venture
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
beast
who
goes
on story
a killing
until destroye
gambling den for fun becomes
real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
e
n
u
J
by
Jungle
Jim.
68
min.
PRIZE OF GOLD. A Technicolor, Richard Wldmark, Mai
FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Vict
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Director Mark LAST
September
Mature,Fadiman.
Guy Madison,
MayPreston.
liam
Director Robert
Anthony
Mann. Producer
Western. W I
Robson.
Melodrama.
G-I's
plot
to
steal
part
of
Nazi
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. gold
hoard discovered in Berlin. 98 min.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
dians hostile to advancing white men attempt to am
hilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former f
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
trapper who assumes command.
July O'Keefe, Abbe Lane,
WARRIORS. THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
CHrCAGO
SYNDICATE
Xavier
Cu^at.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katiman. Director Fred
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
I. F. E.
again fair
to damsel
bring peace
between85 England
and France and syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
save
in distress.
min.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
October
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim kill
men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Do
IT
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith GREEN
mentary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in S.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost Domergue,
Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- from
Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
reeord Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Manga
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred Macexplosion creates enormous sea monster which threatens
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Din® De Laurentiis
the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodra
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
Young
man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
August
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. A
owner
into town's
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
wife and unborn child are killed he avenges their
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson, Blake
Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director writes Edwards.
song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters
IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narrati
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. LOVE
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
Non professional players. Faro Film production. O
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
James
Stewart,
Arthur
Kennedy,
Cathy
O'Donnell.
Probus.
Portrayal
of various ways of love and women
ducer William Goetz. Director Anthony Mann. Western
WARRIORS, THE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Errol
Army captain puts aside uniform to search for 90
practice
them presented in "March of Time" st
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Pro- drama.
min.
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
duction. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbuckltale of 84action
Yearsing War.
min. and romance during the Hundred
ne Toren, Gino Ce .
MADDALENA Technicolor.
JuMarta
September
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
ITitanus Films, Rome).
Producer Giuseppe Bordo<.
November
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Director
Augusto
Genina.
Religious drama. Itall
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat mountain village Good Friday
pageant
Whiting Sisters. Producers Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
turned into sacrilegeComing
when prostitute
plansis toalrrlf/
shortage
leads
to
perilous
cattle
drive
through
country hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.
Goodwin. Musical. Gorgeous girls and tuneful music
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
in a romantic city. 73 min.
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Gran,
THEY COME FROM ANOTHER WORLD Superscope.
ger, Jean
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Maxwell Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter WanNEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL la Lux Film, Rome) Pa *
ger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant murdering his wife man plans to pin this and at- color.
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leor*
life
murder of himself on maid who knows of the Massine.Print
Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The hist/
live. drains
83 min. humans of all emotions but the will to murder. tempted
90 min.
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dar.
Film
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ne
AVY CROCKETT IWaltJuDisney)
Fess Parker, Buddy
(Ibsen. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Nor[lian Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
I tries
lamo about
hero. 95famous
min. Indian fighter, congressman and
ING DINOSAUR (Lippertl Bill Bryant, Wanda Curtis.
roducer Al Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science
liction. Rocket party of four lands on new planet,
ncounters prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to es' ape. 59 min.
July
ADY AND THE TRAMP IWalt Disney) CinemaScope,
technicolor.
Lee, Barbara
Larry ofRoberts,
ill Thompson.Peggy
Feature
Cartoon. Luddy,
The tale
a rolance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
ONESOME TRAIL, THE Lippertl Wayne Morris, John
|igar. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett.
[Vestern. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is
orced to fight for his property against land-grabbers
'ho have taken control of Western town. 73 min.
August
NO RELEASES
September
tPACHE WOMAN (American Releasing Corp.) Supercope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller,
roducer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
pache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
utl aws almost brings about further Apache massacre,
ivestigating
man brings peace to the
lountryside. 83Government
min.
EAST WITH 1.000.000 EYES (American Releasing
lorp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. Producerirector David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
>rom another world takes over minds of animals, birds
nd paople
in a deserted
min.' Dirk
IMBA
(Lippertl
J. Arthurdesert
Rank. village.
Eastman78 Color.
. ogarde.
9 min. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
October
.FRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Phojgraphed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Igar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
1 lateau country of Arfica. 75 min.
November
IAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
,:orp.) Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
,\dele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
cience-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic deo seek a duction
newof thelife.world and the conflict among them
Coming
OLD AND THE BRAVE. THE (Filmakers) SuperScope.
Vendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
•laurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
oster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
ariously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
f a battle in the Italy campaign.
MOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Proucer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
yrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
hip reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
VEAPON, THE (Filmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
'roducer Hal E. Chester.
An unsolved
nvolving a bitter U.S. warDrama.
veteran,
a Germanmurder
war
iride
and
a
killer
is
resolved
after
a
child finds a
oaded gun in bomb rubble.
vIETHD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
May

MARAUDERS, THE
Color. Dan
Jeff
.ichards. Producer Eastman
Arthur M. Loew, Duryea,
Director
Jerald Mayer. Western. Band of borderJr.killers
and
nsane
leader81 try
'astelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
'RODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
'urdom,
Lana Turner,
Dalton.
Producer
chnee. Director
RichardAudrey
Thorpe.
Biblical
drama. Charles
Based
>n the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
ne
■OVE ME OR LEAVE MEJuCinemaScope
EastmanColor.
Jons Day, James Cagney. Producer , Joe
director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical Pastrenak.
story
■t Roaring 20's singer Ruth Etting. 122 min. love
400NFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor.5/30.
Stewart
granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
ohn Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
.. feprotector
w!th English coast smugglers a young boy
mdj his
look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/16.
July
-OBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
l«iamark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
iouseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama,
-ontlict about lives of staff and patients
of small
mdwestern psychiatric clinic.
124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope. EastmanColor.
<:|eanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Jirtc.or Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
Hmost has her career destroyed
by polio. 106 min. 4/4
Film

August
KING'S THIEF. THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom, Ann Blyth, David Niven. Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier
attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reignof offortune
Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas
Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and rhetionarytreason
of
Benedict
Arnold during RevoluWar. 100 min.
September
BAR SINISTER. THE CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman
the Bowery. 88Hoffman.
min. 9/5.Adv&ntures of a bull terrior in
IT'S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope, Color.
Gene thurKelly, Dan Dailey, Dolores Gray. Producer ArFreed. Director Gene Kelly and
Donen.
hold reunion
Musical. Three World War II buddiesStanley
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
Hildegarde Neff, Donald
SVENGALI Eastman Color.
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
October
OUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous brothers in a mortal struggle for power
TENDER TRAP, THE Eastman Color, CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne, Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten.
young 'adymale.shows the different
devices used Comedy.
to catch aA reluctant
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Comi
Damon Runyon story and
Broadway
ng musical.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Proauc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
comedy
and pathos
medium of
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
May
PARAMOUNT

HELL'S phy.ISLAND
John Payne,PhilMary
MurProducersW-Technicolor.
Pine-Thomas. Director
Karlson.
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure.
Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
June 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart. June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
BH$*in. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
W-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Comedy-drama.
Story
of
Foy who
his
children into showbusiness whenEddie
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
August
WE'RE
NO ANGELS
W-Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan Bennett,
Aido Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart.
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Comedy.
Escaping
Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors whofrom
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
The tentative schedule of new releases
for November numbers 18, a figure considerably lower than this month's output
of 28. Allied Artists, Columbia and 20th
each have three features on the agenda,
while M-G-M, Paramount, and Warners
have slated two for release. More than
half of the program, 10, will be in color.
Ten films are in CinemaScope, four in
Superscope, one in VistaVision.
The breakdown for November:
8 Drama
3 Musical
1 Western
1 Comedy
1 Adventure
4 Melodrama

November
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor.
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous
store in booming Texas oil town.
104 min. department
10/3.
Coming
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmarle. Producer Robert
Em'mettchosen
Dolan.for Director
Lewis. Musical.
Two
girls
one roleRobert
in Broadway
show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.
COURT JESTER. THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
NormanGlynis
Panama
MelvinLansbury.
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. THE
nicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day.
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political
leads talking.
to kidnapping of young boy
from

VistaVision. TechProducer-director
assassination plot
to keep parents

ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne drama.
Baxter. Life
Producerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife
creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overWAR AND PEACE Vista Visioi, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, M
MelayFerrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director
King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert, Gloria DeHaven. Producer Frederick Brisson. Director Robert
HEPUBLIC
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resuming his profession and seeks to catch real thief to Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biogclear his name. 106 min.
raphy of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
October
DON
JUAN'SMichele
NIGHTPhilippe.
OF LOVEProducer
Raf Vallone,
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Pampanini,
Niccolo Silvana
Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume meloProduced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
Passion
and
intrigue
in
the
romantic
days
of
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric '»ats of Madame drama.
Pompadour.
Ulysses as taken from the Cdessey. 104 min. 7/11.
BULLETIN — THIS
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I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory, Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
June McLaglen, John Baer,
Kathleen
Crowley.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director William Whitney. CrimeWilliam
melodrama.
A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love. 70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800 ' s. 90 min.
July
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont.
Action 64melodrama.
International gang steals an
art treasure.
min.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richara Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal stcry of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom. I 10 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
60 min. jewels, double-crossing
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J.70 O'Sullivan.
Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
min.
October
MAN
ALONE,
A
Trucolor.
Milland,Western
Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Ray
Milland.
Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff's
home
turns
into
unexpected
sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself
96 min.
10/3.and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe'.l.
Rex, Paulof Muller.
Director
Ralph Murphy.
Ad>erruieJackConflict
a group
of hunters
and a
fanatic *iioe.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
Duke Production. Director AGeorge
Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect.
November
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A rector
Mickey
Rooney-Maurice
Production.
DiGeorge Blair.
Adventure Duke
melodrama.
Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immorta' composer Richard Wagner.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to steal
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director
Springsteen.
story
aboutR.twoG. people
who learnDrama.
to live Human-interes1
again.
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.
Film

May

QUEST FOR THE LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD Superscope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
and his 40 thieves. Love pairs
eRobertson-Forrest, Pricen
u
J
St. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
July
PEARL OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC Superscope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus.
Adventure
a plotandtoa steal
a treasure in black
pearls drama.
two whiteIn men
girl run
into
native
tabu's
and
sacrifices
but
relent
their
plan
and
remain on the island and get married. 86 min.
August
NO RELEASES
September
BINGAZI Superscope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
(Panamint Picturesl. Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John
Payne, Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming. Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helps
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
isthefinally
lost under
an band.
avalanche
and 10/3.
the American is
lone survivor
of his
96 min.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,NatGregory
Director
Tim
Whelan.bert, Producers
Holt andWalcott.
Lewis Rosen.
Drama.
Coming
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin
Joy King.
Lansing,
RudolphIrving
Hoyos.
Producer Frank Rivera,
& Maurice
Director
Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and howup each
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY Superscope,
Technicolor.
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Walter Brennan.
Producer-director David Greenwood,
Butler.
jcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1 19 min.
May
20TH

CENTUHY-FDX

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Langley.
girl marooned
onNoeldesert
island Comedy.
with threeAdventures
men. 88 min.of 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland,
Gilbert
Roland.
Producer-director
S. Bartlett.
Historical
drama.
Reckless
romance between
court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
drama. Buddy
102 min.Adler.
7/1 1.Director Samuel G. Fuller. MeloHOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small college and the fraternity house the fun begins.
89 min. 7/25.
LIFE IN A BALANCE, A (Panoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalb.in, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh encounters love and wrath of Elizabeth. 92 min. 8/8.
September
LEFT HAND OF GOD,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves th«
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.1
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form exto claim Cities
California
territory
for Spain,
cate fabledpeditions Seven
of Cibola
and found
missionsloin the new land. 103 min. 7/19.
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWiNG, THE CinemaScope
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richarc
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White b\
Harry Thaw.
LOVER
BOY 2D
GerrardP. Philioe,
Joar
Greenwood.
Producer
Graetz. Valerie
DirectorHobson,
R. Clement
British-made comedy. 85 min.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clarl
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Directoi
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civi
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bani
and they become partners in cattle. They head furthe
west and their adventures lead them among indians
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3
November
Portman,
Emlyn
Williams.
Producer
AlexandeEri'
DEEP
BLUE
SEA, Anatole
THE
Vivien
Kenneth
Korda.
Director
Litvak.Leigh,
Drama.
99Sismin.More,
GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Rober
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster
Drama.
VIEW FROM POMPEY'S HEAD, THE CinemaScope
Color by DeLuxe. Richard
Egan, Dana Wynter, Camero
Coming
Mitchell. Producer-director
Philip Dunne. Drama.
OASIS CinemaScope. Michele Morgan, Cornell Bo
May and Gerd Oswalc
chers.
Ludwig Waldleitner
DirectorProducer
Yves Allegret.
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope. _ Produce
Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco. Romantic dram.
UNITED

ARTISTS

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Albe
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspen:
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet j
racketeers, deathtraps, dangerous women. 105 min. 5/
ROBBER'S ROOST EastmanColor. George Montgomer
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Directi
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two differe
bands of rustlers plan to steal his cattle. He hir
bothother.
gangs82 asmin.ranch hands hoping one will kill cj
the
TIGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventu
Story
woman's 97 heroism
in 19th century Indi.
fight forof freedom.
min.
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejo
Director Lev
ProducerJetMichael
Evelyn
Foster. Keyes.
Aerial drama.
pilot in Baird.
Alaska amid harro
ing experiences rekindles love for ex-wife. 90 min. 5/

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
SEVEN YEAR ITCH. THE JuCinemaScope,
Deluxe Color.
ne
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman,
Billy Wilder.
Director when
Wilder.
room adventures
of husband
wifeComedy.
is away Bed-on
summer vacation. 105 min. 6/13.
BIG BLUFF, THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickei>
Producer-director
Rosemarie
Hutton,
Robert
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
70 min.
Thriller.Bowe.
Suspense
Lee Wilder.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Anthony Steel, Jack Warne
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek- BREAK TO FREEDOM
Angel. Direct
M. from
Daniel
Producer
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love with Robert
Beatty.Drama.
Nazi pris
escape
Daring
Lewis Gilbert.
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
camp during World War II. u88nmvi.
J e
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
>THELLO Orson Welles, Michael Mac Liammoir, Suzane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
f Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 6/13.
EA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
'<irk
Bogarde, Anthony
Steel. Producer Daniel M.
.ngel.
I ircraft. Director
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
UMMERTI ME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Ros, ano Brazzi. Producer 11y a Lopert. Director David
ean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro>
lance and new perspective on life vacationing in
enice. 99 min. 6/27.
July
IAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS. THE Technicolor.
,toira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
osef Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musial. 89 min. 8/8.
IOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
jHitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zeal' ersonal
us doctortragedy.
who gains
perspective
135 min.
6/27. on his practice thru
HADOW OF THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
[.reene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Have,>ck-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama,
lussian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
val for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
•ith his victim. 92 min. 9/5.
August
ENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
ancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
lecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
[/est interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
L civilize ' ' them. 104 min. 7/25.
AKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
I nne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxrell Shane. Melodrama. 84 min. 8/22.
September
i ESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
ileeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
Iroduction. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
joreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
ILLER'S KISS
Silvera, Director
Jamie Smith,
IreneKubrick.
Kane.
, ubrick-Bousel Frank
Production.
Stanley
Irama.
Young
boxer
and
dance
hall
hostess
get
inlolved with kidnappers. 67 min.
' IGHT OFLillian
THE HUNTER.
THE Robert
Mitchum, Director
Shelley
Winters,
Gish. Producer
Paul Gregory.
harles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
October
iORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
,ohn Hudson. Bel-Air Productioi. Producer Howard w!
och. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min.
•ENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Pro'ucers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert
I irector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show Waterfield.
girls flee
)> Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
' volved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.
AVAGE PRINCESS (Technicolor. (Filmed in India I .
t-oducer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
J|gainst
) I min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
IAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling,
oducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
II finally
min. stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
Coming
LEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
; chard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dan| elle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rosseri. Epic
I•amatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
THE Forsythe,
CinemaScope, TechI MBASSADOR'S
color. Olivia de DAUGHTER,
Havilland, John
Loy.
i oducer-director Norman Krasna. RomanticMyrna
comedy,
liemgryaffairs
G. I.of a diplomat's daughter and a romance-AST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
i uy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
id Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
| :tion thriller.
,G KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
'inters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
10/3.
];hind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. Drama.
JDIAN FIGHTER. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
,ouglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. WesJ■oducer
rn adventure.
!SS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
>bert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
oducers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Dictor Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
hath of two young sisters in wealthy family.
j'HILE
SLEEPS Producer
Dana Andrews,
Rhonda
eming, THE
GeorgeCITYSanders.
Bert E. Freidlob.
rector Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes news| iper story.
TAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walce. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
I dventure.
iAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
ina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
irector Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense
Uout injured trapeze star who conquers feardrama
and
lakes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.
Film

May

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
CULT OF THE COBRA Faith Domergue, Richard Long.
Producer Howard Pine. Director Francis Lyon. Fantasy
melodrama. Woman who can change herself into cobra
wreaks vengeance on Americans who violated secrets
of Asiatic snake cult. 82 min. 4/4.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane. 87 min. 4/18.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization
for study,
where it goon".
escapes
82 min.
A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A n&eC are stranded in Egypt
Ju with thieves out to steal
where they become involved
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISEEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 'h min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls
in love with handsome adventurer. Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during
9/5. dangerTO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.
November
LADY
GODIVA
Technicolor.
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
GeorgeDiNader, rector
Victor
Producer
Arthur.
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famousComing
horseback ride. 89 min.

SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. John
Wayne, Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighter is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in fine of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
June
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor.
Randolph Scott,
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Director
Lesley
Selander.
Western.
Revenge-seeking
Montanan
returns
inflicted obsessed
on him. 83withmin.burning
5/16. desire to right a wrong
JulyRedgrave, Richard Todd.
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
Aerial war drama. Scientist believes World War II
can
possibly
be
shortened
The RAF undertakes the task.by102penetrating
min. 7/11. Ruhr Dams.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Howard
Producer-director
Collins. Recounting
Dewey
Hawks. Martin,
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda. James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard
ship anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123a cargo
min. 5/30.
August
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.
McCONNELL STORY,September
THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Producer-director
William
Wellman. Lauren
Drama. Bacall.
American
merchant marine
captainA.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China
an ancient
ferry 115boatmin.through
. . . thein Formosa
Straits.
10/3. "Blood Alley"
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
A CAUSE CinemaScope, WarnerWITHOUT
REBEL Color.
James Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Weisbart. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of
juveniles between themselves, their parents, the law.
I I I min.
November
I DIED A THOUSAND TIMES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Ex-conMelodrama.
Director
Goldbeck.
vict helps and
falls Stuart
in loveHeisler.
with young
crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace, Joanne
Dru, Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Pianist
overcomes deafness Coming
to win musical fame and pretty
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Weisbart. Director WalProducer David
Abel. Melodrama.
Walter
ter Doniger.
Young bookie sentenced to
also in jail
Combination
of
head
by
girl. iswhobrutalized
jail
and
fears he will talk. His wife threatened he atCombination.
of
end
about
brings
tempts escape which

NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
WARNER
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in
Good

Morning*

co-starring
Miss Dove
ROBERT STACK
COLOR by DE LUXE

CiNemaScoPE
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A.
Of

Uonyrvss
Exhibition

At a time when exhibition is sorely in need of a devout community of
purpose and interest, it seems to be
splitting further and further apart.
Instead of rallying; together behind
a common cause in common spirit,
we hear only the bitterest denunciations by one proup against the
other. Caustic exchanges, recriminations, personality dissections —
these public airings of private
matters have become almost daily
events in the trade press and by
bulletin.
What, we ask, is to be gained by
this abhorrent mode of newspaper
politiking? Nothing — but perhaps
the personal satisfaction of a few individuals, and even this is questionable, for last words have a habit of
stretching into perpetuity. What, on
the other hand, is lost by such disharmony? An immeasurable lot.
Through its petty spats exhibition
inevitably splits itself into isolated
islands of power and interest, palpably draining itself of its potentials
of bargaining power in dealing with
film companies, with competition,
with legislatures and with those who
might inflict any sort of harm on the
industry at large. The rank and file
is finding its patience sorely tried,
and, witnessing clashes at the personality level, may soon despair of
the leadership and withdraw. But
above all, this conflict serves as an
engraved invitation to distribution
to go its own way, without too much
concern about an exhibition branch
so unhappily divided.
The issue of a single national exhibitors' organization has swung
into the limelight again with TOA
president Mike Blank's avowed objective to "help promote and aid in
bringing into existence a single trade
organization representing all exhibitors". While the imminent Allied
States convention has chosen to ig-

nore the issue in its prepared agenda, there is every likelihood that
there will be a great deal of talk
about it among the exhibitors present, for it is a pitch directly to them.
Whatever its merits, FB believes
the issue should be considered in the
interest of exhibitor unity and
strength. Toward that interest, however, we must, for all practical purposes, accept the thesis of two national theatre organizations rather
than one. But we would add one
significant factor —
sneaks for both.

a voice that

It is unwise to shrug off the very
evident fact that within exhibition's
ranks there is a variety of interests,
not all of which run parallel. What
may be advantageous for the large
chain, may not be desirable for the
small independent. What may seem
the proper approach to his problem
for one theatreman, may be wrong
for another. Thus, it would be well
for theatremen to have two organizations, either of which they may
turn to for solution of the problems
they feel will be to their own best
interests. Thus, there would be
room for honest differences of
opinion.
While there is no gainsaying the
potent bargaining power of a single
national exhibitor group, a bi-organizational arrangement with welloiled machinery to effect decisions
on parallel interests can be even
stronger, healthier, and more lasting.
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We have a notable precedent for
this in our two-party system of Government. Both Republicans and
Democrats are working toward the
greater good for the United States
and its citizens, despite a variety of
interests and approaches in each
party. On important issues, and particularly those that are patently advantageous to the citizenry as a
whole — or reoresent a threat to the
country — the bi-partisan policy prevails. In the face of this unity, no
outside force has ever been able to
impose its will on this country. Yet
no one — except you-know-who —
would think of adopting a one-party
system to make the country stronger.
The two-party system would be
chaotic, however, without this machinery to effectuate their decisions.
The National Congress is the instrument for airing our problems and
formulating the nation's course of
action.
Exhibition has its two major
parties, and some minor ones, but
they lack the machinery to make the
weight of their importance felt upon
the industry as a whole. The missing link is a congress — a Congress of
Exhibition, if you please.
Let us consider a rough blueprint.
The Representatives to this Conof directhe boards
might be and
torsgress
of Allied
TOA, plus one
delegate from each unaffiliated regional exhibitor group. Or they
might be elected by the memberships of each ©rganization at their
annual conventions. Sessions would
be convened quarterly or semi-annually at specific times. Special sessions would be called by a small
governing committee when necessary. The Representatives to the
Congress of Exhibition would bring
proposals from their constituents for
discussion, clarification, action. As
the areas of agreement are reached
on these proposals, they would become the voice of exhibition, making itself heard in a unity never
(Continued on Page 8)
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On the side of fact seme especially
before achieved in the history of the
cogent thoughts were added at the
movie industry. The impact of the
hearings in Los Angeles by Spyros
Skouras. They help to put the lie to
Congress' decisions would undoubtedly be great. In effect, the deterthe government's case. In reviewing
minations of this body would bear
much of the period over which the
ail the urgency inherent in the wants
alleged conspiracy is supposed to
of some 18,000 theatres. We believe
have occurred, Mr. Skouras said in
the leaders of production and distrihis testimony: "The impact of television was so violent that boxoffice
bution would heed most respectfully
the resolutions of this Congress, and,
declined to such an extent that almost 6,500 theatres closed down
perhaps, even solicit its guidance.
It is not intended that the Congress of Exhibition would intrude
upon the autonomy of the individual organizations. The purpose is to
establish liaison, to obviate the clash
of personalities that has been a
stumbling block to unity, and to
create machinery for organized action. Each group would be free to
pursue its own policies, while the
Congress would become the honorable meeting ground where mutual
policies are coordinated into the asserted policy of exhibition.
Fiim BULLETIN asks the serious consideration of the leaders of
exhibition for establishment of a
Congress of Exhibition. A grave
need exists.
Ship

urns

Testimony
From the very beginning, the government's 16mm case against the
film companies shaped up as a battle
of conjecture vs. fact. On the side of
conjecture stands the government
position that because film companies
refused traffic with television that
refusal per se resulted from a compact between the companies. Such
agreement, claims the Department
of Justice, constituted a conspiracy
to restrain trade. To hear the government tell it, you might imagine
that the film companies, in rejecting
the pleadings, the proffers and the
blandishments of the television interests had deprived TV of its godgiven birth-right. The logical view
that simple, sound business sense
dictated the course of the film companies somehow escaped the bright
lawyers who framed the Government's case.
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within three years' time . . ." Had
the financially beleaguered studios
then yielded to easy temptation and
sold their feature films to television,
Mr. Skouras estimates that the majority of the smaller theatres, 8,000
to 10,000 perhaps, would have
darkened their marquees for good.
From

these facts, the incontrovertible statistics of the movie depression, one great truth becomes
clear : the film companies did not
have to conspire to reach the unmistakable conclusion that TV dealings
would sound the death knell of their
greatest market. And, even in those
darker days, the revenue potential
from theatres so far outstripped any
offers heard from TV as to make
comparison ridiculous. Hollywood,
like any other non-charitable enterprise, follows the hard-profits formula. It has avoided television commerce because that course makes

The

Ait

f On the Uses of TV
Film producer William Schorr, recently in New York, tossed out some
comments in a discussion with the
press that cast light on the use and
conception of TV. Schorr, who has
recently completed production of Kirk
Douglas' "The Indian Fighter," for
United Artists release, proposed that
TV might be effectively used to do for
feature-length filming what "out-oftown" openings do for Broadway
shows. TV thus could function as a
film.
"try-out" for a prospective theatreHe saw his idea — indeed, his plan —
as providing financial assistance for
film producers, and particularly, foi
independents, for whom film-financing
is a greater problem. TV, which requires atremendous programming output would welcome the opportunity to
film Hollywood properties, to "snatch
stories and scripts", and then, perhaps,
to enter into a kind of financialpartnership when feature-length production gets under way.
Schorr's plan would have TV providing a show-case for the potential
theatre film, with reaction to the TV
show suggesting the b.o. appeal, as
well as providing their own much-welcomed money. The film producer is
sure his plan will work . . . and in the
very near future.
It might be pointed out that something along these lines was illustrated
by the recent summer series of the
Lux TV Theatre, which dramatized,
weekly, major studio properties on
which production is not definitely set.

economic sense, dictated by the economic self interests of each film
company. Mr. Skouras is widely regarded as the greatest champion of
exhibitor interests in the film ranks,
yet there could be little doubt that
his strong sympathy for exhibition
would, perforce, have been put aside
in the face of his company's own
future economic considerations. For
20th-Fox, as well as for all movie
producers, economic prosperity
means preservation of the exhibition
market. It did not require a combine
of movie-maker minds to make this
elementary deduction. Where profits
are concerned, the thinking of individual management is surprisingly
similar.
For the government to now brand
as conspiracy the refusal of one industry to enrich a competitor at the
(Continued on Page 12)

Goldwyn Speaks
Samuel Goldwyn remarked at the
recent Radio-TV Executives Club
Luncheon, in answer to a question
from Ed Murrow, that criticism of
Hollywood's TV work was "fully justified". It was a frank appraisal, and
must have been gratifying to the assembled TV audience, but Goldwyn
might have pointed to the success of
the two most recent entries — first,
20th-Fox's work, and secondly, and
less importantly, "Alfred Hitchcock
Presents." The "Twentieth CenturyFox Hour" is shaping up as a very
strong entry. Promising in their debut
presentation
"Cavalcade,"
the stuaio
came across ofwith
a fine version
of
"Laura". The Fox show is the first of
the majors' contributions to really look
good. It's a most welcome improvement. Ditto for Hitchcock's work.
— Dick Bretstein

HERBERT
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fashioned portrait of Hollywood that
was painted in lurid colors, and today is to reality what AnheuserBusch's famous painting of Custer's
Last Stand is to modern representa-

Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 8)
expense of its established, higher
paying customers makes weird logic,
indeed. The Department of Justice
would do well to review its economics textbooks — and, perhaps,

Theretional art."
can be little defense of the
publicity and advertising practices
of which Mr. Schary speaks other
than to point out that certain of the
basest promotional devices have a
history rooted in boxoffice success.
To do away with these requires the
development of entirely new standards of promotion and exploitation
capable of insuring equal, if not
greater, success. This is purely an
internal problem of the studios and
their advertising arms.
But the other evil of which Mr.

bone up a bit on Mr. Skouras' statistics.

Schary
On

Our

i*. H-

Dore Schary has called motion
picture public relations "a shambles". In reality the Metro production chief is only half right. For the
public relations that exists is a
shamefully minor amount of the potential which our industry, by its
unique nature, merits. Nonetheless,
Mr. Schary deserves the warmest
praise for using his good offices in
bringing into the open perhaps the
most elementary problem that
Hollywood must face if it is to ward
off the hammer blows of competition
— the question of its standing and
reputation in the national community. And by the kindest reckoning,

Schary speaks touches every corner
of the industry. Before we would do
away with the popular impression of
Hollywood, let us consider what we
would make of it. TV, through its
Godfreys, Garroways and Aliens,
has struggled to make it the medium
of the common man, peopled with
common men. Into the living room
has come the guy next door. Much
of filmdom's glitter and, yes, success derives because it is the antithesis of Main Street, U.S.A. — a
never-never land where dreams
grow on every papaya and palm.
Throw out the impurities, the salaciousness, yes, but retain the flying
carpet glamour. In this department
Hollywood is forever one up on TV.
In the overall scheme of things,
however, the industry suffers not so
much from the P.R. it perpetrates
as from the P.R. it does not create.

Mr. Schary's and others yet to unburden themselves, it's a sorry mess.
Of the industry's existing public
relations, Mr. Schary singled out
two especially deleterious practices,
one active, the other passive. On the
active side he sharply criticized the
continued use of "cheap and tawdry
publicity", more often than not interlaced with the grossest attempts
at exaggeration and hyperbole. On
the passive side, Mr. Schary struck
at the industry's complacency in
permitting an anachronistic image
of Hollywood to stand so long. Said
he: "Too few have contributed not
enough to breaking down the old-
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Oklahomgi!9
Now that the Todd-AO process,
used for "Oklahoma!" at New
York's Rivoli Theatre, has been
given a fair chance to prove itself, it
may fairly be said that it is a thoua hurry.
sand pities it was launched in such
The print employed for the opening— and on which the Press was invited to base its criticisms — has been
withdrawn for correction. Portions
of it were irritatingly "rainy", there
was distortion and, here and there,
color variation was noticeable.
Now that a contact print has been
substituted, these faults have, to all
intents and purposes, disappeared.
There is no more distortion now
than is inherent in, say, the average
21-inch television screen. Thus, the
tremendous scope and panoramic
beauty of the process become
strongly marked.
The pressures which build up in
a venture like this — financial and
otherwise — invariably lead to the
decision to avoid further delay, and
to go ahead despite known imperfections. We imagine this was the
case with Todd-AO. The American
Optical Company's engineers were
hampered in their laboratory work

Certain films enjoy a degree of public relations, as also do personalities

by the Connecticut floods. Installation of the new concave screen in
the theatre (for which the print had
to be custom-made) proved difficult.
A postponement of, say, one month
more might have prevented the technical faults seen at the premiere. On
the other hand, other troubles might
have been provoked.

by dint of the columns and magazines. But the film medium, that
element hungering public relations
most, goes curiously unpublicized.
It is in this province that we must
put our P.R. brains to work.

The main thing is that "Oklahoma!" can now be seen in all its
glory and the process stands out as
a major technical advance which
cannot fail to stimulate public interest in movies generally.
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BIRTH OF AN INVESTMENT. The struggle of birth
is an unending drama. And never is the drama so thick or
the life-struggle so groaning as when the new-born greets
the gray world air in the shape of a commercial enterprise.
It begins life by defying a variety of demons. The business
mortality tables scream down: "Better stay unborn!" The
cynics exchange sly winks; competition grows the herbs
and mixes the potions of death in child-birth. If it is fortunate enough to survive nativity, its troubled times are only
just begun. For nothing born of man's body or mind is at
birth so absolutely hapless, so utterly helpless, so desperately dependent uDon the strength and stock of its begetters as the commercial babe-in-arms. In actuality it is
born an unliving thing, a mere nut and bolt and brick and
mortar image of parents, whose lips breath animation into
its unstirring form. Later, much later, comes life as the
entity's personality emerges and self-sufficiency sets in.
Then, fat and affluent, no longer needing parental bulwarks, the enterprise may view without sentiment the
passing from the scene of its founders as foster parents
called stockholders step in. The drama, however, runs
deepest in the beginning of the cycle, in the ordeals of
birth and in survival of the infant.
O
One such little drama unfolded recently in the unveiling
of Todd-AO. Scattered among the towers of Manhattan
were four separate offices experiencing a common paternity: Magana Theatres., Todd-AO, Rogers & Hammerstein
and Mike Todd Productions. Each had in one way or another fertilized the embryo which was now about to wiggle
suddenly out of darkness and into the glare of public
opinion. In a way, these offices had much to fear. This
was no ordinary industrial creation. In "Todd-A Oklahoma" they had fashioned a proposition that promised to
make people happy. This is no light warranty. An entertainment commodity, unlike utilitarian commodities produced by industry in general, comes into the market under
the most brutal beams of scrutiny. Newspapers do not
print reams of copy about a new brand of canned peas,
comment on every aspect of its flavor, size, packaging and
price. Only the consumer evaluation magazines dare editorialize the quality of auto industry's new cars. But an
entertainment vehicle apparently belongs in the public
domain, and as such, must suffer commentary, kind or
otherwise, from all who have access to some communicative medium. Much profit may thus be derived by lucky
backers, and also much harm. An unkind press often means
a project dies aborning.
0
Sitting in unsmiling judgment behind the press were
the money men, the custodians of the purse strings, and
from their analysis would ride the answer to further funds,
to ensuing stock deals — in general to the future financial
welfare of the Todd mode of cinema presentation. Thus,
Wall Street would have to be weathered, too. And then
there was the oublic. Not calculated to relieve tensions in
the four Todd-interested offices were the carloads of advance publicity most of which had the inevitable effect of
moving early attendees to say: "Just show me, I dare you."
With some $10 to $12 million in equipment development,
production costs and overhead at stake, the tension in the
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By Philip K. Ward
four offices must have been heavy. The most seasoned
and hard-bitten hoped, perspired and waited. Men, regardless of eloquence and mundane bearing, are, after all, men.
"Todd-A Oklahoma" was delivered under very shakey
obstetrics. Technical deficiencies were apparent at once.
Public relations deficiencies equalled the technological.
The press accommodated in unflattering kind. "Oklahoma", as a film, was praised, the medium generally disparaged.
Alert management saved the day. They insisted that the
Tcdd-AO defects resulted from a series of unfortunate
circumstances, all happily reoairable. While a technical
critique is not germane to this tale, it can be reported that
most of the faults found in the first showings at the Rivoli
Theatre in New York: print scratches, jiggling, color disharmony, and figure distortion, have been corrected. As
observed by the untutored eye of this writer nearly two
weeks following the original presentation, the Todd-AO
effect is strikingly effective. It is not the millennium in
film projection; nothing can be in a dynamic technological
society in which overnight innovations seem commonplace.
Todd-AO is, for this viewer, the most technically perfect
and emotionally-inspiring system engineered to date.
O
If modifications and improvements continue, and the remaining minor bugs are removed, this process stands a
good chance of becoming a serious competitor to other
projection systems in deluxe theatres. The cost today, we
are told, of two projectors, sound and screen runs approximately $25,000. By Cinerama standards this is cheap;
against CinemaScope it is costly. Retarding mass installations isanother crucial factor — lack of films in the ToddAO process. It will be several years before a sufficient
supply of pictures is available to interest the operator of
any subsequent-run theatre. Meanwhile, a long-running
"Oklahoma" should be enough to corral one deluxe operation in each major city around the world.
O
Where does the investment prospect look best? Financial Bulletin would suggest a commitment in shares reflecting Todd-AO earnings. This company handles equipment sales and will license producers to film in the process. Investors will have to get in through side doors.
Todd-AO at present is privately held (Magna Theatres
62l/2 percent, American Optical 37*4 percent), but it may
soon offer shares to the public. Magna Theatres (Over
the Counter, approx. $7) looks like a good bet. As distributor, itshares in "Oklahoma" revenues and plans additional productions. American Optical is, of course, less
speculative owing to its diversification in established fields.
Somewhere in the complex ramification of this new movie
system there is money to be made.
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dynasty, and the evil "Queen Bee" driving everyone to
despair. It's all rather broad, but consistently popular
material. Black-and-white lensing has appropriate mood.

"I Died a Thousand Times"
Sci4iHtte 1£*Uh? GOG

MacDougall's direction is firm and sure, and the acting is
competent. Jean Louis' rich costuming provides a further
satisfaction for the fern trade. Heads-up exploitation will
insure good returns. Young, innocent Lucy Marlow arrives for a visit at the home of her relatives in Atlanta. It
soon becomes evident to her that things are not as they
should be. Miss Crawford is the center of a household consisting of her dipso husband, Barry Sullivan, his sister,

Remake of "High Sierra" still has plenty of appeal. Action,
suspense, strong projection of personalities. Solid b.o.

This remake of "High Sierra", one of the classic suspense melodramas, again conveys a great deal of the excitement, tension, and emotion of the original. The story of
the pathetic involvement of "Mad Dog" Earle in crime,
which leads to his death, is dynamic and forceful actiondrama, convincing and interesting all the way. And it has
the further advantage of being profoundly moving. On one
level, this is a crime melodrama with plenty of action and
suspense for all thriller lovers. Beyond that, the story has
significance for class audiences, as well and rates as a solid
entry in all markets. The addition of CinemaScope and
WarnerColor, with the majestic background of the California Rockies registering strongly, is an important plus
factor. Lensing is sharp and effective throughout. W. R.

Betsy Palmer, and latter's fiance, John Ireland. Passage of
time reveals Joan's insane, ruthless possessiveness. Learning that Ireland and Betsy are to be married immediately,
she tells Betsy that Ireland had once been her lover, driving the girl to suicide. As things become more intolerable, Sullivan, who had been tricked into marrying Crawford, decides to kill her, by driving their car off a cliff.
Ireland guesses his plan and substitutes for Sullivan, killing himself and Crawford. Marlow and Sullivan, who are
in love, are left to begin a new life together.
Columbia. 95 minutes. Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan, Betsy Palmer, John Ireland,
Lucy Marlow. Produced by Jerry Wald. Directed by Ranald MacDougall.

Burnett's script is an affecting piece of writing, and director Stuart Heisler has handled his highly competent cast
(strong in marquee values) with good results. Jack Palance and Shelley Winters, in the leads, deliver punch and
feeling in their emoting, and Heisler has also kept film's
long running-time (109 minutes) moving freely and excitingly. This is a first-rate production from all points of
view, with plenty of saleable qualities. Palance, released
from prison, is driving to California to stage, unwillingly,
another robbery. He meets boss Lon Chaney and associates Lee Marvin and Earl Holliman, as well as their friend,

3<t4i*4*4 'RctiiH? OOO
Colorful production of the Scott novel has strong entertainment values for the general market, and better-than-average
for class trade. Well-acted, fast-paced and with humor.

Shelley Winters. Winters, who is also "lost", appeals to
Palance, and he accepts her as second-best when young
Lori Nelson, whose lameness he has helped cure, rejects
him. The job is pulled off successfully, but Marvin and
Holliman are killed, another accomplice turns evidence,
and the alarm for Palance is out. Separating from Winters,
he flees to the Sierras, where, single-handed, he tries to
hold off the police. Winters arrives to see him killed.

Based on Walter Scott's classic of medieval romance,
this is a consistently entertaining film, done with verve,
humor, and color. It is, in fact, a good deal more fun than
the novel. Credit the generally dependable Pandro S. Berman with an intelligent and tasteful production, which
makes superb use of French and English locations, photographing the original chateaux themselves in a rich,
flowing, CinemaScope-Eastman Color lensing. Robert

Warner Bros. 109 minutes. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters, Lori Nelson, Lee Marvin, Gonzalez Gonzalez. Produced by Willis Goldbeck. Directed by Stuart Heisler.

Ardrey's script takes a humorous poke at the period's
dwindling chivalry, giving it an uncommonly light touch
for an adventure costumer. Director Richard Thorpe keeps

"Quentin

a spirited pace throughout, culminating in an off-beat
battle as Robert Taylor and Duncan Lamont fight with
battle-axes, swinging in bell-ropes atop a burning castle.
Robert Taylor is good in the title role, and the predominantly British supporting cast is first-rate, with Kay Kendall eye-filling as the lady love, and Robert Morney and
George Cole effective in comic roles. Scotchman Taylor is
sent to France to win the hand of wealthy countess Kay
Kendall for his elderly uncle. Miss Kendall opposes being
forced into marriage with anyone, and flees to the palace

"Queen Bee"
ScuiKCM IZattH? GOO
Fern trade will go for this Joan Crawford meller, with the
star cast as an evil woman. Strong exploitation angles.
This Jerry Wald production is obviously designed to
show off Joan Crawford in her familiar and most popular
wicked-woman role. Based on a novel by Edna Lee,
"Queen Bee" enables the star to run through her longestablished emotional repertoire to good effect. She's evil,
cruel, grasping — and the performance should wow her
many fans, particularly the ladies. On the strength of the
Crawford characterization alone, this spells good boxoffice,
but in addition she is surrounded by a highly attractive
cast, the production is handsome, and the Ranald MacDougall script (he also directed) is meaty enough to satisfy audiences, with its depiction of a crumbling Southern
GcuiKtte Katat?
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of King Louis XI (Morley) for protection. But she becomes apolitical issue between Morley and his Bergundian
opponents. Pragmatically ruthless Morley arranges to
have her waylaid by professional thief Duncan Lamont and
his men, sending Taylor along for "protection". Taylor
and Kendall fall in love, and Taylor overcomes Lamont.
They persuade Morley to let them marry.
MGM. 101 minutes. Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Directed by
Richard Thorpe. Produced by Pandro S. Berman.
©

©
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The
Tender
Scuuten IZctfiKf O O

Trap'
O O

Scintillating

Comedy

Hit

Scintillating farce-comedy with topflight cast. Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds make a great team and strong marquee. Laden with exploitables. Should roll up big grosses
in metropolitan situations; less in rurals, action houses.
Metro has a real winner in this version of the Broadway
show. Based on the Max Shulman-Robert Paul Smith
play about the "tender trap" woman sets for man leading
to matrimony, the Lawrence Weingarten production is a
rollicking, delightful farce and has strong boxoffice values.
The war between the sexes hasn't been given such lively
treatment in a long time. It is a gay show laden with exploitation angles that offer the showman a wealth of selling opportunities. Designed for metropolitan audiences,
it should roll up top grosses in the big city houses and do
well above-average in the hinterlands. Julius Epstein's
adaptation is witty, glib and consistently entertaining.
The production's most notable asset is the casting. The
combination of Frank Sinatra and Debbie Reynolds, one
senses after watching them for only a few minutes, will
have far-reaching popularity. They are a dynamic team,
perfectly cast, and they should have audiences rushing to
the wickets. This pair is backed up by two of the most
charming and talented performers in the business — David
Wayne and Celeste Holm, who come across most effectively in their distinctive fashions. Miss Holm who graces
every film in which she appears, is a sheer delight. When
this quartet is working together, the effect is scintillating,
fast, wonderfully amusing comedy playing. Director
Charles Walters has done a splendid job keeping everything in hand. He never allows the procedings to get overboard while extracting all the humor out of the situation.
There are no "dead"' spots between the laughs; they keep
flowing. Weingarten has kept everything in the production at top level. Paul Vogel's lensing — in CinemaScope
and Eastman Color — is bright and eye-catching, altogether
appropriate to the gay mood of the story. Helen Rose's
costuming job is an additional asset. Jeff Alexander's
score is effective, and a title song has been supplied by

Sinatra carefully looks over Debbie Reynolds, wandering if
she is worth the sacrifice of the "high life" he enjoys so much.
Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen — "Love Is A
Tender Trap" — which the four principals sing in snatches
at the beginning and end. It sounds like it might make the
"hit" class, particularly in the Sinatra rendition. With all
these plus values, "The Tender Trap" shapes up as one of
Metro's big money films of the year.
Story concerns Sinatra, a theatrical agent, and his obsessive attempts to resist marriage. Living in a fashionable apartment, with girls in and out all day, he has found
what he believes to be a Utopian way of life. His college
friend. David Wayne, temporarily separated from his wife
and children, pays Sinatra a visit. Wayne is highly impressed with Sinatra's setup, as he sees beauties Jarma
Lewis and Lola Albright bring his friend gifts. He is particularly struck with Celeste Holm, a concert violinist, who
has also set her sights for Sinatra. The latter suddenly
comes across Debbie Reynolds, a new client, who boldly
announces to him her plans for marriage, refusing to date
Sinatra because he seems an unlikely candidate. Sinatra's
interest is piqued and he is soon romancing Debbie, but
flees when she tries to reform him. Meanwhile, Wayne
has been seeing a great deal of Celeste, and considers the
possibility of divorce. Sinatra, on the rebound, proposes
to Celeste and she accepts. But in the wake of a riotous
party, Sinatra realizes he loves Debbie. Holm accepts the
situation, and Wayne decides to go back to his wife. Sinatra returns from a trip to Europe in time to see Celeste
get married. He meets Debbie at the wedding and happily
falls into the tender trap.

David Wayne, Celeste Holm and Frank Sinatra
banter about New York's matrimonial "rut race".

MGM. Ill minutes. Frank Sinatra. Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne. Celeste Holm,
Jarma Lewis, Lola Albright. Carolyn Jones, Howard St. John, Joey Faye, Tom
Helmore, Willard Sage, Marc Wilder, Jack Boyle, James Drury. Directed by
Charles Walters. Produced by Lawrence Weingarten. Screenplay by Julius Epstein. Based on the play by Max Shulman and Robert Paul Smith. Music conducted and background score composed by Jeff Alexander. Director of photography, Paul C. Vogel. Film Editor, John Dunning. Costumes, Helen Rose.
Make-up. William Tuttle.
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Deep Blue Sea"
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Rating is for class houses, lower in general market. Britishmade love story has strong appeal for adult audiences.
A luminous performance by the beautiful Vivien Leigh,
and equally fine playing by Kenneth More, are chief points
of interest in this intelligent, subtle love story, an Anatole
Litvak production being released by 20th-Fox. With a
script by Terence Rattigan, from his own play, the film is
a talky, but beautifully projected, story of a woman who
gives up a doting husband, wealth and reputation for a
lover whom she cannot make happy. Sensitively directed
and played with unusual restraint, these very elements
may be a commercial drawback in American release. Audiences will have to "grope" with the film's problems as they
would with a stage play, and may not be happy doing so.
But the all-around quality of the film will insure fine returns in class situations. In addition to first-rate acting
and direction, the CinemaScope-De Luxe color photography is highly effective as it roams through London streets.
The story opens with an unsuccessful attempt by Leigh
to commit suicide, then proceeds to unfold both in present
and past via flashbacks. Leigh has left her prominent husband, jurist Emlyn Williams, for pilot More, but her life
with him is a series of up-and-downs, quarrels and reconciliations. More returns to her only to announce that he is

"Three Stripes in the Sun"
Scuutete ^clUh$ O O
Intelligent drama about a racial problem between G.I. and
Japanese girl. Has plenty heart interest. Good dualler.
This Columbia offering has done a good job of treating
an important social problem — racial prejudice — and it
emerges as a thoughful and sensitive drama. The treatment, which is restrained, rather than sensational, will appeal more to better-class audiences than to the mass trade.
Film moves too leisurely — almost casually for the action

leaving for good. Most of the story concerns Leigh's frantic attempts to cajole him into staying. But, with the help
of neighbor Eric Portman, she comes to realize that she
must let him go. When, characteristically, More suggests
a reconciliation. Leigh sends him away.

patronage. Richard Murphy's script and direction are intelligent and effective in developing human interest angles,
but he might better have stepped up the pace in the interests of narrative excitement. He has neatly balanced the
drama with flashes cf humor. Acting is good. Aldo Ray
contributes a fine job as a G.I. whose anti-Japanese sentiments come into conflict with his love for a Japanese girl
(Mitsuko Kimura). Phil Carey impresses as his sympathetic colonel. Burnett Guffey's photography of Tokyo
and environs is a dIus factor. Aldo Ray, veteran of the
Pacific War, still retains a hatred of the Japanese as he is
returned to Tokyo in the Army of Occupation. In the
company of friends Dick York and Chuck Connors, he
soon gets into trouble as a result of his belligerence. CO.
Carey warns him. Through Mitsuko Kimura, a beautiful
Japanese interpreter, Ray becomes interested in a war
orphanage, raises funds, and devotes time and energy to
it. Gradually, Ray fails in love with Kimura, but they are
kept apart by his basic resentment of her people. Passage
of time and the wisdom of Carey brinp; Ray to a new
understanding, leads him to propose marriage.

An Alexanda Korda Production, produced and directed by Anatole Litvak. Released by 20th-Fox. Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Eric Portman, Emlyn Williams.

Columbia.
93 minutes.
Ray,byPhil
Carey,Murphy.
Dick York, Mitsuko Kimura. Produced by Fred
Kohlmar. Aldo
Directed
Richard

"The Naked Sea"
SckUkcm, &€ltiK$ O O

"The

Twinkle

in God's

Eye"

Mickey cast in entirely new role will stimulate general interest. Pair dualler generally, best for small towns.
The chief appeal of this Mickey Rooney production,

Superior, superbly photographed documentary production
about tuna-fishing. Best for art houses. OK dualler.
One thing is sure about this documentary concerning
tuna-fishing in Pacific waters — its Technicolor photography is startlingly exciting. It's hard to recall when a
movie camera caught so rich and brilliant a picture as this
one by Allen H. Miner. In its shots of fishing and fighting
the elements, it is award-worthy work. On the whole, the
film is excellent, a superior documentary. It is consistently exciting, absorbing and genuine in its depiction of the
anguish and the triumph aboard a tuna-clipper as it makes
its four-month long run from California to Peru and back.
Miner's work (he also directed and produced) is extraordinarily skillful (his editing, in particular, being brilliant).
Properly exploited, this should register in art-houses and
serve as a good supporting feature in the general market.
Commentary by Gerald Schnitzer is generally effective, despite an occasional lapse into sentimentality, but the William Conrad narration is somewhat distracting as the actor
tends to over-read and dramatize in spots where the visual
effects are eloquent enough. A harmonica-guitar background isfirst-rate. The fourteen fishermen who are the

nightclub performer, and the enmity of O'Brian, her employer-boyfriend, who thinks Rooney is jinxing his business. There is a local mining disaster. Rooney, directing the rescue operation, uncovers money hidden in his
half-built church which thieves had stolen from O'Brian,

crew of the clipper are a striking "cast".
RKO ITheatre
graphed
by AllenProductions,
H. Miner. Inc. I. 70 minutes. Produced, directed and photo-

and saves the day. Coleen marries O'Brian.
Republic I Mickey Rooney Production). 73 minutes. Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. Directed by George Blair. Associate producer, Maurice Duke.
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being given ReDubiic release, is the star's completely new
role — as a young minister. His popularity and this characterization switch should attract fair or better returns, especially in family houses. General cut of the story suggests that it will do better in rural, rather than urban, situations. P. J. Wolfson's script casts Rooney as a reforming
minister in a lawless western town and developes some
nice human interest touches. Coleen Gray and Hugh
O'Brian (TV's "Wyatt Earp") provide adequate support.
George Blair's direction maintains a moderate pace. Rooney also penned a title song which is sung by Eddie Howard. Rooney, a recently ordained parson, comes to a
tough frontier town in 1880 to rebuild the church destroyed
when his father-parson was killed by Indians twenty-five
years before. He wins the friendship of Coleen Gray, a
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BLANK

ALLIED'S CONVENTION will get
rolling in Chicago next week (November
7, 8 and 9) and delegates have been
promised that "hot issues will not be softpedalled or ignored." Jack Kirsch, general convention chairman, announced that
Allied president Rube Shor will make the
keynote address. Abram F. Myers, general counsel, will analyze the proposed
arbitration plan. Items slated for airing:
Film prices, government regulation, circuit expansion, arbitration, admission
taxes, COMPO and showmanship. Shor
indicated that his keynote speech will
give special attention to film prices and
selling policies, as well as exhibitor-distributor relations. "It's time to name
names and tell all to the end that the independent exhibitors may chart their
course with knowledge of the facts," he
warned. "Once the truth is sifted from
the current blasts of hot air," Shor said,
"the exhibitors can be relied on to reject
counsels of inaction and despair and to
unite on a program of positive action."
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox president, will
address the convention November 8 following ademonstration of the new 55mm.
CinemaScope process.

MYRON N. BLANK, newly elected
president of TOA, pledged himself and
his organization to a five-point program,
including effort to do everything in their
power to "increase the public's interest in
the motion picture theatre" and to strive
"to make work the new system of arbitration and conciliation." He also
promised to "help promote and aid in
bringing into existence a single trade organization representing all exhibitors,"
that such an organization "can bring untold good to all exhibitors and the entire
industry." The Des Moines theatre executive said: "It is our hope that at every
state and national convention all branches
of the industry will join in our meetings
to help develop better ways of attracting
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MYERS
ABRAM F. MYERS drew a pre-convention bead on the proposed arbitration
plan and fired some critical shafts, when
he spoke before the Independent Exhibitors of New England recently. The Allied general counsel charged that the sections of the draft defining clearance and
the provision which permits the pre-releasing of two pictures each year constitute "a deliberate attempt to legalize
the pre-releasing practice with all the disruptions and injustices that it entails."
Myers criticized the omission of a definition for clearance, which, he said, he had
proposed and which had been accepted
for the 1952 draft. His definition would
protect subsequent-run and small town
exhibitors against unreasonable clearance
in the absence of any express contract
provision describing such runs, Myers
declared. In the current text, clearance
would be only the period of time stipulated in license contracts. "That the distributors should contend for this archaic
definition of clearance is understandable,"
Myers asserted, "but I cannot understand
why representatives of exhibitor sshould
go for it ... I do not believe I would
have any positive objection to any arbitration scheme so long as the use of it
was not obligatory on exhibitors and it
did not actually harm those who did not
invoke it." Myers told the New England
group that the "fast-growing" pre-releasing practice is "nothing more or less than
a palpable attempt to evade the provisions
of the decrees in the government's antitrust case." Continuing: "Despite all the
protestations of the film companies . . .
the clear purpose of the practice is to
raise and maintain admission prices and
to impose new and increased clearances on
subsequent runs and small town theatres.

aarbitration
greater audience
to ourasserted,
theatres."
Thea
plan, Blank
is not
"one way street" for either exhibition or
distribution and that it must be entered
into in the right spirit by both branches.
"A fair and honest discussion of any
problem, backed by an honest effort to
correct any unfair trade practices or film
rental, will help relieve the industry of
much litigation, unproductive time taken
by lawyers and courts, and unnecessary
expense by exhibitors and distribution
which can milk the life blood of the industry." Finally, Blank and TOA will
"aid in preventing the closing of any theatres affiliated with TOA because of unfair film rental" and to "do everything
in our power to help bring about more
good pictures which are so badly needed
by all theatres." Blank recently flew to
Rome where he addressed the Union Internationale de L'Exploitation Cinematographique. Purpose of the talk was to
influence European countries to increase
the production of pictures commercially
playable in the United States. Meanwhile,
TOA went on record as opposing any
deal by the major league baseball clubs
to negotiate for television rights to the
World Series games. Such a move would
be "with the obvious intention of making
the public pay an admission charge,"
TOA declared, which would be a "disservice to millions of Americans".
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ROTHMAN
MO ROTHMAN UA continental sales
head forecast $9,240,000 in foreign billings
for fiscal year ending Nov. 30.

BLUMOFE & SINATRA
FRANK SINATRA signed an agreement
with UA vice president Robert Blumofe
to produce six films for UA release.

GOLDWYN
SAMUEL GOLDWYN claimed that the
television programs being made by film
studios only succeed in keeping audiences
away from theatres. He made the point
last week in addressing a meeting of the
Radio and Television Executives Society.
The producer went on to praise the television medium as "the greatest thing that
has happened in my time", but insisted
it was limited by its inability to maintain
a high story content because of the 16hour-a-day viewing time. Among his
other comments: (1) Black and white
films will make a strong comeback. (2)
Color and wide-screen are fine if they fit
the story, "but a bad picture on a wide
screen is twice as bad". (3) The credit for
good motion pictures must go to the
writer and the story. (4) The public,
which no longer has the movie-going
habit, will only go to the theatre for
great pictures. (5) The Production Code
is a "wonderful thing" but it should be
liberalized and adjusted to a new age. (6)
Auto commercials on the Academy
Award telecasts detracted from the dignity of the occasion.

SCHARY
DORE SCHARY termed the industry's
public relations "a shambles" despite the
"enormous glamour attached" to the business, in speaking before the 41st annual
convention of the Audit Bureau of Circulation in Chicago. The MGM production
head declared that the industry needs "an
active program of constructive thinking
in publicity and advertising, with new
standards based on a public that has
changed" and that the industry's position
of being "fair bait" for the club-users is
largely its own fault. "Cheap and tawdry
publicity and over-zealous Hollywoodians
with little responsibility started it,"
Schary asserted. "Even as late as 1947
some 70 per cent of the items coming
from our own studio publicity departments reported stories — fact and fiction —
of screwballism, extravagance and sex."
There are, he said, "many who have
worked long and diligently and successfully in this field," but "too many have
not worked at all in correcting a concept
of Hollywood that still permits it to be
characterized by a national magazine as

BUENA

VISTA, distributing arm of Walt Disney Productions, held its first sales convention last week in Burbank, California, where it was announced that ten feature productions will be distributed within the next 18a months.
This program represents the
tart."
greatest production activity in the entire history of the Disney organization. Of the ten
pictures listed, one is completed, four are in production, three are in preparation and two
are re-releases. All are in color and three in CinemaScope. The conventioneers, headed
by Leo F. Samuels, Buena Vista president and general sales manager, and Albert Margolies, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, included district sales supervisors and exploitation personnel from all parts of the country. They were greeted by
Walt Disney, Roy Disney, Card Walker and other Disney toppers.

SMALLEY
Smalley Theatres of
founded by William C.
operated by Mrs. Hazel
their 42nd anniversary

New York state,
Smalley, and now
S. Smalley, mark
this month.

i M
WALT DISNEY

ROY DISNEY
[More NEWS on Page 20]
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COYNE
ROBERT W. COYNE appeared before
a House sub-committee in Washington
recently and, in a statement filed with its
chairman, pointed out that much of the
U.S. treasury's loss in revenue by the reduction of the 20 per cent admissions tax
had been made up through increases in
other taxes, but what the relief accorded
the picture industry was only partial.
COMPO's forecast in March, 1954, that
the Treasury would receive $80.5 million
under the new tax set-up in the first yeai
was within one per cent of the actual
total of $81.2 million, Coyne stated. He
pointed out that the net loss to the Treasury from the reduction was less than $80
million, since of the $122.25 million of
the previous year's taxes which would be
retained by the theatres, $42.8 million
would return to the Treasury directly as
corporate income taxes from production
and exhibition. According to the COMPO special counsel, research studies indicate that if the remaining $81.2 million
in motion picture admission taxes were
eliminated, $52 million of it would return
to the Treasury in the form of increased
corporate income taxes.

REMBUSCH
TRUEMAN REMBUSCH was instructed by Allied of Indiana's board of directors to vote for National Allied's continued membership in COMPO only if
certain qualifications were met. These included: (1) assurances that "no COMPO
programs or policies would be initiated
until after approval by the nine charter
organizations that constitute COMPO",
and (2) that "COMPO would regularly
release to all of its charter members a
complete financial statement showing
operating costs, balance of funds, allocation of money for future programs, etc."
National Allied's board will vote on the
COMPO issue before the convention
opens on November 7.
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DAVID A. LIPTON, Universal vice
president, arrived in New York to huddle
with home office executives on promotionplans . . . WOLFE COHEN returned to
New York recently after a five-week trek
through Latin American. He is president
of Warner International . . . B. G.
KRANZE, United Artists general sales
manager, MILTON E. COHEN, Eastern
and Southern Division manager, and
JULES K. CHAPMAN, supervisor of
branch operations, attended the celebration opening the new New Orleans exchange building to be occupied by UA.
RICHARD C. PATTERSON, JR. called
a meeting of more than 100 business,
civic and political figures in New York
recently to discuss plans for the tribute
dinner to SPYROS SKOURAS to be
sponsored by the March of Dimes. Plans
call for a $100-a-plate dinner in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria Hotel,
December 5, with hopes of raising $150,000 for the 1956 Dimes campaign.

PUSH COHN DRIVE
Columbia general sales manager A. Montague
(renter) welcomes exhibitors to his office after
the start of the Jack Cohn Sales Drive. From
left: George Beattie. Goldman Theatres:
Lester Krieger. Stanley Warner circuit: Montague: and William Goldman. At far right is
Columbia circuit account executive Lou Astor.

KALMENSON NAMES NEW WB SALES EXECUTIVES
Ben Kalmenson (center) Warner Brothers vice president in charge of distribution, congratulates
sales heads who have received promotions announced at the opening session of the company s
recent two-day sales meeting. Left to right: John F. Kirby, promoted to Mid-ll est division sales
manager ; Roy Haines, West Coast division sales manager; Kalmenson; W. O. Williamson,
Souther division sales manager; Grover Livingston, Southeastern district manager.
Page 20

CHARLES COHEN, who resigned recently as 20th-Fox associate advertising
manager, has joined Allied Artists as assistant Eastern advertising and publicity
manager . . . MERVIN HOUSER was
made director of publicity for the RKO
Radio studio. He formerly was Eastern
director of advertising, publicity and exploitation .. . FRED AHERN appointed
production coordinator of the RKO Radio
studio in Hollywood and will act as liaison between the back lot and Charles L.
Glett, executive vice president . . . IRA
H. TULIPAN is the new publicity manager for 20th Century-Fox . . . MEYER
HUTNER put in charge of promotion of
Fox's newly-developed CinemaScope "55"
process.
picture . "Carousel,"
before theFirst
cameras
. . ALBERTis now
M.
KANE appointed Washington branch
manager for United Artists, replacing
SIDNEY COOPER, elevated to the post
of Central District manager . . . JACK
WARNER announced the appointment
of RUDI FEHR to the newly created
position of post-production executive for
Warner Brothers . . . EDWARD L.
KINGSLEY has agreed to handle U. S.
distribution of imported films for Columbia as part of a new sales division recently set up by that company. Kingsley
operates his own independent distribution
company.

TOA BANQUETEERS
Mrs. W alter Reade. Jr.. Reade. Barbara W arner and J. L. U arner enjoy festivities at the
TOA convention banquet in Los Angeles.
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U-I's Lipton Cues Showmen
For Answer to $64,000 Question
David Lipton asked the $64,000 question:
"How are we to create a desire strong
enough to lure people out of the most comfortable and attractive homes they have ever
before enjoyed and away from the very
many numerous non-cash consuming interests that are now available?"
That this poser was one of the most serious facing the movie industry today was
evident in a mountainous array of modern
impediments to moviegoing listed by the
Universal vice president and ad-publicity

LIPTON
chief at the recent TOA convention in Los
Angeles. But it is not Lipton pointed out.
"Despite all these problems, when we do
have an attraction that the public wants to
see and when we effectively bring this attraction to their attention through preselling,
all these serious competitive, recreational and
cost factors fade — the inconveniences are
ignored — they respond in a manner that
warms our hearts and fills our theatres."
Lipton's "Let's Face the Facts" talk emphasized the changes in modern American
living that have thrown up obstacles to
movie attendance. Population decentraliza( Continued on Page 22)

'Hours' Ad Switch Points Up
Pickman's Test Run Pitch
Just about a week after his spark-hot reply
to criticism of test engagements at the TOA
convention, Paramount ad-pub'.icity chief,
Jerry Pickman made a living example of his
words in the campaign on "The Desperate
The important Paramount picture, now
Hours".
undergoing a series of pre-release engagements preparatory to its regular release in
January, received a complete reversal in its
newspaper advertising approach. The initial
campaign was a subdued, classy layout,
(lower right) with the pitch angled at the
family: "As long as there as families, 'The
Hours' will be remembered!"
Desperate
Then came the switch, while it was still
fresh at the same theatres. Theme was strictly action and the Bogart beast. A raging
blow-up of the star with the shout: "Bogart
Blasts New York Again!" (top right) was
featured.

The two-pronged ad campaign on "The
Deesperate Hours" is a prime speciment of
the point made by Pickman — that the test
engagement offers the ad-planners a laboratory for developing the most effective approach— or approaches — to a film so that the
great bulk of theatres can gain the best
finished promotion product.
On a national scale, the magazine advercamtising is featuring the initial "family"
paign, but may also be varied with the
"Bogart Blasts" type of approach.
Paramount plans to make both types of
ads available to theatremen for their local
campaigns.

s'
ThreebothStripe
S. Army
U.The
here and
States Army,
United Backs
overseas, has put its formidable forces behind the exploitation of Columbia's "Three
Stripes in the Sun," due for November release. A Department of the Army directive
requests army installation commanders to
lend aid to Columbia publicists and exhibitors to promote the "heart-warming story",
based on a true incident involving an Army
regiment's struggle to build an orphanage
for Japanese children.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 22]
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LIPTON CUES $64,000 QUESTION
(Continued from I'nge 21)
tion, mass suburban housing construction, a
"staggering" increase in installment buying
and resultant low in cash availability, traffic
congestion and parking problems, were
among the culprits. So, r-f course, were
competitors for the moviegoer's time, with
television heading the list, which included
"Do It Yourself" projects, increased recreational facilities, even installment-plan vacations. As TV puts on its "biggest push"
bringing color, top stars, Broadway shows
and "even first-run movies into our patrons'
homes" — movie theatres lose important plus
factors, Lipton said.
Thus the battle for the public's time and
dollars must be adjusted to present conditions. With millions more out in cars, radio
and billboard selling take on added importance. This "new captive radio audience"
should be hit during peak traffic hours, and
during the day with women's programs.
TV selling should be used "as extensively
as good judgment and good opportunities
afford", but it's a two-edged sword, he
warned. "Improper TV selling, especially
where film clips are concerned, can be just
as damaging as it can be helpful."
National magazines, with Universal continuing its leadership in this medium, continue to increase in circulation and are a
vital link in the pre-selling chain.
This may not be the entire answer to the
$64,000 question, but you can't win without it.

Press Forum Solid Basis For
Spring Festival, Says Sargent
A Motion Picture Forum in Hollywood
for the nation's newspaper people featured a
list of ad-publicity ideas presented by Thornton Sargent, of promotion-conscious National Theatres, at the TOA convention. The
Forum idea, endorsed by NT at its recent
showmanship conclave, envisioned invitations
to editors or critics of major newspapers
(towns over 25,000) for the last week in
February. They would participate in seminars on all phases of movie-making, visit the
studios' sound stages and technical departments, witness top picture screenings, and
be inundated with movie news.
The Forum would serve as a prelude to
the Spring Movie Festival aimed at improving business in the proverbially April-MayJune period. Moreover, Sargent pointed out,
such a forum would not only focus nationwide interest on the movie industry, but
would foster better p.r. with press & public.
Sargent also proposed a greater concentration on selling to women. "Many of our
ad campaigns prepared by men must have
little appeal for women, who in fact, often
seem to be repelled by them," he noted.
Other recommendations: tests to determine value of various advertising media:
better timing of bookings with availability of
selling material; greater interchange of new
ideas via trade papers and house organs.

Sole-stirring walking bally made Bostonians gape
as these giant footsteps annouced opening of
Columbia's "Footsteps in the Fog" at the Pilgrim Theatre. Well-heeled stunt was brainchild
of Pilgrim publicist Earl Fesick.
ROAD-Work
"The Big Knife" (UA) p.a. parade, with
Wendell Corey and Jack Palance legging it
for air and press interviews, worked in an
unexpectedly dramatic turn in the Palance
phase. While Corey was talking it up in
New York, Palance worked Philadelphia and
was scheduled for several radio appearances
when fate and an acute appendectitis forced
him into the hospital for emergency surgery.
Undaunted, UA publicist Max Miller rushed
through a tape with open spots for live
questions — and the interviews went on as
scheduled, interest heightened by the drama.
Co-stars John Payne and Arlene Dahl are
both on the p.a. circuit for RKO's "Slightly
Scarlet". The Dahl, in N.Y., completed arrangements for exploitation of a lingerie line
featuring the slightly scarlet scanties she
wears in the film, and set up a schedule for
appearances at key city openings. Payne had
a week of air and press interviews in N. Y.
New star Dana Wynter is drumbeating
20th-Fox' "The View from Pompey's Head"
on a five-city Eastern tour after a publicity
whirl in N. Y.
Kitty Kallen did a double-barreled promotion on behalf of U-I's "The Second
Greatest Sex" and her Decca record of the
title song, visiting disc jockeys in the East
and Midwest. She's slated for another junket
in December timed for the film's ChristmasNew York release.
Liberace, on a 12-city jaunt for WB's
"Sincerely Yours," will dovetail the break
between his appearance at the Nov. 4 Boston opening, and the Nov. 7 Philadelphia
bow
guest show
shot onon theEd6th.Sullivan's
Toast with
of thea Town

Capitalizing smartly on the big LIFE windfall for "Guys and Dolls" and adding some eye-opening
displays of their own with blow-up star cutouts, Chicago Theatre managing director Ray Thompson (right) and manager Charles Nesbitt are justly proud of their handiwork on the forthcoming
premiere of the Sam Goldwyn production at the Chi B & K flagship.
P«ge 22
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John Ericson, is winning a host of fans on
his personable p.a. for Allied Artists "The
Return of Jack Slade".

WEDNESDAY
/

Sock Times Square Nuptials
Stunt
'Guys
Dolls'
Bowfor a
In one for
of the
most &unusual
stunts
picture ever to startle Gothamites, the bizarre Times Square wedding that climaxes
M-G-M's "Guys and Dolls" had a real-life
counterpart at the crossroads of the world.
The lavish affair, part of the benefit world
premiere day hullaballyhoo for the Goldwyn
production at the Capitol Theatre, was sponsored by Metro and the Capitol, with tie-ins
awarding a honeymoon trip to Havana, a
full trousseau and outfit for bride and groom
from Macy's, the Goldwyn Girls as bridesmaids, the world's largest wedding cake, and
cash for a religious ceremony.
Lucky couple was selected via a contest
for best letters on "Why I Want to Marry
This Guy" and "Why I Want to Marry This
Doll" and photos of the Guy and Doll.
The premiere, for the benefit of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital and Tuberculosis
Research Laboratories, was studded with
celebrities. Star Marlon Brando, in one of
his rare p.a.'s, helped lure thousands of fans
to the klieg-lighted affair. Over 260 Broadway and naborhood theatres cooperated in
the ticket sale.
Gas for 'Guys1 in Off-beat Tie
An unusual tieup by Metro field boxofficer Ed Gallner will send over 500,000 gosee messages on "Guys and Dolls" into
Philadelphia area homes. Special inserts will
accompany Philadelphia Gas Co. bills next
month plugging opening at the Randolph.

Toney Ads Help 'Blue Sea'
Set New First-Week Records
Backed by a distinctive ad campaign and
a distinguished guest assemblage at the premiere, 20th Century-Fox' "The Deep Blue
Sea" set a new first-week attendance mark
at New York's Plaza Theatre with 10,000 admis ions atthe 500-seater.
The off-beat newspaper ads, (see right)
angled at class audiences, were seen as a
prime factor in the record-breaking grosses.
Modern, smart styling, just hinting at strong
drama and sex, made a potent bid for the
discriminating moviegoer's attention. The
"Madison Avenue" boys probably sat up and
took notice of the unfamiliar art style
adopted by the 20th-Foxmen.
The elite at the bow of the first Britishmade CinemaScope picture in this country
breathed class, too. Among them: U. K.
delegate to the U N., Sir Pierson Dixon;
stars Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Clifton
Webb, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret
Sullivan; 20th-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras, Overseas Press Club president
Louis P. Lochner.
U-l 'Young Miss America1 Co-op
Big space-grabbing fem-angled tie-up for
"There's Always Tomorrow" was set by U-I
with dress manufacturer Mildred of California, sponsors of national Young Miss
America contest. Full page newspaper ads
in 100 cities, a six-page section in American
Girl and important department store displays
spotlight young Gigi Perreau and Judy
Nugent.
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DISTINCTIVE ADVERTISING
Final AA Poll Nominees

Relaxing after a crying jag through Atlanta, this trio of redheads formed part of a combination
bally by Loew's Grand manager Boyd Fry (wearing glasses) for UA's "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes." Titian lovelies offered "crying towel" for redheads spurned in picture's title; color of
tresses mattered little, however, in contest backed by Revlon and local drug chain offering an
expense-paid trip to New York.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 26]
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SCTOA in $20,000 Giveaway
The preliminaries over as the final five
pictures and players were named in the
Audience Awards poll, some 8000 theatres
were busy rounding off their campaigns and
readyinb lobby polling places for anticipated
rush of moviegoing voters, Nov. 17-27.
Quintet of films chosen by exhibitors to
join the other 15 nominees on the ballot were
MGM's "Interrupted Melody", 20th-Fox'
"Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing", Warner's "Mister Roberts", UA's "Not As A
Stranger" and Paramount's "To Catch A
Thief". Also named were five each in actor,
actress and new personality categories.
Highlighted among the theatre campaigns
to get out the vote was the S. Cal. Theatre
Owners Ass'n spectacular giveaway program, with a $15,000 home and two 1956
Dodge autos among the prizes to balloteers.
Some 220 theatres, both circuit and independent, are participating in the campaign,
headed by a 20-man publicity committee.
Builder-Donor of the house is taking weekly
full page ads listing theatres where voting
can be done, plans to circulate 1,500,000
pamphlets to plug the giveaway.
Film BULLETIN
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

Sock

Powerful

Ads

Explosive

Drama

"Like 'Blackboard Jungle' before it, it is
a picture to make the hair stand on end . . .
Tense with explosive incidents . . . Excruciating flashes of accuracy and truth . . ."
Not the words of a press agent, these, but
the bestirred reaction of the New York
Times' critical movie critic, Bosley Crowther,
to "Rebel Without a Cause", Warner
Brothers dramatic shocker in CinemaScope
and WarnerColor. This positive response
from a discriminating critic should cue the
showman to his campaign.
The shuddering violence and tense drama
that characterizes the picture is, of course, a
natural to dangle before the action trade.
The showman can feel secure in angling his
lures for the discriminating moviegoer without fear of a boomeranging reaction. Here
is a picture that cries for opinion-makers'
screenings to stir up the important word-ofmouth "go-see" backing. Its theme is off
the track of the oft-told slum juvenile delinquency story. Here the principals are
problem kids from well-to-do homes and
families with which the average moviegoer
can feel identification. The film explores the
motivations that sweep them into the streets,
setting up wierd codes of social behavior,
unleashing a violence that socks hard at the
viewer, doubling its impact through the
identification with "nice people". There is
talk value, big talk value, in this picture and
the wise showman will make the most of it
in his relations with parents, civic groups,
schools and churches.
The advertising attack has been planned
superbly by the Warner boxofficers. Starkly
dramatic illustration, taut copy, spell out
the shock elements. The emphasis is not on
juvenile delinquincy, but on Juvenile Vio-

LICE
POVf1t**J

of

WB's

Across

Violence

Youth

lence— kids from comfortable homes, good
schools, resorting to switch blades, deadly
hot rod "chicken" races and brutality for
excitement and escape. The excellent variety of ads pounds this out in terms angled
at all comers.
The untimely demise of James Dean, sensation of "East of Eden" may give some
theatreman pause in exploiting the star value,
but we hold that the star's draw remains
potent. Certainly the success Dean scored
in "Eden" can be exploited without fear oi
poor taste. Whatever the feeling in this regard, there is enough of selling power in the
theme and action and drama to sock the
message across regardless of the emphasis,
or lack of it, on the star.
This is not a picture for gimmicks or light
stunts. It demands the same type of campaign that made "The Blackboard Jungle"
such a sensational boxoffice grosser — eye arresting ads, overpowering drama and discussion. There will be plenty of movie
critics' kudos. Blow 'em up big. Get them
talking throughout the community about the
problems presented by the picture.
You have the entire moviegoing public to
draw from in this one — the teenagers, their
parents, the action fans, the classes, and
the masses.
Superlative newspaper ads are notable for ♦
their arresting simplicity with punch in art and
copy. Note the terse catchlines, latently explosive in their implications, starkly intriguing
with illustration.
•^P^ Unique teaser ads point up the drama and
violence with grim gag copy heightening the
contrasting scene stills.

LOOK, X
NO
MA!

^\

HANDCUFFS-

WARNER BROS' challenging drama
of today's juvenile violence! Watch for
JAMES DEAN
in'REBEland WITHOUT
A CAUSE"
In CinemaScope
WarnerColor
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Surly, cynical James Dean evidences disdain for the pleadings of his weakling father, Jim Backus (left), and domineering mother, Ann Doran, as he is held in police headquarters for questioning as a suspect in a gang beating.

"Rebel

Without

A

Cause"

Director Nicholas Ray's idea for a
story of juvenile violence among
youths from "good families" was handed to scripter Stewart Stern and returned to Rav brimming with drama
for the director's deft touch to unloose.
With James Dean as the central
figure, the script boils around his chipon-the-shoulder disposition as he rebels
against his unhappy, though well-todo, home environment. Seeking release
through street violence, he is embroiled
in a no-decision knife duel with a teengang leader, then emerges the bitter
victor in a hot-rod "chicken" challenge
as his opponent is frightfully killed.
Hiding out from the gang with his girl
friend, Natalie Wood, a poignant romance develops as the two youngsters
play at the happy life both seek so desperately. When his pal is killed, Dean
is shocked into maturity and a better
understanding with his parents.

Cornered on a rooftop during a vicious knife battle with leader of the
"leather-jacket" gang, Corey Allen new kid on the block (Dean) makes
a desperate effort to save his life and respect in the eyes of others.
Film BULLETIN
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Schlanger Spurs SW Managers
To Step Up Attendance Drive
"Exhibitors are the infantry in the fight
to reverse declining attendance — exhibition
is in the front line trenches because the boxoffice is the tangent where the public meets

(Continued from Page 23)
Lavish LIFE Break Swells
Biggest'
'DeMille's
Bally
Ten Comand "The
B. DeMille
Cecil On
mandments" glowed with the full LIFE
treatment in the October 24 issue from the
brilliantly colored cover to an 8-page illustrated treatise on the herculean Egyptian
location effort poured into the Paramount
production (see cut below). Titled "DeMille
Directs His Biggest Spectacle," the article
calls the project "the most spectacular assignment of his 43-year career," delves into
the fabulous production and technical feats
DeMille accomplished in the filming, including "probably the largest movie set in history to simulate the gates of biblical PerRameses" (cover). LIFE spread is one of
several production publicity breaks on the
$10,000,000 DeMille piece de resistance.
S-W's SCHLANGER
MAC-NETS
Also in the same issue of LIFE, a twopage spread on Gina Lollobrigida features
the star's training for her role as the daring
aerialist in United Artists "Trapeze".
CORONET devotes five pages to a feature on June Allyson, with stress on her
current role in Columbia's musical "It Happened One Night".
With Clark Gable as the focal point, 20th
Century-Fox' "The Tall Men" gets feature
billing in two major magazines: LOOK
(Nov. 1) discusses The King's continued
popularity with his appearance in the picture; THIS WEEK (Oct. 30) Sunday maga-
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zine supplement has a color cover of Gable,
two page picture layout and by-lined article.
Columbia's No. 1 cover girl, Kim Novak,
decorates CUE's jacket, with her starrer,
"Picnic" chosen as one to watch for.
The youth are touted on Shirley MacLaine, star of Paramount's "The Trouble
with Harry", who is profiled as "Hollywood's Newest Rave" in November COMPACT, the "young people's digest".
October's FAMILY CIRCLE plugs two
Columbia films: "My Sister Eileen" gets an
illustrated review as a click, "Special Delivery" is tagged as "delightful".

theStanley
industry."
Warner zone chief Ted Schlanger
stirred a two-day meeting of his district
managers and department heads on this increased-attendance keynote. He presented
the case simply: if each manager were to
produce, by his showmanship efforts, 100
extra customers per week, the Philadelphia
zone gross would be stepped up by $130,000.
Toward this end, public relations played a
key role. How many of his managers, he
asked, have sufficiently good relations in
their community to get on the phone and
sell at least 100 admissions to a picture on
the manager's recommendation?
Another question which keyed a comprehensive discussion on operational showmanship: "Can a patron actually enjoy a show
in your theatre?" The best picture, without
proper sound and projection, is dissipated,
it was pointed out. And the best sound and
projection is "wasted" if the theatre is not
similarly at its peak in cleanliness, courtesy
and dignity — all squarely the manager's responsibility.
The Audience Awards campaign was characterized by Schlanger as the finest instrument contrived in years for stimulating attendance and arousing interest in our business. He called it the opportunity to revive
the old adage: "Everyone has TWO businesses— their own, and the movies," by
stimulating the public, critics, social organizations, religious groups, to gain a sense of
participation in the movie industry.

tXHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
MIKE BLANK ABROAD
Excerpts from Comments to U.I.E.C. in Rome
by Myron N. Blank, President TOA
Mr. President and Honored Delegates: It
is a pleasure to have been invited to address
your Congress as a representative of Theatre Owners of America. We feel that all exhibitors in all countries of the world have
many problems in common and that the
interchange of ideas and a better understanding of each other will be helpful to all
exhibitors. I am certain such benefits can be
passed on to the seven billion or more people
who attend motion picture theatres annually.
The exhibitors of America are in trouble,
and our problems may well extend into your
countries so I would like to discuss some of
them with you, and perhaps suggest some
solutions.
Several electronic companies, as well as
Paramount Pictures, have been trying to receive permission and approval from our government to allow them to broadcast programs that can be received on every television set equipped with a coin box for PayTV. This will mean that motion pictures can
be sent directly into the home of anyone
who places his money in the coin box of his
television set. All exhibitors of the States,
as well as many other industries, have united
to prevent our air waves, which have traditionally been free, from becoming a toll
system to the homes. It is surprising to note
that no film distributor or producer has
championed the exhibitor's stand against
Toll-TV.
Product for our theatres is becoming an
ever increasing problem and the number of
pictures available to us through Hollywood
become less and less as long as our present
laws exist.
Let me take a few moments to explain
what has happened in the past six years so
that you will understand why there will be
fewer and fewer pictures made in Hollywood. Up until 1949 most major producing
companies owned theatres and had much
more money invested in theatres than they
did in their studios and their greatest profit
came from the theatres. Companies such as
Paramount, Loews, Fox, Warner Bros., etc.
would each produce approximately 36 pictures per year because they realized that foi
the proper operation of the theatres this
number of pictures, as a minimum, was
necessary. Some of these pictures were produced in order to develop new talent, such
as stars, writers, directors and other technical people who are so necessary to make
pictures. They were interested in keeping
film rentals at a modest basis because of
their large investment in theatres so that a
fair profit could accrue to the exhibition industry. Later in 1949, or early 1950, by virtue
of the rulings in the U.S. Supreme Court,
the companies mentioned could no longer
own theatres, and production and exhibition
were divorced. No longer is there a common ownership between the people who own
theatres and the producers of motion pic-

tures. This meant that from that period on
the large film companies' sole income had to
come from their pictures. No longer could
they benefit by having income from theatres.
Few pictures of the major producers made
much money. The smaller budgeted pictures, which generally were not profitable,
were more or less considered as a school to
develop talent. They are no longer being
made so that now, for the most part, these
companies are making only 18 to 20 pictures
a year and I feel certain that this number
will diminish.
THE

GOVERNMENT
Allied of New Jersey

BILL

We're not lawyers, so we asked a good one
to interpret Allied's government regulation
bill. Here are the high spots as he sees them.
1. The bill declares the acts outlawed in
the Paramount et al decree constitute unfair
trade practices and are unlawful. These
refer to fixed admission prices, clearance between theatres not in competition, excessive
clearance and forced selling.
2. It sets up an agency with all the powers
and duties conferred by the Federal Trade
Commissions Act with respect to prevention
of unfair methods and provides for judicial
review.
3. Film companies shall not charge a
greater film rental than the amount certified
to the Commission (this agency being similar to the rent-control set-up) as the maximum price for that class of picture and type
of theatre involved.
4. Film companies shall file with the agency reasonable classifications for pictures such
as A, B, C, and reasonable classifications of
theatres such as first, second and subsequent
runs, etc. in order to establish equality and
reasonableness of the maximum film rental
asked for.
5. Film companies can allocate a particular picture into a higher classification in
some areas than in others.
6. Each film company shall file with the
agency its individual maximum film rentals
for each of the types of theatres and shall
certify that these prices are fair and reasonable.
7. If the prices are for percentage rental,
film company must file formula for estimating the money value of the terms based
on their experience.
8. Film company may arrange for test
runs before classification under rules set
down by the Commission and their records
shall be available.
9. Film company may charge more than
maximum if bidding is requested by one or
more exhibitors.
10. If 25 or more exhibitors complain that
the maximum film rental certified is unfair
and unreasonable or that the allocation is
unfair and unreasonable then the agency
must issue a formal complaint. If it finds
that the complaint is well founded, it can
issue an order to cease and desist and this

order will prescribe fair and reasonable film
rental for the picture and that it be allocated to the proper classification.
11. The agency in considering prices and
allocations should consider the following
factors:
a. average film rentals during the past
10 years.
b. gross income and net profits of the film
company for the past 10 years.
c. average or customary film rentals paid
by complaining exhibitors.
d. gross receipts and net profits of complaining exhibitors and percentage of gross
receipts paid for film rental.
12. The agency shall seek to provide a
fair and equitable division of the box office
gross receipts as between exhibitors and film
companies.
Note that there is nothing in the draft of
the bill that would prevent the exhibitor
from seeking a lower price or the film company from granting a lower price.
ATOI ON COMPO
Allied T.O. of Indiana
At a regular monthly meeting held in the
Association offices on October 11, the Board
of Directors of Allied Theatres Owners of
Indiana instructed Trueman Rembusch, National Director, to vote for National Allied's
continued membership in COMPO when the
matter came up for consideration at the National Allied Board meeting to be held in
Chicago on November 5 and 6. However,
the ATOI Directors surrounded this instruction with the qualification that this unit's
vote should be cast for continued membership in COMPO only in the event that there
was satisfactory assurance given that COMPO's operation would henceforth meet the
following conditions:
No COMPO programs or policies would
be initiated until after approval by the nine
charter organizations that constitute COMPO, including National Allied. Before asking to give approval to any project, these
various constituent organizations should have
ample time for full study of the matter. It
should further be assured that COMPO
work in closer liasion with all of the organizations that compose it.
COMPO would regularly release to all of
its charter members a complete financial
statement showing operating costs, balance
of funds, allocation of money for future programs, etc. Closer supervision of COMPO
expenditures and budgets by constituent
member organizations would prevent the
charge being made by many that the operation has been extravagant and wasteful.
The ATOI Board still supports the original intent and purpose of COMPO and feels
that such an organization is highly desirable
for our industry. With safeguards that will
insure against it becoming an organization
that will override its constituent member
groups, it is hoped that COMPO will be
preserved.
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TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
Morgan,
Paula Director
Raymond,WiMiam
RichardCastle.
Denning.
Producer
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Sam Katzman.
Western.
Tale
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
ALLIED ARTISTS
May
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancing
sets
out
to
break
up
"revolution"
ring,
active
in
civilization
thru
hostile
Indian
country.
71
min.
Central America. 74 min.
Coming
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edwards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
make
night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery businessman.
min. 7/25.
O'Keefe, Coieen
NF. Dennis
SHAKEDOW
VEGAS
LAS
Boys.
Producer
Ben
Schwlab.
Director
Edward
Bernds.
Sidney
Broidy. Directorresearch
Gray. Producer William
DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a SPECIAL
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and up plans confidence
with international background, Burlesque on Iron
man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
on gambling fall in love and break
writer
SHACK OUT ON 101 (Wm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
ot gambling syndicate. 77 min.
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
George
October
SKABENGA Eastman Color. Produced bynatives
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melois
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
terrorizing
leopard
Man-killing
Michael.
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
tracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
ing shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War returns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
SUDDEN
DANGER
Bill
Elliott,
Beverly
Garland,
Tom
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy, e Peggie Castle, Forrest Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert CornDEVIL
GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Tucker. Producer LindsleyJunParsons. Director Harold
Producer
Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law mother field.
Jungle
adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
blind
boy
undergoes
eye
operation
and
sets
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treaout to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield. Wayne WORLD
sure and ancient rites of fire worshiopers. 70 min. 9/5.
END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Beebe. Jungle adven- Producer WITHOUT
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia MeRichard
Heermance.
Director
Edward
Bernds.
Morris. Producer Director Ford herd
of elephants from Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
rampant
saves
boy
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director WilJungle
ture.
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
seeksin revenge
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the falls
love withagainst
one of class-conscious
its members. 72 aristocracy
min. 10/3. and
year 2508. 8 1 min.
July
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. ProMay
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
ducerdrama.
William
F. Broidy.
Director
Cahn. cause
MeloKohlmar. Direetor Richard Quine. Musical ebmedy. AdCruelties
on inmates
of Eddie
reformatory
ventures erf two small-town girs who seek their forgovernor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
tunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
LTJLUMBIA
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
November
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
QUEEN BEE Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in
Production.
Director
Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
2455, DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
story of a domineering woman and her effect on the
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben CELL
Producer
Wallace
MacDonatd.
Director
Fred
Sears.
lives of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min.
jchwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined six TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters years
in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
A
Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Meloon the king's life. 61 min.
OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr. Van Johnson.
drama. Youthful
thugs10/17.
involve innocent girl in robbery
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel END
and murder.
77 min.
Producer David Lewis ICoronado). Director Edward
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. DirecTHREE
STRIPES
IN
THE
SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.
Man's
hate,
jealousy,
and
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
destroys only woman he ever loved. 106 min. 4/18.
Aldo Ray, Mirsuno Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, love
SEMINOLE
UPR'SING
Technicolor.
George
Montgomcomplicated by romance with beautiful Japabut his strict rules affect merchants who plot his
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl has life
murder. 81 min.
nese girl while on occupation.
Love and orphans evenBellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
tually
give soldier newComing
perspective. 93 min.
capture warring Indian chief whom he had known
as a boy. 74 min.
August
TIGHT SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G Robinson,
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil BATTLE Story
of ship and the men who manned her
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- Brian
Karlson. Metodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids drama.
during
World
War II. The story of a ship and the
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggycourt
in
convicting
boss
of
crime
syndicate.
97
min.
brave
men
who
fought alongside her in the United
back" railroad carrying loaded trucks on flatcars is
States Navy.
sabotage victim of rival truck lino "wner. 80 min.
PHENIX CITY STORY. THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. ProGrant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith, KILLER ducerAPE
Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. AdKim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City, Gambling
den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
by
Jim. 68 THE
min. CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victoi
e
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor.
Richard
Wldmark.
Mai
n
Ju
LASTJungle
FRONTIER,
2etter(ing. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Direetor Mark
Mature,Fadiman.
Guy Madison,
Robert
Preston.
September
liam
Director
Anthony
Mann. Producer
Western. WilIn
Robson.
Melodrama.
G-I's
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi
Mwhite
a
JAIL
BUSTERS
Bowery
Boys,
Leo
Gorcey,
Huntz
Hall.
y
gold
hoard
discovered
in
Berlin.
dians
hostile
to
advancing
men
attempt
to anni
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
hilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fu
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
trapper
who
assumes
command.
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CHICAGO SYNDICATE July
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Xavier Cugat. Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
I. F. E.
again to bring peace between England and France and syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
October
scientist creates monsters from dead men plannina to
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim kill
men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
MAGIC English Narration. Ferraniacolor. Doc
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
IT
CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith GREEN
mentary. Filmed by the Bonzi Expedition in S. /
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost Domergue,
Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- from
Rio
to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/h
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
record Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangan
explosion creates enormous sea monster which threatens
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacAmedeo
Nazzari.
Producer Dino De Laurentiis ar
the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodram
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
Young
man
unjustly
imprisoned by false testimony
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
August
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. Aft
owner
into
town's
hero,
and
the
target
of
a
gang
of
BRING
YOUR
SMILE
ALONG
Technicolor.
Frankie
wife
and
unborn
child
are killed he avenges their mi
bank robbers. 80 min.
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 mi
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Eric son, Blake
Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton writes song
In and out of love they are finally united.
IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narratio
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters singer.
MAN
FROM
LARAMIE,
THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. LOVE
Non professional players. Faro Film production. Omi
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
bus.
Portrayal
of various ways of love and women w
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur
Kennedy,
Cathy
O'Donnell.
ProWflliam Goetz. Director Anthony Mann. Western
WARRIORS, THE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Errol
practice
them
presented in "March of Time" styl
drama.
Army
captain
puts
aside
uniform
to
search
for
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Pro- man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
90 min.
duction. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbuckling tale of action and romance during the Hundred
Years War. 84 min. 10/17.
MADDALENA Technicolor.
Toren, Gino Cer
ne Giuseppe
JuMarta
September
ITitanus Films, Rome).
Producer
Bordog
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel.
November
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Itali
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
mountain village Good Friday pageant is almc
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
turned into sacrilegeComing
when prostitute plans to pi
to perilous68 cattle
drive through counWhiting Sisters. Producers Bernard Tabakin, Lesley shortage
try hostileleads
with Apaches.
min. 8/22.
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
Goodwin. Musical. Gorgeous girls and tuneful music
FOOTSTEPS
IN
THE
FOG
Technicolor.
Stewart
Granin a romantic city. 73 min.
THEY COME FROM ANOTHER WORLD Superscope
ger,
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Maxwell Jean
Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wan
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL la Lux Film. Romel PatC
murdering his wife man plans to pin this and at- color. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leon i
ger.
Director
Don
Siegel.
Science
Fiction.
Wierd
plant
murder of himself on maid who knows of the Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The hi st« '
life drains humans of all emotions but the will to murder. tempted
90 min.
live. 83 min.
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dan.
BULLETIN
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INDEPENDENTS
DAVY CROCKETT
Fess Parker,
neBill Walsh.
JuDisney)
Ebsen.
Technicolor. IWa.r
Producer
Director Buddy
Norman Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
series
about
famous
Indian
fighter,
congressman
and
Alamo hero. 95 min.
KING DINOSAUR ILippert) Bill Bryant, Wanda Curtis.
Producer Al Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science
Fiction. Rocket party of four lands on new planet,
encounters prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to escape. 5? min.
LADY AND THE TRAMP July
[Walt Disneyl CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Lee, Barbara
Larry ofRoberts,
Bill Thompson.Peggy
Feature
Cartoon.Luddy,
The tale
a romance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
LONESOME TRAIL. THE Lippert) Wayne Morris, John
Agar. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett.
Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is
forced to fight for his property against land-grabbers
who have taken control of Western town. 73 min.
August
NO
RELEASES
September
APACHE WOMAN (American Releasing Corp. I SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
outla ws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating 83Government
man brings peace to the
countryside.
min.
BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES (American Releasing
Corp. I Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer. Dona Cole. Producerdirector David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
from another world takes over minds of animals, birds
and people in a deserted desert village. 78 min.
SIMBA (Lippert) J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
Bogarda.
99
min. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
October
AFRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Photographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar.
True-Life75 adventure
set in the high
plateau Adventure.
country of Arfica.
min.
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Corp. I Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic detruction of thelife.world and the conflict among them
to seek a snew
Coming
BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
of a battle in the Italy campaign.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE (Filmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE (Filmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a killer is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYEE
May
MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane
leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
LOVE ME OR LEAVE MEJune
CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
of
Roaring 20'sCinemaScope,
singer Ruth Etting.
122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET
EastmanColor.
Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid his''feprotector
with English
boy
and
look forcoast
lost smugglers
diamond. 87a young
min. 5/16.
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark,
Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Lauren
Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann Blyth,
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min.
8/8.
Film

SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Cor
nel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and Hie treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
BAR SINISTER, THESeptember
CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman. Adventures of a bull terrior in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.
IT'S
WEATHER
Gene ALWAYS
Kelly, DanFAIR
Dailey,
Dolores CinemaScope,
Gray. ProducerColor.
Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
October
OUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
TENDER TRAP, THE Eastman Color, CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne. Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten.
young 'adymale.shows the different
devices used Comedy.
to catch aA reluctant
TRIAL Glenn Ford. Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story Coming
and Broadway musical. 158 min.
I'LL
TOMORROW
Susan Hayward.
EddieCRYAlbert.
Daniel Mann
director. Richard
ProducerConte,
Lawrence Weingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian
Roth.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedv and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
May
PARAMOUNT

HELL'S phy.ISLAND
John Payne,PhilMaryKarlson.
MurProducersW-Technicolor.
Pine-Thomas. Director
Melodrama. Going to S. A. to locate priceless ruby,
involves Payne in murder and intrigue. 84 min. 5/16.
FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
ne 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMANDJu W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE
W-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Comedy-drama.
Story
of
Foy who
his
children into showbuslness whenEddie
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
August
WE'RE NO ANGELS W-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Oean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
S 1 0.000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 106 min.

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
Features now scheduled for November
release number 26, two under the October total. Republic has slated the highest number of releases, four, while Allied
Artists, Columbia, 20th Century-Fox, Universal and United Artists each have three.
Dramas and melodramas top the program.
Releases include four in CinemaScope,
three in Superscope, and or.e in VistcVision. Eleven of the November output
will be in color.
Slated for release this month:
12 Drama
4 Musical
1 Western
0 Comedy
2 Adventure
7 Melodrama

November
DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredrie
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama.
Escapedresidents.
convicts 112takemin.refuge
home
and terrorize
9/19. in suburban
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PintThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous
store in booming Texas oil town.
104 min. department
10/3.
Coming
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Em'mett Dolan. Director Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye,
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Melvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE
nicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day.
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political
leads talking.
to kidnapping of young boy
from

VistaVision. TechProducer-director
assassination plot
to keep parents

ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husband's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne dra.na.
Bax's'. Life
°roducerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated bv number
of angles incl-d'ng pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overWAR AND PEACE VistaVisioi,
Ma Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda. Mel y
Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
HEPUBLIE

ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
October
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo TheoProduced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentls. Director Maria
doli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume meloCamarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric 'eats of
drama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
Madame Pompadour. 71 min.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
BULLETIN — THIS
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May
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClory. Joanne
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Director Ray
R. G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Domergue, Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. Director William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide protects wagon train of munitions in hostile Indian country, finds romance with half-breed girl. 90 min.
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
McLaglen, John Baer,
June William
Kathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director
Crime melodrama.
A young
masterminds
rise to power, but
islawyer
regenerated
by love.a racketeer's
70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne, Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late 1 800 ' s . 90 min.
July
GREEN BUDDHA. THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont. Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art treasure. 64 min.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom. 110 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
40 min. jewels, double-crossing
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J.
Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
70 O'Sullivan.
min.
October
MAN
ALONE,
A
Trucolor.
Milland,Western
Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Ray
Milland.
Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff's
home
turns
into
unexpected
sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself
96 min.
10/3.and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwell, Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adverruie Conflict of a group of hunters and a
fanatic WiDe.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
Duke Production. Director AGeorge
Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect.
November
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to steal
VANISHING AMERICAN. THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel. Drama.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director
Springsteen.
story
aboutR.twoG. people
who learnDrama.
to live Human-interes1
again.
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London.
Producer
William
J. O'Sullivan.
William Witney.
Drama.
Greedy,
money madDirector
girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue inLudwig.
the fashionable
Bahamas.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.
Film

RK0
QUEST FOR THE LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min. 1/10.
SON OF SINBAD Superscope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
uneRobertson-Forrest,
Jpairs
and
his
40
thieves.
Love
PriceSt. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
PEARL OF THE SOUTH July
PACIFIC Superscope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent86 their
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO
RELEASES
September
BENGAZI Superscope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
IPanamint Pictures!. Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S
Superscope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa help!
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,NatGregory
Director
Tim
Whelan.bert, Producers
Holt andWalcott.
Lewis Rosen.
Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner forComing
life.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin
Joy King.
Lansing,
RudolphIrving
Hoyos.
Producer Frank Rivera,
& Maurice
Director
Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendarii, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY
Superscope,
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Greenwood, Technicolor.
Walter Brennan.
Producer-director David Butler.
jeT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1 19 min.
May
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

ADVENTURES OF SADIE EastmanColor. Joan Collins,
Kenneth Moore. Langley-Minter Production. Director
Noel Langley. Comedy. Adventures of girl marooned
on desert island with three men. 88 min. 6/13.
DADDY LONG LEGS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director Jean Negulesco. Musical. Rich bachelor befriends 18-year-old French orphan which leads to
spring-winter romance. 126 min. 5/16.
THAT LADY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia deHavilland,
Gilbert
Roland.
Producer-director
S. Bartlett.
Historical
drama.
Reckless
romance between
court
favorite of religious fanatic Philip II of Spain and his
prime minister. 100 min. 5/30.

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
drama. Buddy
102 min.Adler.
7/11. Director Samuel G. Fuller. MeloHOW TO BE VERY. VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small
89 min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins.
LIFE IN A BALANCE. A I Panoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalb.m, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathto oftheElizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. enLEFT HAND OF GOD.
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
September
Humphrey Bogart, Gene
Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form exto claim Cities
California
territory
for Spain,
cate fabledpeditionsSeven
of Cibola
and found
missionsloin the new land. 103 min. 7/19.
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET
SWING, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbi', the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry
LOVER Thaw.
BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. 85 min.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA. THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman, Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young
who 99finds
a life ofwoman
despair.
min. the strength and hope to face
GOOD MORNING. MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town.
VIEW FROM POMPEY'S HEAD, THE CinemaScope,
Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter. Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man's
into theitComing
deep past of his old home town
and thejourney
dark secret
revealed.
OASIS chers.
CinemaScope.
Morgan,
Cornell
BorProducerAllegret.
Ludwig Michelj
Waldleitner
and Gerd
Oswald.
Director Yves
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, M
THE CinemaScope. Producer
ay
Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco.
Romantic drama.
A young doctor chooses the need of his people for
his services above the love of a beautiful woman.
UNITED

ARTISTS

KISS ME DEADLY Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart, Albert
Dekker. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Suspense
drama. Redoubtable private detective runs gauntlet of
racketeers,
deathtraps,
dangerous George
women. Montgomery,
105 min. 5/2.
ROBBER'S ROOST
EastmanColor.
Richard Greene. Jacks-Goldstein production. Director
Sidney Salkow. Western. Rancher learns two different
bands of rustlers plan to sjeal his cattle. He hires
bothother.
gangs82 as
the
min.ranch hands hoping one will kill off
THE Technicolor (Filmed in
THE FLAME,
TIGER
tor Sohrab
India). AND
Producer-direc
M. Modi. Adventure
Storyforoffreedom.
woman's97 heroism
in 19th century Indian
fight
min.
TOP OF THE WORLD Dale Robertson, Frank Loveioy,
Director Lewis
Evelyn Keyes. Producer Michael Baird.
Alaska amid harrowFoster. Aerial drama. Jet pilot in ex-wife.
90 min. 5/2.
ing experiences rekindles love for

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
ne
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THEJuCinemaScope,
Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman,
Billy Wilder.
Director when
Wilder.
room adventures
of husband
wifeComedy.
is away Bed-on
summer vacation. 105 min. 6/13.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seek- BIG BLUFF, THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickers,
ing husband missing in Red China falls in love with
Producer-director W.
Bowe.
P.osemarie
Hutton,
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
Robert
Lee Wilder.
Suspense
Thriller.
70 min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
BREAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel. Jack Warner.
Robert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Nazi prison
camp
duringOrson
World Welles,
War II.Michael
88 m'.i. MacLiammoir. SuzOTHELLO
xane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
of Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 4/13.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director
aircraft.
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Rossano Brazzi. Producer 11y a Lopert. Director David
Lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
mance and new perspective on life vacationing in
Venice. 99 min. 4/27.
July
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS, THE Technicolor.
Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
Josef Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musical. 89 min. 8/8.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland. Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 4/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentlna Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min. 9/5.
August
KENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
"civilize" them. 104 min. 7/25.
NAKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Anne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxwell Shane. Melodrama. 84 min. 8/22.
September
DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
production. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
KILLER'S
KISS Frank
Silvera, Director
Jamie Smith.
IreneKubrick.
Kane.
Kubrick-Bousel
Production.
Stanley
Drama. Young boxer and dance hall hostess get involved with kidnappers. 47 min.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
October
FORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.
SAVAGE PRINCESS (Technicolor. I Filmed in India).
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against
101 min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
Winters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.
KILLER'S
Frank Kubrick,
Silvera, Jamie
Kane.
ProducersKISS
Stanley
MorrisSmith.
Bouse.IreneDirector
Kubrick. Melodrama. Prize fighter gets involved in
underworld killing. 47 min.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is83 finally
stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
min. 10/17.

Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S
THE Forsythe,
CinemaScope.
nicolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER,
Havilland, John
Myrna TechLoy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The
hungryaffairs
G. I.of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceBEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction thriller.
INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
KISS BEFORE DYING. A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Fleming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newspaper story.
Film

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer r.aymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
TRAPEZE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Burt Lancaster.
Gina
Lollobrigida,
Tony Drama.
Curtis. Producer
Harold Hecht.
Director
Carol Reed.
Circus suspense
drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.
UNIVERSAL-INTI

SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighter Is pursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends but chase is in tine of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor.
Randolph Scott.
June
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Director
Montanan
Western. Revenge-seeking
Lesley Selander. with
returns
inflicted obsessed
on him. 83 min.burning
5/14. desire to right a wrong

A & C MEET THE MUMMY Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved e
with thieves out to steal
n 5/14.
archeological treasures. 79Jumin.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE. THE Color. Lex Barker.
Mara
Corday, Jack
Stephen
Pine. Director
Arnold.McNally.
Western.Producer
Lawman Howard
setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William AMand. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.

Richard Todd.
DAM BUSTERS. THE Michael
JulyRedgrave,
believes World War II
Aerial war drama. Scientist
Dams.
be shortened
possibly
can RAF
The
undertakes
the task.by102penetrating
min. 7/11. Ruhr
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Howard
Producer-direofctor
Collins. Recounting
Dewey Martin.
the pharaoh
HistoricalJoanadventure.
Hawks.
queen
ruthless
the
and
who built first great pyramid
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 4/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda. James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford. Mervyn
drama. Boredom incites mischief
LeRoy. aComedy
ship anchored off a small Pacific
cargo5/30.
aboard
island.
123 min.

July
AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' Technicolor.
Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie, Jack Carson. Producer Sam Marx. Director Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/z min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 91 '/i min. 4/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 4/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton rector
Heston,
Julie Adams.
Jerry Hopper.
105 min.Producer Howard Pine. Di-

August
Print
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Janet Leigh. Director Jack
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, New
Orelans two-beat iazz
Musical Melodrama.
Webb.
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business. 95 mm. 8/8.

FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer.
Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter. Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought
waifs. 94 together
min. 7/11. thru mutual love for two homeless
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Suspense
drama.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg.
Ferrer.husband
Drama.in Unnatural love of wifeDirector
almost Jose
destroys
an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/14.
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance. Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested
frontiersman
than royalty
ous trek thruin American
wilderness.
87 min.during
9/5. dangerTO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 104 min. 7/25.
November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting
finds love at the moment he loses
his life. 75execution
min. 10/17.
LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara. George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiArthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 min. 10/17.
NAKED DAWN. THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy. Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.Coming

THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
McCONNELL STORY,September
Henry Blanke. DiProducerYoung
Allyson.
June
Alan Ladd,
rector Gordon Douglas. Drama.
army private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
William
Producer-director
Wayne, Lauren
Wellman.
Drama. Bacall.
American
merchant marine
captainA.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
ferry115boatmin.through
an ancient
.China
. . thein Formosa
Straits.
10/3. "Blood Alley"
Foch. Producer
Nina
Robinson,
G.
ILLEGAL Edward
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
man to the chair
Discovering he has sent an asinnocent
D A. Going into private
Robinson resigns his office
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
WarnerCinemaScope,
CAUSE Wood.
WITHOUTDean,A Natalie
REBEL Color.
Producer David
James
of
Conflict
Drama.
Ray.
Nicholas
Weisbart. Director
Juveniles
1 1 1 min. between themselves, their parents, the law.
November
TIMES CinemaScope, WarnerI DIED A THOUSAND
Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Palance,
Jack
Color.
Ex-conMelodrama.
Heisler.
Stuart
Director
Goldbeck.
crippled girl.
with young
falls hein islove
vict helpsin and
Involved
robbery
finally killed.
Joanne
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace,
Henry
Alex Nicol. Producer Pianist
Dru, Dorothy Malone.
Musical.
Douglas.
Blanke. Director Gordon
to win musical fame and pretty
overcomes deafness Coming

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Weisbart. Director Wal-to
Walter Abel. Producer David
girl. ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced
jail
jail is brutalized by head of Combination also in
he atand who fears he will talk. His wife threatened
tempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

SECOND GREATEST SEX, THE Jeanne Crain, George
Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert Lahr. Produced by Albert
J. Cohen. George Marshall director. Musical. Women
use "sex strike" to stop their husbands from feuding
and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas. Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
May
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Kurt Kaszner. ProSernas. David
JacquesDirctor
JUMP INTO
ducer DavidHELL
Weisbart.
Butler. War
93 min. 4/18.
Dienbienphu.
at
battle
drama. Recounting
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M-G-M presents "TRIAL" starring Glenn
Ford • Dorothy McGuire • Arthur Kennedy
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The rumblings that rolled and the
lightning that flashed last week from
the Morrison Hotel in Chicago,
where Allied States Association of
Motion Picture Exhibitors sat in
conclave, must not be regarded
lightly by the men who sit in high
film offices. Those sounds portend a
storm that might rock the industry
to its very foundation.
From the moment president Ruben
Shor opened his keynote address
with the impassioned cry, "It's now
or never!" — and even before, in the
board meetings — Allied's leadership
served notice of its militancy. That
was not unexpected, but there was
an element of surprise in the fighting mood of the rank and file. The
business sessions and the lobby conversations left no doubt in the mind
of an observer that the hundreds of
theatremen assembled there were
convinced that drastic measures are
required to preserve their existence
in this business. Though many professed to regard Government regulation as repugnant, they termed it a
"last recourse" to which they must
now turn. And thev appear to be
willing to assume the burden and
risk attendant on taking their case
before Congress.

We don't like this situation, but
we cannot control it. Those who
manage the film companies should
like it even less, and they have it
within their power to prevent Government intervention in the movie
businss. How? Simply by heeding
the pleas of the LITTLE exhibitors
to view their problems as special
ones and to give them a better break
in the sales policies.

Let's face the facts of life in this
industry and stop living in the
dream world of our movie stories.
Without an important segment of
the industry body like Allied, you
will have no arbitration. Without

the good will of your customers,
little as well as big, you will have no
peace. The price of appeasing the
little exhibitors will be small by
comparison with the price of Government intervention.
The need for statesmanship within
our ranks is greater today than ever.

Citt vnt

ttSvope

Pin a bright new feather in the cap
of that premier showman, Spyros P.
Skcuras. Once again, the enterprising head of the redoubtable 20th
Century-Fox organization has asserted his leadership of the industry's forward-looking elements.
Not content to sit back and rest
on the laurels due him for his introduction ofthe revolutionary anamorphic filming-projection process,
CinemaScope, which came to the
rescue of our hard-beset industry
two years ago, Mr. Skouras has now
fathered a striking advancement in
that process. The NEW CinemaScope, demonstrated publicly for the
first time in Chicago last week coincident with the Allied convention
there, revealed what must be acclaimed as the most wonderful oneprcjector process yet seen.
Scenes from the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical, "Carousel",
filmed by 20th-Fox in 55mm CinemaScope and reduced to a 35mm
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CinemaScope print, were exhibited
on the Oriental Theatre screen of
close to 50 feet in width. The effect
was startling and drew rounds of applause from the seasoned theatremen
in attendance. For clarity, sharpness
of focus, brilliance of color and depth
— the illusion was almost three dimensional— those scenes have never
been excelled on a motion picture
screen. It was truly a pictorial treat
that augurs a gasping audience response when first seen.
Darryl Zanuck, who spoke from
the demonstration reel, invited the
spectators to view the picture from
any of the extreme corners of the
theatre. Nowhere was even a semblance of distortion visible. This
is movie projection at its best.
Exhibitors are bound to ask the
very practical question : What will
this new process mean businesswise? The answer must be that its
initial impact on the general public
cannot be as forceful as the original
CinemaScope's, but don't underestimate it. The effect on that experienced exhibitor audience in Chicago
was powerful, almost breath-taking.
It will draw "ohs!" and "ahs !" from
any audience — that spells boxoffice.
Mr. Skouras and his associates
have earned another debt of gratitude from the world's theatremen for
this great contribution toward the
advancement of the motion picture
and the movie theatre. Not for that
alone, either.
Mr. Skouras might have desired,
and perhaps was urged, to display
his new process initially in 55mm on
a roadshow basis, but he resisted
that temptation and decided to make
"Carousel" available in 35mm to all
theatres so direly in need of product.
This great industry leader summed
up his philosophy in these words to
the Allied convention: "If exhibition
cannot prosper, the movie industry
will fail — and that will be costly to
the nation at large."
Quite a man, Spyros Skouras. And
quite a friend of exhibition.
Film BULLETIN
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ALLIED'S
ON

FIRM

ARBITRATION-CONCILIATION

Any hope that Allied States Association might soften
its hostile attitude toward the distributor-TOA approved
plan -for a voluntary arbitration-conciliation system was
shattered by the firm "no!" of Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, at the Chicago convention last week.
The delegates gave unanimous confirmation to Myers'
rejection of what he termed the "Levy-Schimel draft"
(Adolph Schimel, Columbia counsel, represented the
distributors, and Herman Levy, TOA counsel, represented exhibition in negotiations on the proposed plan)
for establishment of a system of regional arbitration
tribunals and a national appeals board.

By Abram

F. Myers

at Allied's National Convention
Chicago, III, Nov. 7, 1955
Three years ago in this very room I analyzed for the
delegates to Allied's 1952 National Convention an arbitration plan that had been approved by the film companies
and submitted to the several exhibitor organizations for
acceptance or rejection.
The plan was the outgrowth of long negotiations between representatives of distributors and representatives
of exhibitors during the preceding summer.
Allied participated in those negotiations and its General Counsel wrote the first draft of a plan embodying the
substance of the protracted discussions.
After the conferences were ended the draft was revised
in many particulars by attorneys for the film companies
before it was submitted to the exhibitor groups. In exhibitor circles it was called the Keough-Schimel draft, after
the General Counsel of Paramount and Universal, who
were credited with, or blamed for, the revisions that had
been made.
At the 1952 Convention I explained the plan to the assembled delegates fully and fairly in terms of plus and
minus. Every provision of possible benefit to exhibitors
was designated a plus. Every provision that was deemed
harmful or of no consequence was called a minus.
In addition, the plan had been published in full in most
of the trade papers and I am confident that it was
thoroughly understood by the delegates. I don't think anyone suggested, or could have suggested, that there was any
blind voting in that convention when the delegates unanimously approved the earlier action of the board in rejecting the plan.
This course was in marked contrast to that pursued by
TOA in 1952 when they made a bit of exhibitor history
that has just repeated itself.
Page 6
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PLAN

It was the contention of Allied's counsel that whatever teeth were inserted by him in the original ( 1952)
arbitration draft had been extracted from the current
proposal. Among Myers' principal objections to the
"Levy-Schimel draft"; I ) it is an attempt by the film
companies to win legal blessing for the pre-releasing
practice and for competitive bidding; 2) there is no
provision for arbitration of film rentals; 3) the conciliation scheme is meaningless.
The full text of Mr. Myers' report to the convention,
under the title "Judicial Legislation by Consent of the
Parties", follows:

On the eve of TOA's convention in Washington that
year, attorneys for the film companies (Keough, Schimel
and Perkins) brought to that city certain proposals that
had not been considered in the negotiations. The obvious
purpose was to secure my assent thereto so that the plan
ccuid be approved by TOA as the crowning achievement
of its convention.
Some of the proposed changes were substantial and,
moreover, no part of the plan had yet been submitted to or
aporoved by Allied. In the circumstances, I declined to
take any position on the proposals until they had been incorporated into a revised draft and could be studied in
context. Suspecting that TOA would approve any draft
offered by the distributors, and wishing to make it clear
that Allied was not committed to anything, I expressed
the view that there would not be any arbitration for a long
time, if ever.
Although there was no final draft for TOA to act upon,
it nevertheless approved the whole proposition, in principle, leaving it to its arbitration committee to tie up the
loose ends.
This was perhaps the first and only time that an exhibitor body charged with protecting its members' rights, ever
approved a plan that affected so drastically those rights
before important details had been settled.
And within the past few weeks the latest draft which,
according to the trade papers, is the product of long negotiations between Herman Levy, General Counsel of
TOA and Adolph Schimel, General Counsel of UniversalInternational, was released on the eve of the TOA Convention in Los Angeles. Again the film companies were
net disappointed because this Levy-Schimel draft was
promptly approved by TOA.
Thus, as we shall soon see, substantially the same draft
has twice been approved by TOA, but this time they went
a step further. They not only approved the plan but they
(Continued on Page 12)

SAD FACTS— AND A VOICE OF HOPE. The new
slump in movie shares, initiated by the general market decline attending the President's September illness, continued unabated throughout October. Film BULLETIN
Cinema Aggregate, portrayed below, shows film company
stocks at their lowest month-end level of the year in the
October chart bar: 160, as compared with the 1955 high of
1813/4 recorded in June.
It would be easy to sluff off all blame for the cinema
makers' market woes on the same factors afflicting stocks
generally. Nothing could be more inaccurate. At no time
this year have these shares resembled the ball of fire that
scorched ticker tapes over much of 1954. June's I8I94 yearhigh marks the one and only time in 1955 that film company stocks managed to inch above the 178*4 close of 1954
trading — and that was achieved on the heels of a prodigious over-all rally which pushed the entire market to
new peaks. No, dear Brutus, the fault is not in our stars,
but in our stocks.
0

Theatre company stocks, on the other hand, have exhibited hearty
a
spirit. Over the past 26 months, this group
has enjoyed a record of 21 monthly gains, was twice unchanged, and on only three occasions sustained losses, the
greatest of which turned out to be a mere V/s points. This
good fortune, however, skidded to an abrupt halt in October. In that month theatre shares finally succumbed to
the whim of the market, plunging A]/2 points in all, its
severest setback of the so-called audience-comeback era.
Observe the charts below:

Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*
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By Philip R. Ward
group adequately priced. This view still holds. Current
business conditions do not appear to offer the soil for price
growth of any significance in the near term. By the same
token, neither do current conditions offer such eroded soil
as to justify a withering on the price vine as we have lately seen. We foresee no dramatic immediate gains, true. But
neither do we see any sense in a continuing decline.
O
The long-range view is quite another story. And here
the most sanguine trumpets belong to The Value Line, the
highly regarded investment analysis agency. Listen: "The
motion picture industry's long-term profit potential is
large, very large. This potential reflects several factors.
Perhaps the most important is the very solvency of the
companies today. After all, the industry has lost almost
half of its weekly audience in the past 7 years. Yet it lives.
And lives quite healthily. Both producers and theatre operators have learned to accommodate themselves to smaller
audiences by cutting back deeply on costs and by cultivating the audiences they have. With TV now a relatively
mature competitor in terms of its saturation, we doubt
very much that it offers a threat on anything approaching
the same scale that it did in 1947."
Greatest of the long-term factors, claims Value Line is
the coming of age of Hollywood's largest, most loyal
clientele: the 15 to 24 year olds. This group presently
totals about 22.0 million persons; by 1970 it will number
36.5 million. Says the V.L. survey: "Given this fairly
certain increase in its customer group, and piven its present strong financial condition, the industry can be said to
be in an opportune position. It should be able to keep for
itself a substantial portion of the gains which will accrue
to it from increased attendance. With profit margins as
small as they are, typically less than 10% before tax, even
a modest ^ain in attendance might have a dramatic effect
on earnings."

0

Less the investor shudder at so distant a projection as

To add to the movie investor's malcontent, it is noted
that at the very time part of these losses were being incurred, arally was gripping a good portion of the market
and buoying stock values closer and closer to pre-September 26 (Ike illness) levels. Why movie shares have been
denied passage on this bandwagon is a disturbing and vexing problem. Readers will recall Financial Bulletin's October 17 study entitled, "A Bear By The Tail". In that
survey concern was voiced over the dreary performance of
cinemas the year long and several factors cited in apology
—principally the belief that the market considers this

1970, let him savor V.L.'s prognosis of some less remote
prospects: "The (10) stocks reviewed in this section
(ABC-Paramount, Columbia, Loew's, National Theatres,
Paramount, Stanley Warner, Technicolor, 20th-Fox, Universal, Warner Bros.) have a composite 3-5 year appreciation potentiality of 49%, or double that visualized for the
market as a whole. The average estimated dividend return
for these stocks over the next 12 months is 5.8%, well above
the 5.1% return currently provided by all dividend-paying
stocks on average. Moreover, the large yields available
in this group are supported by rising earnings and strong
balance sheet positions."
Better days are coming!
Film BULLETIN
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MOVIES

Among the two great giants of
the mass-entertainment industry,
miscegenation is in full and bustling
bloom. After a decade of coy flirtation, television and motion pictures
have finally scrapped convention,
bowed to the inevitable and agreed
to interfuse their blood lines. The
amalgamation has already brought
to birth a number of offspring. So
far as motion pictures are concerned
its progeny is hardly what one could
call a chip off the old block.
It is well, therefore, at this early
date in its growth to survey developments in the career of this unique
admixture of entertainment forces,
in an effort to fashion some type of
formula to immunize the celluloid
child against the common perils of
the electronic age.
Most prominent symptom of the
new motion picture-TV axis is found
in the video shows of a number of
Hollywood's foremost studios. Critical opinion in this realm has been
bristling — perhaps a bit unfairly so.
Granted, little of the programing
presented so far has measured up to
the quality and potential commensurate with what one has come to
expect from films for theatre exhibitionbut
;
neither has the fare been
so bad as the over-active thyroids of
TV critics would have us believe.
The trouble appears to be that the
studios have settled for mediocrity
— whereas their very size, their facilities, rosters and past accomplishments pave promise to teach mediocre TV a thing or two about entertainment excellence. Nothing could
have been more deadly. For as the
studio chiefs must now know, TV
critics are a carping, harping lot. and
even the most fair-minded finds it
difficult to resist cutting down to
size their image of a swaggering
Hollywood, should the opportunity
arise — and the more so should this
defamation coincidentally help boost
TV's home-grown offerings. As Advertising Age so aptly said in counseling advertisers and account executives on the status of film company-TV developments: "Buying a
show from a big movie studio is no
guarantee of quality entertainment."
Page 8
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If one may judge by its achievements to date, one of two concluTV

sions seem to apply to Hollywood's
fling: (1) it was inadequately

apprised of the character and peculiarities of the TV medium, or (2) its
regard for contemporary television
was so low that the belief prevaled
that it could sluff of cinematic indifference and appear brilliant by
contrast. To plunge in from either
point of view was, as proven, a mistake. TV is no medium to be taken
lightly. Despite frequent inanities,
it has proved itself capable of comprehending its limitations. Perhaps
it is a mere pup in the ways of professional entertainment, but Hollywood is wetter yet behind the ears
in the ways of the electronic monster.
A CinemaScope screen is one
thing: a 21 inch TV tube quite another. The film studios have displayed achoice misunderstanding of
this fact. The motion picture, as its
name implies, is a medium of movement :TV, as its limitations make
clear, is a medium of conversation.
Somewhere along the line the producers of the film studio TV shows
have forgotten the dimensions of the
medium for which they are laboring.
Not only the physical dimensions,
but also the dimensions of perception, of subject matter, of technique.
"Guys and Dolls" is quite a show on
the big theatre screen. In the video
medium it would become an incomprehensible blur of Lilliputian creatures moving at sixes and sevens,
hardly distinguishable from the
shower of electronic snow and sputter. The one asset of this show or
any other conceived on a scale compatible with the theatre screen is
that it's for free.
If one rule may be offered regarding filmed TV productions, it is this:
consider its perception. From this
consideration will flow every necessary measure needed to accommodate artfully the filmed TV show to
the dimension of its own medium.
There is no reason to eliminate action as such. In fact, action is Hollywood's greatest contribution to the
TV screen. The task is to confine
I Continued on Page 22)
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f Toll-TV
ControversyIssue
over Again
the Toll-TV issue
was given added stimulus last week
from two sources: the Allied convention in Chicago and the FCC in Washington.
Trueman Rembusch, prominent Allied leader and co-chairman of the
Committee Against Pay-As- You-See
TV, told the convention that the committee has worked so successfully in
getting the public to see the dangers
of Toll-TV that it has brought about
a complete reversal in attitudes: the
public is now expressing itself "8, 9,
10 and even 20 to 1 against Toll-TV."
In his report to the Allied board of
directors, Rembusch lambasted as
"gross misrepresentations or out-andout lies" all arguments for use of free
airwaves by the Toll-TV advocates.
Acquisition of the free airwaves by the
tollers would be the "first step toward
complete control
of the setcountry's
munication and would
the stagecomfor
the uprooting of our American form of
*
*
*
government."
FCC Statement
Great significance must be attached
to the statement made by the FCC on
the disappointing results of Ultra High
Frequency television. The more common Very High Frequency covers I
practically all channels now in use, but
! is limited to eleven of them, while
UHF encompasses more channels, but
a converter must be attached to receiving sets. Failure of UHF, according to the FCC, resulted from the reluctance of the public to buy the necessary converters and the resultant refusal of sponsors to use UHF stations.
Since the public would be required
to buy any one of several decoding |
devices for the subscription system, it \
would seem that Toll-TV will encounter plenty of resistence if the ex- '
ample of UHF can be considered an
accurate barometer of public sentiment.
The FCC has ordered an inquiry into
the failure of UHF and will re-study
the present band allocations of Very
High Frequency. This leaves in abeyance the question of Toll-TV and its
rights to a VHF channel. Meanwhile
subscription advocates undoubtedly
will press the argument that, for a
small fee, it could bring television to
small towns which lack local stations.
Both the apologists and opponents
of Toll-TV will find fuel for their arguments in the FCC's findings. Not only
has a pall been cast over the entire
question of the feasibility of Toll-TV,
but the FCC, by virtue of its mountproblems, has to dig ever deeper to J
find ing
a solution.

LANA

TURNER

• RICHARD

BURTON

• FRED MacMURRAY

• JOAN

CAULFIELD

• MICHAEL

RENNIE

in "THE RAINS OF RANCHIPUR"
Produced by FRANK ROSS
-*f!ih EUGENIE LEONTOVICH, Gladys Hurlbut, Madge Kennedy, Paul H. Frees, Carlo Rizzo, Beatrice Kraft
Directed by JEAN NEGULESCO • Screenplay by MERLE MILLER • Based on a Novel by Louis Bromfield
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The 1955 convention of National Allied unquestionably will go down in the organization's annals as one of
its most militant meetings. The leadership came to Chicago with a hard-hitting campaign of attack — against

CciuteHticH

ARMS

words, "This is a business convention", and so it was.
Each general session, each film clinic and the TESMA
equipment session all drew big turnouts. Whether one
agrees or not with Allied policies, these facts were

The

clearly manifest at the Chicago convention: Allied is a

delegates, too, came to the Windy City loaded for bear,

very closely knit organization today; independent exhibi-

and voiced their hearty assent to every phase of the

tors apparently are "hurting" enough to desire extreme
action; the Allied leadership will provide same.
— Editor s Note

the film companies, against TOA, against COMPO.

aggressive program plotted by their leaders.
Host Jack Kirsch welcomed the membership with the

Shor Keynotes

Blasts Circuit Expansion

"It's now or never!" was the title of president Rube Shor's keynote speech to the Allied convention. The present situation is
"critical" and one which has brought exhibitors to a "crossroads where they must decide,
once and for all, which course they will follow", he declared. Shor attacked TOA
policies on almost every important subject,
including arbitration, exhibitor relief, circuit
expansion and the tax drive, and pointed up
the rift between the two organizations.
First hopping on the disinterest and indif erence ofthe film companies and national
circuits, with whom attempts to work out
solutions of exhibitor problems have all
ended in "disillusionment and failure", the
national leader said that long experience has
convinced Allied that "the film companies
and their satellites would not voluntarily
part with any of their monopolistic advantages and privileges" and that he was an
(Continued on Page 18)

Terming the danger of revived circuit expansion one of the "most serious" problems
facing independent exhibitors, Nate Yamins
warned Allied members to be alert to concealed moves by chains to acquire theatres,
and especially drive-ins, in their territories.
The veteran Massachusetts independent described the Department of Justice attitude
toward such acquisitions as "disturbing" and
charged it with no longer being an advocate
the "divorced"
but favoring
of publicin rights,
circuits
its handling
of matters under the
consent decree in the Paramount case.
The Justice Department has pledged to
give ten days notice to other exhibitors in
any area where a circuit applies for theatre
acquisition or construction, but this is insufficient, Yamins asserted. Furthermore, he
said, Assistant Attorney General Stanley D.
Barnes had denied affected exhibitors the
right to intervene when such applications
are presented to the District Court, which
must approve them.
Subsequently, the convention unanimously
adopted a resolution offered by Ernest T.
Conlon, of Michigan, which provided:
1) that exhibitors in an area where a
divorced circuit applies to enlarge its holdings be granted 60 days to submit arguments
in opposition;
2) that if the D of J decide to grant an
expansion application, notwithstanding opposition, that the Department recommend to
the Court a hearing of arguments by affected
exhibitors;
3) that the Attorney General be alert to
prevent the rebuilding of circuits to "monopolyifpower";
4) that
such assurances cannot be obtained from the Attorney General, Allied
should seek to intervene in the Paramount
case, or seek aid in Congress;
5) that local Emergency Defense Committees report to National Allied all instances of under-cover expansion activity by
divorced chains.

SHOR

New CinemaScope Lauded
One of the highlights of the Allied convention was the demonstration by 20th
Century-Fox of its brilliant new 55mm CinemaScope projected from a reduced 35mm
print. Viewing scenes from Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "Carousel" at the Oriental
Theatre in Chicago, the Allied delegates and
other assembled exhibitors expressed their
enthusiasm for the exciting new development
and for the announcement by Spyros P.
Skouras that his company had decided to
make "Carousel" available in the reduced
35mm in order to serve the needs of all exhibitors.
Both the 20th-Fox president and production chief Darryl Zanuck, who spoke from
the demonstration film, declared that while
certain big shows, like "The King and I",
will be roadshown in the 55mm process, the
basic purpose in developing the wider-guage
CinemaScope was to enable all exhibitors to
present the "ultimate" in film projection.
(Continued on Page 19)
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(Continued from Page 6)

congratulated their Arbitration Committee, consisting of
Herman Levy, Si Fabian, Bob Wilby and Mitchell Wolfson, on their splendid accomplishment.

It would be a waste of time to make a minute, section
by section, comparison of the Keough-Schimel draft, which
Allied rejected in 1952, with the current Levy-Schimel
draft. It is enough to say that nothing new has been added
— certainly nothing calculated to make the scheme more
acceptable to exhibitors.
Something of Value
Has Been Dropped

This talk for the most part will deal with prereleases because the film companies seem bound and determined to
use arbitration as a means of securing from the Department of Justice and the United States District Court legal
sanction for that method of distribution.
It will reauire only a few minutes to review this practice
and I think it is important that you have the essential
details in mind as we consider arbitration.
As you doubtless know, the prereleasing practice disrupts the established runs, clearances and availabilities
upon which exhibitors must rely in licensing pictures, in
order to avoid disaster, as fully as the mariner relies upon
lighthouses to warn him against the shoals.
Superimposing a roadshow, prerelease or merchandising
run (they all add up to the same thing) ahead of the regular first runs creates an additional clearance that is never
written into the contracts and the duration of which rests
on the whim of the distributor.
As I say, this indeterminate clearance is not described in
the contracts; indeed, the word "clearance" apparently is
about to join its predecessor "protection," in oblivion. The
most that is written in most regular run contracts today is
"so many days after so-and-so, as available." And as you
well know it too often happens that no print is available
until long after the period indicated.
I must not be distracted at this time by the print shortage problem, but conditions have grown so bad that a New
England exhibitor, at the recent convention in Winchendon, referred grimly to his "no print run" of pictures.
Now a main reason why Allied's 1952 National Convention rejected arbitration was that the Keough-Schimel
draft provided that the distributors could prerelease two
features per company per annum — a maximum of 20 per
year.
This provision was incorporated in all the working drafts
but none of the organizations participating in the negotiations were committed to it, nor could they be, except by
action of their governing bodies.
The distributors in order to reinforce and protect the
provision advanced the archaic definition of clearance,
taken from earlier court proceedings, which is as follows:
Page 12
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Clearance means the period of time stipulated in
license contracts between runs of the same feature within a particular area or in specific theatres.
The point to be noted about this definition is that it requires that the waiting time between runs, in order to constitute arbitrable clearance, must be stipulated in the contracts.
New I was a member of Allied's Arbitration Committee
and I was aware that certain film companies had sought
to avoid arbitrating clearances under the 1940 Consent
Decree on the ground that the challenged clearances could
not be arbitrated because they were not written into the
contracts. (Matter of McLendon, No. 17, Feb. 2, 1942.)
I also was aware that the added clearances created by
prereleases, being indeterminate, were rarely if ever mentioned in the contracts, although I had a vague recollection
that Metro had promised the roadshow exhibitors that
"Gone With The Wind" would not be put on general release for one year following the special engagements.
Finally, I was painfully aware of exhibitors' complaints
of delays and losses resulting from the print shortage and
felt that the failure of a distributor to furnish a print on an
exhibitor's regular availability should be arbitrated.
Therefore, I proposed that there be added to the foregoing definition of clearance, the following clause:
or which regularly occurs between the prior and subsequent runs in competing theatres in the absence of any
express contract provision describing the same.
After lengthy discussions the distributors yielded on this
point and the definition of clearance contained in the
Keough-Schimel draft included this clause.
Lest I be critized for claiming credit for something that
took place behind closed doors more than three years ago,
let me state that the late Austin Keough, in his sworn
testimony before the Senate Small Business Committee,
attributed the same importance to my amendment as I do.
Testifying specifically in references to the clearances
created by the prereleasing practice, Mr. Keough said:
A compromise had been made, apparently not agreeable to the exhibitors that two pictures per distributor
per year might be prereleased . . . we liberalized the
definition of clearance. That wasn't a definition in the
courts. We took Mr. Myers' definition.
This would have brought the subject up for arbitration . . . The arbitrator could have decided that.
(Printed hearings, p. 663.)
I have already told you that in the Levy-Schimel draf
nothing new has been added. I must now tell you tha
something vitally important has been omitted. For thil
latest draft contains only the archaic definition of clearance
already noted, and my amendment which would havt
brought it up to date and added substance and meaning t
it, has been dropped.

ALLIED
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A Bold Attempt at
Judicial Legislation
Prereleasing in practice, if not in theory, is unlawful
under the Court decrees and under the law because the
purpose and effect in most cases is to raise admission prices
and the effect in all cases is to impose new clearances and
unreasonably to extend existing clearances.
The practice imposes new and unreasonable clearances
between theatres that are in substantial competition and
imposes clearances between theatres that are not substantially competitive.
The film companies naturally dispute this contention and
the Department of Justice has resorted to attenuated reasoning to justify its inaction concerning the practice. But
the film companies do not display that confidence in their
position that is born of conviction. They want judicial immunity for their actions and that, in itself, indicates a lack
of confidence.
In the past few weeks you may have read in the trade
papers about the flurry over "The Desperate Hours". Paramount prereleased, or undertook to prerelease, this picture
to 128 handpicked theatres. Only eight merchandising engagements (as Paramount presumes to call them) were
provided in the entire Boston exchange territory, consisting of five New England States. According to trade paper
accounts, the scheme was abandoned on the day that I
made my speech at Winchendon assailing it. An unidentified company spokesman pooh-poohed the suggestion that
my speech had anything to do with this backtracking.
Now I don't really care what induced Paramount to reverse its policy. I am only happy that the New England
exhibitors were spared the loss and inconvenience incident
to these merchandising engagements. But for what it is
worth, and as a further indication of the uncertainty of the
company concerning the legality of the practice, I cannot
forbear telling you that on October 14, ten days before
Paramount backtracked, I sent Mr. Weltner, the General
Sales Manager, a written protest which embodied all the
points I made in my speech.
Thus Paramount acted with knowledge of Allied's protest and the arguments offered in support of it, and I have
a suspicion that my letter to Weltner was on the table and
in the minds of the heads of the sales and legal departments when they decided to abandon the merchandising
engagements and put "The Desperate Hours" on general
release.
But the best indication that the film companies are shaky
about this practice is their repeated attempts to secure
immunity by writing into the arbitration plan this provision authorizing the prereleasing of two pictures per
company per year, although the provision has nothing
whatever to do with arbitration.
It is the declared purpose of the film companies to submit this plan to the Attorney General and to the United
States District Court for their approval. If the Attorney

General approves the plan, and recommends its acceptance
by the Court, then it is expected that it will be entered in
the Court records as a sort of consent order.
If this scheme succeeds and the right to prerelease is
sanctioned by a court order, then the legality of the practice can never be brought in question thereafter.
Worse than that, if the plan containing the validation
of prereleases is entered without my amendment to the
definition of clearances, exhibitors will be precluded from
challenging the legality of clearances emanating from the
prereleasing practice.
There has been much criticism in this country of judicial
legislation. If the District Court enters an order approving
the Levy-Schimel arbitration draft, it will be judicial legislation of the worst kind. It is bad enough when a court in
the exercise of the judicial discretion invades the province
of Congress. It is far worse when a court enters an order
materially changing the antitrust laws, merely because the
parties to the litigation have agreed to it, and without
benefit of the full disclosure and arguments pro and con
that feature a contested proceeding.
Where Does This
Leave the Exhibitors?
When I appeared before the Convention three years ago
I stressed one plus factor above all others — that was the
arbitration of clearances.
That big plus has been transformed into a dreadful
minus inasmuch as arbitration of such cases under the
Levy-Schimel draft would depend upon whether the film
companies had the grace to specify clearances in the contracts, something they seem less and less disposed to do.
What then does this draft offer the exhibitors that would
warrant them in expending the time and money which will
be required in setting up the Local Tribunals and National
Aopeals Board and putting the system into operation?
So far as financing is concerned, the draft makes no provision therefor, although obviously the expense will be
very great.
RUNS. Like the 1952 draft the present draft provides
that an exhibitor who has been denied a fair opportunity
to license feature pictures on a desired run, otherwise than
"on the merits," equal to the opportunity afforded by the
distributor to another competing theatre, may institute an
arbitration proceeding in regard thereto.
So far, so good. But if the arbitrators find in favor of
the complaining exhibitor the aware merely directs the
distributor in good faith to afford the complainant an opportunity to license the features equal to the opportunity
afforded the fellow who has been getting the pictures on
the contested run.
Now what do you think the distributor will do in such a
case? You know and I know the inevitable result will be
the initiation by the distributor of competitive
(Continued bidding
on Page be28)
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"Sincerely Yours"
3u4i*eA4 fcctfiKf GOO
Liberace's screen bow has appeal for his fern audience.
Males will probably resist the lure. Returns figure best in
naborhoods, small towns.

Dunne's direction is sensitive, developing a great deal of
mood and atmosphere, while the general narrative — a
gradual unfolding of the truth — is taut and suspenseful.
Performances are credible and appealing with English
newcomer Dana Wynter scoring in her first important
role. She looks like a promising prospect. Cameron Mitchell turns in a fuie performance as her boorish husband.

In a custom-tailored vehicle, Liberace makes his first
film appearance and. judging from his TV ratings, it will
be an auspicious and happy occasion for a goodly audience.
For the ladies, that is. since there is little evidence that

Joe MacDonald's CinemaScope-De Luxe color photography is first-rate, particularly in its Southern exteriors.
Richard Egan, a successful N.Y. lawyer, returns to his

many males are charmed by the "maestro"'. Everything in
this International Artist Ltd. Production is concerned to
show off the personality and peculiar talents of the wavyhaired musician-showman who has become practically an
America myth, and only from this point of view can the
film be meaningfully discussed. For, otherwise, the Irving
Wallace screenplay (based on the oldie, "The Man Who
Played God'*) would seem like an outrageous and outdated mixture of every sentiment twist in the book, since
no cliche has been left out of this story of the pianist who
goes deaf, learns lip-reading and becomes a public benefactor. In this case, it's an effective frame to showcase
Liberace's talents, although the story's thick sentiment
render it inappropriate for sophisticated audiences. In his
pianistic role, Liberace runs through a multitude of light
selections — and even does a dance on the Carnegie Hall
stage. The Henry Blanke production is attractive. WarnerColor lensing is unusually good, and the musical background is first-rate. Gordon Douglas has kept the pace
smooth over a long 115 minutes, and shows the star off to
best advantage. Afflicted with deafness before his first
Carnegie Hall engagement, Liberace. surrounded by manager William Demarest. secretary Joanne Dru (who loves
him) and fiancee Dorothy Malone (whom he loves), he
learns lip-reading, and involves himself in the lives of
strangers. He helps out financially in the problem of a
crippled boy (Richard Eyer). Malone meets and falls in
love with Alex Nicol. while Liberace, his hearing restored
by an operation and once again a performing artist, realizes
Dru is the girl for him.
Warner Bros. (An International Artist Ltd. Production). 115 minutes. Liberace,
Joanne Dru. Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Produced by Henry Blanke. Directed
by Gordon Douglas.

"The

View from Pompeys
gu4iK€44 RatiK? O O

Head"
O

First-rate production of best-seller above-average attraction in better-class houses. Will require strong selling in
general market.
Hamilton Basso's best-selling novel of last year about
the contemproary South has been turned into an articulate, intelligent, and fairly engrossing film by Philip Dunne,
who scripted, directed and produced the Fox release.
Dunne's screenplay chore was a difficult one, trying to
integrate all of the book's detail and complexity, but the
result is suggestive, thoughtful, and generally effective,
despite a weak ending. Other trappings of the production
match it in quality, and film lines up as a better than average boxoffice entry in the general market on the strength
of its compelling story and its attractive production.
GccUkcm. l^aUHf
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home town of Pompey's Head to investigate a legal matter.
Marjorie Rambeau, wife of blind novelist Sidney Blackmer, has charged that Egan's former associate, now dead,
embezzled money from Blackmer over the years of their
friendship. Egan meets Dana Wynter, his former flame,
now unhappily married to Cameron Mitchell, and they
strike up an impassioned romance. Egan finds that the
money in question was a gift of Blackmer's — funds which
were to be paid to his Negro mother. For obvious reasons,
he has kept the secret. Rambeau overhears the confession,
but fear of its revelation leads her to withdraw her claim.
Wynter and Egan, despite their love, decide to return to
their respective mates.
20th Century-Fox. 97 minutes. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron Mitchell,
Sidney Blackmer, Marjorie Rambeau. Produced and directed by Philip Dunne.
"Tarantula"
Effective science-horror melodrama should do well in action
and ballyhoo houses. Has strong exploitable*.
Concerned with the abnormal growth of animals injected with an "atomic energy nutrient", and specifically
with a tarantula large enough to attack a city, this Universal-International programmer is a neat — and high exploitable— science-fiction-horror film that should go over
well in action and ballyhoo spots. It's an exciting and absorbing gimmick that thrill fans will love, full of suspense
and chills. The yarn is well-paced under Jack Arnold's direction with little time allowed for rationalizing. Clifford
Stine's special effects camera-work is generally very good,
though a bit clumsy in spots. However, it's good enough
for most spectators to be taken in, especially in close-ups
of the tarantula which are frighteningly convincing. The
cast does what it can with the fantastic script. John Agar
and Mara Corday, the romantic interest, act as if they
believed in the story, and Leo G. Carroll is refreshing as
the mad scientist. Carroll has been experimenting with a
nutrient which will be capable of feeding the world's everexpanding population. His associates, experimenting on
themselves, find it fatal, but one, in a scuffle with Carroll
before dying, injects the doctor with it. In an ensuing fire,
a tarantula escapes. Mara Corday, a graduate student, arrives to work with Carroll, and meets Agar, a doctor who
has been investigating the death of Carroll's associates. As
Carroll's appearance becomes progressively distorted under
the influence of the injection, the tarantula, now grown to
enormous size, begins to ravage the countryside. Reaching
Carroll's lab, it destroys the scientist. Jet-bombers carrying napalm bombs succeed in killing the monster.
Universal. 80 minutes. John Agar, Mara Corday, Leo G. Carroll. Produced by
William Alland. Directed by Jack Arnold.
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"All that Heaven Allows"
'Su4i4te44 IQatiKf O O O
Rock Hudson and Jane Wyman, repeat "Magnificent Obsession" formula, in a tea-jerker strong for fern audiences.

Most of the elements of U-I's highly successful "Magnificent Obsession" have been re-created in this film, based
on the Edna and Harry Lee story, and it shapes up as a
strong boxoffice attraction. The picture is obviously
fashioned for the fern trade, telling a sentimental story of
a middle-aged woman's search for happiness with a younger man. and it should have great appeal for the handkerchief brigade. Jane Wyman and Rock Hudson repeat their
romantic involvement of the earlier film, and with much
the same success. Miss Wyman gives her usuaily reliable
performance, always full of sincerity and building sympathy. Hudson provides a top-drawer marquee asset. Director Douglas Sirk has done a neat, workman-like job,
handling the Peg Fenwick script as if no one had ever
seen this before, instilling it with, if not freshness, at least
vitality. It's a good job, with pace and rhythm nicely
maintained. Film gets an added lift from a really firstrate Technicolor lensing job by Russell Mitty. Jane Wyman. an attractive widow, finds solace from her loneliness
in younger Rock Hudson, her gardener. When he takes
her to meet his friends. Charles Drake and Virginia Grey,
she discovers an appealing, genuine way of life she has
not known before. But the petty envies of her small-town
neighbors leads to gossip and alienates Wyman's children,
Gloria Talbott and William Reynolds, who look down on
Hudson. Friend Agnes Moorehead also advises Wyman
it is best to give Hudson up. Lonely, realizing her mistake,
she returns to him, but not before Hudson has had a
serious accident. At his bedside, she assures him she will
never leave him.
Universal. 89 minutes. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Produced by Ross Hunter.
Directed by Douglas Sirk.

"The Rose Tattoo"
3u4i«e44 IZatiH? GOO
Fine version of Tennessee Williams play, highlighted by brilliant performance by Anna Magnani. May be problem outside of selected class houses. Will require special exploitation byexhibitor. Word-of-mouth will help.
Sparked by a performance of immense stature by Anna
Magnani. the great Italian actress, this Hal Wallis production of Tennessee Williams' play is an unusual and somewhat memorable film. It should be a top grosser in class
houses, but might present a problem to exhibitors in general situations, for it deals daringly with sex and contains
some of the saltiest dialogue this reviewer can remember
hearing in an American film. Williams, himself, wrote the
script, and a startling screenplay it is. It is earthy, frank,
strictly adult, qualities that will please the critical gentry
and sophisticated metropolitan audiences no end, but may
cause the picture to be shunned by the family audience,
especially in the hinterlands. The film abounds in the
qualities that make better foreign films so popular with
the intelligentsia. While Miss Magnani's superb performance will win plaudits, many will find it difficult to accept
Burt Lancaster in the comic role of a good-natured, moronic buffoon. His performance is not bad, but one cannot
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help feeling that someone less typed could have been far
more convincing in the role. The boxoffice prospects will
depend to a large degree on the individual exhibitor's
showmanship. Much strong exploitation will be required
to realize the film's potential in the general run of theatres.
Word-of-mcuth should help, except where the sex elements
will re£ct unfavorably. The story is simple, revolving
about a widow, on the Louisiana coast, who comes out of
mourning cnly when she discovers her late, much-beloved
husband had been unfaithful to her (the approach is comic
rather than sentimental). Miss Magnani's characterization
is endlessly rich, suggestive, and warm, and should win
her an Oscar hands down. This is the most impressive female performance to come from Hollywood since Shirley
Booth's "Little Sheba." Young Marisa Pavan also gives
indication of a bright future with a superb performance as
Magnani's teen-age daughter involved in a romance with
Ben Cooper. Daniel Mann, who directed the play, repeats a
top-drawer job. Black-and-white lensing (done on location
in the Keys) is very good, as are all the technical credits.
Paramount. 117 minutes. Anna Magnani, Burt Lancaster, Marisa Pavan, Ben Cooper.
Produced by Hal B. Wallis. Directed by Daniel Mann.

"Artists and Models"
Su4i*te44 Rati*? O O O
Martin and Lewis in a better vehicle, handsomely and
humorously produced by Hal Wallis. Should outdraw their
recent ones.
Martin and Lewis have one of their better attractions in
this Hal Wallis production. The producer has supplied a
natural situation for the comics to romp in, a fine cast, and
an unusually lavish mounting. For their fans in particular,
and for lovers of broad comedy in general, "Artists and
Models" is a satisfying vehicle, although it runs too long.
Revolving about the world of comic books and strips —
these are the artists and models implied — the Frank Tashlin-Hal Kanter-Herbert Baker script is full of situations
for Lewis' comic talent to exploit, and for the VistaVisionTechnicolor cameras to make fine use of. One in particular— a costume ball (film's big production number) — is a
sumptuous affair that gives film a big lift. Martin scores
singing some catchy tunes by Harry Warren and Jack
Brooks : "Innamorata," "When You Pretend" and "The
Lucky Song." Shirley MacLaine makes a strong impression throughout. Tashiin's direction is deft and spirited,
his one weakness being a tendency to overplay some of
the comic sequences. As usual, chief fun derives from the
Lewis characterization of a comic-book lover. Eddie Mayehoff, as a harried publisher, is also good for yocks. And
there are Dorothy Malone, Anita Ekberg, and a bevy of
beauties, for the eyes to feed on. Wacky story is so complicated it almost defies description. Artist Martin and roommate Lewis become involved with Dorothy Malone and
Shirley MacLaine. Malone draws the "Bat Lady" for publisher Mayehoff, and MacLaine poses for it. Martin decides
to draw his own strip with Lewis' nightmares providing
the material (he talks in his sleep). Complication is that
Lewis' ravings are, prophetically, top government secrets.
A band of foreign agents — including Eva Gabor — abduct
Lewis. It's all straightened out by the FBI.
Paramount. IA Hal Wallis Production! . 109 minutes. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Shirley MacLaine, Dorothy Malone, Eddie Mayehoff, Anita Ekberg, Eva Gabor.
Produced by Ha1 B. Wallis. Directed by Frank Tashlin.

'Guys

and

Dolls'

A

Goldwynner!

Sudutet* 'Rati*? OOOO
Goldwyn's bountiful production has unlimited appeal. Sock
marquee and other values should carry film to near-record
grosses along the way.
Samuel Goldwyn's much-heralded and long-awaited
translation of the fabulous Broadway success has arrived,
and it looks like good news for everyone — buyer and seller
alike. Runyon's wonderful world of imaginary guys and
dolls who inhabit Times Square and environs has been
recreated with the same charm and vitality that it possessed on the stage. The word for the production is bountiful; with the abundance of talent that went into the film,
it would indeed be surprising for it to lack excitement.
And it possesses the kind of excitement that means unusual boxoffice returns — of record-breaking proportions.
This could be expected from the property and the collossal
marquee values alone, but, further, showman Goldwyn has
added his superb touch, so that "Guys and Dolls" emerges
as a film of once in a decade calibre.
There is, of course, the great Frank Loesser score — consistently tuneful, witty, and appealing — no less than fifteen
numbers, practically everyone a winner. Loesser added
I for the film "Pet Me, Poppa," "Adelaide," and "A Woman
i in Love" — the three are sock tunes — and from the original
the familiar ones include "If I Were A Bell," "Take
Back Your Mink," "Adelaide's Lament," "Luck Be a
Lady," "Sue Me," "Sit Down, You're Rockin' the Boat."
Michael Kidd's choreography, as might be expected, is
loaded with class and charged with imagination. His staging of the Crap Game Dance, in particular, is a beauty.
Joe Mankiewicz's adaptation of the Jo Swerling-Abe Burrows book is a first-rate job, slick and intelligent. His
direction shows the same competence. Pace is brisk and
satisfactory considering the problem presented by 150
minutes running time. As is, the running-time is a bit long.
Among the stars, Jean Simmons, as Sister Sarah Brown,
walks off with most of the honors, delivering an enchanting performance that will win over any who were not previously her admirers. It is unaffected, charming. Marlon

Salvation Army Sergeant Sarah Broun (Jean Simmons) .
under the influence of Cuban rum and rhythm, throws herself with abandon into a Latin dance, while her escort. Sky
Master son (Marlon Brando), shuffles along in the background.
Brando is not exactly the ideal Sky Masterson character,
but he displays his versatility with a more-than-adequate
comic touch. His singing and dancing leave something to
be desired. However, there can be no doubt that his presence fully justifies, boxofficewise, Goldwyn's off-beat casting. Vivian Blaine, who practically owns the role of Adelaide, gives a sock performance. Sinatra is least satisfactorily. His Nathan Detroit is sometimes too casual and
lacking in force, and the great "Sue Me" number, so memorable in Sam Levene's stage rendition, is virtually thrown
away. The performance generally could have used some
more "zip." In smaller roles, Robert Keith, Sheldon Leonard, B. S. Pully and Stubby Kaye are all top-notch. And
the crew of Goldwyn Girls are up to Sam's usual standards.
Harry Stradling's CinemaScope-Eastman Color lensing is
topflight, the color, particularly, being extremely rich and
— in the Havana scenes — eye-filling.
Story has Sinatra — impressario of a floating crap game
— in need of quick funds so that the game can be held.
Coming upon inveterate gambler and big-time operator
Brando, Sinatra bets him that he can't talk Jean Simmons
— a Sergeant in the Salvation Army — into accompanying
him to Havana. Caught in the bet, Brando goes to work,
promising Simmons that if she makes the trip, he'll guarantee her twelve "sinners" for the midnight meeting. She
accepts and in Havana they fall in love. Meanwhile, Sinatra has his hands full with Blaine, who feels their fourteen-year old engagement is beginning to justify marriage.
Brando gets the dozen sinners by "winning" them in a crap
game, but tells Sinatra he has lost their bet. Simmons is
now convinced that he loves her, and marries him in a
double ceremony, as Blaine finally succeeds in dragging
Sinatra to the altar.

Craps-mem Nathan Detroit (Frank Sinatra) discusses a
pending plan jar a l>it of sport with Benny Southstreet
(Johnny Silver) and Nicely-Nicely Johnson (Stubby Kaye),

MGM. 150 minutes. Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra, Vivian Blaine
Robert Keith, Stubby Kaye, B. S. Pully, Johnny Silver, Sheldon Leonard, Dan Dayton, George E. Stone, Regis Toomey, Kathryn Givney, Veda Ann Borg, Mary Alan
Hokanson, Joe McTurk, Kay Kuter, Stapleton Kent, Rcnee Renor, and the Goldwyn
Girls. Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Produced by Samuel Goldwyn.
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(Continued from Page 11)

these stalemated negotiations by the "sudden
about-face" of some of the TOA members
who had gone along with Allied attitudes,
this about-face being forced by the big circuits who "cracked the whip".
The keynoter also made the following

COLE
Defer Action on Tax
Heeding the advice of Col. H. A. Cole
that a campaign for elimination of the remaining excise tax on theatre admissions
(over 50c) at this time had no chance of
success at the coming session of Congress,
the Allied board deferred any action in the
tax field until the 1957 Congress. Cole informed the convention that he had conferred
on the matter with "my good friend", Sam
Rayburn, Speaker of the House, and had
been told there was "no chance" of winning
a tax fight in '56 year, but that things might
be "a little different" the following year. The
board named Col. Cole, Trueman Rembusch
and A. F. Myers to a National Tax Committee.
Shor Keynotes
(Continued from Puge 11)
eye-witness to the fact that "they still cling
to that position." The aim of film companies
and circuits alike, he declared, is to protect
their dominant position, and this, they believe, can "best be accomplished by taking
over Allied and stamping out its heretical
doctrine that independent exhibitors also are
entitled to share in the good things" of the
industry.
"If nothing else was accomplished during
the past six months, it is apparent that two
hollow slogans frequently voiced by the monopolists and their apologists were exploded," he said. These were: (1) that exhibitors will never accomplish anything until
all organizations are combined into one, and
(2) that all industry problems can be settled
by "friendly negotiation".
The first was put to the test and failed
when the "combined influence and prestige"
of the joint Allied-TOA committee seeking
talks with the film company presidents resulted only in a "pointed snub" from all except 20th-Fox's Spyros Skouras. This failure
to achieve results also put to the test the
second of the "hollow slogans".
Shor said he was caught in the trap of
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points:
FILM RENTALS: Allied's bill for regulation will "prevent unreasonable prices for
films". He charged that TOA will do nothing
to correct the film pricing situation.
ARBITRATION: The "line of cleavage
between Allied and TOA" began with the
1952 draft of an arbitration plan which Allied rejected for lack of a provision for arbitrating film rentals and because it authorized
each film company to prerelease two features
each year.
CIRCUIT EXPANSION: This reveals an
even clearer illustration of differences between the two groups, Shor said. He told
how Allied's general counsel A. F. Myers
protested to the Anti-trust Division against
approval of applications for drive-in theatres
by the circuits without first permitting exhibitors in the area to be heard. "Mr. Myers
says he thinks (this protest) led to the rupture between TOA and Allied and he may
be COMPO:
right".
"The failure of COMPO to support the campaign against Pay-As-You-SeeTV came as a shock to exhibitors who had
contributed to it in the belief that it would
be a mighty weapon to defend the industry
against outside attacks . . . But aid by
COMPO was blocked by a distributor —
Paramount — . . . because it owns Telemeter
. . . The main reason for the current dissatisfaction with COMPO is that it has fallen
into the hands of bureaucrats and has grown
away from the organizations that compose
TAX DRIVE: "We do not favor squandering the influence and good will of the exhibitors by launching tax repeal campaigns
at unpropitious times . . . And I will add that
we do not approve of unauthorized forays
into Washington by persons presuming to
represent all exhibitors, before Congressionit."
al Committees
having no jurisdiction over
the subject-matter attempted to be presented
benefits of the previous tax relief bill
to The
them."
"have been confiscated by the film companies." He asked exhibitors to compare
their net profits with the "excess of prosperity which the film companies have enjoyed" since the bill went into effect.
As to consolidation, Shor has one answer
to TOA members: "Why merge — you are
welcome to join Allied."
Shor concluded: "The lines are tightly
drawn. The exhibitors of the country, all of
them, except the major circuits and their
satellites, must make the big decision . . .
Exhibitors worried by mounting film rentals
and dwindling receipts should know that by
remaining aloof from the coming struggle
that they will be counted in favor of the
tame cats and as opposed to Allied's prin-

ciples."

MYERS
To Oppose Arbitration Plan
Not content with its rejection of the socalled Levy-Schimel arbitration-conciliation
plan, the convention unanimously adopted a
resolution calling for "whatever steps may
be necessary and legally feasible to prevent
the approval of said arbitration plan by the
Attorney General and/or by the United
States
Court."introduced by Horace
The District
resolution,
Adams of Ohio, called, further, for a grassroots campaign by Allied, if it should appear
necessary, to enlist the support of all independents in presenting all problems "to the
appropriate Committees of Congress with a
view to securing legislative relief against prereleases and other abuses condoned by the
In his attack on the arbitration plan (full
text, Page 6), A. F. Myers declared that the
current proposal is even less acceptable than
one that was rejected by his organization
back in 1952. The Allied general counsel
plan". to see the plan as further evidence
professed
"that by the mesermic control they exert
over some exhibitor groups and the pressure
and influence they are striving to exert in
Washington, the film companies and divorced
circuits have entered upon an all-out campaign to wipe out all the reforms of the past
decade and to restore the grinding monopoly
which the Government and the Courts sought
to destroy."
Slap CC-TV of World Series
Supporting TOA's previously announced
opposition to closed circuit theatre telecasts
of the World Series, the Allied convention
unanimously approved a resolution by Trueman Rembusch labelling such a move as "a
wanton attempt to squader the good will and
reputation of all motion picture theatres for
the enrichment of only a few".
Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television had announced last
month that his company would bid for the
1957 world series for a theatre hook-up.
TOA promptly voiced its opposition.

ALLIED

S

MILITANT

CONVENTION

Rembusch Reports on Toll-TV
Trueman Rembusch, co-chairman of the
Committee Against Pay-As-You-See-TV, reviewed the history of his committee and its
fight to give to the public a clearer picture
of the weaknesses in the arguments of TollTV proponents, and the probable financial
costs involved. "'As we fired our first round
against the Pay-To-See proponents, public
sentiment was overwhelmingly FOR PayTo-See . . . Today, in polls by newspapers
and other impartial agencies, the public is expressing itself 8, 9, 10 and even 20 to 1
against Pay-To-See-TV."
Rembusch said it may take the FCC
several years to come to a decision or it may
pass the "hot potatoe" to Congress. "It is
most important to continue our efforts," he
told the convention, calling for more funds
so the committee can stay in the fight until
"every threat of Pay-To-See is permanently
stamped out."

g' policies
chdo
'Watfilm
In a Local
move to EDC
supervise
sales
on a local level, and to assemble information
for presentation to the Congressional committees that will hold hearings on Allied's
proposed bill to regulate film prices, the
convention adopted a program for establishing the Emergency Defense Committee on a
territorial basis.
The plan, submitted by Irving Dollinger,
New Jersey leader, provided for appointment
by each unit of a "watchdog" to "police the
local situation". Their function will be to
seek equal treatment on film terms for independents. These "watchdogs" will report to
their regional vice-presidents. In cases where
problems cannot be settled locally, a national
officer and member of the EDC will be asked
to take it up with the general sales manager.
The Allied membership will be asked to
raise a fund of $200,000 to finance the plan.
New CinemaScope
(Continued from Page 11)

Lauded

Withdraw

Basing its action on the charge that
COMPO "has turned into a bureaucracy"
and is by-passing the member organizations,
Allied's board of directors voted not to renew its membership in the all-industry body
"until such reforms in management and
changes in personnel have been effected as
will insure that organization's continued
operation in obedience to the by-laws and in
accordance with the intention of the founders." The action was unanimously approved
by the convention in a resolution introduced
by Irving Dollinger.
Wilbur Snaper, Allied member of the
COMPO "triumvirate", expressed the hope
that Allied's move would put the Council
"back on the track".
BERGER

d 'Wors
WBon Calle
In his
report
the findings
of t'
the film
Par.,
clinics conducted at the convention, clinic
coordinator Sig J. Goldberg, Wisconsin, said
that percentage pictures and phony "print
shortages" were the chief problems of smaller theatres. Votes of the various clinics
named Warner Bros, and Paramount as the
"most disliked" companies for their sales
policies. Paramount was also blasted for
being the "wort offender" in the practice of
holding back sub-runs for lack of prints.
20th Century-Fox and M-G-M were voted
as the two "fairest" companies. Universal
was slapped for allegedly using "To Hell
and Back" as a "stop" picture, insisting that
other product be played before it could be
booked.
The clinics, reportedly better attended
than ever before in the organization's history, drew the conclusion, Goldberg said,
that those theatremen "without buying power
are completely lost", that even those with
such power were having their troubles.

To this same end, Skouras sought Allied's
support for the penthouse attachment, which
enables theatres to use one-track magnetic,
instead of inferior optical, sound. The equipment would cost approximately $900,
Skouras said, and would permit theatres to
project CinemaScope films in the full 2.55
to 1 ratio.
Skouras' appraisal of the superiority of
magnetic sound was confirmed by comments
made by industry engineers at the forum
conducted by the Theatre Equipment and
Supply Manufacturers Association, which
ran its convention concurrently with Allied's.
20th-Fox contends that the idea of making
"combination" prints with magnetic tracks
and an optical track, which M-G-M is sponsoring, will not only cut the size of CinemaScope pictures, but will give the audience
inferior sound. Earl I. Sponable, Fox research director, termed this a "step backward" in his talk to the Allied group.

From COMPO

SNAPER

Accusing
major 'Monop
film distributors
oi
oly'
r Hits
Bergethe
monopolistic practices, Benjamin Berger, the
Minneapolis fireball, told the delegates that
Allied will pursue its legislative program to
bring about regulation of film selling policies
and terms. "That monopoly must be torn
out by the roots", he declared, "and it can
Berger revealed that Senator Hubert
Humphrey
be done." (D., Minn.) advised him that the
Senate Small Business Committee will open
hearings Jan. 25. Allied's bill to regulate
film rentals will first be argued before that
committee.
Berger charged that most of the film companies utterly neglect the small town theatre,
and warned that they will be forced to heed
them. He singled out Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, and Samuel Goldwyn, as
two film executives who have little regard
for the small town exhibitor.

Myers Explains Bill
Asserting that "Allied is irrevocably committed to the bill (to regulate film rentals)
unless the film companies, before its enactment, satisfy Allied leaders that such Federal intervention is unnecessary", A. F. Myers
informed the Chicago convention that the
measure he has drafted will not interfere
with admission prices.
The Allied bill, he explained, provides for
the Federal Trade Commission to supervise
a system of classifying pictures for various
types of theatres. Theatres in a certain category would be entitled to buy a picture at
the maximum terms allocated to it. The
terms and the classification of any theatre
were subject to challenge by exhibitors. He
would seek to win for small theatres grossing under $1000 weekly the right to buy all
pictures on an outright basis.
Secretary Julius Gordon fully endorsed
the proposed bill, and told the convention
that exhibitors abroad have had experience
with Government control of film rentals and
are prospering.
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DAVID O SELZNICK announced that
his company has acquired the rights to
Hemingway's "A Farewell to Arms"
which he will produce for RKO, marking
his return to production.

NEWS

A Progress Report of the 1955 TOA convention was issued last week giving highlights of major speeches and listing accomplishments ofTOA board and various
committees . . . (see next page for more).
*
*
*
BARNEY BRISKIN has been engaged
by DAVID O. SELZNICK as general
manager of the DOS unit producing for
RKO . . . RUTGERS NEILSON turned
in his resignation as foreign publicity
manager for RKO.

L. WALTON was named administrative assistant to Daniel T. O'Shea,
president of RKO Radio. Walton served
as vice president and member of the board
of directors of Republic before joining
RKO three years ago.
0
NORTON V. RITCHEY predicted that
Allied Artists, of which he is International president, will double its foreign sales
earnings for the 12-month period ending
November, 1956, and revealed that in the
fiscal year which ended last July, overseas sales showed a 42 per cent increase
over the previous comparable period.
Ritchey told the trade press several other
things: 1) A A business in France, Germany and Italy is expected to double
within the next year; 2) the company
plans to increase its production in foreign
countries, especially in England, and
more foreign films will be acquired for
distribution here; 3) his policy of operating through foreign distributors and the
major American companies abroad is
working out satisfactorily.

WALTER WALDMAN joined United
Artists publicity department, replacing
the resigned GEORGE NELSON . . .
JERRY LEVINE left National Screen
to
join Paramount's
department
and willadvertising-publicity
work under SID
BLUMENSTOCK. WALTER WEISBUCK takes over at NSS . . . DAVID
E. WESHNER was made sales representative, and JERRY BRESLER will
serve as producer and general manager
for Kirk Douglas' Bryna Productions . . .
MARJORIE T. GEISS has left IFE.
She was public relations head.
*
*
*
ROGER LEWIS, United Artists advertising manager, spent last week in Paris
and London conferring with UA overseas producers . . . BURTON ROBBINS
currently touring the Midwest branches
of National Screen for the George F.
Dembow Sales Tribute . . . ARTHUR
HORNBLOW,
of "Oklahoma!" arrived inJR.,Newproducer
York from
Paris
where he has been laying the groundwork for some new pictures . . . LEON
ROTH, west coast publicity coordinator
for UA, conferred in New York with
home office executives recently . . .
MANNY REINER, general sales manager for IFE, took a three-day sales trip
covering Philadelphia and Washington,
D.C. . . . DR. RENATO GUALINO,
IFE president, last week attended the
Washington,
the InternationalD.C„
Federationmeeting
of Filmof Producers
Assn., of which he is president.

LIPTON & ROSENBERG
An exchange of mutual admiration of working
procedures was voiced at a recent trade press
conference by Aaron Rosenberg, right, U-l
producer, and David A. Lipton, vice president
in
charge ofofsetting
advertising.
Rosenberg
practice
publicity
in motioncitedas U-I's
soon
as a film is planned, while Lipton called working directly with producers "fruitful".

MOREY R. GOLDSTEIN, general sales
manager for Allied Artists, presided at
the first of a series of regional sales meetings in New Orleans yesterday. Vice
president HAROLD MIRISCH outlined
company's release plans . . . W. C.
GEHRING, executive assistant general
sales manager at 20th-Fox, presided at the
division managers conference held last
week in Chicago to set sales policy and
merchandising plans for new films.
*
*
*
WILLIAM J. GERMAN, president of
the Variety Club Foundation to Combat
Epilepsy, announced the establishment of
the Variety Club Clinic for Children with
Epilepsy and a new research unit at the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in
New York. Variety Club of New York
voted to give one-half of the proceeds of
the Variety International May convention
to the Foundation.
*
*
*
BORN: To Mr. and Mrs. Douglas T.
Yates a fourth child, Margaret Ann. He
is
vice president of Republic Pictures International.
*
*
*
DIED: JUDGE WILLIAM McCRAW,
executive director of Variety Clubs International, in Dallas, Texas. He was 59.

WALTON
EDWARD

RHODEN

ELMER C. RHODEN abandoned plans
to announce winners of the Audience
Awards poll via a television show, and
has substituted a mammoth press dinner
in Hollywood "as an expression of appreciation to the country's newspapers
for their cooperation." Announcement of
the change was made by Robert W.
Coyne, COMPO special counsel. "It had
been our intention originally to have a
telecast of this event," Coyne quoted
Rhoden, national chairman of the Audience Awards committee, "but when we
viewed it in all its aspects we decided in
favor of announcements to be made
news services." A
through the
would be competitive to
showvarious
television
both theatres and newspapers, Rhoden
pointed out, and the strong support given
the Audience poll by the newspapers
prompted him to give them first consideration. The dinner is scheduled for early
December.
0
SPYROS P. SKOURAS will be honored
at a March of Dimes testimonial dinner
at the Waldorf Astoria December 5 at
which Jack Benny will serve as toastmaster. Announcement of the acquisition
of Benny for the m.c. spot was made by
committee chairman Richard C. Patterson, Jr. At $100 per plate, more than
$150,000 is expected to be realized from
the affair, honoring the 20th-Fox president. All proceeds will go to the 1956
March of Dimes campaign. Dinner committee includes Cecil B. DeMille, James
A. Farley, Leonard H. Goldenson and
Oscar Hammerstein II. An entertainment
program will be included in the evenings'
activities.
Pag. 20
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WOLFSON

JOHNSTON

MITCHELL WOLFSON and three
other members of the drafting committee
answered critics of the clearance and prerelease sections of the proposed industry
arbitration system with a joint statement
asserting: "For the first time a restriction
is placed on the number of pre-release
pictures any distributor may have in one
year." The committeemen, including
Max A. Cohen of the ITOA, Leo Brecher
of the MMPTA, and Herman Levy of
TOA, termed "not well founded" the
statement by Abram F. Myers that the
plan is a "deliberate attempt to legalize
the pre-releasing practice". They pointed
out that there is now no legal limitation
on the number of pre-release pictures each
distributor may have. Myers' views on
the arbitration plan appear elsewhere in
this issue.
0

ERIC JOHNSTON told film company
presidents at a MPEA board meeting that
there is an urgent need for industry unity,
and implied that unless they get together
and solved their differences he would
find it difficult representing them. Much
of the success of the MPEA abroad has
been the result of a unified approach,
Johnston declared, but if the present
divided attitude continues there was little
use for the MPEA and that this disharmony only weakened his standing with
overseas contacts. Point of contention
centers around assigning of foreign import licenses. The board set up a new 10man committee to investigate the problems involved in creating a "master formula" for issuing the licenses.
0

MIKE TODD wound up his affairs with
the Magna Theatre and Todd- AO Corporations by selling all of his stock in
those companies for a reported $2,000,000
and resigning from both boards of directors. Todd can still make ten pictures in
the Todd-AO process under his franchise
with that company.

WARNER
JACK L. WARNER testifying at the
Government's anti-trust trial in Los
Angeles, denied that Warner Brothers
conspired with other companies to withhold films from television. The vice president in charge of production revealed that
his company in 1948 adopted a policy of
not selling any of its pictures to television,
but that presently it has no set policy and
will "entertain any offers for selling to
TV". Releasing films to television would
render them valueless for possible future
remakes, Warner said. He told the court
that it is common practice to make studio
properties over into musicals or in their
original form especially since the cost for
books and plays runs into the millions of
dollars. Ben Kalmenson, vice president in
charge of sales for Warners, another witness, also denied the conspiracy charges.
He declared that the effect of television
on the theatre boxoffice was "disastrous"
and that selling films to television would
have a very bad effect. "I'm against the
entire plan of entertainment for nothing,"
he commented wryly. The final witness
for the film companies' defense, Charles
J. Feldman, vice president and general
sales manager for Universal, said that
about 6000 movie theatres have closed in
recent years and that television is the
number one factor responsible. Selling
pictures to television would be harmful,
he insisted, as the films would then lose
their reissue value.
0

WALTER E. BRANSON, former world
wide sales manager for RKO, has been
elected vice president in charge of distribution for that company. Announcement was made by Daniel T. O'Shea,
RKO president. The latter also disclosed
that RKO-Pathe, Inc. and the Van
Beuren Corp. had been merged with
RKO Radio Pictures, and that Jay Bonafield will take over their operation.

WILLIAM DOZIER, CBS television
network executive, has resigned from that
position to become vice president in
charge of production at RKO. He will
start next month. Dozier was with RKO
from 1944 to 1946 as assistant production
head.

BRANSON
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(Continued from Page 8)
and shape this action to the required
scale. With this in mind, the selection of suitable subject matter becomes immeasurably simpler.

Observe the warm reception accorded the 20th Century-Fox Hour's
"The Ox-Bow Incident". In this
show, perhaps more than any other
of filmdom's recent TV offerings,
did the use of subject matter and
ensuing treatment most fully apnroach'the ideal TV formula. Once
the technique is mastered, Hollywood should realize the television
potential expected of it. For there
can be little argument that its technical superiority to home-made television, even among the much abused
shows presented so far, is beyond
comparison. TV is often daring, occasionally courageous, sometimes
inspiring; it seldom approaches
Hollywood's professional know-how.
TV Critics Complain

Aside from purely qualitative factors, the movie studio shows are
guilty of yet another sin, but not in
the sense of which the TV critics
complain. To hear them tell it, efforts by film companies to exploit
theatre films is an unwarranted intrusion upon not only the paying
sponsor's time but upon the aural
and optic sensitivities of the living
room viewer. Behind-the-scenes
shots are an unspeakable bore, the
appearance of studio officials an exercise in egocentrism, interviews of
nages
perso
from forthcoming films
mere mutual admiration society
meetings, cry the TV critics. We
disagree.
The sin is not that there is too
much of these key-hole views of
backstage life, but that there is too
little. Consequently, what comes out
is a disjointed hodge-podge of over
anxious merchandising squeezed
into too few minutes. More genuinely exciting than the world it puts to
celluloid is the real word that makes
it happen. How many millions who
devour the fan magazines, digest the
columnists, who regard Hollywood
as the romantic capitol of modern
times, would not relish the free
sound stage pass that the video
shows supply. The producers would
Page 22
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do well to make these side portions
of their shows the highlights of the
evening and perhaps sell not quite so
hard. You'd be surprised how a
subtle survey of behind-the-scene
life whets the theatre goer's appetite,
esDecially if he is made to feel privy
to a few of the filming secrets of this
picture or that.
British Films
A bold ramification of the recent
motion picture-TV union beyond
Hollywood's immediate influence,
may be found in the presence of the
British film industry in domestic TV
programming. The American Broadcasting Company has managed to
capture a number of Britain's top
backlogs, some of recent vintage,
and is now telecasting this fare
under the name "Famous Films" at
a day and time considered ultrapremium: Sunday, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
The result of this experiment in first
rate films at a first-rate time will be
carefully studied for its effect upon
theatre boxoffice, upon competing
TV shows, and in general may
supply a clue for Hollywood in assessing the potential value of its own
film libraries.
To make the British invasion complete, the National Broadcasting
Company on a recent Sunday presented for the first time on television
a brand new, unreleased feature film,
"The Constant Husband". Curiously
it was also booked 7 :30-9 :00 p.m. At
this stage in the deluge from abroad,
certain influencial writers began
leaping to the conclusion that a new
dilemma had arisen to threaten
Hollywood's security. Wrote the
N.Y. Times' Jack Gould: "When
British films arouse more interest
among TV viewers than most of the
special efforts of the American motion picture producers — and have
reached the point of acceptability
where for even one Sunday night
they can pre-empt the facilities of
two national networks — it would appear that Hollywood's economic
soul-searching is far from over."
While it would be imprudent to
minimize the audience-power of
British films, old or new, we inquire
of Mr. Gould how he documents his
conclusion that these shows "arouse

more interest among TV viewers"
than the domestic film studio shows,
or that the imports pose so serious a
threat to Hollywood's pocketbook.
In reality, what documentation does
exist seems to shatter Gould's contention.
On the particular Sunday evening
in point (November 6) the Trendex
audience survey scoreboard ran like
this: At 7:30 p.m. Famous Films
rated 10.3; "Constant Husband"
rated 15.9; Jack Benny rated 26.9.
At 8 :00, Famous Films dropped to
9:4; "Constant Husband" dropped
to 12.7; Ed Sullivan rated 34.2. At
8 :30 Famous Films was down to
8.6; "Constant Husband" off slightly
again at 12.5; Ed Sullivan up to
36.8.
Kordas Slick Deal
The better-than-mediocre showing
of "Constant Husband" flowed, obviously, from its promotion as the
preview of an unexhibited new film.
As Mr. Gould would now be first to
admit — judging from his critical embalmment of the picture — TV has
little chance of acquiring rights to a
first-rate picture. Sir Alexander
Korda, no piker in the money-bags
department, simply outslicked NBC
with a third-rate film. Sir Alex knew
what he was about. As any producer
knows, a pre-theatre TV showing
absolutely destroys its later exhibition market value. Sir Alex knew
what he had on his hands — and acted
accordingly. TV had best stay with
the better of the British backlogs.
At least they are a tested quantity
that can reasonably be expected to
muster a 9 point rating opposite Ed
Sullivan's 36.
Regarding total developments in
the new province of motion pictureTV activities, one overriding enjoiner seems to apply: ponder the
times. Yes, consider the age. Movies
must rise to the requirements of an
entirely new era of visual perception.
This calls for the introduction of
entirely new concepts in filmed
entertainment, indeed, revolutionary
concepts. Without such an approach,
the unique and promising child of
the movie-television alliance is but
an aimless tot adrift in the bullrushes of an electronic age.

0
Midwestern theatremen use ingenuity in their advertising with
clever cartoons for both their regular shows and institutionally.
At top, Commonwealth's effort smacks squarely at the "corn"
belt, while Fox Midwest uses these one- and two-column cartoons
to push moviegoing during its "Pic-Parade" drive.
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8,000 Theatre Lobbies Ready
For 35,000,000 Movie Voters
Some 8,000 theatres are poised to become
official polling places November 17-27 in the
greatest popular election — and possibly the
greatest public relations gesture — ever held
in the motion picture industry, the Audience
Awards Election. Not a single cranny of
the country has been left uncovered in the
mammoth preparations made by the industry
under the leadership of Elmer C. Rhoden,
national chairman of the campaign. At least
35,000,000 ballots are expected to be cast in
the eleven days that will decide the public's
movie "best'' choices of pictures released between Oct. 1, 1954 and Sept. 30, 1955, and
the people in them.
As the preparations were being completed,
Rhoden announced that the AA committee
had abandoned its original plans for announcing the winners at a televised ceremony and would break the results at a grand
dinner for the press in Hollywood early in
December. The chairman said the change
had been decided upon in view of the strong
support given the campaign in the nation's
newspapers as well as the fact that a TV
show would be competitive both to theatres
and newspapers. Motion picture editors,
news service men and the entire Hollywood
(Continued on Page 24)

Spotlight, New Faces, Urged
A pitch to the newspapers to play up
the "new faces" facet as the "real humaninterest feature" of the Audience Awards
poll was made by COMPO in its Editor
& Publisher ad series. The average
person's eagerness to help a newcomer to
success, is evident in the successful amateur and talent scout shows, the Miss
Rheingold "give-the-little-girl-a-big-hand"
psychology or even the "working my way
through college" approach, points out the
ad. So in the AA election, it adds, "there
will be millions and millions of voters (including your readers) who will be moved
by this basic human desire to help the
struggling newcomers. They, of course,
will vote for the best movie of the year
and the best performances — but their
hearts will be in their votes for the 'most
promising new male personality' and the
'most promising new female personality'."

&

EXPLOITATION

Chains Concoct Own

DEPARTMENT

/

Gag Ads

Angled
Tastes
The eye at
allureAudience's
of cartoons applied
ingeniously to theatremen's knowledge of their
patrons' tastes is cropping up more and more
in newspaper ads. Healthy significance of
this trend is the indication that exhibitors
aren't depending solely on the output from
the press books, but are tailoring spot ads to
the gimmick that will best pique the public's
fancy in their territory.
Commonwealth Amusement, with theatres
in Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri,
Nebraska, is a leading proponent of the cartoon idea, working up the art and making
mats in its Kansas City headquarters to supply its 76 houses. The mat at top right is
one offered at the request of managers of
some of the smaller theatres who have used
"corn shows" and find them gratifying
grossers in their territory. These smaller
situations, drive-ins and Southern houses in
the chain "have done some amazing things"
with the "corn show", according to a report
in the "Commonwealth Messenger", house
organ of the circuit. Mat is set up so that
theatre can insert features and short subjects
on rural signpost in art work. Feature material suggested is old Abbott & Costello
pictures or the Judy Canovas.
Another prolific employer of the cartoon
idea is the Fox Midwest c.ain, which is reporting sock results from the eye-catchers.
Circuit works on both individual pictures and
on institutional placements, the latter a regular feature of the chain's advertising during
a moviegoing campaign. The series pictured
at right, based on the slogan: "Everybody's
Going to the Movies — Now!", sells the
chain's Fall "Pic-Parade" drive. The cartoon series will be used throughout the campaign, augmented with slogan slugs.
To Public On 'Morningstar' Star
The ever-reliable interest booster — inviting
readers of a best-seller to suggest the star
for the movie — has been extended by producer Milton Sperling to his forthcoming
"Marjorie Morningstar", the sensational new
Herman ("Caine Mutiny") Wouk novel
being produced under the Warner banner.
Sperling's invitation goes out to more than a
million readers of the best-seller, asking for
their choice of the star best suited to the
title role. Currently heading the best-selling
lists, story is scheduled to go before the
cameras early next year.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 24]
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FOR AUDIENCE AWARDS ELECTION • November 17-27,1955
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE VOTING

20th Aims at Top Community
?

A Christmas-in-November party following a
special preview for United Artists "Heidi and
Peter" kicked off the promotion for the Lazar
Wechsler production in New York. Mort Nathanson, UA publicity manager, here presents a
Swiss watch to 12-year-old Joan Wink as one of
the prizes given on the stage of the Little Carnegie Theatre. Affair was attended by more
than 500 press, magazine and radio-TV people
and their youngsters.
TwinDonSantas
licists Bob and
Heller.are UA pub-

Chrysler, U-I in Co-Op Deal
If you happen to notice an awful lot of
Plymouths, Dodges, DeSotos and Chrysler
cars on a movie screen, changes are it's a
Universal-International picture. An important tie-up between U-I and the Chrysler
Corporation whereby the full line of Chrysler cars will be used by the studio production and transportation departments ,is seen
widening hte co-op horizons for the company. Plans are now in work to take utmost
advantage of the deal via national advertising
campaigns, local dealer promotions and a
special joint publicity program. The widespread facilities of the Chrysler advertising
and dealer network opens a huge field for
U-I film penetration.

Backing in 60-City Screenings
A sixty-city screening program expected
to encompass over 100,000 educational leaders, teachers and PTA executives, as well as
large blocks of community opinion-makers,
tees off this week on behalf of 20th CenturyFox' "Good Morning, Miss Dove." The huge
theatre preview campaign is part of an overall campaign designed to pre-sell the Jennifer Jones starrer to a potential audience of
65,000,000 and mobilize full-scale programs
of community support for the Thanksgiving
holiday attraction.
Working in coordination with the screenings will be a team of 11 speakers, including
Arthur De Bra, MPAA community relations
director. Each will cover five or six precomviews to point out the picture's special
munity and entertainment importance and
outline suggested methods of cooperation
linked to theatre engagements.
Supplementing the anticipated verbal support in the wake of the screenings will be an
editorial barrage on behalf of the film in publications of the attending groups, and via
snecial letters, bulletin board displays and
discussions at meetings. Twentieth anticipates the screening program will generate
the largest community-sponsored support
ever accorded one of its pictures.
Crab That Pass!
Don't be caught without that important
free pass to your theatre, when visiting prospects for theatre tie-ups, cautions the
Stanley-Warner house organ, "Spotlight".
It eliminates that "I'll send you one" possibility of forgetting and stirring just the opposite of the good will registered by handing
out the valuable little Annie Oakley.
Architecture, Not Anatomy
To point up the not-too-evident fact that
"Pompey's Head" is the name of a town,
20th-Fox and the Roxy Theatre, currently
"The View from Pompey's Head",
playing
are offering 20 pairs of passes for the longest
lists of film title featuring a fictional town
or city name.
When U-I held its sneak preview of "The Benny Goodman
Story" in Hollywood, David
Lipton (center) seized the
opportunity to guarantee top
national magazine and Sunday supplement coverage by
getting Eastern ad-publicity
manager Philip Gerard (beUpton's cigar
to
escorthindmovie
editorshand)
of the
journals to the West Coast
to see the picture. Group includes reps from Seventeen,
Parents, Coronet, Pageant,
Red book and This Week.
Jack Diamond, studio publicity director is at left.
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Five out of the eighty names and
twenty titles on the official ballot
shown above will be immortalized as
the people's movie choices of 1955
after the Audience Awards election
Nov. 17-27. The ballots, Sl/2 x 1034
inches, include space for write-in votes
in each of the five categories, and are
supplied by NSS. There are no age
limitations on voters. Ballot is copyrighted by COMPO and reproduction
forbidden, to protect integrity of the
vote. Marked ballots will be tallied by
exhibitors on green official forms
which must be mailed off in time to
reach Price Waterhouse by midnight
November 30.

8,000 LOBBIES READY
(Continued from Page 23)

Dress corps, top Hollywood personalities, including the competitors for the awards and
outstanding journalism figures would be
among those present. The new gold statuettes— will be awarded to the winners of the
five categories as the climax of the dinner.
A typical "timetable" for Awards promotion as used by the MMPTA of New York,
was cited by the Committee: Nov. 2, advance
color poster, trailer (with date at end up to
17th), banner accessories, usher's lapel
badges, valances and streamers; Nov. 9, add
ad mat and drop in slugs as part of your
display ads; Nov. 14, prepare ballot boxes
and ballots (ordered from National Screen) ;
Nov. 17, post sticker on ballot box, use second 40x60 poster listing nominees, second
trailer (without date at end); Nov. 27, mail
green sheet with final vote results from your
theatre to Price, Waterhouse & Co.

/
LIBERACE is really bringing out the
mobs on his 14-city jaunt on behalf of Warners' "Sincerely Yours". From each city —
Chicago, New York, Boston, comes the same
story — candelabra-bearing fans by the hundreds at the airport, swelling to thousands
at the theatre p.a.'s. Stirred by the news he
would open the Paramount in New York at
9 a.m., crowds started gathering at 7; by 8,
police had to make walking space through
the packed sidewalks; at 9, a police escort
opened a narrow path through long chunks
of humanity to let their idol through. His
72-hour N.Y. stint included 12 radio shows,
10 interviews, five theatre appearances. Boston arrival was covered by TV and newsreel cameras at the airport.
*
*
»
Producer SAMUEL GOLDWYN, JR. is
spearheading the p. a. promotion for UA's
"Man With the Gun". Following the New
Orleans premiere, he took star ROBERT
MITCHUM and KAREN SHARPE to New
York for an intensive week-long series of
radio-TV and news interviews, then launched a cross-country tour, with JAN STERLING and Miss Sharpe for star appeal.
*
*
*
CLEO MOORE and JOHN AGAR are
-^fc- The one-two punch — screenings for the press
followed by star personal appearances — is soaring the stock of Dana Wynter and Richard
Egan above, (at the New York preview) and
20th Century-Fox' "The View from Pompey's
Head", as attested by these rave columnar
tidbits after a Washington screening.

doing a sterling road stint for U-I's "Hold
Back Tomorrow", working from the world
premiere city, Detroit, through Michigan,
New England, the Atlantic Coast and the
South. Agar detoured briefly to appear in
Philadelphia for the debut of his starrer,
"Tarantula".
*
£
•

Pompey's 'New Stars' Stock

GENE NELSON, starring in RKO's "The
Way Out", had a big week in New York to
drum-beat the film.
*
*
*
An added lure for the classes was dangled

Soars In Screening-P.A. Tour
The double-barreled promotion worked by
20th Century-Fox on "The View from Pompey's Head" is blowing up a storm of advance publicity for the picture, and advancing the careers of newcomers Dana Wynter
and Richard Egan. 20th's original plan was
to hold a series of screenings on the picture,
confident that it would make an impression
that would rouse plenty of favorable comment. The follow-up was a star tour by
Egan and Miss Wynter after the press and
opinion-makers had a chance to see them
in action.
The results were successful far beyond the
fondest hopes of 20th's exploiteers. Egan,
who has had minor roles in the past, was
acclaimed a bright new star by the press.
But Miss Wynter really stole the show. "The
most exciting discovery to come out of
Hollywood since talkies," was the verdict of
the Washington Daily News' James O'Neill,
Jr., in a three-column rave. Similar sentiments were voiced by the other Washington
papers following the screening, panting for
Miss Wynter's arrival so that they could see
this "fire-and-ice" beauty in the flesh.
The stars' impact will be felt in 17 cities
— and, of course, dozens of surrounding territories in view of the press and air coverage. Egan's area takes him to Chicago, Detroit, Canada, Boston, New York, Atlanta,
Brunswick and Savannah.

by Warners for "Rebel Without a Cause"
with the series of air appearances of LEONARD ROSENMAN, who composed the
music for the film.
*
*
#
Touring seven cities through Texas and
Louisiana on behalf of Republic's "A Man
Alone", stars RAY MILLAND, MARY
MURPHY and WARD BOND added hefty
support to the Southern openings.
4 Milland & Murphy in San Antonio.
-^F- Liberace in Chicago.
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Memphis pavements were ^
substituted for the Sahara in
this stunt by manager Arthur
Groom
of Loew's
State andto
underscore
the action
romance
of United
"Desert Sands."
The Artists'
legionnaire and harem belle paraded for two days through the
city's shopping district.

I Simple but effective stunt
suggested in the Columbia
pressbook for "My Sister
Eileen" was put into potent
practice by manager George
Landers of the E. M. Loew
Hartford. Models also visited
TV stations and newspapers
for a city-wide penetration.

MAC-NETS
UA's "Alexander the Great" hauls down
six pages of color and black-and-white
photos and text in the Nov. 14 issue of LIFE
on the location filming of the Robert Rossen
production. Shots show epic battle scenes,
dramatic highlights, production details.
Another big-space layout for "Trapeze" is
garnered by UA in Nov. 29 LOOK, with
four pages featuring Tony Curtis during
Paris location filming of the Hecht-Lancaster production co-starring Burt Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida.
Tying in with Margaret O'Brien's debut
as a grown-up in RKO's "Glory," is a sixpage feature on the former juvenile star in
the Nov. 16 issue of PEOPLE.
Teen-ager Susan
Columbia's "Picnic",
page fashion layout
MOISELLE.
*

Strasberg, featured in
is spotlighted in a five
in November MADE*

Curvy Anita Ekberg gets the Nov. 15
cover of TEMPO and a four-page layout
crediting her appearance in Warner's "Blood
Alley".
Some 30,000,000 readers of the Sunday
(Oct. 30) AMERICAN WEEKLY were introduced vividly to UA's "Foreign Intrigue"
with a striking story-and-picture feature on
the film and Robert Mitchum.
Film BULLETIN

Disc Jockey Tie-Up Spurs

on Tray'
Town borrowed
showmanship
from
Excite Small
ToWide-awake
big city promotion, made a front page news
story for Guy Amis and the 593-seat Princess Theatre, Lexington, Tenn., which he
manages. And the stunt enabled him to
double the theatre's average gross on Columbia's "Count Three and Pray."
Four days before the film was scheduled
to open, manager Amis had every number
in the Lexington telephone book called with
the girl saying only: "Hello, count three and
pray." At the same time, he had spot announcements on every local radio show consisting of just the four words of the title. All
this was climaxed the day before the picture
was to open with an ad in the local paper
and spot announcements on the radio explaining what the words meant. A fine example of aggressive showmanship.

Pancho Grosses in Buffalo
A feature of the Buffalo campaign on
RKO's "The Treasure of Pancho Villa",
worked up by RKO fieldman Al Margolian
and the Century Theatre, can well serve as
a model for most moderate sized towns on
this film's promotion.
Of particular note was an airwave tie-in
in which a leading disc jockey, with a daily
show, "Hernando's Hideaway", plugged the
opening two weeks in advance, announced
he would broadcast his program from the
Century lobby on opening day. Through a
car dealer tie-up, the d.j., dressed in Mexican costume, was driven to the theatre in a
bannered 1956 Pontiac, which was parked
outside the theatre for the day, Hernando's
two-hour broadcast was also piped to the
street to grab passersby attention, while inside, he gave away 150 records.

*

An eye-opening shot of leggy Shirley
MacLaine, starring in Paramount's "Artists
& Models" and "The Trouble with Harry"
graces the cover of December's MODERN
PHOTOGRAPHY.
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Guns and hounds played ♦
key roles in Southern exploitation of United Artists' "The
Kentuckian". In Dallas, Majestic Theatre manager Forrest Thompson, with assist
from local gun ship, used authentic vintage rifles to dress
up display pieces, not only
in theatre, but in hotel lobbies and travel terminals,
too.
In Memphis,
Loew's
State manager
Arthur Groom
had frontier boy and dog
flushing out ticket buyers in
downtown area.

GOTHAM

GLADHANDS
"GUYS
As the "Guys and Dolls" party headed for
Chicago and the Midwestern Premiere of
Samuel Goldwyn's musical, they carried
happy reflections of a New York promotion
job that had even the blase Gothamites
jolted out of their ennui. The party, headed
by producer Goldwyn, M-G-M's Howard
Dietz, stars Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons, Goldwyn publiciteer David Golding
and the augmented Goldwyn Dolls (a sixth
beauty joined the gorgeous quintet via a
contest), look back on these highlights:

flh Crowds gawk, newsreel & TV cameras grind
s winning Guy and Doll are wedded in Times
quare, duplicating climactic nuptials in film.
v& At Capitol premiere: Mr. and Mrs. Howard
ieti and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn; Governor
nd Mrs. Averill Harriman; Bernard Baruch and
Inx Palkenburg; David Golding and Jean Simions (the Mission Doll), and Marlon Brando.

Times Square Nuptials
The wedding in Times Square, envisioned
by Damon Runyon in his stories and featured by Goldwyn in the picture, was
brought to startling life. The unique ceremony, cne of the top publicity stunts ever
carried off in the Big Town, was covered by
newspapers, syndicates and TV newsreels,
the scenes going out to millions the same
night. Bride and groom cut into a five-tier
wedding cake weighing half a ton as Broadway traffic was stopped and thousands
jammed into the famous triangle. The
couple, selected from letters on "Why I
Want to Marry This Guy (Doll)", and richer by $5000 in cash and gifts, had the Goldwyn Girls as Bridesmaids, music supplied by
Wurlitzer, and a honeymoon to Havana.
Macy's jumped into the hoopla with a
splash of advertising and stunts. Playing an
important role in the wedding, the store
placed a full page ad in the New York
papers (see cut) that had 'em chuckling and
talking. Then it followed up another full
page in the World-Telegram to announce
the new Goldwyn Doll it had selected from
some 5000 entries during a contest conducted
by the store. The new addition, Phyllis
Jeritza, promptly joined the gorgeous quintet for further tours.

&
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THAT'S MACY'S
Macy's full page ad in the New York limes
paraphrases with striking effect.
Tie-ins and tributes: Goldwyn Dolls display
various Martex bath sets inspired by film; Lindy's
appropriately salutes film featuring its frequenters; Franklin Bank window display at busy
42nd Street corner.

Celebs at Glittering Premiere
Climax of the hoopla was the premiere at
the Capitol Theatre, with a ticket sale that
deposited $35,000 into the Will Rogers Memorial Fund and Tuberculosis Research Laboratories at Saranac Lake as a result of the
cooperation of 260 theatres that assisted in
the ducat distribution. Klieg lights shone
through the rain on thousands of onlookers
who gathered to watch one of the most glittering array of celebrities ever gathered for
a movie in the entertainment world, state
and civic life, attend the opening.
To make sure that news of the event was
amply covered in the movie columns of
newspapers in cities soon to break with openings, Metro brought film critics and columnists from ten cities to attend the debut as
its guests, carried a large display ad listing
their names on opening day. The scribes
had plenty to write about, including a near
riot as the throngs broke through police barricades when Marlon Brando arrived at the
theatre and had to fight his way through
to the lobby.
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(Continued from Page 13)
tween the rival exhibitors. That would be the simplest
and, obviously, the most profitable way of complying with
the award.

The draft contains the
same provision for easing the hardships of competitive bidding that were contained in the 1952 draft.
COMPETITIVE

BIDDING.

In rejecting that draft Allied's board felt keenly that
while some of the reforms in the bidding procedure were
desirable, these should be adopted by the film companies
voluntarily without insisting that they be incorporated in
an arbitration plan. So adopted and observed in good faith
there wcuid be no need for any arbitration provision concerning them.
Many exhibitors having in mind the Supreme Court's
strictures on competitive bidding still feel that the practice
is in the twilight zone of the law. They cannot understand
why, in order to obtain rules insuring fairness and honesty
in the handling of bids, they should have to submit to an
order putting the Court's blessing on bidding.
Whether the plan would lessen the amount of bidding,
which was Allied's main goal in the negotiations, is extremely doubtful. The companies reserve the right to initiate bidding whenever an exhibitor makes written request
"in any area or situation for a run of a picture . . . which
the distributor is proposing to license ... to another exhibitor ... in such area or situation."
While the proposed "rules of the game" may enable an
exhibitor to ascertain whether he is being fairly treated in
the making of awards, it is doubtful if the drain on their
pocketbooks will be any less. It is my personal opinion
that in the great majority of cases competitive bidding is
a kind of Russian roulette played by exhibitors with fountain pens loaded with red ink. Only the film companies
can win at this game.

BLOCK-BOOKING AND CONTRACT VIOLATIONS. There are provisions similar to those contained in
the 1952 draft for arbitrating exhibitor claims that one
license is being conditioned upon another; that is, that features are being forced upon him. Also there is provision
for arbitrating exhibitor claims of contract violation.

While instances of forcing occasionally come to light,
they usually are rectified upon complaint. And the contracts are so one-sided that the distributors can do about
as they please without violating their provisions. The
remedy here is the negotiation of contract forms involving
a reasonable amount of mutuality.
These provisions, therefore, can be classed as makeweights, allright in themselves but not of enough value to
justify the price exhibitors are called upon to pay for them.
DAMAGES. In proceedings involving unreasonable
clearances, denial of a run, etc., the arbitrators, if so requested, may award damages, but such awards are limited
to actual proven damages. But if in any case in which they
find for the complaining exhibitor, the arbitrators further
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find that the distributor acted with deliberate purpose to
injure the exhibitor, or acted in wilful disregard to the
probable harmful consequences to the exhibitor, they may
also award exemplary damages, not to exceed the amount
cf the actual damages.
That means that the most the arbitrators could award,
in even the most flagrant cases, would be double damages.
In no case could the arbitrators award triple damages as
the courts are required to do in cases under the Clayton
Act.
As you are aware, the film companies for several years
have been exerting strong pressure to change the mandatory triple damage provision of the Clayton Act. This
agitation manifested itself in hearings before a sub-committee of the House Judiciary Committee several years
ago. It broke out before the same sub-committee again
last summer. It is evidently being felt by the Senate Judiciary Committee which recently sent out questionnaires
on the subject.
Approval by the District Court of this provision for discretionary double damages in the arbitration draft would
give the film company attorneys just the precedent they
have been looking for in urging upon Congress their demands for revision of the Clayton Act.
No Provision for
Arbitrating Film Rentals
In all its pronouncements on arbitration Allied has
stressed that it favors and will enthusiastically support an
all-inclusive arbitration system.
Throughout the negotiations in 1952 Allied advocated
and sought to have written into the plan a provision for
arbitrating film rentals or at least sales policies.
Inclusion of the provision authorizing prereleases and
exclusion of any provision for arbitrating film rentals undoubtedly were the main reasons for rejecting the 1952
draft.
The current draft is identical in both respects and is
much less desirable because of the tinkering with the definition of clearance.
Now our TOA brethren tell us that film rentals can be
handled under the conciliation provision which is attached
to the plan in lieu of arbitration of film rentals. Maybe so,
but if the purpose is to include controversies over the price
of film, it seems odd that the draftsmen did not say so in
so many words.
But for present purposes let us assume that such controversies are included in "controversies arising on the merits
out cf the relationship between such exhibitor and distributor." What then?
It is provided that an exhibitor desiring a meeting for
the purpose of conciliation may send the branch manager
a written request therefor. In his request he may name
one other person who will accompany him. Then on the
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first Monday or Friday following a lapse of seven days
after the request was received, the meeting will take place.
If the matter is not settled at the meeting with the
branch manager, the exhibitor may apply in writing to the
general sales manager of the company for a home office
conference. Such a meeting will be held at a time to be
fixed by the general sales manager. Here again the exhibitor may bring with him one person as adviser or advocate.
The meeting may be with the general sales manager, or a
sales manager designated by him, and the general sales
manager or the person designated by him may bring in
one other person of his own selection.
Now, how does conciliation differ from arbitration? We
know that in arbitration the arbitrators enter awards which
are binding on the parties. If not complied with, they can
be enforced under the uniform arbitration acts. But in
conciliation, no one is bound by anything that occurs. It
consists merely of a meeting of the opposing parties to a
controversy in hopes that they can talk themselves into
agreement.
This not only is the established meaning of conciliation,
it is made explicit in the Levy-Schimel draft, in the following language :
Neither the exhibitor nor the distributor shall be
under any obligation to dispose of the controversy
under conciliation in the manner proposed by the other
party and the judgment and good faith of any party
. . . shall not be questioned.
And the plan goes on to provide:
The discussions in regard to conciliation shall be
confidential and without prejudice, and the exhibitor
and the distributor and their associates, by participating in the conciliation meetings agree that nothing said,
ivritten or done by any party in or in connection with
the conciliation shall constitute an admission or statement against interest, or be used as such.
To me this proposal does not seem novel because it
closely resembles the open-door policy followed by some
film companies, notably Metro, and professed by all. If
dropping into the office of a branch manager or a general
sales manager to discuss some situation constitutes conciliation, then we all have practiced it many times. Speakfor myself, I can only say that in some cases I have had
good results and in some I was bitterly disappointed.
Perhaps the most pretentious effort at conciliation ever
made was the one described by President Shor — the visits
of the joint Allied-TOA committee to all the general sales
managers.
Certainly the lines of communication between exhibitors
and distributors, directly and through their organizations,
should be kept open at all times. The questions for exhibitors to weigh and determine are what is the need, and
what is the justification for formalizing so simple a thing
as paying a visit to a branch manager or a general sales

manager to discuss problems "arising . . . out of the relationship between (an) exhibitor and (a) distributor"?
And, of course, exhibitors must weigh any possible advantages growing out of such formalization against the
price they must pay therefor because of its inclusion in a
plan which would legalize prereleases and render them
helpless when subjected to unreasonable clearances.
What Are You Going
To Do About It?
After observing the developments of the past year I do
not think it is going too far to allege that by the mesmeric
control they exert over some exhibitor groups and the
pressure and influence they are striving to exert in Washington, the film companies and divorced circuits have
entered upon an all-out campaign to wipe out all the reforms of the past decade and to restore the grinding modestroy. nopoly which the Government and the Courts sought to
The independent exhibitors have been challenged as
never before. The scheme of this arbitration proposal is
to cast upon exhibitors the entire burden of policing the
decrees, if not, indeed, enforcing the law. The Department
of Justice apparently is ready to bow out of the picture
entirely, perhaps eagerly, as a department spokesman says
it will not be influenced in its consideration of the arbitration by the attitude of Allied or the Southern California
Theatre Owners Association (M.P. Daily, 10/31).
Now this challenge can be met and defeated in only one
way. We must revive that fighting spirit that was so prevalent among exhibitors in the early days of Allied.
Aroused and cooperating fully with your leaders, you exhibitors can exert vastly more influence than the softspoken, gumshoeing emissaries of the affiliated interests.
In this country, grassroots campaigns never lose.
If you want to remain in the motion picture business and
you think the chance to do so is worth fighting for, the
time for decision is now. It is up to you.

"I have been around show business
since 1900 —
started in motion pictures in 1914 —
The Bulletin is tops with me."
H. D. SHEFFLER
CASTAMBA
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All The Vital Details <m Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
ducer
William
F.
Broidy.
Director
Sidney
Salkow.
Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Tale
ALLIED ARTISTS
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
of how Springfield
rifleIndian
was country.
instrumental
in advancing
May
civilization
thru hostile
71 min.
sets
out
to
break
up
"revolution"
ring,
active
in
Central America. 74 min.
NIGHT HOLDS TERROR. THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edwards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
December
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
businessman.
min. 7/25.
DIG
THAT
URANIUM
Leo
Gorcey,
Huntz
Hall,
Bowery
LAS
VEGAS
SHAKEDOWN
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Coieen
Gray. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
SPECIAL
DELIVERY
Joseph
Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
Salkow. Melodrama. Casino operator and research
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a with international background,
tiurlesque on Iron
writer on gambling fall in love and break up plans confidence
man,
the
Boys
set
out
to
find
it.
61
min.
Curtain
diplomacy.
86
min.
of gambling syndicate. 77 min.
SHACK
OUT
ON
101
(Wm.
F.
Broidy
Pictures
Corp.
SKABENGA Eastman Color. Produced by George
Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
October
Michael. Man-killing leopard terrorizing natives is Prod.)
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melotracked down by government hunter. 61 min.
COUNT
THREE
&
PRAY
CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne
Woodward. Producer Ted
a spy80 center.
A romance
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
and ingtheshackFBIwhich
resolveis inthereality
situation.
min.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War reFINGER MAN Frank Loveioy, Peggie Castle, Forrest SUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
turns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
e
Tucker. Producer LindsleyunParsons.
Director Harold
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert CornSchuster. Action drama.J Hijacker joins side of law Drake. field.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
LORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treaWITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- WORLD
sure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.
ture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wilin 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
July
seeksin revenge
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Pro- year 2508. 81 min.
May
falls
love withagainst
one of class-conscious
its members. 72 aristocracy
min. 10/3. and
ducerdrama.
William
F. Broidy.
Director
Cahn. cause
MeloMY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Cruelties
on inmates
of Eddie
reformatory
governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
COLUMBIA
Kotilmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. AdCASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
ventures of two small-town girs who seek their forAnderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
tunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in
November
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben CEIL 2435. DEATH ROW William & Robert Campbell.
QUEEN
BEE
Joan
Crawford,
Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Producer Wallace MacDonaW. Director Fred Sears.
Production. Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
Melodrama. Recounts life of criminal confined Six story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters
years in death house. 77 min. 5/2.
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.
on the king's life. 61 min.
WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel END OF THE AFFAIR, THE Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson. TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirisch. Direc- Producer David Lewis fCoronado). Director Edward A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melotor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
drama. Youthful
thugs10/17.
involve innocent girl in robbery
Dmytryk.
Romantic
drama.he Man's
hate, 106
jealousy,
and and murder.
77 min.
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, love
destroys
only woman
ever loved.
min. 4/18.
but
his
strict
rules
affect
merchants
who
plot
his
SEMINOLE
UPR'SING
Technicolor.
George
MontgomTHREE
STRIPES
IN
THE
SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
.murder. 81 min.
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to Aldo
has life complicated Coming
by romance with beautiful Japacapture warring Indian chief whom he had known
nese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans evenAugust
as a boy. 74 min.
tually
give
soldier
new
perspective. 93 min. 10/31.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
SPOT Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Robinion,
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di- TIGHT
Brian Keith. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Beautiful woman convict aids
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyBATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
railroad ofcarrying
loaded
flatcars is court in convicting boss of crime syndicate. 97 min.
sabotageback"victim
rival truck
line trucks
«wper. on
80 min.
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
PHENIX Producer
CITY STORY.
Richard
Kiley, Diamond.
Kathryn
brave
men who fought alongside her in the United
Grant.
Samuel THE
Bischoff
and David
5
AGAINST
THE
HOUSE
Guy
Madison,
Brian
Keith,
States Navy.
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceKim Novak. Producers Siliphant, Barnwell. Director
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. ProPhil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. AdUSA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
gambling den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor.
ne Rkhard Wldmark, Mai beast whoventuregoes
u
J
on a killing rampage until destroyed
September
Zetterling. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Dire«tor Mark
by
Jungle
Jim.
68 min.
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
Robson.
Melodrama.
G-I's
plot
to
steal
part
of
Nazi
gold hoard discovered in Berlin. 98 min.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
MayPreston. Producer WilMelodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
liam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians
to advancing
whiteis men
to anniWARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CHICAGO SYTWrCATE July
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
hilatehostile
new outpost,
but Fort
savedattempt
by former
fur
Xavier Cujat. Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisfh. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime trapper who assumes command.
again fair
to damsel
bring peace
between85 England
and France and syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
save
in distress.
min.
CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn.
October
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help ot mad
INDEPENDENTS
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim kill
men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
Charney,
Neville
Brand.
Producer
Vincent
M.
Fennelly.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue,
Kenneth
Producer
Katzman.bombD«on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
record
Richard
Quine.Tob«y.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen
Ferraniacolor.
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred Macexplosion
creates
enormous
sea
monster
which
threatens GREEN MAGIC
mentary. FilmedEnglish
by theNarration.
Bonzi Expedition
in S.Docu-A.
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer the Pacific Coast. 80 min. 6/27.
from Rio to Lima traveling 7800 miles. 85 min. 5/16.
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
OUTLAW GIRL English Language. Silvana Mangano,
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
August
Amedeo Nazzari. Producer Dino De Laurentiis and
owner
into town's
bank robbers.
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
Carlo Ponti. Director Mario Camerini. Melodrama.
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director Young
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson, Blake
man unjustly imprisoned by false testimony of
Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
Man Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Mafia escapes and swears vendetta on accusers. After
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and wife
and
unborn child are killed he avenges their murIn and out of love they are finally united.
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters singer.
der and surrenders to pay his debt to society. 76 min.
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
complete wiping out gang. 80 min
James Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
ProWilliam Goetz.
Mann. Western
WARRIORS, THE Techni color, CinemaScope. Errol drama. ducerArmy
captain puts aside uniform to search for DAVY CROCKETT IWalt Disney) Fess Parker, Buddy
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Pro- man selling repeating
rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
Ebsen. Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director Nor.
duction. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbucklman Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part TV
tale of 84action
Yearsing War.
min. and
10/17.romance during ihe Hundred
series about
Alamo
hero. 95famous
min. Indian fighter, congressman and
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
November
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
KING DINOSAUR ILippert) Bill Bryant, Wanda Curtis.
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
Producer Al Zimbalist. Director Bert I. Gordon. Science
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter WanFiction. Rocket party of Jfour
une lands on new planet,
shortage
leads
to
perilous
cattle
drive
through
country hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.
ger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
encounters
prehistoric
beasts
and use A-blast to eslife
drains
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granlive. 83 min. humans of all emotions but the will to ger,
cape.
59
min.
Jean
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Max- LOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narration.
well Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubln.
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
Faro ofFilmloveproduction.
Whiting Sisters. Producers Bernard Tabakin, Lesley murderirfg his wife man plans to pin this and at- Non professional
bus. Portrayal of players.
various ways
and women Omniwho
Goodwin. Musical. Gorgeous girls and tuneful music
murder of himself on maid who knows of the
murder. tempted
90 min.
in a romantic city. 73 min.
practice
them
presented
in
"March
of
Time" style.
90 min.
Film
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July
LADY AND THE TRAMP (Walt Disney) CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
Sill Thompson. Feature Cartoon. The tale of a romance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
LONESOME TRAIL, THE Lippertl Wayne Morris, John
Agar. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett.
Western. Ycung soldier returned from Indian wars is
forced to fight for his property against land-grabbers
who have taken control of Western town. 73 min.
August
NO
RELEASES
September
APACHE WOMAN lAme rican Releasing Corp.) SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating
man brings peace to the
min.
countryside. 83Government
BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES (American Releasing
Corp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. Producerdirector David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
from another world takes over minds of animals, birds
and people in a deserted desert village. 78 min.'
MADDALENA Technicolor. Marta Toren, Gino Cervi.
ITitanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe Bordogni.
Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italian
mountain village Good Friday pageant is almost
turned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to play
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
SIMBA (Lippert) J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
Bogarde.
99
min. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
October
AFRICAN LfON, THE (Walt Disney) Technicolor. Photographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar.
True-Life75 adventure
set in the high
plateau Adventure.
country of Arfica.
min.
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Corp.) Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic detruction of thelife.world and the conflict among them
to seek a snew
Coming
BOLD AND THE BRAVE. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope.
Wendell
Corey, Mickey
Taylor,Lewis
NicoleR.
Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Rooney,
Chester.DonDirector
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
of a battle in the Italy campaign.
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL la Lux Film, Rome) Pathecolor. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE IFilmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a killer is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER
May

MARAUDERS, THE Eastman Color. Dan Duryea, Jeff
Richards. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director
Gerald Mayer. Western. Band of border killers and
insane leader81 try
wastelands.
min. to5/2.take rancher's home in Arizona
PRODIGAL, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Edmund
Purdom, Lana Turner, Audrey Dalton. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical drama. Based
on the Parable of the Prodigal Son. 144 min. 4/4.
ne
LOVE ME OR LEAVE MEJuCinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
Dons Day. James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
Director Charles Vidor. Biograthical musical love story
of Roaring 20's singer Ruth Etting. 122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Stewart
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid '-fe with English coast smugglers a young boy
and his protector
look for lost diamond. 87 min. 5/16.

July
COBWEB. THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera
star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF.
THE
CinemaScope
, EastmanColor
EdDavid Niven.
Producer .Edwin
Purdom, Ann Blyth,
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier
attempts to
Crown Jewels during reignof offortune
Charles II. 79 min. steal
8/8.
Film

SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde. Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and ttie treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
BAR SINISTER, THESeptember
CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman. Adventures of a bull terrior in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.
IT'S
WEATHER
Gene ALWAYS
Kelly, DanFAIR
Dailey.
Dolores CinemaScope,
Gray. ProducerColor.
Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
October
PUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous
101 min. 10/31.brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
TENDER TRAP, THE Eastman Color. CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne. Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten.
young 'adymale.
showsIll themin.different
devices used Comedy.
to catch aA reluctant
10/31.
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Damon Runyon story Co
and mi
Broadway
musical. 158 min.
ng
I'LL CRYAlbert.
TOMORROW
Susan Hayward,
Richard Conte,
Eddie
Daniel Mann
director. Producer
LawRoth. rence Weingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arttiur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama
and p«*hos
medium ofcomedv
the dance.
94 min. told entirely through the
PARAMOUNT

FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray.
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
June 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Loveioy. Producer Samuel J.
Brisxin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
his
children
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
August
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Oean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with Jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
November distribution slates, cs announced, show a total of 27 features
scheduled for release this month, one
under the October count. Leading the list
is Republic with four features. Allied
Artists, Columbia, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, Universal and United Artists
each have three scheduled. Dramas and
melodramas continue heavy. Of the toJal
features available in November, four are
in CinemaScope, three in Superscope.
Twelve of the new films are in color.
12 Dramas
4 Musical
1 Western
1 Comedy
2 Adventure
7 Melodrama

LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous
store in booming Texas oil town.
104 min. department
10/3.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean. Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector ' Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-orama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is comolicated bv number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.
December
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
story
and children's
Tashlin.
Frank find
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books.Coming
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Em'mett Dolan. Director Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Johns,andAngela
Kaye,
king.
NormanGlynis
Panama
MelvinLansbury.
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart,
Day. assassination
Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock.
Drama.Doris
Political
plot
leads
to
kidnapping
of
young
boy
to keep parents
from talking.
ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husbano's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner.
Anne dra.na.
Bar'*' Life
"roducerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily marrjed
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
band helps
French
King
rout
nobles
who
would
overthrow him.
WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
MayFerrer. Producers Carlo
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
REPUBLIC
5 1 0.000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF W-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-iewel thief is suspected of resuming his profession and seeks to catch real thief to ETERNAL SEA Sterling Hayden. Alexis Smith, Dean
clear his name. 106 min.
Jagger. Producer-director John H. Auer. Drama. Biography of famous American naval hero who distinguished
October
himself in WWII and Korean conflict. 103 min. 4/18.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
DON JUAN'S NIGHT OF LOVE Raf Vallone, Silvana
Camarini. Adventure Sp»ctacle. Hom»ric '»ats of Pampanini, Michele Philippe. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director Mario Soldati. Italian costume meloUlysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
drama. Passion and intrigue in the romantic days of
November
Madame Pompadour. 71 min.
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD Sean McClorv Joanne
DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey Bogart. Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Jordon,
Producer
William Brother
J. O'Sullivan.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
Director Ray
R G.Middleton.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
against
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.
brother — one a priest, one an underworld czar. 70 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

LIFE IN A BALANCE. A IPanoramic Prod. I Ricardo
Montalb.in, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.

SANTA FE PASSAGE Trucolor. John Payne, Faith
Rod Cameron. Producer Sidney Picker. DiDomergue,
rector William Witney. Western. Wilderness guide proin hostile Indian countrain ofwithmunitions
findswagon
half-breed girl. 90 min.
romance
try,tects
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor
McLaglen, John Baer,
June William
J. O'Sullivan.
Producer
Crowley.Whitney.
Kathleen William
Director
Crime melodrama.
A young
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love. 70 min.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod Cameron, Gale Robbins, Allison Hayes. Associate Pro. Rudy Ralston. Director R.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Success and happiness of
a builder are menaced by charge that he murdered a
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
Freeman, Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
cattlemen in late I800's. 90 min.
July
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne Morris, Mary Germaine.
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont. Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art treasure. 64 min.
LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Imrmrtal stcry of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom 110 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
60 min. jewels, double-crossing
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J.70 O'Sullivan.
Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
min.
October
MAN
ALONE.
A
Trucolor.
Milland,Western
Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Ray
Milland.
Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff's
home
turns
into
unexpected
sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing
himself
and
falling
in
love
with
sheriff's
daughter.
96 min. 10/3.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.l. Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Adverruic Conrlict of a group of hunters and a
fanatic 'i.oe.
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray.
Hugh O'Brian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
Duke Production. Director AGeorge
Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect.
November
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieferle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
secret
formula.with international gang trying to steal
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel. Drama.
Coming
COME
NEXT Trucolor.
SPRING ASteve
Ann Production.
Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts.
RobertCochran,
Alexander
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes 1
story about two people who learn to live again.
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness
horsesuccesses.
reunites partners and turns them
towardover
new atrack
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward inLudwig.
Melodrama.
Society romance and
intrigue
the fashionable
Bahamas.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.
Film

SON OF SINBAD Superscope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard.
Producer
RobertFurther
Sparks.adventures
Director ofTedSinbad
Tetzlaff. Romantic
adventure.
JuneRobertson-Forrest, Priceand his 40 thieves. Love pairs
St. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
WAKAMBA Technicolor. Producer Edgar M. Queeny.
African Adventure. 65 min. 7/11.
July
PEARL OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC Superscope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native tabu's
but relent86 their
remain
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO RELEASES
September
BENGAZI Superscope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director Jotin Brahm.
IPanamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosgue are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S
Superscope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winrers, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helps
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,NatGregory
Director
Tim
Whelan.bert, Producers
Holt andWalcott.
Lewis Rosen.
Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min.
December
NAKED SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea toComing
catch tuna. 70 min.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, A-gnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of file 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY Superscope,
Technicolor.
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Walter Brennan.
Producer-director David Greenwood,
Butler.
jcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
119 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Quinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE JuCinemaScope,
Deluxe Color.
ne
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedroom adventures of husband when wife is away on
summer vacation. 105 min. 6/13.
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seeking husband missing in Red China falls in love with
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.

August THING CinemaScope,
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORfD
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of
whoseof life
is complicated
because herwoman
blood isdoctor
a mixture
2 worlds.
102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathto ofthe
Elizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. enLEFT HAND OF GOD.
THE CinemaScope. Deluxe Color.
September
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/S.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form exto claim Cities
California
territory
cate fabledpeditionsSeven
of Cibola
and for
foundSpain,
missionsloin the new land. 103 min. 7/19.
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. 85 min.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the baflk
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians.
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA. THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman, Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young
a life ofwoman
despair.who99 finds
min. the
10/31.strength and hope to face
GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town.
VIEW FROM POMPEY'S HEAD, THE CinemaScope,
Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man'sthejourney
into theisComing
deep past97ofmin.
his old home town
and
dark secret
revealed.
OASIS chers.
CinemaScope.
Morgan,
Cornell
BorProducerAllegret.
Ludwig Michele
Waldleitner
and Gerd
Oswald.
Director Yves
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR. THE CinemaScope. Producer
Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco. Romantic drama.
A young doctor chooses the need qf his people for
his services above the love of a beautiful woman.
December
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope. Deluxe
Color. Produced Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco.
Romantic drama. A young doctor chooses the need of
his people
tiful woman.for his services above the love of a beauUNITED

ARTISTS

BIG BLUFF, THE John Bromfield, Martha VIckers.
Robert
Hutton,
Rosemarie
Bowe.
Producer-director W.
Lee Wilder.
Suspense
Thriller.
70 min.
BREAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner,
Robert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Nazi prison
camp during World War II. 88 mil.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, JMichael
MacLiammoir, Suzune Welles.
zane Cloutier. Producer-director
Film version
of Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 6/13.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director
aircraft.
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Rossano
Lopert.
DirectorfindsDavid
Lean. Brazzi.
RomanticProducer
drama. llya
American
secretary
ro
mance 99andmin.new6/27.perspective on life vacationing in
Venice.

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama. 102 min. 7/11.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
July
WHO LOVED REDHEADS,
THE Technicolor.
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a MAN
Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
small
89 min.colleae
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins. Josefcal. Somlo.
Director Harold French. Romantic musi89 min. 8/8.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland. Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly jealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 4/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min. 9/5.
August
KENTUCKI AN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster. Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
"civilize" them. 104 min. 7/25.
NAKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Anne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxwell Shane. Melodrama. 84 min. 8/22.
September
DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
production. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
KILLER'S
KISSl Frank
Silvera, Jamie Smith. Irene Kane.
Kubrick-Bouse
Production.
Director Stanley Kubrick.
dance hall hostess get inboxer
Drama. volvedYoung
67 min.
with kidnappers. and
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 Gregory.
min. 7/25.Director
October
FORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne
Scott Brady Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Crain,
Sale, Robert
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show Waterfield.
flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements andgirls
become
involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min.
9/19.
SAVAGE PRINCESS ITechnicolor. (Filmed in India).
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against
101 min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino Shelley
Winters.
Producer-dire
Robert Aldrich.
Behind-the-sce
nes story ctor
of Hollywood.
Ill min.' Drama.
10/3
KILLER'S
KISS
Frank
Silvera,
Ja
mie
Smith,
IreneDirector
Kane.
Producers Stanley Kubrick, Morris Bouse.
Kubrick. Melodrama. Prize fighter gets involved in
underworld killing. 67 min.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is83 finally
stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
min. 10/17.

Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S
THE Forsythe,
CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER,
Havilland, John
Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The
affairs
of
a
diplomat's
daughter
and
a
romancehungry G. I.
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and
fictionEdward
thriller. Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer
William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
KISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Fleming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newspaper story.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace.
Adventure. Producer P.aymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.
UNIVERSAL-INTI

e Abbott, Lou Costello,
A & C MEET THE MUMMY
JunBud
Marie Windsor. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
Film

MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker.
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William A.'land. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war. 87 min. 4/4.
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISEEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Cainoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. N = ar-disaster
finally brings them together. 9l'/j min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Tecnnicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Chadton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford. Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Suspense
drama.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min. 9/5.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.
November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting execution finds love at the moment he loses
his life. 75 min. 10/17.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
George
Nader, GODIVA
Victor
Arthur.
Director
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale
of how
beautiful Lady Godlva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 min. 10/17.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. Ulmer.
John. Producer
James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G.
82 min. 8/8.
December
RUNNING WILD William Campbell, Keenan Wynn.
Mamie Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves.
81 min.
SECONDcolor. GREATEST
SEX, THENader.
CinemaScope,
Jeanne Crain, George
Kitty Kallen,TechniBert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director.
Women andusefighting.
"sex strike"
to stop
husbands Musical.
from feuding
87 min.
10/17.their
TARANTULA
John
Agar,
Mara
Corday,
Leo
Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Scientist breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min.
Coming

TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Director
Lesley Selander. with
Western. Revenge-seeking
Montanan
returns
inflicted obsessed
on him. 83 min.burning
5/16. desire to right a wrong
DAM BUSTERS. THE Michael
Richard Todd.
JulyRedgrave.
Aerial war drama. Scientist
believes World War II
can possibly be shortened by penetrating Ruhr Dams.
The RAF undertakes the task. 102 min. 7/11.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks. Martin,
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda. James
Powell,
Producer
LelandCagney,
Hayward.William
Directors
John Jack
Ford, Lemmon.
Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard
a
cargo
ship
anchored
off
a
small
Pacific
island. 123 min. 5/30.
August
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.
McCONNELL STORY,September
THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Producer-director
William
Wellman. Lauren
Drama.Bacall.
American
merchant marine
captainA.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China
an ancient
ferry 115boatmin.through
. . . thein Formosa
Straits.
10/3. "Blood Alley"
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson. Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D.A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. James Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Weisbart. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of
juveniles
Ill min. between
10/31. themselves, their parents, the law.
November
I DIED A THOUSAND TIMES CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck.
Director
Melodrama.
vict helps and
falls Stuart
in loveHeisler.
with young
crippledEx-congirl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace, Joanne
Dru, Dorothy Malone. Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Pianist
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford, Ralph
Bellamy, Rod Steiger. Milton Sperling producer, DirecComing
Drama. True story of leading exgirl. tor Ottoponent oPreminger.
f air power and his unjust fate.
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez. Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

ALL
Wyman, THAT
Rock HEAVEN
Hudson. ALLOWS
Producer Technicolor.
Ross Hunter.Jane
Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow and her gardener.
89 min.
BENNY GOODMAN STORY, THE Technicolor. Steve
Allen,tineDonna
Reed. Producer
Davies director.
Musical.Aaron
The Rosenberg.
life story ofValenthe
famous clarinet player.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Franceses de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
WARNER
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SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne, Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighterJuisnepursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends
but chase is in fine of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
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COLOR by DE LUXE
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Screenplay by MERLE MILLER
Based on a Novel by Louis Bromfield
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Arbitration
On

Crutches

Allied's plea to the Department of
Justice to reject the proposed arbitration-conciliation plan to be submitted by TOA and the distributors
points up the dire need for all-industry unanimity before any effective
arbitration program can be established. Without agreement by all
important segments, arbitration will
be born crippled, will move around
haltingly on crutches, wiil soon
wither and die.
On one fact everyone is in agreement— this industry vitally needs an
arbitration system. Essentially a
bargaining business, it stands unique
in its contact between buyer and
seller. It is bound to be subjected to
greater stresses and strains than the
average enterprise, and has evidenced this in the volume of litigation and vocal intra-industry squabbles. An effective, all-industry arbitration system would eliminate a
great deal of this costly and disruptive element and permit the principals to pursue their true mission of
providing entertainment to the
public.
Without getting into the merits
and demerits of the TOA-distributor
approved plan, it is plain that, in
any arbitration proposal, no one will
get everything they are after, that
there must be a series of compromises before a feasibly, reasonable
and acceptable plan is evolved. And
any arbitration plan that does not
serve the entire industry is a bastard
instrument that will not serve its
purpose.
It is essential, then, that TOA and
distribution seek a meeting of the
minds with Allied on arbitration before they close the door by submitting their proposal to the Department of Justice. Every avenue of
conciliation must be explored. How
can we expect a workable arbitration-conciliation plan to win appro-

val and to function if our leaders
cannot practice conciliation even as
to the very structure of the plan
itself?
The issues are clear-cut. Both
sides know each other's objections.
Both have had long and skilled practice at bargaining procedures. They
know that deals are set only after
compromise, give and take on both
sides. They should mark carefully
the areas in disagreement and sit
down to whittle these down with a
mind open to compromise and the
goal firmly set at achievement of an
arbitration plan that will be acceptable— even if not entirely satisfying
— to every member of exhibition and
distribution.
If arbitration is to be born in this
business, let it be a healthy baby,
not a sickly cripple on crutches.

The

Yates

Tripo€l
Herbert J. Yates is a shrewd business man not averse to carrying
water on more than one shoulder.
His latest feat of straddling has
placed him in a rather awkward
three-point position. While the seat
of his enterprise is still touching the
movie business, he has one leg
planted in television and the other
in film processing. Mr. Yates' dilem(Continued on Page 12)

The
Mail
Box
Svrwn

Writing

In a recent Viewpoint, we suggested
that one of the chief reasons for the
product shortage is Hollywood's failure
to develop writers for the movie medium. Several prominent production executives have written us their virus.
JACK L. WARNER
I read with great interest your
editorial on the importance of screen
stories and found that your viewpoint coincides with my own on
many points.
I was especially interested in your
statement that "lacking are the subsidies and incentives needed to encourage the specialized talents of

original screen writing."
You may recall that on May 17
last I wrote a letter to John H.
Hohenberg, Secretary of the Advisory Board on Pulitzer Prizes, adPrize for motion
vocating Pulitzer
a
picture writing.

My suggestion was based on the
fact that motion picture writing is
an art which reaches a vastly wider
public than any other form of creative writing. I pointed out that a hit
play would have to run a year and a
half to reach one million people ; few

BULLETIN
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daily newspapers have circulations
of that size; and practically no books
sell a million copies, even with the
aid of reprints. Yet any motion picture worth its salt is seen by upwards of thirty million people.
It was my expressed belief that a
Pulitzer Prize would be a symbol of
that kind of achievement for which
motion pictures long have striven
would serve as an inspiring incentive
(Continued on Page 12)
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From the towering marble majesty of the United Naions Buildings it is some 14 blocks south and west — about
70c as the taxi meter clicks — to the seat of the movie industry UN. There, some 20 floors above the blare and
sabble of Broadway is the organization called COMPO.
To the disinterested outsider these initials might seem a
}uite reasonable abbreviation for COMPOsite. After all,
what could be more perfect for an all-industry union. But
n stodgy Pentagonese it really stands for Council of Moion Picture Organizations. In the present shape of things,
neither the baptismal name nor the ether seems to fit very
well. There is precious little that is composite in COMPO
:hese days ; and as for the five-initialed name — well, anather one of its Organizations is missing ! Allied States
las packed its portfolio and taken a walk.
While COMPO at best has never quite resembled a
mound of oyster crackers in terms of homogeneity, it has
seen happier days. And none, not even the days of the
united front of admission tax victory, could match the indivisibility ofspirit that rang out of Chicago those two
pays so long, long ago — August 30 and 31, 1949. Though
officially endowed with legal status at Washington in December of that year, it was there in the Windy City that
COMPO, sired by a group then called the Joint Conference of Motion Picture Organizations, first bounced bright
and hopefully upon the scene. They welcomed it, hailed it,
and toasted it in an orgy of high-flown rhetoric, and even
;rrigher-flown principals.
Let's listen to a few voices from the obstetrics ward in
Chicago that long ago day.
Ned Depinet, first COMPO

president :

'The presence here today of representatives of all elements of
wr industry already gives this conference a large degree of
iuccess . . . I did detect in all these exploratory talks a greater
measure of co-operative industry spirit than ever before. That's
/ solid foundation on which tie can build."
Spyros Skouras :
/ have been looking forward to a meeting of this kind for
oractically the last twenty years . . . To me this is the most momentous and critical meeting in the history of our business . . . I
cant to express to you my appreciation for emphasizing at this
nost crucial moment that our industry is in danger and that there
s no longer any distinction between exhibitors and distributors
IT any other groups."
Arthur Lockwood, then TOA president:
"There are straws in the wind which indicate that intra-indus'ry disputes are behind us and that we are gathered here with
ietermination to accomplish our common objectives."

Walked
Should

BE

Out
Com

Sack

SCRAPPED?

Eric Johnston, MPAA

president:

"This is an epochal gathering for our industry. But I'm wondering ifit isn't epochal in the whole broad field of industry.
Perhaps manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and talents and
crafts in other industries have similar meetings. If they have I've
never heard of it. Maybe our industry is once more the first to
adventure with a new idea.'
But caution crept into the proceedings, too.
Abram F. Myers, Allied:
"Cooperation among the various elements com posing the motion picture industry is in the nature of an experiment. In order
that it may have a fair chance note, there should be no raking of
dead ashes to place the blame for failures of the past.'
So much for the Wise Men of the nativity — and wise
men they were all, wise and true, if perhaps a shade more
sanguine than the facts of film industry life should have
allowed.
Let's now see something of COMPO's published birthright as couched by its original framers. From what may
loosely be described as the preamble to the COMPO constitution, itwas provided that the Council will "plan, organize and supervise a comprehensive, continuous public
relations program representing the maximum coordination
of all member organizations, such program to include not
only projects in the general public relations field, but also
those which effect better boxoffice, those which pertain
more particularly to the relationship of the 238,000 people
in the motion picture industry to one another, and those
which are related to discriminatory taxation and restrictive regulations, and to conduct the necessary basic research prerequisite to the initiation and fulfillment of such
And behind the policy-making decisions to flow from the
a program."
foregoing purposes, this uncompromising doctrine: there
must be unanimity of opinion by member groups.
Significant in the government of COMPO affairs is the
following injunction. Read it well, for it knifes to the very
heart of the malignancy on COMPO's breast, and for the
benefit of the industry historian projects a 3-dimensional
picture of the reservations the founding fathers must have
felt necessary :
"Nothing in the foregoing shall be considered to
authorize the Council to represent the members in
matters pertaining to the licensing of motion picture
film or to trade practices."
At best, any survey of the question "what's wrong with
COMPO?" must ultimately begin and (Continued
end withon aPagesym20)
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BETTY FIELD • SUSAN STRASBERG • CLIFF ROBERTSON
and co-starring
ROSALIND
RUSSELL
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Screen play by
Based upon the play "Picnic" by
Produced on the stage by
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YEAR END PREDICTION. For the first time since the
advent of the technological revolution dating back to the
fall of 1953, both film companies and theatre circuits will
show sharp decline, in their 4th quarter earnings. Mediocre
fall product, plus vastly improved TV programming have
combined to depress boxoffice grosses. Stock market performance of key industry shares has shown corresponding
weakness. The promised scheduling of an array of important releases for the Christmas season should reverse
this trend, at least temporarily.
o

o

THE

TAX RULING— HOW IMPORTANT? The Internal Revenue Department, as generally predicted, ruled
last week that a sale of fully depreciated motion pictures
can be treated by a film company as long-term capital
gains. Though the blessing was clearly Hollywood's Madison Avenue received the news with whoops of joy, while
film-starved telecasters appeared to fall over themselves in
celebration. Obviously, the video people hoped this would
open the floodgates. While Hollywood has turned a
deaf ear to past TV entreaties regarding its old films, the
new ruling now hands the film companies a dollar harvest
simply by labeling revenue for backlogs as capital gains
rather than straight income. Since capital gains are taxed
at about one-half, or less, of the ordinary corporate income
tax rate, Hollywood can land itself a windfall by showing
a bit more solicitude to TV's film needs. Or so Madison
Avenue figures.
Most reliable information, however, indicates Hollywood may turn party-pooper. In the first place, a sudden
flight into TV commerce would sorely embarrass the film
companies in the 16mm case, in which a decision is being
awaited on the west coast. In that suit the government
charged that the film-makers conspired to prevent the sale
of old films to television, thereby restraining trade in the
meaning of the anti-trust laws. The defense argued that
no conspiracy was necessary because economic conditions
within the industry clearly persuaded individual filmmakers that it would be manifestly unwise to enrich a competitive entertainment medium with product at the expense
of its own market — the theatre outlets. The film companies
can hardly reverse their position in mid-stream for the sake
of a fast buck binge.
But beyond this reason is an even more basic one: television's capacity to pay. This may appear curious in view
of TV's reputation as an ostentatiously rich enterprise, but
it is a very real problem both for buyer and seller. The
mere existence of a favorable tax ruling does not suddenly
arm the TV buyers with more film coin than before. True,

it enables the film companies to enjoy greater profits than
imagined under a ruling treating films-to-TV sales as
straight income. But to this the film companies may fairly
say: "So what." Hollywood wouldn't deal before for the
reason that its backlogs command greater revenue in theatre exhibition. The gain that can be expected under the
new tax ruling still will not compensate for the difference
between TV's price and the potential from theatres. There
is no sentiment involved here; it's just the hard dollar that
indicates the policy. TV has only to meet the price. At
this moment, the importance of the capital gains ruling as
a spur to the sale of films to TV appears far more academic
than real.
O

O

SPEAKING OF TV, that industry has suffered its third
annual disappointment respecting sales of color sets. Since
1953, its spokesmen have predicted that each ensuing year
would see wide acceptance of color by the public. And
since 1953 the actual sale of color sets has reached only
2% to 6% of the quotas forecast. Perhaps the reason is
that some far-fetched estimates were palmed off by responsible individuals under the big-industry doctrine of
merchandising at any cost. Considering the prodigious investment in research, tooling and testing, to say nothing of
the elaborate heed paid to color-telecasting (for about 2%
of the TV set owner population, it may be added), the
pressure upon those responsible for color set distribution
must be enormous. Word is that TV industry leaders consider the situation ultra-critical.
0

O

PROFITS CORNER. 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation and its subsidiaries reported a decline in consolidated
earnings for the 39 weeks ended Sept. 24, as compared to
the same period in '54. $4,446,851 was the figure for this
year; $5,732,063 for last year. The comparative earnings
per share of common: $1.68 this year; $2.17 last year. The
sharpest drop was shown in the third quarter earnings:
$1,656,051 this year, compared to $2,635,518 for the 1954
corresponding period. On the brighter side, 20th-Fox president Soyros P. Skouras announced that seven oil wells on
the company's studio property are delivering 3000 barrels
daily, bringing over $1000 per day into the company coffers.
Paramount Pictures Corp. estimate of earnings for its
third quarter ended October 1 shows a slight increase for
the same period last year: $2,515,000 after taxes, compared
to 1954's $2,428,000. For the nine months ended Oct. 1,
consolidated earnings are estimated at $7,680,000, a neat
increase over last year's nine months figure of $5,558,000.
Film BULLETIN November 28, 1955
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"Hell's Horizons"

Good action programmer about Korean bombing-mission.
Well-paced, acted, and scripted, and with plenty of suspense. Will please in twin-bill slot.
Concerned with a single bombing mission during the
Korean War, this is a good, sturdy melodrama that should
do well as a dualler in action spots. It's tense, fast, and,
during the air-raid, which is almost one-third of the film's
length, exciting. Tom Gries' script — which portrays a
group of flyers with economy of words and time — is quite
serviceable, and his direction is good. Interest is held from
first to last, gradually increasing till the climax — the
plane's return (and the spiritual regeneration of skipper
John Ireland) — and Gries has kept movement steadily
brisk. Black-and-white lensing is generally effective, although a few insertions of stock-shots are in evidence.
Some may find fault with writing a romance into the story
— for the sole purpose of having at least one woman in the
film — but the irrelevance isn't too obtrusive and is handled
with satisfactory dispatch. Thesping is good and restrained. Ireland gives a strong reading of the "hard"
pilot. The support by a cast of unknowns is more than
adequate. Story deals with the men of a single bombing
mission, surveying their characters and relationships in
brief. Ireland, who is not liked by his men because of his
coldness, makes a play for Maria English, a native girl in
love with Larry Pennell, one of the fliers. The mission

"Lover Boy"
ScuiKeu Rating O

O

Rating is for art houses. Entertaining British romantic-farce,
with serious overtones. Also for better class naborhoods.
Being released by 20th-Fox, this "serious" British comedy, based on a Louis Hemon novel, is a good prospect for
the art houses and for better class naborhood situations.
It has good marquee values in the names of Gerard Philipe,
Valerie Hobson and Joan Greenwood. A consistently absorbing and entertaining film, it subtly mixes together
farce, comedy of manners, and seriousness. It is extremely
well-written by Hugh Mills and Rene Clement, superbly
acted by a host of fine players (Philipe's performance is
remarkable), and sensitively directed by Clement (whose
work includes the great French film "Forbidden Games").
Almost farcial on the surface, the film is, nevertheless,
thoughtful. There is much humor in its description of the
adventures of a philandering rogue, but all along touches
cf reflective seriousness are to be encountered, until the
ultimate climax, Philipe's accidental death. All in all, it's
rather meaty fare for art and class patrons, and should be
welcomed by them. Phiiipe, unhappily married to Valerie
Hobson, recounts some of his past adventures while at
tempting to seduce her friend, Natasha Parry. Via flashback, Philipe unfolds one conquest after another, leading to
a wealthy marriage with Hobson. Parry, disgusted with
him, finally leaves. In a mock-heroic gesture, Philipe cries
that he will kill himself, and before her eyes, slips from
the baicony to his death.

takes place, Ireland's nerve makes it successful, and he
leads all but two of the crew back to safety. Realizing his
error, he gives up English to Pennell.

20th Century-Fox (Transcontinental Film Productions Ltd. I. 85 minutes. Gerard
Philipe. Natasha Parry, Valerie Hobson, Joan Greenwood. Produced by Paul
Graeti. Directed by Rene Clement.

Columbia. 80 minutes. John Ireland, Maria English, Bill Williams, Hugh Beaumont,
Larry Pennell. Produced by Wray Davis. Directed by Tom Gries.

"Frisky"

Running

Wild"

Routine juvenile delinquency crime meller. OK as dualler
spots. Lacks marquee values.
This serviceable, if thoroughly routine, crime meller,
will be limited to the lower-half of dual bills in most situations. Another in the growing list of recent juvenile
delinquency films, it offers little to make it stand out in
that over-crowded field, but good pace and a generally
credible story line make it a satisfactory entry for the action market. It will be retarded generally by the absence
of marquee names. Production is adequate in all phases,
especially Ellis Carter's taut black-and-white photography
and Abner Biberman's competent direction. The latter
keeps the plot moving fast and with an occasional hardhitting episode. Performances are fair. Story has cop
Campbell applying for a job at Keenan Wynn's fillingstation. Latter is suspected of commandeering a group of
juvenile car thieves. Campbell makes friends with Kathleen Case, Wynn's girl, who was blackmailed into the
situation. Mamie Van Doren is the moll of gang member
Jan Merlin. An hour of action later— including a couple
of murders— Campbell has apprehended Wynn, whom he
kills in a gun-fight, broken the gang, and cleared the way
for his own romantic pursuit of Miss Case.
Uni
eenec^!irnmHiinf"tHS,Wulam5rpberJ!'
Mam!eby Van
Kee"" Wynn, Kathleen Case. Produced by Howard Pine. Directed
AbnerDoren'
Biberman.
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Amusing farce with English sub-titles is first-rate art-house
fare. Good names in Lollobrigida and de Sica. Should
serve as useful dualler in better class houses.
This is a winning production which figures to have a
strong art-house appeal. The great popularity of Gina
Lollobrigida and, to a lesser degree, Vittorio de Sica,
should make it a worthy attraction in better class houses.
Film is amiable, funny, and generally diverting, though
running-time is a bit long for the transparently thin storyline. Chief humor comes from that great artist de Sica,
who plays the farce with perfect dead-pan and with a wonderful sense of style. Gina is delightful as usual, and she
does a bit of dancing and singing in this one as a novelty.
English sub-titles are used instead of the usual distracting
dubbing job ; this will give film an additional boost with
art patrons who are all for titles vs. dubbing, but will cut
its value in other situations. The Italian cast is highly
amusing and Luigi Comencini's direction is first-rate. Story
concerns the romantic misadventures of Gina with her
soldier fiance, and of de Sica, the village Marshall, with
his intended. Gossip causes them to be linked romantically, with each losing his fiance. Eventually, matters are
straightened out; Gina gets her boy back (Roberto Risso)
and de Sica is out looking for another woman in his usual
lecherous manner.
A Titanus Production (DCA). 98 minutes. Gina Lollobrigida, Vittorio de Sica.
Produced by Nino Misiano. Directed by Luigi Comencini.

maintained and performances are effective. Good use is
"Good Morning, Miss Dove"
ScUiKCte &<XtiK$ O O O
Heart-warming, sentimental story of the life of a small-town
school teacher.
Strongest appeal for family audiences.

made of "local color" to render the story generally credible. With Scott cast as a town marshal there's plenty of
gun and fist play and the subordinate romance between
Scott and Angela Lansbury never gets in the way of the
action. And in the character of a professional killer who

Weak for action houses. Fine C'Scope production.
From the best-seller novel by Frances Gray Patton, 20th
Century-Fox has delivered a pleasantly diverting, occasionally stirring film that will appeal strongly to family audiences. Its acceptance by the sophisticated will not be as
enthusiastic, and action fans will pass it by. In a handsome CinemaScope-DeLuxe color production by Samuel

hates killing but who can't give it up, there's an added psychological twist that gives the plot a bit of substance.
Technicolor photography, and other technical credits, are
satisfactory. Warner Anderson, owner of the town operahouse imports singer Angela Lansbury and her troupe to
do a show. Anderson proposes to her, not knowing that
she has been married for several years to marshal Scott,

G. Engel, "Good Morning, Miss Dove" reveals, via flashbacks, the life of an aging school teacher as she now lies
paralyzed in a hospital awaiting an operation. While she
is strict and priggish, Miss Dove, as played by Jennifer
Jones, subtly conveys her deep feeling for her pupils, past
and present, and her concern for the affairs of the town
where she has spent her entire life. There might be some
who will find the pace too slow and the sentiment not thick
enough, but most filmgoers outside of the action category
will respond to its mellow warmth. Miss Jones turns in an
effective performance that is never sticky. Robert Stack,

having left him because she couldn't live with a killer.
Anderson, in cahoots with John Emery, imports a gunsiinger to kill Scott, thereby creating an "open town", to
his economic benefit. Scott is wounded and, thinking he's
dead, the townspeople break out in lawless riot. Scott recovers, kills Anderson and Emery, restores order to the
town, wins back Angela and retires as marshal.
Columbia IA Scott-Brown Production). 78 minutes. Randolph Scott, Angela Lansbury. Produced by Harry Joe Brown. Directed by Joseph H. Lewis.

as the young surgeon in whose hands Miss Dove's life
rests, acts with new-found maturity. Support is good.
Henry Koster's direction is on the placid side, but honest.
Stricken in her classroom, Miss Dove is rushed to a hospital to await a serious operation. Her entire life is revea'ed from the time, as a young lady of 19 home from
finishing school, she finds that her dead father had embezzled $10,000. She goes to work as a schoolteacher to
repay the debt and remains at her work for over 35 years.
The flashbacks disclose how she influences the lives of
many of her students, including Robert Stack, the surgeon
who is about to operate on her. Others, including a jailbird and a successful playwright, visit her to express their
thanks for the help she had given them. Stack operates
successfully and Miss Dove regains consciousness to hear

"The

This Columbia programmer has an unassuming look, but
it is, nevertheless, good, exciting melodrama. A neat,
tightly put-together crime story that is briskly paced, it
has the benefit of a continually interesting story and a good
deal of suspense, and is above-average for a program entry.
Based on the attempt of two investigators to draw a confession from a criminal who had committed his crime ten
years before, the taut narrative, dealing with the risk of
the discovery of the agents' true purpose, provides a number of thrills. Lou Breslow contributed the rather clever
story, and stars Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard and Richard Denning carry out their assignments most effectively.
Director Nathan Juran can be credited with a fine pacing
job. Action and crime fans will be pleased with the tense
story and fast movement. Mari Blanchard, a car-hop in
Lovejoy's drive-in, is annoyed at the arrival of brother
Denning who has a plan for reclaiming valuables in Germany acquired when he was there on Army tour. Lovejoy,
interested, agrees to invest and go along. It soon turns
out that Denning and Blanchard are not related, but agents

20th
Century-Fox.
Jennifer Jones, Robert Stack. Produced by Samuel
3. Engel.
Directed 107by minutes.
Henry Koster.

"A Lawless Street"
ScMiteM Rati*? O O O
bating for action houses. Robust Western with Randolph
Jcott name for marquee is serviceable dualler elsewhere.

assigned to bring Lovejoy to justice for a murder he committed in the Army in Germany. The three travel to
Europe, with the threat of being discovered always near.
Story proceeds through a number of twists, until, when it
is found that the valuables are located on Army grounds,
Denning and Blanchard try to persuade Lovejoy to enlist
in the Army to gain entrance to the cache. Desperate, he

The presence of Randolph Scott in the cast of a western
:eems to insure the film's being an altogether serviceable
md diverting actioner, for that hardy perennial usually
ends an air of authenticity and conviction to the proceedngs. Such is the case in "A Lawless Street," a Scott3rown production, a rousing, robust action-filled (and
blot-filled) outdoor drama. While it follows a familiar plot
bath, it is put together with more than commonplace

tells them why he can't — a virtual confession — and he's
apprehended.
Columbia (A Clover Production). 77 minutes. Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. Directed by Nathan Hertz Juran.

competence. Joseph H. Lewis' direction is aimed at those
Jvho like their action fast and tough. His pace is briskly

©GOO

tops

O

Web"

Crime programmer has pace and suspense. Will do above
average in the action market. Good dualler generally.

the town's church bells heralding her recovery and the
townspeople assembled under her hospital window.

S«4ute44 &*a«f
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'RKO's Big Splash
The first sweet fruits of the purchase
of RKO Pictures by General Teleradio will soon be plucked. We see, in
the light of information disclosed last
week about the selling-campaign on
RKO's multi-million dollar production
"The Conqueror", the potential benefits for the entire movie industry from
this merger of film, television and
radio know-how becoming brightly
visible.
Perry Lieber, advertising and promotion chief of RKO, and Terry
Turner of General Teleradio, laid before the press details of the campaign
and pointed up its general value. Lieber termed it a "uniting of the three
top facets of show business," in which
the Mutual Broadcasting Company —
as well as other TV networks — will
make their airlanes available on a
broad scale for promotion of the film.
This is the biggest, boldest plan of
its kind in movie history. All of Mutual's 580 radio stations will "talk up"
the release (Walter Winchell already
plugged the film in his broadcast of
last week). Turner pointed out that
NBC, ABC and CBS will all take part
"lavishly" in the TV promotion. He
emphasized the networks' co-operation
by reference to a cross-section of major cities throughout the country and
the variety of their TV affiliates. The
plan is to have films, as well as radio
tapes, made at the picture's premieres
in some 15 to 20 foreign cities (which
will precede domestic openings by four
weeks). The material will be shipped
to the U.S. immediately, edited and released to radio and TV outlets. The
premieres will be flavored by the color
which celebrities of all kinds, including royalty, will lend. In addition,
radio-TV commentators will be shown
the film.
RKO-General Teleradio have supported their promotion activities by
employing one-third of their $1,300,000
ad budget for a "hard-sales" spot
radio-TV campaign. Any way you
look at it, this adds up to the most
enthusiastic, ambitious and promising
use of the airwaves to help sell a film.
Tremendous organization and co-operation have gone into the program.
All Will Benefit
In the face of all the vague, and
sometimes hollow, talk about a filmTV "marriage," here is heady, substantial achievement, presumably to
everyone's benefit. The implicationslooking very much to future progress
and development— strike this department as momentously important.
Further, the "new" position of RKO
in the film world is illuminated.
^
— Dick Bretstein^
Page 12
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viewpoints
(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 5)
for film writers. I hold to that belief
today and am yet hopeful that my
suggestion may find acceptance.
I am in hearty accord with your
viewpoint that great stories are the
heart of great motion pictures. I
believe that the screen should draw
upon all available sources including
great novels, hit plays, outstanding
originals and TV for the very finest
stories written. The importance of
the original should never be minimized, and at our studios I assure
you it is not. Paraphrasing Shakespeare, we regard the story as the
thing, are concerned with its entertainment quality and not its origin
as novel, play, teleplay or original.
DARRYL
The
stories
to the
it has

F. ZANUCK

creation of good original
would be of definite benefit
motion picture industry, but
been found most difficult to

persuade writers of first-rate ability
to do original screenplays. Perhaps
in time this situation will be corrected.
*
*
*
DORE SCHARY
Your Viewpoint of October 17 is
a good one, but your questions regarding the vanishing original
screenplay credit should really be
directed at the writers. All of us
search eagerly for original screenplays, and the writer who takes the
time to prepare a script that will
satisfy today's demands will receive
good reward. Despite the constant
need for material such as this, there
are still a surprising number of original screenplays written, but we need
more. We search for new writers,
we explore television, our own contract lists and the freelance field.
Years ago, we were able to develop
junior writers into trained screenplay writers, but today guild restrictions make it almost impossible be-

ma is,
weight
The
quoted

apparently, where to let his
rest.
Republic Pictures boss was
in London as saying: (1)

how video spending was mushrooming and due to run ahead of theatre
grosses by next year; (2) how much
he liked doing business with TV
customers; (3) what a mess the theatre boxoffice had become, dropping
a billion dollars in annual grosses
since the lush "harvest" era of the
40's; (4) that video is now using
three times as much positive and
negative film as movies, and (5) Republic will make m~-e and bigger
pictures for the theatre market.
Perhapsis the
core ofin Mr.
Yates'
thinking
contained
his figures
on the voluminous film processing.
Wherever it comes from, the TV or
the theatre market, Mr. Yates, the
laboratory man, will have one leg to
stand on.
If there are inconsistencies in his
tripod position, Mr. Yates blithely
adds to them by estimating that
"Doctor in the House", a British film
released by Republic in the U.S., will
gross at least $800,000— quite a
healthy figure for a British-made
property in this country. He fails to
explain why, with all that TV money
being tossed around, the British film
was given a theatre showing. We
suggest this obvious answer: a television release, in place of theatre
showings, would have brought a
fraction of that $800,000 figure. Most
of the important movie makers have
made the same computations as Mr.
Yates, and have come up with the
far less equivocal conclusion that the
big money is in theatre distribution.

cause apprentices have to receive
the guild minimum, which I believe
today is $350 a week. That's a lot of
money for an apprentice.
It might be a big help if the
Screen Writers Guild gave us and
new writers an opportunity to explore talents by permitting a training period of a year or two years at
a nominal salary.

THEY

WINIKUS
FRANCIS M. WINIKUS & ROGER
LEWIS were moved up the ladder at
United Artists with the announcement by
vice president Max Youngstein that Winikus will become his executive assistant
and Lewis will take over the former's
post as national director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation. Alfred H.
Tamarin will take over the job of coordinator of production and pre-production
activities. Youngstein said that the "reorganization . . is made necessary by the
tremendous increase in United Artists'
promotion activities around the world."
Lewis, upon his recent return from
Europe, said that the present state of motion picture exploitation is due to too
many cooks spoiling the film ads. "When
the ad man has completed his work everyone from the office boy to the studio head
and company president has a say on how
to 'really do the job'." Only when final
word on advertising is invested in one ad
man will movie advertising achieve its
possibilities, Lewis declared. As an art
medium, motion picture advertising cannot be translated by many, he insisted.
"It is a creative area in which one man
must be given authority to adopt a theme
for his campaign and stick to it."

LEWIS

MARCUS
BEN MARCUS

BLANK
MYRON BLANK, president of TOA.
hot on the heels of his statement that his
organization is "not against any federal
laws or regulations that will be beneficial
to the industry", announced last week
that TOA will ask to be heard by the
Senate Small Business Committee when
it holds hearings on Allied's bill to regulate film prices.
Anddoubt
the tone
statement
left little
that of
TOABlank's
will
oppose the Allied measure. It said: "The
Government and the Courts, impelled by
well intentioned objectives, to wit, the
breaking up of the monopoly in distribution, has been responsible for the creation
of an even greater monopoly in distribution. We dare not sit idly by and permit
to be damaged our investment of billions
of dollars invested in brick and mortar."
Previously, Blank had made the following
comments: (1) TOA is not averse to
supporting Allied on any action felt to be
constructive to the industry as a whole;
(2) withdrawal of any group from a new
tax fight (Allied's exiting of COMPO)
would be "harmful" but TOA is willing
to meet with any group in an effort to
keep theatres from closing because of excessive film rentals; (3) in reply to attacks on TOA made at the Allied convention, "TOA will not become embroiled in
aBlank
name-calling
contest
revealed that
TOA with
will anyone".
make a
study of governmental regulations of the
film industry in Europe to see if they
could be applied here to bring about a
healthier industry. Blank criticized the
film companies for holding back top product during the present holiday season
and said shortage of feature films is due
to the lack of young talent which should
have been developed by the studios.
[More NEWS on Page 14]

called on film company

presidents to meet and analyze the "oppressive sales methods and practices
which the exhibitors are complaining
about" in a letter directed to Spyros P.
Skouras in which he praised the 20th-Fox
president for his "relentless effort and
vision and enterprise" in developing the
new 55mm CinemaScope. The National
Allied leader declared that it took courage
"for the president of a film company to
appear before an exhibitor group in light
of the events that took place this last
summer," an apparent allusion to the
abortive meetings between the joint Allied-TOA committee and distribution
heads. Marcus' letter continued: "However, many of the plans adopted at the
Convention would have been unnecessary
had the presidents of the companies been
willing to listen to our problems and
rectify complaints . O. . made by us."
ABRAM F. MYERS, Allied counsel, told
the delegates to the ATO of Indiana convention: "Get over this timidity about disclosing your private affairs. Then we can
proceed with confidence and real hope of
success", to effect gov't regulation.

MYERS
Film BULLETIN
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(Continued from Page 13)
Motion picture censorship was characterized as a clear-cut threat to the "assumed
freedom of other media" and an erosion
of the "constitutional guaranty of freedom of expression" in a strongly-worded
statement filed by the Motion Picture Association with the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights. Prepared by MPA special counsel Philip J.
O'Brien, Jr., it chastised the U.S. Supreme Court for not giving the motion
picture freedom from censorship while

> 1

giving it the status of the press in it's
decision in "The Miracle" case. "If the
freedom of the motion picture . . . may be
limited, then it clearly and inescapably
follows that the freedom of all media of
■

expression may be limited," the statement
declared. Most state and municipal censorship jobs are described as "partisan
political plums" and censors lack qualifications, itwas contended. "And what
of television?" O'Brien asked. "It is an
ironic footnote to the absurdities of censorship that motion pictures . . . banned
from theatrical exhibition . . . can be
shown free from censorship on television
. . . Historically, it has been a truism that
when one medium of expression is
threatened
all are in peril," the MPA
statement concluded.
0
A crusade by Roman Catholic Bishops to
"correct the apathy of many people and
to arouse Catholics to vigorous protest
over the increase in objectionable films"
will be carried on in the church's 131
archdioceses and dioceses, it was revealed
last week following a meeting of the Bishops in Washington. Plans call for a revitalization of the aims and purposes of
the National Legion of Decency,
the National Legion of Decency. The
Bishops "also felt bound to reprove laxity
in applying the Hollywood production
code and the tendency to distort ... its

rules."

las

Towering

epic
A
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O'NEIL
THOMAS F. O'NEIL plans to catch the
eyes and ears of the world with a gigantic
campaign via radio and television to promote RKO's "The Conqueror", which
will be kicked off by a series of international premieres late in January. Announcement ofthe mammoth undertaking,
which will combine the services of RKO
Radio and the Mutual Broadcasting System, both owned by General Teleradio,
was made by RKO president Daniel
O'Shea who said that radio-TV coverage
will be supplemented by intensive advertising campaigns carried through the
various media. "The Conqueror" will have
"spectacular" openings in the principal
capitals of the world, O'Shea revealed,
including Paris, Buenos Aires, Hong
Kong and Sydney. Terry Turner, of General Teleradio, will co-ordinate details of
the premieres, while Perry Lieber, RKO
ad-promotion chief, said that the anticipated domestic gross on the film will be
$10,000,000.

SAMUEL G. ENGEL revealed that the
Screen Producers Guild, of which he is
president, has taken the position that the
Guild will not enter the TV field until it
can afford higher budgets with which to
acquire good stories and top production
talent. A statement issued by the movie
producers' organization declared: "The
Guild has a high regard and respect for
TV as a medium of information and entertainment but feels that its prestige would
be seriously damaged were it to conform
to the standards and practices generally
in use today in the TV industry." While
they will continue to follow TV developments with "close interest", the SPG
pointed out that "to produce a first-rate
TV show requires precisely the same
creative talent, effort and care as a first
rate motion picture made for theatrical
release." The statement continued:
"Should the time come when the making
of quality motion pictures for TV will be
the rule rather than the exception, then
the Screen Producers Guild will be more
than willing to offer the services of its
experienced and talented members." The
SPG feels that until the TV industry can
employ "top rate direction and excellent
artists, it would be . . . impractical for the
Guild to enter the TV field."
O
EMANUEL FRISCH, president of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association of New York, made it known
that his organization has decided to "take
no action" on the proposed arbitration
draft at this time. Frisch expressed the
hope "that in the very near future an arbitration plan acceptable to all segments
of the industry will be presented to us for
consideration." Allied States Association
previously had rejected the TOA-approved plan. Frisch said the MMPTA
membership felt that "substantial promittee. gress" had been made by the joint com-

SKOURAS
SPYROS P. SKOURAS' new "baby",
20th-Fox's 55mm CinemaScope, is set for
a "far-reaching program" which will reveal it to the domestic and international
market, according to an announcement
from Fox. Extensive demonstrations
throughout the U.S. and Canada to all
segments of the industry and the press
are planned for the next few months, with
world-wide demonstrations to follow in
the principal cities of Europe and Asia.
The project to penetrate the national and
international market is being planned with
the intention of out-distancing the campaign of the original CinemaScope, the
first in the series of showings, featuring
scenes from the initial 55mm production,
"Carousel", having started last week in
Los Angeles for exhibitors, production
and distribution executives, and the press.
An explanation of the process is given
by Darryl F. Zanuck, who claims it completely eliminates graining and distortion.
[More NEWS on Page 16]
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WILLIAM DOZIER was elected a vice
president of RKO Radio. He leaves CBS
soon to become vice president in charge
of production for that company.

NEWS

RKO TELERADIO PICTURES, INC.
will be the new name of RKO Radio and
General Teleradio if their proposed merger, approved by both boards of directors
and stockholders, is OK'd by the FCC.

(Continued from Page 15)

GRAINGER
EDMUND GRAINGER, independent
producer, told a trade press conference he
is making all his pictures in color for possible future sale to TV, if and when that
medium converts from black and white.
All sales possibilities to theatres will have
to be exhausted first, he emphasized.
Grainger, who has a non-exclusive contract with RKO, revealed that the new
management of that company has generated a "general feeling of optimism" on
the coast.

PREMINGER
OTTO PREMINGER bemoaned as a
"tremendous charge" the 30 per cent paid
to distribution for handling independent
productions, and insisted it should be
brought down to 10 per cent. The producer, whose "The Man With The Golden
Arm" was recently refused a Production
Code seal because of its narcotics theme,
told a press conference that he gets only
11 cents out of every gross dollar. Preminger went on to castigate the industry
for its old-fashioned advertising, asserting
that "the same suggestive ads for several
hundred pictures a year have led to mistrust on the public's part," and that the
public should not be treated like morons."
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN, JR. was feted
by the AMPA at a luncheon at the Piccadilly Hotel, N.Y., Nov. 29, in honor of
his first independent picture, "Man With
SPYROS
The
Gun." P. SKOURAS and W. C.
GEHRING, 20th-Fox executives, were
guests at the ATOI convention in Indianapolis recently where Skouras was principal speaker . . . WALT DISNEY spent
a busy week in New York recently where,
among other things, he attended the annual dinner of the National Audubon
Society . . . ARNOLD PICKER, UA
foreign distribution executive, is off on a
four week's
of his company's
European offices .tour
. . NORTON
V. RITCHEY
and EDWIN J. SMITH, JR., Allied Artists International president and overseas
supervisor respectively, also touring comforeign officesarrived
. . . Producer
TOLE panyLITVAK
in New ANAYork
from Paris for UA conferences.
HARRY COHN, Columbia president,
headed various foreign and domestic personnel flown to New York for a special
screening of "The Eddy Duchin Story".
Attending:
JACK COHN, LEO
A SCHNEIDER, A. MONTAGUE,
JAFFE
and PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR.

AT 55mm SHOWING
At a showing of 20th-Fox,s 55mm Cinemascope process: I. to r.: W. C. Gehring, Joseph
R. Vogel, Charles M. Reagan. Charles Einfeld.

o
THE LONG-AWAITED ruling of the
Internal Revenue Service allowing revenue resulting from the sale of old, completely depreciated, films to television, to
be taxed as long-term capital gains, was
finally made public last week. Capital
gains are taxed at only half the ordinary
corporate income tax rate. The Revenue
Service ruling, to be published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin dated November
28, is based on the sale by an unnamed
film corporation of some 200 of its old
films to another corporation, presumably
a television company. The Revenue Service pointed out that its ruling would include other transactions only if the circumstances under which they are made
are the same or similar to the one by
which the ruling was approved. Other
cases will require special determination.

. . .

U-l OPENS WORKSHOP
Ceremonies marking the opening of UniversaFs
Talent Workshop building were attended bywire and j)ress representatives hosted by U-l
executive vice president Alfred E. Duff, and
production head Edward Muhl.

JOHN F.of RYAN,
co-owner
of elected
Ryan's
Theatres
New York
state, was
mayor of Ithaca, N. Y., by a landslide
. . . OSCAR F. NEU elected president
emeritus and honorary board member for
life of TESMA. He was one of it founders .. . RICHARD J. WINTERS appointed fan magazine publicity contact
for 20th-Fox . . . QUINN MARTIN,
FRANKLIN THOMPSON and STEVE
SCHWARTZ added to RKO's story department .. . DORIS E. WILLIAMS
rejoined RKO in her former job as administrative assistant to J. MILLER
WALKER, vice president and general
counsel.
GORDON LIGHTSTONE promoted to
manager of Fox's Vancouver exchange
. . . ROBERT W. SMITH made RKO's
branch manager in Vancouver, succeeding the resigned JAMES F. DAVIE . . .
Warner Brothers shifts: CARROLL OGBURN to branch manager, Atlanta;
GROVER LIVINGSTON made Southeastern district manager; JOHN B.
TOMLINSON to branch manager, Jacksonville; CARL MILLER to acting
branch manager, Denver, succeeding the
ill EARL BELL.
*
*
*
GEORGE WELTNER, Paramount
world-wide sales head, announced latest
additions to his company's "100 per cent
Club" which honors employees for yearlong achievement: FRANCIS D.
LYNCH, Albany; WILLIAM R. FISCHER, Washington; CHARLES A.
CALIGIURI, Des Moines; M. DIXON
REGAN, Jacksonville; ARNOLD VAN
LEER, Boston, and 13 others.

REAT

TALENT

MAKES

GREAT

PICTURES!

Villagers of picturesque San
Miguel de Allende, Mexico,
celebrate traditional centuriesold Judas Day fiesta for exciting and colorful sequence of
"Serenade." In another location setting golden-voiced
Mario Lanza uses his persuasive charm on fiery
Latin co-star Sarita Montiel.
(Right) Scintillating Joan Fontaine shows one of fabulous
originals from name designers
Dior and Stella which she
wears in her stellar role as
socialite in "Serenade." Henry
Blanke produces WarnerColor
picture from James M. Cain
novel. Anthony Mann directs.

Director William A. Wellman sets up shot
for Batjac's "Good-bye, My Lady" on scenic
plantation near Albany, Georgia, with brilliant young actor Brandon de Wilde and a
Basenji hound — a barkless breed that goes
back to the days of the ancient pharaohs.
Walter Brennan, Phil Harris top cast with
de Wilde in poignant story based on James
Street novel. Screenplay by A. S. Fleischman.

In Paris, France, superb filming accomplished for
"The Spirit of St. Louis" is cause for rejoicing as Jack
Warner congratulates Producer Leland Hayward, Director Billy Wilder, Star James Stewart. Stewart portrays
Charles A. Lindbergh in the epic story of Lindbergh's
trans-Atlantic flight adapted for screen from the flyer's
own Pulitzer prize book. (CinemaScope, WarnerColor).

Glamorous even in gingham,
Gail Russell returns to screen
in "Seven Men From Now," starring with Randolph Scott and
Lee Marvin. Scene is tense moment as danger threatens trio
in the Batjac story written by
Burt Kennedy and directed by
Budd Boetticher. (WarnerColor).
Nancy Kelly, star of "The Bad
Seed," and Patty McCormack,
who portrays the strange child
in the intense emotional drama,
get approval of their screen
wardrobe and makeup from
Producer-Director Mervyn LeRoy.
Miss Kelly and Patty play the
roles they created on Broadway
in the much discussed dramatic hit. John Lee Mahin
wrote screenplay adaptation of
the Maxwell Anderson play.

WE'RE

DOING

THINGS

HERE

AT

WARNER

BROS.

6XHIBITORS

FORUfTl

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
TO A TO TESTIFY
Statement by Myron N. Blank, TOA president
TOA, through appropriately named representatives, will testify before the Senate
Small Business Committee scheduled to commence on January 25, 1956. If we are not
invited to testify we shall make known our
desire to the Committee and request that we
be given an opportunity to be heard.
The Government and the Courts, impelled
by well intentioned objectives, to wit, the
breaking up of monopoly in distribution, has
been responsible for the creation of an even
greater monopoly in distribution.
We dare not sit idly by and permit to be
damaged our investment of billions of dollars invested in brick and mortar.
METRO'S

NEW PRINTS
ITO of Ohio

While most exhibitors hail Metro's system of releasing all prints so that they can
be played either with magnetic or optical
sound, there is one drawback which must be
considered. Suppose the exhibitor who has
stereophonic sound in his theatre plays a
print after it has played a theatre with optical sound. It might be completely demagnetized as the theatre with optical sound does
not have the appartus necessary to prevent
this.
The effect of this will be to force those
subsequent run theatres which have stereophonic sound to play the pictures with optical sound, thus negating their investment
insofar as Metro pictures are concerned.
REPORT ON CONVENTION
Allied ITO of Iowa, Neb., S. D.
Report on the National Allied Convention
in Chicago, Nov. 7-8-9, which is now history.
That it set a new record for American theatre conventions cannot be denied — in exhibitor attendance of nearly 1000, in color and
activity, and in hard work and accomplishments. The TESMA-TEDA-IPA trade
show and the clinics on equipment and concessions were the most extensive and informative ever held.
Spyros Skouras spoke to the Convention
advising that he has made arrangements with
the equipment people whereby exhibitors can
now buy a penthouse attachment for $900
installed with up to 3 years to pay, and he
urged exhibitors to install this attachment
whereby magnetic sound can be obtained
from 4-track stereophonic prints, adding that
this will materially aid in solving the print
and playdate problem.
Upon demands from the floor by a number
of exhibitors, Mr. Skouras ordered his sales
forces to carry out to the letter arrangements on film rentals and trade practices
made with the EDC, and to the exhibitors
present he said, "If they don't, wire me!"
Mr. Skouras and Bill Gehring also held
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for us the "world premiere" in the Oriental
Theatre of the New CinemaScope process.
This is pictures photographed on 55mm film
and reduced to 34mm for theatre showing
with consequent loss of graininess like VistaVision. The film was rushes from Rogers &
Hammerstein's forthcoming musical "Carousel." To your narrator this appeared to be
a marriage of CinemaScope and VistaVision,
and in my opinion is a definite and marked
improvement over either in clarity, definition,
depth of focus and realism. I viewed it from
many locations in the big theatre, including
the front seats and from sharp side angles
from where it was equally good! We agreed
with the unanimous opinion of those who
saw it— the New CinemaScope is a real improvement; very good indeed!
SAVING

FOR DRIVE-INS
TOA
The National Council on Compensation
has made a decision whereby members of
Theatre Owners of America and all other
owners of Drive-In Theatres will benefit by
a new single rate and classification for compensation insurance premiums. The special
new rates will be promulgated in each State,
probably by June of 1956. This ruling wili
result in lower compensation premiums for
Drive-In theatres. At the present time,
Drive-In theatre employees, except for booth
operators, are classified as auto attendants.
The National Council has jurisdiction in
thirty States, but it is expected that the remaining States will follow their recommendations.
The entire matter of rating and classification was recently reviewed at a hearing of
the Council in New York. Representing the
industry was a special TOA Committee composed of Philip Harling, of Fabian Theatres,
Milton Blumberg, broker of Walter Reade
Theatres, Robert Rawley, broker of Michael
Redstone Theatres, Tack G. Wallens, of A.
Yarchin Insurance Co., and Joseph G. Alterman of TOA.
As a result of this Committee's presentation and efforts, it is estimated that premium
savings for Drive-In operators may reach a
quarter of a million dollars a year.
READY

FOR CHRISTMAS?
ITO of Ohio
The annual pre-Christmas slump is staring
us in the face and many are looking for
means to combat it. Checking services for
parcels is a suggestion. Try single features
with the suggestion that the tired shopper
can come in, check her parcels and rest for
a couple of hours in comfort.
Charity is always in the air at this time
of year, and many exhibitors have run shows
in the week before Christmas to which admis ion isan item of food — a loaf of bread,
a can of vegetables or a box of cookies. Kids
will go this in the week before Christmas
when there is no school and you can expose

them to the trailers for your Christmas
shows. Publicity can be handled through the
organization to which you will turn over the
food collected.
CAUGHT BETWEEN
ITO of Ohio
One of our members, Ralph Cobourne, of
the Shoreway Theatre in Toledo, a neighborhood house, found his business suffering because of a price war between the drive-ins
around Toledo. So he ran a good sized ad
in the Blade reading as follows: "It is an
American tradition to conduct a business
with dignity and the expectation of a reasonable profit for honest services rendered.
We are not big enough to fight a price war
— or small enough to join in. Your neighborhood theatre has always been your best
source of entertainment for you and your
family. It has always been a safe place to
send your children unattended. Your neighborhood theatre has always offered the best
at the most economical level — season in and
season out. Now your neighborhood theatre
needs your support and attendance as never
before. Attend your neighborhood theatre
near your home now — or we will appreciate
you visit at the Shoreway Theatre."
This certainly can't do Mr. Cobourne any
harm and is more likely not only to help him
but his brother neighborhood exhibitors in
Toledo. Perhaps this can be readapted for
your situation.
TRIBUTE TO ILL. UNIT
Allied Theatres of Illinois, Inc.
At a regular meeting of the Board of Directors of Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors held in Chicago, Illinois, November 5, 1955 the following Resolution was unanimously adopted:
WHEREAS: This year 1955, marks the
25th Anniversary of the founding of Allied
Theatres of Illinois, Inc. an acknowledged
leader in the field of independent exhibitor
organizations and respected for its exemplification of the highest traditions in loyal and
devoted service to motion picture theatre
owners in the State of Illinois, and
WHEREAS, throughout its long and
honored history, Allied Theatres of Illinois,
Inc. has contributed immeasurably to the
progress, prosperity and high standing of the
Motion Picture Industry, and
WHEREAS, the management of Allied
Theatres of Illinois, Inc. has ever been foremost in constructive action and generous cooperation in all efforts undertaken by Allied
States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors to enhance the position of the independent exhibitors of the Nation, now therefore,
RESOLVED, that we pay due tribute to
Allied Theatres of Illinois, Inc., its members,
officers, directors and staff for their stirring
record of achievement, at the same time extending sincere felicitations during this
happy and significant quarter of a century
celebration.
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The report below Was compiled and prepared by the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (under
the supervision of Miss Sue Grotta). It describes the several
new methods oj motion-picture production and exhibition
that came into use during and after 1952. Primary emphasis
is given to the ways in which present-day techniques differ
from those that became "standard" during the late nineteen

Sound

Proceeded

Pictures

twenties. The principles of film moling intermittently
through camera and projector and the fundamentals of
studio sound recording are familiar and have remained relatively undisturbed : therefore, they have not been given
special attention. The SMPTE report, we believe, will serve
exhibitors us a handy compendium of the vital facts about
Cinerama. CinemaScope. I isial ision, Superscope, Todd AO.

Cinerama

Pictures

Sound movies, beginning in the late 1920's, were issued
to theatres as a single series of picture images accompanied
by a single photographic soundtrack on a strip of doubleperforated film 35mm wide. These are the specifications
that at one time made them the world-wide standard:
Camera Aperture— 0.868 in. (22.05mm)
(16.03mm)

Motion

x

0.631 in.

Projector Aperture— 0.825 in. (20.95mm) x 0.600 in.
(15.25mm)
Aspect Ratio (Proportion of Picture Width to Height) —
1.37 to 1 (When this picture is projected down at an
angle of fourteen degrees, it presents an aspect ratio
of about 1.33 to 1)
Direction of Film Travel — Down
Rate of Film Travel— 24 frames/sec, or 90 ft/min (27.4
m/min)
Sound Track — A single photographic track 0.100 in.
(2.54mm) wide
Loudspeaker — A single speaker system placed behind and
slightly higher than the center of the screen
Screen — A sheet of plastic or plastic-coated fabric, perforated to allow the sound to pass through
Film of 35mm width has been used for motion pictures
since before 1890. The dimensions for perforations and
film image areas developed slowly through the years until
the advent of sound, when all dimensions became rather
well fixed, and, except for a number of experimental efforts
that did not achieve commercial success, remained almost
unchanged until 1952.
Relatively few pictures produced since 1952 have been
made for projection with the former standard 1.37 to 1 projector aperture. In many instances only the aspect ratio of
the picture has been changed to yield a projected picture
that is a noticeably longer horizontal rectangle. The descriptions which follow tell of a number of other and ingenious ways in which aspect ratios have been enlarged,
in which image areas have been increased to permit the use
of larger screens, and in which multiple sound channels
have been employed to produce the illusion that the sound
moves around with the picture.

Cinerama is a method of motion-picture production and
exhibition developed by Fred Waller, following his work
with an aerial gunnery trainer which simulated, with great
realism, the view actually seen from a flying airplane by a
gunner. The first public showing of the Cinerama system
was in New York on the night of September 30, 1952. The
picture, a special introductory type, was "This Is CinerAll aspects of the system are special, except for the film
which is of standard 35mm width with conventional sprocket holes. Instead of a single camera, three cameras are
ama."
used
side by side. They span a very wide area and the
three images are precisely aligned on three 35mm films.
In the theatre, three projectors are used in separate projection rooms, producing a wide picture on a deeply curved
screen. The geometry of the camera lens system, and projectors and screen, is chosen to give a picture of very nearly natural human vision to viewers seated near the center
of the auditorium.
Sound comes from a separate magnetic film, 35mm in
width, that carries seven soundtracks. Five of them feed
the loudspeakers behind the screen, the other two individually feed loudspeakers on left and right sides of the auditorium. Loudspeakers at the rear of the auditorium, are
"cued" in or out as required by the action on the screen.
Sound is controlled by the Cinerama theatre engineer who
starts the show and monitors picture brightness and focus.
Cinerama

Specifications:

Camera Aperture— Three, 1.116 in (28.35mm) high x 0.997
in. (25.32mm) wide
Effective Projector Aperture — Three, 1.088 in. (27.64mm)
high x 0.985 in. (25.02mm) wide
Image Height — Equivalent to six perforations
Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture — Varies with viewing
position. Is 2.06 to 1 as viewed from center projector
Direction of Film Travel — Down
Rate of Film Travel — 26 frames sec, or 146.25 ft min
Sound Film — 35mm full-coated magnetic, synchronized
with, and traveling at the same rate as, the picture film
(Continued on Page 26)
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(Continued from Page 7)

pcsium on the psychology of human behavior. And, as any
schoolboy knows, this is a dark and mystic subject. Populate alegislative body of any stripe or purpose with a membership of two and eventually interests and cross-interests
are bound to bump head on. Step up the special interest
groucs to eight and you raise the room temperature to
212 decrees. When this thermal hornlocking involves an
organization with the historic antagonisms of filmdom's
household, you had best call cut the militia to keep the
peace. It is no wonder the COMPO founding fathers took
special pains to
vision into the
brain-child. But
significance has
again.

inject the "nothing in the foregoing" proregulations governing their ail-industry
with or without the provision, its special
come back to haunt COMPO time and

Talk, Talk, Talk
Beyond the moat encircling COMPO's Utopian walls,
intra-industry relations exist in a state of shambles. And
as any industryite of even a few years' seniority knows,
this situation is no transient thing. If anyone requires
documentation he has only to read the trade papers of 1927,
of 1934, of 1948 — and of all the years between. Trade relations, said a high mid-western circuit official recently, is
like the weather. We talk, talk, talk — but nobodv does
anything about it.
Suddenly came 1949, idealism, and COMPO. Brought to
its knees by years of bitterness and a declining boxoffice,
the industry said sweetly to itself : "Sure, we knock our
brains around on the outside, but for a change let's pull together on issues that affect our over-all well-being." The
elders, perhaps because of the inextinguishable flame of
faith that burns in all men, or perhaps through sheer weariness, nodded their heads and said, "Amen". They failed to
reckon the old folk saying about sow's ears and silk purses.
COMPO or no COMPO, the trumpets and alarums of
buyer-seller warfare goes on. Distribution hurls its epithets at exhibition. The latter reciprocates in kind. It has
not gone unnoticed that some sellers of film view their relationship with their customers — especially the less imposing ones — as that of the aristocrat with the commoner. But
in this democratic land in this modern age, the little business man, like the laborer, will have no part of noblesse
oblige, and he deeply resents any attempt to give him inferior status. In a sense, this is a social, as well as an economic, conflict, and the wise businessman is fully conscious
of the importance of keeping customers happy.
While that is not the particular text of this discussion,
it is pertinent because exhibitors generally chafe at distribution's conduct, and no power under God's heaven can
suddenly and chemically evaporate this jaundiced mentality within the boundaries of COMPO. Men do carry their
prejudices with them from one sphere into another. Community ofinterest— all-industry interest— is well and good,
but what is magically to convince the cynical theatreman
that the atmosphere mistrust and suspicion he experiences
on the outside melts into good faith inside COMPO ? That
is COMPO's big headache.
Nowhere is this problem more poignantly dramatized
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than in the psychological relationship between Allied
States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors and the I
balance of the industry — not merely Allied and the distributors, but Allied and all other components of the film
business, including other exhibitor groups. Allied is both
a constellation of and spokesman for the little fellow. This
feeling for the down-trodden, so to speak, pervades its
every action, its every word, its every approach to industry issues. Suspicion swells and gestates within its breast.
Considering the membership Allied represents and the j
causes their status require it to embrace, this reaction
seems perfectly natural in the scheme of things. Whereas
the TOA, with its more affluent membership, aims to
achieve "betterment" of conditions for its constituency,
Allied likes to believe it fights for the little exhibitor's
"security" and apparently its membership demands the
militant course.
Rather than rush to attack Allied's inexorable singlemindedness of purpose, its chip-on-the-shoulder attitude
toward the other elements who comprise this industry, it
might be suggested that the latter seek to understand its
motivations and the thinking of its members. Thousands
cf grass-roots exhibitors firmly believe that the "big fellows"— meaning distributors and circuits — are their confirmed enemies, plotting to put them out of business. So,
call Allied maverick, if you will, but those "little fellows"
look upon their organization's unbending, heavy-handed
brand of "statesmanship" as their one tenuous hope of retaining their place in the business.
Politically, Allied plays Robespierre opposite a conjured
Marie Antoinette, and there are those who say that it was
the requirements of this role and a need to offset the wide
acceptance of the all-industry body by its membership that
prompted Allied's leadership to quit COMPO. Of course,
there are also those who will say that Abram Myer's
guarded comments at the 1949 Chicago meeting was really
the 1955 exit-writing on the wall. At any rate, it is perti- 1
nent to examine the circumstances that led to its walk-out.
Why Did Allied Quit?
Although all the evidence is not in, one may infer from ;
current industry circumstances that Allied's interests outside COMPO caused it to take its leave. On the surface,
one of the principal causes was the disagreement over timing of a campaign to repeal Federal rdmission taxes above
the 50 cent level. Allied opposed a tax fight in 1955, while
the TOA leaders, speaking through its emissary on the
COMPO triumverate, Sam Pinanski, wanted to pursue it.
COMPO, naturally, is the logical agency to organize the
drive, as it did in the earlier one, but, unfortunately, this ,
time COMPO found itself caught, as they say in parts of
Texas, between a rock and a hard place. Though it issued
no formal statement on the tax subject one way or another, itwas charged by Allied with failing to consult with
it. Unhappily, piled on that rebuke were charges of
"bureaucracy" of managerial abuses, and calls for reorganization ofthe permanent staff.
It is not yet clear on what, specifically, COMPO failed
to consult Allied. The latter group was represented on j
both the triumvirate and executive board by Wilbur Snaper. Unless unanimously passed by the executive board,
COMPO's staff management would have had no authority |
to issue tax statements of any kind — and apparently did j
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not. What happened was this: Sam Pinanski entered a
written plea on his own letterhead to exhibitors and the
industry generally urging immediate tax action. In his
letter he named COMPO as the natural instrument of collective leadership. The New England theatreman clearly
stated in his letter that he was speaking as Sam Pinanski,
exhibitor, and not Sam Pinanski, COMPO triumvirate
member. Where COMPO's staff erred was in handling the
mailing of Pinanski's letter. Also irritating to Allied was
SDecial Counsel Robert W. Coyne's gratuitous statement
to a House subcommittee on the wisdom of repealing the
remaining 10% admission tax, aithough in this case such
consideration was clearly beyond the jurisdiction of that
House body. Certainly, the mailing service for Pinanski
was an error, but was it so grievous that a reprimand
would not have sufficed? And Coyne's actual purpose in
visiting Washington was to discuss the happy consequences of the 20% repeal and to express the industry's
thanks, a most desirable p.r. gesture toward the members
of Congress.
Inaction on Toll TV

a Factor

The tax issue and other Allied-COMPO differences represent only surface symptoms of the deeper breach between the philosphy of the independent exhibitor group
and the other sections of the industry. Some people in Allied have said, quite frankly, that their organization had to
scuttle the tax issue for fear that it would divert attention
from its triple-A priority operation : legislation to control
film pricing and other trade practices. The feeling is strong,
too, that COMPO inertia in plunging into the fight against
subscription television shocked Allied leaders out of confidence in all-industry cooperation. In defense of its donothingness on pay-as-you-see TV, COMPO insiders cite
the arguments of film company lawyers, facing the government's 16mm suit, against anything remotely smacking of
conspiracy.
If COMPO's permanent personnel is negligent, if it exceeds its authority, if a tax fight is to be waged or not —
clearly these issues are within the province of the duly
constituted Executive Board. Why, it must be asked, were
the grievances not brought formally to the Board's notice
and a full-dress discussion demanded? That Allied failed
to seek its recourse in the proper channel adds substance
to the view that it is not so much opposed to COMPO, itself, as to factors far removed from COMPO's functions.
Now that the voice of Allied has departed its rolls (it is
unimportant that the withdrawal is conditional ; out is
out), the industry must now ask the soul-searching question: should COMPO be scrapped?
The stated intent of its founders was that it be an instrument of ALL-industry cooperation in the broadest sense.
There is weakness enough in a COMPO fully represented;
with one of the major exhibitor bodies removed, it will go
sputtering along, a misnomer, ineffecutal, the likely object
of attack by those on the outside, conceivably becoming an
instrument of evil, in that fresh antagonisms might arise
from the dispute about it. That must not happen — but
neither should something pregnant with so much hope and
so much good be scrapped.

For what it has accomplished, COMPO rates accolades.
The rank-and-file body of exhibition — in Allied and TOA
— feels a deep sense of gratitude for the victory in the tax
fight. This stands as a monument to COMPO's abi.ity to
spin unity out of discord for a desirable goal. Regardiess
of the claims of individuals as to who did more than George
toward the victory, it will be recorded in the annals of the
industry as a magnificent joint venture under the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations. None can challenge the
salutary blessings of the Editor & Publisher ads which
have in so many cases distilled tartar into taffy on the
pa^es of newspapers evervwhere — for the benefit of Allied
and TOA members alike. The Audience Awards poil,
whatever its degree of success, has been a splendid public
relations idea, with movie theatres the chief beneficiaries.
Countless other projects can be evolved by a solid, closedranks COMPO.
Where does the fault rest for the present defection?
There is no doubt that the blame can be spread rather
wide. Allied must accept its share, the TOA some, and
COMPO permanent staff some, and the very structure of
the organization itself has faults. Meetings of the so-called
triumvirate (composed of the distributors, Allied and
TOA) have failed to function as was intended. It is reliably reported that meetings became a mocking rarity. Executive board meetings have been no more frequent. Instead of setting appointed times for assembling, the board
apparently planned to meet at its discretion. Soon personal
conveniences became the better part of discretion and
board meetings depended on whim. If Joe, or Harry, or Al
were in town and couldn't get tickets to "Damn Yankees",
a meeting might be held. Forgive the hyperbole, but, in
truth, it is not far removed from truth. Operations were
dropped into the lap of a staff of paid employees. How
convenient to have them as whipping boys when something goes awry?
A Neurosis Suggested
The big point that was missed by those who had the
most to gain from COMPO was that it should have served
as an instrument for creating a closer bond between the
conflicting elements of the industry. Meetings are where
men learn to understand each other better. In the case of
COMPO, unfamiliarity breeded contempt.
Should COMPO be scrapped? Of course not. Say what
you will, make minced mutton of its failings, but no reasoned industry member can deny that it is the only axis
around which all the industry's spokes can revolve. Weaknesses it has, but they can be corrected, and it has background. There is nothing to be dismissed lightly. Everyone is for COMPO, or, at least, what COMPO stands for.
What has the goose feathers flying is the problem of making it run to the satisfaction of all. Perhaps what is needed
is for the movie industry to come down with a neurosis,
schizophrenia — split personality. One side would regulate
its behavior within itself, the other its behavior toward the
world outside. However that nasty, quarrelsome former
side might kick up, the side that the public sees would
always be smiling. That is the side for which a COMPO
is needed — badly. And the COMPO we have is well worth
saving.
Allied would be wise to walk back in. Won't someone
ask them to sit down and talk it over?
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'Alexander' Million S Campaign
Launched with Big LIFE Spread
"The Colossus of Campaigns for the Colossus of Motion Pictures!" is the bold boast
made unblushingly by United Artists to exhibitors for its promotion of Robert Rossen's
$4,000,000 epic, "Alexander the Great."
In the light, however, of what Max Young,
stein and his boxomcers have planned for
"Alexander" in the next three months, this
ambitious heralding of a promotional campaign may be fully justified. At least $1,000,000 will be spent to fulfill that promise by
the time the film has made its way to the
nation's theare screens. The advertising-pub-

MERCHANDISING
licity-exploitation budget matches the biggest in UA's history, aiming at maximum
penetration beginning this month and running through the launching of the spectacle
in February.
Forerunner of the campaign was Life
(Nov. 14) Magazine's 13-page splash, reaching some 20,000,000 readers. Representing
the biggest layout accorded a single picture
by the top-circulation weekly, the colorful,
intriguing illustrations and copy will prove
a powerful interest stimulant. "Outside of
Napoleon or Julius Caesar," says Life, "it
would be hard to pick a warrior whose life
lent itself more readily to CinemaScopic
scenes of great conquest than Alexander of
Macedonia . . . Robert Rossen has taken full
advantage of such raw material to film * * *
some of the busiest battle scenes in movie
annals.' It's not all "blood, sweat and spears,"
points out the article, but also "a thoughtful
picture of the conqueror that might please
even Plutarch." In an imposing addenda to
the production treatise, "The Mystery That
Was Alexander", historian Sir Harold Nicolson gives some fascinating highlights of
the conqueror's short but amazing life.
UA made certain that the LIFE spread
would not escape the attention of the industry by making up a special jacket for the
magazine pointing to the feature, promised
"It's only a forerunner of the big blasts to
come! Soon the entire country — and the industry itself — will be stunned by the advalanche!"
The million-dollar "blasts" planned by UA
encompass saturation ad and publicity coverage in mass-circulation magazines, hundreds
of key-city newspapers and network radio
and TV. Featured also in the campaign is a
poster campaign that will blanket all exchange areas, co-op promotions, and a series
of personal appearance tours staggered over
4 months of the advance and release period.
The promotional timetable, prepared under
the supervision of Francis M. Winikus, executive assistant to Youngstein, has been set
up to coordinate home office and field participation ineach phase of the million-dollar
campaign. Currently in the field are a special
group of exploitation experts assigned to prepare the the promotion in each territory.
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The most extensive layout ever accorded a movie by Life Magazine is sampled above with
some of the 13 display and text pages devoted to Robert Rossen's "Alexander the Great" filming
and a special historical article tying in with the United Artists release. Six pages in both full
color and black-and-white depicted the spectacular battle scenes, the barbaric environment
Alexander was raised in, the victorious Macedonian orgy following the Greek battle, the slashing
of the Gordian knot and other highlights of the historic figure. Running through seven more pages
is an illustrated section on the life of Alexander by noted British historian, Sir Harold Nicolson.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 24]
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lone Ranger' Co-Op Campaign
Pushes Ad Budget Over Million
Backed by the widespread cooperative facilities of 50 major commercial companies
and merchandising licensees, Warner Bros.
"The Lone Ranger" will receive an advertising and promotional budget topping the million dollar mark. The impressive backing
was revealed in a unique meeting, co-chairmanned by WB vice president Mort Blumenstock and Jack Wrather, president of the
Lone Ranger, Inc., with invited representatives of all the companies merchandising
Lone Ranger products assembled in New
York to discuss and implement promotional
plans for the January release.
Blumenstock told the group of Warners'
full scale campaign, including a 30-city personal appearance tour of the Lone Ranger.
"Between radio, TV, comic strip syndication
and the various Lone Ranger publications,
reaching into the multi-millions, everyone

(Continued from Page 23)

An all-around piece of showmanship for the Holiday Season is represented in this lobby display by
Shelby Bourne, manager of the State Theatre, Garden City, Kansas. The showman sold four
kiddie shows to 41 of the town's merchants, publicized its "Shop and Show" plan for taking care
of kids while mom and pop shopped, added a bicycle giveaway for youngsters, sold "Joy Cards"
for bargain rate moviegoing, plugged "Book of Happiness" (booklet of theatre tickets) ideal gift.
Dior Fashions in UA Trailer
U-l Polls Press for Greatest
The devastating appeal of a Christian Dior
fashion show is being capitalized for United
Artists by Norman Krasna, currently proofNo'The
novice Second
in the questGreatest
for feminineSex7
beauty,
ducing-directing "The Ambassador's Daughas the annual "Miss Universe" competition
ter" in Paris, into a ten-minute trailer for the
attests, Universal is balloting members of the UA release. Reel will be filmed in color and
press, magazines, television and radio to find CinemaScope with a story line showing the
a composite of the girl who represents the development from Dior's drawing board to
the final product worn by Olivia de Havilmostest and the bestest of "The Second
land in the picture. Some 35 Parisian models
Greatest Sex."
Each of the voters has been invited to will be featured in the short, budgeted at
name the beauties whose assets are best in $27,500, and due for release two months prior
to the film's release. Dior tie-in is also
such categories as hair, eyes, nose, mouth,
planned for co-op ads, syndicated columns
bust, waist, and legs, plus an over-all favorand magazine features to lure fern trade.
ite. The composite girl whose features and
proportions are the closest to the choice that
Frisco Macy's For Guys Cr Dolls'
develops in the national balloting will be imMacy's extraordinary support for "Guys
mortalized on canvas to become the symbol
and Dolls" was extended to the famed deof the Second Greatest Sex.
partment store's San Francisco unit for openThe finished painting will be a prominent
ing of the M-G-M film at the Stage Door.
Store devoted six windows to special disfeature in the promotion of "The Second
plays, held fashion shows.
Greatest Sex", U-I's Christmas release.

♦ On a highly successful personal appearance tour on behalf of 20th-Fox' "The View
From Pompey's
Head," cities
Dana
Wynter
visited several
for a busy round of interviews and appearances on
radio and TV. Here she is
being hosted in Philadelphia
by
the Quaker
top
municipal
and City's
exhibition
leaders. The bright new star
is shown with Mayor Joseph
S. Clark (right) and William
Goldman, co-chairman of the
Audience Awards campaign
in the area.
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Mort Blumenstock and Jack Wrather on the
rostrum at meeting with 50 organizations affiliated with the Lone Ranger radio-TV show
to set plans for nation-wide promotion of Warner Brothers forthcoming "The Lone Ranger.'
who can see and read will be aware of the
WB film production," the ad-publicity chief
pointed out. "Added to this, the mighty
forces of General Mills, American Bakeries,
American Dairy Association and General
Mills of Canada, and everyone who eats
bread and milk in the U. S. and Canada will
be Participatin
aware of it."
g in the promotion, in addition
to those named above, are the three major
networks carrying the Lone Ranger programs, various publishing houses, King Features Syndicate (for the cartoon strip), Decca Records, and some 35 merchandising licensees carrying the Lone Ranger brand.

Letter Contest for 'Miss Dove'
A contest idea for 20th-Fox' "Good Mornschools'
angledbyatthestirring
ing, Miss
Roxy Theatre
being tested
is Dove"
interest,
and 20th for the N. Y. opening. Free passes
will go to best letters by students relating
true stories of a humorous or inspirational
nature about their teachers.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES
hopes you will vote in the
NATIONWIDE AUDIENCE
AWARDS POLL
at your favorite theatre!
Nov. 17 -Nov. 27, 1955

VOTE

m
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mm)
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•Elect
him thescreenmostpersonality!
promising ••Elect
hef thescreen
mostpersonality!
promising
new male
new lemale
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♦ Columbia did some campaigning of its own on behalf
of its two brightest new stars
with a series of three-column
ads in newspapers throughout the country. The "Elect
Kim Novak-Jack Lemmon"
campaign as the most promising new personalities was
kicked off in the Sunday
(Nov. 13) Milwaukee Sentinel's special section devo'ed
to the audience poll, then
spread out to 63 cities with
139 newspapers carrying the
ad, which was also an eyecatching reminder to vote,
beginning Nov. I 7. Columbia
added a steady stream of
photos and releases to the
newspapers in its effort to
elicit popular support for the
two young stars.

< Denver spread lavishly on
Audience Awards poll publicity, highlight of which was
the personal appearances of
stars and new personalities
and a mammoth parade to
aunch the $15,000 "dream
house",
completely
with
a new
car in thefurnished,
garage
and
a
year's
supply
of
and clothing to winning food
poll
picker. Among Hollywood
people shown arriving at airport areRush,
Maureen
Barbara
Ben O'Hara,
Cooper,
Russ Tamblyn, Gonzales Gonzales and other promising
prospects for stardom. The
float shown here was one of
several in Denver parade depicting the movies nominated
in poll. Also featured were
5 bands, scores of models,
marching ushers and usherettes and 50 new Chevrolets
in rainbow colors carrying
Hollywoodites, theatre executives, city and state officials.

♦ Stars on the p. a. circuit
snatched at every opportunity to snag publicity shots
aimed at spurring voting
wherever they appeared.
Here Jack Palance, in Buffao for the opening of United
Artists' "The Big Knife",
made
showingtoatcast
Shea's
Buffalo a Theatre
his
ballot as polling started.
Concentrating on their selections as well are Carl Rincin
(right), manager of the
house, and Eddie Meade,
theatre publicity manager.

Augurs
35 Million
Awards Vote
^7T'
Tft?
Stimulated by extraordinary newspaper
support and municipal-state backing, ballotting in the Audience Awards public poll indicated that national chairman Elmer C.
Rhcden's prediction of 35 million votes by
midnight, Nov. 27, would be met and perhaps surpassed.
The heavy newspaper backing was attributed in no small measure to the decision
to make the first public announcement of the
winners to the newspapers at a Hollywood
press dinner, instead of revealing the winners
on a televised show. As a result, scores of
the nation's top newspapers flashed with
special magazine sections and tig-space
spreads, with reproductions of the ballots to
familiarize the public with the nominees.
Principal among these was the N.Y. JournalAmerican, sponsoring a contest offering a
1956 Oldsmobile and $1003 in cash among
prizes to those approximating the closest
public vote for winners cf the noil.
Campaign committees swelled public interest by getting state and municipal heads to
issue proclamations designating Nov. 17-27
as "Audience Awards Week."
Especially heartening were the early reports that ballots were rarely discarded by
patrons, a great many of whom decided to
take them home with them to study before
depositing them in ballot boxes in some 8000
theatres throughout the country. One theatre reported not a single wasted ballot found
in the theatre at the end of the first day's
voting. Overall reports showed that between
50% and 75% of patrons entering the theatre
voted or took their ballots with them.
The election atmosphere was evident as
moviegoers vied for the privilege of being
the first to cast votes, with newspapers in
several cities publishing photos of the initial
voters. Considerable stimulus was added by
the hundreds of thousands of dollars worth
of prizes offered by theatre groups.
Balloting was especially heavy in such
areas as Denver and Southern California,
where $15,000 Movie Dream Homes and
1956 cars were among the prizes offered;
New York and San Francisco, where new
automobiles are among the awards; Oklahoma, where the winner receives an all-expense-paid around-the-world tour for two,
and in many smaller cities, with season theatre passes awarded in local contests.
In Tuscaloosa, where the University of
Alabama is located, strong interest was
steamed up by a prize contest awarding a
pair of seats to Sugar Bowl football game.
In Detroit, exhibitors launched a big "Get
Out the Vote" campaign, backed by the
town's newspapers. Voting was particularly
strong both in theatres and at ballot boxes
authorized by City Council.
One of the most novel promotions was
that staged in New Haven where local exhibitors induced merchants to run a full page
of co-op ads surrounding a four-column
centerpiece describing the awards. Each advertiser solicited votes for a different personality, with each advertiser's segment featuring areproduction of the gold statuette.
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The ABC's of Wide-Screen
(Continued from Page 19)

Motion

Pictures

Projector Aperture (Four-Track) — 0.912 in. (23.16mm) x
0.715 in. (18.16mm)
Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture — 2.55 to 1

Loudspeakers — Five speaker systems behind the screen,
and eight distributed at the sides and rear of the
auditorium

Projector Aperture (Single-Track) — 0.839 in. (21.21mm) x
0.715 in. (18.16mm)

Screen — The Cinerama screen is cf unusual construction,
consisting of a minimum of 1200 vertical strips of
perforated screen material that overlap slightly, presenting acontinuous appearance to the audience. The
screen is curved. The minimum size is 50 ft wide
across the chord, having its center back about I7y2 ft

Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture — 2.34 to 1

CinemaScope
CinemaScope is a system of photography and projection
adopted by 20th Century-Fox, and first used by them in
production of "The Robe" which had its premiere showing
at the Roxy Theatre in New York on the evening of September 16, 1953.

Direction of Film Travel — Down
Rate of Film Travel — 24 frames/sec, or 90 ft/'min
Soundtracks (Four-Track) — Magnetic, three 0.063 in.
(1.60mm) wide and one 0.041 in. (1.04mm) wide
Soundtrack (Single-Track) — Standard photographic, 0.100
in. (2.54mm) wide
Loudspeakers (Four-Track) — Three, separated, behind the
screen, and a group connected together in the auditorium
Loudspeaker (Single-Track) — One behind the center of
the screen

CinemaScope uses a special type of camera lens and projection lens whose designs are based on some early work
of Dr. Henri Chretien, a French physicist. The camera

Screen — High efficiency, directional. For this process a
curved screen is recommended

lenses "see" a picture almost twice as wide as that "seen"
by a conventional lens, but compress the image horizontally by50 percent so the film does not have to be twice
normal width. When CinemaScope film is observed directly, all objects are seen tall and thin, for they are only
half as wide as they appear in nature. The projection lenses
then spread the picture out again, restoring objects to their
familiar shape.

VistaVision

Film used with the criminal CinemaScope system was of
standard 35mm width, but the sprocket holes were made
narrower to provide space across the film for four soundtracks. These tracks consist of stripes of magnetic material
applied after the picture is printed. Three of them feed
three loudspeakers behind the screen for the stereophonic
effect, the fourth provides sound for a group of "surround"
speakers placed in the theatre auditorium, to the side of or
behind the audience seating area.
CinemaScope theatre release prints are, in addition, made
with a single photographic soundtrack in the customary
position. These prints have the earlier sprocket holes, but
the picture is compressed by 50 percent, as with the fourtrack prints.

Another type of film, 55.625mm wide, is being developed
by 20th Century-Fox as a taking film for use in the studio,
and from which release prints in almost any size or aspect
ratio could be produced. The anamorphic, or picture compression, lens system is to be used with this film, too; but
the image area will be twice as high and twice as wide as
the image on 35mm CinemaScope, and therefore will have
four times the area.

Screens used with CinemaScope have been principally
those with highly directive surfaces that reflect most of
the projected light into the audience seating area.

CinemaScope

Specifications (35mm):
Camera
mm) Aperture— 0.937 in. (23.80mm) x 0.735 in (18.67Page 26
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VistaVision is a descriptive name given by Paramount
Pictures to a group of technical developments in the field
of wide-screen motion-picture production and exhibition
for which the research engineers of that company are re
sponsible. Principal innovation of the VistaVision pro
gram has been the introduction of a new type of camera
and projector in which the film, bears a double-frame
image, and, instead of moving down as has been custom
ary, moves horizontally from right to left, as seen by the
operator from behind the camera or projector. "White
Christmas," the first motion picture projected publicly by
the horizontal double-frame VistaVision process, opened
at the Radio City Music Hall in New York on the night of
October 14, 1954.
In addition to the horizontal double-frame theatre re
lease prints, Paramount produces single-frame standard
release prints. Soundtrack on both is standard photographic, recorded with Perspecta Sound characteristics
Perspecta Sound is a system of recording and reproduction
using a single photographic soundtrack and carrying three
subaudible control tones which, with the appropriate reproducing equipment, will shift the sound source to left,
center or right speakers. When the special reproducing
equipment is not used, the Perspecta Sound track reproduces as a normal single track. On the double-frame film
the track, if projected onto the screen, would appear at the
top. In conventional prints, it would appear at the left
side of the picture.
mm)
VistaVision Specifications:
Camera Aperure — 1.485 in. (37.72mm) x 0.991 in. (25.17Projector Aperture (Double-Frame) — 1.418 in. (36.01mm)
x 0.7225 in. (18.35mm)

mm)
Superscope
Specifications:
The ABC's

of Wide-Screen

Motion

Pictures

Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture (Double-Frame) — 1.96
to 1
Direction of Film Travel
right to left

(Double-Frame) — Horizontal,

Rate of Film Travel (Double-Frame) — 24 frames sec, 180
ft min
jProjector Aperture (Single-Frame) — 0.825 in. (20.95mm)
x 0.600 in. (15.24mm) down to 0.4125 in. (10.48mm)
Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture (Singie-Frame) — 1.33 to
1 down to 2 to 1, with 1.85 to 1 recommended
.Direction of Film Travel (Single-Frame) — Down
;Rate of Film Travel (Single-Frame) — 24 frames sec, 90
ft/min

Camera Aperture— 0.980 in. (24.89mm) x 0.631 in. (16.03Projector Aperture — Suggested 0.715 in. x 0.715 in. (18.16mm x 18.16mm) — Each theatre makes its own adjustments
Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture — 2 to 1
Direction of Film Travel — Down
Rate of Film Travel — 24 frames sec, or 90 ft min
Soundtrack — Single standard photographic 0.100 in. (2.54mm) wide
Loudspeaker — Single speaker
Screen — no specific recommendations are made regarding
screens

Soundtrack — Single standard photographic
/Loudspeakers — Theatres equipped for Perspecta Sound
use three speakers placed behind the screen at left,
center and right. Others, not so equipped, will use the
usual single loudspeaker centered behind the screen
Screen — Conventional
recommended

screens

of

appropriate

size are

Todd-AO
This wide-angle photographic process was developed by
Dr. Brian O'Brien of the American Optical Company, and
is one of the newest of the wide-screen motion-picture processes. Todd-AO was first used by Rodgers and Hammerstein Pictures, Inc., in the production of "Oklahoma,"
which was shown publicly for the first time at the Rivoli
Theatre in New York on October 13, 1955.

Superscope
Superscope is the name applied to a variable type of ananorphic projection system designed by Joseph and Irving
Tushinsky. It was adopted by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,
.vho first used it in the projection of "Underwater," reeased in January 1955. The first Superscope picture to be
shown publicly was "Vera Cruz," released by United Artists at the Capitol Theatre in New York on December 25,
1954.
Superscope is photographed in the normal way; however, the film area is exposed approximately sprocket hole
:o sprocket hole instead of confining the image to the usual

The objective of audience participation is on the order
of that created by Cinerama. However, Todd-AO uses a
single camera and one projector. Four special camera
lenses were developed for this process. These lenses are
classified according to angle of coverage, rather than focal
length, and cover horizontal angles of 37 degrees, 48 degrees, 64 degrees, and 128 degrees. The latter wide-angle
model is called the "bugeye."
Camera film is 65mm wide. The composite projection
prints, including soundtracks, are 70mm wide, and carry
special perforations, five sprocket holes per frame. Six
magnetic soundtracks are used on the 70mm film, two outside the sprocket holes on either side, and one just inside
the sprocket holes on either side.

"rame area. Then, in production of color prints, horizontal
:ompression is introduced into the matrix by Technicolor,
without adding any steps to the process; and the final reease prints are manufactured through Technicolor's standard dye transfer method.

The final projector aperture for 70mm
has not been decided as yet.

In other methods of printing, compression would be in:roduced optically into a dupe negative, and then printing
would be done in the normal manner.

Camera Aperture — 0.906 in. (23.01mm) high x 2.072 in.
(52.6mm) wide

The image is expanded again during projection by an
mamorphic lens of the fixed or variable type.
Superscope is available for both color and black-andwhite productions.
Superscope uses film of 35mm width, with standard
sprocket holes and a single photographic soundtrack in the
customary location. To accommodate this optical soundtrack, the centerline of the picture frame has been shifted
! slightly. This necessitates the use of a new aperture plate
having an opening 0.715 x 0.715 in. Superscope anamorphic
prints may be projected with CinemaScope lenses because
the compression ratio used is two to one, as with CinemaScope.

Todd-AO

composite film

Specifications :

Projector Aperture — Not yet decided upon
Aspect Ratio — 2 to 1
Direction of Film Travel — Down
Rate of Film Travel — 30 frames sec or 140.6 ft min
Sountracks — Six magnetic
Loudspeakers — Five located behind the screen and a group
of surround speakers in the audience
Screen — A deeply curved wide screen of plastic-coated
cotton cloth, embossed with tiny rectangular mirrors
(600 per square inch) and aluminized to give high reflectivity, isused with the Todd-AO system
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The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
SHACK OUT ON 101 IWm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
ALLIED ARTISTS
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melo- COUNT THREE & PRAYOctober
CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne
Woodward. Producer Ted
a spy80 center.
A romance
Richmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
and ingtheshackFBIwhich
resolveis inthereality
situation.
min.
Southerner
who
fought
for
North
during Civil War reSUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
turns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
FINGER MAN Frank Lovejoy,
Peggie
Castle,
Forrest
Drake.
Producer
Ben
Schwalb.
Director
Hubert
Corne
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Tucker. Producer Lindsley
Director Harold
JunParsons.
field. Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Schuster. Action drama. Hijacker joins side of law mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets Jungle
adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
to trap public enemy. 82 min.
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
search
of their lost friend encounters gang after treaLORD OF THE JUNGLE Johnny Sheffield, Wayne WORLD
WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
sure
and
ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.
Morris. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle adven- Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Meture. Jungle boy saves rampant herd of elephants from Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
hunters commissioned by government. 69 min.
dina, LesCastle.
Barker.
ProducerDaughter
Sam Katzman.
Directorpirate
Wilin 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
liam
Adventure.
of reformed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
seeks
revenge
against
class-conscious
aristocracy
My
year 2508. 81 min. Coming
falls in love with one of its members. 72 min. 10/3. and
BETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. ProMY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Eddie Cahn. Melodrama. Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
Leigh, Berty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
COME ON, THE Superscope. Anne Baxter, Sterling
Kohlmar.
Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adgovernor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
Hayden. Drama.
Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron
ventures of two small-town girs who seek their forHaskin.
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
t
u
n
e
s
i
n
the
big city. 108 min. 9/19.
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken FIRST TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
Hughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to e ort atomic
November
McCrea,
Wallace
Ford.
Producers
Lindsley
Parsons
and
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in John Burrows. Director Russel Birdwell. Western.
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
QUEEN
BEE
Joan
Crawford,
Sullivan. Drama,
Jerry Wal<
FOUR SEASANS, THE Color. David Wayne, Keenan
Production. Director Ranald Barry
MacDouglall.
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Wynn,
Henderson. Produced and directed by story of a domineering woman and her effect on I
Sen walb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled Joseph Marcia
Shastel. Drama.
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters THUNDERSTORM
Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian, TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart
on the king's life. 61 min.
Charles
Korvin.
Producer
Mike
Frankovich.
Director
A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melo
WICHITA
CinemaScope.
Print Walter
by Technicolor.
Joel John Guillerman. Drama.
drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
McCrea, Vera
Miles. Producer
Mirisch. Direcand murder. 77 min. 10/17.
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so,
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor
but his 81strict
Aldo
Ray,complicated
Mitsuxo Kimura.
War drama.
Jap-hatingJapa
murder.
min. rules affect merchants who plot his
COLUMBIA
has life
by romance
with beautiful
nese
girl
while
on
occupation.
Love
and
orphans even
August
tually give soldier new perspective. 93 min. 10/31.
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
December
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Di5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith, Vivian
PRISONER,
THE
Alex Peter
Guinness,
Jack Drama.
Hawkins.Clergymai
Producei
rector Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyCox.
Director
Glenville.
Kim
Novak.
Producers
Siliphant,
Barnwell.
Director
railroad ofcarrying
loaded
flatcars is
sabotageback"victim
rival truck
line trucks
owner. on
80 min.
is brainwashed until heComing
confesses act of treason againsl
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Plan to rob Reno
the State. 91 min.
gambling den for fun becomes real thing. 84 min. 5/16.
PHENIX CITY STORY. THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
June Richard WTdmark, Mai
PRIZE OF GOLD, A Technicolor.
2et+er(ing. Producer Phil C. Samuel. Direetor Mark A LAWLESS STREET Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Ange
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City, gold
Robson.
plot 98to min.
steal part of Nazi la Lansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production
hoardMelodrama.
discovered G-I's
in Berlin.
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
Directorin lawless
Joseph town.
Lewis. 78Western.
Sheriff fights to kee
order
min.
September
July
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Nava
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
CHFCA&O
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned
Xavier Cu^at.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred during
World War II. The story of a ship and
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
Sears. Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime brave men
who fought alongside her in the Unite<
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
States
Navy.
to get proof of gangster's crimes. 86 min.
WARRIORS. THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, syndicate
CREATURE
WITH
THE
ATOM
BRAIN
Richard
Denning.
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pro
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Edward L. Cahn. ducer
Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ad
Levin. Historical adventure.
Black Knight rides
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad venture Sam
again to bring peace between The
England
and
France
drama.
The
of a rampage
giant half-ape,
half-mai
and
scientist
creates
monsters
from
dead
men
planning
to
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
beast
who
goes
on story
a killing
until destroy
kill men responsible for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
by Jungle Jim. 68 THE
min. CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victo
October
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith LAST
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. Di- Mature,FRONTIER,
BOB3Y WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman Kim recocd
Guy
Madison,
Richard
Quine.
Science
fiction.
Hydrogen
bomb
liam Fadiman. Director Robert
AnthonyPreston.
Mann. Producer
Western, Wil
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
explosion creates enormous sea monster which threatens dians
hostile to advancing white men attempt to ann
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost the
Pacific
Coast.
80
min.
6/27.
hilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
trapper who assumes command.
GUN POINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacAugust
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter
Producer
BRING
YOUR
SMILE
ALONG
Technicolor.
Frankie
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director AlfredBrennan.
Werker. Western.
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general
store Blake
Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
INDEPENDENTS
owner
into
town's
hero,
and
the
target of a gang of writes
bank robbers. 80 min
song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson, singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
Man Blanchard. Producer
MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Parsons. Director
Harold Schuster. Western. Lindsley Slade
a Pinkerton
James
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Proguard seeking information on Young
band of outlaws ncounters
ducer
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
DAVY CROCKETT (Walt Disney) Fess Parker, Budc
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for Ebsen.
Technicolor. Producer Bill Walsh. Director No
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
man
selling
repeating
rifles
to
Apaches.
109
min.
man Foster. Western. Movie version of tri-part
WARRIORS, THE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Errol
series
about
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch ProAlamo hero. 95famous
min. Indian fighter, congressman an
duction. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. SwashbucklSeptember
APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
tale of 84action
KING DINOSAUR ILippert) Bill Bryant, Wanda Curti
10/17.romance during the Hundred
min. and
Yearsing War.
Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
I. Gordon. Scien
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
uneBert
Fiction. Rocket party of Jfour
lands on new plane
F.
Sears.
Western.
After
Civil
War
northern
meat
November
encounters prehistoric beasts and use A-blast to
shortage
to perilous68 cattle
drive through country hostileleads
with Apaches.
min. 8/22.
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.
cape. 59 min.
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wan- FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart GranLOVE IN THE CITY English Subtitles and narratio
per.
ger,
Jean
Simmons.
Producers
M.
J.
Frankovich,
MaxDirector
Don
Siegel.
Non
players. Faro Film production. Omn
Science
Fiction.
Wierd
plant
ife drains
well Setton. Director Arthur Lubin. Melodrama. After bus. professional
Portrayal of various ways of love and women wl
live.
83 min. humans of all emotions but the will to murdering
his
wife
man
plans
to
pin
this
and
at90
min.
practice
them
presented
in "March of Time" styl
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
tempted murder of himself on maid who knows of the
Whiting Sisters. Producers Bernard Tabakin, Lesley murder. 90 min.
Goodwin. Musical. Gorgeous girls and tuneful music
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis
in a romantic city. 73 min
IWalt Disney) CinemaScop
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer LADY AND THE TRAMP July
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. ProSam Katzman. Director WiHiam Gashe. Western. Tale Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Rober
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Bill
Thompson.
Feature
Cartoon.
The tale of a r
of
how
Springfield
rifle
was
instrumental
in
advancing
mance between two dogs. 75 min. 7/11.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
sets
out
to
break
up
"revolution"
ring,
active in NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack Kelly, Vince Ed- LONESOME TRAIL, THE Lippert) Wayne Morris, Jo
Central America. 74 min.
Agar. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartle
wards. Melodrama. Hitch-hiker and gangster friends Western.
Young soldier returned from Indian wars
December
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
businessman.
min.
7/25.
forced
fight for
his property
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall Bowery
who haveto taken
control
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbe
73 min.
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds. SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a with international background, tlurlesque on Iron
August
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
NO RELEASES
Film BULLETIN — THIS
IS TOUR PRODUCT

September
,UkPACHE WOMAN (American Releasing Corp.] Superlicope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
iKpache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
Ixitlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating 83Government
man brings peace to the
Itountryside.
min.
3 EAST WITH 1.0O0.00O EYES (American Releasing
I Dorp.) Paul Birch. Lorna Thayer. Dona Cole. Producer| director David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
■'Tom another world takes over minds of animals, birds
I ind paople in a deserted desert village. 78 min.
MADDALENA HFE) Technicolor. Marta Toren. Gino
■Cervi. ITitanus Films. Romel. Producer Giuseppe Bor[dogni. Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italian mountain village Good Friday pageant is almost
turned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to play
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
SIMBA ILippertl J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
(Jogarda.
■79 min. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
October
AFRICAN LION, THE (Walt Disneyl Technicolor. Phoi ographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
IMgar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
jjlateau country of Arfica. 75 min.
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Corp.) Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
lAdele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic detruction of thelife.world and the conflict among them
to seek a snew
HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER I Continental ) Wide-screen
Edward Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers, Thorold
Dickinson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. Drama. Story of the Israeli war against (he Arabs. 100 min.
UMBERTO D (Harrison and Davidson) Carlo Battisti,
Maria Pia Casilio, Lina Gennari. A Rizzoli-De Sica production. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
[retired pensioner and his dog. 89 min.
Coming
SOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE (Filmakers) SuperScope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
sf a battle in the Italy campaign.
LETTERS FROM MY WINDMILL ITohan Pictures) Robert
Vattier. Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL (IFE) (Lux Film, Rome) Pathecolor. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
af Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE IFilmakers) SuperScope. Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE (Filmakers) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a killer is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYER

ne
LOVE ME OR LEAVE MEJuCinemaScope,
EastmanColor.
I Doris Day, James Cagney. Producer Joe Pastrenak.
I Director Charles Vidor. Biographical musical love story
■ of Roaring 20's singer Ruth Etting. 122 min. 5/30.
MOONFLEET CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Stewart
I Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders. Producer
John Houseman. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure drama.
Amid his"feprotector
with English
boy
min. 5/16.
diamond. 87a young
lost smugglers
look forcoast
land
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama,
j Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
:midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THE
CinemaScope,
EdProducer Edwin
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Purdom, Ann Blyth,
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET COAT. THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story
of a British officer
Revoluduring
Arnold
Benedict
of
and thetionarytreason
War. 100 min.
September
BAR SINISTER, THE CinemaScope Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards. Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Direc\tr
™erman 88Hoffman.
the Bowery.
min. 9/5.Adventures of a bull terrior in
Film

irS ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope. Color.
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey. Dolores Gray. Producer Arthur Freed.
Director
and Stanley
Donen.
Musical.
Three
World Gene
War Kelly
II buddies
hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf
singer under
hypnotic
influence model
of a madbecomes
musician.great
82 min.
October
OUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous
101 min. 10/31.brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
TENDER TRAP, THE Eastman Color, CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra. Debbie Reynolds. David Wayne. Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten.
young 'adymale.
showsIll themin.different
devices used Comedy.
to catch aA reluctant
10/31.
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.
December
KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Vincent Minelli. Musical. Adaptation
of the Broadway musical.
Coming
I'LL CRYAlbert.
TOMORROW
Susan Hayward,
Eddie
Daniel Mann
director. Richard
ProducerConte,
Lawrence Weingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian
Roth.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Prccuc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes oealina in romance,
drama, of
comedv
and c*th~s
medium
the dance.
94 rnin. told entirely through the
PARAMOUNT

FAR HORIZONS W-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure.
Recounting of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
June 108 min. 6/13.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND W-Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Proaucer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight. 114 min. 5/2.
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story when
of Eddie
Foy who
his
children
into showbusiness
his wife
dies. takes
93 min.
August
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE
NEVERLewis,
TOO Diana
YOUNG
Oean
Martin, Jerry
Lynn, VV-Technicolor.
Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with iewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.

DECEMBER

SUMMARY

Although there may still be some minor
changes in release schedules, it appears
that December will offer one of the smallest supplies of new product for any month
so far this year. Of the 20 features currently listed, Ail ed Artists leads with four
offerings, Universal and United Artists
follow with three each. Half of the December releases are to be in color, while
five will be in Cir.emcScope.
The December schedules will include:
7 Dramas
2 Comedies
3 Westerns
3 Melodramas
3 Adventures
2 Musicals

December
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hecticComing
and Artist
niqhtmarish
through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald
Producer
Emmett
Dolan.O'Connor,
Director Jeanmarie.
Robert Lewis.
Musical.Robert
Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye.
Johns,andAngela
Lansbury.
NormanGlynis
Panama
Melvin
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
king.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart,
Day. assassination
Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock.
Drama.Doris
Political
plot
leads
to
kidnapping
of
young
boy
to keep parents
from talking.
ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husbano's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her
daughter
117 min.
11/14.until she learns he had been unfaithful.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Cecil
Heston,B. Yul
Brynner,
Anne dra.na.
Bai**'. Life
"roducerdirector
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TOO LATE, MY LOVE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE W-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean. Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gent eman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is comolicated bv number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste, Curtiz.
Rita Moreno.
Pat Duggan. Director Michael
Musical Producer
drama. Vagabond
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overV/AR AND PEACE VistaVision. Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn,
Fonda. Mel
Ferrer.
Carlo
Ponti, Dino Henry
de Laurentiis.
Director
KingProducers
Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel cf the Napoleonic era.

GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas. Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
REPUBLIC
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
S 1 0.000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
CITY OF SHADOWS Victor McLaglen, Jchn Baer,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-iewel thief is suspected of resumKathleen William
Crowley.Whitney.
Producer
J. O'Sullivan.
Director
CrimeWilliam
melodrama.
A young
ing
his
profession
and
seeks
to
catch
real
thief
to
clear his name. 106 min.
lawyer
masterminds
a
racketeer's
rise
to
power, but
is regenerated by love. 70 min.
October
DOUBLE JEOPARDY Rod JCameron,
ne Gale Robbins, AlliULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano
son Hayes. Associate Pro.u Rudy Ralston. Director R.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
G.
Springsteen.
Melodrama.
Success and happiness of
Camarinl. Adventure Sp=ctacle. Homeric *»ats of a builder are menaced by charge
that he murdered a
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
blackmailing ex-convict. 70 min.
ROAD TO DENVER, THE Trucolor. John Payne. Mona
November
Freeman. Lee J. Cobb. Associate producer-director
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredrie
Joseph Kane. Western. Rough and tumble story of
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
cattlemen in late I800's. 90 min.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
July Morris. Mary Germaine.
Heston, Claire
Pine- GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne
Thomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lefabulous department store in booming Texas oil town. mont. Action melodrama. International gang steals an
104 min. 10/3.
art treasure. 64 min.
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LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Oahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 8? min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND, THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Imm-irtal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom 110 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
60 min. jewels, double-crossing
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J.70 O'Sullivan.
Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
min.
October
MAN ALONE, A Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff'swhich
hometerminates
turns into byunexpected
sanctuary for gunman
gunman clearing himself
96 min.
10/3.and falling in love with sheriff's dauqhter.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.l Jack Rex, Paul MuN»r. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad-erru
= C->irlict
fanatic tribe.
72 min. of a group of hunters and a
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Mauric
Duke Produo
tion.
Director AGeorge
Drama. e Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.
November
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amsion jungle. 66 min.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direct-, rWilliam Richard
Dielerle.
Musical70 drama.
Biog
of immortal composer
Wagner.
min.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
gang trying to steal
secret
formula.with70 international
min.
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min.
December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director WilLondon.
liam Witney.
Drama. Greedy, money
breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer.madHergirlheartlessthem
turns
and
partners
reunites
horse
a
over
ness
toward new track successes.

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable
Bahamas.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production!
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes1
story about two people who learn to live again.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
in
track.

'une
SON OF SINBAD Superscope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Prince, Mari
Blanchard. Forrest,
Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. Romantic adventure. Further
adventures of Sinbad
and
his
40
thieves.
Love
pairs
Robertson-Forrest PriceSt. Cyr. 88 min. 8/8.
Jl
WAKAMBA Technicolor.
African Adventure. 65 min.Producer
7/11. Edgar M. Oueeny.
July
PEARL OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC Superscope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native tabu's
but relent86 their
remain
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO RELEASES
Film

September
BENGAZI Superscope. Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director Jotin Brahm.
(Panamint Pictures!. Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John
Payne, Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming. Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helps
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min.
December
NAKED SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea toCo
catch
mituna.
ng 70 min.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows
up
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and how each
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY Superscope,
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Greenwood, Technicolor.
Walter Brennan.
Producer-direcDavid Butler.
the torKentucky
Derby.Drama. The story of a horse who wins
JcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
119 min.
'une
20TH

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form expeditions to claim California territory for Spain, loSeven103Cities
in thecatenewfabledland.
min. of
7/19.Cibola and found missions
October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson
Girl",109 and
Harry Thaw.
min. the murder of Stanford White by
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. 85 min.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA, THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman, Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face
a life of despair. 99 min. 10/31.
GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small new England town. 107 min.
VIEW byFROM
HEAD,DanaTHEWynter.
CinemaScope,
Color
DeLuxe.POMPEY'S
Richard Egan,
Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man'sthejourney
into theis revealed.
deep past97ofmin.
his old
and
dark secret
11/14.home town
December
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Produced Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco.
Romantic drama. A young
doctor chooses the need of
Coming
his people
tiful woman.for his services above the love of a beauOASIS chers.
CinemaScope.
Cornell
Bor'u Morgan,
Producer Ludwig Michele
Waldleitner
and Gerd
Oswald
Director Yves Allegret. Goldnesmuggler falls in love
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.
UNITED

ARTISTS

CENTURY-FOX

MAGNIFICENT MATADOR, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Color.
Maureen
Anthony Ouinn.
Carroll Case.
DirectorO'Hara,
Budd Boetticher.
Drama. Producer
94 min. 6/13
SEVEN YEAR ITCH. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Producers Charles K.
Feldman, Billy Wilder. Director Wilder. Comedy. Bedadventures 105
of min.
husband
summer roomvacation.
6/13. when wife is away on
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Clark Gable, Susan Hayward. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Action drama. Woman seeking husband missing in Red China falls in love with
man who helps in rescue. 96 min. 5/30.
HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope. Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama. 102 min. 7/1 1.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small
89 min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins.
LIFE IN A BALANCE. A IPanoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalban, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDOR-ED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathto ofthe
Elizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. en-

BIG BLUFF, THE John Bromfield, Martha Vickers,
Robert
Hutton,
P.osemarie
Bowe.
Producer-director W.
Lee Wilder.
Suspense
Thriller.
70 min.
BREAK TO FREEDOM Anthony Steel, Jack Warner
Robert Beatty. Producer Daniel M. Angel. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Drama. Daring escape from Nazi prison
camp during World War II. 88 mil.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzzane Cloutier. Producer-director Welles. Film version
of Shakespeare drama. 92 min. 6/13.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M
Angel.
aircraft. Director
91 min. Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
SUMMERTIME Technicolor. Katharine Hepburn. Ros
sano Brazzi. Producer llya Lopert. Director David
Lean. Romantic drama. American secretary finds ro
mance 99andmin.new6/27.perspective on life vacationing ir
Venice.
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS,
Technicolor
JulyRoland THE
Moira Shearer, John Justin,
Culver. Producer
Josefcal. Somlo.
Director Harold French. Romantic musi89 min. 8/8.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland. JlRobert
Mitchum, Stanley
Gloria Kramer.
Grahame,Drama.
FrankStory
Sinatra.
Producerdirector
of overly
zeal
ous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru!
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russianfor Empress
her loverwhen
to kidnap
rival
throne. sends
Plan backfires
he fallsbeautiful
in love
with his victim. 92 min. 9/5.
August
KENTUCKIAN. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Bur
Lancaster.
Diana Lynn,
Foster.Pioneer
Producer
Harok
Hecht. Director
Burt Dianne
Lancaster.
adventure
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted
"civilize"
them. 104bymin.beautiful
7/25. woman who plans tc
NAKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn
Anne
Bancroft.
Producer 84Edward
Small, Director Max
well Shane.
Melodrama.
min. 8/22.

September
LEFT HAND OF GOD,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has DESERT SANDS SuperScope.
September
Print by Technicolor. Ralpl
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey
Schenk-Howard
Koc
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves th» production.
Director
Lesley
Selander.
Modern Frencl
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
ILLER'S
KISS Frank
Silvera, Director
Jamie Smith,
IreneKubrick,
Kane.
ubrick-Bousel
Production.
Stanley
'rama. Young boxer and dance hall hostess get inolved with kidnappers. 67 mm
IIGHT OF THE HUNTER. THE Robert Mitchum. Shelley
/inters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
harles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
October
ORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
ohn Hudson. Bel-Air Productioi. Producer Howard W.
och. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17
• ENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Techicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Proucers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
•irector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
3 Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
Evolved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.
AVAGE PRINCESS
Technicolor (Filmed in India),
roducer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
101gainst
min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
1 IG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
, Winters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
ehind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.
ILLER'S KISS
Frank Kubrick,
Silvera, Jamie
Kane.
!i roducers
Stanley
MorrisSmith,
Bouse.IreneDirector
iLubrick. Melodrama. Prize fighter gets involved in
I nderworld killing. 67 min.
>ESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker,
iMarla English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch,
director Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
A rench Foreign Legion set against the background of
«i n Arab uprising in Morocco.
(AN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling,
i roducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
iVestern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
I; finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
|3 min. 10/17.
December
MEIDI
AND
PETER
Technicolor.
Elsbeth Sigmund,
I s Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler.
Director ThomFranz
I chnyder. Drama. Based on novel bv Johanna Spyri.
(OP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Karen
I ooth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray Nalarro.
Western.
A sharp gunshooter blasts the rene,1 ades out
of the West.
Coming
■ .LEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
I ichard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Danlielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
I ramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror,
iI iMBASSADOR'S
THE Forsythe,
CinemaScope,
icolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER.
Havilland, John
Myrna TechLoy.
I roducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
II he
ungryaffairs
G. I.of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
liuy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
I nd Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
I ction thriller.
INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
I'ouglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
I roducer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
II atrice
ING'S Wymore,
RHAPSODYAnnaCinemaScope,
Color. and
Erroldirected
Flynn,
Neagle. Produced
I >y Herman Wilcox. Musical. Prince chooses love of
1I ommoner
and goes into exile — later returns to regain
rown. 95 min.
I ISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
I obert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward,
roducers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Diector Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
eath of two young sisters in wealthy family.
VHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Rhonda
leming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
irectorstory.
Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newsaper
TAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walijce. Producer Haymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
adventure.
RAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
iina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
'irector Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
bout injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
lakes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell. Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed
rocky goingNear-disaster
because of
his ambitionsmining
and engineer
her wish has
for attention.
finally brings them together. 9M/2 min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
waifs. 94 min. 7/11.
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love
with Suspense
handsome drama.
adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min. 9/5.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.
November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting execution finds love at the moment he loses
his life. 75 min. 10/17.
LADY GODIVA Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
Nader, rector
Victor
Producerdrama.
RobertTale
Arthur.
DiArthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 min. 10/17.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
December
RUNNING WILD William Campbell, Keenan Wynn,
Mamie Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves.
81 min.
SECONDcolor. GREATEST
SEX, THENader,
CinemaScope,
Jeanne Crain, George
Kitty Kallen,TechniBert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director.
Musical.
Women
use
"sex
strike"
to
stop
their
husbands from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.
TARANTULA
JohnAlland.
Agar, Director
Mara Corday,
Leo Horror.
Carrol.
Producer William
Jack Arnold.
Scientist breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.
Coming
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin
romance
89 min.
11/14. between young widow and her gardener.
BENNY GOODMAN STORY, THE Technicolor Steve
Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valentine Davies director. Musical. The life story of the
famous clarinet player.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained

DAM BUSTERS.
THE Scientist
Michael
RichardWar
Todd.II
JulyRedgrave.
Aerial
war drama.
believes World
can
possibly
be
shortened
by
penetrating
Ruhr
Dams.
The RAF undertakes the task. 102 min. 7/11.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks. Martin,
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda. James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard 123a min.
cargo5/30.
ship anchored off a small Pacific
island.
August
PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.
McCONNELL STORY,September
THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Producer-director
William
Wellman. Lauren
Drama.Bacall.
American
merchant marine
captainA.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China
an ancient
ferry 115boatmin.through
. . . thein Formosa
Straits.
10/3. "Blood Alley"
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D.A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Weisbart. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of
juveniles
between themselves, their parents, the law.
1 1 I min. 10/31.
November
I DIED Color.
A JackTHOUSAND
TIMES Winters.
CinemaScope,
Palance, Shelley
ProducerWarnerWillis
Melodrama. Ex-conDirector
Goldbeck.
vict helps and
falls Stuart
in loveHeisler.
with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace, Joanne
Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Malone,
Dru,
Blanke.Dorothy
Director
Gordon Douglas. Musical. Pianist
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
girl. I 15 min. 11/14.
December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford, Ralph
producer, DirecBellamy, Rod Steiger. Milton Sperling
Drama. True story of leading extor Ottoponent ofPreminger.
air power and his unjust fate.
Conte, Peggy Castle. Producer
TARGET ZERO Richard
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
A lone nurse is heldComing
in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but is saved by behind-the-lines breakout.

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Weisbart. Director Wal-to
Walter Abel. Producer David
ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced
jail
head of Combination also in
jail is brutalized by
he atand who fears he will talk. His wife threatened
tempts escape which brings about end of Combination.
To Better Serve You . . .
Office & Terminal Combined At
305 N. 12th St.
New Phones
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOmbard 3-3944, 3945
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
e Abbott, Lou Costello,
. & C MEET THE MUMMY
Bud
JunHoward
larie Windsor Producer
Christie. Director
'.harles
Lamont.
Comedy.
A & with
C arethieves
stranded
'here they
become
involved
out into Egypt
steal
rcheological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
<AN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
ine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
ut to solve stage robberies brings peace between
arring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
HIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
'omergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Jewman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidapped
to aid foreign planet in interlanetary bywar.spacemen
87 min. 4/4.
Film

WARNER

BROTHERS

SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne, Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighterJuisnepursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends
but chase is in Tine of
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Director
Lesley Selander.
Western.
returns
obsessed with
burningRevenge-seeking
desire to right Montanan
a wrong
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/16.
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Intense suspense from
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throughout. Robert
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The action oj the Motion Picture Association inrefusing a seal to the film.
"The Man With The Golden Arm"
points up the need for an enlightened
view in regard to changes in our Production Code. Mr. Hosier Croat her has
stated the case so well in the New York
Times, Sunday. December II. that ice reprint his comments herein as reflecting
our Vieivpoint — Kditor's Note.
Once mere the top executives of
the major motion picture companies
have passed up a natural opportunity to do something intelligent and
constructive about their prim Production Code. By denying the request of the distributors of "The
Man With the Golden Arm" to give
that film a seal of approval, even
though it does pertain to the subject
of drug addiction, which the code
expressly forbids, they missed a
chance to prune the code of dead
wood and they have retreated
further into unreality.
Without going; any deeper into
the question of the validity of the
code than a simple calculation of
how modern and useful its pat restrictions are, it would seem that the
rule against the showing of drug addiction should certainly go, for that
subject is no more uncommon or
mystifying than alcoholism is now.
Newspapers are full of stories and
■exposes of the peddling of dope and
•candid dramas of illicit drug traffic
are viewed on TV screens in countless homes. Whether or not you like
the subject, it cannot be wiped out
or obscured by a stubborn, oldfashioned proscription against the
handling of it in films.
This is why the denial last week
of a seal to "The Man With the
Golden Arm," had about it an obstinacy as futile as the command to
the sea by King Canute.
But there is darkly suggested in
the action of the company executives a resistance to any change of
their old patterns that is deeply dis-

couraging. In the midst of a current
stir of agitation within the motion
picture industry, looking towards a
sweeping reconsideration of the
character and contents of the code,
the major companies deny their oftassurance that the code is a "living
thing" by squelching a reasonable
petition to license an urgent topical
theme.
To be sure, we have not yet seen
the picture. It opens here this week
— on Thursday at the Victoria Theatre, despite the fact that it must open
without a seal. But regardless of
how well or badly it treats the subject of addiction to drugs, it is certain to be a picture that the industry
should be willing to have shown.
The New York State censor has approved it, as he has other recent
films denied the seal.
It is strongly rumored in trade
circles that some of the industry's
higher-ups were against changing
the code for this picture because
they didn't like the way it was put
to them. It is said that they thought
its producer, Otto Preminger, and
its distributor, United Artists, "held
a gun to their heads" by announcing
in advance that the picture would be
released, whether or not it got a seal.
If such a petty resentment did, indeed, cause them to act as they did,
it is all the more dismal and depress-
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ing. This
sonal pique.thing is too big for perIt is also reliably reported that
only five of the ten companies belonging to the Motion Picture Association, which has authority over the
code, voted to uphold the Code
authority in denying a seal to this
film. The other five members — including United Artists, the petitioner— refrained from voting on the
question. Trouble is hinted here. For
the five companies that voted against
according to the "unofthe picture,
ficial" count, were Twentieth Centurv-Fox, Warner Brothers, Universal, Loew's, Inc., and Paramount,
the others that "abstained"
while Allied
were
Artists, Columbia, ReThe former are,
RKO.
public and
by and large, the entrenched companies; the latter are pushing hard
competitively.
Already United Artists has resigned from the M. P. A. It pulled
out — not the first time it has done
so — following the decision on "The
Man With the Golden Arm." Although there is no indication that
any others will follow suit, there is
every indication that many distributors— members and non-members —
dislike the code as it is presently administered and are clattering for revision and administrative change.
Last week, just prior to the voting
on "The Man With the Golden
Arm", the American Civil Liberties
Union issued a blast at the code as
an "industry agreement" that limits
"freedom in the trade of ideas."
Morris Ernst, representing the distributors of "I Am A Camera",
which recently was denied a seal,
has charged that the code's operation constitutes "economic censorship". This is more than an intramural question. A large hunk of
American culture is involved. The
executives of the major picture companies had better hurry up and open
their eyes.
Film BULLETIN
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TOM
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O'NEIL

By PHILIP R. WARD
Young Tom O'Neil, of whom 'tis said, he is no mean
hand at pyramiding a buck, is allegedly looking with favor
upon a deal proffered by another pyramider of sorts. The
mule-trader of the second part turns out to be none other
than old showbusiness hand, Matty Fox, whose wheelingdealings and artful acumen mark him as a man with whom
it does not pay to go bargaining unchaperoned. If Mr. Fox
has his way — and there are some obstacles in the way — he
will wind up with Mr. O'Neil's RKO library of some 750
features and 900 short subjects — less, for the time being,
some 150 feature films which O'Neil wisely wishes to exploit first. The tab: approximately $12,000,000. Fox's objective? Well, he's not out to stock his private screening
room. Film traffic with TV is Matty's intent.
Needless to say, reports of the impending sale are sending seismic tremors through all hemispheres of the movie
world. Exhibitor groups are bound to issue sizzling rebukes against what they consider a gross intrusion upon
their boxoffice birthright. And well they might — at least
on the surface. For the argument goes that whatever aids
the living room show-box is, in direct ratio, injurious to
the theatre on the street. For a major distributor to perpetrate this foul act is little short of treason against the
crown. O'Neil's fellow producers will likely burn in less
articulate fashion, though it seems certain that at least
someone feeling done-in will take to the stump in answer
to this betrayal of the unwritten movie industry code of
"Don't Sell to TV".
May Be Trial Balloon
Yes, Mr. O'Neil will take his lumps. That seems sure
enough, if what we've been hearing proves something less
guileful than a mere trial balloon (and some observers will
tell you the reports are just that). The issue at stake is
Mr. O'Neil's propriety in handing to television Hollywood's first major catalog of major motion pictures. Based
upon the reams of warnings disseminated by movie spokesmen in recent years — and this includes exhibitors and distributors both — Mr. O'Neil would appear to have scrapped
discretion for a monetary kind of valour. It remains, however, to review the merits of some of the most popular of
these caution signals. Let's determine for ourselves just
where fact begins and myth leaves off :
1) It has been solemnly declared that whoever first
opens backlog commerce with the TV "enemy" must bear
the responsibility for the ensuing stampede by other filmmakers. The floodgate damming up Hollywood's libraries
must remain inviolate — or else.
2) Such a longlong rush would, of its nature, reduce
films to a drug on the market, and thereby depreciate
Hollywood's loot to a mere pittance.
Page b
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heal

TV

3) Only the first to sell would command
tive price.

a truly objec-

4) TV, thus armed with substantial inventories of films,
would then represent a greater boxoffice menace than ever.
Since, under a recent revenue department ruling, income
from the sale of vintage films may be treated as capital
gains rather than ordinary income — a tax saving of approximately 50 percent, Mr. O'Neil seems to stand poised
to gather in a fast buck. He spends $25 millions for RKO ;
sells the backlog for $12 millions and keeps most of that
coin, and hangs on to RKO's major assets to boot. Before
he makes himself this handsome deal, and before the
torches are lit by those who regard it as destructive to
movie business, let's take a close look at the merits of the
four-point argument made above.
Others Won't Dance

To Tune

1) It is doubtful that the other film companies will dance
to Mr. O'Neil's tune. RKO's circumstances are RKO's
alone. What one film company wishes to do with its backlogs has no logical relation to what another does. Mr.
O'Neil's lamb-chop might well be Mr. Skouras' heartburn.
It is hard to imagine a more purely individualistic society
of commercial artisans than that one heterogenrously existing in southern California. One studio chieftain would
rather burn his $300 cashmere sport-jacket than be found
in the company of some shoddy $250 imitation. Company
policies take similar turns.
As for the floodgates, there's no steel and concrete —
simply old fashioned economic horse-sense holding back
the libraries. This was eloquently proved in the recent
successful defense of the five film companies involved in
the government's 16mm case. During the attendance depression, backlogs were untouchable because no prudent
film-man would risk total extinction of an already feverridden exhibition market. During the recent recovery
backlogs have been withheld for reason of TV's financial
inadequacies. This will go on as long as TV fails to meet
the price demanded by the companies owning those films.
That Mr. O'Neil may sell and his competitors not is neither
strange nor puzzling. Mr. O'Neil's is not a sound-stage
operation exclusively. He owes an obligation to a number
of wards — not the least of which is television. His interests
in that field antedated his entrance into movie-making by
several years.
2) Before films can glut the TV market — and consequently shatter proper pricing — the assumption is that
they will be dumped like so many sacks of surplus potatoes. Nothing of that kind is likely. Films are not raised
like fatted hogs to be so disposed of; they have a second
life which endows them with commercial value, and no

Hill

Other

Majors

one is foolish enough to unload to them in a torrent for
the simple reason that it takes 20 years to grow another
crop. When the other major studios decide to traffic with
TV, the rule, we believe will be to parcel them out.

Hush

to

Sell?

factors, to the degree that most people prefer TV's homegrown offerings. The live or TV-filmed show seems more
honestly compatible with the medium. "TV and Steve
Allen just seem to go together," said a housewife recently
in clicking off the "Late Show". The truth of matter is
that the films made for theatres were
not made for television. It is no fault

3) Before someone talks of being victimized by the
O'Neil quick-kick, let him rest assured
that the RKO Telepictures head will
make no killing. Indeed, if anyone feels
Here's what Tom O'Neil
aggrieved, it is probably because O'Neil
said
when he purchased
is taking so little as to establish a
RKO some five months
minuscule standard for major product
on television. At the rumored $12 milago: "Our main concern
lion fee, the 750 picture backlog breaks
was with the him library.
down to a spare $16,000 per picture. An
. . . It is quite likely many
educated guess would be that the complete library represents an original proof them will ultimately apduction investment of at least $500 milpear on TV . . . We are golion, or an average of $750,000 per film.
Allowing the films have served their
ing to concentrate on propurpose in returning revenues, their
duction for the motion picintrinsic value would appear many
ture theatre . .
times $16,000 a head. O'Neil, himself,
paid an average of over $40,000 per
feature in his deal with the Bank of

of either the movie-makers or of TV's
engineering that great movies on the
living room screen look mediocre, mediocre movies, shabby. It's like watching Helen Hayes from the peanut gallery; it's still Miss Hayes — but, oh,
what a difference.

America. True, he's selling his filets
along with the gizzards, and that may be a considerable
factor when you realize how the gizzards predominate.

Lest these views create the impression that we believe the potential of
Hollywood films on TV is severely restricted, let us hurriedly correct it. The
point is not that films are unwelcome
or incapable of standing on their own
as attractive programming matter for
sponsors, but, rather, that vintage pictures simply do not create the audience
impact once so widely believed. Important recent, or new, movies might
well, give Mr. Sullivan a run for his money. But the programmers are another story.

Another explanation: RKO's practice of re-issuing films
under the latter-day Howard Hughes regime. Perhaps

Joker In The Deal

O'Neil believes that the best has been already milked from
this product, for virtually every vintage film in the RKO
backlog was re-released to theatres within the past five
years. And from what we've been told,
backlog will still see the light of carbon
tion. That's one reason why he insists
the choice 150 features from Matty Fox
He plans to use them between theatre
own TV outlets.
Live Shows

Draw

the best of RKO's
in theatre projecupon withholding
for the time being.
showings and his

Viewers

4) The greatest of all fictions is the allegation that the
telecasting of films is the greatest danger to the theatre
boxoffice. Innumerable films, both British and domestic,
have been beaming steadily into living rooms during recent
months. Almost without exception they are thrashed
soundly in the audience ratings by live entertainment. Ed
Sullivan boasts 34.6 to compare with Famous Film Theatre's 8.6, with "The Constant Husband's" 11.2 — and the
last-named a "first-run" film. The conventional old movies,
yes, even those possessing marquee names, top-drawer production values and prestige in their day, become mere grist
in television's inexorable mill. Aside from meeting the
cutting phrase, "Oh, I saw it before", they just can't compete with the better live shows.
Moreover, there is the growing belief that no matter how
good the movie, the TV medium diminshes its effectiveness
through size, technical interferences, lighting and other

Mr. O'Neil did not sell exhibitors down the river by his
intention to trade with Matty Fox. His package in the
proposed offer is no inventory of film classics. The big
joker in the deal at this moment is, indeed, Mr. O'Neil's
canny insistence that 150 of the backlog's top films be reserved for his own use first. Sooner or later these films
will redound to Matty Fox and general TV distribution,
but by then practically every whit of their boxoffice sting
will have been spent.
From where we sit the O'Neil looks far less the sinner
than he does the "shotgun" to a marriage everyone has
seen coming for years. His action will neither revolutionize TV nor put theatres out of business. Mr. O'Neil had
two main objectives in acquiring RKO from the unproductive Howard Hughes. One is to build a nationwide network of film-playing TV outlets; the other to make profitable motion pictures for theatres. The two objectives
might well be reconciled without conflict or paradox.
If the movie industry is looking to rationalize its lagging boxoffice, let it seek a reason beyond the bogey of
backlog films and into the sphere of rapidly improving live
TV entertainment. That is what keep's 'em home. That,
and the deficiencies in Hollywood's product — numercial
and artists. Live shows are TV's meal-ticket. And firstclass motion pictures represent the same to the boxoffice.
To blame the sale of movies to television's for the theatre's
troubles is strictly a smokescreen for our own industry's
inadequacies. Let's correct them.
Film BULLETIN
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Highlights
TV—

cjf Judge

CUSTOMER

The Government has characterized the entire policy of
the producers as to 16mm distribution as "a boycott"
against certain types of exhibition. I cannot agree. Nor
can I agree with the Government's contention that it is the
duty of the motion picture producers to supply television
with the entertainment material which it needs. It is not
the function of a private industry to supply its product to
a newly-arisen customer who is also a competitor and
jeopardize its interest in the continued existence of its
old customers for whom the standard product is primarily
made. After all, television is a new field, the phenomenal
rise of which could not be anticipated. It was designed for
a distinct and different form of entertainment which still
supplies its main programs.
Because original entertainment material is costly and
consumed and destroyed rapidly, television desires to supplement itby using motion pictures. But it does not offer
to do so on terms commensurate or comparative which
established theatres offer for the standard product. Instead
of competing for the product, it demands special terms.
For valid business reasons and because the entire 16mm
film business is a marginal by-product, motion picture producers have been unable to agree to television's terms, except in some specific instances. It would be inequitable to
force agreement, especially when reluctance, or even refusal to deal (assuming that there was refusal), was not
only the result of separate determination by each company,
but was temporary, and was dictated by the sound economics of the situation, the wish to make the most desirable arrangements consistent with a fair protection of their
interests and the refusal of the lately-arrived customer —
the television industry — to commit itself to definite guarantees. Both sides seem to have been playing for position.
To some extent, they still are. If, for this reason, interstate
trade lags temporarily, the fact is proof of the vigor of the
competitive spirit, even within an oligopolistic field.
In my view, the actions of the defendants do not exceed
the limits of choice of, or preference in, dealing allowed by
law to one engaged in a private enterprise for profit. And
the fact that the immediate result was the same as to all
defendants does not spell concerted action or conspiracy.
As said by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit :
"This action * * * does not prove or tend to prove that
it uas done by agreement * * * any more than proof
that a hound is chasing a fox is evidence that the chase
is by agreement with the fox."
It should be added that the entire policy of the producers
as to 16mm films antedated any action, agitation or "pressure" (as the Government calls it), on the part of the trade
organizations, TOA, Allied, or others named as co-conspirators. And, as fully appears from the preceding discus ion, ithas been conducted at times in defiance of their
opposition. The occasional approval, after their occurrence,
of phases of this policy, by some of the named organizations cannot turn the independent, and, in part at least,
dissimilar acts of the producers into an agreement or conspiracy with them.
J>age 8
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COMPETITOR
SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

Motion picture exhibition is primarily paid entertainment, while television, as it has developed in the United
States, like radio, is chiefly an advertising medium in
which motion pictures and other forms of free entertainment, are used to merchandise other persons' products.
However, motion pictures and television do have one element in common — they draw their patronage from a common source — persons seeking diversion (and, perhaps, education) through these media. As the amount of money
which the members of the common pool have to spend for
this purpose is constant over the years, there is competition between various commercial amusement media for
both the members and the money which they have to
spend. There is uncontroverted evidence in the record that
the rise of television has affected adversely theatre attendance and that many persons would not pay to attend the
motion picture theatres if they could secure entertainment
of a similar character and quality free in their homes.
Whether the loss can be estimated mathematically is unimportant. The important fact is, using once more the apt
phrasing of Mr. Justice Brandeis, that, in the minds of the
producers, the impact of free television was "the evil believed to exist".
Of the facts already detailed, which induced this belief,
the most significant were: (a) the desire to protect the
interest of the producers in the chief source from which
their income was derived — the regular admission-charging
theatres — and to prevent the ruinous effect on it of overlapping non-commercial exhibition of sub-standard 16mm
films, (b) the need to protect the unique and incalculable
value of the producers' backlog for reissuance and remaking, rather than dilute, dissipate and exhaust it and destroy
the stories from which the pictures were made by a quickly
accelerated exploitation through other than theatrical
means — including television, (c) the possibilities of subscription television, and (d) the insignificance of the revenue to be derived presently from other than theatre exploitation as compared with the losses, some predictable and
some unpredictable, which the wider exploitation would
entail. These are "legitimate business aims" and "competitive business considerations" of the type which trie
Supreme Court has recognized as warranting the adoption
by prudent business men of restrictive plans of dealing.
In a separate decision filed with the Opinion, Judge
Yankwich indicated the form of specific findings to be included in the formal findings to be signed, the effect of
which is that judgment is rendered for the defendants and
the injunction and other relief asked by the Government is
denied upon the ground that (a) there was no conspiracy
as to the method of distribution of 16mm feature films and
(b) that whatever restrictions were taken in regard to the
exhibition of such films in non-theatre places and for television, were reasonable regulations made independently for
sound economic reasons of the type recognizd as not being
in violation of the anti-trust laws.
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MOVIE

STOCK

BLUES.

In November it was the same

old medley — inaction, inertia and insignificance. And because stock prices are generally a reflection of business
conditions within the industry they represent, we may play
the same plaintive, three-word refrain to summarize the
character and size of recent boxoffice. There it is — cause
and effect. Slumping theatre grosses biting into theatre
profits, biting in turn into the revenues redounding to film
distributors, finally translating itself into declining earnings on the books of the film companies. The market is
discounting accordingly.
The sad feature of all this is that in other quarters of the
stock market, happier things are underway. Throughout
much of November's trading term, stocks in general, and
blue-chips in particular, began resembling Native Dancers
in their heil-bent-for-election sprint back toward those
high altitudes of the pre-Ike illness period from which they
were displaced. Movie shares are being left at the post. In
truth, however, it must be reported that film company
shares were not completely immobile. Actually, they essayed arally of sorts at the month's end, regaining several
points from the even lower level at which they lingered
during most of November. Overall, the shares of film companies finished November % point higher than October.
At present they are far below their high-water mark
(181%) established last June, but some comfort can be
gleaned from the fact that the latter part of November
saw the steady decline checked.
The complete stock market story of 1955 to the November close is shown below in the Film BULLETIN Cinema
Aggregate :

Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
DECEMBER

12,

19 5 5

By Philip R. Ward
theatres, the great coterie of rank-and-file houses that make
up the life-line of the industry.
And so, accordingly, has gone Hollywood, as measured
by the stock market performance of its individual film
companies. There can be little doubt now that a real slump
— perhaps even a minor depression — has taken hold in
movie securities. Five months is time enough to allow a
pattern to manifest itself and for a conclusion to be drawn.
It has been five months, you see, since film companies
shares last mustered the energy for a gain of any consequence. Since June film company stocks have declined to
lower levels with each consecutive month. Since June, only
Allied Artists on a number of occasions and Loew's once or
twice have managed to creep into the "most active" lists.
Not since October, 1954, have film company stocks been
mired so low in the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate.
And we firmly believe this will corroborate itself under any
form of statistical analysis. And now that the market is
returning to "normalcy" (as some commentators observe)
without the movie industry joining in the recovery, it is
clear that all is not kosher in Denmark. Only time will tell
if "minor depression" is, indeed, the correct appellation.
The slump may not be felt in some circles until late. A
number of film companies, and theatre companies, too,
whose reporting periods follow the calendar year may well
issue impressive reports. These could be deceiving, for
earlier year figures will greatly compensate for later year
deficiencies, and the sum total may appear quite respectable. Stanley Warner, for instance, recently reported a
73% gain in net earnings for fiscal 1955. This news promply boosted S-W U/$ points, the one respectable showing of
the month by a movie industry component. But S-W's reporting year ended August 27, close to the beginning of
the down-slide cycle.
0

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

*Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
Observe that theatre company shares, in sympathy with
the film-makers, show corresponding weakness, in fact
have now sold off for the fourth successive month. This is
truly cause for concern. For if any element of the industry
reflected prosperity stock market-wise, it was the listed
theatre chains, consisting in the main of the large-grossing
first-run houses. With these bell-weathers of exhibition
slumping in the fashion seen of late, it is not difficult to
imagine what conditions afflict the balance of more modest
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When people do not go to the movies under currently
bountiful economic conditions, it is only because movies do
not offer enough, and/or because something else offers
something better — a conclusion perhaps too simple, but
quite true. The movie industry prospers first, last and
always on the basis of what it gives the paying public for
its money. As stated so often in this column, the impetus
of improved technology, the early Messiah of filmdom's
up-to-recent prosperity era, has been dissipated, meaning
that the quality of product means everything again. Obviously, the product this fall did not measure up. Under
non-TV conditions, movie business would have scraped
by. Today's competition is tougher. There's your answer.
In the movie industry what happens on the sound stages
greatly determines what happens months later in the great
halls of the securities markets. Improved product will
serve to improve the status of movie industry shares.
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"Picnic"

Provides

a

Feast

lor

All

SutUeu Rati*? O O O O
A winner! Screen version of stage success given peerless
direction by Joshua Logan. Chockful of humor, human interest, throat-catches. Will roll uo handsome grosses.
Columbia has come up with another winner in this movie
version of the Broadway stage hit. "Picnic". It abounds
with humor, human interest and stirring emotional moments that endow it with the widest kind of appeal. Boxofficewise, "Picnic" should be a feast for all, Columbia and
exhibitors in every type of market. From the metropolitan
class houses to the spots in one-horse towns, its impact
should be reflected in near-record grosses. The film's
entertainment and artistic virtues are abundant, and it
packs a powerful and moving dramatic punch. In a degree,
it is not unlike "From Here To Eternity" in naturalistic,
down-to-earth quality, which will spell substantial boxoffice potency with the mass audience. Except for some
flaws in casting (at least as this reviewer sees it), this
filmed "Picnic" is superior to the play. The wide CinemaScope picture clearly points up the greater flexibility of
the movie and allows for a wealth of incidental "business",
of which director Joshua Logan takes full advantage.
"Picnic" should be in line for some awards at the year's
end. The subject of William Inge's play was, quite frankly, sex, and so is that of the film. Daniel Taradash's script
is wonderful: frank, honest, terse, deeply moving. Occasional y, itsfrankness is startling, but always refreshing
and in good taste. It is full of warmth, humor, and feeling,
and captures the spirit of the play marvellously — an altogether brilliant job. On the same level of achievement is
James Wong Howe's CinemaScope-Technicolor lensing —
rivalling "East of Eden" for the best color photography of
the year. The camera completely captures atmosphere of
a summer's day in the mid-west, and the shots of the picnic

Kim Xovak, "the most beautiful girl in town', derides her sensitive "ugly duckling" sister. Susan Strasberg. while school-teacher
Rosalind Russell and their mother. Betty Field, come to Susan's aid.
itself — the central incident of the film — are thrilling; viewers won't forget them easily. Josh Logan's direction is
peerless; he's a great addition to the ranks of film directors. With uncommon subtlety, Logan conveys throughout that languid day the stirrings in the breasts of each of
his characters. Under his hand, the film moves easily and
gracefully. Fred Kohlmar's production is superb ; it has a
richness of texture and a visual brilliance that the stage
couldn't provide.
Most of the performances match the quality of the overall production, yet as one who saw the play, this reviewer
felt a bit disappointed in William Holden and Rosalind
Russell. In the role of the virile young drifter, Holden
appeared just a bit too sympathetic — but this may please,
rather than disappoint those who did not see the Ralph
Meeker performance in the play. Rosalind Russell, always
a dependable performer, does a fine job with the role of the
love-starved school-teacher, but she has too much worldliness in her manner to carry off the pathos completely.
But this is minor faulting of a fine film. Kim Novak is
highly appealing and attractive as the town's "most beautiful girl". Betty Field and Arthur O'Connell are superb,
as is Susan Strasberg, the kid sister.
Early one Labor Day morning, Holden, a drifter riding
a freight, lands in a small Kansas town to look up a wealthy ex-college friend (Cliff Robertson), from whom he
hopes to wangle a job. On his way, he stops to do odd
jobs, in return for breakfast, at the home of Verna Felton.
His roving eyes glimpses her next-door neighbors, Kim
Novak, younger sister Susan Strasberg, and mother Betty

Field. Robertson, Kim's boy-friend, is glad to see Holden,
invites him to the annual picnic that evening. Passion is
the keynote of the picnic. Kim and Holden are mutually
attracted, and Robertson, hurt and furious, orders him arrested for "stealing" his car. Holden escapes and hides out.
Holden appears and, despite the pleas of her mother, Kim
decides to follow him to Oklahoma, albeit uncertainly, to
gamble on happiness.
Columbia. 115 minutes. William Holden, Kim Novak, Betty Field, Rosalind RusSusan Strasberg,
Robertson,
O'Connell,Produced
Verna Felton,
Shaw,
Nick sell,
Adams,
Raymond Cliff
Bailey,
ElizabethArthur
W. Wilson.
by FredRetaKohlmar.
Directed by Joshua Logan. Screenplay by Daniel Taradash from the play by
Rolling stone William Holden isn't exactly happy with his picnic date,
William Inge. Director of photography, James Wong Howe.
Susan Strasberg, as Arthur O'Connell and Rosalind Russell look on.
[More REVIEWS on Page 24]
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R. VOGEL— Loew s Theatres, New York

Next!

Starting December 23rd — Rialto,
Atlanta: Orpheum, New Orleans;
Riverside. Milwaukee: Keith's,
Cincinnati: Warner. Oklahoma
City: Plaza, Charlotte; Ohio,
Cleveland; Hippodrome, Baltimore: Florida. Miami: Colony,
Miami Beach; Orpheum, Denver;
Orpheum. Minneapolis; Orpheum,
St. Paul: Roxy. Kansas City, Mo.;
Cinema, Buffalo; Colonial, Dayton: Crosstown, Memphis: Broadway, Portland: Capri, San Diego;
Majestic. Grand Rapids: Electric,
Kansas City. Kan.: Palace, Wichita; and the following in Canada;
Casino. Halifax; Odeon. Ottawa;
Odeon. Toronto; Grand, Calgary:
Odeon. Edmonton; Vogue, Vancouver: and Garrick, Winnipeg.

The

Vanishing

American"

Solid screen version of the Zone Grey novel has plenty of
appeal for the outdoor market. OK dualler for naborhoods.
Zane Grey's classic western about the threatened extinction of the Indian race in America is the source of a
fairly engrossing dramatic actioner in this Herbert J.
Yates* presentation. It has most of the virtues that appeal
to the outdoor market, as well as a credible and fairly compelling narrative and some obvious socially significant
overtones. The story development results in a rather
leisurely pace, yet the full 90 minutes of footage does not
seem overlong under Joe Kane's competent direction. Alan
Le May's adaptation holds talk down to a minimum, but
his characterizations are a bit weak. Scott Brady hardly
gets under the skin of his Indian character, but Audrey
Totter is appealing as a brave young white woman sympathetic to the Indians' problem. Miss Totter, who has inherited ranch land in New Mexico, arrives to find that she
is not wanted by traders Forrest Tucker and Gene Lockhart, who tell her that the land is worth nothing. Scott
Brady, a young Navajo, tells her that the land belongs to
his tribe anyway. As time goes by. Audrey, who has befriended Brady, learns that Tucker and Lockhart are depriving the Navajos of their rightful possessions. She
agrees to help Brady and steals incriminating papers from
Lockhart's safe. A Navajo attack on the Tucker faction is
halted by the arrival of a U.S. Marshall who. with evidence
on his hands, arrests the outlaws.
Republic.
90 minutes.
Scott Brady, Audrey Totter, Forrest Tucker, Gene Lockhart.
Directed
by Joe Kane.

"Inside Detroit"
Fast and furious crime meller. Should do well in action spots.
Concerned with the infiltration of gangster elements into
labcr unions in Detroit, this Clover Production for Columbia release, is a fast-moving, action-packed crime meller
that should be a natural grosser in action spots. Tense,
and with all the appropriate elements included — action,
speed, violence — it is cleverly handled by director Fred F.
Sears. He keeps things moving at the rate of machine-gun
fire, and builds to some strong climaxes. Cast is convincing, with Dennis O'Keefe and Pat O'Brien turning in their
usual, competent portrayals as hero and villain. O'Keefe's
brother is killed when a bomb is planted in union headquarters. He suspects that it's the work of O'Brien, whom
he helped send to prison for racketeering. O'Brien secretly
plans to gain control of the union by eliminating all opposition. Out of jail, O'Brien gets his men into the factories where they proceed to re-introduce all the standard
rackets. O'Briens' family opposes O'Keefe, particularly
daughter Margaret Field and son Mark Damon. But
trouble for O'Brien starts when Damon gets mixed up with
his father's mistress (Tina Carver). O'Keefe reveals the
secret to O'Brien's daughter, who rushes away and has a
serious auto-crash. Damon decides to supply evidence, and
O'Brien is shot by the police as he arrives at Carver's
apartment to kill her for implicating his son.
Columbia
Production). 82 minutes. Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien.
Directed byIAFredClover
F. Sears.
"Umberto
Su4i*e44

"Samurai"
&*UH?

GOG

Rating for art houses. Beautifully photographed Japanese
import. In same qualify category as "Gate of Hell".
This latest Japanese import appears headed for good art
house returns. Concerned with the samurai, the professional warrior group in medieval Japan, the film is a blend
— like past Japanese entries — of rich, exotic color and some
crisp and moving dramatics. This one is on very much the
same level, in quality, as the prize-winning "Gate of Hell."
Art film patrons, who have learned that Japanese films are
something special among foreign imports, should flock to
see it. The most striking aspect of the film is its extraordinarily beautiful Eastman color lensing as it paints countrysides and interiors in indescribable hues and compositions.
The substance of the story — how a zealous boor learns
integrity and discipline so that he can become a "'samurai"
— is told in compelling dramatic terms. And there are some
very moving battle scenes, brilliantly stylized. Well
played and directed, the film has great clarity and intensity
of feeling, ably projected despite the language barrier.
English sub-titles are clear and to the point, and an additional commentary by William Holden further elucidates
matters. Enterprising exhibitors in the general market
might be wise to gamble a run of something unusual
like this.

HtajrtKctares Inc M minutes. IA Toho Production . Toshiro Mifune Kaoru
Yacnigusa. Produced by Kaiuc Tak.mura. Directed by Hiroshi Inagaki.
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Rating for art houses. Pine Italian film by De Sica, with English titles, about an old man and his dog. Sock boxoffice for
art spots. OK for class naborhoods.
Vittorio De Sica's latest film. "Umberto D.," reveals him
as one of the world's greatest directors. Many will regard
it as the masterpiece of the man who did "Bicycle Thief"
and "Miracle in Milan". A tender, moving story of old age
— of an elderly man, who has no place in the world, and his
dog — will score heavily with art-house patrons. De Sica's
reputation, and the critical praise that the film is sure to
win. should make it a good bet for class naborhood situations. This is an immensely honest, objective, and profoundly moving portrait of the problems that beset the old.
It has more humor than sentimentality, nevertheless. The
final scene in which the old man — who through lack of
love, money, and health plans suicide with his dog' — is
thwarted when the animal jumps from his arms, terrified,
and dissuades him, is nothing less than inspired. De Sica's
direction is magnificent. The pace is deliberately casual, as
if to affirm the ennui of the life he's describing, but no
viewer will complain about this, for the story could not be
told in any other way. Cesare Zavattini collaborated on a
brilliant and sensitive script which has very little "talk" in
it, and the black-and-white lensing is superb. All technical
credits are first-rate, particularly the musical score which
is in perfect keeping with the film's mood.
Carlo Battisti gives a beautiful, restrained,
does Maria Pia Casilio as a pathetic young
Harrison-Davidson. 89 minutes. Carlo Battisti, Maria Pia
Directed by Vittorio De Sica.

As the old man.
performance, as
servant.
Casilio, Una Gennari.

off with all the rousing flourish of its predecessors. Until
then, the story is noticeably encumbered by too much plot
development. The Oscar Brodney-Charles Hoffman script

"Kismet"
Scuchc^ IZatiK? O O O
Colorful, tuneful version of the Broadway hit hampered by
slow pacing. Lush production, song hits should carry it to
good returns, except in small towns, action houses.

is routine, and so is Jesse Hibbs' direction, as it moves
somewhat leisurely in delineation of plot. Technicolor
lensing is good, supplying a colorful and vivid portrait of
a gold town. Thesping by the above-average cast, topped
by Anne Baxter. Chandler and Calhoun, makes the most of

MGM's production of the recent Broadway success
"Kismet", is a wonderfully lush and tuneful, albeit sluggishly paced, musical that figures to gross well in metropolitan houses. The Arthur Freed production is rich and
colorful in its CinemaScope-EastmanColor photography,
and handsomely captures the spirit of oriental romance. It
is, from beginning to end, a treat to the eye. The Robert
Wright-Gecrge Forrest score is full of appealing melodies,
and public familiarity with the score must be considered
an additional boxoffice assist for the film. The familiar

the well known characterizations. Jeff Chandler's mine in
Nome is taken away from him when Rory Calhoun, the
newly-appointed, "crooked" gold commissioner, bribes a
judge to secure this end. With the help of Anne Baxter,
proprietress of the local saloon. Chandler and partner John
Mclntyre try to get their claim back. Calhoun has "imported" Barbara Britton to attract Chandler, while Calhoun makes time with Baxter. Chandler is arrested, but
allowed to escape into a trap. However, he foils the plan
and gets away safely. Calhoun is exposed and Chandler
humiliates him in a roaring fist-fi^ht, wins back Baxter
and his claim.

"Stranger in Paradise," "Bangles. Baubles and Beads", and
"This Is My Beloved" still register with charm and vitality, and are nicely rendered by Ann Blyth and Vic Damone.
The script that Charles Lederer and Luther Davis have
supplied from their own book is appealing, witty in spots,
and always thoroughly professional, but director Vincente

Universal. 84 minutes. Anne Baxter. Jeff Chandler, Rory Calhoun. Barbara Brit,
ton, Ray Danton. Produced by Ross Hunter. Directed by Jesse Hibbs.

Minelli might have speeded up the film's pace, which is
unconscionably slow in spots. In general, moves rather
haltingly, and its 113 minutes seems overlong. Performances are all in the light, gay mood. Keel sings well and
portrays the poet and would-be magician amusingly, and

"The

The compelling story of General William Mitchell — the
man who provoked his own court-martial for the purpose
of pointing up mismanagement of the U. S. Air Service —
has been made into an exciting, first-rate film drama. Much
of the story takes place in the courtroom, and the important issues involved are presented with clarity, wit and
sincerity. It is exciting, articulate, often moving. Interesting subject, a fine production, and the name of Gary
Cooper, should make for good returns in the general market. Everything about the production is top-drawer: the
story-screenplay of Milton Sperling and Emmet Lavery,

Flippen for his "powers", but his possession of money leads
to his arrest by the Wazir (chief of police) Sebastian
Cabot, who intends to use Keel to prevent Caliph Damone
from taking a wife. Catch is that Damone is interested in
Ann Blyth, who is Keel's daughter. Everything is
straightened out, with Cabot killed for his treachery, Damone marrying Ann, and Keel paying his attentions to
Dolores Gray, Cabot's widow.
MGM. 113 minutes. Howard Keel, Ann Blyth. Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Directed by Vincente Minelli. Produced by Arthur Freed.

Otto Preminger's direction, and a cast that performs with
conviction and restraint. Gary Cooper turns in one of his
best portrayals in a demanding role. CinemaScope is, as
usual, a plus factor, but the WarnerColor tends to fuzziness. Cooper, as Billy Mitchell, head of the Army Air Service, is demoted from General to Colonel when he disobeys

"The Spoilers"
Stctutete &<ZttK$ O O (Plus)
Fairly routine version of the familiar gold-rush story, topped
by that rousing fight climax. Topflight cast. Should draw
well in action market.

orders in a bombing "trial". Following on the death of
several friends in what he considers to be unsafe air assignments, he censures the Army and Navy for their lack
of vision and irresponsible conception of air-power. For
his remarks, court-martial proceedings are initiated. Defended by Ralph Bellamy before a military court headed
by Charles Bickford, Cooper airs all his ideas and dreams
about the coming era of air-power — later to be proved
thoroughly sound. After a devastating attack by prosecutor Rod Stei°;er, Cooper is found guilty and suspended
for five years for behavior unbecoming a soldier. He thus
loses the trial, but wins in the larger battle of ideas.
Warner Bros. IA United States Pictures Production). 100 minutes. Gary Cooper
Charles Bickford. Ralph Bellamy, Rod Steiger. Elizabeth Montgomery. Produced
by Milton Sperling. Directed by Otto Preminger.

This is the fourth film version of that Rex Beach classic
dealing with the fight over gold claims in the Alaska of
1900 — and, frankly, it is showing signs of wear. However,
there is no denying the appeal this tale holds for those
with a taste for action and adventure, and the boxoffice
performance in the proper markets should be good. Because of the story's familiarity, this latest Universal version seems quite predictable, almost perfunctory, but the
performances of a fine cast give it more impact than the
average outdoor melodrama. The big climactic fight — this
time between Jeff Chandler and Rory Calhoun — is carried
O

O

O

O

TOPS

O

of Billy Mitchell"

Scuutete
'RatcK?
Topnotch military
courtroom
dramaGOG
is compelling fare.
First-rate production, with Gary Cooper name for marquee.
Good attraction for class and general markets alike.

Dolores Gray turns in a sock performance as the Wazir's
wife. Supporting roles are refreshingly played. Grosses
will be best in class houses, weakest in the rural and action
markets. Plot centers around Keel, a beggar, being mistaken for a magician. He is rewarded by brigand Jay C.
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Pre-release
to
Right
November 23, 1955 as is the case with others of our pictures, in
the number of special engagements of the
Mr. Abram F. Myers
Allied States Association of
particular picture, the areas of these engagements and the time when the pictures were
Motion Picture Exhibitors
put into broadest release.
Washington, D. C.
This industry, and particularly the producDear Mr. Myers:
tion of pictures, has undergone great changes
This is with further reference to your
in marketing conditions in the past few
letter of October 14, 1955, addressed to Mr.
years, and even more so during the past two
George Weltner, the receipt of which was
years. Each picture is a separate enterprise,
acknowledged to you by letter of October
specially tailored and specially cast. There
20, 1955. In it you requested a statement in is no longer a large number of stars or featured players under contract to us, to draw
reply by October 21, 1955, or at Winchendon,
Mass. by October 24, 1955, as to whether or from, and the compensation of these artists
not "Paramount proposes to continue its for their services has increased tremendously
prereleasing or 'merchandising' runs of pic- over what it was only two or three years
ago. All costs, right down the line, from the
tures in the future, and if so, to what extent."
cost of literary property, cast, directors and
Unfortunately, such statement was imposwriters, to all the labor crafts, have risen to
sible, since your letter was received during
unprecedented heights.
Mr. Weltner's absence, and when he returned
it was just for one week before his departure
for Europe, and I was out of the city in U arris of Spread
Chicago for a few days, and then in California, from which I recently returned.
Since your letter raises both practical business distribution problems, as well as matters
which you state are wholly legal, and since
so much has been said by you at different
times on the subjects covered by your letter,
I feel a full and complete answer should be
made, in order that anyone interested may
be fully apprised of all of the facts which
influence our thinking. This letter, therefore,
must of necessity be longer than would
otherwise be necessary.
I shall first address myself to the broad
business matters relating to the distribution
of Paramount pictures.
Your letter starts with the statement, "I
have been requested by several Allied members to write you concerning Paramount's
practice of prereleasing its top attractions to
a limited number of selected theatres for socalled 'merchandising' engagements." You
mention "White Christmas," "Strategic Air
Command" and "Desperate Hours".
Asks
If
who
basis

Identity of Exhibitors
we knew who these exhibitors were,
have complained to you, and knew the
of their complaint or concern, as it affects them, we could answer their complaint
specifically, based upon their individual situation and its relationship to any others which
may be involved. Since we do not know who
they are, we will be obliged to deal with the
subject generally, from an overall standpoint,
as a producer and distributor.
The patterns of release of the three Paramount pictures to which you refer, were not
the same. There were substantial variations.
Page 28
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It is in the light of these facts and others
that I shall state, that the concern of your
"several exhibitors" that the practice of releasing which we follow may spread, must be
considered by us. Of course, what other distributors may do can be of no concern to us.
However, every producer should be encouraged, for the good of the whole industry, including the exhibitors, to produce the best
pictures and to spare no effort or cost in so
doing, and they should be free to market
their product in the way they believe will
best obtain these objectives.
The clamor of all exhibitors and their
leaders is for more great pictures, in order
to attract the patronage in the greatest numbers. The slogan seems to be, "Get the public back in the habit of patronizing motion
picture theatres." Our interests in this respect are the same as the exhibitors'. We
benefit from large box office receipts, as do
exhibitors. If the public stays away, we, as
well as the exhibitors, are the losers.
It is now universally recognized that the
public today is highly selective in the pictures which it chooses to patronize. The
public today shops for its pictures as never
before.
In view of the foregoing, Paramount has
embarked upon a program of sparing no effort or expense to make pictures of outstanding quality, pictures which would induce the
public to attend in unprecedented numbers.
While all pictures cannot be smash-hits at
the box office, no matter what effort or expense is put into them, Paramount is exceedingly proud of the success which its pictures have attained in the past several years.
That our product is outstanding has been

acknowledged by all in the industry.
Beside the tailoring that has gone into
each picture, we are spending greater sums
than ever before to pre-sell and sell our pictures to the public. Moreover, we are continually studying new marketing and merchandising methods for our pictures, so as
to attract the greatest patronage, for the
benefit of our customers and ourselves.
What we are endeavoring to do is to create
the largest audiences for the benefit of all
runs, early as well as subsequent. Our advertising and exploitation are aimed at preselling our pictures to the public, and this is
of particular benefit to the subsequent run
exhibitors.
While we disagree with you that we dissipate the value of our advertising and exploitation bythe manner in which we distribute our pictures, I am sure that even you
do not claim that we deliberately dissipate
that which cost us so much to create. We
are as keen and as alert as any exhibitor, not
to dissipate the value of this exploitation
and advertising, paid, as well as word-ofmouth. Certainly, we would be injured, if
what you say is true, and our experienced
advertising and sales personnel are at least
as well qualified as exhibitors, to advise us if
this were so.
Our plan and methods of releasing pictures and the correlation of our advertising
and exploitation to these distribution patterns must of necessity use as its premise
the fact that motion pictures are the most
intangible emotional merchandise in existence and that each motion picture is a sepa(Conlinued on Page 30)
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Pre-release

example and release this letter to the trade
papers.
1. It is hard to believe that you are serious
in claiming that there is inconsistency between the position I have heretofore taken
in regard to the system of fixed runs and
clearances denounced by the courts in United
States v. Paramount et al. and the following
passage in my letter to Weltner:
Fear is entertained in exhibitor circles that

MYERS
December 1, 1955
Louis Phillips, Esq.,
Vice-President & General Counsel,
Paramount Pictures Corporation,
New York 36, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Phillips:
Let me say at the outset that I was very
glad to receive via the trade papers and U.S.
mail your letter dated November 23 which
purports to be an answer to my unpublished
letter to George Weltner dated October 14.
It is right and proper that the matters dealt
with in my letter should be publicly debated
so that the exhibitors may make up their
minds in the light of all the arguments pro
and con. And I personally feel complimented because, according to Variety, this
time you have sounded off publicfirst
is the
ly against anyone in the picture business and
also because it apparently required an
amount of time equal to that consumed by
the Deluge to figure out answers to the
points I raised.
Had your letter been confined to the contents of my letter to Weltner I would be inclined merely to release the latter so that
the exhibitors could compare the two, point
by point. But you saw fit to fire back, not
with a rifle aimed at your immediate target,
but with a scatter-gim, and the extraneous
matters you have imported into the controversy call for further comment. In fairness
to you let me explain that I have been privileged to read your letter to the Select Committee on Small Business of the House of
Representatives dated August 25, dealing
with the handling of "Strategic Air Command". Also, that I propose to follow your

Paramount has adopted these "merchandising" engagements as a permanent policy and
that it may spread to other companies. If
that should come to pass it would totally
destroy the system of releasing pictures to
the established runs in their respective order
and of observing reasonable clearances between runs which has served the industry so
well since its earliest day.
Now Paramount was not a stranger to the
Government's suit and as its Assistant General Counsel you surely were not unaware of
the issues therein. You must know, therefore, that the system of fixed runs and clearances attacked by the Government and condemned by the courts was created for the
benefit of the affiliated theatres and in order
to exclude independent exhibitors from the
preferred runs. That feature of the Government's case did not involve, and had nothing
to do with, the great network of runs and
clearances which is necessary unless all thetres everywhere are to play the same pictures at the same time. Under that system
all theatres, and especially subsequent run
and small town theatres, license their pictures year in and year out without having to
negotiate specially in regard to run and
clearance on every separate license.
Clearances Not 'Sacred

I agree that there is nothing "sacred"
about the present clearances within any accepted definition of that word. I also agree
that Paramount has not been enjoined from
changing clearances unless the result is to
impose clearances that are unreasonable or
upon theatres that are not substantially competitive. The point of my letter to Weltner
was that since present clearances have endured so long, they may be presumed to be
reasonable, but increases therein resulting
from the prereleasing practice may render
them unlawful. Putting these legal considerations aside, the astounding thing to me,
and the disappointing thing to the exhibitors, is your abrupt dismissal of complaints
on this score on the basis of Paramount's
power and rights and in utter disregard of
exhibitors' convenience, interests and
the
welfare.

2. You state that Paramount is observing
the injunctions scrupulously and that the
merchandising engagements are not violative
of the injunctive provisions of the decree.
But since you have raised the issue of fixed
runs and clearances, confusing a system that
never has been challenged by public authority with the monopolistic system condemned
in the Paramount Case, let me say that I
know of no device better calculated to restore that unlawful system than these merchandising engagements.
Cites Circuits' Power
The Supreme Court's opinion will remind
you that in 1945 the five distributor-exhibitors had interests in only about 17% of the
theatres in the United States, but those theatres paid 45% of the total domestic film
revenue received by all eight defendants.
That was because in 92 cities of the country
with populations over 100,000, at least 70%
of all the first run theatres were affiliated
with film companies. Now I have no reason
to believe that that predominance in the first
run field has been much lessened by the divestitures under the decrees. Moreover, the
divorcement procedure was unique in modern
times because it merely required, in the case
of Paramount and most others, that the
stock of the theatre company be distributed
among the stockholders of the film companies. And in the case of Paramount and
some others the men who headed the film
companies are still on the job and the theatres are under the same management.
Is it not fair to assume that in the vast
majority of cases Paramount selects for these
merchandising runs the first run theatres of
the
former affiliated (so-called "divorced")
circuits?
In my letter to Weltner I referred to Paramount's "hand-picking" of theatres and you
take exception of this. But your explanation
offers slight, if any, contradiction. First, you
admit selecting cities which, by reason of
their size and importance, will be best from
the standpoint of exploitation of the picture.
Then in non-bidding situations you select
the theatre which, in your judgment, affords
the best outlet and is capable of producing
the best outlet. Finally, where exhibitors
have declared their desire to do so, you afford them an opportunity to bid for the run.
When I wrote Weltner that I was informed that Paramount had decided that
"Desperate Hours" should have merchandising engagements in only 128 theatres, I had
confidence in my information and you do not
contradict my statement. Moreover, I had
in mind your statement to the House Small
(Continued on Page 38 J
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(Continued from Page 28)

rate and complete entity unto itself. Just as
every other major advertiser precedes the
introduction of a new product with test campaigns in selected areas, we must be freein the interest of our exhibitor customers
as well as ourselves— to undertake this same
type of test campaign in order to arrive at.
the most profitable (for both sides) results
Because of the completely emotional reaction
which has to be evoked in the minds and
hearts of the potential patron, every consideration must be given to the selection and
placement of the proper emphasis to achieve
the desired result. The burden of the "sellthe dising approach"' rests completely with from
the
tributor, with little or no assistance
stage.
ve
creati
the
in
i.e.
ly,
exhibitor initial
In order to determine how to most successfully arrive at the most palatable selling ingredients, we must have freedom in our
methods of distribution. This method, as
herein described, where conscientiously and
properly applied, has enhanced the market
value of many motion pictures— profitably
to the producer, distributor and exhibitor, as
well as the motion picture goer.
Seek Maximum Ad Penetration

By this method of release, we seek to determine when the greatest sales penetration,
through advertising and exploitation, will
have been achieved, and then we put our picture, whatever it may be, into the broadest
possible release. We even make changes in
an announced plan of release, as soon as we
think a change is indicated. This was the
case in the latter part of October with respect to "Desperate Hours". We changed
our plans for the distribution of that picture
because the experience we had already had
indicated that a change was in order. Your
letter to us had nothing to do with it.
We feel that only in that way can we hope
to realize the revenue necessary to make possible the production of pictures which the
public will acclaim by their patronage and
which you yourself state is necessary, for
exhibitors to make a profit. We feel that we
should not be put into any straightjacket for
a releasing pattern which is the same for
each picture, as your letter suggests, for we
would thereby be precluded from meeting
the changing conditions which exist from
picture to picture.
If there were forced upon us by any court
decision, or by legislation such as you are
sponsoring, the inevitable result, as we see
it, would be to cheapen the quality of our
product, to the detriment of all in the industry, and particularly the exhibitors. Your
criticism, we therefore believe, is unjust and
unsound, from a business and economic
standpoint.
Nor is there any validity to the legal points
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raised. I will now deal with these matters
separately.
First, I cannot allow to go unnoticed the
statement contained in the first paragraph of
your letter, as follows:
"If that should come to pass, it would totally
destroy the system of releasing pictures to
the established runs in their respective order
and of observing reasonable clearances between runs which has served the industry so
well . . .".
See Shift in Myers' Position
In the Government suit, those for whom
you speak and you, yourself, attacked "the
System of releasing pictures" then in effect,
and "established runs". Your position caused
Government counsel to argue for "the right
to buy", and this resulted in an injunction
being entered designed to prevent any "sysof release"
"established
runs".a
How temironic
it is and
now any
to hear
you espouse
fixed system of release to established runs,
which means, very plainly, a freezing of runs,
and a possible violation of the Anti-Trust
laws or the Decree, or both! Our present
methods do not violate either the Law or the
Decree.
We are not slavishly dedicated to any
fixed system of run or clearance. In marketing each of our pictures, we take into account its own individual qualities and appeal.
Certain pictures require broad release at the
very beginning. Others require slower distribution in order to arouse the public interest in their quality and appeal. Experience
has
erally.shown that this benefits exhibitors genNo decision or decree has taken away from
a producer or distributor the right to market
a picture, so as to attain for it the widest
possible patronage. Nor have we been deprived of the right, by trial and error, to discover ways and means of merchandising our
product so as to achieve the best results.
There is nothing sacred about the present
clearances, no matter how long they have
been observed, and no Court has enjoined
us from changing them. We are enjoined
only from granting unreasonable clearances,
more clearance than is reasonably necessary
to protect the licensee in the run granted,
and from granting clearance as between theatres not in substantial competition. These
injunctions are being scrupulously observed
by us. The special merchandising engagements are not violative of these injunctive
provisions in the Decree.
We are not withholding pictures from subsequent run and thereby increasing clearance. The fact of the matter is that clearance is not at all involved under our merchandising method of releasing certain pictures on a limited basis. When a picture is
not made available for any theatre or theatres, in accordance with our plan of release,
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it is withheld only for a brief period. This
is not clearance and therefore cannot be said
to be an increase of clearance, for in these
instances we have not granted clearance over
theatres from which you claim availabilities
have been withheld.
Your letter also states:
"It is our understanding that "Desperate
Hours" will be released this month to only
128 selected theatres for 'merchandising' engagements. Assuming there are 18,000 theatres in the United States, this method deprives 17,872 theatres from any opportunity
to play the picture on this preferred run,
when, presumably, your company's exploitation of the feature will reach its peak."
This statement implies that all 18,000 theatres should play this picture day and date,
which is patently absurd, and if that pattern
were carried out on a number of pictures, it
would mean economic suicide for production,
distribution and the exhibitors. I can't believe
you mean that. You must know from your
years of experience, that no picture is exhibited in more than a small percentage of
the 18,000 theatres in the United States during the first 60 days after its initial exhibition.
The only other meaning I can ascribe to
your statement is that Paramount has no
right whatever to determine its method of
release and must, perforce, let every exhibitor who wants it, play "Desperate Hours" on
our "merchandising engagements" regardless of its location, size, competitiveness
with other theatres or its grossing potentialities.
Ao Discrimination
If that is what you mean, we firmly believe that you are in grave error, and that
we are strictly within our rights in handling
the merchandising engagements as we are
doing. In so doing, no discrimination whatever is involved, for the reasons which
follow.
First, we select cities in the United States
which, by reason of their size and importance and the extent of their trading area,
will have a wide sphere of influence on the
exhibition of the picture in later exhibitions,
thus establishing the picture in the mind of
the public as an outstanding picture.
Second, in non-bidding situations, we select
the theatre which, in our judgment, affords
the best outlet and is capable of producing
the best terms and film rental, provided, of
course, that the theatre's owner and ourselves can make a satisfactory deal.
Third, where exhibitors have desired that
they be afforded the opportunity to compete
for the earliest exhibition, and they have
theatres which are suitable and to some extent, at least, comparable, we afford them
the opportunity requested, to compete by
(Continued on Page 39)

As Audie — all five of her — stood heroically
on the podium in the Grand Ballroom of the
Beverly Hilton, reaching for the star of perfection, what thoughts passed through her
golden head? Here, in this swank hotel in
Beverly Hills, she gazed on 800 of those who
had sponsored her, preened and groomed
her for this glittering debut; and on those
whom she could transform from a name to
a star, or from a star to the starriest; and
on those who would carry the word of her
deeds to millions throughout the land whose
choice she symbolized.
Did she think: Will I be here — or anywhere else— next year? Did I come up to
expectations? Will I be of aid to those who
receive my golden touch? Will my older
half-brother, Oscar, be hurt by my comingout party? Have I made people more movieconscious? Was I worth all the time, effort
and money that the motion picture industry
poured into this project?
In the light that Audie's — or to give her
full name — Audience Awards Poll — debut
was an initial effort, whatever answers may
be determined can, at best, be tentative.
Moreover, because it was the first of its kind,
there is no basis for comparison. The results,
however, can stand analysis, as can the principle of a polling of the public on a year's
motion picture output.
In the 11 days between November 17-27,
some 15,000,000 men.women — yes, and children— took time and thought to mark their
choices of five out of a hundred nominations
on the ballots distributed in approximately
6500 theatre lobbies. Many took their ballots
home with them, discussed the nominations
with family and friends, and brought the
voting form back to the theatre carefully
and intelligently marked. Quantitatively, the
vote fell far short of the predicted tabulation, which ranged from 35,000,000 to 60,000,000. Yet in many cities, the balloting
surpassed estimates and theatres ran out of
forms before the voting period ended. From

Jacksonville came word that the Audience
Poll exceeded "any municipal election in
recent years". Denver reported that approximately 80 percent of patrons during that
period cast ballots; Chicago, with 40 percent of the area's theatres participating, had
7 out of every 10 ticket-buyers voting. And
in Los Angeles, almost two million, or 81
percent of all patrons in the Southern California territory were reported to have
droppeed their ballots into the lobby boxes.
One big factor was inherent in all areas
where voting was heavy — strong support
from the newspapers. Where this was combined with giveaway contests for those picking the winners, the voting zoomed far
above comparable areas not offering prizes.
While the lure exerted by the prizes cannot
be underestimated, it should be noted that
with these contests, publicity swelled appreciably. There was more newspaper copy
and more talk. Los Angeles papers carried
over 1000 column inches during the voting

period alone. Denver called public reaction
"enthusiastic" and press support "great".
Both cities had dream house giveaways.
Briefly, showmanship made the difference.
Qualitatively, the voting presented an
interesting picture. Almost without exception, theatres reported a windfall of you.h
votes. Since there was no age limitation,
children and teen-agers were an important
factor, perhaps the most important, in selection of picture, stars and new personalities.
Undoubtedly, there will be those critical
theorists who will pooh-pooh the value of
the selections on this basis, arguing that the
kids are unqualified to judge pictures and
performances. If so, these skeptics miss the
wonderful core of this Poll — the fact that it
represents the choices of those who go to
the movies. With teen-agers and children
forming such a formidable chunk of the nation's movie ticket-buyers, they had, for the
first time on a national scale, a proportionate
voice in the selections.
The winners, too, showed the influence of
the youth vote. Warners' "Mister Roberts",
the lone comedy among the top five vote-getting pictures, won best picture honors. Posthumously, young James Dean, who lost his
life in a speeding sports car two months ago,
was awarded the golden statuette for best
acting performance in "East of Eden" as the
teeners stampeded for the late actor, bypassing Marlon Brando ("Desiree"), Henry
Fonda ("Mister Roberts"), Glenn Ford
("Blackboard Jungle") and William Holden
("Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing").
Jennifer Jones matched her Oscar ("Song of
Bernadette") with an Audie for "Love Is A
Many-Splendored Thing", telling the audience at the awards dinner that then new
statuette "means more than the Academy
Award because the people who see the
movies do the voting, not the people who

CHAIRMAN RHODEN
[More SHOWMEN

on Page 32]

make the movies."
In the new personalities phase of the elec(C.ontinued on Page 34)
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20th Sets Top '55 Campaign
(Continued from Page 31)

For
HolidayCentury-Fox
'Rains ofhasRanchipur'
Twentieth
opened wide
the promotion pursestrings for "The Rains
of Ranchipur", its holiday release, scheduled
for the biggest campaign of the year, top-

i

Stars hit the road to drum-beat their new films. Howard Keel and Dolores Gray, co-stars of MGM's
"Kismet", arrive in New York from Hollywood for a series of appearances; Liberace, and brother
George, on tour for WB's "Sincerely Yours", greeted by Stanley Warner Philadelphia Zone Manager Ted Schlanger, assistant Lester Krieger and Mastbaum Theatre manager Larry Graver; "Carousel" stars Gordon MacRae and Gene Lockhart plane into N. Y. for p.a.'s and TV appearances.
HoadLILLIAN ROTH, who hasn't missed a
plug for M-G-M's release of her autobiog,
"I'll Cry Tomorrow", on her current tour of
the nite club circuit, kicked off a three-week
advance campaign for the premiere in Chicago with a two-day p. a. Dec. 5-6 that had
repercussions in the press well into January.
From the moment she arrived to be whisked
off to a press reception for sob sisters,
columnists, feature writers and city-side men,
the revitalized entertainer was in the public
eye. Full rounds of TV and radio appearances, stunt shots, meetings with the critics
and syndicaters, even a special screening for
Skid Row derelicts spelled headlines. Features running through December culminating with a cover and two pages in the Sunday, Jan. 8, Sun Times, rippled from the p. a.
RUTH MITCHELL, sister of the famed
Gen. Billy, is spreading the word on Warners' "The Court-Martial of Billy Mitchell"
on a 16-city tour that started in Boston, Nov.
21, and will last through December. Tht
literate lady has been strikingly effective on
her TV-radio appearances, as well as interviews with the press and high city officials.

II orii
GORDON MacRAE had a full week in
New York with p.a.'s on network TV programs, including the Jackie Gleason Show,
making come-see talk for "Carousel". GENE
LOCKHART, also featured in the 20th-Fox
film, teamed with MacRae on several shows.
KIM NOVAK, boosting "Picnic", was the
highlight of promotion activities in connection with Look Magazine's Ail-American
football team. She capped three busy days
with a full-dress show at Baker Field well
covered by newspaper and wire service photogs, TV newsreel cameras, plus a featured
spot on the CBS-TV "Stage Show" program.
*
*
*
Two top KEEL
stars from
Metro's "Kismet",
HOWARD
and DOLORES
GRAY,
are doing fast roadwork on behalf of the
big Christmas package from Leo.
KITTY KALLEN, boosting "The Second Greatest Sex", merry-go-rounded the
U-I picture in which she is co-starred on
TV network Monitor and Weekday shows,
several local N. Y. programs, gabbed at
length with the press, mags and syndicates.

ping even "The Tall Men".
The "exhibitor's backyard" point-of-sale
formula once again gets the bulk of campaign funds, with major newspaper, TV and
radio penetration blasting at least 17 days in
advance and current with playdates. Emphasis will be on weekend newspaper placements and air spots.
TV buildup began with a featured spot on
the "20th Century-Fox Hour" Nov. 30 and
will continue with sequences from the film
and star plugs in the next two bi-weekly
shows. For local TV penetration, 20th has
doubled the usual free trailer offering to exhibitors with four spots: one 60-second and
three 20-second messages.
Spurred by the film's release, the New
American Library is issuing a new 50c
edition of the Louis Bromfield best-seller,
with an initial print run of 500,000 tied in
with theatre promotion, due to hit 10,000
book and department stores.
Magazine breaks make an imposing list
with layouts, many in color, in American
(Dec), Redbook (Jan.), Coronet (Jan.), Esquire (Jan.), Argosy (Feb.), Woman's Day
(Jan.), This Week (Christmas Issue), and
N. Y. Times Magazine (Jan.).
'Golden Arm' Tune Gets Big Play
The ears of America are being filled with
the title song from Otto Preminger's "The
Man With The Golden Arm" in what United
Artists terms its most intensive music promotion on behalf of a movie. The Sammy
Davis Decca recording was being played on
1,812 radio stations and plugged at 7,400
record outlets last week. An estimated audience of 53,000 heard the Jimmy Van HeusenSammy Cahn
the-clock
plays.tune in the first week of round-

Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. (left) on 7400-mile junket for his UA release, "Man With The Gun", in
Washington with Orville Crouch, Loew's Theatres Eastern Division manager; Joan Crawford, buzzing the country for Columbia's "Queen Bee", finds her fans in Memphis reaching into the first and
second grades in this display at railroad station; Ruth Mitchell, sister of the hero of WB's "The
Court Martial of Billy Mitchell", discusses pressbook in Boston with district mgr. Ralph lannuzzi.

The cutlery angle in United Artists' "The Big
Knife" was capitalized by Radio City Music Hall
manager Clinton Winsholt, who wangled this display from a downtown hardware store, offering
passes to show for best guesses on weight of
giant steel jack-knife.
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♦ A double-barreled stunt
promotion
for UA's
"The Manby
With the Gun"
engineered
Loew's fordmgr.
Howard Rutherin Indianapolis
used
street and window to good
advantage. Cowgirl in buckskin set out to lasso "The
Man", while display of box
of cartridges in sporting
goods shop
attention with window
a contestdrew
awardingate20 passes
accur-of
estimates forof most
number
shell cases in box. Display
also carried plug for National Guard recruiting.

Lipton Sets Large Scale Fern

Three Networks

Slate for 'Heaven Allows'
AdUniversal-International
is angling for the
ladies in its pre-selling of "All That Heaven
Allows", which boasts the same stars (Jane
Wyman, Rock Hudson) and the same appeal
as "Magnificent Obsession". Vice-president
David A. Lipton has set the emphasis on
women's magazines advertising, scheduling
displays in 14 national mags with a combined
circulation of over 36,000,000. All placements
are appearing during December to concentrate the buildup for the holiday release.
"The tremendous succession of our preselling on 'Magnificent Obsession' was
strongly reflected at the box office, so we are
following the same pattern in layout our preselling plans for 'All That Heaven Allows',"
Lipton stated.
In addition to the two major general circulation powers, Life and Look, ads are
running in Woman's Home Companion, Redbook, Woman's Day, among others.

of 'Billy Mitchell' in Zanesville
The people of Muskingum County, Ohio,
are getting a fat Christmas present from
Warner Bros, in deference to their rousing
sale of Christmas Seals in the first week of
the National Tuberculosis Ass'n drive. Their
reward: a two-theatre gala World Premiere
of "The Court Martial of Billy Mitchell" in
Zanesville, Ohio, Dec. 14, with all the trappings of a Hollywood-style premiere — stars,
celebrities, radio and television coverage.
In a similar arrangement with the NTA
last year, WB staged the world premiere of
"The Silver Chalice," in Saranac Lake, N.Y.,
which earned the honor by leading the nation
in the 1954 Christmas Seal first-week sales.
Three radio networks, ABC, NBC and
Mutual will fly crews to Zanesville for broadcast of the klieg-lighted opening and festivities. TV coverage is also being arranged,
following video's widespread launching of
the Christmas Seal contest on such top-rated
network TV shows as the Ed Sullivan show,
Art Linkletter's House Party, Bob Crosby
show, Truth or Consequences and others.
Strong lure exerted by the premiere offering was evidenced in the N.T.A. report that
competition for top honors was intense and
resulted in record sales all over the country.

Substantial reward for showmanship goes to
manager Jack Foxe of the Palace Theatre in
Washington, receiving a $1000 U.S. Savings
Bond from Exquisite Form's Jack Welsch for
staging best local promotion in large situations
for "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes". UA's Francis
M. Winikus seems delighted with the presentation, part of $4000 in bonds going to showmen
mounting best campaigns tying in with the bra
manufacturer's product.

Cover Premiere

-^fc- There were plenty of Peeping Toms to watch
this modern day "Lady Godiva" ride through
town on her white steed plug-ging the U-l
film's showing at Loew's Grand in Atlanta.
Theatre manager Boyd Frye, who staged the
stunt, is the gentleman gingerly holding reins.
Biggest RKO Promotion

Budget

For 'Conqueror' World Campaign
RKO is gambling $1,300,000 in ad-exploitation money to back its $6,000,000 Howard
Hughes production, "The Conqueror," with
the grossing goal set at $10,000,000. The
huge promotion tab, largest in RKO history,
will include the group of international premieres in the major capitals of the world
and the complete facilities of the 586 Mutual
radio stations plus the network's five keycity TV transmitters.
Following announcement of the multiple
world capital openings, Terry Turner, special
consultant on the campaign, revealed more
precedent-setting promotional turns. Some
15 Hearst key-city newspapers have
promised full cooperation on the January
bows, with wide photo coverage and followup publicity to stimulate the Feb. release.
A deal was set with WTOP-TV, CBS
outlet in Washington, to present the first
telethon for sales of tickets to a movie preFIRSTmiere.a Instead of theatrical luminaries, national andninternational
figures in governy
ment and diplomacy will appear to plug the
ticket sale for the world capital debuts, with
proceeds going to charity.

The U. S. Army recruiting ♦
service worked handily with
Universal for the opening of
"To Hell and Back" at the
RKO theatres in New York.
Special bannered bus toured
city for week in advance.
Ul-Army people are, from
left, Felix Sommer, Ul foreign
dept.;eralRay
Moon, Charles
ass't gen-J.
sales mgr.;
Feldman, v. p. & general sales
mgr.; Jack Nicholson, Army
& Air Force Mot. Pic. Service; James Jordan, circuit
sales
head; Sgt.
the Army's
Joe
Moscaret;
Harry Bell.
[More SHOWMEN

on Page 34]
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(Continued from Page 31)
tion, heralded by industry toppers as probably the most important individual factor of
the Poll, the younger element's voice was
particularly evident. Boyish Tab Hunter beat
out his nearest competitors in the male division, Jack Lemmon, Jack Palance, Harry
Belafonte and Fess Parker. The last named's
inclusion among the leaders certainly indicates the small fry's high-pitched tones in
the voting. Another favorite with the bobbysoxers, Peggy Lee, was voted the most
promising new female personality.
The sumptuous ceremonies were reminiscent of the Academy Award dinners before
TV. Industry leaders from production, distribution and exhibition, movie stars and
hopefuls, members of the press, television
and radio filled the glittering ballroom.
Highlights were caught by newsreel cameras
for motion picture and television distribution. Flashbulbs from newspaper, wire services and fan magazine cameras popped continually.
There was, however, a more serious tone
to the affair than in the Oscar ceremonies.
Exhibition was well represented and there
were businessmen from a much less glamorous phase of the industry who had just concluded a grand experiment, the result of
which was still a bit uncertain. At times, it
seemed that the winners were almost incidental and that the Poll itself was the star,
Elmer C. Rhoden, national chairman of the
Audience Awards Campaign Committee,
emphasized this: "The most thrilling phase
of the Audience Awards," he declared, "is
the unity that it reveals between production,
distribution and theatre operation."
The Campaign Committee's decision to
hold the ceremonies for the press rather than

JENNIFER JONES
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CLICK?

televising the results directly may be reexamined, if the Audience Poll project is
continued next year. Newspaper coverage
the following day varied considerably if the
prominence accorded the results. A not inconsiderable factor was the late hour for
East Coast newspapers, precluding widespread coverage in a great many of the morning dailies, particularly with photos. By
afternoon, papers were competing with TV
newsreels which were circulated in all three
major networks.
There were, certainly, valid factors that
prompted the Committee to switch from the
originally planned video presentation. Generally publicized was the stipulation that the
press merited this news break in return for
the cooperation it had lent during the campaign. Unmentioned, but undoubtedly influential determinants, were the financial aspects of an effective TV showing and the
the Oscar extravaganza, one of the induspossibility that it might lessen the effect of
try's most effective pieces of public relations
promotion. On the other hand, it might be
an interesting stimulant, lending the spice of
comparison between the selections of those
who pay to see the movies and those who
make them.
the Audience Poll was a success, certain
While it may still be early to tell whether
tangible benefits have been demonstrated.
Even though the full vote is not in, a tabulation showing a figure around 15,000,000
forms marked by moviegoers must be considered apowerful show of interest by the
public.
There can be no question, too, that the
Poll established a stronger link between
theatres and newspapers, unearthed new
sources of publicity where theatremen got
out and scratched. A typical wired report to

"MR. ROBERTS"

COMPO: "We had excellent cooperation
from the newspapers, radio and TV and
have been able to break stories in media
situations which previously had been cold to
motion picture promotion."
Broken down into a regional basis, the
results should supply valuable data on
regional preferences of movie patrons, as
well as give an overall pattern. Boxoffice
figures are not always a true barometer of
public taste, often reflecting a campaign
rather than what the public actually favors.
When moviegoers, however, reach back over
a year's product and pick the pictures and
players that pleased them most, their choices
may be accepted as solid and lasting.
The Poll's results have given the exhibitors an opportunity to cash in on the popularity of the winners by booking or replaying those pictures during the normally slow
pre-holiday season. Moreover, not only the
winners but those others who made a favorable showing in the balloting become valuable guides for theatremen.
In any first effort of this magnitude, there
are kinks that must be ironed out if it is to
be continued, and the Audience Awards Poll
is no exception. On the whole, however,
this all-industry venture under the most competent leadership of Elmer C. Rhoden, seems
to have come through its baptismal fire
without serious scars.
The industry has demonstrated once again
that united, it can handle successfully any
project that is feasible. Whether Audie is
here to stay must be decided on the merits
of her accomplishments as a public relations
power. But whether it be the Audience
Awards poll or some other project in 1956,
there must be no letup in the organized campaign to stimulate public interest in the
movies and moviegoing.

JAMES DEAN

THEY

MADE

DAFF
ALFRED E. DAFF sparked the weeklong sales conference just concluded by
Universal-International at its studio by
declaring that U-I is "still growing up"
and that its record-breaking march "will
never stop ... as long as our thinking
and efforts are directed along the line
that we still have a long way to go." Daff
was one of several company executives
present at the conference which was attended by district managers and representatives of Empire-Universal of Canada
and sales officers. Charles J. Feldman,
vice president and general sales manager,
presided. President Milton Rackmil told
the conference that 1956 will be Universal^ "biggest year" with many important
pictures either being readied for release
or in the blueprint stage. Daff insisted
that, despite technological advances, the
real boxofHce potential of a motion picture still lies inherently in story appeal,
plus star values. Others present included
board chairman N. J. Blumberg; vice
president in charge of production Edward
Muhl; and vice president David A. Lipton. Muhl revealed that outstanding literary and dramatic properties will continue
to play important roles in Universal's
1956 plans.
O
POPE SEES YATES
Herbert J. Yates. Republic president, his wife,
V era Ralston, and her mother were granted a
private audience with Pope Pius XII on a
recent visit to the Vatican.

THE

NEWS

THE 16mm ANTI-TRUST SUIT by the
government against five major film companies and several subsidiaries was dismissed last week in a 91-page decision
handed down by U. S. District Court
Judge Leon R. Yankwich in Los Angeles.
Highlights of the ruling: "The court finds
that the policy of the defendant-producers,
as to the exhibition of 16mm films in its
various phases was the result of meeting
on business, economic and other reasonable grounds . . . The government has
characterized the entire policy of producers as to 16mm distribution as a 'boycott' against certain types of exhibition.
I cannot agree, nor can I agree with the
Government's contention that it is the
duty of producers to supply TV with
entertainment material which it needs. It
is not the function of a private industry
to supply its product to a newly-arisen
customer who is also a competitor and
jeopardize its interest in the continued
existence of its old customers for whom
the standard product is primarily made."
The five companies cleared were 20th
Century-Fox,
Columbia, RKO-Radio,
Universal, and Warner Brothers. Republic Pictures was named originally but
agreed to a consent judgment. Several
industry organizations, including TOA
and Allied, were named by the government as co-conspirators but not as defendants. The companies were charged specifically with violating Section I of the
Anti-Trust Act in withholding their 16mm
films from showings in television stations,
churches and other outlets, and with conspiring to do so. The Department of Justice filed its suit in July of 1952 and the
case finally came to trial before Judge
Yankwich in September 23 of this year,
ending Nov. 9. The decision went on to
defend the position of the film companies
in withholding sale of their features to
television by stating that "the most ardent
advocates of pure competition have not
gone to the possible length of asserting
that the owner of a copy right protected
product who may desire to market it himself must make it avaliable to competitive
distributors rather than hold the product
in reserve for distribution by himself in
its original or modified form. No principle of law would mention such an attitude." Judge Yankwich stated that in his
view "the actions of the defendants do not
exceed the limits of choice or preference
in dealing allowed by law to one engaged
in private enterprise for profit, and the
fact that the immediate result was the
same as to all defendants does not spell
. . . conspiracy." The Court absolved the
exhibitor organizations by stating that the
producers' 16mm policy antedated active
theatre opposition.
[More NEWS on Page 36]

COHN
HARRY COHN reported to stockholders
that Columbia Pictures, desipte a noticeable drop in earnings during the first and
second quarters of its current fiscal year,
should at least equal its June, 1955, gross
of over $88,000,000 by the end of its fiscal
year, June, 1956. And Columbia treasurer
A. Schneider told the stockholders at the
annual meeting that Screen Gems, Columbia's television subsidiary, is expected
to gross $11,000,000 this fiscal year as
compared to $6,000,000 in last year's comparable period. Columbia first quarter net
earnings of $899,000 were reported as
against $1,349,000, after taxes, for the
same period last year. This amounted to
81 cents per share, compared with $1.24
per share in the 1954 period. Columbia
International president Lacy W. Kastnei
revealed that in the fiscal years 1955-56
and 1956-57, the company will have invested $12,000,000 in foreign co-productions and that Columbia's foreign sales
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1955,
totaled 46 per cent of the company's total
sales of $88.3 million. Schneider expressed
the view that "The Eddie Duchin Story"
and "Picnic" will hike Columbia's grosses
in the next quarter.
0
'PICNIC PREMIERE

At the sneak preview of the new Columbia
film in New York: from left: A. Montague.
Sol Schwartz. RKO Theatres president: Paul
A. Lazarus. Jr. and Rube Jackter.
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UA BOSSES: WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, ROBERT S.
BENJAMIN, ARTHUR B. KRIM, MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN
UNITED ARTISTS MANAGEMENT made bold headlines in the past week with the
announcement by president Arthur Krim that the company has resigned from the Motion Picture Association of America as a result of the Production Code Administration's
refusal to grant a seal of approval to Otto Preminger's "The Man With The Golden
Arm". The film, made for UA release, deals with the MPAA-taboo subject of drug addiction. The Code Administration cannot prevent a film from being exhibited, but can
impose a fine of $25,000 on any member company guilty of a violation. United Artists
had previously resigned from the MPAA and when it rejoined in 1945 stated that UA
was in favor of self-regulation and in preventing obscenity from reaching the screen
but, at the same time, was interested in "preserving the right of our independent producers to bring adult entertainment to the screen". This could be done "within the
framework of the Code", the statement said, "and we intend to bend every effort to ensure this. If we or our independent producers find it cannot be done, we are free to resign from the Association." Krim also revealed last week that UA expects to gross
$55,000,000 in 1955, which would be the greatest in its history, and that an increase to
$65,000,000 is predicted for 1956. He disclosed that his company is investing $40,000,000
in production for the next eight to ten :nonths.

SKOURAS & PATTERSON
SPYROS P. SKOURAS was paid worldwide homage last week for his many
humanitarian works with a testimonial
dinner sponsored by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis-March of
Dimes. More than 1200, including many
notables, attended the $100-a-plate dinner
at the Waldorf Astoria which raised $100,000 for the March of Dimes campaign.
Above, Richard C. Patterson, Jr., New
York City Commerce Commissioner, representing Mayor Robert Wagner, presents
Skouras with a citation from the City.
The 20th-Fox president also received a
letter from President Eisenhower.

SKOURAS & FRIENDS
Basil O'Conner, head of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, presents an award
to Spyros Skouras at the testimonial dinner
for the 20th-Fo\ president. From left: California Senator II illiam F. Knowland, Skouras,
O'Conner,
Jack Benny, Richurd
C. Patterson,toustmaster
Jr.
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THOMAS F. O'NEIL was in the news
with reports that RKO-Radio is dickering to sell its library of 750 feature films
to promoter Matthew Fox for an estimated $12,000,000, probably within the
next two weeks. The money, it is expected, will be put right into production
of motion pictures for theatres. General
Teleradio would retain first-run television
rights to 150 of the films and could syndicate these films to other stations under
the terms of the pending deal. This facet
of the negotiations are understood to have
encountered opposition from Fox and may
delay or upset the deal. Also, General
Teleradio would reserve the right to use
all 750 films on the six television stations
it owns. At the same time, William
Dozier, new RKO production chief, announced that the RKO studio plans to
make twelve to fifteen films next year.

RUBEN SHOR insisted last week that
Paramount's "merchandising engagements" are a violation of the law and a
detriment to the small theatre-owner despite the protests of Paramount general
counsel, Louis Phillips, to the contrary.
The National Allied president was commenting on the letter sent Allied general
counsel Abram F. Myers by Phillips
wherein Phillips defended Paramount's
pre-releasing practices. (See complete
text of Phillips' letter and Myers' response in this issue.) Shor pointed out
that in the pre-releasing of certain films
Paramount was creating its own headache. He also blasted TOA president Myron Blank's statement that that exhibitoi
organization favored beneficial government regulation. He asked a clarificatioiof the term "beneficial" and insisted that
Blank's statement actually meant nothing.

Incidentally
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NEWS

GOULD

GOLDWYN JR. SPEAKS
Samuel Golduyn. Jr.. addresses the AMPA
luncheon held in his honor recently in .V. Y.
Seated on the dais are, left. AMPA president
David Bader and United Artists vice president
Max } oungstein.
JAMES DEAN & JENNIFER JONES
were named best actor and actress of the
year in the first Audience Awards Poll,
results cf which were announced Dec. 6.
Dean won the award posthumously for
his acting in "East of Eden", Miss Jones
for "Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing".
The award for the best picture of the
year went to Warner Brothers' "Mr.
Roberts". Named most promising male
personality, Tab Hunter; most promising
new actress, Peggy Lee. Winners were
awarded a golden statue nicknamed
"Audy". An estimated 15,000,000 theatregoers voted in approximately 8000 theatres throughout the country. (More about
this in WHAT THE SHOWMEN ARE
DOING! department.)

JOSEPH GOULD was appointed advertising manager at United Artists, replacing Rober Lewis, recently named national
director of advertising, publicity and exploitation. Most recently associated with
I.F.E. as assistant to vice president Seymour Poe, Gould had previously served
in various advertising posts with 20th
Century-Fox, and Louis De Rochemont.
WILBUR SNAPER, New Jersey Allied
leader, is making the first test of an independent exhibitor's right to intervene in
the petition by a divorced circuit to expand its theatre holdings. Snaper asked
the N. Y. District Court to hear him in
opposition to Loew's Theatres move to
construct a new drive-in at Raritan, N. J.,
near Snaper's theatre in Keyport. A ruling is expected this week.
o
ALFRED E. F. STERN has been named
publicity manager for both the foreign
and domestic operations at RKO, it was
announced by national advertising director Perry Lieber.

. . .

COMPO membership, board of directors
and executive committee are scheduled to
meet this week at the Sheraton-Astor in
New York for the election of directors,
adpotion of a budget and to receive a report on COMPO's affairs. A board of
directors meeting will follow for the election of officers and election of members
of the Executive Committee. The latter
will also meet to discuss, among other
things: "Present and future status of
COMPO; recent proposed withdrawals
from COMPO and consequent necessity
for by-law revision affecting membership."
*
*
*
PAT McDERMOTT has joined the RKO
studio publicity department. She was
manager of CBS-TV publicity on the
West Coast . . . EDWARD DMYTRYK
was signed by Paramount to a multiple
picture deal as producer-director extending over a period of years . . . LILLIAN
BURNS leaves MGM as dramatic coach
after 17 years.
*
*
*
JULES LAPIDUS, Warners Eastern and
Canadian division sales manager, presided
at a recent meeting of WB sales personnel in Philadelphia to discuss forthcoming product . . . LEO F. SAMUELS,
Buena Vista president, headed the contingent of Disney executives who recently hosted New England exhibitors at
luncheons
to launch "Song
of the South".
Others: ALBERT
MARGOLIES,
BV
director of advertising and publicity.
WALTER BRANSON, vice president in
charge of distribution for RKO, announced arevision of the executive sales
set-up: HERBERT H. GREENBLATT
now heads the western division, NAT
LEVY, the eastern; HARRY GITTLESON assumes the post of domestic executive assistant and aide to Branson.
DAVID O. SELZNICK leaves for
Europe in mid-January to scout locations
for "A Farewell to Arms" . . . OTTO
PREMINGER arrived in New York last
week for the Dec. 15 premiere of his
"The Man With The Golden Arm" . . .
Allied Artists vice president ALFRED
W. CROWN and producer JOHN HUS
TON conferring in Hollywood cn the
latter's initial film for that company . . .
HERB vision
MacINTYRE,
disales manager, RKO's
touringwestern
the Far
West on promotion activities . . . JAMES
R. VELDE, UA western division manager, met with sales staffs and exhibitors
on a recent tour of middle west cities . . .
JOE FRIEDMAN of the Warners home
office exploitation staff, covering the
Zanesville, Ohio, premiere of "The CourtMartial of Billy Mitchell' Dec. 14.
WILL

ROGERS Memorial Hospital received all proceeds from the benefit showings of three United Artists pictures in
Singapore . . . IATSE, in cooperation
with the Hospital and Research laboratories, is launching a drive to encourage
local unions to set up programs of
periodic chest *X-rays*of their
* members.
20TH-FOX CITED
Spyros P. Skouras smilingly receives a special
Treasury Dept. citation made to 20th-FoX for
its top record in Savings Bonds purchases.
Making the award is N. Y. bond sales directoi
Donald W. Frazer, with Fox ass't secretary
William Werner looking on.

STERN

VARIETY TENT 19 of Baltimore presented the Pediatric Lutheran Hospital
with a check for $40,000 as first payment
on a promised $100,000 pledge . . . Variety
Club of Pittsburgh received $150,000 for
its charity fund from the International
organization. The Club helped lay the
cornerstone of the new Roselia Hospital.
Building was financed with funds raised
by the tent.
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from Page 29)
Committee that, in the case of
Air Command"
were 601 such carefully selected engagements or exhibitions.
3. You claim for Paramount what seems
to be an unlimited right to choose its customers and you attribute to me an expression to the effect that "the decision in United
States v. Paramount did not deprive the distributor of the right to choose its own customer". Now in order to understand my
position clearly you did not need to go beyond your own company's files, for it is set
forth in a letter I wrote Barney Balaban
dated January 5, 1951 and in a speech transmitted with that letter. There is, of course,
no doubt about the inherent right of a trader
to select his own customers in bona fide
transactions and not in restraint of trade. I
offered that in connection with a plea to the
film companies to stop forcing bidding
among independent exhibitors. But the film
companies said that the provision requiring
them to offer and license pictures "theatre
by theatre without discrimination in favor of
affiliated theatres, circuit theatres, or others,"
prevented the free exercise of that right.
Asks Amendment
I, therefore, proposed to the film companies that all parties join in seeking to
amend the provision by eliminating the
words "or others". Now let me quote from
my letter to Mr. Balaban:
. . . The purpose of the litigation as shown
by the pleadings, findings and opinions was
to open up the "system of fixed runs and
clearances" enjoyed by the affiliated theatres
and circuit theatres. That being so, competitive bidding is justified, if at all, only
when invoked by an independent exhibitor
in order to secure pictures on a run formerly monopolized by an affiliated theatre or a
circuit theatre, and we feel that this should
be spelled out in the decree.
An identical letter was sent the heads of
all the other companies bound by the decrees. Some (including Mr. Balaban) acknowledged the letter and a few ignored it.
Not a single one approved the suggestion
or volunteered to cooperate in an effort to
secure freedom of choice in selecting their
customers except where an independent
sought access to a run monopolized by a circuit theatre. Are we to assume from Paramount's unyielding attitude on that occasion,
and its present determination to select its
customers for merchandising runs, that the
"theatre by theatre" clause exists, in your
estimation, merely as a cloak for enforcing
competitive bidding upon independent exhibitors?

4. To illustrate the exclusory nature of
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merchandising engagements I said in my
letter to Weltner that restricting such engagements on "Desperate Hours" to 128
theatres "deprives 17,872 from any opportunity to play the picture on this preferred
run." This evidently impressed you as an
excellent opening for the reductio ad absurdum, for in answer you say:
This statement implies that all 18,000 theatres should play this picture day and date,
which is patently absurd . . .
The only other meaning I can ascribe to
your statement is that Paramount has no
right whatever to determine its method of
release and must, perforce, let every exhibitor who want it, play "Desperate Hours" on
our merchandising engagements regardless
of its location, size, competitiveness with
other theatres or its grossing potentialities.

sequent run and small town exhibitors.
You state that my letter to Weltner had
nothing to do with Paramount's sudden decision to call off the merchandising engagements of "Desperate Hours". This is a
matter of no consequence to me since I am
interested in results more than the causes
thereof. In my Chicago speech I went no
further than to voice a "suspicion" that my
letter to Weltner was on the table and in
the minds of the sales and legal departments
when they decided to abandon the merchandising engagements. In extenuation let me
say that the coincidences in point of time
between my letter and Paramount's decision,
and my Winchendon speech and the hurried
instructions to the sales force to call up the
regular accounts and tell them the picture is
now available, constituted probable cause for

No Day and Date
On a former point I said it was hard to
believe you were serious in what you said.
With respect to the foregoing statement you
are either joking or your memory will not
serve you from one paragraph of your own
letter to another. For on page 5 you take me
to task for protesting against the total destruction of "the system of releasing pictures to the established runs in their respective order" and then, only one page and
four paragraphs later you accuse me of wanting all theatres to play day and date.
5. Generally with respect to merchandising engagements you state that Paramount
seeks to determine when the greatest sales
penetration, through advertising and exploitation, have been achieved and then puts the
picture into broadest possible release. You
say clearance is not involved because the
picture is withheld from general release
"only for a brief period." In your letter to
the House Small Business Committee in this
regard you do not give the date of the initial showing of "Strategic Air Command" in
seven cities but you state that thereafter the
merchandising engagements in 601 "carefully
selected" theatres occurred between April
21 through June, say 71 days, during which
the picture was withheld from general release.

myOf"suspicion".
course, there is another possible explanation of Paramount's about-face which
I hesitate to mention because it may be less
pleasing to you than the one rejected by you.
Isn't it possible that "Desperate Hours" did
not measure up to that high rating that you
gave it and that, in the parlance of the trade,
it fell flat on its face?

I do not believe you will deny that the
great national exploitation which Paramount
gave the picture was carried on during those
initial and merchandising engagements.
According to your letter "Strategic Air
Command" "was made available for sale on
a widespread basis . . . commencing July 1st."
Whether by this you mean it was generally
released, is not clear. You state that in tht
four weeks following that the picture was
exhibited in 1,967 theatres. This makes a
total of 2,575 theatres during the four months
of April, May, June and July. This can
hardly be called a fast play off. As pictures
go, "Strategic Air Command" was pretty
old when it was made available to the sub-

Production Costs Up?
6. It is not news to me that production
costs today are higher than they were in the
pre-war era, and I remind you the theatre
operating costs have advanced also. But I
cannot see the bearing of this factor as a
justification for Paramount's prereleasing
practices. I seriously doubt whether Paramount is investing any more in its pictures
in the aggregate than it did in the past. You
say your "average" negative cost is $3,000,000
whereas formerly your negative cost exceeded $1,000,000 in only a few of its pictures released in a year. You might have
added that during the years Paramount has
greatly reduced its annual output of pictures.
As a rough illustration of what I am driving
at, 20 pictures at $3,000,000 apiece would
cost no more than 60 at $1,000,000 each.
What Paramount is doing is to curtail its
output and concentrate on extended runs at
high admission prices in the big city first
run theatres.
This has been very profitable to Paramount. Iwatch carefully its quarterly statements of net earnings and note that they
jumped from $6,780,000 in 1953 to $9,003,000
in 1954, and total $7,680,000 for the first three
quarters of the current year. I know of no
subsequent run or small town exhibitor
whose net has increased substantially since
1953. On the face of this, there must be an
uneven division of the boxoffice dollar as betomers. tween your company and some of its cusYou say that "The clamor of all exhibitors is for more great pictures" and you apparently ascribe Paramount's prosperity

PRE-RELEASE

DEBATE

wholly to the excellence of its product. Certainly there is a crying need for more pictures, especially good pictures. The present
starved condition of the film market, more
than any other factor, contributes to the
present depressed state of all but the big
first run theatres. You state that "Paramount is exceedingly proud of the success
which its pictures have attained in the past
several years." It is my impression that
there is justification for such pride. But is
Paramount proud, and are you proud, that
in almost all surveys among independent exhibitors as to which is the fairest company
and which is the hardest to get along with,
Paramount has received the dubious distinction of being least popular?
7. Your observations on Government
regulation of film rentals and the bill which
I drafted by direction oi Allied's board of
directors comes in from deep left field. There
is nothing in my letter to Weltner to provoke a controversy on this subject. However,
since you have paid me the compliment by
sounding off against me publicly for the
first time, I will follow you all over the
water front, if necessary, in order that you
may be fully answered.
In the first place Nate Yamins asked me
that question in Winchendon not because he
was concerned about it, but in order that I
might answer a point that is featured in the
propaganda against the bill. And incidentally, I did not reply hotly, but smilingly, because Iknew why he asked the question and
I was glad of the opportunity to answer it.
Answering your precise question, I do not
think it would be logical to say that if film
rentals are regulated it would fcilow that the
admission prices of a theatre also should be

regulated. I say this because in law school
I learned about the power of Congress to
regulate interstate commerce and the limitations on that power. I have read the cases
and am familiar with the powers of Congress over the interstate leasing and shipment of films and have definite ideas as to
how far that power extends and where it
ends. I am aware that when the Government
caused certain drive-ins in Chicago to be indicted for agreeing upon admission prices
the Court said no interstate commerce was
involved and that was that.

PHILLIPS
(Continued from Page 30)
competitive bidding or competitive negotiation. We have done this to avoid a claim of
discrimination. While we believe, as stated
above, we have the right to select our customer, based on sound business consideration, the trial of cases demonstrates that
often a question of fact is presented which
must be resolved by a jury when there is
one; otherwise by the judge — as to whether
or not our choice of customer was the result
of individual conduct or the result of conspiratorial conduct.
If I remember correctly, you, in the past,
have stated that the decision in United States
v. Paramount did not deprive the distributor
of the right to choose its own customer.
Many decisions since United States v. Paramount so interpret that decision.
We conform strictly to the provisions of
the Decree and license our pictures, theatre
by theatre, solely upon the merits and without discrimination, in licensing our pictures
in the manner above described. No "hand-

picking" of theatres is involved, and our
choice is based upon what we honestly believe to be sound business considerations.

While I am inured to the caviling of certain laymen among the film companies and
divorced circuits, you are the first lawyer to
raise the bugaboo of regulated admission
prices. Your position is tantamount to saying that if Congress sees fit to exercise its
power to regulate the price of the products
of an industry which are shipped in interstate commerce, then Congress also has the
power and in fairness ought to regulate the
price charged by the local retail merchant in
selling such products to consumers.
You assert that on merchandising engagements exhibitors fix their own admission
prices. A few years ago I made a survey
which convinced me that with respect to
certain prerelease engagements the admission prices had been fixed by dictation of, or
at least in agreement with, the distributors.
Perhaps I had better not be too dogmatic
about this now because we expect to make
another survey with respect to some more
recent examples. I must say, though, that 1
am impressed by the phenomenon of so
many theatres playing a picture on prerelease not only at advanced admission prices
but prices advanced to a uniform level.

In your speech at Winchendon, as re-orted
in the trade press, you referred to our practice and said, "the clear purpose and effect
of the practice is to raise and maintain admission prices, and to impose new and increased clearances on subsequent run and
small town theatres." This is not our purpose, as explained above. Exhibitors fix their
own admission prices and are free to do so
cn our pictures.
While we are on the subject of the exhibitor being free to fix his admission price, it
is of interest to note that in the question
period, following your speech, Mr. Nathan
Yamins asked you if there is anything in the
Bill (I presume he meant the Bill sponsored
by you, to regulate the film industry), which
would involve regulating the prices a theatre
should charge, and you answered hotly, according to the trade paper, "Of course net.
If it were, I could be strung up."
In fairness, Mr. Myers, is it not logical

8. In closing, let me say that while your
declaration that Paramount will not be put
in a straitjacket is the stuff of which headlines are made, there really was no occasion
for it. Allied has proposed no form of regulation or arbitration that Paramount and the
other film companies do not thrive under in
foreign markets. The conditions imposed
abroad, including what amounts to compulsory arbitration of film rentals, have not impoverished Paramount or caused any deterioration in the quality of its product.
The great pity is that there should be any
necessity for the program which Allied has
adopted as a last resort and against which
you protest vehemently. That there is something wrong which the film companies can
and should correct, I have no doubt. This
conviction is based on the gross disparity between the ever-mounting net earnings of the
film companies and the poverty of so many
theatre owners, the contrast between the film
companies' submission to regulation abroad
and their assertions of unlimited power in
dealing with American exhibitors, and the
evident purpose of the film companies to
starve out the independent exhibitors and
confine the business to the big city first run
theatres.
The record will show that Allied has tried
by all conceivable means to arrive at a solution of the problems arising out of distributor-exhibitor relations by peaceful negotiation. That Allied has been forced to adopt
extreme measures is due to the fact that its
reasonable and temperate complaints, as exemplified by my letter to Mr. Wellner, are
either ignored, shruggedYours
off, orvery
slapped
truly,down.
ABRAM

F. MYERS

to say that if the industry is regulated by
the government, and film rentals are regulated, as you are so anxious to have done,
it would follow, as a corollary, that the admission prices of a theatre would and should
also be regulated. Would it not have been
fairer for you to have told your audience
that at least the government regulation of
the industry might bring regulation of admission prices?
If our method of distributing our pictures
is not right, we will be the first to recognize
it, but we cannot be put into a straightjacket
and forced to license our pictures one way,
your way, and still continue to make the outstanding pictures we are making.
Since we have not been able to answer
your letter within the deadline set by you,
for the reasons stated above, we think it fair
that this letter should be released to the
trade press, so that those concerned may
know our views as they already know yours.
Sincerely yours,
LOUIS PHILLIPS,
General Counsel
Film BULLETIN
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Walter
Producer
Hayden.Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
tunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
Haskin.
steal money from fellow thief.
July
November
STREETS James Whitemore, John CasBETRAYED WOMEN Tom Drake, Beverly Michaels. Pro- CRIME IN THEMineo.
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Producer
Sal
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ducerdrama.
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Director
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Cahn.
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and
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Siegel.
tor DoriYork
Cruelties on inmates of reformatory cause
Production. Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
City. Drama. Teen-age
in New
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governor to appoint lawyer to investigate. 70 min.
woman and her effect on10/31.
story of a domineering
Technicolor. Joel of
FIRST TEXAN, THE CinemaScope,Lindsley
CASE OF THE RED MONKEY Richard Conte, Rona
people around her. Violent ending. 95 min.McCart.
Parsons and TEEN-AGE
Producers
Ford.
Anderson. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken John
Wallace
Moltie
Cook,
McCrea,
Tommy
WAVE
CRIME
Burrows. Director Russel Birdwell. Western.
MeloHughes. Melodrama. Sent to London to escort atomic
Sears.
Fred F.girl
Directorinnocent
in robbery
involve
scientist to U. S., special investigator is involved in FOUR SEASONS, THE Color. David Wayne, Keenan AandClover
thugs10/17.
Youthful
drama.Production.
murder.
77 min.
murder attempt on nuclear expert. 73 min.
Henderson. Produced and directed by
Marcia
Wynn,
SPY CHASERS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall. Producer Ben Joseph Shasfel. Drama.
STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope TechnicolorGl.
Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds. Comedy. Exiled
Linda Christian, THREE
ORM Carlos Thompson,
Jap-hating
Aldo Ray, Mitsuno Kimura. War drama.
king takes refuge with Bowery Boys who battle plotters THUNDERST
Mike Frankovich. Director
Korvin. Producer
Charles
Japahas iife complicated by romance with beautiful
John Guillerman. Drama.
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life.
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WICHITA CinemaScope. Print by Technicolor. Joel WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
10/31.
min.
93
.
perspective
new
tually give soldier
McCrea, Vera Miles. Producer Walter Mirlsch. Direc- Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
tor Jacques Tourneur. Western. Hired by town leaders Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
December
to enforce law, famous lawman Wyatt Earp does so, in
to unbelievable speed
Angeare suddenly accelerated
. Randolph Scott,
but his strict rules affect merchants who plot his and1957break
STREET Technicolor
time barrier to see planet Earth in the A LAWLESS
n Production.
A Scott-Browfights
murder. 81 min.
Jean Parker.
Lansbury,
la
keep
to
Sheriff
Western.
Lewis.
year 2508. 81 min.
Joseph owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
Directorin lawless
order
August
Blanchard,
CROOKED WEB, THE Frank Loveioy, Mari
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, .Keith
Nathan
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. DiCOLUMBIA
to trapkisses
uses
girl
. Undercover
Juran.
min. 1 1/28.
killer. 77Melodrama
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80 min.
HELL'S HORIZON John Ireland, Maria English,
PHENIX CITY STORY, THE Richard Kiley, Kathryn
Wray Davis. Director Tom Gnes.
Producer
Williams.
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
July
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceto destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.
CHICAGO STNOrCATE Dennis
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane,
Fred
Katzman.
Sam
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
Producer
Cugat.
Xavier
Producer
Hawkins.Clergyman
Jack Drama.
Guinness,
Alex Peter
PRISONER,
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CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard L.Denning.
JAIL
BUSTERS
Bowery
Boys,
Leo
Gorcey,
Huntz
Hall.
Cahn.
Director Edward
Sam Katzman.
Producer
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Science fiction.
Deported mobster with help of mad
January
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
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creates
monsters
from
dead
men
planninq
to PICNIC CinemaScope,
Technicolor. William Holden,
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
for his conviction. 70 min. 6/27.
Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Producer
Novak
Kim
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, kill men responsible
Coming
Faith
Curtis,
IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA Donald
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen.
Katzman. Di- Logan. Drama.
Producer
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
Kenneth
Domergue,
Richard
Quine.Tobey.
Science
fiction.SamHydrogen bomb
again to bring peace between England and France and record
sea monster which threatens
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
explosion
the
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Coast. enormous
80 min. 6/27.
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BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
II. The story ofhera inshiptheandUnited
during World Warfought
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. BRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
alongside
men who
brave Navy.
States
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
ler, Carol Thurston. ProRETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson, writes
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmul
lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
Spencer G Bennett Adducer Sam Katzman. Director
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director singer. song
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story of a rampage
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Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
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MAN
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beast
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James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Pro- by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
R. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for LAST FRONTIE
WilWARRIORS, THE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Errol
Madison, Robert Preston. Producer
Guy
Mature
man
selling
repeating
rifles
to
Apaches.
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min.
Western. InFlynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Proliam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann.attempt
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butngFort is saved by former fur
ing tale of action and romance during the Hundred
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hilatehostile
Years War. 84 min. 10/17.
trapper who assumes command.
APACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
November
F. Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.
shortage
to perilous68 cattle
drive through counKevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wantry hostileleads
with Apaches.
min. 8/22.
INDEPENDENTS
ger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granlife drains humans of all emotions but the will to
ger,
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Maxlive. 83 min.
well Jean
Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
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plans
to
pin
this
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at- LADY AND THE TRAMPJuly
Whiting Sisters. Producers Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
(Buena Vista) CinemaScope,
murder of himself on maid who knows of the
Goodwin. Musical. Gorgeous girls and tuneful music murder. tempted
Larry Roberts,
90
min.
Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy,
in a romantic city. 73 min.
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Feature
.
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ProMorgan,
Paula Director
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RichardGasrle.
Denning.
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ducer William
Broidy.
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Western.
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Springfield
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Agar Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett.
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for
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forced
mm.
73
NIGHT
HOLDS
TERROR,
THE
Jack
Kelly,
Vince
EdDecember
wards. Melodrama. Hitch hiker and gangster friends who have taken control of Western town.
make night of86 terror
for son and family of wealthy
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery businessman.
min. 7/25.
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
August
NO
RELEASES
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva Bartok. Farce
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
with international background, ourlesque on Iron
SHACK OUT ON 101 IWm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp. Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Loveioy, Keenan Wynn
Super(American Releasing Corp.)
APACHE WOMAN September
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. MeloFuller.
Lance
October
Joan Taylor,
Bridges,
LloydRoger
Color.
Scope.
the
drama.
Near
a
well-guarded
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is
an
eatAfter
Western.
Corman.
director
COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Producera spy80 center.
by a band ot
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Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted Apache Peace Treaty about
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resolveis inthereality
situation.
min. A romance
massacre.
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Riohmond. Director Geo. Sherman.. Action drama. outlaws almost Government man brings peace to tne
SUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
ting 83 min.
Investigade.
Southerner
who fought
for North
during 102
Civilmin.War re- countrysi
Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornturns to become
the hometown
preacher.
field. Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
Releasing
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES (American ProducerProducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Cole. Creature
Dona
Thayer,
Lorna
Birch.
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
Paul
Corp.)
fiction.
ky. ScienceJungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in director DavidworldKramars
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gang 70after
treaJanuary
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min.
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AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacGino
Toren,
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
ENA (IFE) Technicolor. Marta
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Me- MADDAL(Titanus
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe BorWilCervi.
Director
Katzman.
Sam
Producer
Barker.
dina,
Les
Italiliam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate dogni. Director Augusto Genina. Religious
drama.
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
SIMBA (Lippert) J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
Bogarde.
99
min. Adventure. Mau-Mju story filmed in Africa.
October
AFRICAN LION. THE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Photographed byAlfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
plateau country of Arfica. 75 min.
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED. THE (American Releasing
Corp. I Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic destruction of the world and the conflict among them
to seek a new life.
HILL
I Continental
I Wide-screen
Edward24 DOESN'T
Mulhare, ANSWER
Michael Shillo.
Producers.
Thorold
Dickinson. Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. Drama. Story of the Israeli war against the Arabs. 100 min.
UMBERTO D (Harrison and Davidson) Carlo Battisti.
Maria Piaduction.
Casilio,
Lina Gennari.
Rizzoli-DeA tale
Sica ofpro-a
Director Vittorio
De Sica.A Drama.
retired pensioner and his dog. 89 min.
December
FRISKY (DCA) IA Titanus Production). Gina Lollobrigida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. DiComencini.
Comedy.
tures rector
of twoLuigicouples.
98 min.
11/28. Romantic misadvenLITTLEST OUTLAW. THE (Buena Vista) Technicolor.
Pedro Armendariz. Joseph Calleia. Rodolfo Acosta.
prooucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
Drama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocently run afoul of the law.
Coming
BOLD AND THE BRAVE. THE (Lippertl Superscope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Praducer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
of a battle in the Italy campaign.
LETTERS FROM MY WINDMILL ITohan Pictures) Robert
Vattier, Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from Daudet's
of stories.Color. Robert Donat,
LEASE
OF LIFEcollection
IIFE) Eastman
Kay Walsh,
Adrienne
Corri.
J. ArthurTheRank
tion. Director Charles Frend.A Drama.
storyProducof a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.
LOST CONTINENT (1FE) CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wildslishof commentary.
Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. EngMADAME BUTTERFLY (IFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachiguss. Nicola Filacuridi. Musical. Director Carmine
Gallone.
screen. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL (IFE) (Lux Film, Rome) Pathecolor. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1400 to date in song and dance.
RETURN OF DON CAMILLO IIFE) Fernandel, Gino
Cervi. Italo-French co-production. Director Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village
priest and a communist mayor.
RIVIERA (IFE) Ferranicolor. Martine Carol, Raf Vallone. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
those
titles. who work at play on the Riviera. English subSMOLDERING
SEA, THEDrama.
(Lippert)
Superscope.
ducer
Hal E. Chester.
Conflict
between Prothe
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
ship reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE (Lippert) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving a bitter U.S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a killer is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYEB
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 4/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
•almost has her career destroyed by polio. 104 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and Hie treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
September
IT'S A DOG'S
LIFE
CinemaScope,
Eastman Color.DirecJeff
Richards,
Jarma
Lewis.
Producer Henry
tor Herman Hoffman. Adventures
of a Berman.
bull terrior in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/S.
Film

irS ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope, Color.
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Dolores Gray. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hlldegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
October
QUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous
101 min. 10/31.brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
TENDER TRAP, THE Eastman Color, CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds. David Wayne, Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten.
young 'adymale.
showsIll themin.different
devices
used Comedy.
to catch aA reluctant
10/31.
TRIAL Glenn Ford. Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.
December
KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Vincent Minelli. Musical. Adaptation
of the Broadway musical. 113 min.
January
DIANE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz,
Marlsa
Knoph.story
Director David Miller. Pavan.
Drama. producer
Based on Edwin
the famous
"Diane De Poitiers" byComing
John Erskine.
I'LL CRYAlbert.
TOMORROW
Susan Hayward,
Eddie
Daniel Mann
director. Richard
ProducerConte,
Lawrence Weingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian
Roth.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kellv.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kellv. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance
drama, comedv and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
PARAMOUNT
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. Story of Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies. 93 min.
August
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtiz. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Oean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
I 1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 4/27.
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie
Albert,
GloriaRobert
DeHaven.
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Rally. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jawel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name. 104 min.

DECEMBER SUMMARY
Distribution schedules for December
will reach one of the low poin:s of the
year, with only 24 features available for
national release. Leading distributors will
be Columbia and United Artists with four
each. Allied Artists and Universal follow
with three feaiures slated for release.
Eleven of the new films will be in color.
Five December releases will be in CxemcScope, or.e in VistaVision.
Exhibitors will have available:
9 Drama
3 Comedy
2 Adventure
2 Musical
5 Melodrama
3 Western

December
Technicolor. Dean
ARTISTS AND MODELS VistaVision.
Martin Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
storv
and children
Frank 'Tashlin.
through s horror
niahtmarish
andArtist
hecticComing
life Comedy.
find comic
writer
books. 109 min. 11/14.
and crime

CrosANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Robert
Jeanmarie. Producer
O'Connor,
Donald
by
Em'mett Dolan. Director Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
ector
Lansbury.
Johns,andAngela
Glynis
Comedy drama.
Kaye,
Frank. Producer-dir
Melvin
Panama
Norman
king.
member of patriot group
Masquerading as court clown
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful

TOO MUCH, THE
MAN WHOnicolor.KNEW
James Stewart, Doris Day.
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political
from
to kidnapping of young boy
leads talking.

TechVistaVision.rector
Producer-di
assassination plot
to keep parents

Anna Magnani. Burt
ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision.
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
memory
dead husbano's
Worshipping
Mann. Drama.
and
for new love
her own chance
almost loses
woman
daughter
her
11/14.until she learns he had been unfaithful.
I 17 min.
Tom
SCARLET HOUR, THE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart.
Unhappily marrjeo
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama.involved
hijacking
in
creates triangle, becomes
wife
and murder.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision Technicolor.
"roducerBar'*' Life
Anne dra.na.
Brynner,
Heston,B. Yul
Charlton Cecil
director
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE . V-Technicolor. John
Gwenr,.
McLean, Eomund
Shirley Hitchcock
Forsythe, Alfred
a. Producerdirector
Comedy-dram
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is comolicated bv numDer
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. KathPat DugRita Moreno.
Oreste, Curtiz.
ryn Grayson,
drama. Vagabond
Musical Producer
gan. Director Michael
band helps
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overWAR AND PEACE VistaVisioi, Technicolor. Audrey
Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Fonda. Mel
Hepburn,
Ponti,
Dino Henry
de Laurentiis.
Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
REPUBLIC

July Morris. Mary Germaine.
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne
Associate
Pro.
William
Boyle. Director
October
mont. Action melodrama. N.International
gang John
steals Lean
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
art treasure. 44 min.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN Judy Canova, Robert Lowery.
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
November
August
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart. Fredric DIVIDED HEART. THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production preMarch, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wylar.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
sented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LUCY GALLANT W-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
COMMAND. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Heston, Claire
Pine- LAST
Thomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richaro Carlson. Producerfabulous department store in booming Texas oil town. director Frank Lloyd. Immirtal stcry of the Alamo
104 min. 10/3.
and the Texans' fight for freedom. 110 min. 8/8.
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September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service becomes involved in smuggled iewels, double-crossing
partners and murder. 60 min.
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J.
Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
70 O'Sullivan.
min.
October
MAN
A Trucolor.R. Ray
Milland,Western
Mary Murphy.
Ward ALONE.
Bond. Director
Milland.
Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff's
home
turns
into
unexpected
sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing
himself
and
falling
in
love
with
sheriff's
daughter.
94 min. 10/3.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.i Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad'frru tribe.
t C">"irlict
fanatic
72 min. of a group of hunters and a
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh 0'8rian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
Duke Production. Director AGeorge
Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.
November
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle. 66 min.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direct ■(William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
gang trying to steal
secret
formula.with70 international
min.
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Well known Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min.
December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London.
Producer
William
J. O'Sullivan.
William Witney.
Drama.
Greedy,
money madDirector
girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over
horsesuccesses.
reunites partners and turns them
toward
new atrack
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo.
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
Intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director
Springsteen.
story
aboutR.twoG. people
who learnDrama.
to live Human-interes1
again.
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Trucolor. Barbara Stanwyck,
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own
the loves.
destruction of her gang
to savelifetheandlifebrings
of theabout
man she
NO
WOMAN
MarieHerbert
Windsor,Yates.
John Director
Archer,
PatricMAN'S
Knowles.
Producer
Franklin Adreon. Drama. A ruthless woman doublepersons and is finally murdered by sne
ofcrosses
them. five
70 min.
STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.
HKD
July
PEARL OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC Superscope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native tabu's
but relent86 their
remain
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
August
NO RELEASES
September
BENGAZI Superscope. Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
(Panamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
Film

TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John
Payne, Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming. Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helps
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,NatGregory
Director
Tim
Whelan.bert, Producers
Holt andWalcott.
Lewis Rosen.
Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min.
December
NAKED SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea toComing
catch tuna. 70 min.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin
Joy King.
Lansing,
RudolphIrving
Hoyos.
Producer Frank Rivera,
& Maurice
Director
Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
growshowup each
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of fhe 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
GLORY Superscope,
Technicolor.
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Greenwood,
Brennan.
Producer-director David Butler.
Drama.Walter
The story
of a horse
who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min.
JcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScooe. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
I 19 min.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
drama. Buddy
102 min.Adler.
7/1 1.Director Samuel G. Fuller. MeloHOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small
89 min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins.
LIFE IN A BALANCE, A (Panoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalb.in, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of
whoseof life
is complicated
because herwoman
blood isdoctor
a mixture
2 worlds.
102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathtoofthe
Elizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. enSeptember
LEFT HAND OF GOD,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves th«
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/S.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form expeditions to claim California territory for Spain, locate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found missions
in the new land. 103 min. 7/19.

TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of fhe bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA, THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman, Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anarole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face
a life of despair. 99 min. 10/31.
GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.
VIEW byFROM
HEAD,DanaTHEWynter,
CinemaScope,
Color
DeLuxe.POMPEY'S
Richard Egan,
Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man's
journey
into
the
deep
past
of
his
old
home
town
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.
December
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Produced Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco.
Romantic drama. A young doctor chooses the need of
his people
tiful woman.for his services above the love of a beauJanuary
BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathatown. way. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin.
Comedy. Story of a husComing
band who has a wife in the service.
CAROUSEL CinemaScope, Color. Gordon MacRae,
Shirly Jones, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Henry Ephron. Director Henry King. Musical. Filmization of the
Broadway musical.
LOVER BOY Gerard Philipe, Natasha Parry, Valerie
Hobson, Joan Greenwood. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Rene Clement. Comedy. Adventures of a philandering rogue. 85 min. 11/28.
MAN WHO NEVER WAS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Director Ronald
Neame. Drama. From the novel by Ewen Montagu.
Famous spy thriller of World War II.
OASIS Producer
CinemaScope.
Morgan,
Cornell
Borchers.
Ludwig Michela
Waldleitner
and Gerd
Oswald.
Director Yves Allegret. Gold smuggler falls in love
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.
UNITED

ARTISTS

July
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS,
THE Technicolor.
Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
Josefcal. Somlo.
Director
Harold
French.
Romantic musi89 min. 8/8.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautifal
rival
for victim.
throne.92 Plan
when he falls in love
with his
min. backfires
9/5.
August
KENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
Hecht. Director Burt Lancaster. Pioneer adventure.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted
"civilize"
them. 104bymin.beautiful
7/25. woman who plans to
NAKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Anne wellBancroft.
Producer 84Edward
Small, Director MaxShane. Melodrama.
min. 8/22.
September
DESERT SANDS SuperScope.
Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker,
Maria
English.
Aubrey
Schenk-Howard
Kock
production. Director Lesley
Selander.
Modern French
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
KILLER'S
KISS Frank
Silvera, Director
Jamie Smith,
IreneKubrick.
Kane.
Kubrick-Bousel
Production.
Stanley
Drama. volvedYoung
boxer and
dance hall hostess get inwith kidnappers.
67 min.

October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING. THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the Charles
Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
"Gibson
Girl",
and
the
murder
of
Stanford
White
by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.
October
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
FORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
John Hudson. Bel-Air Productioi. Producer Howard W.
British-made comedy. 85 min.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.
SAVAGE PRINCESS ITechnicolor. (Filmed in India).
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against
101 min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
Winters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.
KILLER'S
Frank Kubrick,
Silvera. Jamie
Kane.
ProducersKISS
Stanley
MorrisSmith,
Bouse.IreneDirector
Kubrick. Melodrama. Prize fighter gets involved in
underworld killing. 67 min.
DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker,
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch.
Director Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
French Foreign Legion set against the background of
an Arab uprising in Morocco.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is83 finally
stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
min. 10/17.
December
HEIDIas Klameth.
AND PETER
Technicolor.
Elsbeth Sigmund.
Producer Lazar Wechsler.
Director ThomFranz
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna Spyri.
INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure. Guide leads wagon train thru Indian
territory to Oregon.
STORM FEAR Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Based on the suspense novel by Clinton Seely.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Karen
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. A sharp gunshooter blasts the renegades out of the West.
January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM, THE Frank Sinatra,
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak. Producer-director Otto
Preminger. Drama. Story of dope addiction.
Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannie'le Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S
THE Forsythe,
CinemaScope,
nicolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER.
Havilland, John
Myrna TechLoy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The
hungryaffairs
G. I.of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceBEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction thriller.
KING'S
RHAPSODYAnnaCinemaScope,
Color. and
Erroldirected
Flynn,
Patrice Wymore,
Neagle. Produced
by Herman Wilcox. Musical. Prince chooses love of
commoner
and goes into exile — later returns to regain
crown. 95 min.
KISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Rhonda
Fleming, George Sanders. Producer Bert E. Freidlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. Behind-the-scenes newspaper story.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
A & C MEET THE MUMMY
Bud
e Abbott, Lou Costello,
JunHoward
Marie Windsor. Producer
Christie. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A & C are stranded in Egypt
where they become involved with thieves out to steal
archeological treasures. 79 min. 5/16.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE. THE Color. Lex Barker,
Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer Howard
Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting
out to solve stage robberies brings peace between
warring cattle men and sheepherders. 80 min. 5/2.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnappedplanetary
by spacemen
to aid foreign planet in interwar. 87 min. 4/4.
Film

July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISBEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88V2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed
rocky goingN»ar-disaster
because of
his ambitionsmining
and engineer
her wish has
for attention.
finally brings them together. 91 'A min. 6/27.
PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE NAVY Donald O'Connor, Mat'ha
Hyer.
Comedy.Producer
80 min. Stanley Rubin. Director Arthur Luber.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought
waifs. 94 together
min. 7/11. thru mutual love for two homeless
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love
with Suspense
handsome drama.
adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unlove of wife
almost
attemptednaturalsuicide.
88 min.
5/16.destroys husband in an
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min. 9/5.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.
November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting execution finds love at the moment he loses
his life. 75 min. 10/17.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
GeorgeDiNader, GODIVA
Victor
Arthur.
rector
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 min. 10/17.
NAKED DAWN. THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. Ulmer.
John. Producer
James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G.
82 min. 8/8.
December
RUNNING WILD William Campbell, Keenan Wynn,
Mamie Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses
a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves.
81
min.asI 1/28.
SECOND GREATEST SEX, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director.
Womenandusefighting.
"sex strike"
to stop
husbands Musical.
from feuding
87 min.
10/17.their
TARANTULA John Agar, Mara Corday, Leo Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Scientist breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.
Coming
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin
romance
89 min.
11/14. between young widow and her gardener.
BENNY GOODMAN STORY. THE Technicolor. Steve
Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valentine Davies director. Musical. The life story of the
famous clarinet player.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
WARNER

BROTHERS

DAM BUSTERS.
THE Scientist
Michael
RichardWar
Todd.II
JulyRedgrave,
Aerial
war drama.
believes World
can possibly be shortened by penetrating Ruhr Dams.
The RAF undertakes the task. 102 min. 7/11.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Hawks. Martin,
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 6/27.
MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Henry
Fonda, James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Mervyn
LeRoy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites mischief
aboard
cargo5/30.
ship anchored off a small Pacific
island. 123a min.
August
PETE
KELLY'S
BLUES
CinemaScope,
WarnerColor.
Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh.
Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.
McCONNELL STORY,September
THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Producer-director
William
Wellman. Lauren
Drama.Bacall.
American
merchant marine
captainA.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China
an ancient
ferry 115boatmin.through
. . . thein Formosa
Straits.
10/3. "Blood Alley"
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D.A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Dean. Natalie Wood. Producer David
Weisbart. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of
juveniles
between themselves, their parents, the law.
I 1 1 min. 10/31.
November
I DIED A THOUSAND TIMES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Jack Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck.
Director
Melodrama.
vict helps and
falls Stuart
in loveHeisler.
with young
crippledEx-congirl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace, Joanne
Dru, Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Pianist
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
girl. 115 min. 11/14.
December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford, Ralph
Bellamy, Rod Steiger. Milton Sperling producer, Director Otto Preminger. Drama. True story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min.
TARGET ZERO Richard Conte, Peggy Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
A lone nurse is heldComing
in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.
STEEL JUNGLE. THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland.
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.
To Better Serve You . . .
Office & Terminal Combined At
305 N. 12th St.
New Phones
Philadelphia 7. Pa. LOmbard 3-3944. 3945
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE

SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
SEA CHASE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne. Lana Turner. Director-producer John Farrow.
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Sea Adventure. On eve of World War II poorly provisioned German freighterJuisnepursued by British warship. Both Captains are friends
but chase is in fine of
Member National Film Carriers
duty. Freighter is finally sunk. 118 min. 5/30.
TALL MAN RIDING WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Dorothy Malone. Producer David Weisbart, Director
Lesley Selander. Western. Revenge-seeking Montanan
Washington. D. C: DUpont 7-7200
returns obsessed with burning desire to right a wrong
inflicted on him. 83 min. 5/16.
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Friends

Throughout

STAR

POWE

the World:

You have noted our various announcements

of picture projects during this

past year. Naturally, we have been proud of the producer, director and
writer talents who have taken advantage

of the opportunity afforded them

through U.A. to enter into independent production.

"Dance BUD
WithABBOTT
Me, H

Recently, in a trade advertisement, we listed the names of this imposing
array of creative talents from whose efforts we have promised you a minimum
of 90 pictures over the next three years— 30 a year. This minimum
committed

is actually

as of now and the 90 or more pictures are either already produced,

or in production, or in various phases of script development.
this program,

As part of

we have continuously stressed the importance of star power —

of proven box-office values —and to that end, we have in many
to create inducements

ways attempted

to stimulate additional production activity on the

part of our stars, so that the good health of our great industry, which is
measured

at your box-office, could thrive.

Now, at the year-end, as we look to 1956, we are thrilled, as you will
be, by the results of this encouragement.

We

are listing here without frills

and simply in alphabetical order, some of the stars who will appear in some
of our releases for 1956. There are listed here 35 stars and 29 pictures, which
is only a part of our program

for 1956. All but a handful

pictures are now in production and principal photography

of these listed

has been completed

on most of them ; not a single one is scheduled to start later than April 1st
or to be released later than Christmas

of next year. We

"The;lark
Last Man
gabliI
Wagon Moun

believe this is the

greatest star poiver ever included in a single year's program of any one company
in the history of motion pictures. Many of these same stars have numerous
other projects not here listed in pre-production preparation for 1957 and
1958. Other stars, such as Joan Crawford, Rita Hayworth,

Betty Grable and

"Frontier

others, are now in the process of activating their programs.
Other important

announcements,

adding to the U.A. family of pro-

ducers, directors, writers and stars will soon supplement

TONY MAF

this imposing

array. We hope that with this exciting line-up, you will feel amply rewarded
for your past support of U.A. and that we may merit your ever increasing
support, so that we, in turn, can make

our contribution to the industry ever

bigger and better.
BOB BENJAMIN • ARTHUR KRIM
BILL HEINEMAN • ARNOLD PICKER • MAX YOUNGSTEIN

"Nightmar
EDWARD G. R(

MOTION

\NA ANDREWS

CLAIRE BLOOM
"Alexander

'Comanche"

The Great"

PICTURE

RICHARD
BURTON
"Alexander
The Great"

RORY CALHOUN
"Flight From

HISTORY!

LOU COSTELLO

JOSEPH COTTEN

Dance With Me. Henry"

"The Killer Is Loose"

HENRY FONDA
'Twelve Angry Men

Hong Kong"

IELLE DARRIEUX

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

KIRK DOUGLAS

RHONDA FLEMING

'Alexander
The Great"

"The Ambassador's

'The Indian Fighter"

"The Killer Is Loose'

ERROL FLYNN
"King's Rhapsody"
"Lef s Make Up"

Daughter"

GARY GRANT

STERLING HAYDEN

VAN HEFLIN

BURT LANCASTER

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

j he Pride And
•| The Passion"

"Bed of Fear"

"Patterns"

'Trapeze"

"Trapeze"

"Alexander
FREDRIC MARCH

The Great"

' CTOR MATURE
«e Sharkfighters"

ROBERT MITCHUM
"Foreign Intrigue"
"Bandido"

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
"Huk"

KIM NOVAK
"The Man With

JACK PALANCE
"Fragile Fox"

The Golden Arm'

I IANE RUSSE
t The Big Play"

"The Man With
The Golden Arm"
"Johnny Conchol"
"The Pride And The Passion'

ELEANOR
'The Man PARKER
With

MARK STE
'The Timetable"

ROBERT WAGNER
"A Kiss Before Dying'

The Golden Arm'

RICHARD WIDMARK
"Run For The Sun"

CORNEL WILDE
"Storm Fear"

Grant that the light of wisdom shine upon the statesmen of the
world that they may guide Mankind upon the road to Peace. Grant us
tranquility in which freedom can flourish and in which men will build,
rather than destroy.
Give us the reason to understand what is right and the courage to
heed the dictates of our conscience.
Grant that the people of the earth may come to know that Love is
God's blessing upon those who love, hate his curse upon those who hate.
Breathe into our hearts the spirit of Good Will, that we may always
and forever do unto others as we would have them do unto us.
Preserve, in Thy infinite wisdom, the bounties with which Thou hast
endowed our wonderful land, and, above all else, perpetuate the greatest
of these bounties, our Freedom.
Grant unto the people of the motion picture industry an ever deeper
sense of responsibility in their roles as creators and exhibitors of this
wondrous medium of entertainment and enlightenment. Reveal to the
makers of motion pictures the ways by which they may pursue their art
with good taste and integrity. To those whose theatres provide enchantment upon silver screens, show the way to conduct their business with
dignity, yet always in the happy spirit of showmanship.
Grant that the motion picture flourish this new year, while earning applause for the happiness and surcease it brings to the people of the world.
Amen.

To

All

Our

Friends

and

Readers
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SANTA'S
(And

what

GIFTS

he forgot

Well, the fat, jolly old boy with
the whiskers has paid his annual
visit and spread good cheer all over
the place. Into the stocking of movie
industry people he crammed many
things they desired, but like the
countless youngsters who didn't get
the precious bike they wanted so
much, we, too, searched in vain for
gifts that Santa forgot to bring. But
the bag he brought to "our house"
was overflowing, so let's count the
blessings first.
0
The red-capped roly-poly came
down the chimney with a wondrous
new kind of CinemaScope, fashioned
by 20th Century-Fox from 55mm
film, and, for all to see with widened
eyes, flashed upon a screen some
glowing and joyous scenes from the
great Rodgers & Hammerstein musical, "Carousel". This new CinemaScope offers a previously unmatched
pictorial quality to the motion picture, astriking plus-factor that will
delight moviegoers in the year 1956.
0
In a season not notable for the
general quality of its product, Santa
barbed in at Christmas time with a
bountiful supply of outstanding
films that will brighten theatre marquees in the months ahead. His bag
was stuffed with shows like these:
r"The Benny Goodman Story",
which everyone says will prove to
be another "Glenn Miller Story" in
its boxoffice performance.
jf"IH Cry Tomorrow", the great
heart-story of Lillian Roth with the
potential of another "Lost Weekend".
r"Picnic", the resounding stage success translated into film terms of

greater scope and even deeper human interest; it looks like another
"From Here To Eternity" smash for
Columbia and exhibitors.
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to bring)

' And some more like "The CourtMartial of Billy Mitchell", "The
Rose Tattoo", "Artists and Models",
"The Indian Fighter", "The Rains
of Ranchipur" and "Helen of Troy".
O
"The Man With the Golden Arm",
laden with healthy controversy, was
another of Santa's gifts. This first
attempt to deal with the subject of
narcotics and its victims has been
acclaimed in most quarters and has
attracted widespread pros and cons
— which, as any showman knows, is
good for show business. And if it
brings about some enlightened
thinking about our Production Code,
the gift will be all the more welcome.
Yes, he brought all these things,
but we wish he hadn't forgotten to
put these others into our stocking:
A Council of ALL Motion Picture
Organizations to carry on the muchneeded public relations functions of
an industry that lives forever right
in the public eye.
A sane and sensible understanding
between the exhibition bodies of this
business.
An inoculation of faith in the
future of this industry and a spark
of showmanship for all those who
sit still and moan of the "good old
days".
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Tele ViefrJ
Wise Use of Television
Congratulations are in order to Universal's showmen for their fine handling, TV-wise, of the big "Benny Goodman Story" preview. Realizing the opportunity that Steve
TV ahead
position gave them,
they Allen's
went right
and made the fullest use of it. And so
the night of the screening what
amounted to virtually an hour and
three-quarter plug for the film was
beamed over the NBC network.
And a most entertaining program it
was, with a host of jazz greats on hand
and performing, and Fred Allen delivering some witty repartee. The show
not only emphasized, but cemented, the
identification between Steve Allen and
the role of Goodman in the public's
mind. One may fairly assume that all
of Allen's regular viewers — and there
are many millions of these — will be
eager to see his film performance.
The point is that the boys at Universal were not only aware of what
they could do, and exploited their opportunity to the limit, but proceeded
to make a good show of it while they
were at it. This, when it comes to
"talking up" films on TV, is the secret.
When you succeed in holding before
an audience the vision of delights that
seeing the film in auestion will bring
to them, then you've done the job.
Once again, the axiom that the best
exploitation on TV is entertainment itself was strikingly borne out.
And
'Golden
United
ArtistsArm',
must Too
be likewise
credited with arranging an engrossing
telecast of the pre-premiere festivities
at the "Man with the Golden Arm"
opening in New York. This viewer
can't remember when a program of
similar nature was so laden with celebrities. With Eva Gabor serving as a
charming mistress of ceremonies, the
theme around which the chatter was
organized was that the film was an
"unusual experience". The conviction
with which this idea was stated, and
reiterated, made it sound like an understatement.
Also, having caught a glance of Saul
Bass' distinctive titles for the film on
a TV spot advertisement, this corner
is even more sure of how effective they
are. The artist is to be kudoed for his
imaginative work on both the titles
and ads, which lend further suggestion
that the film is, indeed,
"unusual".
— Dick
Bretstein^
Film BULLETIN
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
DECEMBER
26, 1955
By Philip R. Ward
ONE YEAR AGO, Financial Bulletin in contemplating
the 12 months to come, struck off a column heading entitled: "1955 — Year of Consolidation." The spirit of that
piece was a somewhat nervous recital of a number of nature's laws and their possible effects upon movie industry
profits — which at that time seemed to be zooming through
the ionosphere and headed for the nearest planet. Not the
least of the natural laws then cited involved Newton's
rather well-accredited observations on gravity.
In short, it was held that economic ascension based upon
cne-stage propulsion is akin to one-stage rocket travel.
Unless you've got the fuel to keep moving, you're going to
bounce into that neutral zone where ascent ends and descent begins. To this observer, filmdom's great gains were
notably based upon a kind of one-stage propulsion: bigscreen technology. And it was beginning to look like that
fuel was exhausted. Thus the ensuing plea a year ago was
a notice for the industry to retrench, capitalize its gains,
and attempt to sustain what it had built to date while
engineering its second-stage power requirements.
0

This was hardly a popular view. By reckoning of the
Gregorian calender, December, 1954, was quite a time to
behold. Film companies wallowed navel deep in currency
and the golden ocean seemed yet on the rise. In some instances, 4th-quarter earnings actually compared favorably
with a whole fiscal year during the attendance depression
days. If a company did not declare record profits, you can
be sure it did not miss by much. And over on the stock
exchange, the cinema bull was on a rampage. Movie shares
closed 1954 with a greater group rise than any industrial
category, save two. In the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate movie shares rose a glorious 6834 points for an alltime single year advance. Yet the reasonable word was
caution. It was stated that film makers would do well if
their sole 1955 accomplishment were to bottle and cork the
delicious progress of the superb vintage year, 1954, and to
hell with going for broke. But, as is characteristic of all
boom periods, caution was regarded as anathema.
This is not to say that last December's teacup astrology
proved entirely correct. Although Hollywood entered 1955
with its fuel tanks practically empty, it still manages to
soar above ground. But its nose no longer points skyward.
At best, profits have hewed to the same levels of the year
before. The misleading element, however, is that these
profits reflect the impetus of the 1954 season carried over
to earlv 1955. Weakness is becoming apparent in recent
quarterly reports of many a film maker. Stockwise, the
year was undistinguished. In all, cinema shares will finish
1955 at least 15 points behind last year's close in the FB
Cinema Aggregate. In brief, a de-acceleration has been in
progress over much of 1955. The main objective of movie
business in the year ahead must be to halt this downward
Page 8
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trend — and the prospects are fairly good at this writing
that it will be halted.
O
WHY THE SET-BACK? The answer is basic. In late
1953 and throughout 1954 the public flocked to theatres
intrigued by the new-look screens and by a splurge of fine
films made in the broad scope. But after new-screen technology, what then? This was the question film makers refused to ponder late last year. This year they got their
answer: nothing! You see, in order to guarantee a secondstage blast to higher profits, either they had to provide
newer and better technology or newer and better movies.
They provided neither. Thus the tailspin.
Quite likely, 20th Century-Fox's 55mm-reduced to 35mm
CinemaScope will provide a shot in the arm from the
standpoint of audience interest, but, any of the radical
technological departures (like Todd-AO) must be ruled
out by practical economics for rank and file theatremen
still making; time payments on their big-screen and 'Scopic
installations, and stereophonic sound. If new techniques
do arise they will have to fit into the framework of established projection apparatus or go by the wayside for all
but the largest houses.
O
After a strong summer season at theatre boxoffices,
movie business dropped off sharply after Labor Day.
Countless reasons have been offered, but none holds water
except the one true reason: the quality of film product was
below par. Several films that were expected to be successes (like Liberace's "Sincerely Yours" and "Desperate
Hours") disappointed, but there were extenuating circumstances. Liberace apparently appeals only to older women
— who are not regular
Hours" was preceded by
most the identical theme.
but, unhappily, there was
or four months.

moviegoers — and "Desperate
two or three other films with alReal quality, generally, held up,
too little of it in the past three

Salvation, as always, must come from high-grade film
product. Although it is a cliche by now, the ultimate truth
is, nonetheless, that Hollywood's fate, first, last, and always, rides on the intrinsic soundness of its motion pictures. And here at the Yule Season, there suddenly appear
a few torches of hope to light the way to better prospects
in 1956. For instance, a bumper crop of pictures have just
now gone into first-run release for the Holiday trade, the
best such group of films to be offered contemporaneously
in some time. In addition, at least a half-dozen super boxoffice grossers are now in the cans awaiting early 1956 projection. These will be supported by one of the most ambitious shooting programs in Hollywood's historv come
next year. As these sound stage ventures go, so, too, will
go the balance sheets, the earning statements and the
stock prices.
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Lichtman,

COMPO
Delivered
COMPO has had a very successful year.
The organization has accomplished a great
deal for the benefit of our industry and has
demonstrated once more that it can be a
powerful force fcr the betterment of our
business. The high points were the Audience Awards, improved press relations, and
the maintenance of a relationship with the
national government and with Congress that
is believed to be healthy and constructive.
There have been important problems. It
is no news, of course, that resignations have
been received from Allied States Association
of Motion Picture Exhibitors and two Allied state units, Allied of Texas and the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio. We
shall make no comment on these resignations in this report, as they will be taken up
as part of the business of this meeting.
ADMISSION TAX CAMPAIGN
At our meeting here in this hotel on November 15, 1954, we adopted a resolution
putting this organization on record as favoring the complete elimination of the Federal
admission tax and directing the COMPO
Tax Committee and the COMPO staff to
"maintain the necessary contacts in Washington and in the field to bring about such
political representations as are timely and
calculated to be effective to bring about such
tax elimination."
This direction has been carried out to the
letter. Mr. Coyne has made several trips to

LICHTMAN
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at Annual
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Membership

Cite

&
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Washington to call on our friends in Congress and has talked frequently over the
telephone with Congressional leaders. Mr.
Pat McGee also hzs kept up those contacts
in both the House and Senate that proved
so valuable in the last campaign. And Mr.
Pinanski has also maintained communication by visits and telephone calls, with
friends in the Executive branch of our Government and with leaders in both House and
Senate.
Pinanski Polls Exhibitors
As many of you know, Mr. Pinanski has
also sought the opinion of other exhibitors,
as the resolution quoted above directed. Late
in August he wrote to a number of people
in the industry. His letter quoted figures to
show the effect on our business of the admission tax now in force. He also stated that
he for one believed the time had come for
the inauguration of another tax campaign.
He asked the people he wrote to what they
thought of this proposal.
Out of 50 replies, 41 said they favored an
immediate campaign for removal of the tax.
Five were opposed and four were non-committal.
In the belief that many of those exhibitors
who had contributed to the support of
COMPO were not members of any of the
exhibitor organizations, Mr. Pinanski requested Mr. Coyne to send out a questionnaire to all those who had contributed to
COMPO in the previous dues campaign of

15

As to the attitude of Congressmen the
replies were not so clear. Asked if they
thought their Congressmen and Senators
were sufficiently familiar with the present
conditions of the film business to be sympathetic toward further admission tax relief,
175
replied
committal. yes, 213 no and 244 were nonAlthough the advisability of inaugurating
another tax campaign in the immediate
future is to be discussed at this meeting,
your co-chairmen wish to go on record now
as favoring such a campaign. We also want
to point out that we feel very deeply our
obligation to represent at this meeting the
vast number of COMPO contributors who
are without other representation in this
gathering. In a way, we are trustees for this
group, and we honestly believe that when
we urge another tax campaign we are speaking not only for ourselves but for nearly
one-half the exhibitor membership of
COMPO.
AUDIENCE AWARDS
Our major project this year was the Audience Awards.
This project has been universally acclaimed as an outstanding success. This is
the verdict not only of persons within the
industry but of the press and. most important
of all, of movie theatre patrons. They, it
seems welcomed the opportunity of voting
I Continued on Page 12)

two years ago. In Mr. Coyne's absence in
Hollywood Mr. Pinanski framed a series of
questions, and these were sent out last November 22.
Up to yesterday replies had been received
from 632 exhibitors. Just as Mr. Pinanski
had suspected, a large number of those replying said they belonged to no national exhibitor organization. In fact, the replies were
as follows: From TOA members, 161; from
Allied members, 113; from miscellaneous,
33; from exhibitors who said they belonged
to no national organizations, 325. Thus it
can be seen that of the exhibitors contributing to COMPO about half belong to no national exhibitor organizations.
Of the 632 replying, 516 indicated they
favored a tax campaign. Those who said
they had maintained contact with their Congressmen and Senators numbered 224, those
who had not 377 and those who were noncom it al 31.
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for their own selection of the best picture,
the best performances and the most outstanding new personalities.
Incomplete returns from a questionnaire
we sent to all participating exhibitors showed
that 813 out of 982 who expressed an opinion
regarded it as a success — a ratio of 5 to 1.
The percentage of those who wish it continued as r.n annual feature has now exceeded 13 to 1, with 931 for and only 71 against.
See 'Audie' A Success
In all, more than 6,000 theatres participated in the Audience Awards election and
over 15 million votes were cast. This widespread acceptance of a plan reflected not
only a desire on the part of exhibitors to
unite in furthering any project which would
revive and stimulate the movie-going habit
but also disclosed a tremendous interest on
the part of the public in the pictures and
personalities shown on our motion picture
screens. It was an auspicious beginning of
a promotion which, with your continued cooperation, could do a great deal towards
making America movie-conscious and bring
about a new period of prosperity.
The organization of the Audience Awards
campaign took a long time, was extremely
complicated and commanded the time and
attention of the COMPO staff for practically all of the past year. Its history should be
interesting as an example of what it takes to
organize this industry for a national effort.
Suggested at a meeting of the Governing
Committee in May, 1954, the project was
first referred to the Press Relations Committee. This committee in turn appointed
an Audience Poll Planning Committee, consisting of theatre advertising and publicity
executives, some of whom already had had
experience in the conduct of audience polls.
This planning committee held its first meeting here in the Astor Hotel over the weekend of June 5-6, 1954. It met again last December and some of its members returned to
New York last March 16 to explain the plan
to a group of industry leaders that COMPO
convened here in this hotel.
Since nearly all of the plans made by this
original Audience Poll Planning Committee
were carried out without change and proved
highly successful we think it only fitting that
great credit be given to the members of this
original committee, who gave so generously
of their time, effort and promotion knowledge. The committee, as it first met, consisted of Mrs. Alice N. Gorham of United
Paramount Detroit Theatres, chairman;
Ralph Russell of the Palace Theatre, Canton, O., vice chairman; Senn Lawler of Fox
Mid-West Theatres, Kansas City, Emil Bernstecker of the Wilby-Kincey Theatres, Atlanta; Paul Levi of the American Theatres
Corporation, Boston, William A. Carroll, executive secretary of Indiana Allied, substituting for Roy Kalver of Decatur, Ind.,
Page 12
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president of Indiana Allied, and Harry Mandel, national advertising and publicity director of RKO Theatres. At the December
meeting the group was joined by Kalver and
Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., and Paul N. Lyday
of Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres. Ricketson,
Lyday, Russell and Bernstecker had had extensive experience with audience polls.
We realized, however, that no plan, however perfect or desirable, could be sold to
the industry if merely presented in written
form. So last March we called a meeting in
New York to explain the plan to more than
50 top industry leaders, including presidents,
sales managers, advertising and publicity
heads of producing and distributing companies; presidents of the leading exhibitor
associations and top circuit heads. They gave
it their unanimous and enthusiastic support.
Our first big problem was to find a man
as national chairman who had the respect
and confidence of all elements of the industry, and the dynamic force to carry the plan
to a successful conclusion. We were very
fortunate in persuading Elmer C. Rhoden to
assume this heavy responsibility despite the
fact that he had only recently taken over the
presidency of the National Theatres Corporation. Mr. Rhoden, however, was so completely sold on the potentialities of such a
nationwide promotion that he consented to
serve not merely as titular head but as an
active directing force.
How Audience Poll 0 perilled
We then appointed a national committee
consisting of all the company presidents and
sales managers, the heads of the principal
exhibitor associations, circuit presidents and
other top industry personnel with whom he
conferred frequently during the campaign.
This done we next appointed regional Audience Awards Committees in all exchange
areas.
To Bob Coyne and Charles McCarthy was
assigned the task of organizing the operation
of the plan, the preparation of brochures,
press books, nominating ballots, Public ballots, the institution of a publicity campaign,
first in the trade press to explain the plan
to the industry in general, and then in the
daily newspapers, fan magazines and other
mass media to acquaint the public with the
promotion and to urge its participation.
Sales mr.nagers of the distributors were
then asked to submit the names of all pictures, bearing the code seal, which were released between Oct. 1, 1954 and March 31,
1955, the first nominating period. Distributors of foreign-made pictures also were invited to submit eligible pictures. At the
same time they were asked to submit the
names of candidates appearing in these pictures for nominations for the best performances by an actor and actress and the most
ties.
promising new male and female personaliAs soon as these nominations were received, the names were printed in alphabeti-

Mavie

Canciaus

cal order on a ballot that was mailed by National Screen Service to 17,000 exhibitors.
With the ballot was mailed a brochure explaining the plan. Exhibitors were asked to
nominate not more than ten names in each
of the five categories. The ten names receiving the most votes, which were tabulated
by Price, Waterhouse & Co., certified public
accountants, subsequently were printed on
the public ballot.
Cooperation by Many
The same procedure was followed for pictures released between April 1, 1955, and
June 30, 1955, and between July 1, 1955 and
September 30, 1955 except that in these last
two nominating periods, each of which
covered three months, only five names were
nominated in each category.
The 20 top names thus selected in the
three nominating periods by exhibitors appeared on the public ballot used in the voting period from November 17 to 27, inclusive.
Meanwhile, regional meetings were set up
in exchange areas and other key cities of
the country to explain the plan in more detail at the local level. Mr. Coyne spent most
of the summer and early Fall addressing
such meetings and those of civic and other
groups arranged by local exhibitors. He
was ably assisted at some of these meetings
by Pat McGee, Frank Ricketson, Ralph Russell and other volunteers. Chairman Rhoden
attended as many of these meetings as his
time and duties permitted, devoting a large
part of his time to coordinating the activities
at the Hollywood level.
Trailers and accessories were prepared by
National Screen Service which prepared a kit
that was made available to exhibitors at a
cost determined after consultation with exhibitor leaders. National Screen also handled
the printing and distribution of 35 million
ballots. In this connection we wish to express our deep appreciation to Mr. Herman
Robbins and his staff at National Screen for
the great job they did.
In order that a suitable award might be
presented to the winners of the various categories,which
COMPO organized
Artpreparation
Directors'
committee
undertookanthe
of sketches for the design of the trophy to
be awarded. In all, 58 sketches were submitted without cost by these industry artists to whom we all owe a deep debt of
gratitude. This committee arranged for these
sketches to be shown to a jury of the Art
Directors Club of New York, composed of
the leading commercial artists of the country, and to the advertising and publicity
heads of the major companies. These two
panels jointly agreed upon nine of the
sketches as the most suitable. These sketches
were then photographed, and sent to nearly
400 members of the regional Audience
Awards committees who were asked to mark
the one that they considered the most ap(Continued on Page 34)
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"All the News That's Fit to Print" is not — it seems —
necessarily all the news that's fit to film.
At least, so say the Production Code Authority in what,
to many an interested observer, appears to be the crowning paradox since the demise long before the Ice Age of
the eight-horned Stegosaur that attacked with its tail.
Reproduced on this page are a couple of stories which
have appeared recently on the front of the New York
Times, dealing with a subject regarded in some quarters of
the movie industry as taboo for mixed company — as, indeed, we may term the great movie-going public. Notwith-

the
the
the
us,

standing, America's most famous newspaper, long considered in the field of communications and publishing as
final arbiter in matters of good taste and propriety, continues frequently and exhaustively to lend its columns to
dissemination of narcotics information with no apparent fear of perjuring its famous slogan. Yet, in light of all
symptoms of editorial maturity we see flowering about
the movie Production Code doggedly persists in clinging to a mildewed stricture which reads: "Neither the illegal drug traffic nor drug addiction must ever be pre-

sented." That's it — flat and categoric.
Has the estimable New York Times fallen from grace
and become an instrument opposed to the public interest,
while the Production Code Authority stands as the incontrovertible champion of what is good and pure? The only
conclusion one may draw is that the Times has made its
own assessment of how relevant it is for the people to become acquainted with the serious and growing problem of
the drug traffic, and that it has decided that the subject
is vital enough to occupy space on its sacrosanct Page One.
And. meanwhile, the PCA buries its head in the sand while
the winds howl about its exposed posterior.
Curious to the extreme is the Production Code's quaint
holier-than-thou approach to certain screen subjects. Indeed, this puritanic pose represents still another of a long
string of paradoxes that may be found for the.asking where
Code affairs are concerned. In this case, however, explana-

Movies

tion is not lacking. About the beginning cf the 1920's,
when the film capital's gossip-built reputation as a kind of
latter-day Sodom was at its height, industry leaders wisely
decided it was time to establish some type of enforcement
agency aimed at self-containment and self-censorship. It
was either that or face the discipline of a stormy public
opinion, and, at worst, possible government intervention.
Accordingly, the Production Code — an assemblage of 1930ish ideals, prejudices, customs and local mores — was
brought into being. Popular notions that happened to be
cherished at that particular time were given formal expression, codified and reinforced with some none-too-dire
sanctions.
But that was not all. As things turned out. Hollywood
proved not too unlike the little boy caught at the jam jar
two weeks before Christmas. Suddenly it decided it wanted
to become, oh, so good. As a result it quickly fell into the
classic psychiatric retreat of so many who find progress in
one direction stifled: it over-compensated in another. By
means of its self-imposed restraints at least, it moved to
flush out its fleshpots, disinfect its debaucheries and generally make a chaste and honest medium of itself. Unhappily, in erecting its platform of self-expurgation it reached
to needless extremes.
Some of the steps taken in those purifying days have returned to haunt film makers since. This observation in no
way disparages the Code as a whole or the philosophy behind its inception. Overall, it serves as a necessary check
on those who would abuse the privilege of movie-making
by wanton disregard of good taste and decency. Moreover,
it has been salubrious in steering film production up from
the wayward level to which it was descending in the 1920's.
On the other hand, an inflexible Code tends to rob the
screen of its vitality. While it is impossible to make an
accurate estimate, the number of distinguished motion picture possibilities that producers have been forced to scrap
through fear of the Code's blue-pencil I Continued
must be onincalculPage 23)
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Worthy successor to "Glenn Miller Story". Has same musical and human interest elements. Will make big money in
general market, with popularity of TV's Steve Allen assisting.
It was natural enough for Universal, on the basis of their
phenomenal success with "The Glenn Miller Story", to
want to repeat the formula with a film biography based on
the life of another popular musician in the era of the 1930's
and '40s. Boxofficewise, "The Benny Goodman Story"
should fully justify the studio's — and exhibitor — hopes.
For, built around the simple story of the great clarinetist's
rise to fame and the resolution of some of his personal difficulties, isa lavish, abundant musical canvas, featuring
the jazz greats of a rich era in musical Americana, and the
many tunes that have become identified with them.
A listing of the musicians who appear and perform in the
film is almost equivalent to a who's who in popular music
and jazz in the period of 1920-40. For popular music fans
these names make up a fabulous marquee: Harry James,
Gene Krupa, Martha Tilton, Lionel Hampton, Ziggy Elman, Ben Pollack, Teddy Wilson, Edward "Kid" Ory.
Their performances are vivid and exciting, and it might
be mentioned that most exciting of all is Benny Goodman's
specially recorded sound-track clarineting, as brilliant as it
sounded fifteen years ago. TV's celebrated Steve Allen,
impersonating Goodman, handles his first major film assignment with remarkable poise, and conviction. It's a
natural and engaging performance, in every respect a winner. And Allen's country-wide fame and popularity are
bound to influence the film's total receipts, with his many
fans rushing to the boxoffice. As the rich girl who patiently waits for the musician to propose marriage, Donna Reed
is charming, and Berta Gersten makes a strong mark in
the role of Goodman's verbally colorful mother.
Without a question, music is the keynote and chief interest of the film, and a wonderful selection comes over a

Goodman strikes up the band in a re-enactment
of the occasion in 1937 nhen his musical
troupe first icon the acclaim of young America.
soundtrack of unusual and impressive clarity. The Goodman orchestra is heard in many of their well-known standards :"Let's Dance," "Goody, Goody," "Stompin' at the
Savoy," "Memories of You," "China Boy," "Down South
Camp Meetin'," "One O'Clock Jump," "Avalon," "Alicia
Blues," "Bugle Call Rag," and the memorable "Sing, Sing,
Sing," with guest artists assisting. Martha Tilton is fine in
the film's one vocal, "And the Angels Sing."
The Rosenberg production is topnotch. While there is
less story in Valentine Davies' script than there was in
"Glenn Miller", the screenolay is nevertheless thoroughly
adequate, functional, pointed, and with some highly amusing moments. Davies' direction is very good. In addition
to the fine performance he elicits from Allen, he also has
organized nicely the basically episodic nature of the story,
and prevented it from becoming — as it might easily have —
diffuse. Pace is superb, and this reviewer was surprised to
find, at film's end, that it ran to 116 minutes. Also to be
saluted is William Daniels' Technicolor photography.
Youngest son of a poor family on Chicago's West Side,
Goodman begins his study of the clarinet — almost accidental y— at an early age. Even as a youth, he is an accomplished musican and getting paid for performing in a band
that plays excursion boats. As a young man (now played
by Allen) he is "discovered" by
steady job playing in a Chicago
devotee Herbert Anderson and
Benny tells them of his desire to

Ben
cafe,
his
form

Pollack, and given a
where he meets jazz
sister, Donna Reed.
his own band, which

will play the kind of music he's interested in — that very
special swing. The new band comes into being, but is met
with indifference or hostiliy, until one night — Aug. 21, 1935
— when it's suddenly a hit. Donna has been following
Goodman across the country, suggesting that he marry
her, but he is influenced by his mother's objections to an
alliance of two people with such different backgrounds.
Finally, when he plays his historic 1938 concert at Carnegie Hall, mother realizes that her son has "arrived", and
she gives the lovers her blessing.
Universal. 116 minutes. Steve Allen, Donna Reed, Berta Gersten, Herbert AnderBenny Goodman (Steve Allen), with a group of
son, Robert F. Simon, Sammy Davis, Sr., Dick Winslow, Barry Truex, David Kasday,
Wilton Graff; Harry James, Gene Krupa, Martha Tilton, Lionel Hampton, Ziggy
of his musicians and his fiance (Donna Reed),
Elman, berg.
BenDirected
Pollack,
Teddy Wilson,
"Kid" byOry.Valentine
ProducedDavies.
by Aaron Rosendiscovers Lionel Hampton working in a cafe.
by Valentine
Davies.Edward
Screenplay
[More REVIEWS on Page 21]
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with Eva Gabor • Anita Ekberg • George "Foghorn" Winslow
Directed by Frank Tashlin • Produced by Hal Wallis
reenplay by Frank Tashlin, Hal Kanter and Herbert Baker
Adaptation by Don McGuire • Based on a play by Michael Davids
and Norman Lessing • Songs by Harry Warren and Jack Brooks
Color by Technicolor
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picks up and the spectator is held in the grip of the grim
The Rains of Ranchipur"
3ci4iHC44 ^.OtiKJ O O O
Lush, colorful C'Scopic of Louis Bromfield novel about India,
backed by big camDaign, should draw well in general market. Strong cast, exciting production offset shallow story.
This Frank Ross production of the Louis Bromfield
novel, "The Rains Came", is lush, with fine production
values and a strong name cast. Despite a story that is
shallow and lacks conviction, boxoffice prospects are good.
It is a "big" film, handsome and effective pictorially, with
plenty of scooe and dimension in the best 20th-Fox tradition. Set entirely in India (location shooting was done in
Pakistan), the CinemaScooe-De Luxe Color photography
is superb. One sequence in particular — in which an earthquake occurs — is breathtaking, terrifying, and will be long
remembered. The Merle Miller script is another story,
however; it will be soon forgotten. The top-drawer cast,
headed by Lana Turner and Richard Burton, all turn in
nice jobs and, in a featured role, the great Eugenie Leontovich is most striking. Director Jean Negulesco allowed
too many static seauences to slow down the pace. Fabulously wealthy Lana Turner and her weak husband
Michael Rennie go to Ranchipur to visit the Maharani,
Eugenie Leontovich. The latter introduces them to her
circle of friends, including Fred MacMurray, Joan Caulfield, and Richard Burton, a brilliant Indian doctor. Turner, bored with her husband, immediately makes a play for
Burton, who succumbs, despite Leontovich's urgent objections that she is not worth sacrificing his work for. In
the midst of the tension, a violent earthquake erupts; Burton is so occupied that he can't manage to visit Turner
who is desperately ill. She recovers but can't understand
Burton's behavior and decides to leave. MacMurray and
Caulfield confess their mutual love, and Turner goes back
to Rennie, who at least understands what she is — an intensely selfish woman.
20th Century-Fox. 104 minutes. Lana Turner, Richard Burton. Fred MacMurray, Joan
Caulfield, Michael Rennie. Produced by Frank Ross. Directed by Jean Negulesco.

"The

Man

with

the Golden

Arm"

Gripping, off-beat picturization of dope addict's struggle
against habit. Provocative and fascinating for sophisticated
adult audience. Requires strong exploitation to realize boxoffice potential. Tough problem for small town exhibitor.
Otto Preminger's long-awaited, provocative adaptation
of the Nelson Algren novel about drug-addiction has much
to recommend it, boxofficewise, and some deterrents. The
vast publicity the film has received is bound to add up to
increased activity at the wickets, and curiosity about something "different" will be a major selling point, which exhibitors should exploit to the hilt. The picture has scenes
of extraordinary power and dramatic force that will fascinate most viewers — particularly the scenes dealing with
the dope "fix" itself. The realism of these sequences, and
the depiction of the sordid background of the narcotic
racket match anything that's been done on the screen.
Their impact is overpowering. But the film is over-long

proceedings. In this aspect, it is similar to "The Lost
Weekend" in its treatment of alcoholism. "The Man With
The Golden Arm", with its theme and its lingo of dopetrade, gambling and jazz, must be regarded as an attraction
for sophisticated metropolitan audiences. Its boxoffice performance inthe hinterland does not figure to be very good,
unless the film is daringly exploited. As the pathetic addict, Frank Sinatra is superb, his best performance to date.
Eleanor Parker, in the unsympathetic role of his wife, and
Kim Novak, as his "girl", both register well. Arnold Stang
and Robert Strauss head a well-directed supporting cast of
shady character types. Preminger's direction has its high
and low points, but on the whole it is a finely executed
treatment of a difficult and controversial subject. Sinatra
returns to his dismal Chicago surroundings after having
taken a drug-habit cure. Beset by his whining wife, Eleanor Parker, who pretends to be crippled, his old "pals" and
his environment, Sinatra, who wants to be a musician, goes
back to dealing in Robert Strauss' floating poker
Helpless, he goes to Darren McGavin for a "fix".
McGavin accidentally discovers Parker's ruse, she
him to his death and Sinatra is suspected. Kim

game.
When
pushes
Novak

hides him and he seemingly cures himself by the "cold
turkey" treatment, and then gives himself up to the police.
Parker is found out, and she jumps from the roof to her
death. Although Sinatra and Novak are left together, there
remains the doubt that he is actually cured of the habit.
United Artists. 119 minutes. Frank Sinatra. Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak. Produced
and directed by Otto Preminger.
"The Lasl Frontier"
ScUtKCte &€lti*t? O O (Plus)

Colorful, fairly exciting Western in C'Scope & Technicolor.
Story has some weak spots. Strong marquee values for
ontdoor market.
This Columbia production is a colorful Western possessing some fine values for the outdoor market, but also some
drawbacks. Scenically, it's a treat, with topflight CinemaScope-Technicolor photography that provides scope and a
rich background. There are some fine action scenes, like
the Indians' attack on the cavalry fort, etc., but not enough
of them. Principal weakness lies in fact that there's not
enough substance in the Philip Yordan-Russell S. Hughes
screenplay to justify the 93 minutes running time. Script
is routine, the main interest being cavalry commander
Robert Preston's obsessive urge to kill Indians as a defense of his own cowardice. Director Anthony Mann might
have discarded some of the plot in favor of more action.
Marquee values are good for the intended market. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison and Preston acquit themselves with
reasonable vigor. Mature and side-kick James Whitmore
are scouts whose work is halted by the Indians' hostility
to the white man. For this, Preston's ruthless tactics are
responsible. The scouts decide to work for the cavalry.
Preston's unreasoning hatred for Indians soon becomes apparent, although Madison, his second-in-command, tries to
mitigate his attitute. Preston insists on attacking the nearby Indian tribe although he is greatly outnumbered. Preston is killed, but Mature returns to the fort to become a

soldier and settle down with Preston's widow, Anne Bancroft, whom he loves.
Columbia. 93 minutes. Victor Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Produced by
William Fadiman. Directed by Anthony Mann.
on Page 22]
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at 119 minutes, moving too deliberately under Preminger's
direction through the first half. However, once the story
plunges into the effects of dope on its victim, the tempo

quee lustre, and his performance is solid. Hayden returns
to Casper, Wyoming, and discovers that the townspeople
considers him their enemy. Ex-girl friend Karen Booth
tells him that she intends to marry prominent citizen William Bishop. Hayden suspects Bishop of murdering his

"I'll Cry Tomorrow"
(Plus)
ScuiHcu Rati*? GOG
Powerful, persuasive version of the Lillian Roth autobiog is
bound for big money. Backed by strong exploitables.

(Hayden's) mother to gain possession of her ranch. A
trap set for Hayden by Bishop leads to his imprisonment.
But when a group of raiders, led by John Dehner, rides
into town, Hayden is released so that he can defend against
the siege. Hayden kills Dehner, Booth kills Bishop, and
the way is clear for Hayden and Booth to get married.

Lillian Roth's best-selling autobiography, describing in
remorseless detail her personal tragedy and her comeback,
has been turned into an outstanding film by M-G-M. In
sensitive, yet hard-hitting terms, this fine Lawrence Weingarten production depicts the decline of a beautiful young
actress to a state of chronic, seemingly incurable alcoholism, and her eventual regeneration. It is compelling from
start to finish, and has a ring of honesty that immediately
communicates to viewers its distinguished quality. Boxoffice prospects are very bright, based on the enormous appeal the story has, coupled with the publicity given Miss

United Artists (Fame Pictures, Inc). 73 minutes. Sterling Hayden, William Bishop.
Karen Booth. Directed by Ray Nazarro.

"Diane"
Scouted*

Roth and her story (particularly the "This Is Your Life"
telecast, which comprises the film's concluding scene).
And approving word of mouth is sure to be very much to
the fore. Daniel Mann has followed up his fine directorial

tiresomely. True, there's a dearth of action in the film,
but not too much talk either. It's a romance, especially
geared to the fern trade and should make a mark in that
quarter. Story has King Francis (Pedro Armendariz) pardoning Count Torin Thatcher for treason when his wife,
Lana Turner, promises to render services to him instead.
She is assigned to teach Roger Moore, the young prince,
courtly manners in preparation for a political marriage
with Marisa Pavan. Teacher and pupil fall in love. After

Western with familiar ingredients will be a satisfactory programmer for action spots. Sterling Hayden for marquee.
This is a routine western that fills the bill for the outdoor action enthusiasts. In its modest way, this United
Artists release manages to generate fair suspense, and is
neatly plotted. The theme of the gun-slinger (Sterling
Hayden) who has been forced to kill against his will is a
familiar one, and the film adds nothing new to the portrait, but the production is competent and the action moves
fast enough under the direction of Ray Nazarro. The closing sequence in which a town is raided is highly exciting.
Sterling Hayden gives the exhibitor a modicum of mar-
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David Miller's direction paces the story very effectively
over its 110 minutes, so that it unfolds naturally, never

bun

OOOO
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Robert Planck is endlessly interesting in its detail. Film's
mounting, itself, is almost itself enough to hold a viewers'
interest throughout its length. Marisa Pavan, as Catherine,
gives a stirring portrayal of the passionate girl who
changes from innocent and kind to a hard and jealous
queen. And Lana Turner does a strong job with the honest
Diane. Supporting cast backs them up in good fashion.

MGM. 117 minutes. Susan Hayward, Richard Conte, Eddie Albert, Jo Van Fleet
Don Taylor. Directed by Daniel Mann. Produced by Lawrence Weingarten.

[&ci4iKCte IZcUiH?

O

Lavish costumer in CinemaScope and color has plenty of
romantic angle to attract fern trade. Lana Turner bolsters
marquee values.
In a setting of the rich pomp and color of the French
court of the Renaissance, MGM has fashioned a lavish and
interesting costume drama. Historical background of the
film is the reign of Francis I, the marriage of his son Henri
to Catherine de Medici, and the consequent machinations
of the Medicis to gain control of France. Christopher Isherwood's story and script wisely sticks mainly to the romance between Henri (Roger Moore) and courtesan Lana
Turner. The writing is direct, pointed, and sometimes eloquent. Walter Plunkett's costuming is superb and memorable, and the CinemaScope-Eastman Color lensing of

work in "Rose Tattoo" with a superb achievement in this
film which should earn him award consideration. And he
has drawn from Susan Hayward a performance that is
dazzling, sincere, and deeply moving. In addition she sings
four songs in surprisingly fine style. Supporting performances are all exceptionally good. All aspects of the film
are superior — the Helen Deutsch-Jay Richard Kennedy
script and Arthur E. Arling's black-and-white cinematography most notably. Hayward, as a child, is constantly
pushed by mother Jo Van Fleet to be a theatrical star. She
is soon rewarded with success, but the sudden death of her
fiance (Ray Danton) reduces her to melancholia. She begins to drink casually to help her nerves. But the need for
liquor grows increasingly more pressing. As her career
begins to fade, her personal life becomes more tortured.
She elopes with a young dipso (Don Taylor), leaves him,
and marries Richard Conte, who is frighteningly sadistic.
Now a hopeless alcoholic, habitue of skid row, and at the
point of suicide, she turns to Alcoholic Anonymous, where,
with the help, and then love, of Eddie Albert, she is restored to health.

lop

&<z#h?

the marriage, Marisa's advisers, Henry Daniell and Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, exploit Turner's presence to turn Marisa against her husband, to their political advantage. Armendariz dies, Moore becomes King, and he makes no
secret of his love for Lana. His death is plotted and executed by the Italian advisers. Pavan, now ruler, sends
Turner away from court, but in a last moment of pity returns to her the ring Moore had given her as a token
of his love.
MGM. 110 minutes. Lana Turner, Pedro Armendariz, Roger Moore, Marisa Pavan.
Directed by David Miller. Produced by Edwin H. Knopf.
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(Continued from Page 13)
able. It serves neither the movie industry's interests
the commonweal to have the Code defended with an
compromising staunchness that honeitly defies rational
planation. What purpose can be served by persisting

nor
unexin a

stern "no" to subject matter that is being treated widely
on the stage, in the novels and on the front pages of our
very best newspapers for everyone's information and enlightenment?
Nowhere do the Code's proscriptions seem more damnably unreasoned than in the province of narcotics addiction. Though a full-dress reappraisal of this subject is just
now under way, instigated by the sans-seal release of Otto
Preminger's "The Man With The Golden Arm", this hardly excuses the stewards of the Code from failing to modernize its restrictions long before now. Indeed, if each and
every amendment to the Code must await the resort to
test-cases before study is undertaken, the adulthood of the
screen will, indeed, be a far-off, creeping thing.
Realistic evaluation of dope, its traffic, and its victims,
as movie subject matter appears to have been short-circuited through policy set far beyond the limits of the Production Code Authority itself. Seated in Washington,
Harry J. Anslinger, Commissioner of the Treasury Department's Narcotics Bureau, has consistenly thrown the
full power of his office in the way of any and all attempts
to alter the Code's hoary restrictions on the topic of narcotics for film treatment. Needless to say, Mr. Anslinger
is a distinguished authority in his field and is possessed
thereby with certain fixed and reasoned opinions regarding
the possible ramifications of a dramatic exploration of addiction. But, Mr. Anslinger's conscientious motives notwithstanding, his official opposition must be viewed as
political censorship.
What are Mr. Anslinger's theories? He says, in effect,
that producers — aiming naturally for the highest possible
boxoffice — would never make the kind of narcotics film
that would be a true deterrent to addiction. Accordingly,
any other type of picture would only serve to stimulate addiction, regardless of the good intentions of its producer.
This is a strange view, and much too pessimistic. He is
saying that truth is too risky for the film maker to tackle,
and the producer's view would be too unreal for him to
accept. Therefore, don't touch the subject. Apparently,
Mr. Anslinger bases this position upon conversations he
has had with studio executives who have sought his viewpoint. In these instances, Mr. Anslinger complains: ". . .
they always want to show the happy couple reunited in the
end . . . the former hero having beaten it and freed himself
from the habit." But is that sufficient reason for the blanket assertion that no producer will handle the dope issue
intelligently?
Let's listen to what the highly respected "Saturday Review" says of "The Man With The Golden Arm" in the
words of film reviewer Arthur Knight: "What makes the
case of (this picture) of special interest is the fact that it

the

Movies

is an extremely moral film — no sex, no suggestive costuming, no off-color innuendo. It treats drugs without any
suggestion of glamour or attractiveness. The drug traffic
is shown as a sordid business ... It is shown as a degrading business . . . And it is shown as a frightful business.
The ending is far from comforting in this respect. In short,
it is almost inconceivable that anyone seeing this film
could walk out of the theatre and want to try drugs 'for
kicks' (as he might, for example, after reading in a newspaper that Robert Mitchum had been locked up after a
marijuana party)." Are you listening, Mr. Anslinger?
If Mr. Anslinger's peeve is that dope films will not be
100% truthful, he should be reminded of the fact that striving for truth in far less controversial subjects is at best an
elusive and ticklish thing. But "truth" is the province of
art and not of unbending, presumptuous censorship. If
every creative medium were to be censored on the ground
that it fails to picture life only as it is, cultural progress
would be in a sad state.
Another theory of Mr. Anslinger's meriting comment is
the blanket assertion that "any demonstration of the use
of drugs is bad". Be the dope film good, bad or indifferent,
Mr. Anslinger feels it can only serve to spur experimentation, leading, perhaps, to addiction. Thus, he would have
the entire foul subject locked in the closet and hidden from
pooular view on the premise that no news is no addiction.
Similar theories on politics, sex and a variety of debatable
subjects have come and gone down through the march of
civilization, as man has learned, and re-learned, the lesson
that knowledge is the best weapon against evil and the
greatest force for progress. An open, honest survey of the
dope question through the screen medium should prove no
contradiction of that view.
The temper of the moment indicates that the Code Authority may shift to a more liberal line in its future treatment of the narcotics theme. This is well. At very least
the movie people should do no more than take for their
own the underlying philosophy that guides the most
august interpreter of the laws of the nation, our Supreme
Court. From almost its very beginnings, that noble body
has taken notice of the shifting currents in American life,
its sociological changes, its intellectual and cultural advances. Thus, when a previously inflexible edict bumps
head-on with a modern circumstance, the Court will likely
as not scuttle the musty old sanction, if, in its judgment,
it does not "fit" present day needs and thinking of the majority. This is known as the "loose construction" mode of
judicial opinion. And it works, as any observer of American life can attest.
It would be well for those responsible for the preservation of the Production Code to go one better. Rather than
sit around waiting for dissident opinion to force their hand,
they might periodically re-examine the industry's regulatory document with a mind to keeping it attuned to the
times. This is progress. The opposite is reaction. This
must be the guiding spirit in perpetuating the instrinsic
value of the Code.
Film BULLETIN
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SCHENCK

SELZNICK
DAVID O. SELZNICK succumbed to
the lure of television coin by selling nine
of his personally-owned pictures to National Telefilm Associates, Inc., TV film
distributors, for a reported total price of
$1,000,000. Included in the sale were such
Selznick greats as "A Bill of Divorcement", "Notorious" and "Since You Went
Away". Terms of the deal, to start in
May, 1956, pending clearing of legal
problems, are that the films can be shown
only in the U. S. and Canada on television
and that ownership reverts to Selznick
after five years. The independent producer was reported to have stated that he
had been offered more money for his pictures by other groups but that he had rejected these offers because they entailed
the rights to re-issue the films to theatres.
Further discussions are pending between
National Telefilm and Selznick, it was reported. Frank I. Davis, Jr., president of
the Selznick Company, Inc., said Oliver
A. Unger, executive vice president of
NTA concluded the deal.

ELMER C. RHODEN reported that National Theatres, Inc., showed net earnings of $2,886,008 for the fiscal year ended
September 24, equal to $1.04 a share. This
compares with $2,856,850 for the previous
year, or $1.03 a share. Income from theatres dropped from $61,915,000 to $58,692,000, a difference of $3,223,000. Decrease
in the latter was attributed by Rhoden to
a lack of top-grade films, plus the loss of
16 theatres this year and the unusual returns recorded by "The Robe" in the
previous year.
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LOEW

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK & ARTHUR M. LOEW made top industry news with
the announcement that the latter, heretofor president of Loew's International, had been
elected president of Loew's, Inc., succeeding Schenck, who took over the chairmanship
of the board. Loew and John L. Sullivan, former Secretary of the Navy, were elected
to the board of directors. The new president whose father, Marcus Loew, founded the
company, had been head of the International branch for 35 years. Schenck, who took
over the presidency in 1927 upon the death of the elder Loew, had this to say about the
new president: "In Arthur Loew I think we have the most progressive and capable executive in the motion picture industry. His record as a distributor of films abroad has
been equalled by none. He has been in close touch with MGM production and he has
produced pictures himself. The company is most fortunate in its choice of a new president who will have my complete cooperation." The history of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
began in the early 1900's when Nicholas Schenck and his brother, Joseph M. branched
out from the pharmacy business to operate an amusement park and some theatres,
which, with the help of Marcus Loew, developed into Loew's Consolidated Enterprises.
ABRAM F. MYERS will be asked by
COMPO to list the reforms he demands
in that organization before Allied, which
withdrew last month, will rejoin. Decision
to question Myers was made at the annual COMPO meeting in New York and
resulted from Allied's letter of resignation, written by general counsel Myers,
which called upon COMPO to adhere to
its constitution, and asserted that Allied
would only come back if certain changes
were made in operations and personnel.

MYERS
[More NEWS on Page 26]

ROBERT
COMPO

COYNE was elected to the
triumvirate for an interim

period, replacing Allied's Wilbur Snaper,
who representated that organization when
it resigned last month. Election of Coyne,
COMPO special counsel, took place at
the annual COMPO meeting which was
highlighted by the decision to push for
complete elimination of the admission tax,
sparked, in turn, by the annual report of
co-chairmen Al Lichtman and Sam Pinanski. (Complete text in this issue.)
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O'SHEA
GOLDENSON
DANIEL T. O'SHEA, RKO president,
revealed four major projects, set for 1956
as "visible evidence of the plans, the
hopes
and Fisher
aspirations
the newReynolds
RKO".
1: Eddie
and ofDebbie

SNAPER
WILBUR SNAPER, New Jersey Allied
leader, is pursuing his challenge of the
right of Loew's Theatres, as a divorced
circuit, to expand its holdings by participating in the construction of a new drivein in Raraitan, N. J. Decision was reserved by Judge Sidney Sugarman in
Federal District Court, New York. Snaper contended that if the drive-in was constructed and became a first-run house it
would adversly affect independent theatres in the area.
0
CHARLES EINFELD, 20th-Fox vice
president, revealed plans for a huge magazine advertising campaign on "Carousel",
first film in the new 55mm CinemaScope
process. (For further details see WHAT
THE SHOWMEN ARE DOING!)

EINFELD
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have been signed to co-star in a musical,
"Every Mother Should Be Married"; 2:
RKO has purchased Cameron Hawley's
latest best-selling novel "Cash McCall";
3: David O. Selznick will start production of his "A Farewell to Arms", Hemingway novel which will star Jennifer
Jones, in June; 4: John Farrow has been
signed to produce and direct three pictures. O'Shea made it known that his
company intends to produce between 12
and 15 films in 1956, buttressed with independent productions.
0
HERMAN ROBBINS declared that the
restrictions placed on National Screen
Service by the decree handed down by
the U.S. District Court in Philadelphia
recently "are actually in existence at the
present time — and have been for a number of years." The decree, resulting from
an anti-trust suit brought by independent
poster exchanges, signed by Judge William Kirkpatrick Dec. 16, permanently restrains National Screen from restricting
its supply of advertising material to its
own branches before making it available
to independent firms; from making contracts with distributors for exclusive
rights to accessories; and from making
exclusive agreements with exhibitors for
the next six months. Robbins, NSS board
chairman, singled out the matter of exclusive contracts as an example of provisions already being practiced. "No such
thing exists today," he pointed out. "Any
responsible person or group of persons
may apply to producers for a non-exclusive franchise to manufacture and distribute accessories on the same basis as
we do. In recent hearings our attorneys
have reiterated this to the court, but it
is my understanding that attorneys for
the poster renters time and again have
stated for the record that they do not
want to apply for such franchise. They
do not want to undertake the . . . risks."

LEONARD GOLDENSON told the recent COMPO meeting that more attention should be paid to getting women out
to the movies, citing the fact that pictures of violence, which are on the increase, have little woman-appeal. The
AB-PT president said research conducted
by his organization proved that women
get an emotional lift from movies, set
theatre-attendance habits of the family
and influence others to go along.
HERMAN

0
M. LEVY, counsel of TOA,

termed the decision in the Government's
16mm anti-trust case "of the greatest
importance in industry history", and cited
the testimony of Spyros P. Skouras as
evidence that the major film distributors
underestimate the importance of the little
exhibitors. Skouras had testified that the
closing of small theatres, as a result of
TV competition, would reduce 20th Century-Fox revenues "to the point that we
would be in the red". This, Levy contended, is the first admission he can recall by a film executive that the little theatres are essential, and he called upon
distributors to "recognize their sad plight
and to offer major relief".

ROBBINS
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20th-Fox is preparing a reel including
sequences from its first two 55mm CinemaScope features, Rodgers & Hammerstein's
"Carousel" and
"The exhibitors,
King and the
I",
for demonstrations
before
press and opinion-makers. The special
subject will be presented in more than 100
cities throughout the country starting
about January 23. It will run close to
one hour . . . United Artists hosted the
trade press at a lively Christmas party
last Thursday at "21".
The WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL was named to receive a $25,900 grant from the Ford Foundation. It
warmed the hearts of ABE MONTAGUE
and those other industryites who have
given so much of their energy to the hospital . . . New York's Cinema Lodge of
B'nai B'rith and the American Guild of
Variety Artists are sponsoring a Christmas show for patients at the Hospital.
Forty UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL overseas branches will participate in
the
17-week
"Daft" Drive"
beginning
January 1st . 1956
. . Universal
will also
launch

JOHNSTON
ERIC JOHNSTON flatly asserted that
"there will be no change in the Production
Code", squelching reports that the ban
on narcotics themes would be removed as
a result of the controversy over "The
Man With The Golden Arm". The Motion Picture Association president told the
press in Hollywood that, although future
conditions might warrant possible
changes, there is nothing contemplated in
the "foreseeable future". The Otto Preminger production was refused a Code seal
by the Production Code Administration,
and the decision was upheld by the MPA.
Five other pictures had previously been
refused seals by the PCA.

BEARDED BRYNA CHIEF
Kirk Douglas, who went from ''The Indian
Fighter" to "Van Gogh" in one big step, announced that his Bryna Productions uill make
at least two pictures next year and will turn
out three or four a year thereafter. Bryna is
committed to six films for L A release.

its 6th annual "Charles J. Feldman Drive"
beginning New Years' Day . . . Allied Arkicks January
off its "March
Progress"
sales tists
drive
28, it wasof announced
by vice president and general sales manager MOREY R. GOLDSTEIN. Drive
continues to May 24.
LEO JAFFE and M. J. FRANKOVICH
were elected vice presidents of Columbia's
International CorD . . . Republic's HERBERT J.YATES announced the election
of MEDLEY G. B. WHELPLEY as a
director of that company . . . DOUGLAS
WHITNEY joined RKO as executive in
charge of the casting and talent dept. Announcement was made by new production
head WILLIAM DOZIER . . . MORRIS
GOODMAN was named as his aide on
sales and distribution by Columbia International president LACY W. KASTNER . . . PERRY LIEBER, national director for RKO. announced the appointment of WYNN LOEWENTHAL to the
RKO foreign publicity department, assisting domestic and foreign publicity
manager AL STERN . . . JIM SHEAN
has joined the publicity-advertising staff
of Buena Vista . . . Best-selling author
HERMAN WOUK has been signed to
write the screenplay of his latest, "Marjorie
Morningstar",
Warners.
. . .
MEYER
HUTNER, foraccount
executive
for
20th-Fox
in charge 55of productions,
"Carousel" and
all other
CinemaScope
has
resigned effective December 31 and will
shortly announce a new connection.
*
*
*
ARTHUR SIVLERSTONE, assistant
general sales manager at 20th-Fox, returned to work following treatment of a
throat condition in a New York hospital
. . . SAMUEL GOLDWYN, back on the
coast following the premiere of his "Guys
and Dolls", is preparing for the opening
of that film in japan in March . . . Allied
Artists advertising and publicity director
JOHN FLINN spent some time in New
York recently conferring with vice president and general sales manager MOREY
R. GOLDSTEIN and eastern publicity
and advertising manager MARTIN
DAVIS . . . Producer-director ROBERT
ROSSEN and his family back from a
year in Spain completing "Alexander the
Great" for United Artists . . . Top brass
of Hecht-Lancaster Productions returned
to Hollywood after huddling with UA executives on "Trapeze" promotion: President HAROLD HECHT: vice president
WALTER SELTZER; producer
JAMES HILL; BURT LANCASTER.
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Gary Cooper briefs his officers before flight that leads to "The Court-Martial of Billy Mitchell." Picture painting
actionful struggle to build air-power after World-War I, is produced by Milton Sperling from story and screenplay
by Sperling and Emmet Lavery. Daring for his time, General Mitchell drops 1000-pound bombs from puny planes of
1920's and sinks moth-balled German battleship Ostfriesland (right). Today known as father of American air-power,
Mitchell is justified by course of history in picture directed by Otto Preminger. (CincmaScope and WarnerColor.)

Nancy Kelly and William Hopper in tender scene of "The Bad
Seed," dynamic drama which
rocked Broadway with Miss
Kelly as star. Mervyn LeRoy
produces, directs from John
Lee Mahin screenplay of Maxwell Anderson hit. Film introduces Patty McCormick in her
sensational role as strange
child, presents others from
original Broadway cast.
"The face that launched a thou- '
sand ships," Rossana "Helen of
Troy" Podesta, arrives by ship,
plane and train for Hollywood
stardom with Alan Ladd in "Santiago." Jungle adventure story,
directed by Gordon Douglas,
is produced by Martin Rackin
from screenplay by Rackin and
John Twist. [In WarnerColor.)

Stage 12 at Burbank is meetin
place of world as personal
ities flock to visit Mario Lanza
on "Serenade" sound stage
Jack Warner brings guest
James Stewart, recently re
turned from Paris location of
"The
Spirit star.
of St.
Louis,"
to
visit singing
(Left
to right)
Producer Henry Blanke, Director Anthony Mann, J. L. Warner,
Mario Lanza, James Stewart
and Steve Trilling. Golden voice
of Lanza thrills fellow workers
and visitors alike, as does dramatic impact of his stellar per
formance.
(In WarnerColor.)
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« Excitement outside the RKO 86th St. Theatre for the invitational prev'ew of The Benny
Goodman Story" in New York was captured
by newsreel cameras, became part of 90
minute salute to film on "Tonight" TV show.

6- S

TONIGHT DNLY* 4
INVITATIONAL PREVIEW
"THE ' BENNY' GOODMAN STORY"
_JTEyEJLLB^lj
<
DONNA REEOl

U-l

Double-Pitch

Salutes
Allen
As
Something new in the way of showmanship gimmicks was introduced by UniversalInternational — trade showmanship running
side by side with a whacking publicity break.
The occasion was the New York invitational preview at the RKO 86th Street Theatre of "The Benny Goodman Story". As
2800 guests, numbering among them glittering names in the entertainment, civic and
business worlds, streamed under the klieged
marquee, movie cameras turned to capture
the excitement of the crowds pressing outside and the celebrities mingling in the
lobby. Thus far this was fine but hardly unusual. However . . .

Exhibs Want Poll, 13-1
There is every prospect for continuation of the Audience Awards Poll if the
opinion of those exhibitors who participated is to be heeded. In a poll of almost
?1000 theatremen who lent their theatres
and efforts to the Awards campaign, the
vote was almost 13 to 1 for perpetuation
of the Poll as an annual event. Out of
958 replies to a COMPO questionnaire.
848 said yes, they wanted it again; 67
were opposed, the others non-committal.
Replies to other questions:
Was it a success? 738 said yes, 35 a
qualified affirmative, 157 said no. These
opinions indicated that several wanted it
continued despite their feeling that the
initial effort was not a successful one.
Was the voting held at the right time
of the year? Most (618) felt it was, but
there was considerable divergence among
the "no's" the majority favoring summer
or early fall to gain wider drive-in participation.
Length of the voting period was held
satisfactorily by 614. 86 wanted it longer,
181 shorter. Number of nominations was
OK's by 601, 237 thought it too many, 67
wanted even more.

to

Public

&

Trade

Preview
"B. G."
On hand was Benny Goodman and the
likeable, popular Steve Allen, who portrays
Mr. G. in the film. They chatted and laughed
with the big names, the press, stage and
screen personalities, and the cameras rolled.
Now, Mr. Allen has a nationally-carried television show, "Tonight", that keeps people
awake nights, millions of people. And what
more natural a development than that the
star of "The Benny Goodman Story" and the
star of "Tonight", being one and the same,
work a program around this big event that
would enhance both. So for a full 90 minutes,
the night watchers were treated to a live Mr.
Allen and a batch of intriguing footage of
the lively preview.
However, again, Universal wasn't sitting
idly by while the TV Allen plugged the
movie, Allen and "The Benny Goodman
Story". In over a score of exchange cities,
the company invited exhibitors to participate
in the festivities by holding special screenings of the picture and — just like the real
thing — following up with supper parties
where the theatremen watched the TV show.
The showmanship-to-the-trade tack was
garnished with a sales pitch by Universal
vice-president Charles J. Feldman, who
talked to the exhibitors through the medium
of the "Tonight" program, wrapping up a
combination of selling to the public and to
exhibitors in a neat exploitation package.

All

t

-dfc- Foremost among the names at the preview
were the real Benny Goodman and the reel
Benny Goodman (Steve Allen) with their respective wives and host Charles J. Feldman, Universal vice-president and general sales manag»-.
-4^- Group from Commonwealth Theatres in
Kansas City were among exhibitors in 20-odd
exchange cities who watched TV shows at U-l
branch supper parties following the local
screenings of "The Benny Goodman Story".

Allen's popularity, which, merged with his
resemblance to Goodman, made his casting
in the role an inspirational one, boxofficewise, will continue to be capitalized with
plugs on his show and personal appearances.
Both the star and co-star Donna Reed have
a heavy schedule of interviews and p.a.'s
right up to the world premiere February 2
at the Chicago Theatre in Chicago. Traveling from each side of the country, Allen and
Miss Reed merged forces in Chicago over
the pre-Christmas weekend for a series of
local and network radio and TV appearances
and a big schedule of press interviews as
part of the campaign.
[More SHOWMEN on Page 30 |
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'Carousel' Nat'l Mag Campaign
ToIntent
Top on'The
Robe
Placanamorphic
ements
making
its' second
milestone — CinemaScope 55 — a memorable
one, 20th Century-Fox is topping the national magazine ad campaign that emblazoned "The Robe" in the nation's periodicals
with its
campaign
on revealed.
"Carousel,"Color
vice ads
president Charles
Einfeld
to

i Continued from Page 29)

HI, NEIGHBOR
We'retownglodandto wont
welcome
you to
our
to take
this opportunity to say howdy !
We d like to meet you personally
.and. .why
say don't
hello you
I stop in soon
bring this card with you and
we will exchange it for TWO
FREE TICKETS to the movie
of your choice!

ITIwatr* Mkr
M

A pair of ideas with mats to match is offered by Commonwealth Circuit's "Messenger". The Birthday Greetings card
offering children free admission to theatre as a gift is mailed
a week ahead of youngster's birthday, culled from manager's
date file. The Welcome greeting is aimed at new people
moving into town, or into the neighborhood. Card is signed
by the manager, gives him an opportunity to meet and greet
personally the new patrons. Space at bottom is available for
tie-up with local merchants to help pay cost of cards. Both
good-will getters carry expiration dates. Ideas like these
are simple, effective public relations payoff gestures.

'Conqueror' Free Mag Breaks
Zoom to 55,000,000 Circulation

Metro-Cereal Co-Op To Lure
Families with Free Kid Tickets

Publicity breaks in national and fan magazines for RKO's "The Conqueror" have
snowballed to a total of 45 separate publications with a combined circulation of almost
55,000,000, RKO publicity chief Perry Lieber
proudly revealed. These are apart from paid
insertions, including journals that do not
carry advertising, and range up to five different issues of the same magazine that have
carried feature material on the film.
The ballyhoo windfall started in late summer of '54, when "The Conqueror" first went
on location, and the audience penetration via
the mags "makes this the heaviest pre-sold
picture in the history of RKO," Lieber said,
noting, "The breaks are not just mentions,
but include color and black-and-white covers,
art and story spreads, photo layouts and feature stories, as well as a variety of location
stories by top magazine and wire correspondents, which kicked off this great splurge
of free space."

Metro sowed some not-so-wild oats in a
co-op promotion aimed at bringing the kids
and, resultantly, the family, into the theatres. The deal will see some 60 million premium tickets tucked into a like number of
packages of Quaker Oats, each ticket entitling a youngster under 12 to free admittance
when accompanied by a paying adult to theatres participating in the promotion that play
"Forever Darling" and "Forbidden Planet".
At the last count, 57 circuits, representing
over 1000 theatres had agreed to participate,
M-G-M said, and "thousands more" are expected to join. The deal involves no payment to any of the parties, Metro, Quaker
Oats or the theatres accepting the free admissions, moviegoing stimulation being the
big payoff.
The deal, worked out by sales chief
Charles Reagan and ad veep Howard Dietz
with Quaker Oats, begins Dec. 27 with
$400,000 allotted to the promotion.

Tying in with the tuna clipon whichSea"
mostwasof filmed,
RKO's
"The perNaked
the premiere campaign at
the Bridge Theatre, San
Francisco, featured a promotion tie-up with Star-Kist
Tuna offering children free
admission to the Bridge with
a label from the can. Kids
had to be with an adult to
gain admission. Star-Kist
used 15-foot replicas of the
clipper used in the film, in
supermarkets throughout the
area, plugged the co-op
deal in the ads and on TV.
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the tune of several hundred thousand dollars
will go into at least 25 major circulation
consumer magazines, fan mags and Sunday
supplements during February, representing
a combined circulation of 66,310,000.
The magazine ad barrage is part of the
company's huge advance campaign in all
media to achieve maximum penetration both
for the lavish Rodgers & Hammerstein musical and the new 55mm CinemaScope which
it introduces, Einfeld said, with the impact
of the campaign designed to provide record
support for the film in every stage of release, beginning in late February.
Colliers and Life will kick off in the first
week, with Look, Redbook and other top
circulation periodicals to follow in the fourweek period.
Marty1 Named Best by NBR
The biggest "little" picture of 1955,
"Marty", was named as the best of the year
by National Board of Review's Committee
on Exceptional Films. Ernest "Marty"
Borgnine was named best actor, Anna "The
Rose Tattoo" Magnani best actress and William "The Desperate Hours" Wyler best
director in the NBR vote.
GOOD

GOING, MISS DOVE

A search for Syracuse's own "Miss
Dove" to hypo the run of 20th Century's "Good Morning, Miss Dove" at
the Paramount was a sock public relations stunt. Schine zone manager
Harry Unterfort (standing, left) instituted the search for a favorite Syracuse school teacher who helped shape
her pupils' lives. When Miss Georgia
Barnes (seated, right) was chosen, the
Schineman got a leading hotel to fete
"Miss Dove" and four of her former
pupils — an attorney, a Supreme Court
Judge, a former Mayor and a prominent townswoman — had them as guests
of the theatre for the picture. Syracuse
newspaper played it up big with a
three-col. cut, feature story and top
publicity for the film.

Beat Poor Title Handicaps
With Extra Selling— Rhoden
Selling a picture "over and beyond the
title" is a vital factor in a market where the
public is "buying titles," National Theatres
Elmer C. Rhoden told his managers in announcing the chain' new Managers' Competitive Drive. "The big disappointment we
had in a few pitcures were cases of not having showmanshio titles. The titles were not
indicative of the entertainment that the pictures possessed. It is, therefore, up to us to
overcome a bad title by better showmanship

(aldo

r/

4 >>"S

1 V
Aldo Ray, on tour for his Columbia
starrer, "Three Stripes in the Sun" was smash
draw wherever he appeared. At top, the star
(upper right corner) is backed up to the wall
by thrilled ferns in Richmond department store.
In Washington, Ray greets Loews Columbia
manager Irving Martin (right) and ass't Charles
Redden backgrounded by sign announcing p. a.

The U. S. Air Force Command supplied "^P"
all-out cooperation for the world premiere of
Warners special featurette, "24-Hour Alert", at
Detroit's Michigan Theatre. Top, aluminum
ground observer post erected atop theatre marquee, with observers maintaining 24-hour alert
for first day and night showings. Lower, sabre
jet plane brought to Detroit for the premiere,
stationed in front of City Hall.

and better selling."
Aimed at spurring intra-district competitive showmanship, while continuing the
chain's Incentive Drive, the new prize campaign is aimed so that no theatre can be
"outmatched". Theatres will be in competition with others in their own district, where
conditions are generally similar. Five cash
awards will go to districts of more than 10
theatres, three in districts operating 10 or
less houses. First prize in both divisions
will be $150.

Ohio
for 'Glory'
A pairCarof Giveaways
automobile giveaways
will be a
real booster shot for the engagement of
RKO's "Glory" when it opens in Cleveland
and Cincinnati, following the Blue Grass
premiere in Lexington, Kentucky on Jan. 11.
Worked out by RKO's Exploitation Department, the high powered deal will see 33 Plymouth dealers in Cleveland participating in
a "Glory" Sweepstakes, with a new Plymouth as the grand prize. Tickets will be
obtainable at the Palace Theatre and at each
of the car dealers beginning the day after
Christmas and continuing through the day
before opening. A similar deal with Oldsmobile dealers in Cincinnati was set up. Both
cities' dealers will push the promotion via
newspaper ads, radio-TV, window displays.

Basic art piece, stylized arm centered in field
of rectangular shapes, is only design used by
United Artists for its ad campaign on "The Man
With The Golden Arm".
UA Sets Unique Ad Pattern
For 'Man With Golden Arm'
A one-design campaign, as offbeat as the
picture it sells, will be used by United Artists for all its advertising and display on
"The Man With The Golden Arm". The
eye-catching, starkly modernized art piece,
created by award-winning designer Saul Bass
is almost devoid of copy and, where star
photos are used, they fall into the pattern of
the design, as shown in the above ad.
The format will be used in newspaper ads,
magazine insertions, posters and cards.
Powerful lobby aid for UA's "The Man
With the Golden Arm", used by Manager Leonard Bloom of the Victoria Theatre for the Broadway Premiere, is available from UA for regional
openings. Striking still sequence, by noted phoprogress
from tographer
firstBob Willoughby,
conference toshows
final film's
cutting.
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EXPLOITATION

Hot

Action,

PICTURE

Hot

Love

Kirk Douglas hasn't missed a showmanship bet in taking his first plunge into the
production field. His Bryna Productions
CinemaScope Technicolor venture, "The
Indian Fighter", is bursting at the seams
with the action, power and offbeat romantic
ingredients that must delight any showman's
heart. And in the deft hands of United Artists' boxofficers, it is parlayed into an exploitation lulu.
At the very outset, the advertising tack
sweeps it into top company in the field of
westerns. Beaconing the ads, posters, herald
and other paper are the shouts: "The Sweep
of 'Red River' . . . The Drama of 'High
Noon' . . . The Violence of 'Shane' . . . and
Now . . . The Might of Kirk Douglas as 'The
Indian Fighter'!" Aside from the credits,
this powerful selling message is the sole copy
in the topflight series of ads, nailing down
the happy association with those other great
outdoor action hits. The same format is followed in the herald, a giant 17 x 22 folder
adding the line "(Kirk Douglas) as the fighting, loving legend they called (The Indian
Fighter)." Another fine job by the Cato
Show Printing Co. of Cato, N. Y., the herald can be an important seat-selling piece.
Marti nelli Buildup
The art is another important contribution
to the exploitables. Throughout, it is
divided into two sharp display pieces — the
heroic, twisted face and figure of the star and
the fiercely romantic water clinch featuring
Douglas and Elsa Martinelli, a new Italian
beauty who portrays the daughter of an
Indian Chieftain, and is worth a campaign
in herself!
The luscious Miss Martinelli has found
herself very much in demand for feature material, from which the showman should get
a valuable assist. He can use blow-ups of the
Page 32
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8-page hand-spring Esquire did, featuring
eye-catching shots of the newcomer and the
prediction: "Sure to be a Hollywood sensation!" Look reported on her, featured the
"Hot love in cold water" scenes shown
above. Other mags that spread were Pageant, Sports Illustrated and Tempo, offering
additional fodder for striking display material. The Martinelli face and figure is one
of the high spots in this campaign and
should be capitalized to full effect.
Airwave Campaign
Another strong point for the boxoffice lure
is the added effort Douglas himself is putting behind his production venture. The pro-

-4t- "Indian Love Brawl" might very aptly
describe the rugged romantics in the cold waterhot love sequence pictured above, one of the
highlights in the amorous relations between Kirk
Douglas, as the Indian Fighter, and Elsa Martinelli, enticing Italian beauty, who plays a wildcat Indian girl. Miss Martinelli, however, can be
sultry (far right).
and excitingly
quietly
ducer star has taken to the road to plug the
picture, particularly on the airwaves. Having
made an earlier pitch on the Colgate Variety
Hour, Douglas hit more millions of televiewers with a hilarious stunt on the Perry
Como NBC-TV network show December 17.
Having arrived in New York with a luxuriant two-inch growth of beard cultivated for
his film portrayal of the artist Van Gogh in
"Lust for Life", Kirk had the erstwhile barber Como carve off the chin piece right on
the air. The star's slate of radio-TV guest
shots is being backed by a barrage of filmed
featurettes and spot announcements aired
over major outlets from coast to coast to
back the Holiday release.
The popular Dell comics are lined up for a
special national promotion, boosting a big
printing of an "Indian Fighter" comic book
to be handled by 100,000 retailers. Dell is
circularizing dealers with a ballyhoo letter,
setting up truck posters for distribution fleets.
Stunts
There's plenty of room for stunts in the
campaign. The key role of the first frontier
photographer in the picture can be used as
the basis for an amateur photography contest, as a news feature spotlighting shots of
such frontiersmen as General Custer, Buffalo
Bill, Wild Bill Hickok, etc. These buckskin
gentlemen can be worked in neatly for attention-grabbing street and lobby stunts, too.
Both Douglas and Miss Martinelli are

fMKIHE. BINHICHl MHOPOIh Will 1AM SCHURK ABRVNA PRODUCI.ON mil
CINEMASCOPE TECHNICOLOR

juicy material
contests.
The roles
former's
lustriousfor
background
of varied
cues il-a
contest matching names of his pictures with
the variety of characters he portrayed, for
example. Elsa's striking appearance and
whistle figure is just ri^ht for a local double
contest, using a blowup of the star with dimensions and a search for the hometown girl
who can come closest to matching them.

THE
INDIAN
FIGHTER
For his initial venture into independent production, actor-producer
Kirk Douglas has chosen the well
traversed, but always promising.
Western scene. Aware of the fiim
greats that have spouted from this
unending fountainhead, Douglas
essays a role as a veteran Indian
fighter that offers solid meat for his
aspirations to put "The Indian
Fighter" in the elite class.
Set in the 1870's during the bloody
Indian Wars, the Frank Davis-Ben
Hecht screenplay has the Indian
Fighter called in to help a wagon
train of settlers, headed for Oregon,
to make their way through hostile
Indian country. In the actionful process, Douglas pits his brawn and
brain — and sex appeal — against redskin and paleface, both male and female. In the latter field, an interesting
combo real-life
vies for ex-wife,
Douglas' Diana
affections— his
DouoTas, as a widow who comes in
second best to a fiery Indian girl,
played by Elsa Martinelli, an exciting Italian import.
♦limit
A violent,
grimacing
Douglas
his fists to
fighting Kirk
Indians
only. doesn't
As one
hapless antagonist goes down, the Fighter
turns his fury to another.
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(Continued from I'agc 12)
propriate. They chose the one created by
Oscar Krauss of Monroe Greenthal & Co.
and Emil Weiss, who collaborated on the
design which showed the heroic figure of a
woman with arms outstretched reaching for
a star, with masks symbolic of comedy and
tragedy at her feet.
Commercial artists were then engaged to
sculpture a model from the winning design
and to prepare five gold-plated copies to be
awarded to the winners of the five categories
on the public ballot. This trophy, now
known as "Audie", is symbolic of the public's preference for the best picture, the best
performances and the most promising new
male and female personalities.

would be not only dignified and in keeping
with their importance to the winners but
would also give us maximum publicity
throughout the country. Our original thought
was to present them on a nationally televised show along the lines of the Academy
Awards but without commercial sponsorship. However, after careful consideration,
and in recognition of the wonderful cooperation that we had received from the newspapers of the country, we decided to make
the public awards at a big press dinner in
Hollywood to which we invited the president
of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, the editor of the Editor & Publisher, the editors of the Los Angeles dailies,
other top journalists and the accredited
Hollywood correspondents. The subsequent
publicity more than justified this policy.
As soon as we made known our decision
to give the daily press and wire services, the
first break on the announcement of these
awards there was a decided upsurge in the
press coverage of campaign activities. Scores
of newspapers throughout the country printed the public ballot during the voting period,
some of the metropolitan dailies arranged
newspaper contests in connection with the
awards, several papers devoted special magazine supplements to the Audience Awards
election, and there was prolific use of art
and feature stories on the awards in large
and small papers throughout the country.
Streamer heads, normally devoted only to
news of sensational importance plugged the
awards in many newspapers.
In various areas, aggressive local committees promoted contests in connection with
the Awards in which many valuable prizes,
aggregating hundreds of thousands of dollars, were awarded. These included everything from a completely furnished house
with a new car in the garage in Denver, an
all-expenses trip around the world for two
in Oklahoma City; new automobiles in New
York City and San Francisco, household appliances of all kinds to annual and trip theaPage 34
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tre passes. Many of these prizes were promoted without expense to exhibitors for the
publicity value which accrued to the donors.
It is still too early to appraise the effects
of the Audience Awards promotion. We
wish to point out, however, that although the
election took place at a time when theatre
attendance was abnormally low the results
were most gratifying. The campaign's longrange impact is yet to be determined, but
early reports are most encouraging.
One of the most important results is the
reawakened interest on the part of the newspapers in the motion picture business and its
personalities. Several favorable editorials already have come to hand and, so far at least,
we have had no adverse comment.
PRESS RELATIONS

ment in the industry's treatment by the
newspapers. We firmly believe that if, as
seems to be the fact, the industry's press relations are now better than they have been
in years, this improvement can be credited
to COMPO.
It will be recalled that when this activity
was undertaken in September, 1952, a press
relations committee was appointed to work
with Charles E. McCarthy, COMPO information director. This committee was comprised of Harry Mandel chairman; Harry
Goldberg, vice chairman, Oscar A. Doob,
Jerry Pickman and Kenneth Clark. Later
Ernest Emerling and Gilbert Golden were
added to the committee, and last summer
Oscar Doob resigned.
E & P Ads Approved
This committee approved a plan for the
appointment of industry press relations committees in key cities and also for the publication of a series of advertisements in Editor
& Publisher that would tell the industry's
story to the nation's newspaper editors.
The advertisements were prepared under
the supervision of a copy group consisting of
Messrs Mandel, Goldberg and Doob, who
worked closely with Charles McCarthy and
advertising agency representatives in the
preparation of the copy.
For the first six months in 1953 these advertisements appeared weekly. Later the
schedule was changed to publication every
other week, and it was on this schedule that
the advertisements have been published during the last year.
From the beginning the ads have met with
the most enthusiastic response both from
people within our industry and from newspaper people. Indeed, the publishers of Editor & Publisher themselves thought so much
of the advertisements that they republished
them in an attractive brochure. This brochure was distributed to advertising agencies
and heads of some of the country's leading
industrial and commercial companies as an

improved
example of how advertising can be used to
promote better press relations.
We wish to take this occasion to express
our gratitude to the members of the COMPO Press Relations Committee. Over the
years we have had reason to deal with many
industry committees. Rarely in our experience have we seen a group of men work together so selflessly and conscientiously for
the benefit of our industry as this COMPO
Press Relations Committee has done.
We recommend that the Editor & Publisher advertising be continued, possibly on
a modified schedule, if COMPO's finances
make such a modification necessary.
While the Press Relations Committee has
been handling the Editor & Publisher advertising and other press problems arising in
r
i**""* press relations come continued to funcnary months of the
Audience AwaiQa campaign the value of
these committees was again demonstrated,
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for upon them fell the task of planting stories
in newsDapers about the coming Audience
Awards election.
These committees, which were set up
where such action met with the approval of
local exhibitor organizations, are completely
autonomous and have the right to reject any
material or suggestions from national COMPO headquarters, if they believe local conditions make such information unacceptable
or undesirable by the local press. What
COMPO wishes to emphasize above all else
in the matter of press relations is the paramount importance of exhibitors knowing
their editors through personal contacts. If
exhibitors or others desire feature, statistical,
speech or picture material on the industry,
COMPO's national headquarters will make
every effort to supply such material and to
cooperate in every way with these committees.
GROUP INSURANCE PLAN
In view of the fact that conditions have
changed we believe it is not inopportune to
suggest a reconsideration of the plan for
group life insurance which COMPO advanced two years ago. You will recall that
details of this plan, which called for the writing of group life insurance for officers, partners and employees of all firms affiliated
with COMPO, was set forth in a letter to
6,300 dues-paying COMPO members. A
questionnaire accompanying this letter asked
members to indicate whether they would be
interested in such an insurance plan, and, if
so, to state the number of their officers and
employees who might participate. More than
1,100 replies were received, of which 650,
more than half, indicated that the writers
would be interested. The total number of
employees involved exceeded 6,000, or more
than 20 times the number required by the
underwriters to put the plan into effect.
We recommend that the COMPO staff be
instructed to reopen this study and make
whatever preliminary inquiries may be necessary for submission of an industry group life
insurance plan to the COMPO Executive
Committee.
It might be explained again that COMPO
would not incur any liabilities, nor would it
profit through this plan, and no remuneration of any kind would be paid to any COMPO officer or employee. If adopted, the plan
would be administered by a non-salaried
board of trustees selected by COMPO from
its participating organizations.
LIABILITY INSURANCE
Although considerable work was done by
the COMPO staff and a committee of experts organized, our program for a study of
a liability insurance plan was abandoned at
the request of TOA, whose then President,
E. D. Martin, advised Mr. Coyne that TOA
preferred to investigate the possibilities of a
plan of its own. We have since learned,
however, that TOA has given up its idea of
promoting a liability insurance plan. In
view of this, we suggest that it might be advisable to reconsider this as a COMPO pro-

ject. We recommend that the Executive
Committee appoint a committee, or authorize the appointment of a committee, that
can prosecute the study of this subject and
make recommendations for a plan that can
be submitted to all COMPO organizations
for approval.
PUBLIC SERVICE ACTIVITIES
As in the past, COMPO has been active
in performing numerous public services.
These have embraced the distribution of patriotic pictures, the promotion of theatre collections for the aid of Korea and the approval
of trailers advertising established charities.
You will be happy to know that film rental
receipts for "This Is Your Army," which
COMPO undertook to have distributed at
the request of the Department of the Army,
have about wiped out all costs of the picture. Accordingly the immense publicity
which the Army received by the exhibition
of the picture in thousands of theatres was
obtained at no distribution expense to the
Government.
We wish to thank the trade papers for
giving free space for the advertising of this
picture. We also thank Twentieth CenturyFox for its production of advertising and a
press book for this picture.
The collection for the benefit of the war
victims in Korea was also a success. To date
2,700 theatres have conducted these audience
collections and have collected $398,900. This
is a truly stupendous achievement, when one
considers that the Korean War was very
unpopular and these collections were made
two years after the war had ended. We
think the theatres participating in this drive
deserve a great deal of credit for their unselfish work.
As it has in the past, the COMPO staff,
operating through a screening committee,
has controlled the subject matter and distribution of trailers offered to theatres for the
advertisement of charity drives.

years
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CONQUEROR

CONCLUSION
We wish to make it clear that after serving since 1952 as co-chairmen of the Governing Committee we are just as firm as ever in
our conviction that COMPO fills a great
need in our industry and should not only be
continued but should be strengthened by the
wholehearted support of all the industry's
branches. In whatever activity it has undertaken COMPO has met every demand — in
the conduct of the Movietime U.S.A. campaign, in the improvement of the industry's
press relations, in the success of the last tax
campaign, and now in the triumphant success of the first Audience Awards campaign.
This was not our accomplishment or that
of the staff. It was your accomplishment!
As your co-chairmen, we ask that you preserve and strengthen this agency, for now,
even more than when it was organized five
years ago, COMPO is needed as the conduit
through which our industry can channel its
united forces.
SAM PINANSKI
AL LICHTMAN
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All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Featnres
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
HELL'S HORIZON
Maria English,
Bill
Williams.
Producer John
Wray Ireland,
Davis. Director
Tom Gries.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
year 2508. 81 min.
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
August
is brainwashed
NIGHT FREIGHT Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Keith
the
State. 91 min.until he confesses act of treason against
Larson, Thomas Gomez. Producer Ace Herman. Director Jean Yarbrough. Drama. A short line "piggyCDUJMBIA
back" railroad carrying loaded trucks on flatcars is
January
sabotage
victim STORY,
of rival truck
owner. Kiley,
00 min.Kathryn
HOUSTON STORY, THE
Lee J. Cobb, Edward Arnold,
PHENIX CITY
THE lino
Richard
Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
Castle.
Drama.
August
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceBRING YOUR SMILE ALONG Technicolor. Frankie
man finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
INSIDE DETROIT
O'Keefe,Director
Pat O'Brien,
Tina
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Carver.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred Sears.
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.
Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
Melodrama. Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto
workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.
writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
September
JAIL
BUSTERS
Leo Gorcey,
Hall. singer. In and out of love they are finally united.
Producer
Ben Bowery
Schwalb.Boys,
Director
WilliamHunt*
Beaudine.
JOE
Roman, KenBonar
ColMAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor.
leano.MACBETH
Producer Paul
Mike Douglas,
Frankovich.RuthDirector
Hughes.
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
James ducer
Stewart,
Arthur Director
Kennedy,Anthony
Cathy O'Donnell.
Pro- Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
William Goetz.
Mann. Western
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn, drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search for brought up to date and transferred to America. 90 min.
Jeanne Dru. Producer Walter Miriseh. Director Henry
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.
LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer Wilagain to bring peace between England and France and
liam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Insave fair damsel in distress. 85 min.
dians hostile to advancing white men attempt to anniAPACHE AMBUSHSeptember
Bill Williams, Richard J aeckel,
hilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
Movita. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
October
trapper
who assumes command.
F.
Sears.
Western.
After
Civil
War
northern
meat
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
shortage
leads
to
perilous
cattle
drive
through
counCharney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
SURVIVORS
TWO Jose
try hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.
wick Production.
Drama.Ferrar,
The Trevor
story ofHoward.
heroic AmenWar-in
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG Technicolor. Stewart Granon hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
the British Navy, andComing
the methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during World War II.
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson, ger, Jean
M. J. Melodrama.
Frankovich, After
Maxwell Setton.Simmons.
Director Producers
Arthur Lubin.
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton murdering his wife man plans to pin this and atmurder of himself on maid who knows of the
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters murder. tempted
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
90 min.
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.
GUN THAT WON THE WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis during
World War II. The story of a ship and the
WARRIORS, THE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Errol
Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
men who fought alongside her in the United
Flynn, Joanne Dru. Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Pro- Sam
Katzman. Director WiMlam Gaitle. Western. Tale brave
States
Navy.
duction. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbucklof how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
ing tale of action and romance during the Hundred
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. ProYears War. 84 min. 10/17.
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. AdNIGHT HOLDS TERROR. THE Jack Kelly, Vince Edwards.
Melodrama.
Hitch-hiker
and
gangster
friends
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
November
beast
who
goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
make
night
of
terror
for
son
and
family
of
wealthy
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
businessman. 86 min. 7/25.
Whiting Sisters. Producers Bernard Tabakin, Lesley SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton. Eva Bartok. Farce by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Goodwin. Musical. Gorgeous girls and tuneful music
with international background, iurlesque on Iron PICNIC
Kim Novak.
Producer Fred
Kohlmar. William
Director Holden,
Joshua
in a romantic city. 73 min.
TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane Clark, Lita Milan. Pro- Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.
Logan. Drama.
The
prize
winning
Broadway
play rec
r
e
a
t
e
d
f
o
r
the
screen.
115
min.
12/12.
ducer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
October
sets
out
to break74 min.
up "revolution" ring, active in COUNT THREE & PRAY CinemaScope. Technicolor. Van
Central America.
Heflin, Phil Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Riohmond. Director Geo. Sherman. Action drama.
December
INDEPENDENTS
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War reSHACK OUT ON 101 IWm. F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
turns
to
become
the
hometown
preacher.
102
min.
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Loveioy, Keenan Wynn
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. MeloProducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
drama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eat- Jungle
adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in LADY AND THE TRAMPJuly
IBuena Vista) CinemaScope,
ing shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
search of their lost friend encounters gang after trea- Technicolor. Peggy Lee, Barbara Luddy, Larry Roberts,
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.
sure
and
ancient
rites
of
fire
worshippers.
70
min.
9/5.
SUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
Bill Thompson.
Feature
The tale of a romance between two
dogs. Cartoon.
75 min. 7/11.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia MeDrake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornfield. Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
dina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil- LONESOME TRAIL, THE Lippert) Wayn« Morris, John
liam Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate Agar. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett.
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
seeks in revenge
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
falls
love withagainst
one of class-conscious
its members. 72 aristocracy
min. 10/3. and Western. Young soldier returned from Indian wars is
forcedhaveto taken
fight for
his property
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet who
January
control
of Westernagainst
town. land-grabbers
73 min.
Leiah, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan. Producer
Kohlmar. vDirector
Richard
Quine.
Musical
cbmedy.
AdAugust
entures erf two small-town airs who seek their forVincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
tunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
NO RELEASES
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner robbers.
into town's
bank
80 min.hero, and the target of a gang of
November
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
QUEEN BEE Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
APACHE WOMAN September
[American Releasing Corp. I SuperProduction. Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The Scope.
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a story
Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
of a domineering woman and her effect on lives Producer-director
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.
Roger
Corman. Western. After the
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31. Apache Peace Treaty vicious
crimes by a band of
Coming
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
Investigating
Government
man
brings peace to the
A
Clover
Production.
Director
Fred
F.
Sears.
MeloCOME ON, THE Superscope. Anne Baxter, Sterling
drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
countryside. 83 min.
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES (American Releasing
steal money from fellow thief.
Corp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. ProducerAldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl director
DavidworldKramarsky.
Creature
CRIME IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cashas life complicated by romance with beautiful Japa- from another
takes overScience-fiction.
minds of animals,
birds
savetes, Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. Direcnese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even- and people in a deserted desert village. 78 min.
tor Don Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence
tually
give
soldier
new
perspective.
93
min.
10/31.
in New York City.
MADDALENA IIFE) Technicolor. Marta Toren, Gino
FIRST TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
Cervi. ITitanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe BorDecember
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. DiDirectorvillage
AugustoGood
Genina.
Religious
Italirector independents
B"ron Haskin. Western.
Sam Houston helps A LAWLESS STREET Technicolor. Randolph Scott. Ange- dogni.
an mountain
Friday
pageantdrama.
is almost
Texans win
from Mexico.
turned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to play
la
Lansbury,
Jean
Parker.
A
Scott-Brown
Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
FOUR SEASONS, THE Color. David Wayne. Keenan
Wynn, Marcia Henderson. Produced and directed by order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
(Lippert) J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
Joseph Shasfel. Drama.
APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex SIMBA
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.
Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Bogarda. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
99
min.
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exlife drains humans of all emotions but the will to Indian fighter who helped to make it safe.
October
live. 83 min.
CROOKED WEB, THE Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
AFRICAN LION. THE (Buena Vista). Technicolor. PhoTHUNDERSTORM Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Richard
Denning.
A
Clover
Production.
Director
Nathan
tographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
Juran.
Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
killer. 77Melodrama.
min. I 1/28. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap Algar.
John Guillerman. Drama.
plateau country of Arfica. 75 min.
Film BULLETIN — THIS
IS TOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Corp.) Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
AdeJe Jergens. Producer-director Roger Gorman
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic detruction of thelife.world and the conflict among them
to seek a snew
HILL
(Continental)
Wide-screen
Edward24 DOESN'T
Mulhare, ANSWER
Michael Shillo.
Producers
Thorold
Dick inson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. Drama. Story of the Israeli war against the Arabs. 100 min.
UMBERTO D IHarrison and Davidson) Carlo Battisti ,
Maria Pia Casilio. Lina Gennari. A Rizzoli-De Sica production. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
retired pensioner and his dog. 89 min. 12/12.
December
DAY THE WORLD ENDED (American Releasing Corp. I
Superscope. Richard Denning. Lori Nelson, Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction.
Seven people survive the atomic destruction of the
world
life. 80 and
min. the conflict among them to seek a new
FRISKY (DCA) IA Titanus Production). Gina Lollobrigida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. Director Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic misadventures of two couples. 98 min. 11/28.
LITTLEST OUTLAW, THE [Buena Vista) Technicolor.
Pedro Armendariz, Joseph Calleia. Rodolfo Acosta.
prooucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
Drama.
The ofstorythe oflaw.a boy and his horse who innocently run afoul
PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAGUES (American Releasing Corp.) Kent Taylor. Cathy Downs. Michael Whalen.
Produced by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
terrifying monster guards a death ray which foreign
spies are the
trying
to obtain
discovers
secret.
75 min. until an underwater expert
RETURN OF DON CAMILLO IIFE) Fernandel. Gino
Cervi. Italo-French co-production. Director Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village
priest and a communist mayor.
SAMURAI (A Toho Production) Eastman Color. Toshiro
Mifune, Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takirnura.
Hiroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
and discipline in order to become a professional warrior. English sub-titles. 93 min. i2/I2.
January
LEASE OF LIFE IIFE) Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh. Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Production. Director Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.
RIVIERA IIFE) Ferranicolor. Martine Carol. Raf Vallone. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
those who work at play on the Riviera. English subtitles.
Coming
BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE (Lippert) Superscope.
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R.
Foster. Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react
variously to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors
of a battle in the Italy campaign.
LETTERS FROM MY WINDMILL (Tohan Pictures) Robert
Vattier, Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from
collection
stories.
LOST Daudet's
CONTINENT
IIFE)of CinemaSccpe.
Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. English commentary.
MADAME BUTTERFLY IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachiguss, Nicola Filacuridi. Musical. Director Carmine
Gallone.
screen. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) ILuxFilm, Rome) Pathecolor. Print by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
OKLAHOMA WOMAN (American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs.
Corman.
ruthless Producer-director
woman rules the Roger
badlands
until Western.
a reformedA
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.
SMOLDERING
SEA, THEDrama.
(Lippert)
Superscope.
ducer Hal E. Chester.
Conflict
between Prothe
tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant
shiD reaches its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE ILippert) Superscope. Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder
involving
war veteran,
Germanfindswara
bride and a a bitter
killer U.S.
is resolved
after aa child
loaded gun in bomb rubble.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
July
COBWEB, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Richard
Widmark, Lauren Bacall, Charles Boyer. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincent Minnelli. Romantic drama.
Conflict about lives of staff and patients of small
midwestern psychiatric clinic. 124 min. 6/13.
INTERRUPTED MELODY CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Musical drama. Opera star
almost has her career destroyed by polio. 106 min. 4/4
August
KING'SmundTHIEF,
THEBlyth,
CinemaScope,
EdPurdom, Ann
David Niven.EastmanColor.
Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
Crown Jewels during reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.
Film

SCARLET COAT, THE Cinema Scept. EastmanColor. Cor
«el Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Ann
Francis. Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director John
Sturges. Historical drama. Story of a British officer
and me treason of Benedict Arnold during Revolutionary War. 100 min.
IT'S ALWAYS FAIRSeptember
WEATHER CinemaScope, Color.
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Dolores Gray. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion
after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.
SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hlldegarde Neff. Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.
October
OUENTIN DURWOOD CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous
101 min. 10/31.brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
TENDER TRAP, THE Eastman Color. CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds. David Wayne, Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten.
young 'adymale.
showsIll themin.different
devices used Comedy.
to catch aA reluctant
10/31.
TRIAL Glenn Ford. Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder. His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.
November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.
December
I'LL
CRY
TOMORROW
Susan Hayward,
Eddie Albert. Daniel Mann
director. Richard
ProducerConte,
Lawrence Weingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian
Roth.
IT'S A DOG'S LIFE CinemaScope. Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards,
Jarma
Lewis. Adventures
Producer Henry
Direc-in
tor Herman
Hoffman.
of a Berman.
bull terrior
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.
KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Vincent Minelli. Musical. Adaptation
of the Broadway musical. 113 min. 12/12.
DIANE CinemaScope,January
Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz,
Knoph.story
Director David Marlsa
Miller. Pavan.
Drama. producer
Based on Edwin
the famous
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Ersklne.
RANSOM Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson.
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only
son is kidnapped. 104 min.
Coming
FOREVER DARLING Eastman Color, Wide Screen. Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz. James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy.
storymin.of married bliss set in Yosemite National
Park. A100
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kellv.
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kellv. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama comedv and pathns told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
LAST HUNT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min.
PARAMOUNT
July
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS, THE
VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. Story of Eddie Fov who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies. 93 min.
August
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Oean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
11-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with jewel
thief, teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 6/27.

JANUARY SUMMARY
The total of features tentatively scheduled for January release number 23, a
decrease of one under the December
total. Columbia will be this month's leading supplier with six. Universal has scheduled three for release, while Allied Artists,
MGM, Paramount. 20th Century-Fox and
Warners will have two each. Fifteen of
the new films will be in color. Seven releases will be in CinemaScope, one in
VistaVision and one in Superscope.
Slated for release in January:
12 Drama
4 Melodrama
4 Comedy
2 Western
0 Musical
1 Adventure

October
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kir* Douglas. Silvana Mangano
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Marie
Cemarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric <eats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.
November
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous
store in booming Texas oil town.
104 min. department
10/3.
December
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March. Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.
January
ARTISTS AND MODELS
VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank find
Tashlin.
and children's
story
writer
life Comedy.
hectic and Artist
nightmarish
through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE . v-1 echnicolor. John
Gwenr,. ProducerMcLean. Edmund
Shirley Hitchcock
Forsythe, Alfred
director
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected
of
accidentally
killing man
while out hunting, butComing
death is complicated bv number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.
ANYTHING GOES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Em'mett Dolan. Director Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Johns,andAngela
Kaye.
NormanGlynis
Panama
MelvinLansbury.
Frank. Producer-director
Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded
outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.
_ .
THE VistaVision. TechTOO MUCH,
MAN WHOnicolor.KNEW
James Stewart,
Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads talking.
to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from
ROSE TATTOO, THE VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama.
Worshipping
dead husbana's
memory
woman
almost loses
her own chance
for new love
and
her
daughter
I 17 min.
11/14.until she learns he had been unfaithful.
SCARLET HOUR, THE VistaVision. Carol Ohmart, Tom
Tryon,
James triangle,
Gregory. becomes
Melodrama.involved
Unhappily
married
wife creates
in hijacking
and murder.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision Technicolor.
"roducerBax'd'-. Life
Anne dra.na.
Brynner.
Heston,B. Yul
Charlton Cecil
director
DeMille.
Religious
story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
KathTechnicolor.
VistaVision,
THE
KING,
VAGABOND
Producer Pat DugRita Moreno.
Oreste. Curtiz.
ryn Grayson,
gan. Director Michael
Musical drama. Vagabond
throw him. French King rout nobles who would overband helps
WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Fonda, Mel
Hepburn,
Ponti,
Dino Henry
de Laurentiis.
Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

REPUBLIC
GIRL RUSH, THE September
VistaVision, Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell,
Lamas, Eddie
Albert.
GloriaRobert
DeHaven. Fernando
Producer Frederick
Brisson.
Director
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
GREEN BUDDHA. THE Wayne
Morris. Mary Germaine.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant.
Associate
William July
N.International
Boyle. Director
mont.
ActionPro.melodrama.
gang John
steals Lean
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
art treasure. 64 min.
Comedy drama. Ex-iewel thief is suspected of resuming
his
profession
and
seeks
to
catch
real
thief
to
LAY
THAT
RIFLE
DOWN
Judy
Canova,
Robert
Lowery,
clear his name. 106 min.
Jib Jarmyn. Comedy. 71 min. 9/5.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.
LAST COMMAND. THE Trucolor. Sterling Hayden
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Imrmrtal stcry of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom. 110 min. 8/8.
September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Diiector R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service bein smuggled
partners comes
andinvolved
murder.
60 min. jewels, double-crossing
HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper.
Associate
William J.70 O'Sullivan.
Director
Bill Whitney.
Action Pro.
melodrama.
min.
October
MAN
ALONE,
A
Trucolor.
Milland,Western
Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Ray
Millard.
Drama.
Quarantined
sheriff's
home
turns
into
unexpected
sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself
96 min.
10/3.and falling in love wiih sheriff's daughter.
MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.l Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad'erfu
- C^irlict
fanatic tribe.
72 min. of a group of hunters and a
TWINKLE IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian.
Mickey Blair.
Rooney-Maurice
Duke Production. Director AGeorge
Drama. Young
parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.
NO
MAN'SRudyWOMAN
Producer
Ralston. Marie
DirectorWindsor,
Franklin John
Adreon.Archer.
Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.
November
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle. 66 min.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direct ,rWilliam Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
70 min.
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
Wilham N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved
international gang trying to steal
secret
formula.with70 min.
VANISHING AMERICAN, THE Scott Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.
December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron, Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money
breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer.madHergirlheartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
Coming
COME NEXT SPRING Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes1
story about two people who learn to live again.
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Trucolor. Barbara Stanwyck
Barry Sullivan,
Brady,
director Joseph Scott
Kane. Drama. Mary
WomanMurphy.
outlaw Producersacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
to save the life of the man she loves.
NO
WOMAN
MarieHerbert
Windsor, John Director
Archer,
PatricMAN'S
Knowles.
Producer
Franklin Adreon. Drama. A ruthless Yates.
woman doublecrosses
persons and is finally murdered by »ne
70 min.
of them. five
STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald Carey Patricia
Med ina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam
Country preacher trys to
save torsoul
of Witney.
notorious Drama.
killer-outlaw.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
♦rack.
in
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
WHEN GANGLAND STRIKES Raymond Greenleaf,
Marjie Millar, John Hudson. Producer William J.
O'Sullivan.
R. G.is Springsteen.
Melodrama.
country-townDirector
prosecutor
forced to choose
betweenA
in office and his desire to save the reputation
ofhis hisdutydaughter.
RKO
July
PEARL OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC Superscope, Technicolor. Virginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan, David Farrar,
Lance Fuller. Director Allan Dwan. Producer Benedict
Bogeaus. Adventure drama. In a plot to steal a treasure in black pearls two white men and a girl run into
native
but relent86 their
remain tabu's
on the and
islandsacrifices
and get married.
min. plan and
Film

August
NO RELEASES
September
BENGAZI Superscope.
Victor McLaglen, Richard
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
IPanamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S
Superscope.
John
Payne, RonaldPARTNER
Reagan,Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming.
Producer
Benedict
Bogeaus.
Director
Alian
Dwan.
Western.
Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.
October
TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa help"
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
November
TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan,NatGregory
Director
Tim
Whelan.bert,Producers
Holt andWalcott.
Lewis Rosen.
Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min.
December
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead,
Thomas Gomez.
Howard Historical
Hughes Production. Producer-director
Dick Powell.
adventure. Tale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
NAKED SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.
January
GLORY Superscope,
Margaret
O'Brien,
Charlotte
Greenwood, Technicolor.
Walter Brennan.
Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100
min.
Coming
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hcyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows
up
with protects
a bull asthehisother.
main companion and friend
and how each
JcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScooe. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
I 19 min.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

HOUSE OF BAMBOO July
CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer
Buddy
Adler.
Director
Samuel G. Fuller. Melodrama. 102 min. 7/11.
HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.
Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Comedy. Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small
89 min.college
7/25. and the fraternity house the fun begins.
LIFE IN A BALANCE, A (Panoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalb.m, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.
August
LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,
Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kister. Historical drama. In attempt ot
secure ships
to sail
new world
counters love and
wrathto ofthe
Elizabeth.
92 min.Raleigh
8/8. en-

October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING. THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger.
Charles
Director
Richard
Fleischer. Producer
Drama. The
storyBrackett.
of Evelyn
Nesbit,
the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. Amorous adventures of a young
French philanderer in London. 85 min. 11/28.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.
November
DEEP BLUE SEA, THE Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman, Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young
strength and hope to face
a life ofwoman
despair.who99finds
min. the
10/31.
GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack.
Samuel Engel.
Directorillness
Henry and
Koster.an
Drama. Producer
A schoolteacher
overcomes
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.
VIEW FROM POMPEY'S HEAD, THE CinemaScope,
Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell. Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man'sthejourney
into theis revealed.
deep past97ofmin.
his old
and
dark secret
11/14.home town
December
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Produced Frank Ross. Director Jean Negulesco.
Romantic drama. A young doctor chooses the need of
his people
tiful woman.for his services above the love of a beauJanuary
BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE,
THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathatown. way. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy AdComing
ler. Director Frank Tashlin.
Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service.
CAROUSEL CinemaScope, Color. Gordon MacRae,
ShirlyDirector
Jones, Cameron
Mitchell.
Producer
Henryof Ephron.
Henry King.
Musical.
Filmization
the
Broadway musical.
MAN WHO NEVER WAS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Director Ronald
Neame. Drama. From the novel by Ewen Montagu.
Famous spy thriller of World War II.
MOHAWK Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, rector
LoriKurt Nelson.
EdwardBased
L. Alperson.
DiNewmann.Producer
Adventure.
on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe.
OASIS chers.
CinemaScope.
Morgan,
Cornell
BorProducer Ludwig Michela
Waldleitner
and Gerd
Oswald.
Director Yves Allegret. Gold smuggler falls in love
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.
UNITED

ARTISTS

MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS, THE Technicolor.
Moira Shearer, John Justin,
JulyRoland Culver. Producer
Josefcal. Somlo.
Director Harold French. Romantic musi89 min. 8/8.
NOT AS A STRANGER Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame. Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector
Stanley
Kramer.perspective
Drama. Story
overly zealous doctor
who gains
on hisofpractice
thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE IValiant Films) Richard
Greene,
ProducerRomantic
Anthony drama.
Havelock-Allan.Valentina
Director Cortesa.
Sidney Salkow.
Russian
Empress
sends
her
lover
to
kidnap
beautiful
rival
for victim.
throne.92 Plan
when he falls in love
with his
min. backfires
9/5.

August
KENTUCKIAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt
September
Lancaster,Director
Diana Lynn,
Foster.Pioneer
Producer
Harold
LEFT HAND OF GOD, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Hecht.
Burt Dianne
Lancaster.
adventure.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
West interrupted
flyer forced down in China during World War II has "civilize"
them. 104bymin.beautiful
7/25. woman who plans to
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the NAKED STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5. Anne wellBancroft.
Producer 84Edward
Small, Director MaxShane. Melodrama.
min. 8/22.
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De
Luxe. Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form ex- DESERT SANDS SuperScope.
September
Print by Technicolor. Ralph
peditions to claim California territory for Spain, lo- Meeker, Maria English.
Aubrey
Schenk-Howard
Kock
cate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found missions
production.
Director
Lesley
Selander.
Modern French
in the new land. 103 min. 7/19.
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
KILLER'S
KISS Frank
Silvera, Director
Jamie Smith,
IreneKubrick.
Kane.
Kubrick-Bousel
Production.
Stanley
Drama. Young boxer and dance hall hostess get involved with kidnappers. 67 min.
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Charles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.
October
FORT YUMA Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17
GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.
SAVAGE PRINCESS (Technicolor. (Filmed in India).
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against
101 min. the background of India's struggle for liberty.
November
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
Winters. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.
KILLER'S
Frank Kubrick,
Silvera, Jamie
Kane.
ProducersKISS
Stanley
MorrisSmith,
Bouse.IreneDirector
Kubrick. Melodrama. Prize fighter gets involved in
underworld killing. 47 min.
DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker,
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch.
Director Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
French Foreign Legion set against the background of
an Arab uprising in Morocco.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is83 finally
stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
min. 10/17.
December
HEIDIas Klameth.
AND PETER
Technicolor.
Elsbeth Sigmund,
Producer Lazar Wechsler.
Director ThomFranz
Schnyder.
Drama.
Based
on
novel
by
Johanna
Spyri.
89 min.
INDIAN FIGHTER. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure. Guide leads wagon train thru Indian
territory to Oregon. 88 min.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Karen
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. A sharp gunshooter blasts the renegades out of the West. 73 min.
January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM. THE Frank Sinatra,
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak. Producer-director Otto
Preminger. Drama. Story of dope addiction. 119 min.
Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S
THE Forsythe,
CinemaScope,
nicolor. Olivia de DAUGHTER.
Havilland, John
Myrna TechLoy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The
hungryaffairs
G. I.of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceBEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction thriller.
KING'S
RHAPSODYAnnaCinemaScope,
Color. and
Erroldirected
Flynn,
Patrice Wymore,
Neagle. Produced
by Herman Wilcox. Musical. Prince chooses love of
commoner95 min.
and goes into exile — later returns to regain
crown.
KISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer P.aymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
STORM FEAR Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Based on the suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min.
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.
UNIVERSAL-INTI
July
AIN'T
Laurie, MISEEHAVIN'
Jack Carson. Technicolor.
Producer Sam Rory
Marx.Calhoun,
DirectorPiper
Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when she marries heir to financial
empire. 88'/2 min. 5/30.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together. 9l'/2 min. 4/27.
Film

PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. Mysterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's efforts
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 4/13.
August
PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer Howard Pine. Director Jerry Hopper. 105 min.
FRANCIS
IN THE
NAVYRubin.
Donald
O'Connor,
Hyer. Producer
Stanley
Director
Arthur Martha
Luber.
Comedy. 80 min.
ONE DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought
waifs. 94 together
min. 7/11. thru mutual love for two homeless
September
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe
Pevney.
Suspense
arama.
Rich young
widow
falls
in love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents
indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost Destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.
October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance. Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne 'inds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min. 9/5.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 104 min. 7/25.
November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting execution finds love at the moment he loses
his life. 75 min. 10/17.
LADY
Technicolor.Producer
MaureenRobert
O'Hara,
GeorceDiNader, GODIVA
Victor
Arthur.
rector
Arthur McLaglen.
Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale
of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 min. 10/17.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.
December
RUNNING WILD William Campbell, Keenan Wynn,
Mamie Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses
a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves.
81 min.asI 1/28.
SECOND GREATEST SEX, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director.
Womenandusefighting.
"sex strike"
to stop
husbands Musical.
from feuding
87 min.
10/17.their
TARANTULA
John
Agar,
Mara
Corday,
Leo
Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Scientist breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.
January
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow and her gardener.
89 min. I 1/14.
SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff Chandler, Rory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
is bested by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.
SQUARE JUNGLE, THE Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley,
Ernest Borgnine. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Jerry Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
kills an opponent in a Coming
vicious battle. 84 min.
BENNY GOODMAN STORY. THE Technicolor. Steve
Allen,tineDonna
Reed. Producer
Davies director.
Musical.Aaron
The Rosenberg.
life story ofValenthe
famous clarinet player.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June Hammerstein. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama. dog.
Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained
WARNER

RR0THERS

MISTER ROBERTS CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Henry
Fond*. James Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmoa.
Producer Leland Hayward. Directors John Ford, Marvya
mischief
LeRcy. Comedy drama. Boredom incites
(hip anchorad off a small Pacific
carqo5/30.
aboard
island. 123a min.
PETE KELLY'S BLUES August
CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jau
band leader
resists business.
attempt of95 booze
racketeer to organize band agency
min. 8/8.
McCONNELL STORY,September
THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd,
JuneDouglas.
Allyson. Drama.
ProducerYoung
Henryarmy
Blanke.
Director Gordon
private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.
October
BLOOD ALLEY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. John
Wayne,
Producer-director
William
Wellman. Lauren
Drama.Bacall.
American
merchant marine
captainA.
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China
an ancient
ferry 115boatmin.through
. . . thein Formosa
Straits.
10/3. "Blood Alley"
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson. Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent rrnn to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
m'n. 9/5.
on trial for
young
WarnerCAUSE 88CinemaScope.
A murder.
WITHOUT
REEEL girl
Wood. Producer Davidof
Color. James Dean, Natalie Ray.
Drama. Conflict
Weisbart. Director Nicholas
between themselves, their parents, the law.
juveniles
I 1 1 min. 10/31.
November
TIMES CinemaScope, WarnerI DICD Color.A JackTHOUSAND
Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-conGoldbeck.
vict helps and falls in love with ycung criopled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 mm. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace. Joanne
Henry
Nicol. Producer Pianist
Dru, Dorothy Malone, AlexDouglas.
Musical.
Blanke. Director Gordon
pretty
and
fame
musical
win
to
overcomes deafness
girl. 115 min. 1 1/14.
December
CinemaScope
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL Dickford,
Ralph
WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles
DirecMilton Sperling producer
Bellamy Rod Steiger. Drama.
True story of leading extor Otto Preminger.
ponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 mm. 12/12
Peggy Casile. Producer
Conte,
ZERO Richard
TARGETWeisbart.
Director Harmon Jones.fireWarby drama.
David
enemy
of
circle
a
in
held
is
nurse
A lone
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 mm.
January
Rsssana
ope, WarnerColor.
TROY CinemaScCedric
HELEN OF Jack
Hardwicke Stanley
Sernas.
Podesta
on he
Based
Drama.
Wise.
Richard
Director
Baker
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the
e, WarnerColor.
BAY CinemaScop
HELl" ON^FRISCO
Director Fred Tuttle.on
Alan Ladd Edward G. Robinson.
turbulence
and
Violence
melodrama.
Coming
Waterfront
the
waterfront.

Mario Lanza. Joan Fontaine,
SERENADE WarnerColor. Price.
Producer Henry Blanke.
Sarita Montiel, Vincent
Director Anthony Mam. Musical drama. Story ofCainan
in Mexico.
opera ofsinger
novel
the same
name. Adapted from the James
Garland,
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez. Beverly
Wal. Director
Weisbart
Producerma.David
Abel. Melodra
Walter
d to
sentence
bookie
Young
ter Doniger.
|ail
in
also
ion
Combinat
of
head
K**
jail iswhobrutaliz
fears edhe bywill talk. His wife
and
ion.
Combinat
of
end
tempts escape which brings about
To Better Serve You . . .
Office & Terminal Combined At
New Phones
305 N. 12th St.
LOmbard 3-3944, 3945
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE

SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
DAM BUSTERS, THE Michael
Redgrave,
Richard
Todd.
July believes World War II
Aerial war drama. Scientist
EXPRESS LINES, INE.
can possibly be shortened by penetrating Ruhr Dams.
The RAF undertakes the task. 102 min. 7/11.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Member National Film Carriers
Print by Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, James Justice.
Dewey Martin,
Collins. Recounting
Producer-director
Howard
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450
Hawks.
HistoricalJoanadventure.
of the pharaoh
Washington. D. C: DUpont 7-7200
who built first great pyramid and the ruthless queen
who brought about his downfall. 105 min. 4/27.
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The l
competition's taken a lot of lessons from

the showmen

of America

but

you've got a lot more to teach 'em . . . and it's all to your profit. You've got
a screen full of color and action, a front full of flash and a whole town full
of your advertising . . . if you're using all the advertising and exploitation
at your command. Check the NSSities of Showmanship at your nearest
branch

of National

Screen

. . . and be sure!
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SERVICE
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